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cto PREFACE sis 

The publication Foreign Relations of the United States consti- | 
tutes the official record of the foreign policy of the United States. 
The volumes in the series include, subject to necessary security 
considerations, all documents needed to give a comprehensive 
record of the major foreign policy decisions of the United States to- 

gether with appropriate materials concerning the facts which con- 
tributed to the formulation of policies. Documents in the files of | 
the Department of State are supplemented by papers from other 
Government agencies involved in the formulation of foreign policy. | 

The basic documentary diplomatic record printed in the volumes 
of the series Foreign Relations of the United States is edited by the | 
Office of the Historian, Bureau of Public Affairs, Department of 

_ State. The editing is guided by the principles of historical objectivi- | 
ty and in accordance with the following official guidance first pro- | 
mulgated by Secretary of State Frank B. Kellogg on March 26, 1925. 

_ There may be no alteration of the text, no deletions without indi- | 
cating where in the text the deletion is made, and no omission of — | 
facts which were of major importance in reaching a decision. Noth- | 

ing may be omitted for the purpose of concealing or glossing over : 
what might be regarded by some as a defect of policy. However, 
certain omissions of documents are permissible for the following - | 
reasons: | : 

| a. To avoid publication of matters which would tend to | 
impede current diplomatic negotiations or other business. | 
. 6 To condense the record and avoid repetition of needless de- | 

| ails. | 

c. To preserve the confidence reposed in the Department by | 
individuals and by foreign governments. | 

d. To avoid giving needless offense to other nationalities or | 
individuals. | 

e. To eliminate personal opinions presented in despatches | 
and not acted upon by the Department. To this consideration 
there is one qualification—in connection with major decisions | 
it is desirable, where possible, to show the alternative present- | 
ed to the Department before the decision was made. | 

Documents selected for publication in the Foreign Relations vol- 
umes are referred to the Department of State Classification/Declas- 
sification Center for declassification clearance. The Center reviews 

the documents, makes declassification decisions, and obtains the | : 

| | | 
III 

| 

| |



IV PREFACE 

clearance of geographic and functional bureaus of the Department | 
| of State, as well as of other appropriate agencies of the govern- 

_ ment. The Center, in coordination with the geographic bureaus of 
the Department of State, conducts communications with foreign 
governments regarding documents or information of those govern- 
ments proposed for inclusion in Foreign Relations volumes. | 

David W. Mabon compiled Part 1 of this volume under the super- 

vision of John P. Glennon. Louis J. Smith assisted in declassifica- 
tion, and Mr. Mabon in final editing. Margaret Roman prepared 
the list of abbreviations and Rosa Pace the list of sources. 

Until his retirement in 1979, Deputy Historian Fredrick Aandahl 

directed the entire Foreign Relations project, including the prepa- 
ration of this volume. 

Rita M. Baker and Charlotte Shahin performed technical editing 
under the supervision of Margie R. Wilber in the Publishing Serv- 

ices Division (Paul M. Washington, Chief). The Twin Oaks Indexing 
| Collective prepared the index. 7 

| : | WILu1AM Z. SLANY 
| The Historian 

| Bureau of Public Affairs
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| LIST OF UNPUBLISHED SOURCES | | 

Department of State | 

Decimal Files | | 

Conference Files, Lot 59D95 | | 

Collection of documentation on official visits by heads of government and for- | 

eign ministers to the United States and on major international conferences at- 

tended by the Secretary of State for the period 1949-1955, as maintained by the | 
| Executive Secretariat. | 

Conference Files, Lot 60 D 627 | 
Collection of documentation on official visits by heads of government and for- 

eign ministers to the United States and on major international conferences at- 
tended by the Secretary of State for the period 1953-1958, as maintained by the 

Executive Secretariat. This file is a continuation of Lot 59 D 95. | 

CFM Files, Lot M-88 i 
: Consolidated master collection of the records of conferences of Heads of State, | 

the Council of Foreign Ministers and ancillary bodies, the North Atlantic Coun- | 
cil, other meetings of the Secretary of State with the Foreign Ministers of Euro- | 
pean powers, and materials on the Austrian and German peace settlements for | | 
the years 1943-1955, prepared by the Department of State Records Service 
Center. | 

FE Files, Lot 55 D 388 | ! 
| 

Files maintained by the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs for the year 1953. 

FE Files, Lot 55 D 480 | 
Files maintained by the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs for the year 1954. | 

OCB Files, Lot 62 D 430 | 

Master files of the Operations Coordinating Board for the years 1953-1960, as | 
maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 3 

PPS Files, Lot 64 D 563 | 
Master file of documents, drafts, records of meetings, memoranda, and related 

correspondence for the years 1947-19538 of the Policy Planning Staff. | 

PPS Files, Lot 65 D 101 | 
Master file of documents, drafts, records of meetings, memoranda, and related ! 

correspondence for the year 1954 of the Policy Planning Staff. 

PSA Files, Lot 58 D 207 | | | i 

Certain files of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs for the | 

years 1949-1955, containing primarily material on Indochina. : 

| 
|



| VIII LIST OF UNPUBLISHED SOURCES 

Secretary's Memoranda, Lot 53 D 444 . | | 

Chronological collections of the Secretary of State’s memoranda, memoranda of 

conversation, and memoranda of conversation with the President for the years 

1947-1953, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

Secretary's Memoranda of Conversation, Lot 64 D 199 

Chronological collections of the Secretary of State’s memoranda of conversation 

| and the Under Secretary of State’s memoranda of conversation for the years 

1953-1960, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

Secretary's Memoranda of Conversation, Lot 65 D 238 > 

Chronological collections of the Secretary of State’s memoranda of conversation 

with the President for the years 1949-1952, memoranda of the Secretary’ of 

_. State and Under Secretary of State for the years 1951-1952, and the Secretary 

_ of State’s memoranda of conversation with Senator Tom Connally of Texas for 

the years 1950-1951, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

Secretary’s Staff Meetings, Lot 63 D 75 | | | 
Chronological collections of the minutes of the Secretary of State’s staff meet- 

ings during the years 1952-1960, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat. 

S/P-NSC Files, Lot 61 D 167 | | a a 

Serial file of memoranda relating to National Security Council questions for the 

years 1950-1961, as maintained by the Policy Planning Staff. 

S/P-NSC Files, Lot 62 D 1 | 

| Serial and subject master file of National Security Council documents and cor- 

respondence for the years 1948-1961, as maintained by the Policy Planning 
Staff. - | 

S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) Files, Lot 66 D 95 . 

Administrative and miscellaneous National Security Council documentation, in- 

cluding NSC Records of Action, as maintained by the Executive Secretariat for 

the years 1947-1963. | | 

S/S-NSC Files, Lot 63 D 351 , 

Serial master file of National Security Council Documents and correspondence 

and related Department of State memoranda for the years 1947-1961, as main- 

tained by the Executive Secretariat. | 

State-JCS Meetings, Lot 61 D 417 | 

Top secret records of meetings between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and representa- 

tives of the Department of State for the period 1951-1959 and selected problem 

| | files on the Middle East for the period 1954-1956, as maintained by the Execu- 

tive Secretariat. 

U/MSA Files, Lot 56 D 551 | 

Subject files of the Special Assistant for Mutual Security Affairs, 1954-1956. 

U/MSA Files, Lot 57 D 567 
Files of the Special Assistant for Mutual Security Affairs, 1952-1957.



| LIST OF UNPUBLISHED SOURCES IX | 

Department of Defense | 
| 

JCS Files | 

Documents obtained upon request from the Secretariat of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff. , | 

| Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas | [ 

Dulles Papers | 

| Records of John Foster Dulles, 1952-1959. 
| | 

| James C. Hagerty Papers 

| Papers of James C. Hagerty, Press Secretary to President Eisenhower, for the | 
| years 1953-1961. | 

| White House Office Files | 

Several White House office collections, including files of the Office of the Staff 
| Secretary, and Project “Clean Up.” 

Whitman File j 

| Papers of Dwight D. Eisenhower as President of the United States, 1953-1961, | 
| maintained by his personal secretary, Ann C. Whitman. The Whitman File in- | 
| cludes the following elements: the Name Series, the Dulles-Herter Series, Ei- | | | 
| senhower Diaries, Ann Whitman (ACW) Diaries, National Security Council | 

Records, Miscellaneous Records, Cabinet Papers, Legislative Meetings, Interna- | 
tional Meetings, the Administration Series, and the International File. i 

| | | | 
| National Archives, Washington, D.C. | 

JCS Records 

| National Archives Record Group 218, Records of the United States Joint Chiefs 

of Staff and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. | 

| Princeton University Library, Princeton, New Jersey | 

: Dulles Papers, Daily Appointments | | 

| Daily log of the meetings and appointments of Secretary of State John Foster | 
| Dulles for the years 1953-1959. | | 

7 Harry S. Truman Library, Independence, Missouri | 

Truman Papers, President’s Secretary’s File (PSF) | 

Papers of Harry S. Truman as President, 1945-1953, maintained by his personal 

secretary. 

} 

| 
| 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

Epitor’s NotE—This list does not include standard abbreviations in common ! 
usage; unusual abbreviations of rare occurrence which are clarified at appropriate | 
points; and those abbreviations and contractions which, although uncommon, are | 

understandable from the context. 7 | 

AA, anti-aircraft CINCUNC, Commander in Chief, 
| AAA, anti-aircraft artillery ms United Nations Command  ~_ | 
| AC&W, aircraft and warning | COCOM, Coordinating Committee of : 
| ACSP, Asian Collective Security Pact the Paris Consultative Group of na- | 

| AFP, Armed Forces of the Philippines tions working to control export of 1 
| ANZAM, Australia-New Zealand-and- strategic goods to Communist coun- L 

| Malaya wee tries oe — | : 
| ANZUS, Australia, New Zealand, CRIK, Civilian Reliefin Korea ! 
| United States CRO, Commonwealth Relations Office | 
| AOP, aerial observation = © (United Kingdom) pees | 

: AP, Associated Press ae CVA, attack aircraft carrier => | 

| AV/AVP, seaplane tender/small sea- CVS/CVL/CVE, anti-submarine war- : 
| plane tender _ OO fare support aircraft carrier/small | 
| BNA, Office of British Commonwealth aircraft carrier/escort aircraft carrier ) 

and Northern European Affairs, De- © DD/DDR/DDE, destroyer/radar picket 
partment of State | destroyer/escort destroyer oa / 

C, vince of me Pounselor of the De- del, delegation a : 

partment of State Depcirtel, Department of State circul | C/S, Chief of Staff | ean | 
CA/ CL, heavy cruiser/light cruiser _ Deptel, Department telegram __ i 

: CAT, Civil Air Transport . | 
| . . . DTG, Date Time Group | 

| CCAF, Chinese Communist Air Force Dulte, primarily a series indicator for CEV MC, Churchill-Eden Visit, Memo- > P yee | 
| yo pe telegrams from Secretary of State | 

| randum of Conversation . . : 
| . Dulles while absent from Washing- | 
| CF, Conference File ton: al d ‘es indicator f | 

CFM, Council of Foreign Ministers eee eee ee eet the head: of Chi. Chinese | telegrams to him from the head of | 
Chic amie(s) Chi C _, the United States Delegation at an 
Chi te. Chi 8’, Nation communist(s) international conference Sg | 

mass Veinese svaliona ists | E, Bureau of Economic Affairs, Depart- | 
| CHINCOM, China Committee, a perma- . 

| ment of State | | 
nent working group of the Paris Con- ECA. E ie C tion Admini 
sultative Group of nations working to etion coperalion “demi is- ! 

trol t of strategi | f 
Communist countries egic goods to ECAFE, Economic Commission for Asia | 

CIA, Central Intelligence Agency and the Far Hast - ee | 
CIGS, Chief of the Imperial General EDC, European Defense Community | 

Staff : Embdes, Embassy despatch - 

CINCFE, Commander in Chief, Far | Embtel, Embassy telegram =~ } 
. Rast | _ EUR, Bureau of European Affairs, De- | 
CINCPAC, Commander in Chief, Pacif- partment of State | 

ic FA, field artillery | | 

CINCPACFLT, Commander in Chief, FE, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, De- | 

U.S. Pacific Fleet partment of State | ! 

| | XI



XII LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

FE/P, Officer in Charge of Public Af- of Ceylon, to Washington, December 
fairs, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, 6-8, 1954 
Department of State L, Office of the Legal Adviser, Depart- 

FOA, Foreign Operations Administra- ment of State | . 
tion L/E, Office of the Assistant Legal Ad- 

FOA/W, headquarters of the Foreign viser for Economic Affairs, Depart- 
Operations Administration in Wash- ment of State 

__ ington _ L/FE, Office of the Assistant Legal Ad- 
FonMin, Foreign Minister viser for Far Eastern Affairs, Depart- 
FY, fiscal year oo ment of State | 
FPT, French political talks; series indi- L/UNA, Office of the Assistant Legal 

cator for documentation related to Adviser for United Nations Affairs, 
discussions with René Mayer, Pre- Department of State 

mier of France, at Washington, in LOC, line of communication 

March 1953 | LST(s), tank landing ships 
FYI, for your information MAAG, Military Assistance Advisory 
G, Office of the Deputy Under Secre- Group 

tary of State ; ; MDAP, Mutual Defense Assistance Pro- 
G-2, Army general staff section dealing gram 
van inverugence at the divisional or ME, Middle East | 

ener leve MEC, th ed Middle East Com- 
G-3, Army general staff section dealing ee © PrOpos moere mas } m 

with operations and training at the  MEDO, the proposed Middle East De- 
divisional or higher level | fense Organization 

GA, General Assembly of the United ae . Na tions MIG(s), Russian-made fighter aircraft 

GARIOA, Government and Relief in WYN rey Miltary Representative(s) 
Occupied Areas , ? . . 

GATT, General Agreement on Tariffs  MIS©/RA, Miscellaneous, Regional Af 
and Trade . 

| MS, Mutual Security Agency . 
GOC, Government of Ceylon ? : 

. MSA, Mutual Security Act (of 1951); GOI, Government of India ’ . ; ? 
GOP, Government of Pakistan aural eee urity Agency; Mutual Se- 
GUB, Government of the Union of curity istance 

HICOM, High Commissioner » Serles Indicator for papers pre- 

Hlcomel High Commissioner =n connection ith pet HM, Her Majesty nd tripa ror 
HMG, Her Majesty’s Government _ eign Ministers of France, the United 

HON, series indicator for papers pre- Kingdom, and the United States at 
pared in connection with the First rondon fate in June 1952 
Meeting, ANZUS Council, held at mytel, my telegram 
Honoluta, August 4-6, 1952 NA, Office of Northeast Asian Affairs, 

IADB, Inter-American Defense Board Department of State | 
IBRD, International Bank for Recon- NAC, National me sory wounen on 

struction and Development nternationa onetary an inan- 

IC, Indochina cial Problems - 

IMF, International Monetary Fund NAC, North Atlantic Council 
ISA, International Security Affairs (an NAT, North Atlantic Treaty 

office of the Department of Defense) | NATO, North Atlantic Treaty Organi- 
, IVAG, a proposed International Volun- mAs PN k South 

| teer Air Group NEA, Bureau of Near Eastern, Sout 
JCS, Joint Chiefs of Staff Asian, and African Affairs, Depart- 

JSG, Joint Study Group (of the United ment of State 

Kingdom and the United States) niact, night action, communications in- 
JSSC, Joint Strategic Survey Commit- dicator requiring attention by the re- 
tee cipient at any hour of the day or 

KV, series indicator for papers pre- night | | 
pared in connection with the visit of NIE, National Intelligence Estimate 
Sir John Kotelawala, Prime Minister NSC, National Security Council



| | 
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS XIII 

NZ, New Zealand | SUNFED, proposed Special United Na- 
OAS, Organization of American States _ tions Fund for Economic. Develop- : 
OCB, Operations Coordinating Board — ment — | . | 

| ODM, Office of Defense Mobilization TCT, Truman-Churchill talks (series : 
| OEEC, Organization for European Eco- indicator for papers prepared in con- ot 
| nomic Cooperation nection with the visit to the United 
a Ore Office of cae Research, States of Winston S. Churchill, Prime / 
| epartment of State Minister of the United Kingdom, 
| P, Bureau of Public Affairs, Depart- January 5-19, 1952) | 

| ment of State Tedul, primarily a series indicator for 
Pac, Pacific telegrams to Secretary of State 

| PriMin, Prime Minister _ | Dulles while absent from Washing- 
POC, Peace Observation Commission _ ton; also used as series indicator for | 
POL, petroleum, oil, lubricants telegrams from Dulles to the head of | 

| PPS, Policy Planning Staff, Depart- the United States Delegation at an 
ment of State international conference 

PSA, Office of Philippine and South- T.H., Territory of Hawaii , 

Ste Asian Affairs, Department of TIAS, Treaties and Other International 
al ; Acts Series 

| | PSB, Psychological Strategy Board | Tosec, series indicator for telegrams 
| R, Office of the Special Assistant for In- from the Department of State to the 

: telligence, Department of State | Secretary of State or his delegation 
ROK ed ae ree in connection with conferences of 

| » Kepudrc of Aorea Foreign Ministers 
| SACLANT, Supreme Allied Command- _ UK, United Kingdom | 

SCAR. Sencemie Commander for the UKG, United Kingdom Gove rnment 
! Allied Powers in Japan ur MSA, Office of the Special Assistant 

Se gs or Mutural Security Affairs in the 
SCEM, series indicator for papers pre- Office of the Under S$ t D 

| pared in connection with bipartite ‘ © at F St te er secretary, 
| and tripartite meetings of the For- UN. United N ti ave 

eign Ministers of France, the United UNESCO. U a IN , ‘onal | 
| Kingdom, and the United States at ‘SCO, United Nations Educational, 
| - Scientific, and Cultural Organization | Paris in late May 1952 . 

SE, Special Estimate ver. Peers Nations Korean Re- 

| SEAP, letters standing for “Southeast onstruction Agency 
"Asia Pact” were ised as a series indi- U/OC, Office of the Operations Coordi- 

| cator for documents circulated in nator, Department of State 
| preparation for the Manila Confer- UP, United Press 

ence urinfo, your information 

SEATO, Southeast Asia Treaty Organi- urtel, your telegram 
zation USA, United States Army 

Secto, series indicator for telegrams to | USAF, United States Air Force | 
the Department of State from the US Del, United States Delegation 
Secretary of State (or his delegation) Usfoto, series indicator for telegrams 

in connection with international con- and airgrams from the Foreign Oper- 
ferences ations Administration to missions 

SHAPE, Supreme Headquarters, Allied abroad | 
Powers, Europe USIS, United States Information Serv- | 

SM N, Staff Meetings Notes ice 
SOA, Office of South Asian Affairs, De- USMC, United States Marine Corps | 

partment of State USN, United States Navy 
S/P, Policy Planning Staff, Department USRO, United States Mission to the 
se. State North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

, submarine and European Regional Organiza- 

S/S, the Executive Secretariat of the tions 
Department of State USSR, Union of Soviet Socialist Repub- 

- §/S-R, the Executive Secretariat, lics 

Policy Reports Staff, Department of UST, United States Treaties and Other 
State International Agreements



ae XIV LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

VOA, Voice of America ington ANZUS meeting of September 
VP, patrol plane squadron . 1953 oo 7 | 
WAM, series indicator for papers pre-e | WE, Office of Western European Af- 

pared in connection with the Wash- fairs, Department of State 7 
WG, Working Group oe



GENERAL UNITED STATES POLICIES WITH RESPECT TO 

THE EAST ASIAN-PACIFIC AREA; ACTIVITIES OF THE 

| ANZUS POWERS; FIVE-POWER MILITARY CONSULTA- 

~ TIONS; CONCLUSION OF THE SOUTHEAST ASIA COLLEC- | 

| TIVE DEFENSE TREATY; REVIEW OF REGIONAL ECO- 

| NOMIC AID AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 1! | 

Conference files, lot 59D 95,CF992 : | 

Position Paper Prepared in the Department of State 3 oe 

| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, December 29, 1951. 

| THe Miuitary ROLE OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 

| Problem: | 

To inform Mr. Churchill of the role envisaged for Australia and | 

New Zealand in meeting Communist aggression. | 
| 

| Facts Bearing on the Problem: | 

| a. Australia and New Zealand have refrained from making a | 
firm commitment of forces to the military effort to meet Commu- 

nist aggression globally; 
| . 
| b. The security of the general area of the Middle East, as a 

whole, including particularly the oil areas and the Suez Canal, is 

| important to the Western World; | 

| c. The United States does not plan to commit its forces to the de- | 

: fense of the Middle East; and | 
| d. If the United Kingdom is to meet its strategic responsibility 

for the defense of the general area of the Middle East, substantial 

1 Continued from Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 1, pp. 1 ff. | 
2 Collection of documentation on certain official visits of European heads of gov- 

| ernment and foreign ministers to the United States and on major international con- 

ferences attended by the Secretary of State for the period 1949-1953, as maintained | 
by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State. | | | 

3 This paper, designated TCT D-5/llc, was prepared by the Steering Group on | 

preparations for talks between President Truman and Prime Minister Winston S. | 

Churchill of the United Kingdom. Churchill was in the United States Jan. 5-18, | 
1952; see the editorial note, p. 8. For documentation regarding this visit, see volume 

VI. 
: 

TCT D-5/1lc is attached to a covering note by Robbins P. Gilman, Secretary of | 

the Steering Group, who stated that it incorporated suggestions made by the Joint 
: Chiefs of Staff and that it had been approved at the official level. | | 

;



2 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1952-1954, VOLUME XII | 

armed forces from Australia and New Zealand as well as other 

commonwealth nations will, in all probability, have to be provided. 

U.S. Objectives: | 

To encourage the development of the military potential of Aus- | 

tralia and New Zealand for the common defense against the Com- 
munist threat. 

Probable Position of U.K.: - | 

(a) Desires to obtain commitment of troops by Australia and New 

Zealand to the defense of the Middle East. 

(b) Desires to obtain participation of Australia and New Zealand 

together with France, Britain and the United States in the defense 

of Southeast Asia. 

Position to be presented: (Only if raised by Mr. Churchill) 

_As you know, this government has done its best to encourage the 

development of the military potential of Australia and New Zea- 

land for the common defense against the Communist threat. Clear- 

| ly, these two countries are vital links in the defensive chain run- | 

ning from Japan and Okinawa, through the Philippines, to Austra- - 

lia and New Zealand. The defense of that chain is essential to the 
maintenance of the interests of both our countries in the Pacific. | 
United States policy with respect to Australia and New Zealand is 

based upon recognition that an armed attack in the Pacific area 

against either of these two countries would be dangerous to its own 

peace and safety. We have given concrete form to this belief by 

committing our armed forces to the defense of Australia and New 
Zealand. The tripartite security pact * spells out this commitment. 

On the other hand that pact recognized the fact that Australia and 
New Zealand, as members of the British Commonwealth of Na- 

tions, have military obligations outside as well as within the Pacif- ~ 

ic area. As a result I think that this security arrangement should 
. free substantial Australian and New Zealand forces for the defense 

of the Middle East. Prime Minister Holland in Washington last 

February specifically asked whether New Zealand’s commitment to 

| the Middle East would be considered as a contribution to the then 
contemplated Pacific security arrangement. He was told then that 
the U.S. would certainly look at such a contribution as a benefit to 

over-all “allied” strategy. 5 I still believe this to be the case. 

# For text of the Security Treaty between Australia, New Zealand, and the United 

States, also known as the ANZUS Pact, signed at San Francisco Sept. 1, 1951, see 
United States Treaties and Other International Agreements (UST), vol. 3 (pt. 3), p. 

se vor the memorandum of a conversation held Feb. 8, 1951, between Prime Minis- 

ter Sidney G. Holland and Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairs, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 1, p. 147. |
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| On the other hand, while we recognize the importance of South- 

| east Asia and are concerned that the countries in the area do not | 
| fall into the Communist camp, we cannot at this time accept the 

| commitment of U.S. ground forces to the defense of the area. You | 
| would agree, I am sure, that paper security agreements not backed 

| by commitments of forces are worse than none at all. I think it nat- | 
| urally follows from this that it is too soon to attempt to establish a 

P regional security system in the Pacific similar to NATO. While in a / 

| global war the defense of Southeast Asia would probably assume | 
| secondary importance to the defense of the Middle East, we should | 

| also consider the role which Australian and New Zealand forces | 

| might best play in hostilities limited to the Far East. In the event | 
| of a Communist move to the southward from China without a con- | 

| current commencement of hostilities elsewhere, available Austra- | 
| lian and New Zealand forces could be employed in the Southeast | 
! Asia area. | | | | 

| Discussion; | | | — 

| The above subject should not be raised by President Truman in 
| the talks with Mr. Churchill. oe | 

| 1. The U.S. desires that the military potential of Australia and | 
| New Zealand be developed. | | | 
: 2. The U.S. has entered into a tripartite security agreement with 
| Australia and New Zealand. | | - oe | 

| 3. The U.S. desires an Australia and New Zealand commitment | 
| of forces to the Middle East. The U.S. hopes the Pact will facilitate 

| the contribution of troops by Australia and New Zealand for the | 
| Middle East. | a Oe | 
| 4. The U.S. is not willing at this time to enter any regional pact 

i with regard to Southeast Asia that would commit U.S. forces to the 
: defense of that area. — Oo | — 

7151G.5/1-252 | | a 

| The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State | 

| a . co 

po TOP SECRET sits _ WasHINGTON, January 2, 1952. | 

| Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to Department of State 
draft position paper TCT D-5/3b, dated 26 December 1951, entitled 

| “Indochina”. _ | | | 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have reviewed this paper and concur 

generally in it. However, they feel that the paper does not ade- 

_ 1 Not printed. (CFM files, lot M 88) TCT D-5/3b was prepared by the Steering 
oe Group for the Truman-Churchill talks. : | 

|
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quately cover possible courses of action in the event of Chinese 

Communist intervention in the hostilities of Indochina, and accord- 

ingly recommend certain additions for this purpose, as well as 

changes to define more closely possible US command relationship 
and commitments in that area. A copy of these comments and rec- 
ommendations is inclosed herewith. These comments and recom- 
mendations have my concurrence. 

Sincerely yours, 

Rosert A. LOVETT 

| [Enclosure] 

_ Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
Defense (Lovett) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, December 28, 1951. 

Subject: Indochina (TCT D-5/3b), dated 26 December 1951. 

1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have reviewed the Department of 
State draft negotiating paper entitled “Indochina” (TCT D-5/3b, 

| dated 26 December 1951) prepared by the Department of State for 

| use in the forthcoming Washington Talks between the President 

and Prime Minister Churchill in the event the subject is raised by. 
the latter. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concur generally with the sub- 
ject paper but feel that it does not adequately cover possible cours- 
es of action in the event of Chinese Communist intervention in the 
hostilities in Indochina. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff rec- 
ommend that the basic draft negotiating paper be modified to re- 
flect the substance of the following changes: 

a. Insert a new paragraph as follows after the fourth paragraph 
under the heading Position to be presented: 

“In the event of active Chinese Communist participation in 
the conflict in Indochina, either openly or under the fiction of 
‘volunteer forces’, the United States, in its security interests, 
might consider taking military action, short of the actual em- 
ployment of ground forces, in Indochina, if it became apparent 

| that such action was necessary to prevent the fall of that coun- 
try to communism. Further, in such an eventuality, the United 
States considers that the United Nations should take appropri- 
ate action. If the Chinese Communist Government intervened 
in Indochina overtly, it is possible that action by United 
States/United Nations forces to include the following might be 
necessary: (a) a blockade of the China coast by air and naval 
forces with concurrent military action against selected targets 
held by Communist China, all without commitment of United 
States ground forces in China or Indochina; and (b) eventually,
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| _ the possible participation of Chinese Nationalist forces in the 
| ~ action. Further, if the Chinese.Communists intervened in Indo- ft 

_ china under the fiction of ‘volunteer forces’, it would be highly | 
| _ desirable for political action to be taken which would expose ! 
| _ this fiction, thus removing insofar as practicable current objec- : 
| _ tions of friendly member nations of the United Nations to such | 

a course of action as envisioned above.” 2 _ Pra se aes | 

| pb. In the interest of accuracy, change the first two sentences of 
| the final paragraph under the heading Position to be presented to 
| read as follows (changes indicated in the usual manner); = ~— | 

| / “In our present thinking we do not envisage a command set- 
! up in Southeast Asia through the organization of a combined | 
| chiefs of staff, and we would net be prepared te diseuss a also | 

_- Oppose any project for the United States to be a party to a com- | 
| bined command structure during the military eonversations whieh I. | 
| have mentioned. I should point out, hewever in any event, that we | 
| won't be in a position under the present circumstances to 
oe . commit any forces im the ferseeable future to the Southeast Asia | 

! For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: | 
| oe ee Omar N. BRADLEY 
| PS aga a ee Chairman 
! 7 ee - Joint Chiefs of Staff 

| _? With the exception of the third sentence, which was omitted, this suggested | 

i paragraph was incorporated in TCT D-5/8c, Jan. 2, not printed, a revision of TCT / 
| D-5/3b. (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 99) | a ee es eee : 
| 3On Jan. 2, at a meeting with Department of State representatives, the Joint : 
| Chiefs of Staff stated that they would have no objection to the insertion of the word 
| “ground” before the word “forces”. (Note by the Secretaries of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, Jan. 4; JCS files, 092 Asia (6-25-48)) As it appeared in TCT D-5/38c, the para- , 
| graph reads as follows: __ 7 a - _ | 
| “In our present thinking we do not envisage a command set-up in Southeast Asia ! 

! through the organization of a combined chiefs of staff, and we would also oppose : 
| any project for the United States to be a party to a combined command structure. I 
| _ should point out, in any event, that we won’t be in a position under the present | 
| circumstances to commit ground forces to the Southeast Asia area. Frankly, my ad- | 
. visors and I feel that the military and economic aid program now under way repre- ! 
| sents the best contribution we could make toward stabilizing conditions in the | 
| area.” —— | | 

| _ TCT D-5/8c was marked to indicate that all positions in it were to be presented to | 
| Churchill only if the subject were raised by him. - 

| 790.5/1-252 | | | - | 

| _ The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET _ WasuINnGToN, January 2, 1952. | 
| DEAR Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to Department of State 
| draft negotiating paper TCT D-5/12b, dated 26 December 1951, en- 
| | 

|
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| titled “Defense of Southeast Asia’,! which discusses U.S. interests 

in the defense of that area. | 

In their comments on this paper, the Joint Chiefs of Staff oppose 
any statement, expressed or implied, that U.S. support will include 
the commitment or involvement of any United States armed forces 
to the Southeast Asian area; and they therefore recommend, in the 

interests of clarity, preciseness, and completeness, that the sections 
of the basic paper headed Position to be Presented and Discussion 
be revised as indicated in their comments. However, they do agree 
to a meeting with the British and French in Washington in early 
January on the subject of Southeast Asia, this conference to be 
without commitment on the part of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Inclosed herewith are the detailed comments of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, with which I concur. | a 

‘Sincerely yours, , an | 
| RosBert A. LOVETT 

: [Enclosure] 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
| Defense (Lovett) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, December 28, 1951. | 
Subject: Defense of Southeast Asia (TCT D-5/12b, dated 26 Decem- 

| ber 1951) | SO 

1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have reviewed TCT D-5/12b, dated 26 

December 1951, a draft negotiating paper prepared by the Depart- 

ment of State, to be used in the forthcoming Washington talks with | 
the British Prime Minister in the event that the question of the de- 

fense of Southeast Asia is raised by Mr. Churchill. 
2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concur generally with the views ex- 

pressed in the subject paper. However, they oppose any statement, 

, - expressed or implied, that United States support will include the 
commitment or involvement of any United States armed forces to 
the Southeast Asian area. They recommend, therefore, in the inter- 

ests of clarity, preciseness, and completeness that the sections of 

: the basic paper headed Position to be Presented and Discussion be 

revised to include the substance of the following suggested changes 

(changes indicated in the usual manner): 

a. Change the final sentence of the first paragraph under Posi- 
tion to be Presented as follows: 

1 Not printed. (CFM files, lot M 88) TCT D-5/12b was prepared by the Steering 
Group for the Truman-Churchill talks. |
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| “Furthermore, in the event.that the Chinese Communists do 
| attack the area, despite our every effort to prevent it, the U.S. | 
| will eentribute everything make such contribution as is possible, in 
| the light of its world commitments, to the defense of Southeast 
| Asia except for the deployment to the area of American ground 
! __ tgeeps forces. It may, however, become necessary to take air and. 
| naval action directly against Communist China itself, such as 

blockade and attack against selected targets.” = 

| b. Change the first sentence of the second paragraph under the 
| heading Position to be Presented to read in substance as follows: 

| “The US Government is agreeable to engaging in a military 
. discussions with the British and French with regard to South- 

east Asia, the conference, however, to be without commitment 
on the part of the United States, and would hope during the 
course of these talks to learn what plans you have been 
making for the defense of Southeast Asia in case the Chinese 
attack partieularly if Indochina, Burma, or Thailand are the vie- 

| tims. - a 

| c. Change the final sentence of the second paragraph under the 
! heading of Discussion to read: 

| “However, the JCS have now modified their position and in 
the near future will notify the British and French they agree 
to a meeting in Washington at the earliest eppertunity in early 

| January on the subject of Southeast Asia, this conference to be 
without commitment on the part of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.” ? 

| 7 | For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: | | | 
| | Omar N. BRADLEY 
| Chairman 
| oe Joint Chiefs of Staff 
| ee 

| 2 All of the modifications suggested in this memorandum were incorporated in 
| TCT D-5/12c, Jan. 2, not printed. (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 99) 

: In the minutes of the third formal session of the Truman-Churchill talks, held 

| Jan. 8, Acheson’s remarks on Indochina are summarized as follows: 
| “Turning to Indochina, Secretary Acheson stated that the United States Govern- 

| ment had not decided upon its course of action in the case of new developments in 
| the area, such as a Chinese invasion. However, the United States Government was 

| currently giving fullest consideration to this matter and its views would shortly be | 
| presented to the President for his consideration. In the meanwhile we had agreed to | 
| staff talks with the UK and France concerning the military problems in that part of 7 
| the world. The West is indeed faced with a dilemma: if we do nothing it would be | 
| most unfortunate yet it is most difficult to see how we can do something effective. | 
| In any event the western powers must work closely together.” (Conference files, lot | 

| 59 D 95, CF 100) i 
| Full text of this minute is printed in the compilation on relations of the United 

| States and the United Kingdom in volume VI. | 

| | 

| 
| | | 
| | 

| | | | 

|
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ae Editorial Note eo 

Winston S. Churchill, Prime Minister and Minister of Defense of 
the United Kingdom, was in the United States January 5-18 head- 

ing a British delegation which held both formal and informal talks 
with President Truman and other United States officials. For 
memoranda and minutes of these talks, see volume VI. | 

Records of the following talks between the President, the Prime 
Minister and their advisers are of special pertinence to the subjects — 
treated in the present compilation: _ oo 

_ 1. Memorandum by Secretary Acheson of talks held aboard the 
yacht Williamsburg January 5.. Se - . 
_2. Notes on the same talks drafted by General of the Army Omar | 

N. Bradley, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. : ee 
8. Memorandum by Secretary Acheson of dinner conversation at 

the British Embassy, January 6. Oo So 
4. United States Minutes of the Third Formal Session, held Janu- 

ary 8. | | 

790.5/2-T52 - | ' | a | 

Notes of Tripartite Military Conversations on Southeast Asia, by the 
Secretary (Lalor) and Deputy Secretary (Carns)! of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff? | | SF 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, January 11, 1952—10 a.m. 

[Here follow a list of persons present (87) and discussion of the 
military and/or internal security situation in a number of individ- 
ual Asian countries. The French Delegation was headed by General 
Alphonse Juin, General Inspector of the French Army, Navy, and 
Air Force. Admiral Sir Roderick Robert McGrigor, First Sea Lord 
and Chief of Naval Staff, headed the British Delegation. General of 
the Army Omar N. Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
led the United States Delegation. Observers from Australia, 

Canada, and New Zealand were among those present.] | 

General Vandenberg: * I would like to add something—in no 
sense desiring to enlarge the discussion. Someone said at the start 

that these matters are politico-military. In every area we are faced 

| | with the problem that each nation quite properly is thinking of its 

1 Rear Adm. William G. Lalor, USN (ret.) and Col. Edwin H. J. Carns, USA. 

2 Notes transmitted to the Department of State under a covering memorandum of 
: Feb. 7 from Admiral Lalor to Frederick E. Nolting, Jr., Assistant to the Deputy 

Under Secretary of State. Secretary of State Acheson received a summary of the 
discussion and action taken at the meeting in a memorandum of Jan. 12 from John 
M. Allison, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. (790.5/1-1252) 

3 Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force.
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| own troubles, that is, the French in Indochina, the British in Hong : 
| Kong, etc. Eventually we military people must face the fact that in | 

many fringe areas around the globe our nationals are being killed 
in battles with satellites, and the whole thing is directed by the 

| Soviet Union. Therefore, from a military point of view, there must 
| be a limit as to how far we can extend this fighting against satel- 

lites. I have no solution to offer, but all of these troops we have. 

- engaged are related to our force requirements for NATO, the Brit- | 
| ish in Egypt, and what might eventually have to be put into Iran. | 

From a military point of view, the prospect of exhaustion without a 
| military decision some day must be faced. | | | 

| General Bradley: I would say what General Vandenberg has just | 
| said leads us to item number 2.4 The question he raises is, can we 

| divide off the defense of Southeast Asia from the rest of the world? | 
2 Can we put out fires everywhere as they break out? Therefore, I : 

! suggest we gotoitem2, = re 
! General Juin: As has been brought out, China is the main Soviet : 

: satellite, and she is working on Indochina and Burma in turn. 
| Therefore, I should like to return to the possibility of Chinese ag- 

| gression in this area. Can we discourage them with threats, and 
| what can we do if the aggression happens? It can happen in Indo- 

| china, tomorrow. As to prevention by means of a threat, can we 
| identify a weapon which we would use in retaliation? - a 
| General Bradley: We have thought of all that in regard to possi- 
| | ble actions which could be taken to discourage Chinese aggression, 

| not only in Korea after an armistice, but in Indochina. Some things 
| | we might do involve greater commitments and greater risks than | 

a - others. For instance, naval blockade with air attacks against Chi- | 

| nese communications and communications centers is one line of | 
action. We have thought that anything of that sort should be a UN | 

! proposition. With regard to the risk of involvement, we must think | 
| of progressive steps we can take without becoming involved to the | 

| extent that we find ourselves in a position where the USSR can : 
| pull the strings. | 

| As to using the atomic bomb as a threat, we return to the same 
| principle that we should make no such threat unless we have a full 

| intention of carrying it out. If we were to threaten in this way, the | 
| understanding must be that we would certainly use the bomb if our 

| ultimatum didn’t accomplish its purpose. Also, it would have to be | 

| emphasized that the bomb would be used only against military tar- 

gets and not against populations. Our ultimatum should so state. It 

also raises one of General Vandenberg’s questions, that is, if you 

4 “TNefense of Southeast Asia Including Action in the Event of Deterioration of the 

| Situation.” : 

| | | 

| | 
|
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have a limited number of atomic bombs do you use them on China 
or should you save them for someone else? | | | 
_Field Marshal Slim: > The measures General Bradley is talking 

about are those we might take if the Chinese renewed aggression 

: in Korea or started somewhere else. Can’t we make it more unlike- 

ly that she will? Can’t we give her a definite warning that if she 
hits against any of us she will find herself in the same fix as she is 

in Korea? Let’s raise some doubt in the Chinaman’s mind. Let’s not 
be too specific in threatening retaliation. I for one wouldn’t favor 

using the atomic bomb. Let’s tell China that if she undertakes ag- 

gression anywhere, we reserve the right to use all measures at our 

disposal. What we are really trying to do is to deter aggression, and 

I think it is best accomplished by raising in the Chinaman’s mind 

the question as to what form our retaliation might take. 
General Bradley: I think we would agree to that. We shouldn’t 

let them know that we wouldn’t use any particular type of retalia- 

tion. He should not be sure that we would not use one thing or an- 
other. I feel that while keeping our eyes on the main enemy we 

might adopt more modern weapons at any time for use against 

anybody. | - | | | 

General Juin: I agree with Marshal Slim, but I feel that China 

should have a warning and that we should be prepared to carry out 

whatever we threaten to do. I have another question. Are we going 

to hold our bases in Asia in the face of a Chinese attack? 

General Collins: ® It seems clear to me that in Southeast Asia we 
| are fighting a rear-guard action. I don’t see how we can hold. 

Therefore, we must hit at China if she attacks. We must get word 

to China that any aggression on her part will bring down on her 

great difficulties. I would like to ask if Marshal Slim thinks that 

the declaration, which I understand has been generally accepted by 

Governments, should have broader application than [in] Korea? 

General Juin: I think it should apply everywhere and not only to 

breaking of the armistice agreement by the Chinese. 

Field Marshal Slim: Then you think that the warning against ag- 

gression after an armistice is reached should apply in other areas 

as well? I shouldn’t think we would be gaining much if the conclu- 
sion of an armistice means that there would be trouble elsewhere. 

General Juin: The Soviets have a double interest in the South- 

east Asia fighting. She is just as anxious for us to kill the Chinese 

as she is for the Chinese to kill us. | 

5 Field Marshal Sir William Joseph Slim, Chief of the Imperial General Staff of 
the United Kingdom. 

6 Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army.
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General Collins:.What I would like to know is how Marshal Slim 

| feels about applying the Korean sanctions in other areas. Peel 

| Field Marshal Slim: I don’t feel that it should. If a warning is 
| given that Chinese aggression is to be met by us with strong meas- 

| ures, it should not necessarily be tied to the Korean armistice. 

| General Juin: I think a statement of general application should 

| bemade. © _ a 
| Field Marshal Slim: To me it is more logical militarily, but 
| before hooking the thing to the Korean armistice a political deci- | 

| sion is required. oo i | Co | 

| General Juin: I have a question. Let us assume that we have an | 
| armistice in Korea and the United Nations arrive at a political | 
! agreement with China. Let us assume further that the UN troops 

| are taken out and a warning is given to China. Suppose the Com- 

| munists break the armistice—would the United States do the same | 
| - thing she did before in Korea, that is, put in expeditionary forces? I 

| think not. © ae yen ake Ss Ue | 

| - General Bradley: I think we must admit that we couldn’t go back | 

| to the same type of fighting in Korea. | a | 

| General Collins: Yes, but that would not be a unilateral decision. | 
General Juin: The truth is that we are now fighting a rearguard ! 

| action, and what remains to be seen is how long it continues. We | 
| must have a few bases in Asia. a | | 

~ General Vandenberg: I realize how long the issuance of state- 
| ments take, but if the armistice should drag along six weeks with | 

| the Chinese army poised, what happens—do we still wait? | 

Field Marshal Slim: There is an advantage if you are going to 

| make a warning statement to make it early rather than later when 

| the Chinese have had a chance for preparations. However, if we 

| were to link our broader sanction to the Korean armistice, I think 

| we might get ourselves tied up. It involves the agreement of 16 na- | 

| tions, all of whom probably wouldn’t be willing to gothat far. 
| _ At this point General Bradley received a message announcing _ 

| the death of General De Lattre.’? He expressed to General Juin the 
| deep feelings of regret shared by the conferees. | 

: After General Juin’s reply, it was agreed to adjourn the meeting 

: until 1500 hours. | | 
| The meeting reconvened at 1400. a 

General Bradley: I believe that we still have some discussion on | 

Part I of Item 2. That is “Defense of Southeast Asia including | 
| action in the event of deterioration of the situation.” I believe that 

| 7 General of the Army Jean de Lattre de Tassigny, French High Commissioner in | | 
Indochina and Commander of French Union Forces, died in Paris on Jan. 11. | 

|!
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General Collins was about to make an observation when we re- 
cessed. | | | | 

General Collins: Insofar as the Declaration that we are discuss- 
ing, as I recall it, Marshal Slim feels that it would be impracticable 

to broaden the statement which the Governments are talking about 
in connection with the Korean armistice or to get all of the sixteen 

Korean participating nations to agree on the particular Declara- 

tion which we are discussing now. Therefore, what is the thinking 

in terms of the form or timing of the participating nations insofar 
as this particular Declaration is concerned? | 

_ Field Marshal Slim: The form, of course, is really a matter for 

political decision. I would be prepared to recommend that our three 
Governments issue the thing in the form of a warning to the Chi- 
nese Communists, not publicly, that in case of aggression by the 
Chinese Communists the consequences will be the same as those in 
Korea. | : 

General Collins: Will it not be necessary for the military people 
to agree on what would be done if the statement were made and 

aggression subsequently occurred? - a 

_ Field Marshal Slim: Yes, definitely. The statement would be no 

good unless there were agreement on action to be taken in case of 
aggression. It might be something in the form of “An attack on one 

of us is an attack on all’, or something like that. Also, the Chinese 

should be informed that it should be obvious to them that it would 
be difficult to confine our reaction to the place where the attack 
occurs. We should make it clear that the result would be a spread 

of the conflict. | | 

General Vandenberg: That clarifies my mind a lot. If in Korea 

we knew that the Chinese Communists were going to come in, our 

action there would have been much different from what it was. 

General Collins: As I understand it, the agreed language of the 
Korean armistice Declaration is phrased in more or less the same 

manner as just stated by Marshal Slim. 

| Field Marshal Slim: The Korean armistice Declaration says that 

the conflict not be limited to Korea in the event that the armistice 

is broken. The new Declaration should be worded the same way. | 

General Juin: I agree with Marshal Slim that the two warnings : 

should be similar. | 

General Collins: In the time which is available to us I do not be- 

lieve that we can determine the military measures which could and 
would be taken but that is a necessary prerequisite to the warning. 

Shall we establish a subordinate group to make recommendations 
to us which will in turn form the basis of our recommendations to 

our respective governments?
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Field Marshal Slim: We have made an analysis of this on the  =—S |, 
U.K. side and the conclusion which we have inevitably reached is | 
that we are stretched. As you know, all of our divisions are over-  _ 
seas. We may, however, be able to produce something on the sea 

and in the air. But that could be obtained only from somewhere _ 
| else. The Navy, for example, from Korean waters. Ts 
| General Bradley: We are discussing two statements: (1) the state: _ 
| ment to be issued concurrent with the Korean armistice, and (2) | | 

| another statement, perhaps not to be made public. They both re- | 
| quire political decisions and on that level statement number‘one _ | 

has been fairly well worked out, whereas statement number two _ | 
| has not yet been discussed. The big point on statement number two | | 

| is what recommendations to make to our governments on that, in- | | 
: cluding what military action can be agreed upon as a basis for _ 
| making the statement. As I see it, we should discuss the matter 

| with our Governments. Am I right? Soe | 

: General Juin: Yes, each one of us should do that and I recom- 
| mend that it. be discussed with our Governments in terms of a _ : 
| unanimous expression of opinion of this meeting. PAs Bes oS 
| Field Marshal Slim: Should Declaration number two be tied into si: 

Korea; should it be contingent in any way on whether we do or do | 
not have an armistice? a - a 
General Collins: I doubt seriously if we could get the U.S. to go 

| along with statement number two unless it were tied some way to | 
| Korea. 2 —— - Fg : | 
| Field Marshal Slim: Would the issuance of Declaration number _ | 

| two, that is, the warning, have any implication on the chances of = 

| getting an armistice in Korea? | | SE 
: General Juin: But the aggression has occurred in Korea. - 

| Field Marshal Slim: Suppose there were no armistice and come 

| Spring, the fight picks up again in earnest, do we recommend that —ss| 

: the war be extended to China? If that were done it is my opinion ! 
| that the Chinese Communists would be bound to react in other —ss | 
| places; that is, Hong Kong or Indochina. Do we want that? oe : 

| General Juin: The Declaration should be aimed toward fighting — 
| new aggressions and insofar as extending the war, the extension ~ 

would have been done by China. | : 

| Field Marshal Slim: Would that be true if we extend it beyond : 
2 Korea in the event of no Chinese Communist aggression elsewhere? _ 

: General Juin: How could that be done? We can’t. Bas | 
| - Field Marshal Slim: It can be done by air attack and by block- | | 

| ade. It seems to me that we have changed our thinking somewhat _ : 

| in this matter since we are now saying that if the fight in Korea | | 
| continues we will extend the area of hostilities, whereas the Decla- _ ! 
| ration number one was aimed toward getting an armistice anda 

| 
| | 
| |
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subsequent break of that armistice by the Chinese Communists. I 
am quite sure that it is our opinion in the U.K. that in event of no 

change in conditions elsewhere we would not want to extend the 

war to China and I was under the impression that the French were 

thinking along the same lines. , 

General Bradley: It would appear that there are three conditions 
involved. They are (1) the condition which exists if we have an ar- 
mistice and the Chinese Communists break it. It appears that there 

is agreement on that. Then (2) the condition which exists after an 

armistice and an aggression occurs in another locality, and then (8) 

there is no armistice in Korea and the fighting continues. If condi- 

tion number (3) prevails we on the U.S. side do not see how we can 
get a decision on the matter in Korea and we definitely want a de- 
cision. | 

General Collins: I will point out that we have nine divisions in 

_ Japan and Korea and that is a big force. | 

Field Marshal Slim: That worries me somewhat. In the event 
that Korea continues and as a result we do extend the war we 

_ think that it may lock up even more forces than are locked up 
now. So I would agree on condition number (1) which General 

Bradley mentioned and I would agree on a warning to be issued on 

condition number (2), that is, aggression elsewhere. But as far as 

extending the war beyond Korea in event that the fighting contin- 

ues there, that is, except under condition number (1) which is an 

armistice with a subsequent breach by the Chinese Communists, 
that would be a matter for governmental decision. 

| General Juin: We can not commit anybody to make war on 
_ China but the objective that we are striving for is to prevent China 
from extending the war. 

Field Marshal Slim: I take it then that each of us would recom- 
mend to our Governments that they consider warning China of the 
consequences of aggression elsewhere and that consideration be 

given to the consequences of extending the conflict beyond Korea if 

the fighting continues there in the event of no armistice. , 

General Bradley: We must determine what shall be done in the 
event that there is no armistice in Korea. 

General Juin: But what if Tonkin is invaded tomorrow? 
Field Marshal Slim: It points up the fact that if the warning to 

- the Chinese Communists is to be made, that is, the one pointed 

toward other aggressions, the sooner made the better. 
General Juin: It should be made soon. 
Field Marshal Slim: I agree, but of course as soon as we mention 

it to our Governments what will you do militarily? 
General Juin: That matter must be discussed. 
General Bradley: It gets us back somewhat to the agenda. |
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Field Marshal Slim: It appears to me that the most we can do is 
| to conclude that the matter must be. given intensive study in com- 

: munication with one another. | | 
| General Juin: I agree, and since it is not a Standing Group — 

matter it should be done by some tripartite body. oe 
| General Bradley: Perhaps more than three nations should par- | 

ticipate. Australia and New Zealand are certainly interested. | | 
Field Marshal Slim: We would surely want those two nations to | | 

| participate. | | Oo | 
| General Juin: I would certainly be for that. nn | 

| General Bradley: I hope you all understand the extent to which | 

our forces are tied down. The Pacific, as you know, as a result of 

Korea, has much more than its share and it is going to be difficult | 
for us to commit forces to other parts of Asia; that is, anything ad- 
ditional to what we have in Korea. - | 

| General Juin: The situation is the same with France and the 
| U.K. Insofar as France is concerned, if our forces in Indochina _ : 
| were to be strengthened they would have to come from Germany. | | 
| Field Marshal Slim: If we go to war with China it points up the 

- fact that perhaps our forces are not distributed properly. Of course, 
| we might be able to crack the nut without too much ground forces. 

| General Collins: There are just none available; it will have to be ~ 

| done by naval and air forces. | SO 

General Juin: We should not contemplate a land war against 
| China. The starting point should be a definition of what we desire 

| to hold on the land first. © . a | 
| Field Marshal Slim: Obviously, we do not want to give up any- | 
| thing which we now have. | 
| General Collins: I can understand that you naturally would not | 

| want to give up Hong Kong, but how would you hold? , | 
: Field Marshal Slim: It would be difficult. | | 

General Juin: Our action against China would be in the form of | 
: a blockade to stifle her. - 
| General Collins: It brings up a point, and that is that the Chinese 

| Nationalist troops are really the only ones available insofar as | 

( ground forces are concerned; that is, the troops on Formosa and : 

| those which I understand aré~interned in Indochina. How would | 
| the French feel about using those forces on the mainland against | 
: the Chinese Communists? : . | 

General Juin: In case of Chinese aggression we would be willing | | 

that those troops be introduced into China and we would consider | 

that aggression by Chinese volunteers; in fact, aggression by China. 

: | Field Marshal Slim: Insofar as the use of Chinese Nationalist 

troops is concerned, the objection to that is once it has started it is 

) our thought that the Chinese Communists’ reaction would get 

| 
| | |
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much tougher and prolong their stay in power. If those troops went 
on the mainland under the badge of Chiang Kai-shek it might so- 

_ lidify the Chinese Communists and then I wonder if we would gain _ 
in the end. We would have to think that one out. Incidentally, how . 
reliable are the Chinese Nationalist troops? If, say, 50,000 from | 
Formosa were landed on the mainland, do you think that they 

| would fight or be inclined to go to the other side? | 
General Collins: Frankly, that is a hard one to answer categori- 

_ cally. I think it would be dependent to a large extent on what they 
thought were their chances of success. Personally, I am not too san- 
guine about the matter. | ne oe | 

General Juin: We have only 30,000 interned in Indochina and I 
really don’t know what their capability would be. | 

Field Marshal Slim: The Committee which we set to work on this 
| matter could study that angle. | ee 

- General Juin: Of course the question of the use of Chinese Na- 

tionalist troops raises certain political issues. Would an attack on 

_ Formosa by Chinese Communists come within the framework of 
| | the proposed warning we are discussing?  —— rc | 

Field Marshal Slim: Which brings up a point—which Chinese 
Government do the French recognize? _ | 7 - 

a General Juin: The Government on Formosa. ns 
| Field Marshal Slim: It appears that we are in the minority on 

that one. _ | Pe ae 
What form do you, General Bradley, think our study should 

take? If we agree that we should consider issuing a warning we 
must study what military measures are connected with it. 

| General Bradley: I agree that that must be done. Of course, we , 

have studied the thing unilaterally but it would be most helpful if | | 
it could be done jointly. Which countries do you contemplate 
should participate? , : 

_ General Juin: U.S., U.K., and France, and Australia and New 
Zealand. | | | oe 

| General Bradley: What of Canada; do you wish to participate? 

Air Marshal Campbell: No, I am quite sure that there would be 

no necessity to include us. a 
General Bradley: Then I take it that the nature of the group 

would be in the form of an ad hoc committee consisting of repre- 

| _ sentatives of the five countries. Would it be done in Washington by 
| people who are new here? | 

Field Marshal Slim: It should not be within the Standing Group. 
General Juin: It should be by delegates of the commands in- | 

volved; that is, by people from the areas concerned. oo 

Field Marshal Slim: We are not prepared to draw someone from 

the area for the purposes of this study. : 7
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| General Juin: I am thinking in terms of the group dealing with 

| everything which was raised at Singapore. 

Field Marshal Slim: I believe that it should be done by people 

from here with information to be supplied by the areas concerned. 
We could call on the commanders there for any information which 
is necessary. , | | 

General Juin: The group should be empowered to define aggres- 
| sion. a 

| General Collins: I doubt that seriously. I am sure that that could 
| not be done. | | | 
| Field Marshal Slim: The definition of aggression would be a polit- 

ical matter. 

General Juin: But who would do it? We would be losing time if 
we waited for the Governments to define it. | 

| Field Marshal Slim: There would be nothing to prevent the | 
| group from recommending what they considered aggression, but | 
| the decision in that respect must be made by Governments. | 

| General Collins: If we are going to get anything from the group 

| we must keep details out of the study. They should come up with | 
| what we.can do in general terms. a 7 : 

| Field Marshal Slim: That is correct, and I stress that the group 

| should not fall into the error of building its study on requirements. | 

| They should come up with the answer of what is the best use we 

can make of what we have. | | 
| General Collins: I agree. . 7 

| - General Bradley: We are prepared to designate the people to par- 

| ticipate in this thing any time that it is agreed it should be started. \ 

| (After a further short discussion it was agreed that the study 

| under discussion would be made in Washington.) 
| Air Chief Marshal Elliot: 8 Who will convene the group? Also, is 
: the study to be based on the forces which are now in the Far East? 

If the answer to the latter is affirmative I am inclined to go along 

| - with General Juin’s thinking in that it could best be accomplished 
| in the area. What forces are to be considered? 
: Field Marshal Slim: We will tell you on a very short piece of 
2 paper what additional forces might be supplied. 

| General Vandenberg: I point out that Formosa is a very nice air 

base for use under conditions such as are envisaged here. As a 
| matter of fact, there are numerous bases if we utilize all of them. I 

| believe that the study should not rule out consideration of the use 

! of Formosa. we, | : 

| 8 Air Chief Marshal Sir William Elliot, Chairman of the British Joint Services | 

| Mission and British Representative on the NATO Standing Group. |
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_ General Bradley: Also, I take it that we will direct the group to 
discuss action which should be taken if China moves anywhere. 

(General Bradley’s question was answered in the affirmative.) 

General Juin: Insofar as the urgency of this matter is con- 
cerned—if the aggression occurs in Tonkin before the warning is 

| issued and before the group finishes its report, what assistance can 

we expect in Indochina? I am thinking, of course, in terms of ag- 
gression in the next ten days. 

General Bradley: We have no authority to commit our Govern- 
ment on that. As a matter of fact, all of our Governments would 

have to consult. So far, our aid to Indochina has been in the form 

of equipment, and its priority is just below that of Korea. Also, 

equipment is moving better now than it was. — : 

General Juin: What we would need is air and naval support from 
| your 7th Fleet. From day to day things are becoming more diffi- 

cult. | Oo | | 

General Bradley: Our Government right now is giving special 

consideration to the situation in Southeast Asia. I don’t know yet 
what the answer will be. . - | 

General Juin: It is the same question that I asked a year ago. It 
is a matter of life or death for 80,000-100,000 of the finest French 

soldiers. Also, we need them elsewhere. _ : | 
_ General Bradley: We appreciate your difficulties, but our forces 
are tied down in Korea. I told you a year ago we could help you 

| evacuate if that became necessary. a OO 

| Field Marshal Slim: De Lattre said he wanted no. such plan 
made. | | . . . 

General Bradley: We made plans of our own anyhow. We could | 
help the French to evacuate civilians, but there is little more we 

could do. Evacuation would involve diverting a force for only a 

short time, and it would have to come from Korea. Any longer 
commitment would weaken our chances for a decision in Korea. 

_ General Juin: My question applies only in the event of Commu- 

nist aggression in Indochina. What we need is air cover for a limit- 

ed time to protect our withdrawal to Haiphong. Right now our Gov- 

ernment does not contemplate any further withdrawal. 

Field Marshal Slim: I can sympathize with General Juin as to 

the critical situation in Indochina and his feeling. of urgency. We 
have similar thoughts about Hong Kong. However, we can’t help 
him any in this conference. The quickest answer will result from 

getting on with this study group. We can’t make any decisions; we 

can only recommend after the ad hoc committee completes its 

study. Therefore, let’s get on with the committee in Washington.
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| General Juin: But suppose the aggression happens in Indochina : 
) tomorrow? In that event, I am sure that the United States and the 
| United Kingdom would not abandon us. | . es | 

| General Bradley: Then let’s set up the committee, and since the _ 
| French will have difficulty because of distances involved, let them 
| provide the chairman and get the group together. 

| _ General Juin: I am willing to provide the chairman at the start, 
but I believe the position should be rotated. 

! General Bradley: I don’t think they will be in session for long 
| and see no point in rotating the chairmanship. 

Field Marshal Slim: I should be quite content with a French | 
| chairman. | a 

| General Bradley: I think they should look into the means we 
| might take to help under two conditions: | | , | 

| a. If there is a deterioration of the present situation in Indo- 
: china; and | | Ste | | Oo, : 

| b. If our Governments decide to take action against Chinese Com- 
| munist aggression anywhere. | ae 4 

| - (At this point: First Sea Lord McGrigor left the meeting.) = 
| _ Air Chief Marshal Elhot: If it is the present situation we are 
| going to study, it would be better to do it in Singapore. I think 
| what we should study is what additional forces we might be able to 

| throw at Communist China and what general measures we might i 
| take if there should be further Chinese aggression. _ : | | 

| General Collins: We can’t do anything more than we are doing to 
| help the situation in Indochina as it is now. To my mind, what we 
| should study is what we might do against further Chinese Commu- 
| nist aggression. | 

| Field Marshal Slim: Then you mean that we should study only 
the one thing? The second part of our agenda today deals with the | 

! current situation in Indochina as did the talks in Singapore. _ 
| Air Chief Marshal Elliot: That is my thought. There are two 

| problems involved: _ | | | Oo 

| a. Things which might possibly be done in Southeast Asia now. 
| That is the second part of our agenda. Things that could be done | 
! on the spot. a | | as i 

b. Things which might be done if the war were extended. That 
| part I thought we could study in Washington, and the results of it ! 

would have to be referred to Governments. oe 

| General Collins: Before any action is taken by the military I feel 
| we must have some political background. We have that in Korea, 

| but not in any other part of Asia. Therefore, the question is, if 
| there is a new aggression, what do we do? Without a new aggres- 

sion, we can do nothing unless there is a political decision. | | 

| | 

po
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General Vandenberg: I can’t quite agree, and I am confused. I 
thought we agreed that we could do something against further ag- 

gression. It would be an ultimatum. The next question is what 
would we do if our ultimatum is challenged? Before passing a rec- 

ommendation to our political leaders for an ultimatum, we must 

investigate what military forces we might have to back it up. 

General Juin: That is what the group will study in Washington 

and then recommend to Governments. First we should recommend 

that such a statement be made, and in the meantime study what 

we might do to back it up. - 

Field Marshal Slim: The group should study what action we 
| might take if there should be further Chinese aggression. The ques- 

tion of what we might do now to help the situation in Southeast | 

Asia is the second part of today’s agenda. oe 

General Collins: I think the question of what might be done now 

is one to be resolved between the United States and the United 

Kingdom. | 

Admiral Fechteler: ° I think we should stay out of political deci- 
sions. Let’s talk of what we might do if and when the political lead- 

ers say to do it. 

General Juin: At Singapore the question of further Chinese ag- 
gression was not discussed, so the problem must be studied on the 

basis of agreements we reach here at this meeting. What happens 
if the aggression should break out tomorrow? 

General Bradley: That is for Governments to decide on the basis 
of recommendations from the military. This ad hoc committee 

| should make a study upon which we might make our recommenda- 
tions. . 

General Juin: But suppose it happens before the group finishes 
its study? 

Field Marshal Slim: That is for Governments to decide. All this 
group can do is recommend to us. I see no quicker way to solve the 

problem. All we can do is hope that the Chinese don’t jump before 
the group has finished its study. a 

(It was agreed that a representative group from among the par- 
ticipants at the conference would withdraw from the meeting and 

draft terms of reference for the ad hoc Committee.) - 

[Here follows discussion of intelligence exchanges, logistic re- 
quirements, and terms of reference for the proposed ad hoc Com- 
mittee. | | 

2 Adm. William M. Fechteler, USN, Chief of Naval Operations.
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| Summary of Understandings . _ | | oe | 

! General Bradley: I propose that I now read’ 4 Summary of Under- : 
| standings and Agreements which we have reached at this meeting | 
| as I understand them. I have noted that we have agreed that: | 

| 1. We would recommend to our respective Governments that | 
| they consider the issuance of a statement relative to the effects | 
| which will result from further aggression by the Chinese Commu- 
| nists. That is covered in paragraph 1 of the Terms of Reference; !° | 
| 2. We have set up the ad hoc committee with representation of | 
| the Chiefs of Staff of the five countries listed in the Terms of Refer- 
| ence with the job to do as expressed in those Terms and that the 
| committee is to meet in Washington with General Ely as chairman; : 
| 3. The U.S. personnel will attend as participating members 
! rather than as observers in the Intelligence Conferences in Singa- | 
| pore and that arrangements would be made for the exchange of | 
| operational intelligence on Southeast Asia; —§_—e | | 
| _ 4, Steps will be taken to exchange information with the British | 
| in trying to plug the loopholes in the shipping situation in the Far | 
| East, and that the US. group would meet with the British with the © | 

! object of arriving at facts in this matter; = = =—— A ag | 
| 5. The U.S. will not: oticibate in the logistics base at Singapore | 
| but that the British will assist the French in that respect in every | 

possible way; and finally = a —_ | 

| 6. U.S. military aid to Indochina will continue to be supplied ; 
| through the machinery of the MAAG in Saigon. | | Se | 

| Agreement was expressed to the Understandings read by Gener- / 
| al Bradley with the following general comments; : 

: General Juin: Insofar as the discussions on shipping are con- 

| cerned, would it be. possible for the French to participate at least in 
| an observer status? ss | | a os 
! -Air Chief Marshal Elliot: Iam sure that the U.S. side will have 
2 no objection to us keeping General Ely 11 apprised of the develop- — 
__ ments in this regard. ree en | | 
! General Juin: Could we not have a small permanent group con- 
| tinue on actions to be taken and the follow through on the recom- 
| mendations of the Singapore Conference? (iit 
! Field Marshal Slim: We would have no objection to that but it 
i would appear to me that the liaison officers which we have down | 
| there could very well do that without the necessity of setting up a 
! specific group. __ | | re 

| General Bradley: We could not send anyone down there perma- 
| nently to do that job. We have too many calls from all over the rest 

; of the world. | 

| 10 Not found in Department of State files. | | 
| 11 Gen. Paul Ely, representative of France on the NATO Standing Group. . |
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- Field Marshal Slim: I would propose that we see what comes out 
of the committee which we have just established and take our de- 
parture from there. | 

General Juin: I am still seeking reassurance for Indochina, at 
least to the extent of attracting the attention of Governments to 

_ the seriousness of the situation if aggression by the Chinese Com-. 
munists starts. 

Field Marshal Slim: Rest assured that as a result of this meeting 
I shall inform my Defense Minister who, as you probably know, is 

also our Prime Minister of the facts of this situation. That shall be 

done without delay. 

General Juin: I am looking for evidences of solidarity. 

General Bradley: Rest assured also, that we will do the same. 
Please also rest assured that our Government has, and has had, the 

matter under continuing and intensive study. 

: At General Bradley’s suggestion, one copy of the agreed Terms of 

Reference for the ad hoc committee was retained by a representa- 
tive of the six nations participating in the conference. All remain- 

| ing copies were placed on the conference table. | 

The meeting adjourned at 1800. 

State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417? . | 

Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 

State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting 2 , | 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| January 16, 1952—11 a.m. 

[Here follow a list of persons present (21) and discussion of U:S.- 
Spanish relations. General Collins and Admiral Fechteler, but not 
Generals Bradley and Vandenberg, were present. Deputy Under 
Secretary H. Freeman Matthews headed the Department of State 

group.] | | | 
Indochina | | 

Mr. Nitze: ? One of the principal questions on our minds is the 
question of how effective we could be if the general sanction 

became operative and we found ourselves in a state of war with 

Communist China. | | 

1Top secret records of meetings between representatives of the Department of 
State and the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the period 1951-1959 and selected problem 
files on the Middle East for the period 1954-1956, as maintained by the Executive 

| Secretariat of the Department of State. Retired by S/S. . | 
2 A note on the title page reads: “State Draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- 

Pe Paul H. Nitze, Director of the Policy Planning Staff. |
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General Collins: We have set up a committee to consider that 
question and related questions. We thought it was necessary to get — 
a report from this committee before we reached any final views on 
the form and nature of a declaration. | oe 

| Admiral Fechteler: General Juin tried his hardest to get a defi- 
nite commitment out of us. He did not seem to understand that 
this was a governmental matter and that he could not be given a | 

definite commitment. He spent most of one day trying to get us to 
give him definite and precise answers on matters which required a 

governmental decision. . | | - 

_ General Collins: He wanted us to promise right now that if the 

| Chinese Communists did such-and-such, we would do so-and-so. We 
| told him that that required a political agreement first. 

_ Mr. Lacy: * I believe you told him that this was being considered. — 

| by the political leaders. — rr : 7 | 
: General Collins: Yes, that is correct. We told him that until this 
| step had been taken all we could do would be to assist the French, 
| if necessary, in evacuation.  . . a | 

| Admiral Fechteler: I think that General Juin wanted to confront. i 

_ whatever government he found when he got home with a fait ac- | 
compli of commitment from the U.S. © on 

| General Collins: The committee we have set up will consist of 
| General Ely as chairman, Elliot, and Admiral Davis,® plus a repre- 
| sentative of Australia-New Zealand. Ha os / 
| Mr. Nitze: It seems to us that this problem requires a great deal : 
| of thought. If we could start our thinking about it at-this time we 
| feel that we would be in a better position to act when we receive 
| the committee’s report. We have a number of questions that we | 
| would like to take up with you. I take it that everyone is agreed on | 
| the premise that the loss of Indochina would be a most serious de- 
| velopment. The first question I have is this: What are the chances 
| that the French can hold if the Chinese Communists do not inter- 
| vene directly with their own forces? | | Cites | 
! Admiral Fechteler: General Juin says categorically that they can 
| hold unless the Chinese Communists intervene with their own | 
| forces. | | | oe 
: General Collins: I believe he feels that if Chinese assistance was 
: substantially increased the French might have to withdraw to the 
| Haiphong area. This would enable them, in his judgment, to short- 

| en their lines sufficiently te hold whatever the Viet Minh could | 

| throw against them. If they hold that area around Haiphong it | 

' * William S.B. Lacy, Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Af- 

| "s Vice Adm. Arthur C. Davis, U.S. Deputy Representative on the NATO Standing 
| Group. - | 

| | | 

|
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would enable them to save the rest of Indochina. They could not 
hold there if the Chinese Communists came in in force. How long 

| they could hold in these circumstances no one knows. I spoke to De 
Lattre some time ago about this and told him that in my judgment 
this was the key..He assured me at that time that he was going to 
do something about improving the defense of that area. a 

_ Mr. Matthews: If you do not hold around Haiphong do you lose 
the rest of Indochina? _- oe a an 
Mr. Lacy: We had always so assumed. a rs 
Mr. Nitze: The second question I had in mind is to define what 

| constitutes Chinese Communist intervention. I think we want to 
make that more precise than we have. If the Chinese Communists 
intervene with their own forces with the result that the French are | 
killing Chinese Communists or taking some of them prisoners, that 

- would certainly be a clear-cut case and would trigger the general 
sanction. If the Chinese Communists send over their air force that 

would also be a clear-cut act which would trigger this thing off.. 

What is not clear, however, is how we should treat a stepping up of 
| the volume of military assistance and training. Should such ade- __ 

velopment trigger the thing? © = 
Admiral Fechteler: They are getting almost all. of their supplies 

from the Chinese Communists right now. In my judgment it should 
_. not be triggered simply because they provide more assistance than 

they are now providing. I think we would have to wait until they 
were actually using their own forces. - CEs 

General Collins: That -is:my view also. In this connection General 
Juin said that a mere increase in the volume of equipment might 
mean that the French would have to withdraw to the Haiphong | 
area but would not mean that they would be driven out of the Hai- 

| phong area. oe ee Ns 
Mr. Allison: How would we react? Would we increase our aid? | 
General Collins: I am not sure about that. Indochina now has top 

priority after Korea. I don’t think we can step up our assistance 
_ without diverting shipments from other areas. Juin pointed out 

that a withdrawal to the Haiphong area would free some of his 

| forces for use in the south. oe 

I asked Juin specifically whether he would favor.a use of Chinese 
Nationalists and he replied that he would not. — : a | 

Mr. Matthews: I assume he fears that this would be provocative. 

General Collins: Yes. | | _ | ne 
Mr. Lacy: Did he not, however, agree with Slim that a large-scale 

intervention of Chinese Communists would justify the use of Chi- 
nese Nationalists? “ oe a 

General Collins: I don’t think he did. He kept reiterating that 
Chinese Communist intervention in strength would mean that the
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French would be driven out. There simply wouldn’t be time to | 
| bring the Nationalists to bear in Indochina even if there were no 

| objections to using them. It takes time to move forces that distance. © 
Mr. Lacy: I had assumed that Slim was referring to the possibili- 

ty of using the Nationalists elsewhere in Indochina. | 

General Collins: My memory is not good on this point. | | 

Mr. Matthews: Another question that worries us is the timing of 

a declaration. If we have not obtained an armistice in Korea and if. 
| we make a warning of the type we are considering, I think it may 

be difficult to explain here at home why we are prepared to take 
this action in the event of an attack on Indochina when we have L 

: not been willing to take it in the Korean area. | ! 

: General Collins: I now have the notes on the point which Mr. : 
| Lacy raised. I might read the minutes on this point. According to tt 
| the minutes General Juin said he would be prepared to introduce | 

Nationalists into China in the case of Chinese Communist aggres- | 
| sion in Indochina. Slim opposed this—he did not favor this, on the | 
| contrary, he opposed it—on the ground that it would solidify the il 
| Chinese Communist position and harden their resistance. In this | 

| connection he asked how dependable the Chinese Nationalists are. | | 
At that point I replied that I thought it all depended on their pros- | 

pects of success. Frankly I was sceptical of their dependability. The 
| minutes seem to show, therefore, that Slim was not in favor of this 

_ but opposed to it. | . 

| General Bradley recently had a discussion with Mr. Bullitt ® 
| after his return from Formosa. He said that he saw an excellent 

| amphibious exercise by the Chinese Nationalist forces. Personally, 
| I am highly sceptical. The one I saw was high school stuff. One of 

| the things I was interested in was the artillery—whether it could 
| re-direct its fire. I was told that they would not dare to call for 
| such an action by their artillery. | 
| Mr. Matthews: Returning to the question of timing, do you visu- 

alize the issuance of this declaration before a Korean armistice? 

General Collins: General Juin wants it yesterday. As far as I am | 
| concerned, I am reluctant to consider the matter until our commit- 

| tee has reported. It is my own personal view at this moment that 

the Chinese Communists will not move into Indochina while the | 

| Korean war is going on. 

| Mr. Nitze: As to the problem Mr. Matthews has raised, I think it _ | 
would be necessary for us, and possible for us, to argue the matter t 

quite differently in the two cases. If the Korean war is still going 

on, the argument would be that the Chinese Communists were re- | 

6 Retired Ambassador William C. Bullitt had visited a number of Asian countries 
| in the last months of 1951.
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sponsible for generalizing aggressive action in the Far East and 
this decision on their part required us to deal with the problem 

generally. If, however, an armistice has been obtained in Korea, 

the argument would have to be based on the Indochinese situation 
in the light of the fact that we had obtained an armistice in Korea. 

In the second case, what do you think would happen to the Korean 
armistice if we started action against South China? Would the 
Korean armistice fall? | 

General Collins: It would certainly be in our interest to preserve 
it. We would be called upon to aid the French in Indochina. We are 

stretched thin right now. I recognize that the action we would be 

called upon to take would be largely naval and air action but even 
in those fields our capabilities are limited. I would be strongly op- 
posed to putting ground forces into Indochina. 

Admiral Fechteler: Juin did not ask for that. __ 

Mr. Matthews: Even if large numbers of Chinese come in? 

_ General Collins: He would like it, but he did not ask for it. | 

Mr. Nitze: Do you have the necessary bases for air and naval 

action? : 

| General Twining: 7? We could operate from Formosa. 

General Collins: We would not be able to give any fighter-bomber 
support from Formosa. We would be limited to medium bombers. 

Admiral Fechteler: —and carrier-based aircraft. 
Mr. Matthews: Are there any jet fields in Indochina? | 

Mr. Nitze: I believe there is one near Saigon. 
General Twining: I am not sure. : 
General Lee: ® The most important work we could do, I think, 

would be to interfere with their railroads and to lay mines to inter- 
fere with their sea-borne movements. 

Mr. Matthews: This would have to be done, would it not, by unes- 

corted craft? 

Admiral Fechteler: Some carrier support could be provided. An- 

other factor to bear in mind is that four of our six Pacific carriers 
are in the Korean area now. If we were to divert any to support 

operations in Indochina they would have to be diverted from 
Korea. 

Mr. Matthews: Do you expect to have any more carriers in the 

Pacific soon? . a 

Admiral Fechteler: They could only be obtained from the Atlan- 
tic and Mediterranean theaters. 

Mr. Matthews: Are there any new ones coming out of the moth- 

ball fleet? : 

7 Gen. Nathan F. Twining, Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force. 

| 8 Maj. Gen. Robert M. Lee, Director of Plans, U.S. Air Force.
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Admiral Fechteler: We have only got twelve at present and we 

would like to divide them six and six between the Atlantic and the | 

Pacific. I suppose we could go to eight and four. — | | | 

General Collins: I tried to pin Slim down on how seriously the : 

! loss of Indochina would affect the defense of Malaya. He thought it | 

| would still be possible to defend Malaya. Of course that conflicts | 

| with De Lattre’s views. He thought that if Indochina fell, all the : 

| rest of Southeast Asia would fall almost automatically. | 

} Mr. Matthews: It would be politically harder to defend Malaya. : 

| All the Chinese fence-sitters would show up on the Communist | 

| siden | | : 

| General Collins: Even if we assume the loss of Indochina, Siam | 

and Burma, what would the Communists get out of it? The only 

- thing I see is some rice. They couldn’t even get that out overland | 
and we could prevent their removal of it by sea by a naval block- 

| ade. In order to prevent their profiting we get right back to the 

| blockade question. I am speaking, of course, of physical losses, not | | 

| psychological losses. | ne “ 

: Mr. Nitze: But we on our side would have lost two and a half | 

| million tons of rice. Japan, India, Indonesia and Malaya are all rice 

| deficit areas. | ae 

| General Collins: That is true. We would still hold Malayan 

| rubber and tin. | | | | | 

| Mr. Lacy: It would be difficult to hold Malaya and Indonesia. The 

! people in those countries would have very weak knees. — | 

| Mr. Nitze: Although we got the impression from our own discus- | 

| sions that it would be easier to defend the Kra Isthmus than the | 

Haiphong area, we also got the impression that the additional mili- | 

| tary requirements to defend Haiphong would not be great. I guess : 

| we would have to build some new airfields. | 

: General Collins: The U.K. can hold Malaya either at the Kra 

| Isthmus or where they are right now. | 
| Mr. Nitze: But this would involve, I take it, a military effort | 

almost as great as the effort to hold Indochina. 
Admiral Fechteler: The U.K. would certainly hold at some point | 

on the peninsula because of the great economic value of Malaya. | 

| General Collins: Templer,® the man they are sending out there is 

| a very able fellow. In my judgment he is the best man in the Brit- ; 

| ish Army. Slim has even told me that he hopes Templer will suc- 

| ceed him as Chief of Staff. ' 

| Mr. Nitze: I find that I was wrong about that rice figure. It is not 

: two and a half million tons, but 3.1 million tons. 

| | 9 Gen. Sir Gerald Templer, High Commissioner for the Federation of Malaya. | 

|
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General Collins: There is no doubt about its importance. I think 
even the Philippines are getting some rice from this area. They 
could raise enough to meet their needs but they haven’t done so for 
a long time. : | 

Mr. Lacy: That is true of the Philippines but I do not think it is 
true of Malaya, India, Indonesia, and Japan. | | 

General Collins: Does India get rice from Burma? 

Mr. Lacy: Yes. . 
General Collins: Perhaps we could get Mr. Nehru !° interested in 

security on that basis. 
Mr. Nitze: I think the rest of the questions we had related to war 

with Communist China. | 
General Collins: I am not at all sure what we could do to assist if _ 

the Korean war is still on. If we should shift any forces to Indo- 
china, assuming that an armistice had been obtained, we would 
make ourselves vulnerable in Korea and they might start some- 
thing all over again in Korea. I am not at all optimistic about what 
we can do to help. | 

Mr. Matthews: And even if we went all out against Communist 
China I do not suppose we could prevent the loss of Indochina. 

General Collins: I am not so sure about that. I think we could 
make it very difficult for the Chinese to supply their forces in Indo- 
china by bombing the one railroad line between the two countries. 
I might also point out that there is an area about half way down 
the coast where the French hold a lateral road across the country. 
There are communists to the north and south of this line. However, 
if they pulled out of Haiphong and consolidated their forces in this 

_ middle area, they could still hold the great rice-producing area in 

the south. It would be a difficult operation but not an impossible 
one, especially if we provided some air support. | 

Mr. Allison: In any event it is clear that we would find ourselves 
in an extremely difficult situation if the communists intervened. In 

my judgment, the only way to deter them from this course is to 
| make a warning. 

Admiral Fechteler: But I think we have to look a good deal far- 

ther ahead than that. If we issue our warning and have nothing in 

our hip pocket to back it up, then we are really up a creek. 

Mr. Allison: But in those circumstances we could, I assume, step 

up our production here at home, provided we got the agreement of 

all necessary people here. | | 

General Collins: I wouldn’t count on that. We are not getting our 

scheduled production now and we won’t get very much more under 

10 Jawaharlal Nehru, Indian Prime Minister and Minister of External Affairs and 
Commonwealth Relations.
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| any circumstances. We certainly will not get much more unless we | 
| cut civilian economy back quitea ways... . | 
| Admiral Fechteler: Has there been any reaction yet to Mr. 
| Eden’s statement in his Columbia speech 11 the other day? sss 
| Mr. Lacy: Yes, there has. On the whole it has been favorable. — | 

| Mr. Allison: Of course Mr. Eden did not say much when you ana- | 
| lyzehisremarks. = = © Oy ea | 

| Admiral Fechteler: It was the reaction out in the Far East which 
| interested me. = 2 © | : co 7 
| Mr. Lacy: There hasn’t been time to take a reading on this yet. 
| Mr. Bohlen: '? There has been increasing propaganda by the — 

| communists on Southeast Asia. Late in December you will remem- 
| ber there were charges that we were transporting Chinese Nation- | 

_alists into the area for aggressive purposes. Then Vishinsky 13. 
| picked this up in the UN. Izvestia has just recently begun to em-' | 
| phasize the aggressive plans of the U.S. in this area. Of course we i 
| don’t know what all this means. It is possible that the communists © | 
| believe their own propaganda. It may mean that they are prepar- | 
: ing to move against the area or it may only be a continuation of | 
| the war of nerves. It is worth noting, however, that the communist _ | 

press is stressing Southeast Asia at thistime. =| — | | 
I would like to clarify one point. Would an increase in Chinese | 

| supplies to the Indochinese force the French out of the Haiphong | 
| areay | re : 
! General Collins: No. That was not the impression that General — | 

| Mr. Bohlen: I think we can distinguish between three situations. | 
| The first and easiest one to deal with politically is overt interven- | 
| tion by the Chinese Communists. The second, and the one that is | 
| really serious in my judgment, is what might be called infiltration | 
! by the Chinese Communists. The third one is a stepping up of sup- | 
| plies by the Chinese Communists—on the whole I think that could | 
| be managed if we could provide somewhat larger assistance to | 

Indochina. I think the one to worry about is the second one—infil- | | 
| tration—for I think that is the one we are most likely to face. They | 
| might provide some air and some “volunteer” forces without inter- | 

| 11 In the course of his speech delivered at Columbia University on Jan. 11, Eden ~ | 
| had referred to the conflicts in Indochina and Malaya. He had continued: ‘These | | 
| positions must be held. It should be understood that the intervention by force by | 
| Chinese Communists in Southeast Asia—even if they were called volunteers—would | 
| create a situation no less menacing than that which the United Nations faced in 
: Korea. In any such event the United Nations should be equally solid ‘to resist it.” | 
| Full text of the speech is printed in the New York Times of Jan. 12. a 
| 12 Charles E. Bohlen, Counselor of the Department of State. . | | 
| 13 Andrey Yanuaryevich Vyshinsky, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet | 
| Union: . ms a | oe tees 

| |
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vening so directly as to call our general sanction into play. Our 
warning should be directed against this course if possible. The © 
problem is how to convey this to these people. It will be difficult to 
convince them that a development by degrees would bring us into 

. the war. At least it would be difficult to do this without over-con- | 
vincing them to the point that they think we are planning to de- 
clare war. It will be very difficult to make clear precisely what we 
mean. | | . a 

General Collins: One of the questions on my mind is the impor- 
tance which the British attach to the retention of Hong Kong as 
against defending their position in Southeast Asia. I asked Slim 
about this. I think we have to face the fact that any move such as 
the bombing of China would mean the loss of Hong Kong. It is im- 
possible to defend Hong Kong. I have never been able to get the 

_ British to really address themselves to the question of the relative 
value of the two positions. | OO | | 

Admiral Fechteler: I got the impression that Malaya is regarded 
by them as of overriding importance. In my own view, one of the 
important features of the Hong Kong situation is that the Chinese 
Communists themselves are not anxious for Hong Kong to fall. 

Mr. Bohlen: I don’t think it is really a question of Hong Kong 
_ versus Malaya. I think it is Malaya versus Indochina. The British 

| may think they can hold both Malaya and Hong Kong, even if 
| Indochina falls. / | 

General Collins: However, it was Slim who strongly urged us to 

| do more in Indochina. | | oe 
Mr. Lacy: He was the first to mention the possiblity of a declara- 

tion. | | | 
Mr. Nitze: I really wonder whether we can reach a definite con- 

clusion on this matter unless we are willing to face the question of 
war with the Soviet Union. We might find ourselves in a train of 
circumstances that led straight to that. 7 

Admiral Fechteler: From the naval point of view, we would have 
to divert ships from the Atlantic to the Pacific. | 

General Collins: Of course you could expand rather quickly from 
your mothball fleet. _ | 

General Lee: The Chinese Communists are building two fields | 
_ which will accomodate jets. One of them is near Formosa. | 

| General Collins: That one would be too far away to be of any use 
in the Indochina field. | | | 

General Twining: It is my view that we are going to be in bad 
trouble if we get involved down there in Indochina. I think it would | 
require us to review, re-schedule and re-plan everything. | 

Admiral Fechteler: I am not at all sure that if the Chinese Com- 

munists move into Indochina we want to bring force to bear on
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| them in Indochina. I think we may want to hit Shanghai, Tsingtao, | 
and such places. wie . Le PD, | | 

General Collins: That is general war with Communist China, | 
which is a political question as well as a military question. 

Mr. Nitze: Our political position, however, relates to our military 
position. 

Mr. Bohlen: I think we may get into something of a “chicken and | 
egg’’ situation here. On the top political side in the NSC we are 
waiting for a military judgment whereas you have told General 
Juin that you are waiting on a political judgment. I think the issue | 
we have to face is the issue whether Indochina is worth the risk of | 
general war with Communist China and the further implications of : 

| general war with Communist China. We could get a picture of the | 
| world situation on two assumptions, the first being the loss of | 

Southeast Asia and the second being a state of war with Commu- | 
| nist China. | | 
| Mr. Nitze: I think we should also estimate the chances that our | 
| deterrents would work, provided we are willing to carry a war to | | 
| the Chinese Communists and, if necessary, to the Soviet Union. 
| Mr. Bohlen: We wouldn’t have any deterrent unless we really 
| meant it. | | 
| General Collins: What does State think about the treaty between 
! Soviet Russia and Communist China? : | 
| Mr. Bohlen: It is still our judgment that neither one wants war ! 
| at this time. In many ways Indochina is a situation which the Com- 
| munists like to have because there are three layers of responsibil- 
| ity: first, the Viet Minh, second the Chinese Communists, and last, | 
| the Soviet Union. I think that the advantages and disadvantages of : 
| a political state of war are not altogether dependent upon what we | 
| may be able to do militarily. It might be advantageous to put our- 
| selves in that position even if we could not do much about it for | 
| some time. ee | a a a | 
| -Admiral Fechteler: I hate like the devil to declare war on some- : 

one and then to sit around for six months without doing anything. | | 
| General Collins: I think this is all related to the danger of war | 
| with the Soviet Union in Europe. It is not my desire to pass the | 
| ball back to State or anyone else but if somebody could tell us that | 
! we are willing to accept the risks of war with Communist China | 
| and that this risk will not lead to war with the Soviet Union, my 
| own answer as to what we should do would be radically affected. In 

| those circumstances I think we could do a great deal to injure Com- | 
| munist China. | | | | | 
| Admiral Fechteler: What is the question that we are really talk- | 
| ing about? Is it the question whether it is sound to make a political | 
| commitment involving military action which at the moment of the
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political commitment is beyond the capability of the military to | 
back up? Is that the question? 

Mr. Bohlen: We have not acted on that basis in the past as 

NATO demonstrates. In fact I think we would never make political 

commitments in time of peace if we had to wait for the develop- 

ment of the necessary military capabilities to back them up. The 
U.K. and France gave a political commitment to Poland and the 
important thing was not whether they had the military capabilities 
to back it up but the fact that the Germans should have known 

that some day sooner or later the political commitment would be 
backed up. Another aspect of this problem is that if we lose South- 
east Asia we have, in my judgment, lost the cold war. In that case _ 
we would be headed for war with the Soviet Union sooner or later. 

General Collins: Do you think that statement holds even if 
Malaya can be defended? a | : 

Mr. Bohlen: I think it is highly doubtful that Malaya could be 
held because of political and psychological reactions due to the loss 

of Southeast Asia. The number of guerrillas will probably increase 
by geometric proportions. Right now there are six or seven thou- | 
sand guerrillas and it takes the best British general and 60 to 70 
thousand British forces to deal with them. | Oo | 
General Collins: I don’t think larger guerrilla force” could be 

| supplied either by land or sea. __ ee 
Mr. Bohlen: Well, we could divide the problem into two parts. 

We could look first at the loss of Southeast Asia except for Malaya, 
and secondly, the loss of Southeast Asia including Malaya. In the 
second case it seems to me we would have lost the cold war. 

_ General Collins: All of this comes down, in my mind, to the 
threat of Soviet action. If there is a real threat from the Soviet — 

Union we do not, in my judgment, have the capability of making 
war on Communist China. We simply do not have what it takes to 
defend Western Europe and to do this at thesame time. =| 
Admiral Fechteler: There is a possibility and, in my mind, a good 

one that the Soviet Union would think it was just fine if we went 
to war with the Chinese Communists. ee — 

Mr. Nitze: Another thing to look at is the willingness of this 
country to provide aid to Western Europe if we are at war with 
Communist China. There would be many people who would think 
that we ought to put first things first and would think it was time 

for the Europeans to help us rather than vice versa. — | 
General Collins: If we become involved in a war with China we 

should get out of Korea and the ‘ off-shore islands right away and : 
when we have done that we could proceed to bomb China. 

14The source text bears the handprinted interpolation “back on” between the 
words “and” and “the”. a | -
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Mr. Bohlen: Of course this would change our whole mobilization 

effort. Be - | 
General Collins: It is not doing it now. | 

Mr. Bohlen: As to the question whether the Soviet Union would | 
go to war because we were attacking China, I might say a few | 
words. The treaty of course relates to defense against aggressive | 

action by Japan. The Soviets could claim that Japan was involved : 
| or not as they chose. They are not bound to come to China’s de- | 
| _ fense under any and all circumstances. I think geography would | 

2 have a great deal to do with it. I interpret Soviet behavior as being | 
| directed to an effort to push the Chinese Communists south and to | 

establish the primacy of the Soviet Union in northern Asia. Sta- 
| lin’s message to the Japanese people was designed as much for Chi- | 

nese ears as for Japanese ears. I think a great deal would depend | 

| on whether we were striking Manchuria. In that event I think we | 
| would enhance the possibility that the Soviet Union would react. If | 

| we were striking in the south, we would enhance the chance that 

the Soviet Union would not react. | , | 
| On the question whether China would be weakened, it is impor- | 

tant to remember that Stalin thinks it is a fiction that involvement | 
in war weakens a country. On the contrary, he believes that only | 
when a country is in war does it pull itself together and build | 
strength. For that reason I do not think he would like to see the : 

| U.S. at war with Communist China. He knows we would grow in | 
strength. | | | - | 

Some time later this spring we are planning to take a commit- | 
| ment to defend Greece. One question we might ask ourselves is | 

whether Southeast Asia is as important or more important than 
| Greece. Militarily the situation is more or less the same in that we | 

| cannot really defend either area. Is not Southeast Asia equally 
| worth the risk of general war? | 
| General Collins: I doubt it. In the event of general war we are 
| not going to try to retake Indochina. We will be conducting a stra- , 

tegic defense in the Pacific. It was proved in the last war that if we | 
| take care of Western Europe first, then we can take care of our dif- | 
| ficulties in the Pacific more easily. Holding Western Europe, in my | 

| opinion, is infinitely more important than holding Indochina or 
| Southeast Asia. | 
| Mr. Bohlen: If the French forces are thrown out of Indochina, the 

| repercussions in Africa will be very tough. In fact this is one of the 

toughest problems I have had to deal with for either course pre- 

| sents frightful disadvantages. | 
| Mr. Lacy: I think the loss of Southeast Asia would seriously prej- | 

| udice our ability to back up our commitments to Australia, New | 

| Zealand and the Philippines.
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General Collins: I don’t think it would affect our ability to defend 
them. oe 

Admiral Fechteler: I think we could do that with the Australian 

Navy. 

General Collins: The one place we have got to hold is Japan. 

Mr. Bohlen: How much of Japan’s trade is with Southeast Asia? 

: Mr. Nitze: About 25%. 

Mr. Lacy: The transmission of the declaration might do the trick 

and I don’t think it need involve us in commitments. 

Admiral Fechteler: This is a new thing to me, to make a political 
declaration and then not do anything about it. 

Mr. Bohlen: One of the mistakes that dictators have made and 

that they almost always make is to misjudge the political determi- 
nation of their opponents. They do not err in their judgment of the 

opposing military capabilities but they have been altogether wrong 

in their judgment of whether their victims would have the political 
will to resist. If we continue to go on the calculation that the Soviet 

| Union is not desirous of general war, there might be a very good . 

reason for making this declaration. | 

General Collins: On balance, I think I favor a declaration, wheth- 

er or not we can implement it. If we do not make it we will lose 

Southeast Asia anyway. If we do make it, we may save Southeast 

Asia and even if we do not, what have we lost by making it? | 

Admiral Fechteler: If we make a declaration and if the Chinese 
Communists come into Indochina, we could do something about it 
by deploying forces from the Atlantic and Mediterranean theaters. 

What would be the political effect of markedly weakening our 

strength in the West in order to shoot up Communist China? 

Mr. Bohlen: It would be terrible. | 
General Collins: But my question is, what do we lose even if we 

don’t back up the declaration? OO | 
Mr. Lacy: If it were made privately I do not think we would lose 

much prestige. We have been considering whether or not it ought 

to be private. | | | 
Mr. Nitze: I would have most serious reservations about that 

view. |
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State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | a ee: | 

| Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of : 

State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting ' oe | 

. [Extract] | 

| TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] January 23, 1952—11 a. m. | 

General Vandenberg inquired as to the State Department’s feel- | 

| ing about Indochina. Ss | — | 

| Mr. Matthews said it was not happy. a : 

| General Vandenberg asked whether it was proposed to stand-by | 

and do nothing in event that the Chinese Communists should come 

| in or whether some solution of the problem was in mind? 

: Mr. Matthews and Mr. Nitze said the State Department was 

| waiting on what Admiral Davis and his working party would come 

| up with as an estimate of what might be done. So ha ie 

| Mr. Bohlen remarked that this was a chicken-and-egg problem, 

| as the Joint Chiefs of Staff were waiting for a clarification of policy | 

before making up their mind about military aspects, while the rest | 

| of the Government was awaiting an estimate of military capabili- | 

| ties before deciding on policy. | ae 

| General Vandenberg emphasized the necessity of deciding wheth- 

| er this was primarily a political or a military problem. = = = — : 

! Mr. Matthews remarked that it was essentially both and that as 

| to issuing a warning to deter the Chinese, it was necessary to know 

| what could be done before deciding what was to be done. | 

| General Vandenberg said it was essential to know whether the | 

| State Department believed a warning should or should not be given © 7 

! to the Chinese Communists as a step to deter them in Indochina. 

: Mr. Matthews said such a warning should be given, but not 

| unless we were ready to back it up by action if the warning should 

be disregarded. = | 

| Mr. Nitze emphasized the interrelation of military and political 

| factors, saying certainly the United States wanted to issue a warn- | 

| ing to get the Chinese to cease and desist in Indochina, but it also | 

| wanted to do this without incurring the risk of general war and | 

! without using the atomic weapons, and the question therefore was | 

both political and military in essentials. | a | 

| 1 . note on the title page reads: “State Draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- | 

| All the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff attended. Matthews headed the De- : 

| | partment of State group. A total of 22 persons were present. | 

| | 

| |
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General Vandenberg remarked that it would be up to the State 
Department to estimate the effectiveness of a warning as a deter- 
rent to the Chinese Communists. _ | 

General Bradley remarked that this was both a political and a 
military matter, and Mr. Nitze said that it was a problem for joint 
estimate. 

Mr. Matthews and Mr. Nitze gave an affirmative opinion in re- 
sponse to General Vandenberg’s question whether it was thought 
that the British would go along with us in such warning. 

In answer to General Vandenberg’s question regarding the pros- 
pect of Congressional support of the Executive in such undertaking, 
Mr. Nitze said that he believed such support would be forthcoming 
if State and Defense presented a joint position on the matter. 

In answer to General Vandenberg’s remark that this was primar- 
ily up to the State Department, Mr. Nitze said that it would re- 

_ quire both State and Defense, that State would need Defense col- 
laboration in explaining the situation to the Congress, as the 
Armed Services Committees as well as the Committees on Foreign 
Relations and Foreign Affairs would feel a primary and vital con- 
cern. 

Mr. Matthews asked as to the military estimate of the immi- 
nence of Chinese interposition in Indochina. 

General Bradley observed that the Chinese “keep building up’’. 
General Vandenberg said that it was likely to come some Sunday 

morning—too late for a warning to do any good. 

790.5/2-752 | | 

Memorandum by the United States Member of the Five-Power Ad 
Hoc Committee on Southeast Asia (Davis) to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff) . 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] February 5, 1952. 
Subject: Report of the Five Power Ad Hoc Committee on Southeast 

Asia. 

1 Transmitted to the Department of State under a covering memorandum of Feb. 
7 from Admiral Lalor to H. Freeman Matthews, Deputy Under Secretary of State. 
The memorandum reads: “Pursuant to a request by General Bradley, as a result of 
his conversation yesterday with the Secretary of State, there are enclosed herewith 
for the information and use by the Secretary of State in possible conversations in 
connection with the Lisbon meeting, three copies of the subject report.” 

The Ninth Session of the North Atlantic Council and tripartite meetings of the 
Foreign Ministers of France (Robert Schuman), the United Kingdom (Anthony 
Eden), and the United States took place concurrently in Lisbon beginning eb. 20.
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References: . a | 

a. My memorandum of 29 January 1952 a | 

- _-b, SM-309-52 of 30 January 1952? © nS ! 

| 1. The attached report of the Five Power Ad Hoc Committee on 

Southeast Asia, Dated 5 February 1952, contains differences in fun- 

| damental viewpoints which I am satisfied could not have been rec- | 

| onciled by any further negotiation or discussion on the Ad Hoc 

| Committee level. — | | | 

| 2. The following condensation is derived from analysis of the | 

| report in combination with discussion during Ad Hoc Committee | 

| a. The position of the United States member is consistent with | 

your guidance and with the terms of reference * of the Ad Hoc 
| ‘Committee; _ we EN a . | : | 

| b. The position of the British and French members is in opposi- 
| tion to blockade of China. They are also opposed to bombing of 
| China except in connection with direct support operations close to | 

the border where Chinese aggression might occur; = =  ——— | 

po c. The French position is motivated primarily by the wish to fore- | 

stall diversion of forces from direct support of Indochina oper- | 

| ations; .. oo . a | | 

: ‘d. The British position, more definitely expressed than that of | 

| the French, is motivated primarily by determination to avoid any | 

| aciion thay aught unduly irritate Communist China or the USSR; | | 

| e. These French and British positions are, in general, rationa- 

| lized by their assumptions that blockade and bombing. would be 

| both impracticable and ineffective. | | ! 

| 3. The foregoing may be restated to the effect that the French © 

| want all the help and commitments they can get in connection | 

| with their immediate Indochina problem and that the British posi- : 

| tion remains that of holding Hong Kong and Indochina if possible | 

| while avoiding any action of consequence against Communist _ 

, China itself. a | Sn -_ 

| 4. It seems to me that the underlying difficulty is refusal on the. | 

| part of the Ad Hoc Committee as a whole to recognize that their 

task is simply an initial step in determining what to do about the 

| Southeast Asia problem and is clearly hypothetical. This is evident. 

| In telegram Secto 95 from Lisbon, Feb. 26, the Secretary reported: ‘(Eden in tripar- | 

tite mtg this afternoon raised question of Indochina. Commented on divergence of 

milit views. We indicated US making thorough review which from the milit point of | 

view shld be completed within a month, and wld take another month of interdepart- [ 

| mental and other consultation. At end of that time, we might be ready to talk fur- | 

ther.” (740.5/2-2652) ~ | o | a ee l 

. For.a report of this tripartite meeting, see vol. v, Part 1, p. 167. Pees 

| 2 Neither found in Department of State files. oo . a | 

3 Not found in Department of State files. oan |
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from the fact that the British and French are unwilling to meet | 
the terms of reference, which, in essence, require recommendations 
as to what might be done if retaliatory action were to be taken. 
‘Instead, they undertake to decide that real retaliatory action 
should not be undertaken and that military measures should, in 
effect, be limited to defensive action. 

5. The point, however, is that we are about where we started, 
except for clarification of basic differences. It is my impression that 
the US. Joint Chiefs of Staff are not inclined to go along with rec- 
ommending a warning with respect to “further acts of aggression”’ 
without prior firm agreement that, if such a warning were disre- 
garded, actual retaliatory action would have the concurrence and 
participation of the other interested nations. I am satisfied that the 
British and French viewpoints, as shown in the Ad Hoc Committee 
report and amplified above, are primarily national, so that I doubt 
if our own views would be supported on their political levels even if 
supported by the British and French members of the Ad Hoc Com- 
mittee. | | | | 

6. The foregoing raises the question of consistency as between is- 
suing of a warning, if there is a Korean armistice, without prior 
international agreement as to what military measures might be 
taken if that warning were disregarded, and insistence upon such 
an agreement before issuing a Southeast Asia warning. I do not 
know the answer to this. 

7. In any event, strong efforts will continue to be made to 
commit us to complete direct support, as distinguished from retali- 
atory action in Southeast Asia. In fact, it might be said that there 
was considerable disposition to regard the Ad Hoc Committee task 
as a vehicle for this objective. | 

8. In the latter connection, both the British and French made re- 
peated objection in the Ad Hoc Committee to our position against 
commitment of troops and the basing of air units ashore. They 
wished the statements weakened, obviously in the hope that this 
could be the basis for more effective pressure on these points here- 
after. | am sure this pressure will continue in any case. 

J. Another point of importance is that the British and French 
are determined to persist in their desire to set up a form of com- 

| bined command in the Southeast Asia area. In the Ad Hoc Commit- 
tee report this intention is toned down and, as will be noted, I have 
safeguarded our own position, but the original draft on this point 
as proposed by the British, together with attendant discussion, indi- 
cates that they think any direct support operations by us should 
come under the French in Indochina and under the British in 
Hong Kong. Whether or not this could be shown to be theoretically | 
correct, it seems to me that, taking the British and French posi-
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| tions as a whole, they would like not only to determine what we | 

| shall do with our own forces in the event of our taking military | 

action with respect to the Southeast Asia problem, but also to com- 

mand our forces while these limited actions are being taken. | 

10. It is of interest to note that the New Zealand representative : 

was present only as an observer and that the Australian represent- ! 

| ative was relatively open-minded and cooperative. | | 

| 11. A final point, which I think requires consideration at once, is : 

| that the British and French representatives are recommending in- | 

dividually that the report of the Ad Hoc Committee be considered | 

by the Chiefs of Staffs of the several nations in Lisbon during, but | 

separate from, the forthcoming NATO meetings. I pointed out that | 

the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff are not scheduled to be in Lisbon. I 

| expect that the British and French will persist on the basis that. | | 

| General Bradley can, of course, represent the U.S. Joint Chiefs of | 

: Staff. My opinion, for what it may be worth, is that consideration 

in Lisbon would be premature, for it appears that it is now time for : 

| us to firm up some sort of Defense-State position before engaging ~ | 

| in further argument on the strictly military level. That is, 1 think | 

| the British and French already have firm politico-military positions : 

and I believe that this is not the case as far as we are concerned. | 

| 12. In light of all of the foregoing I recommend that the Joint | 

| Chiefs of Staffs st” | 

| a. Make decision with respect to the Lisbon meeting discussed in i 

| the last preceding paragraph; | | 

| _b. Take steps to firm up a Defense-State position regarding the | 

| Southeast Asia problem; | | 

: c. Note the attached report of the Five Power Ad Hoc Committee 
| on Southeast Asia; 
| d. Approve and support paragraphs 30, 31, and 32 of the report | 

| as the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff position; | 

| | e. Agree to take no unilateral action against Communist China, | 

| other than as provided in General Ridgway’s current instructions; + 

| f. Consider limiting United. States military action to assistance in | 

| evacuation if the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff position remains unsup- 

| ported by the British and French; and 

! g. Give serious consideration to our entire Far East position in | 

| relation to, global problems, with a view to the possible desirability | 

| of some adjustment in emphasis. | 

| | A. C. Davis | 

| ce _ Vice Admiral, USN 

| 4Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway, Supreme Commander Allied Powers (SCAP); Com- | 

| mander in Chief, United Nations Command (CINCUNC); and Commander in Chief, | 

| Far East (CIN CFE). . 
! For documentation on General Ridgway’s role as CINCUNC, see volume xv. 

) 
|
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, | | [Enclosure] : | pe | | 

TOP SECRET a [WasHINGTON,] 5 February 1952. 

REPORT BY THE AD Hoc CoMMITTEE ON: Sout East ASIA TO THE — 
Oo - CHIEFS OF STAFF OF | 

Australias BC 
| France — Oo a 

| New Zealand& oe | - 
a _ United Kingdom _ SF 

Oo | _ _ United States of America 

We are sending you herewith the report of the Ad Hoc Commit- 
tee on the defense of South East Asia. This report is drawn up ac- 
cording to the terms of reference which were agreed by the Chiefs 

: of Staff or their representatives at their meeting in Washington on. 
11 January 1952. CO a 7 

ae _ Arr Vice Marsuat F. R. W. ScHERGER 
“ : ees | Australia 
oe GENERAL DE Corps D’Armes P. E. Exy 

7 ee , | France 
a : Arr Commopore J. L. FINDLAY (observer) 

Oo . . New Zealand 
| Air CuieF MarsHat Sir WILLIAM ELLIOT | 
re United Kingdom 

. [Vice] ADMIRAL A. C. Davis 
, : oe | _ United States of America 

. | (Subenclosure] | _ - | | an 7 

TOP SECRET | | [WASHINGTON,] 5 February 1952. 

a | | Sour East Asia oe 
| | REPORT OF AD HOC COMMITTEE : | 

I. Study of Possible Military Measures Against Further Chinese 
Communist Aggression BS 

Background | - 
_1. Representatives of the Chiefs of Staff of the United States, 
United Kingdom and France are considering recommending to 
their respective Governments that a warning should be given to 

5 Lt. Gen. S.F. Rowell. | a 
® Maj. Gen. K.L. Strout. __ oo oo 7 | |
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the Chinese Communists to the effect that a further act of agegres- | 

sion will result in strong retaliation, not necessarily limited to the | 

| area of the aggression. In order to study the military force avail- 

able to back up such a warning, an Ad Hoc Committee was ap- 

| pointed. Australia and New Zealand were invited to representation 

on this committee—Australia accepted as a participating member; 

New Zealand as an observer. 

Assumption | | 

| 9. For the purposes of our study, we have assumed that, as a 

result of a political decision, a warning in the above terms has 

been given. a | | 

3. It is further assumed that the warning has been disregarded | 

and a further act of aggression has taken place in any non-Commu- | 

nist area contiguous to China. | | SO ee | 

_4, Active aggression may come in any degree from an increase in | 

| infiltration to a full scale onslaught. We are not competent to | 

| define an act of aggression. Any decision for such definition would | 

| ultimately rest with Governments. _ | | 

| The Problem | | 

| 5. To: | BS 
a. Determine the collective capabilities of the nations represent- 

| ed on the Committee which could be made available for retaliation; | 

| b. Make recommendations for eventual transmission to Govern- 

| ments through the respective Chiefs of Staff as to what specific | 

| military measures might be taken as a collective effort against the | 

| Chinese Communists, not only in threatened areas but also directly | 

| against China. | 

| The solution of this problem entails beforehand the definition on 

| fundamentals of the overall allied objectives, which are to limit 

| further aggression and must make any aggression which has al- 

| ready been launched as difficult, painful and unprofitable as the 

: combined resources of the Western Powers permit. | | 

| Guidance From Chiefs of Staffs : 

6. It was decided that in studying the problem generally, the fol- 

| lowing factors should also be considered: 

| a. The possibility of Chinese attacks anywhere on the South East 

| Asia periphery; | , | a 

| b. The possibility of a global redeployment of forces, account : 

| being taken of the world situation; | 

c. The use of Chinese Nationalist forces; | | 

| d. The employment of sea and air bases, including Formosa. | 

| Considerations Governing Achievement of Allied Objectives _ | 

| 7. The Allied objectives should be considered in the light of the 

| possibilities of: | 

| 
|
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a. Holding those bases presently occupied, which control the 
opening of China towards South East Asia, in order to oppose Com- 
munist expansion; 

b. Avoiding deep inland ground actions, and 
_c. Reducing the offensive capability of Communist China 

through: | , 

(1) Air actions applied to the Chinese territory as a whole; 
(2) Establishment of a blockade on the Chinese coast. 

[Here follow all of sections II, “Aspects of the Problem’, and III, 
“Detailed Consideration of Indo-China’’, and a detailed exploration | 
of alternatives in section IV, “Possible Action Against China”. 
Paragraphs 26-33 below conclude the latter section. ] | 

Conclusion of Possible Action Against China | 
26. We conclude that, whether or not bombing or blockade of 

China would in the long term force the withdrawal of the Chinese 
Communist Armies back within their own frontier, or alternatively 
cause the overthrow of the Chinese Communist Government, there 
is little doubt that such action alone would probably not prevent 
the forced evacuation of Tonkin or Hong Kong, if attacked, or deny 
access to South East Asia to the Chinese Communists. 

Conclusions on the Short-Term Aspect of the Problem 
27. Indo-China is the most likely area of Chinese aggression. 

Considerable Chinese forces are known to be massed in South 
China, and can be capable of attacking it alone, or in conjunction 
with a new assault in Korea. | 7 

28. We have considered the possibilities of rendering direct aid 
to the French forces in Indo-China in the event of a full scale Chi- 
nese attack. If allied action were confined within the borders of 
Indo-China, the resources of the Western Powers presently avail- 
able would make such aid insufficient to ensure the retention of 
the Tonkin Delta by the French. 

29. We have therefore considered action directly against China, 
not confined to the area of aggression. __ 

The actions which might be undertaken are as follows: 

a. A naval blockade in conjunction with an embargo. 
b. Operations against Communist China by Chinese Nationalist 

forces if and when they are adequately equipped and trained. 
c. Assistance to anti-Communist Chinese guerilla forces in China. 
d. Assistance to the British in the evacuation of Hong Kong, if 

required. 
| e. Assistance to the French in the evacuation of Haiphong, if re- 

uired. 
4 f. Air operations against China proper south of the Yellow River 
with the objective of creating the maximum drain on the USSR 
and China with the minimum loss to Western forces.
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All these actions incur the risk of general war with China, de- 

pendent only upon the Chinese reaction aroused. Further, the ex- | 

tension of the conflict into global war would be dependent only | 

upon the decision of the USSR. a oe - | 

30. But if further Chinese aggression occurred in disregard of an 

issued warning, such a warning should be implemented. | | 

| The military action we might take should be designed to have a 

| significant adverse effect on Communist China’s war making capa- | 

bility. It must limit further aggression and must make any aggres- | 

sion which has already been launched as difficult, painful and un- 

profitable as the combined resources of the Western Powers permit. | 

| 21. We conclude that the following specific military measures 

| might be taken as a collective effort against the Chinese Commu- 

| nists not only in threatened areas but also directly against China: 

| a. Control the air over threatened areas including attack at the | 

| source of the threat. So | 

| b. Isolate the battlefields wherein aggression is being fought, in- | 

! cluding interdiction of routes of communication in China proper. | 

! c. Direct air support of ground troops in threatened areas. 

| d. Evacuation where necessary. | a | . 

| e. Blockade of China coast. — oe | | 

| 32. a. We conclude that any of the actions contemplated above | 

| might lead to extension of the action as necessary for the security | 

| of our own forces or to combat aggressive actions in other areas 

| contiguous to China. All actions run the risk of incurring further 

| aggressive actions in other areas even extending to general war ; 

: with China. The extension of these actions into global conflict will 

| be wholly dependent upon the reaction incited in the USSR. 

| b. The above conclusions as to the collective forces that could be | 

| made available for retaliation, and as to the specific military meas- | 

| ures that might be taken as a collective effort against the Chinese © 

Communists, are presented as an informational basis upon which | 

| political decisions with regard to the issue of a warning to Commu- | 

nist China might be made. | | 

| c. The limited forces available with which to undertake oper- 

| ations of the scope necessary to constitute strong retaliation and to 

2 achieve overall success against Communism in the Far East, to- | 

| gether with the risk of world-wide repercussions as a result of the | 

actions considered, would indicate that the gravity of the situation : 

might warrant further consideration of the global aspects of the | 

entire Asian problem. | | | | 

| 33. The above are, in the main, the agreed conclusions (para- | 

| graphs 27 through 32). However, the British wish certain comments | 

| to be recorded. These are: | 
i 

: 

| 

|
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a. Paragraph 29 | 
The object of any action against China is not revenge for her evil 

doing but to prevent independent countries on her borders from 
falling to Chinese Communism. The object therefore should be to 
limit action against China. Moreover, it is to our general advantage 
to avoid unlimited war with China since it would entail deploy- 
ment of forces to the Far East, where they would be misplaced in 
the event of war with China leading to global war. 

b. Paragraphs 29a and le : | 
For the reasons stated in paragraph 21, the British do not think 

that a blockade against China would have any marked effect even 
in the long-term and that possible repercussions would be unac- 
ceptably serious. , 

c. Paragraph 31 a. 
___ While the British agree with the isolation of any battlefield from 

its immediate source of supply within China, they feel that attacks 
carried to the source of the threat, if those attacks were extended 
to the heart of China, would again cause repercussions which 
would be unacceptably serious. | 

V. Recommendations 

34. Although the Ad Hoc Committee are at variance on certain 
fundamentals of policy (Section IV), it has reached a measure of 
agreement. (See paragraphs 27 through 33.) | 
We invite our respective Chiefs of Staff to accept the conclusions 

as the views of the Ad Hoc Committee. We consider these conclu- 
sions adequately fulfill the task set out in paragraph 5 of our 
Report. 

30. The U.K. and French members would like to draw attention 
to the urgent need for consideration of setting up machinery to im- 
plement any agreed military measures. Such machinery should 
provide for the collation of intelligence and the study of operation- 

| al and logistic plans to meet the possibilities of Chinese aggression 
in South East Asia. They recommend, if the Tripartite Chiefs of 
Staff agree [to] their recommendation, that a joint directive should 
be issued to their respective commands in the Far East setting up | 
machinery for studying the implementation of military action. 
Such study in no way commits nations to action which is the pre- 
rogative of Governments. 

The U.S. member feels that the Ad Hoc Committee is not compe- 
tent to recommend definite actions as outlined above, this, further, 

being outside the scope of their terms of reference. He also consid- 
ers that at this stage the suggested actions are not desirable. 

[Here follow appendices outlining the capabilities of Australia, 

the United Kingdom, and the United States in the event of hostil- 

ities with the People’s Republic of China, and an appendix outlin- 

ing French Union forces then in Indochina.]
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$/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351,! NSC 124 Series oe eS, OS oe So | 

Report to the National Security-Council:-by-the Executive Secretary | 

| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, February 13, 1952. | 
NSC 124. soe | | - | 

| Unrrep States OBJECTIVES AND Courses oF ACTION WitH RESPECT | | 
| TO COMMUNIST AGGRESSION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA | 

I 

| References: = | Oo an 

| ‘A. NSC Action No. 597-b ° | 
 -B. NSC 48/54 oo | Se 

| — GNSC645 a 7 | 
! | The enclosed draft statement of policy on the subject, prepared = 

by the NSC Staff in accordance with NSC Action No. 597-b, is sub- | 
| mitted herewith for consideration by the National Security Council : 
| at an early meeting. An NSC Staff study will be circulated sepa- ; 

rately as an annex ® to NSC 124 for Council information in this 

| connection. | a 7 pt RE 
| The enclosure, if adopted, is intended to supersede NSC 64 and 
| paragraph 14 of NSC 48/5, and to supplement the statement of the 

| current U.S. objective with respect to Southeast Asia contained in — 
| paragraph 6-g of NSC 48/5. It is recommended that, if the enclosed | 

| 1 Serial master file of National Security Council and related Department of State _ 
| documentation, 1947-1961, retired by the Executive Secretariat of the Department. | 

: 2 Several preliminary drafts, none printed, of this report are in lot 63 D 351 and : 
( in S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167. The latter is a serial file of NSC reports and memo- _ 
| randa for the years 1950-1961, maintained and retired by the Policy Planning Staff. | 
| Additional. documentation relating to the NSC 124 Series is in files 611.90 and 790.5. : | 
| 8 At its 110th meeting on Dec. 19, 1951, the NSC, with the President presiding: _ 
( “a. Discussed the situation in Indochina in the light of recurring rumors of im- 
| pending Chinese Communist intervention. a - fh LS | ‘| 

| “b. At the suggestion of the Secretary of State, directed the Senior NSC Staff to : 
expedite the report.on U.S. policy toward Southeast. Asia, with particular reference - 

| to possible courses of action regarding Indochina.” (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, 
| lot 66 D 95, NSC Action No. 597. This lot file includes administrative and miscella- | 
| neous NSC documentation, including Records of Action, as maintained by the Exec- 
| utive Secretariat of the Department of State for the years 1947-1963. Retired by S/ 

| 4 NSC 48/5, “United States Objectives, Policies, and Courses of Action in Asia”, | 
| May 17, 1951, is printed in Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 1, p. 33. . kissd — 
| 5 NSC 64, “The Position of the United States With Respect to Indochina”, Feb. 27, 
| 1950, is printed ibid., 1950, vol. v1, p. 744. a eS | 
| 6 Annex to NSC 124, “NSC Staff Study on United States Objectives and Courses of. | 
| Action With Respect to Communist Aggression in Southeast Asia’, Feb. 13, is not a 
| printed. (Lot 63 D 351, NSC 124 Series) | : po a 
| Part of this Annex (the sections dealing with general, regional, and Indochinese | 
! matters) is printed in Department of Defense, United States-Vietnam Relations, . t 
| 1945-1967, 12 volumes (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1971), Book 8, pp. | 
| 468-476. The sections omitted treat Burma, Malaya, Thailand, and Indonesia. 

| | 
| 
|
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| statement of policy is adopted, it be submitted to the President for 
_ consideration with the recommendation that he. approve it and 

direct its implementation by all appropriate executive departments 
and agencies of the U.S. Government under the coordination of the 
Secretaries of State and Defense. 

It is requested that special security precautions be observed in the 
handling of the enclosure and that access to it be restricted on a 
need-to-know basis. So 

- JAMES S. Lay, JR. 

| [Enclosure] | | 

| DRAFT . 7 

STATEMENT OF PoLicy PROPOSED BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY CouN- 
cIL ON UNITED STATES OBJECTIVES AND CouRsSEs oF ACTION WITH 
RESPECT TO COMMUNIST AGGRESSION IN SOUTHEAST AsIA* 

| OBJECTIVE _ | | 

1. To prevent the countries of Southeast Asia from passing into 
the communist orbit, and to assist them to develop the will and 
ability to resist communism from within and without and to con- 
tribute to the strengthening of the free world. = = — | 

| GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS a 

2. Communist domination of all Southeast Asia would seriously 
endanger in the short term, and critically endanger in the longer 
term, United States security interests. 7 | 

a. The communist take-over of Indochina or Thailand or Burma 
as a consequence of identifiable Chinese Communist aggression, es- 
pecially if encountered by no more than token resistance on the 
part of the United States or the UN, would have critical psycholog- 
ical and political consequences. These consequences would probably 
include relatively swift submission to or alignment with commu- 
nism by the remaining countries of this group. Furthermore, in the 
absence of effective and timely counteraction, an alignment with 
communism of the rest of Southeast Asia and India, and in the 

| longer term, of the Middle East (with the probable exceptions of at 
_ least Pakistan and Turkey) would progressively follow. Such wide- 

spread alignment would endanger the stability and security of | 
Europe and would nullify the psychological advantages accruing to 7 
the free world by reason of its response to the aggression in Korea. 

*Southeast Asia is used herein to mean the area embracing Burma, Thailand, 
Indochina, Malaya and Indonesia. [Footnote in the source text.] |
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b. Equally serious consequences could also flow from successful 
| communist subversion of mainland Southeast..Asia without identifi- | 

able aggression. 7 : | 

c. Communist control of all of Southeast Asia would render the } 
U.S. position in the Pacific offshore island chain precarious and | 

| would seriously jeopardize fundamental U.S. security interests in | 
the Far East. © | 

d. The loss of Southeast Asia, especially of Malaya and Indonesia, 
could result in such economic and political pressures in Japan as to 

| make it extremely difficult to prevent Japan’s eventual accommo- 

| dation to communism. © oe | | 
| -e. Southeast Asia, especially Malaya and Indonesia, is the princi- 

pal world source of natural rubber and tin, and a producer of pe- 
troleum and other strategically important commodities. The rice 

exports of Burma and Thailand are critically important to Malaya, . | 
Ceylon and Hong Kong and are of considerable significance to 

| Japan and India, all important areas of free Asia. | | 

! 38. Actions designed to strengthen the political and territorial in- | | 

| tegrity of the countries of Southeast Asia require sensitive selec- : 

| tion and application, on the one hand to assure the optimum effi- i 

| ciency through coordination of measures for the general area, and | 

| on the other, to accommodate or to do minimum violence to the in- 

dividual sensibilities of the several governments, social classes and | 

minorities of the area. | , | 

| 4. The successful defense of Tonkin is important to the retention 

| in non-communist hands of mainland Southeast Asia. However, | 

| should Burma come under communist domination, a communist 

| military advance through Thailand might make Indochina, includ- 

| ing Tonkin, militarily indefensible. Thus, the route of communist 

: advance into Southeast Asia will influence the execution of the fol- 

| lowing U.S. courses of action with respect to individual countries of 

| the area. | Ogg ees, | 

| _ COURSES OF ACTION» 

| Southeast Asia | 

| 5. With respect to Southeast Asia, the United States should: | | 

i a. Strengthen psychological activities in relation to the area to | 

| foster increased alignment of the people with the free world. 

| b. Continue programs of economic and technical assistance de- | 

! signed to strengthen the indigenous non-communist governments of 

| the area. | : | 

c. Encourage the countries of Southeast Asia to restore and | 

expand their commerce with each other and with the rest of the | 
| free world, and stimulate the flow of the raw material resources of 
| the area to the free world. | | | 

| d. Seek agreement with other nations, including at least France, | 

| the UK, Australia and New Zealand, for a joint warning to Com- 
| munist China regarding the grave consequences of Chinese aggres- | 

| i
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sion against Southeast Asia, the issuance of such a warning to be 
contingent upon the prior agreement of France and the UK to par- 
ticipate in the courses of action set forth in paragraphs 6-d, 7-f, 
and 8-c in the event that such a warning is ignored. a | 
_@. Continue to encourage and support closer cooperation among 
the countries of Southeast Asia, and between those countries and 
the United States, Great Britain, France, the Philippines, Austra- 

a lia, New Zealand, South Asia and Japan: | | oe 
| f. Strengthen covert operations designed to assist in the achieve- 

ment of U.S. objectives in Southeast Asia. . 
g. Continue activities and operations designed to encourage the 

overseas. Chinese communities in Southeast Asia to organize and 
activate anti-communist groups and activities within their own 
communities, resist the effects of parallel pro-communist groups 
and activities and, generally, increase their orientation toward the 
free world. | oe a | 

h. Take whatever measures may be practicable to promote the 
coordinated defense of the area, and encourage and support the 
spirit of resistance among the peoples of Southeast Asia to Chinese 
Communist aggression and to the encroachments of local commu- 
nists. | a | | OO 

i. Make clear to the American people the importance of South- 
east Asia to the security of the United States so that the people 
may be prepared for any of the courses of action proposed herein. 

) Indochina | | oo . 
6. With respect to Indochina the United States should: | a 
a. Intensify support of constructive political, economic and social 

measures. , ps a en. 
b. Continue to promote international support for the three Asso- © 

ciated States. Oe re op 
c. In the absence of large-scale Chinese Communist intervention: 

(1) Continue to furnish aid for the French Union forces ‘with- 
out relieving French authorities of their basic military respon- 

_ sibility for the defense of the Associated States. - : 
_-_ (2) Provide military equipment and supplies on a high prior- 

ity basis in order to: oo, - ae Cea 

(a) Assist the French Union forces to maintain progress in the 
restoration of internal security against the Viet Minh. __ 

(b) Assist the forces of France and the Associated States.to _ 
defend Indochina against Chinese Communist aggression. 

_(c) Assist in developing indigenous armed forces which will 
~ eventually be capable of maintaining internal security with- 

| out assistance from French units. _ a 

(3) In view of the immediate urgency of the situation, involv- 
Ing possible large-scale Chinese Communist intervention, and 

| in order that the United States may be prepared to take what- | 
ever action may be appropriate in such circumstances, make 
the plans necessary to carry out the courses of action indicated 
in subparagraph d below. = __ | a
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(4) In the event that information and circumstances point to 

the conclusion that France is no longer prepared to carry the ; 

| burden in Indochina, or if France presses for a sharing of the | 

responsibility for Indochina, whether in the UN or directly : 

| with the U.S. Government, oppose a French withdrawal and | 

consult with the French and British concerning further meas- 

ures to be taken to safeguard the area from communist domi- ; 

| nation. 7 | | 

| d. In the event that it is determined, in consultation with France, | 

that Chinese Communist forces (including volunteers) have overtly 

intervened in the conflict in Indochina, or are covertly participat- 

ing to such an extent as to jeopardize retention of the Tonkin Delta 

| area by French Union forces, take the following measures to assist 

| these forces in preventing the loss of Indochina, to repel the aggres- | 

' sion and to restore international peace and security in Indochina: 

| (1) Support a request by France or the Associated States for I 

immediate action by the United Nations which would include a | 

| UN resolution declaring that Communist China has committed | | 

an aggression, recommending that member states take what-. | 

! ever action may be necessary, without geographic limitation, to : 

| assist France and the Associated States in meeting the aggres- : 

sion. | | | | 

(2) Whether or not UN action is immediately forthcoming, — | 

| seek the maximum possible international support for and par- 

| ticipation in any international collective action in support of 

| France and the Associated States. : 

| (3) Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments take ap- 
| propriate military action against Communist China as part of 

| a UN collective action or in conjunction with France and the 

| United Kingdom and any other friendly governments. | 

| (4) Intensify covert operations to aid anti-communist guerril- , 

| la forces operating against Communist China and to interfere : 

with and disrupt Chinese Communist lines of communications : 

and military supply areas. | | : | 

| (5) Employ as desirable and feasible anti-communist Chinese 

| forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces, in military oper- | 

ations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. | 

e. If communist control of substantial additional portions of Indo- | 

| china becomes inevitable, support any elements capable of contin- \ 

ued resistance to communism in order to delay the consolidation i 

| and exploitation of communist gains and to minimize the psycho- 

| logical consequences of such a communist victory. : 

Burma | | | : 

| 7. With respect to Burma, the United States should: | 

| a. Encourage the Burmese Government to cooperate fully with | 

| the anti-communist nations, and be prepared to furnish to Burma | 

| military equipment, supplies and advice as appropriate. | 

| b. Arrange to conduct a full and frank exchange of views with 

| the British Government with the object of re-examining policy | 

| 
| 

|
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toward Burma and seeking any joint or coordinated action which 
might contribute toward an improvement in the situation in _ 
Burma. Urge the inclusion of elements from other Commonwealth 
countries in the British Services Mission, emphasizing participation 
by Asian nations, especially India. 

c. Attempt to arouse the Burmese and Indian Governments to 
the dangers of Chinese Communist expansion and to the need for 
effective military defense against it, including coordinated military 
action with other Southeast Asian countries. | | 

d. Develop united action and cooperation among indigenous, anti- 
communist groups in Burma to resist communist encroachments. 
Make preparations for the establishment of guerrilla forces among 
suitable ethnic groups for possible use against the communists. 
Unless the Burmese Government should cease to be non-commu- 
nist, however, the major consideration should be to take no action 
that would involve serious risk of alienating the Burmese Govern- 
ment. | Oe 

e. Conduct information and economic assistance programs in 
Burma which will have a maximum short-term favorable impact 
upon the Burmese people and government. 

f. In the event of overt Chinese Communist aggression against 
Burma, take the following action: 

(1) Support an appeal to the UN by the Burmese Govern- 
ment. | 

(2) Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments take ap- 
propriate military action against Communist China as part of 
a UN collective action or in conjunction with France and the 
United Kingdom and any other friendly governments. 

(3) Employ as desirable and feasible anti-communist Chinese 
forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces, in military oper- 
ations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. 

g. In the event of a seizure of power at the seat of government in 
Burma by local communists, activate to the extent practicable the 
guerrilla forces referred to in paragraph 7d above. 

h. If, in spite of the preceding courses of action, communist con- 
trol of all or a substantial part of Burma becomes inevitable, sup- 
port any elements capable of continued resistance to communism 
in order to delay the consolidation and exploitation of communist 
gains, and to minimize the psychological consequences of such a 
communist victory. - _ | 

Thailand a 
| 8. With respect to Thailand, the United States should: 

a. Continue to assist the Government of Thailand in creating 
: conditions of internal security, in becoming a stabilizing force in 

Southeast Asia, and in maintaining its alignment with the free 
~ world. 

_b. In the event of communist domination of either Indochina or 
Burma: Oo =
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(1) Immediately consider increasing the priority and volume _ | 

of military aid to Thailand. _ 7 | 

(2) Immediately put into effect whatever measures may be 

determined as feasible to forestall an invasion of Thailand or a | 

seizure of power by local Thai communists. ee | 

c. In the event of Chinese Communist aggression against Thai- ! 

| land: oe | So : | 

(1) Support an appeal to the UN by the Thai Government. | 

_ (2) Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments take ap- | 

propriate military action against Communist China as part of | 

| a UN collective action or in conjunction with France and the 
_ United Kingdom and any other friendly governments. — ) 

(3) Employ as desirable and feasible anti-communist Chinese ) 

forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces, in military oper- 

ations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. | 

| | | | | | | 

| Malaya ae | | | 

9. With respect to Malaya, the United States should: | 

a. Support the British in their measures to eradicate communist | 

: guerrilla forces and restore order. | 

-b. In the event of Chinese Communist aggression against Malaya, | 

in addition to the appropriate military action contemplated above | 

| against Communist China, the United States should assist in the | 

| defense of Malaya as appropriate, as part of a UN collective action | 

| or in conjunction with the United Kingdom and any other friendly 

| governments. _ a - | oo | ! 

Indonesia 7 : | eter os, | 

| 10. With respect to Indonesia, the United States should: 

| a, Seek to strengthen the non-communist political orientation of : 
| the government, promote the economic development of Indonesia, 

and influence Indonesia toward greater participation in measures | 

: which support the security of the area and Indonesian solidarity 

| with the free world.  —_—. _ 7 | 

| pb. In the event of a seizure, or attempted seizure, of power by in- | 
| ternal communist action in Indonesia: : 

(1) Seek maximum international response to a request by : 

| the legal government for friendly nations to come to its assist- 

| - ance against the insurgents. | | te Ys 

| (2) Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments, take ap- : 

propriate military and other action to wrest the area from | 

communist control. ) oe : 

| c. In the event of Chinese Communist aggression against Indone- | 

i sia, in addition to the appropriate military action contemplated 

| above against Communist China, take appropriate military action | 

| to assist in the defense of Indonesia as part of a UN collective | 

| action or in conjunction with other friendly governments. |
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790.5/2-2352: Telegram ee _ 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines 

SECRET WASHINGTON, February 23, 1952—12:55 p.m. 

2609. Urtel 2853, Feb 12.1 Dept most interested in your conversa- 
tion with Quirino 2 about prospects for expanding Pac Pact ar- _ 
rangements and believes this approach by Quirino to you offers 
some possibilities. You may of course assure Quirino US most 
pleased with his contd interest in expanding arrangements and _ 
that as a matter of gen principle and eventual objective his think- 
ing certainly parallels that of US. US attitude in gen remains as 

| has been explained to Quirino on numerous past occasions, viz. US 
in principle looks with sympathy on any regional arrangements de- 
signed to strengthen security of free world, advance cause of peace, 
promote gen welfare of peoples concerned and be initiated by those _ 
most directly involved. In this sense and on basis of foregoing crite- 
ria US wld of course give most serious and sympathetic consider- 

: ation to any proposals which might be initiated and agreed upon 
by Asian participants. In absence of such specific proposals US can 
hardly do more than express approval and sympathy in principle. 
Quirino may wish, however, to consider whether present is most 

| propitious moment to advance his proposal. Se a 
It wld seem preferable to defer consideration of interlocking 

Jap,? Austral, NZ, Phil* security pacts until these arrangements 
| have been ratified and put into effect. Until practical problems 

arising from such implementation become more apparent through 
concrete experience any specific consideration of tying them to- 
gether wld seem to be somewhat academic. Furthermore, it seems 
probable that countries concerned wld be more favorably disposed 
toward an expanding system once: they have been able to see some 
practical advantages from agreements already signed. Dept cannot 

| of course presume to speak for Austral and NZ on question inter- 
locking existing security pacts. Urinfo, however, Dept doubts very 

much either country prepared at this time consider joining in any 

security arrangement with Jap. Furthermore, as you are aware, 

UK opposed quadrilateral pact including Philippines on grounds 

| such arrangement wld accentuate problem non-inclusion Brit terri- 

_ tories area in security arrangement. Austral and NZ wld be influ- 

1 Not printed here. (796.5/2-1252), | | | 
2 Elpidio Quirino, President of the Philippines. | 
3 For text of the Security Treaty between the United States and Japan, signed at 

San Francisco Sept. 8, 1951, see 3 UST (pt. 3) 3329. | a | 
* For text of the Mutual Defense Treaty between the United States and the Phil- 

ippines, signed at Washington Aug. 30, 1951, see 3 UST (pt. 3) 3937. .
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enced by Brit attitude this matter in considering any Quirino pro- | 

posal pacts be linked. =—— Ee go, : 

Quirino mentions desirability of including Thailand and Indo.® | 

Thailand certainly presents no problem. Present situation in Indo 7 

| | with whose specific problems Quirino undoubtedly aware wld make | 

| it extremely questionable whether Indo wld welcome now any such : 

| invitation as Quirino envisages. It is to be hoped that developments 

| of next few months will create conditions make Indo more recep- | 

| tive to such proposal. Burma and Indochina are conspicuous by _ 

| their absence from Quirino’s conversation. Dept wld be interested | 

| in knowing reasons behind this omission. Quirino must understand 

| and you shld so state to him that any regional pact which omits 

| Indochina, given the nature of the war now going on there and the : 

| consequences for SEA if the Commie forces shld win to say nothing : 

| of cost in blood and treasure which the denial of Indochina to Com- | 
| munism is now costing the free world, wld be something less than | 

| “moral rearmament’’, it wid be meaningless. US now as in the past 

: is bewildered by Phil failure to understand importance and signifi- | 

. cance of Indochina not only to SEA but also to Phils. If Quirino | 
| wishes to cover his skeleton Pac pact proposals with some meat of 

| practical action he cld hardly do better than recognize the Associ- 

ated States and let the world know they have Phil support. Such | 

| action on his part cld well serve to persuade other countries in the 

| area of determination of his intentions. 7 : 

| ~ Please assure Quirino US most gratified for this expression of his | 

| ‘views and wld welcome any further thoughts or ideas he may de- 

| velop on basis foregoing.® _ | | | | 

| CMe eo OO WEBB : 

| 5Indonesia. = oe oe , ee 

6 In telegram 3186 from Manila, Mar. 12, the Embassy reported that. the Philip- 

pine Government had been informed of U.S. policy on this matter along the lines 

| set forth above. (790.5/3-1252) The text of telegram 2609 was also repeated to U'S. : 

| officials at other posts in response to inquiries regarding the Department of State 

| position with regard to an expanded Pacific alliance system, most notably in A-214 . | 

| to Saigon, Mar. 22, and A-270 to Singapore, June 13. (790.5/3-2252 and 790.5/6- 

| 1352, respectively) — a | | eb 

Editorial Note _ ees | 

| | Oe | 

| On February 29 the Central Intelligence Agency circulated ad- 
| vance copies of Special Estimate 22, “Consequences of Certain Pos- 
: sible US Courses of Action With Respect to Indochina, Burma, or 
| Thailand’, apparently with the intention of insuring distribution © 

| before the NSC meeting to be held March 5. The Department of ; 

| State file copy is marked for the use of the Secretary of State. (Lot |
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63 D 351, NSC 124 Series) Text of an advance copy of SE-22 is 
| printed in Department of Defense, United States-Vietnam Rela- 

tions, 1945-1967, Book 8, pages 477-484. : . 
A regular distribution of SE-22, with text unchanged, was made 

on March 4. | | 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351 | a 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far 

Eastern Affairs (Johnson) to the Secretary of State } | 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] March 8, 1952. 

Subject: United States objectives and courses of action with respect 
to Communist aggression in Southeast Asia (NSC 124). 

The President has made it known that he wishes NSC 124 2 to be 
presented to the National Security Council before his departure for 
Florida. It has accordingly been placed on the Council’s agenda for 
Wednesday, March 5, at which time it will be discussed if not actu- 
ally considered. | | | - 

The basic purpose of the paper is to anticipate the contingency of 

an invasion of Southeast Asia by Communist China and it is de- 

signed to concern itself with this subject to the exclusion, insofar as 

possible, of other related topics. In its present form it is the result 

| of approximately two months of negotiation by the Department of 

a draft originally submitted by the Department of Defense. For the | 
- last fortnight it has been under consideration by the Joint Strate- 

gic Survey Committee on behalf of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 
Joint Secretaries on behalf of the Department of Defense. When in- 

| formed that the President wished the paper to be discussed in the 

Council on March 5 both the representatives of the Department of 

_ Defense and the JCS indicated that it was doubtful that their stud- 
- les would be completed in time. | | 

Nevertheless it is anticipated that the JCS and Department of 
Defense representatives will take the position that the analysis of 

the situation, the estimate of the importance of Southeast Asia and 

the courses of action recommended in the paper are all excellent 

but that the military cannot subscribe to the courses of action rec- 
ommended with our military capabilities at their present level. The 

| President and the Council will therefore undoubtedly be called 

upon to decide whether our present military capability including 

the base of mobilization shall be increased in order that the courses 

_ 1 Drafted in the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (PSA) by Lacy 
and William M. Gibson, Deputy Director. | 

2 Dated Feb. 13, p. 45.
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of action in NSC 124, if approved, be followed. Failure to do so will 

presumably make it impossible for us to accept the paper in its ) 

present form and will necessitate a complete revision. — Boy : 

State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | 

| Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of | 

| State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting } a | 

TOP SECRET ~~—.__ [WASHINGTON,] March 5, 1952—11 a.m. | 

| - [Here follows a list of the persons present (18). All of the mem- | 

| bers of the Joint Chiefs of Staff except General Bradley attended 

the meeting. Matthews headed the Department of State group.] : 

! Southeast Asia : | | | 

| - General Vandenberg: I believe you want to discuss the problem 

| of Southeast Asia in preparation for this afternoon’s NSC meeting. | | 

| Mr. Matthews: Yes, I would like to ask Mr. Nitze to begin the | 

| discussion. oe . as | 

| Mr. Nitze: The first question seems to me to be procedural in : 

character. We have a draft NSC paper and the JCS comments 

| thereon, 2 and the problem is how to proceed to develop a final | 

| paper. I have the impression that the military decision depends on 

| the NSC decision, at least your paper seems to give that impres- 

| sion. At the same time, it is clear that the NSC decision depends in 

| part on military considerations. We seem to have a chicken and 

| egg proposition here. | | | 

| General Vandenberg: It seems to us that there must be a deci- : 

| sion regarding the political importance of the fall of Indochina, or | 

| for that matter of all Southeast Asia, to the eventual position of | 

| the United States in the world. If the loss of these areas is really as 

| important to the United States as it appears to be to the JCS, then 

| the U.S. must decide whether it intends to live, or indeed can live, | 

| in a world that has gone by. If the importance of these develop- 4 

| ments has been correctly judged to be very great, the matter | 

| should be put to the JCS in that way. The JCS has to know wheth- 

| er the U.S. must hold in this area or go down. With that decision 

in hand the JCS would have the necessary directive to figure out 
| the cost and requirements of the necessary military action. We | 

1 ———— 
E 

| 1A note on the title page reads: “State Draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- | 

pa Memorandum of Mar. 3, with enclosure, to Secretary of Defense Robert A. 

Lovett, signed for the JCS by General Vandenberg (circulated Mar. 4 to the NSC). 

| (S/ S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351) For text, see Department of Defense, United States- 

! Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 8, pp. 485-501. a
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cannot begin to cost until we know whether our action will be 
| taken in cooperation with allies or without them. It would be a 

waste of time to do this job unless we know that a political decision 
on the importance of the area has been taken. If it is not as impor- 
tant as we believe, then we should know that and should know, 
furthermore, where the line is on which we have to hold. 

_ Mr. Nitze: Your paper gives the impression that we should not 
take the action indicated in NSC 124 unless certain pre-conditions 
have been established. These pre-conditions relate to such matters 
as our military build-up, a cut-back in MDAP deliveries to Europe 
(on grounds that there is not enough slack in the program to make 
up the Far Eastern requirements except by cutting back on NATO 
deliveries), a commitment by the French to provide the ground 
forces required to hold Indochina, a decision by the U.S. that it will 
not participate in military coordination in the area, and finally, 
freedom of action for the U.S. with respect to China. Now it seems 
to us that pre-conditions of this kind cannot possibly be met. We 
therefore come to the conclusion that your paper really concludes 
that the policy set forth in NSC 124 should not be approved. _ | 

General Vandenberg: That would not be a correct conclusion in 
my judgment. Your chain of reasoning is not correct. You seem to 

; think that we are saying that wherever trouble breaks out the 
answer is defense. That is not necessarily so. However, when there 
has been a decision that an area has to be held, then the JCS 
should be told about it in order that it can figure out the cost. You 
should not leap to the conclusion that we are opposed to the de- 
fense of Indochina. All that we are saying is that, as regards some 
of the solutions which have been proposed, we cannot support 
them. If we go on the way we are, all the requirements for this 
area will have to be obtained by shifts from other areas. If the nec- 
essary decision is made, we can then cut civilian consumption and 
strengthen our armed forces, but there is no sense in our assuming ~ 
these things and making a firm war plan until we find out just 
how important the NSC believes this area is. Oo 
Mr. Nitze: Of course no one can give you a statement that any- 

thing is so important that any cost whatever is worthwhile. | 
~ General Vandenberg: If that is so, then I think your position 
really is that Indochina can be permitted to fall. I say that because 
if there is any doubt whatever that the U.S. should pull in its belt, 
then the question cannot possibly be one of U.S. survival. 

Mr. Nitze: The decision should be made the other way around. 
The NSC should have the best estimate it can get of the conse- 
quences of a decision to defend Indochina and of the requirements 
for that defense. a :
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General Collins: We really can’t put a lot of people to work ona _ 
war plan unless we have the necessary planning assumptions. 

| Mr. Bohlen: I would like to point out that this paper was run 
| through the NSC Senior Staff very rapidly in order to give the JCS 
| the basis it needed for its planning. NSC 124 does provide planning | 

assumptions. It states that the U.S. should be prepared to go to war | 
| with Communist China if there is identifiable Chinese Communist | 

| aggression. That of course is not a final U.S. decision for such a de- : 

| cision cannot be made until we know the costs of carrying it out. 1 
think that is the point which Paul has been trying to make. | 

(Members of the JSSC 3 joined the meeting at this point.) — | 
General Vandenberg: In effect, then, you say let it go? = | 

| - Mr. Nitze: Not at all. We do not let something go simply because _ 

| itis not absolutely important. = a | 
| General Vandenberg: The JCS paper does outline the military | | 

implications of the situation in Southeast Asia. SO Re | 
| Mr. Bohlen: Before the NSC can make a final decision on this _ | 

matter it has got to have a better idea of the real meaning of its | 
| decision. We hoped that you would operate on the assumption that 

we would defend Indochina and tell us what it would cost to do | 
this. No one can decide an issue as vital as this one without this | 

| knowledge of the consequences. For example, if the decision was — | 

taken and if it was then found that the consequences included the | 
| disruption of NATO, the withdrawal of our troops from Western | 

| _ Europe, the redeployment of the Fleet, and so on, then the respon- | 

| sible men would say that if they had known what the consequences 
; would be they would not have taken the decision. There is, after 
| all, a certain relativity in everything. a | 

| General Collins: I think the time has come when the NSC itself | 
_ should consider this matter. They will get a good idea of its signifi- | 

| cance by reading the papers that have now been prepared. If they 

: come back and say they need such-and-such from the JCS, we will | 
| do our best to reply and I hope we will have enough time. = | 

Mr. Bohlen: This paper passed the Senior Staff three weeks ago, _ 

| which, by the way, was done because the JCS representative said 
| that that much time would be required. We hoped to obtain the 
! JCS view so that the NSC would have all the pieces of this puzzle. 
| As matters stand, there are great gaps in the information. — wode | 

| General Collins: Are the British and French going to join with us | 
| inthisornot? | | NS | 

| General Vandenberg: Are we going to do this with the forces we | 

| now have or are we going into full mobilization? Are we going to ) 
| make war against China by ourselves or are we going to use indige-_ | 

| 8 Joint Strategic Survey Committee. . : oe ee | 

oe
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nous forces supplemented by our own? In other words, how impor- 
tant is it to the U.S. to do this and to do it fast? Do we intend to 
fiddle around? Until we know how important it is in terms of our 

world economic position and our international position generally, 

how can we in the JCS advocate any particular methods of doing 
it? ee a _ 

Admiral Fechteler: It seems to me that the military implications 
of NSC 124 are pretty well spelled out by the JCS in the section of 
their comments that begins with paragraph 16.4 | 

General Vandenberg: We have laid the groundwork for saying 

how much the job will cost and it seems to me that our superiors 
can tell us on this basis whether or not the job is worth doing. | 

Mr. Nitze: Let’s look at paragraph 16 a moment. It says in effect | 
that this action would increase our risks and therefore call for in- 

creased mobilization. The obverse of this is that if Southeast Asia 
falls, we may also have to increase our mobilization. a 

General Vandenberg: The point you make is the very one we 

have tried to make. We want the NSC to realize that if the situa- 
tion is left untouched, changes of one kind or another will be re- 

| quired. In other words, do we let it fall and then rearm or do we 

rearm and do something about it? | SO 
Mr. Nitze: On this one you will find that: State fully supports 

you. | | Oo . 
Mr. Bohlen: NSC 124 says that the area is vital tothe U.S. | 
General Vandenberg: That is not an approved statement. _ 

| _ Mr. Nitze: General Vandenberg is right on that point. The draft _ 

of NSC 124 is, of course, a tentative draft. Before it could be ap- 

_ proved there would have to be an evaluation of the costs to carry | 
out the recommended policy. . #3 §— | , | | 

| Mr. Bohlen: The question, I think, is whether this paper permits | 

the NSC to look the problem in the eye. In my judgment it does 
not. There is not enough here to go on. - oo : 

Mr. Nitze: What bothers me is that this paper says that the 

| whole thing is impracticable. _ a | 

4 Paragraph 16 of the memorandum cited in footnote 2 above reads: 
“Acceptance of the policies proposed in NSC 124 would serve to increase the com- 

mitments of the United States. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that such increase 
should be accompanied by a substantial upward revision of our economic and mili- 
tary assistance programs for Southeast Asia and for Formosa and by some (possibly 
substantial) increase in our forces in being. In this connection, current slippages in 
the military production programs have already reduced planned United States and 
allied military readiness. There should be no increase in the risk resulting from 
such shortages in military production. Accordingly, the increases in our assistance 
programs and our ready forces, required by acceptance of the proposed policies, 
would call for a substantial and immediate increase in the scale of United States _ 

production, and pending that increase, would reduce the military assistance pro- 
grams to other nations, especially those in high priority.”’
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| General Collins: If the members of the NSC will really read that | 
paper and study it I think we can get ahead with the job. cele | 

Mr. Nitze: I can assure you that our Secretary will read it and | 

| study it. | - - - ; 

_General Collins: Mr. Lovett will also. a | 

| Mr. Bohlen: And I think the President will, since he asked for it ! 
and has been very insistent on obtaining it before he leaves for | | 

| Key West. | a | 

| General Vandenberg: Out of the discussions there should come | | 

| something which would enable us to go ahead. OB | 

| General Collins: The NSC discussions should enable the JCS to | 
| proceed with more specific guidance than it now has about the | | 

I planning assumptions that should be made. a Oe ae | 

| _ Mr. Bohlen: May I ask what planning assumptions the JCS needs __ i 
| which it does not have? NSC 124 provides two assumptions. First, _ | 
| that Southeast Asia is important enough to the U.S. so that the | 
| U.S. should be prepared to make war against Communist China in 

order to defend Southeast Asia, and second, that in the defense of , | 
| Southeast Asia the U.S. will be supported by France and the U.K. | 

General Vandenberg: Recent discussions with the British and — 

French Chiefs of Staff indicated that this is not a valid assumption. | 
| _ Mr. Bohlen: It is perhaps not a wholly valid assumption, but the | 
| contrary assumption would not be valid either. One question is | 

| whether we have political support. Another. question is what mili- | | 

| tary support we would receive. ore : | | 

| General Vandenberg: The view of the British and French Chiefs | 
| was that they have been constrained by the foreign policies of their 

| governments. There is no point in planning on the active participa- | 

| tion of the British and French and of costing on this basis unless 
fa we are going to get that support. Our war plan will be very. differ- 

_ ent in the case of British and French support than in the case of 
' unilateral action by the U.S. A solution based on an illogical as- 
, - sumption would not be any good. That is why we need to have 

: these things resolved. . - | 7 | | 

| Mr. Matthews: Was there any clarification of this matter at 
Lisbon? > | | , | | 

| General Collins: Secretary Acheson and Foreign Minister Eden 

| both said they had read the tripartite paper. Mr. Schuman had not | 
| read it and asked whether another Ministers’ meeting could be _ 

| held on this subject. , oe | 

~General Vandenberg: Mr. Lovett came back, I believe, with the | 

| feeling that the French are going to pull out of Indochina. | ~ 

__ Mr. Nitze: Our Secretary came back with the view that the U.S. 
| has to decide within a few weeks whether to increase its support to 
| France. If we don’t the French will, in his view, probably pull out. 

| | | | 
|
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Their decision probably depends upon the amount of budgetary aid 
we can provide. 7 | 

Mr. Matthews: If it comes to a showdown between French inter- 
ests in Western Europe and French interests in Southeast Asia, I 
feel sure that the French will decide for Western Europe and pull 
out of Indochina. 

Mr. Nitze: If the question is put to our allies as one involving the 
continuation of NATO and the maintenance of military aid, then 
they will decide that Southeast Asia is not worth defending at the 
expense of the position in Western Europe. 

General Vandenberg: Well, we ought to know that. We have to 
know what areas they will support us in. We have also got to know 
whether they will approve our doing the job in the way we think 
the job has to be done. 

Mr. Bohlen: British and French support means mainly political 
support. I take it no one thinks they can provide much military 
backing. The assumption you are asked to go on is not absolutely 
provable. However, we have to get French and British support if 
we are going to war with Communist China, for without their sup- 
port we might lose the whole NATO structure. 

| Mr. Nitze: . . .5 and we would lose Southeast Asia anyway. 
General Collins: All you are saying confirms me in my view that 

this is a political problem. | 

_ Mr. Bohlen: It is for that reason that we provided the two plan- 
ning assumptions: first, that Southeast Asia is worth fighting for, 
and second, that it is worth fighting for on condition that we have 
political support from the French and British. The first assumption 
is clear and demonstrable; the second one is uncertain. In estimat- 
ing costs and requirements you would use these assumptions and if 
the second assumption proved to be wrong, then of course the 
whole estimate would be wrong. 

General Vandenberg: Will the British accept the threat to Hong 
Kong arising from a blockade of China, or won’t they? One slight 
shift in such factors can change our war plans 180 degrees. 

Mr. Matthews: And if we got that support? | 

General Vandenberg: Then we could really do something. 
Admiral Fechteler: But we couldn’t do it overnight. Remember 

that it took three months to cost NSC 68 © after its approval. 
General Collins: We can make plans on the basis of two or three 

sets of planning assumptions. We want firmer guidance than we 

5 Ellipsis in the source text. 

° For text of NSC 68, “U.S. Objectives and Programs for National Security’, Apr. 
14, 1950, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1, p. 234.
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have got in order to limit our work to the outlining of two or three | 

| Mr. Bohlen: Of course you are not going to get a final decision | ) 

| from the NSC. The NSC cannot possibly make a final decision until | 

| it has the idea of what costs are involved. The problem therefore is - oy 

how to get the material and information that has to be available to : 

the President if he is to make a decision. _ | os 

General Vandenberg: Well, we have got to have firmer assump- 
tions. In our view you ought to provide us with them. We should 

not make them ourselves. OE 

Mr. Nitze: Couldn’t we proceed with this in a somewhat different. | 

| way? Couldn’t we merely state that it would be easier to do the job 

| if we have British and French support and develop a course of ; 

| action to accomplish our mission assuming that support? You 

| cannot guarantee us that a given military course will produce the : 

| desired results and we, on our part, cannot guarantee you that a. . 

| given political course would produce the desired results. ts” | 

-General Collins: The essence of all that is that no reasonable as- : 

surance can be provided that Southeast Asia can be defended 7 

unless the war is carried to Communist China. That is the essence | 

of the whole thing. I think it is worth bringing that point to the 

| attention of the NSC and the President. It is my personal judgment | 

| that we will lose Southeast Asia unless we carry the war to Com-. 

: munist China. | . Oe Oo , | i 

' Mr. Bohlen: That is what NSC 124 says in effect. gerne | 

2 General: Collins: Our comments represent all that we could do | 

: over the week-end. Now if you tell me that you need more details, I. | 

ean only tell you that. we need more assumptions. _ gms fa | 

| Mr. Bohlen: What. does the JCS want from the NSC meeting» 

| today? Can you tell me what assumptions you want? _ 

| General Vandenberg: I think there are two. We want to know . 

| whether the French and British will go whole hog with us political- | 

ly—not militarily—and secondly, we want to know whether we, as : 

| a nation, are willing to increase our military budget and our mili-_ | 

| tary production at the expense of the civilian economy. If we have | 
| the answer to those two questions, I think we can do the job. | 

| Mr. Bohlen: I think the answer—if it has to be a yes or no : 
| answer—is “no”, and I take it that your conclusion would then be . 

| that we cannot save Southeast Asia. a Pe 

General Collins: The conclusion is that we would lose Southeast | 

Asia. — | 
! Mr. Bohlen: But this is the kind of question on which one cannot | 

| say “yes” or “no’—it is a question of degrees. Does full political : 
| support mean, for example, willingness to accept cutbacks in> } 

| NATO, or does it merely mean that the British and French will | 
| 

° t 

| 
| 

| i
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give us their political blessing. If it is the latter only, then I think 
we would have their support. | 

General Collins: The necessary course of action will undoubtedly 
result in the loss of Hong Kong and in the complete severance of 
trade between the British and China. I think those two consider- 
ations are more important in the British mind than whether there 
will be a cutback in aid to the U.K. and France. I think these two 
things I mentioned profoundly affect British thinking. Can we 
count on the use of Chinese Nationalists, for example? This is polit- 
ical support, right up to the neck. We don’t know whether we can 
use the Nationalists or not: We don’t know whether we can have a 
tight blockade or not. We don’t know whether we can bomb the 
outskirts of Kowloon. How would the British react to these things? 
Would we have their support? 

Mr. Nitze: I think that is a matter on which we could appropri- 
ately comment. I think that Hong Kong is less important than — 
Southeast Asia even to the British. : | 

General Vandenberg: If you would talk with the British Foreign 
Office people so that they would talk to their Chiefs so that their 
Chiefs would talk with us, then we could do something. But you 
have not talked to their Foreign Office people. | 

General Collins: We have talked with the Chiefs, but the British 
and French Chiefs cannot talk about anything. | 

General Vandenberg: Now their Foreign Office knows our point 
of view. | 

Mr. Nitze: Certain things are clear. We cannot sell their Foreign 
Offices on immediate cuts in U.S. aid to Western Europe. It would 
not be helpful to our interests if we should take that up with them. 
We cannot sell them a complete change of Western strategy. If we 
try to sell one we will ruin our whole position. Now we might be 
able to sell them on the idea that a serious risk of the loss of Hong 
Kong ought to be accepted, along with a spreading of the war to 
China because of the importance of defending Southeast Asia. The 
question is what do we try to sell them? We can’t possibly sell 
them the pre-conditions you have stated in your comments. | | 

General Collins: I think the questions really are support for the 
bombing of key areas, support for a tight blockade, and willing- 

| ness—this is a new element—to give serious consideration to the 
| use of Chinese Nationalist forces. You could not use these forces 

right away for they are not ready, but this is a long-term process _ 
we are setting out on. We won’t get any effects in less than six to 
twelve months. 

General Vandenberg: It will be a long and unpopular war if we 

do not really go in to clean the thing up. The strategy so far pro- 

posed is a strategy of picking away at them, infiltrating them,
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making the Chinese people dissatisfied with their lot, and inflicting : 

losses over a long period of time: There won't be any decision until | 

| the regime collapses and that may be four or five years or more. : 

| That is the kind of thing we are getting into. The men in authority 

: ought to be aware of this, and will the British and French stick ot 

| with us all that time? There might be some reduction in aid to : 

Western Europe but it would not be great—perhaps 25% in some | 

| areas if we want to equip the Chinese Nationalists rapidly. 

General Collins: We are now working on our 754 budget. We : 

cannot do much in ’53 anyway except perhaps via a supplemental 

: appropriation. We simply do not have the equipment now to do all | 

: the things we are trying to do. We would not cut out a major part | 

: of our Western European supplies, but this course of action would | 

| have some impact on the aid to Europe. We are greatly concerned, | 

| for example, about the development of the Japanese Police Forces.’ : 

. In fact, in my judgment Northeast Asia is more important than : 

Southeast Asia. oe | | : 

| _ Mr. Nitze: I have one other question which I would like to ask. I 

| have supposed that a campaign against China itself would have | 

| better chances of success and be more effective if the West could | 

| hold in Indochina, so that the Chinese were suffering attrition in | 

| Southeast Asia. In these circumstances our blockade and air attack | 

would be, I assume, that much more effective. | | 

| ‘General Collins: I don’t think there is much chance of that. The : 

; French will be driven out—it is just a question of time. Since De- 

| Lattre’s death there is nobody else with the necessary political and 

| military “savvy”. The French are going to be driven out unless we | 

| do something soon to prevent the Chinese Communists from get- | 

| ting supplies down into Indochina. © a 7 | 

! Mr. Nitze: The question I asked related to a situation of war | 

| against China. Assuming we are at war, would not attrition in | 

| _ Indochina increase the effectiveness of the action the U:S. plans to - | 

take? CRESS ak Te | 

| General Collins: In my judgment it would not make much differ- 

| ence. We are not going to put in ground forces. I think you might 

_ be right, if we could move Chinese Nationalists into Indochina. If | 

| we could move a corps into Indochina and they could start operat- 

| ing against the Chinese Communists then attrition might be a real 

| factor. | | 

| Admiral Fechteler: I think it would make considerable difference | 

if the French are still holding. | | | 

| 7 For documentation on this subject, see volume xiv. | 

| 

| 
| : |
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General Collins: I agree with that if we can use the Chinese Na- 
tionalists. Furthermore, it is easier to launch guerrilla operations if 
we have a toe-hold on the mainland. 7 a 
‘Mr. Nitze: It hasn’t seemed to me that a blockade and an air 

attack against a country suffering no attrition have much chance 
of success. | re | 
General Vandenberg: We are not going to win a war this way. 

We are only going to make life difficult for the Chinese Commu- 
nists. oo a . | 

Admiral Fechteler: What is the relation of the British and 
French in this? I believe that the British believe that they can hold 
Malaya in any event. | gs = 

_ Mr. Matthews: It would be a much more difficult job for all the 
fence-sitters in Malaya would finally make up their minds. — - 

General Collins: They wouldn’t be able to get arms. _ . 
_ Mr. Matthews: Even 5,000 guerrillas have caused a lot of trouble. 
General Collins: They can cause a certain amount of trouble but 

they won’t make it impossible for the British to hold in. Malaya. 
‘Mr. Nitze: On General Collins’ theory, then, we do not hold and _ 

do not really try to hold in Southeast Asia but we try to defeat the 
Chinese Communists in China. Se a 

General Collins: It is possible that. we might hold in Burma, espe- 
cially if India is willing to do something. Burma is a much tougher 
problem for the Chinese Communists. It might fall eventually but 
it could hold for two or three years. — - 7 OS 
_ Mr. Nitze: We would have a much easier time politically if we 
were really trying to hold in Southeast Asia. I think it would be 
easier even in terms of our relations with India. If the rest of the _ 
world gets the idea that we have written off Southeast Asia and 
only want to punish China, we will have a difficult time politically. 

General Collins: The desire and the means to expand will dry up 
| if a tight blockade is imposed. — De _ . | 

Mr. Matthews: Does your pessimism regarding Indochina spring 
directly from DeLattre’s death? | Oe 

General Collins: No, not entirely. It is an inherently difficult sit- 
uation although the loss of DeLattre is very significant. The 
French are trying to hold a long line; to hold the northern part of 
that line is a very difficult job. The communists could seize the 

| area north of Haiphong and lay artillery fire on all ships going into 
the port. The Chinese Communists could drive down and seize this 
area without much trouble. | | | 

Mr. Matthews: Could the Viet Minh seize this area? | 
General Collins: Perhaps, but I doubt it. For another thing, they 

do not have the artillery that would be necessary. - |
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Admiral Fechteler: Did not General Juin say that the French ! 
could hold indefinitely unless the Chinese Communists intervened? | 

General Collins: That is what he said but I do not agree with : 
him. Of course I was only there one day so don’t regard me as an | 

: expert, but I am very doubtful. | 
, Mr. Bohlen: General Juin is also pessimistic if the Chinese Com- 

munists come in. | | | 
General Collins: The French might hold against the Viet Minh | 

| alone for a while but they could not hold against the Viet Minh | 
reinforced with Chinese “volunteers”. | 

_ Mr. Matthews: Then in your view there is no real chance of lick- 
ing the problem? ; | | - | _ | 

Mr. Nitze: Our feeling in State is that it is quite unlikely that 
the Chinese Communists will intervene. Their chances are so good 

| without large-scale intervention that we find it hard to understand 
| why they would choose to intervene. — | 

General Vandenberg: Would you still hold the same view if the : 
| U.S. and the allies really put the screws on China? It would take a | 
| great number of people if we are to hold on in Burma and Indo- 

china. I think we would have to put the Chinese Nationalists | | 
ashore to do that. In my view, what we expect to gain from an air | 

| attack and naval blockade is slow undermining of the Chinese | 

Communist position in China. That, in my judgment, is our only | | 
- reasonable chance of success and it is going to be a long process. | 

_ Mr. Bohlen: According to this paper we would not go after the | 

| Chinese Communists unless and until there was identifiable inter- | 
| vention. a | | | 

| General Vandenberg: Of course that partly depends upon the | 

| Korean armistice negotiations. — | | 
General Collins: Mr. Bohlen is right. The assumption is active 

| Chinese Communist intervention. | | | 

| General Vandenberg: We cannot consider that from one point of 

| view only. We have got to look all around at the scene. | 

_Mr. Matthews: What worries us is the continued attrition on the 

French. | | | | : 
| Mr. Nitze: The loss of Indochina is about as damaging to us one | 
| way as another. The way in which it is lost, in other words, is not 
| as important as its loss. However it happens it will have the same | 

effect, for example, on Japan. a | oo 
Admiral Fechteler: If the French walk out, there is nothing we : 

| can do about that. The only way to stop them from walking out is : 

| to say we will pay for it. | 

| General Vandenberg: And we won't do that. 
Mr. Nitze: The question is whether we shouldn’t do it. It would | 

| cost us about $500 million. Compared with the costs of the NSC 124 |
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program that seems rather a small sum. In fact the comparison is 
such that we ought to be prepared to ask Congress for $500 million 
if that would enable the French to stay. | 

General Vandenberg: This will not guarantee us against the loss 
of Indochina. oe 

Mr. Nitze: And no other course will give us a guarantee either. 

Mr. Bohlen: With reference to the meeting this afternoon, I know 
the JCS want certain answers and at the same time the questions 
are unanswerable. So, once again, what happens to these two 
papers? an 

Mr. Nitze: I am not sure that we have asked the right questions 
| in these papers. 

General Vandenberg: We have thought of that too. We might 
consider what are the right questions. _ 

General Collins: If we could receive two or three sets of planning 
assumptions, we could get to work and develop a plan on each set. 

Mr. Bohlen: Can you tell us exactly what it is you want from the 
British and French? 

General Collins: We could say that under a certain set of as- 
sumptions such-and-such a plan would produce some real effects. 
That would immediately raise certain questions as to whether we 
can receive British and French support for the plan. 

Mr. Bohlen: Even if you make the assumption that you receive 
political support and. then do not get that support all that you have 
done after all is to waste some time. We have to have something 

hard to start with. If you could give us a plan we could then advise 

you whether or not you could get what you want from the British 
and French. 

Mr. Nitze: .. .8 and what concessions the U.S. would probably 

have to make to get this support. 

General Collins: If the NSC members will really look at these 

papers, I think they could give us two or three sets of assumptions. 

I wonder if the JSSC has anything to add. They have worked a lot 
on this problem and have been sitting with us this morning. | 

Admiral Robbins: ° If we knew the answers to the following ques- 

tions, I think we would be in pretty good shape: (1) Under no cir- 

cumstances would the U.S. ever be willing to extend the war to 

Communist China; (2) the U.S. would be willing to extend the war 

: to Communist China to save Indochina; (3) the U.S. will not decide 

this question until the need is upon it; and (4) the U.S. will not go. 

| farther in this matter than the U.K. or France will permit it. 
Mr. Bohlen: Do you want decisions or assumptions? 

8 Ellipsis in the source text. 
®° Rear Adm. Thomas H. Robbins of the Joint Strategic Survey Committee.
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Admiral Robbins: Assumptions. | : | 
_ General Vandenberg: The JCS would be assisted if we received 

| from you a view as to whether war with Communist China will in- 

| crease the risk of war with the Soviet Union. If so, how would 

NATO react? me | 
Mr. Nitze: It is perfectly clear that it does increase the risk of | 

war with the Soviet Union, as your paper points out. Os 
| Admiral Fechteler: As to what we want from the British and | 

French, it seems to me we want them to place at our disposal ac- | 
commodations normally at the disposal of an ally. For example, we 
would like to use Singapore as an air and naval base, Hong Kong, | 

| etc. We could not predict specifically what we will want but we can 
| say we will want the normal accommodations which one ally ex- | 

| tends to another. | | 

| Mr. Nitze: I think they would reply that they want the consulta- | 
| tion which is normal between allies. | . | , 

| General Collins: There is going to have to be consultation. =—— | 

| Mr. Bohlen: That is right. —_ | oe | 

| General Vandenberg: If we can get that far, then we can sit | 

down and talk with the British and French. They will have been | 
- forced into a position where talks with them can be useful. | 

| General Collins: I believe you were referring to a paragraph in | 

| our paper, Mr. Nitze. We have got to have consultation—we did not | 

| mean to exclude that possibility. | | | 

| Admiral Fechteler: If we agree to a unified command, that would 
| immediately relieve the French of responsibility for Indochina. __ | 

| General Collins: We cannot accept that kind of a transfer of re- : 

| sponsibility. ——- 

| Mr. Nitze: The language I have in mind is the change proposed : 

! by the JCS in paragraph 5 of NSC 124.1° I am glad that you recog- | 

| nize that there would have to be consultation. | 

| 10 The enclosure to the memorandum cited in footnote 2 above is a draft list of 
| suggested text changes in NSC 124. For paragraph 5, the JCS suggested these 

| changes: — : | ) : 

| “3. Revise the present last sentence of subparagraph 5d in such a manner as to } | : . : 
| refer to every paragraph in the paper (in addition to subparagraphs 6d, 7f, and 8c) 

| which involves military measures against Communist China. | : L 
| “4. Add the following sentence at the end of subparagraph 5d: 
| “In this connection, it should be made clear to the other nations that United : 
| States ground forces will not be committed to the defense of French Indochina, | 

Thailand, or Burma.’ | 
/. “Reason: For consistency and accuracy and in order to preclude misunderstand- ) 

! “5. Change subparagraph 5h to read as follows (changes indicated in the usual | 
manner): ee | : 

| “ ‘Take whatever such measures other than military as may be practicable to pro- i 
I mote the coordinated defense of the area, and encourage and support the spirit of : 
| Continued | 

| 
| | 

|
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General Collins: Yes, there would be. 
[Here follows discussion of the Korean situation and of future 

agenda. | 

resistance among the peoples of Southeast Asia to Chinese Communist aggression 
and to the encroachments of local communists.’ 

‘Reason: For preciseness and to preclude any implication that the United States 
will join in a combined military command for the defense of the area.” | 

PPS files, lot 64 D 563 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Nitze) } 

TOP SECRET [WaASHINGTON,] March 5, 1952. 

Assumptions | 

1. That loss of Southeast Asia would present an unacceptable 
threat to position of U.S., both in Far East and world-wide. 

2. That most likely threat to Southeast Asia is from a continu- 
| ation of present deterioration of Western position in area without 

overt communist intervention. | 

3. That threat of overt communist intervention is a present and 
continuing threat requiring a prompt decision as to the lines of 
action to be followed to counter this threat. : | 

4. That in event of overt communist intervention, Southeast Asia 
can probably not be held by action in Southeast Asia alone and 
that action against China itself will be required. 

o. That it is an overriding objective of U.S. policy to avoid U.S. 
engagement with China alone, without allies, and with the loss of 
our NATO arrangements. 

6. In the light of the above, the NSC is prepared to consider 
courses of action involving the following: 

(a) A build-up of our own strength beyond that now contemplat- 
ed; 

| (b) Increased assistance to French in Indochina and a more effec- 
tive program for strengthening forces on Formosa; 

(c) Some diversions from presently contemplated programs of aid 
to Europe to increase our capabilities in the Far East; 

| 1 The editors have been unable to determine whether this memorandum was pre- 
pared before or after the State-JCS meeting of Mar. 5; memorandum supra. 

This memorandum bears two unsigned notations. One reads: “(Used at NSC brief- 
ing in Secy’s office on 3/5/52.) The other follows: “Used to brief Secretary for NSC 
mtg. 3/5 and was used by Sec. at the NSC mtg. NSC accepted this draft & directed 
Senior Staff to revise in light of NSC discussion.” 

Another briefing memorandum prepared for this NSC meeting is printed in De- 
partment of Defense, United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 8, pp. 502- 
507. Internal evidence indicates that this unaddressed, unsigned memorandum was 
prepared in the Defense Department for the Secretary of Defense.
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(d) Diplomatic action to cause French and British to accept the 
following: CRS RE Ora oa | oe 

(1) That if we are to help them in Southeast Asia they must — | 
face up to what flows from the risks we would take, i.e., block- | 

- ade Hong Kong, etc.; and give us backing, if the action spreads, | 
: _ beyond that point. oi | | OS | 

(2) Reinforcement of their ground forces in Southeast Asia | 
| in the event of overt communist aggression. _ Oo | 

| -(e) In order to achieve (d) above, agree to coordinate in some 
manner military actions in Far East short of a combined command 
structure and give non-military assistance in Southeast Asia. ._ 

7.The NSC requests) heh ERS | 

| (a) The JCS to indicate (1) the military courses of action, (2) the | 
| military requirements of such courses of action, and (3) the proba- : 

ble effectiveness of such courses in meeting US. objectives as out- : 
| lined above. = 9)... ae a | 
| _ (b) The State Department to formulate recommended diplomatic | 
: courses of action and to estimate their probable success. 
| _ (c) State and Defense to coordinate their studies as appropriate. : 

: Truman Library, Truman papers, PSF-Subject file | | . - | | 

| Memorandum for the President of Discussion at the 113th Meeting | 
| of the National Security Council Held on Wednesday, March 5, 

| one ae - [Extract] —_ | ae oe | 

| TOP SECRET : ac | 

| _ The following notes contain a summary of the discussion at the _ | 
| 113th Meeting of the National Security Council, at which you pre-— 
| sided. Admiral Fechteler attended the meeting for the Chairman of | 

| the Joint Chiefs of Staff.? a : a | 

: 1 Prepared on Mar. 6, apparently in the NSC Secretariat. a | | | 
| 2 The meeting was attended by all the Council members: President Truman; Vice [ 

President Barkley; W. Averell Harriman, Director of Mutual Security; Jack Gorrie, 
Chairman of the National Security Resources Board; and Secretaries Acheson and 

| Lovett. Among the seven others present were John W. Snyder, Secretary of the © | 
| Treasury; Charles E. Wilson, Director of Defense Mobilization; Walter Bedell Smith, 

| Director of Central Intelligence; Sidney W. Souers, Special Consultant to the Presi- : 
| _ dent; and Admiral Fechteler. — Oo | 

|
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2. United States Objectives and Courses of Action With Respect to 
Communist Aggression in Southeast Asia (NSC 124 and Annex 
to NSC 124; Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, same 
subject, dated March 4, 1952)3 _ 

The President requested Secretary Acheson to make the first 
comments on NSC 124, particularly with respect to what decisions 
the Council might come as to the best handling of the report. 

Secretary Acheson expressed the view that it would be prema- 
ture to try to reach a formal decision on NSC 124, but instead the 
Council should discuss this and another paper he had in mind, as a 
means of making progress without commitment. Secretary Acheson 
then discussed briefly what he described as a “hen, chicken or egg” 
problem. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, he pointed out, feel that they 
can not undertake to make detailed studies of the military courses 
of action open to the United States in Southeast Asia without first _ 
obtaining a political decision regarding United States policy in that 
area. On the other hand, it was difficult to reach a political deci- 
sion without some knowledge of the capabilities of the military to 
support certain courses of action. Secretary Acheson went on to 
point out certain difficulties which were inherent in the views of. 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff with respect to the present report. In illus- 

_ tration he cited their view that our allies, notably Britain and 
France, were expected to support us if we became engaged in a war 
against Communist China, but that we alone should undertake to 
run the show. He was also doubtful about the British and French 
view of what was to be gained by war against Communist China if 
in the course of it the British and French were to lose their posi- 
tions in the countries of Southeast Asia for which they were re- 
sponsible. | : 

_. Secretary Acheson also emphasized his belief that any paper on 
Southeast Asia should stress the contingency of a continued dete- 
rioration of the situation in Indochina in the absence of any identi- 
fiable Communist aggression, and should also take careful account 
of the possibility that the French might feel compelled to get out of 

French Indochina. He said that he had discussed this matter at | 
| considerable length in Lisbon, and had come to the tentative con- 

clusion that what the French really mean when they stress their 
difficulties is that they cannot continue to carry their burden both 
in NATO and in Indochina without additional help from the 

United States. The French, he said, were also seriously concerned 

about the ultimate effects of their losses in Indochina on the whole 

French military manpower reserves. Accordingly, Secretary Ach- 

3 Not printed; it enclosed the JCS memorandum to the Secretary of Defense dated 
Mar. 3, cited in footnote 2, p. 55. (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351)
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eson suggested that the Senior NSC Staff be asked to undertake a 
thoroughgoing study of the priority which should be accorded Indo- | 

: china as compared, for instance, to NATO, and what the United _ | 

: States is really prepared to do in order to keep the French in Indo- : 

china. ao : 

Secretary Acheson then produced and read from a series of as- | 

: sumptions * in the political realm which he said the Joint Chiefs of : 

Staff might take as a basis for developing further military studies | 

with regard to United States courses of action in Southeast Asia. If : 

| these assumptions could be agreed upon, Secretary Acheson be- 

lieved that they would solve the Joint Chiefs’ problem of develop- | 

| ing studies on military courses of action in the absence of a politi- 

| cal decision. _ | - | 

: The President then asked Secretary Lovett for his views. mo | 

| Secretary Lovett explained that the Joint Chiefs of Staff views 

derive from evidence in their possession of a lack of desire on the | | 

part of the British and French to do more than conduct a perime- : 

ter defense of Southeast Asia—that is, of British and French oppo- | 

sition to any proposal to broaden the war by carrying it to Commu- : 

| nist China. On the other hand, Secretary Lovett agreed emphatical- 

| ly with Secretary Acheson that it would be undesirable to attempt 

| to reach a formal decision on NSC 124 at today’s meeting. He fur- | 

| ther agreed that the French were very likely to attempt to get us | 

| to shoulder a larger part of the costs of the Indochina campaign. : 

| Nevertheless, Secretary Lovett expressed strong sympathy with the 

| position taken by the Joint Chiefs of Staff that it was difficult to go 

| further into the details of military courses of action in Southeast | 

| Asia in the absence of some clearer idea of the political decision. ) 

| Actually, said Secretary Lovett, there was nothing really effective I 

| that we could do to prevent the Chinese Communists from seizing 

| Indochina if they were prepared to use military force to secure it. | 

| Not even military action against Communist China itself could stop 

| this, because a considerable interval would elapse before the effect | 
| of military action against Communist China would be felt on the 

periphery. In short, the effect of a threat of war against Commu-_ 

| nist China was the hope that it would deter the Chinese Commu- 
| nists from such a course. On the other hand, said Secretary Lovett, 

| if it is not the real intention of the Chinese Communists to seize : 
| Indochina by military means, and if we wish to save Indochina 

over a period of time, it would presumably be very sensible to | 

spend more money, perhaps even at the rate of a billion or a billion 

| and a half dollars a year, in support of resistance there. In any 

case, this would be very much cheaper than an all-out war against f 

| 4 Reference is to the memorandum, supra. | ; 

| | 
| :
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| Communist China, which would certainly cost us fifty billion dol- 
lars. These matters ought to be explored carefully with the British 
and French before the United States reaches any final military de- 

| cisions. Secretary Lovett also expressed his agreement that Indo- 
china was most likely to go by internal subversion or by other 
means than overt Chinese Communist aggression. Since this 
matter was not dealt with at any length in NSC 124, Secretary 
Lovett suggested that the Senior NSC Staff correct this deficiency | 
and consider what the United States could do if the situation in — 
Southeast Asia continued to deteriorate in the absence of identifia- 
ble aggression. en 

The Vice President asked for more details about what we were | 
doing to assist in Indonesia, Burma and Thailand. | | 

Secretary Lovett replied that we had been. giving military assist- 
ance to Thailand but not to Burma or Indonesia. DS 

| The Vice President then inquired about what use might be made 
of Chinese Nationalist forces. Do we intend, he asked, or do we 
plan to take such forces with us into China in the event of war 
with China? Ss we 

The answer to this, said Secretary Lovett, was “no”. The Joint 
Chiefs of Staff have strongly recommended against the use of 
United States ground forces inside China. We would be more likely 
to use the Nationalist troops as guerrillas or as raiding forces. If 
we did so, he added, we would of course have to transport such 
forces to their destinations. = 8 3 =~ Oo ee ae 

With respect to the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on South- 
east Asia, Secretary Lovett said that he wished to emphasize three 
significant points which they had brought out. The first of these, -in 

| paragraph 9,° noted the grave danger to U.S. security interests 
should Southeast Asia pass into the Communist orbit: The second 

| was the stress placed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the undesir- 
ability of committing United States ground forces in campaigns in 
the countries of Southeast Asia, and the undesirability of the 
United States entering into any combined military command for 
the defense of these countries. Thirdly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
were very emphatic against the United States joining in any warn- 
ing or ultimatum to Communist China unless we were ready to 
back it up. We cannot afford to bluff. © , 
In conclusion, Secretary Lovett expressed himself as in accord 

with the proposal of the Secretary of State that the problem be ex- 
plored further and that the deficiencies of the present paper be cor- 
rected. He proposed, therefore, that NSC 124 be referred to the , 
Senior NSC Staff and that the Joint Chiefs of Staff be requested to 

° Reference is to paragraph 9 of the memorandum cited in footnote 2, p. 55.
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elaborate their views on military courses of action on the basis of | 
| the political assumptions which the Secretary of State had just 

| read to the Council. | | 
Admiral Fechteler expressed the hope that if this course were | 

| adopted by the Council it would prove possible to develop an agreed | 
‘set of assumptions which would be realistic and would produce | 

: meaningful conclusions. Admiral Fechteler expressed the view that | 

| the Joint Chiefs of Staff should join in the development of the po- | 
litical assumptions to which Secretaries Acheson and Lovett had : 

referred. | | | 
Mr. Lay traced briefly the genesis of NSC 124, and pointed out 

that the paper had been developed out of fears widely current at . 
the end of 1951 that the Chinese Communists were about to launch | 
an overt attack on Indochina. It was for this reason, said Mr. Lay, | 

| that emphasis in the paper had been on courses of action to_ 

| counter identifiable aggression, rather than on courses of action to : 

| counter deterioration of the existing situation or to counter inter- | | 

| nal subversion in the countries of Southeast Asia. | | 

Mr. Souers suggested that the Senior NSC Staff join with the ) 
representatives of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in working out the polit- | 

| ical assumptions referred to by Secretaries Acheson and Lovett. | 

Secretary Lovett expressed the opinion that two major problems | 

needed a thorough airing before any real answer could be given to | 

the problem posed for us by the situation in Southeast Asia. First, : 
| are the British and French militarily prepared to join us in an ulti- | 

| matum to Communist China, and to go wherever such a course of 

| action should lead? Secretary Lovett thought the answer was “no” 
! at present. Secondly, inasmuch as it was less likely that we should | 

| face naked Chinese aggression in Southeast Asia than a deteriora- 

| tion of the existing situation to a point where the French would | | 
| throw in the towel, the question we must face is, are we prepared | 
| to pick up this towel at a cost, perhaps, of a billion or a billion and | 

| a half dollars a year? | : 
| Secretary Acheson explained what appeared to him to be the 

present British and French concern about the type of action pro- | 
| posed in NSC 124. In brief, this was that the courses of action could | 
| easily lead to an all-out war against Communist China without ac- : 
| tually saving Southeast Asia itself. a | 

| General Smith expressed the opinion that when the chips were | 

| actually down, the British and French would probably go along | 

| with us in the course of action against Communist China. In gener- | 

: al, he described the Joint Chiefs of Staff comments as a highly real- | 

istic paper. It had, he felt, one deficiency, namely, its tendency to | | 

| imagine that the British could be held responsible for saving 

: Burma. General Smith expressed the view that while most of the | 

|
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fuss was currently over Indochina, Burma was actually the weak- 
est link in the chain. : oo | 

Mr. Harriman asked if he was correct in assuming that while the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff were developing their military studies the 
State Department would parallel such studies by investigating 
what could be done to shore up the political structure in Indochina. 

Mr. Gorrie raised the question as to whether the courses of 

action discussed at the meeting were likely to imply the need for a 
stepping-up of our mobilization effort. | 

In answer to Mr. Gorrie’s question, Secretary Lovett replied that 
as far as immediate assistance to Indochina was concerned, such 

_ assistance would have to come at the expense of some other area. 
There simply was not enough to go around. Moreover, he said that 

should the United States ultimately get into a full-scale war with 
China, it would be obviously necessary to move into full mobiliza- 
tion. Secretary Lovett also warned that there was no possibility 
whatever of increasing the rate of production of essential military 
end items before next December, even if we were now to determine 

| to go to full mobilization. | _ 

Mr. Wilson expressed general agreement with the statement of 

Secretary Lovett, but nevertheless stated that in a few important 
cases it might well be possible to step up production. However, if 

we were going to do so it was essential to make the decision now. 

As an illustration, Mr. Wilson pointed out that it would probably 
be possible to achieve a 25% increase in Sabre jets in the course of 

the next year if we really wanted to do so. 

Mr. Gorrie then inquired whether it would be necessary to step 

up the mobilization effort if we issued an ultimatum along the 

lines indicated in NSC 124. : | a 

| Secretary Lovett replied, “Unquestionably.” : | 
| _ Mr. Lay then stated to the Council his understanding of the 

action which it had determined upon with respect to the present 

paper, namely, that the Senior NSC Staff would undertake to pro- 

vide a new set of assumptions on the basis of which the Depart- 

ments of State and Defense would develop further studies on diplo- 
matic and military courses of action in Southeast Asia in the con- 

tingency of overt aggression, and secondly, that the Senior NSC 

Staff would undertake to provide a new report recommending 
courses of action to be undertaken in the absence of identifiable ag- 
gression to counter continued deterioration of the existing situation 

in Southeast Asia.® OO | 

§ Secretary Acheson prepared a briefer account of this meeting entitled “Report 
on NSC Meeting”. This document, dated Mar. 5, is in file 790.5/3-552.
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The National Security Council: 7 a Celie, | 

| a. Directed the NSC Staff to prepare an agreed set of assump- 

| tions, along the lines suggested by the Secretary of State, as a basis 

| for further studies by the Department of State and the J oint Chiefs i 

of Staff, respectively, of diplomatic and military courses of action. to 

counter identifiable Communist aggression in Southeast Asia. 

| b. Referred NSC 124 to the NSC Staff for reconsideration in the | 

| light of the above studies. | | : 

| c. Directed the NSC Staff to prepare for Council consideration a 

report on U.S. courses of action in Southeast Asia to counter con- 

tinued deterioration of the existing situation in the absence of iden- | 

tifiable Communist aggression.® | Sn 

| 7 Paragraphs a-c constitute NSC Action No. 614. (S/S-NSC files, lot 66 D 95) | 

8 The plan of action set forth in NSC Action No. 614 was not carried out fully. For 

| a review of subsequent developments with regard to the NSC 124 Series, see the | 

| memorandum from John M. Allison, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | 

| Affairs, to Acting Secretary Webb, June 25, p. 119. This memorandum serves to | 

| clarify much of the intervening documentation on the subject. po 

| Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 115 a | oo | : 

| The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Lovett)1 

| SECRET eS a [WasHINGTON,] April 4, 1952. 

| _ My Dear Mr. Secretary: The ratification of the Security Treaty | 

| between Australia, New Zealand, and the United States which was | 

| signed at San Francisco on September 1, 1951, obliges us to give | 

| urgent consideration to the problem of implementation of the 

| Treaty. Both the Australian and New Zealand Governments have | 

| indicated to the Department their strong interest in proceeding at : 

| once with the organization of the Council provided for in Article — | 

: VIl of the Treaty, | ; | 

| It is apparent from informal conversations between officers of : 

| the Department of State and the Department of Defense and from 

| Mr. Nash’s letter of November 5, 1951,” to Assistant Secretary Per- | 

| kins, that a divergence of opinion exists as to how the Treaty 

| should be implemented. The Department of State is aware that the 

| Department of Defense is opposed to the inclusion of any military : 

organization in connection with the Pacific Council and that it re- 

gards Article VII of the Treaty as political in character and not re- 

| quiring military organization or planning. | | | 

| re) 
| 1 Filed as an attachment to a memorandum of Apr. 11, from Ambassador Myron 

| Melvin Cowen, consultant to the Secretary, to Acheson, not printed. | \ 

2 Printed in Foreign Relations, 19951, vol. v1, Part 1, p. 252. | 

| 

|
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Australia and New Zealand, however, while agreeing that the or- 
ganization ‘of the Council should be kept as simple as possible, nev- 
ertheless, have consistently maintained that the Council should 
provide a mechanism for consultation between the three Govern- | 
ments consistent with Article II of the Treaty which states as an | 
objective of the Treaty that the parties separately and jointly by 
means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid will 
maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to 
resist armed attack. Australia and New Zealand consider that the 
Treaty would be meaningless if military organization and military 
functions were excluded from the Council organization. They be- 
lieve that attached to the Council of Foreign Ministers there 
should be a military committee which would meet at regular and 
stated intervals. They have not urged, however, that there need be | 
any permanent military organization or secretariat. | 
As you know, Australia and New Zealand expressed Serious mis- 

givings about the Japanese Peace Treaty and were persuaded to 
accept it only because of the assurances extended to them in the 
Security Treaty negotiated with them by Mr. Dulles as the Special 
Representative of the President. At all times Australia has empha- 
sized that through the Security Treaty it expected to obtain not 
only a formal security commitment but also a means of participat- 
ing with the United States in planning which might later involve 
the disposition of Australian forces or resources. A treaty which | did not meet both objectives would not have been acceptable to 
Australia and would not have ensured Australian support for the _ 
Japanese Peace Treaty. Neither Australia nor New Zealand, how- 
ever, had any reason to believe that the Treaty in its final form did 
not provide for both a security guaranty and an effective consulta- 
tive relationship with the United States. Indeed the President’s 
statement of April 18, 1951, regarding the negotiation of a security 
treaty with Australia and New Zealand specifically recognized that 
the two countries were seeking a treaty pursuant to Articles 51 
and 52 of the United Nations Charter, “. . . which would establish 
consultation to strengthen security on the basis of continuous and 
effective self-help and mutual aid.” 3 

Any action on our part in connection with the implementation of 
the Security Treaty which could be interpreted by Australia and 
New Zealand as an attempt to detract from the effectiveness of the 
consultative machinery to be set up pursuant to the Treaty would 
be regarded by them as a breach of faith on the part of the United 
States. The Security Treaty, it is fair to say, has become the focal 
point in our relations with Australia and New Zealand. In view of 

* For complete text, see Department of State Bulletin, Apr. 30, 1951, p. 699.
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| this fact, failure on our part to provide effective implementation of - | 

the Treaty would have the most serious consequences for our rela- 

| tions with both countries. 

| In order to meet this situation I would like to propose for your | 

| urgent consideration the following plans: There should at once be 

| established the Council of Foreign Ministers, or their Deputies, to | 

| hold its inaugural session in the very near future. I would suggest | 

that if possible and feasible, the first session be held in Australia 

the first week of May during the Coral Sea celebrations which are : 

| an occasion of great importance to Australia and New Zealand. — 

| Meetings of the Council could rotate between the three capitals | 

: concerned. I would further propose that to the Council there be at- 

| tached a military committee on which the CINCPAC * would be | 

| the American representative and which would meet every three or 

| four months at Pearl Harbor or rotate between Pearl Harbor, Mel- | 

| bourne and Auckland, if that seemed preferable. I would further _ | 

| propose that in order to assure proper liaison, one or two Austra- | 

| lian and New Zealand officers of field grade rank be stationed at _ | 

| Pear] Harbor in a purely liaison capacity, 

| The United States has had full cooperation from Australia and. | 

New Zealand in support of the United Nations effort in Korea. | 

| Both countries through their membership in the Colombo Plan are_ | 

making a contribution to economic measures in South and South- | 

| east Asia which are designed to ameliorate conditions favoring the | 

| spread of Communism. Both countries are prepared in time of war | 

| to contribute to the defense of the Middle East, and Australia is 

| sending two air squadrons to the Middle East to strengthen the . | 

| British peacetime garrison there. The value of continued and in- _ 

| creased Australian and New Zealand support for United States . 

| policies based on confidence and mutually cooperative relations is 

| such that we should not jeopardize it by exposing ourselves to : 

: charges of bad faith in the matter of this Treaty, charges. which 

| would have obvious repercussions beyond Australia and New Zea- 

! land tists” | 7 os : | 

| I am confident you will agree with me that under all these cir- | 

| cumstances we are bound to proceed with the implementation of 

| the Security Treaty in a manner which will fulfill the legitimate 

| expectations of our Australian and New Zealand allies. = : 

Sincerely yours, Ses oe : 

| | Dean ACHESON — | 

4 Adm. Arthur W. Radford. | | | 

Ps
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490.008/4-2152 

The British Embassy to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET | 
| 11923/6/52G 

| AIDE-MEMOIRE 

Reference is made to the State Department’s Aide-Mémoire dated 
December 20th, 1951,1 on the subject of the United Kingdom’s rec- 
ommendations for action to suppress contraband arms traffic in 
South East Asia. 

2. In this Aide-Mémoire it was stated that the Government of the 
United States would be glad to give consideration to detailed pro- 
posals for an approach on this subject to other members of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (N -A.T.O.), the Commonwealth 
countries which are not members of the N .A.T.O., and to the Gov- 
ernments of Switzerland and Sweden. 

3. As regards the other members of the N .A.T.O., there is an- 
nexed a draft memorandum setting forth the lines on which this 
question might, in Her Majesty’s Government’s view, profitably be 
handled by the N.A.T.O. This memorandum is in the form of an 
Anglo-United States-French submission which might, if convenient, 

| be made to the Council of the N.A.T.O. - | 
4. As regards the question of non-Commonwealth countries out- _ 

side the N.A.T.O., notably Switzerland and Sweden, Her Majesty’s 
Government propose the following procedure: 

The United Kingdom, United States and French Government: 
should exchange or furnish all information available to them about _ proposed shipments of arms and military equipment to South East Asia from either Switzerland or Sweden—or from any other non- 
N.A.T.O., non-Commonwealth countries—and agree to make joint 
representations to the country concerned where it is their common 
view that the proposed arms shipment is undesirable or excessive. 
The United Kingdom Government would propose, when the proce- 
dure is agreed, to make a suitable approach to the non-N.A.T.O. 
countries of the Commonwealth. : 

| 0. Her Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom would be 
glad to know the views of the United States Government on the 
foregoing proposals and on the draft memorandum referred to in 
paragraph 3 above and annexed to this Aide-Mémoire. | 
WASHINGTON, 21st April, 1952. 

| ' For text, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 1, p. 126.
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[Annex] | | 

| Arms SUPPLIES FOR SouTH-East ASIA | | 

The Governments of the United Kingdom, United States and © | 

France are impressed by the dangers inherent in an uncontrolled 

traffic in arms and military equipment in, and into, South-East : 

Asia. | | | | , 

| 2. Part of this traffic is illicit, notably the supply of arms and | 

equipment by the Chinese People’s Governement to insurgent | 

| groups in the Associate States of Indo-China and in Burma. There | 

| is also some small amount of arms smuggling among the countries : 

of South-East Asia. By far the greater part of the South-East Asian : 

arms traffic consists, however, in orders placed by South-East _ | 

| Asian Governments with the ‘“‘Western”’ nations. | Le ss 

| 3. It is natural that the newly emerged Governments of South- 

| East Asia should wish to see themselves fully equipped militarily 

| and should be tempted, under current conditions when Western re- 

| armament threatens a growing stringency in arms supplies, to ac- | 

cumulate stockpiles of arms, ammunition and military equipment. 

This trend is nevertheless dangerous, both because of the competi- | 

| tion thus offered to Western re-armament and because of the risk | 

| that in the conditions of local insecurity which exist in some South- | 

| East Asian countries such stocks of arms may fall into the hands of | 

| rebels seeking to undermine the government, or into the hands of 

| -smugglers—e.g. from Thailand and Indonesia into Malaya. / 

| 4. It is therefore important that the Western Nations should co- 

| operate to ensure that only such quantities and types of arms, am- | 

| munition and military equipment reach South-East Asian countries — | 

| as can be regarded as necessary to ensure the internal security of 

| the country concerned and to equip its armed forces in a manner | 

| appropriate to the stage of development attained by the latter. _ | 

: 5. In the view of the United Kingdom, United States and French | 

Governments, this objective can best be achieved by action on the : 

following lines— | a | 

| (a) All members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation | 

| should agree to inform the Military Representatives Committee im- 

| mediately any request for the supply of arms, ammunition or other : 

military equipment is received from any of the following govern- 

| ments: Burma, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines. | 

(b) It should be the responsibility of each member of the Military | 

Representatives Committee to report to his own government any 

such information communicated to the Committee, it being under- 

| stood that if any government represented on the Committee wishes | 

| to express views on the proposed transaction it will do so within 

: one month of the original communication of the information to the | 

) Committee. | | | | 

| 
| 

/ 
| 

!
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(c) Any comments which other governments may have on the proposed transaction should be communicated in the first instance | to the Military Representatives Committee where the representa- tive of the government concerned in the transaction should—if nec- | | essary after consulting his government—inform the Committee whether these comments are accepted. = - 
(d) Comment in the Military Representatives Committee will be in no sense binding on the government concerned in the transac- _ tion. But, if that government is unable to accept such comment, this should be made clear to the Committee, it being then left to the governments concerned to pursue the matter directly should they so desire. | BT _ | 

| State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D.417 _ ee a a 

Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 
_ State—Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting! = 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasuineton,] April 23, 1952—11 a.m. 
[Here follows a list of the persons present (24). All of the mem- 

bers of the Joint Chiefs of Staff except General Vandenberg attend- 
ed the meeting. Matthews headed the Department of State group.] 

| Security Pact With Australia and New Zealand. | 
Mr. Matthews: I thought we might discuss first this morning the 

establishment of a council under the Australian-New Zealand Pact. 
General Bradley: Admiral Carney 2 has been here this morning 

and we have not had a chance to discuss this question in any 
detail. As you know, we are always worried about getting tied up 
in another formal committee. oe 

Mr. Matthews: In short, what you want to do is the minimum. 
Mr. Cowen: What is your maximum minimum? | | 
General Bradley: We are prepared to coordinate with the Austra- 

lians and New Zealanders; in fact, we want to do this, but we don’t 
_ want a formal organization. If we do get one we will have to get 

one with everyone else. We already have the IADB, the Standing : 
Committee,? and so forth and so on. How much are we stuck on 
this one? | | So | | 

' A note on the title page reads: “State Draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- | ants.” . So 
. * Adm. Robert B. Carney, USN, Commander in Chief, Allied Forces, Southern 
Europe, and Commander, Allied Naval Forces, Southern Europe (NATO commands), 
and Commander in Chief, U.S. Naval Forces, Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean. 

3 The first reference is to the Inter-American Defense Board; the second is appar- 
ently to the NATO Standing Group. | |
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, | 

Mr. Cowen: Our thought is that the organization should be pri- 

marily political. We intended to keep it out of Washington and put 

it, say, in Pearl Harbor. | | | 

po General Bradley: I am sure the Navy wants to keep it out of 

| Pearl Harbor. If we have got to have an organization we won't | 

want to have regular meetings but just periodic meetings. | | 

Mr. Cowen: I think our allies would be happier if we could ar- | 

range regular meetings. - : 

General Bradley: We don’t even have that in NATO. Our NATO | 

meetings are periodic. _ | | 

Mr. Cowen: Is that so? At any rate I think the Australians and 

New Zealanders would prefer regular meetings. There was some | 

| thought that they might have a couple of liaison officers in Honolu- , 

lu. 
| 

Admiral Fechteler: Oh, no! — - a | 

| Mr. Matthews: Where do you want the organization situated? 

| General Bradley: Wherever the political organization is situated. | 

| Admiral Fechteler is opposed to locating it in Pearl Harbor. Per- | 

| sonally, I don’t think it would be so bad if there were only a few 

7 people. Do we have to have an organization under the Philippine | 

| Treaty also? | | | 

Mr. Cowen: No provision was made in the Philippine Pact for a | 

| council and I don’t think we will have to have one, but specific pro- 

| vision was made in this pact. | | | | 

| General Bradley: Of course we don’t anticipate much trouble in | 

| the Southern Pacific in the vicinity of Australia. What we want | 

| and need is flexibility to use the Seventh Fleet as may prove neces- 

| sary. We don’t want to hamstring ourselves by an excess of formal | 

| planning. We hope that trouble will never get down as far as Aus- : 

| tralia and New Zealand. | | | 

| Mr. Cowen: Of course the Australians and New Zealanders want 

| to get into all the Pacific planning if not more. ! 

| _ General Collins: That is just what scares us. | | 

| Mr. Cowen: Of course that is the point at which we begin our 

| trading. I think we have to begin our trading on the basis of what | 

| they want. | | ae , 

| ~ General Bradley: Of course this might look differently if they 

| were going to send a big fleet to the defense of Alaska. nn ! 

| Admiral Fechteler: Where is this big fleet? | | 

) Mr. Cowen: How far do you think you can go to meet their de- : 

sires? | : 

| Admiral Fechteler: I think it is easier to say first what we don’t | 

| want. I am speaking only for myself but in my judgment there are : 

| two things we don’t want. In the first place we don’t want a Com- : 

| bined Staff, and in the second place we don’t see any necessity for |
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a continuing liaison group. I can’t imagine what they would do. I 
think we want to meet whenever there is some business to be 
transacted. It is routine for you to come over here ¢ on Wednesdays 
but if there is nothing to take up you don’t come over. 

Mr. Matthews: The difference is that we can’t go out and play 
golf when there is nothing to take up with you. 
_ Mr. Allison: We have talked a good deal about this matter to the 

| Australian Ambassador. He has grandiose ideas, and we certainly 
don’t need to go as far as he wants to go. He wants a small NATO 
set-up. He also wants to be in on the planning for NATO and the 
Western Hemisphere. Above all, what they want is the feeling that 
they are treated equally and that they do not have to go through 
London on all these matters. They want to know what our over-all 

_ plan is. | 
Admiral Fechteler: We have told them that we guarantee them 

against invasion. I can’t see what more they want. | 
Mr. Allison: They want to be in on military planning to some 

extent. | — 
Admiral Fechteler: Do you know what the relationship is be- 

| tween the Australians and the U.K.? They have an arrangement : 
by which any U.K. forces which are sent down there will be put 
under Australian command. If they are thinking of anything like 
that so far as we are concerned, all I can say is the hell with it. 

| ‘Mr. Allison: They have never made any such suggestion to us 
and it is of course out of the question. — | 

Mr. Cowen: They have a great sensitivity regarding their role. 
They made a real contribution in the last war and they want to 
have some forum of their own which is distinct from London so 
that they can feel grown up. 

_ Mr. Foster: 5 There may be some idea here that the Australians 
are demanding something from us. I think that ought to be 
straightened out. This organization they want is something which 
they believe in good faith they are to get out of the treaty. I am | 

| sorry if anyone thinks they are holding a gun at our heads. There 
may have been some misunderstanding about exactly what the 
treaty language implied. I know they felt that an organization was | 
something which the treaty would confer. 

| Admiral Fechteler: The answer to this may be to have an initial 
meeting with them to determine what is needed on a continuing 
basis. In other words, I don’t think we ought to set this up on a 
permanent basis initially. | 

* To the Pentagon. | 
* Andrew B. Foster, Deputy Director of the Office of British Commonwealth and 

Northern European Affairs.
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! Mr. Matthews: You would like a meeting to discuss what we 

| would doin the future? oe | 

| Admiral Fechteler: That is right. When they discuss this thing : 

| they may find out they don’t have enough people to do unnecessary : 

| things. In this connection, I recall that when I was setting up SAC- | : 

| LANT I needed some officers from the U.K. and the British told _ 

me they could not afford so many people for this purpose | 

General Bradley: As far as a political council is concerned that is | 

| fine with us. Your proposal involves attaching to this a military | 

| committee which would meet every three or four months in Pearl | 

| Harbor, or on a rotating basis in the three countries. If this mili- | 

| tary committee is on NATO lines, that would go too far in our | 

| judgment. If we could redefine “military committee” to mean “mili- 

| tary consultants to the Foreign Ministers” I think that would help. — 

: General Collins: As regards the meetings, could we not say they 

| would be held periodically as required? | So * | 

! Mr. Cowen: This language you are referring to is our own lan- 

| guage and we are not committed to it in any way. - | / 

| General Bradley: Personally, I am not opposed to military liaison | 

| at Pearl Harbor. I would like to suggest another term for military 

| committee and I would like to suggest that the military representa- 

| tives should meet periodically, as required. | | | 

| General Collins: We might call them “military advisers”. - 

| General Bradley: We might revise this to read “‘to attach to the 

| council such military advisers as needed”. | | 

2 General Collins: Instead of “attach” I think we might merely say 

that each country would make military advisers available. | 

| General Bradley: Of course we have got to continue the coordina- - 

| tion of military planning through CINCPAC. | 

| Admiral Fechteler: Do Australia and New Zealand really want to 

| have officers stationed at Pearl Harbor? 

: Mr. Allison: I think they wanted officers stationed in Washing- | 

| ton but we have tried to keep them out of Washington. | 

Admiral Fechteler: I just don’t see what they would do six days a 

| week at Pearl Harbor. | 

| Mr. Matthews: Well at any rate, Admiral, if they are at Pearl | 

| Harbor they cannot bother you. I don’t believe the Australians and | 

| New Zealanders care much where they are stationed. a 

| Admiral Fechteler: They aren’t going to bother me anyway. | ( 

| Mr. Foster: I don’t think the Australians and New Zealanders | 

| care whether the headquarters is at Washington or Pearl Harbor. ! 

! Mr. Nitze: How does CINCPAC actually go about the job of co- 

| ordination? 
| Admiral Fechteler: He has gone down to visit these people him- 

| self. He has not been there for more than a year, however. a 

|
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Mr. Cowen: And General Collins has been down. 
General Collins: I don’t think we should mention planning in 

this. Planning is in my judgment the danger area. | 
General Bradley: I don’t see how we can get away from that. 
General Collins: I wouldn’t say anything about it. I would refer 

to the military advisers, etc., and if they ask about planning, I 
would say this would continue as before. After all, we are not much 
interested in joint planning for the Pacific. Our interest is to get 
some Australian and New Zealand troops into the Middle East. If 
they engage in joint planning for the Pacific their prestige will 
become involved and they will feel they have to do something in 
the Pacific. The whole point of this has been to protect them in the 
Pacific in order that they could do something in the Middle East. _ 

General Bradley: Of course that is a good argument for having 
_the organization in Washington rather than in the Pacific. If it was 
here we could keep emphasizing the importance of the Middle 
East. . | | 

General Collins: I don’t object to having it in Washington. 
Admiral Fechteler: I propose language along the following lines: 

“Military consultants will be attached to the council. CINCPAC 
will be the U.S. representative. Meetings will be held periodically 
as required. Military consultants will be stationed at Pearl Harbor 
on permanent or intermittent basis as developments indicate.” 

Mr. Foster: May I suggest that if we meet the Australians and 
New Zealanders on the question of form, it would be easier to rule 
out the substantive matters which we don’t want to talk about. I 
think we will find our problem much easier to solve if we go far to 
meet them on the organizational arrangements, and provide a 
place in which they can ask questions—even if the answers they 
get are “no”. | 

Mr. Cowen: There is some urgency about all this because the 
Australian Prime Minister is coming here soon. This is one of our 
problems. a 

General Bradley: We don’t want to talk about joint plans outside 
the areas of common interest. It is okay to plan for the Southern 
Pacific and it will be okay if we can hold them to that. I think we 
have to recognize that we are committed by the treaty to do more 
than we would really like to do from the purely military point of 
view. | | 

Mr. Nitze: Could we call these people military representatives? I 
think it would go down somewhat better. 

General Bradley: I think that is okay. Do you have any com- 
ments, Mr. Nash? 6 | 

° Frank C. Nash, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (International Security Af- 
fairs).
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| Mr. Nash: No, I don’t think so. A solution along the lines which | 

| have been discussed this morning sounds:okay. to me. pie oes . 

| General Bradley: Do we want a liaison arrangement of some 

kind? Personally, I think they will get tired of hanging around ~_ 

| with nothing to do. They may stay around for a few months and ) 

| then I think their absences would grow longer and longer and the | 

whole thing might be solved. oe wes | 

_ General Collins: I have worked up some draft language here 

| which goes as follows: “I would further propose that tothe Council =—ss | 

| there be attached military representatives who would meet periodi- | 

| cally as required at Pearl Harbor, or on a rotating basis in Austra- | 

| lia, New Zealand and Pearl Harbor. CINCPAC will be the Ameri- > 

| can representative. I would further propose that in order to assure | 

| proper liaison two officers of field rank should be stationed at = =—=s | 

! Pearl Harbor on a regular or intermittent basis as developments | 

| indicate.” ie 
| Mr. Matthews: When is Prime Minister Menzies’ coming? 

| Mr. Foster: About the middle of May, create 
| General Bradley: I think General Collins’ language meets our | 

| _ Mr. Matthews: Is it the procedure, then, that you will reply to 

| this letter we have sent over?®& i | se 
| _ General Bradley: Yes, that is the way to handle it. Oo | 

! (At this point Mr. Cowen and Mr. Foster left the meeting.) 7 

| _ [Here follows discussion of Korea and of disarmament.] a | | 

| 7 Robert Gordon Menzies, Prime Minister of Australia. By | | 

| 8 The Secretary's letter of Apr. 4 to Lovett, p. 75. | eek EE | | 

| 490.008/4-2152 : oo PRR a es ae 

| ; Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of ee | 

| _. Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Lacy) , | 

| TOPSECRET = ~—.._____ [Wasuincton,] May 2, 1952. | 

| Subject: Contraband Arms Traffic in Southeast Asia. 

| Participants: Mr. Tomlinson, Counselor, British Embassy oe | 

Mr, Lacy—PSA SS | 

| I asked Mr. Tomlinson to come in today concerning the attached — : 

| British Aide-Mémoire No. 11923/6/52G.1 I told Mr. Tomlinson that | 

| I wished to speak to him personally about this matter and to solicit | 

| 1Dated Apr. 21,p-78 ee | 

| 
| 

| i
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his personal advice. I told him that I was eager to avoid making a 
negative reply to the last British Aide-Mémoire on this subject but 
that my colleagues and I were unsatisfied on the following points: 

1. That we considered we were still not in receipt of evidence, 
which we invited in our Aide-Mémoire of December 20, 1951 that 
the countries in Southeast Asia were accumulating stock piles of 
arms beyond their requirements for internal security; 

2. That we were uneasy about imposing ‘upon ourselves the obli- 
gation to delay the dispatch of arms under our MDAP programs by 
one month; and | | | | 

3. That I was not sure that His Majesty's Government and the 
United States Government would wish to make full revelation of 
their arms assistance programs to all the other members of NATO. 
I furthermore pointed out that if any of the Southeast Asian coun- 
tries were to learn, as I was sure they ultimately would, that 
American MDAP Programs were submitted to NATO for approval 

| the reaction in those countries would be violently adverse. Mr. 
Tomlinson agreed to this proposition. : 

Mr. Tomlinson volunteered to write a personal letter to Mr. 
Scott ? in the Foreign Office advising Mr. Scott of our reservations. 

Robert Heatlie Scott, Assistant Under Secretary of State, whose duties in- 
cluded supervision of the Southeast Asia Department. 

Editorial Note | | 

In a memorandum to the Secretary of State on May 9, George W. 
Perkins, Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs, stated 

_ in part that in a letter of May 5 from William C. Foster, Deputy 
Secretary of Defense, the Department of Defense had confirmed 
“the understanding arrived at between State and Defense at a 
meeting between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Ambassador Cowen 

_ on April 23 concerning the implementation of the Security Treaty 
with Australia and New Zealand. As you know, we have been grati- 
fied by the responsiveness of the Chiefs in this difficult situation 
and we hope that what we propose will be found acceptable by Aus- 

_ tralia and New Zealand.” (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 115; 
| Foster’s letter is in JCS records, CCS 381 (2-18-51) 

_ On May 13, Ambassador Cowen presented to Ambassador Munro 
and to Colin Moodie, Counselor of the Embassy of Australia, identi- _ 
cal notes signed by the Secretary. The section on military represen- 
tation follows: | | : 

“The Government of the United States suggests that. in support 
of the Pacific Council military representatives be accredited to the
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| Council to meet periodically as required at Pearl Harbor or to | 

| rotate between Pearl Harbor, Australia and New Zealand, if that 

| seems preferable. The Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet, or : 

an alternate designated by him, would be the American representa- : 

tive. In addition, in order to assure proper liaison, one or two Aus- — | 

tralian and New Zealand officers of field grade rank might be ac- _ 

credited to Pearl Harbor in a liaison capacity on a regular or an | 

intermittent basis as developments may indicate. 
“The United States suggests that meetings of the Pacific Council 

might be held alternately in the capitals of the three countries. , 

The views of the Australian Government on this suggestion and on 

| the time and place for the initial meeting of the Council would be : 

welcomed.” (Lot 59 D 99, CF 115) | Oo | 

In his memorandum of May 9, Perkins had also urged the Secre- 

| tary to attend “at least” the opening session of the Pacific Council. =| 

| “We have no wish to add to your existing burdens, but we feel 7 

| bound to recall to you that the Treaty states that the Council con- | 

| sists of ‘the Foreign Ministers or their Deputies’. Moreover, we be- L 

| lieve you will agree that we owe it to our Australian and New Zea- 

| land friends to get this enterprise off to the best possible start.” : 

———__" | 
| PPS files, lot 64 D 563 : | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Policy 

| Planning Staff (Nitze) } 

| TOP SECRET _ 7 | [WasHINGTON,] May 12, 1952. | 

| Subject: Indochina © 7 | | 

| Participants: | | | | | | 

. Defense : State . 

| Robert A. Lovett _ Dean Acheson — | 

| William C. Foster David K. Bruce | 

| Frank Pace, Jr. - H. Freeman Matthews , | 

7 Dan A. Kimball — - Charles E. Bohlen 

Roswell L. Gilpatric John M. Allison | 
| Charles P. Noyes Paul H. Nitze | | 

| Gen. Nathan F. Twining \ 

| Gen. Omar Bradley : 

1 Actions leading up to this meeting are documented in Lovett’s letter (with enclo- 

sures) to the Secretary of State, May 1, and Allison’s memorandum (with enclosures) 

to the Secretary, May 7; for texts, see vol. x1, Part 1, pp. 113 and 124. i 

| Participants in the list below not previously identified include Frank Pace, Jr., 

| Secretary of the Army; Dan A. Kimball, Secretary of the Navy; Roswell L. Gilpatric, | 

| Under Secretary of the Air Force; Charles P. N oyes, Deputy (Defense) Representa- 

| tive to the Senior Staff, National Security Council; Lt. Gen. Charles L. Bolté, Deputy — 

| Chief of Staff for Plans and Research, U.S. Army. | a 

Bruce became Under Secretary of State on Feb. 7. | 

| 
|
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Gen. Charles L. Bolte BO 
Adm. William M. Fechteler | | . 
Adm. Edmund T. Wooldridge ae a a 

Mr. Acheson opened the discussion by saying that there were 
certain difficult problems concerned with the question of the action 
we might take in the event of Chinese intervention in Indochina on 
which it would be helpful if we had greater clarity. He said he 
would appreciate having the JCS discuss the actions they had in 
mind. - | | | 

General Bradley said that he had read the various papers and 
felt that they reflected a different approach by the State Depart- 
ment and the JCS. It would seem clear that if there was overt Chi- | 
nese intervention we could not steud aside, and that we might 
either limit our military action to the approaches to Indochina or 
we might go tc the source of the aggression with air action and a 
naval blockade. He said that he gathered from the papers submit- 
ted to the NSC 2 that the State Department favored the first ap- 
proach. The Joint Chiefs were inclined to favor the second ap- 
proach. Neither of the two approaches would necessarily be deci- 
sive against China, nor would they necessarily result in the defense 
of Southeast Asia. a Do 

The second approach, however, did not get us so deeply involved 
as the first. If we were to land forces in Indochina, it would be ex- | 
tremely difficult for us to get them out. It would also take approxi- 
mately a year to build the necessary airfields and port facilities. 
The JCS were thinking primarily of the deterrent effect of being 
willing to undertake an action rather than whether the. action in| 
itself would be decisive. The second approach would involve some 
shift of naval forces from Korea and from the Atlantic to the Pacif- 
ic in order to make possible the blockade action. There would also 
have to be a shift of air strength of some eight wings. ee 

2 Reference is to the studies undertaken in response to NSC Action No. 614; see 
footnote 7, p. 75. None of these studies completed prior to the May 12 meeting docu-. 
mented here is printed. Most are in S/S-NSC files, lots 63 D 351 and 61D 167. _ 
Some of these studies include estimates of the probable success of diplomatic and/ 

or military action undertaken under two alternative hypothetical courses. Ina 
memorandum of Mar. 13 to the Secretaries of State and Defense signed by Lay, the 
NSC Staff had formulated these courses as follows: | 

“Estimates should assume the support of our major allies and should be prepared 
on two hypotheses: 

“a. On the hypothesis that allied operations are directed toward the defense of 
Southeast Asia and that operations against Communist China are limited to the 
area of or approaches to the land battle in opposition to the aggressor forces. 

“b. On the hypothesis that allied military operations are accompanied by military 
action against the source of aggression, namely Communist China itself.” (S/S-NSC 
files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 124 Series)
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Mr. Nitze pointed out that the State Department’s paper * to | 

which General Bradley referred was an answer to a specific request | 

from the NSC for the diplomatic courses of action necessary to : 

secure support for hypothesis (a) and hypothesis (b). There would | 

be no particular problem from the diplomatic standpoint for secur- ! 

ing the support for course (a) as this is the course which the British | 

and French already support. It would be very difficult, however, to 

secure diplomatic support for course (b) in view of the fact that this | 

: course would probably not be decisive and would not result in se- 

curing Southeast Asia. Our paper was not intended to be a recom- | 

mendation as to the relative advisability of course (a) or course (b), 

| but was intended merely to answer the questions which we had 

| been asked to answer by the NSC. | 

| Mr. Acheson asked Mr. Bohlen as to the types of action which : 

| might involve Russian implementation of the Sino-Soviet Treaty. — | 

| Mr. Bohlen said that military action close to the Soviet borders ) 

| or military action which threatens to result in the establishment of | 

an anti-Communist regime, particularly in north China, would be , 

| more apt than any others to cause the Russians to implement the | 

treaty, | | | 
| General Bradley said that it would be difficult to make a block- | 

| ade effective if it did not include virtually all of the Chinese coast | 

line. | | : 

Mr. Bohlen said that the naval blockade of north Korea had pre- 

| sented no particular problem to the Soviets and he doubted wheth- — | 

| er a full blockade of the Chinese coast line would present any prob- | 

| lem other than at Dairen and Port Arthur which are Russian-con- 

| trolled ports. | | | I 

| Mr. Acheson asked what air action the Joint Chiefs had in mind. | 

| General Bradley said that they had in mind attacks against ! 

| transportation targets and the Chinese communication net. a 

| Mr. Nitze said that he had thought that there was an additional 

| problem—neutralizing the Chinese air forces—which might require 

| air action against Chinese bases in Manchuria. 

| General Bradley said that this was so. That recent photographs 

had indicated that there were 412 jets on fields within 50 miles of 

the Yalu River. | 

| Admiral Fechteler said that Admiral Radford had had a confer- 

ence with Admiral Ortoli* at which Admiral Ortoli had said that | 

8 Apparent reference to the Department of State memorandum of Apr. 29 to Lay, | 

‘ not printed, distributed to NSC members Apr. 30. In it, the Department had gener- f 

| ally supported option “a” on the ground that it would be more likely that such oper- F 

| ations would attract the support of major allies of the United States. (S/S-NSC files, 

| lot 61 D 167) | 
4 Vice Adm. Paul Ortoli, Commander of French Naval Forces in the Far East, had 

conferred with Admiral Radford at Pearl Harbor, Apr. 3-7.
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the French could not evacuate the Tonkin Delta. The populace 
would turn on them and the result would be a general massacre. 
Any attempt to help the French evacuate would require a major | 
naval effort under circumstances of extreme difficulty. 
Mr. Pace said that he had been looking at the question from the 

standpoint of what action would be more apt to prevent Chinese in- __ 
tervention. He wondered if an attack against the Chinese would be 

_more persuasive than action restricted to the approaches to Indo- 
china. | | | 

Mr. Matthews said that in any case the warning to the Chinese 
| should not be specific as to the action we proposed to take. We 

should leave them guessing as to what we had in mind. 
Mr. Acheson said that even if it were unwise to be specific as to 

the action we would take, it might be dangerous if the ten on our 
side could not agree on what it is that they are going to do. We 3 
may be faced with a dilemma in that it may be necessary to take 
action which will be expensive, both in terms of what we do and in 
terms of what we have to divert from other theaters. | | 

Mr. Lovett said that he agreed that it was not necessary to be 
specific in our warning. However, he was concerned about the 
weakness of our Allies. What was it that we expected them to do? 
Mr. Nitze said that even under course (b) we would look to the 

British for the defense of the Kra Isthmus. He went on to say that 
he thought there was a real problem in getting over the difficulties _ 

| which plagued the recent discussions in which Admiral Davis rep- 
resented the JCS. At that time the British and French objected to 
course (b). because they doubted whether it would be decisive. He 
thought this would be hard to answer unless one was prepared to 
get into the question of the use of atomic weapons. 
[Here follows discussion of Indochina, printed in volume XIII, 

Part 1, page 141.] a ne _ 
Mr. Acheson attempted to summarize the sense of the meeting in 

the following terms. We should agree as to what it is we want to 
do. We want to keep both the French and the Vietnamese in the 
battle. In order to accomplish that it will be necessary to enlarge 
the Vietnamese army so that there is some hope both for the Viet- 
namese and for the French. It will require intensive study to see 
how this will be done. Where are we going to get the money and 
other things to get started. We might make some progress with the 
French if the U.S. assists in their training program. The second 

| part of the problem concerns the possibility of Chinese overt inter- 
vention. There should be a warning. It should indicate that aggres- 
sion would be followed by action which would be painful to the 
source of aggression. What are the elements on which we can _ 
agree. The French should put out of their minds the possibility of
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| U.S. ground forces participating in Indochina. We are prepared to | 

give naval and air support. What is the first thing that needs to be | 

- done. We should obviously attack those things which are support- 

- ing the aggression. We should attack the communications to the = | 

| area of aggression. Then we might take up the problem of a block- | 

| ade. We should have thoroughly thought-out answers to the prob- | 

| lems which would then arise. Probably it will be necessary to go | 

further. We can probably agree that, unless there is also trouble in. ’ 

: _ Korea, we should not go into Manchuria. | | 

| Mr. Foster said that he thought any such program should be ac- 

companied with measures of the type Mr. Bruce mentioned. The _ | 
| - non-cooperative French functionaries should be removed. The nec- : 

| essary political and economic measures in Indochina must go right | 

along with the military measures Mr. Acheson had outlined. This : 

| may require putting considerable pressure on the French. What we | 

| need is action—not words. _— 7 | | 

| Mr. Lovett suggested that Mr. Noyes and a representative of the | | 

| State Department and the JCS prepare a paper which could be 

| used by Mr. Acheson when he goes to Paris.* He also suggested | 

| that it may be necessary to screen our position preliminarily on | 

| the Hill. Many of our friends think we are now a fat boy with a : 

| bag of candy who is in danger of having the whole bag taken away. | 

I. Mr. Pace said he thought that the proposition which had been > | 

| _ developed was a salable and affirmative proposition. - 

| 5 Acheson left Washington for Europe on May 22 in connection with a variety of | 

matters including NATO, EDC, Southeast Asia, and relations with France, the Fed- | 

| eral Republic of Germany, and the United Kingdom. He was in Paris May 26-29 | 

| | and arrived back in Washington May 30. Regarding this trip, see the editorial note | 

in vol. v, Part 2, p. 1543. | | | . oo / | 

6 11.90/5-1952. - | SO | 

| _ Memorandum by Lucius D. Battle, Special Assistant to the 

| , Ps - Secretary of State | 
po oa | | | 

| TOP SECRET ts | [WASHINGTON,] May 19, 1952. | 

| Following the meeting at the White House today which the Sec- : 

retary, Mr. Lovett and General Bradley attended with the Presi- 

| dent, the Secretary told a group in his office the results of the dis- : 

| cussion. _ ee | 7 | 

| :
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Regarding Indochina and Southeast Asia, he said that they had 
gone over the paper which he took with him.! He said the military 

people were agreed on what was to be done now. They said that 

unless Congress cuts the funds badly there would be funds avail- 
able. He said that Mr. Lovett and General Bradley both mentioned 
the importance of having a better government in Indochina. 

| The representatives of the military establishment as well as the 
President agreed on the necessity for the warning statement. They 
felt that there must be some measure of agreement on this state- 

ment but not necessarily on all points. The JCS have prepared a 

paper ? criticizing our paper but apparently not violently. The Sec- 

retary said the only point General Bradley mentioned concerned 
the last sentence of our paper.* The points seem to be that they 

interpret this as a direction to fight a kind of war they fear they | 
could not win. 

The Secretary said we would go ahead with the NSC paper on 

Southeast Asia and were to run this one and the NSC paper 
through side by side. 

As to what the Secretary says in his discussions with Mr. Eden 
and Mr. Schuman, he is to stress the necessity for getting ahead 

with the native army, stress the importance of a warning to pre- 

vent the Chinese from coming into the conflict, and to try to get 

the largest degree of agreement possible on the content of this 

warning. - 

[Here follows discussion of the Berlin question.] 

1 “Position Paper on Indochina for Discussions with the French and the British”, 
May 15, an annex to a memorandum for the Secretary dated May 17, not printed. 
(751G.00/5-1752) : . 

2 Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense of May 19, signed by General Bradley 
for the JCS, printed as an enclosure to Lovett’s letter of May 20 to Acheson. For 
text, see vol. xm, Part 1, p. 147. 

3 “We believe that the USSR will be less likely to make war on the Western 
powers over China alone to the degree that operations against China are designed to 
strike against Chinese Communist capabilities to wage war in the particular areas 
involved, i.e., to minimize or avoid provocative attacks on areas of China proximate 

to the USSR, and to the degree that the USSR does not believe that the Peiping 
regime is threatened with destruction.” :
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| 790.5/5-2452: Telegram — | | re | 

| 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Australia* 

| | = 
| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, May 24, 1952—1:50 p.m. 

| _ 215. Fol White House luncheon [May 20] the President, Menzies 2 
| and the Secy exchanged private remarks re estab Pac. Council. 
| President stated importance US attached to matter, hoped first 

| mtg cld be in Austral and that Secy cld attend? | | 

| In subsequent conversation at Dept * Menzies raised fol subjs 

| with Secy: — Bo | Lot | | 

| 1. NATO: Austral does not request membership but because 
| NATO decisions have direct effect Austral, some form access | 
| NATO planning desirable. Since NATO decisions affect everyone | 
| Austral shld have right to be heard with respect gen strategic deci- : 
| sions and especially on matters directly affecting Austral. | 
| 2. Mil Supply Requirements: Supply problem not primarily con- 

| nected defense Austral territory. Direct attack unlikely; therefore 
| Austral desires be able contribute expeditionary forces where | 
| needed in minimum amt time. This problem now more difficult in 
| view Austral growing pains from rapid population increase and 
| need for major development program. Assistance required prepare 
| Austral make proper contributions for example ME where thought 

| given supplying 8 or 9 air squadrons. However cost equipment _ 
| squadrons $200 million and Austral does not have. these dollars. 
| IBRD he said cld not lend for such direct defense purpose. Ex- 
| pressed view uneconomical small countries manufacture this type 
| equipment; preferable large countries supply for smaller. _ | 
| 3. Southeast Asia: Expressed great concern situation Indochi and 
| feared its loss wld mean loss rest of Southeast Asia. In such contin- | 
| gency Austral people wld never permit desp troops outside area, for | 
| example to ME. Apprehensive that in preparing for hot war we | 
| might lose cold war in Southeast Asia. / i | 

| Secy in reply stated we are open minded on desirability NATO | 
| working out some method dealing with countries outside NATO ) 

| area. Austral belief that NATO engaged in global planning, howev-— : 
er, based on fundamental misconception. NATO deals solely with | 

| defense Eur and we and Brit have always resisted developing. / 

NATO into global planning instrumentality. Some of smaller coun- | 

! 1 Repeated to London and Ottawa; pouched to Wellington. | 

| 2 The Prime Minister was in the United States May 16-21 for an informal visit, 
| prior to visits to Ottawa and London. | oo 

| 3 In telegram 214 to Canberra, May 28 repeated to Wellington, the Department of 
| State stated that the Embassies of Australia and New Zealand had been informed : 
| on May 22 that the Secretary wished to attend and would be able to do so if the [ 
| - meeting were held in Washington in mid-July; however, the proposal had been put | 

forth as a suggestion, not a recommendation. (790.5/5-2352) | / 
| 4 A lengthier account of this conversation, held May 20, is in a memorandum by } 
| G. Hayden Raynor of BNA. (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 115) |
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tries NATO even opposed idea same men constituting NATO 
| Standing Group wearing different hats cld give guidance MEC. It is 

no doubt a defect that there is no place now where internat! global 
planning is taking place. Secy said we were trying to meet problem 
through regional orgs—NATO, MEC and the estab of the Pac 
Council. He stressed that he did not mean by these remarks to de- 
tract from tremendous importance of NATO. | 

On question supplies Secy pointed out US programs even for 
NATO countries handled on bilateral basis. We have given nr 1 
priority to Kor and nr 2 priority to Indochi. Result has delayed de- 
liveries NATO countries as much as 18 months. 

Secy told Menzies re Southeast Asia warning to Chi might be 
helpful but question was what we shld do if warning disregarded. It 
wld be catastrophic if warning ignored and then nothing done. He 
pointed out these questions not discussed in NATO but with Pac 
powers. ee | 

_ On ME Secy stressed importance recognition Egypt king’s title in 
| Sudan and our conviction no stability possible ME until Anglo- 

Egypt dispute settlement. , 
- In concluding discussion Menzies emphasized importance to Aus- 
tral Pac Council and desirability getting it started soon. Secy stated 
we agreed and that he hoped to be free to participate mtg Council 
some time in July. While Austral mentioned in conversation as 
possible place for mtg Dept has suggested Wash. _ | | 

Australs seem pleased progress conversations. Will return Wash 
June 19-22 after Lond, Ottawa. (More re mtg Pac Council and 
IBRD negots in separate tel.) 5 | | 

BRUCE 

5 Not printed. | | 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 110 . | / 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern — 
Affairs (Allison) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 21, 1952. 

Subject: White House Conference on May 19th with the President, 
Mr. Lovett and General Bradley concerning Indochina and 
Berlin. | 

It is believed that for purposes of reconciling the various briefing 

and background papers pertaining to Indochina which have been 

prepared for your forthcoming discussions in Paris and Bonn it
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| would be useful if the following résumé was submitted for your | 

| guidance. It is our understanding that at the White House Confer- | 

| ence referred to above it was agreed that the subjects to be dis- | 

| cussed with the French and British regarding Indochina could be | 

reduced to four major topics: | coe 

| 1. We are in favor of further development of the National 

| Armies of the Associated States and are prepared to furnish fur- | 

| ther assistance toward that end. : a - | 

| 2. The French and British should be informed that we are in | 

| favor of the issuance of a warning to Communist China concerning | 

| further aggression in Southeast Asia and wish to work out the con- | 

| text, time and method by which the warning will be delivered in | 

| advance in detail with the British and French. This means, among | 

| other things, that we will agree to take part in the tripartite mili- | 

| tary conversations which will undoubtedly be proposed. | 

| 3. As large a measure of agreement as is possible should be 

reached regarding the reaction to be anticipated from the Peking | 

| regime following the issuance of the warning and the courses of | 

| action open to the U.S., Great Britain and France if the warning ! 

| statement is ignored. | 
| 4. We will seek to avoid engagement with the French concerning | 

| specific internal changes in Indochina except as they regard finan- 

: cial aid to France for development of the National Armies and 

| form a basis for the discussions to be held in Washington with Min- 

| ister Letourneau in June.’ a 

No reference was made at the White House to the possibility 

| that you might be faced with a request from the U.K. that we 

| agree to bilateral military conversations with them prior to the tri- : 

| lateral conversations. __ | | - : 

| It was stated that you would avoid reference to any specific sum | 

: in referring to additional financial aid to be provided to the | | 

| French. | 

: It was also stated that you would seek to avoid any detailed dis- | 

| cussion of the military aspects of retaliation, referring such mat- | 

: ters to the proposed trilateral military conversation. - | | 

| Aside from the above observations, the briefing papers included 

| in your book dealing with this subject ; | : 

| 1. SCEM D-5/2a “Southeast Asia” (as amended May 20th) . 

! 29. SCEM D-5/1b; “Possible French Request for Additional Aid” _ i 

(as amended May 20th) | | | 

1 Regarding the visit of Jean Letourneau to Washington, June 16-17, see vol. xi, 

| Part 1, pp. 174 ff © | 

Letourneau was responsible for relations with the Associated States, with the | 

| rank of Minister of State, and High Commissioner in Indochina. - 

| 2 Neither printed. The amended papers actually bear the designations “SCEM D- : 

| 5/2b” and “SCEM D-5/1c’, respectively. (Conference files, lot 59 D95,CF 110) 

|
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are to serve as negotiating papers and the background paper : 
| “Background paper on Indochina for Discussions with the French 

and British” (as amended on May 20th following receipt of views 
and comments of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 3) 

as a background paper.* : a 

* For text of SCEM D-6/11, May 21, see vol. xm, Part 1, p.150. |. | 
* Allison’s memorandum was transmitted as telegram Telac 2, May 23, to Paris 
(where the Secretary arrived May 26). (751G.00/5-2352) _ 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 108 an : | | | 

United States Minute of Bipartite Foreign Ministers Meeting With 
oe | the United Kingdom} _ | 

| [Extract] 

SECRET Cc [Paris,] May 26, 1952—9:45 p.m. 
SCEM MIN-1 | | 

Participants: a eo - 
U.S. UK. | - | 

| The Secretary Mr. Eden 
Ambassador Jessup | Sir Oliver Harvey — 
Ambassador Dunn Sir Pierson Dixon | 
Ambassador Gifford Mr. Roberts | 
Mr. Perkins | | Mr. Shuckburgh 
Mr. Stabler | | | 

Southeast Asia | 

31. The Secretary said that the US is now ready to proceed with 
discussions with the UK and France on Southeast Asia. We had no 
specific solutions in mind but thought it would be useful to explore 
the avenues through which solutions may or may not be found. We — 
believed it would be desirable to step up development of the Associ- 
ated States Armed Forces which would give confidence to the Viet- 

1 Meeting held at the Residence of the British Ambassador. U.S. participants not 
previously identified are Philip C. Jessup, Ambassador at Large; James C. Dunn, 
Ambassador to France; Walter S. Gifford, Ambassador to the United Kingdom; 
Wells Stabler, Officer in Charge, Egypt and Anglo-Egyptian Sudan Affairs. 

British participants not previously identified are Sir Oliver Harvey, Ambassador 
to France; Sir Pierson Dixon, Deputy Under Secretary of State, Foreign Office; 
Frank Roberts, Deputy Under Secretary of State (German Affairs), Foreign Office; 
Charles Shuckburgh, Private Secretary to Eden.
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- namese. We must give some hope to the French by increasing our 

assistance in financial, technical and supply fields. The U.S. on the 

basis of the Korean experience could give considerable assistance | 

in the technical training of the Associated States armies which : 

now is being done by rather outmoded French systems. The Secre- 

, tary went on to say that all our efforts concerning Southeast Asia — | 

could be defeated if the Chinese Communists took aggressive : 

action. It was therefore necessary for the UK, the US, and France 

| to consider the possibility of issuing a warning, perhaps privately, | 

to the Chinese Communists. | : 

32. It would be necessary also to consider what we would do if | 

: the warning was not heeded. The Secretary said there were three i 

main thoughts on this question: (1) We are lost if we lose Southeast | 

| Asia without a fight; (2) We must do what we can to save Southeast | 

| Asia; and (3) We must do it without starting a world war. nee : 

| 33. The Secretary said he would speak to Schuman and propose ; 

| talks concerning the political and military fields in the near future. | 

He also mentioned that Letourneau was coming to the U.S. next | 
| month.? © - | | 

| | 34. Mr. Eden said he entirely agreed with the Secretary’s views | 

| and he would be prepared to discuss this question whenever we 

| wished. He said that Churchill understood the importance of | 

Southeast Asia more than he did before and realised the gravity of 

the situation there. Mr. Eden also mentioned the extreme delicacy 

| of the UK position in Hong Kong affecting this entire problem. Sir 

| [Oliver] Harvey said that the French believed they can hold in 

| “Indochina as long as the Chinese Communists do not come in. _ | 

35. Mr. Eden said there was no UK objection to a blockade of | 

| the China coast as a specific response to a Chinese intervention in | 

- Indochina. The UK’s objection was to general talk of a blockade of | 

| China unrelated to specific acts. He agreed political talks on this | 

! subject might be continued in June when the Secretary was in i 

| Europe and that military talks might take place in Washington. | 

| 2 See footnote 1, supra. : | 

| | 
| | | 

|
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 119 . 

Memorandum From the New Zealand Embassy to the Department 
of State } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON, undated. ] 

PRELIMINARY NEw ZEALAND VIEWS ON ORGANISATION, FUNCTIONS 
AND LOCATION OF ANZUS Counci 

1. GENERAL APPROACH 

(a) New Zealand should seek to establish a relationship with the 
United States permitting more direct consultation on Pacific prob- 
lems than is now possible. | 

(b) Organisation arising out of Treaty should therefore as a mini- 
mum provide effective means for exchange of views on political and 
strategic developments in the area and also for cooperation at the 
service level on joint defence planning. 

(c) Scope of the Council and subsidiary bodies should be confined 
- to political and military questions since the Council is unlikely to 

achieve in the economic and social field anything that cannot al- 
ready be achieved through existing agencies and direct exchanges. 

(d) In accordance with Article II we must work closely with the 
United States on plans for defence in the Pacific area. 

2. COUNCIL 

(a) Composition—Initial meeting, and, as often as possible, subse- — 
quent meetings, should be attended by Foreign Ministers, but nor- 
mally parties will be represented by deputies. If Washington is the 
permanent seat Australia and New Zealand would be represented 
by Ambassadors and United States by a civilian of equal status. 
Kach deputy holding presidency in turn, possibly a year. | 

(b) Regular meetings—Regular Council meetings should be held 
once a year (e.g. at time of United Nations Assembly) with special 
meetings at request of any party. 

(c) Functions—The Council might first consider arrangements for 
consultation on political, strategic and military questions between 
meetings and steps necessary to implement Article VIII. This 
would include examination of liaison arrangements between any 
military committee and existing organs. | 

Attached to a memorandum of July 22, by Christopher Van Hollen of the Execu- 
tive Secretariat. The memorandum reads as follows: “Attached for information are 
the preliminary views of New Zealand on the organization of the ANZUS Council. 
These views were presented to Messrs. Raynor and Foster by New Zealand Ambas- 
sador Munro on May 27, 1952.” The memorandum and its attachment are designat- 
ed HON D-2/4 in the series of background papers assembled for the Council meet- 
ing, held in Honolulu Aug. 4-6, by a Steering Group chaired by Van Hollen.
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| Continuing functions might include periodic review of political | 

and security situation in the Pacific which would give Australia | 

and New Zealand a better opportunity of pressing their views on 

| questions of special concern to them. | | | | 

Note: Early decisions are necessary on | : | 

| (i) time and place of first meeting of Council. | | 

(ii) possibility of preliminary meetings © | | | | 

(a) at deputy level to discuss agenda, 
(b) of military sub-committee | 

Gi agenda of first meeting. | a | 

| | | _ 3. MILITARY COMMITTEE - | 

| If the Council is in Washington subsidiary military committee 

: might be created with responsibility for maintaining liasion with 

| existing Pacific defence planning groups and advising and report- | 

| ing to the Council. It would meet regularly and frequently. New ok 

| Zealand and Australian representatives could be drawn from serv- | 

| ice missions in Washington. 

| The United States Proposal ? is that: 

| “Military representatives be accredited to the Council to meet | 
| periodically as required at Pearl Harbour or to rotate between 4 

| Pearl Harbour, Australia and New Zealand if that seems prefera- 

ble. The Commander in Chief of the Pacific fleet, or an alternate 

| - designated by him, would be the American representative. In addi- 

| tion in order to assure proper liaison one or two Australian and : 

| New Zealand officers of field grade rank might be accredited to 

Pearl Harbour in a liaison capacity on a regular or an intermittent 

| basis as developments might indicate.” | | : 

The New Zealand comment on the United States proposal is as | 

| follows: a 
| | | 

! “Tt would appear that there is some confusion between require- ) 

| ments for liaison on defence plans between adjoining commands in 

the Pacific and the broader and more general strategic problems : 

| with which we conceive the military committee will be primarily 

concerned. 

| “There is a definite need now for liaison with the Commander in 
| Chief, Pacific at Honolulu, on defence problems in the ANZAM * : 

| region and those New Zealand and United Kingdom islands in the ! 

| South Pacific which are outside that region. This liaison has al- : 

ready been launched in the case of the ANZAM region by the ; 

| meeting held at Honolulu between Admiral Radford, Admiral Col- | 

| 2 See the editorial note, p. 86. , 

| 3 An acronym for ‘Australia-New Zealand-and-Malaya’’. Regarding this Common- 

| wealth regional defense area, see HON Special 4 of July 30, p. 161. . |
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lins # and Commodore Ballance * in February 1951.6 We expect 
that this liaison machinery will now be developed; the efficacy of it 
would naturally be one of the general questions with which the 
military committee would be concerned. 

“We had conceived the military committee as a standing body 
which would be concerned with the general strategic problems aris- 
ing in the Pacific area (which is broader than CINCPAC’s com- 
mand) and their implications for New Zealand and Australia. Some 
forum of the kind where we can discuss these broad issues is neces- 
sary so enabling us to appreciate their relation to global strategy 
and the possible effect on our commitments in other theatres. Be- 
cause the Treaty can give rise to substantial commitments, it is im- 
portant that the Council should be served by a military committee 
which is also to study broad strategical questions on a Chiefs of 
Staff level and whose members would be in a position to give effec- 
tive advice to their Governments. Moreover in the event of war we 
will need some machinery of the kind and it would be desirable, 
therefore, to have it established in peace. The Committee would 
naturally also be concerned with the efficacy of the liaison machin- 
ery covering the problems mentioned in the preceding paragraphs 
but we do not anticipate that this will present any particular diffi- 
culty. 

“The obvious location for the military committee in our view is 
Washington, as the United States Chiefs of Staff and the Defense 
Department are established there. As to the suggestion of the 
United States that the committee representatives should meet peri- 
odically at Honolulu and other places in the Pacific, it must, in our 
view have a permanent location which, for the reasons stated, 
should be Washington, and a regular task. We can appreciate that 
the United States service authorities will not wish to have an 
unduly elaborate machinery; we do not envisage any ourselves, but 
we are concerned to ensure that the machinery established under 
the Treaty is effective.” | 

4. LOCATION OF COUNCIL 

Establishment of the Council in Canberra might lead to ineffec- 
tive American participation and Washington as the centre of West- 
ern defence planning is preferred, especially as providing best 
access to American military and political planning organisations. 
Council might, however, in order to emphasise its special concern 

with Pacific problems, meet in the Pacific area from time to time. 

* Rear Adm. Sir J. A. Collins, First Naval Member of the Naval Board of Austra- 
lia. 

5 Commodore F.A. Ballance, Chief of the Naval Staff and First Naval Member of 
the Naval Board of New Zealand. , 

6 A résumé of these talks, held in Honolulu Feb. 26-Mar. 2, 1951, is in HON D-2/ 
2, July 28, not printed. (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 119)
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| | 5. SECRETARIAT ee ee | 

| Separate permanent Secretariat might be unnecessary since _ | 
| State Department and Embassies could during tenure of their rep- | 

resentative as president direct Secretariat which could be provided 
| on joint basis to keep records, receive correspondence, circulate re- _ | 
| ports, etc. | 
| - | | 
| 6. CONSULTATION WITH OTHER STATES AND REGIONAL ORGANISATIONS | | 

(Article VII New Zealand is anxious to have closest consulta- 
. . -, . * . b 

tion with United Kingdom on operation of Treaty because of its 
special position not only as a result of its direct participation in | 
ANZAM planning but also because New Zealand and Australia i 

| have commitments to the United Kingdom in the Middle East: The- | | 
| atre. Council of Ministers might therefore acknowledge this special 

| position by inviting United Kingdom to send representative to 
| Council meetings and participate in the work of the military com- 
| mittee. | bag ee a 
! Consultation with Japan and the Philippines as participants in | 
| similar security agreements might best be effected by nominating | 
| United States as channel of consultation. Any decision to other | 
! countries equivalent status to that proposed for United Kingdom 

| should be deferred. | | 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 108 ee | 

| United States Minute of Tripartite Foreign Ministers Meeting With | 
| France and the United Kingdom ' | ) 

| TOP SECRET _ [Paris,] May 28, 1952—10:30 a.m. | 
: SCEM MIN-2: Part One > | 

i Subject: Indochina : | | 
| Participants: | | 

| France: U.K.: | | | | 

| M. Pinay | | Mr. Eden © | | 
| M. Queuille Sir Oliver Harvey _ | 

; 

| —— 
| 1 French participants not previously identified are Antoine Pinay, Premier; Henri 

| Queuille, Vice-Premier; René Pleven, Minister of Defense; Maurice Schumann, Sec- 
retary of State for Foreign Affairs; Alexandre Parodi, Secretary General of the Min- 
istry of Foreign Affairs; and Felix Gaillard, Secretary of State for Finance. 

The only British participant not previously identified is William Hayter, Minister | 
at Paris. | 

Previously unidentified participants for the United States are Theodore Achilles, 
| Minister at Paris; Ridgway B. Knight, Acting Deputy Director of the Office of West- 

' ern European Affairs; and Philip D. Sprouse, First Secretary at Paris. 

po | | | 
| 
| 

|
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_M. Robert Schuman Mr. Hayter 
M. Pleven | Mr. Roberts 
M. Letourneau Mr. Shuckburgh > 

M. Maurice Schumann | oe a | | 
M. Parodi | | | | 
M. de la Tournelle | 
M. Gaillard ; | 
M. Sauvagnargues | a 

| The Secretary , 
. Ambassador Dunn | 

| Ambassador Gifford : 
Ambassador Jessup | | 

| Mr. Perkins | 
~ Mr. Achilles a 

Mr. Knight | 7 

Mr. Sprouse | | 
| | Miss Kirkpatrick | 

[Here follows a portion of the minute printed in volume XIII, 
Part 1, page 157.] . a | 

The Secretary: .... a | 
The next question is what should be the attitude of the three 

powers if the situation becomes worse and the Chinese Communists 

take a more active part in the IC conflict. As I said to Mr. Schu- 
man and Mr. Eden at Lisbon, the United States Government would 
work to clarify in its own mind its position preparatory to discus- 

sion with the UK and France. We are now prepared to go forward 

with discussions, politically, militarily or in any other way, for 

working out a joint position. Tentatively, it is the U.S. position— 

and we agree with the French and the British that the important 

thing is to prevent rather than act afterwards—to issue a joint 

warning to the Chinese Communists. We can later discuss whether 
it should be public or private. We think it important to talk about 

what we should do if the warning is disregarded and that it is dan- 
- gerous to issue a warning without knowing what we would do if it | 

were disregarded. We would agree that whatever conclusions are 

reached they should be kept secret in order to leave the enemy in 

doubt. I suggest in a preliminary way that what we do not be limit- 

ed to resisting, for example, in Indo-China a Chinese Communist 
attack. Action should be taken against the Chinese Communists. 
We cannot necessarily agree on all action in all eventualities but 

initial action at the outset should be considered. For example, at- 

tacks on lines of communications contributing to the attack on 
- [Indo-China and naval action. We should first discuss these matters
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| in political talks and then in military talks, perhaps at Paris. | 
While. not wishing to anticipate the military talks, the United | 

| States would not be able to contribute ground forces for Southeast 
| Asia but would expect to bear a considerable share of the air and 

naval effort. It is essential that no leaks occur regarding the fact 
| that we are considering such a warning.  —T Can 
| _ Mr. Eden: As I stated at Columbia University, Chinese Commu- 
| nist aggression in Indo-China should be considered as comparable © 

| to that in Korea and the United Nations would take measures in 
| that event. We could not be committed now regarding military | 
| action to be taken by the United Nations. I hope that no such ag- | 
| gression takes place and the question of issuing the warning needs | 

| further discussions. I reserve my position and would wish to discuss | 
| this matter with my colleagues. - o | 
: Mr. Schuman: I thank Mr. Acheson for what he envisages in this | 

: connection and agree in the main. This problem is independent of 

| things we have discussed in the past. Like Mr. Eden, I hope that no | 
| such aggression will occur but sudden aggression is not impossible. _ : 

The Ad Hoc Military Committee at Washington studied this ques- | 
| tion but the other Governments’ views are not known to us. It is 
| very wise to prevent action but the timing and form of the warning 

| should be discussed as it might provoke an attack. It should not | 
enable the enemy to use such a warning as a pretext to extend the 

| conflict. ore : | | 
| _ Mr. Letourneau: The French Government approved the conclu- 

2 sions of the Ad Hoc Committee about one month ago but we do not : 

| know the political views of the US and the UK. If the US and the 
| _UK could examine these conclusions and tell us, it would be useful ! 

to know their political conclusions. Mr. Eden referred to United | 
! Nations action, but as the Minister responsible for Indo-China I | 

would like to note the permanent danger we face there—although 
| not immediately probable. We must prepare our defense in the | 

event of aggression. The United Nations procedure is lengthy and | 

| in the meantime we would face mortal danger to our troops and | 

| civilians. Therefore, the political and military talks should include 

| immediate measures along the lines of the Ad Hoc Committee rec- 

| ommendations. | | | 
i Mr. Eden: As I said at New York, United Nations action is envis- 
| aged. I cannot personally commit my Government now. But Mr. | 

| Acheson has suggested that all these matters be included in the | 

| talks. | | 
3 _ Mr. Pinay: With respect to the principles set forth by Mr. Ach- 
| eson, I am in agreement. Each of us—the United States in Korea, 
| the UK in Malaya and France in Indo-China—has its individual 

! problems and responsibilities but each is part of the overall and we 

| ,
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must note the disparity of our means. France has fought in Indo- 
China for six years and we feel that we are justified in asking for | 
aid. — oe a | 

The proposed warning to the Chinese Communists might start or 
extend the war. China is a huge country with hundreds of millions 
of people. As in the last war bombing did not end the conflict but 
only a massive landing rid us of the Germans. Air action is not 
enough and there seems no possibility of ending the war. Korea 
proves this. I should like to ask if the US and the UK have consid- 
ered whether negotiations might possibly end the war. | 

Mr. Eden: I agree regarding the desirability of being ready to ne- 

gotiate, but the example given by Korea is not. promising. The US 

has been very patient and the concessions have all been made on 
the United Nations side. Mr. Acheson suggested the issuance of a 

warning for consideration and it is worth considering and examin- 
ing the possibility. | | | — 

The Secretary: Sudden large scale intervention is probably not 
likely, but increased US aid may be followed by increased Chinese 
Communist aid. It might, therefore, be advisable at some point to | 

say to the Chinese Communists that this must stop. | 
_ Mr. Pleven: I wish to ask again regarding the US and UK views 

regarding the conclusions of the Ad Hoc Committee. These are ex- 
tremely important if sudden aggression should take place. We have 
the problem of evacuation of civilians. There has been no Vietminh 

air force to date but an armistice in Korea might free the Chinese 
Communist air force. Creation of the national armies decreased the 
chances of Chinese aggression by lessening the propaganda value to 
them of having white Europeans to attack. It removes a weapon 
from them in terms of propaganda. | | | 

Mr. Eden: I cannot comment on the Ad Hoc Committee conclu- 
sions except to say that they have been examined. | | 

The Secretary: The Ad Hoc Committee actually presented no rec- 

ommendations but reached different conclusions. No political. guid- 
| ance was given to the military members of this Committee. We 

might give tentative guidance or suggestions under certain hypoth- 

eses to the Committee and then the Ministers could later examine 

these problems in their ensemble. _ 
Mr. Schuman: The psychological point is very important—aid 

could be foreseen if aggression occurred—but it is important to 

know plans are being made. 

Mr. Pleven: The constant preoccupation of the military in 
Tonkin is the possibility of a flood of Chinese across the border. 

The means of transportation and the evacuation of civilians are im- 

portant and there are points in the Ad Hoc Committee’s conclu-
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sions regarding the use of ports useful in organization of evacua- 
tion. Bn cag le. a 

Mr. Letourneau: I suggest that we reach agreement on those con- 

clusions of the Ad Hoc Committee, which did not give rise to differ- 

| ences of opinion, and for further progress political guidance should | 

| be given and an exchange of views should take place to that end. 
The Secretary: It is best to examine the Ad Hoc Committee con- | 

| clusions again. We can pick out certain points and say proceed | 
i with these and on other parts we could prepare tentative guidance 

for the military and thus clear up the difficulties. We will get up 
. something and submit it to London and Paris to serve as guidance | 
| for the military. | | | : | | 

Mr. Pleven: We have the responsibility of defending the EDC 
| Treaty before the National Assembly and, if we are not able to | | 
: show increased French participation, we will have difficulty in ob- | 

| taining ratification, in obtaining approval for the military budget 

and for continuation of the effort in Indo-China. It is essential that 
| our friends know that we must have a reply with respect to in- | 

- creased aid for the National Armies as quickly and as generously 
| as possible. | - | | 

_ Mr. Pinay: The French Government is unanimously behind Mr. 

Pleven in this statement. You must realize that the French public 
is weary and tired of the Indo-China war. 

| ~ Mr. Schuman: There is considerable apprehension regarding the 
| EDC? in France and Germany does not have the Indo-China 

| burden, thus establishing a disequilibrium. Germany will receive : 

| US aid without having to apply it to Indo-China. These are ques- : 
| tions which will be raised in the National Assembly. 
| Mr. Pinay: We have exposed our views very frankly and have ex- | 
| plained our concern. Mr. Letourneau will be able to proceed fur- 

| ther with these questions in Washington. I ask that you take into | 

account the political difficulties that Messrs. Pleven and Schuman : 
will have to face in the National Assembly. | 

2 For documentation on efforts to establish a European Defense Community, see 
! vol. v, Part 1, pp. 571 ff. | 

| Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 115 | | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] June 6, 1952. : 

| Participants: Sir Oliver Franks | 
| | | Mr. Acheson |
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The Ambassador ! called at his request. | 
Among other things, he mentioned a matter which he asked me 

to consider before coming to any conclusion. 
He had received a telegram from Mr. Eden who said that he had 

discussed with Mr. Menzies the desirability of having a United 
Kingdom observer at meetings of the Pacific Council. The telegram 
mentioned three reasons why this was desirable. First, that the 
United Kingdom was presently engaged in common defense plan- 

ning with Australia and New Zealand for the area covering those 
countries, Borneo, part of New Guinea and Fiji. He thought that 

all of these plans should be coordinated. Secondly, he believed that 
the Commonwealth relationship would be fortified by such proce- 
dure. Thirdly, he thought the British opinion would be much com- 

forted and reassured by it. Mr. Eden had discussed the matter with 
Mr. Menzies who had expressed himself favorably and said that he 
would raise the question with us. 

I inquired whether Mr. Eden had discussed the question with 

| representatives of New Zealand. Sir Oliver thought this had not 

been done, but believed that there would be no question about the 

New Zealand attitude. However, I pointed out that it would not be 

desirable for two of the countries concerned in the Council to con- 
sider this matter without participation by the third. 2 

I then asked whether it was the British idea that the observer 
should be present at the Council meetings or whether Mr. Eden | 
wished the British observer at any working group or military staff 
talks. Sir Oliver did not know the answer to this question but said 

that we should assume that the request would be made across the 

board. 
I said that we would discuss this matter in the Department and 

with the Pentagon and would be prepared to consider it with Mr. 

Menzies when he broached it to us. | 7 
| DA 

1 British Ambassador to the United States. . 
2In a memorandum of his conversation with Ambassador Munro June 2, Under 

Secretary Bruce stated that Munro had raised the question of a U.K. observer. “T 
said that the attendance of the U.K. observer would make difficulties for us in that 
it would lead other governments to press to have observers at the Council meetings. 
I added, however, that we saw no reason why it should not be possible to keep the 
U.K. Government fully and currently informed of the proceedings of the Council. 
Ambassador Munro said that he personally appreciated this viewpoint and would 
communicate it to his Government.” (790.5/6-252)
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| S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167 

| | 
Memorandum by the Executive Secretary of the National Security 

Council (Lay) to the Steering Committee on NSC 124 3 : 

: | 
TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] June 11, 1952. 

| Subject: United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Re- | 
| spect to Communist Aggression in Southeast Asia | 

| References: 

| | A. NSC 124; NSC Action No. 614 2 

- B. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, ; 
dated April 15 and April 30, 1952 | | 

C. Memo for Senior NSC Staff from Executive Secretary, 
| _ subject, “United States Courses of Action in Southeast Asia in | 
| the Absence of Identifiable Communist Aggression,” dated 
| April 30, 1952 | | 
Po The enclosed draft statement of policy on the subject, prepared | 

| by a drafting team of Staff Assistants, is transmitted herewith for 
| consideration by the Steering Committee at an early meeting with 
| a view to preparation of the report called for by NSC Action No. 
| 614bandc. _ | | | 
| | | JAMES S. Lay, JR. | 
| | | | ! | | | 
| | 
| [Enclosure] 3 oe 

| DRAFT 7 

| STATEMENT OF PoLicy ON UNITED STATES OBJECTIVES AND COURSES 
| or Action WitH REspEcT TO COMMUNIST AGGRESSION IN SOUTH- | 
| EAST AsiA* | | | | 

| OBJECTIVE | 

1. To prevent the countries of Southeast Asia from passing into 
_. the communist orbit, and to assist them to develop the will and | 

ability to resist communism from within and without and to con- | 
| tribute to the strengthening of the free world. | ! 

| _ [Here follows paragraphs 2-6 entitled “General Considerations’’.] | 

1 NSC 124 is dated Feb. 18, p. 45. 
| 2 See footnote 7, p. 75. None of the memoranda cited here is printed. | 

fo * The source text is marked “For NSC Staff Consideration Only (Steering Commit- | 
| tee on NSC 124)”. , i 

*Southeast Asia is used herein to mean the area embracing Burma, Thailand, ? 
| Indochina, Malaya and Indonesia. [Footnote in the source text.] !
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. COURSES OF ACTION 

Southeast Asia oe 

7. With respect to Southeast Asia, the United States should: 

a. Strengthen psychological activities in relation to the area to 
foster increased alignment of the people with the free world. 

b. Continue, as appropriate, programs of economic and technical 
assistance designed to strengthen the indigenous non-communist 

governments of the area. | | 
c. Encourage the countries of Southeast Asia to restore and 

expand their commerce with each other and with the rest of the 
free world, and stimulate the flow of the raw material resources of 

the area to the free world. 
d. Seek agreement with other nations, including at least France, 

| the UK, Australia and New Zealand, for a joint warning to Com- 
munist China regarding the grave consequences of Chinese aggres- 
sion against Southeast Asia, the issuance of such a warning to be 
contingent upon the prior agreement of France and the UK to par- 
ticipate in the courses of action set forth in paragraphs 10 c, 12, 

14f, and 15 c,* and such others as are determined as a result of 

prior trilateral consultation, in the event such a warning is ig- 

nored. 
e. Continue to encourage and support closer cooperation among 

the countries of Southeast Asia, and between those countries and 

the United States, Great Britain, France, the Philippines, Austra- 

lia, New Zealand, South Asia and Japan. 
f. Strengthen covert operations designed to assist in the achieve- 

ment of U.S. objectives in Southeast Asia. 
g. Continue activities and operations designed to encourage the 

overseas Chinese communities in Southeast Asia to organize and 

activate anti-communist groups and activities within their own 

communities, resist the effect of parallel pro-communist groups and 

activities and, generally, increase their orientation toward the free 

world. 
h. Take whatever measures may be practicable to promote the 

coordinated defense of the area, and encourage and support the 

spirit of resistance among the peoples of Southeast Asia to Chinese 

Communist aggression and to the encroachments of local commu- 
nists. 

i. Make clear to the American people the importance of South- 
east Asia to the security of the United States so that the people 
may be prepared for any of the courses of action proposed herein. 

Indochina - 

8. With respect to Indochina the United States should: , 

a. Continue to promote international support for the three Asso- 

ciated States. , oe 
b. Continue to assure the French that the U.S. regards the 

French effort in Indochina as one of great strategic importance in 

4 Paragraphs 14f and 15c are not printed; they are identical to paragraphs 14f and 

15¢ in NSC 124/2, June 25, p. 125.
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| the general international interest rather than in the purely French 
| interest, and as essential to the security of the free world, not only 

| in the Far East but in the Middle East and Europe as well. _ | 
| c. Continue to assure the French that we are cognizant of the | 
| sacrifices entailed for France in carrying out her effort in Indo- _ | 
| china and that, without overlooking the principle that France has 

| the primary responsibility in Indochina, we will recommend to the 
| Congress appropriate military, economic and financial aid to | 
| France and the Associated States. —- | 
| [d.} Continue to cultivate friendly and increasingly cooperative | 

relations with the Governments of France and the Associated | 
| States at all levels with a view to maintaining and, if possible, in- | 

| creasing the degree of influence the U.S. can bring to bear on the | 
| policies and actions of the French and Indochinese authorities to | 
| the end of directing the course of events towards the objectives we | 
| seek. Our influence with the French and Associated States should 
| be designed to further those constructive political, economic and | 
: social measures which will tend to increase the stability of the As- 

sociated States and thus make it possible for the French to reduce 
the degree of their participation in the military, economic and po- | 

! litical affairs of the Associated States.] oo | 
| [d.t Seek agreement with France and the Associated States on a 
| positive political, military, economic and social program designed, | 
| in combination with a joint warning to China, to terminate hostil- / 
| ities and establish the independence and security of the Associated 
| States. The following are essential elements of such a program: | 
| (1) An explicit recognition by France of its primary responsi- 

_ bility for the defense of Indochina and its determination to 
| continue such responsibility until the objectives of the program : 
| _ have been attained; | a 
| (2) Further French statements regarding the evolutionary 
! development of the Associated States; a | 
| __ (8) Such reorganization of French administration and repre- : 
| sentation in Indochina as will be conducive to an increased | 

| _ feeling of responsibility on the part of the Associated States; | 
| (4) Further development of the March 8 ® and Pau accords; & | 
| _ (5) US-French cooperation in publicizing developments in 

Indochina; 

| {State proposal. [Footnote in the source text. All brackets in this document are in | 
2 the source text.] : | 
| +Defense-MS proposal (subparagraphs d, e and f to replace State proposal for sub- | 
2 paragraph d.) [Footnote in the source text.] 
: ° Reference is to the agreement between France and Vietnam in an exchange of | 
| letters between Vincent. Auriol, President of France, and Bao Dai, Emperor of Viet- 
| nam, Mar. 8, 1949. For text of this agreement regulating relations between the two 
| states, see Margaret Carlyle, ed., Documents on International Affairs, 1949-1950 | 
| (London, Oxford University Press, 1953), pp. 596-606. | 
| ° The conference at Pau, France, attended by representatives of France and the | 

Associated States, ended Nov. 27, 1950. For texts of ten agreements concluded at the 
| conference, each signed by each of the four parties on Dec. 16, 1950, see France, Di- | 
| rection de la Documentation, Notes et Etudes Documentaires, No. 1425 (Jan. 24, ) 

| 1951), pp. 1-88. | : 

| | | 

oe 
| : | |
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(6) A maximum effort to develop the armies of the Associat- 
ed States, including independent logistical and administrative 
services; : | 

(7) An aggressive military, political, and psychological pro- 
gram to defeat or seriously reduce the Viet Minh forces; 

(8) The more effective development of the Indochinese Gov- 
ernment; | 
_ (9) The early formation of a national assembly and a gradu- 
al increase of its powers; 7 

(10) The promotion of land reform, agrarian and industrial 
credit, sound rice marketing systems, labor development, for- 
eign trade and capital formation.| | | | 

[e.§ For its part in this program, the United States should agree 
to undertake, with French and Indochinese cooperation: | 

(1) An increased share of the financial burden of the war. 
(2) An increased and accelerated program of U.S. military 

assistance, especially to the armies of the Associated States. 
(3) A more active role in the training of the Associated 

States armies. , 

[f.|| In order to assure that progress is made toward the achieve- 
ment of the program’s objectives, the United States should continu- 
ously make known to France and the Associated States the impor- 
tance which it attaches to the prompt and vigorous undertaking of 
the measures outlined in subparagraph d above.| * 

9. In the absence of large scale Chinese Communist intervention 
in Indochina, the United States should: | oo 

a. Continue to furnish aid for the French Union forces without 
relieving French authorities of their basic military responsibility 
for the defense of the Associated States. _ | 

b. Provide military equipment and supplies on a high priority 
basis in order to: | | 

(1) Assist the French Union forces to maintain progress in 
the restoration of internal security against the Viet Minh. | 

| (2) Assist the forces of France and the Associated States to 
defend Indochina against Chinese Communist aggression. 

| (3) Assist in developing indigenous armed forces which will 
eventually be capable of maintaining internal security without 

- assistance from French units. | , 

§ Defense-MS proposal (subparagraphs d, e and f to replace State proposal for sub- 
paragraph d.) [Footnote in the source text.] | | 

|| Defense-MS proposal (subparagraphs d, e and f to replace State proposal for 

subparagraph d.) [Footnote in the source text.] 
7In a memorandum to Allison, June 13, Bohlen stated with regard to paragraph 

8: “The Defense version of paragraph 8d, e, and f, which the Office of Mutual Secu- 

rity agreed, apparently represents Mr. Foster’s own views and the Defense repre- 

sentative, Mr. Hoopes, stated that he had been instructed not to discuss any changes 

in their draft.’’ (S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167) Townsend W. Hoopes was Assistant to 

the Defense Representative, Senior Staff, National Security Council.
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c. In°view of the immediate urgency of the situation, involving | 
possible large-scale Chinese Communist intervention, and in order 
that the United States may be prepared to take whatever action 
may be appropriate in such circumstances, make the plans neces- : 
sary to carry out the courses of action indicated in paragraph 10 : 
below. _ : | | . / 

| d. In the event that information and circumstances point to the 
| conclusion that France is no longer prepared to carry the burden | 
| in Indochina, or if France presses for a sharing of the responsibility | 
| for Indochina, whether in the UN or directly with the U.S. Govern- | 
| ment, oppose a French withdrawal and consult with the French 
| and British concerning further measures to be taken to safeguard | 
| the area from communist domination. | a | 

| 10. In the event that it is determined, in consultation with | | 
| France, that Chinese Communist forces (including volunteers) have | 
| overtly intervened in the conflict in Indochina, or are covertly par- | 
| ticipating to such an extent as to jeopardize retention of the a 

| Tonkin Delta area by French Union forces, the United States 

: should take the following measures to assist these forces in pre- | 
| venting the loss of Indochina, to repel the aggression and to restore 

international peace and security in Indochina: | os 

| a. Support a request by France or the Associated States for im- 
| mediate action by the United Nations which would include a UN 

resolution declaring that Communist China has committed an ag- | 
gression, recommending that member states take whatever action ' 

| may be necessary, without geographic limitation, to assist France | 
' and the Associated States in meeting the aggression. | 
| b. Whether or not UN action is immediately forthcoming, seek 
| the maximum possible international support for, and participation | 
| in, the minimum courses of military action agreed upon by the par- | 
| ties to the joint warning. These minimum courses of action are set | 
| forth in subparagraph c immediately below. , 
| c. Carry out the following minimum courses of military action, 
| either under the auspices of the UN or in conjunction with France | 
| and the United Kingdom and any other friendly governments: 

(1) A resolute defense of Indochina itself to which the 
| United States would provide such air and naval assistance as 
| might be practicable, but no ground forces. - | 
2 (2) Interdiction of Chinese Communist communication lines. 
| [((3) A naval blockade of Communist China.] § | 

(4) The United States would expect to provide the major 
forces for tasks (2) and (8) above, but would expect the UK and 

| France to provide at least token forces therefor and to render 
| such other assistance as is normal between allies. | | 

| a | 
| {| JCS proposal. [Footnote in the source text.]
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11. In addition to the courses of action set forth in paragraph 10 

above, the United States should take the following military actions 
as appropriate to the situation: pe 

(1) Intensification of covert operations to aid anti-communist 
guerrilla forces operating against Communist China and to inter- 
fere with and disrupt Chinese Communist lines of communication 
and military supply areas. | Oo | | 

(2) Employment, as desirable and feasible, of anti-communist 
Chinese forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces in military op- — 
erations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. | | 

(3) Assistance to the British to cover an evacuation from Hong 
Kong, if required. | a | | | 

(4) Evacuation of French Union civil and military personnel 
from the Tonkin Delta, if required. | | 

12. If, subsequent to aggression against Indochina and execution _ 
of the minimum necessary courses of action listed in paragraph 10 
c above, the United States determines jointly with the UK and 

France that expanded military action against Communist China is 

rendered necessary by the situation, the United States should take 
air and naval action in conjunction with at least France and the 
U.K. against all suitable military targets in China, avoiding insofar 
as practicable those targets proximate to the boundaries of the 

USSR. Bo oe | 
| 13. In the event the concurrence of the United Kingdom and 

France to expanded military action against Communist China is 
not obtained, the United States should consider taking unilateral 
action.® | : 

(Here follow sections devoted to Burma, Thailand, Malaya, and 
Indonesia. ] 7 | | 

: 8 In his memorandum cited in footnote 7 above, Bohlen explained the purpose of 
paragraph 13 as follows: “Would provide us with freedom of action against Commu- 
nist China in the dire circumstances which would follow upon a successful Commu- 
nist Chinese intervention down to Malaya.” «> , | 

751G.00/6-1752 oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Lucius D. Battle, Special 

| Assistant to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] June 17, 1952. 

Following his telephone conversation with Sir Oliver Franks 
today, which is reported separately,! the Secretary saw General | 

1 An unsigned memorandum of June 17 reads in part as follows: 
Continued
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Bradley and Mr. Perkins. Later Sir Oliver dropped in at the office | 
following a meeting in Mr. Jessup’s office. He asked if he could see | 
the Secretary for a few minutes to get the further report on the 

: matter of talks on Southeast Asia. He repeated what he told us 
| earlier that he had had a second message from London following | 
7 the report which the Embassy had sent of Mr. Perkins’ conversa- : 

tion with Mr. Steel. | ) | 
| The Secretary said that he had talked about this matter with | 

General Bradley this afternoon and that Friday was the only day | 

which General Bradley could possibly meet and that was very in- 
| convenient for Mr. Acheson. He said, therefore, he thought that 

| any talks were impossible to arrange. He then said that he would 
| be glad to talk to Sir Oliver right at that moment and see where 
, we stood. ee oO | | - 2 

| _ The Secretary reviewed the situation and the talks which took 
| place in Paris. He said that in the earlier meetings which had | 

taken place on Southeast Asia, everyone had started from a differ- 

| ent point and there had been little in the way of conclusion : 
| reached. He said that he felt what was needed now was political | 

decisions. | | | | | oe | 
| _ The Secretary then analyzed the situation as we saw it. He said | 
| that if the Chinese came into Indochina in force, we would have to | 

| do something. We could not remain passive. He said that none of 

| the things we could do were very pleasant ones and we felt that a | 
| warning was highly desirable. He said that we felt we should not 

| give a warning, however, if there had been no agreement on what | 

| we did in the event the Communists moved in anyway. He said this | 
| would make us look very silly and would weaken the effect of any | 
| other warnings. | 
! He said it was clear that it was futile and a mistake to defend | 
| Indochina in Indochina. He said we could not have another Korea. 

| He said it was also true we could not put ground forces in Indo- | 

china. We do not have them and we could not afford to immobilize | 
| such forces as we had. He said we could take air and naval action, | 

: “Sir Oliver Franks telephoned the Secretary this afternoon to say that he had re- 
| ceived a message from Eden, who had suggested that in an effort to reach bilateral | 
| agreement prior to tripartite talks in London, it might be a good idea if conversa- | 
| tions of a politico-military nature dealing with Southeast Asia might take place | 
| here. The Ambassador said that Mr. Steel had conferred with Mr. Perkins the other | 
| day, and Mr. Perkins had said he did not believe, because of certain preoccupations 
| with a number of problems, there would be time to arrange such talks. However, | 

! the Ambassador said that since he had had orders from his Government to present | 
| the matter to Mr. Acheson personally, he felt compelled to do this so he could } 

ey back to his Government.” (Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 65 D | 

| Sir Christopher Steel was a Minister at the British Embassy. - | 

| ! 
1 . : 

|
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however, and had discussed whether this should be confined to ap- 

proaches. 
He concluded that our only hope was of changing the Chinese 

mind. He said that we could strike where it hurts China or we 
could set up a blockade against trade. He said we had concluded 
that our mission would not be to destroy the Communist regime. 
He also said that we fully realized the danger of bringing the 
USSR into the show. 

The Secretary concluded that there was no point in getting our 
| military people into any talks. He said we must get political deci- 

sions first. He said that if firm decisions could not be reached that 
we perhaps could reach tentative decisions. He said that it had 

| been clear at Paris that he was somewhat ‘ahead of the play” 
while the French and the British had urged us to discuss these 

matters and had wanted discussions before decisions were made. 
When the question actually came up, they were not ready to talk. 

The Secretary remarked that Mr. Letourneau had said in Paris 
that the military talks had reached some decision as to how to 

evacuate the wounded, etc., in the event of difficulties. He said that 

our Navy had talked to Mr. Letourneau regarding port sizes, capac- 

ity of ships, etc., with regard to evacuation. | 

Sir Oliver said he thought he understood the point, would report 
back to London and would let us know if there were anything fur- 

| ther on it. oe 
_ Mr. Acheson said that if his analysis were wrong and the British 
Chiefs of Staff had any different one, he would be glad to hear of it. 

790.5/6-1952 | . 

The British Ambassador (Franks) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 19, 1952. 

DEAR Dean: I have reported to London what you had said to me 
yesterday about talks on South East Asia. | 

2. The principal questions which London wanted us to discuss 

with you were the scope of retaliatory action which sould be taken 
in the event of further Chinese aggression and the possible result 

of such retaliatory action outside China. 
8. Apart from this I think I should mention to you one point in 

the brief which was sent to me for use in the talk which we had 

hoped to have before you left, in order that you may have time to 

consider it before the meetings in London. | 

4. We are sceptical of the value of a further warning statement 

at this stage in addition to those which have already been made.
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We believe that a far better deterrent would be to give tangible evi- 
dence that we and you and the French—and others willing to par- 
ticipate—have a coordinated policy in the Far East and South East | 
Asia, and are prepared to put into effect the warnings already 

| given of retaliatory action in the event of further Chinese aggres- 

| sion. Our efforts should be directed towards proving to the Chinese 
| that any attacks on the interests of any Allied powers would be re- | 

sisted by them all. We feel that the first step in this direction / 
might be the setting up of joint Allied machinery to plan a co-or- | 

) dinated defence of South East Asia.} : 7 | | 
| Yours sincerely, ; | 

| OLIVER FRANKS | 

1 In an attached note of June 24, Gibson stated that this letter had been included 
| in the Secretary’s briefing book for the London talks. 

S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167 | 

| Memorandum by the Department of State Member on the NSC Staff 
| (Schwartz) to the Counselor (Bohlen) | | 
| | | 

| TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| June 20, 1952. | 

| Subject: Southeast Asia , | | 

po The Senior Staff yesterday discussed or rather debated the June | 
| 11 draft on Southeast Asia. ! John Allison and I are of the opinion | | 
| that by and large we came back with rather than on Southeast. 
| Asia as directed by you. | 
| Both State and Defense argued for a Council meeting on the re- ! 
| sultant paper for next Wednesday the 25th, primarily on the | 

| grounds that the Secretary of State would be in a rather anoma- 
| lous position the following day during the tripartite talks ? if this 

| were not done. Admiral Wooldridge ? finally agreed but was most : 
| unhappy about what this would mean for the Joint Staff and the 
| Services. Frank Nash is going over to Paris next Thursday and 
| Messrs. Jessup and Nitze are going to accompany the Secretary : 

! and cables can be sent to them right after the Council meeting re- : 
|. garding the outcome. oe 
| We had quite a battle over the subparagraphs 8d, e and f but : 

| though some of the language in the compromise is messy, we felt | 

| 1 Reference is to the draft of NSC 124, p. 107. | 
| 2 Acheson left Washington June 22 and arrived in London June 23 for talks with 
| the Foreign Ministers of France and the United Kingdom. After leaving London | 
| June 28, he proceeded to Berlin, Vienna, and Rio de Janerio, arriving back in Wash- : 

| ington July 9. Regarding his trip, see the editorial note, vol. v, Part 2, p. 1544. | 
| 3 Rear Adm. Edmund T. Wooldridge, USN, Representative of the Joint Chiefs of 
| Staff on the Senior Staff, NSC. | |
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that it would not do any harm; and it was perfectly apparent that 
Frank Nash felt that he had to insist on some of the words like 
“aggressive” in order to get the final paper through the Joint Sec- 
retaries and Mr. Foster without too much of an uproar.* At any 
rate there is no longer an implication of a quid pro quo and it was 
clearly understood that State is not to be tied down on its political 
tactics. 

We had complete success with the naval blockade by taking it 
out of 10c and putting it in 7e and 11 so that it is no longer a pre- 
condition to a joint warning. Admiral Wooldridge fought fiercely 
enough on this point to indicate that the Joint Chiefs’ comments 

may bring it up again but it is going to the Council without brack- 
ets. Our tactical position was that we had no quarrel with a naval 

blockade with Communist China as a course of action and that the 
Secretary would strive mightily to gain the agreement of France 

and the UK for the course prior to the issue of a warning and cer- 
tainly prior to the events which might make it necessary but that _ 
he should not as a negotiator be inflexibly tied down by formal 
NSC action in such a way that if agreement were per chance not 

obtained there could be no warning at all. _ | 

To our surprise, considering the history of the phrase, Admiral 

Wooldridge asked that we remove the words “but no ground 

forces” from 10c(1) and express the same thought in 10c(4) in a 
positive fashion. > He said that the Joint Chiefs might reverse him 
on this but he felt it was entirely too negative a manner in which 
to state the military position. Needless to say, no one argued with 
him. , 

| H[arry]| H. S.[CHWARTz] 

4The paper which resulted from the meeting discussed here is NSC. 124/1, June 
19, not printed. Paragraph 8 in NSC 124/1 is identical to paragraph 8 in NSC 124/2, 
June 25, p. 129. | . 

5 In NSC 124/1, the numbered subsections of paragraph 10c read as follows: 
“(1) A resolute defense of Indochina itself to which the United States would pro- 

vide such air and naval assistance as might be practicable. 
“(2) Interdiction of Chinese Communist communication lines. 

| “(8) The United States would expect to provide the major forces for task (2) above; 
but would expect the UK and France to provide at least token forces therefor and to 
render such other assistance as is normal between allies, and to carry the burden of 

providing, in conjunction with the Associated States, the ground forces for the de- 
fense of Indochina.” | 

The remainder of paragraph 10 in NSC 124/1 is in substance identical to para- 
graph 10 in the NSC 124 draft of June 11, p. 111.
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Secretary’s Memoranda, lot 53 D 444 } . Bae : . | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State ? | 

| SECRET os . [WasHINGTON,] June 20, 1952. : 

! Subject: Pacific Security Council re _ | 

Participants: Prime Minister Menzies a | | 
_ Ambassador Spender — | ee a 

| | _ Mr. Alan Watt, Secretary, Department of External | 
| | Affairs | | | a : 

| O | The Secretary | - | | 

| _... Mr. George Perkins, Assistant Secretary of State, _ | 

| | Mr. John Allison, Assistant Secretary of State, FE _ 

| Ses _ Mr. Hayden Raynor, Director, BNA | | 

! Prime Minister Menzies called this afternoon accompanied by | 
| Ambassador Spender and Mr. Alan Watt, Secretary of External Af- | 

| fairs. The entire discussion related to the problem incident to the | | 
| development of the Australian-New Zealand-United States Security | 

| Pact. ee 7 - | | ae | 
| [Here follows discussion of arrangements for the ANZUS (then | 
: Pacific) Council meeting.| «> a | 

| U.K. Observer Relationship — | | | 

| I told the Prime Minister that I had heard from Ambassador | 
| Munro of New Zealand and from Mr. Eden through Ambassador | 
| Franks on this question, both of them advocating some form of ob- : | 
' server status for the U.K.? I asked him if he could tell me what his | 

| position was on this and something of his conversations in London | 
! on it. The Prime Minister replied that Mr. Eden had raised this | 
| with him in London and that he had said that while it was a step | 
| which Australia would welcome he thought it might create some | 
| difficulties, especially for the U.S. as it might result in requests for | 

similar status from other countries in the area such as the Philip- | 

| 1 Chronological collections of the Secretary’s memoranda, memoranda of conver- | 
| sation, and memoranda of conversation with the President for the years 1947-19538, | 

| as maintained and retired by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State. | 
| 2 Drafted by Raynor. Prime Minister Menzies was in Washington June 18-22. , 
2 3 In a briefing memorandum to the Secretary, June 17, Perkins had written: _ 

“The chief reason why EUR and FE are opposed to the suggestion is that its adop- 
| tion would open us to pressure from the Filipinos, the French, and others, who 

| would also feel entitled to send observers. It would be difficult to admit a U.K. rep- | 
| resentative and exclude the others, particularly the Filipino. 
! “As a matter of fact, we have reason to believe that the Australians themselves . 
| are opposed to the attendance of a U.K. observer. We do not know how Mr. Menzies | 
| will put this to you but it is our guess that he will not be surprised or particularly 
| unhappy if you tell him that you think we should hold off, at least at present.” 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 115) : 

| | 
|
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pines, Indonesia and etc. Mr. Watt added that he had pointed out 
these difficulties in several conversations down the line in the For- 
eign Office but had found an absence of appreciation of them in 
those quarters. I agreed that the proposal created difficulties and | 

expressed the view that it might be better to take no action on the 

question at the moment in view of tkese difficulties. The Prime 
Minister agreed stating that he was apprehensive that if we tried 
to iron this out now it might mean a delay in the first meeting. I 
observed that if we all decided this were wise, it was something 
which might be approached gradually. I said at some point a sub- 

ject might be on the agenda on which we all felt it would be help- | 
ful to have U.K. participation in the discussion. I said at such a 

time the U.K. might be invited to participate in such a discussion 

on an ad hoc basis which might set a precedent for some form of 
relationship. In the meantime, I said there was nothing to prevent | 
and that on the contrary all of us no doubt would desire to keep 

the U.K. fully informed on all developments. The Prime Minister 
commented that he felt this was in part a prestige move on the 
part of the U.K. and in part a political move by Mr. Eden as he 
had taken the position the U.K. should have been included in the 
treaty arrangements when he was in opposition. He added, howev- 

er, that he was sincerely convinced that Mr. Eden believed the 
U.K. should have some such relationship with the organization. 

There was full agreement to take no action on this now and to 
place the item on the agenda of the first meeting for further dis- 
cussion. I said I would talk to Mr. Eden in this sense when I saw 

him next week in London. _ oe | 

Pact Machinery 7 ne | coe 

- The Prime Minister asked for our views on the question of what 

machinery we felt it would be appropriate to establish in order to 

implement effectively the treaty. I said this was-a matter we were 

now studying and discussing with the Defense Department and we 

: hoped to have our views developed shortly. Messrs. Perkins and 
Raynor explained that we hoped to establish in the next week or so 

a working group on the agenda consisting of representatives of the 
two Embassies and of the Department and that this group could de- 

velop proposals on the question of machinery. The Prime Minister 

concurred and agreed that this subject should be on the agenda of 

| the first meeting and that proposals should be developed which 

could be put to the Ministers at the first meeting for their consider- 

ation. | a | a i 

Relationship with NATO | | 

The Prime Minister assisted by Ambassador Spender developed 

again the Australian concept that they should have a right to be
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heard in NATO when matters directly affecting their interests | 
_ were under consideration. I again questioned, as I had at our previ- | 

ous meeting, the fundamental concept on which this thinking was | | 
based, i.e., that NATO did not get into global questions and etc. Al- 
though the Australians in no sense withdrew their request, there | 

| was some indication in the conversation that if the new treaty ar- | 
rangement is developed so that it can discuss world-wide questions | 
in addition to questions involving only the Pacific that this might 
satisfy the Australian position. The matter was left that this ques- | 

tion would also be included on the agenda of the first meeting of | 
| the Council. | ee oe a 

| S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351 OE 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | | 
_ Affairs (Allison) to the Acting Secretary of State / 

| TOP SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] June 25, 1952. 

| Background : : | | 

| The NSC 124 has been in negotiation at all levels for many 
| months. It has actually come before the Council itself once before, | | 
| on March 5, 1952. At that time the Council in NSC Action No. 
| 6141 considered NSC 124 and: (a) ordered the Secretary of State 
| and the Joint Chiefs of Staff to prepare studies on the diplomatic | 

and military courses of action to be followed on the assumption | 
| that an identifiable aggression in Southeast Asia had occurred; (b) : 
| directed the NSC Staff to prepare a new paper recommending 
: courses of action based on the assumption that an identifiable ag- | 
| - gression did not occur and that we would be faced with continued 
| deterioration in Indochina and; (c) referred NSC 124 back to the 
| NSC Staff for redrafting in the light of the above studies. - | 
| _ The studies called for by the Council’s directive were prepared by 
| the Department and the JCS but before they could be considered | 
| by the Council itself they were overtaken by the following principal 
: sequence of events: 

: (a) The Secretary of Defense forwarded to the Secretary of State 
| under covering letter of May 1, 1952, a memorandum from the 
| Joint Secretaries to the Secretary of Defense dealing with Indo- : 
| china primarily and Southeast Asia generally.? | | 
| (b) A background paper on Indochina (the Stelle paper) was pre- 
| pared in the Department in S/P, on the Secretary’s instructions | 

| 1 See footnote 7, p. 75. 

2 For text of the letter with enclosures, see vol. x1m, Part 1, p. 118. : |
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and in response to the Joint Secretaries’ memorandum. Its final 
draft is dated May 21, 1952.8 | 

(c) On May 19, 1952, a White House Conference was held with 
the President, the Secretary, Secretary Lovett and General Bradley 
during which the subjects of Indochina and Southeast Asia general- 
ly were reviewed and a series of conclusions regarding our future 
courses of action were arrived at. These included a decision that 
NSC 124 should be acted upon as soon as possible, that changes to 
the then existing draft should be made in keeping with the White 
House Conference decisions rather than, necessarily, the sugges- 
tions made by the Department and JCS in response to Council 
Action 614. | | 

In accordance with the Directive from the White House the 
Senior Staff Assistants were instructed to prepare a new draft. A 
new draft was accordingly prepared which provided for courses of 

action in Southeast Asia whether an identifiable aggression is com- __ 
mitted or not. The new draft was agreed to by the Staff Assistants 
with the exception of portions of paragraphs 8 and 10. Accordingly 

the paper was referred to the Senior Staff with alternate drafts for 

those two paragraphs.* One was prepared in the Department by 

FE and the other in the Department of Defense by Messrs. Hoopes 
and Noyes. The two drafts were reconciled at a full meeting of the 

Senior Staff itself on June 19th resulting in the “Buff” draft of 
that date.5 (The intermediate phase of clearing through the Steer- 

ing Group of the Senior Staff had been bypassed to gain time in an | 
effort to make it possible for the Secretary to have an approved 
document by the time he left for London on June 22.) | 

Department’s Position on Draft of June 19th as Submitted to the 
. Senior Staff Meeting on June 24th. _ | 

When the June 19th draft, as approved by the Senior Staff, was 
presented to the Secretary he raised objections to portions of it and 
instructed G, FE, S/P and C to suggest drafting changes to the 

Senior Staff prior to the Council Meeting of June 25. A Senior Staff 
meeting was accordingly held on June 24th when the Department’s 
proposals were presented. They were three in number: | 

1. Paragraph 10c(3). In the previous draft of NSC 124, dated June 
11, 1952, paragraph 10c(1) had a provision in the last sentence to 
the effect that although the US would “provide air and naval as- 
sistance as practicable, no ground forces would be provided’’. At the 
Senior Staff Meeting of June 19th the JCS representative, Admiral 
Wooldridge, submitted a suggested change calling for striking out. 
the restriction on the use of US ground forces in 10c(1) and adding 
on to paragraph 10c(8) the final clause “‘and to carry the burden of 

3 For text, see vol. xm, Part 1, p. 150. 

* Reference is to the draft, June 11, p. 107. 
_ 5 Reference is to NSC 124/1, not printed.
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providing, in conjunction with the Associated States, the ground | 
forces for the defense of Indochina’. The change was approved by : 
the Senior Staff but without realizing at the time that the new 
drafting would have committed the UK as well as France to, “carry | 
the burden of providing, in conjunction with the Associated States, ot 
the ground forces for the defense of Indochina’. In actual fact it 

| was never anyone’s intention that this burden should be carried by | 
: anyone but France, in conjunction with the Associated States. It is | 
2 therefore suggested that in the fifth line of paragraph 10c(8) the | 
| word “France” be injected between the words ‘‘and” and “to” so | 

that the last clause of the sentence will read “and France to carry | | 
: the burden of providing, in conjunction with the Associated States, 

the ground forces for the defense of Indochina’. This change was 
| accepted by the Senior Staff. | | | 
| 2. Naval Blockade. One of the most controversial provisions of | 
| the paper in its various recent drafts has been the handling of the | 

question of a naval blockade of Communist China following an ag- 
| gression in Southeast Asia. The Department of Defense and Joint , 

Chiefs of Staff had been inclined to demand that the institution of 
a naval blockade be a precondition to US agreement to the joint : 

! warning to Communist China proposed in paragraph 7d. The Secre- 
| tary had suggested that the provision for the naval blockade be ) 
| tagged on to the end of paragraph 13 of the June 19th draft as a : 
|. final clause reading: “including the establishment of a naval block- 
| ade of Communist China’’.6 This was argued back and forth in the | 

June 24th Senior Staff meeting and the following compromise was ; 
| agreed to and accepted by the Senior Staff: : 
: Paragraph 11(1) to be deleted in its present form and replaced by : 

the following: “If agreement. is reached pursuant to paragraph Te, 
| establishment, in conjunction with France and Britain, of a naval 
| blockade of Communist China”. 7 
| _. 8. Provocation of USSR by Means of Retaliatory Action Against 

| China. The Secretary was disturbed by the provisions of paragraph 
| 12 on the ground that the last clause stating that the US should , 

! avoid “insofar as practicable those targets proximate to the bound- _ 
| ary of USSR” was not restrictive enough.” Our policy in the matter : 
/ of retaliatory action against China in the event of an aggression of : 

| Southeast Asia is that although we advocate taking strong and im- 
| mediate action to oppose an aggression against Southeast Asia : 

from Communist China, including military action against commu- : 
| nication lines, supply dumps, marshalling areas, etc., in China 
| itself, our purpose is to combat the aggression where it occurs and | 
| whence it is being supplied. It is not to unseat the Peiping regime 
| or take any other steps which would in our opinion cause the Chi- 

| 6 In an earlier version of this memorandum, dated the previous day, Allison had 
| explained the Secretary’s suggestion as follows: “The Secretary believed that the 
| naval blockade provision was out of place in paragraph 11 and was much better ; 

placed in paragraph 13 where it could be included as one of the steps the US could 

consider taking unilaterally in the event the concurrence of the UK and France to 
expand military action against Communist China following the actions listed in ! 
paragraphs 10, 11 and 12 were not obtained.” (751G.00/6-2452) Uo wens | 2 

| 7 Paragraph 12 of NSC 124/1 is identical to paragraph 12 of the June 11 draft. 
| 

{
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nese to invoke the Sino-Soviet pact or otherwise bring about the 
USSR’s direct involvement in the war. 

The Secretary had suggested that the following be added to para- 
graph 12 of the June 19th draft, “or other military actions which - 
would materially increase the risk of direct Soviet involvement’. 

_ This was presented to the Senior Staff meeting of June 24. The | 
Joint Chief ’s representative pointed out that this change was a 
caveat of such general nature as to vitiate the main policy decision 
124/1. The following compromise was therefore agreed to: The last 
clause of paragraph 12 of the June 19th draft to be added to, to 
read as follows: “avoid insofar as practicable those targets proxi- 
mate to the boundary of the USSR in order not to increase the risk 

_ of direct Soviet involvement”. 

Other relatively minor changes to the June 19th draft were also 
agreed to at the Senior Staff meeting of June 24. They are listed in 
the attached NSC memorandum of June 25, 1952.8 They are all 
self-explanatory with the possible exception of that of paragraph 3, 

listed as number 2 on the attached NSC memorandum. The second 

sentence of paragraph 3 of the June 19th draft was deleted and the 

suggested new wording added at the instigation of the JCS. The 
new wording is taken verbatim from the Staff Study section of NSC 
124. Its purpose is self-evident. — | 

_ All the suggested changes listed on the attached memorandum 

from the NSC of June 25th have, therefore, now been accepted by 

the Senior Staff. In addition the concurrence of the JCS has now 
been received and is attached.? The Secretary was informed of the 
major changes to paragraphs 11 and 12 in the Department’s Tosec 
telegram No. 15, Niact, June 24, to AmEmbassy London.!° In that 

message the Secretary was told that in the matter of the suggested 
change to paragraph 12, although the Department’s suggested 

wording was not accepted we find the final wording “in order not 
to increase the risk of direct Soviet involvement” acceptable and 
believe that there is no question but that the Defense and JCS are 

in full agreement with us against any unnecessary risk of Soviet 
involvement. 

Unless comment is received from the Secretary today there now 
remains nothing but to obtain the final approval of the Council 
itself and the President to NSC 124 as it now stands. It is, there- 

fore, recommended that you give the Department’s concurrence to 
NSC approval of the paper and its submission to the President 

today. We are informed that following any favorable action by the 

8 Memorandum from Lay to the NSC, not printed. (S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167) 
® Memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, June 24, signed by General Bradley 

for the JCS, is an enclosure to the memorandum of the same date from Lay to the 
NSC, neither printed. (S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167) . 

10 Not printed. (S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167) |
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Council the President is prepared to consider the paper immediate- | 
ly in order to make it possible for the Secretary to have an ap- 
proved NSC-Presidential position for the remainder of his conversa- 

tions with the French and the British in London. a : | | 

| Truman Library, Truman papers, PSF-Subject file 

| Memorandum for the President of Discussion at the 120th Meeting 

| of the National Security Council Held on Wednesday, June 25, | 
1952 3 

| TOP SECRET a | 

| The following notes contain a summary of the discussion at the | 
| 120th Meeting of the National Security Council, at which you pre- | 
| sided. The Vice President did not attend the meeting. Under Secre- | 
| tary Bruce attended for the Secretary of State, Deputy Secretary | 

Foster attended for the Secretary of Defense, and Mr. Kenney at- 
tended for the Director for Mutual Security. ? | | 

| 1. The Situation in the Far East | 

, The National Security Council: | 

) Noted an oral briefing by Commander M. D. Clausner, USN, | 
| Joint Chiefs of Staff, on the military situation in Korea. | 

2. United States Objectives and Courses of Action With Respect to 
| Southeast Asia (NSC 124/1; NSC 124 and Annex to NSC 124; 

| NSC Actions Nos. 597 and 614; Memos for NSC from Executive 
| Secretary, same subject, dated June 24? and June 25, 1952; 4 
| | Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject: ‘United 
| ‘States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect to Com- 
| munist Aggression in Southeast Asia”, dated March 4, April | 
| 15, April 30 and May 21, 1952;5 NSC 48/5; NSC 64; SE-22 6 : 
! and SE-277) | | 
| The President referred to NSC 124/1, and Mr. Lay called the at- 
| tention of the Council to the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 
, the report, as well as to the supporting papers which constituted a 

staff study in connection with NSC 124/1. | 

/ 1 Prepared on June 26, apparently in the NSC Secretariat. 
| 2 Gorrie was also present. In addition to members of the Council, the meeting was | 

| attended by seven persons, among them General Bradley, Walter Bedell Smith, and ' 
Edward H. Foley, Acting Secretary of the Treasury. : 

| 3 See footnote 9, supra. : 

[ 4 See footnote 8, supra. | 
| 5 None printed. oo ! 

6 See the editorial note, p. 53. | | 
| 7 For text of SE-27, “Probable Effects of Various Courses of Action With Respect | 

| to Communist China’, see volume xiv. |
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The President then requested the views of Secretary Bruce, who 
replied that on the whole the State Department was very well 
pleased with the report and had only certain clarifications in the 
language to suggest by way of amendment. Secretary Bruce pro- 

ceeded to read his proposed changes, all of which were agreed to by 

the Council. 

The President then turned to Secretary Foster and asked for any 

views which he might have on the report. 

Secretary Foster stated that the Defense Department likewise 
approved the report, and said that he merely desired to read and 

have the Council note the views of the Joint Secretaries with re- 
spect to the importance of emphasizing to the French on all possi- 
ble occasions the desirability of reducing the degree of their partici- 

pation in the military, economic and political affairs of the Associ- 
ated States. Beyond that, Secretary Foster wanted only to draw the 

| attention of the Council to the fact that if the policies in NSC 
_ 124/1 were to be carried to a successful conclusion, it would very 

probably be necessary to divert U.S. forces from other areas in which 
they were committed or to increase the strength of U.S. forces in 

being. 
There being no other comments or objections, the President de- 

clared that the statement of policy in NSC 124/1 had been agreed 
and adopted. | 

The National Security Council: ® 

a. Adopted NSC 124/1 subject to the following changes: | 

(1) Paragraph 2-a, line 12: Insert ‘in all probability’ be- | 
tween the words ‘‘would” and “progressively’’. 

(2) Paragraph 3: Delete the second sentence and substitute 
the following: “In order to pursue the military courses of 
action envisaged in this paper to a favorable conclusion within 
a reasonable period, it will be necessary to divert military 
strength from other areas thus reducing our military capabil- 
ity in those areas, with the recognized increased risks involved | 
therein, or to increase our military forces in being, or both.” 

(3) Paragraph 5, line 1: Delete “important” and substitute 
“critical”. ae 

(4) Paragraph 10-c-(2), line 2: At the end of the sentence 
after the word “lines”, add “including those in China.” 

(5) Paragraph 10-c-(3), line 5: Insert ‘‘France” between the 
words “and” and “‘to”’. | 

(6) Paragraph 11-(1): Delete, and substitute the following: “If 
agreement is reached pursuant to paragraph ‘-e, establish- 
ment in conjunction with the U.K. and France of a naval 
blockade of Communist China.” 

8 The following paragraphs and accompanying note constitute NSC Action No. 
655. (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95)
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| (7) Paragraph 11-(3), line 1: Delete “Employment” and sub- | 
stitute “Utilization”. oe 

(8). Paragraph 12: Delete the final phrase of the paragraph 
and substitute the following: “avoiding in so far as practicable 

- those targets in areas near the boundaries of the USSR in 
order not to increase the risk of direct Soviet involvement.” ~ 

b. Noted the following statement by the Acting Secretary of De- | 
fense with respect to the views of the Joint Secretaries regarding 

oo “In our opinion, if this policy is to be truly effective, it must | 
| be clearly recognized that the U.S. policy ‘to make it possible 

| for the French to reduce the degree of their participation in 
| the military, economic and political affairs of the Associated 
| _ States’ (par. 8-d) must be emphasized and reemphasized to the | 
| French at each and every political, economic or military nego- | 
| ' tiation which the U.S. Government enters into with the Gov- | 
| --ernment of France, especially those negotiations which deal | 
| _ with the providing of U.S. economic or military aid to France | 

| or to Indochina.” BOE a L | 

_ Note: NSC 124/1 as amended and adopted subsequently submit- | 
| ted to the President for consideration. : | 

| 3. NSC Status of Projects | OO | | 

| The National Security Council: | | oe | 
| Noted the status of NSC projects as of June 23, 1952. | 

| $/S-NSC files, lot 68 D 351, NSC 124 Series 7 a | | 

! Report to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary — | | 

| TOP SECRET . RE WASHINGTON, June 25, 1952. | 

— NSC124/2— | 
UNITED STATES OBJECTIVES AND COURSES OF AcTION WITH RESPECT | 

| to SoutHEasT ASIA ae | | 

| References: | | 
: A. NSC 1247/1 | | | | 
| _ B. NSC 124 and Annex to NSC 124 a | 

C. NSC Action Nos. 597, 614 and 655 . - a | 
| D. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, — 
| dated June 24 and June 25, 1952 | 
7 E. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, 

| | “United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect 
| to Communist Aggression in Southeast Asia”, dated March 4, | 

April 15, April 30 and May 21, 1952 | | 

: 
| |
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F. NSC 48/5 

G. NSC 64 

H. SE-22 and SE-27 | a en 

At the 120th Council meeting with the President presiding, the 
National Security Council and the Acting Secretary of the Treas- 

_ ury adopted NSC 124/1, subject to changes in paragraphs 2-a, 3, 5, 
10-c-(2), 10-c-(3), 11-(1), 11-(3), and 12 thereof, as incorporated in 
the enclosure (NSC Action No. 655).! 

, In adopting NSC 124/1, as amended, the Council and the Acting 
Secretary of the Treasury noted the following statement by the 
Acting Secretary of Defense with respect to the views of the Joint 
Secretaries regarding NSC 1124/1: = | | 

“In our opinion, if this policy is to be truly effective, it must be 
clearly recognized that the U.S. policy ‘to make it possible for the 
French to reduce the degree of their participation in the military, 
economic and political affairs of the Associated States’ (par. 8-d) 
must be emphasized and reemphasized to the French at each and 
every political, economic or military negotiation which the U.S. 
Government enters into with the Government of France, especially 
those negotiations which deal with the providing of U.S. economic 
or military aid to France or to Indochina.” | 

The report, as amended and adopted, was subsequently submit- 
ted to the President for consideration. The President has this date 
approved NSC 124/1, as amended and enclosed herewith, and di- 
rects its implementation by all appropriate executive departments 

and agencies of the U.S. Government under the coordination of the __ 

Secretaries of State and Defense. | | : 

Accordingly, NSC 64 and paragraph 14 of NSC 48/5 are supersed- 
ed by the enclosed report. The enclosure does not supersede, but 
supplements the statement of the current objective with respect to | 
Southeast Asia contained in paragraph 6-g of NSC 48/5. | 

It is requested that special security precautions be observed in the 
handling of the enclosure, and that access to it be restricted on a 
_need-to-know basis. a | 

| JAMES S. Lay, JR. 

1In telegram Tosec 22 to London, June 25, the Department of State informed the 
Secretary of the adoption of NSC 124/2 and quoted the final wording of the disputed 
section of paragraph 12. (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 111). . |
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| | 
| oo : ~ [Enclosure] 7 Ms SER Te | 

STATEMENT OF POLICY BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL ON 

UNITED STATES OBJECTIVES AND CoursES OF ACTION WitH RE- _ | 
_ SPECT TO SOUTHEAST ASIA* | a a 

| me So OBJECTIVE | 

| 1. To prevent the countries of Southeast Asia from passing into — | 
| the communist orbit, and to assist them to develop the will and 
| ability to resist communism from within and without. and to con- 

tribute to the strengthening of the free world. _ So 

Oo GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS a —— : 

| _ 2. Communist domination, by whatever means, of all Southeast | | 

Asia would seriously endanger in the short term, and critically en- _ : 
| danger in the longer term, United States security interests. Does | 

| | a. The loss of any of the countries of Southeast Asia to commu- | 
: nist control as a consequence of overt or covert Chinese Communist — 
| aggression would have critical psychological, political and economic _ 
| - consequences. In the absence of effective and timely counteraction, 

| the loss of any single country would probably lead to relatively 
swift submission to or an alignment with communism by the re- / 

| maining countries of this group. Furthermore, an alignment with 
| communism of the rest of Southeast Asia and India, and in the | 

longer term, of the Middle East (with the probable exceptions of at | 
least Pakistan and Turkey) would in all probability progressively | 

| follow. Such widespread alignment. would endanger the stability | 
| and security of Europe. | 
| _b. Communist control of all of Southeast Asia would render the i 
| U.S. position in the Pacific offshore island chain precarious and | | | 
| would seriously jeopardize fundamental U.S. security interests in 
: the Far East. : | 
! c. Southeast Asia, especially Malaya and Indonesia, is the princi- 
| pal world source of natural rubber and tin, and a producer of pe- 
| troleum and other strategically important commodities. The rice  —’ 
| exports of Burma and Thailand are critically important to Malaya, 

| Ceylon, and Hong Kong and are of considerable significance to 
|. Japan and India, all important areas of free Asia. | os | 
| d. The loss of Southeast Asia, especially of Malaya and Indonesia, | 
| could result in such economic and political pressures in Japan as to 
| make it extremely difficult to prevent Japan’s eventual accommo- 
| dation tocommunism. | | | | | | 
| : So : 

3. It is therefore imperative that an overt attack on Southeast | 
| Asia by the Chinese Communists be vigorously opposed. In order to 
| pursue the military courses of action envisaged in this paper to a | 

| favorable conclusion within a reasonable period, it will be neces- | 

| | *Southeast Asia is used herein to mean the area embracing Burma, Thailand, . 
Indochina, Malaya and Indonesia. [Footnote in the source text. ] , : 

- | 
| | | 
| | | 
| |
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sary to divert military strength from other areas thus reducing our 
military capability in those areas, with the recognized increased 
risks involved therein, or to increase our military forces in being, 
or both. | : : 

4. The danger of an overt military attack against Southeast Asia 

| is inherent in the existence of a hostile and aggressive Communist 

China, but such an attack is less probable than continued commu- 

nist efforts to achieve domination through subversion. The primary 
threat to Southeast Asia accordingly arises from the possibility 
that the situation in Indochina may deteriorate as a result of the 

weakening of the resolve of, or as’a result of the inability of the 

governments of France and of the Associated States to continue to 
oppose the Viet Minh rebellion, the military strength of which is 
being steadily increased by virtue of aid furnished by the Chinese 
Communist regime and its allies. ——. , , 

5. The successful defense of Tonkin is critical to the retention in : 
- non-Communist hands of mainland Southeast Asia. However, 

should Burma come under communist domination, a communist 

military advance through Thailand might make Indochina, includ- 

ing Tonkin, militarily indefensible. The execution of the following 

U.S. courses of action with respect to individual countries of the 

area may vary depending upon the route of communist advance 

into Southeast Asia. | 
6. Actions designed to achieve our objectives in Southeast Asia 

require sensitive selection and application, on the one hand to 

assure the optimum efficiency through coordination of measures 
for the general area, and on the other, to accommodate to the 

greatest practicable extent to the individual sensibilities of the sev- 

eral governments, social classes and minorities of the area. oO 

COURSES OF ACTION | 

Southeast Asia | 7 

7. With respect to Southeast Asia, the United States should: 

a. Strengthen propaganda and cultural activities, as appropriate, 
in relation to the area to foster increased alignment of the people 
with the free world. : : 

b. Continue, as appropriate, programs of economic and technical 
assistance designed to strengthen the indigenous non-communist 
governments of the area. 

c. Encourage the countries of Southeast Asia to restore and 
expand their commerce with each other and with the rest of the 
free world, and stimulate the flow of the raw material resources of 
the area to the free world. Oo | 

d. Seek agreement with other nations, including at least France, 
the UK, Australia and New Zealand, for a joint warning to Com- 

munist China regarding the grave consequences of Chinese aggres-
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sion against Southeast Asia, the issuance of such a warning to be | 
contingent upon the prior agreement of France and the UK to par- 
ticipate in the courses of action set forth in paragraphs 10c, 12, 14f 
(1) and (2), and 15 e (1) and (2), and such others as are determined | 

| as a result of prior trilateral consultation, in the event such a 
warning is ignored. | | a 

e. Seek UK and French agreement in principle that a naval i 
| blockade of Communist China should be included in the minimum 
| courses of action set forth in paragraph 10c below. 

| f. Continue to encourage and support closer cooperation among | 
| the countries of Southeast Asia, and between those countries and 
| the United States, Great Britain, France, the Philippines, Austra- 
| lia, New Zealand, South Asia and Japan. | | | | 
: g. Strengthen, as appropriate, covert operations designed to assist 
| in the achievement of U.S. objectives in Southeast Asia. | | 

h. Continue activities and operations designed to encourage the | 
7 overseas Chinese communities in Southeast Asia to organize and : 

activate anti-ccommunist groups and activities within their own | 
| communities, to resist the effects of parallel pro-communist groups : 

| and activities and, generally, to increase their orientation toward — : 
| the free world. | | : , 
| i. Take measures to promote the coordinated defense of the area, : 
| and encourage and support the spirit of resistance among the peo- 

ples of Southeast Asia to Chinese Communist aggression and to the | 
| encroachments of local communists. 
| j. Make clear to the American people the importance of South- 

east Asia to the security of the United States so that they may be : 
| prepared for any of the courses of action proposed herein. / 

Indochina | | 

| 8. With respect to Indochina the United States should: ! 

| a. Continue to promote international support for the three Asso- 
| ciated States. ens | - 

b. Continue to assure the French that the U.S. regards the | 
: French effort in Indochina as one of great strategic importance in 
| the general international interest rather than in the purely French 
| interest, and as essential to the security of the free world, not only 
| in the Far East but in the Middle East and Europe as well. 
: c. Continue to assure the French that we are cognizant of the — 

‘sacrifices entailed for France in carrying out her effort in Indo- 
| china and that, without overlooking the principle that France has 
| the primary responsibility in Indochina, we will recommend to the 
| Congress appropriate military, economic and financial aid to 
! France and the Associated States. | 
| d. Continue to cultivate friendly and increasingly cooperative re- 

lations with the Governments of France and the Associated States ) 
| at all levels with a view to maintaining and, if possible, increasing : 

the degree of influence the U.S. can bring to bear on the policies : 
| and actions of the French and Indochinese authorities to the end of 
| directing the course of events toward the objectives we seek. Our 

influence with the French and Associated States should be de- | 
| signed to further those constructive political, economic and social 

| measures which will tend to increase the stability of the Associated | 
| | 

| 
| 

|
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States and thus make it possible for the French to reduce the 
- degree of their participation in the military, economic and political 

affairs of the Associated States. 
e. Specifically we should use our influence with France and the 

Associated States to promote positive political, military, economic 
and social policies, among which the following are considered es- 
sential elements: 

(1) Continued recognition and carrying out by France of its 
primary responsibility for the defense of Indochina. 

(2) Further steps by France and the Associated States 
toward the evolutionary development of the Associated States. 

(3) Such reorganization of French administration and repre- 
sentation in Indochina as will be conducive to an increased 
feeling of responsibility on the part of the Associated States. 

(4) Intensive efforts to develop the armies of the Associated 
States, including independent logistical and administrative 
Services. | 

(5) The development of more effective and stable Govern- 
ments in the Associated States. : 

a (6) Land reform, agrarian and industrial credit, sound rice 
marketing systems, labor development, foreign trade and cap- 
ital formation. | | | 

(7) An aggressive military, political, and psychological pro- 
gram to defeat or seriously reduce the Viet Minh forces. 

(8) US-French cooperation in publicizing progressive devel- 
opments in the foregoing policies in Indochina. 

9. In the absence of large scale Chinese Communist intervention 
in Indochina, the United States should: 

a. Provide increased aid on a high priority basis for the French 
Union forces without relieving French authorities of their basic 
military responsibility for the defense of the Associated States in 
order to: 

(1) Assist in developing indigenous armed forces which will 
eventually be capable of maintaining internal security without 
assistance from French units. | 

(2) Assist the French Union forces to maintain progress in 
the restoration of internal security against the Viet Minh. 

(3) Assist the forces of France and the Associated States to 
defend Indochina against Chinese Communist aggression. 

b. In view of the immediate urgency of the situation, involving 
possible large-scale Chinese Communist intervention, and in order 
that the United States may be prepared to take whatever action 
may be appropriate in such circumstances, make the plans neces- 

sary to carry out the courses of action indicated in paragraph 10 

below. 
c. In the event that information and circumstances point to the 

conclusion that France is no longer prepared to carry the burden 
in Indochina, or if France presses for an increased sharing of the 
responsibility for Indochina, whether in the UN or directly with
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the U.S. Government, oppose a French withdrawal and consult 
with the French and British concerning further measures to be 
taken to safeguard the area from communist domination. | : 

| 10. In the event that it is determined, in consultation with 
| France, that Chinese Communist forces (including volunteers) have F 
: overtly intervened in the conflict in Indochina, or are covertly par- 
| ticipating to such an extent as to jeopardize retention of the 

| Tonkin Delta area by French Union forces, the United States : 

| should take the following measures to assist these forces in pre- | | 
| venting the loss of Indochina, to repel the aggression and to restore 
: peace and security in Indochina. | 

| a. Support a request by France or the Associated States for im- 
| mediate action by the United Nations which would include a UN 
: resolution declaring that Communist China has committed an ag- 
| gression, recommending that member states take whatever action 
| may be necessary, without geographic limitation, to assist France 
| and the Associated States in meeting the aggression. - 

b. Whether or not UN action is immediately forthcoming, seek | 
| the maximum possible international support for, and participation 
| in, the minimum courses of military action agreed upon by the par- 
| ties to the joint warning. These minimum courses of action are set | 
| forth in subparagraph c immediately below. | 

ce. Carry out the following minimum courses of military action, | 
__ either under the auspices of the UN or in conjunction with France 

and the United Kingdom and any other friendly governments: 
| * F 

| (1) A resolute defense of Indochina itself to which the 
United States would provide such air and naval assistance as 
might be practicable. | : | 

| (2) Interdiction of Chinese Communist communication lines | 
7 including those in China. | | 
| | (3) The United States would expect to provide the major | 

forces for task (2) above; but would expect the UK and France | 
| to provide at least token forces therefor and to render such : 

other assistance as is normal between allies, and France to | 
| carry the burden of providing, in conjunction with the Associ- 

| : ated States, the ground forces for the defense of Indochina. 

| 11. In addition to the courses of action set forth in paragraph 10 | 
above, the United States should take the following military actions | 
as appropriate to the situation: , 

| a. If agreement is reached pursuant to paragraph 7-e, establish- | 
. ment in conjunction with the UK and France of a naval blockade 

of Communist China. | | | 
b. Intensification of covert operations to aid anti-communist 

| guerrilla forces operating against Communist China and to inter- | 
! fere with and disrupt Chinese Communist lines of communication 
| and military supply areas. | : 

| an : '
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c. Utilization, as desirable and feasible, of anti-communist Chi- 
nese forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces in military oper- 
ations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. 

d. Assistance to the British to cover an evacuation from Hong 
Kong, if required. ae 

e. Evacuation of French Union civil and military personnel from 
the Tonkin Delta, if required. 

12. If, subsequent to aggression against Indochina and execution 

of the minimum necessary courses of action listed in paragraph 10- 
c above, the United States determines jointly with the UK and 
France that expanded military action against Communist China is 
rendered necessary by the situation, the United States should take 
air and naval action in conjunction with at least France and the 
U.K. against all suitable military targets in China, avoiding insofar 
as practicable those targets in areas near the boundaries of the 
USSR in order not to increase the risk of direct Soviet involve- 
ment. 7 

| 13. In the event the concurrence of the United Kingdom and 

France to expanded military action against Communist China is 
not obtained, the United States should consider taking unilateral 

action. | , 

Burma | 

: | 14. With respect to Burma, the United States should: 

a. Encourage the Burmese Government to cooperate fully with 
the anti-communist nations, and be prepared to furnish to Burma _ 
military equipment, supplies and advice as appropriate. 

b. Arrange to conduct a full and frank exchange of views with 
the British Government with the object of re-examining policy 

- toward Burma and seeking any joint or coordinated action which 
might contribute toward an improvement in the situation in 
Burma. Urge the inclusion of elements from other Commonwealth 
countries in the British Services Mission, emphasizing participation 
by Asian nations, especially India. 

c. Attempt to arouse the Burmese, Pakistan, and Indian Govern- 
ments to the dangers of Chinese Communist expansion and to the 
need for effective military defense against it, including coordinated 
military action with other Southeast Asian countries. 

d. Develop united action and cooperation among indigenous, anti- 
communist groups in Burma to resist communist encroachments. 
Make preparations for the establishment of guerrilla forces among 
suitable ethnic groups for possible use against the communists. 
Unless the Burmese Government should cease to be non-commu- 
nist, however, the major consideration should be to take no action 
that would involve serious risk of alienating the Burmese Govern- 
ment. 

e. Conduct as appropriate economic and technical assistance pro- 
grams in Burma which will have a maximum favorable impact,
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| 
! particularly in the short-term, upon the Burmese people and gov- 
| ernment. | a | cet | 

f. In the event of overt Chinese Communist aggression against | 
| Burma, take the following action: | oe | 

| (1) Support an appeal to the UN by the Burmese Govern- | 
| ment. | OO | 
| (2) Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments take ap- 
| propriate military action against Communist China as part of 

| ~ a UN collective action or in conjunction with France and the | 
United Kingdom and any other friendly governments. | | 

| (3) Employ as desirable and feasible anti-communist Chinese | 
| | forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces, in military oper- | 
| ations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. 

| g. In the event of a seizure of power at the seat of government in 
| Burma by local communists, activate to the extent practicable the | 
| guerrilla forces referred to in paragraph 14d above. wee | 
| h. If, in spite of the preceding courses of action, communist con- | 

| trol of all or a substantial part of Burma becomes inevitable, sup- 
| port any trustworthy elements capable of continued resistance to 
| communism in order to delay the consolidation and exploitation of 
| communist gains, and to minimize the psychological consequences | 
| of such a communist victory. . | | ae | 

| Thailand , oe Oo | 

| 15. With respect to Thailand, the United States should: — | 

| a. Continue to assist the Government of Thailand in creating 
| conditions of internal security, in becoming a stabilizing force in 
| Southeast Asia, and in maintaining its alignment with the free 
| world; and as appropriate conduct military and economic and tech- 

nical assistance programs designed to support these ends. 
| b. In the event of communist domination of either Indochina or | 
| Burma: | - | | 

| (1) Immediately consider increasing the priority and volume ~ 
! of military aid to Thailand. _ | es 
| (2) Immediately put into effect whatever measures may be | 
| . determined as feasible to forestall an invasion of Thailand or a 
| _ seizure of power by local Thai communists. | 

| c. In the event of Chinese Communist aggression against Thai- 
-_ land: | 

| (1) Support an appeal to the UN by the Thai Government. 
| (2) Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments take ap- : 
| propriate military action against Communist China as part of 
| a UN collective action or in conjunction with France and the 
: United Kingdom and any other friendly governments. | 
| (3) Employ as desirable and feasible anti-communist Chinese 
| forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces, in military oper- 
| ations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. | 

| | 
he
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Malaya : | | 

16. With respect to Malaya, the United States should: C 

a. Support the British in their measures to eradicate communist 
- guerrilla forces and restore order. | 

b. In the event of Chinese Communist aggression against Malaya, 
in addition to appropriate military action contemplated against 
Communist China, the United States should assist in the defense of 
Malaya as appropriate, as part of a UN collective action or in con- 
junction with the United Kingdom and any other friendly govern- 
ments. . | 

Indonesia | | | | 

17. With respect to Indonesia, the United States should: | 

a. Seek to strengthen the non-communist political orientation of 
the government, promote the economic development of Indonesia, 
and influence Indonesia toward greater participation in measures 
which support the security of the area and Indonesian solidarity 
with the free world. - | 

b. If requested by the Indonesian Government, and as appropri- 
ate, make available military equipment and supplies necessary for 

- the maintenance of internal security, and furnish technical assist- 
ance and supplies designed to assist in creating conditions essential 
for political stability and to make effective use of Indonesian re- 
sources. 

| c. In the event of a seizure, or attempted seizure, of power by in- 
ternal communist action in Indonesia: 

(1) Seek maximum international response to a request by _ 
the legal government for friendly nations to come to its assist- 
ance against the insurgents. 

(2) Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments, take ap- 
propriate military and other action to wrest the area from 
communist control. | 

d. In the event of Chinese Communist aggression against Indone- 
sia, in addition to appropriate military action contemplated against 
Communist China, take appropriate military action to assist in the 
defense of Indonesia as part of a UN collective action or in conjunc- 
tion with other friendly governments.
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 111 | eT 

United States Summary Minutes of Bipartite Foreign Ministers — | 
- Meeting With the United Kingdom |} as 

| [Extract] | — ; | oes | | 

| TOP SECRET __ Lonpon, June 26, 1952—3-4:30 p. m. | 
| MTL USUK-3) > - ee | oe | 

| Present: ek | | | oo | 
| United Kingdom © United States — a 

Mr. Eden , Secretary Acheson | 
_ Mr. Selwyn Lloyd | | Ambassador Gifford © | 

| Sir William Strang © _- Ambassador Jessup oe 
| Sir Pierson Dixon ek Mr. Nash © | ee | 
| Sir Roger Makins ~ Mr. Perkins © BE Se | 
| Sir James Bowker Mr. Nitze | | | 

| Mr. Scott Mr. Battle 
| Mr. Lloyd Hood Miss Kirkpatrick | 

| Mr. Bass phe ET Mr. Ringwalt | an 

Mr. Allen Mr. Palmer : - 
| Mr. Shuckburgh © : | are | 

_ Mr. Eden opened the conversation on Indo-China by stating that | 
| it might be well, during the bilateral discussions, to go over togeth- | 
| er what could be said to Mr. Schuman in the trilateral discussions. 
| He anticipated that Mr. Schuman might take the by now familiar 
: line that there was little prospect for victory in Indo-China and | 
| that, unless a general settlement were reached, the best we could 

| hope for would be a stalemate. This did not accord to the under- | 
| standing of the British Government, which has the impression that | 

| the situation is improving somewhat; certainly there is a better | 
| government, there is wider representation in the government, and 
| active Vietnamese participation. Mr. Eden said that he planned to 

| discuss the situation with Mr. Schuman along such lines in the 
| hope of stimulating his morale and divorcing him from his relative- 

| ly defeatist attitude. The Secretary replied that he had been dis- 
| cussing Indo-China with the French along the lines he and Mr. 
! Eden had taken in the tripartite discussions in Paris. He expressed 
| the opinion that the only avenue to success in Indo-China is the | 

| ’ All British participants were from the Foreign Office: John Selwyn Lloyd, Minis- | 
| ter of State; Sir William Strang, Permanent. Under Secretary of State; Sir Roger 

Makins, Deputy Under Secretary of State; and Sir Robert James Bowker, Assistant 
| Under Secretary of State, whose duties included supervision of the Eastern Depart- 

| et neriean participants not previously identified are: Arthur Ringwalt, First Secre- 
| tary at London; J oseph Palmer II, First Secretary at London. | 

| | |
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rapid build-up of native armed forces and the assumption by the 
people of Vietnam of an increasing share of the financial and mili- 
tary burden. The Secretary announced that the French had been | 
informed that the United States was prepared to increase its mili- 
tary assistance program for Indo-China by $150 million. He added 

| that the United States, feeling that the French military training 
program was badly strained, had offered to assist them in this re- 
spect, but that the French, always skittish over what they might 
regard as undue American interference, had not taken up this 
offer. Certainly it is not up to the Americans to press on the 

French assistance along these lines. The Secretary said that it was 
obvious that Mr. Letourneau was much encouraged as a result of 
his visit to Washington. He asked Dr. Jessup to read the text of the 

Department’s telegram 2014, June 18 [20], to Saigon, summarizing 
the discussions with Mr. Letourneau.” a —— 

The Secretary said that he had warned the French that success 
in the military field in Indo-China carried with it certain dangers, 
including the increased possibility of a large-scale Chinese Commu- 

nist military intervention. He said that this in turn points up the 

question, “How can we prevent this from happening?” He felt it 
would be desirable to issue a warning statement of some sort, 

whether public, private, detailed and specific, or otherwise, but it 
would be essential to have a general understanding as to the action 

which we might take if the warning were to go unheeded. To issue 

a warning and take no effective action would be calamitous. Per- 
haps the United States and the United Kingdom, preferably in con- 
junction with France, Australia, and. New Zealand, can reach a | 
tentative agreement on political policy in this regard which would. 

form a framework for joint military planning. This, in turn, leads 
to the major question: ‘What form could retaliation against aggres- 

sion take?” The American military authorities are of the strong 
opinion that action only against the approaches to Indo-China 

would be ineffective. In fact, the first problem which we would 
likely have to face would be the evacuation of French military and 
civilians from Tonkin. Action confined to the air and naval arms 
directed against the Chinese Communists in Indo-China would like- 
wise be ineffective and, in the light of world commitments, the 

United States has no infantry available for operations within Indo- 
China. The United States thinking is along the lines of a blockade 
of the coast of China, combined with air action, designed to upset 

the economy of mainland China and to lessen the will of the Chi- 
nese Communists to continue their aggression. Such action would | 
cease when aggression ceased, and this would be made clear to ev- 

2 For text, see vol. xm, Part 1, p. 204.
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eryone. Every effort should be made to avoid action in areas of | 
_ acute sensitivity to the Soviet Union. We are of the opinion that 
the Soviet Union would probably not enter the conflict if it under- | 
stood clearly that we had no intention of attempting to overthrow | 
the Chinese Communist regime by force. We must bear in mind : 
that the Chinese Communists have a formidable air force, and we 
may be forced to attack it wherever it is found. If the Chinese Com- | 
munists do invade Indo-China in substantial force, it will be a | 

threat to the vital interests of all of us. : | 

| Mr. Eden said that he saw no serious objection to the issuance of 
a warning; he recalled that he had already issued a public warning 
in his speech at Columbia University. He felt that, whether or not : 

a warning is issued, it would be important to have the Chinese 
Communists know that retaliation against further Chinese aggres- : 

| sion is being urgently considered. : 

| The Secretary reiterated that there was an urgent need for basic | 
political guidance on the basis of which military talks could pro- 
ceed. Mr. Eden said that he would wish to consult the Cabinet on | 
basic policy, noting that a naval blockade involving Hong Kong 
was a serious question. | : | | 

| There was general agreement that the Secretary and Mr. Eden 

| would conduct their discussions with Mr. Schuman along the above | 

| lines. | 7 | | 

| | 
| Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 111 | | | - | 

| United States Summary Minutes of Tripartite Foreign Ministers. | 
| | Meeting With France and the United Kingdom! | 

| Soy | [Extract] | 

| | 
| TOP SECRET | - _Lonpon, June 27, 1952—3:30-5 p. m. 
! MTL TRI-2 OP | | | 

| Present: oe : | : 
| United Kingdom | _ France a : 
: Mr. Eden | M. Schuman | | mo | 

| 1 All British participants not previously identified were from the Foreign Office: ; 
| The Marquess of Reading, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State; presumably Wil- + 
| liam Denis Allen, Head of the German Political Department; Lord Hood, a Counsel- 

7 or. French participants not previously identified are: Guy le Roy de la Tournelle, | 

| Director General of Political Affairs, Foreign Ministry; Roger Seydoux, Minister at 

| Washington; Raymond Offroy, Diplomatic Counselor with the High Commissioner in 
| Indochina; J acques Roux, in charge of Asia-Oceania in the Foreign Ministry. oo | 

: Of the American participants Philip D. Sprouse was First Secretary at Paris. © 

| | 

| | | | | | 
| | | 
| | !
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Mr. Selwyn Lloyd Ambassador Massigli 
Sir William Strang M. de Latournelle 
Sir Pierson Dixon M. Seydoux 
Lord Reading _M. Offroy 
Mr. Frank Roberts M. Laley 
Mr. Scott M. Roux 
Mr. Denis Allen M. Lebelle 
Lord Hood M. Mattei 

M. Letourneau 

United States : | 
Secretary Acheson © 

| Ambassador Gifford — | 
Ambassador Dunn 
Ambassador Jessup 

Mr. Perkins 
Mr. Nitze | 

Mr. Hacker 
~ -Atr. Sprouse > 

| Mr. Ringwalt 
Mr. Nash | | 
Mr. Battle 

Miss Kirkpatrick 

Schuman: Military questions regarding Indochina and Southeast 

Asia have previously been discussed, as was done at Paris, and I | 

should like to speak especially regarding political matters. At 

- Washington a communiqué ? was issued at the end of Mr. Letour- 

neau’s talks in which it was said that the French effort in Indo- 

- china was an integral part of the free world’s struggle against 

Communist aggression. I hope that the UK will agree to this prin- 

ciple and that we could confirm it here in the communique at the 

end of our meetings as a sign of Western solidarity. This is the first 

point, which I wish to make to Mr. Eden. 

The second question was dealt with at Paris, that is, the Ad Hoc 

Committee conclusions. These conclusions, assuming a large scale 

attack from Communist China, refer to air and sea support by our 

Allies for definite limited tasks. There is reference to the question 

of evacuation from Tonkin. These were the unanimous proposals of 

the military experts. Could they be approved diplomatically? I hope 

that we can have political approval of the studies of the Ad Hoc 

Committee in Washington in February. 

The third point is the establishment of some sort of permanent 

| military organization to concern itself with the whole of Southeast 

" Released June 18; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, June 30, 1952, 

p. .
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Asia, to study the military situation and to suggest measures to be | 
taken. This organization would not be just for Indochina. | 

There are also other political questions. The question of a state- ) 

ment which would indicate Western solidarity, for which two for- : 
mulae are possible: (1) A direct warning to the Chinese Commu- _ | 

| nists against aggression. We have certain doubts about a direct 
| warning of this kind. Its drawbacks are as considerable as its ad- | 
| -vantages. (2) A statement by 2, 3 or more countries—I have Austra- | 
| lia in mind—saying that none of the countries joining in the state- 

| ment would admit or tolerate aggression against the countries con- 

| cerned. This would show Western solidarity and would run less 

risk of provocation of the Chinese Communists. | ) 

| Eden: You will recall that I made a statement at Columbia Uni- 
| versity on the subject of Chinese aggression. I must examine the 

| question of the principle contained in the Washington communiqué , 

and am not now prepared to include it in the communiqué at the 

| end of the meetings. It is important that we draw up political as- | 
| sumptions for the military talks to be held. 

| The Secretary: Mr. Schuman has made three suggestions. He 
wishes to put into the communiqué at the end of our meetings the | 
principle contained in the Washington communiqué. We are will- 

‘ ing to say again what we said in that communiqué. With reference | 
to political support for some of the Ad Hoc Committee conclusions, 

| I said at Paris that we would be glad to have the military people 
| deal with the matter. We would, however, rather look at the whole | 

| thing rather than in part at this time. With reference to a perma- 

: nent military organization, we would rather have such an organiza- | 
| tion grow out of the military talks in preference to setting it up 

| before agreement on military policy. 

: _ With reference to the last suggestion of Mr. Schuman regarding | 
| formulae for a possible statement, this should grow out of the polit- | 
| ical guidance principles. A public warning may not be wise and a 
| private warning might be wise. A public statement. by 2, 3 or 4 na- : 
| tions might carry far reaching implications. This question should 

| be worked out between us. ae | 
| Schuman: We must avoid being caught in a vicious circle. The : 

| military say that they must have political instructions and we say ! 

| that the military must finish their work. We have reached the | 
| stage where we must give political instructions. Mr. Eden said that | 

he was not able to join in inserting the principle of the Washington | 

| communiqué into the communiqué to be issued at the end of our | 

meetings. He asks whether it should include Malaya. I would 
| answer “yes”. A warning in moderate language would produce an 

impression on the Chinese Communists and others. A direct warn- 

| | 
| 
|
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ing might result in adverse reactions. This question should be ex- 
amined again or events may outstrip us. 

| The Secretary: There seems to be some misunderstanding. Nei- 
ther Mr. Eden nor I said that the military should not have political 
guidance before they continue their work. We are both ready to go 
to work at once to provide political guidance. 

Mr. Letourneau: Some parts of the conclusions of the Ad Hoc 
: Committee were agreed upon by all the representatives on the 

Committee. We should make possible the issuance of political direc- 
tives which are wanted for those points on which no Ad Hoc Com- 

mittee agreement was reached. The US military experts said they 
could go so far and no farther. All the points discussed are in the 
Ad Hoc Committee report. We find points agreed upon and those 

not agreed upon. Mr. Schuman mentioned some of those points; for | 
example, the warning to the Chinese Communists and the perma- 

nent military organization. These are discussed in the Committee 

report. The Committee must continue its work and it needs politi- 
cal advice and directives. The Ad Hoc Committee report also states 
that, while the Committee began with Indochina, it has also exam- 

ined all Southeast Asian territories and discussed possible Chinese 

Communist aggression in Southeast Asia. 
Mr. Eden: We are all agreed that we must formulate political 

guidance. We should have certain assumptions: (1) Chinese Commu- 

nist aggression; (2) we are prepared to take action in that event; (3) 

we must tell the Chinese we will take action in that event; and (4) 

the action must not be such as to risk Soviet involvement. 
The Secretary: We must sit down and draw up a paper as politi- 

cal guidance and the Ad Hoc Committee will then tell us what it is 
feasible to do within the confines of this guidance. With reference 
to Mr. Eden’s statement regarding avoiding action which would 
result in Soviet involvement, all action involves some kind of risk 

of this nature. | 
Mr. Eden: I agree but feel that we should reduce the risk to the 

minimum. With respect to the assumptions for political guidance, | 

suggest that we submit our assumptions to each other. | 

The Secretary: We might produce a written paper first and then 
discuss it or we might discuss the question first and then produce a | 

written draft. Messrs. Nash and Nitze are here and would be glad 

| to meet with British and French representatives in London or in 

Paris. | 

Mr. Eden: Either here or in Paris. | 

Mr. Letourneau: I would like to know if the UK and the US 

could approve those Ad Hoc Committee conclusions unanimously 

agreed upon. Mr. Eden said at Paris that they had not yet been 

considered by the UK but the French Government has agreed
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unanimously on the conclusions. Next, I would like to bring up the 
| question of the date of the meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee after | 

political guidance has been formulated. Whether the political guid- 

ance should be put into directives by the government or in draft | 
form is a question for decision. But the Committee meeting must be 
soon. In Washington the Ad Hoc Committee members spoke of the 

| second half of July. | oe : | oe. 

| Mr. Eden: The UK JCS did not think that the conclusions repre- 
sented agreements. I see no reason why the Committee shouldn’t | 
meet in mid-July. an | | a | 

| Mr. Letourneau: I would like to ask whether the UK accepts a 
| meeting of the experts here or in Paris to draft political directives 

for the Ad Hoc Committee. en | 
Mr. Eden: They can start tomorrow morning. — 7 - : 

| y _pe,e ° : : Lo 

| The Secretary: The paper on political guidance would have to be 

| looked at by the governments. Messrs. Nash and Nitze are here | y 
| and can start tomorrow morning. , | | | 
| (In general discussion it was decided that the US-UK-French rep- | 
| resentatives would meet. at the Foreign Office the following morn- | 

ing at 11 o'clock.) ® OR a | | | 

| 3 Telegram Secto 42 from London, June 28, is a report on a conversation between. : 
| Acheson and Schuman on that date. The portion on Southeast Asia reads: 
! “The Secretary then referred to the exchange of views yesterday at the tripartite 
| meeting on the question of the defense of Southeast Asia. He told Mr. Schuman that 
| he thought it wld be a mistake to even consider the setting up of any special organ. | 
| to deal with the defense of Southeast Asia, that it was important for the govts con- : 
| cerned with that area to come to definite conclusions as to what each one wld do | 
| with regard to the defense there and that he felt that this cld best be done by 
| having conversations and exchanges of views from time to time.on the subject and 
| to maintain service of liaison between the govts, perhaps in Wash. He said that Mr. | 
| Nash and Mr.. Nitze, working with Mr. Dunn, had already started discussions this __ 
| morning with the French and the British with respect to the Indochinese sitn and 
! that these conversations wld be continued in Paris next week. He said that when 
| this group had arrived at the point of putting something on paper they cld be sub- 
! mitted to the three govts for their consideration. Mr. Schuman expressed himself as 
| appreciative of the steps thus taken and in entire accord. with the Secy’s views on | 
| the defense of this area.” (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 111) 

| | | ! | oo. i 
| . I 

| 
: 

| |
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 111 | 

United States Summary Minutes of Bipartite Foreign Ministers 
Meeting With the United Kingdom | 

[Extract] . | 

SECRET Lonpon, June 28, 1952—12:30-1:30 p. m. 
MTL USUK-4 _ _. ° 

Present: | 

United Kingdom United States 

Mr. Eden. Secretary Acheson 

Mr. Selwyn Lloyd Ambassador Gifford | 

Sir William Strang Ambassador Jessup | 

a Sir Pierson Dixon Mr. Perkins 
Sir Roger Makins Mr. Nitze | | 

Mr. Scott Miss Kirkpatrick , 

Sir James Bowker | . Mr. Battle | 

Mr. Allen — | - Mr. Ringwalt 
Mr. Palmer | 

United Kingdom Observer to the Pacific Council | 

Mr. Eden opened the conversation by assuring the Secretary that 

the United Kingdom was not in any sense trying to “gate crash” on 
the question of the Pacific Council. Nevertheless, he said, as a Pa- 

cific power the United Kingdom would hope to have a representa- 

tive present in meetings of the Pacific Council. Mr. Eden men- 
tioned that he had recently discussed this matter with Mr. Men- 
zies, who had remarked that the presence of a British representa- 
tive might create difficulties for the United States. The Secretary 
replied that he agreed in principle to some sort of British represen- 
tation but feared that the attendance of a United Kingdom observ- 

er, at least for the present, would create difficulties for all con- 
cerned, resulting as it would in other nations with interests in the 

area, including the Filipinos, the French, and even the Indone- 

sians, requesting the presence of an observer. Nevertheless, the 
Secretary said, he would be glad to discuss the question with Mr. 
Menzies and Mr. Holland in the forthcoming meeting in Honolulu. 

Mr. Lloyd remarked that the Government would have to expect 

severe criticism as it would go down badly here that an agreement 
had been made to establish a Pacific Council and that the United 
Kingdom was without representation on the Council. Mr. Eden 

wound up by stating that the Government could at least say that
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| the 

British 

position 

was 

well 

understood 

and 

that 

it 
would 

be 

dis- 

| 

cussed 

at 
the 

next 

meeting 

of 
the 

Council.’ 

| a | 

. a . | ° ° ° - ° ° 
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1 In 
a press 

release 

of 
June 

30, 
the 

Department 

announced 

that 

the 

Council 

would 

| 

meet 

in 
H
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o
l
u
l
u
 

the 

first 

week 

of 
August. 

For 

text, 

see 
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of 
State 

Bulle- 
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tin, 

July 

21, 

1952, 

p. 110. 

| | 

| ‘Simultaneous 

announcement 

was 

made 

in 
Canberra 

and 

Wellington. 

. | 

751G.5/6-2852: 

Telegram 

— - | | a 

| The 

Ambassador 

in the 

United 

Kingdom 

(Gifford) 

to the 

| 

| Department 

of 
State 

} | 7 | 

| TOP 
SECRET 

: LONDON, 

June 

28, 
1952—4 

p. m. 

| 5999. 

Meeting 

held 

this 

morning 

at 
Foreign 

Office 

with 

Scott 

and | Murray 

? as 
U
K
 

representatives, 

La 

Tournelle, 

Offroy, 

Roux, 

and 

| 

| Leroy 

* French 

representatives, 

and 

Nitze, 

Nash, 

Sprouse 

and 

| 

| Ringwalt 

for 

US 

to 

formulate 

policy 

guidance 

for 

ad 

hoc 

commit- 

| 

tee. 

| | | : 

| Following 

draft 

paper, 

based 

on 

original 

U
K
 

draft 

presented 

at 

| 

| meeting, 

agreed 

upon 

for 

submission 

to 
respective 

governments: 

_ 

| “Tt 

is suggested 

that 

military 

representatives 

of 

USA, 

UK, 

| 

| France, 

Austria 

[Australia] 

and 

N
e
w
 

Zealand 

should 

meet 

to 

con- | sider 

defense 

SEA 

and 

particularly 

Indochina 

against 

armed 

Chi- 

| 

| nese 

aggression. 

They 

should 

be 

guided 

in 
their 

deliberations 

by | the 

following 

provisional 

conclusions 

agreed 

by 

the 

governments 

_ 

| concerned: 

| a
 

| Co ee | 

| 1. (a) 

That 

in 

event 

of 

further 

Chinese 

aggression 

joint 

| 

| agreed 

action 

would 

be 

taken; 

© | | | 

| - (b) 

That 

it will 

be 

necessary 

to 

demonstrate 

in 

advance 

to 

| 

Chinese 

by 

some 

appropriate 

m
e
t
h
o
d
 

that 

aggression 

will 

not pay; 

ae mo plats O
E
S
 

| 

(ce) 

That 

the 

action 

taken 

is not 

designed 

to 

overthrow 

| 

_ present 

Chinese 

(Commie) 

Government 

but 

to cause 

them 

to 

| - cease 

their 

aggression; 

| | | 

! _ (d) 

That 

in 
action 

to 
be 
taken 

risk 

of 
provoking 

Soviet 

armed 

support 

to 

China 

should 

be 

reduced 

to 

m
i
n
i
m
u
m
 

consistent 

i with 

effectively 

carrying 

out 

the 

task 

in 
(c) 
above; 

| : 

| (e) 

That 

(if 

aggression 

occurs) 

action, 

at 

any 

rate 

to 
begin 

2 

with, 

should 

if 
possible, 

be 

confined 

to 

area 

of 
aggression 

and 

| 

| support 

areas 

in 
Chinese 

territory. 

a
 

| | 

| 1 Repeated 

for 

information 

to 
Paris 

and 

Saigon. 

| 

| 2 James 

Murray, 

Head 

of 
the 

South 

East 

Asia 

Department 

of the 

Foreign 

Office 

i 

| under 

Scott. 

7 

3 Jean 

Leroy, 

Counselor 

of 
the 

Embassy 

in London. 

| |
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2. The objects of such a meeting of military representatives 
should be: _ oe | 

I. To advise governments on scale, objectives and probable 
effectiveness of action considered practicable, Tonkin being | 
in particular considered as one of positions of paramount 
military importance to free world in Asia; | 

II. To recommend alternative military courses of action in 
light of their relative military effectiveness and their rela- 
tion to likelihood of Soviet involvement; 

III. To make recommendations regarding possible establish- 
ment of a military organization to make aforesaid action 
effective if need arises, and in particular to prepare appro- 
priate military plans for submission to governments.” 

Discussion revealed French major preoccupation with defense 
Tonkin and both French and UK obsession with avoidance action 
which might lead to Soviet involvement. US representatives made 
clear they too were equally desirous minimizing risks Soviet in- 

volvement but emphasized that any action entailed such risk and 

that it was essential to take effective action which would lead to 

attainment objective to causing Chinese to cease aggression. US 

representatives also emphasized danger ineffective action which 

would merely lead to continuation present drain and eventually 
loss of SEA, with attendant increasing pressures on Europe, Japan 

and Pacific flank. UK representatives also indicated some reserva- 
tion regarding effectiveness naval blockade and risk Soviet reac- 

tions, particularly if extended to Dairen and Port Arthur. 

It was preliminarily decided that finalization of paper would take 
place at Paris between UK-US Ambassadors and French Foreign 

Office.* 
Subsequent to meetings, Scott had brief exchange of views with 

Ringwalt. Scott felt that substantial progress had been made but 
warned that in effort meet US position he might have concurred in 
measures which UK Joint Chiefs would be unwilling support.® 

GIFFORD 

4 Documentation on implementation of this course of action has not been found in 
Department of State files. 

5 Telegram Secto 49 from Vienna, June 29, marked “Eyes Only Matthews’, in- 
cludes a repetition of the draft text given above, together with this conclusion: 

“Secretary studied paper en route Berlin. He wid change second sentence, first 
paragraph to read, ‘They should be guided in their deliberations by the following 
provisional statement.’ (Reason for change is to avoid fact or appearance of secret : 
agreement). oo | 

“Secretary assumes it was not possible to get agreement on mentioning specifical- 
ly bombing and blockade. 

“Secretary wishes careful study be given to paragraph (c) for reasons familiar to 
Department in connection revision NSC paper.” (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 

116)
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790.5/7-1552 | | | | | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | 
Affairs (Allison) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Mat- : 

| thews) — | a 

| TOP SECRET | | [WasHINGTON,] July 15, 1952. 
| Subject: Proposed Tripartite Conference on the Defense of South- 
| east Asia | | 

| Reference is made to the paper dated July 11th from the Chair- 
| man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense! on | 

the above subject. This memorandum was furnished to the Depart- 
ment on an informal basis by Mr. Charles Noyes. It is my under- | 
standing that it has not yet received the approval of the Secretary 

! _ of Defense and that in fact Defense would welcome an opportunity 
| for further informal discussion with us prior to a final firming up 
: of Defense’s position.  —> ae | | | 
| _ The Joint Chiefs position may be summarized as follows: = | 

| 1. The J oint Chiefs do not believe that the draft working paper 2 
agreed to tripartitely at London furnishes a basis for military con- 
versations. oe | 

2. Useful military conversations would result only from expanded 
| joint agreed political guidance. | oo 
| 3. Every effort must be made to obtain tripartite agreement on 
| at least the minimum course of military action referred to in para- 

graphs 7e and 10c of NSC 124/2.3 When this has been achieved the 
| Joint Chiefs would agree to a purely military tripartite meeting in | . 
| accordance with certain agreed terms involving the following major 
| variations from those contained in the London draft: : : 

| | a. Australia and New Zealand would appear as observers | 
| _ rather than as participants. | : 
! b. Instead of “alternative military courses of action” the ; 
| military conference would come up with ‘recommended cours- 

| es of action”. — | | | } 
| _¢c. The joint action to be taken in the event of further Chi- : 

: ~ nese aggression “would not necessarily be the limit of actions : 
taken by the governments concerned” (i.e., we, and the others, | 

| would have a sort of blank check to go unilaterally beyond tri- 
| partite agreement). | | | 
| _d. The Joint Chiefs wish to spell out the issuance of “a joint 7 
| warning to Communist China” whereas the London draft : 

merely stated that “It may be necessary to demonstrate in ad- _ | 
| vance that aggression will not pay’. | | oa 
| --e. The Joint Chiefs in speaking of the possible overthrow of | 
| the Chinese Communist Government state that this would not 

| 1 Not printed. (790.5/7-1552) | | 
| 2 For text, see telegram 5999, supra. 

3 Dated June 25, p. 125. 

|
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be the primary objective of the action contemplated and add 
that “such an overthrow incident to the attainment of the pri- 
mary objective would not be precluded”. | 

f. The Joint Chiefs wish to use the language contained in 
NSC 124/2 regarding the risk of Soviet intervention i.e., “by 
avoiding insofar as practicable those targets in areas near the 
borders of USSR”’. . 

g. The Joint Chiefs entirely eliminated the language from 
paragraph e of the London draft which states that “action at 
any rate to begin with should if possible be confined to areas of 
aggression and support areas in Chinese territory’. Thus their 
proposed draft is far less restrictive than the London draft. 

4, Thereafter a high-level conference of “heads of state or their 
representatives and the Chiefs of Staff of the US, Great Britain 
and France’ is proposed to achieve the agreements believed neces- 
sary “for the successful defense of Southeast Asia and the preven- : 
tion of limited war’ (sic). 

5. This high-level meeting would be designed to obtain agreement 
of the governments concerned to take all necessary measures with- | 
out geographic limitation or the exclusion of any capability and 
also to determine the sequence and extent of necessary military 
action to repel further Chinese Communist aggression and restore 

| peace and order to the area. 

To sum up, the Joint Chiefs propose three steps: 

a. A political agreement on terms of reference for a military 
meeting. This agreement would involve reopening of the London 
negotiation. | Oo , | 

b. A meeting of military representatives in accordance with the 
expanded terms of reference. 

c. A very high level politico-military meeting presumably de- 
signed to pass upon and reach final agreement on the recommenda- 
tions formulated by the military in accordance with the expanded 
terms of reference. | 

I can see no prospect of agreement on the above either between 

ourselves and the Pentagon or between this Government and the 

British and French. I submit the following general comments: | 

1. It seems to me that the question of issuing a warning either 
secret or publicly to the Chinese Communists regarding the conse- 
quences of further aggression on their part is no longer timely. As 
you recall the British have already indicated that, in their opinion, 
the warning has, for all practical purposes, already been delivered. 
There can be no doubt in anyone’s mind that such an aggression 

| would encounter prompt reaction on our part and that we are in 
fact already making a major effort to enable France and the Asso- 
ciated States to resist the aggression already taking place. The fact 
of tripartite conversation and, presumably, planning is also public 
knowledge. 7 | 

2. It is obviously up to us to be prepared for anything which may 
happen. Nevertheless it is legitimate to ask ourselves how immi-
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| nent is the danger of a stepped up Chinese aggression in Indochina : 
to a point which would warrant a conclusion that a new military : 
situation justifying new measures on our part exists. I do not be- 
lieve such a change to be very imminent although we must certain- | 
ly to the extent possible concert the measures which we would take : 

| if such aggression developed. | | ! 
3. A certain measure of agreement between ourselves, the British 

: and the French as to what we would do in the event of further Chi- tf 
| nese aggression already exists. We would certainly supply air and : 
, naval support to Indochina and we have tripartitely agreed to ask ) 

our military for recommendations regarding action to be taken 
against the “areas of aggression and support areas in Chinese terri- : 
tory’. There is certainly a considerable field of action for military 
discussions, planning and possible preparations. | | ! 

; 4. Is it desirable at this time to press further on the highest tri- | 
partite political level the question of “limited war” (I use the JCS | 
language) versus the almost unlimited war against Communist | 

| China which is apparently advocated by the Pentagon in the event : 
of further Chinese aggression? This is not an issue on which we are 

: apt to secure a prompt agreement with our Allies. It is an issue | 
| which will generate considerable heat and which will therefore in- i 

| evitably become public. Is this the time when we wish to encourage 
publicity in this direction? Would it not be possible at this time i 

| merely to enter a general caveat regarding the effectiveness of the i 
| measures agreed to by the French and British while at the same 
| time we would proceed to work out those measures in military con- : 
| versations. While the conversations are taking place, our military : 

people might unilaterally work out the expanded measures which | 
| they think should be taken and which I understand would mainly 
| be carried out by us in any case. At some later opportune moment 
| these could be presented to our Allies in a fully discussed and sup- 

| ported form. I have been much struck at the failure on our part to 
| express exactly what we have in mind when we speak of expanded : 
| air bombardment and naval blockade in relation to further Chinese 
| aggression. We have not really worked out the military, political or I 
| economic angles of our program. | 
| 5. If we were to accept the Joint Chiefs position and submit it to 
| the British and French Governments, we would in effect be cancel- 

| ing the effort made at London both by the Foreign Ministers and 
by the working group to reach an agreed position. We would in fact t 

| be back where we were last February. As you are aware, the : 
| French Cabinet has accepted the working paper and the French 
| Government is pressing for the military talks. Indications are that | 
2 the British Government will also accept the paper in the very near. L 

future with a reservation urged by the Chiefs of Staff rejecting the 
| setting up of a continuing military organization. In fact, there has 
| been talk as to the desirability of holding the conversations before | 
| the end of the month. | 

| Recommendation. It is recommended that you inform the Joint 
| Chiefs that the Department does not believe it feasible, in view of 

| the negotiations which have already taken place at ministerial : 

| level with the participation of a Defense representative, to reject - 

| | : 

| |
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_ the London working paper in its entirety or to make a counterpro- 
posal along the lines of the Joint Chiefs thinking. We therefore 
propose acceptance of the London working paper as a basis for the 

working out on the military level of certain measures to be agreed 
on in the event of further Chinese aggression but at the same time 
we would reserve our right at a later date to submit for consider- 
ation both at the political and the military level certain expanded 

or alternative courses of action. , 

State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | 

Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 
| State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting } 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| July 16, 1952—11 a. m. 

[Here follows a list of the persons present (24). Only General 
Bradley attended for the Joint Chiefs. The Army, Navy, and Air 

| Force groups were led by General John E. Hull, Vice Chief of Staff: 

Admiral Donald B. Duncan, Vice Chief of Naval Operations; and 

General Nathan F. Twining, Vice Chief of Staff, respectively. Mat- 

thews headed the Department of State group. 

[The meeting opened with discussion of Korean matters; for text 

of this section, see volume XV, Part 1, page 409.] 

Southeast Asia | | | | 

General Bradley: We have studied your paper 2? and have made a 
few suggested changes. We changed the expression “foreign minis- 

ters’ to “heads of states or their representatives” with the idea of 
giving the representatives more power. _ | 

Mr. Matthews: I take it you do not really mean that Queen Eliza- 
beth and President Auriol should meet with President Truman. I 

suppose you mean heads of governments. 

General Bradley: Yes, that is right. In other words, if military 
representatives went along they would go as representatives of 

heads of governments. Perhaps they do not want them to have as 

- much authority as that and want to have their views referred back 

to governments. That is something I am not sure about. 

Mr. Nitze: I think there may be a difference between us in our 
starting points. Your paper * describes the paper under consider- 

1A note on the title page reads: “State Draft. Not cleared with any of partici- 

Pee Reference is apparently to a Department of State draft not found in Department 
of State files. 

3 The JCS memorandum of July 11 to the Secretary of Defense, discussed in the 

memorandum supra. ;
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| ation * as the initial British approach. Actually it represents a con- 

| siderable revision of the British position. The original British posi- | 

tion was wholly negative and was based entirely on the idea. of 

local defense. They originally took the view that our action in the | 

| area would not be designed to cause the Chinese Communist gov- | 

| ernment to cease its aggression but only to deter its aggression. We | 

| made it clear to the British that we do not now have the power to | 

| deter the Chinese Communist aggression locally and that it is nec- 

essary to bring pressure on China directly in order to make the 

Chinese Communists cease their aggression.® In other words, it is | 

| not just a problem of deterring but a problem of compelling them 

| to cease aggressive action. The British accepted this point of view. 

| The second point of importance is that the British originally took 

| the view that our action must be confined to the area in which ag- 

| gression was taking place and areas adjacent thereto. We took the | 

| view that we had no chance of accomplishing our objectives if we | 

_. placed these restrictions on ourselves. We pointed out again that it | 

| was necessary to bring pressure on China. We had a lengthy dis- 

| cussion of a naval blockade in this connection, and we pointed out | 

| that we could not exclude the possibility that a naval blockade 
| would be necessary. > OO | 

| - There is ancther major point on which the British have moved in | 

| our direction. Their paper ® in paragraph D stopped after stating 

| the necessity of minimizing the danger of Soviet intervention. We | 

| agreed that we do not want to become involved with the Soviet , 

| Union. Our primary objective, however, is to compel the Chinese 

| Communists to cease their aggression. We would minimize the | | 

| chance of Soviet aggression to the extent consistent with doing | 

| whatever was necessary to accomplish this objective. | | 

| The British and the French felt that in approving the Working 

| Party’s paper, they exceeded their instructions. In short, we felt — | | 

| that we had gotten them to move quite a long distance. For this | 

| reason it seems to me that the JCS comment is inaccurate when it | 

| states that there has been no change in the British position. I | 

| think the situation is quite different than it was because the Work- | 

| ing Party’s paper places primary emphasis on the problem of get- | 

| ting the Chinese Communists to cease their aggression. | 

| 4 That is, the draft working paper of June 28. | | | 

: 5 The preceding two sentences are printed as altered by handprinted alterations | 

and interpolations. As typed they read: “They originally took the view that our | 

| action in the area would not be designed to overthrow the Chinese Communist gov- 

ernment but only to deter its aggression. We made it clear to the British that we do i] 

| not now have the power to deter the Chinese Communist aggression and that it is 

| necessary to bring pressure on China directly in order to make the Chinese Commu- L 

| nists cease their aggression.” | 

! 6 Not found in Department of State files. | 

! | 

| |
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There is a point which I should mention about the blockade. Mr. 
_ Eden thought that a naval blockade might be appropriate and nec- | 
essary in certain circumstances. However, the Cabinet would have 
to approve any British decision to this effect. Cabinet approval 
would require among other things a military estimate that a naval 
blockade was necessary in order to get the Chinese Communists to 
cease their aggression. For this reason also I think that the time is - 
now appropriate for new military discussions and that such discus- 
sions might move us one more step forward. | . 

Admiral Duncan: I thought that all the things you have just said 
were reflected in our comments. I do not find this point regarding 
the ceasing of aggression. a | 
Mr. Nitze: It is in the agreed Working Party paper which was 

drafted in London. Oo / Oo 
_ General Bradley: We had long discussions of this subject with the 

| British and French last January. At the end of those discussions 
we were poles apart. They were willing to take some action in 
Southeast Asia to stop aggression, but they were not willing to do 
anything more. They would not even entertain the idea of a naval 
blockade. When we read this new paper, frankly we did not see 
much change from the positions they had taken in J anuary. Per- 
haps some of these words you have mentioned do imply a differ- 
ence but we did not think so. | | 

’ Mr. Nitze: We thought that the changes in language represented 
a material change in position. We also thought, however, that the 
matter could be clarified by the preparation of an interpretative 
minute. We have a draft of such a minute,’ and it is our idea that 
we might be able to get the British and French to approve this in- 
terpretation of the paper. | | | | 
(Mr. Nitze handed copies of the draft interpretative minute to 

General Bradley.) | | 
Mr. Matthews: I understand that the Working Party’s paper was 

not just a British paper. The French participated and on our side 
Paul Nitze and Frank Nash also participated. Therefore, we did 
have some influence on the paper. | | | 

Mr. Nitze: I am not trying to maintain that we got full agree- 
ment on the policy set forth in NSC 124.8 I firmly believe that we 
cannot get that policy accepted right now. Before it could be ac- 
cepted, it would be necessary for the British to obtain a military 
view that a naval blockade would be necessary. | 

7 See the appendix to the JCS memorandum to the Secretary of Defense of Aug. 5, 

e : ‘Apparently a reference to NSC 124/2, p.125. -
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Admiral Duncan: According to this memorandum, it was your | 
| object to seek agreement. | | ded FS od | 
| Mr. Nitze: We sought agreement all right but we didn’t get it. | 
| General Bradley: How can we get agreement on what we are | 
| - going to do unless we can get agreement on what our objectives | 
| are? | bogie Oa | | 

_Mr. Nitze: That is why we thought it was important to make | 
' Clear that our objective is to make the Chinese Communists cease | 

their aggression. Having got agreement on that it will follow logi- 

cally and clearly that we should impose a naval blockade if a naval 
blockade is necessary to attain that objective. _ 7 7 

| Mr. Matthews: You will notice that paragraph 2 of our interpre- | 
| tative minute includes language which makes clear that our objec- | 

tive is to get the Chinese Communists to cease aggression. We | 
! think it might be possible to persuade the British and French to 
| accept this as an agreed interpretation. | erg ! 
| General Bradley: Well, we will take a look at it. I have one draft- : 
__ ing comment. I think we might get in trouble with the expression ! 

“military committee’. That term usually refers to the 15-man mili- | 

tary committee of NATO. - me | | 
_. Mr. Nitze: We don’t need to use that expression. Let’s take it out. | 

| We can say instead “military representatives” and put that in 
| lower case. | | | | aa | 

| General Bradley: Is there pressure from the French for an early | 
| meeting? Somewhere or other I have gotten the idea that they 
| want a meeting on July 21. | : 
| Mr. Matthews: There may be some pressure from the French, 
| but there is certainly no agreement on a meeting at that time. — | 

| Mr. Bohlen: Are you sure you’re not thinking of the Democratic | 
Convention? — | | | | 

| Mr. Nitze: There was some reason why the French wanted an 
early meeting but I can’t remember what it was. a 7 

| Admiral Duncan: Judging from a first glance at your memoran- _ | 
| dum here, I take it that you propose to accept the Working Party’s 
| paper as written and to agree on this interpretation of it. That | 

i seems objectionable to me because there are some things in the | 
_ Working Party’s paper which I do not like at all. For instance, | 
| there is a paragraph concerning command arrangements which I | : 

don’t like. - | | | | | a 
| Mr. Matthews: The British have already indicated that they | 
| want to take that out. : | - | 
| Admiral Duncan: I could not agree to it. | 

: Mr. Nitze: I think we can secure the deletion of that. subpara- | 
graph 3 which deals with command areas. I am not sure that any 

__ military organization is necessary. | OS
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Mr. Matthews: The British have said that they do not want it. 

Mr. Nitze: I expect we will have some trouble with the French on 
this point for they do want a military organization. _ 

Admiral Duncan: Have you noticed how we put this matter in 

our comments? Our language refers to consultation and arrange- 
ments for coordination. | | | 

General Bradley: (Reads the paragraph in question) ° That part 
about plans seems troublesome. _- Oo | 
Mr. Matthews: That is the paragraph which the British chiefs 

want to delete. re ae 
Admiral Duncan: I may not be up to date on the changes in the 

Working Party’s paper, but I really don’t see a revised basis for dis- 
cussions by the military representatives. _ 

Mr. Nitze: There aren’t any changes in the Working Party’s 
paper. ee ee Cc 

Mr. Matthews: When I say that the British chiefs want to delete 
this paragraph that is because we have subsequently received a 

message 1° from London which indicates that this is the desire of 

the British chiefs and that the Foreign Office will recommend that 

the view of the British chiefs be accepted by the Cabinet. 

Mr. Nitze: I think we can get the whole paragraph deleted after 

a fight with the French. : eo 

General Cabell: !! Isn’t the only terms of reference we need for 
the military meeting the language embodied in paragraph 4 of 
your interpretative minute? 1? If the military were supplied that | 

one paragraph as their terms of reference, they could proceed with 

their business. I think if we just gave them that and made no refer- 
ence to the Working Party’s paper, the military representatives 
could get on with their job. SO 

Mr. Bohlen: It has been our feeling that the military should have 
a clear shot at this problem without any political inhibitions. What 
we want the military to tell us is what is militarily required to re- 
store peace and tranquility in the area. After they have deter- 
mined the military requirements, the governments can then decide © 

whether these requirements can be met and whether the risks are 
acceptable. I think it is important to attack the problem in this 
way. If we mess up the two problems and consider at the same 

9 Apparently paragraph III of the draft working paper. - | 

10 Not further identified. | | | 
| | 11 Lt. Gen. Charles P. Cabell, USAF, Director of the Joint Staff of the JCS. 

12 “4. The primary objective of any action is cessation of Chinese aggression, and 
the governments concerned desire to obtain from their representatives a military 
analysis of the courses of action militarily recommended and feasible to obtain that 
objective.” : |
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time not only the military requirements but the political aspects of 

the problem, I’m afraid that we will not get anywhere. | 

General Hull: It is possible for us on this side to take that kind H 

of approach, but I don’t think it will work with our allies. | | 

Mr. Bohlen: I know that of course they always have political 

ideas in the back of their heads. However, if it is our clear mission ! 

to determine the military requirements quite apart from political 

considerations, I think we can force them to justify their recom- | 

mendations on military grounds. If they have political limitations 

in their minds, I think we would then be in a position to back them | 

against a wall. | | , 

_ Admiral Duncan: There is another point here which I must men- | 

tion. The military representatives cannot make their recommenda- | 

tions directly to the governments. They will have to report to their 

respective chiefs. We would expect our representatives to report | 

back here to the JCS. The JCS would then present the military rec- : 

ommendations to the government. | i 

Mr. Matthews: The language in our minute is taken directly | 

| from your own paper. I think the language is identical. | 

Admiral Duncan: I’m afraid that it has in effect been taken out 

| of context. | | | | 
General Bradley: No one of us could go over there and represent 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff. We would have to report back to the JCS. : 

- Admiral Duncan: The task of the military re tati r- | “ y representatives pa i 

ticipating in such a meeting is to advise their chiefs from a mill- 

| tary point of view as to the military requirements. We would want 

| the parties to this agreed minute to understand this point. The way 

the minute reads, I think it would not be understood. - | 

General Bradley: I agree that it is necessary to make that clear. I | 

think that you would want us to do it that way. — 

Mr. Matthews: That is right. We will be happy to make this 

clear. Incidentally, General Bradley, you referred to one of the 

chiefs going “over there’. I think the meeting will be held here in — I 

Washington. At least that is our idea. — a | 

General Bradley: That will make some difference. | 

Mr. Matthews: Shall we leave this minute with you so that you 
can study it? | 

General Bradley: Yes, we will do that. We are rather skeptical | 

after last January. | - | | 

Mr. Matthews: We think it is worth another try especially in [ 

view of Mr. Eden’s statement about a naval blockade. | 

General Bradley: We did not know that he had said that. That is | 
encouraging. We will look this over and see if we have any com- | 

ments which would clear up the points we have mentioned. | |
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Mr. Nitze: From the American point of view, I think it would be 
helpful if we could forget the whole Working Party paper. I am 
confident, however, that we cannot do that. There are some people | 
in the French and British governments who think we want to get 
involved in general hostilities with Communist China and who are 
not altogether sure that we wouldn’t want to see hostilities ex- 
tended to the Soviet Union. We have got to get that worry out of 
their heads before we can get ahead on this problem on an objec- 
tive basis. a 

_ General Bradley: In any new discussions we are bound to be 
guided by NSC 124/2. We did not have a governmental position at 

| the time of the January talks. The British and French did. Every- 
thing they said was based on the position their governments had 
adopted. We did not know what our government’s position was. 
Personally, I don’t see what we can accomplish unless their govern- 
mental positions have changed considerably. However, perhaps it is 
worth a try. 

Mr. Matthews: I don’t think we can lose anything and we might 
gain some ground. | | | 

Mr. Nitze: There is perhaps one risk in these talks. I have in 
mind the question of the use of atomic weapons. If it is hard to | 
foresee how we can accomplish much without using atomic weap- 
ons, this may lead to new political difficulties. It is undoubtedly 
true that they will find that a very difficult idea to deal with. 

General Bradley: I don’t think anyone here believes that we can — 
get into large-scale action against China and keep all of our atomic 
weapons in storage. We have been spending billions on them after 
all, and it seems to be a very effective weapon. I doubt if we can | 
handle the problem without using them. One of the arguments 
against the blockade has been that it wouldn’t be effective. I think 
that we could seriously interfere with the use of their main centers 
of communication if we used atomic weapons. I think we could cut 
down the traffic very much. | 
We will take another look at your paper and try to see whether 

we can give you any more guidance. 
Admiral Duncan: Is this moving along at high speed on the basis 

of the working paper? 
General Bradley: Is there an urgent demand for a meeting 

within 10 days or is it a question of a month or two months? 
Mr. Nitze: For some reason or other the French found it difficult 

to have a meeting after the first of August. I think the rains stop 

in November. The French feel that it would be helpful to get an 
agreement among the three of us before that time. I don’t think 
they made any great point out of it. I think that they just want to 
get going. | | a
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Mr. Bonsal 13 just tells me that the French have renewed their | 

request for urgency. | , | : 

Mr. Allison: May I raise one other small point about your com- 

ments. I note that it refers to Australia and New Zealand as ob- 

servers rather than participants. Australia was a full participant 

in the first meeting, and I think it might be very difficult to try to | 

put them back into observer status in this meeting. | 

General Bradley: I thought that Australia had been an observer | 

in the first meeting. _ : 

Admiral Wooldridge: I re-read the record of the January discus- 

sions yesterday, and Mr. Allison is right. Australia was a full par- i 

ticipant. | | 

General Bradley: The same question arises with respect to an- 

other paper. We agreed last January to participate with the others | 

| in intelligence work. We said that we would not go along with the 

preparation of agreed intelligence estimates. In other words, we | 

| agreed that we would all work together, but we did not agree to | 

| issue agreed reports. Australia and New Zealand were at this meet- : 

ing. The French have told us that according to their records we 

| agreed that Australia and New Zealand would be full participants | 
| in this intelligence work. Our record on the meeting is not entirely , 

| clear. We shy away from it a bit because we are afraid that it j 

| might lead the French to request full participation for Vietnam. 

On balance, I think it is O.K. for Australia and New Zealand to be 

full participants. We are under some pressure to go along with 

| this, | | | 

| General Cabell: The French have raised the matter on the basis | 

| that they interpret the record as making possible the full participa- i 

| | tion by Australia and New Zealand. They have asked us whether 

| we agree with this view. a an a 

| _ General Bradley: Would that violate any governmental position? | 

Mr. Matthews: Offhand I don’t think so. ; | | 

~ General Bradley: Well, we are going to have a G-2 and G-3 

meeting. I think we should have a consistent point of view. | | 

| Admiral Duncan: I think Australia and New Zealand should be | 

| full participants in the intelligence conference. | | 

I raised the question of urgency because I thought it related to 

the question whether the British and French regard this paper as 

| being a governmental approved paper. rs 

| Mr. Nitze: I think it is very important to get clear on what | 

| changes we want to make, etc. The British and French understand | 

| that the Working Party’s paper was strictly ad referendum. _ 

13 Philip W. Bonsal, Lacy’s successor as Director of PSA. a 

| 
| : |
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Admiral Duncan: Is that understood by them? 
Mr. Nitze: I am sure it is. I know that the British and French 

representatives both felt that they had exceeded their instructions. 
Mr. Bonsal: Both the British and French know that the paper is 

under study in this government and that the Working Party’s work 
was ad referendum. ne 

Mr. Matthews: In other words, they do not think that our failure 
to comment means that we have approved it? 

Mr. Bonsal: No, not at all. oo | 
General Bradley: Does anyone here have any objection to the full 

participation by Australia and New Zealand in this meeting? | 
Mr. Matthews: No. | 
[Here follows discussion of MEDO, Trieste, and Japan.] 

Editorial Note | 

In a memorandum of his conversation held with President 
Truman July 21, Acheson wrote: “I told the President the approxi- 
mate dates of the meeting in Honolulu and the matters to be taken 
up on the agenda.” The remainder of the Secretary’s memorandum 
concerns discussion of speech plans and travel arrangements. 
(790.5/7-2152) | 

790 .5/7-2352: Telegram a - . 

The Chargé in Thailand (Brown) to the Department of State } 

SECRET | BANGKOK, July 238, 1952—1 p. m. 
143. Fr Amb has made available to me substance of July 21 con- 

versations between FonMin,? Premier * and Offroy dipl counselor 
at Saigon in course of latter’s protocol calls. Both Wan and Phibun 
inquired re Letourneau’s mtgs Wash and London re security SEA. 
Offroy replied in gen that three govts were giving serious consider- 

| ation problem and start being made toward finding some solution | 
in terms exchanges views, confs of experts, etc. to end that three 
govts might be better prepared in event trouble. FonMin and Pre- 

| mier both indicated their gratification such moves and that their 
only concern was efforts of three powers might at some stage 
appear provocative to Chi Commies. In this connection Premier 
and FonMin said Thai wld be willing participate if and when ap- 
propriate but at a low and inconspicuous level. They cld not for ex- 

1 Repeated to London, Paris, and Saigon for information. | 
* Prince Wan Waithayakon Krommun Naradhip Bongsprabandh. , 
* Field Marshal Phibun Pibulsonggram.
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ample make available heads of Army or Air Force for any com- 
bined discussions but it might be possible arrange for Thai “‘ex- 

perts” take part. At present Thai’s chief reliance, they added, must 

be on the UN. Fr Amb gathered subj was discussed in Cab during 
interval between Offroy talks with FonMin and Premier and he 

thinks that Premier’s worries re provocation as stated in second 

mtg reflected some cautious reservations expressed by other Cab 

members. | 

Comment: Views of FonMin and Premier as expressed Offroy are 

consistent with Emb’s present assessment position Thai leaders in 

face continuing Chi Commie threat. They hope for prompt UN 

action in defense of SEA but obviously must try keep from going 

too far without definite assurances. Naturally they wish be in- 

formed and if possible participate any moves affecting SEA. = 

| BROWN 

| 790.5/7-2452 OB | | oe | 

Memorandum From the Australian Embassy to the Department of 
| . | 
| State } | 

| SECRET > | WASHINGTON, July 24, 1952. 

Australian Document Al/7 | | | | 

~ AusTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND-UNITED STATES PACIFIC SECURITY | 

COUNCIL 

FIRST MEETING HONOLULU AUGUST 1952 | | 

Relationship with NATO oo | 
| In view of the fact that resistance to Communist expansion in | 

the Pacific region is only one facet of the global campaign against 

~ Communist imperialism, with which all three parties have identi- 

fied themselves, there might be advantages in working out the | 

| roles of the three Parties in joint security within the global con- 

| text. | a | 

2. Apart from the United Nations, which is not well adapted to : 

| specific military planning for the maintenance of international 

peace and security, there is no universal organization which can | 

define global strategy. The United States by virtue of its participa- | 

tion in other regional organizations is fully informed on planning 

in those regions. Australia, on the other hand, is not a member of 

1 This memorandum is one of several attachments to the Embassy’s note No. 399/ 
| oe presented to Foster by David W. McNicol, First Secretary of Embassy, on July 

|
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such bodies as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and has no 
right of access to information regarding NATO decisions. : 

3. It is therefore suggested that means should be found to enable 
Australia to receive information regarding NATO developments, 
particularly those which have a direct bearing upon Australian in- 
terests. Consideration might also be given to the best way to enable 
Australia, when NATO is dealing with matters affecting the inter- 
ests of Australia, to express its views to NATO. 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 115 | . 

Memorandum by the Assistant to the Director of the Executive 
Secretariat (Meloy) to the Deputy Director of the Office of British 
Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Foster) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] July 28, 1952. 

The Secretary in reading over his ANZUS Council book this 
weekend noted, in the last sentence of the first paragraph on page 
18 of the historical background paper,! a statement that Sir Oliver 
Franks had been informed 2 that if as a result of talks with Austra- 

lia and New Zealand it seemed desirable that the UK be brought 
in in some way as an observer or consultant with respect to the 
tripartite agreement, the United States would have no objection. 
The Secretary remembered his own recent discussion in London 
with Mr. Eden * in which he had thrown cold water on this idea 

and had pointed out that, while we would be willing to discuss the 

matter with Australia and New Zealand, there were many serious 
obstacles in the way of a UK observer. This conversation was re- 

ported in Secto 45 from London of June 28.4 The Secretary has 
asked whether or not the difference in these two conversations in- 

dicates a change in our position and has inquired as to how this 

came about. He would like to know whether or not our position is 
firm at the moment and what it is. 

Could you give him a brief memorandum on this subject which 
he might have before his 4:00 meeting. 

1 Background paper prepared by the Division of Historical Research, ‘References 
in the Negotiation of the ANZUS Treaty to Broader Security Arrangements Affect- 
ing the Pacific Area’, not printed. (Lot 59 D 95, CF 116) | 

2 By Dean Rusk, then Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, in his 
conversation held with Sir Oliver, Apr. 14, 1951. For partial text of a memorandum 
of this talk, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. v1, Part 1, p. 204. 

3 See extract from the summary minutes of the bipartite Foreign Ministers meet- 
ing held in London, June 23, p. 142. 

# Not printed.
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 115 | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of British Com- 

~monwealth and Northern European Affairs (Foster) to the Secre- 

tary of State | : a | 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] July 28, 1952. 

Subject: ANZUS Council Meeting: U.K. Observer Problem | 

Mr. Meloy has informed us that you noted in connection with the 

background section of the paper (D-3/1) on the U.K. observer prob- | 

lem ! that there has apparently been a change in our position since 

April 1951 when “the British were told that if as a result of discus- 

sions with Australia and New Zealand it seemed desirable for the 

U.K. to participate in an observer or consultant capacity the USS. 

would have no objection”? | 

| Our position today is certainly a different one, but I believe the 

| explanation lies in the fact that the statement to the British in 

April 1951 was made in a different context and without regard to | 

considerations which have subsequently become apparent to us. | 

At the time the original statement was made to the British, we 

had been discussing with them various alternative arrangements, 

including a proposed pact which would include the Philippines as | 

well as Australia and New Zealand. The British were opposed to | 

this and it was partly their opposition which decided us to go for 

the ANZUS Treaty. 
Since April 1951 it has become increasingly evident that the par- 

ticipation of the U.K. in the ANZUS Council in an observer or con- : 
sultant capacity would open us to pressures from other countries of : 

the western Pacific who would claim the same right to participa- : 

| tion. As you know, there has been some excitement in Manila over | 

| the ANZUS Treaty. Again, on July 24 the Counselor of the Korean 

| Embassy asked Mr. Johnson of FE whether Korea might be permit- 

ted to send an observer and whether any governments were send- : 

ing observers to Honolulu. 
| Meanwhile the Department of Defense has registered its misgiv- : 

! ings about the attendance of a U.K. observer. Whatever the merits : 

| of its position, Defense fears that the participation of the U.K. in 

the ANZUS Council would lead toward the sort of military involve- 3 

- ments—Combined Chiefs of Staff and that sort of thing—which the | 

- ‘JCS are so strongly opposed to. | 

1 HON D-3/1a of July 24, “U.K. Observer’, not printed. (Lot 59 D 95, CF 119) | 

| -2The quotation is from HON D-3/la. The historical background information in | 

| HON D-3/la is in agreement with, but briefer than, that in the paper cited by 

| Meloy in the memorandum supra. !
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It might be possible to persuade the JCS to withdraw their oppo- 
sition to a U.K. observer but I believe it is generally felt in the De- 
partment that the other consideration (pressures from the Filipinos 
and others) is of itself sufficient to justify us in opposing the at- 
tendance of a U.K. observer, at least at this stage. 

Editorial Note : 

In the course of a message to President Truman of July 30, Sec- 
retary Acheson commented as follows with regard to the forthcom- 
ing ANZUS Council meeting: . | 

“T expect no problems which will require soul-searching at the 
ANZUS meeting and believe we should emerge with a satisfactory 
machinery for bringing Australia and New Zealand into closer re- 
lationship with us in planning the defense of the Pacific Area. We 
should be able to further clarify the aims of the three nations con- 
cerned and to arrive at a better understanding of the strategy and 
resources required to fulfill those aims. Despite the tendency of 
Australia and New Zealand to magnify the importance of the 

| treaty at the first meeting, there will be no spectacular results and 
we are making every effort to guard against giving our other 
friends in the Pacific area any reason to suspect that this is a 
future NATO for the Pacific or that it is ‘white man’s treaty’ or 
that we are making any private deal with Australia and New Zea- 
land on matters of concern to other countries in that area. We will 
maintain that the spirit of the several Pacific security treaties to 
which we are a party is one of encouraging cooperation among all 
free nations of the Far East.”’ (Message is an attachment to cover- 
ing note from William J. McWilliams, Director of the Executive 
Secretariat, to William J. Hopkins, Executive Clerk at the White 
House, requesting transmission to the President, then in Independ- 
ence, Missouri; 790.5/7-3052.) 

Acheson’s press conference statement of July 30 concerning the 

Council meeting, together with his remarks made before emplaning 
for Honolulu August 1, are printed in the Department of State Bul- 

letin, August 11, 1952, page 219. | |
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 116 a — a , | 

Background Paper Prepared for ANZUS Council Meeting, by the 
Deputy Director of the Office of British Commonwealth and 
Northern European Affairs (Foster)! .. | | 

SECRET oe _ [WasHINGTON,] July 30, 1952. 
HON Special 4 | | oe - 

AUSTRALIAN AND NEw ZEALAND PosITION TOWARD THE PROBLEM OF 
| _ MACHINERY FOR MILITARY CONSULTATION a 

Based on conversations during the past six months with officers | 
of the Australian and New Zealand Embassies, on the views of the 

New Zealand Government as communicated to the Department by 
Ambassador Munro in a memorandum of May 27, 1952,2 and on 
the three Australian Government documents (Nos. A 1/8, A 1/9, A 

S 1/10)? which were submitted to the Department on July 25, the 
. Australian and New Zealand position towards the problem of ma- 

chinery for military consultation under the ANZUS Treaty may be 
| summarized as follows: | Pee | 

| Australia and New Zealand Want to be Cut in on Planning at the 
_ Washington Level 

| - 1. Accepting the proposal of the JCS that “military representa- | 
tives be accredited to the Council”, Australia and New Zealand 

take the position that these representatives should be set up as a | 
| group in Washington and should have a direct relationship with 
| the JCS. In the words of the New Zealand Government’s memoran- _ 

dum “We had conceived the military committee as a standing body | 
| which would be concerned with general strategic problems arising | 

| in the Pacific area (which is broader than CINCPAC’s command) 
: and their implications for New Zealand and Australia. Some forum 

of the kind where we can discuss these broad issues is necessary, so 
| enabling us to appreciate their relationship to global strategy and 

| the possible effect on our commitments in other theaters.” In the 
| words of the Australian Government, “Australian and New Zea- 

land representatives in Washington together with representatives 
i of the U.S. JCS would be the Military Committee to provide gener- 
| al guidance to the Council on military matters.” The Australians 
| also maintain that “the approach to defense planning for the col- 

1 File copy attached to a covering note of the same date by Christopher Van | 
| Hollen of the Executive Secretariat, who was Chairman of the Steering Group | 

po which assembled briefing materials for the Honolulu meeting. 2 
2 Ante, p. 98. a . _ 

| 83 Not printed. They are filed under cover of the Australian Embassy’s note No. | 
401/52, July 25. (Lot 59 D 95, CF 115) | ae pe EE | | |
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lective security of the democratic nations has been by regional ar- 
rangements and it is essential that planning for the defense of the 
ANZAM* region be related to Allied global strategy.” | 

They Consider the JCS Formula Inadequate | 

2. Australia and New Zealand have found unsatisfactory the JCS 
proposal that the Military Representatives Group should be headed 
by CINCPAC and equivalent Australian and New Zealand repre- 
sentatives and located in the Pacific. You will recall Mr. Menzies 
saying that much as the Australians like Admiral Radford they 
wanted to be in on planning in Washington rather than hear from 

Admiral Radford after the event about decisions taken in Washing- 
ton. | | 

Machinery in World War II and now in the Commonwealth 

3. The Australian documents put considerable emphasis upon the 

machinery for military consultation which existed among the 

Allies during World War II and upon the existing machinery for 

military consultation in the British Commonwealth. In each case 
the machinery, described at some length, may be summarized as 

follows: | 

a. Wartime Machinery for Military Consultation. Australia was 
represented on the Pacific War Councils in London and Washing- 
ton and also in the U.K. War Cabinet. Australia and New Zealand 
had a “link” with the Combined Chiefs of Staff and the U.S. Chiefs 
of Staff through their Military Missions in Washington. (We under- 
stand that this “link” was largely titular and that the Department 
of Defense officers concerned with it were hard pressed, except in 
the case of the U.K., to find matters of consequence to discuss with 
these Missions.) | 

b. Australian-New Zealand-U.K. Military Liaison Machinery. Ac- 
cording to the Australian documents (No. A 1/8) the U.K. and New 
Zealand maintain in Australia a Joint Staff Representative and 
staff accredited to the Australian Defense Department. The U.K. 

| and New Zealand representatives are invited to attend meetings of 
the Australian Defense Committee and Chiefs of Staff Committee 
when matters affecting their countries are under consideration. 
The Representative is responsible to and instructed by his Govern- 
ment, High Commissioner or superior authority in such manner as 
his Government may prescribe. Similarly members of the staff of 
the Representative are invited to attend the meetings of the Joint 
Service machinery subordinate to the-Australian Defense Commit- 
tee and Chiefs of Staff Committee. Reciprocally the Australian 
Government has the right of similar representation on the same 
basis on the corresponding machinery of the U.K. and New Zea- 
land. There is assigned to the Australian defense machinery, in 

*“ANZAM” means “Australia-New Zealand-and-Malaya” and the so-called 
| ANZAM area embraces Australia, New Zealand, the East Indies (including Indone- 

sia, Borneo, and New Guinea) and Malaya. [Footnote in the source text.] |
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conjunction with representatives of the U.K. and New Zealand, re- 

sponsibility for planning for the defense of the ANZAM region 

which in war becomes the operational responsibility of the ANZAM 

Chiefs of Staff. ANZAM planning presently includes Australian 

home defense plans; regional defense plans, logistic and production 

plans, and related plans for other countries or responsibilites such 

as the defense of sea communications in New Zealand waters and | 

the defense of Malaya, British Borneo and Fiji. | 

Recommended Link Between ANZAM Planning and U.S. Planning : 

4. Having outlined the organization and work of the U.K.-Aus- 

| tralia-New Zealand military liaison machinery, the Australians 

proposed (in document No. A 1/10) that ANZAM planning should 

be linked with U.S. planning. They propose that the ANZUS Milli- 

tary Representatives Group initially might draft basic conditions 

somewhat on the lines of the ANZAM enterprise to provide for the 

linking of planning for the defense of the ANZAM region with U.S. 

planning relating to areas contiguous to the ANZAM boundaries. 

Already a Link between CINCPAC and ANZAM - a ! 

5. The Australians point out that an initial step was taken in 

| naval planning at the Radford—Collins conference at Honolulu in | 

February-March 1951. (This conference, which is described in a 

| separate U.S. paper, No. D-2/2,* was attended by New Zealand and | 

| U.K. representatives in addition to Admirals Radford and Collins,” 

Chief of Naval Staff, Australia, and made recommendations con- 

| cerning the coordination of naval operational matters as between 

CINCPAC and the ANZAM authorities.) | 

| Planning for Defense of Malaya also Needed | 

6. The Australians go on to propose (in document A 1/10) that in | 

| addition to the need for coordination between the naval authorities 

“the other major consideration is the defense of Malaya and its | 

military importance to the ANZAM region.” 

Relate ANZAM to Global Strategy | | 

7. The Australians argue (in document A 1/10) that the defense | 

of the ANZAM region must be related to Allied global strategy, 

particularly in the Pacific, so that the planning of Australia’s mili- 

tary role in both the cold and hot war can be determined as clearly 

as possible. 
| 

4 “The Radford-Collins Conference at Pearl Harbor, February 26-March 2, 1951”, 

| July 28, not printed. (Lot 59 D 95, CF 119) 

| ie. Rear Adm. Sir J. A. Collins, First Naval Member of the Naval Board of Austra- 

a.
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ANZAM Chiefs of Staff 7 - 
8. The Australians state (in document A 1/10) that “Tt is neces- 

Sary to establish agreement on the status of the ANZAM region as | 
a possible war theater in which planning would be conducted in 
peace and operations would be directed in war through subordinate 
commands by a Chiefs-of-Staff organization equivalent in status to 
U.S. and U.K. Chiefs of Staff and responsible directly to Allied 
authorites for higher direction in war.” __ 
Military Relationship with NATO | 

J. The Australians maintain (in document A 1/ 9) that “Since it 
will inevitably affect the pattern of global strategy and the alloca- 
tion of forces and resources, it is desirable that Australia and New 
Zealand, with responsibilities outside the NATO area, should re- 
ceive information regarding NATO developments which have a 
direct bearing upon their interests. Consideration might also be 
given to ways of enabling Australia and New Zealand, when NATO 
is dealing with matters affecting them, to express their views to 
NATO.” The Australians consider that the ANZUS Military Repre- 
sentatives Group, in consultation with the higher defense machin- 
ery of the U.S., Australia, and New Zealand, should study the ques- 
tion of a possible military liaison with NATO to be established for 
Australia and New Zealand and should report thereon to the 
ANZUS Council. , | 
Australian and New Zealand Participation in the Middle East 

_ Defense Organization | a | 
10. Finally, the Australians recall that their agreement to par- 

ticipate in the Middle East Command was dependent on their 
having an effective voice at both the political and strategic levels. 
The Australians mention that the U.K. has been consulting with 
them and the New Zealanders on the Middle East Defense Organi- 
zation. They suggest that the question of representation (by which 
we take it they mean a possible link between ANZUS and the 
MEDO) might await the outcome of the proposed conference of par- 
ticipants in MEDO.é 

6 HON Special 5a, “Analysis of Australian-New Zealand and United States Pro- 
posals for Military consultation”, July 31, 1952, not printed, contains a tabular com- Poet in proposals of the three powers on military consultation issues. (Lot 59
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 119 _ : | | 

Negotiating Paper Prepared for ANZUS Council Meeting, by the 

| Special State-Defense Working Group * ws 

TOP SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] July 30, 1952. 

MACHINERY For Mirary CoNSULTATION IN REGARD To ANZUS — 
COUNCIL 

(This paper approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, July 30, 1952) 2 

Problem: | | a | 

_ To establish military machinery considered appropriate in imple- 

| mentation of the Australia, New Zealand and United States 

Treaty. a 

| United States Objective: | 

| To secure Australian and New Zealand agreement to the accredi- 

| tation to the ANZUS Council of military representatives to act in 

an informal advisory capacity on a regional or area basis, as op- 

| posed to establishment of a formal military committee at Washing- 

| ton level. — | | 
. 

: 

| Probable Positions of Australia and New Zealand: | | 

Both Australia and New Zealand have expressed a desire to have | 

a continuous arrangement preferably in Washington, D.C. to keep 

their respective governments informed in regard to general strate- 

gic problems affecting their vital interests. They feel that the stra- 

| tegic considerations of the Pacific are beyond the latitude and re- | 
| | — a 

| -1his paper is attached to a covering note of July 31 by Van Hollen: The senior 

| State and Defense Department representatives on this Group were, respectively, 

: Foster and Rear Adm. Harold P. Smith, Director of the Office of Foreign Military 

| Affairs in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. =| 

| 2 On July 30 the JCS, in a memorandum signed by General Bradley, submitted to 

| the Secretary of Defense a number of recommended changes in the previous draft 

| (dated July 25) of the above paper. The changes centered around the substitution of 

| the term “military representatives” for the words “military advisory group’. For in- | 

| stance, the JCS suggested: : 

| “A. Change the statement of the United States Objective to read as follows: 

| “To secure Australian and New Zealand agreement to the fermetien ef a military 

advisery group aeeredited accreditation to the ANZUS Council of military representa- ' 

tives to act in an informal advisory capacity on a regional or area basis, as opposed ! 

to establishment of a formal military committee at Washington level.’ | | 

| “Reason: To avoid the implication that the military advisers will be a formalized | 

| body. The use of the term ‘group’ in this paragraph and elsewhere in the paper | 

| would imply the establishment of a formal body.” (JCS memorandum forms enclo- ! 

| sure to letter of July 31 from Deputy Secretary of Defense Foster to Secretary Ach- i 

| eson, not printed; 790.5/7-3152) — | 
| Most of the recommendations of the JCS are incorporated in the paper’ printed | 

| here. 
_ 

| | |
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sponsibilities of CINCPAC and can be resolved only on the broader 
planning levels of Washington by a permanent military committee. 
It therefore seems probable that they will resist the adoption of the 
arrangements suggested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and communi- 
cated by Mr. Acheson in his notes to the Ambassadors of Australia 
and New Zealand on 13 May 19522 and will press for the forma- 
tion of a permanent military committee in Washington. (JCS for- 
mula quoted below under “Discussion’’). 

Position to be Presented: 

a. To propose that: | 

1. One Military Representative from each of the governments sig- 
natory to the ANZUS Treaty should be accredited to the ANZUS 
Council. | 

(a) The Military Representatives will: | 

(1) Advise the Council on problems of military cooperation 
which may arise in connection with the application of the 
ANZUS Treaty. | | : 

(2) Consider and make recommendations to their respective 
chiefs of staff on the measures which might be taken to 
increase mutual assistance and self-help, looking to the im- | 
provement of the defense of Australia and New Zealand and 
their territories as related to the over-all strategic defense of 

| the Pacific; and | 
(3) Furnish to the Council those recommendations which have __ 

received approval of their respective chiefs of staff. 

(b) The Military Representatives will meet periodically, as 
required and shall rotate the seat of the meetings between 
Pearl Harbor, Melbourne and Wellington. When so requested 
by the Council, they would meet in Washington, Canberra, or 
Wellington in conjunction with regular annual Council meet- 
ings. | | | (c) The Military Representatives will draw up their own 
rules of procedure. | | 

2. CINCPAC, or an alternate designated by him will be accredit- 
ed to the Council as the U.S. Military Representative. 

3. In order to provide the necessary exchange of information and 
to provide for continuity of effort among the three representatives, 
each government may assign to the offices of the Military Repre- 
sentatives of the other, not more than two liaison officers of a rank 
no higher than field grade. - 

4. If liaison is desired by Australia and New Zealand during the 
intervals when the Council or the Military Representatives are not 
in session or other than at a periodically agreed meeting, this will 
be accomplished through existing channels. 

3 See the editorial note, p. 86. |
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5. The Pacific Command is the major U.S. theater command most 

directly concerned with this area. Theater operations are planned 

and conducted by the theater commander who receives only his | 

mission and allocation of forces from the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
6. On any matter referred to the Military Representatives which | 

does not fall within the scope of CINCPAC’s authority and instruc- 
tions, the U.S: Military Representative would request guidance 

from the Joint Chiefs of Staff. | oo | 

7. Existing agencies and military channels, which as far as we 

are concerned have proven very satisfactory, should be utilized to 
the fullest extent practicable in implementation of the ANZUS } 

Treaty. These agencies and channels include: , | 

(a) The Embassies of the three governments; 
(b) The Australian and New Zealand Joint Services Missions 

in Washington (the successors of their wartime special military | 

missions to the U.S8.);_ | | 
(c) The ANZAM-CINCPAC relationship (continuing consulta- 

-. tion between the Australian and New Zealand naval authori- 
ties and CINCPAC with regard to certain naval operational 

-matters); : ) | | | | 

(d) Exchange of intelligence through existing agencies; | 

| (e) International Meetings such as the Ad Hoc Committee of 

| January 1952 in Washington which discussed the defense of 
Southeast Asia, in which meeting Australia and New Zealand i 

were represented.* 

| DISCUSSION | 

a. The arrangements proposed by the JCS as communicated in 

| your identical notes of May 138, 1952, to the Australian and New | 

| Zealand Ambassadors were as follows: | | 

“The Government of the United States suggests that in support 

of the Council military representatives be accredited to the Council | 

to meet periodically as required at Pearl Harbor or to rotate be- 

tween Pearl Harbor, Australia and New Zealand, if that seems 
preferable. The Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet, or an al- | 

ternate designated by him, would be the American representative. 

In addition, in order to assure proper liaison, one or two Australian 

and New Zealand officers of field grade rank might be accredited to 

Pearl Harbor in a liaison capacity on a regular or an intermittent 

| basis as developments may indicate.” 

b. It is believed that military collaboration and coordination in | 

full consonance with the obligations of the Security Pact and mili- a 

tary realities may be readily effected at the Service level through 

existing agencies and the proposed arrangements for Military Rep- 

resentatives and Liaison. CINCPAC’s area of responsibility from a | 

————————_- 

*The Australian and New Zealand Governments do not yet know it but they will 

be invited to the forthcoming Tripartite Intelligence Conference on Southeast Asia : 

and to the military and political-military conferences which are being held to dis- : 

cuss the defense of Southeast Asia. [Footnote in the source text.] |
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U.S. view overlaps that of Australia and New Zealand insofar as 
the Defense of the South Pacific is concerned. It therefore seems 
logical that such military collaboration as is considered necessary 
should be appropriately conducted at this level. 

c. Overall aspects of regional strategy must be dealt with on a 
wider basis and higher level than a regional relationship such as 
ANZUS Council. The Military Representatives accredited to the 
Council should focus their attention on the defensive aspects of the 
region concerned. It is considered that the military representatives 
could provide their respective chiefs of staff with important infor- 
mation and recommendations which would contribute materially to 
the development of sound overall strategy. : - 

d. The ratification and support of the ANZUS Treaty by the U.S. 
is indicative of the importance the United States attaches to the 
subject area. However, it must be acknowledged that due to the 
global remoteness of the area, it is highly unlikely that either New 
Zealand or Australia will bear the brunt of initial enemy strikes. 
Consequently, the defense of Australia and New Zealand is more 
properly related to the successful defense of Southeast Asia with 
which CINCPAC is vitally concerned. It is believed that such sup- 
port and coordination of military effort should point to the success- 
ful achievement of the terms of NSC 124/2,4 paragraphs 7d and e 
being particularly applicable. 

e. In this connection there is currently under consideration in 
connection with the implementation of NSC 124/2 the holding of a 
military and subsequently a political-military conference of repre- 
sentatives from United States, Great Britain, France, Australia 
and New Zealand to discuss the defense of Southeast Asia in the 
event of Chinese Communist aggression in that area. Overall Pacif- 
ic strategy will in all probability be influenced by the agreements 
and recommendations of these conferees. The defensive arrange- 
ments and coordination of regional areas must of necessity be sub- 
ordinate to the requirements of the overall area and should be 
readily determined by the commanders concerned. ; 

f. In the present and previous Tripartite Intelligence Confer- 
ences © on Southeast Asia, the U.S. delegation was headed by a rep- 
resentative from the Pacific Command and was responsible to _ 
CINCPAC. Since the Pacific Command is the major U.S. theater 

| command most directly concerned with this area, the Joint Chiefs — | 
of Staff have designated CINCPAC as the agency responsible for 
any conferences which affect that area. It has recently been ap- 

* Dated June 25, p. 125. . a 7 
* The Third Tripartite Intelligence Conference was held at Saigon, June 26-28.
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| proved that Australia and New Zealand will be full participating 
members of this conference. __ - - Sr 

g. Preliminary New Zealand views on the organization, functions 
and location of the ANZUS Council held that as a minimum the 
Council should provide effective means for exchange of views on 

political and strategic developments in the area and for coopera- 
tion at the Service level on joint defense planning. Ambassador 

Spender of Australia considered that the problems of the Council 
would include: logistics support of Australia and New Zealand 
forces in war and contribution from Australian production; free 
flow of information; responsibility for planning under Australian- 

New Zealand sector; division of responsibility for collecting and col- 

lating intelligence data in the Pacific and adjoining territories; se- 
lection and preparation of bases; interchange of personnel; security 
of Australia in global war; coordination of Pacific planning with | 
global planning; form of military machinery for cooperation. 
h. It is believed that such consideration of the military aspects of | 

the problems mentioned above as may be practicable are within | 
| CINCPAC’s area of responsibilities as contained in the Unified 

Command Plan. Final decision regarding matters of considerable 
strategic significance must, of course, be made at higher level. — 

| 790 .5/7-3152 

Memorandum by Fred W. Jandrey, Special Assistant to the Ambas- 

, sador at Large (Jessup), to the NATO Adviser in the Office of 

| European Regional Affairs (Adair) | | | 

p SECRET a [WasHINGTON,] July 31, 1952. | 
| Yesterday in the Secretary’s meeting we took up the line to be _ | 

followed with respect to ANZUS-NATO relationships. The follow- 

ing comments were made: | 

1. The Secretary pointed out an inconsistency in point B of the : 
objective and point 11 under “Discussion’”’.! Presumably we should 
should reconcile this inconsistency. | 

2. The Secretary then went on to discuss the Australian position 
as presented in Australian document A-1/7.2 With respect to the 

| first paragraph he said that it was illogical that there was no ad- 
vantage to us in working out the U.S. role in “joint security within 
the global context”. He said that our role was forced upon us, and | 
that it now existed independent of what anyone else thought. 
Moreover, where the role of Australia is involved we have talked | 

oo | | 

1 Apparent reference to HON D-3b, a negotiating paper entitled “Possible Rela- : 
tionship Between ANZUS and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization”, not print- 

| ed. (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 119) | 
2 Dated July 24, p. 157. 

|
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and intend to talk frankly to them. He cited MEDO and ANZUS. 
(In connection with ANZUS it seems to me that the ad hoc commit- 
tee deliberations and report in January 1952 represent a consider- 
able degree of consultation and it is our intention to include. Aus- 
tralia in forthcoming talks on the defense of Southeast Asia.) The 
Secretary pointed out that the real place where the Australian 
point concerning consultation comes up is in MEDO and Australia 
will there be able to raise that point. 

3. In the second paragraph the Secretary underlined the Austra- | 
lian admission that there exists no universal organization which 
can define global strategy. a | 

4. With respect to paragraph 3, the Secretary said that the Aus- 
tralian attitude was founded on two points: (a) a misconception of 
what goes on in NATO (Mr. Jessup suggested that it might be a 
good idea to explain what really does go on there in general terms), 
and (b) a pushy attitude of Australia in world affairs. 

o. Mr. Jessup suggested that the real answer to the Australian 
point of view might be to tell the ANZUS Council that we and the 
British would be quite prepared to make known to NATO the Aus- 
tralian brief and that the Secretary might ask just what it is that 
Australia wants NATO to know. He further suggested that we 
might say to the Australians and New Zealanders that we would 
be glad to say to Ismay ? that Australia had raised the question of 
relationship to NATO and has asked us to present the Australian __ 
point of view. | | | 

FRED W. JANDREY 

~ 3 Lord Ismay, Secretary General of NATO. 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 116 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of the Policy 

Reports Staff (Kitchen) - 

TOP SECRET KANEOHE, T.H., August 4, 1952. 

Participants: Secretary Acheson | 

Foreign Minister Casey of Australia 

During his call on Secretary Acheson Sunday evening,! Foreign 

Minister Casey asked the Secretary what he wanted done at this 
conference. The Secretary said he ‘thought it was a matter of dis- 

cussing problems which we face throughout the world. These issues 

needed to be thoroughly discussed and considered and it was highly 

_ desirable that this ANZUS meeting not get bogged down on prob- 

lems of organization and liaison arrangements. If the Australians 

wanted real contact with the American Government and its think- 

ing on world problems, it was highly desirable that they keep in 

1 Aug. 3.
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touch with the Department of State and not continue to attempt to 

establish themselves in liaison with the Pentagon. The Secretary 

said that officers of the rank that would be in touch with most 

ANZUS liaison officers were not the ones who had much to do with 

making policy. With particular regard to Pacific defense and its 

problems, the real planning was being done by Admiral Radford | 

and his staff here in Hawaii, and that if the Australians and New i 

Zealanders really wanted contact with the military planning oper-. | 

ation, this was the place for it. Planning on other matters was 

really done by the State Department, and the Australians and New | 

Zealanders should stick with their present contacts with the De- — 

partment. Bo | es | 

The Secretary said his instructions were absolute and there was 

no possibility of any change in them during the course of the 

present conference. It simply was not possible for them to expect 

| any greater access to the Pentagon. If the ANZUS meeting got 

| through the organizational steps in good order, the Secretary would 

present a total picture that would give them plenty to think about 

and work on. The Secretary said that he realized that many Aus- 

| tralians and New Zealanders had the impression that the Pentagon 

|. was the center of global thought as far as the United States was | 

concerned, but that this simply was not so. He hoped that this was 

understood and that the present conference could be cleaned up in 

| a hurry. | | | | | a | 

Mr. Casey said that he was under considerable pressure from the : 

British to have them brought into ANZUS planning. He said that 

| Mr. Eden feels very deeply on this question and has pressed Casey © 

to push the British case. The Secretary said he felt that this was | 

completely impossible. Casey said that in this case he did not be- 7 

lieve it was right for Australia and New Zealand to allow the 

| blame to be placed on the Secretary. He said that he would have to 

carry Webb ? with him and that all three must carry the burden of 

being held responsible for the exclusion of the British. He consid- | 

ered that it would be disloyal of them to do otherwise. The Secreta- 

ry said that he appreciated their consideration, but he was perfect- 

ly willing to take the responsibility. | | 

| 2 'T. Clifton Webb, Foreign Minister of New Zealand. - 

| 
| 

| |
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 116 a a 

United States Minutes of the First Meeting, ANZUS Council: First 
| Session } 7 | 

| TOP SECRET _ KANEOHE, T.H., August 4, 1952—10 a.m. 
HON MIN-1 a | 

[Here follow a list of persons present (33), a description of the 
public opening ceremonies, and an account of procedural arrange- 
ments made in closed session. The text of Acheson’s remarks made 
during the public ceremonies is printed in Department of State 
Bulletin, August 18, 1952, page 243. | 

[Richard Casey, Minister of External Affairs and External Terri- 
tories, headed the Australian Delegation whose principal members 
were Spender, McNicol, Sir Frederick Shedden, (permanent) Secre- 
tary of the Department of Defence, Alan Watt, (permanent) Secre- 
tary of the Department of External Affairs, and Laurence MclIn- | 
tyre, an Assistant Secretary in the Department of External Affairs. 

[The New Zealand Delegation, led by Webb, included also Munro, 
Laking, and Foss Shanahan, Deputy Secretary of External Affairs 
in the Prime Minister’s Department. __ | 

[Acheson led the U.S. Delegation whose principal members were 
Admiral Radford and Jessup, Perkins, and Allison.] oe 

D. Usage of Term “ANZUS” oe 
The Secretary suggested that the treaty and the Council needed 

a name for convenient reference and ready identification. He re- 
called that the use of the term “Pacific” was considered undesir- 
able because some of the countries of the Pacific area, vitally inter- 
ested in its security, were not included in the ANZUS arrangement 
and because use of the word “Pacific” might be misconstrued in 
countries such as the Philippines and Japan. There was agreement 
that the term “ANZUS” should be used. | 

4. Organization of the Council 

The Council then proceeded to agenda Item B, “Organization of 
the Council”. a a | 

A. Political Machinery. | — 
Under this heading consideration was first given to Item B-1 

“Continuing Political Machinery and Initial Tasks’’. 
| The Secretary summarized the U.S. understanding of the Austra- 

lian and New Zealand proposals ? for a continuing political organi- 

1 These minutes and minutes of succeeding sessions of the meeting were circu- 
lated Sept. 3. 

2 The proposals of New Zealand form part of the memorandum presented by Am- 
bassador Munro on May 27, p. 98. The Australian proposals are contained in Aus- 
tralian Document A1/6, one of several attachments to Australian Embassy note No. 
399/52 of July 24. (790.5/7-2452)
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zation, stating that we found them sensible. He said that the | 

annual meeting should be attended by the three ministers them- 

selves and that the place of meeting should be determined on the 

principle of rotation. He explained the heavy burden which would 

rest on his successor in view of the numerous meetings throughout 

the year which the Secretary of State normally attends, mention- 

ing the UN, NATO and OAS. Se | 
Mr. Webb suggested that the annual council meeting be held | 

usually in Washington. The Secretary stated that the annual meet- 

ing should be held one year in Australia or New Zealand and the © 

following year in Washington. He said that the principle of rota- 

tion should be followed as a general rule but that there might be 

occasions when the three countries would want to depart from it. 

He said that it was important to meet special situations. Mr. 

Spender agreed that although there should normally be one annual 
meeting of the Council, provision should be made for more than 

one meeting under special circumstances. The Secretary agreed 

with this, oe | OC 

Mr. Casey asked whether the deputy selected by the Secretary to 

attend meetings other than those attended by the Secretary him- 

self would always be the same individual. The Secretary stated 
| that his deputy would be the Under Secretary of State. He said he 

assumed there was no intention to avoid using the channels and 

staff already directly involved with problems of mutual interest 

and that he expected these channels would also be used for the | 

| usual business conducted with Australia and New Zealand. This 

point was accepted by the Australian and New Zealand delega- 

| (For the purpose of reaching common agreement on the political 

organization, Mr. Foster ? extracted from the negotiating paper * 

on this subject, that part outlining our understanding of the Aus- | 

tralian and New Zealand suggestions. The contents of this paper 

were cleared by Mr. Foster through Mr. McIntyre for Australia 

and Mr. Laking for New Zealand and were incorporated in final : 

form in the “Agreed Record of Proceedings”.) (See ANZUS 1/7 | 

[HON D-7 page 5])® | | | 

3 Of BNA. | oo ee | 
4 HON D-2c, “Political Organization under the ANZUS Treaty’, Aug. 3. (Lot 59 D 

95, CF 115) , oe | | 
5 Brackets in the source text. ANZUS 1/7 and HON D-7 are the same document 

| dated Aug. 11. The pertinent section reads: | | 

“The Council agreed that there should be regular annual meetings, attended by 
| the three Ministers themselves. | | , , 

| “The Council considered that in principle these meetings should be held in rota- 
tion: one year in the United States and the alternate year in Australia or N ew Zea:
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| The Secretary then outlined briefly his concept of the functions 
of the council, stating that it would doubtless wish to give continu- 
ing consideration to the political and strategic situation in the Pa- 
cific area and that he welcomed the opportunity, as the delibera- 
tions of the council proceeded, to give a frank and full exposition of 
U.S. thinking on a wide range of international situations of mutual 
concern. He also stated that the Council would consider possible re- 
lationships with other states and regional organizations as men- 
tioned in Article VIII of the treaty. In this connection there would 
be a discussion of two particular aspects of this problem—one 
having to do with the matter of a UK observer and the other with 
the possible relationship between the Council and NATO. Mr. 
Casey expressed his satisfaction with the Secretary’s statement, in- 
dicating that it would be very helpful were he to take the Austra- 
lian and New Zealand delegations fully into his confidence. 

Mr. Spender mentioned, with reference to Article VIII of the 
Treaty, that he assumed in an emergency such vital questions as 
logistics and supply might be discussed. He thought that no limita- 
tions should be placed on the competence of the Council to discuss 
any matter of mutual concern. The Secretary agreed that as we 
were friends and allies we would want to discuss the kind of mat- 
ters to which Mr. Spender referred. | 

The Secretary suggested that the first session of the Council be 
adjourned until 3 p.m. | | | 

B. Military Machinery. | 
Mr. Webb said that the New Zealand delegation had prepared a 

paper on military organization which it desired to circulate (see 
ANZUS 1/7 [HON D-7]).® Mr. Casey suggested that there might be 

land. The Council did not intend, however, that this principle should be applied in- 
flexibly. It recognized that in some years circumstances may make it desirable to 
depart from the principle. It agreed that the place and date of the annual meeting 
should be determined each year with all these considerations in mind. 

“The Council agreed that special meetings of the Council, normally attended by 
the Deputies, will be held in Washington as required. 

“The Council agreed that each Deputy will hold the presidency of the special 
meetings in rotation for a year. _ 

“The Council decided that appropriate officers of the Australian and New Zealand 
Embassies in Washington and of the Department of State should be designated to 
constitute the Council’s secretariat. 

“The Council considered that existing channels and agencies should be used to the 
fullest extent possible. It did not conceive that these channels and agencies would be 
superseded but rather that the Council would provide a focus where they may be 
utilized in the implementation of the Treaty. 

“The Ministers agreed to announce that they have designated as their respective 
Deputies: for Australia, the Australian Ambassador to the United States; for New 

Zealand, the New Zealand Ambassador to the United States; and for the United 
States, the Under Secretary of State.” (Lot 59 D 95, CF 119) 

6 Annex I to the document cited in footnote 5 above. Brackets in the source text.
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some discussion of the military organization problem before ad- | 
journment. Mr. Spender expressed the opinion that after the meet- | 
ing was reconvened it should keep to the agenda. Mr. Webb stated | 
his belief that it was too early to adjourn the morning session. The ! 

| Secretary indicated that he preferred not to get into the question of 

military machinery until the afternoon session. Mr. Casey asked if. i 

there were any objection to his outlining Australia’s thoughts with 

respect to military organization. The Secretary said he would be 

glad to hear Mr. Casey’s exposition of this matter. 
Mr. Casey said that existing military channels should be used as 

far as possible. He stated, however, that there must be planning on | 

the military side and that this could only be done where there are 

planners and thinkers. Australia understood that this planning © 
and thinking took place chiefly in the Pentagon although some of 
it was decentralized. When Australia talked of the ANZUS mili- 

tary committee it had in mind having a senior Australian military. 
man at Washington attached to its Embassy. He supposed that the _ 

U.S. would designate an experienced person as its representative 

on the military committee in Washington. Similarly there would be 
a U.S. representative at both Melbourne and Wellington. He fore- 

| saw the necessity of having the military problem split up and the 

component parts allocated in accordance with some prearranged | 

plan to the committees at Washington, Melbourne and Wellington. 
As the thinking would be done in the three committees, they would — 

have to meet frequently to discuss the problems allocated to them. | 

| This would give Australia access directly to the thinking of the 

| Pentagon. Australia would of course welcome having such parts of 

| the military problem as might be agreed allocated to Honolulu. | 

The senior committee, however, would be the one located in Wash- | 

| ington. - | 
Mr. Webb said that New Zealand supported those proposals and 

could add little to what Mr. Casey had said. He was anxious that | 

New Zealand should know at all times what is going on. He did not | 

| know whether this was the best way to go about it but he did 

desire a common form so that what was going on in other parts of 4 

| the world would be known to New Zealand. | 
CS Mr. Spender declared that Australia should have entry into U.S. 

planning at the central level. While admitting that Australian 

military officers already received substantial assistance, he said i 

| they had no access to planning. He presumed that at Honolulu the 

| operational side would receive consideration. He said that it was | 

equally desirable to have a representative of the U.S. forces sit in 

on planning in Australia. 
Sir Frederick Shedden said that Australia did not know where it 

was going in ANZAM. It wanted access to global planning. Austra- 

| 
|
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lia regarded the Pacific as important. but did not know the Ameri- 
can mind regarding Pacific defense. Australia therefore did not 
know whether it should send troops to the Middle East or keep 
them in the ANZAM area. This problem had become particularly 
obvious during the past year. As an example of the dilemma which 
Australia faces, Sir Frederick mentioned that prior to the last war 
the British fleet had agreed to hold Singapore. However, Singapore 
had fallen and this left Australia in a fix. It was essential for Aus- 
tralia to know when it would deploy its forces. Desert warfare was 
different from jungle warfare. The UK suggestion that Australia’s 
policy should be to keep from getting “bogged down” anywhere was 
not satisfactory. Australia would like to know to whom it should 
look and what the relationship should be between ANZAM plan- 
ning and U.S. planning. Australia wanted to know about the plan- 

“ning going on in London and Washington. Australia was confront- 
ed with a further problem: it was impossible to plan for the hot 
war without knowing what role Australia should play in the cold 
war. Broadly speaking Australia desired to set up a combined 
chiefs of staff as it had found liaison machinery inadequate. 

| Mr. Casey supported Sir Frederick’s remarks, stating that Aus- 
tralia had not made a definite commitment to send its forces to the 

| Middle East nor had it been able to determine where those forces 
should go in an emergency. However, Australian public opinion 
would not tolerate sending troops to the Middle East should an 
emergency arise in Southeast Asia. This area was close to Austra- 
lia, a fact to which public opinion was very much alive. Australia 
found it very difficult to deal with the problem of allocation of 
forces to the Middle East. He said that Australia felt “the hot 
breath” of Asia on its back, far more so than New Zealand. 

Mr. Munro said that the fact that commitments were being made 
which affected New Zealand made it necessary that New Zealand 
share in planning. It could not accept being faced with a fait ac- 
compli. : 

The Secretary said that he would take up the question of the 
military organization in the afternoon session but wished to make 

| a few general observations. Many questions were raised by the 
Australian and New Zealand delegations such as a fait accompli 

arising from decisions of one party affecting the other and whether 

or not Australia should go to the Middle East and Southeast Asia. 

He said we must realize that there were two dangers: first, the pos- 

| sibility of a global war, second and just as important, local situa- 

tions with which we might not be able to cope. We must either 

meet these local situations or face a global war. This raised ques- 

tions beyond the military field. There has been a tendency to be- 

| lieve that only through military consultation can we learn what is
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going on. However, there was a vast area for political agreement. | 

and this was an area in which we could frankly express our views. 
He said that he would talk about this later. Then with respect to 
the possibility of total war, i.e., war with the Soviet Union, broadly 

| speaking it was fairly obvious that when war with the Soviet began 
the first objective would be to strike at their jugular. Developments 

would take place in many major fields at the same time. What 

these developments would be was hard to say. However they could | 
include: oe | | ae 

1. An attack on the United States. 
_ 2. An attack in Europe, plans against which are being made by 

3. An attack on the Middle East—our present efforts there have 
| been directed toward bringing about an organization of seven 
| powers to develop a position of strength in an area which was par- 
| ticularly weak. We were trying to create something out of the in- | 
| digenous resources. Effective consultation would have to be worked 
: out. Australia and New Zealand would be in the center of whatever 
| plans were made. PORE | ee 
| 4. An attack in the Far East—there plans were made by CINC- | 
| PAC. So far as knowledge of the Pacific area was concerned there : 

was no better place to get it than through Admiral Radford, whose 
recommendations affect thinking back in Washington. But more 
fundamental, we were urging meetings of Australia, New Zealand, 

| France, the UK and the United States to consider the defense of 
| Southeast Asia. If the committee considering this matter were to | 
| come together with divergent political views, it could not succeed; ) 
| therefore we wanted to draw up premises so that when the discus- 
| sions took place military estimates could be based on these prem- 
| ises. There Australia and New Zealand would be very much in the | 
| heart of planning. | 

| The real answer was to get the Middle East and Southeast Asian : 

| planning under way. But the premises must be agreed to so that 

| the military could give its advice. Real military planning for the 

| Pacific was done by Admiral Radford with whom Australia and 

| New Zealand must work. : | 7 

| Mr. Spender said that although in the SEA Ad Hoc Committee 

! discussions there was an overlapping of political and military fac- | 

| tors, nonetheless the questions were xery largely political. It was | 

| not necessary that the governments agree on premises; before that, oh 

one must have from a military point of view an indication of what | 

| could be done under certain circumstances. One must make certain 
| what could be done in the event of a global war. The question of a 
| global war, however, raised a considerable problem. As local oper- 
| ations might merge into a global war, Australia must know in gen- 

. eral what would happen in the Pacific. Mr. Spender agreed gener- | 
ally with what the Secretary had in mind but wanted to know 

|
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what would happen in the Pacific were all the resources in the 
world mobilized to strike back at Russia. | | 

The Secretary stated that the question of military machinery 
would be discussed in the afternoon session. He presented to the 

| Council a suggested statement for the guidance of the officers brief- 

ing the press. A copy of the agreed text of this statement appears 
in ANZUS 1/7 (HON D-7).7 ae 

| 7 Annex C to the document cited in footnote 5 above. | 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 116 | a 

_ United States Minutes of the First Meeting, ANZUS Council: 
| Second Session | 

TOP SECRET : KANEOHE, T.H., August 4, 1952—3 p.m. : 

HON MIN-2 | | 
[Here follows a list of persons present (80).] 

Organization of the Council — a 

Continuing Military Machinery a 
Mr. Casey suggested that the discussion of military machinery be 

deferred until after the Council had considered Item D on the 
Agenda, “Survey of Situations Affecting Security in the Pacific’. 
This survey would have a direct bearing on the decision reached | 

with respect to military machinery. Mr. Webb supported Mr. 

Casey’s suggestion. 

Relationship with Other States, Regional Organizations, etc. 

A. UK Observer | | 

The Secretary then referred to Item C on the Agenda, “Relation- 

ship with Other States and National Organizations—UK Observ- 

er’. 
Mr. Casey said that the UK was anxious to have an observer 

attend the ANZUS Council meetings. Mr. Webb concurred with 

Mr. Casey, stating that this situation was awkward for New Zea- 

land. He said the UK felt that as a Pacific power, it should not be 

left out of an arrangement in which two other members of the 
Commonwealth were taking part. He asked that every effort be 
made to bring the UK in by some means. He added that it was the 
hope of the UK to be admitted to the Council in a more intimate 

way than merely by being informed of the character of its delibera- 

tions. New Zealand, however, was cognizant of the US as well as 

the UK viewpoint. 

The Secretary said that this was a very difficult and embarrass- | 

ing question and the only way to treat it was with complete frank-
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ness. He had discussed 
this matter on five occasions: 

with the Brit- 

ish Ambassador 
at Washington, 

with 
Mr. Menzies on his first visit 

to Washington 
early this year, with Mr. Munro, with Mr. Eden 

| during the London talks and with Mr. Menzies on his return to 

Australia 
in June. The British Ambassador 

had mentioned 
two rea- 

sons why it was essential for the UK to be associated 
with the 

ANZUS Council: : | : 

1. There was a strong feeling among the British people and in 

Parliament 
on this issue and it would not be understood 

if the UK 
was not included. 

: | es 
2. The UK definitely 

wished to be associated 
with our thinking. 

| 

With respect to the second point, The Secretary 
said it was in-- 

conceivable 
to him that the ANZUS Council would decide anything 

that would take the UK by surprise. They already knew our plans 

through close collaboration 
in Korea, the Middle East and NATO. 

However, the Ambassador's 
first point he understood 

very well and 

it was embarrassing. 
The UK Government 

had to take into account 
the will of the British people and Parliament 

and therefore 
needed 

both publicity 
and the widest possible association 

of the UK with 

| ANZUS Council. The Secretary 
recalled that our first idea was to 

include the Philippine 
Islands and Japan in the treaty arrange- 

: 

ments for security in the Pacific area. When this idea was found to 

be repugnant 
to the UK, we worked out three treaties. 

Were the 

UK now brought in, we would have difficulty with other countries 
also wanting an ANZUS link—with 

the French, for example—and 
| we would soon have a group of colonial powers dealing with Asian 

problems. 
If we agreed to admit France and the UK, we would also 

have to include Japan and the Philippines. 
Therefore 

we should try 

to find a way of associating 
ourselves 

with the UK without bring- 

| ing them into the actual machinery. 
This of course would not take : 

| care of the domestic 
political 

problem 
in the UK. The way out | 

might be to refrain from deciding the problem and to leave it in 

suspense, 
meanwhile 

informing 
the UK fully as to what went on. It 

was pertinent 
that the Koreans 

and Filipinos 
had already asked | 

that they be permitted 
to send observers 

to the Council. 
The Secre- | 

tary expressed 
the strong hope that we might find a polite way out — 

of the dilemma 
and still achieve the desired results. 

Mr. Casey stated that this must be the eventual outcome but the 

difficulty 
was to devise words to explain our position. The Secreta- 

ry felt we might find a formula in the reaffirmation 
of our interest 

in the free people of Asia. Mr. Casey asked if we could bring in the © | 

UK when their interests were involved. Mr. Webb stated that the 
French would say that no matter was of concern to Britain and not 

also of concern to France. The Secretary 
pointed out that we could
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not deny the interest of France, which had one-third of its army in 
Indo-China. Mr. Casey said that we could not get out of the prob- 
lem without saying something. He felt. sure the staffs could frame 
words which would be satisfactory. Ambassador Spender suggested 
that the wording be tied to the general problem as stated in the 
treaty. He further suggested admitting that there was a difficulty. 
As the press had got on to this question, they would demand an 
answer. Mr. Webb said that it was a French journalist who at the 
Honolulu Airport had asked if participation of other interested 
states in ANZUS was being considered at the official level. Ambas- 
sador Munro suggested that the matter be referred to a drafting 
group. Mr. Webb said that he would be asked in his country what 
we did to get Britain in. Ambassador Spender said that if the ques- 
tion turned on the admission of the UK it would be wiser to make 
a statement in terms of the general subject matter of the treaty, 
wrapping it all up in a phrase explaining the difficulty in moving | 
too rapidly in extending relationships. However, he saw no reason | 
to mention Great Britain specifically. Mr. Webb suggested an indi- 
cation that for the time being there was no thought of enlarging 
the Council. If we were asked about Great Britain specifically and 

_ we said it had not been included, it would be worse than if we had 
said nothing at all. Mr. Casey suggested working along the line 
that there would be no accretions at the present time. 

The Secretary suggested that the matter be left to the drafting 
group and urged that we not separate in two parts something _ 
which should be handled in one. He said there were many things | 
that should be done and will be done but not yet, so far as ANZUS 
was concerned. Some of these things had already been done but we 
had to keep in close touch with the situation in the future. For ex- 
ample, there was already a clear link with the US and New Zea- 
land and Australia on the one hand and with the US and the Phil- 
ippines and the US and Japan on the other. It should be made 
clear to the UK privately by all of us that we were not keeping 
back any secrets. | 

Mr. Webb again suggested that we might say we could not at this 
early stage think of enlarging the membership of ANZUS. 
 B. Possible Relationship with NATO Oo | 
The Secretary then raised for consideration Item C(2) on the 

Agenda, “Possible Relationship with NATO”. | 
Mr. Casey said that this question was linked to that of the pro- 

posed military machinery for the Council. He said that Australia 
had no great concern about the NATO but that as NATO became 
stronger and more all-embracing, it might prove to be disadvanta- 
geous for Australia not to be associated with it. However, he sug- | 
gested that this matter be deferred until after the Secretary had
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| completed the survey and that it then be taken up with the prob- | 

lem of military organization. - , So 

Survey of Situations Affecting Security in the Pacific a 

The Secretary said he would be glad to plunge into the general 

discussion and asked that he be interrupted whenever a question i 

occurred to the New Zealand and Australian Ministers. (In the dis- 

cussion the Secretary followed in general the outline contained in 

HON Special 7.) 3 | 

The Soviet Union and the Nature of Communism sits . 

The Secretary said that the free world was threatened by a proc- 

ess of disintegration. We could deal with Soviet aggression, which 

was a factor in bringing about the disintegration, if the world were © 

in a healthy state and if there were not in many areas the most 

virulent nationalism and xenophobia. We could deal with the | 

weaknesses of Europe, Asia and South Africa if these regions were 

not always under the threat of the USSR, which seized on these 

weaknesses. As an example of the two forces, ie., nationalism and 

xenophobia, he cited the case of Iran. If Iran were Guatemala, the 

| problem would not be difficult. Our capacity, however, to deal with 

Iran was conditioned by its geographical location bordering on the | 

USSR. 
Another development since World War I has been the severe 

shock dealt to the balance-of-power concept. First the Austro-Hun- 

garian Empire was destroyed as a result of tying into the settle- 

ment after World War I the principle of self-determination. With it | 

went not only the destruction of a military power but of an impor- 

tant economic and social unit as well. Subsequently the Italian 

Empire had disappeared, France had been weakened, and the | 

power of Germany and Japan spent. As a result the forces contain- | 

| ing Soviet power had been removed. Meanwhile, however, the Rus- | 

sian Empire had lost its non-dynamic character. It had become a 

combination of the old Russian state and the conspiracy that | 

brought the Communists to power. The Kremlin injected into for- | 

eign affairs a dynamic doctrine which had led others to become the 

tools of Communist Russia’s foreign policy. This doctrine was the 

instrument of the Russian foreign office and it had very great ; 

power. Soviet Russia regarded the world in terms of concentric cir- 

cles. First there was Soviet Russia itself as the center of Russian 

power and world revolution. There was a certain aspect of fraud in 

the idea of world revolution as it was a convenient method of caus- | 

ing trouble. Next there were the satellites, which provided protec- 

1 “Outline for General Survey of World Situations Affecting Security in the Pacif- 

ic”, July 30, 1952. (Lot 59 D 95, CF 116) OS ;
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tion to the center and were extendable when situations of weak- 
ness made this possible. Finally there was in other countries the 
Communist Party, which constituted a sort of submarine warfare. 

The Secretary said that we must know something of the Commu- 
nist system and the Communist state. It was a very great autocrat- 
ic military power. It was controlled by a few people. Therefore the 
ideas in the heads of these few people were important. The main 
idea in their heads was the danger to the regime. They were unap- 
peasably opposed to the rest of the world and no approach would 
diminish their hostility. The current anti-American campaign was 
a disturbing manifestation of this hostility as it indicated that 
Soviet leaders had decided two things: | | 

1. There was no use continuing to pretend that it was possible to 
be friendly with the Western Powers. , 

2. They were prepared to burn all their bridges and leave no 
room for retreat. 7 

The latter point was new, since now the high command could not 
disavow its policy. To understand this one had to understand the 
Soviet concept of world revolution and the hierarchy of values in 
the USSR. Although the people might be bothered by the necessity 
for reconciling the idea of the Communist state and of world revo- 
lution, this had not been true of the leaders of the USSR. The 
whole conduct of these leaders had shown that they were never in- 
hibited by the character of the Communist revolution. They had 
been prepared to overthrow their doctrine at any time. This was 
demonstrated by the fact that the Politburo had constantly left 
fellow Communists in other countries out on a limb. The best ex- 
ample of this was the Soviet attitude toward Hitler and the deal 
made with him. The explanation lay in the fact that Stalin saw no 
conflict in Communist doctrine and the Soviet Union but the Soviet 
Union came first. That idea had been accepted by those who had 
been often betrayed. This all meant that Stalin and the Soviet lead- 
ers were primarily interested in the preservation of the regime and | 
that they were ruthless and pragmatic. | 

The above analysis leads to certain general conclusions: Soviet 
Russia would approach a general war with caution as it would in- 

_volve a serious threat to the regime if the regime did not succeed 
‘In winning quickly. But in this there was no comfort. Soviet Russia 
would want to have large odds before engaging in a general war. If 
the risk were small, however, the Soviet would not hesitate. More-_ 
over, under certain other circumstances they might precipitate a 
general war. If, for example, they believed they had reached the 
point of being immune from attack, they might occupy areas which | 

would weigh the scales against the West. : ae |
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The Secretary mentioned two common misconceptions concern- | 

ing our policy toward Soviet Russia. First, many people believed 

that if Churchill, Truman and Stalin would sit down together they 

could work things out. That was not true. There could be no modus 

vivendi until it was to the advantage of the USSR. The best we | 

could do was so to arrange things as to live along until the balance i 

was in our favor. The second misconception related to the meaning 

of containment. Many people thought that we were trying to hold a 

ring around Soviet Russia. In fact, we were endeavoring to see to it | 

that freedom of choice rested with us, not with the Kremlin. 

_ What the US Has Tried to Do. | : oo | 
This brought us to what we were trying todo: > 

1. Redress the imbalance of military power between East and 
West which had precluded our having a choice. | 

2. Work in the field of economics so that our friends—particular- 

| ly in Europe—might trade their standard of living for a better one. 

| In this way they would be able to increase their economic and mili- 

tary strength and not succumb to the feeling that they might not 

be worse off under Communism. . | 

3. Work in more primitive countries. This involved the develop- | | 

ment of their resources and the education of their people in order 

to make them friendly. This policy, which began in Latin America, | 

had been extended to the Near East and South Asia. | | 

| [Here follow the Secretary’s remarks on and a general discussion 

of the situation in several countries and territories of Europe, the : 

Middle East, and North Africa.] | 7 | 

: Editorial Note | - 

. The United States Minutes of the Third and Fourth Sessions of 

the First Meeting of the ANZUS Council are not printed. (Confer- 

ence files, lot 59 D 95, CF 116) _ | | 

In the Third Session, which met at 10 a. m. on August 5, the : 

three Foreign Ministers and their aides reviewed the situation in 

| the Middle East and South Asia. a | | 

| The Fourth Session met at 3 p. m. the same day. Admiral Rad- : 

| ford briefed the Council on the military situation in Korea and 

gave an appreciation of the strategic roles of Japan, Korea, and | 

Taiwan. — a _ | 

-
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790.5/8-552 . ; 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of | 
Defense (Lovett)! | 

TOP SECRET : | | [WASHINGTON,] 5 August 1952. 
Subject: Proposed United States Position for Five Power Military 

Representatives Conference on Actions to be Taken in the 
Event of Chinese Communist Aggression in Southeast Asia 

1. In view of informal discussions held by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff with Representatives of the Department of State on 16 J uly 

| 1952 and of a request for the Joint Chiefs of Staff to reconsider the 
positions established in their memorandum for you, subject, ‘Pro- 
posed Tripartite Conference on the Defense of Southeast Asia,” 
dated 11 July 1952, on the basis of a “draft agreed minute” submit- 
ted on 16 July 1952 by the Department of State (Appendix), the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff conclude that: 

a. The view of the Department of State, that the possible advan- 
tages of holding a five power military representatives committee 
meeting are sufficient to warrant the holding of such a meeting re- 
gardless of the fact that firmly agreed joint political guidance has 
not been obtained, is acceptable, provided it is understood by all 
participants that only military factors will be considered without 
unilateral political restrictions. | 

b. The terms of reference and assumptions submitted by the 
working group of the Tripartite Foreign Ministers Committee are 
unacceptable to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to the degree and for the 
reasons indicated in the memorandum for you, dated 11 July 1952, 
referred to in paragraph 1 above. | 

c. Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of the Department of State, “draft 
| agreed minute” submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 16 July 

1952 (Appendix) had been submitted informally to the Joint Staff 
on 7 July 1952. These paragraphs were considered and rejected in 
the preparation of the report contained in the memorandum for 
you, dated 11 July 1952, referred to in paragraph 1 above. | 

d. The terms of reference and assumptions previously submitted 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff are believed by representatives of the 
Department of State, to contain elements not salable to the other 
four powers which will participate in the proposed conference, at 
least prior to the holding of such a conference. 

e. In view of the divergencies which exist between the powers, 
new terms of reference which are mutually agreeable to the De- 
partment of State and the Joint Chiefs of Staff and which are 
clearly within the framework of NSC 124/2 2 are required. 

f. There is general agreement among the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and Representatives of the Department of State with the provisions 
of paragraph 4 of the “draft agreed minute” of 16 July 1952 (Ap- 
pendix) which states that the primary objective of any action is ces- 

| 1 File copy attached to a covering note of Aug. 11 by McWilliams to the Secretary. 
2 Dated June 25, p. 125.
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sation of Chinese Communist aggression and the governments con- | 

cerned desire to obtain from their representatives a military analy- 
sis of the courses of action militarily recommended and feasible to i 
attain that objective. a A at ! 

g. The following terms of reference are based on this paragraph. 

They are clear and concise and are subject to little, if any, misin- | 

terpretation. They will permit the military conference to be held; | 
yet they support no particular nation’s views but permit explora- | 

tion of each course of action possible, both alone and in combina- 
tion with all others without unilateral political restrictions. They | 
establish no restrictions on the types of operations or the means. i 

employed while tending to keep the discussion within the limits of f 
availability of forces. These proposed terms of reference are: 

(1) It is agreed that military representatives of the U.S.A., 
the U.K., France, Australia, and New Zealand should meet to | 
consider the military actions which might be taken to force a 
cessation of armed Chinese Communist aggression, should it 
occur. | So , | | ae i 

(2) Based on the assumption that the Governments of the 
five powers have jointly decided to take action against Commu- 

| nist China in the event of further Chinese Communist aggres- 
gion and on the assumption that a joint warning has been 

| issued to Communist China regarding the grave consequences 

_ of Chinese Communist aggression against Southeast Asia, the 
| Committee will, from a purely military point of view: | | 

- (a) Determine the collective military capabilities of the nations 
) represented on the Committee which might be made avail- 

| able to carry out the necessary actions to force Communist 
: China to cease its aggression in Southeast Asia. a 

| - (b) Make recommendations to the respective Chiefs of Staff as 
to the feasible military courses of action for accomplishing 

| the primary objective, which is the cessation of Chinese Com- 

munist aggression. = = | a ae ! 

2. It is, therefore, recommended that the Department of State be 

| informed that: 7 - ae | 

a. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have no objections to the holding of 
an early five power military representatives conference under the 

terms of reference and assumptions indicated in subparagraph 1 g 
above, in lieu of the draft tentative agreement by the working 
group. 

b. It is the view of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the Governments | 
_ of the United Kingdom, France, Australia and New Zealand should | 

be notified that the United States feels that joint political agree- 
ments are essential and will continue to press for these agree- 
ments, but that the meeting of the five power military representa- 
tives committee may be conducted. as a prelude to the making of 

such governmental agreements provided it is understood by all par- 
- ticipants that only military factors will be considered without uni- 

lateral political restrictions. — | | : OS 

|
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c. It is the view of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the Governments 
of the United Kingdom, France, Australia, and New Zealand 
should be advised that the draft tentative agreement by the work- 
ing group has not been approved by the United States. __ 

| _ For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
| OMAR N. BRADLEY 

: ae Chairman 
| Oo oe Joint Chiefs of Staff 

- Appendix 

DraFrt AGREED MINUTE ON “Drart Basis FOR DISCUSSION BY 
MILiTaRyY CoMMITTEE” DaTED 16 JuLy 1952 

The U.S., U.K., and French Governments agree to the “Basis for 
Discussion by Military Committee” as drafted by their representa- 
tives in London withthe following understandings: | 

1. The “provisional conclusions agreed by the Governments con- 
cerned” are working assumptions agreed to by the Governments 
only for the purpose of providing guide lines for the military talks; 
2. The statement ‘That the action taken is not designed to over- 

throw the present Chinese (Communist) Government, but to cause 
them to cease their aggression” is not to be interpreted to mean 

| that military action otherwise considered necessary to compel ces- 
sation of the aggression would not be undertaken because such 
action might bring about the overthrow of the Communist regime 
or that such action, once undertaken, would be terminated or modi- 
fied in the event that the fall of the Communist Government ap- 
peared imminent; | a 7 | | | 

3. The phrase “support areas in Chinese territory” should not be 
interpreted so as to exclude the possibility of naval blockade; 

4. The primary objective of any action is cessation of Chinese ag- | 
gression, and the governments concerned desire to obtain from 
their representatives a military analysis of the courses of action 
militarily recommended and feasible to attain that objective. - 

Conference files, lot 59D 95,CF 116 oe Oo 

United States Minutes of the First Meeting, ANZUS Council: Fifth 
| Session | | 

TOP SECRET KANEOHE, T.H., August 6, 1952—10.a.m. 

HON MIN—5 : oe : 

[Here follows a list of persons present (31).] | 
The Secretary opened the fifth session with a discussion of the 

Southeast Asian area. He assured the Council that the United 
| States regarded this area as having great strategic importance
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from every point of view. As an example, he circulated a map 

which contained data relative to food production in Southeast Asia, | 
showing that from one standpoint alone that area in Communist 
hands would constitute a very grave problem. =| : | 

Indochina | 7 : 

The most vital part of the area was Indochina. Sometime ago we | 

| had urged the French to move on more quickly in the transfer of i 

administrative power to the three Associated States. Due to the re- | 
sistance of the French civil servants, progress had been slow. We : 
considered that the best way to make progress was to develop the 
Viet-Nam army. The difficulty was to convince the people that 

they possessed the power to oppose the Communists. In the devel- 
opment of the Viet-Nam army we were supplying necessary equip- 

ment. We thought of this army as one which was Viet-Namese | 

throughout and was outside the French union forces. This army 
now had four divisions which it was intended to expand by two di- 
visions in 1952 and two more divisions by 1954. The other two Asso- 
ciated States had at least a division each for which we were also 
supplying equipment. We had been concerned by the fact that since 

| the death of de Lattre the offensive spirit of the forces appeared to | 
| have declined and there were indications that French efforts had _ 

become a holding operation. We thought it was a mistake to sit. in 

defensive positions. | | 
_ The Secretary described the Viet-Minh army, which he said had | 

approximately 315,000 men with some organized Chinese units at- . 
| tached to it. If the Chinese forces were increased by a substantial | 

| : number, opposition. to them would probably not be successful. 

There was one thing that might be done to deter Communist ag- | 

gression in South East Asia, namely, the publication of a warning 

to Communist China. Such a declaration, however, raised. serious 

| problems as to the nature of the warning, whether it should be 

public or private, blunt or vague. Schuman was inclined toward a 

vague warning. It was our opinion that discussion of this warning 

should be put off until we knew what we were going to do in South 

East Asia. It seemed to us impossible to convey a warning unless | 
| we had agreed on what we would do, especially if the warning were 
| disregarded. A warning had a certain ‘preventive’ quality. (The 

Secretary then quoted paragraphs 27 to 32 of the Ad Hoc Commit- . 

tee’s report on South East Asia.) 1 He said that the British agreed | 
with the contents of the Ad Hoc Committee report but had made | 

| - certain reservations which, in the opinion of the United States, | 
! rendered the report useless. We felt that the officers who had par- 

| 1 For text of the report mentioned here, see the subenclosure to Admiral Davis’ 

| memorandum of Feb. 5 to the JCS, p. 40... | - 
| - | 

| (
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ticipated in the preparation of the Ad Hoc Committee’s report 
could not talk freely as they had had to confine themselves to a 

discussion of Indochina. The purpose of the guidance paper which 
had been prepared last June in London? was therefore to get 
agreement between the governments so that our military men 
could talk without restriction. The French and British had ap- 
proved the London guidance paper but thus far we had not done so 
as we were not sure that it met the requirements, i.e., that it would 

permit recommendations on the possible courses of military action. 

The Secretary then read the conclusions of the representatives of 
France, the United Kingdom and the United States for the policy 

guidance of the Ad Hoc Committee. (London telegram 5999, June 

28, 4 p.m.) Regarding the conclusion, that in the event of further 

Chinese aggression, joint agreed action would be taken, the Secre- 
tary commented that this point had been included so that some- 
thing could be done. Regarding the conclusion that the action 
taken would not be designed to overthrow the present Chinese 
Communist government but to cause it to cease its aggression, the 
Secretary said that the French and British wanted this statement 
included as they feared the impulsiveness of the United States 
might draw them into a war with China. With respect to the con- 
clusion which stated that in any action to be taken, the risk of pro- 
voking Soviet armed support of China should be reduced to a mini- 
mum consistent with effectively carrying out the task of causing 
China to cease its aggression, the Secretary said that by using the 
words “reduced to a minimum” it was hoped to avoid a merry-go- 
round. Finally concerning the conclusion that, if aggression oc- 
curred, action, at any rate to begin with, should if possible be con- 
fined to the area of aggression and support areas in Chinese terri- 
tory, the Secretary commented, that this phraseology, which was 
aimed at not spreading our action, might stop the talks. He added 
that in our opinion not only the beginning but the end of the 
action had to be discussed. | | 

Australian Views on Southeast Asia . 

_ Mr. Casey then outlined in detail Australia’s direct and immedi- 

ate preoccupation with the Southeast Asian area. Before the war 

| Australia had dealt with the UK, France and the United States 

with respect to that area. Now that situation had changed and 

Australia dealt directly with the nine countries of Southeast Asia. 
It was Australia’s belief that the great powers had neglected South- 
east Asia; therefore, Australia was happy to see evidence of a new 

interest. Southeast Asia was right on the doorstep of Australia. It 

2 Transmitted in telegram 5999 from London, June 28, p. 143.
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was the natural direction in which Australian troops would move _ 

in case of war. The source of the trouble was the expansion of Com- | 

munist China toward the south, an expansion which might turn | 
toward either Indochina or Burma. The Burmese believed that 
50,000 Chinese troops would be sufficient to overrun Burma and 
could not be stopped. Once in the country they could sweep in any | 
direction. They would have a food supply and would control the 

well-being of all the people of Southeast Asia. Were that to happen 

the present weak governments in this area could not maintain 

themselves in power. The death of de Lattre had been a tragedy as 
he had been responsible for destroying the defeatist attitude in 

Southeast Asia. The Australians considered Letourneau to be fairly 
good. The essential point was whether or not the French would toss 
in their hand and in the opinion of Australia every pressure should | 

be used to keep them from doing that. Australia considered that of | 
the two avenues open to Communist China, Indochina was the 
most likely as it constituted the last remnant of colonialism and re- 
mained in the minds of Peking a great “chop stick” region. Austra- 
lia was glad that the Ad Hoc Committee would attempt to assess d 
the possibilities for holding the area. The problem was from where 

the equipment would come. The dilemma was how Communism 
could be deterred, as we could not take on China proper and there- 

| fore there appeared to be no answer in a military sense. Matters 

such as these constantly engaged the thought of Australian leaders 

as they had to determine where to send their troops in case of an | 
| emergency. Australia would willingly help to induce the French 
| not to throw in their hand. | 

Mr. Watt reviewed his impressions following an extensive trip | 

through Southeast Asia. He said that on the military side in Indo- | 
china he had been somewhat relieved and had concluded that the 

a problem was less a military than a political one. The political prob- 

| lem had two aspects: the destruction caused by the French and 

Viet-Nam counterattacks—in contrast to the quiet infiltration of | 
the Viet Minh—was misunderstood by the villagers; the real prob- 
lem, however, lay with the Viet--Nam Government in Saigon which | 

pursued local rather than national aims and thereby drove many 
into the hands of the Viet Minh. Mr. Watt said he had found many 
French on the top who had wanted to turn over power but many | 
down the line who resisted this. There was a real necessity to solve 
the political and economic problems as well as the military ones. 

The Secretary endorsed the conclusions of Mr. Watt. 

Ambassador Munro said Ambassador Bonnet ? had indicated to 
him last April that unless more sympathy and aid were given by 

3 Henri Bonnet, Ambassador of France to the United States. 

| 

|
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the big powers to the French in Southeast Asia, they would get out. 
It was a source of satisfaction to the Ambassador, therefore, to see 

that the French position had changed following the Letourneau 

talks. Mr. Webb said that UN action in Korea would have a serious 
effect on the Chinese and accordingly he hoped that some “stiffen- 

ing up” in Southeast Asia would greatly relieve the danger there. 
He commented, however, that the French were “unpredictable” 

allies. The question was how far New Zealand could go in view of 
its commitments in the Middle East. In any case, New Zealand 
could be counted on to play its part in Southeast Asia, subject to 

those commitments. | 

Need for United Action in Southeast Asia : 

Mr. Casey raised the problem of British-American relations, stat- 
ing that he had noticed a perceptible feeling of rivalry between the 

British and the US missions in Southeast Asia. This rivalry was in 

part due to the fact that the US had funds to hand out. It was 
sensed, however, by the local people and this was unfortunate. He 

asked if anything could be done to make it clear to these people 

that there was complete unity and friendship between the US and 

the UK. If the people of Southeast: Asia were convinced of this fact, 

we would enjoy a great moral and psychological advantage. Second- 

ly, he suggested that a stepped-up radio propaganda program might 

be useful. There were in Southeast Asia inherent schisms and an- 
tagonisms which could be exploited when the war in Korea ended. 

He cited as an example the basically anti-Chinese attitude of the 
people of Indochina. Ambassador Spender said that it was impossi- 

ble to agree on any policy until we had an evaluation from the 
military as to what could be done, with what force, and with what 

results. The dilemma arose from the fact that the military advisers 

were presently compelled to recommend “the least provacative 

action’. He felt that we might lose out in following such a direc- 
tive. 

U.S. View on Current French Position 

The Secretary, replying to the various questions raised, said that 
there was no categorical answer to the question of the attitude of 
the French but the evidence indicated that with our help the 
French would remain in Indochina. The present Government in 

France, he said, was solid on staying in Indochina, although strong 
elements outside the Government wanted to pull out. Two factors, 
however, appeared to be working in favor of the present Govern- 
ment’s attitude: First, it was easy to say that the French should get 
out but it was a difficult thing to do and second there was a close 
connection between a French defeat in Southeast Asia and the atti- 
tude of the people of North Africa toward France. The Secretary
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pointed out that the drain on France in maintaining its position in 
Southeast Asia prevented the French from taking those steps : 

which it would like to take in contributing to the solution of the 
European problem. Now, however, the French had some hope in : 

that they could at least say they were building an army in Indo- | 
china which would enable them to withdraw French forces in time. 
The Vietnam Army was the “light at the end of the tunnel”. That 
had a great effect. Moreover, it was important that on every possi- 
ble occasion the French be assured that what they were doing in 
Southeast Asia was in the common interest in the defense against 
Communist aggression. | 

With respect to the Southeast Asia defense talks, the United 
States hoped that we would get out of them specific recommenda- 
tions including a series of plans and a resolution of the difference 
of views as to whether or not we could stop Communist aggression 
in that area. Our military advisers believed it was possible to stop 

Analysis of the Military Situation in Southeast Asia 

) Admiral Radford then analyzed the situation in Southeast Asia. 
He said that the US, UK and France thought alike regarding the 
importance of Southeast Asia but that they were not working to- | 

| gether politically and this was known. Progress had to be made in 
our political thinking but that was impossible unless we were to- | 
gether. The political thought of the UK and France was powerfully | 
influenced by the belief of their businessmen that they could hold | 
on by sitting tight and accepting no risks such as those inherent in 
any series of recommended military actions. The French feared | 
military talks would provoke a full-scale attack on Indochina; the 
British, an attack on Hong Kong. He felt that such an attitude was 

: wrong. Despite risks to Hong Kong and Indochina, we should all sit : 
down and talk frankly about military possibilities. We should not 
forget that the Chinese, too, had serious problems. They had large : 
forces on paper but not many trained divisions; they did not have 
our mobility; and they were vulnerable logistically. It was easier : 
for us to make a move than for the Chinese. He did not believe | 

: that the Russians wanted a global war. Although they could make 
the greatest advance in the shortest time in Asia, we could stop : 
them if we made up our minds to do so. Even the defensive posture : 
in Formosa, where we are engaged in creating increased strength, | 

: would make the Chinese Communists think before attacking Hong | 
Kong or Indochina. So far as Indochina was concerned it could be | 
held but not by landing troops there. If we were to take the course | 

| of action necessary to prevent the Chinese from overrunning Indo- ! 
china we would have to do all sorts of things which might bring |
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about an attack on Hong Kong. The Chinese could not throw the 

French out of Indochina easily. 

Mr. Webb asked if, without precipitating a world war, we could 

prevent the Chinese Communists from taking Indochina. Admiral 

Radford replied we could do so without precipitating a land war. 

Mr. Casey described the situation in Southeast Asia as similar to 
that of an octopus with tentacles reaching in all directions. The 
Secretary said the problem was whether or not we would confine 

military action to Indochina, to Indochina and its approaches, or to 

China on a broader scale. Ambassador Munro asked whether, in 
the event the Chinese employed 100,000 troops in Indochina, and 
we took full retaliatory action against China, this would result in 
all-out war. Admiral Radford said that the term “all-out war’ was | 
misleading. We were already engaged in such a war with the Chi- 

nese even though it was limited to one theatre. He said that the 
, situation in Indochina was pretty good and he did not worry about 

aggressive French-Viet-Nam operations. Next fall the French could 

take offensive action of a limited nature. They had a strong posi- 

tion in Indochina. This position would be further strengthened if 

we made it plain to the Chinese that they could not come down 

without bringing a variety of possible military actions on their — 
heads. Mr. Casey asked if it were true that 10,000 Chinese were 

fighting in Indochina. Admiral Radford replied that he did not 

know but that this made very little difference. Ambassador Munro 

wanted to know if it would be necessary to land forces to hold Indo- 
china in case of a mass Chinese Communist attack. Admiral Rad- 

ford replied that he thought this would be wrong. Our aid today 

pretty much approximated what could be absorbed in Indochina. 

Europeans could hardly live and fight successfully there. Mr. Webb 
suggested that it would be difficult, if troops were landed in Indo- 

china, to decide whom they should be under. Admiral Radford con- 

curred. 

Mr. Casey asked if the US had confidence in Bao Dai.* The Sec- 

retary replied that we did not have ‘“‘too much” confidence in him. 
Granting French willingness to turn things over to the Viet- 

Namese, the real trouble lay with the Viet-Namese authorities, 

who were not attracting the young people, and with many colonial 

officials who were dragging their feet. Mr. Casey asked if the 

United States was taking a hand in the training of the Viet- 
Namese army. Admiral Radford replied affirmatively, and added 

that U.S. aid was transmitted through the French. Mr. Casey sug- 
gested that propaganda programs be stepped up in Southeast Asia 

through the use of Radio Australia and its integration with pro- 

4 Emperor of the State of Vietnam. |
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grams of the Voice of America. The Secretary asked that Mr. Casey 
furnish him with a memorandum on this subject. | 
Ambassador Munro suggested that disintegration occurred when- 

ever Viet-Nam took over full control of army units from. the 
French. The Secretary and Mr. Allison stated that well-trained _ : 
Viet-Nam authorities were scarce and the Government therefore 

had difficulty in taking over reconquered areas. However, the prob- | 
lem of training administrators and military leaders was proceeding 
with US assistance and it was hoped that their quality would con- 

tinue to improve. : _ | | 
Burma | | Ty la Be 
The Secretary said with respect to Burma that the situation had 

improved over a year ago. On the military side, there was no force 
to oppose the Chinese but the Chinese Communists were unlikely 
to attack Burma because it was not controlled by a colonial power 
and such an attack would disturb India. | - 

Thailand © | fo 
Regarding Thailand, the Secretary said that the situation was in- | 

ternally unstable due to the personal ambitions of the leaders. We 
had MSA and military missions there in order to develop such sta- 
bility as might be possible. If Indochina fell, however, Thailand 
would not last. 
Malaya | | 
Mr. Casey asked for the Secretary’s opinion regarding Malaya. 

The Secretary said that we had followed with sympathy the ex- 

| traordinarily difficult situation there. Large forces were arrayed 
against the Communist elements. Admiral Radford added that the | 

i Mayalan Government had sent officials to the Philippine Islands to 

study the successful methods followed there in exterminating the 
Huks. The Secretary said that Letourneau had also been in touch | 
with the Philippine Government regarding this matter. © ”, | 

| Indonesia | | 
Mr. Casey asked about Indonesia. The Secretary said that we | 

were troubled by the internal weakness of Indonesia brought about : 
| by cabinet struggles. Mr. Allison said that the new cabinet wanted | 

to be completely neutral in the East-West conflict and would not 

take guidance. However, it was still anti-Communist. We had had | 
difficulty with our aid program, which appeared to tie Indonesia | 

openly to the West. | a - | 
New Guinea ; 7 | 
Mr. Casey expressed Australia’s concern over the possibility of 

| change in sovereignty in Netherlands New Guinea. He said the re- 

| percussions would be explosive should such a change occur, what- | 

| ever might be the merits of the case. The Australian Government 
would fall if Indonesia gained control of this vital approach to Aus- 

.
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tralia. Australia feared that on net balance, the Dutch might be 
ready to make a deal. The Secretary said we agreed that this prob- 
lem should be kept on ice. A point was that in Holland the domes- 

tic political situation prevented this problem being considered at 

present. - : 

Atomic Weapons of the USSR - 

Ambassador Munro asked about the progress of the Soviets in 

the field of atomic weapons. The Secretary said that Soviet 
progress in this line created a very serious problem. 

Extension of Council’s Relationships 

The Council discussed the draft statement,® for inclusion in the 

communiqué, concerning the possible creation of relationships with 

other states and regional organizations, and agreed that the matter 

should receive further study by the drafting officers. 
After approval of the press briefing paper (see ANZUS 1/7 [HON 

D-7])°® the fifth session of the Council meeting was adjourned at 
12:40 p.m. | , | | 

5 Not found in Department of State files. | 
6 Annex G, not printed. Brackets in the source text. | 
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United States Minutes of the First Meeting, ANZUS Council: Sixth 
Session 

TOP SECRET KANEOHE, T. H., August 6, 1952—3 p.m. 

HON MIN-6 | 

[Here follows a list of persons present (30).] : 

Continuing Military Machinery 

Australian Proposal 
The Wednesday afternoon session, August 6, began with a discus- 

sion of continuing military machinery (ANZUS Agenda Item B 2). 
Referring to the Australian paper on this subject which had been 

circulated earlier (ANZUS 1/7, Annex H),! Mr. Casey said that 
Australia planned to appoint a senior military representative to 

the military group. Australia bore in mind the U.S. desire to keep 
the machinery simple but greatly desired a tie-in in order to know 

about planning. The difficulty in coming to a decision as to wheth- 

er her effort was to be in the Middle East or in Southeast Asia, 

involving different types of warfare, was hampering Australian 

military training. The desire to have a NATO tie-in similarly was a 

1 Not printed. , | ; .
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_yreaching-out for a means of learning about world military plan- 

ning. oo - | 

Mr. Casey continued that the tie with Admiral Radford might 

enable Australia and New Zealand to fulfill their responsibilities 

under the ANZUS Treaty but would not assist them to meet their 

responsibilities in other theaters. He argued for a tie with the Pen- | 

tagon so that they would have knowledge of planning in other the- 1 

aters. Mr. Casey promised that their representative would not be a 

nuisance; he would be instructed not to be an added burden to US 

planners. Australia would feel that it had failed in an effort to es- | 

tablish a sound military relationship with the United States if it 

~ was not able to have a link with the Pentagon. He urged that the 

Australian proposals for continuing military machinery be tried on 

an experimental basis. | | 

New Zealand Proposal | 

Mr. Webb said that the New Zealand proposals for continuing 

: military machinery as indicated in the New Zealand paper on this 

subject (ANZUS 1/ 4)2 faced two problems: First, the employment 

| of resources in the Pacific. There was no difficulty here. We were 

| in agreement. Liaison with Admiral Radford was adequate for this | 

purpose. Second, employment of forces in other areas. This was the | 

real problem. The New Zealand commitment in the Middle East 

tied in with NATO. If NATO became involved in the Middle East, 

New Zealand and Australian obligations would be affected. New | 

| Zealand did not want to be presented with a paper for comments. | 

They wanted to be in on the planning, to have their viewpoint pre- — 

sented at the outset and to have continuous knowledge of planning 

and the over-all picture. | | 

General Gentry pointed out that New Zealand was a member of 

three collective security systems: the UN, the Commonwealth, and 

ANZUS. New Zealand had a wholehearted commitment to the | 

Commonwealth. In the event of global war New Zealand was plan- ! 

ning a total commitment as soon as possible after the outbreak of . 

hostilities. By a total commitment they meant they would contrib- 

| ute the whole army and the air force, although the latter was rela- 

tively small. Strategic objectives, however, were not static. Ideas | 

| change and because of this changing pattern New Zealand wanted . 

to be in on and informed of plans. The Southeast Asia conference, : 

MEDO and ANZUS did not really solve the problem which was : 

| where to employ the greatest resources and make the greatest 

effort. General Gentry made two further points: First, if the Depu- : 

2 ANZUS 1/4 has not been found in Department of State files. However, the pro- | 

| posals in it may be identical to those in Annex I to HON D-7, “Proposals of New | 

| Zealand Government Concerning Continuing Military Machinery”. | | 

| : 
| 

| 
| 
| 

|
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ties were meeting in Washington they would need the military ad- 
visers there. Second, in the event, of global war Washington would 
run the show; therefore, New Zealand needed someone in Washing- . 
ton. : 

Mr. Casey added that Australia and New Zealand would welcome 
the assignment of U.S. officers to their defense departments. 

U.S. Proposal | | 
| The Secretary said that there was a problem here based on a 

' lack of general understanding. He would speak with the utmost 
frankness to the Australian and New Zealand Ministers. We under- 
stood their dilemma as to whether their effort should be in the Far 
East or the Middle East. However, the fact that we in the State De- 
partment had contact with the JCS did not mean that we knew 
where our own U.S. effort would be. The JCS had no ready answer 
to give to Australia and New Zealand. | 

We were faced with two possibilities: first, the outbreak of gener- 
al war at any time and second, a series of involvements in a varie- 
ty of areas. This latter was the “creeping problem.” The JCS had 
tentative plans in the event of global war but these plans must be 
revised in the light of the situation as it developed. Admiral Rad- 
ford knew all about these plans and Australia and New Zealand 
could learn about them as satisfactorily in Honolulu as in Wash- 
ington. The scene of the “creeping problem” was most likely to be 
in the Far East or possibly the Middle East. 

Admiral Radford was the center of plans and recommendations 
in the Pacific. It was not true that Honolulu was an outpost in con- 
trast with Washington as the center. Admiral Radford was in 
charge of one of the great U.S. commands and dealt with one of the 
most sensitive areas. The Australian and New Zealand proposals, 
which contemplated a direct relationship with the JCS in Washing- 
ton, are unprecedented and undesirable. We wished to avoid confu- 
sion and to keep a balanced relationship. We were convinced that 
Australia and New Zealand would not get what they thought they 
were going to get from the JCS. No one in Washington was going 
to tell Australia and New Zealand what the JCS were going to 
think before they thought it. As soon as the JCS decided, Admiral 
Radford knew their decision. He knew their past decisions as well 
as the JCS do. The JCS listened with respect to Admiral Radford, 
and Australia and New Zealand had their best chance through him 
to present their views in planning. No country had the setup which 
Australia and New Zealand sought. The Secretary described the 
US-UK military relationship, pointing out its limited nature. We 
proposed Admiral Radford as our military representative as we 
thought this the best solution. We believe that the Council should 
give our plan a try. As many of the problems which troubled Aus-
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| tralia and New Zealand were primarily political rather than mili- | 

tary we thought they could get what they wanted through Admiral I 

Radford and the ANZUS Council. The Secretary said he wished to 

dispel any misconception as to the role of the Standing Group. He | 

said it worked on problems of raising and supporting the forces | 

under General Ridgway’s command and was not involved in global 

planning. 

Admiral Radford described the U.S. military planning system, 

tracing the establishment of the Combined Chiefs of Staff during 

the war period and explaining the reasons why the Combined | 

Chiefs had never been re-established. At the direction of the Presi- : 

dent the JCS made broad outline plans. The JCS had such a broad ! 

outline plan in the event of a global conflict. From the way we had | 

deployed our forces the nature of this plan is clear. Over-all plans 

were then sent to theater commanders to work out detailed plans. 

Admiral Radford was responsible for the Pacific. It was also possi- 

ble for him to originate a plan and send it to Washington for ap- 

proval and comment. Australian and New Zealand representatives 

could help in formulating such plans in Honolulu. He stressed that 

there was no world-wide allocation of forces and that no global 

_ planning machinery is presently contemplated. | 

Discussion of U.S. Views : | | 

Ambassador Spender and Mr. Casey questioned Admiral Radford 4 

concerning the areas included in his command and whether his au- 

thority extended over other than naval forces. They expressed sur- | 

prise in learning the extent of his command responsibility, espe- | 

cially the fact that this responsibility included Southeast Asia oper- 

ations. Admiral Radford said that the larger world interests of Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand could be provided for by the ANZUS Coun- 

cil, with detailed planning being done at Pearl Harbor. The Secre- 

tary described the successful operation of the Permanent Joint | 

Board on Defense, U.S.-Canada, and the easy, comfortable working | 

relationship which was enjoyed there. | 
_ Ambassador Spender asked if anything would preclude the Depu- i 

ties from calling for information beyond the competence of the 

planners at Pearl Harbor. Admiral Radford replied that appropri- 
ate questions could be submitted to the JCS for answers. As far as 

the Australian and New Zealand role in global war was concerned, | 
it would be appropriate for an ANZUS Council request for informa- | 
tion to be transmitted to the JCS for their views. The Secretary en- 
dorsed this view and said that the definition of the types of ques- 
tions which could be raised with the JCS should be flexible and not 

made hard and fast. : 

Mr. Casey inquired, with reference to the U.S.-Canadian Defense 

Board, whether the Canadians had any greater access to the JCS or | 

: 
|
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the Pentagon than Australia and New Zealand now have. The 
answer was a flat no from the Secretary and Mr. Foster. _ 
Ambassador Spender inquired about U.S.Canadian production 

allocations. The Secretary said that some production allocations 
had been worked out but when the Canadians wanted to talk about 
raw material allocations it was recognized that this could not be 
settled on a bilateral basis and that broader discussions were 
needed. | | 
Ambassador Munro inquired whether we visualized that informa- 

tion from the JCS would be passed to New Zealand through the 
State Department or through the Military Representatives. The 
Secretary replied that this could be done through the State Depart- 
ment but that it was most likely that answers to problems on 
which Admiral Radford was working would be transmitted through 
the Admiral. 

Mr. Casey wanted assurance that questions that Australia poses _ 
to the U.S. Government would get answers from appropriate areas 
of the U.S. Government when they were beyond Admiral Radford’s 
competence. He also wanted to know whether or not Australia and 
New Zealand could continue to speak publicly of the “military com- 
mittee”. Did we have any objection to a link between the senior 
Australian military representative in Washington and Admiral 
Radford? Turning to the second question, Admiral Radford said he 
thought that the Australian military representative in Washington 
would very likely have reason to visit Pearl Harbor from time to 
time for discussions. The Secretary added that we had contemplat- 
ed the mutual assignment of officers who would be military repre- 
sentatives accredited to the Council. 

U.S. Paper | 
At this point, a paper (ANZUS 1/5) ® containing the U:S. propos- 

als as approved by the JCS, was circulated. The proposals were as 
follows: | | 

1. One Military Representative from each of the governments sig- 
natory to the ANZUS Treaty should be accredited to the ANZUS 
Council. 

a. The Military Representatives will: | 

1) Advise the Council on problems of military cooperation 
which may arise in connection with the application of the 
ANZUS Treaty; 

2) Consider and make recommendations to their respective | 
chiefs of staff on the measures which might be taken to 
increase mutual assistance and self-help, looking to the im- 
provement of the defense of Australia and New Zealand and 

3 Not printed.
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their territories as related to the over-all strategic defense of 

the Pacific; and : | | 

3) Furnish to the Council these recommendations which have 

_ received approval of their respective chiefs of staff. 

b. The Military Representatives will meet periodically, as re- : 

quired and shall rotate the seat of the meetings between Pear! : 
| Harbor, Melbourne and Wellington. When so requested by the | 

Council, they would meet in Washington, Canberra, or Wel- 
lington in conjunction with regular annual Council meetings. | 

- ¢. The Military Representatives will draw up their own rules 

of procedure. a : | 

2. The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific, or an alternate designated 
by him will be accredited to the Council as the U.S. Military Repre- 

sentative. | oe 

3. In order to provide the necessary exchange of information and 

to provide for continuity of effort among the three representatives, 

each government may assign to the offices of the Military Repre- 

sentatives of the other, not more than two liaison officers of a rank | 

no higher than field grade. | | a 

4, Existing agencies and channels should be utilized to the fullest 

extent practicable in implementation of the ANZUS Treaty. | 

Mr. Casey said that Australia accepted the U.S. proposals for 

| continuing military machinery as set forth in the U.S. paper on | 

this subject.4 He wanted flexibility in the representation at meet- 

ings of the military representatives as Australia might wish to 

change its representative from time to time. Admiral Radford sug- 
eye e ° 

| gested that. the military representatives could meet and decide | 

; such details. . 

| In discussing assignment of military liaison officers, Admiral 

Radford mentioned that it would be desirable for each country to | 

limit the number of officers so assigned to that number which | 

could be fully utilized in the work of the military representatives. 

4 WAM D-2/2, “Machinery for Military Consultation”, Aug. 26, 1953, a paper pre- | 

| pared in the Department in anticipation of the Second Meeting of the ANZUS : 

Council (held in Washington, Sept. 9-10, 1953), contains a review of this decision. 

| According to this paper, “the Australians and New Zealanders were seriously dis- 4 

| appointed by the formula and felt that the United States had failed to grant them 

| the degree of consultation at the military level which they had been entitled to | 

expect. , 
“The Secretary endeavored by means of the round-up, during which he expounded 

oe United States appreciation of major international problems and United States poli- 

| cies and plans concerning them, to cause the Australians and New Zealanders to 

| feel—what was indeed the fact—that we had taken them fully into our confidence 
| and had given them in the ANZUS Council direct access to our thinking at the 
| highest levels. _ 

“The Secretary succeeded to a considerable degree in this task but he was unable 

to alleviate all the disappointment felt by Australia and New Zealand over the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff formula.” (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 161)
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Mr. Casey inquired if the Council could review the operation of 
this machinery from time to time. Both the Secretary and Admiral — 
Radford replied that they could see no reason why this could not be 
done. The arrangements were not hard and fast. Mr. Casey then 
said that the military machinery as suggested by the United States 
should be considered by the Council to be in effect until changed by 
mutual agreement. This was agreed. 

ANZAM | 
Mr. Casey said that he wanted to discuss ANZAM.* Australia 

would like the United States to take cognizance of the ANZAM 
area. Sir Frederick Shedden, asked to explain this point, said that 
the question was how ANZAM was to function in the event of war. 
The U.K. wanted to know the relation of ANZAM to ANZUS. Did | 
Admiral Radford want to take note of ANZAM and take part in 
the responsibility for ANZAM planning? Mr. Webb considered that 
this was a question for the military machinery. Sir Frederick 
agreed but wanted to note that the question exists. Admiral Rad- 
ford stated that he and Vice Admiral Collins (Chief of Naval Staff, 
Australia) had talked about this. He could not see why the U.K. 
was concerned with having the question raised in the ANZUS 
Council other than that the U.K. wanted to make sure that plan- 
ning for ANZAM was not overlooked. We had to know more about 
what we had to do and how to do it before we knew the answer to 
what to do about ANZAM. The military representatives could dis- 
cuss this question. 

Relationship of ANZUS to NATO | 

Mr. Casey asked for the U.S. views on the possible relationship of 
ANZUS to NATO (ANZUS Agenda Item C 2). As NATO expanded 
its activities into such fields as allocations and supply, Australia 
and New Zealand were more and more left out. Their basic reason 
for wanting a link with NATO was to have a connection with the 
organization that had such large planning responsibilities. Mr. 
Watt mentioned that Prime Minister Menzies, in discussing this 
problem with members of the Australian delegation, had made two 
points. First, Australia was not seeking NATO membership or asso- | 
ciate membership. It wanted information. Second, Australia was 
not under the illusion that NATO was doing global planning. They 
wanted information on NATO activities, such as economic plans, . 
that might affect them. Australia already had two links with 
NATO in NATO planning on. shipping and petroleum. If the | 

“This term, which means “Australia, New Zealand and Malaya”, is chiefly used 
in service parlance and relates to joint Australian, New Zealand, and UK planning 
for the defense of the Australasian area. The headquarters of this enterprise is in 
Melbourne. [Footnote in the source text.] |
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United Nations should collapse NATO was the only remaining : 

large anti-Communist organization in the world and Australia was : 

not a member. 
The Secretary said that one link could be between SHAPE and 

MEDO. There was no tendency in NATO to expand further in the 

area of military responsibilities. Rather there was a tendency to | 

withdraw from previous goals. The Secretary had been giving 

thought to the problem of the division of our total resources. It " 

might be that the European economy was being loaded to the point | 

where it might crack. Perhaps we should give more emphasis to 

economic aid. We were faced with the problem of the proportion of 

available aid to be allocated to the Middle East as against the Far 

East and Europe. These were problems on the solution to which we _ 

get little help from our membership in NATO. We could not see 

how such membership would help Australia and New Zealand. Our 

/ problem was how to divide too few resources among too many de- 

mands. The best way for Australia and New Zealand to present 

their claims upon U.S. resources, which were limited, was through 

their Embassies in Washington. The Secretary said that the U'S. 

| would be glad to take up with NATO such appropriate problems as 

: Australia and New Zealand might bring up in the ANZUS Council 

| and would try to get an answer. | 

| Official communiqué : | . | 

- The draft communiqué was then discussed at length and modi- 

| fied in some of its details (ANZUS 1/6).5 During this discussion Mr. 

- Casey pointed out that it should be clear that the three govern- — 

| ments shared the responsibility for the decision concerning the pos- | 

| gible attendance of a U.N. observer. The communiqué was ap- | 

| proved.® — oe | - 

| Mr. Casey for Australia and Mr. Webb for New Zealand ex- 

pressed to Mr. Acheson their appreciation of the value of the meet- 

| ing and their gratitude for the manner in which Mr. Acheson had 

taken them so fully into his confidence. They expressed also their | 

- thanks to Admiral Radford for his contribution to the discussion ! 

| and the hospitality which he and his officers had extended to the 

: delegations. | 

| The Secretary thanked the Australian and New Zealand Minis- 

ters for their remarks and declared that the meeting had been an 

| extremely valuable one for the United States. He joined with them 

| in their expression of appreciation to Admiral Radford. 

The sixth and final session of the first meeting of the ANZUS 
: Council was adjourned at 6:20 p.m. | 

5 Not found in Department of State files. 
6 For text, see Department of State Bulletin, Aug. 18, 1952, p. 244. :
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790.5/8-752: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Department of State 

SECRET KANEOHE, T. H., August 7, 1952—11 a.m. 
PRIORITY | | 

Actel 3. Please deliver following message to President from Sec- 
retary. oe | | 

“Dear Mr. President: © 
“I am happy to report that this conference has been a most suc- 

cessful one. We have been able to carry out our program just as it 
was worked out in Washington and at the same time leave the 
Australians and New Zealanders happy and contented with the 
three days of meetings. The only real problem which existed was 
the Australian desire to get themselves into the machinery of 
NATO and into that of our own Joint Chiefs of Staff. There was a 
lesser problem springing from the desire of both the other coun- 
tries and Great Britain to have the latter added to our council as 
an observer. You were clear in my last talk with you that neither 
of these desires could be gratified. 

“It seemed to me that both the countries suffered from the 
knowledge that they had little knowledge of what was going on and 
of our attitude toward and appraisal of current situations. They 
felt remote, uninformed and worried by the unknown. 

“So Admiral Radford—who has been the greatest possible help to | 
us and has contributed in an outstanding way to the success of this 
conference—and I decided that instead of starving the Australians 

_ and New Zealanders we would give them indigestion. For two days 
we went over every situation in the world, political and military, 
with the utmost frankness and fullness. At the end they were 
happy as clams with political liaison through the Council and mili- 
tary liaison through Admiral Radford. 

‘We have also had time for swimming in the pool at Kaneohe 
and in the ocean at the officers club which they believe here made 
a great hit with you. Alice } has gotten some good sketches and in- 
numerable leis. 

_ “T hope to see you next Monday and report fully.2 The papers 
tell me that you look rested and in top form. Your word for it, they 
say, is chipper. That is good news. 

“Respectfully, Dean.” 

ACHESON 

? Mrs. Acheson. 
* In a memorandum of Monday, Aug. 11, Kitchen reported that the Secretary had 

mentioned discussing the ANZUS Council meeting with President Truman that day. 
The memorandum contains no details of this conversation. (790.5/8-1152)
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Conference files, lot 59 D95,CF 116 . ae 

~ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Ambassador at Large | 

(Jessup) } } 

SECRET [KANEOHE, T.H.,] August 8, 1952. | 

Subject: Australian Questions | 

Participants: Mr. Casey, Australian Minister of External Affairs 

Philip C. Jessup, U.S. Ambassador at Large | 

At the airport prior to our departure from Kaneohe, Mr. Casey | 

_ spoke to me about the following matters: os | 

1. He mentioned the question of the island of Manus. He said 

that along about the close of the war the United States had been 
interested in a base on Manus and that the then Labor Govern- 
ment in Australia had “very stupidly” turned down the request. He 

said he understood that we had now made other arrangements and 

did not need the base there. He had spoken to Admiral Radford 

and suggested that even if we did not want it as a base perhaps 

arrangements could be made for occasional calls by American | 

naval vessels. He said this would be very helpful to them in Aus- 

| tralia. (Mr. Perkins later informed me that the Australians have 

an idea that if we were concerned with Manus it might give us a 

larger interest in the New Guinea question.) 
- 2, Mr. Casey asked me whether the Secretary would plan to say 

| anything more about the further development of a Pan-Pacific 

| Pact. I told him I thought there was nothing more that could be | 

| said. The question had been covered at the Conference and in the 

| Communiqué and we had all tried to find a general form of words — 

which would deal with the question in such a way as to avoid hurt- 

ing the susceptibilities of any other countries. Mr. Casey inquired | 

| whether the Secretary’s statement at the Conference that the 

United States did not anticipate any development of this kind | 

within the next year represented his definite views on the matter. I 

told him that the Secretary’s statement was quite explicit and that 

he did not need to go beyond that. a 

3. Mr. Casey said that. immediately after the decision in the 

| Council on the question of a UK Observer he had cabled to Eden 

| explaining the decision and emphasizing that it represented the 

unanimous judgment. of everyone at the conference and that all 

considered that no other answer to that question was possible at 

| this time. 

4. Mr. Casey handed me a letter to the Secretary ? on the ques- 

| tion of cooperation between Radio Australia and VOA. He repeated 

| ! Apparently drafted after Jessup’s return to Washington. 

| 2 Not found in Department of State files. : 

| 
|
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the statement which he had made at the conference concerning the 
desirability of close liaison which would enable them to cooperate 
through their facilities. = 

790.5/9-452: Telegram 

The Commander in Chief, Pacific (Radford) to the Joint Chiefs of 
| Staff * oe 

TOP SECRET [Hono.Lu.u, T.H.,] 9 August 1952—6:32 a.m. 
DTG 090332Z. Initial meeting ANZUS Council completed. Details 

proceedings contained State Msgs forwarded Washington separate- 
ly. State-Defense paper on military machinery ? accepted by Coun- 
cil as presented by US Delegation. In connection with the responsi- 
bilities of the Mil Reps there was a definite understanding that 
planning information would be exchanged, that the military situa- 
tion in SE Asia would be reviewed, and recommendations on possi- _ 
ble courses of action in the event of further Commie aggression in 
SE Asia short of general emergency would be submitted to respec- 
tive chiefs of staff. CINCPAC considers US definitely committed 
joint development plans for defense this area and further these 
agreements involve a major change in military relationships with 
Aus and NZ. If JCS have different views terms Council understand- 
ings suggest this be resolved at appropriate level. a 
CINCPAC as US Mil Rep proposed initial meeting Mil Reps take 

place Pearl about 1 Sept. Aus and NZ Delegates tentatively agreed 
subject later confirmation. It is CINCPAC’s intention at initial 
meeting to establish procedures and lay ground work to implement 
Council agreements. CINCPAC further considors it essential to ex- 
change planning information and to proceed with the actual devel- 
opment of defensive plans for submission to respective chiefs of 
staff. | 

1 The source text is Appendix B to Lovett’s letter to Acheson, Sept. 4, p. 216. 2 HON D-2/1, July 30, p. 165. | 

790.5/8-1152 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Allison) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] August 11, 1952. 

Subject: Appointment with Ambassador Romulo 

I understand you are to see Ambassador Romulo at 10:30 Tues- 
day, the 12th. The Ambassador asked me to lunch today and the
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following is a résumé of what he told me and will be the basis for 

what he wishes to say to you tomorrow. Po 

The Ambassador referred to the statement made by President 
Quirino 1 during the course of the ANZUS Conference and told me 

that he had dictated it over the phone to Quirino at the latter’s re- 
quest. Quirino had apparently been disturbed by the opposition | 

- complaints in Manila and had telephoned Romulo on what it was 

all about, apparently not fully appreciating exactly what the | 

ANZUS Meeting was. Romulo says that he set the President right a 
and convinced him that the Council Meeting in Honolulu was per- 
fectly normal and natural consequence of the Treaty which had 

been signed at San Francisco. He reminded Quirino that the Philip- 

-pine-United States Mutual Defense Treaty had been signed previ- 
ously in Washington in the presence of President Truman and that 

in fact the ANZUS Treaty merely brought Australia and New Zea- 

land up to equality in relations with the United States to those be- 

tween the United States and the Philippines. : oe 

Romulo went on to state that in his opinion it was unfortunate | 

that the ANZUS Meeting could not have been held quietly in 
Washington as this would have obviated considerable misunder- 

| standing among the Orient nations. He went on then to refer to _ | 
| - the editorial in Sunday’s New York Times? and to its account of 

the reasons why the Asiatic nations were not present in Honolulu. 
| He referred particularly to the suggestion in the Times editorial | 

that there might be some sort of “general consultative Pacific 

| body”. This body would to some extent take the place of the now 

| defunct Far Eastern Commission and would be a channel for inter- | 

| change of information and opinion on matters affecting the whole 

Pacific area. Romulo expanded on this idea, saying that he thought | 

, it would have great merit and could not do any harm. According to 

| his idea, such a council or commission would have no military func- 

| tions whatsoever nor would it be in any way a policymaking body. 

| It would be solely for the exchange of ideas with regard to general 

Pacific affairs, cultural matters, broad economic and social matters, | 

| and the like and would be set up at not more than an advisory 

| level. The Ambassador believes that if something along this line 

| could be done and if Asiatic nations such as the Philippines and 

| Japan, which to my surprise he specifically mentioned, could be | 

brought in it would go far toward reassuring the Asiatic nations 

| that they were not being excluded. It would also have the virtue, 

: through having no military functions, of making it possible to 

| 1In this statement, as reported by the New York Times of Aug. 5, the President | 

had emphasized the possibility of future expansion of the ANZUS Security Treaty. 

: 2 “Making Pacific Policy”, Aug. 10. |
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bring in such nations as Burma and Indonesia who undoubtedly 
would not participate in anything of a military or security nature. 

I believe that this idea has merit and is at least worth exploring. 
In fact I had had somewhat the same idea when I read the Times 
article and prior to my luncheon with Ambassador Romulo I had 
requested a member of my staff to look into the matter and give 
me some ideas.? I suggest that you may wish to tell Ambassador 
Romulo that while we can make absolutely no commitment at this 
time to any form of organization, nevertheless we would be recep- 
tive to any further concrete suggestions he might wish to make, 
and that we would give them serious consideration.* 

* Apparently Charlton Ogburn, Jr., Regional Planning Adviser in the Bureau of 
Far Eastern Affairs. In a memorandum of Aug. 19 to Allison on the subject of Pacif- 
ic association, Ogburn stated: 

“It would. seem to me that the most practical and promising approach to the for-. 
mation of a ‘general consultative Pacific body’ would be for us to engage in more 
extensive consultation through existing diplomatic channels with the Asian-Pacific 
nations. To create a consultative body, it is first necessary, I believe, to have the 
habit of consultation. (An organization does not create similarity of interests and 
points of view; the reverse is the case.) The debate on an Asian-Pacific association 
appears to me to concern itself too much with the shadow or show of consultation 
and not with the fact of consultation. I have been arguing for several years that we 
ought to take the Asian governments much more into our confidence and our coun- 
cils than we have done and give them a larger voice in the decisions we make which 
must affect their fate, even to the extent of adopting courses of action which, while 
against our judgment, are strongly endorsed by them. This would be genuine consul- 
tation and would require no special apparatus.” (790.5/8-1152) 

* The conversation held between Acheson and Romulo on Aug. 12 is summarized 
in telegram 617 to Manila, Sept. 4, not printed here. (796.5 MSP/9-252) 

490.008/8-1452 | 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of | 
Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Bonsal) 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 14, 1952. 
Subject: Arms Traffic in Southeast Asia 

Participants: Mr. Tomlinson, Counselor, British Embassy 
Mr. Bonsal, PSA 

I asked Mr. Tomlinson to come in today with further reference to 
the British Embassy’s Aide-Mémoire of April 21, 1952, his conver- 
sation of May 2 with Mr. Lacy? on the above subject and to the 
material furnished by the British Intelligence Bureau to us on the 
above subject.* 

1 Ante, p. 78. 

2 See the memorandum of conversation, p. 85. 
3 Not found in Department of State files. |
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I told Mr. Tomlinson that the latter material had been carefully 
examined by our intelligence people. I said that we had been struck 

by the clear and useful organization of the information contained 
therein but that we were still not convinced, with particular refer- 

ence to the Indonesians, that any evidence had been presented to 

us which would indicate that any Southeast Asian governments | 

were stockpiling arms and munitions in such quantities or at such 

a rate as to warrant us in setting up the machinery proposed in | 

the British Aide-Mémoire. I said that I thought that in the particu- 
lar case of Indonesia the question with which we are probably con- 

fronted at the present time is one of knowing whether or not the 
Indonesian Government has the necessary resources including : 

arms and munitions to cope with subversive activities in that coun- 

try. I added that I, of course, was aware of the possibility of illegal 

traffic and the theft of government-owned stores but that these pos- 
sibilities were inherent in the situation and could not be dealt with 

through international controls at the source of the arms and muni- 
tions along the lines proposed by. the British. , | 

Mr. Tomlinson asked me whether we proposed to answer the 
British Aide-Mémoire along the lines set forth above. I said that I 

hesitated to do so until I was quite sure that we had examined all 
of the evidence and considerations which led the British to make 

| their proposals. I said that it was difficult for me to explain to | 

myself the apparent divergence in our points of view and that | 

thought that we would probably both wish to consider the matter 
further before finalizing the US position, => Oo | 

Mr. Tomlinson agreed that he would communicate further with 

London on this subject. He added that of course it would be desira- : 

ble, even if there were no present evidence of dangerous stockpiling 

| by the Indonesian or other Southeast Asian governments, to take | 

measures so that we would be in a position to detect and deal with 

| such stockpiling should it occur.* | | 

(In my discussion with Mr. Tomlinson I had before me a one-page 

memorandum entitled “Indonesia’s Military Supply Position” dated : 

August 7, 1952, and prepared at the Department’s request by the 
Production Division, G-2, Department of the Army “at the infor- 

mal request of the Department of State”.)® The concluding para- | 

graph of this report reads as follows; — : 

‘5. The Indonesian Army at present is estimated to total 217,000 
men, but has been unable to maintain an adequate state of inter- 

| nal security, in the face of guerrilla operations by numerous dissi- — | 

| 4 No record of further discussion of the aide-mémoire of Apr. 21 has been found in | 
the Department of State files. 

® Not found in Department of State files. | 

|
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dent groups, including Communist and Moslem extremist. factions. 
It is of interest to note that internal security problems and normal 
defense expenses have resulted in appropriating about 35 percent 
of the total national budget to defense expenditures. In view of the 
poor condition of most of the equipment and supplies acquired 
during and immediately after the revolutionary period, the lack of 
technical experience in maintaining and serving military equip- 
ment, and shortages of spares and replacement parts, the Indone- 
sian Army military supply position cannot be considered satisfac- 
tory despite the Government’s strenuous efforts to purchase new 
equipment abroad.” — | 

790.5/8-1552 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 
of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Foster) } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 15, 1952. 

Subject: Arrangements for Military Consultation under the 
ANZUS Council. Oo | | | 

Participants: Mr. Charles A. Sullivan, Chief, Far Eastern Section, 
Office of Foreign Military Affairs, Department of 

, Defense | 

Mr. Andrew B. Foster, Deputy Director, BNA 

Mr. Sullivan, member of the U.S. delegation to the recent meet- 
ing of the ANZUS Council at Honolulu, dropped in this afternoon 
and we talked for three-quarters of an hour about the meeting. Mr. 
Sullivan said that he had attended a good many international con- 
ferences and had never known one that was so successful. He ex- 
pressed warmest admiration for the way the Secretary had handled 
things and he said that as far as he was any judge the Australians 
and New Zealanders went home happy. He said he fully realized 
that the Secretary had had an extremely difficult problem in per- 
suading the Australians and New Zealanders to accept the ar- 
rangements proposed by the Department of Defense in connection 
with military consultation. He added that he was grateful to have 
been included in the delegation and felt indebted to the Secretary 
and all other members for their kindness to him. 

Mr. Sullivan remained in Hawaii for several days after the de- 
parture of the U.S. delegation on August 8 and engaged in detailed | 

discussions with Admiral Radford and the latter’s staff in connec- 
tion with the implementation of the arrangements for military con- | 
sultation. Mr. Sullivan emphasized that in his opinion Admiral 
Radford intended to establish a really effective relationship with 

1 The source text is marked “Not for distribution outside the Department.”’
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the Australians and New Zealanders and had already taken sever- i 
al steps toward that end. Mr. Sullivan said that the Admiral clear- 
ly believed that there should be joint planning with the other two 
members of the Council and was taking his responsibilities in this 

connection seriously. | Us PAE Ps / 

Mr. Sullivan said that he participated in the preparation of a 
- message 2 which Admiral Radford and his staff had drafted and in \ 

which the Admiral put to the JCS his views and recommendations : 

concerning the consultation arrangements. He added that the Ad- 

miral had indicated that he considered the JCS formula of May / 
1952 3 inadequate for the job ahead: (Evidently the Admiral’s mes- 

sage urges a more effective arrangement than would be possible 
under a literal interpretation of the JCS formula.) ne ey 

Mr. Sullivan said that since his return to Washington he had 
talked with various interested officers in the Pentagon concerning 
the Honolulu meeting. He mentioned particularly Mr. Frank Nash | 

(who planned to mention Mr. Sullivan’s report to General Bradley), 

Admiral Austin and Admiral Burke.* Mr. Sullivan said that these 
officers were sympathetically inclined and, he believed, would sup- 

port Admiral Radford’s recommendations. He said he had talked 

also with members of the Purple (Far East) Team of the JCS orga- | 

nization but was not as sanguine concerning their attitude. (Mr. ! 

Sullivan seems to feel that Admiral Radford has his heart in the 
enterprise and means to do everything he can to further it. The 

fact remains, of course, that unless the Admiral is successful in ; 
persuading the JCS to take a more responsive position it will be 
difficult for him to accomplish much.) | i 

Mr. Sullivan said that the Admiral had in mind, among other 
things, discussions with the Australians and New Zealanders con- 
cerning military plans for the defense of Southeast Asia. Mr. Sulli- 
van added that Mr. Nash had said that that was fine but that it 
would be desirable to relate such discussions with the five-power 
discussions in which Australia and New Zealand would participate. 

The problem was one of timing, and Mr. Nash thought that Admi- 
ral Radford’s discussions should be scheduled appropriately in rela- 
tion to the five-power talks. | | 

Mr. Sullivan told me that Admiral Radford had said several 
things to him which indicated the profound impression the Secreta- 

ry had made upon him. Mr. Sullivan expressed the opinion that | 

--2- See telegram DTG 0903322Z, dated Aug. 9, p. 204. | . 
3 Incorporated in the U.S. notes to Australia and New Zealand of May 13; see the / 

editorial note, p. 86. | | | 

4 Rear Adm. Bernard L. Austin, Director for International Affairs in the Office of / 
the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Operations); Rear Adm. Arleigh A. Burke, 
Director for Strategic Plans in the same office. 

|
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the Secretary's handling of the meeting and particularly the 
“round-up” was chiefly responsible for the Admiral’s intention to 
make something real out of the consultative relationship with Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand on the military side. | | _ 

Mr. Sullivan promised to keep me informed concerning develop- 
ments in the Pentagon. 

I expressed our appreciation to Mr. Sullivan for having brought 

us so fully up to date and told him how glad we were to have had 
him with us at Honolulu. 

I took the occasion to tell Mr. Sullivan that Mr. Laking, Counsel- 

or of the New Zealand Embassy, had told me this morning that the 

Embassy was sending us a formal note to tell us that the New Zea- 
land Government had appointed Major General W.G. Gentry, Chief 

of the General Staff (who attended the Honolulu meeting), as its 
military representative accredited to the Council. I mentioned that 

Mr. Laking had remarked that the ranking officers of the Royal 
New Zealand Navy and the Royal New Zealand Air Force are both 

British officers seconded from the Royal Navy and the RAF, re- 

spectively; he, Laking, had said he was glad that a “true New Zea- 
lander” had been appointed to this position. 

(In view of the obvious embarrassment that would be caused Ad- 

miral Radford and Mr. Sullivan if Mr. Sullivan’s very frank state- 
ments to me became known to officers of the Department of De- 

fense, it is requested that this memorandum receive special han- 

dling and not be distributed or discussed outside the Department.) 

790.5/8-2052: Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United 
Kingdom 1 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, August 20, 1952—7:20 p.m. 

1221. Re London’s 5999 Jun 28,2 rptd Paris 2550, Saigon 47. Fol 

msg shld be conveyed Brit and Fr FonMins: 

“Dept of State has given careful consideration to paper drafted 
Jun 28 in London on ad referendum basis as polit guidance for pro- 
posed ad hoc mil conversations between US, UK, Fr, Austral and 

1 Sent also to Paris; repeated for information to Canberra, Saigon, and Welling- 

7 Oe Ante. p. 148. A letter to the Secretary of State, Aug. 22, from Deputy Secretary 
of Defense Foster indicated that further discussions between State and Defense rep- 
resentatives (concerning the proposed five-power talks) had taken place subsequent 
to the JCS memorandum of Aug. 5 to the Secretary of Defense (p. 184), and that the 
formula set forth in telegram 1221 had received JCS concurrence on Aug. 20. 
(751G.5/8-+2252)
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NZ to consider mil courses of action to be taken in the event of 

armed Chi aggression against SEA. ee | 7 / 

Dept of State is of the opinion that polit factors set forth in | 

paper wld be taken into consideration by this govt in determining, | 

jointly with other interested govts, approp courses of mil action in | 

the event of armed Chi aggression against SEA. Nevertheless, con- | 

sideration by mil reps of polit factors of this nature in a survey of 

possible mil courses of action wld run serious risk of removal from 

consideration at mil level of some possible courses of action. 

Govt of US believes that it wld be most useful for five govts con- 

cerned to have before them a purely mil analysis of all mil courses 

of actions which mil capabilities of powers concerned wld make 

possible in the event of Chi armed aggression to cause the Chi to 

cease their aggression. This survey shld include a comprehensive 

statement of the mil advantages and disadvantages involved. The 

decision as to what mil courses of action will be taken is, of course, ~ 

one for later governmental determination on the basis of all rele- 

vant considerations at the time. | 

The Govt of US is prepared to designate a mil rep to embark on 

these mil conversations on the basis suggested herein in the near 

future and suggests that they begin Sep 8 in Wash. Recommenda- | 

tions of the mil reps will be made to their respective Chiefs. of | 

Staff"? _ | oe | 

Dept is briefing Fr and Brit Embs here re above. It is. assumed i 

Austral and NZ Govts will be approached by UK.* | Z | 

et BRUCE | 

3In a memorandum of Sept. 9 to the Secretary of State, Allison indicated that 7 

France and the United Kingdom had both accepted this proposal formally, and that | | 

Australia and New Zealand had done so informally through the United Kingdom. 

However, the date Sept. 8 had proven inconvenient (the talks began on Oct. 6). Alli- | 

son concluded: “We are informed by the British Counselor that London’s telegram | 

instructing the Embassy to accept our basic proposal for the conversations expressed | 

keen disappointment at the fact that they were to be held without the diplomatic | 

terms of reference drawn up following the last Foreign Ministers meeting and trust- | 

ed that this would not prevent the conversations from being more productive than | 

were those of last year.” (790.5/9-952) 7 a a | 

4In a memorandum to Allison of Aug. 22, Philip W. Bonsal, Acting Director of I 

the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, stated that at the former's sug- i 

gestion he had informally furnished copies of this telegram to members of the Aus- 

tralian and New Zealand Embassies. “Mr. [R.H.] Wade [First Secretary of the New / 

Zealand Embassy] raised the question of whether New Zealand would be present at 

the conversations as an observer as was the case last time or as a participant. I said : 

that I had no definite information on this subject which would be a matter for the 

determination of the New Zealand Government. I made it clear to Mr. Wade that I 

was merely furnishing him with information, not conveying an invitation.” (790.5/ ! 

8-2252) | | —_ . | es | 

|
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790.5/8-2152 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 
| for Far Eastern Affairs (Allison) a 

CONFIDENTIAL : | [WASHINGTON,] August 21, 1952. 
Subject: Pacific Pact | | 
Participants: Mr. John M. Allison, Assistant Secretary of State for 

| Far Eastern Affairs 

Dr. You Chan Yang, Ambassador, Korean Embassy 
a Mr. Pyo Wook Han, Political Counselor, Korean 

_ Embassy oe 
| Mr. Kenneth T. Young, Director, Office of Northeast 

_ Asian Affairs , oe 
Mr. H.0.H. Frelinghuysen, NA | 

At his request, Ambassador Yang called on me this afternoon to 
discuss a variety of subjects, including a Pacific Pact. | 

The Ambassador emphasized the importance which his Govern- 
ment attached to the formation of a Pacific Pact which would em- 
brace all nations in the Far East. He expressed his Government’s 
regret that it appeared that we were willing to ally ourselves in 
such a Pact only with Australia and New Zealand. He said that he 

| had heard the comment made that this was a “white alliance” and 
would never include the yellow race. | 

I informed the Ambassador that the security arrangements be- 
tween this Government and the Australian and New Zealand Gov- 

: ernments had nothing to do with a Pacific Pact, but were con- 
cerned only with the security of the three countries involved. I told | 
the Ambassador that we had always been sympathetic with the 
idea of a Pacific Pact and that I thought that eventually it would 
become a reality but that at the present time it was premature to 
expect one to be established. I pointed out the difficulties created 
by the peculiar relationships existing between the nations which 
would be concerned in any such Pact. I called to the Ambassador’s 
attention the tensions that existed between some of these coun- ~ 
tries, particularly between southeast Asia and Japan and indicated | 
that a Pact would not be very effective without Japan. I pointed 
out as another example failure of Burma and the Philippines to 
recognize the Indochinese States and Burma’s recognition of Com- 
munist China. I said that this Government would continue to sup- 
port the idea of a Pacific Pact but that I thought that the Asian 
nations themselves must get together to initiate it. The Ambassa- 
dor while recognizing the difficulties involved endeavored to mini- 
mize them and strongly urged that we take action to form an all- 
embracive alliance stating his Government’s belief that if given the
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chance all nations would gradually participate and resolve their 

differences of opinion. : : : oe 

790.5/9-252 | | | | - 7 

| The British Embassy to the Department of State } 

SECRET AND PERSONAL | te 

| _. ‘Text or A MessaGE From Mr. EpEN To Mr. ACHESON | | 

I am grateful for the full information about the proceedings of i 

the ANZUS Council meeting which the United States Government 

have supplied. © | 7 | ey 

2. I note that the question of United Kingdom association with i 

the Council and the Military Committee was fully discussed and 

that it was considered that the difficulties involved would outweigh } 

the advantages. This decision was apparently based on the argu- 

ment that if the United Kingdom were admitted to a special form | 

of association with the Council or the Military Committee other 

Governments particularly France, would claim, and have to be 

granted, a special status; and that the association of the United 

Kingdom alone would cause dissatisfaction to other Governments 

in the area. | | 

3. I fear that I cannot accept the validity of these arguments 

which betray a misunderstanding of the grounds for the United | 

Kingdom’s claim to be represented on the Organisation. / 

4. I admit that if the United Kingdom claim were merely based : 

on the strength of British interests in Malaya and South East Asia t 

generally, the French and the Dutch might put forward similar 

claims for consideration. I am also well aware of the special rela- ! 

tionships between the United States on the one hand and the Phil- 2 

ippines and Japan on the other. a 

5. I must, however, repeat with emphasis that the United King- 

dom relationship with Australia and New Zealand is in a quite dif- 

ferent category. In particular on the military side the strategic i 

thinking and planning of the Chiefs of Staff of the two countries is 

based on the closest liaison with the United Kingdom Chiefs of i 

Staff. Australia and New Zealand are both immediately concerned 

in the defense of the Middle East and of Singapore and Malaya, , 

which remain nevertheless primarily United Kingdom responsibil- 

ities. The defense in war of the ANZAM region—which includes : 

Malaya and the South Pacific up to the Gilbert and Ellice Islands : 

and Fiji—is the responsibility of the Australian Chiefs of Staff 

1 Note handed the Secretary of State by Sir Oliver Franks the evening of Sept. 2. 

|
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acting jointly with the United Kingdom and New Zealand Chiefs of 
Staff. Above all, if either Australia or New Zealand is attacked, the 
United Kingdom will at once and without question be at war with 
the aggressor; this is not the case as regards France, Holland, the 
Philippines or any other country. This last consideration outweighs 
all the others and is, in my view, quite conclusive. 

6. It will, I am afraid, be extremely difficult for me to explain in 
Parliament the exclusion of the United Kingdom from both the 
ANZUS Council and the Military Committee. I understand that the 
Council agreed to keep the question of United Kingdom representa- 
tion under review. I do not suggest that a further meeting of the 
Council should be called in the near future specifically to reconsid- 
er this question; I should hope instead that in the light of the 
above considerations you would find it possible to review the 
matter in consultation with Mr. Casey and Mr. Webb, to whom I 
am sending copies of this message, and that it could be arranged 
for a United Kingdom representative to attend the forthcoming 
meeting of the ANZUS Military Committee.2 | | 
WASHINGTON, 2nd September 1952. 

2In a memorandum of Sept. 3 Kitchen wrote: “the Secretary told me this morn- 
ing that in handing the message to the Secretary Sir Oliver remarked that Mr. 
Eden felt very strongly in this matter and that Sir Oliver had nothing to add him- 
self. The Secretary explained the various reasons why all three of the ANZUS coun- 
tries had reached the decision not to invite the U.K. to participate in ANZUS and 
pointed out that in practice the British would be very well informed from the stand- 
point of military planning because of: (1) the forthcoming joint talks regarding the 
defense of Southeast Asia, and (2) U.K. participation in the Defense Council at Mel- 
bourne.” (790.5/9-352) 

790.5/9-352 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 
of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Gibson) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, September 3, 1952. 

Subject: Proposed Tripartite Declaration of Intention Concerning 
- Southeast Asia — | 

Participants: Mr. Millet, Counselor of French Embassy 

FE—Mr. Allison : 

PSA—Mr. Gibson 

Mr. Millet called on Assistant Secretary Allison today at his own 
request. He stated that the Embassy had just received an instruc- _ 

tion from Paris to ask the Department to give urgent consideration
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to the French proposal, which has already been made informally,’ 

that a tripartite declaration of intent concerning Southeast Asia be 

issued by France, Great Britain and the United States. Mr. Millet 

explained some of the background of the proposal, i.e., that it had 

originated in Saigon and had been carried from there to Singapore | 

by Letourneau, that Letourneau had suggested it to Malcolm Mac- 

Donald, 2 that the latter’s reaction was favorable, that Letourneau 

brought the suggestion to Paris where it was well received, and, fi- 

nally, that the Embassy had been instructed to take it up with the 

Department. It was stated that the French Embassy in London had 

been instructed at the same time to take it up with the British. 

According to the French conception, the declaration would be a | 

declaration of solidarity and not a warning. Although its provisions 

were not discussed in detail (to be furnished later) it was stated 

that it should be short and simple and concern itself primarily 

with the fact that our intentions in Southeast Asia were peaceful 

and that we were determined to support the newly sovereign gov- 

ernments of the area in maintaining their independence. The 

French hoped that as many Asian powers as possible can be 

brought to participate in the declaration with the three Western 
powers. They regard the timing of the declaration as of primary 

importance, knowing that the Peiping conference is scheduled to 

take place in late September.? In order to be effective the declara- 

tion should be made before the Peiping conference convenes. | 

In reply, Mr. Allison stated that he thought the suggestion had 

merit and assured Mr. Millet that we would give it our attention. 

He commented concerning its connection with the coming military 

conversations regarding the defense of Southeast Asia which the 

| UK, France, Australia, New Zealand and the United States will 

take part in on September 22.4 Although he agreed that the decla- 
ration would differ from the warning we have proposed in the past, : 

it was nevertheless inevitable that it should be considered in con- ! 

junction with it. He agreed that there was something to be said for 
the fact that we found ourselves constantly on the propaganda de- i 

fensive in the Far East and that this might be an opportunity for 
us to take the offensive for a change. He expressed the opinion that 

if the declaration were agreed upon it might be effective in attract- i 

1The French proposal was made on July 31 by Millet in a conversation with | 

Philip W. Bonsal, Acting Director of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian | 

Affairs. He also proposed the establishment of a permanent tripartite military orga- 

nization for Southeast Asia. (790.5/7-3152) | 1 

2 British Commissioner General for Southeast Asia, resident in Singapore. / 
3 The Peace Conference of the Asian and Pacific Regions convened at Peking in [ 

the first week of October, / 

4 These conversations did not begin until Oct. 6. However, the Military Represent- 
atives to the ANZUS Council met at Pearl Harbor, Sept. 22-25. | 

| 
|
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ing attention away from the military conversations and the possi- 
ble accusation that, here again like ANZUS, we were holding a 
conference regarding the defense of an area in which the people 
living in the area were not participating. Finally, Mr. Allison sug- 
gested that it would be useful, in considering the matter, if Mr. 
Millet could give us a draft text of such a declaration. 

After agreeing to Mr. Allison’s suggestions and stating that he 
would furnish us with the text suggested within the next few days, 
Mr. Millet took his leave.5 - 

* No such text has been found in Department of State files. Telegram 1960 to 
London, Sept. 18, reads in part: 

“Re Fr proposal for tripartite declaration, project dormant with declining enthusi- 
asm generally, even on part of Fr who have as yet failed to provide text for our 
consideration as originally suggested and agreed to on Sep 3.” (790.5/9-252) 

790.5/9-452 | | | 

The Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, September 4, 1952. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: There is inclosed a draft message from the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff to CINCPAC which is, in effect, a directive 

| concerning the forthcoming initial meeting of the Military Repre- 
sentatives to the ANZUS Council, tentatively scheduled to be held 
22 September 1952. | 7 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff, after reviewing information received 
from CINCPAC (msg DTG 090332Z, Aug 52, attached as Appendix 
““B”)?! with respect to his understanding of the responsibilities of 
the Military Representatives accredited to the ANZUS Council, be- 
lieve that Admiral Radford interprets the agreed terms of refer- 
ence of the Military Representatives and the understandings 
reached at the initial meeting of the ANZUS Council as commit- 
ting the United States to an arrangement under which the Mili- 
tary Representatives would engage in the joint development of 
military plans. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that such a view 
exceeds the intent and purpose of the machinery for military con- 
sultation in support of the ANZUS Council, as expressed in the ap- 
proved State-Defense negotiating paper on this subject. According- 
ly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have prepared a proposed message for 
dispatch to CINCPAC amplifying the views of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. (Attached Appendix “‘A’’) 

1 Dated Aug. 9, p. 204. a |
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| _ Your concurrence or comments with reference to possible politi- | 

cal connotations concerning the subject draft message to CINCPAC 
would be appreciated. | : a Oo a | 

_ Sincerely yours, | | | 

. | | Rosert A. Lovett 

a | 
| | Appendix “A” | | a | 

| Draft Message From the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Commander in 
| Chief, Pacific (Radford) — : | ; | 

| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, September 4, 1952. : 

1. There is no change in the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as | 
| reflected in the State-Defense negotiating paper which was accept- 

| ed by Australia and New Zealand during the ANZUS Council 
| Meetings. As indicated in their memorandum for the Secretary of | 
| Defense dated 30 July 1952 ? (copy of which was furnished you by | 
| _ Chief of Naval Operations), the Military Representatives should | 
! not be regarded as constituting an organization for the develop- 

| ment of combined regional military plans. No action should be 
| taken which might lead to even a limited Combined Chiefs of Staff 
| organization for the Southwest Pacific. The organization developed | 

| should not serve as a basis by which pressure could be exerted to | 
| commit the United States to a military effort which is dispropor- 
| tionate to its over-all responsibilities and commitments. There 

| should be no tendency to reduce without compensating military ad- 

| vantage, United States military freedom of action or to give Aus- : 

| tralia and New Zealand the power of veto over the type and scope | 

| of plans evolved. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff prefer that 

the Military Representatives function in a consultative arrange- 

ment which will assist them to consider and make recommenda- 
tions to their respective Chiefs of Staff on the measures which | 
might be taken to increase mutual assistance and self-help looking 

to the improvement of the defense of Australia and New Zealand 
and their territories as related to the over-all strategic defense of 
the Pacific. | an 

2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that in the event of general 

war the primary strategic responsibility for the Pacific—other than 

defense in a local sense of the territories and waters of certain na- 
tions—inevitably must rest with the United States, as was the case | 
during World War II. In view of the foregoing considerations, the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff would not agree that the Military Representa- 
} 

2 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 165. | |
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tives should enter into any arrangement under which Australia 
and-New Zealand might expect to have an equal voice with the 

United States in the preparation of a combined plan. Neither 

should there be established an organization or organizations subsid- 
lary to or supporting the Military Representatives and charged 

with the preparation of such a plan. 7 

3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff agree with your understanding that 
planning information will be exchanged. This information must be 
on a broad basis and confined to that which is necessary to insure 
that individual national plans developed in connection with the de- 

fense of Southeast Asia provide for an appropriate degree of coordi- 

nation, and to insure the exploration of ways and means of increas- 

ing the mutual effectiveness of the defensive effort of these coun- 
tries in the Southwest Pacific. Further, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
agree that the Military Representatives, after consultation among 
themselves, will submit to their respective Chiefs of Staff recom- 
mendations on possible courses of action in the event of further 

Communist aggression in Southeast Asia short of general emergen- 
cy. The consultative relationship of the Military Representatives 
should lead only to the development of national plans which are sO 
coordinated that they serve to increase the mutual assistance and 
self-help of the nations signatory to the ANZUS Treaty. Although 
planning information may be exchanged by the Military Represent- 
atives the Joint Chiefs of Staff have established a general policy 

that United States plans shall not be given to any foreigner nor 

should any foreigner participate directly in development of United 

States plans. This policy would also apply to the Military Repre- 

sentatives of Australia and New Zealand. 

790.5/9-552 7 | 

The Deputy Under Secretary of State (Matthews) to the Secretary of 
| Defense (Lovett) } 

TOP SECRET | _ [WASHINGTON,]| September 5, 1952. 

DEAR Mr. SECRETARY: Reference is made to your letter of Sep- 

tember 4, 1952)? transmitting a draft message from the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff to CINCPAC on which the concurrence or comments 
of the Department of State were requested with reference to possi- 

ble political connotations of the draft message. The message consti- 

tuted, in effect, a directive concerning the initial meeting of the 

1 Drafted by Ambassador Jessup. 
2 Supra. . |
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| Military Representatives to the ANZUS Council, tentatively sched- 
| uled to be held September 22,1952. 
? The draft message to CINCPAC contained in Appendix “A” ap- 

fo pears to the Department of State to be in conformity with the | 
United States proposal regarding military machinery (ANZUS 1/5, 
August 6, 1952) except that paragraph three might be subject to : 

some misinterpretation. I understand that the basic policy stated at ! 

the conclusion of this paragraph properly prohibits communicating 

to any foreigner United States plans which I understand to mean 
| the war plans developed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. I note, howev- | 

er, from the earlier part of the paragraph the Joint Chiefs are in | 
agreement with Admiral Radford that planning information will be : 
exchanged. I assume that these instructions therefore would give ! 

| the United States Military Representative to the ANZUS Council | 
| sufficient latitude in exchanging planning information to permit | 

| _ the development by each of the three member countries of national | 
| plans which would result in the proper coordination of the forces of 

, _ the three countries in case the plans needed to be put into effect. I 

assume that acting under these instructions the United States Mili- | 

| tary Representative would be able to maintain with his Australian | 
| and New Zealand colleagues that degree of frankness and mutual- | 

ity of interest which was developed at the recent meeting of the | 
ANZUS Council and which in the opinion of the Department of | 

State is of very great importance in our relations with those two | 

| _ countries. If the Australian and New Zealand Military Representa- 
| tives obtained a contrary impression, I believe it would have unfor- | 
__ tunate political repercussions in our relations with these two coun- 
| tries.* a a | 
| Sincerely yours, | | 
| | H. FREEMAN MatTTHEWS 

| * Not printed, but see the section headed “U.S. Paper” in HON MIN-6 of Aug. 6, | | 

| * ‘ im a letter to the Secretary of State dated Sept. 25, the Secretary of Defense in- : 
dicated that he interpreted Matthews’ letter as concurrence and wrote: | . | 

| “The Joint Chiefs of Staff have been informed concerning your comments. They : 
have expressed no objection and have forwarded your views to Admiral Radford for I 
his information.” (790.5/9-2252) | . 

The JCS forwarded both the instruction (substantively unchanged from the draft | 
forwarded to the Department on Sept. 4) and Matthews’ comments to Admiral Rad- I 
ford on Sept. 15 in telegrams JCS 918517 and JCS 918528, respectively. (JCS files, 
CCS 381 (2-18-51) 

nl 

| 
|
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790 .5/9-1052 - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,]| September 10, 1952. 

Subject: UK Participation in ANZUS Military Representatives 
Meeting in Honolulu on September 22. | 

| Participants: Mr. George Laking, Counselor, New Zealand 
Embassy 7 Oe 

| Mr. L.J. Lawrey, First Secretary, Australian 
Embassy | | 

Mr. H. Raynor, Director, BNA 

After discussing the question of the reply to be made to Mr. 
Eden’s personal message to the Secretary ! advocating some form 
of participation in the meeting of the ANZUS, meeting in Honolulu 
September 22, with Messrs. Perkins and Allison I asked Messrs. 

Laking and Moodie to call to discuss this matter. Mr. Moodie asked 
if he could send Mr. Lawrey to which I agreed. _ 

I told them that we had received a further British request 2 for 

some form of participation in ANZUS which specifically requested 

representation at the September 22 meeting of the Military Repre- 

sentatives. I said it was my understanding that Mr. Eden had sent 
similar messages to Mr. Webb and Mr. Casey. _ 

I said that we had considered this problem carefully and while | 
the British in a certain respect had made a strong case we felt that 

the time had not arrived when it was advisable to change the deci- 

sion which had been reached on this question at the recent meeting 
of the Council in Honolulu. I said, however, that before the Secre- 

tary replied to Mr. Eden’s personal message that we wished to con- 

sult Mr. Casey and Mr. Webb on it and the purpose of this discus- 

sion was to ask if the two Embassies would report this conversation 

to their governments and let me know the reaction obtained as 

soon as possible as it was important to reply to Mr. Eden promptly. 
I said we assumed, inasmuch as this request came so shortly on the 

heels of the discussion and decision reached at Honolulu that both 
governments would agree with us that we should maintain the 

Honolulu position. | | 
Mr. Lawrey made no comments of significance except to confirm 

that Mr. Casey had received a similar message from Mr. Eden. 
Mr. Laking pointed out that this was a very difficult problem for 

Mr. Webb as he believed the New Zealand Government would be 

1 Dated Sept. 2, p. 213. , 
2 Documentation on this second request has not been found in Department of 

State files. .
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| loath to turn down a second request on this matter from the U.K. | 
| He asked if the factor that ANZAM arrangements would be on the | 

| agenda could possibly be held to constitute a matter of special in- 
terest to the U.K. In this connection he referred to the Secretary’s | 
remarks to Mr. Menzies that in due course perhaps some form of 
U.K. participation could be developed by bringing them in, for in- | 
stance, when something of special interest was apt to come up and 
then broaden the practice. I said in reply that if the time were ripe 
to begin such a process I thought the ANZAM item might be the 

| type of thing which could be utilized for that purpose. I said, how- 
. ever, that because of the broader general Far Eastern consider- : 

ations that we felt that this was not the time to begin such a proc- 

| ess. I said that as it was there had been a certain amount of ad- | | 
| verse reaction in the Far East in the Philippines, for instance, to | 
| the Council meeting in Honolulu. | Oo oe 7 

| Mr. Laking and Mr. Lawrey both promised to report home and | 
| thought they would be able to obtain prompt replies for us. In the 

course of the conversation I told them we intended to inform the | 
| British Embassy that we had reconsidered the question and felt : 

| that the Honolulu decision should be maintained but that the Sec- | 
| retary was referring his reply to Mr. Eden until we have consulted 

| Mr. Casey and Mr. Webb. a - | 
| I also said that assuming we all agreed to maintain the Honolulu | 

| position on U.K. non-participation that we assumed the Australian 

| and New Zealand Military would see that the British Military were | 
! fully informed on the September 22 meeting.2= | 

| 3In memoranda of telephone conversations held Sept. 12, Raynor stated that 7 
Moodie of the Australian Embassy had learned that Minister Casey, while anxious. 
to meet the difficulty of the United Kingdom on the matter, could think of no prac- 

| tical means of giving effect to Eden’s desires at that stage, and that Laking had re- - 
| ceived word that Minister Webb agreed entirely that the United Kingdom should 

not be invited to the meeting of ANZUS military representatives. (Both 790.5/9- 
1252) a oe 

| ‘During a meeting held Sept. 18 with F.S. Tomlinson and R.H. Belcher, Counselor 
| and First Secretary of the British Embassy, respectively, Raynor handed them the 
| Secretary’s reply to Eden’s message. Text of the Secretary’s message has not been 

found in Department of State files but in a memorandum of conversation on the 

| subject, Raynor stated: “I told Messrs. Tomlinson and Belcher that I could assure 
| them that Mr. Eden’s request had been sympathetically considered but that the 
| more we thought about this question the more firmly convinced we were that our ) 
a position on this matter for the time being was the correct one. I referred to the ad- I 

verse criticism in the Philippines and elsewhere in the Far East of even the ANZUS' 
meeting of the three of us in Honolulu.” (790.5/9-1852) Pes
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790 .5/1-258 oe ' 

Agreed Record of Proceedings of the First Meeting of the Military 
Representatives to the ANZUS Council, Held September 29-25, 
1952 | | | 

SECRET PEARL Harpor, T. H., [September 25?,] 1952. 

The first meeting of the Military Representatives to the ANZUS 

Council convened at 9:50 a.m. on 22 September 1952 at Commander 
in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet Headquarters, Pearl Harbor, T.H. 

It was moved by General Rowell, and seconded by General 
Gentry, that Admiral Radford would act as Chairman for this 
meeting. | 

The Military Representatives to the ANZUS Council agreed to 
the following: 

A. Rules of Procedure : | 

1. Times for Meeting 

The Military Representatives will meet annually immediately 
prior to the ANZUS Council meetings and at such other times as 

requested by the Council or as requested by a Military Representa- 
tive and agreed to by the others. 

2. Seat of Meeting 

The seat of meeting will be rotated between Pearl Harbor, Mel- 

bourne, and Wellington. When so requested by the Council they 
will meet in Washington, Canberra, or Wellington in conjunction 

with regular annual Council meetings. | 

It is considered, however, that the rotation need not adhere rigid- 

ly to the above stated order. | 

3. Participants | 
(a) The accredited Military Representatives or properly designat- 

ed alternates will attend. 

(b) Technical advisors and Staff Officers of the Military Repre- 
sentatives may form working committees, and may attend sessions 
of the meetings as advisors as required by the Military Representa- 
tives. 

1 This document is the enclosure to a memorandum of Dec. 15, 1952, to the Secre- 

tary of Defense, signed for the Joint Chiefs of Staff by General Bradley. Both were . 
transmitted to the Department under a covering letter of Jan. 2, 1953 from Acting 
Secretary Foster to Acheson. The JCS memorandum reads in part: “The content of 
the Agreed Record of Proceedings is generally within the framework of the agreed | 
State-Defense negotiating paper on this subject.” (Reference is to HON D-2/1 of 
July 30, p. 165.) In his letter of Jan. 2, Foster concurred in the JCS comments. 

The representative of Australia was Lt. Gen. Sydney F. Rowell, Chairman of the 
Australian Chiefs of Staff Committee. New Zealand’s representative was Maj. Gen. 
W.G. Gentry, Chief of General Staff. Admiral Radford represented the United 
States.
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4. Procedures at Meetings. : | | 

) (a) Chairman. The Military Representative of the host nation of 
, each meeting shall be the Chairman. _ | 

(b) The host nation will arrange for the provision of the Secretar- 

iat for the meeting. | : 

| (c) Verbatim minutes of proceedings will not be kept. A record of | 

proceedings will be kept and copies thereof furnished each partici- | 
pant. , 

(d) The Basic Terms of Reference for the Military Representa- | 
tives are: a | ; 

(1) Advise the Council on problems of military cooperation which 
may arise in connection with the application of the ANZUS Treaty. : 

(2) Consider and make recommendations to their respective 
| Chiefs of Staff on the measures which might be taken to increase _ 

mutual assistance and self-help, looking to the improvement of the : 
| defense of Australia and New Zealand and their territories as re- 

| lated to the over-all strategic defense of the Pacific. | | | 
: (3) Furnish to the Council those recommendations which have ! 

received approval of their respective Chiefs of Staff. | 

| (e) Press releases appropriate to the course and conclusion of the 

| meetings will be prepared under the direction of the Chairman for 
| consideration of the meeting prior to release. | : 

(f) The normal channel of communication on matters of concern | 

to the Military Representatives will be through the Liaison Officers 

| when assigned to Pearl Harbor, Melbourne, and Wellington, or 

| through existing channels. — 

| 5. Liaison Officers. 
| Liaison Officers may be assigned for the purpose of exchanging 

information and providing continuity of effort among the three 

Military Representatives. These Liaison Officers will not be higher 

in rank than field grade (i.e., Colonel). It is considered that for the 

present they need not be assigned and stationed on a continuous 

| basis but rather on a “when necessary’”’ basis. 

6. Staff Planners | | 

(a) Staff Planners will be designated by the Military Representa- 
tives. Liaison Officers may fulfill these functions. 

(b) The Staff Planners will carry out such planning directives as 

are laid down by the Military Representatives. a | 

(c) Staff Planners will normally meet at Pearl Harbor at such | 

times as agreed upon by the Military Representatives. | 

(d) The U.S. Military Representative will furnish clerical and ma- — 

terial assistance required. | 
_ (e) A Chairman will be designated by the U.S. Military Repre- 
sentative and will be responsible for the coordination of the work ot 

|
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of the Staff Planners. The Chairman will forward the completed re- 
sults of such planning directives to the Military Representatives. 

(f) Meetings of the Military Representatives to act upon the work 
of the Staff Planners will be arranged if approval of the Military 
Representatives cannot be reached through exchange of messages. _ 

B. Determination of Planning Tasks | | 

The Military Representatives will undertake the following imme- 

diate planning tasks: | oe 

1. A review of the military situation in Southeast Asia. This is 
essentially an intelligence estimate to be used in planning proce- 
dures. 7 | 

2. Develop a strategic estimate on Southeast Asia. | 
| 3. Determine possible courses of action to meet the current Com- 

munist threat in Southeast Asia and in the event of further Com- 
-- munist aggression in this area short of a general emergency. 

4. Recommend to their respective Chiefs of Staff or equivalent 
those possible courses of action for approval. Upon approval by re- 
spective Chiefs of Staff, furnish the Council these approved recom- 7 
mendations. - 

C. Directive for Staff Planners | | 

Subject to later confirmation, Staff Planners will meet at Pearl 
Harbor on or about 1 November 1952 to carry out the following | 

planning tasks as a matter of priority: | 

1. A review of the military situation in Southeast Asia. This is 
essentially an intelligence estimate to be used in planning proce- 
dures. | 

2. Develop a strategic estimate on Southeast Asia. 
3. Determine possible courses of action to meet the current Com- 

munist threat in Southeast Asia and in the event of further Com- 
munist aggression in this area short of a general emergency. 

4. For the purpose of these tasks, the Southeast Asia area to be 
studied will include: Hong Kong, Formosa, Burma, Thailand, 
Malaya, the Crown Colony of Singapore, British North Borneo and 
Sarawak, the Sultanate of Brunei, Indo-China (now the independ- 
ent states of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia), the Philippines, Portu- 
guese Timor, the Republic of Indonesia, Dutch New Guinea and 
such other areas as deemed appropriate. 

D. Miscellaneous | 

1. A paper (enclosure (2)) 2 was submitted by the Australian Mili- 

tary Representative entitled ‘Recognition of the Status of the 
ANZAM Region as a Possible Theater of War” and made a matter 
of record. | 

2. The record of proceedings of the Military Representatives will 

be made available to the ANZUS Council members and such ex- 

2 Reference is to Appendix ‘‘B’. Appendix “A”, a list of the 16 participants, is not 
printed here. |
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| tracts as may be pertinent may be made available to the United 
-Kingdom through normal channels. = > 

, 3. A very brief statement was prepared for release to the press | 

(enclosure (8)).8 | 
| The first meeting of the Military Representatives to the ANZUS ) 

| Council was concluded at 1000 on 25 September 1952. . | 

| - _ Appendix “By oe Oo | 

RECOGNITION OF THE STATUS OF THE ANZAM REGION AS A POSSIBLE 
: THEATER OF WAR oo a 

| mos _. PAPER BY AUSTRALIAN MILITARY REPRESENTATIVE | 

! 1. The ANZAM Region, which comprises broadly the Australian, 
| New Zealand, and Malayan areas, was delineated by agreement in ! 
| 1950, between the United Kingdom, Australian, and New Zealand 
| governments as a possible theater in global war in which planning 
| would be conducted in peace. | a OS | 

| 2. Planning tasks for the defence of the ANZAM Region were : 
: agreed between the three countries concerned. These tasks cover a : 
| wide range of strategic, service, and related plans, in which consid- | 
| erable progress has been achieved. oe | 

_ 8. As a result of the Radford/Collins Conference of February- : 

| March, 1951, at which the boundaries of the Region were amended, 
/ the United States of America at the Service level now recognize | 

| the ANZAM Region for the following naval purposes only: 

(a) Escort, convoy routing, and diversion of traffic. | oo | 
| (b) Reconnaissance. | 
| (c) Local defence Anti-Submarine Warfare. | 

| (d) Search and Rescue. Oo | 

: 4. In order that ANZAM planning may be linked with the plan- 
| ning of the United States relating to areas contiguous to the bound- | 
| aries of the ANZAM Region, the Australian Military Representa- 
| tive proposes that the ANZUS Military Representatives take cogni- | 

| zance of the planning which is proceeding for the ANZAM Region | 
| and of the organization which has been set up for that purpose. 

: Further, that it be agreed that such ANZAM planning is not in 

any way inconsistent with the planning to be done under the | 

ANZUS Treaty. | | 

3 Reference is to Appendix “C’’, not printed here. | | |
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790 .5/9-2952: Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Australia (Jarman) to the Department of 
State } 

TOP SECRET CANBERRA, September 29, 1952—noon. 
PRIORITY 

120. Embtel 115, Sept 25, Embdes 188, Sept 24.2 Casey today sent 
long top secret personal msg to Eden expressing Austral Govt’s 
“concern” about “spate” of London news articles on Brit rep 
ANZUS. Msg says these “echoed”’ by press here and ‘“‘seized by op- 
position” to embarrass govt. | | 

Msg says gen tenor London arts that US holds out against Brit 
rep, and Australia, NZ while fundamentally desirous have Brit rep, 
have bowed US pressure. As matter fact all three ANZUS mem- 
bers in full agreement. | | 

Austral freedom reply to public criticism is limited but same 

time Austral Govt can not allow self be associated in public mind 

with implication that US alone carries odium refusal Brit request. 

Public clamor doubtless based on misconception purpose ANZUS 

which consultative body only and does not plan for whole Pacific 

area. Is true wider org needed to accomplish such planning and 
coming five-power conf may prove step that direction. 

Casey concluded by expressing hope Brit views wld be reconsid- 

ered and Eden cld “perhaps at appropriate time make public state- 
ment” which wld “damp down present agitation”. - | | 

| | JARMAN 

| 1 Repeated to Wellington for information. | , 
2 Neither printed. 

790 .5/9-2952: Telegram | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Australia } 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, October 2, 1952—4:31 p.m. 

69. Provided info contained your 120? obtained in such way as 
to make it appropriate pls transmit fol personnel [personal] msg 

from me to Casey: | 

“Dear Dick: | 

1 Drafted by Raynor and initialed for the Secretary of State by Francis E. Meloy, 
Jr., Assistant to the Director of the Executive Secretariat. Repeated to Wellington 
for information. 

2 Supra.
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“Our Emb in Canberra has reported to me the gen nature of a ! 
personal msg you have sent to Anthony regarding the recent 
London press reports about UK participation in ANZUS. | 

“I, too, have been concerned by this spate of stories out of 
London fearing that the result will be to exacerbate the situation. I | 

_ have been especially concerned by the implication that it is the US | 
which is blocking some form of Brit assoc. Your msg shld be very 
helpful in dispelling that misconception and I deeply appreciate i 

- your writing. Amb Jarman has forwarded to me your ltr of Sep 18 ~ 
commenting on the Daily Mail story.? I am glad to have the back- | 
ground in your ltr but I do want to say I have not at any time, 
following our frank discussion of this question in Honolulu, had | 
any question at all as to our seeing the matter in the same light. | 

| “T feel all of us shld take every opportunity to try to put this : 
; matter in its proper light. I was questioned on it at my press con- : 
| ference Oct 1 and I hope my answer which Amb Jarman will make ! 
| available to you will also be helpful. | | | | 
| “With best personal regards, 

| “Sincerely yours, Dean” | 

If info contained your 120 obtained in manner making above msg 
inappropriate pls transmit fol alternate msg from me to Casey: | 

“Dear Dick | | oo 
“Amb Jarman has forwarded to me your Itr of Sept 18 comment- | 

ing on the Daily Mail report with respect to the question of the 
Brit participation in ANZUS. I am glad to have the background 

| contained in your ltr but I do want to say I have not at any time, | 
| following our frank discussion of this question in Honolulu, had 
| any question at all as to our seeing the matter in the same light. | 

“I, too, have been concerned by the recent spate of stories out of | 
! London fearing that the result. will be to exacerbate the situation. I 
| have naturally been especially concerned by the implication that | 
| the U.S. is blocking some form of Brit assoc with ANZUS. I agree 
| with you that we shld take every opportunity to try to put this 
| matter in its proper light. I was questioned on it at my press con- | 
| ference Oct 1 and I hope my answer which Amb Jarman will make 
| available to you will also be helpful. 
| ——___ 
| 3 Letter to Ambassador Jarman of Sept. 18, enclosed with the Ambassador’s letter 

of Sept. 22, neither printed. (790.5/9-2252) | 
| In his letter Minister Casey had stated that the London Daily Mail’s correspond- 

ent, Ward Price, had erred in stating in a story that Casey had expressed to him : i 
surprise and resentment over the exclusion of the United Kingdom from ANZUS 
discussions. i 

* Acheson had said at the press conference that the ANZUS Council had reached i 
the unanimous conclusion that it was not an appropriate time either to extend | 
ANZUS or to create any broader Pacific arrangement. “We have arrangements with | 
the various countries in the Pacific. We are continually working with our British ; 
colleagues on defense plans. They are very closely tied into the Australia and New | 
Zealand planning and it has been our intention, as we stated, to keep all the coun- i 

| tries interested in the defense of the Pacific fully abreast of developments.” (Depart- | 
ment of State, Office of the Special Assistant to the Secretary in Charge of Press | 
Relations, ‘“News Conferences of the Secretary, Verbatim Reports”, 1952, No. 27) / 

/ 
| 
/
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_ “With best personal regards, a | 
| “Sincerely yours, Dean” _ ne 

| : | , 7 ACHESON 

790 .5/10-752: Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in Australia (Jarman) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET CANBERRA, October 7, 1952—4 p.m. 

131. Re UK rep ANZUS mtgs. Embtel 130 Oct 6.1 Emb rep deliv- 

ered shorter msg Secy to Casey (Deptel 69) 2 and orally expressed 
Secy’s appreciation for Casey msg to Eden. Casey. said had just recd 

acknowledgment from Eden saying reply wld be Churchill to Men- 
zies. Is consequently anticipated reply which expected soon will be 
unfavorable. Casey said wld like tell Eden when next together he | 

feels Brit deliberately trying to kill ANZUS then added “if I’m able 

I’m bloody well not going to let them do it’. | | . | 

Since Oct 1 press language this subj less harsh and volume de- 

creased (see Desp 183, Sept 24)? but have been several parl ques- 

tions and govt and official concern undiminished, perhaps even in- 

creased. Watt points out will be questions Brit par! on resumption 
sittings which cld well revive press attn there and here even with- 

out artificial stimulation (both he and Casey convinced press arts 

inspired). He notes also Brit argument reinforced by discussion mil 
| reps mtg SEA def without cognizance five-power talks same subj 

(he asks self wld it be well mil reps have polit advisers). Austral 

had hoped centralization SEA discussion in successful five-power 

| talks might be at least partial answer UK ANZUS approach. 

Get clear impression from Watt he and Casey think NZ position 
less firm under Brit pressure than their own * and have reason be- 

1 This telegram reads as follows: . 

“Second and shorter version Secretary’s msg being conveyed Casey on his return 
Canberra seventh. This choice because British unaware we saw msg to Eden and not 
desirable External Affairs records reveal we did. Secretary’s appreciation Eden msg 
will be conveyed orally.” (790.5/10-652) | 

2 Supra. : | - 
| 3 Not printed. 7 - 

4 On Oct. 14, the Embassy in Canberra reported: _ : 

- “Conversations Watt and Brown indicate Australians now satisfied firmness New 
Zealand position though week ago they ‘were anxious’ that score.” (Telegram 140; 
790.5/10-1452) | 

Reference is perhaps to A. S. Brown, (permanent) Secretary of the Prime Minis- 
ter’s Department. | |
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lieve Casey has very probably tried dissuade Webb from speaking 
to Secy in NY on UK status before Casey’s arrival® = | | 

| | | | - JARMAN : 

| 5 On Oct. 18, Secretary Acheson met with Minister Casey in New York, where 
both men were attending the Seventh Session of the UNGA (convened Oct. 14). Ach- 
eson’s memorandum of the conversation is printed infra. | | 

| | 7 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 133 | Oo 

- Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET. oe | [New York,] October 13, 1952. | 

| ~ MEETING WITH THE AUSTRALIAN MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS | : 
“- Mr. Ricwarp Casey sis | 

| Mr. Casey called on me this afternoon at his urgent request. He | 
| | had two matters on his mind, one of which was Anglo-American re- i 

| lations. He referred to the message which he had sent to Eden and : 

| which was reported to us through our Embassy at Canberra. He ap- | 
| -preciated my message to him. His message had been received by 

| ‘Churchill in Eden’s absence and had brought a strong reaction | 
| from Mr. Churchill to him, the general tenure of which was that | 

| he was an apostate to the Empire. This did not cause him to , 

change his attitude but bothered him because he felt strongly that 
our attitude in the ANZUS Council was right and he and Menzies 

| had great difficulty in, first, knowing what was the real trouble in 
London and, secondly, knowing what to do about it. He hoped that | 

| during this meeting he might have the opportunity of talking this : 
| matter out thoroughly with me because he must surely have a | 
| thorough session with Eden. | - 

| I told him that I, too, was bothered by the British attitude. In | 

part, I understood some of their attitude which I thought came | 
from being faced by almost insurmountable problems with inad- 

equate means and therefore the desire to find someone who is re- | 

| _ sponsible for their predicaments. I had no answer; but I was ready 

| to discuss the matter with him, not for the purpose of having this | 
| circulated throughout the Australian Government but to try to , 

analyze with him, as an old friend who is deeply concerned about 

the problem, its nature and any possible steps to remedy it. a , 

Mr. Casey said he would be glad to do this and hoped for an 

early opportunity when we might have an hour or two to give to it. 

Dean ACHESON 
: | 

|
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790 .5/11-1452 ° Lok ws . 

Report of the Five-Power Military Conference on South East Asia ! 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, October 17, 1952. 

[Here follow a summary of contents, a list of representatives (39) 

at the Conference, a distribution list, and sections of the report | 

titled “Terms of Reference’, “Actions Limited to the Area of Ag- 

gression Including the Contiguous Areas of China’’, and “General 
Operations Against China”’.] 

CONCLUSIONS 

General Principle 

29. The retention of Southeast Asia within the Allied sphere is 

considered vital. A resolute defence of the area of aggression is an 

essential condition of any action to defeat a Chinese Communist ag- 

gression. As the present major communist threat is against north- 

ern Indo-China, Tonkin is therefore of essential present interest. 

Allied Capabilities—Action Limited to the Areas of Aggression 

| 30. Except in the case of Formosa, the forces at present available 
in each of the possible areas of aggression will not suffice to halt 

aggression in those respective areas. 

31. Local naval blockade of the areas of aggression would not 

affect the Chinese offensive capability and might lead to pressure 
on Hong Kong. The effects of local air action in combination with 
other local naval support is considered separately in the case of 

each area of aggression. | , — 
32. Tonkin. Reinforcements restricted to air and naval support 

only, within conceivable capabilities, would not ensure the reten- 

tion of Tonkin in the event of a Chinese mass attack. To halt such 

an attack, timely land reinforcements, amounting to two to four di- 
visions, would be necessary in addition to air and naval support. 

30. Hong Kong. The Chinese Communists are capable of mount- 

ing a mass attack on Hong Kong with only three or four days 

warning. Successful defence of Hong Kong would require timely re- 

1 The Conference met in Washington at the Pentagon, Oct. 6-17, 1952. A covering 
note to the report reads: “In accordance with instructions, the Military Representa- 
tives of Australia, France, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States 
met in Washington on Monday, October 6th, 1952, to consider the defence of South- 

east Asia in the event of Chinese aggression.” The note is signed by the heads of the 
delegations, as follows: Air Vice Marshal A.L. Walters for Australia; General Ely for 
France; Air Commodore James L. Findlay, Air Attaché at the Embassy in Washing- 
ton, for New Zealand; Air Chief Marshal Elliot for the United Kingdom; and Maj. 

Gen. J. Sladen Bradley, Deputy Director for Strategic Plans, Joint Staff, for the 
United States. 

The report is filed as enclosure “A’’ to the memorandum from the JCS to the Sec- 
retary of Defense, Nov. 14, p. 239.
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inforcement by forces estimated by the United Kingdom at two di- | 
visions and naval and air support from carriers and from bases out- 

| side the colony. The United Kingdom points out that the bulk of | 
| _ the additional land reinforcements and defensive fighters would | 

have to be located in Hong Kong prior to the commencement of 

Chinese attack. | 
_ 34. Burma. Chinese forces are believed to be in the immediate 
vicinity of the border on the Burma Road adequate in strength to 

launch an attack with little previous warning. The Burmese de- 

fence forces might impose a slight delay on the Chinese advance | 

but the effect of this can be discounted. No form of Allied air or | 
naval support in Burma could cause the Chinese to cease an act of | 

| aggression against Burma. | | 

| 35. Macao. The threat to Macao is substantially the same as that | 
for Hong Kong. The colony is so small that no effective Allied | 

! action could be taken in time to prevent its fall in a matter of | 

| hours. | | 

| 36. Formosa. The capability exists for a successful defence of | 
| Formosa. eo | | 

| Allied Capabilities—General Action Against China | 

| 37. Sea Blockade. There is a divergence of views as to the Allied 

| capability of maintaining a full and effective sea blockade with the 

| ships and aircraft now in the theatre, even if they could be spared 
| from their current tasks for this purpose. It is the view of the 

| United States delegation that this capability does exist. This block- 
| ade would have no immediate physical effect on a Chinese Commu- | 
| nist aggression. It would undoubtedly affect China’s economic and 

| industrial capabilities and consequently, in the long term, its war | 
| potential. It is likely to lead to pressure on Hong Kong and possibly 

to clashes with Russian warships. Air and surface ship attacks on 

! ports and coastal shipping might be employed to augment the 

| direct effects of blockade. | | 
38. Air Action. The Allies have a capability to undertake general 

air action against China as a whole, particularly in regard to lines , 

| of communication but also including industrial targets as well, 
which would reduce China’s ability to make war. 

| a. The United Kingdom estimate of the bomber force which these | 
tasks would require for effective implementation far exceeds the | 
total number of light and medium bombers shown in the force 

_ tables appended to this paper. | 
b. The United States position is that the Allies do have the capa- 

bility of effectively accomplishing any one or all of these air ac- 
tions, the degree of effectiveness being dependent upon the timelli- 

| ness and number of aircraft available.
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39. It is the opinion of the United States and Australian delega- 
tions that Chinese Nationalist forces in Formosa; if made available, | | 

represent an important capability for offensive operations against 

the Chinese Communists. This capability, at present limited, could __ 
be progressively developed. ee ) 

Over-all Conclusions | | a 

40. Air, ground and naval action limited only to the areas of ag- 
gression and contiguous areas of China offers little prospect of _ | 
causing Communist China to cease its aggression. | | 

41. The imposition of a total sea blockade, in conjunction with 
the actions limited to the areas of aggression and contiguous areas 

of Communist China, might have a significant cumulative effect. 
This course of action offers little assurance of forcing the Chinese 
Communists to cease aggression. = | | | | 

42. A combination of all coercive measures including the defense 
of the areas of aggression, interdiction of the lines of communica- 

tion, a full sea blockade and air attacks on all suitable targets of 

military significance in China, insofar as they are within the Allied 
capabilities, plus such reinforcements in time and scale as may be | 

practicable in the immediate area, offers the best prospect of caus- 
ing Communist China to cease an aggression. 

Conditions to an Effective Military Action = _ | 

43. Any action taken against Communist China should be swift 
and effective and so conducted as to show the Chinese Communists 

the determination of the Allies to cause them to cease aggression. | 
44. If action is to be prompt, the several participating nations ob- 

viously must have plans ready which have been fully coordinated 
in respect to action to counter the enemy at the actual scene of ag- 
gression and in areas immediately contiguous thereto. This coordi- 

nation, which includes the full exchange of pertinent current intel- 

ligence, agreed communication procedures and other information 

essential to most effective cooperation, may require the setting up 

of a staff agency so that contacts are maintained and necessary 
studies continued. The respective Commanders in Chief in the | 
areas concerned should be charged with the earliest implementa- 

tion of such action as may be appropriate in this regard. The 

United States delegation is of the opinion that insofar as United 
States participation is concerned, the United States Commander in 

Chief in the area now has the machinery for carrying out his part 

of the coordination necessary. - | 
The Australian delegation, whilst accepting the necessity for co- 

ordination, did not express a view upon the machinery which may | 

be required. | | | 

[Here follow Appendixes A-K, none printed. | |
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| 790.5/10~2052: Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in Australia (Jarman) to the Department of State 

SECRET CANBERRA, October 20, 1952—4 p.m. 

145. Embtel. 139, October 13.1 Fol is substance remarks to Emb | 

rep by Menzies. | : es 
| He is allowing two days in Wash en route London Conf? and 

also stop on return. He thinks Brit ANZUS pressure off till after : 
: US elections and his London visit. Churchill msg was “stinker”. «| | 

| Menzies reply “bit of stinker too” and he notes Churchill seems | 
| have taken his advice as to tone of Commons statement. In London | 
| Menzies will make some “powerful utterances” (phrase used twice) | 
| on ANZUS and seems feel sure he “can handle” Churchill. Asked | 

| what next if Brit not convinced he replied only “I'll have to tell 
| them we know where we stand’. He did not elaborate or interpret | 

this but Emb rep inferred no change basic Austral position now | 
| contemplated even if Brit obdurate. Menzies continued without 

| pause saying some Englishmen have outdated ideas of Empire and : 
| feel Commonwealth members must choose between Brit and third _ 
| country when considering exclusive relationship with latter. Men- 

- zies calls this absurd and said Eden “agent provocateur” for this 
| view. Said he has “job of interpretation” in London to make plain | 
| to Churchill and Eden there is no question taking sides or drawing 
| away from UK, that US must have most powerful ally possible and | 

| therefore US wld want strengthen Commonwealth not weaken it 
! by loosening its internal bonds. He added “and Winston knows no | 

| one is more Brit than I am’. a | 
| As fundamental cause Brit pressure Menzies seemed attach high- 

| est importance to offended dignity and little or none to Brit territo-— 

rial interest in Pacific which he did not bother mention.? | | 

| a | JARMAN 

| 1TIn this telegram the Embassy had mentioned an exchange of messages between : 
| Prime Ministers Churchill and Menzies on the subject of participation by the 
| United Kingdom in ANZUS, but had stated also that it was not yet informed of the 

substance of the exchange. (790.5/10-1352) | 
2 Of Commonwealth Prime Ministers, held Nov. 27-Dec. 11, 1952. | 

3 Ward P. Allen, UN Adviser to the Bureau of European Affairs, informed the ; 

Secretary of the substance of this telegram in a memorandum of Oct. 28. (Confer- | 
ence files, lot 59 D 95, CF 1382) ee | 

On Oct. 31, Ambassador Robert Scotten reported on a conversation held with 
Prime Minister Holland: | | | 

“PriMin called me to his office today and said he wished to talk about ANZUS. | 
Added he deplores UK attempt throw blame on US for non-entry UK observer into | 
ANZUS and will acquaint Mr. Churchill his position during forthcoming visit H 
London. Added he is convinced press campaign from London inspired by UK Govt. / 
Stated if Brit attitude of blaming US persists he will make public statement that | 
NZ stands firm with US this matter.” (Telegram 131 from Wellington; 790.5/10- / 
3152)
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790.5/11-1452 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director for Strategic Plans, Joint 
Staff (Bradley) to the Joint Chiefs of Staff } 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON, | 23 October, 1952. 

1. In February 1952, the United States participated in a Five 

Power Conference with the United Kingdom, France, Australia and 
New Zealand to determine what military measures might be taken 
collectively in retaliation against a further Chinese Communist ag- 
gression. Basic positions brought out but not reconciled at this con- 
ference were: 

a. The United States considered that direct action against China 
must be a part of any over-all retaliatory course of action. 

b. The United Kingdom considered that direct action against 
China would have undeterminable political repercussions and 
would be militarily ineffectual. 

c. The French were primarily concerned with obtaining direct 
military support for operations in Indochina. 

2. In view of the political factors which arose in the February 

conference the United States subsequently agreed to participate | 

with military representatives of the United Kingdom, France, Aus- 

tralia and New Zealand in a Five Power Military Conference on | 

Southeast Asia restricted to a consideration of those courses of 
action which, from a purely military point of view, would be possi- 
ble and necessary to cause the Chinese Communists to cease an ag- 

gression. This memorandum summarizes the results of the confer- 

ence. | 
3. Pursuant to directives by the Joint Chiefs of Staff the U'S. 

Delegation was guided by the provisions of NSC 124/2 2 which sets 

forth current U.S. policy regarding commitments of U.S. forces in 

event of Communist China aggression in Southeast Asia. The prin- 
cipal courses of action in NSC 124/2 which provided the broad 

framework of the U.S. position are summarized as follows: 

a. Action limited to the area of aggression and contiguous areas | 
of Communist China, by | , | 

1 This memorandum is Enclosure B to the memorandum from the JCS to the Sec- 
retary of Defense, Nov. 14, p. 239. 

2 Dated June 25, p. 125. 

|
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(1) Resolute defense of Indochina. | 
(2) Interdiction of the lines of communication to include 

those in Communist China. _ oe 
(3) A sea blockade of Communist China. | : 

b. General action against Communist China. | 

(1) This course of action includes all action in a (1), (2) and 
: (3) plus the bombing of all suitable military targets in Commu- 

| nist China. | 

c. As a component of a and b above, encourage the French to de- | 
velop to the fullest the military potential of Indochina. ; 

| 4. It was established at the outset that the examination would be 

| based on the assumption that the Korean war was continuing. Sub- : 

| sequently an additional assumption that a Chinese Communist ag- | 

| gression had occurred in Southeast Asia was agreed upon. Despite | 

| the terms of reference which limited the examination to the mill- | 

tary aspects of the problem it was obvious throughout the confer- 

ence that the delegates were influenced by political considerations | 

| and operating within the framework of national political guidance. | 

| Nevertheless the military representatives of the Five Powers © | 

| agreed that: — | | 

a. Air, ground and naval action limited to the areas of aggression 

| and the contiguous areas of China offers little prospect of causing a | 

| cessation of aggression. | 

I b. A combination of all coercive measures including the defense 

| of the area of aggression, a full sea blockade and general air action 

| against China offers the best prospect of causing a cessation of ag- 

| gression. | | 
| 

| 5. This agreement among the Five Powers is a step forward from — 

| positions established at the Five Power Conference in February. 

| However, it was apparent, both from the discussions at the confer- 

| ence and the full report itself, that the agreement stated above was 

forced by the terms of reference which limited the examination to | 

the military aspects of the problem. The important matter at at- 

tempting to reach an agreement on the strategy against Commu- | 

| nist China which could be undertaken with the forces available 

brought out a wide divergency of views. The British endeavored to 
rationalize a recession along political lines to a course of action 

limited to the area of aggression by contending that expanded | 

action would be ineffective and beyond Allied capabilities. 

- 6. It developed at an early stage that the United Kingdom’s pri- 

mary interest lay in the effect of the various courses of military 
action on her colony of Hong Kong. In developing its position the _ 

U.K. delegation emphasized the vulnerability of Hong Kong to a 

Communist attack. Their argument ran as follows: A sea blockade 

|
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would provoke the Chinese Communists to attack Hong Kong. To | 
hold Hong Kong would require sizeable air, land and naval forces, | 
which would not be available if the blockade was undertaken. Fur- 
thermore, the sea blockade would, in itself, be relatively unimpor- 
tant in causing the cessation of Chinese aggression. In the relation 
of Hong Kong to the over-all strategy of the area, the United King- 
dom delegation’s position was unquestionably motivated primarily 
by economic and political factors, i.e., trade and shipping. These 
factors led them to the conclusion regarding the sea blockade to 
the exclusion of the important strategic benefits. a 

7. The French delegation did not manifest much interest in the 
blockade problem. Its principal concern was to establish the fact 
that to hold Tonkin against a Chinese mass attack reinforcements 
must be forthcoming. | | 

| 8. In addition the French and United Kingdom delegates, with 
Australia and New Zealand concurring, ‘stressed the necessity in 
their view for additional direct military support in Tonkin and 
Hong Kong both before and after an aggression. Inasmuch as these 
countries have indicated only a negligible contribution of forces for , 
the defense of Southeast Asia, it would appear that the United 
States is expected to provide the bulk of this additional military 
support. | 

| 9. The position of the United Kingdom, France, Australia and 
New Zealand at this conference may be summarized briefly as fol- 
lows: | | oe 

a. The United Kingdom considers effective implementation of a 
blockade and air action against China as a whole would require 
forces beyond Allied capabilities and the results would not justify 
commitment of forces in the strength required to implement such a 
course of action. | | 

___b. The French recognize the desirability of direct action against 
China so long as it does not require such dispersion of forces as to 

_ jeopardize the retention of Tonkin. | 
c. The Australian and New Zealand delegations generally concur 

in the U.K. position. | 

10. The French and United Kingdom delegates laid particular 

emphasis on the need for some form of liaison beyond that now in 

existence for planning for the defense of Southeast Asia. The 

French delegate expressed himself so strongly for the need of a 
| planning agency that he concluded that absolutely no progress will 

have been made by military discussions since the Ad Hoc February 
meeting unless this need if fulfilled. The U.S. delegates contended 

that, insofar as the United States was concerned, the machinery 

for coordinating plans was already in existence under the Com- | 
mander in Chief, Pacific.
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11. .The employment of atomic weapons against Communist 

China wasnot discussed. 
| 12. The foreign delegations indicated from the outset of the con- 

ference that they were interested in a discussion of actions to deter 
further aggression. It was emphasized that it would be more eco- 

nomical to forestall aggression than to combat it. The U.S. delega- 

| tion, while considering this subject to be outside the terms of refer- 

ence, agreed to discuss deterrents in order that all viewpoints could | 

be heard. My personal view subscribes to the logic of deterrent 

action or effort to stop aggression before it starts, but definitely op- 

| poses any arrangement for combined liaison or planning agencies 

| prior to concerted retaliatory action or to U.S. ground participation _ | 

. in Southeast Asia. sss ae CPEs | 

| Conclusion and Recommendation ats Oo | 

13. I recommend that the Joint Chiefs of Staff note my conclu- : 
gion that unless there are agreements reached at high political 

level or unless there is a decided change in our national policy : 

| which would effect the drawing of new terms of reference further — : 

| military talks by the Five Powers on Southeast Asia will serve no | | 

| useful purpose. oe | os 

| | Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 1383. 
a 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Armistead M. Lee of the Office of | 

| British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs | 

| | | | 

| SECRET Oo | [New York,] November 11, 1952. 

! Subject: ANZUS Treaty Council: British and Philippine Reaction | 
| - Thereto: Status of Forces in Japan. | 

| Participants: Mr. R.G. Casey, Australian Minister of External 

| Affairs a | Oo 
oo _ Sir Percy Spender, Australian Ambassador | | 

| Mr. T. Clifton Webb, N.Z. Minister of External 

Affairs” oe | 
| Mr. J.K. Munro, N.Z. Ambassador | 

The Secretary of State | | 
Mr. Ward Allen, EUR - oo 

/ Mr. A.M. Lee, BNA ee 

British Demands for Link With ANZUS) | oe 
Mr. Casey, who had requested the meeting with the Secretary | 

and Mr. Webb, opened the discussion by saying that he would be 
meeting with Mr. Eden tomorrow and thought it probable that the | 
latter might wish to discuss the UK claim for inclusion in ANZUS. — 

: 

i
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The Secretary said that he too was seeing Mr. Eden tomorrow but 
that ANZUS had not been included in the list he had been given 
by the British of subjects which Mr. Eden would wish to discuss. — 
Mr. Casey said that Mr. Eden had already told him that he did not 
feel very strongly on the subject but did think that he did feel that, 
in the global picture, some sort of U.K. association with ANZUS 
was desirable. 

Sir Percy suggested, and Mr. Munro concurred, that since it was 
already agreed that this issue would be discussed at the Common- 
wealth Prime Ministers conference in London, it would be best to 
wait until Mr. Churchill has talked to Mr. Menzies. Mr. Webb re- 
marked that it was necessary, however, to have an agreed position 
in case Mr. Eden raises the issue here in New York. 

The Secretary mentioned that he had found Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, 
whom he had talked to recently,! did not feel at all strongly on the 
ANZUS issue. He said that he had told Mr. Lloyd that we were just _ 
getting started in this field of Pacific security arrangements and 
that it would be disastrous to this fledgling creature to load it 
down with purely prestige questions. Substantively, the British 
were being kept fully informed and would be tied in anyway 
through the existing Commonwealth defense mechanisms. The 
British seemed really concerned from the point of view of public 
reactions, and as he had told Mr. Lloyd, what they were asking is 
precisely “what would make our tripartite lives impossible.” (There 
was no indication of dissent from the Australians and New Zea- 
landers.) | 

| Philippine Attitude 

_ The Secretary said that the Filipinos were very sensitive over 
their exclusion from ANZUS, and that when the word got out 
about the 5-power military conversations on Indochina, they were 
doubly distressed. He had tried to placate General Romulo on this 
issue by suggesting that the Philippines should make the most of 
the Manila meeting with Allison, Nash and Radford.2 Romulo and 
Quirino had complied with the suggestion with a bit too much en- 
thusiasm, and the resulting publicity buildup of the Manila meet- 

ing reached embarrassing proportions. Mr. Casey remarked that 

President Quirino had urged him to support Philippine claims for 
inclusion in ANZUS and that he had responded by suggesting that 

the Indonesians might then want to be cut in. He asked Quirino 
| whether the Philippines were prepared to extend a security guar- 

1 Acheson’s memorandum of his conversation with Lloyd, Oct. 28, is not printed. 
(Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 133) | | 

2 A report of the meeting was transmitted to the Department of State in circular 
telegram 38 from Manila, Oct. 29. (796.5/10-2952)
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antee, of the ANZUS type, to Indonesia. Quirino had answered no, 

| emphatically. Sir Percy recalled that the Filipinos had been cool to | 

| his own advocacy of a Pacific Pact in 1950. It was only after 

ANZUS that they suddenly became enthusiastic. : 

| Summing up, the Secretary said that both the Philippines and 

| France would deeply resent their exclusion from any enlargement ) 

, of ANZUS to include the UK. - | | 

Domestic Political Aspect of UK Demands : 

Mr. Casey said that he had been talking to Mr. Henry Hopkin- . 

gon 3 of the UK on the background for the British campaign for in- 

clusion in ANZUS. Hopkinson explained that when they, the Con- : 

servatives, had been in opposition, they had made great capital out ! 

| of the Labor Government’s having condoned the “snub” to the UK : 

| involved in British exclusion from ANZUS. The issue had been 

most effective during the campaign, and the Conservatives had | 

| promised that they would set matters right. Now they were under ) 

| the double pressure of the Labor Party and their own back bench- | 

ers to carry out their promises. | 

Mr. Webb observed wryly that the UK Government seemed to be 

caught in a web of their own making while in opposition. He and 

Mr. Casey recalled with amusement that it was an experience 

| which both of their Governments had known only too well, with 
| their campaign promises to “make the pound go further’”.* a : 

| [Here follows discussion of the status of Commonwealth forces in 

Japan. ] | 

| 8 Minister of State in the Colonial Office. : | 

! 4On Nov. 18, the Embassy in London reported that the ANZUS question had 

| been “scarcely mentioned’ during the 1951 electoral campaign, nor had recent Par- | 

liamentary pressure from back benchers of both parties been serious. The telegram 

continued: “In our view govt, if it wishes, can easily meet such pressure as exists. As E 

Dept aware, we believe Churchill himself prime source of Brit dissatisfaction.” 

(790.5/11-852) | 

790.5/11-1452 . | . 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 

_ Defense (Lovett) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, November 14, 1952. , 

Subject: Report of the Five Power Military Conference on South- | 
east Asia 

, 1. In a memorandum for you, subject, “Proposed Tripartite Con- 

ference on the Defense of Southeast Asia,” dated 11 July 1952, the 

1 Not printed, but sée Allison’s memorandum of July 15 to Matthews, p. 145. | 

| | 
i
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Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed the view that a joint high-level con- 
ference of Heads of State, or their representatives, and the Chiefs 
of Staff of the United States, Great Britain, and France, which 
would permit the simultaneous resolution of political-military ques- 
tions appears to offer the greatest promise of achieving the agree- 
ments believed necessary for the successful defense of Southeast 
Asia and the prevention of limited war. oe | 

2. As a prelude thereto it was suggested that every effort should 
be made to obtain tripartite agreement on at least the minimum 
military courses of action referred to in subparagraphs 7e and 10c 
of NSC 124/22 which include a blockade, resolute defense of area 
of aggression, interdiction of lines of communication, and provision 
of major forces. Thereafter the United States would agree to the 
holding of a military conference under the conditions prescribed. 

3. Subsequently, in a memorandum for you, subject, “Proposed 
United States Position for Five Power Military Representatives 
Conference on Actions to be Taken in the Event of Chinese Com- 
munist Aggression in Southeast Asia,” dated 5 August 1952,3 the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, under the conditions stated therein, concluded 
that the possible advantages of a Five Power Military Conference 
justified its being held regardless of the fact that firmly agreed 
joint political guidance had not been obtained. 

4. Pursuant to instructions the Military Representatives of Aus- 
tralia, France, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States met in Washington, D.C. on 6 October 1952, to consider the 
purely military aspects of the defense of Southeast Asia in the 

event of a Communist aggression. | | 

d. In compliance with your memorandum, subject as above, dated 
7 November 1952,* the Report of the Five Power Military Confer- 
ence on Southeast Asia ® and the memorandum for the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff by the Chairman, U.S. Delegation to the Five Power Con- 

ference,® which summarizes the results of the conference, are at- 

tached as Enclosures “A” and “B” respectively. 

6. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concur with the position established 
by the U.S. Delegation at the Five Power Military Conference 

which is embodied in the conclusions of the Report. Comments on 

certain of these conclusions are made in succeeding paragraphs in 

order to emphasize the U.S. military position which should be 
maintained in future discussions between the Governments of the 
Five Powers. | | | - 

2 Dated June 25, p. 125. | 
3 Ante, p. 184. 

* Not found in Department of State files. 
> Dated Oct. 17, p. 230. 
§ Dated Oct. 23, p. 234. | |
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| 1%. The Military Representatives concluded in paragraphs 29 and | 

| 30 of the Conference Report that Tonkin is of essential present in- | 

| terest in the defense of Southeast Asia, and the forces at present | 

available in that area are not sufficient to halt a major Chinese 

Communist aggression. a | : 

8. The circumstances surrounding the timing and military situa- : 

tion under which the French might call for reinforcements for 

Tonkin are unpredictable. Without major development of port and 

airfield facilities prior to aggression the logistical support of US. 

ground and air force reinforcements on the order of magnitude vis- | 

ualized by the French would be impracticable. The further commit- 

ment of major U.S. ground and air forces to localized actions after : 

i aggression occurs would be inadvisable in view of the foregoing ! 

| limitations and the indecisive nature of defensive operations within | 
| a limited perimeter. The immobilization of U.S. military forces in | 

| defense pockets around the perimeter of China would seriously 

| limit the capability for direct action against China. me | 

| 9. It is, therefore, advisable from the military view to assist and — ! 

! encourage the French in carrying out their responsibilities for the : 

| defense of Indochina. To this end France should be aided and urged 

| to speed the development of indigenous combat forces and the im- 

provement of supporting logistical and operational facilities to the | 

extent considered necessary to meet the existing threat. This is 

| within the framework of current U-S. national policy. 

| 10. The conclusions in paragraphs 40 and 42 of the Conference 

, Report are considered to have special significance in relation to the | 

| objectives of NSC 124/2 as regards expanded action against Com- — 

f munist China. In addition, they should serve as a basis for negoti- 

| ating further political agreements on the issuance of a joint warn- | 

| ing to Communist China. 

| 11. The foreign delegations emphasized the need for deterrent 

| action to forestall aggression. This subject was outside the terms of 

: reference of the delegates to the Military Conference, and hence | 

was not included in the conclusions of the main report. The subject 

will probably be pressed by foreign delegations in any government 

level discussions on Southeast Asia. The Joint Chiefs of Staff sub- 

scribe in general to the logic of deterrent action. Visible reinforce- 

ments in the area might, so far as U.S. forces are concerned, con- 

sist of a periodic show of force by naval and air units, but partici- 

pation by U.S. ground forces is not contemplated. The Joint Chiefs 

of Staff are opposed to setting up combined liaison or planning 

agencies prior to concerted retaliatory action. Coordination of plans 

for operations against Communist China may be effected by the 

Commander in Chief, Pacific with other designated military com- 
manders in the area. : : 

|
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12. Based on an analysis of the Report of the Conference and the 
Report of the Chairman of the United States Delegation, the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion that without expanded jointly 
agreed political guidance, additional meetings of military repre- 

sentatives would serve no useful purpose. Accordingly, the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff recommend that: | 

a. Action be initiated to amend NSC 124/2 to provide for secur- 
ing agreement, under the auspices of the United Nations or in con- 
junction with France and the United Kingdom and any other 
friendly government, to undertake the military courses of action 
set forth in paragraph 42 (combination of all coercive measures) of 
the Five Power Conference Report in the event of Chinese Commu- 
nist aggression in Southeast Asia. | 

b. The Five Power Military Conference Report be used as the 
basis for securing international agreement at governmental level to 
the military courses of action set forth in paragraph 42 of the 
Report. : | | 

c. Action be initiated to encourage the French at every opportu- 
nity to increase and speed the development of indigenous combat 
forces and supporting facilities in Indochina. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

OMAR N. BRADLEY 

Chairman 

| | Joint Chiefs of Staff 

790.5/5-2853 

Report by the Staff Planners to the Military Representatives to the 
| ANZUS Council } 

TOP SECRET [PEARL Harsor, T. H. ?,] November 25, 1952. 

_ In accordance with instructions from the Military Representa- 

tives to the ANZUS Council, Staff Planners of Australia, New Zea- 

land and the United States met at Pearl Harbor, T.H. on Thursday, 

November 6th, 1952, to determine possible courses of action to 

meet the current Communist threat in Southeast Asia and in the 

event of further Communist aggression in this area short of a gen- 

| eral emergency. | 

The Report of the meeting of Staff Planners is attached. 

It is recommended that the Military Representatives to the 
ANZUS Council approve this report and recommend to their re- 
spective Chiefs of Staff or equivalent that:— 

: 1 The file copy is an enclosure to the memorandum from the Joint Chiefs to Secre- 
tary of Defense Charles E. Wilson, May 15, 1953, p. 315.
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a. The courses of action contained therein should be the basis of 
ANZUS military policy. © ee | : 

b. Every endeavor be made to obtain the agreement of the 
| United Kingdom and France to such policy over as wide a range as | 

| possible. | | 

| R. G. POLLARD | 
Head of Australian Staff Planners | 

| H. E. GILBERT 

| | Head of New Zealand Staff Planners : 

| C. C. SMITH | 

Head of United States Staff Planners | 

| | [Attachment] | | | 

[Here follow a list of persons present (12), a summary of contents, : 
| and a distribution list.) _ | So | : 

| | | Report No. 1 | | 

| I. TASK REFERRED | 

| 4: : 
| At their meeting at Honolulu, September 22-25, 1952, the Mili- 

| tary Representatives to the ANZUS Council referred the following 
immediate planning tasks to the Staff Planners: | 

“1. A review of the military situation in Southeast Asia. This is | 
| essentially an intelligence estimate to be used in planning proce- 
2 dures. . , | 
| “2. Develop a strategic estimate on Southeast Asia. — 

“3. Determine possible courses of action to meet the current 
Communist threat in Southeast Asia and in the event of further 

: Communist aggression in this area short of a general emergen- : 

a | 
__ II. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS | 

It is interpreted: | | 

A. That the phrases used in the above directive have meanings 
as stated hereunder: a | 

| “Short of a general emergency’’—Short of global war, i.e., short | 
of war with the U.S.S.R. | | | 

“Current Communist threat’”—Existing cold war conditions, 
wherein overt Chinese Communist aggression is limited to 
Korea but tension is maintained throughout Southeast Asia. 

2 The quotation is from section B of the Military Representatives’ Agreed Record 
of Proceedings, p. 224. 

|
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“Further Communist aggression” —Further Chinese Commu- 
nist aggression (outside Korea) without overt Soviet partici- _ 
pation. | : 

B. That the aim of measures taken in the event of further Chi- 
nese Communist aggression will be to force the Chinese Commu- 

nists to cease their aggression. 

III. STATEMENT OF POSITION 

A. The Military Representatives to the ANZUS Council are con- 
cerned with the threat in Southeast Asia to the security of Austra- 
lia, New Zealand and the United States of America and with the 
determination of possible courses of action to meet the threat. 

B. It is considered that the determination of possible courses of 
action to meet the threat must include estimates of force require- 
ments. Such estimates are included in broad terms in this report. 
_C. Any planning by the ANZUS powers will form only part of 
the overall planning by the Allies to contain Communist expansion 

and, therefore, before detailed supporting plans for a particular 

area can be prepared, consultation with the Allied nation responsi- 

ble for that area will be necessary. 

| __-IV. ASSUMPTIONS — 

A. The U.S.S.R. will not intervene thereby causing global war 
unless and until it suits her so to do.* | 

B. Weapons of mass destruction will not be employed by either 

side. | / | | 

C. A resolute defense of the area where aggression has occurred 

is an essential prerequisite to any Allied supporting action. — 

__V, INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE | | 

The Intelligence Estimate on which the Strategic Estimate on 

Southeast Asia has been based is at Annex A.? | 

VI. STRATEGIC ESTIMATE ON SOUTHEAST ASIA 

A. Importance of the Southeast Asia Region 

1. In Southeast Asia the Chinese Communist regime, as the 

agent of the leaders of world Communism, is pursuing aggressive - 

policies designed to eliminate Western influence therein and to | 

bring the whole area under Communist control. - 

2. The maintenance of internal security and national independ- 
ence in Southeast Asia is of great significance because: 

*The possibility of Soviet reaction, however, has been noted in consideration of 
the courses of action. [Footnote in the source text.] 

3 Not printed.
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| _a. The loss to the Communists of the Tonkin Delta in Indochina, _ | 

which is presently the area most directly threatened, would greatly 
simplify continued Communist expansion in Southeast Asia while 

: compounding the difficulties of friendly forces. It would probably 
| lead to the collapse of Burma and Thailand, and to a dangerous 
: weakening of internal security in Malaya, Indonesia and the Phil- _ 
: ippines. — a | | a, 7 a : 

b. Communist domination of Southeast Asia would almost com- | 
pletely deny the Pacific littoral of Asia to the West, involving the 

| loss of strategic materials (principally rubber and tin) of great im- 
| portance to the whole non-Communist world. = = ~© | | 
| - ¢. Communist acquisition of the rice surplus areas—Burma, Indo- _ 
, _china and Thailand—would enable the Communists to apply effec- 
| tive economic pressure against the non-Communist Asian countries _ : 
| in which rice is the principal food and which depend for their al- 
| ready low standard of living on importation from the rice surplus 

| areas. The Western Powers would be forced to assume the burden 
| of supplying food-stuffs to these rice deficit areas, or acquiesce in — : 

| their reaching an accommodating agreement with the Communists. | | 
_ d. Communist control of Southeast Asia would markedly increase _ 
the prestige of Communist China and the Soviet Union and would : 

| strengthen the international position and the internal stability of : 
their regimes. | . 8 | 

| e. The loss of Southeast Asia, together with a deteriorating situa- 
tion in the Middle East, which will almost certainly be exploited by _ : 

| the Soviet bloc, would have strong repercussions in India, Pakistan , 
| and Ceylon. | oe ee | 

f. Should Southeast Asia be lost, the reestablishment of Western — | 
2 influence in the region would be a difficult, if not insurmountable, _ 

| problem. | a / | 

: 3. The loss of Hong Kong would have a markedly adverse psycho-  — 
logical effect throughout Southeast Asia and would deprive the | 

| Allies of a valuable beachhead and point of contact with anti-Com- | 

| | munist elements in Communist China. | | | 
| 4. It is concluded that a Communist dominated and controlled 
: Southeast Asia would so increase the Communist threat to the =—s_ | 
| ANZUS Countries that the existing and potential Communist 

| threats in the area must be countered. | | 

| od. The strategic and current situation in specific areas of the _ 
Southeast Asia regions is examined hereunder: | a 

a. Indochina | - | Sg | 
(1) The mainland communications between China and Southeast 

Asia are channeled through the Tonkin Delta, the retention of . 
which in friendly hands would render aggression by Chinese Com-  —| 
munist ground forces against Southern Indochina, Thailand and H 
Malaya very difficult. | | | 

(2) Bases in Southern Indochina are suitably located for oper- : 
ations to secure the sea communications in the Gulf of Thailand | 
and the South China Sea. | | |
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(3) In Indochina the Communists already have an active native 
force seriously threatening the existing government. The effect of 
Chinese assistance to the Viet Minh has been plainly evident in 
their increased coordination of large scale unit action, their im- 
proved communications and the apparent adequacy of their logistic 
supply. Now because of the military assistance by the Chinese 
Communists to the Viet Minh on the one hand and by the United 
States to the French and Associated States on the other, Indochina 
has become a major battleground in the West’s struggle to contain 
Communism. French Union forces are currently considered capable 
of holding their positions in the Tonkin Delta against Viet Minh 
forces as presently constituted, but would be forced to withdraw if 
substantial Chinese forces were committed. — 

b. Burma | 
(1) Strategically, Burma is the land route from China for an in- — 

vasion of the Indian sub-continent and is the back door entrance 
for a conquest of Thailand. It possesses potential bases for air and 
naval action directed against Allied sea communications in the Bay 
of Bengal, the Indian Ocean and the remainder of Southeast Asia. 

(2) The Socialist dominated government of Burma is basically 
leftist, anti-foreign in attitude and sympathetic toward Asian “Na- 
tionalism”’. | | 

(83) Militarily, the Burmese Government faces serious problems. 
Its army is poorly trained, is equipped with old, worn-out equip- 
ment and includes groups of doubtful loyalty. Battles with the 
Karens and the problem of maintaining internal order have made 
it almost impossible to provide more than a token force to police 
the Northern and Northeastern Chinese border areas. As a result, 
these have been overrun by various bandits and outlaws and by 
Chinese Nationalist guerrilla groups. _ 

c. Thailand | 
(1) Thailand is of strategic importance because it lies astride the 

communication routes to the South. It would provide useful base 
facilities in enemy hands for an invasion of Malaya and for oper- 
ations against Allied sea communications in the Gulf of Thailand 
and the South China Sea. 

(2) The potentially weak spot in Thai security, aside from the in- 
ternal tensions caused by political rivalry within the military oli- 
garchy itself, is the existence of a large, commercially dominant, 
alien Chinese minority which may be sympathetic to the Chinese 

: Peiping regime. | 
(3) The Thai government, although weakened by factional in- 

trigue and strife, has taken a fairly strong stand against Commu- 
nism. However, it could not be expected to resist Communist pres- 
sure if Indochina or Burma fell. 

d. Malaya (Including Singapore) _ 
(1) Malaya’s strategic importance derives from its geographical | 

| location commanding the Strait of Malacca, the natural sea route 
between the Indian Ocean and the Far East. It possesses naval and 
air bases suitable for use for the control of sea communications in 
these areas and for defense. Should Communism succeed in Indo- 
china, Burma and Thailand, it would be the last Western foothold 
on the mainland. :
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| 1. Indonesia, Sarawak, British. North Borneo, Portuguese Timor, 
Brunei, and Dutch New Guinea co 

: (1) In enemy hands, these territories would provide bases for at- 
tacks to be developed against the mainland of Australia. Their geo-. 
graphical relation to the various sea routes in the area would make 
their potential base facilities valuable for the control of sea com- 
munications. They are a source of substantial quantities of strate- 

- gic materials. | | | 
(2) The present political situation in Indonesia is unstable and 

internal security is precarious. | | a | 
(8) In Sarawak, British North Borneo, Portuguese Timor, Brunei 

and Dutch New Guinea, the administering powers have at present 
no major security problems although there is a continuing possibili- 
ty that such problems may arise from Communist, nationalist or 
bandit inspiration. a / 

B. Development of the Enemy Threat | . 

1. Current deployment of Chinese Communist ground forces in 

South China provides the enemy with the capability of simulta- | 
neously overrunning existing friendly defense forces in Indochina, 
Hong Kong, Macao and Burma. Deployment of air support for such 

offensive action is readily within Chinese Communist capabilities. 
An analysis of air facilities in South China indicates that close air 
support would have to be deployed, at least initially, through the 

Canton complex. The Chinese Communist Air Force has the capa- 

bility of attacking targets in Indochina, Burma, Thailand, Hong 

Kong, Philippines and Formosa. - | | | : 

2. The enemy threat in specific areas of the Southeast Asia 

region is examined hereunder: | - | 

a. Indochinat | | ) | | 
The Tonkin Delta of Indochina represents the key to the defense 

of Southeast Asia. French Union forces are currently containing 
the Viet Minh rebellion and are holding a defensive position 
known as the Hanoi Perimeter. However, the introduction of Chi- 
nese Communist forces into this campaign could drive them into 
the Haiphong Redoubt. It is estimated that the existing French 
Union forces could hold this redoubt against a mass assault for 
thirty days only, after which they would need complete logistic sup- 
port, plus significant air and naval support. | 

The French Union forces, given adequate material aid, are capa- 
ble of continuing to hold the Hanoi Perimeter against the Viet 
Minh. However additional material aid alone would not enable 
them to retain these positions in the face of Chinese Communist 
aggression. 

Loss of the Hanoi Perimeter would enable the enemy to control 
strategic terrain in Indochina and would permit an enemy drive 
into Laos and Cambodia. Strong Communist forces in these two 
states would then be in a position to launch flanking attacks 

+ See Chart, Appendix I to Annex A. [Footnote in the source text. Appendix I is 
not printed. ] : a
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against Burma and Thailand at comparatively low cost and to con- 
tinue their march to Saigon. Loss of the Hanoi Perimeter would 7 

| also constitute a serious threat to Malaya. = ——— : 
| b. Burma oe | | 

3 (1) Chinese Communist forces are now in a position to launch an ) 
: effective attack against Burma irrespective of action in any other | 

, area. However, loss of the Tonkin Delta would greatly facilitate 
Communist seizure of Burma. Burma in enemy hands would repre- 
sent a significant threat to the Allied positions elsewhere in South- 

. east Asia. The presence of Chinese Nationalist guerrilla groups in 
1 the Northeastern border areas of Burma provides a ready-made | 

excuse for Chinese Communist intervention. | : 
: (2) The inaccessibility of Burma to friendly forces and the diffi- | 

culties imposed by terrain on ground and air reinforcement are of / 
4 such magnitude that Allied counter-action in Burma itself would 
| present great difficulty. _ oe oe 7 - | 
: c. Thailand  —— | | a : 
. With Indochina and/or Burma in Communist hands, Thailand | 

would be in a precarious position. Friendly capabilities for the de- | 
, fense of Thailand, in this situation, are meager. Communist posses- | 

sion of Thailand would result in a significant strengthening of | 
: their military position with respect to the remainder of Southeast | 

Asia. In particular it would place them in the most advantageous | 
: position to support dissident elements in Malaya and would provide | 
| them with air base sites and facilities and a line of departure for | 
7 invasion of Malaya. The Communists would also have control of ! 
| the largest single source of rice in Southeast Asia. | i 
| d. Malaya | | ) | | 
: Communist possession of Indochina, Burma, and Thailand would 
7 inevitably result in the necessity for an all-out, last-ditch defense. __ 
, In fact, Malaya represents the Allies’ final defense position in 

Southeast Asia. The strategic raw materials there would be a valu- 7 
: able addition to the enemy’s war making potential. | 
! e. Hong Kong ) oe Soak tess, 

(1) It is estimated that the Chinese Communists are capable of 
over-running the British Crown Colony under present conditions, 
in a very few days. The air complex at Canton, about 70 miles 
away, is ideally located to support an enemy attack. The Canton 
complex represents a vital installation for the support of Chinese 
Communist aggression against either Indochina or Burma. Sup- | 
porting air deployed from the North to assist in such offensive f 
action would initially have to be staged through Canton. Complete 
logistic support for a sustained offensive against Indochina and 
Burma would have to come through Canton. Hong Kong in friendly 
hands constitutes a potential threat to the Canton complex. | 

(2) Due to the enemy ability to overrun Hong Kong in a very few 
days reinforcement action must be initiated and completed before 
the enemy can react. | Fe 

f. Formosa-Philippine Islands | 
The major existing threat against Formosa lies in the Chinese | 

Communist capability to launch airborne and amphibious forces / 
against the island. It is considered that existing friendly naval i 
forces are sufficient to cope with this threat. This Chinese Commu- | 

fi 

Oo |
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nist capability does not now extend to the Philippines. However, 
with Formosa in Chinese Communist hands the Philippines would 
be similarly threatened. | | 

: g. Other Areas | . 
While the Philippines and Malaya remain under friendly control 

it is considered that no significant external military threat exists 
against these areas. There is a current internal threat in these 
areas that would be aggravated by the loss to Communism of any 
of the directly threatened areas in Southeast Asia. 

VII. ALLIED COURSES OF ACTION TO MEET THE CURRENT COMMUNIST 
THREAT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA | 

A. In the light of this study of the importance of the Southeast 
Asia region and the development of the enemy threat, action to 
meet that threat appears essential. Possible courses include: _ 

| 1. Continuation and Possible Increase of the Present Military Aid 
and Advisory Programs - 

This continued aid, while not committing military forces of na- 
tions other than those involved in the specific areas, would provide 

the means necessary to exploit to the fullest the strengthening of 

national forces in the region. 
2. Strengthening of Military Forces in the Region | 

a. By the use of national and indigenous forces. | 
Owing to the strategic importance of Indochina and Hong Kong, 

the French and British should be encouraged to build up their 
forces and strengthen their defenses in those areas. In Indochina 
the French have embarked on a program to build up the French 
Union forces. With increased aid and advisory assistance this 
strengthening could be accelerated. In this and other areas of 
Southeast Asia there should be a strengthening of national forces 
sufficient to maintain internal stability and, in the longer term, to 
resist Chinese Communist aggression. _ 

Reinforcement to meet the current threat must be by national 
and indigenous forces as the employment of forces from Allied: na- 
tions would probably be open to misinterpretation throughout the 
world, particularly in Asia, as to the motive of the Allies, and 
might involve Chinese Communist reaction. | - 

b. By reinforcement of existing Allied forces. | a 
There are insufficient Allied forces presently in Southeast Asia | 

for the requirements foreseen in the event of further Chinese Com- 
munist aggression. A general increase in the forces in Southeast 
Asia might provide the necessary deterrent. Additional forces 
within the region could constitute a strategic reserve available for 

- assistance in threatened areas in the event of further Chinese Com- 
munist aggression. | | | 

3. Psychological Warfare _ | - 

| Psychological warfare, if effective, would have beneficial military 
results in strengthening the will of the non-Communist countries of 

the region to resist Communism. It would also weaken the hold of
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| _ the Chinese Communist government within China, thereby reduc- 
| ing Chinese capabilities to commit aggression. | 

4. Guerrilla Warfare _ OO : 7 
| The assistance and encouragement by covert means of anti-Com- 

munist dissident elements in Communist China and the intensifica- ) 
tion of guerrilla activities, including sabotage, could weaken the 

| Chinese Communist regime and thereby reduce the threat in 
| Southeast Asia. 
| 5. Use of Chinese Nationalists | | 
| An important source of unused military manpower in the Far 
2 Kast, favorably inclined towards the Allies, is represented by the : 
| | Chinese Nationalists on Formosa. If agreement for the use of these : 
: forces could be reached between the Chinese Nationalists and the : 

governments of the areas directly threatened they could be em- 
| ployed to assist in the defense of those areas. A progressive in- | 
| crease in their capabilities is being developed with U.S. assistance ! 
| and further increase is desirable. | | | 
: 6. Conduct a Blockade of the China Coast . — 

| A blockade of the China coast prior to further aggression by the __ ! 
Chinese Communists would have no immediate effect in the reduc- 

, tion of their military capabilities. It would require substantial . | 
naval and air forces to implement it. In any case there would be ! 
considerable leakage through Vladivostok. It would most likely pro- | 

| voke Chinese Communist reaction, particularly against Hong Kong. ot 
| 7. Determine a Coordinated Agreed Military Policy With the 

United Kingdom and France Applicable to the Threatened Areas 

| The absence of an agreed military policy with the United King- | 
| dom and France with regard to Southeast Asia complicates the | 
| problem of implementing possible military courses of action de- | 

signed to meet the threat of further aggression in the region. The 
! courses of action contained in this paper should be the basis of 
| ANZUS military policy which, it is suggested, may form the basis - : 

for wider agreement with the United Kingdom and France. A co- 
ordinated expression of that military policy, therefore, is highly de- | 
sirable for planning of action to counter the existing threat or to 

, meet further aggression should it occur in the region. 
8. Establish a Means of Coordinating Agreed Allied Military | 

Policy | a | | | | 
It is considered that the first step toward the accomplishment of | 

this purpose should be a meeting of the following: | 
Commander in Chief Pacific (U.S.) | 
Representative of British Defence Coordination Committee 

(Far East) | 
Commander in Chief, French Forces, Far East | 

_ Representative of New Zealand Chiefs of Staff 
Representative of Australian Defence Committee 

i
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| B. Conclusions eee 

1. Each of the foregoing possible courses of action, with the ex- 

ception of the blockade, would contribute towards meeting the cur- 

rent threat and should be encouraged. | | 

2. A blockade of the China coast, under current conditions, would 

be uneconomical and would not have sufficient effect on Chinese 
Communist capabilities in Southeast. Asia to warrant its imposi- _ 
tion. a 

3. The courses of action which would contribute most are: | 

a. The build-up of national and indigenous forces in the directly 
threatened areas, backed by the continuation and possible increase 
of military aid and advisory programs. —s© | 

b. An increase in Allied forces in the region to provide a deter- 
rent to further Chinese Communist aggression. | | 

A. The formulation of an agreed military policy with the United a 
Kingdom and France with respect to Southeast Asia would greatly | 

assist in the effective implementation of these courses. It would 

also facilitate planning to meet further Chinese Communist aggres- _ 

sion. Failing complete agreement, every effort should be made to 

obtain such an agreed policy over as wide a range as possible. 

"VIII. ALLIED COURSES OF ACTION IN EVENT OF FURTHER CHINESE 
| COMMUNIST AGGRESSION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA a 

A. The aim of Allied action in the event of further Chinese Com- 

munist aggression will be to force the Communists to cease such _ 

aggression. In the light of the examination of the enemy threat, 

consideration of courses of action has been restricted to those appli- 

_ cable to the areas directly threatened and to those more general 

measures against China which might be necessary. | oo 

Consideration has also been given to courses of action applicable 

to Malaya because of the particular strategic importance of that 

-area. The detailed examination of the advantages and disadvan- 
tages of courses of action at Annex B* is summarized hereunder: 

A 1. Provide Naval and Air Support to Friendly Forces in Southeast 
sia 
Indochina , : | 

- Provision of naval and air support to friendly forces in Indochina - 
is feasible. It would contribute directly and with significant effect 
to the support of the French but would not, in itself, suffice to : 

| cause the enemy to cease his aggression. 
Burma : ) 
Provision of naval and air support to friendly forces in Burma : 

| 4 Not printed. 7 | -
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| would be most uneconomical and, on military grounds, would not 
| be worthwhile. ec er ee , See 

Hong Kong foes oe ee | | 
| Provision of naval and air support to friendly forces in Hong 
2 Kong is feasible. It would contribute directly and with significant 
| effect to the support of the British but would not, in itself, afford 

| sufficient assistance to enable the British to hold Hong Kong 
unless the Colony had received reinforcement of ground forces | : 
before a Chinese Communist attack. os - - | 

2 2. Provide Ground Forces With Appropriate Naval and Air Sup- 
_ port to Reinforce Friendly Forces in Indochina and Burma  —— : 

| Indochina . | | : 
7 Provided the French Union forces hold the Hanoi Perimeter long — 
: enough to enable reinforcement by ground forces with appropriate 
? naval and air support, such reinforcement would prevent the loss _ : 

of the Tonkin Delta. : a | ee | 
| Burma a eae | SORES as | 

| ~The provision of ground forces in support of friendly forces’ in / 
| Burma would not be profitable in view of its probable ineffective- 

| ness and the effort involved. Be - ce. ! 
| 3. Maintain the Security of Hong Kong by the Introduction of Ap- | 
| propriate Reinforcements _ Oo a Oo | 

The defense of Hong Kong is feasible if adequate ground forces | 
, are in place prior to an attack by the Chinese Communists, if suita- | 
| _ ble land-based aircraft are in place to provide air defense and if an | : 
| adequate naval task force is available to assist in air defense and : 

provide air and gunfire support. The successful defense of Hong 
Kong, in addition to having psychological advantages, would have 

: considerable effect on deterring Communist aggression elsewhere 
in Southeast Asia. | | | —— | 

| 4. Conduct Air Attacks Against Selected Targets on the Chinese 
| Mainland - , OC 

Coordinated friendly attacks against selected targets on the Chi- | 
nese mainland would progressively reduce the Chinese Communist 

| ability to support large scale military operations based on South | 
| China and might well produce immediate results on the effective- 

ness of the CCAF. Such attacks would have the most gainful re- 7 
sults when related to specific military operations. an. | 

0. Conduct a Blockade of the China Coast | oe 
| _ A blockade as a separate course of action would have no immedi- | 

| ate effect in the reauction of the Chinese Commiinist military cana- 
| bilities. It would require substantial naval and air forces. In any 

case there would be considerable leakage through Vladivostok. It 
might provoke Russian reaction. In combination with other courses i 
of action a blockade would be profitable. we : / 

6. Seize a Reachhead on. the Chinese Mainland — | cn 
INO military advantage would be gainea py seizure of a beach- 

head on the Chinese mainland other than the deployment of the 
enemy effort needed to contain it. | | | 

1, Seize and Hold a Beachhead on Hainan Island | . 
The seizure of a beachhead on Hainan Island is a feasible oper- | 

ation with avtractive strategic prospects. It would involve a con- }
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tinuing logistic and maintenance problem, at times under difficult 
seasonal weather conditions. | 

8. Provide Naval and Air Support to Friendly Forces in Malaya 
Provision of naval and air support to friendly forces in Malaya is 

feasible and would contribute directly, and with significant effect, 
| to the defense of Malaya but would not in itself suffice to cause the 

enemy to cease his aggression. — : | 
9. Provide Ground Forces With Appropriate Naval and Air Sup- 

port in Support of Friendly Forces in Malaya | 
The provision of ground forces with appropriate naval and air 

support is feasible and would enable Malaya to be held. 

B. Considerations Affecting the Selection of Courses of Action 

Courses of action to meet the current Chinese Communist threat, 

_which include the strengthening of military forces in the region, 

have been set out above. In the event of further aggression, the 
action to be taken to cause the Chinese Communists to cease such 
aggression will depend on the extent to which those courses have 

already been carried out, particularly those relating to the 
strengthening of the friendly forces in Hong Kong and Indochina. 

The probable effects of Chinese Communist aggression against 

specified areas are stated hereunder: 

7 1. Hong Kong 
Unless the Hong Kong garrison had been strengthened the 

Colony would fall in a matter of days. This would result in the loss 
of our only foothold on the mainland of China which provides the 
only available air facilities from which friendly land-based inter- 
ceptors could operate. It would also remove the potential threat to 

_ the Canton complex, which is of special importance to the Chinese 
Communist offensive capabilities in Southeast Asia. A major effort, 
in particularly difficult circumstances, would be involved in the 
evacuation of Hong Kong. 

2. Indochina = | 
If a Chinese Communist attack is launched before the area has 

been strengthened, the French Union forces would be forced to 
withdraw within the Haiphong Redoubt. Successful defense of the 
redoubt would depend upon complete logistic and significant naval 

and air support from Allied sources within a few weeks. Defense or 
the redoubt, by itself, would have very little effect on the Chinese | 
Communist capability to continue their advance to the South. 

The absence of suitable landing beaches, the over-taxed port fa- 
cilities, the limited space within the Haiphong Redoubt and the ef- 
fects of enemy air action would make reinforcement sufficient to | 
restore the Hanoi Perimeter extremely difficult. A major effort, in 

| particularly difficult circumstances, would be involved if evacua- 
tion became necessary. 

3. Burma | —_ 
-As no adequate strengthening of the Burmese forces is likely in 

the foreseeable future, and as Allied naval and air ©pport limited 

to the area of aggression would be most uneconomical and, on mili-
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tary grounds, not worthwhile, the overrunning of Burma must be : 
expected in the event of Chinese Communist aggression. | | 

Consideration of Burma points to the conclusion that the best 
method of forcing the Chinese Communists to cease their aggres- | 

| sion would be by offensive action elsewhere against China. | , 
| 4.Malaya | | 
| In the event of the loss of the foregoing areas, the strategic value | 

| of Malaya, as the last foothold on the mainland of Southeast Asia, 
| would be greatly enhanced. As soon as it appears that the loss of | 
| the Hanoi Perimeter to the Chinese Communists might be inevita- 

ble, steps would have to be taken to accelerate measures. for the — 
| defense of Malaya. — | | | 

C. Conclusions . a — a | 
1. The Chinese Communists have the capability of overrunning 

Hong Kong, Macao, Indochina and Burma, either separately or in | 
| any combination. The best courses of action in the event of any 

, _ Chinese Communist aggression in Southeast Asia are listed hereun- _ 
| der: | ar So | oo | 

| a. Provide naval and air support to friendly forces resisting ag- 
gression, except in Burma and Macao in the event of attacks | 

| against those areas. Be | | | 
| b. Maintain the security of Hong Kong by the introduction of ap- | 
| propriate reinforcements, except when Hong Kong itself has been 
! attacked before the garrison has been adequately strengthened. | 
| c. Conduct air attacks against selected targets on the Chinese 

| | mainland. | 
| d. Conduct a blockade of the China coast. | 

| __ @. Provide ground forces with appropriate naval and air support | 
| in Indochina, except when Indochina itself has been attacked | 
| before the French Union forces have been adequately strengthened. 
| _ f. Seize and hold a beachhead on Hainan Island. —_— | : 

| 2. While each of the courses outlined above is of value, no single 
| one will suffice to cause the Chinese Communists to cease their ag- | 

gression. A combination of all the courses applicable to a given sit- | 
| uation offers the best prospect of doing so. | 

, 3. The effects of undertaking an appropriate combination of 
| courses of action would be: oe | | - | 

| a. In the event of Chinese Communist aggression occurring | 
before the French Union forces in Indochina and/or the garrison in 
Hong Kong had been adequately strengthened, the action taken 
would not cause the Chinese Communists to cease their aggression 

| immediately but would progressively reduce their capability to con- | 
tinue the aggression. | 

b. If the forces in Indochina and Hong Kong had been sufficient- 
ly strengthened before a Chinese Communist attack a successful 
defense of these areas could not be expected. Thereby the prospects 
of success of Allied action within a reasonable period would be con- _ 
siderably increased. | |
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4. If Allied weakness in Southeast Asia were such that the above — 
courses of action could not be successfully implemented and the 
major portion of the area should fall to Chinese Communist aggres- 
sion, then a firm defense of Malaya would have to be conducted. 
This would necessitate reinforcement of Malaya by ground forces 
with appropriate naval and air support. ae 

| 5. It is clear that failure to strengthen Indochina before aggres- 

sion occurs and to provide adequate naval and air support in the 

event of aggression could lead to the loss of the Southeast Asia — 
region to the Chinese Communists. It is also evident that if similar 
action is not taken with respect to Hong Kong the Colony would be 
lost. It would be a most difficult, if not insurmountable, task to 

regain those areas. ee 

IX. FORCE REQUIREMENTS | | 

Until detailed planning has been. undertaken, force requirements | 

can be stated only in general terms. Forces of the order of those 
shown in Annex C ® will be required to carry out the various cours- 

| es of action. No estimate has been made of logistic support forces 

required as these would vary considerably with the area of aggres- | 
sion, the courses of action selected and the location of available 

bases. | oo re | | 

5 Not printed. | oe a | 

FE files, lot 55 D 388 3 we | : | 

Memorandum Presented by the Prime Minister of the United - 
Kingdom (Churchill to President-Elect Eisenhower * | 

So a | | a [Lonpon.] 

| ANZUS (Austra.iA, NEw ZEALAND, UNITED STATES) AND ANZAM 

_ (AustRALIA, NEw ZEALAND, AND MALAYA) | 

Mr. Churchill discussed this matter with Mr. Menzies and Mr. | 

Holland, the Prime Ministers of Australia and New Zealand, 

| during their visit to London in December. He said that he was anx- 

ious to find a solution of the problem caused by the exclusion of the | 

| United Kingdom from the ANZUS Pact. He and Mr. Eden had 

| 1 Office files of the Assistant Secretaries of State for Far Eastern Affairs during 

1953. (Walter S. Robertson succeeded Allison in this position on Apr. 8, 1953.) 

2 Churchill was in New York Jan. 5-8. He met with the President-elect on Jan. 5 7 

and again on Jan. 7, when this memorandum was apparently presented to Eisen- 

hower. The source text is attached to a covering memorandum of Jan. 16 from Alli- 

son to Foster, not printed. a pe
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| been disturbed by reports of the proceedings of the ANZUS Staff | 
| Planners, which seemed to show that ANZUS was seeking to | 

| extend its scope throughout the Pacific area including South East 
: _ Asia. It was not reasonable that such planning should go forward : 
| without the direct assistance of the United Kingdom, whose inter- | 

ests were closely involved. ANZAM, a proposed planning organiza- | 
| tion, at a Service level, which would be limited to a closely defined 

geographical area and would not include the United States, was no | 
| sort of substitute. ' a wo | 

| __ Mr. Menzies emphasized that Australia had a close and intimate 
| interest in the problems both of the South West Pacific and South 
: East Asia. His country had of course an equal interest in security 

against a resurgence of Japanese power, and that was the reason | 
| why they had welcomed the ANZUS Pact. However Australia, like | 

the United Kingdom, would welcome some machinery for compre- : 
hensive military planning throughout the Far East and South East 

| Asia. The security of Malaya was of the utmost consequence to _ 
, Australia. If the United States Government found it impossible to | 
i agree immediately to a solution which was entirely satisfactory to 

the United Kingdom, Mr. Menzies thought that it should be per- : 
| fectly possible to proceed by stages. The first step would be to give 

reality to ANZAM, and to make sure that its significance was fully | 
| understood. After that there should be a system of liaison on a | 

| high military level between ANZUS and ANZAM. It would then : 
| follow as a natural consequence that the planning performed sepa- 
| rately by the ANZUS and ANZAM organizations should fall into | 
| the hands of a joint ANZUS-ANZAM Committee. | 

Mr. Holland endorsed these proposals which could, he thought, | 
| be a prelude to joint machinery for the control of the whole Pacific | 
3 area including South East Asia. He thought it quite insufficient to | 
: suggest that the United Kingdom should be admitted as an observ- ot 
, er in ANZUS and said that, in New Zealand’s view, the United : 

Kingdom should be a full partner in Far Eastern planning. Mr. : 
Holland and Mr. Menzies both made it clear that in any approach : 

| which Mr. Churchill made to the United States Government on : 
| these lines, he could take it for granted that he had the full sup- : 

port of Australia and New Zealand. | cs 

| JANUARY 1953. | - | 

| 
|
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 135 

Memorandum by the Director of the Executive Secretariat 
- (McWilliams) | 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| January 8, 1953—4 p.m. 

Report. BY Mr. DULLES ! ON CHURCHILL TALKS 

Participants: Mr. Dulles Mr. Bonbright 
Mr. Bruce Mr. Riddleberger 

Mr. Allison Mr. MacArthur 

Mr. Jernegan Mr. McWilliams | 

Mr. Dulles requested that the above named officers assemble in 

Mr. Bruce’s office in order that he might give an account of the 
conferences held with Prime Minister Churchill at the Eisenhower 

Headquarters in New York. Mr. Dulles reported on these conversa- 

tions, as follows: 

General | 

At the initial meeting between General Eisenhower and Mr. 

~ Churchill,2 Mr. Churchill made it plain that he would like to rees- 

tablish with General Eisenhower the sort of relationship which ex- 

isted between President Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill. He indicated 

that he would like to settle major questions arising by sitting 

around a table with General Eisenhower. Mr. Dulles reported that 

General Eisenhower had replied by saying that, of course, he 

wished to have the closest possible relationship with Mr. Churchill 

but that the making of decisions must go through regular channels. 

The other primary item which Mr. Churchill discussed at this 

conference with General Eisenhower was the ANZUS Treaty. Mr. 

Churchill made it very plain that he was much put out by the ex- 

clusion of Great Britain from the ANZUS Council and went 

through the familiar arguments as to why Great Britain should be 

included. General Eisenhower was apparently non-committal and 

after the conference Mr. Churchill gave a memorandum ? to Gener- 

al Eisenhower regarding this subject. (Mr. Dulles reported that he 

| did not yet have this memorandum but he expected that it would 

be forwarded to him). : 

1 John Foster Dulles became Secretary of State on Jan. 21. 

Participants listed below not previously identified are John D. Jernegan, Assist- 

ant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian and African Affairs; James C. 

H. Bonbright, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs, James W. 

Riddleberger, Director of the Bureau of German Affairs; Douglas MacArthur II, as- 

signed to the Bureau of European Affairs. On Mar. 30, MacArthur became Counsel- 

or of the Department. 
2 Held Jan. 5. 
3 Supra.
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Far East and ANZUS Treaty | 

Mr. Dulles reported that he had had two meetings with Mr. ) 
Churchill. The first * was held with Ambassador Designate Al- 
drich > present. Mr. Dulles reported that the main issue discussed 

| at the first meeting was China. He said he would not go into the | 
details of the conversation at this time but would inform Mr. Alli- | 
son in more detail on this subject at a later time. He did say that | 

. he had talked to Mr. Churchill along the line that the problems of : 
| Korea, China and Indo-China should be viewed as one problem and | 

considered as a whole. He had pointed out to Mr. Churchill that he 
thought that these problems were so inter-twined that they could | 

: not be dealt with separately. He reported that Mr. Churchill | : 
agreed with him and said he is much in favor of proceeding on this : 
basis. | | | 
Mr. Dulles said he had had a second meeting with Mr. Churchill | 

yesterday evening following dinner. Governor Dewey was present | 
| during this meeting. He said the bulk of this meeting was taken up | 

| by a discussion of the British position regarding membership in the 
| ANZUS Council. He said Mr. Churchill was very definite in his 

demand for either full membership or as a minimum a position as 
observer on the Council. Mr. Dulles said he had informed Mr. 
Churchill that this matter had been discussed with Foreign Minis- 

| ter Morrison © at the time of its formation and that Mr. Morrison - | 
2 had never asked that the British be included. Mr. Churchill replied 
: by saying Mr. Morrison said that the contrary was true. Mr. Dulles 

said this was not so.7 Mr. Churchill said that irrespective of that 
| he now wanted some status for granting the British in ANZUS— 

preferably as a full member. Mr. Dulles pointed out to him the ad- 
ditional commitments that it would place upon the United States | 

| since British territories in the Far East—such as Malaya and Hong 
! Kong—would then come under the guarantees of the ANZUS 

Agreement. Mr. Dulles said that he at this moment did not know 
how the United States Military would view such additional com- 
mitments. He also pointed out that the French would then want to 

| be included as would Formosa, Japan and the Philippines. He went 

| * On Jan. 6. ! 
| * Winthrop W. Aldrich presented his credentials as Ambassador to Great Britain | 

on Feb. 20. : 
6 Herbert Morrison, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the preceding (Clem- | 

ent Attlee) Ministry. | | 
7 Record of a direct request by Morrison personally that the United Kingdom be | 

included in the ANZUS Security Treaty has not been found in Department of State | | 
files. For extensive documentation on the interest of the United Kingdom in the | 
ANZUS Treaty and alternative Pacific security arrangements in the period of the 
Treaty’s negotiation, see Foreign Relations, 1951, vol. vi, Part 1, pp. 182 ff. 

See also the memoranda of July 28, 1952, pp. 158 and 159.
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into the history of the development of the ANZUS and explained to 

Mr. Churchill how it was necessary at that time to drop Japan and 

the Philippines from consideration in the formation of the Pact. 

[Here follows discussion of other matters. ] 

790.5/1-2153 . 

Memorandum by the Regional Planning Adviser in the Bureau of 

Far Eastern Affairs (Ogburn) to the Assistant Secretary of State 

for Far Eastern Affairs (Allison) | . 

SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] January 21, 1953. 

Subject: Exclusion of Asians from Far Eastern Defense Arrange- 

ments | 

- At the risk of being repetitious, I should like to emphasize the 

dangers, as they seem to me, of our appearing to join with other 

Western powers behind the backs of the Asians in organizations for 

| the defense of the Far East or parts of the Far East. The ANZUS 

Treaty contributed significantly to the impression that that is what 

we are up to and it is evident that we shall continue to be under 

strong pressure from the British Prime Minister—pressure which 

is not easy to resist—to agree to British participation in ANZUS in 

- one form or another, which would of course intensify that impres- 

sion. Last week a British official in London gave out to the press 

that plans for liaison arrangements among the U.S., the U.K., Aus- 

tralia, New Zealand, and France for an exchange of intelligence on © 

Southeast Asia have been made. Moreover, as I understand it, a 

proposal for a joint statement by the U.S., the U.K., and France 

with respect to aggression in Southeast Asia is still under consider- 

ation. | _ | 

It is difficult to believe that any practical gains we shall make 

through teaming up with the other Western powers in Asia, wheth- 

er for the defense of Asia or for any other purpose, will offset the 

resentment we shall arouse among the Asians themselves. This re-_ 

sentment, it may be noted, would be felt not simply by one catego- 

ry of Asians; all the Asians would feel it, South Koreans and Na- 

tionalist Chinese as well as Indonesians and Indians. Miss Cather- 

ine Porter of FE/P has brought back from the conference of Public 

Affairs Officers in Rangoon a report of widespread suspicion of 

ANZUS in the Far East (according to the Public Affairs Officer in | 

Canberra, ANZUS is not even popular among the Australians). It is 

evident that in developing further organizational relationships | 

with the Western powers in Asia we shall be creating more difficul- 

ties for ourselves. My own feeling is that we shall be surrendering
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the substance of strength in Asia (the readiness of the Asians to | 
make common cause with us) for the sake of the form of strength | 
(an organization that will effect very little material improvement | 
inthe prospects) = |... OS | | 

| There is.no explanation, so far as I can see, that we can offer the 
| Asians of our reasons for developing special and exclusive relation- | | 

ships with the other Western powers in their part of the world that 
. will allay or even mitigate the sense of affront and of injury with - 
: _ which they must regard such a development. We cannot say that | 

| we are excluding the Asians from such relationships because the 
Western powers. have superior military potential. Most of the 

| Asian countries are a good deal stronger militarily than New Zea- | 
/ land. The armed forces of the Chinese Nationalists should soon, if 

| they do not already, exceed in capabilities the present forces of | 
| Australia. The Republic of Korea will before long have a stronger | 
| army in Asia than any of the Western powers. It is true that the | 

Korean, Chinese Nationalists, and Philippine armed forces derive 
| _ their strength from American support. Without American support, — | 

4 however, the British and French would not be in Asia at all. More- : 
| over, the dependence of the stronger Asian powers on American | 
| material aid does not mean that the Asians are prepared to regard | 
| their own military potential as negligible. The Indonesians believe | 

: (and believe with some warrant) that their guerrilla forces, with no | 
. help at all from the outside, defeated the Dutch army while the 

latter was amply supplied with British and American equipment. 
| The Asians have not overlooked the good account of themselves as | 

fighters that has been given by the Chinese Communist terrorists 
| in Malaya, by the North Koreans, by the Chinese Communists in 
| Korea, and by the Vietminh, which fought the French to a stand- 
| still for three years before it was able to receive supplies from 
| Communist China. If the Asians read history, they cannot but be _ 
| aware that we have consistently underrated their abilities as fight- 
, ers. | a | | | | 
| _ If we cannot maintain that we are leaving the Asians out of our 
| special arrangements because their military potential is too low to 
: warrant their inclusion, neither can we maintain that we are leav- 

‘ing them out because they are not sufficiently anti-Communist. All / 
the Asian countries but China have been shown to be. far less vul- / 

| nerable to the Communist ideology than Italy and France, which | 
we have welcomed as allies. Certainly a firmer stand against Com- | 
munism than that which has been taken by the Republic of Korea | 
and the Philippines could scarcely be asked for. It is to be doubted, | 
to say the least, that in the event of general war we should witness. | 
any firmer stand on the part of France. _ (eo Sag | 

| | 7 
| | |
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Finally, it will not be sufficient for us to say that some of the 
leading Asian states would not be willing to participate in our spe- 

cial arrangements with the white powers. In the first place, a 

number of them would be eager to do so. In the second, the nonpar- 
ticipation of the others should be the result of their own refusal, 
not of our failure to extend an invitation, if we wish to retain a 

modicum of their trust. a | 
The plain fact is that any exclusively Western joint action in 

Asia must carry with it the clear implication that we do not take 
the Asians very seriously and in fact regard them as inferiors. We 

shall not be able to avoid this implication because that is indeed 

our attitude. | 

Accordingly, I believe that if we are to avoid a great mistake we 
ought either to refuse to involve ourselves in any special relation- 

ships with the Western powers in Asia or else give the Asian gov- 
- ernments an opportunity to participate in those relationships on a 

basis of equality. Unless we are ready to admit the Asians to full 

partnership, I believe we should put aside the thought of develop- 
ing partnerships with the other Western powers in their part of 

the world. | | | 

- As between the two alternatives, my hunch is that we should 

offer to take the Asians into our councils and to hold with them 
such military conversations as we have been engaging in with the 
Western powers in Asia and may plan for the future. Should the 
Chinese Communists invade Burma and Thailand, I think we 
would feel very foolish if we were caught without having had any 
conversations with the Burmese or Thai as to what could be done 

jointly in the event of such a development. Whatever we may think 

of Burmese military capabilities, I am sure we must rate their po- | 

| tential contribution to the defense of Southeast Asia a great deal 
higher than that of New Zealand and I venture to suggest that we 

shall not in the eventuality of a major conflict be above accepting 

help from any quarter. In this connection, it might be recalled that 

we have just encouraged the Filipinos to send a mission to Malaya 
to show the British how to clean out the Communists. I am also 

mindful of the fact that during World War II we were at great 

pains to establish and maintain communications with a Siamese 

underground with Pridi! as our contact-man. If the Chinese Com- 

munists strike, we shall find it hard to explain to ourselves why we 

have made no provisions for communications with other indigenous 

groups in Southeast Asia. | | 

I think it is not enough to say that the Burmese and Indonesians, 

for example, would not be willing to have such conversations with 

1 Pridi Phanomyong, Prime Minister, March-August 1946. |
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us. While the Burmese and Indonesian governments undoubtedly | 
| would refuse to identify themselves with us in any kind of security 
| arrangements or formal talks, I am by no means sure that the | 

chiefs of their armed forces would not be willing to go pretty far 
| with us on an informal basis. In any case, I believe that an invita- 
| tion to the Asians to take part in our arrangements with the West- 

ern powers would be received as a compliment and would relieve 
us of the odium we may expect to bring upon ourselves by exclud- 

| ing them. If we expect to consolidate a position in the Far East _ | 
| through association with the French (who of all peoples are prob- | 
| ably the most suspect and unpopular among the Asians) and the 

British, then it must appear that we are naive. | | 

Bh 7 
| 7 90.5/ 1-2953 . | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | 
| : Affairs (Allison) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _ | _ [WASHINGTON,] January 29, 1953. 

Subject: United Kingdom and ANZUS | | 
| . The memorandum which Mr. Churchill left with President Ei-. | 
| senhower ' concerning the relationship between the United King- 

dom and ANZUS states that he and Mr. Eden have been “dis- | 
turbed by reports of the proceedings of the ANZUS staff planners, | 
which seem to show that ANZUS was seeking to extend its scope 
throughout the Pacific area including Southeast Asia.” Mr. 

| Churchill added that it was not reasonable that such planning : 
should proceed without direct United Kingdom assistance as their 

| interests were closely involved. , 
| The memorandum then goes on to put forward a suggestion 
| made by Mr. Menzies of Australia that it should be possible to pro- 
| ceed by stages to reach a solution of the problem of United King- 

_ dom participation in Far Eastern planning which would be satisfac- 
tory. Mr. Menzies suggests that the first step wouid be to give reali- 

| ty to ANZAM (the Australian, New Zealand, Malayan staff setup) 
and that then there should be a system of liaison on a high mili- | 

| tary level between ANZUS and ANZAM. Mr. Menzies concludes | 
that it would then follow as a natural consequence that “the plan- 

| ning performed separately by the ANZUS and ANZAM organiza- 

| tions should fall into the hands of 2 icfnt ANZUS-ANZAM Com. 
| mittee.[’’] These proposals were endorsed by Mr. Holland of New 

Zealand. a | 

’ Presumablv on Jan. 7; see p. 256. | 

|
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While it is true that the report of the first meeting of the mili- 
tary representatives of ANZUS 2 does indicate that their planning 
tasks covered a wide field, including such United Kingdom respon- 
sibilities as Hong Kong, Malaya, the Crown Colonies of Singapore, 

and British North Borneo and Sarawak, nevertheless in actual | 

practice it is believed the main activity concerning these areas will 
consist of exchange of intelligence information rather than any 
‘actual planning for military operations. Admiral Radford’s terms of 

reference as the United States Military Representative are ex- 
tremely limited and it is not believed that Mr. Churchill’s concern 
over the activities of the ANZUS military representatives is fully 

justified. It is the opinion of those officers in the Department con- 

cerned with the matter that as long as ANZUS remains in its | 

present form the United Kingdom should not be formally associat- 

ed with it even as an observer. This is based upon, among other 

things, our definite belief that any expansion of ANZUS by the ad- 

dition of the United Kingdom would (1) entail a demand from the | 

French for similar representation and (2) give fuel to Communist 

propaganda which tells the Asiatic nations that the United States 
is not in fact interested in them but only interested in an associa- 
tion of western powers for the purpose of dominating the East. In 

this latter connection, I am attaching a memorandum ° by one of 

the officers of my staff discussing the problem of the exclusion of 
Asians from Far Eastern defense arrangements. While I do not as- 

sociate myself entirely with everything Mr. Ogburn says, neverthe- 
| less I do believe he makes an interesting and valuable presentation 

of the point of view which is shared, I am sure, by most of our 

friends in Asia. I strongly urge that you take the three or four min- 

utes necessary to read this memorandum. a 

Should the British and the French be admitted to ANZUS, it | 

would immediately, as you pointed out to Mr. Churchill,* enlarge 

the scope of United States commitments in Asia to include Hong 

Kong, Indo-China and Malaya. While I believe that it may be to 

our ultimate interest to assume eventually some increased respon- | 
..... sibility with respect to those areas, I do not believe we are ready at 

this time to make definite commitments that the United States 

armed forces would be used in the defense of any of these areas. 

However, I believe it important that you be able to give some sort 

of encouraging response to Mr. Churchill, as I think we must do 

whatever we reasonably can to encourage the British to go along 

| with us in Acie. | therefore suggest that you inform Mr. Churchill 

2 Dated Sept. 25, 1952, p. 222. Reterence may also be to the Staff Planners’ report 

of Nov. 295, p. 242. | 
3 Supra. | 

~ 4See McWilliams’ memorandum of conversation, Jan. 8, p. 258.
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| that the suggestion in his memorandum put forward by Mr. Men- | 
zies about a progressive development of the ANZUS-ANZAM rela- 

| tionship commends itself to you and that you will recommend to | 
| your government that the possibilities be thoroughly explored. 
| The greatest difficulty we will have in this connection is un- 
| doubtedly with the Pentagon. As you know, the present Joint | 
| Chiefs are adamant in their determination not to be involved any 
| more than absolutely necessary in planning with other countries, | 
| and they shy away from anything which might conceivably take 
| the form of a Combined Chiefs of Staff. I do not believe they are 
| realistic in this as I cannot conceive how we can engage in efficient | 
| planning for military defense of the Pacific or any part of it with- | 
| out engaging in some form of joint planning with our allies. In 
| talking with Admiral Radford, I believe that he has a much more | 
| liberal attitude in this regard than that now being displayed in the 

| Pentagon. I therefore hope that his influence can be brought to 
| bear with a view to obtaining more flexibility on the part of our 
| Joint Chiefs in giving us more leeway for cooperation with our 
| allies. I am afraid, however, that as things stand at present, the | 
| most you can say to Mr. Churchill is, as indicated above, that you | 

will recommend an immediate and urgent study of the possibilities | 
of carrying out Mr. Menzies’ suggestion. | re 

Mutual Security Affairs files, lot 57D 567 . | : 

| Memorandum by the Director of Mutual Security (Stassen) 1 to 
: | Richard Johnson and Norman Paul 2 | 

| CONFIDENTIAL is [WAsHINGTON,] February 14, 1953. 
| _I have in mind that it may prove to be desirable in many ways 
| that the Mutual Security Program in the Asiatic area in its future 

! contemplative operations be wrapped up together as a program for 
| Asiatic Development, Investment, Trade, and Security. | | 
| I emphasize the preliminary nature of the thought, but at the | 
| same time I have a rather strong inclination that something of this 
: type should be done. 7 | | 
| I would appreciate it if both of you would proceed under Mr. | 
| Johnson’s chairmanship, to draw upon such working staff assist- 

ants within the present Mutual Security Program that may be re- 
| | 

1 Harold E. Stassen became Director on Jan. 20. oS | 
| _ ? Both of the Mutual Security Agency. Johnson was Assistant Director for Re- : 
- sources and Requirements. Paul was Officer in Charge of Asian, African and Latin | 
| American Program Affairs. The memorandum is filed as an enclosure to a covering | 

memorandum of Feb. 15 from Johnson to Edwin Martin, Special Assistant to the ! 
Secretary of State for Mutual Security Affairs. 2 

| 

|
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quired to prepare a preliminary memorandum for me on this sub- 

ject. Se | 

I have in mind these tentative questions. 

1. Which nations might be included in such a program? > 
2. Would a payments union approach be feasible and be construc- 

tive between them? 
8. Would an economic cooperation committee with representa- 

tives of each of them be feasible? | 
4. Would a pool of technical and scientific experts for the entire 

area not attached to individual countries, be feasible? | 
5. Would it give rise to an improved approach to the Japanese 

Asiatic trade program and thus strengthen Japanese currency rela- 

tionships? | | 

6. Could it give rise gradually to a cooperative approach to water 
resources development in the area? | 

4. Could the land use problem be approached on a basis minimiz- 

ing the type of clash of US versus local represented by the Philip- 
pine news? | 7 

8. Could it be organized without Formosa so as to avoid the | 

China issue of the divergent views of the individual Asiatic nations 
on this subject? a 

9. What would be its most logical relationship to the Colombo 
Plan? | - 

| 10. What is the total amount approximately involved in the ten- | 

tative program of the $7.6 budget for the countries you conclude 
might be within such a program? 

11. What are the different departments and agencies of the US 

Government whose joint cooperation would be important in the 

success of the program? | 

These are intended as only exploratory questions and not to be 

exclusive. | 

I also emphasize that I do not seek a comprehensive, complete, 

polished report; rather a working paper in memorandum form at 

this stage of the consideration.* 
H[AROLD] E. S[TASSEN] 

3 In a memorandum to Johnson of Feb. 19, Martin wrote that the Department of 

State would be happy to cooperate in supplying information to Stassen and went on 

to suggest various sources within the Department: | 

“TI suggest strongly that only after this material has been discussed with Mr. Stas- 

sen and he has indicated a desire to pursue the matter further should any further 

work be done. The general concept involved has of course been examined from 

many angles several times in the past few years, always with the conclusion that 

the time and situation were not ripe for any major new step on a regional basis.”’ | 

(Lot 57 D 567) :
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| 790.00/2-1753 | | 7 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Philippine and South- | 

east Asian Affairs (Bonsal) to the Assistant Secretary of State for | 

Far Eastern Affairs (Allison) * 

| TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON, | February 17, 1953. | | 

- Subject: Five Power Liaison Machinery in Accordance with Recom- 

| mendation of the Report of the Five Power Military Confer-_ 

| ence on Southeast Asia held in Washington October 6-17, 1952 | 

The Five Power Conference of Military Representatives held in | 

Washington in October 1952 was for the purpose of concerting mili- 

| tary measures to be taken by the five powers in Southeast Asia in 

: the event of overt Chinese aggression in the area, more particular- | 

| ly a Chinese Communist invasion of Tonkin. The over-all conclu- | 

| sions of the conferees were as follows: a | 

| “40, Air, ground and naval action limited only to the areas of ag- | 

gression and contiguous areas of China offers little prospect of | 

causing Communist China to cease its aggression. 

“41, The imposition of a total sea blockade, in conjunction with | 

the actions limited to the areas of aggression and contiguous areas 

of Communist China, might have a significant cumulative effect. : 

| _ This course of action offers little assurance of forcing the Chinese | 

: Communists to cease aggression. | | 

| “42. A combination of all coercive measures including the de- | 

| fence of the areas of aggression, interdiction of the lines of commu- | 

| nication, a full sea blockade and air attacks on all suitable targets | 

| of military significance in China, insofar as they are within the | 

| Allied capabilities, plus such reinforcements in time and scale as | 

| may be practicable in the immediate area, offers the best prospect | 

| of causing Communist China to cease an aggression.” ” | 

| ‘The agreement contained in paragraph 42 represented definite | 

| progress in that all the powers concerned agreed on the measures | 

| which would offer the best prospect of causing the Communist Chi- | 

| nese to cease aggression. There was not, however, any agreement | 

| as to the military requirements for putting into effect these coer- | 

| cive measures. There were wide divergencies between ourselves ! 

! and the British on the subject of a sea blockade and on the planes | 

( required for successful air action. 

| The military conferees under the heading of “Conditions to an 

: Effective Military Action” also reached agreement on the follow- | 

———_—__—_———_ | 
| 

| 1 Filed with a covering memorandum of the same date from Bonsal to Allison, not 

| printed. 
i 

| 2 The quotation is from the Conference Report of Oct. 17, 1952, p. 230. | 

| 
: 
|
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“43. Any action taken against Communist China should be swift and effective and so conducted as to show the Chinese Communists the determination of the Allies to cause them to cease aggression. 
“44. If action is to be prompt, the several participating nations obviously must have plans ready which have been fully coordinated 

in respect to action to counter the enemy at the actual scene of ag- 
gression and in areas immediately contiguous thereto. This coordi- 
nation, which includes the full exchange of pertinent current intel- | ligence, agreed communication procedures and other information _ essential to most effective cooperation, may require the setting up of a staff agency so that contacts are maintained and necessary 
studies continued. The respective Commanders in Chief in the 
areas concerned should be charged with the earliest implementa- 

_ tion of such action as may be appropriate in this regard. The : United States delegation is of the opinion that, insofar as United States participation is concerned, the United States Commander in Chief in the area now has the machinery for carrying out his part 
of the coordination necessary. | 

“The Australian delegation, whilst accepting the necessity for co- ordination, did not express a view upon the machinery which may be required.” | pe Oo 

Early in December the French Government approached our Em- 
bassy in Paris and the Department stating that the report of the 
military conferees had received the approval of the French Cabinet 
and that, at the projected talks between Secretary Acheson and M. 
Schuman in Paris that month, the carrying out of the recommen- | 
dation contained in paragraph 44 cited above would be raised, i.e., : 
the establishment of whatever five power liaison machinery might | 
be thought desirable. The subject was at once raised by the Depart- | 
ment with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and after some delay the follow- 
ing position was telegraphed to the Secretary in Paris: 3 | 

“1. If Schuman raises question of establishment of liaison staff | organization for Southeast Asia, Secretary shall say that US, for its 
part, is prepared to designate CINCPAC to establish and maintain» 
with appropriate military representatives of other four powers liai- 
son arrangements for exchange of military information concerning 
Southeast Asia. 

“2. Secretary will make clear to Schuman that objective of such 
liaison arrangements, from US point of view, would be exchange of 
military information concerning the area on informal and need-to- 

| know basis at the call of any one of the five, and that such liaison 
should provide, under concept expressed in paragraph 3 below, for: 

_ “a, Appropriate exchange of intelligence; : | 
“b. Establishment of such coordinated communications pro- 

cedures as may be essential to effective implementation of 
plans; and | 

* Telegram 3411 to Paris, Dec. 16, 1952. (790.5/ 12-1652)
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: “co. Such coordination of appropriate portions of approved na- | 

: - tional plans-as may increase the effectiveness of the over-all 

| strategic defense of Southeast Asia. ~~ 7 a 

| “2 From the US point of view machinery for undertaking the co- 

| ordination envisaged above should be based on the following: | 

“a It should permit participation on an on-call and need-to- : 

| know basis, not only by each of the five powers currently in- | 

| - yolved, but if subsequently it appears desirable by additional 

- Southeast Asian countries. — : | 

 “b It should permit the designated military representatives | 

of any participating country to communicate with any one or ! 

| - more of the military representatives of the other countries, in | 

| person or through appointed liaison officers, and at such times 

| and places as those concerned in the specific matters to be dis- : 

cussed mutually agree upon. Under this concept it would not | 

| be necessary or desirable to invoke a meeting of all representa- | 

| tives each time a representative has matters to be considered. 

In each case only those directly concerned need meet. | 

| “ce. The machinery should not provide for establishment of a 

| formal body or committee and in consequence there should be 

| no requirement for a permanent chair nor for regular meet- 

| ings.” 7 oe | | | | | 

The Secretary at his meeting with Messrs. Schuman and Eden in | 

Paris on December 18 made the following statement with regard to 

| this matter: + | | ! 

| “|. I said that instructions had been issued to Admiral Radford 
| to detail an officer who would confer with the British and French | 

| officer and to set up a liaison group. I wanted it clearly understood 

| that what Admiral Radford would discuss was the sort of liaison 

! group which would operate under field conditions. We did not want 

| a committee; we did not want secretaries; and we did not want 

| minutes. All that was necessary was to have competent officers, 

who would exchange full information, so that the commanders of 

| all three forces would be in touch and would be informed. I gath- 

| ered from him that this was the sort of arrangement which he had 

| in mind, although he did not commit himself in any detail. Howev- 

| er, he said that what he contempiated in the first instance was a © 

meeting of the commanders to work out the arrangements. Mr. 

| Eden intervened to say that General Harding * had instructed the | 

| British commander in Southeast Asia to meet at any agreed point. | 

I said that this was a new idea to me and that I did not altogether | 

see why Admiral Radford, who had just been in the Far East, | 

| should return there when some deputy might be adequate. Howev- 

er, I was not in a position to speak further on the subject, except | 

| . 4 The quotation is from Acheson’s memorandum (drafted Dec. 22) of this meeting, | 

: at which Letourneau was also present. According to Acheson, Letourneau had | 

stressed the fact that France regarded the recommendations as having considerable | 

binding force. For the complete text or the memorandum, sée vol. xi, Part 1, p. 323. | 

5 Gen. Sir John Harding, Chief of the Imperial General Staff. ee !
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that I could not commit Admiral Radford in person. I would report 
this suggestion to Washington and would then communicate with 
the Foreign Office as to whether Admiral Radford himself would be 
willing to meet or would send one of his staff officers.” 

| In order to facilitate a determination as to the next step to be 
taken in this matter, a meeting was held in the Department on > 
January 12 attended by representatives of the Embassies of the 
four countries involved in addition to the United States plus Admi- 
ral H. Page Smith, Director of the Office of Foreign Military Af- 

| fairs in the Office of the Secretary of Defense and from the Depart- 
ment Messrs. Nolting (G), Peterson (BNA) ® and Bonsal (PSA). A 
memorandum * covering this meeting was made available to all US 
participants and copies were sent to the Embassies concerned and 
to the Consulate General in Singapore. Pertinent paragraphs from 
this memorandum are the following: __ 

“Mr. Nolting expressed the general philosophy with which the 
Secretary approached this problem at Paris where he discussed the 
matter at a meeting with Messrs. Eden and Schuman on December 
18. He said that what we envisaged was that each of the Command- — 
ers in the area would designate one of his officers for the perform- 
ance of the functions described above. He said that we contemplat- 
ed that meetings would be held on an ad hoc basis on the initiative — 
of any one of the five commanders. He said that we did not envis- 
age any permanent setup involving a secretariat, the keeping of 
minutes, etc. Admiral Page Smith confirmed this point of view. 

“Mr. Millet stated that the French Government had in mind that 
the first step would be for the five military commanders in the 
area to designate representatives who would get together in order 
to formulate recommendations as to the liaison machinery (which 
might be a staff agency) required in order to achieve the purpose 
laid down as desirable by the military Conference of last October; 
namely, the full exchange of pertinent current intelligence, agreed 
communication procedures and such coordination of plans as might 
be necessary. He said that it was his understanding that these rec- 
ommendations would then be submitted to governments for approv- 
al at the political level. | 

“Mr. Tomlinson, of the British Embassy, indicated that he had a 
different understanding of the situation. He understood that the 
British Chiefs of Staff and Foreign Office were currently engaged 
in studying a French proposal involving ‘terms of reference’ for the 
setting up of a new international body to do what was contemplat- 
ed in Article 44 of the Military Conference Report. He said that 
until this examination had been completed, he did not believe that . 
the British Commanders in the Southeast Asian area could receive 
any instructions. It developed, upon further discussion between 
Messrs. Millet and Tomlinson, that the ‘terms of reference’ which | 

6 Frederick E. Nolting, Special Assistant to the Deputy Under Secretary of State, 
and Avery I’. Peterson, Officer in Charge of Dominion Affairs. | 

* Memorandum by Bonsai dated Jan. 12. (790.5/1-1253)
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Mr. Tomlinson alluded to were the same as those contained in Ar- 

ticle 44 of the Military Conference Report. _ | 
“Mr. McNicol, of the Australian Embassy, and Mr. Laking, of the | 

| New Zealand Embassy stated that although they were generally 

| aware of the fact that there had been discussion between Acheson, | 

| Schuman and Eden on this subject they were sure that their gov- | 

| ernments had no detailed views as to what should be the next step. | 

| “The United States representatives stated that their view of 

| future procedure was similar to that set forth by the French repre- 

| sentatives and that they believed it would be desirable, when | 

| agreement has been reached by all five governments concerned, to 

| issue instructions to Admiral Radford along the lines of those al- 

| ready issued to General Salan. There was general agreement to the : 

| fact that the proposed new machinery or arrangements were de- 

| signed only to deal with the contingency of a further Chinese Com- | 

| munist. aggression since the ‘terms of reference’ of the October | 

Military Conference were addressed to this contingency. _ | 

| “After considerable further discussion, it was agreed that each of | 

| the representatives present at the meeting would report back to | 

| their government and would endeavor to secure a further expres- : 

| sion of views. It was also agreed that a further meeting would be | 

| called as soon as there were any further developments for consider- | 

| ation and at the call of any participant.” | : 

Later developments were as follows: a | 

! (a) On January 28, Mr. Tomlinson left with the Department an 

| aide-mémoire reading as follows: | 

| | “Her Majesty’s Government are agreeable in principle to the | 

| establishment of a Five-Power Staff Agency for Southeast Asia, 

| - whose functions would cover the exchange of intelligence, oper- | 

| ational planning to counter possible further Chinese aggression 

| and studies of logistics and communications. Her Majesty’s | 

| Government also agree to a preliminary meeting of the Allied | 

| Commanders concerned for the purpose of making recommen- | 

| dations to Governments on future procedure.” 

| -(b) On February 2, M. Millet left with the Department a docu- 

| ment said to have been discussed by Gen. Ely of the standing group 

! with Gen. Elliot of the UK and with Gen. Omar Bradley and al- 

| leged to have the approval of the aforesaid generals. This document 

| in the form of a proposed “Draft Resolution” to be accepted by all | 

! five powers concerned reads as follows: | | 

“1. The Governments of Australia, France, New Zealand, the | 

bo United Kingdom and the United States have agreed, within 

| the framework of the report of the military conference of the 

| five powers (par. 48, 44), on the principle of establishing for 

| South-East Asia, a staff agency of the five powers whose task 

| would include exchange of information concerning the enemy, 

| preparation of plans for the most efficient allied operational 

| cooperation in the case of Chinese aggression and the study of 

| logistical and transmission questions. | 

| 

| |
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__ “2, The five Governments are also in agreement for a prelim- 
inary meeting of the interested Supreme Allied Commanders 
and of the representatives of the Chiefs of Staff of Australia 

_ and New Zealand, the objective of this meeting would be to 
. prepare recommendations to be transmitted to the Govern- 

ments as to the procedure to follow. _ | | | 
“3. It is therefore recommended that: - . 

_ “a) the French Government informs the General, Commander _ 
in Chief in Indochina, of these agreements and instructs him 
to invite the British Defence Committee Far East, the ‘CINC- 
PAC’ and the designated delegates of the Chiefs of Staff of 
Australia and New Zealand to participate or to send their 
representatives to the preliminary conference which will be 

a held as soon as possible at a place to be agreed between 
them. ee 7 

“‘b) The Governments of Australia; of New Zealand, of the 
United Kingdom and of the United States advise their mili- 
tary authorities of their agreement upon the principle estab- 
lishing the staff agency as well as upon the meeting and the 

_ object of the preliminary conference and that the Govern- 
_ ments of Australia and New Zealand send to the French 

: Government the names of the military representatives they 
will have designated.” oe | | 

This document was transmitted immediately to Admiral Page 
Smith and to the other US participants at the earlier meeting. 

(c) On February 9 the British Embassy advised that the British 
_ Joint Chiefs thought it would be a good idea if the contemplated 

preliminary meeting to devise ways and means of carrying out the , 
agreed objectives could be attended by the Commanders in Chief in 
Southeast Asia and that in any case no one of lesser rank than 
chief of staff of the Commanders in Chief should attend the pro- _ 
posed preliminary meeting, = 

(d) On February 10 the Australian Embassy delivered an aide- 
| memotre reading as follows: : ee os | 

“The Australian Embassy wishes to inform the Department 
of State that the Australian Government is agreeable to the 

_ convening of a preliminary meeting of staff officers for the 
| purpose of discussing further the setting up of a staff agency in 

_ accordance with the recommendations set out in paragraph 44 | 
of the Report of the Five Power Military Conference on South 
East Asia. _ —— | oo | 

| “It is the understanding of the Australian Government that 
_ the establishment of a staff agency will depend upon decisions 

_ by Governments following on the preliminary meeting of staff 
officers.” | - , a | 7 

This was distributed as above to the US participants in the meet- 
ing and to the Embassies concerned. - oo, . | 

(e) On February 12 a communication was received from Admiral 
Page Smith § to the effect that the French Embassy erred in stat- 

8 Undated memorandum from Rear Admiral Smith to Bonsal. (790.00/2-1253) |
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| ing that the memorandum set forth in paragraph (c) [(6)] above had 

| prior approval of Gen. Omar Bradley. Admiral Smith stated: “On 

| the contrary he (Gen. Bradley) has maintained with the Joint 
| Chiefs of Staff a constant objection against use of the term ‘staff 

agency’ with its implication of a formal body or standing group in 

describing the agreed liaison arrangements.” Admiral Smith at- 

| tached a proposed document in substitution of the French memo- | 

| randum. This document is entitled ‘Proposed Method of Establish- 

_ ment of Liaison Machinery for Southeast Asia Military Discus- 

| sion.” It reads as follows: | | 

| ‘4. The Government of Australia, France, New Zealand, 

| | United Kingdom and the United States have agreed, within 

| the framework of the report of the military conference of the 
: five powers (Paragraphs 43 and 44), in the interest of coordina- 

| | tion of action in Southeast Asia, to establish liaison arrange- 
| ments for exchange of pertinent intelligence, agreed communi- 

| gation procedures and such coordination of appropriate por- 

7 | tions of approved national plans as may increase the effective- 

ness of the over-all strategic defense of Southeast Asia. 

| | “2 It is therefore recommended that the Governments con- 

| cerned: | | | | 

| - “a Designate their military representatives who will under- 

| take the necessary liaison and inform the other participants 

| of their selection. | | : 

| “bh, Authorize the designated military representatives to estab- 

7 lish liaison on an informal and need-to-know basis at the call | 

| of any one representative in accordance with the following | 

| | concept: _ | 

| ‘“(1) The designated military representatives of any participat- 

| | ing country should be permitted to communicate with any 
. . . 

| one or more of the representatives of the other countries, in 

| person or through appointed liaison officers, at such times 

| | and places as those concerned in the specific matters to be 

| discussed mutually agreed upon. Under this concept it would | 

| not be necessary or desirable to invoke a meeting of all | 

| representatives each time a representative has matters to be : 

| considered. In each case only those directly concerned need | 

| | meet. | | 

| ‘“(2) The machinery should not provide for the establishment of 

| any form of standing group, formal body or committee and 

| in consequence there should be no requirement for a perma- 

! nent chair or for regular meetings.” — 

| (f) On February 13 the New Zealand Embassy delivered an aide- 

| mémoire which is quoted below: . a 
| 
| “The New Zealand Government is agreeable to be represent- 

| ed at a preliminary meeting to discuss further the scope and | 

implications of the proposal to establish a staff agency in ac- 

| cordance with the recommendation contained in paragraph 44 

| of the Report of the Five Power Military Conference on South 

| East Asia.
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“The New Zealand Government considers that the functions 
of the agency should be limited to those contemplated by para- 
graph 44 of the Report, that meetings should be on an ad hoc 
basis and that the establishment of a permanent body or secre- 
tariat should be avoided.” 

On February 13 the entire subject was taken up by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff.° It is our understanding that General Bradley with- 
drew his approval from the memorandum cited in paragraph (e) 
above and that the question of any meeting at all between military 
representatives of the five powers in Southeast Asia was called into 
question. Among the various points raised was one to the effect 
that until political decisions had been reached regarding action 
which would be taken in the area, there would be no use having 
military meetings. It was not made clear just why liaison machin- 
ery of the type contemplated in paragraph 44 of the military repre- | 
sentatives conference report of last October would not be of value 
even in the absence of political decisions in the event of an overt 
Chinese Communist aggression. 

® A memorandum on the substance of discussions at a State Department-Joint 
Chiefs of Staff meeting held on that date, at which the question of five-power talks 
was considered, is not printed. (State-JCS Meetings, lot 61D 417) 

790.5/2-1853: Telegram 

The Ambassador in Thailand (Stanton) to the Department of State 

SECRET BANGKOK, February 18, 1953—10 a.m. 
1601. Thai Government and press have been following closely de- 

velopment foreign policy with considerable anticipation US will 
take more positive action in defense Southeast Asia against Com- 
munist menace. Reference Embtels 325, August 22, 1952; 569, Octo- 
ber 2, 1952; 1324, January 15, 1953.1 

While Thais thoroughly realize effective defense against Commu- 
nism in Asia must depend largely upon support Western Powers 
particularly US there is as noted in Embtels 325 and 569 an under- 
current concern major Western Powers determined exercise kind of 
White man’s monopoly over defense Southeast Asia. Since Thai- 
land has participated in UN Korean action and generally aligned 
itself with free world in UN activities Thais inclined be puzzled if 
not resentful over what appears to them continued Western Power 
exclusiveness regarding Southeast Asian defenses. US-French dis- 
cussions in Washington last year regarding Indochina, ANZUS 
Conference in Honolulu and reported “Top Secret” meeting in Sep- 

1 None printed.
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tember among US, Britain, France, Australia and New Zealand | 

while indicating positive US interest in defense area also served 
emphasize exclusively Western Power character such defense | 
plans. 

I fear recent press reports will lead Thailand believe we commit-. 

ted such policy. For example AP Washington press despatch Febru- 

ary 11 claiming US intends carry on further exchanges military in- | 

formation regarding Southeast Asia defense with Britain, France, 

Australia and New Zealand and has agreed to French proposal for | 
establishment liaison group will likely arouse same reaction as re- : 
ports previous Indochina discussions and ANZUS Conference not | 

| withstanding Thailand desire see US take firmer stand in South- : 

| east Asia. . | : 
| Fully appreciate difficulties from security standpoint taking | 

| Thais or other Southeast Asians into our confidence especially on 
| matters of military nature but feel it essential take into account 

Thais sensitivity. I am-convinced our economic and military aid to 

Thailand must be supplemented by greater effort our part identify 

Thailand politically with general pattern our defense plans. Com- 

munist propaganda of course ceaselessly plays on theme US eco- 
| nomic and military aid Thailand merely device by which US hopes | 
| use country for our own strategic purposes. | 

| I have previously recommended (Embtel 325) we make greater ef- | 

| forts keep Thais fully advised as security requirements permit US | 
| aims and objectives in any important meetings or discussions con- | 

| cerning Southeast Asian defense. I am sure Thai Government must 
| at times resent fact that its information on such vital matters must | 
| come from subsequent press accounts. : | | 
| In,recent conversation with British Ambassador ? (Embtel 1324) 

we discussed possibility stimulating greater Thailand—Malaya coop- 

| eration by arranging joint British-Thai naval and air maneuvers. I | 

| also feel such joint activities should be encouraged whenever and | 

| wherever feasible as another measure convince Thais we are will- | 

| ing take them into our confidence on matters affecting defense this 

| area. | 
| Thailand’s constructive participation activities of UN has proved , 

/ of value to US by intensifying our Asiatic policies with Asians 

| themselves. This participation has also gone far to discourage neu- 

tralist sentiment in Thailand and convince Thailand of efficacy of _ 
positive association with free world. At same time Thai association 

| with US in UN has provided clear proof we are willing to work | 
| with and take them into our confidence as equals. From our experi- 
| ence with Thais in UN therefore would appear most desirable we | 

2 Geoffrey Arnold Wallinger. 

ee
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endeavor extend this cooperation association to problem regional 

security in Southeast Asia. ee | | 

| STANTON 

State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | | 

Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 
State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting } 

| [Extract] 2 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] February 20, 1953—11:30 a.m. 

Five-Power TALKS ON SOUTHEAST ASIA _ 

Mr. Matthews: We are under increasing pressure to get on with 

these five-power talks and we feel we have made a definite commit- 

ment. In December we sent to Secretary Acheson in Paris a state- 

ment by the JCS ® concerning their views on the talks (Mr. Mat- 
thews read the document). We feel, in the light of this document 

which we passed on to the French, that we should go forward. We 

recognize that your view on the problem of joint planning at this 
stage is valid but we do think we would have to go ahead, at least 
on parts a and b. 

General Bradley: The exchange of intelligence is already going 
on. oo 

Admiral Fechteler: On communications, some circuits have gone 
up. 

General Bradley: As far as plans are concerned, we have plans 

with New Zealand and Australia and we could talk these plans 

over with them. Have we ever authorized Radford to talk things 
over with the French? 

Admiral Fechteler: No. 7 | 
General Bradley: Well, there is no reason we can’t. 

Admiral Fechteler: He is already talking about a transfer of car- 
rier air. I think this is pretty well in hand. | 

General Bradley: On things that are already planned, I don’t see 

why we shouldn’t go ahead with talks. | 
General Collins: Is the difficulty that the thing isn’t sufficiently 

formalized? What is wrong? a | | 

1A note on the title page reads: “Draft. Not cleared with any of participants.” 
2 The omitted material includes a list of the persons present (20). All the members 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff attended the meeting. Matthews headed the Department 
of State group. . 

3 Quoted in Bonsal’s memorandum to Allison, Feb. 17, p. 267.
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| Mr. Matthews: I thought what had been done, had been done | 
without any discussions in the group. : 

General Bradley: What do we need to do to carry out the com- | 
mitments?. oe | cg oe D . Oo | 

Mr. Bonsal: The specific thing before us is whether there could | 

be a meeting, probably in Singapore, to make recommendations to 

governments for implementing paragraph 44 of the Five Power 

_ Military Report of last October.* It would be a procedural meeting 

and we would be able to see how we could achieve the objectives. __ | 
We aren’t now committing ourselves to set up a planning agency. | 

| General Vandenberg: Like I said before, I think you have to go 

| further than that. — a | ae oo | 

| General Bradley: To do what we said we would do in December, I | 
| think we could have meetings along these lines). = © | 

! - General Vandenberg: I don’t know what they will accomplish. ne 
| Admiral Fechteler: It’s largely in hand already. = | 

- General Bradley: But they want a meeting. mee oe 
_ Mr. Matthews: Yes, that’s what they want. | - = 

| General Bradley: You’d have to carry the ball. | 
| _ Mr. Matthews: You should send instructions to Radford. _ | 
! _. General Bradley: We ought to use what you have read, Doc, as _ 

| the basis. tw | | oS | 

: General Vandenberg: You could say we have been doing this al- | 

| ready, but now we want to make a show. | 
| _ Mr. Bonsal: We would want to inform the other countries. | 

| General Bradley: Yes, I think that’s all right. te ae | 
: General Collins: We ought to make it clear we aren't asking Rad- | 

! ford to make new plans with the five of them. Oe ce te) 
| Mr. Matthews: Fine. | | | - usisiers, : 

| 4 Dated Oct. 17, 1952, p. 230. oO BS - | 

| 790.5/2-2853: Telegram . he : | 

| --—s-* The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France } | : 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, February 28, 1953—2:12 pm. | 

| 4664. Reference previous communications and especially to | 
| report of Five Power Military Conference Southeast Asia held here > | 

last October and memoranda conversation regarding implementa- | 

tion Article 44. | | : 

1Cleared with the Department of Defense and also sent to Canberra, London, 

Saigon, Singapore, and Wellington.
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Following is text instructions being forwarded by JCS to CINC- 
PAC: | 

“1. JCS desire that you initiate arrangements with the principal 
military commanders of Australia, France, New Zealand, and 
United Kingdom in Southeast Asia region for an early meeting be- 
tween your representatives and theirs at a convenient time and 
place. Purpose of the meeting is to explore possible procedures for 
implementation of coordinating measures described in paragraph 
44 of the Report of the Five-Power Conference on Southeast Asia. 
Measures recommended will be subject to approval by the respec- 
tive Chiefs of Staff or their equivalent. | 

2. The agenda which you propose for this meeting should include 
the following: | ) _ 

a. Adequacy of present arrangements for exchange of cur- 
rent intelligence. | | : 

b. Adequacy of established and planned communication sys- 
tems and procedures. | | 

c. Exchange of operational planning information respecting 
approved national plans involving evacuation of Indochina and 
Hong Kong. nG 

d. Machinery for further coordination of national plans 
which may be approved in the future. ) 

e. Recommendations to be forwarded to the respective Chiefs 
of Staff or their equivalent.” 2 | 

We are informing representatives here of governments concerned 

of fact that instructions have gone forward but we are not showing 
them text. We are stating that US Govt is in agreement to prelimi- 

nary meeting of representatives of Southeast Asia area Command- 

ers for purpose making recommendations to governments regard- | 
ing implementation paragraph 44 of five-power report. We are 
stressing view previously expressed particularly by Secretary Ach- 

| eson in Paris to effect we oppose any formal organization involving | 
permanent secretariat, etc. - | 

Above is for your.information. In event you receive inquiries sug- 

gest reply be on general basis of US position expressed in Jan 12 

memo of conversation airmailed you. 

| DULLES 

2 These instructions were sent to CINCPAC in telegram JCS 932447, Feb. 27. (JCS 
records, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48)) | 

$ Bonsal’s memorandum of a conversation held Jan. 12 on this subject is quoted in 
his memorandum of Feb. 17 to Allison, p. 267. |
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| Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 139 

Position Paper Prepared for the Secretary of State * | | 

SECRET [WAsHINGTON, March 4, 1953.] 

UK Interest In ANZUS | 

Discussion: 

In the spring of 1952 the UK began a series of approaches to the 

US, Australia and New Zealand in connection with its desire to | 

participate in ANZUS at least to the extent of having a UK observ- 

er attend meetings of the ANZUS Council. Since that time, the 

| three countries have informed the UK on many occasions and at 

| various levels that the ANZUS signatories appreciate UK interests | 

and responsibilities in the Pacific; that they are bearing these in- 

| terests and responsibilities in mind; and that they are keeping the | 

| UK currently and fully informed of ANZUS proceedings and plans. | 

| Although the New Zealanders have been particularly distressed : 

| by the pressure directed at them by the mother country, they and | 

| the Australians have continued to adhere to the decision reached 

| by the ANZUS Council at its Honolulu meeting last August. (See 

| “US Position”) 2 The Secretary of the New Zealand Department of 
| External Affairs 2 has told us that he is strongly opposed to any | 

| expansion of ANZUS at this time. We know that the Australians | 
| have been considerably irritated by the UK attitude, by the “in- 
| spired” stories which have appeared in the British press, and by 
| Mr. Churchill’s failure to tell Canberra what line he proposed to 
| take in New York in January and, later, to render an account of © 

the meeting. Last October Prime Minister Menzies told an officer : 

of our Embassy at Canberra that he considered one of Mr. Church- 

ill’s messages to him on this subject to be a “stinker”. Last week, : 
| Mr. Alan Watt, Secretary of the Australian Denartment of Exter- 

| nal Affairs, visited Washington and told us that his Governmen;, | 
remains as firmly as ever of the view that UK participation in ! 

| ANZUS at this stage would be unwise. H~ added that he believed | 

| Mr. Eden felt even more strongly about this matter than Mr. | 

| Churchill (though 71s has not been our impression). | 

It has been hoped that the development of the five-power liaison | 

| group for the consideration of the defense of Southeast Asia would 

| provide the UK with a satisfactory substitute for formal participa- 

! 1 Prepared for Dulles’ talks with Eden, who was in Washington Mar. 4-7. For doc- | 

umentation on his visit, see volume VI. 

2 That portion of the paper is not printed. 

8 A. D. McIntosh. | 

| 
° 

| |
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tion in ANZUS. This hope is shared by the Australian and New 
Zealand Governments. a | 

[Here follows a résumé of developments covered in previous docu- 

mentation. | | 

If Mr. Eden presses you, you might suggest to him that the US 
would be willing to study and to recommend for consideration by 
the ANZUS Council the suggestion made by Prime Ministers Men- 
zies and Holland to Mr. Churchill at London last December (and 
contained in the memorandum Mr. Churchill handed you at New 
York) that a relationship be established between ANZAM (the UK- 
Australian-New Zealand military planning organization) and the 

military representatives group of ANZUS.4 - 

4 No indication that an ANZUS-ANZAM rc-iationship was raised by or discussed 
| with Eden during his visit has been found in Department of State files. 

Editorial Note — | 

At the beginning of a memorandum to the President dated 

March 6, Dulles wrote: 

“In the talks on March 5 with Mr. Eden, the Secretary of State 
outlined the general thinking of the United States with respect to 

| the over-all strategic situation in Asia. He stressed the unity of the 
whole front extending from Korea to Indo-China and pointed out 
ine necessity of creating a threat of pressures in the center (main- 
land China) to the end that it. would make it less likely that the 

| Chinese Communists would send increased forces to help the Com- 
munist rebels in Indo-China or to send additional forces into Korea. | 
Mr. Dulles stated, in response to a question from Mr. Eden, that 
the United States Government had not as yet made any decisions 
with respect to specific courses of action to be taken in the Far 
East but that it was studying the problem from all angles.” 
(790.00/3-653) 

For the full text of this memorandum, see volume XY, Part 1, 

page 805. . |
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Conference files, lot 59D 95,CF 141 a | | 

| United States Minutes of the First Plenary Session of the United | 
| States-French Political Talks } | | 

| | [Extract] 2 . | | | 

SECRET _--- Wasuincton, March 26, 1953—3:30 p.m. | 
FPT MIN-2 a oO | 

| Coordination of Action in Southeast Asia [FPT Agenda 1, item 
| B] 3—Turning to the second item on the agenda for the meeting, 

Mr. Mayer posed the following two questions: (1) What course of 

| action would the U.S. follow should the Chinese Communists begin } 
| aggressive action in Tonkin? (2) What would happen in Indochina : 

if it appeared that an armistice were reached in Korea? He asked. | 
| Mr. Letourneau to amplify both questions. | ue 

: With respect to the first question, Mr. Letourneau said that sev- | | 

eral military conferences had been held on this subject in Singa-. 
| pore and Washington but certain questions still remained unan- 
| swered. For example, what could be expected in the way of aid in 

, case of Chinese aggression if it became necessary to save the maxi- 

| mum number of troops? This was particularly important since the | 

7 best French troops were in the Tonkin area and therefore outside | 
| help would be necessary to evacuate them, either by sea or air. Mr. - 
2 Letourneau said that he still had no idea what could be expected | | 
| from the U.S. should such an aggression take place. Another point. 

| which was still unanswered was what would be done if it were con- _ | 
| sidered possible to defend the Tonkin area. Elaborating on the ! 

| second question, Mr. Letourneau asked what would happen if the 

| U.N. reached an agreement with the Chinese and North Koreans _ 
| which, by releasing troops from Korea, increased the risk in Indo- 

| china. 7 
| Secretary Dulles replied that he would attempt to answer Mr. 

| Mayer’s second question and would ask Mr. Nash to handle the | 
| first question. Referring to his earlier statement that a Chinese | 

| 1 A French delegation, headed by Prime Minister René Mayer, whose cabinet had _ 
| succeeded Pinay’s in December 1952, was in Washington, Mar. 25-28, for conversa- ; 

| tions with U.S. Government officials. For additional documentation on these talks, | 
| see volume v1, and vol. x1, Part 1, pp. 428 ff. | : 3 

2 A list of 68 persons present is part of the omitted material. Besides Mayer, lead-_ | 
| ers of the French delegation included Georges Bidault, Minister of Foreign Affairs; _ 

Maurice Bourgés-Maunoury, Minister of Finance; and Letourneau. American par- 
| ticipants included Dulles; George Humphrey, Secretary of the Treasury; Stassen; : 
| and Frank Nash, Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs). | 
| Ambassador Tran Van Kha of the State of Vietnam and Ambassador Nong Kimny | 

| of Cambodia also attended. | 
| 3 Brackets in the source text. > : |
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Communist attack in Indochina seemed unlikely, Secretary Dulles | 
explained that he believed that such an aggression would not take 
place since the Communists recognized that such an action would _ 
induce much more serious consequences than any gain which they 

, might obtain in Indochina. He pointed out that the action of Presi- 

dent Eisenhower in ending the mandate over the Seventh Fleet to 
| prevent an attack on the Chinese mainland opened large vistas of 

__ trouble—by sea and air operations—against the Mainland. Fur- | 

thermore, the tenor of the President’s State of the Union Address 4 

and the general attitude of the present Administration made it un- 

likely that the Chinese Communists would undertake any foolhar- 
| dy action which entailed such tremendous military risks. 

: Answering the first question posed by Mr. Mayer, Mr. Nash said. 
that there had been several military discussions—the first in Feb- 
ruary 1952—but that full agreement had not yet been reached on 
precise courses of action. However, considerable progress was being 

made on courses of action, and at the recent five-power meeting be- 

tween the U.S.-U.K.-France-New Zealand-Australia, it was agreed 

that further talks should take place on the subject of implementa- 
tion. As a result of this decision, Admiral Radford had issued an 

| invitation to the other powers to meet for a conference at Pearl 
Harbor on April 6th to discuss intelligence matters, communica- 

tions, and national plans, as far as practicable.. Invitations had 

been accepted by all the powers except France who, it was under- 

stood, felt that it would be more desirable to hold the conference in 

Saigon. The U.S. position had been that if Saigon were selected, 
_ considerable pressure would be exerted by nearby countries to join 

the conference. —— | 
As to the question of evacuation in case the Chinese Communists 

should invade the Tonkin area, Mr. Nash recalled that the one | 

point upon which agreement had been reached in the February 
1952 talks was on the question of improving the port at Haiphong 

in order to insure prompt evacuation of French troops if that were 

necessary. More recently, the port, improvements had been going 

forward for a more dynamic purpose—to provide a more expedi- 

tious method of unloading the end-item equipment in Indochina to 

aid General Trapnell > in his MAAG functions. 
Mr. Letourneau replied that he quite agreed with Mr. Nash that | 

: it was preferable to hold the next military meeting in Pearl Harbor 

rather than Saigon. The earlier point at issue was not the French — 

insistence upon Saigon as a conference site but rather the uncer- 

4For pertinent excerpts from Eisenhower's ‘message to the Congress of Feb. 2, 
1953, see Department of State, American Foreign Policy: Basic Documents, 1950- 
1955, vol. I, p. 61. | 7 

° Brig. Gen. Thomas J. H. Trapnell, Chief of MAAG in Saigon from August 1952.
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tainty that the Commander-in-Chief in Indochina, General Salan, | 
would be able to leave Indochina to attend the meeting. Recently it _ 

| had been learned from Admiral Radford that another representa- 
| tive might attend the meeting in General Salan’s place and, there- | 
| fore, Mr. Letourneau was able to state that France had agreed to 

| the April 6th meeting. a | | 

i Secretary Dulles, referring back to the question of the effect on | 

Indochina of an armistice agreement in Korea, stated that such an 
agreement did not appear likely. He said that if an armistice in 
Korea did occur, and if such an armistice were used as an excuse | 

by the Chinese Communists to transport troops from Korea into | 
: Indochina, the U.S., as a member of the U.N., would consider that : 

| such action made peace impossible and that such an armistice | 

i would automatically have failed. Mr. Mayer replied that he was | 

_ happy to receive this assurance. Secretary Dulles concluded the dis- 
| cussion of Southeast Asia by recalling that President Eisenhower, 

| in his State of the Union Address, had coupled the war in Korea | 
| with that in Indochina and Malaya—as part of the same struggle. 

| | | 

|  190.5/4-253 | | | | | 
[ 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 

| Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Bonsal) | 

TOP SECRET | [WasHINGTON,] April 2, 1953. 

| Subject: Establishment of Five Power Liaison Machinery Recom- 
| mended in Paragraph 44 of the Five Power Military Represent- _ | 
| atives Conference on Southeast Asia held in Washington on — : 
| October 6-17, 1952 , | 

| Participants: Mr. Peter Campbell, First Secretary, Canadian 

| wi Embassy | | 

Mr. Philip W. Bonsal, PSA | 
fo Mr. Campbell of the Canadian Embassy came in this morning at 
| his request. He left with me a copy of a telegram from the Canadi- | 

an Foreign Office sent to the Canadian Embassy, dated March 28, | 

the text of which is as follows: | 7 

| | “After careful consideration, the Ministers have decided not to : 
| seek an invitation for a Canadian observer to attend the proposed | 
| five-power military conference which is to be held at Pearl Har- | 
| bour on April 6. We are, however, interested in the discussions, 
| particularly in any discussion of redeployment of forces from Korea | 

and in any consideration that might be given to the establishment | 
| of new consultative machinery. | 

| 

| 
| 1
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“Please tell the United States authorities that we considered 
seeking an invitation for an observer, but have decided not to do 
$0; and that we should like to be informed of the results of the dis- 
cussions that are to be held. At the same time, you might indicate 
that you may wish later on to discuss informally the wider implica- 
tions of these Southeast Asia talks. We are particularly interested 
in the prospects of new political groupings or bodies being set up to 
consider the defence of any Pacific or Asiatic area. We hope to send 
you later fuller guidance on this point.” 

I thanked Mr. Campbell for letting me have this information. I 

insisted upon the purely military-technical character of the current 

conversations and the meeting in prospect. I asked him if his gov- 

ernment had any particular ideas regarding ‘‘new political group- 

ings or bodies’ which would contribute to the defense of any Pacif- 
ic or Asiatic area. He replied in the negative. He explained that 

the problem faced by the Canadian Government is one of meeting 
domestic political criticism in consequence of activities in the Pacif- 
ic in which Canada does not participate. 

I expressed full understanding of the Canadian position and ap- 

preciation at Mr. Campbell’s letting us have the views of his gov- 

ernment. | 

State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | 

Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 

State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting! 

[Extract] 2 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] April 3, 1953—11 a.m. 

Mr. Nash: There is another question I would like to bring up. 

The 6th of April Radford will be holding his Five-Power Military 
Talks. In our recent talks with the French we were asked what 

progress had been made in developing the military position in 

regard to Chinese Communist aggression in Southeast Asia. I could 

only answer them by reviewing what has happened up till now. I 

think we will probably be pressed again in Paris to move further in 
developing our position. 

1 A note on the title page of the source text reads: “Draft. Not cleared with any of 
participants.” | 

2 A list of participants (20) forms part of the omitted material. Of the members of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Collins and Admiral Fechteler attended. Matthews 
headed the Department of State group.
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: General Collins: I personally don’t think any further military | 
| talks about Southeast Asia will be fruitful without further political | 

guidance. | | | 7 

| Mr. N ash: We need to get somewhere on our position after the 

| Pearl Harbor talks, which will be unimpressive. We can expect to 
be under pressure in Paris to go forward towards some sort of un- ) 

| derstanding. | | a 
Mr. Allison: It was my impression in the ANZUS talks that Aus- | 

| tralia and New Zealand were somewhat closer toward our position. | , 

, Could we not use them to put some pressure on the U.K.? Oe | 

General Collins: It was my impression that the ANZUS talks 
| were primarily addressed to the contingency of global war and it 

might be that the Australians and New Zealanders were address- 
ing themselves to that question rather than the question of local | | 

: aggression in Southeast Asia. _- . | : 

Mr. Nitze: It seems to me that we might undertake to try and get 

up some sort of draft of a political understanding which might be | 
: useful as guidance for military talks. | oe 

| S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 148 | 

| Note to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary | 

| (Lay) 

| TOP SECRET a | WASHINGTON, April 6, 1953. 

NSC 148 | 

| References: : 

A. NSC 146 and Annex to NSC 146 ! 
! BNSC 1472 ge Jp de | 
| C.NSC 125/43 | oe | 

| «DD. NSC 48/5 _ | 
|  -ELNIE-47400 | 

| . oo 

1 NSC 146 is a report entitled “U.S. Objectives and Courses of Action With Re- 
| spect to Formosa and the National Government of China’, dated Mar. 27, 1953. The 

Annex to it is a staff study of the same title dated Mar. 30. (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D | 
| 351, NSC 146 Series) For text of NSC 146/2, see volume xiv. | 

: 2NSC 147, Apr. 2, 1958, is a report entitled “Analysis of Possible Courses of 

Action in Korea”. For text, see vol. xv, Part 1, p. 888. | 

: 3 NSC 125/4 is a report entitled “United States Objectives and Courses of Action [ 
With Respect to Japan’, dated Mar. 30, 1953. For documentation on the NSC 125 
Series, see volume xIVv. | : | 

4 Dated Oct. 31, 1952, not printed; a copy is in INR-NIE files. | |
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: UNITED STATES POLICIES IN THE Far East 

The enclosed draft statement of policy on the subject, prepared 
by the NSC Planning Board, * is transmitted herewith for consider- 
ation by the National Security Council at its meeting on April 8. 
Enclosed for Council information is a Far East Financial Summary 
which incorporates the information in the separate financial ap- 

pendices on Formosa and the National Government of China, and 

on Japan which have been circulated separately with the reports 

on those areas. Also enclosed for Council information is an Annex 

constituting a staff study on Communist China. 

In addition to the enclosed general policy statement, individual 

reports have previously been submitted by the Planning Board on 
Korea (NSC 147), on Formosa and the National Government of 
China (NSC 146 and Annex), and on Japan (NSC 125/4), for consid- 

eration by the Council at its meeting on April 8. 

The enclosed statement of policy is intended to supersede those 

portions of NSC 48/5 not previously superseded. 

It is recommended that if the enclosed statement of policy is 

adopted, it be submitted to the President with the recommendation 

that he approve it and direct its implementation by all appropriate 

executive departments and agencies of the U.S. Government under 

the coordination of the Secretaries of State and Defense. 

- JAMEs S. Lay, JR. 

| [Enclosure] 

DRAFT 

STATEMENT OF PoLicy PROPOSED BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY 

| COUNCIL ON UNITED STATES POLICIES IN THE Far East* 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1. United States policy in the Far East should carry out in that 

area our basic security policies as most recently stated in NSC 
135/3.° In the Far East we should assist in strengthening the free | 

5 The Planning Board formulated policy recommendations for the consideration of 
the National Security Council; the function of the Operations Coordinating Board 

was to coordinate the implementation of NSC policy. For documentation concerning 
their establishment, see volume I. 

* For the purpose of this paper, the following countries are included: Communist 
China, Korea, Hong Kong, Indo-China, Indonesia, the off-shore island chain (Japan, 

Ryukyus, Formosa, Philippines, Australia and New Zealand), Malaya, Thailand and 

Burma. [Footnote in the source text.] 
6 NSC 1385/3, a report entitled “Reappraisal of U.S. Objectives and Strategy for 

| National Security’, dated Sept. 25, 1952. For text, see volume 11.
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| world vis-a-vis the Soviet orbit, having due regard for United States 

| capabilities and commitments throughout the world. In view of 

| | Communist resort to armed force in the Far East, we must act in 

| that area on the basis that the most immediate overt threats to 

United States security are currently presented in that area. = | 

| 2. Soviet aims in the Far East appear to concentrate on bringing 

| the mainland of Eastern Asia, and eventually Japan and the off- | 

shore islands in the Western Pacific, under Soviet control, primari- | 

: ly through Sino-Soviet development of the resources of Communist 

China. The attainment of this objective on the mainland of Eastern 

Asia would substantially enhance the global position of the USSR 

| at the expense of the United States, by securing the eastern flank : 

| of the USSR and permitting the USSR to concentrate its offensive 

| power in other areas. Soviet bloc control of the off-shore islands in 

the Western Pacific, particularly Japan, would present an unac- 

| ceptable threat to the security of the United States. | 

| | 3 In the Far East substantial forces of the United States and the 

| French are tied down in Korea and Indo-China respectively by in- 

| | digenous communist forces. In neither case are the forces or the | 

po prestige of the USSR directly committed. This continual drain on | 

| American and French resources has a deleterious effect on the 

| build-up of European defense forces and the strengthening of other 

fo areas of the free world, such as the Middle East. As long as such a | 

| situation continues, there will be less incentive for the USSR to use 

; its influence to bring about a cessation of these hostilities. The situ- | 

| ation of the free world would be greatly improved by a use of in- 

| creased indigenous forces in the Far East which would permit less 

| extensive use of Western forces. | | | 

| | BASIC GENERAL OBJECTIVES | 

| 4. a. As an ultimate objective, the development by the nations 

| and peoples of the Far East, through self-help and mutual aid, of | 

| stable and self-sustaining non-communist governments, friendly to 

| the United States, acting in accordance with the purposes and prin- 

ciples of the United Nations Charter, and having the will and abili- | 

| | ty to maintain internal security, to withstand communist influence, | 

! and to prevent aggression. : | | 

b. As an intermediate objective, reduction of the power and influ- | 

ence of the USSR in the area, primarily through detachment of | 

: China as an effective instrument of Soviet policy. | : 

| c. As an immediate objective, cessation of hostilities and stabili- | 

zation of the situation in the area, on terms acceptable to the 

: United States. | | | 

| 
| 

| | a a
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d. In any case, maintenance of the off-shore defense positions 
(Japan, Ryukyus, Formosa, Philippines, Australia and New Zea- 
land), even at the grave risk of general war. 

e. Promotion of a strong, expanding and viable economy in the 
Far East, free of dependence on Communist China and the USSR, 
or on artificial forms of any outside support to continue its growth. 

f. Maximizing the availability, through mutually advantageous 
arrangements, of the material resources of the Far Eastern area to 
the United States and the free world generally, and at the same 
time denial of these resources to the Communist world. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

0. Off-Shore Positions. The United States should take appropriate 
military action to maintain the off-shore defense positions of 
Japan, Ryukyus, Formosa, Philippines, Australia and New Zea- 
land. | 

6. Regional. | 

a. When and where appropriate, the United States should devel- 
op further regional security relationships in the Far East. 

b. In promoting a strong, expanding and viable economy in the | 
Far East (paragraph 4-e), food supplies, raw materials and general 
productivity of the area should be materially increased by greater, | 

_ continuing investment, development and trade within all parts of 
the free Asian-Pacific area, and greater investment from and trade 
with other free world regions. | | 

1. Japan. See NSC 125/2, August 7, 1952,7 and NSC 125/4, March 
30, 1953. 

8. Philippines. See NSC 84/2, November 9, 1950,8 which is hereby 
reaffirmed. . 

9. Korea. See NSC 147, April 2, 1958, which analyzes possible 
courses of action in Korea. | 

10. Formosa and the Nationalist Government of China. See NSC 
146, March 27, 1953. | 

11. Southeast Asia. The objectives and courses of action set forth 
in NSC 124/2, June 25, 1952,9 are hereby reaffirmed. They should 

_ be carried out in recognition that real military progress must be 
made before the end of 1954 in reducing the organized forces of the 
Viet Minh. To this end, the United States should: | 

a. Induce the French and the Vietnamese to take the necessary 
political and other measures to increase the effectiveness and 

| morale of the Vietnamese people and forces. 

7 For text, see volume xiv. 
8 For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. vi, p. 1514. 
9 Ante, p. 125.
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b. Give increased aid to the French and Vietnamese in order that 
| they may at once, under an over-all French strategic plan accepta- 

| ble to the United States and related to UN strategy in Korea, de- 
| velop the necessary political and military strength. | 

| 12. Communist China. In addition to the specific objectives of the | 

| above-mentioned policies affecting Communist China, the United 

States should: oe | 

| a. Continue to support the exclusive right of the Chinese Nation- 
| al Government to represent China in the United Nations and other 
| international bodies, and intensify efforts to persuade other nations a: 

to adopt similar positions. : | 
| b. Continue to seek our immediate limited objective of cessation 

of hostilities and stabilization of the situation in the area, on terms | 
acceptable to the United States (paragraph 4-c). | 

| c. Both in support of our immediate objective (paragraph 4-c) | 
i and in preparation for the contingency of its being unattainable, 

, expand and intensify by all available means efforts to achieve our 
intermediate or ultimate objectives (cf. paragraphs 4-a and -b), i.e., . 

the reorientation of the Peiping regime, by: - ) 

| (1) Applying such political, military and economic pressures 
against Communist China as are determined to be in further- 
ance of U.S. immediate and intermediate objectives. | 

: (2) Developing non-communist Chinese leaderships. 
| : (8) Influencing the leaders and people in China to oppose the ) 

Peiping regime. _- _ 

| (4) Fostering and supporting anti-communist Chinese ele- | 
| ments both outside and within China, with a view to develop- : 
| ing and expanding resistance in China to the Peiping regime’s 
| control. | | | 7 | | 

(5) Stimulating differences between the Peiping and Moscow : 
regimes and creating cleavages within the Peiping regime it 
itself by every practicable means. | 

| 18. Hong Kong. In the event that Communist Chinese aggression 
: is directed against Hong Kong, the United States should: 

| a. Furnish relief and evacuation assistance to the British. | | 
| ‘b. Consider such military assistance for the defense of Hong 

Kong as may be appropriate in the light of our own commitments 
| and capabilities at the time. | | 
| c. Consider what further action should be taken against Commu- 
| nist China. 7 | 

7 | 
| | |
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[Enclosure] __ | 

Far East FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

Costs or APPROVED AND Progecrep Unrrep States ECONOMIC AND 

MILITARY PROGRAMS IN THE Far East 

(millions of dollars) 
Japan 269 154 | 300 143 1574¢ | 
Formosa 190 238 236 395 370 190 
South East Asia 434 |} 345 364 542 
Philippines 43 76| 54 30 
Korea§ 356 387 323 270 

Sub-total 1,292 | 1,200 | 1,277 | 1,385 | 
Korea (military | 1,500 to 2,100 to 

courses A-F: 1° 4,200 5,100 
additional | : | 
costs) | | 

Vepmparable estimates not available for these years. [Footnote in the source 
text. : | 

+Cost of estimated deficit in military program remaining after 1954 financing. 
[Footnote in the source text.] ; 
§Army relief and reconstruction expenditures. See separate Korea sheet for 

detail. Decision about economic aid to Korea in connection with the ROK military 
build-up will await the economic adviser’s recommendations. [Footnote in the 
source text.] | 

10 Reference is to the options presented in NSC 147. | 

The Secretary of the Treasury believes that, before the proposed 

policies for the Far East are finally approved, the proposed levels 

of military and economic programs should be reviewed in the light 

of (a) the priority of financing the present and proposed programs 
for the Far East in relation to programs for other foreign areas and 

to programs for domestic security, and (b) the over-all objective of 

achieving a balanced budget. 

JAPAN | 

, mated 
Deficit|| 

1951 | 1952 | 1953 | 195% | 1993 
, 1956 

(millions of dollars) 
Army | 78.6 | 150.0 , 300.0 | 40.0 : 1099.3 
Navy — — — | 80.0 45.7
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| Appropriations Esti- 
mated | 

Deficit|| 

| | 1951 | 1952 | 1958 | 1954 | 1999 — 
| and 

1956 

| eye / i 

| Total Military 78.6 | 150.0 | 300.0 | 143.4 | , | 
| Economic** 190.5 4.4 — — — | 

| Total Assistance 269.1 | 154.4 | 300.0 1f1143.4 | | 

| [Figures show indicated deficits in financing to reach force goals. Army figure 
? will be subject to adjustment depending upon availability of surplus equipment in | 

the Far East. [Footnote in the source text.] | | 
| {In addition to the Army figures, Public Law 467, 82nd Congress, authorized the | 
| loan to Japan of 18 U.S. Navy frigates and 50 landing craft for the Japanese 

Coastal Safety Force. All but 8 of the frigates have been delivered to the Japa 
! nese. [Footnote in the source text.] 

| **Government and Relief in Occupied Areas (GARIOA). Includes administrative 
| costs and reorientation program. [Footnote in the source text.] 

| *tSpecial Review of F.Y. 1954 MDA Program submitted to the Bureau of the | 
Budget, March 5, 1953: [Footnote in the source text.] | 

- SoutrHeast AsIA — | 
| : 

; | Indo- Thai- Indo- Fiscal Years Chinatt land Burma nesia Total 

| 

| | , oe (millions of dollars) 
po. 1951 | 
| Military Assistance 274.3 | 41.7 | §§3.4 319.4 | 

| Economic Assistance 21.7 8.9 |§§10.4 8.0; 49.0 
| Export-Import Bank | 65.8 | 65.8 | 

| Total 296.0| 50.6] 138] 73.8) 434.2 
| 1952 | a 

. Military Assistance 249.1 37.8 | | 286.9 | 
Economic Assistance 25.0 7.0 14.0 8.0 | 54.0 

| Export-Import Bank of 1.0 3.4 4.4 | 

| Total | | 274.1 45.8 14.0 11.4 | 345.3 | 
| 1953 
| _ Military Assistance |. 268.7 | 27.5 291.2 
, Economic Assistance —_|_||{|50.5 7.0 | 7.0 3.0 | 73.0 | 

| Total | 7 319.2 34.5 7.0 3.5 | 364.2 
| 19549] | | ) 
| Military Assistance 465.1| 29.8 494.9 
| Economic Assistance 23.0 6.0 14.0 4.1 AT7.1 

| Total - | 488.1 542.0 
| ¢tDirect aid only. [Footnote in the source text.] | 

| §§1950-1952. [Footnote in the source text.] _ 

||||Includes $30.5 million common use. [Footnote in the source text.] 
| Te aamates of Office of the Director for Mutual Security. [Footnote in the source | 

text. 

| |
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FORMOSA 

Appropriations . 

(millions of dollars) 
Army 98.2 110 200 AO 
Navy | 23.9 28 10 10 
Air 11.8 150 60 60 
Common use items — 30 30 30 

Total Military 91.8} 157.2 | 183.9} *318| *300 | *+140 
Economic 98.4} 81.1] 102.3 £77 £70 £50 

Total Assistance 190.2 | 238.3 | 236.2 395 | 370 190 

PHILIPPINES | 

(millions of dollars) 
Economic | 15 32 30 17 |. 
Military 28 44 24 18 

*Current Department of Defense estimates. [Footnote in the source text.] 
7 TU.S. cost on maintenance basis. [Footnote in the source text.] 

tOffice of Director for Mutual Security tentative estimates. [Footnote in the 
source text.] | 

| KorEA 

After the outbreak of hostilities in Korea the United States 
Army assumed part of the burden of supporting the economy of the 
Republic of Korea. Consumption goods and capital construction 
were furnished by the Army to the Korean civilian population and 
this has been considered a part of the cost of military operations. 
Details are given below. 

Future plans for, and estimates of the cost of, economic support | 

of the Republic of Korea must await basic decisions as to the size of | 
the ROK forces, the scale of military operations undertaken, and 

the recommendation of the economic adviser. |
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2 Actual and Estimated Expenditures for Grant Aid to Korea 

| oO (millions of dollars) 

| Assistance to ROK (ECA) | . 28.) 27; 8] — 

| CRIK§ (Army) 7) 75) 110) 110 | 

Military Funds for relief (Army) 21| 8l 5 D 

| Military Funds for reconstruction (Army) 300 | 200 | 175 | 125 | 

| UNKRA —| 4/ 25| 30 | 
Total 270 | 

| | §Civilian Relief in Korea. [Footnote in the source text.] - 

EsTiMATES OF Costs OF THE PossIBLE CouRSES OF ACTION IN KOREA 

oe | Set ForTH IN NSC 147 7 | 

a 7 (Prepared in Department of Defense) | | : 

| The following estimates of costs of Courses of Action A through F 

| include only the extra identifiable expenditures for the Depart- | 

ment of Defense in FY 1954 and FY 1955 above the cost of main- : 

| taining the present forces on a non-combat basis. They do not in- | 

clude any costs of materiel which would not be replaced or would | | 

| be produced in any case to effectuate the policy of production to : 

- maintain a mobilization base after peacetime requirements and a 

~ substantial portion of net mobilization reserves have been accumu- , 

| lated. In addition to these amounts there would probably be ex- 

; penditures for aircraft in FY 1956 and FY 1957 to replace aircraft . 

| which would be lost under the various courses of action. An esti- | 

mate of this additional cost is not feasible at this time. oO | : 

| | - | Order of Magnitude of Additional Cost a | 

| weg (in billions of dollars) | | 

| Course A $1.5-1.7 | $2.1-2.3 | | : 
| Course B  $2.2-2.4 | $3.8-4.0 | 

| Course C $3.0-3.3 $4.0-4.4 | | 

| | Course D $2.4-3 $3.2-3.5 | 

Course E | $3.2 $4.2 | 

| Course F | $4.2 $5.1 | | |
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[Annex] = 

STAFF STuDy ON Basic U.S. OBJECTIVE TOWARD COMMUNIST CHINA 

| 1. The central problem facing the United States in the Far East 
is the threat to U.S. and Free World security resulting from the 
establishment of control over China by an aggressive and dynamic 

7 Communist regime closely aligned with and supported by the 
Soviet Union. A basic objective of U.S. policy in the Far East, 
therefore, must be to bring about changes in China which will 

eliminate the threat from that country to Free World security. 

2. Achievement of this objective, however, would not satisfy U.S. 
long-range aspirations with respect to China. As an ultimate objec- 
tive the U.S. must seek the development in China of an independ- 
ent, stable, self-sustaining, non-Communist Government, which is 

friendly to the United States and acts in accordance with the pur- 
poses and principles of the U.N. Charter. Attainment of this objec- 

| tive is subordinate, however, to the solution of the immediate prob- 

lem of the threat from Communist China. _ 
3. It is highly improbable that a satisfactory solution of this prob- 

lem can be obtained so long as the regime controlling China is 

closely aligned with the Soviet Union. Thus the most effective 

means of resolving the problem is through the disruption of this 

alignment and the detachment of China from the Soviet orbit. 

: 4. There are two ways in which detachment of China from the 
Soviet orbit could occur: (a) by defection of the Peiping regime from 
Moscow, and (b) by the overthrow of the Peiping regime and its re- 

placement by a Chinese Government hostile to Moscow. Present 
U.S. policy towards China has been in theory at least, to encourage 

both of these possibilities simultaneously. There is in this policy an 
inherent dilemma; obviously (a) and (b) cannot both occur at the 
same time. Thus it may be argued that the two courses are mutual- 

ly exclusive and can not be pursued simultaneously. A choice must 

be made now, according to this argument, as to which course the 

U.S. will foster and the other must be abandoned. 

5. The argument for selecting course (a) and abandoning course 

(b) may be summed up as follows: Tito 1! demonstrated the possibil- 

ity of successful defection by foreign Communist leaders from the 
Kremlin: the Chinese Communist dictator !2 resembles Tito in that 
he acquired power largely on his own and his country has never 
been occupied by Soviet troops so that he retains the capability of 

11 Marshal Josip Broz Tito, President of the Federal People’s Republic of Yugosla- 

ae Mao Tse-tung, Chairman of the Central People’s Government Council of the 
People’s Republic of China. |
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- independent action; conflicts of national interest between China 

and Russia will eventually lead to a break between Peiping and | 

Moscow; on the other hand, to accept course (b) is tantamount to 

: declaring war on Communist China; there is no likelihood within 

| the foreseeable future of the Peiping regime’s being overthrown | 

| without direct U.S. intervention and even then it is problematical 

as the Soviet Union would undoubtedly come to Peiping’s aid; | 

| course (b) is inconsistent with U.S. declarations that it has no ag- 

: gressive intent. | 
6. The argument for selecting course (b) now and abandoning | 

| course (a) may be summed up as follows: The Peiping leaders are | 

| died-in-the-wool Communists who have deliberately chosen the side | 

! of the Kremlin and there is no indication that they have any desire | 

| to change their orientation, while it is at least doubtful that they | 

| could change if they wanted to; to abandon course (b) would be to 

| abandon the Chinese Nationalists and others fighting the Chinese 

| Communists, which would result in seriously weakening the cur- 

rent Free World effort to stem Communist aggression; so long as 

| Chinese Communist aggression persists the U.S. cannot afford to | 

| overlook any means of exerting pressure against them; on the 

| | other hand, to try to pursue course (a) while continuing to support | 

| the Chinese National Government, for example, makes (a)’s accom- | 

plishment impossible; retaining (a) as a course hampers and limits | 

| the effective implementation of course (b). | 

bo 7. There are strong arguments, however, against a decision now 

| to commit the U.S. exclusively to either course (a) or (b). There is 

good reason to believe that at this stage of developments these — , 

courses are not mutually exclusive. A policy of increasing pressure | 

| on Communist China short of outright U.S. intervention in China 

| promotes both courses; it does not render the eventual detachment _ 

of China from the Soviet orbit impossible by way of either course. | 

Thus the dilemma at this stage is only a potential dilemma, and 

while it may well have to be resolved one way or the other in the 

| long run, it is neither possible to make a wise resolution of it now, | 

, - nor necessary to do so. | | 

8. It is only a potential dilemma for several reasons: | 

(1) The stage has not been reached yet, nor, according to the in- 

telligence estimates of this Government, will that stage be reached | 
| in the near future wherein the Peiping regime is desirous of alter- | 

ing its pro-Soviet, anti-U.S. orientation, which it deliberately chose 
months before the outbreak of the Korean war, at a time when the i 

National Government appeared to be on the verge of final extinc- | 
1 tion and the U.S. had adopted an attitude of wait-and-see with re- | 

| spect to China. In other words, the question of providing an | 

“avenue of escape” from the Soviet relationship is academic when 
| there is no evidence that the Peiping regime is looking for one, and 

| 
| . i
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especially when its provision would severely handicap, if not nulli- 
fy, the accomplishment of other important U.S. objectives. 

(2) The U.S. objective of altering the status quo in China in a 
manner satisfactory to the U.S. is only partially dependent upon 
U.S. and Free World actions. Soviet dealings with the Chinese 
Communist regime may in the end prove more decisive in deter- 
mining whether a change in the status quo occurs in China. Within 
the framework of Free World capabilities to affect the situation, 
short of direct attack on the mainland, it seems essential that U.S. 
actions be directed toward demonstrating to the Chinese that the 
pro-Soviet posture of the Peiping regime does not pay off but in 
fact causes them increasing hardships and sacrifices. Courses of 
action directed to this end are inconsistent with the provision of an 
avenue of escape; they are rather directed toward the achievement 
of a situation which will stimulate a desire for an avenue of escape. 
When such a situation is brought about, courses of action with re- 
spect to China may be reexamined. | 

(3) But such a situation may never be brought about; the Peiping 
regime may well stick to the Soviets regarding [regardless?] of how 
badly things go. In such a case nothing less than complete oblitera- 
tion of the regime would satisfy U.S. objectives. Moreover, it is con- 
ceivable that a Chinese Communist regime detached from the Sovi- 
ets would continue to pose a security threat to the U-S. Having 
broken with the Soviets it could pose as a purely Asian power and 
as such might attract far more Asian support than it does now. In 
short, the circumstances which will cause the Peiping regime to 
seek “escape” from its Soviet relationship do not exist now, nor can 
it be accurately forecast when or how they will come about, or _ 
what the implications will be for the solution of the China problem. 
For these reasons it is impractical to determine now on courses of | 
action to meet this eventuality. a 

(4) The problem posed by U.S. support of the Chinese National 
Government whose objectives go beyond those of the U.S. with re- 
spect to China is also largely academic at this stage, and will 
remain so (a) until the status quo on the mainland is altered in 
such a way as to provide the Chinese Government with an opportu- 
nity of re-establishing itself on the mainland, or (b) changes take 
place in the Peiping regime of such magnitude that it is no longer 
a threat to U.S. security interests. These circumstances do not exist 
now nor will they within the foreseeable future; and when they do 
come into being they may occur in one of several possible forms, 
which should be handled in different ways. Meanwhile the U.S. 
shares with the Nationalists a common purpose of altering the 
status quo on the mainland through the exertion of pressure. The 
achievement of this purpose is advanced by political, military and 
economic support of the Nationalists and is not significantly hin- 
dered by failure to commit the U.S. to the Chinese Nationalists’ ul- 
timate objectives on the mainland. 

9. Another factor which underlies the belief that the U.S. must 
immediately resolve the apparent dilemma in its policy towards 
China may be an over-emphasis on the importance of its policy 
with respect to the Chinese National Government as a solution of
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| the China problem as a whole. The advocates of an immediate reso- 

| lution of the dilemma, whether they favor courses (a) or (b), assume , 

: that U.S. policy toward Formosa has a decisive bearing on the 

| problem of Communist China. It is important to bear in mind, how- | 

| ever, that our policies elsewhere in the Far East are also directed 

3 to this problem and may in the long run prove more decisive in its 

solution than our policies with respect to the Chinese Nationalists. | 

For example, it is probable that the Peiping regime is considerably 

| more concerned with the potential threat to its power of a resur- 

gent Japan than with the possible danger to it of a fully armed | 

Formosa. Thus our policy towards Japan may well be more impor- 

| tant in determining Chinese Communist courses of action and even 

in influencing their estimates of U.S. intentions towards them than | 

our policies toward Formosa. The disparity in military potential be- ) 

tween the Chinese Communist regime and the Chinese Govern- : 

| ment is so great that it is safe to assume that as long as the former : 

remains intact and maintains its hold on the mainland (and there : 

is no evidence that it will not do so in the foreseeable future) it will 

| never view the Chinese National Government of itself as a serious : 

| military threat. It constitutes a threat to Peiping (other than of a | 

local nature) only in so far as it is an adjunct of U.S. power in the : 

Far East. As U.S. power in the Far East also manifests itself in our | 

| | policies towards the ROK, Japan, and Vietnam, there may be 

| reason to doubt that the Peiping regime measures U.S. intentions ) 

or estimates U.S. courses of action toward it primarily by US. 

| | policy towards Formosa, or that what the U.S. does on Formosa is ) 

| decisive in determining Chinese Communist attitudes or its courses 

of action with respect to the US. | : 

10. Perhaps the most important reason for the futility of at- | 

tempting now to resolve the potential dilemma of our China policy, | 

however, is the strong possibility that before either (a) or (b) could | 

| occur the Peiping regime would abandon, at least temporarily, its 

aggressive tactics. Such a development would probably postpone 

even further the detachment of China from the Soviet orbit by 

means of either (a) or (b). 
2 11. A shift in Communist tactics of this kind would logically | 

| begin with the acceptance of UN armistice terms in Korea, the con- | 

| clusion of an armistice and exchange of prisoners. This might be ! 

| | followed by such moves as agreeing to a diplomatic exchange with | 

| | the British and other western governments which have recognized | 

, Communist China but have not secured its recognition, renewed ef- : 

| forts to gain a seat in the UN, and serious attempts to revive trade : 

| with Free World countries, particularly those which could supply | 

capital equipment. By such tactics the Peiping regime would hope _ 

~ to obtain a breathing spell in which it could concentrate on indus- 

| | 

, |
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tralization and further buildup of its armed forces. In the mean- 
time, it might hope to sow discord among the Western nations and 
increase its influence over neutral Asian nations at the expense of 
the U.S. Such a shift in tactics, however, would not cause the Peip- 
ing regime to abandon its Communist ideology, to give up its ruth- 
less police state rule over China, nor to alter its close alignment 
with Moscow. It would not mean the abandonment of the regime’s 
long-range objective in the Far East, i.e., the elimination of West- 
ern power and influence from the area and extension of its own. 

12. A development of this nature would mitigate the current 
threat to security in the Far East by ending the shooting war in 
Korea. Thus it would be welcomed. It would not achieve our basic 
objective in the Far East, however, as Communist China would con- 
tinue to pose a serious potential threat to Free World security in 
the area. Yet the means by which the U'S. could bring direct pres- 

| sure to bear against the Peiping regime would be substantially cur- 
tailed following the cessation of open hostilities with the Chinese 
Communists. For this reason U.S. capabilities of promoting the de- 
tachment of China from the Soviet orbit would be reduced. In these 
circumstances, present courses of action with respect to China | 

- would have to be re-examined. _ | 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 139th Meeting of the National 

Security Council Held on Wednesday, April 8, 1953 } 

[Extracts] | 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

Present at the 139th meeting of the Council were the President 

of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United 
States; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; and the Di- 

rector for Mutual Security. Also present were the Secretary of the 

Treasury; the Attorney General (for Item 1); the Secretary of the 
Interior (for Item 1); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Acting 

Director of Defense Mobilization; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of | 

, Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; the Special Assistant to 
the President for National Security Affairs; the Special Assistant 
to the President for Cold War Planning; the Military Liaison Offi- | 

cer; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Sec- 
retary, NSC. - 

1 Gleason drafted this memorandum on Apr. 16. |
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| There follows a general account of the main positions taken and 

: the chief points made at this meeting. - 

| 3. United States Policies in the Far East (NSC 148; NIE-47) : 

: At the conclusion of the discussion on the point of the viability of | 

| the Japanese economy, the Secretary of State said that he wished 

to comment on the whole group of reports on Far Eastern policy. 

| While it seemed to him that these papers were useful as a contri- 

: bution to settling the budget problem facing the Administration, he 

| did not feel able at this time to go along with the policy recommen- 

ro dations and implications in the reports. | | 

| Secretary Wilson agreed with Secretary Dulles, and said that he 

~ believed that the Council was moving too fast. He himself had not | 

had time to digest all this material. 7 | | 

Mr. Cutler then explained the dilemma which confronted the | 

: Planning Board of the Council, indicating astonishment at the ex- 

. istence of reservations in the minds of the Council members as to 

| the content of these papers, in view of the fact that they had been | 

prepared by Planning Board members who had been designated by 

| the Council members for the express purpose of stating their views. | 

- Under the circumstances, however, Mr. Cutler stated that he saw : 

- no alternative but to postpone consideration of the policy questions : 

| in the papers and confining discussion to the Financial Summary 

of the costs of implementing these policies. 

Mr. Dodge, however, made it clear that he could find no evidence 

that the cost figures for the Far Eastern policies had been screened _ 

| by any agency except the Planning Board. At any rate, he lacked : 

confidence in the accuracy of the present estimates. 

| The President observed that the Council should remember that | 

| the Administration had promised the Congress a budget by the | 

| first of May. It was obviously essential to get into a study of our 

policy if there was to be any reasonable basis for the budget esti- | 

| mate. Of course, he went on, we had not had adequate time to 

| make the kind of study that was required, and this was the penalty 

which faced any Administration which took over after so many 

| years. Nevertheless, we should have to do the best we could. : 

Secretary Wilson expressed confidence that the National Securi- | 

ty Council could agree readily enough on short-term solutions to | 

| policy problems like those set forth in the current series of reports, : 

| but it could not make decisions at this time on long-range solutions 
to world problems. : 

Secretary Dulles likewise maintained his position that it was rea- 

| sonable to regard these policy statements as assumptions underly-
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ing budget figures, but not for anything more. These reports were, 
in fact, mere working hypotheses. | 

Mr. Stassen pointed out that these policies were not sacrosanct, 
and were always susceptible of change and reconsideration. 

The President commented on the observations of Mr. Cutler and 
_ Mr. Stassen by complimenting the Planning Board on the work it 
had accomplished in getting this series of reports before the Coun- 
cil. Obviously, he added, the Council was not committed forever to 
following any policy report which it adopted, and the President 
pointed out that it was manifestly impossible for the NSC Planning 
Board to come up with suggestions for short-term solutions of 
policy problems without some grasp of the long-range direction of 
American policy. He agreed with Mr. Cutler’s suggestion that the 
Council postpone further action on these papers until the end of 
April, by which time the members of the Council would have had 
greater opportunity to familiarize themselves with the content of 

the reports. | 

Action on Item 2: 
The National Security Council: 2 | 

_a. Discussed the reference report on the subject (NSC 148) and 
deferred action pending further study. 

b. Agreed that the Bureau of the Budget, in collaboration with 
_ the responsible departments and agencies, should analyze ‘and 

screen the figure appearing in the “Far East Financial Summary”, . 
pp. 7-18. 

Note: The action in b above subsequently transmitted to the Di- 
rector, Bureau of the Budget, for implementation. 

| S. Everett GLEASON 

2 Lettered paragraphs a and b constitute NSC Action No. 758. (S/S-NSC (Miscella- 
neous) files, lot 66 D 95) 

PPS files, lot 64 D 563 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Policy 
Planning Staff (Nitze) 3 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] April 9, 1953. 

Subject: Guidance given by the Secretary regarding Far Eastern 
NSC Papers 

1 Participants listed below not previously identified are: U. Alexis Johnson, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, and Bromley K. Smith, Senior Member of the 

' National Security Council Special Staff.
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| Participants: The Secretary ) | . . | 

| Mr. Walter Robertson  — : | ! 

| Mr. U. Alexis Johnson | | 
| | Mr. Douglas MacArthur I] ne | 

| | Mr. Bromley K. Smith = = = ——| | 

| Mr. PaulH. Nitze 
. 7 _ Mr.H. Freeman Matthews a | | 

: 1. The Secretary thought it was by no means clear that we could 
: get an armistice and settlement in Korea, of the type we desired, 
| unless we continued a course which would make it to the interest 

of the other side to so do. He doubted that it had been to our inter- : 

est to cease aggressive hostilities during the armistice negotiations. : 

| _ It was pointed out that the State Department had frequently raised | 
| this point in the past, but that our military had always taken the | 

| position that they were doing all that they would be doing if there | 
| were no negotiations. The Secretary said that he could see the diffi- | : 

| culty in asking people to sacrifice their lives when an armistice 
might be just around the corner, but from an over-all standpoint it 

| may be of great importance to ask them to do so. He thought that 

one of the alternatives we should be considering was that of carry- : 
ing on as though no new armistice proposal had been made. 

| 2. The Secretary thought that it was important to secure a mili- | 
| tary victory in Korea, even though that victory was not of such an 

extent as to liberate all of Korea. Mr. Johnson said that this would | 
suggest Course I C in NSC 147. Mr. Nitze said that he thought it | | 
would be unwise to proceed concurrently with Course I C if one 

| were also going to adopt the cutbacks in military programs implied i 

| by NSC 149.2 | | 7 | 
| The Secretary suggested there might be some difference of opin- ! 

: ion in the NSC as to whether it would not be advisable to have the ! 
budget out of balance for a year or two if this were necessary as : 

i part of a program which would achieve such a success as to permit 

: thereafter a sounder balancing of the budget. | 

! 3. The Secretary said he thought we should go ahead with ex- 
panded programs for Formosa and Indochina. It might be cheaper | 

| to combine operations in Korea and from Formosa rather than to 
| attempt to do the job in Korea alone. The Secretary said he knew : 
‘ there were those who thought that a threat to Hainan, or the Chi- 

| nese coastline, would not necessarily detract from Chinese capabili- 
q ties in Korea. He questioned whether this was so with regard to 
' ammunition, equipment, planes, etc. He said he found it difficult to | 

2 A report entitled “Basic National Security Policies in Relation to Their Costs”, | 
Apr. 8, 1953. For documentation concerning the NSC 149 Series, see volume 11. | : 

| :
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believe that protecting 2,000 miles of coastline would have no 
impact on Chinese capabilities in Korea. | 
We have always been worried about our difficulties in protecting 

all points along a 20,000 mile perimeter around the central commu- 
nist position. In China, we have an opportunity to do against 2,000 
miles of coastline what they do to us on a 20,000 mile perimeter. 
This was an ideal opportunity for exploiting sea and air power. If 
we are able, ready and willing to exploit this situation that may 
cave in their negotiating position. He was sure this would place a 
strain both on China and on Russia. This would give us the best 
chance of securing our objectives either. with fighting or without 

fighting. | | | | 
4. The Secretary said he understood the military believed Letour- 

neau’s plans for Indochina were about as good as possible. We 
ought to back those plans. 

0. Mr. Johnson and Mr. Nitze returned to the point that a pro- 
gram of the type that the Secretary had outlined would require in- 
creased production, would cost more money, and might involve an 
expansion of our forces in being. The Secretary said he realized 
that unless one took everything away from NATO it would have an 
impact upon production and upon the budget. He questioned, how- 
ever, whether it would be necessary to expand our forces in being— 
couldn’t the two divisions in Japan be sent to Korea. This might 
leave Japan pretty naked, but we may have to take certain calcu- 
lated risks. 

Mr. Johnson and Mr. Nitze referred to the concern that the mili- 
tary felt in leaving Japan completely unguarded against the con- 
tingency of an airborne attack. The two United States divisions, 
plus the Japanese police reserve, add materially to security against 
this threat. If Japan were to be lost, the position of our forces in 
Korea would be gravely jeopardized. | 

The Secretary said Allen Dulles’ briefing at the NSC meeting 
had indicated that the CIA did not believe the Russians would start 
a general war to avoid a local defeat in Korea. 

6. The Secretary said he thought it would be possible to get 
money for a program of accomplishment. One can’t get money for a 
program of going bust and standing still at the same time. Hum- 
phrey said we can’t have a deficit of from $5-10 billion a year for- 
ever. Such a policy indefinitely pursued did not give one victory | 

abroad and would end up with weakness at home. 

1. The Secretary said that he thought the NSC papers missed the 

_ core of the thing. He regretted that there was no opportunity at 

the NSC meetings of having the type of discussion which we had 

just had. He thought it should be possible to get up a short paper—
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2 maybe 3-5 pages in length—which would bring forth the essentials | 

: of the problem facing us in the Far East. 

| 790.5/5-1158 | | | 

| Report of the Conference of Representatives From the Principal . 
2 Military Authorities Representing Australia, France, New Zea- 

land, the United Kingdom, and the United States in the South- | 

east Asia Area, Held at Pearl Harbor, April 6-10, 1953 } 

SECRET oo! | PEARL Harpor, T. H., [undated]. 

| I. Pursuant to agreement reached by the principal military au-— | 

thorities concerned in the Southeast Asia area, staff representa- | 

| tives met at Pearl Harbor, T. H., 6-10 April 1958, for discussions on | 

| agenda items listed herewith: - | 

_ A. Adequacy of present arrangements for exchange of current in- | 

| telligence. | | | 

| B. Adequacy of established and planned communication systems _ 

| and procedures. 7 | 

| C. (Deleted prior to conference.) | 
: D. Machinery for further coordination of national plans which 

| may be approved in the future. | 

| ~E. Recommendations to be forwarded to respective Chiefs of Staff 

or their equivalent. | | : | 

_F. Planning study to determine possible courses of action or ca- : 

| pabilities to counter further Chinese Communist aggression in | 

Southeast Asia. | | | 

G. Study of the most appropriate means to carry out the continu- 

ity of the contacts and the permanence of the studies. | | 

: II. For the purpose of these discussions, the area of Southeast : 

. Asia was defined as: Burma, Thailand, Malaya, the Crown Colonies : 

: of Singapore (including Christmas and Cocos Islands), British | 

North Borneo and Sarawak, the Sultanate of Brunei, Indochina | 

(now the Independent States of Viet Nam, Laos, and Cambodia), 

the Philippines, Portuguese Timor, the Republic of Indonesia, 

| Dutch New Guinea, Hong Kong, Macao and Formosa. | 

Ill. In consideration of these discussions, the following recom- | 

mendations are made: © | | 

| A. In order that effective coordination of appropriate portions of 3 

i approved national plans be achieved to increase the effectiveness of : 

| the overall strategic defense of Southeast Asia, it is recommended : 

| that: | 

1The source text is attached to a covering letter of May 11 signed on behalf of 

Frank Nash, Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs) by his | 

_ Deputy Assistant Secretary, Najib E. Halaby. : | : 

| 
|
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1. Each of the Five Powers concerned should designate a 
commander within the area of Southeast Asia (or national 

: Chief of Staff as appropriate) as its Military Representative for 
the area. These five Military Representatives should be respon- 
sible for the mutual coordination of plans, to include the full 
exchange of pertinent current intelligence, agreed communica- 
tion ‘procedures and the exchange of other planning informa- 
tion essential to most effective cooperation. 

2. The respective Military Representatives should designate 
one or more staff representatives based at the headquarters of 
the Military Representative concerned as the permanent 
points of contact for the exchange of preliminary information 
and arrangements for meetings as required. 

3. The machinery for coordination should permit participa- | 
tion between those of the Five Powers currently involved. 
These arrangements should permit the designated representa- 
tive of any participating country to communicate with any one 
or more of the representatives of other countries, in making 
arrangements for the exchange of information and for meet- 
ings at such times and places as those concerned in the specific 
matters to be discussed mutually agree upon. Under this con- 
cept it would not be necessary or desirable to invoke a meeting 
of all representatives each time a representative has matters 
to be considered. In each case, only those directly concerned 
need meet. In any case the Military Representative of each of 
the Five Powers would be advised as to the purpose of the 
meeting and would be free to attend, or be represented, if de- 
sired. The chairman. of the conference would subsequently 
advise the non-participating representatives as to the matters 
discussed and conclusions reached. __ | 

4. The machinery should not provide for the establishment of 
a formal body or committee, and in consequence there should 
be no requirement for a permanent chairman nor for. regular 
meetings. However, the Military Representatives designated 
under paragraph III.A.1. above will be free to meet at any time 
upon their own initiative or to arrange for a meeting of their 
representatives. 

5. Recommendations or conclusions should be forwarded as 
appropriate by the Military Representatives to their respective 
Chiefs of Staff or equivalent, for approval. 

6. The rules of procedure contained in enclosure (1) should 
govern for meetings of the Military Representatives and their 
staff representatives. 

B. It is recommended to the respective national chiefs of staff or 
their equivalent that: 

| 1. The Five Power Military Representatives undertake plan- 
ning studies to determine possible courses of action to counter 
further Chinese Communist aggression in Southeast Asia, uti- 
lizing the machinery recommended under paragraph III.A. 
above. 

2. The subjects listed below be approved as a basis for plan- 
ning studies, in priority groups as shown, to determine courses
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2 of action for further recommendation to the respective nation- | 
2 al chiefs of staff or their equivalent. | 

| Priority A a | | 

| Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Indochina. | 

| Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Hong Kong. 

2 Provide ground forces along with appropriate naval and air sup- | 

3 port to reinforce friendly forces in Indochina. | | 

| - Maintain the security of Hong Kong by the introduction of ap- 

| propriate reinforcements. _ | | 

| Conduct air attacks against selected targets on the Chinese main- 

land. | vo = | | 

| Conduct a blockade of the China coast. | | 

| Conduct psychological warfare. | a | 

| Conduct guerrilla warfare. | 

| PriorityB . | 
! Utilization of Chinese Nationalists forces. __ | 

Seize a beachhead on the Chinese mainland. | | 

Seize and hold a beachhead on Hainan Island. 

Priority C — | 

| Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Malaya. 

Provide ground forces along with appropriate naval and air sup- 

| port to reinforce friendly forces in Malaya. | 

; Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Thailand. 

| Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Burma. 

| Provide ground forces along with appropriate naval and air sup-— 

port to reinforce friendly forces in Thailand. | | 

| Provide ground forces along with appropriate naval and air sup- 

port to reinforce friendly forces in Burma. a 

C. The present arrangements for the exchange of current intelli- 

: gence should be continued and are adequate provided the following | 
| four requirements are approved and | implemented: 

| | 1. Authority to exchange, and enter into, agreed intelligence | 
estimates on Communist China and the threatened areas of 

| Southeast Asia which are prerequisite toward the evolving of 
| adequate planning studies by the Five Power Military Repre- : 

sentatives. | | / 

| 2. Improve the information on all countries not now fully I 

| covered, particularly Communist China. | 
, 8. Increase the exchange of intelligence in the intervals be- 

tween the conferences. | | | 

| _ 4, Evaluate more closely intelligence reports from the field, | 
_ using standard, agreed evaluation symbols. | 

D. 1. The present communication systems can meet the anticipat- 
| ed requirements of the Five Power machinery in addition to cur- 

| | !
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rent commitments. Planned systems appear adequate for operation- 
al requirements with the possible exception of the Singapore- 
Saigon circuit; however, these systems should be the subject of con- 
tinuing review. | 

2. Existing broadcast facilities are adequate. Adequacy of mobili- 
zation broadcasts is dependent upon final procedures established to 
implement full naval control of shipping. 

3. NATO procedures and publications, which are now effective 
and/or planned in NATO, are adequate. , 

4, It is recommended that: 

| a. The UK and France review the adequacy of the Singa- 
pore-Saigon circuit. | 

b. Broadcast areas and requirements be included in studies 
to establish naval control of shipping procedures. | 

c. NATO procedures and publications be made effective and 
available for all the Five Power Nations.? 

| V. E. HANcocK 
[Air Vice Marshal] 

Senior Representative, Australia 

| | R. LENNUYEUX 
[Colonel] 

Senior Representative, France 

| H. E. GILBERT 

. | [Colonel] 
Senior Representative, New Zealand 

| , | E. K. G. SrxsmitrH 

| | | [Major General] 
Senior Representative, United Kingdom 

So _ T. J. HEDDING 
| | [Rear Admiral] 
Senior Representative, United States 

2 Ten annexes to this report are not printed. They include summaries of planning 
studies on many of the topics listed in the priorities section of paragraph III.B.2 
above, and a general estimate of the forces each of the five powers might have avail- 
able in the event of hostilities in Southeast Asia. | 

890.00/4-2053 | | 

Memorandum by the Officer in Charge of Economic Affairs, Office 
of Northeast Asian Affairs (Hemmendinger) to the Deputy Direc- 
tor of That Office (McClurkin) 

CONFIDENTIAL | [WASHINGTON,]| April 20, 1958. 

Subject: The Colombo Plan and Its Possible Use as a Focal Point 
for Regional Development in Asia.
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| The Colombo Plan grew out of a series of meetings in 1950 begin- | 
| ning with a Commonwealth Ministers’ meeting in Colombo in Jan- 

, uary of that year. At Sydney, Australia in May a Commonwealth 

: Consultative Committee was formed and the decision taken to at- 

| tempt to expand membership to areas outside the Commonwealth. 

| _ In addition, plans were drawn for a technical assistance program | 

: for the area. In September, 1950 at London the Committee issued a 

| report entitled “The Colombo Plan for Cooperative Economic De- 
| velopment in South and Southeast Asia” containing the six-year 
| development plans of each of the individual Asian member coun- 

| tries. It is from this report that the organization took its familiar — 

title. The formal name of the organization was subsequently 

| _ changed to the ‘Consultative Committee on Economic Development 

in South and Southeast Asia” after its membership had been | 

! broadened. | | | | 

| Membership | | | 

The original membership of the Consultative Committee consist- _ 

ed of the U.K., Canada, Australia and New Zealand, together with | 

| India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Malaya, and Borneo. The Associated States | 

| of Indochina, Burma, and Nepal have since become members and | 

| the Indonesian Cabinet recently announced its intention to join at 

| the next annual meeting. The Philippines and Thailand, while not 

members, have sent observers to past meetings of the organization, 

: as have ECAFE and the IBRD. The U.S. became a member of the | 
| Consultative Committee in 1951. a | 

U.S. Attitude Toward Colombo . | 

| Initially the U.S. was rather reserved in its attitude toward 

| membership in the Colombo Plan for fear it would appear that an | 

exclusive U.S.-Commonwealth club was being formed in Southeast 

Asia. We took the position that U.S. membership would be contin- | 

| gent on broadening the participation of countries within the area. ! 

| that the organization should continue to be entirely consultative, 

| that it should function without a central secretariat or formal orga- ! 

nization, and that membership would not imply endorsement of the 

| plans drawn up by the countries within the area. It was also made an 

| clear that the U.S. would not undertake to underwrite whatever 
deficit might be determined to exist after all local resources and 

| contributions of other donor countries had been taken into account. ’ 
| On the other hand, the U.S. recognized the need to increase the 
2 consciousness of the countries in Southeast Asia of the need for 
: careful programming of their development and that the organiza- 

tion could perform a useful function in educating both member 

2 countries and the world in general regarding the nature and scope 

| of the development problem. 

2
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One of the principal points made by the U-S. in consenting to 
membership in the Colombo Plan was that any aid to be rendered 
should be entirely on a bilateral basis. The U.S. stipulated that the 
organization should not attempt to indicate the priority of need for | 
development assistance as between aid recipient countries nor the 

amount of assistance any given country should receive. This was 
done primarily in order that the U.S. might maintain “control’’ of 
the assistance rendered and retain freedom of action in determin- 

ing the necessity for given projects. We feared being drawn into a 
position of underwriting local currency costs (which is a bottomless 

pit) rather than rendering assistance in a marner designed to give 

an incentive for the underdeveloped countries to maximize their 

own contribution to financing economic development. 

Functions | | 

There is a popular misconception that the Colombo Plan is a cen- 
tral plan which is regional in scope and that the organization is de- 

signed to administer aid for economic development. Development 

programs are entirely those of the individual participating coun- 

tries. They are not screened by the Consultative Committee and no 
effort is made to develop a multilateral approach to the program- 

ming of economic development. This is consistent with U.S. views 

concerning the function of such an organization and particularly 

with the stipulation that U.S. aid, as with all “donor countries”, 
should be rendered bilaterally. The Consultative Committee has 
four principal functions: | 

1. to provide a rallying point for eliciting bilateral aid; 
2. to provide a vehicle for publication of an annual report de- 

scribing in some detail the development programs, progress in car- 
rying them out, and estimates of external funds required for future 
development financing; : | 

3. to provide an inducement to the Asian countries to systematize 
their approach to economic development in order to elicit outside 
aid; an 

4. to provide a forum for informal discussion on economic devel- 
opment problems. 

The Colombo Plan as a Regional Coordinator 

| It is clear from the above that to date the Colombo Plan has not 
provided the basis for a regional approach to economic develop- 

ment problems. There has undoubtedly been accomplished, in the 

process of developing individual country plans and in drafting the 
reports, as well as in discussion, a consciousness that the problems 

faced by all the underdeveloped countries of the Far East are sub- 
stantially the same. They have come to appreciate the importance 
of careful programming and of the limitations on their own ability 
to modernize their economies rapidly.
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: Some of the considerations which caused the U.S. to take a cau- 
: tious attitude toward the Colombo Plan initially have since been 
| considerably alleviated. Merrill Gay is now of the opinion that we 
| can and should take a less neutral position in the Colombo Plan 
| organization, that its Commonwealth character has largely disap- 

| peared because of the inclusion of the non-Commonwealth coun- | 
| tries and more active participation by the Asian members. a | 

| Japanese membership in the Consultative Committee is now a 
distinct possibility. At the ECAFE meeting in Bandung ! the Japa- 

2 nese delegate 2 approached the Indian delegate concerning Japa- 
| nese membership in the Colombo Plan. The Indian delegate, who is 

: the Indian Minister of Industry and Commerce,? indicated that he : 

| was personally favorably disposed toward Japanese membership. 

| India, as the host country at the next annual meeting of the Con- 
. sultative Committee, is in a position to extend an invitation for the : 

| Japanese to be present and it is probable that discussions are now 
going on between the Indians and Japanese as well as Asian Co- 

| lombo Plan member countries concerning Japanese participation. : 
| If we should decide to seek to establish a Far Eastern regional : 

operating agency in the economic field, we should seriously consid- 
| er recommending to member governments the strengthening of the | 

Colombo Plan organization for that purpose. It is not entirely clear, : 
. however, whether ECAFE or Colombo is the more desirable base on : 

2 which to build. Merrill Gay is not convinced that the presence of , 

| the USSR as a member of ECAFE should necessarily rule out its > 
being used. It appears to me, however, that it would be difficult to 

| obtain agreement within ECAFE regarding the geographical limits | 
not only of development planning but also of the trade patterns : 

| - which would be assumed to exist, and specifically whether Commu- : 
nist China should be included or excluded. 

i One of the most difficult problems with respect to channeling aid ft 

7 through or attempting to develop aid programs within a regional 

| organization would be that of control of the U.S. funds to be used. 
, The U.S. has appropriated funds ($20 million) for the United Na- | | 

tions Technical Assistance Administration over which the U.S. does | 
: not exercise direct control. It is doubtful that the U.S. Congress | 
| would be willing to appropriate the considerably larger sums in- | | 

| volved in the aid programs on the scale currently being carried out | 
| in the Colombo Plan countries unless we had full and direct control 
| of their distribution and end use. | | oe : 

1 The Ninth Session, Jan. 26-Feb. 2, 1953. a oo 
jo 2 The Associate Member of the Commission for Japan at the Session was I. Ohta. 

. 3D. P. Karmarshar was the Indian Member of the Commission at the Ninth Ses- 
sion. However, T.T. Krishnamachari was Minister of Industry and Commerce at the 
time. , 7 a |
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Consideration might be given to using a Far Eastern organiza- 
tion in the manner in which the OEEC operates where the aid re- 
quirements are drawn up and screened by OEEC before presenta- 
tion to the U.S. There is, of course, a rather significant difference 
between the experience of the Europeans and that of the underde- 
veloped countries of the Far East in programming economic devel- 

| opment and understanding the limitations on their capacity to uti- 
lize new techniques and equipment. The classic example is the re- 
quest by Pakistan for a large number of diesel locomotives far 

| beyond their capacity to service and far too heavy for the quality of 
the existing roadbeds of the country’s railways. 

The basic reason for seeking a different means of administering — 
US. aid is to find a vehicle through which, in view of the sensitivi- 
ties of the countries of Southeast Asia particularly, aid will be po- 
litically more acceptable and less fraught with the danger of ap- 
pearing to seek the domination of the recipient countries. It is also 
desirable to increase consciousness of the total regional require- _ 

ments of the countries of the Far East, a willingness to undertake © 
projects which are within their means but beyond the immediate 
needs of the individual countries. 

I think that the Colombo Plan, all things considered, offers the | 
best means available of attaining these objectives and that we 
should therefore undertake to explore the situation fully. It would 

first be necessary to approach the officers directly concerned with 
the aid recipient countries and then talk with the agency (agencies) 

administering our programs in those countries to determine the 

most appropriate technique for expanding regional consciousness 

and increasing the acceptability of foreign aid, including U.S. aid. 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Robertson) to the Under Secretary of State (Smith) 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 5, 1958. 

Subject: NSC 148 1} 

NSC 148 on United States Policies in the Far East is an attempt 
to draw together the various area papers on the Far East, i.e., NSC 

| 1Dated Apr. 6, p. 285.
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118/2 on Korea,2 NSC 124/2 on Southeast. Asia,? NSC 146 on For- | 

mosa and NSC 125/5 on Japan.* | sent: | 
fo NSC 148 was drafted prior to recent developments concerning 

= the armistice negotiations in Korea and, while much of it will in | 

any event remain valid, the paper should be re-examined in the : 

| light of the situation that will exist when the present negotiations : 

| have either been successful or definitely fail. 
Paragraphs 6(a) and 6(b) are particularly important in connec- 

: tion with our policies in Japan and Korea because regional ar- | 

|. rangements provide a context by which it will be possible to accel- | | 

erate the buildup of defense forces in those two countries, particu- 

larly in Japan. Paragraph 6(b) is vital for the development of Japa- 

| nese economic liability [viability?] . | : | 

| So far as Southeast Asia is concerned, NSC 148 was drafted prior : | 

| to recent Viet Minh invasion of Laos and the consequent increased | : 

: danger to the free world position in all of Southeast Asia. While its 

| recommendation that increased use be made of indigenous forces in : 
the Far East is still valid as a basic general objective, study should 

be given as to whether the present and proposed plans of the : 

. French in Indo-China are adequate to accomplish their purposes. | 

It should be noted that the figures for economic and military aid 

| for FY 1954 contained in the tables appended to NSC 148 fail to 

| take into account the French strategic plan presented by Mr. Le- | 

| tourneau last month.® | 

The paper points out the ultimate objective of the United States | 

| to seek the development in China of an independent, stable, self- | 

sustaining non-Communist government friendly to the United | 

States. However, it points out that attainment of this objective is : 

| subordinate to the solution of the immediate problem of the threat 

| to the United States and free world security resulting from the es-_ | 

, tablishment of control over China by an aggressive Communist : 

regime closely aligned with and supported by the Soviet Union. It : 

states that United States policy has been in theory to encourage | 

: the defection of the Peiping regime from Moscow and the over- 

throw of the Peiping regime and its replacement by a Chinese gov- | 

| ernment hostile to Moscow. There is in this policy an ultimate di- 

lemma since both could not, of course, occur at the same time. 

| However, a policy of increasing pressure on Communist China 

| 2 “United States Objectives and Courses of Action in Korea”. This paper, dated 
+! Dec. 20, 1951, was approved by the President that same day. For text, see Foreign 

Relations, 1951, vol. vu, Part 1, p. 1882. 7 

3 Dated June 25, 1952, p. 125. 

4 “United States Objectives and Courses of Action With Respect to Japan’, Apr. 
| 28, 1953. For documentation concerning the NSC 125 Series, see volume xiv. 

5 For documentation on this phase of the U.S.-French political talks of March : 
1953, see vol. xi, Part 1, pp. 432 ff. 

| |
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short of outside United States intervention in China promotes both 
courses. Thus the dilemma at this stage is only a potential one. 
While it may have to be resolved in the long run, it is neither pos- 
sible nor necessary todo so now. _- 

Recommendation | a 
It is recommended that NSC 148 be referred back to the Plan- 

| ning Board for continuing study in the light of developments 
within the next few months particularly in Korea and Southeast 
Asia.® : 

° No indication of consideration of the NSC 148 Series subsequent to this memo- | 
randum has been found in Department of State files. 

751J.00/5-753: Telegram 

The Consul General at Singapore (Baldwin) to the Department of 
State } 

SECRET SINGAPORE, May 7, 1953—7 p. m. 

1111. Mytel 1104, May 6.2 Seen from here, Laos invasion 2? obvi- 
ously upsets security and stability of rest of SEA and will presum- 
ably if successful, lead to series increasingly climatic tests in even 
wider area. If invasion part of larger Communist plan, as seems 
likely, it is first post-Korean challenge of determination and ability 
of free world to oppose Communist aggression in SEA. While gener- 
ally recognition of this may be momentarily obscured in SE Asian 
minds by anti-colonialism, Asian leaders here and probably else- 
where in SEA will understand its significance. Firm and effective _ 
military resistance to Viet Minh in Laos by French with US and 
other Western assistance will, by demonstrating the willingness 
and ability anti-Communist forces led by West to check Communist 
incursions, bolster will of Asians to resist. Conversely, if Viet Minh 
consolidate position in Laos thus strengthening base for further ag- 

gression, fellow-travelers and Communist parties will take heart 

and convert waverers while indigenous opposition fades. | 

Tendency in SEA to attribute some “pure nationalism” to Viet 
Minh aims will make more difficult characterization of invasion as 

“naked aggression.” Failure to argue convincingly, in intensive, 
well-coordinated psychological offensive that invaders are not rebel 

Nationalists asserting right to self-determination but instruments 

1 Repeated for information to London, Paris, Bangkok, Saigon, Kuala Lumpur, 
_ and Penang. 

2 Not printed. | 
3 For documentation on the invasion of Laos by Viet Minh forces in the spring of 

1953, see vol. x1, Part 1, pp. 468 ff.
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of Communist aggression would strengthen Communist hand wher- 

. ever anti-colonial sentiment strong in SEA. Such psychological of- 
fensive would be particularly necessary if extent or nature of mili- | 
tary assistance to oppose invasion aroused fears or suspicions of 

timorous or ultra-nationalistic Asians. | 

Urgent need to restore waning British confidence in France sug- L 
| gests desirability of closest tripartite high level coordination with ! 

: view to reaching agreement on immediate steps, including political 

| moves, to meet present threat. | 
2 Deterioration of Thai situation would, of course, have most dam- : 

2 aging effect here and immensely complicate problem of saving 

Malaya from Communism. | | | 
| | | | BALDWIN 

| oo : 
| 790.5/5-1353 | | : 

2 Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern : 
Affairs (Robertson) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Mat- 

_ thews) tk | | | 

TOP SECRET uy [WAsHINGTON,] May 18, 1953. | 

Subject: Five Power Military Meeting at Honolulu | | | 

The Problem | | 

2 Attached for approval and signature is a proposed reply to a 
letter of May 11 from the Assistant Secretary of Defense to the 

! Under Secretary of State} regarding the recommendations of the 
Conference of Military Representatives which was held in Honolu- 
lu from April 6-10, 1953 2 (the US, UK, France, Australia and New ! 

oo Zealand were represented). Specifically, State has been asked to ap- , 
: prove a proposed draft message * to CINCPAC on future procedure. 

: Discussion 

2 _ The documents attached to Defense’s letter are very concise. The 
proposed draft message to CINCPAC contains the essential ele- | 

| ments of what is proposed. A summary is as follows: | : 

| a) Designation by the five powers of military representatives re- | 
sponsible for mutual coordination of plans, to include the full ex- : 

| change of pertinent current intelligence, agreed communication | 
procedures and the exchange of other planning information essen- L 

| tial to more effective cooperation. 

1 Reference is to a letter signed on behalf of Nash by Halaby. (790.5/5-1153) | 

- 2¥For a report of this Conference, see p. 303. | 
3 This draft is attached to Halaby’s letter. 

|
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b) Planning studies are to be undertaken by the Five Power Mili- —__ 
tary Representatives to determine possible courses of action to 
counter further Chinese aggression in Southeast Asia. 

c) The Military Representatives will communicate on an on-call 
need to-know basis; no formal body or committee will be estab- 
ished. 

d) It is specifically provided in the instruction to CINCPAC that 
“in order to maintain an appropriate degree of freedom of action, 
foreigners will not participate directly in the development of US 
plans, and your participation in planning studies to determine pos- 
sible courses of action will not extend to the development of a com- 
bined plan.” 

It is interesting to note that the Honolulu report establishes a 

number of priorities for the proposed planning studies (see page 3 

of the report).* The Joint Chiefs of Staff approved all of the recom- 

mendations of the Honolulu Conference except one to the effect 

that NATO procedures and publications should be made effective 

and available in the area. The Joint Chiefs reserved their position 

on this point. 

So far as the attitude of the other governments are concerned, 

the British Chiefs of Staff have approved the report adding the sug- 

gestion that planning priorities should be made flexible to meet de- 

veloping situations (thus the threat to Thailand is now greater 
than it was and plans to meet it should be given a higher priority 

than heretofore). The British have named General Keightley 5 as | 
their military representative. The Embassy of New Zealand has in-_- 

formed the Department that the New Zealand Government has ap- 
proved. We do not yet know the point of view of France and Aus- 

tralia. 

Recommendation oe 

It is recommended that you sign the attached letter to the Assist- 
ant Secretary of Defense giving the Department of State’s approval 

: to the proposed draft message to CINCPAC on future procedure. _ 

* Reference is to paragraph III.B.2. : 
5 Gen. Sir Charles Keightley, Commander in Chief of British ground forces in the : 

Far East. 
§ Matthews signed this letter, which is not printed. It was sent to Nash on May 

15. (790.5/5-1153) The instruction was sent by the Joint Chiefs to CINCPAC in tele- 
gram JCS 939436, May 21. (JCS records, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48))
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| 790.5/5-2853 , | | : 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of | 
| | Defense (Wilson) 3 | | 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 15 May 1958. | 

Subject: Report by Staff Planners to Military Representatives to 
, the ANZUS Council, Report No. 1, dated 25 November 1952.2 

| 1. Pursuant to paragraph “C” of the Agreed Record of Proceed- 
: ings of the First Meeting of the Military Representatives of the | 
: Australian-New Zealand-United States (ANZUS) Council, ? a copy 
2 of which was forwarded to you by our memorandum dated 15 De- : 
| cember 1952,4 subject: ‘Report of the Initial Meeting of the Mili- : 
: tary Representatives to the ANZUS Council, 22 September 1952,” | 
| the Staff Planners to the Military Representatives have completed 

| their study to determine the possible courses of action to meet the | 
| current Communist threat in Southeast Asia and in the event of | 
: further Communist aggression in the area. The Commander. in 

Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC), as U.S. Military Representative to the 

| Council, has forwarded .the report of the Staff Planners, stating 
| - that the other Military Representatives are in general agreement 

| with the report and are forwarding it to their respective Chiefs of 
Staff for consideration. A copy of the report is enclosed for your in- 
formation. 

| 2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that the attached report en- | 
| compasses courses of action which fall primarily within the pur- : 

|.» view of the conferences on Southeast Asia being held by the mili- 
| tary representatives of the regional commanders of Australia, 

| France, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States © 

(Five Powers). Although the Joint Chiefs of Staff have not specifi- _ ) 

: cally approved the courses of action listed in the report, CINCPAC | 

has been authorized to seek the concurrence of the other Military 
Representatives to the ANZUS Council to use appropriate parts of 

{ the report in connection with the development of national plans for 

| the defense of Southeast Asia through the Five-Power relationship. 
| He has also been directed to coordinate within the ANZUS rela- 

| tionship those matters specifically aimed at mutual assistance and : 

! self-help as it applies to the defense of Australia, New Zealand, and 

their territories. | 

| 8. ANZUS Council procedure calls for the Military Representa- 
tives to report to the Council when the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff 

| 1This memorandum, attached to a covering letter of May 28 to the Secretary of 
Stgte from Nash, was signed on the latter’s behalf by Halaby. (790.5/5-2853) 

| 3Printed under date of Sept. 25, 1952, p. 222. 
| “Not printed, but see footnote 1, ibid. | | 

| | |
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and the Chiefs of Staff, or the equivalent, of the other ANZUS 

countries have acted on the recommendations of the Military Rep- 
resentatives. The instructions to CINCPAC outlined in paragraph 2 
above constitute action by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on this matter. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

| | Omak N. BRADLEY 
, | | Chairman 

. Joint Chiefs of Staff 

790.5/5-2958 | | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of British Com- 
monwealth and Northern European Affairs (Foster) to the Deputy 
Under Secretary of State (Matthews) | 

TOP SECRET | [WASHINGTON,]| May 29, 1953. 

Subject: Answers to Ambassador Spender’s Questions Concerning 
Five-Power, ANZUS, and ANZAM Military Representatives 
Groups. | — 

I have checked with Charles Sullivan in Frank Nash’s office and 
I suggest that you might wish to give Sir Percy Spender the follow- 
ing answers to the questions he raised with you during his call on 

May 26: ! | 

1. Question: Where do we go from here in connection with the 
| Five-Power Staff Liaison Agency? Answer: The United States re- 

cently approved the recommendations agreed to at the Five-Power 

Military meeting at Pearl Harbor on April 6-10 and has so in- 

formed Admiral Radford, U.S. member of the Group. Assuming 

that the other four governments also approve the Group’s recom- 

mendations—and we understand the U.K., New Zealand and 

France have done so—we assume that the five Commanders will go 

forward as they recommended. It is impossible at present to predict 

what form or status the Five-Power Group might eventually 

assume, what possible new terms of reference it might be given by 

the five governments, or what relationships, if any, it might estab- 

lish with other organizations. For the moment, the agreement is, as 

Ambassador Spender knows, that tle Group is not to have a formal 
or elaborate organization but rests on an ad hoc, on-call, need-to- | 

know basis. In due course we would expect to hear Admiral Rad- 
ford’s views on this. Meanwhile we consider that the Five-Power . 
Group is performing a very useful service. | | 

1 Matthews’ memorandum of his conversation with Ambassador Spender on May 
26 is not printed. (790.5/5-2653)
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2. Question: Is there any chance that the Five-Power Group might ) 
supplant the ANZUS Military Representatives group? Answer: We : 
certainly do not think so. The ANZUS relationship rests on a : 
Treaty, and the Treaty established the ANZUS Council. The Coun- | 
cil obviously requires military advisers. In terms of the substance 
of the Treaty and of the proper functioning of the Council there 
has to be an ANZUS Military Representatives group. We have 
been very pleased by the progress made by the ANZUS Military : 

! Representatives group in which Admiral Radford has been our 
| Representative, and we understand the Australians and New Zea- 
| landers have also been pleased. Those of us interested in ANZUS | 
| are gratified by Admiral Radford’s appointment to the Chairman- : 
) ship of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,? where he will bring with him 
| first-hand knowledge of the ANZUS relationship. 2 —™ | 
: 3. Question: Would it be possible to establish a relationship be- 

tween ANZUS and ANZAM? (Ambassador Spender asked this ques- 
: tion with particular reference to the forthcoming Commonwealth : 

Conference in London at which Churchill, Menzies, and Holland 
| are expected to discuss among themselves the United Kingdom po- | 

sition vis-a-vis ANZUS. You will recall that ANZAM is the U.K.- | 
| Australian-New Zealand military group, with headquarters in Mel- 
: bourne, which engages in planning for the defense of the Australa- 

sian area.) Answer: The ANZUS and ANZAM military groups have : 
certain common objectives, especially plans for the defense of ; 

Southeast Asia. Moreover, certain individual Australian and New | 
Zealand military officers represent their countries in each group. | 

Again, as a matter of policy determined by the ANZUS Council at 
: the government level, the ANZUS partners keep the United King- © 

| dom fully and currently informed of the plans and proceedings of — 

: the ANZUS Council. Thus there exists a sound basis for de facto 
cooperation. The question whether some sort of formal relationship 

: should be established between ANZUS and ANZAM cannot be an- ) 
| swered at present. We should be interested to learn of any ideas 7 

: that may come out of the conversations in London, and on our side 
: we shall eventually want to get the views of Admiral Radford. De- 

pending on these factors, the matter is one which the Council : 
might wish to discuss at its next meeting. | | | 

: 2 President Eisenhower had nominated Admiral Radford for the post on May 12. 
| He entered on duty Aug. 15. | | | 

| |
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790.5/6-1258: Telegram | | ae 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Department of 
State } | | 

TOP SECRET Lonpbon, June 12, 1953—5 p. m. 

6537. During general conversation on recent Commonwealth 

meetings 2 Frank Corner Counselor New Zealand House stated sub- 
ject of ANZUS raised in special meeting of UK, NZ, and Australia. 
At opening of meeting, Churchill vague and uncertain of topic | 

under consideration. Later, consulting notes of previous meeting 
with Holland and Menzies, he worked himself up into considerable 
dither over noninclusion of UK. Corner would not comment on out- 

come and reticent re reactions of NZ and Australian Prime Minis- 
ters, but guessed Churchill would raise question with Eisenhower 
before fall meeting of council. | 

Corner commented that while he agreed there were “details” on 

which UK had reason to expect information, Churchill’s position 

almost solely motivated by concern over political prestige. Specifi- 
cally, Prime Minister dislikes idea of NZ and Australia moving 

closer to US unchaperoned by mother country. 
| HoLMES 

1 Repeated for information to Canberra and Wellington. 
3 9 meeting of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers took place in London June 

790.5/6-1653: Telegram 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the _ 
: Department of State ! 

TOP SECRET LONDON, June 16, 1953—noon. — 

6585. According Foreign Office, United Kingdom, Australia and 

New Zealand Prime Ministers had desultory and inconclusive pri- 
vate conversation on ANZUS week ago. Churchill explained he had 
Far East problems very much in mind recently and he felt strongly 
United Kingdom should participate in command (and to lesser 

| extent political) structure ANZUS. Menzies and Holland countered 
by saying present ANZUS set-up of great importance to them, 
pointing out they would hesitate sacrifice present substance for 
shadow of some other arrangement as yet undefined. If some new 
arrangement guaranteed them something equally good, they would 
not object but they failed see what form it could take. Discussion 

1 Repeated for information to Canberra and Wellington.
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tailed off in vague reference to what Senator Taft 2? might have had | 

in mind in suggesting Far East alliance. Churchill wound up by 
saying he would reflect further on problem and if any good might 
come of it he would raise it in Bermuda.® 

In reply to Embassy prompting, Foreign Office agreed prestige E 
was an issue, so far as Churchill concerned, but added what seemed __j 

mainly to concern him was lack of coordination defense planning ! 
2 in Far East, with each power operating in isolation from the other. 

_ What he seems to envisage is expansion of ANZUS into Pacific | 

| counterpart of NATO. oe oo 

| | | | | | ALDRICH 

2 Senator Taft, then ailing, had appointed William F. Knowland of California to | 
be Acting Majority Leader of the Senate on June 10. Reference here is to Senator it 
Taft’s statement of June 5, a portion of which follows: | 

“If we are able to disentangle ourselves from the United Nations, we already have | 
treaties with Australia and New Zealand, with Japan and the Philippines and a © 

| very definite understanding with the French in Indo-China. 
“T think we should have a free hand to form an alliance with the British if we can : 

possibly do so as to how Far Eastern affairs should be conducted. An alliance has | 
| this advantage over the United Nations, that each member can express his views ni 
| and no other member can veto his action, as the United Nations or Secretary Ach- ; 

eson vetoed the hot pursuit by our airplanes in Manchuria. 
“T believe we should try to work with Britain in a military alliance in the East, 

| but not one in which they possess any final veto against our policies.” (New York OF 
| Times, June 6, 1953) | 

This statement had been issued in response to discussion arising from his remarks 
on foreign policy contained in an address of May 26. Text ibid., May 27. | 

3 At the time of this telegram, the Bermuda Conference was scheduled to begin on . 
June 29. After repeated postponements, the Conference met Dec. 4-7, 1953. For doc- 

; umentation, see vol. v, Part 2, pp. 1710 ff. | 

| 

| —_—_— 
L 790.5/1-2954 — ee 

7 Report by the Staff Planners to the Military Representatives of the : 
_ Five Powers on the Conference Held June 15 to July 1, 1953 | 

: TOP SECRET © | a PEARL Harsor, T.H., [undated]. } 

, I. Purpose of the Conference | 
: , : . oe ° ° L 

To consider the following courses of action as possible measures 
to counter further Chinese Communist aggression in Southeast _ 

: Asia: . | 

1. Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Indochina. 

| 2. Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Hong Kong. | 

| 1 This report is an enclosure to a letter of Jan. 29, 1954, from Vice Adm. A. C. 

| Davis, Director of the Office of Foreign Military Affairs, Department of Defense, to I 
: _ the Secretary of State. For another enclosure to this letter, a memorandum from t 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense dated Dec. 4, 1953, see p. 355.
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_3. Maintain the security of Hong Kong by the introduction of ap- 
propriate reinforcements. | | 

4. Conduct air attacks against selected targets on the Chinese 
mainland. : 

5. Conduct a blockade of the China coast. 

6. Conduct psychological warfare. | | 

7. Conduct guerrilla warfare. _ : 

8. Provide naval and air support to friendly forces in Thailand. 

9.. Provide ground forces along with appropriate naval and air 

support to reinforce friendly forces in Thailand. | 

IT. Terms of Reference | 

1. This conference was conducted within the framework of, and 

in accordance with the recommendations contained in Five-Power 
Conference report of 6-10 April 1953.2 

2. Assumptions. The following assumptions are applicable to all 
of the courses of action considered: | . 

a. Conditions short of general hostilities will exist. 
b. The USSR will not overtly intervene. _ 
c. Weapons of mass destruction will not be used by either side. 

3. National Forces Availability: 

The forces which were considered available for any or all courses 
of action are attached as Annex H.? | 

ITT. Consideration of Courses of Action 

Indochina | 

1. Study of this problem did not cover Indochina as a whole, but 
evaluated the effect and feasibility of the provision of naval and air 

support to French Union Forces in North Vietnam in the initial 

phase of an attack. As a result it was concluded that the provision 

of this type of assistance, including air attacks against certain se- 

lected targets in South China, was not only feasible, but essential 

since without such aid the ability of the French Union Forces in 
- Tonkin to withdraw from their present positions into the vital 

Hanoi-Haiphong area and to hold it for even a limited period is ex- 
tremely doubtful. | | 

_ 2. The effectiveness and even the feasibility of this course de- 
pends to a large extent on the prior improvement of some existing 

airfields, the setting up of an adequate control and reporting 

system and certain logistical preparations. The cost of such meas- 

ures is not considered excessive when considered in relation to the 

advantages which would result. | | 

2 Ante, p. 303. , 
3 None of the annexes to this report is printed. ,
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3. It is strongly recommended that this course be approved and | 
the necessary preliminary preparations be undertaken, since it is : 
felt that the security of Southeast Asia depends largely on the | 
maintenance of the integrity of the Tonkin Delta. | 
Hong Kong | | 
4, The retention of Hong Kong in the face of Communist attack | 

would uphold the major aim of the Five Powers by containing Com- 
munism. A clear indication of a firm intention to hold the Colony 

| would also be a considerable deterrent to further aggression. Fur- 

| thermore, a secure Hong Kong with an effective air establishment 
| would be a threat to enemy communications in South China. 
7 5. Annex B specifies the military requirements which must be | 

met if Hong Kong is to be held. These include the presence of two 
| infantry divisions, less two battalions, and a force of high perform- : 

| ance fighter aircraft in Hong Kong on D-day. So long as the period 
| of warning remains short, these forces must be a part of the : 
| normal garrison. Another pre D-day requisite is the construction of | 
i a new airfield in Hong Kong. If these preparations are to be effec- 

tive, a considerable scale of air and naval assistance as well as | 

| ground reinforcements must also be available at short notice. 
Owing to the time factor the naval and air assistance would neces- | 
sarily be provided largely by the U.S. forces in adjoining areas. | 

_ 6. Until the necessary forces are allocated and the other require- 
ments to maintain the security of Hong Kong are met, Allied coop- | 

eration in the defense of Hong Kong by the provision of naval and | } 
air assistance is the only feasible course. Assistance limited to : 
these categories could not ensure a successful defense of the Colony 
against a full scale attack, but it would compel the enemy to deploy : 

| larger forces against it, delay its fall and assist the evacuation of 
: non-combatants. The. most important form which this assistance | 

. could take would be air action, particularly against the Chinese 

Communist Air Force. | | 
| 7. To enable such naval and air forces to make their due contri- 

bution, prior coordination of plans, agreed command and liaison ar- 
: rangements and certain new communication facilities are neces- : 

sary. The establishment of such machinery is essential to the im- : 
plementation of either course of action and completion of these : 

| preparations involves only a small outlay. | | | 
Attacks Against Selected Targets 

8. The air forces that might be available are not large enough to 

: conduct an effective campaign against the whole of China, but 

| could be used to great advantage against targets south of the ~ | 

| Yangtze in the event of further Chinese Communist aggression in : 

: Southeast Asia. This course would be most effective when supple- 

menting other courses of action such as blockade of the China
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coast, and certain elements of it would be essential to the defense 

of Indochina or Hong Kong. : 
9. The air forces listed as those that might be available are defi- 

cient in medium and light bombers particularly in the event of 
strong counter air force action being required and in the event of 
withdrawal of the CCAF to bases outside the range of carrier air- 
craft. With the short range air forces possibly available, there 
would be a considerable strike capacity against targets on the 
coastal belt to a distance of about 250 miles inland. This capability 
would be greatly reduced in the event of a large Korean commit- 

ment. . 

oe 10. Any restriction of air attacks to targets. within a radius of 
two or three hundred miles of the area of aggression would sub- 

stantially reduce the effectiveness with which the forces available 
could be employed. Such a policy might seriously limit the type of 
target that might be engaged and the weight of effort that could be 
brought to bear. | 

Blockade 
11. Study of the problem of blockading the China coast in the 

event of further Chinese Communist aggression in Southeast Asia _ 

indicates that it is feasible and has military advantages, provided 

that it is coupled with a declaration of contraband, with air attacks 
against selected targets on the Chinese mainland and perhaps with 

other measures. It could virtually stop strategic materials reaching 

China from overseas, disrupt sea communications south of Tsingtao - 

and impose a strain on the internal communications of China, 

thereby reducing the ability of the Chinese Communists to sustain 
military operations in Southeast Asia. 

12. The blockade forces required are not excessive, but they 

must be supported by aircraft based on Formosa and the part-time 

efforts of a naval task group of four attack carriers and supporting _ 

ships. Mining by aircraft is an important element of the blockade. 
Psychological Warfare 

| 13. Psychological warfare can and should play a valuable part in 

countering Chinese Communist aggression by weakening the 

- enemy’s will to fight, influencing neutrals and stimulating friendly 

peoples. The cost of the psychological warfare effort would be com- 

paratively small. | 
14. Planning for the conduct of psychological warfare should 

continue within the framework of the existing Five Power military 
coordinating machinery. 

Guerrilla Warfare 
15. There is a guerrilla potential throughout Southeast Asia _ 

from South China to Malaya which, if developed, could have a con- 
siderable long term effect on further Chinese Communist aggres- |
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pO sion. To gain the maximum effect, guerrilla operations must be co- | 

| _ ordinated to assist the main military operations that may be un- | 
dertaken. Each Power should continue independently to develop — 
guerrilla potential and national plans. | | | ! 

| 16. Limited coordination could be achieved by: - | | 

a. Exchange of information on targets suitable for engagement 
by guerrillas, in support of military plans. | | 

b. Each nation maintaining an estimate of the contribution that 
- could be made in support of the military effort by the guerrilla op- 
erations it could sponsor. Such an estimate could be held ready for | 

! communication to the Allied Power attacked or seriously threat- | 
! ened. a a | 

: Thailand ~ a 7 ae a. | 

| 17. Allied military assistance to Thailand should be provided | 
only at the request of the Thai authorities and would depend for its 

: effectiveness on the morale of the Thai people and the will of the : 

: government to resist internal subversion and Chinese Communist 
| aggression. , | pe | 
| 18. To meet the internal threat the Thai forces are in need of 7 
| three infantry brigades and one air transport squadron. To remedy | 

| this deficiency the U.S. should examine its military air policy with | 
| a view to influencing the Thai government to modify its troop basis 

| under the terms of the Mutual Defense Assistance Program ; 
~ (MDAP). At the same time the U.K. should examine the feasibility , 

: of furnishing one infantry brigade if required. - : 

19. The real defense of Thailand against the external threat lies 
in the success of other Allied courses of action in Southeast Asia. | 
Should, however, these other courses fail, or not be undertaken, the ; 

: defense of a portion of Thailand would be desirable. It would be 
feasible, providing Allied forces of the order of 4-6 divisions with 
appropriate naval, air and logistic support were available, and pro- 

viding also that the necessary infrastructure, including airfields, 
could be constructed in Thailand in the time available. . 

IV. Inter-Relation of Courses of Action 

1. The relationship of the possible courses of action to each other | 
is such that no course should be considered for implementation in : 
isolation. | | 

2. Great emphasis must be placed on the defense of the Tonkin 
| Delta in Indochina. The loss of this area to the Communists would 

simplify their continued expansion while compounding the difficul- . 

ties of the Allies. Under the conditions of the study, defense of the 
| Tonkin Delta, to be successful, must be accompanied by air attacks 

on certain selected targets on the Chinese mainland and might also 
require implementation of.a blockade of the China coast. Those in
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turn could cause a reaction by the Communists in the form of 
action against Hong Kong. | | ) 

3. A direct Chinese Communist attack against Thailand by-pass- 
ing the Tonkin Delta is also a possibility. To counter this threat, 
aggressive Allied action in the form of intensified operations in 

Indochina and air attacks against selected targets on the Chinese 
mainland might be necessary. Here again a blockade of the China 
coast could progressively reduce the Chinese Communist offensive 
capability. | . 

4. A fundamental requirement for the success of any Allied 
counter action against the Chinese Communists is the early neu- 
tralization or destruction of the Chinese Communist Air Force. It is 
considered that Allied counter action against Communist attack 
would include immediate support at the point of aggression and 
that the early reduction of Chinese Communist capacity for offen- 
sive operations could best be achieved by continued air attacks 
against selected targets on the Chinese mainland and the early dis- 
location of Chinese coastal shipping. | 

5. Allied guerrilla and psychological warfare capabilities could 
and should be implemented in conjunction with any other course of 

action as their results would be reflected in the overall reduction of 
Chinese Communist offensive capabilities. . | , 

6. It is apparent that not all of the courses of action considered 

could be implemented at the same time with the forces available. 

Certain courses might be implemented concurrently depending on 

the availability of forces. While the optimum effect of each course 
might not be achieved, the results would be worthwhile. 

7. Certain of these courses involve a risk of widening the conflict 

both in Asia and elsewhere. These risks could not be taken into ac- 

count in this purely military conference and in some circumstances 

these may not be acceptable. The question of widening the conflict 

may not, however, arise, e.g., if the initial aggression itself is wide- 

spread. This consideration should not be allowed to retard the 

preparation of coordinated military plans. 

8. The inter-relation of courses of action has been considered only 

in relation to Southeast Asia and not to other courses of action in 
the Far East, e.g., Korea, which might make demands on the same 
forces. 

9. Some additional remarks are at Annex J. | 

V. Recommendations Relative to Courses of Action 

The following recommendations, particular to the various courses 

of action, are made as a result of conclusions reached in the plan- 

ning studies. Should they be adopted, it is recommended that early 
action be taken to give effect to them, since the quick and effective
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implementation of any of these courses will depend on the degree 
of readiness when the emergency arises. = | 
Indochina — , 7 | CU es | | | 
It is recommended that: oe a | 
1. Approval be given for the preparation of coordinated plans for 

the provision of Allied naval and air assistance in the defense of 

Indochina. | ee 
| 2. Subject to the approval of paragraph 1, above, the following | 

| action be taken: 

| 7 a. A United States commander for U.S. forces supporting Indo- 
, China be designated. oes | a A : 

_b. The designated U.S. commander and the French commander | 
| be directed to coordinate plans for naval and air support of Indo- ! 
| china. | | as oe Bg es | 

c. Communications required for the successful operation of U:S. , 
| naval and air forces in support of Indochina and the coordination 
! _ of operations be established. - ns ! 

| 8. The following be provided or established: 
7 _a. An early warning and: intercept radar system. oe | 

. _b. Improved airfield facilities. __ | . a ah ye 
| _¢. Additional AA defense for the Haiphong area. — | | 

d. IFF responders Mk III for all French land-based aircraft. | | 
e. Stocks of fuel, bombs, ammunition, etc., and associated equip- 

| ment for the support of Allied aircraft. = - | 

: HongKong tt | | = | 
: It is recommended that: | | | : 

| 4. Approval be given for the preparation of coordinated plans for 

the provision of Allied naval and air assistance in the defense of 

| Hong Kong. 7 —— a 
5. Consideration be given to improving the defenses of Hong ! 

| Kong to make it secure against possible Chinese Communist ag- 

gression. => ee | - | 

6. Subject to the approval of paragraph 4, above, the following 

: action be taken: — | | | oo 

a. A United States commander for U.S. forces supporting Hong 
: Kong be designated. | | a | 

| -b. The designated U.S. commander and the Commander British | 
Forces, Hong Kong, be directed to coordinate plans for the naval | 
and air support of the Colony. | 

c. Communications required for the successful operation of U.S. : 
naval and air forces in support of the Colony and the coordination : 
of operations be established. - 

| -.%, Subject to the approval of paragraph 5, above, the following 
| steps should be taken in addition to those in paragraph 6, above, to 
| provide: _ | 

|
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a. One additional airfield with adequate facilities at Hong Kong. : 
b. Adequate radar facilities. | 7 
c. Land and air garrison forces as indicated in Annex B. | 
d. Essential reinforcement as indicated in Annex B. | 

Attacks Against Selected Targets | 
| It is recommended that: | 

| 8. Approval be given for the preparation of plans for attack on 
selected targets in Communist China. | | 

9. Subject to approval of Paragraph 8, above, the following action 
be taken: 

a. A designated U.S. commander be directed to effect liaison as 
necessary with Allied commanders in Hong Kong and Indochina in 
connection with routing and identification, communications, weath- 
er, rescue and other matters of mutual concern. 

b. Studies be undertaken on a national basis with a view to im- 
proving airfields in Southeast Asia to meet the needs of modern 
military aircraft. 

c. The requirement for more light and medium bombers be noted. 
d. Intelligence be exchanged with a view to arriving at an accu- | 

rate and up-to-date survey of targets in Communist China together 
_ with an assessment of the likely Chinese Communist air opposition. 

e. A further study be undertaken to determine an agreed esti- 
mate of bombing accuracies of Allied air forces that might be en- 
gaged. 

f. Depending on the conclusions reached in d. and e., above, a de- 
tailed assessment be made of the force requirements necessary for 
specific target systems. 

Blockade 

| It is recommended that: 

10. Approval be given for the preparation of plans for a blockade 

of the China coast. 

11. Subject to the approval of paragraph 10, above, the following 

action be taken: | 

a. A United States commander be designated as Blockade Force 
Commander. 

b. The designated U.S. Blockade Force Commander be instructed 
to initiate and coordinate the necessary outline plans. 

c. The designated U.S. Blockade Force Commander be instructed 
to prepare a communication plan for coordination between blockad- 
ing forces and operational control authorities. 

d. A U.K. Joint Naval/Air command be designated for the South- 
ern Area blockading forces to control such U.K., French, Austra- 
lian and New Zealand forces as may be allocated. - 

e. The Allied powers develop, within their capabilities, improved 
methods of destroying junks and exchange information on this sub- 
ject. 

Psychological Warfare a 

It is recommended that:
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12. Approval be given for the continuation of planning for psy- | 
chological warfare, to be undertaken within the framework of the | 
existing Five Power military coordination machinery. | 

18. Subject to the approval of paragraph 12, above, the following 

tasks should be carried out: 

a. Develop and coordinate a psychological warfare program for | 
Southeast Asia. | 

| b. Study the relative efficiency of the various methods which can  t 
| be employed in specific regions of Southeast Asia. | 

| c. Review the technical facilities available. 
| . | 

| Guerrilla Warfare — | 

It is recommended that: | 

| 14. Approval be given for planning and coordination of guerrilla — ! 

operations to continue on the basis that each nation should: | | 

| a. Continue independently to develop guerrilla potential and na- ! 

tional plans for guerrilla operations in Southeast Asia. | | 

b. Exchange with other powers, information on targets suitable ! 

for engagement by guerrillas. : 

c. Maintain, as applicable, an estimate of the contribution their 

| plans could make to the main defense plans and hold such esti- 

mates ready for communication to any Allied Power attacked or se- | 

| riously threatened. | 

‘Thailand 
| It is recommended that: | | 

| 15. To meet the internal threat: | | 

| | a. The United States should examine its military air policy with | 
| a view to influencing the Thai Government to modify its troop 

basis to provide an additional three infantry brigades and one air : 
transport squadron under the terms of the Mutual Defense Assist- : 

2 ance Program. ee ee 
! b. The British Defense Coordination Committee should examine : 

1 the feasibility of furnishing one infantry brigade for employment : 
in Thailand. | 

| 16. Since the provision of naval and air assistance to Thailand f 

| would do little more than delay a Chinese Communist invasion, it 

should not be considered further at the present time. | 

: 17. Approval be given for planning to proceed, on a low priority, 

for the deployment of naval, land and air forces in the defense of at | 
least part of Thailand. | a 

| . a | T. J. DALY 

| SS | Senior Representative, 
| | - | Australian Delegation 

| | | L. PENNACCHIONI 

| Senior Representative, | 
| French Delegation 

| |
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a — H. E. GILBERT 

_ Senior Representative, 
_ New Zealand Delegation 

| E. A. WHITELEY 
| _ Senior Representative, 

United Kingdom Delegation 

A. P. Storrs 
| Senior Representative, 

United States Delegation + 

_ 4 Rear Admiral Storrs was Chief of Staff to CINCPAC. 

790.5/7-1553 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Armistead M. Lee of the Office of 
British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs 3 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] July 15, 1953. 

Subject: ANZUS 

Participants: Admiral Arthur Radford, Chairman, JCS , 

Colonel Robert Ferguson, Office of Foreign Military 
| Affairs, Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Mr. Amos Peaslee, Ambassador to Australia | 

Mr. Avery F. Peterson, BNA 
| Mr. Armistead M. Lee, BNA 

Admiral Radford spoke warmly of both Mr. Menzies and Mr. 
Casey, and asked Mr. Peaslee to convey his best regards to them. 

He had much enjoyed his contact with Mr. Casey at the ANZUS 
Council last year, and with the Australian and New Zealand offi- 

cers at the meetings of the ANZUS Military Representatives, as 

well as those on establishing a 5-power staff agency on Southeast 

Asia. 

Admiral Radford said that he hoped that we would not change 

our opposition to the inclusion of the U.K. in ANZUS. Even with- 

out the U.K. in ANZUS there had been enough misunderstanding 
in other Pacific countries where the impression persisted that this 
was a Pacific Pact. He recalled that it had been necessary to have 
a special conference with the Philippines in order to placate Quir- 
ino’s concern.? 

1 Drafted on July 17. Avery F. Peterson, a participant listed below, was the Offi- 
cer in Charge of Commonwealth Affairs. 

2 Apparent reference to the meeting described in circular telegram 38 from 
Manila, Oct. 29, 1952, not printed. (796.5/10-2952)
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| Pointing out that the British were kept fully informed of any- | 

thing substantive that was discussed at ANZUS gatherings, and 
| that the previous Labor Government in the U.K. had concurred in | 

this arrangement, the Admiral expressed the view that this was | 
| purely a prestige question on Churchill, who seemed to feel that it | 

reflected on the Commonwealth for Australia and New Zealand to : 
| sit down with the U.S. in the absence of Great Britain. Although at | 

| the first ANZUS Council meeting last August both Casey and | 

7 Webb had made a pro forma request for British observer status, the : 

: Admiral felt that they were quite happy to have us turn down the ! 

7 suggestion. He was quite certain also that neither the Australian 

| nor New Zealand military representatives wanted to have British ! 

participation, since this would have a dampening effect on their : 

| freedom of expression. oo | | | 

| Questioned as to his views on a possible link between ANZAM 

| and the ANZUS Military Representatives, a suggestion which had : 

been discussed in some Australian papers, Admiral Radford said | 

that he regarded this as just another effort of the British to get : 
| into ANZUS by the back door. He had already had a conference, | 

| two years ago, with the Australian, New Zealand and British naval 

| representatives, defining areas of operational responsibility for con- 

| voying and antisubmarine warfare, etc., as between CINCPAC and 

| ANZAM.® But this was now settled, and there was no need for | 

| periodic meetings with ANZAM, which had a quite different func- | 

tion from that of the ANZUS Military Representatives. | 

| He recalled that the Australians and New Zealanders had 

| wanted to station ANZUS liaison officers continually at Pearl 

| Harbor and that he had succeeded in talking them out of this. | 

While assuring them that such officers would be made welcome, he ! 

had made it clear that there would really not be enough for them 

| to do to justify the expense, and that the needs for consultation | 

| could be met by periodic get-togethers. _ oe | 

- Admiral Radford said that these meetings had been worth while, 

| and that experience with them had proved most useful, from his _ 

| point of view, in the subsequent discussions which had included | 

| British and French representatives, over the establishment of a 5- 

| power staff agency for Southeast Asia. | | 

| Asked whether he thought that the staff agency would meet the | 

| British demand for inclusion in ANZUS, Admiral Radford indicat- | 
| ed that it could hardly meet this prestige issue since there has | 

| been absolutely no publicity on the entire staff agency project. He | 

3 Apparent reference to the Radford-Collins conference held at Pearl Harbor, Feb. 
oe Mar. 2, 1951. For background information, see HON Special 4 of July 30, 1952, p. 

. [) 

| | 

|
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pointed out also that the 5-power group had an entirely different — 
function and geographic scope from ANZUS. In his opinion there 
was justification for continued and separate existence for both or- 
ganizations. a 

790.5/7-2453 | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director of the 
Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs 

| (Raynor) } 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, July 24, 1953. 

Subject: Statement of Prime Minister Menzies re U.S. Responsibil- 
ity for British Exclusion from ANZUS 

Participants: Minister Arthur Tange, Australian Embassy 
Mr. Raynor, BNA. 

I called Minister Tange this afternoon.and told him that the De- 

- partment was surprised and could not understand the statement 

reported to have been made by Prime Minister Menzies at his press 

conference on his return to Australia, which read, in part, as re- 

ported in the Australian News Summary issued by the Embassy 
No. 53/139 of July 23,? as follows, “We understand and sympathize 
with the desire of Britain to be associated with ANZUS, but if 

America is not willing to extend the membership of ANZUS, there 

is nothing Australia and New Zealand can do about it short of 

breaking up the treaty; and this we are not willing to do.” 
I said that at the Honolulu meeting of the ANZUS Council Aus- , 

tralian Minister of External Affairs Casey had made a firm state- 
ment to the effect that the decision that the British should not be 
associated with ANZUS was rightly a joint decision of the three 
members. I said we had understood there was firm tripartite agree- __ 

ment on this point and that, in fact, this tripartite position had 

been maintained uniformly to date. Hence, it was difficult for us to 
understand the Prime Minister’s statement which apparently ~ 

placed the onus on us. I said this did not seem in accordance with 

our understanding, or fair. I asked the Minister if he would report | 

this concern to his Government. This he promised to do and said he 

would try to get whatever background that might be available with | 
respect to the Prime Minister’s statement. | 

1 Drafted on July 25. | 
2 Not printed.
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890.00/8-453 | | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Director for Resources and 

Requirements, Mutual Security Agency (Johnson) } | | 

TOP SECRET poe [WASHINGTON,]| July 27, 1953. | 

~ Astan DEVELOPMENT PLAN IN NUTSHELL | 

(See memos Johnson to Stassen June 11 & July 15) ? | 

; 1. U.S. to propose a specific plan for cooperative Asian economic | 

| development and method of financing same. Plan to aim at viable | 
| regional economy in 10 years. | | 
| 2. Regional Development Institution or Bank to be created to 7 
| provide loan (and grant) financing of projects sponsored by Co- 

| lombo, Ecafe, or other sponsors. — | | 

| 3. Management to be under contract with IBRD. = 
4. Institution to have $2 billion plus or minus in yen, dollars, 

| sterling, guilders and francs, subscriptions payable over 10 years. | 

5. Yen to be derived from transfer of Japanese reparations credit : 

to the Bank by Asian countries holding reparation claims. These 
| countries to receive equivalent Bank credit not limited to yen. | 

; 6. Dollars to be derived (about $800-$900 million) from settle- 

: ment of Garioa debt as follows. Instead of Japan paying US. : 

874%%% over 35 years (German pattern), Japan to pay 3742% in 10 | 

years ($80-$90 million per year) to Bank. Bank to give US. its 
| notes payable over period of 50 years with 25 year waiting period. | 

| 7. Sterling, guilders, francs, Canadian dollars to be derived from 

| U.K., Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Netherlands, France, etc. 
for same motives which prompted Colombo. Total subscription | 

| asked might be about one-half the dollar credit (say $500 million 
| payable over 10 years). These countries should receive notes pay- 

| able over say 10 years with 15 year waiting period. 

8. Thus is provided for Asian & Pacific region cooperative financ- 

ing institutions capital in the magnitude of $2 billion, nearly half 

in dollars, with no U.S. appropriation required, no write-off debt, 

| simply longer terms on GARIOA collection. 

| 1 The source text is attached to a memorandum of Aug. 4 from Merrill Gay, Eco- 
nomic Adviser in the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, to Robert J. G. McClurkin, i 

| Deputy Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs. Gay stated in part that. | 
[ Stassen had mentioned this proposal to the Secretary and that the two intended to E 

discuss it further. However, additional documentation regarding consideration of 
the proposal at that level has not been found in Department of State files. i 

2 Neither found in Department of State files. 7 | 

|
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Proposed Action 

1. Stassen and Dulles to name small top staff group to refine the 
plan and make final recommendations to Dulles & Stassen. | 

2. Negotiating sequence might be: after preliminary discussion 

| with Japanese and British separately, President to kick-off with 
public announcement of objectives and skeleton of plan, asking 
countries to agree in principle. Provide drama of Asian coopera- 

tion. | 

| ——-190.5/7-2858 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) 

CONFIDENTIAL | _ [WAsHINGTON,] July 28, 1953. 

Subject: Menzies’ Statement on ANZUS - 

Participants: Minister Arthur Tange, Australian Embassy 

Mr. H. Raynor, Director, BNA | 

In the course of a conversation today on other matters, Mr. 
Tange said he had had an interim reply with respect to the repre- 

sentation I had made to him on Friday on the Prime Minister’s 

statement. External Affairs will not be in a position to get at the 
facts of this matter until the Prime Minister reaches Melbourne. 

Mr. Tange gave it as his personal opinion that the statement 

must have been made for domestic political reasons in Australia 

and he related it in his own mind to a press story recently in Aus- 

tralia to the effect that in London a bitter battle on this question 
had developed between the two Prime Ministers. He said this story 
had been without foundation but that for political reasons he 

thought the Prime Minister may have felt it necessary in this 
manner to “scotch it’. 

He said the matter had come up in a dinner conversation on 

_ Friday evening last among the Secretary and Ambassadors Spend- 
| er and Peaslee. According to Mr. Tange’s report Spender had also 

attributed the making of the statement in his personal view to do- 

mestic political considerations. According to Mr. Tange (he was not 

present) the Secretary had indicated an understanding of the do- 
mestic political problem and had made an observation to the effect 

that our shoulders were broad and that perhaps on occasion we 

could stand something of this type.
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. 890.00/8-458 . | | 

Memorandum by the Economic Adviser in the Bureau of Far East- 
| ern Affairs (Gay) to the Assistant Director for Resources and 

. Requirements, Mutual Security Agency (Johnson) : : 

TOP SECRET | She. _ [WASHINGTON,] July 30, 1953. 

Subject: Joint Fund Institution for Asian Development. . | 

1. The essential proposal in the Plan, that is, some kind of a re- 

| gional financial organization to stimulate economic development | 

| and trade in the Far East, is challenging and deserving of full con- 

) sideration in the Government. There can be no disagreement with 
the central objectives. Certain aspects of the structure of the Plan , 

| as presently set forth do, however, raise problems. = — | 
| _ 2. The idea of a regional development bank should, I think, be | 

| fully looked into at this time; it should be studied in relation to the : 
3 operations and potentialities of the IBRD and also perhaps in rela- | 
: tion to a possible SUNFED. If production and trade within the Far 

: East and between that region and the rest of the world are held ? 

| back by financial limitations, institutional changes should be made | | 
: to rectify the situation. The possibility of a new central financial 
| organization more fully coordinating the use of funds already avail- 

: able to the region is in itself challenging and deserving of study. 

: 3. I have difficulty with the part of the plan having to do with , 
the use of reparations as a source of funds. I doubt that the recipi- 

| ent countries would look with favor upon exchanging what they | 
consider a firm claim for Japanese goods or services for credits in ; 

| the bank. In any event, negotiation between Japan and recipient | 

countries re the amount of the claims due would have to precede _ | 

any such step as envisaged. I am afraid also that the U.S. under _ 

the plan proposed would find itself out in the middle between 

| Japan and the claimants, a position we have tried to sidestep. | 

| From Japan’s point of view, the proposal would require transfer of 
currency and a consequent pressure on the balance of payments 

| which the Peace Treaty tried to avoid. The proposal would com- 
pletely reverse the principle of avoiding a transfer problem. 

| | 4. If the U.S. could simply transfer its GARIOA claim on Japan ij 
| to the Far East as a whole, it would be making a major contribu- 

| tion which would doubtless bring favorable political reactions. This, 
{ I assume, is out of the question. Simply to postpone collection and 

let these funds be used temporarily would, I believe, largely invali- 

date the possible political advantage from the outright grant. I am | 
| afraid as it stands in the proposal it would appear to Asians that 

1 1 ms memorandum is another attachment to the memorandum cited in footnote 

, p. 331. | l 

|
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our willingness or ability to contribute to the economic needs of the 
area was solely dependent upon how much we could collect from 

Japan. This, in fact, might be unfavorably received. It is true, of 

. course, that GARIOA might provide a means of getting funds for — 
use now which we could not otherwise obtain. The cost to the U.S. 
economy would simply be transferred in time. However, as far as 
present taxpayers are concerned, shutting off the inflow of 
GARIOA dollars to the U.S. Treasury would theoretically require 

| an increase in taxes or a postponement of reduction in taxes.? If 

there is a real present need for lendable funds not available in the 
IBRD or otherwise, then the transferring of GARIOA funds as sug- 
gested might be of some significance. In any event, I should think . 

Congressional approval must be obtained and a Congress unwilling 
to appropriate for a direct contribution or loan to such a plan 
might be equally reluctant to do it through a diversion of GARIOA 

| obligations. | 
5. I find it difficult to accept your assumption that other so-called 

metropolitan powers would be willing to contribute to the plan 

under the same motives behind the Colombo Plan. Incidentally, 
France was not a contributor and the other countries have contrib- 
uted on a bilateral basis. I strongly doubt that there will be much 
new funds from these sources. 

6. Japan’s interest in this proposal would presumably be depend- 

ent upon how extensively and rapidly the operation of the new 

bank would stimulate production and trade in the area. Quite aside 

from the question as to whether trade production in the area is 

currently held back from lack of international lending facilities, I 

doubt that Japan would anticipate sufficient gain from it to offset 
the burden on its balance of payments of transferring reparations 
in funds rather than services and in stepping up its GARIOA pay- 
ments sufficiently to have them liquidated in ten years. _ 

7. I fear some of the foregoing comments sound quite negative 
and I regret very much finding myself beset by these doubts and 
questions. As I mentioned at the outset, we are in fullest agree- 
ment in regard to the objective and your central proposal deserves 

the very fullest consideration. It is hoped that machinery can be 

set up which on the financial side of things will stimulate trade 

and production in the Far East and to that extent relieve in par- 
ticular Japan’s requirements. It is only the structural aspects 

which cause the trouble. 

_2 A handwritten interpolation reads: “or a reduction in other forms of aid”.
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790.5/8-2153 . ce | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Wilson) } 

SECRET __ | [WASHINGTON,] August 21, 1953. a | 

Dear Mr. SECRETARY: It is the purpose of this letter to request | 

the views of the Department of Defense on the question of possible ! 
United Kingdom participation in ANZUS, perhaps at the military 
level. The question is likely to be raised by the Australian and New 

| Zealand Ministers at the forthcoming meeting of the ANZUS Coun- ) 
| cil, which has been tentatively set for September 9-10 in Washing- 

ton.? | | | . | 

: As the Department of Defense knows, the problem of possible — : 
L United Kingdom participation in ANZUS was considered at the | 
| first meeting of the ANZUS Council at Kaneohe in August 1952. It : 

will be recalled in this regard that Article VIII of the ANZUS 
: Treaty authorizes the Council to establish consultative relation- 
: ships with other states or regional organizations. The United King- : 

dom had expressed to each of the three Governments its strong | , 
desire, based on its extensive interest in the Pacific as well as on » 
its Commonwealth ties with Australia and New Zealand, to become , 

associated in some manner with ANZUS, at least in an observer | 
status. a | | | 

Although the Council was sympathetically inclined toward the | 
| United Kingdom position it concluded that it would be premature | 

| at this early stage in the Council’s development for it to arrange | 

for United Kingdom participation in ANZUS or indeed to establish 
relationships with any other states or regional organizations. The | 
Council had in mind that the participation of the United Kingdom 

: in ANZUS at this time would expose the enterprise to pressures | 
from other governments seeking to participate, notably the Philip- 7 

| pines, France, Korea, Japan, and the Netherlands—pressures it | 
would be very difficult to withstand. The Council considered that 

| the irritations engendered by such pressures would militate against | | 

the growth of the general spirit of the cooperation in the Pacific 

| which it is the fundamental purpose of ANZUS to foster. The ot 
| Council also had in mind the necessity of avoiding any step carry- 

| ing the possible implication that ANZUS represented in the Pacific 
| either a revival of “western imperialism” or an instrument of 

“white supremacy ’”’. ae | Lo | 

| 1 Drafted in BNA and cleared with FE and G. 
| 2 Documents in file 790.5 for July, August, and September of 1953 indicate that E 

: the three powers had settled upon these particular dates so as to enable Casey and } 
Webb to attend the Council meeting prior to their previously scheduled attendance 
at the Eighth Session of the UNGA, which opened in New York on Sept. 15.
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Nevertheless, recognizing the interest of the United Kingdom in 

| the Pacific area and the importance of the Commonwealth ties be- 
tween Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, the Coun- 

cil agreed that there was nothing in its discussions which it would 
have any reason to withhold from the United Kingdom and it de- 
cided that the United Kingdom should be kept fully and currently 
informed of its proceedings. | 

The United Kingdom Government has continued to be dissatis-. 
| fied by its “exclusion” from ANZUS and has made several at- 

tempts during the past year to persuade the three ANZUS Govern- 

ments to reconsider their position. Prime Minister Churchill dis- 

cussed the matter with President-Elect Eisenhower at New York 

last January and said that Prime Minister Menzies of Australia 
had suggested the possibility of a liaison relationship between 
ANZUS and ANZAM (the British-Australian-New Zealand Military 
Planning Organization for the defense of Malaya and Australasia). 

Another suggestion (which originated with Sir Frederick Shed- 
den, Australian Secretary of Defense) * is that an officer of one of 
the United States services, other than the separate service attachés 

at Melbourne, might be accredited directly to the Australian De- 
partment of Defense and sit, together with the senior United King- 

dom Defense representative, on the Australian Defense Committee - 

when it considers ANZUS or ANZAM matters. Sir Frederick indi- 
cated that such an arrangement would be acceptable to his Depart- 

ment even without reciprocal access or accreditation of an Austra- 
lian officer to the Department of Defense in Washington, which he 

_ realizes would not be acceptable to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. — 

A third possibility is that advantage might be taken of the fact 
that high-ranking officers of the United Kingdom services are occa- 

sionally seconded to the Australian and New Zealand services; one 
| of these officers might be designated to participate in the Military 

Representatives group accredited to the ANZUS Council. 

These suggestions, and there might well be others, all involve 

some kind of United Kingdom participation in or liaison relation- | 
ship with ANZUS at the military level. It is fully appreciated that 
they are therefore of obvious and direct concern to the Department 

of Defense. | | 

For its part, the Department of State, bearing in mind not only 
the substantial interests of the United Kingdom in the Pacific area 

and the significance of the Commonwealth ties between the United 

Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand but also the importance of 

the Anglo-American relationship, would like to find some means to 

meet the United Kingdom position without risking the difficulties 

3 Sir Frederick was Permanent Secretary of that Department. |
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- which, as noted above, influenced the Council’s decision a year ago. | 

Apart from the fact that there would be certain advantages to the | 
ANZUS Council in having a relationship with the United King- | 
dom, the adoption of some means of meeting the United Kingdom : 
position would remove the pressures to which the three ANZUS | 
Governments have been subjected and would eliminate the serious i 
concern which has been felt in London over the ‘exclusion’ of the | 
United Kingdom from ANZUS. 

In view of the imminence of the forthcoming Council meeting, 
the Department would appreciate receiving as soon as possible the 

views of the Department of Defense concerning this problem. Offi- : 
: cers of the Department of State would of course be happy to discuss — 
| the matter with officers of your Department if that were desired. 

| _ Sincerely yours, | | | | | 
| | oe WALTER B. SMITH © | 

Conference files, lot 60 D627,CF 161 — . a : : 

| Agreed Record of Proceedings of the Second Meeting of the Military 
| | Representatives to the ANZUS Council! 
1 : 

| SECRET ee PEARL Harpor, T.H., September 4, 1953. | 

| The second meeting of the Military Representatives to the 
: ANZUS Council convened at 10:00 am. on 3 September 1953 at 

Commander in. Chief U.S. Pacific Fleet Headquarters, Pearl 
Harbor, T.H. ce | | | 

| Admiral Stump? acted as Chairman in accordance with the pro- 
cedures agreed upon at the first meeting that the Military Repre- 

sentative of the host nation would be the Chairman. — | 

| The Military Representatives to the ANZUS Council agreed to 

| the following: =— | | 

A. Status of ANZUS Military Planning Oo 

1. The “Report by Staff Planners to Military Representatives to 
the ANZUS Council, Report No. 1” ? was reviewed by the Military 

: Representatives. It was determined that each of the Military Rep- i 

resentatives had submitted this report to respective Chiefs of Staff, 

| or equivalent, with appropriate recommendations. The actions of 

| the respective Chiefs of Staff were reported to be as follows: 

| 1 This document is part of Annex F to the Agreed Record of Proceedings of the 
| Second Meeting, ANZUS Council. The remainder of Annex F, other annexes, and | 

_ the Agreed Record itself are not printed. ; 
2 Adm. Felix B. Stump had succeeded Admiral Radford as CINCPAC and CINC- : 

PACFLT on July 10. | i 
3Dated Nov. 25, 1952, p. 242. : - |
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a. Australia Oo 
The objective stated in the ANZUS Staff Planner’s Report of as- 

sociating United Kingdom and France with the course of action 
recommended has been achieved by the development of the Five- 
Power Planning Studies which have largely undertaken [overtak- 

_ en?| and absorbed the proposals in the former. Therefore, no fur- 

ther action is now necessary on Report Number One by the 

| ANZUS Staff Planners which, however, provided a most valuable 

basis for the Five-Power Planning Studies subsequently developed 
and demonstrated the efficacy and value of the ANZUS military 
machinery as a joint planning agency. | 

| | b. New Zealand 
The report was considered by the Chiefs of Staff who supported 

| the thought that every effort should be made to obtain agreement 
and recommended support for Five-Power discussions which might 

lead to an agreed policy regarding action to be taken to counter 

further Chinese Communist aggression. However, the Chiefs of 

‘Staff recommended that the course of action in the ANZUS Report 
should not be adopted as the basis of ANZUS military policy on the 
grounds that the ANZUS military organization did not provide a 

- guitable forum for the consideration of Southeast Asian problems 

when the United Kingdom and France who were intimately con- 
cerned were excluded. oo 

c. United States | ee 
The United States Joint Chiefs of Staff have noted the report. 

They consider that it is consistent with their intent that studies of 
the Military Representatives to the ANZUS Council be used as 

background material in development of national plans. Further, 
appropriate parts of the report should be used in connection with 

further Five-Power coordination. It was observed that no comment 
had been made by the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff on the paper sub- 

- mitted by the Australian Military Representatives at the First 
meeting of the ANZUS MilRep entitled “Recognition of the Status 
of the ANZAM Region as a Possible Theater of War.” 4 | 

B. Future ANZUS Military Planning | | _ 

1. It was noted that the military courses of action in the event of 

further Chinese Communist aggression in Southeast Asia recom- 

mended by the Staff Planners have either been studied or are on 

the agenda for planning studies by the Military Representatives of 

the Five Powers on Southeast Asia. Since both France and the 
| United Kingdom have considerable interest and might be involved 

in each of those courses of action, it is considered that the continu- 

*Printed as Appendix B to the Agreed Record of Proceedings of the First Meet- 
ing of the Military Representatives to the ANZUS Council, p. 225.
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ation of the planning studies by the Five Powers is the appropriate | 

- means for the exchange of planning information on which to base 
coordinated national military plans) = =| | | 

2. It was further noted that the courses of action to meet the cur- | 
| rent Communist threat in Southeast Asia are broad in nature and : 

that France and the United Kingdom would also have considerable 
interest in their application. It is therefore considered that these | 
courses could also best be studied by the Military Representatives | 

| of the Five Powers on Southeast Asia. | | | | 

| C. Recommendations to the ANZUS Council 
| 1. It was agreed that the following recommendations should be | 
| made to the ANZUS Council: ay 

| a. The “Report by Staff Planners to Military Representatives to 
the ANZUS Council, Report No. 1” be used by the Australian, New | 

: Zealand, and United States Representatives as a guide for planning 
: studies by the Military Representatives of the Five Powers on 

_ Southeast Asia. are | | | a | 
b. No other military studies on measures which might be taken 

to increase mutual assistance and self-help, looking to the improve- 
ment of the defense of Australia and New Zealand and their terri- | 
tories as related to the overall strategic defense in the Pacific be 

| undertaken at the present time. | 

| | The meeting was concluded at 1120 4 September 1953. | : 

: pO S.F. ROWELL — : 
a | Lieutenant General, 

| | Military Representative of Australia : 

| oe W.G. GENTRY 
| | | Major General, 

| | Military Representative of New Zealand ) 

F.B. Stump ; 
| | —_ | | | Admiral, | | 

=: _ Military Representative of the United States 

| Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers | : ; 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Assistant Secretary of | 
| State for European Affairs (Merchant) and the Counselor of the 
| _ Department of State (MacArthur) } | | 

| gta ee WASHINGTON, September 8, 1953. | 

Subject: ANZUS | 

1 Drafted by the Secretary personally.
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I have discussed with the President ? the forthcoming ANZUS 
Conference and said that the only concrete issue of political signifi- 
cance would be the possible pressure to include the U.K. 

I recalled to the President Churchill’s previous talks to him and 
me in New York ® and the political background in the U.K. of this 
question. I pointed out that a purely private and confidential asso- 
ciation would not meet this political problem, and that a formal as- 
sociation would raise serious problems, particularly with the 
French, with the aspect of ANZUS as a colonial organization. 

I also stated that the Defense Department was not prepared to 

recommend the implicit assumption by the U.S. of responsibilities 
for the U.K. positions in the Far East, such as Hong Kong and 

Malaya. | | | 
I stated that it would be particularly embarrassing at this junc- 

ture to bring the U.K. in without the French because of the French 

position in Indochina. The President remarked that the U.K. could 
never understand why they should not have a special position with | 
us to the exclusion of the French, and that made matters difficult. 

He stated that we should continue our past policy of postponing 
any change in the present set-up.* 

2In Denver. Dulles had returned to Washington on Sept. 7 or 8. 
3 See the memorandum by McWilliams dated Jan. 8, p. 258. 
*In a memorandum of a conversation held in Washington, Sept. 8, Foster stated 

that the Secretary had outlined the President’s position to Ambassador Munro and 
Webb. “Mr. Webb said the New Zealand Government thoroughly agreed that noth- 
ing could be done to meet the United Kingdom position. He expressed in strong 
terms the hope that some way may be found to dispose of the problem permanent- 
ly.” (Memorandum drafted Sept. 16; Secretary's Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 
D 199. This lot file includes conversations held by Dulles and his successor, Chris- 
tian Herter, for the entire period of their tenures (1953-1961).) 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 163 . 

United States Minutes of the Second Meeting, ANZUS Council: 
First Session 

SECRET WASHINGTON, September 9, 1953—10:15 a.m. 

WAM M-1 

[Here follows a list of persons present (29). The Australian Dele- 

gation, led by Casey, included Ambassador Spender and Lieutenant 
General Rowell. Webb headed the New Zealand Delegation, which 

included Ambassador Munro and Major General Gentry. Dulles’ 
aides included Livingston Merchant, Assistant Secretary of State | 
for European Affairs; Robertson; and Admiral Stump.]
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Part I: Open Session | ota ge Fe | | | | 

Secretary Dulles, joined by Foreign Minister Casey and Foreign | 
Minister Webb, convened the Second ANZUS Council Meeting in 

the diplomatic reception room. The Secretary, Mr. Webb and Mr. | | 

Casey made brief welcoming statements before the television, news- : 
reel, radio and press representatives. ! Ae eee Seas | | 

Part II: Executive Session | | | oe | 
- The Secretary took the chair as host and asked if the provisional _ 
: agenda were acceptable. Both visiting Ministers answered in the af- _ ! 
: firmative. a | : Oo | 
Z [Here follows discussion of Item 1 of the agenda, ‘“‘Administrative — 
: Details’] = os | | we 

Agenda Item 2—Survey of World Situation = =———— fos 

‘Soviet Aims and Intentions a - a a : 

The Secretary asked who would like to start the survey and Mr. 
| Webb said that he and Mr. Casey had thought that it should be the } 

Secretary. eae — — 7 | | 
The Secretary said that all our international thinking revolves | 

: around the estimate of the intentions of Soviet Russia and the 
Soviet Communist Party. The Government and the Party are not : 
quite the same thing. They are motivated by the same purposes but | 
their procedures are different. ee oo a 

: ‘The Party is the real source of the foreign policy of the Soviet : 
7 Union itself, but the interplay between the two is close. Soviet in- 

tentions cannot be deduced solely from a study of Soviet foreign 
policy declarations. One cannot place reliance solely on decisions 

- made by the Government. The commitments made by Litvinoff to : 
4 President Roosevelt, such as not to carry on subversive activities, : 

were made by the Soviet Government and contained many fine : 
promises which were never lived up to. The excuse later was that , 

| the failure to live up to them was due to activities conducted by © 
: the Party and not the Government. This duality is difficult to deal | 
| with and it is difficult to know where confidence can be placed. | 

We feel that recent developments as reflected in the “peace of- 
| fensive” probably do not indicate any change in basic policy or in 
| the creed of the Party. But one cannot always be certain and must _ : 
| always hope that in the course of time there will be changes in the 

| basic creed of the Soviet Communist Party. The Secretary said he : 
| felt there was no change now except in tactics. Stalin’s death cre- 
| ated internal fissures and jealousies which have made it convenient. ) 

, . to relax external pressure in order to strengthen the internal situa- 

45 These statements are printed in Department of State Bulletin, Sept. 28, 1953, p. 

| | 

| 
| |
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tion. Evidently the Soviets feel it is wise to relax tensions while | 
concentrating on overtaking the atomic supremacy of the free 
world. The Russians are making considerable progress in this field, 
although they are still behind the free world. The Secretary said 

| we cannot tell to what extent they have developed atomic “know- 

how” themselves, or to what extent they have obtained it through 
leakages of our own “know-how”. We make a mistake if we mini- 
mize the fact that within the Soviet Union there is a high degree of 
technical skill. This is partly native but they possess also the top | 
skill of the German scientists in both atomic weapons and guided 
missiles. They probably hope to develop skill in non-conventional 
weapons so as to attain a de facto standoff in this field in order to 
allow them to pursue other measures with greater confidence than 

at present. In this area, the Secretary stressed, a point is reached 
where one must be guided by absolutes rather than by compara- 
tives. | 

One must also bear in mind the fact that the doctrine of occa- — 
. sional withdrawal and relief of tensions is a basic part of Commu- 

nist theory. The tactic of retreat, they hold, can be just as impor- 
tant as the tactic of advance since you thereby demoralize the 
enemy and make it possible to advance more effectively. While 
change is always possible, we must recognize that what is going on 

is always consistent with the creed of the Soviet Communist Party, 
i.e. with the belief that “peaceful co-existence” is impossible in the 
long run and with the objective of believing [achieving?] a single 
world “Socialist State”. 

The major “peaceful” action—which we do not believe is neces- 
sarily indicative of any basic change of approach is the armistice in 
Korea. The Secretary was not certain if the armistice had come 

about due to a greater desire for “peaceful co-existence” or because 
the war had reached the point of diminishing returns through in- 
creased strains on the Chinese and the Russians. It could be a 
desire to relax tensions temporarily or simply a military situation 
on which they thought it in their best interests to liquidate. Other 
tests will be available in Germany and Austria and perhaps in 

Indochina. | 
| [Here follows discussion of developments in Europe, the Middle 

East, and Korea. ] | |
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790.5/9-2853 wo | : 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
| -. Defense (Wilson) . ; 

SECRET | WASHINGTON, 8 September 1953. 
2 Subject: Participation of the United Kingdom in the Australia-New 

Zealand-United States (ANZUS) Council. | | ! 

1. In response to the request contained in the memorandum by | : 

| the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) dated 31 August 1953, sub-_ | 
| ject as above, the comments and recommendations of the Joint _ : 

Chiefs of Staff with respect to the question of possible United King- 
| dom participation in ANZUS are furnished herewith. | 
| 2. As you know, the ANZUS Council, at its first meeting at Kan- 

eohe in August 1952, decided that the difficulties which would | : 

attend United Kingdom participation in ANZUS, either in an ob- 7 
server status or otherwise, would outweigh the advantages of such 
participation. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion that | 
there has been no change in circumstances since that time which 

would now justify a modification of that decision. The factors 
: which then influenced the action of the Council still prevail. — oe 

8. Under the provisions of Article VIII of the ANZUS Treaty au- 7 
thorizing the Council “. . . to maintain a consultative relationship | | 

: with States, Regional Organizations, Associations of States or other 
authorities in the Pacific area in a position to further the purposes 

of this treaty... ,” and in accordance with the agreement reached 
at the first meeting of the Council to the effect that the United : 
Kingdom should be kept fully and currently informed of the Coun- | : 
cil’s proceedings, the United Kingdom has, on the military level, | 

4 been kept fully advised of the activities of the ANZUS Military : 
; Representatives, who are an integral part of the ANZUS Council ; 
| organization. | Be 
’ 4. Since there has been a free flow of information to the United 7 
) Kingdom concerning ANZUS military planning, it would appear | | 

that the various suggestions for liaison between the United King- | 
: dom and ANZUS on the military level have been motivated by con- 
! siderations pertaining to prestige or to internal politics. If such is | 

4 the case, it is unlikely that the desires of the United Kingdom in | 
this connection could be satisfied without a public announcement 

) of the liaison arrangements. It is believed that such an announce- ; 

1 The Department of State copy of this letter is attached to a covering letter of 
1 Sept. 28 by Halaby, who stated that the memorandum had been prepared in re- : 
: sponse to the Department’s letter of Aug. 21, p. 335. Halaby concluded: “It is under- | +t 
; stood that the Secretary of Defense informed the Secretary of State concerning the 

subject Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum, and of his concurrence with same, prior __ 
to consideration of this matter at the ANZUS Council on Sept. 10.” os : 

a 
| | |
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ment would lead directly to the difficulties which were visualized 
by the Council. The Joint Chiefs of Staff can perceive of no means 
of providing for overt United Kingdom participation in ANZUS on 
the military level which would not involve the same jeopardy to 
the success of ANZUS which was foreseen when this matter was 
considered at the initial meeting of the Council. 7 

_ 6. The Joint Chiefs of Staff therefore recommend that the De- 
partment of Defense continue to take the position that, in the ab- 

sence of circumstances which significantly alter the situation, the 
Government of the United Kingdom should not be invited to send 

an observer to attend ANZUS Council meetings or otherwise par- 

ticipate in ANZUS. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

_ ARTHUR RADFORD 

7 Chairman 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Editorial Note 

For an extract of the United States Minutes of the Second Ses- 
sion of the Second Meeting, ANZUS Council, held the afternoon of 

September 9, see volume XIII, Part 1, page 789. United States Min- 

| utes of the Third Session, held the morning of September 10, are 
not printed. , | 

These sessions were devoted primarily to a general survey of de- 
velopments in Japan, Taiwan, Indochina, Malaya, and China. Addi- 

tionally, there was some discussion of the United Nations and of 
United Kingdom-United States relations. (Both Minutes are in 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 163.) 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 163 

7 United States Minutes of the Second Meeting, ANZUS Council: 
Fourth Session 

SECRET WASHINGTON, September 10, 1953—3:15 p.m. 

WAM M-4 | 

| [Here follows a list of persons present (30).] 

Agenda Item 4—Military Questions 

| The Secretary welcomed Admiral Arthur W. Radford, Chairman 
of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, who was present in a consultative 
capacity at this session by invitation of the Council. The Secretary 
referred to Admiral Radford’s close association with ANZUS in
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terms of his having been the U.S. Military Representative accredit- ) 
ed to the Council and expressed satisfaction, from the ANZUS 
viewpoint, of having as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staffan | 
officer so intimately informed about the Pacific in general and 
about ANZUS in particular. | a ; 

Admiral Radford expressed his pleasure in being present and em- : 

phasized his continuing interest in ANZUS. | | 

The Secretary welcomed Admiral Felix Stump, Commander in | 
| Chief, Pacific, and Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet, who was ap- 7 : 

: pointed in July 1953 as U.S. Military Representative accredited to , 
: the Council to succeed Admiral Radford. Admiral Stump had come 
| on from Pearl Harbor to attend the Council meeting and was ac- — 
| companied by Rear Admiral C.C. Smith, Assistant Chief of Staff for | 

| _ Joint Plans and Operations, CINCPAC. oo Be 
' The Secretary referred to the meeting of September 3-4 which : 

had been held at Pearl Harbor by the Military Representatives 
(Admiral Stump, General Rowell, and General Gentry) and request- 

| ed Admiral Stump to report to the Council concerning the meeting : 
and the general activities of the Military Representatives. | 

| Admiral Stump then submitted to the Council the Military Rep- 
: resentatives’ Report of September 4, 1953! (which is attached as | 

: Annex F to the Agreed Record of Proceedings of the second 
ANZUS Council meeting). | oe | | 

! Admiral Stump read from Annex C of the Military Representa- | 
| tives’. Report ? the following paragraph concerning the position of 

| the United States with respect to the status of ANZUS military 

| planning: OO | | ; 7 

| “The United States Joint Chiefs of Staff have noted the report. 
They consider that it is consistent with their intent that studies of | 
the Military Representatives to the ANZUS Council be used as 

| background material in development of national plans. Further, 
appropriate parts of the report should be used in connection with ) 

3 further Five-Power coordination. It was observed that no comment : 
: had been made by the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff on the paper sub- 

mitted by the Australian Military Representatives at the First | 
meeting of the ANZUS MilRep entitled ‘Recognition of the Status | 

| of the ANZAM Region as a Possible Theater of War’.” 

| General Rowell then read from the same Report the following 
| paragraph concerning the Australian position with respect to the : 

status of ANZUS military planning: | a 

| “The objective stated in the ANZUS Staff Planner’s Report of as- 
| sociating United Kingdom and France with the course of action 

recommended has been achieved by the development of the Five- — | 

1 For a portion of this Report, the Agreed Record of Proceedings, see p. 337. : 
2 Identical to the Report cited in footnote 1 above. . oe o oe 

|
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Power Planning Studies which have largely undertaken and ab- 
sorbed the proposals in the former. Therefore, no further action is 

| now necessary on Report Number One by the ANZUS Staff Plan- 
ners which, however, provided a most valuable basis for the Five- 
Power Planning Studies subsequently developed and demonstrated 
the efficacy and value of the ANZUS military machinery as a joint 
planning agency.” 

General Gentry then read from the same report the following 
paragraph concerning the New Zealand position toward the status 
of ANZUS military planning: | 

“The Report was considered by the Chiefs of Staff who supported | 
the thought that every effort should be made to obtain agreement 
and recommended support for Five-Power discussions which might 
lead to an agreed policy regarding action to be taken to counter 
further Chinese Communist aggression. However, the Chiefs of 
Staff recommended that the course of action in the ANZUS Report 
should not be adopted as the basis of ANZUS military policy on the 
grounds that the ANZUS military organization did not provide a 
suitable forum for the consideration of Southeast Asian problems | 
when the United Kingdom and France who were intimately con- 
cerned were excluded.’ | 

Admiral Stump referred to the joint recommendation to the 
Council from the three Military Representatives (paragraph C (1) 
(b)) which reads as follows: | — 

“No other military studies on measures which might be taken to 
increase mutual assistance and self-help, looking to the improve- 
ment of the defense of Australia and New Zealand and their terri- 
tories as related to the overall strategic defense in the Pacific be 
undertaken at the present time.” 

_ Admiral Stump said he wished to make it clear that the Military 
Representatives did not mean that no further studies should ever 
be undertaken but only that no new studies should be launched 
now. | | 

Admiral Radford described in detail the achievement of the 

ANZUS Staff Planners during the past year and emphasized its im- 
portance and value not only for the three ANZUS partners but 

also as the basis for the work of the Five-Power Military Group, 
which included representatives of the U.K. and France. He wanted 
to emphasize to the Council that the Planners had been extremely 
busy since their appointment by the Military Representatives in 
September 1952 and had done an impressive amount of work. They 
have taken full advantage of the authority given them and he 
thought the Council could be proud of them. A further meeting of 
the Planners was scheduled for September 21 at Pearl Harbor.* As 

3 See footnote 1, p. 355.
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to their future work, he thought that in three or four months the 
stage may have been reached where they will have gone as far as 

_ they can without further political guidance from the Council. | 

| Admiral Radford referred to the importance, from the point of | 

view of the over-all political situation in the Pacific area, of having 
minimum publicity with regard to the Five-Power Military Group. 

Admiral Stump referred to his satisfaction in the association he , 

now enjoyed with General Rowell and General Gentry. It was , 

| gratifying to know one’s opposite numbers on such a basis and to : 

| be able to communicate with them freely and with complete confi- 

| dence. | | : | 

The Secretary expressed his satisfaction over the relationships | 

| | established among the Military Representatives and their Staff , 

: - Planners; such relationships meant that emergency problems could | 

be dealt with far more satisfactorily. _ : 

| | Mr. Casey expressed gratification over the reports from Admiral ; 

| Radford and the Military Representatives and over the excellent | 

relationships they had established. A useful plan had been pro- | 

duced with regard to developments in the cold war which might : 

affect ANZUS and he wondered whether the Military Representa- 

tives believed that it was practical and desirable to undertake the : 
: additional task of planning in terms of a possible hot war. 

Mr. Webb expressed New Zealand’s appreciation for the work of | 

|. the Military Representatives and their Planners, who had certainly 

paved the way for the accomplishments of the Five-Power Military | 

Group. He was glad to join in the welcome to Admiral Radford. | 

Admiral Radford said that as he looked at the situation in the , 

Pacific he felt the planning initiated in ANZUS and carried on in : 

the Five-Power Group was not confined to the cold war. Every pos- , 

sible contingency of Communist aggression in the area had been : 

; covered, except for the defense of Korea and Japan. The studies 

’ which had been done were common to both a cold and a hot war. 
They covered the situation as it stands today. If there were a global | 

1 emergency, they could serve as the basis for detailed planning. If, 

: meanwhile, there were major changes in the political alignment, : 

the planners would have to go to work again. | | 

Ambassador Spender expounded at some length the view that : 

there was insufficient planning, coordination, and understanding | 

| - among the ANZUS partners with respect to the contingency of | 

global war. Australia had certain forces and certain industrial re- : 

| sources. She did not know, however, how she would be expected to , 

- use these in global war. Much time and effort had been lost in 1942 : 

because of the lack of understanding and coordination which exist- 
ed at that time. More specifically, he wondered whether plans 

| 
| | 

| |
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should not be undertaken with regard to Australia’s role on the 
side of supplies and logistics. | 

Admiral Radford said that the Military Representatives and 
their Staff Planners had neither the terms of reference nor the 
staff support to enable them to undertake studies along this line. 

. He did not know what the situation in Australia might be, but in 
the United States such studies, if he understood Ambassador 

Spender correctly, would be more within the province of the Office 
of Defense Mobilization than of the Department of Defense. More- 
over, he thought that the problem was one for handling at the gov- 
ernment-to-government level rather than at the military level. He 
would like to hear the views of General Rowell and General 
Gentry. 

General Rowell agreed that the problem was not one which could 
be handled by the Military Representatives and their Planners, 
who had neither the authority nor the staff for such an enterprise. 

General Gentry concurred in this view. 

Mr. Casey said that Australia had an office comparable to the 
U.S. Office of Defense Mobilization, although not so highly devel- 

oped as the latter. Australia’s capacity to produce military items 

exceeds the power to finance them. Moreover, it can produce quan- 

tities in excess of its own military needs. His Government could 
supply a list of categories of the military items in question. oe 

Admiral Radford said that such a list would be useful and that 
he thought the Office of Defense Mobilization would be interested 
in having it. 

Mr. Casey referred to the question of standardization. It had 
been a problem with respect to the Australian offer of assistance to 

the French in Indochina. | 

It was the consensus that there should be consideration through 

direct diplomatic channels of the Australian proposal directed — 
toward the most effective use, in the common effort, of the produc- 

tion capacity of Australia and New Zealand in the field of defense 
supplies. 

Agenda Item 5—Possible Broadening of ANZUS Relationships 

Ambassador Munro said he understood the relationship between 

ANZUS and the Five-Power Liaison Group but could not visualize 
the relationship betwen ANZAM and ANZUS. He would be inter- 

ested to hear Admiral Radford’s views on this. 
Admiral Radford recalled that ANZAM is the British Common- 

wealth’s relationship for mutual defense matters between Austra- 
lia, New Zealand, and the U.K. Military relationships between 
CINCPAC and ANZAM had been taken care of by the naval liaison 
arrangements worked out in the Collins-Radford Conference. The
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necessary liaison between ANZAM.and.ANZUS stemmed from 
Australian and New Zealand membership in both organizations. 
Ambassador Munro said he would be satisfied if Admiral Radford : 
thought that there was sufficient liaison under present. arrange- : 
ments. | uk te 
Ambassador Spender said that it might be helpful to meet the ; 

British views, if the U.S. did not object by having a U.K. staff offi- ) 
cer participate in discussions by the Australian Defense machinery 

| of ANZUS preparations and reports on military aspects. ee 
! Admiral Radford said he saw no objection to this procedure, al-. | 
| though he thought the argument was academic because the U.K. 

was already working in the Five-Power Liaison Group, and he as- | 
| sumed that any such participation in the planning stage was ac- : 

| ceptable. _ | 
| ‘Mr. Casey asked if there were any link that could be created to 
| satisfy the U.K. eae | . oe 

Admiral Radford did not feel that there was a good case for this. _ 
| The problem arose from the interest of others who have a perhaps | 

greater right to inclusion in such arrangements than do the Brit- | | 
| ish. U.K. interests are largely taken care of in that part of the 
: world through ANZAM, and U.S., Australian and New Zealand in- 

| terests by ANZUS. In regard to the Five-Power Group, it had been | 
: agreed that the Commanders-in-Chief would meet later, perhaps in 

Singapore or Saigon, but this may arouse Philippine sensibilities. 
| To date we have done very well in avoiding the accusation of set-. | 
| ting up a white NATO in the Pacific. In conclusion, Admiral Rad- | 

ford thought that U.K. interests are so well taken care of through 

| membership in the Five-Power Liaison Group and ANZAM that. 
they would have nothing to gain in having a formal relationship 
with ANZUS. . | | oe 

Mr. Casey said it had been decided that the present membership — 
: for ANZUS is final, but that this did not stop embarrassing ques- 
| tions being asked. , | | 

Ambassador Spender said there was agreement on the substance 
: of the question but that words must be found to diminish or stop 

the public argument. 
7 Admiral Radford said he felt that if the U.K. would understand 
| our situation in the Pacific area he believed these irritations could 

, be stopped at the source. The longer limited membership is re-. 

2 tained, the better. | | | | 
| Mr. Webb said he had cabled his Government to ask if he could 
| make a categorical turn down on the question of U.K. participation © 
2 since it would be impossible to equivocate on the question of wheth-. 

er it had been proposed. He would like to be able to state that for 
various good reasons ANZUS cannot be enlarged. 

|
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| Ambassador Spender agreed that ANZUS was most effective as 
it is now and that, to the extent that it is enlarged, its effectiveness 

would be diminished. 
Admiral Radford said he expected to visit Europe in the fall and 

_ would talk to the British Chiefs very frankly in an effort to gain 
their support. He believed that the First Lord of the Admiralty al- 
ready accepted our position. _ | 

The Secretary said he was anxious not to do anything that would 
indicate any semblance of discord between the U.S. and U.K. It 
was not going to help U.S.-U.K. relations if the impression were 
created that the U.S. was the principal obstacle to U.K. admission, 
as sometimes suggested in England. The question of British partici- 
pation was originally raised when we were thinking of a larger 
treaty group. The British were consulted and said that they would 
not want to be party to a treaty group of that size. This raised the 

question of French and Dutch participation which would have. 

made of ANZUS a white NATO. Our own Joint Chiefs of Staff 
pointed out the difficulties of British inclusion, if this meant that 
we would have assumed responsibilities with respect to Hong Kong 
and Malaya. The British then suggested a series of separate bilater- 
al treaties. It must be noted the entire Pacific security system was 
still in process of development. If we try to go too fast, we might 
lose all our present assets. British inclusion would be deeply resent- 
ed by our Asiatic friends. Moreover, if it was desired to go down 
that path, we would be willing to attempt it, but it would be 

against our better judgment. Any attempt to enlarge ANZUS 
would end in its dissolution. 
Ambassador Spender agreed with this analysis. He felt however 

that British political pressure would continue until it was met 
squarely and that the ANZUS Council must speak with one voice. 

Mr. Casey said he had thought earlier it would be best not to 
make any public reference to the U.K. membership problem, but 
now felt that the Council as a whole should make a statement in 
the name of all three members. 

Mr. Webb said that he had always taken pains to emphasize that 
ANZUS decisions are decisions of all three members. The press 

would ask if British membership had been proposed and he felt it 
would be better to face the issue and state what had been decided. 

Training Programs | 
Mr. Casey again mentioned the training of foreign officers in 

Australia and told Admiral Radford of the many applications from 

over a dozen countries which Australia had received. He said that 
his Government was of a mind to accept the applications from 
friendly countries and asked for Admiral Radford’s views on the 
subject. | |
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Admiral Radford said that he certainly would urge that they be 
accepted since this was one of the most important aspects of our 7 
joint striving toward security in the area. - : 

| Communiqué > | 
The Council agreed upon the text of a Communiqué summarizing | : 
the proceedings and conclusions of the meeting.* (The Communi- | ; 

_ qué, which was issued to the press immediately following this Ses- | 
sion, will be found in the Agreed Record of Proceedings, Annex E.) 

- The fourth and last session of the Second ANZUS Council Meet- : 

ing was adjourned at 6:15 p.m. | 

* For text, see Department of State Bulletin, Sept. 28, 1953, p. 414. _ / 

790.5/11-253 | | | os 

| Report by the Army Attaché in New Zealand (Hearne) to the 
: og - Department of the Army! | | 

CONFIDENTIAL 2 OO [WELLINGTON, undated.] | 

| _ Resutts or Visit By CHIEF OF IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF TO 
: _ AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND | | 

Field Marshal Sir John Harding, Chief of the Imperial General | | 
Staff, returned to England last week after visiting Australia and 

: New Zealand and conferring with the Chiefs of Staff of the Armed : 
| Services of those countries. (See R-248-53 and R-268-53, this office, | 

for prior information on this subject.?) | 
_ The principal talks were held, and decisions made, in Melbourne, 

and the visit to New Zealand was more in the nature of a courtesy ' 
: call, although the Field Marshal did take advantage of the opportu- — : 
| nity to confer privately with the Prime Minister and Cabinet while 

in Wellington. . — | 
- Decisions reached at Melbourne were based on the general as- — 
sumption of the existence of a state of general war, and no deci- 

sions were made or commitments pledged in the event of future 
piece-meal aggression of the Korea type and short of Russian overt : 

belligerency. The decisions are as follows: (1) The New Zealand 

| ground forces commitment remains unchanged, i.e., the Middle 

| East; (2) the Royal New Zealand Air Force commitment is Malaya; 
(3) the Royal New Zealand Navy commitment is Australasian , 

| waters (no change); (4) the Australian ground forces commitment is 
4 now Malaya, whereas in the past the traditional theater has been 

1The Department of State copy of this report is an enclosure to despatch 230 : 
| from Wellington, Nov. 2. 

2 Neither printed. | : 

| |
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the Middle East; (5) the Australian Air Force commitment is 
Malaya; and (6) the Australian Navy commitment is Australasian 
waters. | _ 

No additional staff or liaison structure was planned (R-248-53 
contains speculation that such might evolve), nor were any changes 
in unit organizational structure made. | | 

While in Wellington Field Marshal Harding had a private discus- 
sion with the Prime Minister and Cabinet. He emphasized to them 

the importance of continuing preparedness, and in this connection 

he pointed out that men or units without sufficient or proper 

equipment cannot be considered as being prepared. He therefore 
suggested the advisability of re-evaluating some of the base troop 

units (heavy ordnance repair shops and the like) with a view to- 

wards eliminating any such units which might be found incapable 

of being properly equipped under present budget limitations. 

My informant, who is a principal long-term planning officer of 

the Army General Staff, is of the opinion that the talks were bene- 

ficial, and that the Cabinet session was of considerable value in 

keeping the Government defense-conscious. On the other hand, he 
is also of the opinion that the basic assumption of general war was 

unrealistic, i.e., that discussions should have been held also with 

respect to conditions short of general war—that there may be a 
number of “Korean incidents” in South East Asia without involv- 
ing overt Russian belligerency. He therefore is of the opinion that 

the Five Power Conference on Defense of South East Asia must 

continue its work, and that it will continue to be the most impor- — 

tant conference, from the military viewpoint, in which New Zea- 

land participates. oe | 

Editorial Note 

Vice President Richard M. Nixon left Washington on October 7 
for a visit to a number of countries in the Middle and Far East. He 
returned to the United States on December 14. For his televised ad- 
dress to the Nation, “Meeting the People of Asia’, delivered De- 
cember 23, see Department of State Bulletin, January 4, 1954, page 

10. : So 

Vice President Nixon gave a general report on his trip to the 
members of the National Security Council at the 177th Meeting, 
December 23, 1953. (Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whit- 

man file) In addition, he addressed certain officers of the Depart-
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- ment on January 8, 1954. (‘‘Vice President Nixon’s Report to De- 

partment Officers on His Trip to the Near and Far East’; PPS 
files, lot 64 D 568, “Asia 1952-53”) For an extract concerning Indo- 
china from the latter report, see volume XIII, Part 1, page 929. 
Considerations of space prevent its being printed in full. 

Further documentation concerning the Vice President’s trip is : 
_ printed in volume XV and in volume XI, Part 2, pages 1365 ff. and 
—- 1818 ff. | | 

2 790.5/11-553: Telegram : 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the 
| | Department of State } 

SECRET a -Lonpon, November 5, 1953—6 p.m. | , 

| 1953. Following from Commonwealth Relations Office re Harding | 

conversations in Australia and New Zealand. 7 

| Discussions conducted on thesis it in mutual interest have coordi- 

nated force in SEA in event war. Understood US as overwhelming- 

ly major allied power, would play leading role in area. There was 

: general review situation and refurnishing [refurbishing?] of exist- ; 

ing defense arrangements in order ascertain whether everything 
“all buttoned up’—whether plans drawn up after World War II 

| against possibility resurgent Japan are equally applicable against 

. Communist China which now only conceivable aggressor. Agree- L 

ment reached on military level but not yet on governmental level, | 

although Australian and New Zealand Ministers present at conver- 

sations and gave informal concurrence to findings. 

| In reply to question, CRO stated conclusion reached at meeting 

that, until agreement reached at political level on desirability of 

4 link between ANZUS and ANZAM, it pointless attempt discussion 

4 this subject on military level. 2 oO | 
_ ALDRICH 

1 Repeated for information to Canberra and Wellington. i 
3 2 In despatch 150 from Canberra, Nov. 12, the Embassy stated that this conclusion 

' was “in harmony with impressions and hints, including the slant taken by the | q 
press, that Field Marshal Sir John Harding did not feel his visit to Australia was 

| markedly productive in a tangible fashion.” The despatch includes also a report of E 
the views of A. S. Watt, (permanent) Secretary of the Department of External Af- 

1 fairs. “His reaction was that if the Harding talks were expected by Sir Winston : 
Churchill to solve the question of British participation in ANZUS, either by a link- 

: age between ANZUS and ANZAM at the military planning level or otherwise, the 
: talks could indeed be considered unfruitful. Conversely, if the talks were to be ap- 
4 praised in their contribution to pragmatic defense planning in the South Pacific, of — 

which a great deal remained to be done, the Harding visit was quite successful and [ 
made a definite contribution.” (790.5/11-1253) | | 

| | 
E 

| 
: | |
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FE files, lot 55 D 388 

| | Senator William F. Knowland ' to the Secretary of State 

WASHINGTON, 16 November 1953. 

Dear Mr. SEcRETARY: During my recent trip to the Far East, 
which extended over a period of approximately six weeks, I was im- 

| pressed with the fact that there was lack of coordination economi- 
cally, politically, and militarily between the free understanding 
among these countries that any adverse development in one section 
of Asia was bound to have its repercussions in all other areas. 

It is my very strong belief that the free nations of Asia will en- 
thusiastically cooperate with the other free nations of the world, if 
it is made perfectly clear from the outset that they are to be treat- 
ed as equal partners in the joint effort to maintain a free world of 
free men. 

Whether all the nations of the world recognize it or not, I believe 

that the age of colonialism in Asia is dead and that no successful 

policy can be tied to colonialism in that area of the world. 

_ Now that the election in the Philippines is out of the way, I be- 

lieve there is a wonderful opportunity in the Far East for the initi- 

ative to be taken by the free nations of Asia. Too often the free : 
world has waited to react to Communist moves. Here is a chance 
for some initiative to be taken under the leadership of Asians, with 

whom we and the other western nations could cooperate. 

Mr. Magsaysay has just been elected President of the Philippines 

and takes office on January 1 [December 30]. The Philippine Repub- | 

lic has just gone through a great free election, recognized as such 
by all the people of the world. He is not encumbered by being a 

controversial figure in the sense as is President Rhee or President 

Chiang Kai-shek. On the other hand, the Philippine Republic is not : 

a “neutralist nation”. It participated with the other free nations of | 
the world under the United Nations Charter in sending troops to 

resist the aggression in Korea. | 
It would seem to me that the President of the Philippines has a 

great opportunity to call a meeting of the free nations of Asia that 

are prepared to join in a system of collective security in the main- 

_ tenance of the sovereignty of the free countries in that area of the 
world. This conference could be called at Manila and should, I be- 

lieve, include the Republic of Korea, (which has the fifth largest 

standing army in the world), the Republic of China (which has the 
sixth largest standing army in the world), Thailand, the Republic 
of the Philippines, Viet Nam, Laos, and Cambodia (in the mean- 

1 Knowland was the Majority Leader of the Senate.
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time, I would hope that the free nations of Asia which have not yet | 
recognized their independence and sent ambassadors would forth- | 
with proceed to do so) and such other nations as are willing to join | 
in a collective security system. At the moment, presumably, India, 

| Indonesia, and Burma intend to follow a neutralist policy. I do not 
believe that the free world or the part of the free world in Asia can 

sit back for one, two or three years, waiting for India to make up | 

its mind. 

Any effective system of collective security in Asia will have tobe 
broader than ANZUS for the Asian countries look upon this as a | 

) westernized approach to the problem. While it is true there cannot 

| be an effective system of defense in the Far East without ANZUS, 
| they cannot and should not carry the burden alone. In order to get 
| away from the charge of colonialism or western imperialism, it is 
2 important that a leading part in such developments be taken by | 

: the free people of Asia themselves. | 
, I hope that some steps along these lines may develop in the im- 
| mediate future. I think that more than anything else, this might 7 
: help to break the deadlock of the Korean political conference if the 
| Communist world recognized that the free world was not going to : 
: sit back and merely react to future Communist aggression after the 
, event.? | | 

| With best personal regards, I remain 7 
| Sincerely yours, | 

| | | WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND 

| 2In a reply of Nov. 18, Dulles wrote: “I have received and have read very careful- 
| ly your letter of Nov. 16. It followed very closely the lines of my own thinking. I had 

| also discussed this approach with the President and he is sympathetic to it. I have : 
! just talked also to General Romulo. I hope that something concrete will come 
| about.” (FE files, lot 55 D 388) | ! 

| ; 
| 790.5/1-2954 | : | | 

| — Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of | 
! | | Defense (Wilson) 1 | : 

| os | | 

! TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 4 December 1953. 

| Subject: Report of Operations of the Military Representatives of | : 
| the Five Power Conference on Southeast Asia. _ a 

1 This memorandum is an enclosure to Vice Admiral Davis’ letter of Jan. 29, 1954 | 
| to the Secretary of State. In his letter the Admiral mentioned that the Joint Chiefs | 

| of Staff had ‘not yet acted upon the report of the Staff Planners on the conference 
held 21 September to 2 October 1953 at Pearl Harbor.” A marginal notation indi- | 
cates that no copy of the latter report had been received in the Department of State 

. as of Mar. 3, 1954 and no copy has been found in Department of State files. |
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1. Reference is made to the Report by Staff Planners to the Mili- 
tary Representatives of the Five Powers on the Conference held 15 
June to 1 July 1953 2 at Pearl Harbor, T.H. which was forwarded 
to you on 9 November 1953. 

2. The action taken by the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and their 
equivalents in the other countries involved is outlined in JCS 

948473 of 18 September 1953 and JCS 950209 of 12 October 1953, 
| copies of which were sent to you, and in CINCPAC letter, serial 

000154, dated 22 October 1953, ? appropriate portions of which are 
included in the summarization below. The actions of these agencies 

are summarized as follows: 

a. Australia: The report has not been considered by the Austra- 
lian Government. However, the Australian Defense Committee ac- 
cepted the recommendations for planning purposes. 

b. France: The French Chiefs of Staff Committee has presented | 
the recommendations to the National Defense Committee, which 
has indicated a generally favorable reaction. 

c. New Zealand: None of the recommendations affecting the indi- 
vidual courses of action are of direct and immediate application to 
New Zealand. New Zealand does not think it appropriate to ex- 
press its approval to a course of action which requires no action by 
New Zealand. In such cases where action is not called for by all 
five nations collectively, New Zealand presumes that the nation or 
nations concerned would take such action under the aegis of the 
Five Power Military machinery at that stage. 

d. United Kingdom: The British Defense Coordinating Committee 
has authorized approval of the recommendations with certain res- 
ervations as to: strengthening the defense of Hong Kong; furnish- 
ing one (1) infantry brigade to counter an internal threat to Thai- 
land should one arise; and entering into planning for psychological 
warfare. | 

e. United States: The Joint Chiefs of Staff have approved the 
report for use as a general basis for further development of United 
States plans related to Southeast Asia, and have indicated reserva- 
tions regarding U.S. planning for the defense of Hong Kong beyond 
assistance in evacuation. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

ARTHUR RADFORD 
Chairman 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

2 Ante, p. 319. | 
3 None printed.
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790.5/12-858: Telegram md er ee : | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the ; 

| | Department of State! _ oo : 

| SECRET ~ Lonpon, December 8, 1953—5 p. m. | 

_ 2499. Embtel 1958 November 5.? 7 bo | 

1. Commonwealth Relations Office is confidential source of fol- 
| lowing information on how Commonwealth plans are shaping up 

3 for defense of Far East. — | _ | | | 

| (a) It is envisaged that, whenever it is possible to withdraw the 
Commonwealth division from Korea, a Commonwealth defense | 

7 force comprising two Australian infantry battalions, with support- 
| ing Commonwealth air and naval units, will be permanently sta- 

tioned in Singapore area. It is believed that such a force in being , 
would be a major deterrent to further Communist aggression in E 
Asia and that if aggression does occur it will be of immeasurable | 

, value to have a concentrated force ready for action on the briefest ; 
bo notice. In committing itself so strongly to the defense of Southeast 
| Asia, Australia has made it known that Australian forces will no 

2 longer be made available for defense of Middle East. It is under- 

stood that this plan has the approval of the Chiefs of Staff of Aus- 

tralia, New Zealand, and the UK. It is planned that on the Prime 

Minister’s return from Bermuda, the plan will be placed before the 

| Cabinet here. Once the Cabinet has approved, the UK will officially 

inform the US. _ | a | | 
~ (b) At some time in not too distant future UK hopes that five- 
power staff agency in Southeast Asia will develop into a political 
and military command structure along NATO lines for Southeast | 

| Asia. Value of the present agency is well understood, but it lacks | 
political direction. There has been some pressure here for expedi- 

| tion of its development into a NATO format, but it has been 
deemed that from a political point of view time not yet ripe. It is : 

| being tentatively suggested that other SEA nations, e.g., Thailand 
; and perhaps Philippines, might apply for membership in such an 

: organization their qualifications being, inter alia, willingness resist , 
aggression and ability supply competent forces in event emergency. 

- 2. UKG assumes that sooner or later US may wish to give its 
| blessing to establishment of closer defense relationship between 

i armed forces of South Korea, Formosa, and Japan under American 
| leadership. Because of obvious political difficulties involved, no r 
| thought would be given by Commonwealth in normal circum- 

stances to integration these forces with those mentioned in para- 

: graph 1 (b) above. In event further Communist aggression in Asia, 

however, Commonwealth would be less inclined look askance at un- 

: 1 Repeated for information to Paris. Repeated to Canberra and Wellington by a 

po airgram on Dec. 9. E 
2 Ante, p. 353. : 

| H 

|
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desirable political bedfellows and would welcome assistance from 

: whatever source. | 
Embassy comment: Information on which immediately preceding 

paragraph is based is less firm than that contained in paragraph 1, 
but hints that thinking along these lines is relatively far advanced 
have been received over a period of months from diverse sources, 

| including Foreign Office, Commonwealth Relations Office, and Aus- 
tralia House. Some reference to the above plans may have already 
been made by UK representatives at Bermuda (Embtel 2296 No- 
vember 27).? . 

Department may wish inform interested offices.+ 
: ALDRICH 

3 Not printed. 
* In telegram 3198 from London, Jan. 27, the Embassy reported learning from the 

Commonwealth Relations Office that the “British Cabinet members concerned have 

given approval to Harding program for new area responsibilities of Australia and 
New Zealand Armed Forces (Embassy despatch 2462, January 19) and Canberra and 
Wellington have been so informed.” In despatch 2462, the Embassy commented as 
follows: “The implementation of this program involves the transfer from the United 
Kingdom to Australia of the primary responsibility for the defense of Common- 
wealth interests in Southeast Asia.” (790.5/1-1954) 

The Embassy also indicated in telegram 3198 that the United Kingdom antic- 
ipated an early favorable response from Australia and New Zealand. (790.5/1-2754) 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 177 and 5404 Series . 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | WASHINGTON, J anuary 6, 1954. 

Subject: NSC 177, “US Objectives and Courses of Action with Re- 
spect to Southeast Asia”! to be considered at NSC Meeting 
January 8, 1954. | 

Summary | | 

This paper applies to the mainland countries of Southeast Asia, | 

1.e., Indochina, Burma, Thailand and Malaya. It endorses existing . 

policies and programs both under present conditions and in the 
event of overt aggression from Communist China (Annex A 2 

quotes warnings issued regarding this eventuality). The successful 

1 Dated Dec. 30, 1953, not printed. (S/S-NSC files, lot 683 D 351, NSC 177 Series) 

With the exception of the changes noted in footnotes 4 and 5 below, NSC 177 is 
identical to NSC 5405 of Jan. 16, p. 366. (In 1954, a new numbering system was adopt- 
ed for NSC papers, in which the first two digits denote the year in which it was 
drafted, and the second two, the order in which it was dated in that year’s group of 

papers.) : | 
2 Identical to Annex A of NSC 5405, which is printed with that paper.
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defense of Tonkin is stated to be the keystone of the defense of , 
mainland Southeast Asia. a - | 

With respect to Indochina, the paper advocates full support of 

the Laniel-Navarre plan ®? and maximum efforts to persuade the | 
French not to yield or to negotiate under conditions contrary to | 

: free world interests. If, however, negotiations are undertaken, the | 

US should be consulted and should seek to influence their course. 

, Proposed courses of action regarding Indochina are contained in | 
| paragraphs 21 through 30 of the paper. | | 

Proposed courses of military action in the event of Chinese Com- | 

| munist intervention are set forth in paragraphs 31-c, 31-d and 32, 

with the risks and consequences of such courses of action described 

in paragraph 33. oo : 
- The paper endorses existing programs and policies with respect 

i to Burma, Malaya and Thailand except that, with respect to Thai- 

2 land, there is a CIA proposal for the possible establishment of a de- 
; fensive position in the Kra Isthmus if overt Chinese aggression 
| against Thailand appears imminent. The paper contains a financial 

| appendix with an estimate of expenditures (not appropriations) in 

‘connection with US courses of action in Southeast Asia by fiscal 
| years from FY 1950 through FY 1956. | 

| Recommendations | 

| 1. That you give State Department approval to the paper in its 

| present form subject to certain minor qualifications: 

| 7 (a) That on page 1 the last 6 words of paragraph 1 (“in Europe 
| and North Africa’) be omitted because the short term result of a 

French withdrawal from Indochina in any particular area may be 
debatable.* | | | 

(b) That the State position on paragraph 46 on page 19 (CIA’s 
Kra Isthmus proposal) be dependent upon the views of Defense and 
JCS and, if those views are affirmative, that the word “preferably” __ 
in the third line be omitted since it is inconceivable that we would 

: or could establish such a proposed defense position without the con- 
| sent of Thailand and the collaboration at least of the UK.® 

_ __ E 

| 8 For documentation on this plan, see vol. xm, Part 1, pp. 339 ff. oo 
: 4In NSC 177, the last sentence of paragraph la reads as follows: “A defeat or an 

| abandonment of the struggle by France would diminish France’s value as a factor in | 
1 free world defense [in Europe and North Africa.] ’”’ A footnote to this paragraph in- 
| dicates that deletion of the portion in brackets had already been proposed by the 
| Department of State member of the NSC’s Planning Board. In NSC 5405, the entire : 
| sentence was deleted. | 

5 Paragraph 46 of NSC 177 reads as follows: i 
“(If overt Chinese or other Communist major aggression against Thailand appears 

| imminent, establish a defensive position in the Kra Isthmus, preferably with the | 
: consent of Thailand and in collaboration with the UK, Australia and New Zealand, F 

(1) to prevent an over-running of Malaya and Indonesia, (2) to secure an area of 
Thailand as a seat of Thai rule in the event the rest of Thailand is overrun, (3) to : 

: Continued I 

| |
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(c) That the NSC Secretariat be authorized to make further 
changes to smooth out the drafting of the paper and to take into 
consideration further comments on minor points. 

contribute to the over-all defense of Thailand.]” A footnote to this paragraph indi- 
cates that its deletion had been proposed by Defense and FOA members of the Plan- 
ning Board and the JCS Adviser to it. In NSC 5405, paragraph 46 was deleted and 
subsequent paragraphs renumbered. | 

Editorial Note 

NSC 177 was first discussed by the National Security Council at 
the meeting held January 8, 1954. The conversation on that occa- 

sion was devoted entirely to Indochinese questions. For the perti- 
nent section of the memorandum of discussion, see volume XIII, 

Part 1, page 947. | 

. S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 17 and 5405 Series 

Memorandum to the National Security Council by the Executive 

Secretary (Lay) — | 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, January 12, 1954. 

Subject: United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Re- 
spect to Southeast Asia 

Reference: NSC 177 : 

At the request of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) the en- 
_ Closed views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with respect to the refer- 

ence report on the subject are transmitted herewith for the infor- 

mation of the National Security Council in connection with its con- 
sideration of NSC 177 at its meeting on Thursday, January 14, 
1954. 

JAMES S. LAY, JR. 

| | [Enclosure] 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
Defense (Wilson) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, January 6, 1954. 

Subject: NSC 177—United States Objectives and Courses of Action 
with Respect to Southeast Asia. 

1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff submit herewith their views with re- 
spect to a draft statement of policy, prepared by the National Secu-
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rity Council Planning Board titled “United States Objectives and , 
Courses of Action with Respect to Southeast Asia” (NSC 177), 

which is intended, if adopted, to supersede those portions of NSC : 

124/21 not previously superseded by NSC 171/1.? 
2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are in general agreement with the 

draft statement of policy contained in NSC 177. With respect to the 

two instances in which bracketed portions appear, the Joint Chiefs | 

| of Staff submit the following comments: 

: a. The inclusion or omission of the bracketed phrase appearing 

| in subparagraph 1l-a is considered to be of no real consequence. | 
However, the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggest that the thought might 
better be expressed by amending the sentence as follows: “. . . in 

, free world defense, in Europe and in North Africa as well as in the 

| Far East.” | 
| b. The substance of the bracketed paragraph 46 is considered to 

deal with tactics of implementation rather than with basic policy. 
' Moreover, it is questionable whether the proposed action would be 
effective in the attainment of over-all objectives with respect to 

: Thailand. The Joint Chiefs of Staff therefore recommend that this 
paragraph not be included in the statement of policy. 

8. Subject to the foregoing comments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

recommend that you concur in the adoption of the proposed state- | 

; ment of policy contained in NSC 177. : 
| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

: : ARTHUR RADFORD 

: , Chairman : 

| : Joint Chiefs of Staff — | 

| 1 Dated June 25, 1952, p. 125. | 
; 2 NSC 171/1, a report entitled “U.S. Objectives and Courses of Action With Re- | 

spect to Indonesia”, Nov. 20, 1953, is scheduled for publication in Part 2. | 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | | 

2 Memorandum of Discussion at the 180th Meeting of the National 
, Security Council Held on Thursday, January 14, 1954 * 

| | [Extracts] 

| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | 

| Present at the 180th meeting of the Council were the President 

of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United 

: States; the Secretary of State; the Acting Secretary of Defense; the 
Acting Director, Foreign Operations Administration; the Director, 

Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Secretary of | 

1 Drafted by Gleason on Jan. 15. | | |
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the Treasury; the Acting Secretary of the Interior (for Item 1); the 
Secretary of Commerce (for Item 1); the Director, Bureau of the | 
Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (for Item 3); the 

Federal Civil Defense Administrator (for Item 3); the Under Secre- 

tary of State; the Service Secretaries and the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
(for Item 3); Col. Bonesteel, Mr. Lehrer and Col. Powell, Depart- 

ment of Defense (for Item 3); the Director of Central Intelligence; 

the Assistant to the President; Robert Cutler and C.D. Jackson, 

Special Assistants to the President; Richard L. Hall, NSC Special 

Staff; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Sec- 
retary, NSC. 

Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 
chief points taken. 

4. United States Objectives and Courses of Action With Respect to 
Southeast Asia (NSC 177; NSC Action No. 1005; 2 Memo for 

NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, dated January 
12, 1954) 8 

Mr. Cutler referred to the action of the Council at last week’s 

meeting, on NSC 177, called attention to the views of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff which had been received since the last meeting, and 
pointed out that the Joint Chiefs had suggested language to cover 
the two splits which occurred in NSC 177. | 

With respect to the split on page 1 of NSC 177, which read “a 

defeat or an abandonment of the struggle by France would dimin- 
ish France’s value as a factor in free world defense [in Europe and 

in North Africa]’,+ Secretary Dulles said that he had a more dras- 
_ tic solution for the disagreement, namely, that the entire sentence, 

and not merely the bracketed phrase, should be deleted. There 
_ were some people who argued that France might be much stronger 

at home or in North Africa if it got out of French Indochina. The 

President indicated that the preceding sentence sufficed to cover 

the problem. | 

Secretary Dulles went on to argue that the proper focus of inter- 

est of the NSC was the effect of a French abandonment of the 
struggle in Indochina on U.S. security interests, and it was accord- 

ingly academic to get into an argument as to the effect of such 

a abandonment on French security interests. After all, continued | 
Secretary Dulles, the United States is not engaged in defending 

| France’s vital interests; and the vital interests of the United States, 

| 2 Included in the extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the NSC meet- 
ing held on Jan. 8, printed in vol. xi, Part 1, p. 947. « | 

3 Supra. 
4 Brackets in the source text.
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as the President had pointed out, were adequately covered by the : 

previous sentence. cee wi Ra | a : 

Mr. Cutler explained and defended the Planning Board’s inclu- 

sion of this sentence, but the Secretary of State repeated his con-— 

tention that it was beside the point to become involved in argu- 

ments as to the effect on France of a withdrawal from the struggle | 
in Indochina. | | 

: Mr. Cutler observed that the Planning Board had gone down to 

2 defeat at the hands of the Council. He would accept the defeat, and 

| . turn to paragraph 46, where the next split occurred. This para- 

graph involved the proposal that if an invasion of Thailand by 

. Communist China appeared imminent, among other things a defen- : 

| sive position should be established at the Kra Isthmus, etc., etc. = | 

| General Twining * pointed out that the Joint Chiefs of Staff ob- 

jected to this paragraph because they believe that it involved not a 

policy decision but measures to execute policy. | i 

| The President inquired whether the paragraph meant that Thai- : 

land itself was abandoned in the contingency of overt Chinese Com- | 

munist aggression, and Mr. Cutler explained that this was not the : 
/ case, but that the position of the Kra Isthmus was simply a second- | 

ary line of defense. He observed, however, that since this was a 

: military matter it was perhaps appropriate to follow the judgment | 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. — | 
to. The President expressed agreement with the view of the Joint 

Chiefs that this was really not a policy matter but involved meas- _ 

: ures for the defense of Malaya, which he believed that the British 

| would attend to as a routine matter. He inquired whether the issue 

had been taken up in the Standing Group, and whether the British 

would defend Malaya to the bitter end in the event of attack.Gen- | 

eral Twining replied that to the best of his knowledge this was the © l 

L British intention, and the President said that the paragraph could 

: be deleted. 
| _ Mr. C. D. Jackson said that he had some concern with regard to | 

the section on Thailand since, except for one paragraph, 44, the re- : 

{ maining courses of action were largely negative in character. Mr. 

| | Cutler called Mr. Jackson’s attention to the general courses of | | 

‘ action for the whole area of Southeast Asia, at the beginning of the : 
! report, paragraphs 11 to 20, and pointed out that these were posi- | 

| tive in character and applied to Thailand as much as to any other | 

| of the nations of the area. Mr. Jackson expressed himself as satis- | 

fied. | 

d 5 Gen. Nathan F. Twining had succeeded Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg as Chief of : 
3 _ Staff, U.S. Air Force, on June 30, 19538. 

| | 
| . ; 

/
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Secretary Humphrey then referred to paragraph 45, which indi- 
cated that in the event of a serious deterioration of the situation 
either in Burma or Indochina, the United States would take what- 
ever measures which might be determined as feasible to forestall 

an invasion of Thailand or the seizure of power by local Thai Com- 
munists. Did the phrase “whatever measures’, inquired Secretary 
Humphrey, include U.S. ground forces? 

The President replied that he assumed that the word “feasible” 
took care of Secretary Humphrey’s concern. He doubted very much 

whether we would ever consider putting in ground forces as a feasi- 

ble course of action, but he would say, he continued, that if the sit- 

uation in Thailand or Burma started to go to hell in a basket, and 

the introduction of some U.S. ground forces would save Malaya, we 
would certainly have to do it. 

Mr. Cutler said that paragraph 45 did not contemplate the use of 
U.S. ground forces in Thailand, but that paragraph 49, involving 

Malaya, did contemplate this possibility. 
After some further discussion on this matter, the Secretary of 

State requested the Council’s permission to make some observa- 

tions. He then said that despite everything that we do there re- 

mained a possibility that the French position in Indochina would 

collapse. If this happened and the French were thrown out, it 

would, of course, become the responsibility of the victorious Viet- 

minh to set up a government and maintain order in Indochina. In 

his opinion, said Secretary Dulles, he did not believe that in this 

: contingency this country would simply say ‘Too bad; we’re licked 
and that’s the end of it.” If we could carry on effective guerrilla 
operations against this new Vietminh government we should be 

able to make as much trouble for this government as they had 
made for our side and against the legitimate governments of the 

Associated States in recent years. Moreover, the costs would be rel- 

atively low. Accordingly, an opportunity will be open to us in 
Southeast Asia even if the French are finally defeated by the Com- 
munists. We can raise hell and the Communists will find it just as 
expensive to resist as we are now finding it. Secretary Dulles rec- 

| ommended that a lot more thought be given to this opportunity in- 
stead of wasting time in worrying too much about what we should | 
do if the French were defeated in Indochina or abandoned it. 

Mr. Allen Dulles said that the CIA was already working on such 
plans as these and, indeed, had just sent out one of its best men to 
survey the possibilities on the spot. | 

The President observed that he wished we could have done some- 
thing like this after the victory of the Communists in China. Secre- 

tary Dulles answered that of course it was a grave mistake to have 

allowed the Communists the opportunity to consolidate their posi-
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tion in China. If we had made our plans in advance we might well : 
have succeeded in keeping Communist China in a turmoil. In any 

event, the possibilities should be kept in mind for Indochina. | 
Mr. Cutler reminded the Council that the reason that no such | 

suggestions had been made in this paper was the feeling of the | 
Council and the Planning Board that NSC 177 should not even 
mention the possibility of.a French abandonment of their responsi- _ 

, bilities in Indochina. | | On 
| The Vice President commented that while Secretary Dulles’ idea 
: had merit, he was not clear as to where we would find the guerril-_ | 
| las. He predicted that the Vietnamese would not like this role. He 
| also added the thought that the departure of the French from Indo- 

| china might provide just what was lacking to the Vietnamese by | : 
way of the will to fight. They might therefore allow us to come in 

: and build up their native forces and in general do for them what 
the French had thus far failed to do. The Vice President cautioned | 

| that this did not mean the introduction of U.S. combat forces. 
The President also expressed approval of Secretary Dulles’ idea, 

and pointed out, apropos of it, the very great role which the Rus- 
2 sians had informed him was played by their own guerrillas in de- i 

: feating the Germans in World War II. | | | 
The National Security Council: ® | | : 

i a. Adopted the statement of policy contained in NSC 177, subject 
to the following changes: __ | | 

| (1) Delete the last sentence of paragraph 1-a. a | 
—. (2) Delete paragraph 46, and renumber succeeding para- i 

graphs. its ae an : 7 

‘b. Agreed that the Director of Central Intelligence, in collabora- 
tion with other appropriate departments and agencies, should de- 4 
velop plans, as suggested by the Secretary of State, for certain con- | 
tingencies in Indochina. _ a a : | 

4 Note: NSC 177, as amended, subsequently approved by the Presi- 
dent, circulated as NSC 5405,7 and referred to the Operations Co- 

| ordinating Board as the coordinating agency designated by the t 
| President. The Action in b above subsequently transmitted to the : 
1 Director of Central Intelligence for implementation. 

| a sas _--«S, Everett GLEASON 

| -§ The two lettered paragraphs that follow constitute NSC Action No. 1011. (S/S- 
| NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) | 
' _ 7 Infra. oe | b
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S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5405 Series 4 

_ Report to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary 

| (Lay). 

| TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| January 16, 1954. 

NSC 5405 | | 

UNITED STATES OBJECTIVES AND COURSES OF ACTION WITH RESPECT 

: TO SOUTHEAST ASIA 

References: 

A. NSC 177 

B. NSC Action Nos. 897,! 1005 2 and 1011 3 

C. Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, 
dated January 12,19544 © 

D. NSC 124/2 5 7 

E. NSC 171/1 

F. NIE-63/1 © and SE-53 7 

The National Security Council, the Secretary of the Treasury 
and the Director, Bureau of the Budget, at the 180th Council meet- 

ing on January 14, 1954 adopted the statement of policy contained 
in NSC 177, subject to the deletion of the last sentence of para- 

graph l-a thereof and to the deletion of paragraph 46 (NSC Action 
No. 1011-a). 

In connection with this action the Council also agreed that the 
Director of Central Intelligence, in collaboration with other appro- 

priate departments and agencies, should develop plans, as suggest- 

ed by the Secretary of State, for certain contingencies in Indochina. 

The Council at its meeting on January 8, 1954, in connection 
with its preliminary consideration of NSC 177 also (NSC Action 

| No. 1005-c and d): — | 

a. Agreed that Lieutenant General John Wilson O’Daniel should 
be stationed continuously in Indochina, under appropriate liaison 
arrangements and with sufficient authority to expedite the flexible 
provision of U.S. assistance to the French Union forces. 

1 Dated Sept. 9, 1953; see vol. xm, Part 1, p. 787. | 

2 For text, see ibid., p. 954. 
3 See footnote 6, supra. 
4 Ante, p. 360. a 
5 Dated June 25, 1952, p. 125. | 

6 NIE-63/1, “Probable Short-Term Developments in French Policy’, was ap- 

proved Nov. 24, 1958 and published Dec. 1, 1958. For portions of this paper, see 
volume vi and vol. xi, Part 1, p. 894. 

7 For SE-53, “Probable Communist Reactions to Certain Possibie US Courses of 
Action in Indochina through 1954,” approved Dec. 15, 1953, and published Dec. 18, 

| 1953, see ibid., p. 924. |
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b. Requested the Department of Defense, in collaboration with 
the Central Intelligence Agency, urgently to study and report to 
the Council all feasible further steps, short of the overt use of U.S. ! 
forces in combat, which the United States might take to assist in 
achieving the success of the ‘“‘Laniel-Navarre Plan.” ) | 

The President has this date approved the statement of policy : 

contained in NSC 177, as amended and adopted by the Council and 
enclosed herewith as NSC 5405; directs its implementation by all 

! appropriate executive departments and agencies of the U.S. Gov- 
. ernment; and designates the Operations Coordinating Board as the 

| coordinating agency. A financial appendix is enclosed for Council 

| information. | 
| Accordingly those portions of NSC 124/2 not previously supersed- | 

ed by NSC 171/1 are superseded by the enclosed statement of 
policy. The enclosure does not supersede the current NSC policy on 

7 Indonesia contained in NSC 171/1. ne | 
| | | JAMES S. Lay, JR. i 

| | [Enclosure] | 

(Here follows a table of contents.) 

STATEMENT OF POLICY BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL ON 
UniTeD STATES OBJECTIVES AND Courses OF ACTION WITH RE- | 
SPECT TO SOUTHEAST ASIA* | | 

| I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS an | 
| | | 

1. Communist domination, by whatever means, of all Southeast | 

: Asia would seriously endanger in the short term, and critically en- i 
: danger in the longer term, United States security interests. 

| a. In the conflict in Indochina, the Communist and non-Commu- | 
: nist worlds clearly confront one another on the field of battle. The | | 
| loss of the struggle in Indochina, in addition to its impact in South- | 
| east Asia and in South Asia, would therefore have the most serious : 

repercussions on U.S. and free world interests in Europe and else- / 
2 where. | | 

b. Such is the interrelation of the countries of the area that effec- | 
: tive counteraction would be immediately necessary to prevent the 
| loss of any single country from leading to submission to or an 

alignment with communism by the remaining countries of South- 
! east Asia and Indonesia. Furthermore, in the event all of Southeast 

| Asia falls under communism, an alignment with communism of | 
India, and in the longer term, of the Middle East (with the proba- | 

*Southeast Asia is used herein to mean the area embracing Burma, Thailand, | 

| Indochina and Malaya. Indonesia is the subject of a separate paper (NSC 171/1). 
[Footnote in the source text.] . |
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ble exceptions of at least Pakistan and Turkey) could follow pro- 
gressively. Such widespread alignment would seriously endanger 
the stability and security of Europe. | 

c. Communist control of all of Southeast Asia and Indonesia 
, would threaten the U.S. position in the Pacific offshore island 

chain and would seriously jeopardize fundamental US. security in- 
terests in the Far East. | 

d. The loss of Southeast Asia would have serious economic conse- 
quences for many nations of the free world and conversely would 
add significant resources to the Soviet bloc. Southeast Asia, espe- 

- clally Malaya and Indonesia, is the principal world source of natu- 
| ral rubber and tin, and a producer of petroleum and other strategi- 

cally important commodities. The rice exports of Burma, Indochina 
and Thailand are critically important to Malaya, Ceylon and Hong 
Kong and are of considerable significance to Japan and India, all 

| important areas of free Asia. Furthermore, this area has an impor- 
tant potential as a market for the industrialized countries of the 
free world. . | 

e. The loss of Southeast Asia, especially of Malaya and Indonesia, 
could result in such economic and political pressures in Japan as to 

| make it extremely difficult to prevent Japan’s eventual accommo- 
| dation to communism. 

2. The danger of an overt military attack against Southeast Asia 
is inherent in the existence of a hostile and aggressive Communist 
China. The use of U.S. forces to oppose such an attack would re- 

quire diversion of military strength from other areas, thus reduc- 

ing our military capability in those areas, as well as over-all, with 
the recognized military risks involved therein, or an increase in 

our military forces in being, or both. Toward deterring such an | 
attack, the U.S. Government has engaged in consultations with 

France and the United Kingdom on the desirability of issuing to 

Communist China a joint warning as to the consequences to Com- 
munist China of aggression in Southeast Asia. Although these con- 

sultations have not achieved a full measure of agreement a warn- 
ing to Communist China has in fact been issued, particularly as to 
Indochina, in a number of public statements. (See Annex A for 

texts.) The U.S. has also participated with France, the United 
Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand in military talks on meas- 
ures which might be taken in the event of overt Chinese Commu- 

nist aggression against Indochina. | 

3. However, overt Chinese Communist attack on any part of 

Southeast Asia is less probable than continued communist efforts 

to achieve domination through armed rebellion or subversion. By 
far the most urgent threat to Southeast Asia arises from the strong 

possibility that even without overt Chinese Communist interven- : 

tion the situation in Indochina may deteriorate anew as a result of 
weakening of the resolve of France and the Associated States of 
Indochina to continue to oppose the Viet Minh rebellion, the mili-
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tary strength of which is increased by virtue of aid furnished by 
the Chinese Communist and Soviet regimes. Barring overt Chinese 
Communist intervention or further serious deterioration in Indo- 
china, the outlook in Burma, Thailand, and Malaya offers opportu- 

nities for some improvement in internal stability and in the control | 
of indigenous communist forces. ae 

4. The successful defense of Tonkin is the keystone of the defense 
of mainland Southeast Asia except possibly Malaya. In addition to 
the profound political and psychological factors involved, the reten- 

: tion of Tonkin in friendly hands cuts off the most feasible routes | 
for any massive southward advance towards central and southern 
Indochina and Thailand. The execution of U.S. courses of action 4 

: with respect to individual countries of the area may vary depend- | 
fo ing upon the route of communist advance into Southeast Asia. 

j 5. Since 1951 the United States has greatly increased all forms of | 
| assistance to the French in Indochina, particularly military aid, 

and has consulted continuously with France with a view to assur- | 
ing effective use of this aid. Partly as a result of these efforts, 
French resumption of the initiative under the ‘Laniel-Navarre 

|. Plan” has checked at least temporarily deterioration of the French : 
will to continue the struggle. Concurrently the French have moved | i 

toward perfecting the independence of the Associated States within \ 

the French Union. In September 1953 the United States decided to 

: extend an additional $385 million in aid, in return for a number of 
strong French assurances, including a commitment that the French 

| would vigorously carry forward the ‘‘Laniel-Navarre Plan,” with 
| the object of eliminating regular enemy forces in Indochina, and on H 

| the understanding that if the “LLaniel-Navarre Plan” were not exe- 
cuted, the United States would retain the right to terminate this | 
additional assistance. (See NSC Action No. 897, Annex B.) ® ot 

6. The French objective in these efforts is to terminate the war | 

as soon as possible so as to reduce the drain of the Indochina war : 

on France and permit the maintenance of a position for France in | 
| the Far East. By a combination of military victories and political 

concessions to the Associated States, France hopes to strengthen tl 
| these States to the point where they will be able to maintain them- 

selves against Communist pressures with greatly reduced French 
| aid. In the absence of a change in basic French attitudes, the 
: -Laniel-Navarre Plan may be the last French major offensive effort | 
| in Indochina. There is not in sight any desirable alternative to the 
i success of a Franco-Vietnamese effort along the lines of the r 

, “Laniel-Navarre Plan.” | / 

§ Printed in vol. x1, Part 1, p. 787. |
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_ . Notwithstanding the commitment and intent of the Laniel 

Government to seek destruction of Viet Minh regular forces, a suc- 

cessor French Government might well accept an improvement in 
the military position short of this as a basis for serious negotiation 
within the next year. Political pressures in France prevent any 
French Government from rejecting the concept of negotiations. If 

the Laniel-Navarre Plan fails or appears doomed to failure, the 
French might seek to negotiate simply for the best possible terms, 
irrespective of whether these offered any assurance of preserving a 

non-Communist Indochina. With continued U.S. economic and ma- 
terial assistance, the Franco-Vietnamese forces are not in danger of 

being militarily defeated by the Viet Minh unless there is large- 
scale Chinese Communist intervention. In any event, apart from 
the possibility of bilateral negotiations with the Communists, the 

_ French will almost certainly continue to seek international discus- 
sion of the Indochina issue. 

| 8. The Chinese Communists will almost certainly continue their 
present type of support for Viet Minh. They are unlikely to inter- 

vene with organized units even if the Viet Minh are threatened 
with defeat by the Franco-Vietnamese forces. In the event the 

United States participates in the fighting, there is a substantial 

risk that the Chinese Communists would intervene. The Commu- 
nists may talk of peace negotiations for propaganda purposes and 

_ to divide the anti-Communists believing that any political negotia- 
tions and any settlement to which they would agree would increase 
their chances of eventually gaining control of Indochina. | 

9. Actions designed to achieve our objectives in Southeast Asia 
require sensitive selection and application, on the one hand to 

| assure the optimum efficiency through coordination of measures 
for the general area, and on the other, to accommodate to the 

greatest practicable extent to the individual sensibilities of the sev- 

eral governments, social classes and minorities of the area. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

10. To prevent the countries of Southeast Asia from passing into 

the communist orbit; to persuade them that their best interests lie — 
in greater cooperation and stronger affiliations with the rest of the 

free world; and to assist them to develop toward stable, free gov- 
ernments with the will and ability to resist communism from 
within and without and to contribute to the strengthening of the 
free world. |
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III. COURSES OF ACTION | | 

A. Southeast Asia in General ; | : 

11. Demonstrate to the indigenous governments that their best 

interests lie in greater cooperation and closer affiliation with the 

nations of the free world. ' 

12. Continue present programs of limited economic and technical 

assistance designed to strengthen the indigenous non-communist 
| governments of the area and expand such programs according to 

| the calculated advantage of such aid to the U.S. world position. _ 
| 18. Encourage the countries of Southeast Asia to cooperate with, 

and restore and expand their commerce with, each other and the 

| rest of the free world, particularly Japan, and stimulate the flow of 

: raw material resources of the area to the free world. 

(14, Continue to make clear, to the extent possible in agreement | 

with other nations including France, the United Kingdom, Austra- : 

lia, and New Zealand, the grave consequences to Communist China | | 

| of aggression against Southeast Asia and continue current military : 

consultations to determine the military requirements for counter- 

ing such Chinese Communist aggression. | 

15. Strengthen, as appropriate, covert operations designed to : 
: assist in the achievement of U.S. objectives in Southeast Asia. 

16. Continue activities and operations designed to encourage the 

overseas Chinese communities in Southeast Asia: (a) to organize 

| and activate anti-communist groups and activities within their own 

1 communities; (b) to resist the effects of parallel pro-communist | 

groups and activities; (c) generally, to increase their orientation 

{ toward the free world; and, (d) consistent with their obligations and 

|. primary allegiance to their local governments, to extend sympathy | 

4 and support to the Chinese National Government as a symbol of : 

‘Chinese political resistance and as a link in the defense against : 

communist expansion in Asia. | 

1 17. Take measures to promote the coordinated defense of South- 
1 east Asia, recognizing that the initiative in regional defense meas- 

ures must come from the governments of the area. 
18. Encourage and support the spirit of resistance among the 

peoples of Southeast Asia to Chinese Communist aggression, to in- | 

| digenous Communist insurrection, subversion, infiltration, political 

- manipulations, and propaganda. | | | 4 

: 19. Strengthen propaganda and cultural activities, as appropri- | : 
| ate, in relation to the area to foster increased alignment of the | 

| people with the free world. | 

20. Make clear to the American people the importance of South- 
east Asia to the security of the United States so that they may be 

: prepared for any of the courses of action proposed herein. o 

| 
: | 

: i
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B. Indochina 

In the Absence of Chinese Communist Aggression | 

21. Without relieving France of its basic responsibility for the 
defense of the Associated States, expedite the provision of, and if 

necessary increase, aid to the French Union forces, under the 

terms of existing commitments, to assist them in: 

a. An aggressive military, political and psychological program, 
| including covert operations, to eliminate organized Viet Minh 

forces by mid-1955. | 
b. Developing indigenous armed forces, including independent lo- 

gistical and administrative services, which will eventually be capa- 
ble of maintaining internal security without assistance from 
French units. 

Toward this end, exert all feasible influence to improve the mili- 
tary capabilities of the French Union-Associated States forces, in- 
cluding improved training of local forces, effective command and 

intelligence arrangements, and the reposing of increased responsi- 

_ bility on local military leaders. | 

22. Continue to assure France that: (1) the United States is 
aware that the French effort in Indochina is vital to the preserva- 

tion of the French Union and of great strategic importance to the 

security of the free world; (2) the United States is fully aware of 
the sacrifices France is making; and (8) U.S. support will continue 

so long as France continues to carry out its primary responsibility 

in Indochina. 

23. Encourage further steps by both France and the Associated 
States to produce a working relationship based on equal sovereign- 
ty within the general framework of the French Union. These steps 

should take into account France’s primary responsibility for the de- 

fense of Indochina. | 

a. Support the development of more effective and stable govern- 
ments in the Associated States, thus making possible the reduction 
of French participation in the affairs of the States. 

b. Urge the French to organize their administration and repre- 
sentation in Indochina with a view to increasing the feeling of re- 
sponsibility on the part of the Associated States. | 

c. Seek to persuade the Associated States that it is not in their 
best interest to undermine the French position by making untimely 
demands. 

d. Cooperate with the French and the Associated States in publi- 
| cizing progress toward achieving the foregoing policies. 

24. Continue to promote international recognition and support | 

for the Associated States. 

25. Employ every feasible means to influence the French govern- 
| ment and people against any conclusion of the struggle on terms
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inconsistent with basic U.S. objectives. In doing so, the United 
States should make clear: De ASS SE Ae 

a. The effect on the position of France itself in North Africa, in 
Europe, and as a world power. | EES Be REE 

_ b. The free world stake in Indochina. | Ck | 
_-c. The impact of the loss of Indochina upon the over-all strategy } 
of France’s free world partners. _ | oO - 

: - 26. Reiterate to the French: — a 

| a. That in the absence of a marked improvement in the military | 
: situation there is no basis for negotiation with any prospect for ac- i 

ceptable terms. _ be 
| b. That a nominally non-Communist coalition regime would even- | 

tually turn the country over to Ho Chi Minh ° with no opportunity _ . 
for the replacement of the French by the United States or the 
United Kingdom. | . | fe es | 

_ 27. Flatly oppose any idea of a cease-fire as a preliminary to ne- 
2 - gotiations, because such a cease-fire would result in an irretriev- | 
| able deterioration of the Franco-Vietnamese military position in 
| Indochina | a oe 

| 28. If it appears necessary, insist that the French consult the Vi- 

| -etnamese and obtain their approval of all actions related to any re- 

| sponse to Viet Minh offers to negotiate. | , 

| 29. If the French actually enter into negotiations with the com- 
| munists, insist that the United States be consulted and seek to in- 

fluence the course of the negotiations. — 

2 30. In view of the possibility of large-scale Chinese Communist 
intervention, and in order that the United States may be prepared 

| to take whatever action may be appropriate in such circumstances, 

continue to keep current the plans necessary to carry out the 

courses of action indicated in paragraphs 31 and 32 below. In addi- 
, tion, seek UK and French advance agreement in principle that a | 
| naval blockade of Communist China should be included in the | 

courses of military action set forth in paragraph 31 below. | 

: _. In the Event of Chinese Communist Intervention _ a ee 
| 31. If the United States, France and the Associated States deter- _ | 
| mine that Chinese Communist forces (including volunteers) have 

| overtly intervened in Indochina, or are covertly participating so as | 
| to jeopardize holding the Tonkin delta area, the United States (fol- 

lowing consultation with France, the Associated States, the UK, 

: Australia, and New Zealand) should take the following measures to 

|. assist French Union forces to repel the aggression, to hold Indo- | 
| _ china and to restore its security and peace: 

: 9 President of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. __ : a | 

| | 
|
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a. Support a request by France or the Associated States that the 
United Nations take immediate actions, including a resolution that 
Communist China had committed an aggression and a recommen- 
dation that member states take whatever action may be necessary, 
without geographic limitation, to assist France and the Associated 
States to meet such aggression. 

b. Whether or not the United Nations so acts, seek the maximum 
international support for participation in military courses of action 
required by the situation. 

c. Carry out the following minimum courses of military action, 
either under UN auspices or as part of a joint effort with France, 
the UK, and any other friendly governments: 

(1) Provide, as may be practicable, air and naval assistance 
for a resolute defense of Indochina itself; calling upon France 
and the Associated States to provide ground forces. 

(2) Provide the major forces to interdict Chinese Communist 
communication lines, including those in China; calling upon 
the UK and France to provide token forces and such other as- 
sistance as is normal among allies. 

(3) Provide logistical support to other participating nations 
| as may be necessary. } 

d. Take the following additional actions, if appropriate to the sit- 
uation: | 

(1) If agreed pursuant to paragraph 30 above, establish joint- 
| Oh with the UK and France a naval blockade of Communist 

ina. 
(2) Intensify covert operations to aid guerrilla forces against 

| Communist China and to interfere with and disrupt Chinese 
: Communist lines of communication. 

(3) Utilize, as desirable and feasible, Chinese National forces 
in military operations in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China 
proper. 
bl (4) Assist the British in Hong Kong, as desirable and feasi- 

e. 
(5) Evacuate French Union civil and military personnel from 

the Tonkin delta, if required. | 

32. a. If, after taking the actions outlined in paragraph 31-c 
above, the United States, the UK and France determine jointly 
that expanded military action against Communist China is neces- 

sary, the United States, in conjunction with at least France and 

the UK, should take air and naval action against all suitable mili- 

tary targets in China which directly contribute to the war in Indo- 
china, avoiding insofar as practicable targets near the USSR 
boundaries. 

b. If the UK and France do not agree to such expanded military 

action, the United States should consider taking such action unilat- 

erally. |
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38. If action is taken under paragraph 32, the United States | 

should recognize that it may become involved in an all-out war 

with Communist China, and possibly with the USSR and the rest of 

| the Soviet bloc, and should therefore proceed to take large-scale | 

mobilization measures. | | | 

~ C. Burma | | | . 

! 34. Encourage the Burmese Government to cooperate with the | 

, - anti-Communist nations. => | | | 

| 35. Implement promptly and effectively the recent agreement to 

| furnish Burma with military equipment and supplies on a reim- 

-bursable basis. —_— po . : 
- 36. Be prepared to resume economic and technical assistance to 

Burma if requested by Burma. | a ! 
2 87. Continue to demonstrate U.S. interest in a solution of the 

, problem of the Chinese Nationalist irregular troops in Burma, and — 

be prepared to provide limited logistic support for the evacuation of 

these troops. ns | / 
88. a. Exchange views with the U.K. regarding policy for Burma, | 

avoiding indications of any desire to supplant the British, but 1 

: making clear that it is undesirable for the British to maintain a | 

monopoly over military assistance to Burma. | 

1 __b. Urge the British to expand their military mission, insofar as 

| possible, to meet Burmese requirements. | 

| 39. Attempt to arouse the Burmese to the dangers of Chinese 

Communist expansion and to the need for effective military de- 4 

i fense against it, including coordinated military action with other 

Southeast Asian countries. _ oe i 

40. a. Develop united action and cooperation among indigenous, | 

2 anti-communist groups in Burma to resist communist encroach- 

: ments. | - - 

pb. Make suitable preparations for the establishment of guerrilla : 

: forces among suitable ethnic groups for possible use against the | 

Communists; recognizing the limitations involved in making such ~ | 

| preparations, because (so long as the Burmese Government re- 

mains non-communist) a major consideration should be to take no 

action that would involve serious risk of alienating that Govern- | 

: ment. | 

| Al. If there is a large-scale attempt by local communists to seize 

power in Burma, activate to the extent practicable the guerrilla 

| forces referred to in paragraph 40 above. | 

| 42. In the event of overt Chinese Communist aggression against i 

Burma: | 

a. Support an appeal to the UN by the Burmese Government.
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b. Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments take appropri- 
ate military action against Communist China as part of a UN col- 
lective action or in conjunction with France and the United King- 
dom.and any other friendly governments. 

c. Employ as desirable and feasible anti-Communist Chinese 
forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces, in military operations 
in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. | 

43. If, in spite of the preceding courses of action, communist con- 

trol of all or a substantial part of Burma becomes inevitable, sup- 
port any trustworthy elements capable of continued resistance to 

communism. | | 

D. Thailand - | 

| 44. Continue to assist the Government of Thailand in creating 
conditions of internal security, in becoming a stabilizing force in 
Southeast Asia, in better withstanding communist pressures in the 
area, and in maintaining its alignment with the free world; and, as 

appropriate to support these ends, conduct military, economic and 

technical assistance programs, and strengthex cultural and propa- 

ganda programs and covert operations. — a 

45. If a serious deterioration of the situation in either Indochina 

or Burma appears imminent, take whatever measures, including 
increased aid to Thailand, may be determined as feasible to fore- 

stall an invasion of Thailand or a seizure of power by local Thai 
Communists. | | 

46. In the event of overt Chinese or other Communist major ag- 
gression against Thailand: . a 

a. Support an appeal to the UN by the Thai Government. 
b. Consistent with world-wide U.S. commitments take appropri- 

ate military action against Communist China as part of a UN col- 
lective action or in conjunction with France and the United King- 
dom and any other friendly governments. 

c. Employ as desirable and feasible anti-communist Chinese 
forces, including Chinese Nationalist forces, in military operations 
in Southeast Asia, Korea, or China proper. 

E. Malaya | 

47. Support the British in their measures to eradicate commu- 
nist guerrilla forces and restore order. 

48. In the event of overt Chinese Communist aggression against 

Malaya, in addition to the military action which would already 

have been taken against Communist China (see paras. 32, 42, 46), 

the United States should assist in the defense of Malaya, as appro- 
priate, as part of a UN collective action or in conjunction with the 

United Kingdom and any other friendly governments.
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Annex A | | 

1. The Joint Communiqué issued on March 28, 1953, following 

talks between representatives of the United States and France in 

Washington,!° contained the following: | | 

“Obviously any armistice which might be concluded in Korea by 
| the United Nations would be entered into in the hope that it would : 

2 be a step toward peace. It was the view of both Governments, how- : 

: ever, that should the Chinese Communist regime take advantage of 
: such an armistice to pursue aggressive war elsewhere in the Far 

| East, such action would have the most serious consequences for the : i 

. efforts to bring about peace in the world and would conflict directly : 

: with the understanding on which any armistice in Korea would 
rest.” | a 

2. On July 14, 19538, the Secretary of State and the Foreign Min- | 

isters of France and the United Kingdom issued a communiqué on : 

the Far East at the close of their conversations in Washington.?? 

| The communiqué included the following: | | 

! “They considered that, in existing circumstances and pending 
further consultation, the common policies of the three Powers to- : 

3 wards Communist China should be maintained. They resolve that, | 

: if the Communist should renew their aggression in Korea after an i 

: armistice and again threaten the principles defended by the United | 
' Nations, their governments would as members of the United Na- : 
3 tions again support the restoration of peace and security. 

“The Foreign Ministers were of the opinion that an armistice in E 
Korea must not result in jeopardizing the restoration or the safe- E 

| guarding of peace in any other part of Asia. They hope that any 
armistice accepted by the United Nations would be a step forward : 

| in the cause of peace everywhere, and in particular in the Far 
: East.” 

: 3. In the special report to the Secretary General of the UN by } 

the unified command on the armistice in Korea transmitted to the : 

: Secretary General on August 7, 1953,12 the following paragraphs : 

were included in the Foreword: | 

: ‘We declare again our faith in the principles and purposes of the : 
4 United Nations, our consciousness of our continuing responsibil- | , 
1 ities in Korea, and our determination in good faith to seek a settle- 

ment of the Korean problem. We affirm, in the interests of world ) 
! peace, that if there is a renewal of the armed attack, challenging 

| 10 For the full text of the communiqué, see Department of State Bulletin, Apr. 6, | 
: 1953, p. 491. | 7 
; 11 For the full text of the communiqué issued at the close of tripartite conversa- 7 
| tions held July 10-14, 1953, see ibid., July 27, 1953, p. 104. At these conversations, 

the U.K. Delegation was headed by the Acting Foreign Secretary, Lord Salisbury. 
| For documentation on these talks, see vol. v, Part 2, pp. 1582 ff. 

12 For the full text of this report, see Department of State Bulletin, Aug. 24, 1953, 
p. 246.
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again the principles of the United Nations, we should again be 
united and prompt to resist. The consequences of such a breach of 
the armistice would be so grave that, in all probability, it would 
not be possible to confine hostilities within the frontiers of Korea. 

“Finally, we are of the opinion that the armistice must not result 
in jeopardizing the restoration or the safeguarding of peace in any 
other part of Asia.”’ | 

4. In a speech to the American Legion at St. Louis, Missouri, on. 

September 2, 1953, the Secretary of State said: 

“Communist China has been and now is training, equipping and 
supplying the Communist forces in Indochina. There is the risk 
that, as in Korea, Red China might send its own army into Indo- 
china. The Chinese Communist regime should realize that such a 
second aggression could not occur without grave consequences 
which might not be confined to Indochina. I say this soberly in the 

| interest of peace and in the hope of preventing another aggressor 
miscalculation.” 1% | 

). In a speech to the UNESCO National Commission at. Minne- 
apolis, Minn., on September 15, 1953, the Under Secretary of State : 

| said: | 

“But should the Chinese Communists reopen hostilities, renew 
their aggressive behavior—either in Korea or in Indochina—we 
would be confronted with a very different situation. We would be 
forced to the conclusion that the Peiping regime is bent on a reck- 
less course of conquest. It would then be clear that Communist 
intent was to invest all Southeast Asia and by force of arms to sub- 
ject the free peoples of that area to the tyranny of Red control. Our 
reaction would have to be adequate to meet such a grave situa- 
tion.” 14 

| [Here follows Annex B, NSC Action No. 897, dated September 9, 

1953. For text, see volume XIII, Part 1, page 787.] 

13 For full text of the address, entitled “Korean Problems”, see Department of 
State Bulletin, Sept. 14, 1953, p. 339. : 

*For full text of Smith’s speech, “Building a Cooperative Peace’, see ibid., Oct. 5, 
1953, p. 463.
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PERTINENT ASSUMPTIONS 

Indochina ee oe . 

1. MDAP and Common-use Programs (Col. 2) expenditures 

assume (a) elimination of organized resistance by June 1955; (b) a + 

period of pacification extending for approximately another year; (c) 

| a continuance of U.S. assistance for the duration of the major mili- | 

| tary operations at approximately the same rate as in FY 1954. 

| 2. Financial Support through France (Col. 3) expenditures for FY 

: 1950-58 reflect staff estimates of amounts of aid to France which is 

attributable to Indochina. _ | | | 

3. Economic Assistance (Col. 4) includes no specific estimates for | 

rehabilitation on the assumption that such costs could be offset 

t against reduced military expenditures. fo.) a 

: 4, Informational Activities (Col. 5) are assumed to continue in FY 

1956 at a relatively stable rate. oe | 

5. Other (see footnotes { and.§totable).. = | . 

| Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | 

: Memorandum of Discussion at the 181st Meeting of the National | 

Security Council Held on Thursday, January 21, 1954 > _ | 

. | | | | | - [Extracts] So 

| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | | 

{ Present at the 18lst Meeting of the National Security Council 
were the President of the United States, presiding; the Secretary of 

State; the Acting Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign Oper- 

: ations Administration; the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. : 

J The Vice President did not attend the meeting because of his ab- 

sence from the city. Also present were the Secretary of the Treas- 

: ury; the Attorney General (for Item 6); Mr. Morrison for the Direc- | 

tor, Bureau of the Budget; the U.S. Representative to the United 

: Nations; the Under Secretary of State; the Acting Secretary of the 

| Army and Adm. Duncan for the Secretary of the Navy (for Item 4); | 

the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; Gen. Bolte for the Chief of 

| Staff, U.S. Army, the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force, and the Com- 
| mandant, U.S. Marine Corps (for Item 4); Judge Barnes, Assistant 

‘ Attorney General, and Mr. Herbert Hoover, Jr., Department of ! 

State (for Item 6); the Director of Central Intelligence; the Assist- 

ant to the President; Robert Cutler and C.D. Jackson, Special As- 

: sistants to the President; the Deputy Assistant to the President; : 

, 1 Gleason drafted this memorandum on Jan. 22. : | |
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the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, 
NSC. | 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 
the main points taken. 

4. United States Objectives and Courses of Action With Respect to 
Southeast Asia (NSC 5405;2 NSC Actions Nos. 1005-d and 
1011-b) 3 | | 

At the beginning of the discussion of this item, Mr. Cutler point- 
ed out that some confusion existed as to who was responsible for 
carrying out NSC Actions Nos. 1005-d and 1011-b. In the first in- | 
stance, the Council decided to refer to the same high-level commit- 
tee both the problem of further feasible steps to assist in achieving 
the objectives of the “Laniel-Navarre” Plan (NSC Action No. 1005-d) | 
and the problem of longer-range plans for the contingency of a 

| French defeat or abandonment of Indochina. (NSC Action No. 
1011-b). Mr. Cutler then requested the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff to make his oral report on possible further measures 
to assist in achieving the success of the Laniel-Navarre Plan which 
had been worked out during the past week with the Director of 
Central Intelligence. 

Before referring to his report, Admiral Radford said that he had 
a point which bore on the problem which he would like to present 
to the Council. He then said that some three years ago, when he 
was CINCPAC, he had been ordered to make contact with General 
DeLattre and to talk over with him plans to cover U.S. assistance 
in the evacuation of the French Union forces from the Tonkin 
delta in the event that they were forced to abandon this position. 

| DeLattre had at that time observed that in his opinion it was pre- 
posterous to talk about an evacuation of French Union forces from 
Tonkin. Before they could ever get out, they and their Vietnamese 
friends would all have been massacred. Admiral Radford stated _ 
that General DeLattre’s position was sound, and that there was 
very little point in talking about a French abandonment of Indo- 
china. 

With regard to the report on further measures to assist the Na- 
varre Plan, Admiral Radford stated that the JCS paper had been 
written in collaboration with the CIA and had been very hurriedly 
formulated. If it were possible for the Council to extend the time, 
the contents of the report could be greatly improved. It was his un- 
derstanding that Secretary Kyes + did not agree with all the meas- 

2 Supra. | 
3See footnote 6, p. 365. : : | 
* Roger M. Kyes, Acting Secretary of Defense.
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ures suggested. Moreover, General O’Daniel would soon be in Indo- 

china, and it would be very valuable to have a report at once from : 

him on what further steps might usefully be taken. ; 

- Admiral Radford pointed out that certain measures of further as- | 

| sistance are already in train. He felt that it was probable that we 

| could mount a “Flying Tiger” operation, as discussed at last week’s 

. Council meeting, though this would be a very expensive undertak- 

: ing. Also, Admiral Radford wanted to urge the French to step up 

i their efforts in guerrilla warfare. | | 

3 Finally, Admiral Radford said he wished to submit any report on 

further measures to assist the French, to the new high-level com- | 

mittee for its views prior to final Council action upon it. a 

: _ Mr. Allen Dulles said that he understood that the new high-level 

yo committee had been set up to deal with the problems of Southeast 

: Asia as a whole. He greatly regretted the possibility that steps | 

which needed to be taken promptly with specific regard to Indo- 

china should necessarily be held up while the new committee delib- . 

; erated on the whole Southeast Asia area. He reported that the CIA | 

had a team all ready to go out to Indochina and tackle the guerril- | 

: la warfare problem .... | 

Mr. Cutler said that he did not understand that there was any 

need for delay, and the President said he did not want any delay, 

indicating that he was anxious that the new high-level committee 

convene at once in order to figure out additional measures to assist 

| the French. Above all, Indochina, the President insisted, must not i 

| be allowed to go by default. — 
Mr. Cutler pointed out that there was no need for the new high- 

| level committee to report its findings to the Council, since it would | 

| be concerned with operational questions rather than policy guid- 

| ance. Accordingly, the committee could proceed to carry out its 

own agreed additional measures. | | ) 

| Admiral Radford stated that so far as psychological measures ; 

and unconventional warfare were concerned, he would be glad to 

have the Director of Central Intelligence proceed with his plans... . 

What concerned him most, continued Admiral Radford, was just | 

how much time we have. He was inclined to feel that the press had 

| exaggerated the emergency in French Indochina, and that things 

| were not as bad as they were represented. He proposed to have 

General O’Daniel report on this question just as soon as feasible. 3 

; Mr. Allen Dulles reminded the members of the Council that psy- 

chological operations and the training of guerrillas were long-term ; 

operations which required lengthy advance preparation. | 

Secretary Smith then referred to Premier Laniel’s letter to the : 

President, which had just been received in the State Department, 

: and which requested 35 additional B-26 planes, the continued loan 

| .
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of the C-119 planes, and some 400 repair and maintenance person- 
nel, all to be delivered prior to March 1. Secretary Smith noted 
that a reply to this letter would have to be prepared promptly.5- 

The President, turning to General Twining, inquired whether it 
would cause much trouble to respond favorably to the French re- 
quest. The President presumed that we could, without undue diffi- | 
culty, find 400 maintenance personnel from our own Air Force. 

General Twining and Admiral Radford pointed out, however, 
that we could not use personnel of our own Air Force, but would | 
have to hire civilians, a process which might be difficult and time- 
consuming. | _ | 

Secretary Smith also questioned the wisdom of substituting 
American personnel in NATO in order to relieve the French and 
permit them to send their own maintenance crews to Indochina. 
This course of action would require heavy pressure on the French 

_ by General Gruenther,® and might result in the grounding of a 
considerable number of French planes in Europe. . - 

The President expressed his view that we should at least provide 
the French with some supervisors, though not with the mainte- 
nance personnel. If we provided a group of 25 or 26 supervisors and 
gave the French 35 B-26 planes, the French ought to be able to dig 
up 400 additional mechanics. | | 

In reply to the President’s suggestion, Secretary Smith said that 
he and Admiral Radford would get together on a reply to Laniel on 
Saturday. | 

Admiral Radford indicated his desire to have a little more time 
to consider the whole matter of further measures to assist the 
French in securing the objectives of the Navarre Plan. Not least of 
these considerations, said Admiral Radford, was the possibility of 
getting a useful quid pro quo from the French in return for fulfill- 
ing this most recent request. The President said he was agreeable 
to this solution, but he wanted the planes made ready to go when 
the decision was made. — 

The President went on to criticize French military strategy in 
Indochina in view of the large number of battalions immobilized in 
the Tonkin delta at the moment that the French strongpoint at 

Dien Bien Phu was heavily invested by the Vietminh. | 

Mr. Allen Dulles heartily endorsed the idea of a quid pro quo 

: from the French in return for the new equipment, . . . . The Presi- 

dent expressed agreement with Mr. Dulles’ point. 

5 For text of Laniel’s letter, see telegram 2668 from Paris, Jan. 19, vol. xm, Part 1, 

P : Gen, Alfred M. Gruenther, USA, Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, and Com- 
mander in Chief, U.S. European Command, since July 11, 1953.
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The National Security Council:* = | | 

- Noted that the President had directed a Special Committee, con- 

sisting of the Under Secretary of State, the Deputy Secretary of De- - + 

fense, the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director of Cen- 
tral Intelligence: | | a 

2 a. To determine urgently further feasible steps to assist in 
| achieving the success of the “Laniel-Navarre” Plan in accord- i 

| ance with NSC 5405, including consideration of the report pre- 

: pared by the Department of Defense in collaboration with the 
, Central Intelligence Agency pursuant to NSC Action No. 1005-d. i 

, (The Committee will utilize the facilities of and report to the 
- Operations Coordinating Board on this assignment.) . i 

pb. To develop longer-range plans for possible future contin- 

: gencies in Southeast Asia not covered by NSC 5405, including 

| those suggested by the Secretary of State and previously as- 

signed to the director of Central Intelligence by NSC Action 

| No. 1011-b. (The Committee will utilize the facilities of the Op- | 

: erations Coordinating Board and report to the National Securi- 

| ty Council on this assignment.) | | oe | 

) - Note: The above action subsequently transmitted ® to the Under | 

: Secretary of State, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the Chairman, 

| _ Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director of Central Intelligence for 

| appropriate implementation. | | 

| | - S. Everett GLEASON 

| 7 'The following paragraph and its lettered subsections constitute NSC Action No. 

! 1019. (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) | | 

| § On Jan. 25. | 

| | 
| | | Editorial Note | . 

In the course of its 183d meeting held February 4, 1954, the Na- | 

| tional Security Council discussed issues relating to the Republic of | 

| China. At the end of this discussion the Council took Action No. 

1029, of which subparagraph (b) reads: “‘Requested the Department 

| of Defense to review and report to the Council on U.S. strategy for 

| developing a position of military strength in the Far East.” (S/S- : 

| NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) | 

There follows a passage from the memorandum of discussion at 

the meeting which is pertinent to NSC Action No. 1029-b: | 

“With regard, however, to the specific recommendation for a | 

po review of Formosa policy and force levels, Secretary Wilson recom- 

| mended that this review be expanded to include the whole Pacific : 
| area. There were many problems in connection with Japan and the 

Philippines, and we must decide just how much we wish to invest
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in this area. Over the long haul, said Secretary Wilson, he didn’t 
hold much with our policy toward Formosa. 

“secretary Humphrey said that he strongly supported Secretary 
Wilson’s opinion, and as for himself, he simply did not understand 
the nature of U.S. objectives in the Far East.” (Eisenhower Library, 
Eisenhower papers, Whitman file) 

For more information on the discussion of the Republic of China _ 
at this meeting and on NSC Action No. 1029, see volume XIV. 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 184th Meeting of the National | 
| Security Council Held on Thursday, February 11, 1954 } 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY oe 

, Present at this meeting of the Council were the President of the 
| United States, presiding; the Acting Secretary of State; the Secreta- 

ry of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations Administration; the 
Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. The Vice President did not 
attend the meeting. Also present were the Secretary of the Treas- 
ury; Mr. Warren Olney, 3rd, for the Attorney General (for Items 1 
and 3); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic 
Energy Commission (for Items 1, 3 and 4); Mrs. Katherine G. 
Howard for the Federal Civil Defense Administrator (for Items 1 
and 3); the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central 
Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; Robert Cutler, Special 
Assistant to the President; the Deputy Secretary of Defense; the 

General Services Administrator; General Willard S. Paul, Office of 

Defense Mobilization; Mr. A. Russell Ash, Office of Defense Mobili- 

zation; Mr. Harold L. Aitken, Federal Civil Defense Administra- 
tion; the NSC Representative on Internal Security; Bryce Harlow, 
Administrative Assistant to the President; and the Acting Execu- | 

tive Secretary, NSC. . 

Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the 
chief points taken. 

do. United States Objectives and Courses of Action With Respect to 

Southeast Asia (NSC Action No. 1019; 2 NSC 5405 3) | 

Mr. Cutler summarized previous Council action on this problem, 

and called the Council’s attention to General O’Daniel’s recent 

1 Drafted on Feb. 12. : | 
2 See footnote 7, p. 385. | | 

3 Dated Jan. 16, p. 366.
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report and to a variety of other intelligence, much of it conflicting, 

with respect to conditions in Indochina. He then called upon Secre- | 

tary Smith to make his oral report. | | | 

Secretary Smith said that the problem that the Special Commit- 

tee was dealing with had two phases. The first of these involved 

oo emergency assistance to the French, and Secretary Smith said he 

: would call on Secretary Kyes to speak to this matter. 

| Secretary Kyes said that we had sent 200 airmen and a certain 

i number of aircraft which the French had asked for on an emergen- 
: cy basis. Certain other French requests had been analyzed and | 

| found to be impractical. General O’Daniel had certain other sugges- | 

tions which the Committee was in the process of scrutinizing. , 

| | There ensued a discussion of the CAT pilots. These were ready to | 

| go, said Mr. Dulles, but the French have not yet asked for them. 

- Admiral Radford commented in further detail on Secretary Kyes’ 

remarks, and explained that we were sending the French 22 of the 

-B-26 aircraft which they had requested, but that we have not yet 

' acted on an additional 25 which the French hope to have. Admiral 

: Radford also commented on the confusion which prevailed in the 

French request for additional assistance, especially as regards the 

number of maintenance personnel they needed for the American 

; aircraft. | | 

: At the conclusion of this discussion, Secretary Smith turned to 

7 the second phase of the problem, namely, the political. He pointed | 

: out that the Soviets had been extremely active at the Foreign Min- 

| isters meeting in Berlin, and were doing their best to induce the 

| _ French to give up the struggle in Indochina. It was, unhappily, 

| _ Clear that this was precisely what the French in Paris wanted to | 

: do. They were very much disappointed in the progress of the Na- 

varre plan, and particularly depressed over the lack of response of | 

| the native population of Indochina to the hopes and promises : 

which France had held out. | | | 

| General Erskine,* continued Secretary Smith, had made certain ) 

4 recommendations on the so-called long-term problem—alternatives 

: open to the United States in the event that the Navarre plan fails 

| and the French give up. Secretary Smith said he would not go into : 

detail at this point on these recommendations. He concluded by re- 

ferring to the fact that Rene Pleven > was now in Indochina, and 

| that Secretary Wilson had sent him a message inviting him to 

return to France by way of the United States. This move of Secre- 

: ~ 4Gen. Graves B. Erskine, USMC (ret.), Director of the Office of Special Oper- 

; ations, Department of Defense. For text of the report by the President’s Special 

J Oo on Indochina, of which General Erskine was chairman, see vol. x11, Part 

=. 5 René Pleven, French Minister of National Defense. | 

|
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tary Wilson’s was the result of a conversation between Secretary 
Dulles and Bidault at Berlin. | | | 

The President commented on the extraordinary confusion in the 
| reports which reached him from the area of Indochina. There were 

almost as many judgments as there were authors of messages. 
There were, nevertheless, only two critical factors in the situation. 
The first was to win over the Vietnamese population; the other to 
instill some spirit into the French. 

Governor Stassen said that he desired to take issue with the pre- 
vailing pessimism, and stated that we were better off today in Indo- 
china than we thought we would be a year ago. No real defeats had 
been endured by the French Union forces at the hands of the Viet 
Minh. Secretary Smith said that he perhaps would agree with Gov- 
ernor Stassen’s judgment if it were confined strictly to the military 
situation. Governor Stassen went on to point out that our “funds 
situation” remains good, and that we were perfectly able to do 
what the French asked us to do without exceeding our budget. His 
advice, therefore, was to stick to our guns and try to see the thing 
through. 

The President commented that the mood of discouragement came 
from the evident lack of a spiritual force among the French and 
the Vietnamese. This was a commodity which it was excessively 
difficult for one nation to supply to another. 

Admiral Radford stated that he believed he could give some ex- 
planation of the differences in the reports which came, on the one | 
hand, from our Service attachés and other semi-permanent person- 
nel in Indochina, and on the other hand, from visitors like General 
O’Daniel. Our attachés tend to become frustrated as a result of con- 
tinuously being on the scene. Moreover, they tend to look at a situ- 
ation from a strictly Service point of view. It should also be remem- 
bered that General Trapnell had been captured at Bataan and had 
been a prisoner of war of the Japanese throughout the rest of 
World War II. Such an experience inevitably left its mark. 

_ With respect to the efficiency of our military missions in Indo- 
china, Secretary Smith commented that the Air Force had done by 
far the best job, the Navy had run a very poor second, and the 
Army was far behind the Navy. 
Ambassador Lodge said that he had had a lot of experience in 

dealing with the French, and that if you get behind them and push 
hard enough they will do what is required. 

The President observed that he had just about reached the con- 
clusion that it was time for a change of Ambassadors in Indochina. 

[Here follow two pages, missing from the source text, which ap- 
parently include the remainder of the discussion of Item 5. NSC 
Action No. 1036, taken at the meeting after discussion of Item 5,
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-reads as follows: “Discussed the subject in the light of oral reports 

by the Acting Secretary of State and the Deputy Secretary of De- | 

fense, on behalf of the Special Committee referred to in NSC | 

Action No. 1019, on further feasible steps to assist in achieving the 

success of the ‘Laniel-Navarre’ Plan in accordance with NSC 

2 5405.” (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D95)] _ es 

| | | 

‘U/MSA files, lot 56 D 551, MSP Far East OP eS Co | vee ee 

Record of the Third Plenary Session of the Far East Regional 

| - Conference of the Foreign Operations Administration, Held at : 
Manila, February 23, 1954, 8:30a.m.-12:15 pm*t | 

| OFFICIAL USEONLY = ss oo Saas | | 

Guidelines From the Director si co EE 

| - Mr. Stassen presented the following tentative policy guidelines 

regarding industrial development and U.S. private investment. 

: Some of them will have to be developed further in interagency con- | 

. sultations before becoming firm policy. : | | 

| ._ The U.S. objective is a strengthening of the economic foundation 

| in this area and a gradual improvement in living conditions so that | 

| there may be political stability, orientation away from Soviet infil- 

| tration or undermining, and a healthy participation in a free world 

| - economy. It has been the U.S. conviction and experience that a real | 

change in the standard of living is achieved when production and 

| distribution are to a maximum extent in non-governmental hands. 

A program of fostering industrial development banks should be | 

contemplated, since there appears to be a strong overriding re- | 

| quirement of some kind of credit availability for industrial develop- | 

| ment in the area. This would depend on our getting Executive : 

7 Branch agreement for such a program and on the countries’ desire : 

for such a program. Certain fundamental rules would, of course, be 

prerequisite to the furnishing of some amounts of U.S. capital to : 

| help the banks get started. We should try to get these banks into | 

| private rather than government hands. There might be an industri- 

\ al development bank in each country in this area, with a group of 

1 This record is included in a document entitled “Far East Regional Conference”, | 

: MISC/RA-24, issued by the Executive Secretariat of the Foreign Operations Admin- 
istration on Mar. 6. This paper includes records of all the plenary sessions of this | | 
conference, which was held in Manila Feb. 22-26, 1954. - , | 

i 

| | 
| |
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country banks serviced by an area bank as we move into the re- 
gional approach. 

Such a program would take time, but the institutionalizing of 
local industrial credit is fundamental to the economic strengthen- 
ing of this area without the requirement of large U.S. dollar 
grants. 

Action: Mr. Stassen said we will set up an inter-departmental 
group in Washington to try to develop a pattern for this program. 

An added attraction for indigenous private capital would be pro- 
vided if the U.S. were to furnish a part of the industrial develop- 
ment bank capital and did not require early or high interest pay- 
ments. There will be increased local investment if there is a trend 
toward local interest payment; and there will be a remarkable. 
change in credit availability if capital is invested rather than 
buried or sent out of the country. | 

“Pilot operations” should be considered as part of our program 
because of their importance in pioneering and showing the way. 
There can be a significant psychological impact if we can show the 
way that competent people can produce and accomplish something. 

The Missions should look for opportunities to include assistance 
in our program to industries that need help in getting started— 

| particularly from the standpoint of importing machinery, etc.—to 
produce something that is of value to the country. Local private in- 
dustries would pay their government and this money would go into 
the counterpart fund. | 

A program of encouraging foreign private investment in this area 
is faced with a rather broad-based fear of foreign economic domina- 
tion. There is little chance of obtaining the agreement of these 
countries to broad statements of principles or to new laws to en- 
courage private foreign investment and we would lose status with 
the governments if we pushed for such agreements. Within the 
framework of these attitudes, it is possible to obtain specific accom- 
plishments by working out individual cases of sound foreign invest- _ 
ments that want to come in with something the country wants pro- 
duced. If such investments can be linked up with local capital in a 
sound way, it will be all to the good. 

It is not U.S. Government policy to encourage U.S. private in- 
vestment opportunities just for the sake of profitable investment. 

Any U.S. private investment which exploits certain resources in a 

country is obviously not desirable from the point of view of nation- 

al policy, if it is accompanied by sub-standard wages, antagonistic 

attitudes, and a combination of practices that cause resentment 

toward the U.S. instead of friendship. The President has empha- 

sized the importance of U.S. private investment, but at the same _
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time has emphasized the social responsibility of capital. We are not 

working on the basis that all activities of U.S. private investors 

should be fostered and encouraged by our Missions, but only those 

activities which are of a constructive and fundamental nature. | 

On the question of nationalization and socialism, it is broad na- 

tional policy to discourage nationalization. This has to be done very 

| carefully and always involves a policy question where the Ambas- 

: sador and the Department of State must, of necessity, take the 

| lead. Certain possible steps we might take are: to encourage a gov- : 

ernment, informally, to put up for sale certain businesses which — 

| are operating at a loss under government control but are of a type © 

that good, local private management might operate successfully; to 

| foster the success, to the extent that we can, of properly conducted 

private business; to discourage governments from trying to take i 

: over their own private business sector; to develop some projects to : 

break down retail distribution monopolies and thus contribute to | 

improving living standards. A great part of the progress of coun- 

| tries with high standards of living is due not only to high produc- 

tivity but to the concept of mass distribution on limited margin so 

that the people can claim many goods with their wages. 

A clear guideline for the present: We should not permit our funds 

or our counterpart to finance a new governmental plant if it is the 

. type which should be in private hands. That is a hard policy to 

: apply at times; but to the extent that we use our counterpart or 

funds for governmental industrial development, it ought to be in | 

| those types of projects where it is not reasonable to expect private 

development within the country. a | 

| - The code for U.S. long-term foreign private investment has to in- 

clude considerable ploughing back of profits into the area of the | 

| overseas earnings. The hoped for situation is one in which the in- 

vestors have the right to repatriate earnings but in fact choose to 

| re-invest them in the country. | 

| If the U.S. is to fulfill its creditor position in the free world and S| 

| do it without large governmental grants, there must be a substan- 

: tial annual flow of private capital overseas. | 3 

Mr. Stassen said it is his feeling that the Far East area, having 

now attained to a great degree the assurance of basic food supply 

| in this area, and barring the outbreak of a new war, is ready for a ) 

decade of quite significant economic advance, particularly if J apan ) 

decides to play a constructive economic role in the area. eS ae | 

Mr. Wilsey 2 referred to Mr. Stassen’s comment regarding the de- 7 

| sirability of fostering investment banks. He asked what sort of con- : 

| 2 H. Fred Wilsey, Program Officer of the FOA Mission in the Philippines. _
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tribution FOA might make to these banks. In the Philippines, 
counterpart arises out of Philippine Government appropriations | 
and there is a shortage of counterpart. Therefore the normal 
means of contributing to the banks is very limited. Mr. Stassen 
said that this might require some different composition of imports. 
Conceivably the Mission might bring in a million dollars worth of 
machinery needed by certain private firms and the counterpart 
paid for that could become part of the capital of the industrial 
bank. Another possible source is the counterpart that can be devel- 
oped through the sale of U.S. agricultural products. 

Mr. McDiarmid * said the Mission has been trying to bring closer 
together the Philippine Government and the Ex-Im Bank or other 
US. lending institutions. However, apparently because of lack of 
close coordination between FOA/W and the Ex-Im Bank, there has 
been no satisfactory follow-up on loan proposals. He suggested that 
FOA/W either encourage lending institutions to send experienced | 
men to the Philippines or give a greater delegation of responsibility 
to the Mission for the preparation of loan proposals. Mr. Stassen 
said that Mr. Buck is now following through on that situation with 
the Ex-Im Bank. The fact that the Ex-Im Bank has been going 
through a revision of its own lending policies may be the reason for 
the delay during this particular period, but | | 

Action: Washington will endeavor to give more constructive 
follow-through service on these applications from the Missions. 

Miss Granby * said there is another problem in connection with 
stimulating private investment. Very often a condition precedent 
to the stimulation is the development of public facilities, power, | 

_ transportation, etc. There is no clear policy as to the extent to 
which we can help finance that type of development with grant 
funds, and the extent to which it can be financed with loan funds. 
The criteria for determining whether a particular project would be 
financiable with grant funds are not applicable across the board. 

Action: Mr. Stassen said we will review this policy in FOA/W. | 

| Mr. Stassen was asked whether he had in mind using existing 
credit facilities or establishing new credit institutions in direct 
competition with foreign and local bank institutions. He said it 
would depend upon the circumstances. To be really effective, it 

| must be a private institution, not a governmental one. 
Mr. Meek * asked whether we are in the economic development 

or the technical assistance business. In Indonesia the Mission has 

* Orville McDiarmid, Assistant Director of Economic Policy of the FOA Mission in 
the Philippines. 

* Helene Granby, Chief, Far East Program Planning Staff, FOA. 
5 Paul Meek, Program Officer of the FOA Mission in Indonesia.
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been furnishing foreign exchange for loans to small private indus- ! 

tries. This is a capital investment which would be ruled out com- 

) pletely under a purely technical assistance philosophy. Mr. Stassen 

said that our objective is to establish conditions of economic ' 

strength, political stability and favorable orientation toward the 

, non-Communist world. All our operations are tools, of which tech- i 

. nical cooperation is an important one; but the Mission is not re- : 

7 stricted to the technical assistance technique. — 

| The meeting recessed at 12:15 p.m. | 

| Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file . ee 

| Memorandum of Discussion at the 187th Meeting of the National 

| Security Council Held on Thursday, March 4, 1954? 

| [Extracts] bee: | 

| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | | | | 

, The following were present at the 187th NSC meeting: The Presi- 

dent of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the 

United States; the Acting Secretary of State; the Secretary of De- 

| fense; the Director, Foreign Operations Administration; the Direc- — | 

tor, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Secretary 

of the Treasury; Mr. Morrison for the Director, Bureau of the | 

| Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission; the Deputy 

Secretary of Defense; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; Com-— 

| missioner Campbell, AEC; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the 

Director of Central Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; Mr. 

| Cutler and Mr. Jackson, Special Assistants to the President; the | 

| Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, | 

| There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and | 

: the main points taken. | | | oe | 
. . : . . . . . E 

5. Report by the Director, Foreign Operations Administration ? | 

Governor Stassen, at the outset of his report, distributed a writ- 

7 ten outline of his remarks (copy filed in the Minutes of the meet- 

| ing), and emphasized that he was not going to suggest mature con- , 

: clusions, but merely ideas which he had picked up in the course of : 

1 Drafted by Gleason on Mar. 5. a | BS | 
4 2 Stassen had left Washington, Feb. 12, for a tour of the Far East and had arrived | 

4 back in Washington late.in February after stops in Japan, Korea, the Republic of | 

| China, Indochina, and the Philippines. While in Manila, he had attended a regional 

: conference with FOA Mission Chiefs in the East Asia-Pacific area. The conference 

was held Feb. 22-26 (Manila time); see supra. a Oo
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his journey and which might be of value to the Planning Board in 
its preparation of papers in the future. 

Turning to Japan, Governor Stassen referred to anxiety ex- 
pressed by the Council with regard to the Japanese economy. Actu- 
ally, he thought, Japan was holding back until she could be as- 
sured of reparations settlements with her World War II enemies. 
We should accordingly urge these nations to reach reasonable set- 
tlements with Japan. After that, Governor Stassen predicted, 
Japan would rebound vigorously. Governor Stassen pointed out 
that Japan was on the verge of reviving an air force and an air- 
craft industry, and he thought it might be advantageous for the 
United States to tie in with this development instead of letting it 
grow independently of any U.S. guidance. , 

Turning to Formosa, Governor Stassen said that United States 
policy there must choose between three alternatives. One, to tell 
the Chinese Nationalists that they cannot go back to the mainland. 
Two, to tell them that we will try to build them up to a point 
where at some future date they could try to reconquer the main- 
land. Three, to tell them that if a real opportunity arises, such as 
the outbreak of war or revolution in Communist China, we would 
look favorably on an attempt to go back to the mainland. Of these 
three alternatives, Governor Stassen felt that the third was the 
best. If you tell the Nationalists that they can never go back, the 
morale and power of the Nationalist Government will inevitably 
deteriorate. If, on the other hand, you agree to some hypothetical 

date when they are going to make an attempt to regain control of 
_ mainland China, you set for the United States the very heavy task 

of building the Chinese Nationalists up to the level of power suffi- 
cient to enable them to achieve their objectives. But if you agree 
that they can go back in the event that a civil war in China, for 

_ Instance, provides a reasonable opportunity, you provide a basis on 

which the United States can develop the level of forces and the 
kind of forces required to exploit such an opportunity. Governor 
Stassen then indicated the type of forces which would be required 
in such a contingency. 

With regard to Indochina, Governor Stassen said that he re- 
turned with a strong feeling that the military situation in that 
area was a great deal better than we had imagined. Indeed, he had 
found the French actually hoping for a major enemy attack be- 
cause they were so confident that they could crush it. Of course, it 

was extremely unfortunate that in the present kind of warfare so © 

many French officers and non-coms were being killed, particularly 

by the savage mine warfare. He believed that the United States | 
had available shoes which would prevent the maiming of soldiers
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as a result of the explosion of plastic mines which could not be de- 

| tected. : os Sos Senge ve | 

Governor Stassen said that General Navarre continued to look : 

forward to the opening of his big offensive on October 1. He did not 

| feel, however, that he had on hand as yet all the supplies he 

2 needed to mount this offensive. These supplies would have to be on 

| hand by August 1, and Governor Stassen felt that the United 

3 States had most of the needed items in supply in Japan and Okina- 4 

wa. Accordingly, our logistical back-up of the Navarre offensive 

| should be based on Japan and Okinawa rather than on the round- 

about line from the United States itself. _ Be eb 

| Governor Stassen also found a need for a more adequate French i 

: military government organization to move in and accomplish the 

! - pacification of areas taken away from the enemy in the fighting. 

Most significant of all, said Governor Stassen, was the recent I 

| conviction of the French that it was really possible to create an ef- i 

fective fighting force out of the Vietnamese natives. The French , 

| had now come to believe that their early failures to achieve this | 

objective were chiefly to be explained by the premature use of the 

| native battalions, and they were now being provided with more : 

thorough training. - | a 
: With respect to U.S. personnel, both military and civilian, Gover- 

nor Stassen recommended that no individual stay longer there — : 

than a period of two years. This was a front line operation. on 

| Of the Emperor Bao Dai, Governor Stassen said he received a 

| very poor impression of an individual who was weak physically and 

lacking in courage. Nevertheless, his new government contained | 

fo some very promising officials. Moreover, Governor Stassen thought 

| highly of the King of Cambodia, and believed the situation in that 

| state very hopeful. Oe . ooo 

| Turning to the Philippines, Governor Stassen said that President ) 

! Magsaysay impressed him most favorably, and he recommended | 

that the United States give the new Philippine President all-out 

backing. In order to do this it was absolutely essential to defer the 

| date for the imposition of tariffs on Philippine goods scheduled to | 

y begin next July 1. If this date could be deferred a year, sufficient 

time could be given for a complete renegotiation of the Philippine 

| trade agreement. | | 
Governor Stassen believed that things were coming along quite : 

: well in Korea. In particular, our Armed Forces Reconstruction Pro- 

2 gram for rebuilding roads, schools, and hospitals was doing nicely. 

| On the other hand, more must be done to speed up the industrial 

: development of South Korea. The bulk of Korea’s industry had : 

been located in North Korea, and this fact was one reason why so : 

| | 
|
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many South Koreans now feel that their country cannot survive 
without the complementary economy of North Korea. 

With regard to Indonesia, Governor Stassen recommended that 
the United States support the build-up of the police force, which 
was not as yet Communist-dominated. With regard to the Indone- 
sian economy, Governor Stassen said he had the feeling that it 
could be built up without resort to heavy expenditures by the 
United States provided a reparations settlement could be achieved 
and trade between Indonesia and Japan restored. Japan should 
have a prominent but not a dominant position in the economy of 
Indonesia. It was also desirable to secure British, French and 
Dutch cooperation to facilitate the revival and expansion of region- 
al trade in this whole area. | 

With regard to the military posture which the United States 
should assume in the Far East, Governor Stassen recommended 
that we concentrate on becoming stronger in the air and on the 
sea. Not only should we develop the strength of our Air Force and 
Navy in the Far East, but we should demonstrate this strength by 
frequent showing of the flag in the waters and air space of the Far 
Kast. Governor Stassen pointed out that every one of the countries 
which he visited was eager to build up a jet air force. We might, he 
thought, consider giving to each of them a squadron or so of jet air- 
craft, largely for psychological purposes. Our real military strength 
in the Far East, however, must continue to be the U.S. Air Force 
and the U.S. Navy. The Asian nations should be urged to concen- 
trate on the development of indigenous land forces. By and large, 
concluded Governor Stassen, if we continue to show determination, 
strength and stability (and this did not necessarily mean constant 
financial aid), he was sure that the Far Eastern area would move 
along the path we desired. 

At the conclusion of Governor Stassen’s report, the President re- 
ferred to Governor Stassen’s allusion to building up Japan as an 
industrial nation, as Germany was building itself up in Europe. He 
did not believe that such a build-up was possible if the present rela- 
tionship between Japan and Communist China continued. Where 
was Japan to get the iron and coal which it had formerly got from __ 
Manchuria and North China? _ | 

Governor Stassen pointed out that there were deposits of coal in 
Korea, the Philippines and Australia, most of which had scarcely 
even been explored. 

The President nevertheless remained convinced that the Japa- 
‘ nese would have to get their coking coal from North China, and 

Secretary Humphrey said that certainly the basic difficulty was to | 
determine where the Japanese were to secure the raw materials re- 

quired to feed their industry.
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After further discussion of the availability of markets and re- 

sources, Governor Stassen pointed out that many Japanese busi- 

, nessmen had expressed to him their fear of reviving the depend- 

ence on Manchurian coal and iron. Since these supplies could be | 

cut off by the Chinese Communists without warning, these busi- | 

| nessmen expressed a preference for trade connections in South | 

2 Asia. a Chat ok | 

2 The National Security Council: * — a | Po 

Noted and discussed an oral report (based on a written report cir- 

culated at the meeting) by the Director, Foreign Operations Admin- ' 

istration, on his recent trip to the Far East. eS Bp sa § 

: es OE ae ER - §, Evererr GLEASON 

The paragraph that follows constitutes NSC Action No. 1053. (S/S-NSC (Miscel- 
laneous) files, lot 66D95) SEE IS he | 

| Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file Cg a | : 

| Memorandum of Discussion at the 188th Meeting of the National 

| oe Security Council Held on Thursday, March 11, 19544 

| | a | [Extracts] | : | | 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY ae | | 

Present at the 188th Meeting of the Council were: The President 

| of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United © 

States; the Acting Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; the 

| Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the Director, | 

: Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Secretary of 

: the Treasury; the Attorney General (for Items 2, 3 and 4); the Sec- | 

retary of Commerce (for Items 5, 6 and 7); Mr. Morrison for the Di- | 

| rector, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy Com- 

mission (for Items 2, 3 and 4); the Federal Civil Defense Adminis-. | 

trator (for Items 2, 3 and 4); the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; ) 

the Director of Central Intelligence; Sherman Adams, the Assistant | 

| to the President; Robert Cutler and C. D. Jackson, Special Assist- 

| ants to the President; Gen. Persons, Deputy Assistant to the Presi- 

dent; Walter S. Delany and Kenneth R. Hansen, Foreign Oper- 

| ations Administration; Marshall Smith, Acting Assistant Secretary 

4 of Commerce for Internal Affairs; the Executive Secretary, NSC; _ : 

and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. | 7 : 

1 1 Gleason drafted this memorandum on Mar. 12. | !
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| There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 
_ the main points taken. 

9. U.S. Psychological Strategy Based on Thailand (Progress 
Report, 2? dated February 26, 1954, by the Operations Coordi- 
nating Board, on PSB D-23;? NSC 5405; NSC Actions Nos. 
900 # and 1019 5) 7 

After Mr. Cutler had briefed the Council on this Progress Report, 
he asked Secretary Smith if he wished to comment at any length. 

Secretary Smith said. that he had several points he wished to | 
make. The first referred to the splendid job which Ambassador 
Donovan was doing in Thailand. When he had been originally pro- 
posed as U.S. Ambassador, nearly everybody in the State Depart- 
ment opposed the nomination and feared the results. Actually, 
however, Ambassador Donovan had conducted himself perfectly, 
had done exactly what the State Department had asked him to do, 
and had made great progress in Thailand. 

Beyond this, Secretary Smith pointed out that the Special Com- 
mittee set up under NSC Action No. 1019 was in the process of de- 
veloping a plan for defensive arrangements in Southeast Asia 
along the lines of the Turkish-Pakistani Pact. This plan involved 
Burma, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and such parts of Vietnam as 
could be saved from Communist control. When this plan had been 
completed it would be referred to the National Security Council for 
consideration as part of the planning under NSC Action No. 1019-b. 

Secretary Smith then commented to the Council on the very 
great difficulties that the United States was bound to encounter 
when the Indochina question came up for discussion at the forth- 
coming Geneva Conference.. We would be subjected to every kind of 
pressure to agree to some kind of compromise. It was accordingly 
necessary to work out carefully the U.S. position with regard to 
Indochina at the Geneva Conference. This likewise was being done 
by the Special Committee, which anticipated assistance from Am- 

bassador Donovan when he returned to this country at the end of 
March. 

Mr. Cutler then called on the Director of Central Intelligence to 

comment on the secret Annex to the Progress Report, which had 

2 Not printed. 
3 Not printed here. (790.5/9-1453) 
* Taken at the NSC meeting held on Sept. 9, 1953; memorandum of discussion not 

printed here. (Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file) 
5See footnote 7, p. 385.
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been given very limited circulation. Mr. Dulles commented briefly | 

on covert activities in this area. | | 

The National Security Council: ® os | 

a. Noted the reference Progress Report on the subject by the Op- | 

erations Coordinating Board. | : | | 

! bh. Noted a further oral report on the subject by the Director of | 

| Central Intelligence. _ - | | 
2 c. Agreed, at the request of the Operations Coordinating Board, 

3 to rescind NSC Action No. 900 on the understanding that the OCB 

: will coordinate implementation of PSB D-23 as an operational plan : 

| contributing to the implementation of NSC 5405. \ 

d. Noted an oral report by the Acting Secretary of State that the : 

Special Committee created by NSC Action No. 1019 is developing, L 

| and will consult with Ambassador Donovan on, plans for a possible 

| defense arrangement on Southeast Asia as a part of its planning 

| under NSC Action No. 1019-b; and will transmit its recommenda- | 

| tions under NSC Action No. 1019-b to the Council, through the 
: NSC Planning Board. © : | _ 

: Note: The action in c above subsequently transmitted to the Op- | 

erations Coordinating Board for appropriate implementation. The 

action in d above subsequently transmitted to the Secretary of | 

: State. | 

| | | S. EVERETT GLEASON 

{ 6 The lettered subparagraphs constitute NSC Action No. 1066. | : | 

: Editorial Note 

Part of NIE 10-2-54, “Communist Courses of Action in Asia : 

Through Mid-1955”, published March 15, 1954 is printed in volume | : 

: XIV. (Files of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research) | | | 

| a | | Editorial Note | | | 

| The NSC considered the Indochina situation at its meeting held | 

on March 25, 1954. A section of the memorandum of discussion fol- | 

| lows: 
| . : 

“After further discussion of the governments and nations who : 

| might be approached to assist the Associated States, the President : 

/ said that he thought that such a grouping of nations would prob- 

4 ably have to be confined to those nations in or near Southeast Asia 

' itself. If an attempt were made to expand the number to include, 

3 for instance, Japan and Korea, we would run up against the hostili- | 

| ty which exists between so many of the Asian nations. It would 

2 perhaps be better, therefore, to consider Australia, New Zealand, 

the Philippines, Formosa, the free nations of Southeast Asia, the 

| | 
|
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British, and the French. That was enough, wasn’t it?” (Eisenhower 
Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file; memorandum drafted 
by Gleason on March 26.) | | SO 

For full text of that part of the memorandum concerning Indo- 
china, see volume XIII, Part 1, page 1163. : 

| | | | Editorial Note a Oo 

In the course of his address of March 29, 1954, “The Threat of a 
Red Asia’, Dulles stated: | - 

“Under the conditions of today, the imposition on Southeast Asia 
of the political system of Communist Russia and its Chinese Com- 
munist ally, by whatever means, would be a grave threat to the 
whole free community. The United States feels that that possibility 
should not be passively accepted but should be met by united 
action. This might involve serious risks. But these risks are far less 
than those that will face us a few years from now if we dare not be 
resolute today.” (Department of State Bulletin, April 12, 1954, page 
539) | , , 

_ Certain documentation relevant to the origin of the | Southeast 
Asia Collective Defense Treaty, including records of many of the 
consultations held by the Secretary with representatives of con- 
cerned powers on the “United Action” proposal, is printed in 
volume XIII in order that the main line of United States policy re- 
garding that area in the early spring of 1954 may not be obscured. 
Other such documentation appears in the compilation on the Indo- - 
chinese phase of the Geneva Conference in volume XVI, pages 
727 ff. | 

Emphasis is placed in the present compilation on those papers 
which bear primarily on the eventual membership, terms, and 
structure of the Treaty and of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organiza- 
tion, and only secondarily on the immediate situation in Indochina. 

~-190.5/3-8154 | os 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 

British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] March 31, 1954. 

Subject: Possible Broadening of ANZUS oe | 

_ Participants: Mr. F. J. Blakeney, Minister, Australian Embassy 
Mr. H. Raynor, Director, BNA 

Mr. Blakeney called this afternoon at his request and stated that . 

stories had appeared on the Australian radio and in the London
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Daily Express to the effect that high-level consideration was now 

being given in Washington to broadening the ANZUS organization. 

Mr. Blakeney said he was calling under instructions of his Gov- f 

ernment to inquire if this report was true and to request consulta- , ( 

tion on the matter should this be the case. In this connection he | 

| referred to the fact that on the question of U.K. participation the 

| three partners in ANZUS had followed a unified and firm line. — | 

: Should there be any plan to change the position on the U.K., the | 

Australians, for obvious reasons, would not want to see a public i 

: lead on the matter come from the U.S. alone. He added that the _ | 

' whole question, of course, was especially delicate in Australia at 

| this time (obviously a reference to the forthcoming general election , 

in Australia in May). I said, referring to the Secretary’s speech * in 

| New York which referred to the question of possibly international- 

| izing in some way the situation in Indo-China, that I was sure that | 

: study and thought was being given to this general subject in Wash- 

| ington. I said, however, that insofar as I knew there was no reason 

2 to think that a broadening of AN ZUS was being given any particu- — 

lar attention although obviously in any study such as [that?] which 

| I mentioned it would no doubt be included as one of a number of 

| possible alternative methods. I added that personally I would seri- 

| ously question whether that alternative would be the answer par- 

ticularly in the light of our understanding, that neither Australia 

: nor New Zealand would want to see ANZUS broadened but would 

: prefer, should other regional arrangements in the Pacific be deter- 

mined to be feasible, to see them built up separately. | 

| Mr. Blakeney indicated that while he had seen no recent Austra- 

| lian Government position on this matter that he personally felt 

, that the interpretation I had given of the Australian position was 

| probably correct.2 Mr. Blakeney wondered if the arguments which 

in the past had always dictated against the establishment of a Pa- 

cific regional organization had now disappeared with the implica- [ 

| tion that he did not think they had evaporated. This observation | 

bo was put in the form which did not seem to require a response on | 

| my part. : | 

| At the end of the conversation I reiterated to Mr. Blakeney that : 

what I had told him at the beginning was correct insofar as I was ! 

| informed but that it was, of course, a possibility that there was | 

| thinking or studies on the matter of which I was unaware. 

| 1 See the editorial note, supra. | : 

; 2 In his memorandum of a conversation held Apr. 1 with George Laking, Minister 

: at the Embassy of New Zealand, Raynor reported that he had learned from Laking | 

3 that New Zealand’s position on this question was similar to that of Australia. 

(790.5/4-154) | | 

pO
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PPS files, lot 65 D 101, “Asia” | 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Thai and 
Malayan Affairs (Landon) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] April 5, 1954. 

Subject: United Action in Southeast Asia. 

Participants: The Secretary of State 

His Excellency Pote Sarasin, Ambassador of 
| Thailand | 

Kenneth P. Landon, PSA | 
The Thai Ambassador, Pote Sarasin, called at the invitation of 

the Secretary who referred to his recent speech in New York in 
which he had made the statement that the imposition on Southeast 

| Asia of the political system of Communist Russia and its Chinese 
Communist ally, by whatever means, would be a grave threat to 
the whole free community and that this threat “should be met by 
united action.” 

The Secretary then outlined what he meant by united action. By 
“united” he meant that the nations in the area of Southeast Asia 
should unite and should be prepared to use whatever means avail- 
able to prevent the imposition of Communism on Southeast Asia. 
He named particularly the three Associated States, Thailand, 
France, Great Britain, the Philippines, Australia and New Zealand. 
He added then that, although not in the area, the United States 
was actively interested and would contribute in an appropriate | 
fashion. He commented that if nations in the area held back it 
would be difficult to persuade the American public to contribute. 

By “action” the Secretary explained that he meant initially polit- 
ical action by the creation of a community of nations in the area 
who would make the political decision to act in whatever way they 
could unitedly against Communism. This might include military 
means or any other means. The Secretary then invited the Thai 
Ambassador to ask him any questions. 

The Thai Ambassador asked whether this would involve military 

action primarily. The Secretary said that initially he visualized po- 
litical agreement to act which might lead on and probably would 
lead on to the establishment of a military commission representing 

all of the nations, where they would be able to discuss what mili- 

tary means would be available from each nation according to its 
ability to oppose Communist aggression. | | 

The Thai Ambassador asked whether the Secretary felt it essen- 
tial to have this arrangement agreed upon before the Geneva Con-
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ference. The Secretary replied that he hoped there could be politi- 7 

cal decision and agreement before the Geneva Conference. 

The Thai Ambassador then referred to.the present status of the 

three Associated States and the attitude of France on this proposal. | 

The Secretary replied that Thailand was one of the first nations to 

| be approached on this question; that it was his belief, which he had 

2 expressed to the French Ambassador, that before the Geneva Con- 

| ference, if possible, France should make a public declaration of the | 

2 complete independence of the three Associated States in order that | 

| the Governments of those states and their people might feel that 

| they had a real part to play in the situation and would be prepared 

| to make every possible military contribution as well, having some- i 

thing to fight for. The Secretary added that his thinking on many 

| practical aspects of the problems of united action was tentative at 

this time and that he hoped that after securing agreement in prin- 

: ciple to the idea of united action among the free peoples in South- | 

east Asia they could then meet together and work out the practical | 

: details. | | 
The Thai Ambassador asked for the Secretary’s: views regarding 

Thailand’s place at the Geneva Conference in respect to the Indo- 

china aspects of the conference, stating that his Government 

| wished to be present at least in an observer status as they were 

| deeply concerned with developments in Indochina. The Secretary 

1 replied that he most certainly desired to have a representative of 

: Thailand available at the Geneva Conference for consultation inas- 

| much as Thailand was most directly concerned with any solution 4 

and that he agreed with the idea that Thailand should be present : 

| although he re-affirmed the fact that the details of the arrange- , 

| ment of the Indochina phase of the Geneva Conference were not 

| yet settled but were under consideration. He added that France 7 

| will formulate its ideas on the Indochina aspects of the conference : 

1 beginning on April 12 at Paris. He said further that Thailand was : 

| less interested, in his view, in the Korean aspects of the conference 

| except perhaps to be present as a matter of principle, but that it 

| was directly concerned with the Indochina aspects of the confer- 

| ~ ence as Indochina was in Thailand’s back yard. He added again ; 

that whatever the status of Thailand’s representative at the , 

Geneva Conference he wanted to be sure to have the benefit of 

| Thailand’s advice at that conference. Just as he was departing the : 

Thai Ambassador remarked that he believed his Government | 

would be agreeable to this concept. | 

/ The Thai Ambassador made a final comment that in his view it : 

: would be a great mistake if France were to negotiate at Geneva | | 

_ with Ho Chi Minh because any decisions arrived at favorable to Ho | 

Chi Minh would tend to make him a hero in Vietnam and would
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discount the Governments of the Associated States in the eyes of 
the Vietnamese people. Ho Chi Minh would then become the savior 
of their nation. He believed that any negotiations with Ho Chi 
Minh should be carried on by the Government of Vietnam. 

751 G.00/4-554__ 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of 
Philippine Affairs (Bell) : 

SECRET [WaASHINGTON,] April 5, 1954. 
Subject: The Secretary’s March 29th address and the Associated 

States of Indochina. - . ) 

Participants: The Secretary 
Mr. Emilio Abello, Chargé d’ Affaires a.i. of the 

Philippine Embassy | 
Mr. James D. Bell, PSA 

Mr. Emilio Abello, Chargé d’Affaires a.i. of the Philippine Em- 
bassy, called on the Secretary at 4:45 P.M., April 5, at the Secreta- 
ry’s request. | 

_ The Secretary told Mr. Abello that he wished to expand on the | 
| statements he made in his March 29 address with respect to Indo- 

china. He pointed out the increasing significance of developments 
in Indochina, particularly the desperate attempt of the Viet Minh 
to gain a military victory for political reasons. He said that in view _ 
of the present circumstances he believed it would be desirable to 
form a loose coalition including the United States, France, the 
United Kingdom, the Associated States, Thailand, Australia, New 
Zealand, the Philippines, and possibly Indonesia. The Secretary 
pointed out that such a group presenting a united front in South- 

| | east Asia would help to deter Communist aspirations in Asia. He 
also stated that it would be desirable if the French would proceed 
more rapidly in carrying out the July 8rd policy of independence 
for the Associated States and that the United States would support 
no policy that contributed to the maintenance of colonialism in 

| Asia. Asked if he believed it desirable to form such a coalition prior 
to the Geneva Conference, the Secretary answered in the affirma- 
tive. In answer to another question from Mr. Abello, the Secretary 
said that he did not envision a permanent Pacific Pact type of alli- 
ance but that a beginning might be made through such a device as 

a joint declaration of purpose. 
Mr. Abello stated he would obtain his Government’s views on 

this proposal but pointed out that one obstacle might be that the 

Philippines do not recognize the Associated States.
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_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 

“Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Bonsal) | | 

| SECRET __ | | [WasHINGTON,] April 8, 1954. 

: Subject: United Action Concept for Southeast Asia ee | 

2 Participants: Mr. Moekarto Notowidigdo, Indonesian Ambassador 

| The Secretary © | | 

po Mr. Bonsal | | 

- The Indonesian Ambassador came in at the Secretary’s request. | 

The Secretary recalled an earlier informal conversation which he 

| had had with the Ambassador at a social function regarding the 

| danger to Southeast Asia implicit in the Indochina situation. He 

| told the Ambassador that the French had recently approached us | 

2 with a request for increased and more direct participation in that 

: struggle. The Secretary recalled the very extensive assistance | | 

: which we have been rendering, assistance which is based upon our 
conviction that Communist domination of Southeast Asia must be 

| prevented. The Secretary referred to his address of March 29 in ; 

| this connection. _ oe | ee 

2 He then said that the US is disposed to consider a more direct 

, participation” in the Indochina situation provided two conditions | 

are fulfilled. These are first, that there is formed a grouping of | 

states interested in the preservation of Indochina from Communist — | 

| - domination and willing to present a united political and if neces- | 

| sary military front in this matter. Second, there must be definitive | 

assurance of complete independence for the Associated States of 

Indochina including freedom for them to withdraw or not from the 

French Union in the exercise of their own complete sovereignty. 

| ‘The Secretary made it clear that he thought that the: French : 

Union offers a suitable framework for the advancing of the mutual , 

| interests of France and of the Associated States but that the asso- 

ciation must be one of free and equal partners. : 

| The Secretary stated that this general concept had already been 

| ‘discussed with the representatives of France, the UK, Thailand, ! 

| Philippines, the Associated States, Australia and New Zealand and 

that he would be glad to have the reaction of the Indonesian Gov- 

| ernment. 7 | | 

The Ambassador replied that he would of course refer the matter 

/ ‘to his government which would much appreciate being informed as | 

to the thinking of the US Government in so important a matter. : 

He gave it as his personal view that the Indonesian Government ! 

-
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would find itself unable to take any position in this matter prior to 
the holding of national elections in Indonesia in February 1955. He 
stated that the Government was really too weak to express itself in 
a positive fashion. He expressed his own personal awareness of the 
importance of saving Indochina from Communist domination. He 
added that he was extremely pleased with what the Secretary had 
said regarding the independence of the Associated States. He said 
that if this question could be satisfactorily cleared up, there would 
be a much more complete understanding of what is at stake in 
Indochina and the rest of Southeast Asia.! _ 

1 Dulles had a similar conversation concerning collective action in Southeast Asia, 
also on Apr. 8, with James Barrington, Ambassador of Burma. Bonsal’s memoran- 
dum of that talk concludes as follows: | 

“Ambassador Barrington expressed appreciation for the information given him | 
and said that he would at once convey it to his government. He did not anticipate 
that there would be any positive reaction from Rangoon. He expressed particular 
satisfaction at the Secretary’s position regarding the independence of the Associated 
States and said that he felt that the definitive establishment of that independence 
would have an excellent effect on Asiatic public and official opinion toward the 
Indochina situation. He expressed some criticism of French Union military tactics 
in Indochina.” (Secretary's Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199. Chronological 
collections of the Secretary of State’s memoranda of conversation and the Under 
Secretary of State’s memoranda of conversation for the years 1953-1960, as main- 
tained by the Executive Secretariat of the Department of State.) 

751G.00/4-954 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office 
of Northeast Asian Affairs (McClurkin) | 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] April 9, 1954. 

Subject: Current Developments with respect to Indochina 

Participants: His Excellency You Chan Yang, Ambassador of 
Korea 

Mr. Philip Han, Counselor of Korean Embassy 
Mr. Walter S. Roberston, Assistant Secretary, Far 

Eastern Affairs | 
Mr. Robert J.G. McClurkin, Deputy Director, 

Northeast Asian Affairs 

: Ambassador Yang came in at Mr. Robertson’s request to discuss 
this subject. 

Mr. Robertson said that the Secretary had asked him to tell Am- 

bassador Yang and the Chinese Ambassador about the discussions 

which we have been having with other countries directly interested 
in the Indochina question. As President Eisenhower has publicly 

. stated, to lose Indochina means to lose Southeast Asia; and the
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| Free World must not stand by and see that happen. The time has | 

therefore come for the development of the willingness and the , 

means for decisive and united action by all countries concerned, in 

the event that the Communists continue their aggression. The | 

| United States has therefore been talking with Thailand, the Philip- 

: pines, Australia, New Zealand, France and the U.K. in an effort to 

organize a united front to include those governments and of course 

: the Associated States. Some of the other governments seem to be : 

worried over details which have not yet been worked out. The Sec- | 

\ retary and Mr. Robertson are therefore flying to London and Paris i 

: on April 10 for top-level conversations to seek agreement in princi- 

| ple to the necessity of a united front against Communist aggression 

in Southeast Asia. — | - | 

i Ambassador Yang commented that he was sure his government _ 

: would be willing to join in any united action, and that the offer of 

a division for the Indochina conflict was still good.1 Mr. Robertson | 

4 said that this willingness of the ROK is greatly appreciated, but he 

emphasized the undesirability of weakening the ROK position in E 

=: Korea at this time since ROK strength there is tying down Com- | | 

munist forces, just as Chinese strength on Formosa is doing.? — : 

| Mr. Robertson concluded by saying that we plan to continue , 

4 these conversations from time to time in order to keep the ROK 

/ informed as the situation develops.* | | 

| 1 For documentation concerning this offer, see vol. xu, Part 1, pp. 1012 ff. [ 

2 Telegram 806 to Seoul, Apr. 10, repeated for information to Tokyo, contains a 

résumé of this conversation and further instruction. The résumé reads in part: | : 

| “By united front we mean nations in Southeast Asia should unite and use what- 

| ever means available oppose communism. Initially action contemplated is political : 

4 action create community nations which might resort military means or any other ; 

; means oppose communism. One indispensable factor is assured independence Associ- 7 

4 ated States. No present plans include ROK, Chinese Nationalists or Japan although 

’ recognize these developments of great interest to them. , a 

3 “Foregoing for your information and use in confidential discussions President 

: Rhee and other appropriate ROK officials.” (751G.00/4-1054) | 

: 8In telegram 2254 to Tokyo, Apr. 10, the Department of State stated: ‘‘April 9 : 

Department officer discussed Indochina developments with [Hiroto] Tanaka [First : 

| Secretary at the Japanese Embassy] at latter’s request. In general followed same : 

lines as utilized by Robertson in talking with Yang. Please discuss subject confiden- 

4 tially with Foreign Office giving also additional information contained reference E 

Deptel.” (751.G00/4-1054) The reference telegram is that quoted in footnote 2 above. 

| /
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751G.00/4-954: Telegram . 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of 
State — 

SECRET Mantz, April 9, 1954—2 p.m. 
2241. Following is portion text coded telegram received via 

MacKay Radio by Magsaysay ! from Romulo: oe 
“Top secret and confidential: | | a 
“Admiral Radford asked me to convey to you as his personal re- 

quest that the Philippines be the first government in Asia to come 
out openly in favor of united action in Indochina. He said that this 
would have a tremendous effect in the free world and he said that 
because of his friendship for you he is anxious that this be done at 
your earliest convenience. He also asked me to relay to you infor- 
mation that the situation in French Indochina is really dangerous - 
and that unless the other countries in Southeast Asia come out 
openly together for united action, Communism will register an im- . 
portant victory in French Indochina that will endanger our nation- | 
al security. When I told him that I would telephone you he asked — 
me not to do so because he said this information is absolutely top 
secret and there may be telephone leak and he wants this message 
for your eyes only. | 

“Tf you will allow me to make a suggestion this seems to me the 
most appropriate time for us to insist that whatever declaration of 
principles is approved regarding proposed united action that such 
declaration of principles should not only be for the present but also 
for the future. I mean it should be like Atlantic Charter declara- 

, tion of principles wherein the United States and the other western 
powers agree to certain fundamental pronouncements insuring the 
freedom of the peoples of Asia and underscoring the end of [garble] 
there. I will wire you more [garble] on this tomorrow.” | 

[Here follows discussion of other matters.] 
Embassy would appreciate instructions matters embodied first 

and second paragraphs. 

SPRUANCE 

| 1 Ramon Magsaysay, President of the Philippines since Dec. 30, 1953, was also 
| Secretary of Defense. _ |
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151G.00/4-954: 

Telegram 

| 

The 

Secretary 

of 
State 

to the 
Embassy 

in 
the 
Philippines’ 

_ | | 

SECRET 

WASHINGTON, 

April 

9, 1954—7:22 

p. m. 

) 

NIACT 

| | | | | 

: 2589. 

For 

Ambassador 

from 

Secretary. 

Our 

2577. 

2 Thai 

Ambas- 

2 sador 

today 

informed 

me 

his 

Govt 

accepts 

invitation 

to 
join 

in 
ar- 

| 

ranging 

for 

a united 

front 

against 

C
o
m
m
u
n
i
s
t
 

aggression 

in 
South- 

| 

east 

Asia, 

as 
I had 

earlier 

proposed. 

| 

This 

fact 

has 

been 

released 

to 
press. 

However, 

I would 

appreciate 

| 

your 

taking 

early 

convenient 

opportunity 

to 

inform 

Philippine 

Govt 

and 

if you 

think 

advisable 

suggest 

tactfully 

that 

similar 

re- 

4 sponse 

from 

Philippine 

Govt 

would 

be 
appreciated. 

FYI 

it would 

be 

very 

helpful 

if this 

acceptance 

could 

be 

obtained 

while 

I am
 

in 

| 

| London 

or 
Paris, 

where 

I am 

going 

tomorrow. 

* You 

would 

under- 

stand 

that 

present 

acceptance 

is only 

in 
principle, 

leaving 

details. 

| to 
be 
worked 

out. 

Also 

I have 

emphasized 

and 

will 

emphasize 

in 

: 

| Paris 

that 

the 

united 

front 

I plan 

would 

depend 

indispensably 

upon 

| 

assured 

independence 

to 
Associated 

States. 

Of 
course, 

acceptance 

of 

US 

proposal 

would 

not 

imply 

any 

present 

recognition 

by 

Philip- 

| 

pines 

of 
Associated 

States 

although 

this 

would 

ultimately 

have 

to 

i 

| be 
assumed, 

presumably 

under 

conditions 

quite 

acceptable 

to 
Phil- ippines 

which 

would 

be 
created 

under 

our 

present 

plan. 

_ a 

| 1 Drafted 

and 

approved 

for 
transmission 

by 
the 
Secretary 

personally. 

2 Not 

printed; 

it contains 

a résumé 

of 
the 

conversation 

summarized 

in 

Bell’s 

k 

m
e
m
o
r
a
n
d
u
m
 

of 
Apr. 

5, p. 404. 

| : | 

| 3 Dulles 

arrived 

in 
London 

on 

Apr. 

11 
and 

in 
Paris 

on 

Apr. 

13. 

On 

Apr. 

15, 

he 

| returned 

to 
Washington. 

For 

the 

major 

documentation 

on 
his 

trip, 

see 

vol. 

x11, 

Part 

L 

1, pp. 
1307 
ff. 

mo 7 | 

| —-151G.00/4-954 

| | a 

i: M
e
m
o
r
a
n
d
u
m
 

of 
Conversation, 

by 
the 

Officer 

in 
Charge 

of 
India, 

— | 

Ceylon, 

and 
Nepal 

Affairs 

(Williams) 

, 

| SECRET 

: [WasHINGTON,] 

April 

9, 1954. | Subject: 

Indochina 

| | 

Participants: 

The 

Secretary 

- | 

| R.S.S. 

Gunewardene, 

Ambassador 

of 
Ceylon 

| 

| Mr. 

Bonsal—PSA 

| | | 

Mr. 

Williams—SOA 

: | |
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The Secretary said he wanted to find out if the South Asian 
Prime Ministers would discuss Indochina at the Colombo Confer- 
ence ' which would convene about the same time as the Geneva 
Conference. oe 

Mr. Gunewardene said that no subject to which any of the par- 
ticipating countries objected would be discussed at Colombo. He 
said the conference would be “exploratory”, that mutual problems 
including economic matters would be discussed, and that there 
would be no agenda. Giving strong assurances, he said “no specific 
issues like Kashmir, Indochina, or military aid” would be discussed 

7 at least in overt fashion. | 
| The Secretary then said that the United States was giving finan- 

cial help and some military equipment to the French and the Asso- 
| ciated States to help them in their struggle. It was not certain that | 

the French were willing or able to carry through the present oper- 
ation to a successful outcome, and if no new element were intro- 
duced they might be disposed to make some settlement that would _ 
in effect give Indochina to the Communists. The Secretary said 
that this would not end the danger but rather extend it. He then 
described our interest and concern in the whole area of Southeast 
Asia. He said that he had been discussing the problem with the 
representatives of interested countries, and was gratified to have 
word from the Ambassador of Thailand indicating strong support 
of our attitude. He said that willingness to take united action 

_ would strengthen our position at Geneva and if this fails it would 
be a base for more active military participation provided: (1) the 

| French are prepared to give explicit assurances regarding the inde- 
pendence of the Associated States, and (2) other countries con- 
cerned feel the same way about the situation as we do and are will- 

| ing to join in effective united action. The Secretary said he had 
been having exploratory talks with interested countries, and he 
was going to London and Paris to present this point of view to the 
British and French Governments. He said he hoped to create a 
basis for a stronger position in Geneva than otherwise might be the 
case. 

The Ambassador of Ceylon referred to his Government’s anti- 
Communist policies and said that any extension of Communist 
power in Southeast Asia would “give alarm and dismay” to the 
Ceylon Government. He pointed out that Ceylon does not recognize 
the Associated States, although there are numerous ties between 
the people of Ceylon and the people of Indochina. Ceylon was not 

| 1 The Prime Ministers Conference, which met at Colombo Apr. 28-30, and which 
reassembled at Kandy, Ceylon on May 1 and 2, was composed of delegations from 
Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan.
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: convinced these states were independent. He said his Government | 
2 believed they should have freedom to leave the French Union if : 
: they wanted to, and that independence for these states should be | 
, the basis for any further action. , | | 

_ The Secretary said that this was the heart of the problem. 2 : | | 2 In another conversation held Apr. 9, Dulles outlined the united action program 
to Ambassador Amjad Ali of Pakistan. The conversation concluded as follows: | 

| “The Secretary noted that the meeting of South Asian Prime Ministers at Co- 
lombo would coincide with the Geneva parley on Asia and hoped that proceedings at | 

| _ Colombo would not take a course counter to our objectives at Geneva. | 

“The Ambassador expressed satisfaction at being informed on this subject, aware- | 
ness of the gravity of the situation, and stressed the importance from the point of : 

| view of Asian public opinion of the clear definition of genuine independence of the | 
Associated States.” (Memorandum of conversation by Lee Metcalf, Acting Officer in - 
Charge of Pakistan-Afghanistan Affairs; 751G.00/4-954) | 

: S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5416 a | ae | 

: Memorandum by the Secretary. of Defense ( Wilson) to the Executive | 
| Secretary of the National Security Council (Lay) } _ 

. _ TOP SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] 10 April 1954. | 

NSC 5416 ae | : | 
° ° vig ; . cle «a> | 

| Subject: United States Strategy for Developing a Position of Mili- 
__... tary Strength in the Far East (NSC Action No. 1029-b) 2 : 

| 1. I have had forwarded to you a memorandum from the Joint | 
Chiefs of Staff on the above subject. This is responsive to the re- 
quest of the National Security Council contained in NSC Action — : 

No. 1029-b that the Department of Defense review and report on : 
the subject. I have not had time to study all the implications of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum, but, recognizing the desirability : 
of early Council discussion of the subject, I suggest that the memo- | 

randum be made available at once to the members of the Council. 

2. I believe further work will be required, particularly to corre- 

late these military views with the political, psychological, and eco- y 
nomic factors involved, before an over-all statement of policy on 
the Far East can be developed. I agree, therefore, with paragraph 

ee | 

1 This memorandum and its attachment are enclosures to a memorandum of Apr. 
10 from Lay to the National Security Council. Lay recommended that “after initial | 

_ discussion by the Council, the enclosures be referred to the NSC Planning Board for 
the preparation of a comprehensive statement of policy on the subject for early 
Council consideration.” . | 

On Apr. 13, the NSC discussed the enclosure and in NSC Action No. 1091-b “Re- 
ferred NSC 5416 to the NSC Planning Board for the preparation of a comprehensive / 
statement of policy on the subject for early Council consideration.” (S/S-NSC (Mis- 4 
cellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) . | 

| 2 See the editorial note, p. 385. | : 

|
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18 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum and suggest that, after 
initial discussion by the Council of the comprehensive subject, the 
Planning Board should be asked to prepare a recommended com- 

prehensive statement of policy. 
C. E. WILSON 

[Attachment] 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
Defense (Wilson) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, April 9, 1954. 

Subject: United States Strategy for Developing a Position of Mili- 
tary Strength in the Far East (NSC Action no. 1029-b). 

1. In response to the request contained in a memorandum by the 

Acting Secretary of Defense dated February 238, 1954, * subject as 
above, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submit herewith their views on 
United States strategy for developing a position of military 
strength in the Far East.* : 

2. Since the United States military objectives and programs with 

respect to a specific country or region stem from approved United 
States policy as it affects such country or region, the development 
of United States military objectives toward the Far East should, in 
the usual course, be within the context of an over-all United States 

policy respecting that area. Although the United States policy to- 
wards Communist China does set forth certain general objectives to 
be sought in the Far East vis-a-vis that country, the United States 
has not formulated a comprehensive policy in which the Far East 
is viewed as a strategic entity and which would provide definitive 
direction for the development of a postion of military strength in 
the Far East. Rather, our present policy addresses itself to the indi- 
vidual countries within the area or, as in the case of Southeast 

Asia, to a segment of the area. Inasmuch as the scope and objec- 

tives of these policies are familiar to you, it is considered unneces- 
sary to recount them in detail here. Pertinent extracts of basic 
United States policy and of policies pertaining to the individual 

countries of the Far East, from which an evaluation of the strategic 

importance attached by the United States to the Far East as a 

whole may be derived, are quoted in the Appendix hereto for ready 

3 Not printed. 
* For the purposes of this paper, the following countries are included in the Far 

East area: Communist China, Korea, Hong Kong, Indochina, Indonesia, the Offshore 

‘Island Chain (Japan, Ryukyus, Formosa, Philippines, Australia, and New Zealand), 

Malaya, Thailand, and Burma. [Footnote in the source text.] |
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reference. Taken in the aggregate, these expressions of policy make | 
it clear that the United States, from the standpoint of its security | 

| interests, attaches major importance to the Far East area and | 
would be prepared to react with military force against an armed 
aggression by the USSR or Communist China in that region. | 

3. United States commitments in the Far East having military ) 
implications are a reflection of United States policy, and according- | 
ly they also should directly influence the character and strength of 
our military position in that region. Foremost among these, of _ 

| course, has been the commitment involving United States forces in 
support of the United Nations action in Korea. Other commitments 
are in the nature of formal agreements such as the mutual security 

_ pacts with Korea, the Philippines, Japan, and Australia and New 
Zealand. Less formal commitments result from United States offi- : 
cial pronouncements regarding the defense of Formosat and the 7 
possible consequences which might attend a Communist’ renewal of 
hostilities in Koreat or Chinese overt intervention in Indochina.§ 

4, Non-Communist military strength in the Far East now rests : 
principally on United States military power, plus that of France in __ 

_ Indochina, the United Kingdom in Hong Kong and Malaya, the 

forces of Australia and New Zealand, and the indigenous forces of , 
the Republic of Kotea, Associated States, and Nationalist China. 
The military forces of the Philippines, Thailand, Burma, and Indo- , 
nesia are considered to be reasonably adequate at present only to 

7 maintain the internal security of those countries. Japan’s National 
| Safety Force, which is now in the process of transition into conven- 

tional military organizations, has not yet attained a significant 

combat capability. / aoe | 
_ 5. Military personnel’ now under arms in the non-Communist | 

countries of the Far East (exclusive of United States forces) total 
approximately 2,100,000 army, 111,000 navy, and 143,000 air. It | 
should be recognized that these figures are not a true index of the | 
present aggregate military capability of these countries. In terms of | 
effective combat units, the capacity of the forces of Burma, Thai- | 

land, Indonesia, and the Philippines is of a relatively low order. 
Except for Japan, the indigenous countries in the area are lacking 
in the means of providing adequate logistic support and strategic | 
mobility to their forces. | | | , | 

T Statements by the President of the U.S. on June 27 , 1950 and February 3, 1953 - 
(Dept. of State Bulletin 574-July 3, 1950, and 711-February 9, 1953, respectively). | 
[Footnote in the source text.] 

+ Greater Sanctions Declaration. July 27, 1953 (S/D Bulletin 739-August 24, 1953). 
[Footnote in the source text.] : 

§ Statement by Secretary of State at St. Louis, September 2, 1953 (S/D Bulletin 
742-September 14, 1953). [Footnote in the source text.] | ! 

| [
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6. These countries do possess ample manpower resources. In gen- 
eral, the factor limiting the expansion of their military establish- 
ments is their inability to equip and support larger forces. In the 

case of Japan, a progressive expansion, with United States support, 
is now underway and when fully developed should result in a cohe- 

_ sive military force, capable of assuming responsibility for at least 
the ground defense of the Japanese main islands and possibly capa- 
ble of contributing to the defense of the Far East area as a whole. 
The ROK and Nationalist China forces, with continued U.S. logistic 

support, and with adequate external air and naval support, should 

be capable of providing a reasonably effective defense of their re- 
spective territories. As the result of United States assistance, the 
organization and combat effectiveness of the Chinese Nationalist 

: forces have been materially improved in the last three years. With 
the amphibious lift now available to them they are capable of un- | 
dertaking raids against the Chinese Communist mainland; with 

United States air, naval, and logistic support, they would be able to 

undertake larger-scale amphibious operations or to participate oth- 
erwise in the general defense of the Far East area. The Associated 
States have mobilized a sizable combat force which, however, has 
not developed to its full combat potential. Its major deficiencies 
appear to be due to inadequate training methods and facilities, lack 
of trained leaders, lack of confidence in the French, and lack of in- 
centive. The United States has proposed steps which, with the coop- , 
eration of the French, could in a large measure remedy these de- 
fects and, in time, enable the Associated States not only to main- 

tain their internal security once it is restored but also to become 

an effective element in the containment of Communist China. ... 
7. The estimated combined strength..of.the Communist forces in 

the Far East (USSR, Communist China, and the Viet Minh) totals 
| 3,260,000 army, 125,000 navy, and 117,000 air. The forces of the 

USSR are well organized and possess a high combat potential. 
They are more than adequate for the defense of Soviet territory in 
the Far east and are considered to be capable of launching com- 

bined operations against Japan which, at present, could only be ef- 
fectively opposed by United States forces, employing their atomic 
capability. While by Western standards the Communist Chinese , 
are deficient in strategic and tactical mobility, airpower, and tech- 

nical and logistic support, they have demonstrated that with Soviet 
logistical assistance, and by virtue of sheer numbers alone, they | 
constitute a formidable force and one which, if unopposed by 
United States power, is considered to be capable of overrunning all 
of Southeast Asia. The Viet Minh, although not highly organized 
nor self-supporting, have proved themselves capable of withstand-
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ing the combined efforts of the French and the Associated States in | 
| Indochina. —— | Co a Be | 

_ 8. In assessing the factors which contribute to military power in | 
the Far East, it is evident that insofar as the indigenous forces of | 
the area are concerned, there is at present an imbalance which is | 
heavily in favor of the Communist countries. The defeat of Japan | : 

and her subsequent demilitarization and disarmament removed | 

| from the scene, at least temporarily, the one Asiatic power which : 
_ had the potential of denying the advance of Communist forces in > 
that area. The collapse of Nationalist China on the mainland en- . | 

| larged the military vacuum which Japan’s defeat had created and | 
into which, in characteristic fashion, the Communist forces moved. | 
The decline in the position of the former colonial powers in the Far | 
East and the general distress which now characterizes the areas . 

_ they formerly dominated, encourage the Communists to pursue | 
their expansionist objectives, for which mainland China affords | 
them an excellent base of operations. As opposed to the compara- 7 

| tively weak, insecure, and divided opposition presented by the non- 
| Communist countries of the area, Communist China, closely | 
| aligned with the Soviet Union, stands as a powerfully organized | 
: and disciplined force, whose apparent immediate objective is to 
| gain control of the strategi¢ resources and rice surpluses of South- __ | 

east Asia. Once this is acquired by the Communists, Japan would | 
be forced to terms, due to her dependence upon the resources of _ 

_ this area for her livelihood. The implications of such an eventuality 
as related to the security interests of the United States and the 
Free World need not be dwelt upon here. At present, it is only the 

| power of the United States which provides a semblance of balance : 
to the-military positions in the Far East—a balance which will | | 

remain precarious so lérig‘‘as-the non-Communist countries in that 
region remain individually weak and collectively unorganized to | 
oppose the threat of Communist China. = 

| 9. It is obvious that for the foreseeable future United States 
power will be an essential element in developing and maintaining 

: a position of military strength in the Far East. It is equally obvious | 

that, under present circumstances, inordinate reliance is placed : 

- upon United States power to achieve that end, and too little upon _ ! 

| the development of the collective military capabilities of the Asiat- | 
ic non-Communist countries in that area. It is toward redressing 
this condition that the United States should direct its efforts in the | 
Far East—to foster the determination and to enlist the combined | 
strengths of those countries to oppose any aggressive advances by 

Communist China or by a minor satellite. | 
10. To the extent that Communist control in China can be dis- | 

rupted and Communist China circumscribed by effective regional |
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opposition in the Far East, dependence upon United States military 
power in that area will be decreased and United States freedom of 
action in its global strategy vis-a-vis the USSR enhanced. Even 
without substantial increases in the present military forces of the 
Asiatic non-Communist countries, their demonstration of a purpose 
to resist collectively will introduce a new factor to deter aggressive 
Communism in the Far East. With progressive improvement and, 

where feasible, expansion of their forces with coordination of plans, 

and with improvement in their capabilities to project their forces 
to assist in the common effort, this deterrent would take on added 

significance. Psychologically, such a community of purpose and 
effort would tend to remove the feeling of isolation and impotence 

| now prevailing in the individual countries and to create the confi- 
dence essential for a resolute attitude in the face of the Communist 
threat, both internal and external. Moreover, such a concerting of 
effort would permit a coordinated development of military re- 
sources in which the military assets peculiar to each country could, 

to an extent, be exploited for the benefit of the whole. This could 

also serve to give direction to the military assistance furnished by 
the United States to the countries concerned. | ce 

11. The aggressive attitude and the growing military power of 

Communist China represent the primary. and immediate threat to 

the non-Communist countries of the Far East. There is no unique 

prescription which would produce in short order a local counterbal- 
ance to that power. Nevertheless, the containment of that power | 
within its present boundaries, the arresting of its internal growth, 

and ultimately its detachment from the area of Communist control 

should be the progressive objectives of United States policy toward 
the Far East. To accomplish these objectives without. ever-increas- 

ing demands upon United States resources will require the develop- 

ment, organization, and effective application of the combined mili- 
tary potential of the non-Communist countries of that region. As a 
long-range goal in the Far East, the Joint Chiefs of Staff would en- 
visage the emergence of a regional security pact with which the 

United States and possibly other major Western Powers would be 
associated and which would form the political and economic basis 
of an integrated military structure of indigenous armed forces, sup- 

plemented and complemented by the mobile forces of the United 

States and other associated nations. If this goal is to be attained, it 
is important that actions designed to reduce the internal growth of 
Communist China proceed concurrently. When this military pos- 
ture has been developed sufficiently to permit the parent alliance 

to deal with Red China from a position of strength, military and 
other pressures should be brought to bear in such manner and to 
the extent required to reduce the Communist threat in the Far
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East to manageable proportions. It is conceivable that through a | 
combination of political, military and economic pressures a separa- 
tion of Red China from the Soviet bloc could ultimately be brought | 
about, possibly followed by the reorientation of mainland China to 
the West. | | oe | : 

12. The obstacles to the establishment, at this time, of a compre- | 
hensive regional security arrangement for the Far East are too 

well known to require restatement. However, until such an ar- | 
rangement can be established the full potential of the collective ca- 
pabilities of the Far East countries cannot be realized. In the : 

| meantime, as an alternative, bilateral and multilateral treaties | 

| among the countries of the area should be fostered. With the an 
| United States acting as the integrator among the treaty nations, it. | 

2 should be in a position to give direction to the development of — 
| forces and facilities in a manner which not only will provide for | 
: the local security needs of the respective countries but: also make ft 
| possible eventual contributions to a collective effort. If such a re- 

gional arrangement is to have substance, it will not suffice for each | 
| member country to provide only the minimum forces and facilities 

to meet its own internal security requirements. In the aggregate, | 

the indigenous forces established should be designed to complement __ 
the United States-forces—local deterrent strength to be reinforced, ! 

| if necessary, by our more mobile military power. | 

| 138. Basic to the establishment of a non-Communist position of 

| strength in the Far East is the rehabilitation of the Japanese mili- _ | 
tary forces—not along the lines of the ultra-national military atti- | 
tude of pre-World War II, but along moderate and controlled lines | : 

that will enable Japan to exert a stabilizing influence in the Far | 
East. There are indications: that the Japanese Government and : 

| people are beginning to view rearmament in an increasingly realis- | 
tic light and that a healthy military revival will emerge in due 

| course.|| It is probable that this trend will be accelerated as United __ 
| States forces are withdrawn from Japan. It is recognized that a 

military revival in Japan would be attended by certain risks, al- | 
though there are counteracting factors which would materially 

limit those risks. In addition to restrictions which would be im- | 
posed upon Japan by economic and political factors, it is believed | 

| that so long as the United States furnishes the principal offensive 
air and naval elements of the combined military forces in the Far 

|. East, adequate safeguards against the recrudescence of Japanese | 

military power as an aggressive force would be provided. | 

Tl See Department of State policy report “Current Foreign Relations”, dated | 
. March 10, 1954. [Footnote in the source text.) - | 

| : 

| 7
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14. If Japan is ultimately to assume responsibility for her na- 
tional defense and to join in a concerted effort to resist Communist 
aggression, the United States must accept the risks, while exerting 
its efforts to influence the course of Japanese policy to conform to 
our security interests. Even though, at this time, Japan would not | 

be wholly acceptable as a member of a Pacific regional pact, it is 
considered to be in United States security interests to foster and 

| support the healthy development of the Japanese military struc- 
ture to the end that Japan will become capable of providing for her 
own security and of becoming a contributor to collective security in 
the Western Pacific. 

15. Time will be an essential element in the dissolution of the 
obstacles to the formation of the comprehensive system of regional : 
security in the Far East area, but this should not deter the United 

States from proceeding toward this as an objective. In the mean- 
time, the urgencies of the developing situation may well require 

positive measures to counter the Communist threat until such time 
as it can be caused to recede. Providing for the security of the off- 
shore island chain will not, of itself, be adequate. This measure 

constitutes merely a means toward achieving security in the Far 
East rather than the primary security objective to be sought. 

_ 16. In the light of the foregoing considerations affecting the secu- 
rity interests of the United States in the Far East, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff are of the opinion that United States policy should view 
the non-Communist Far East as an entity, whose component coun- 
tries are interdependent economically and strategically. Viewing 

| the problem within this context, our policy should be directed 

toward achieving the following objectives, among others: 

a. Development of the purpose and capability.of the non-Commu- 
nist countries of the Far East to act.-collectively and effectively in 
opposing the threat of aggressive Communism. 

b. Eventual .establishment of a comprehensive regional security 
arrangement among the non-Communist countries of the Far East, 
with which the United States, the United Kingdom, and possibly 
France, would be associated. | 

c. Reduction of the power and influence of the USSR in the Far 
East, initially through the containment and reduction of the rela- 
tive power position of Communist China, and ultimately the de- 
tachment of China from the area of Soviet Communist control. 

17. In order to achieve the foregoing objectives, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff consider that the United States should pursue the follow- 
ing courses of action: | | | 

a. Foster the progressive development of the military strength of 
Japan, to the point where she can provide for her own national de- 
tense and, in time, contribute to the collective defense of the Far | 

ast.
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b. Similarly, provide assistance and support for the forces of the | 
ROK and Nationalist China, as prospective contributors to the com- 
munity defense effort in the Far East. | | | 

c. Continue to foster the development and improvement of the 
forces of the Associated States in order to enable them, with con- 
tinuing French support, eventually to be capable of maintaining in- 

| ternal security without the assistance of French units and also to : 

become an effective element in the containment of Communist 
China. | | | 

_d. Assist Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, Indonesia, Burma, 
Malaya and the Philippines to improve the quality of their forces 

| and, where feasible, to expand them beyond the minimum require- 
| ments to maintain their internal security. oe | 

: e. Seek to reduce the friction and to resolve the differences which 
2 ~ now constitute a major obstacle to a collective security arrange- | 

ment in the Far East; more specifically, seek to promote the accept- | 

7 ance of a rearmed Japan as an important element in the common of 

, defense of the area. coe os | 
i f. Foster bilateral and multilateral defense treaties leading to im-. 

proved cooperation, coordination of plans, and eventually to a com- | 

| prehensive and cohesive system of security in the Far East area. 

g. To the extent. feasible, direct the development of the indige- _ | 

nous forces in the non-Communist countries along such lines as to © 
: complement United States mobile forces and to facilitate their em- f 

| ployment in conjunction with our own and other forces, if required. | 
h. Maintain the integrity of the off-shore island chain. | 

: i. Be prepared to prevent further territorial expansion by the | 

: Chinese Communists, and to take such measures as may be feasible | 

| to prevent them from consolidating the gains they have thus far 

| achieved in North Korea and, through the Viet Minh, in Indo- 
china. | Ms | 

| j. In the event of overt Chinese Communist aggression, avoid the 

| imposition of arbitrary restriction which would limit the counterac- I 

| tion to the area where the aggression occurs, but rather, retain | 

| freedom of action to apply:.the counteraction, as appropriate, 

against the source of the aggression. ~~ = | | 

k. Maintain sufficient U.S. forces in the Far East as a clear evi- 
| dence of U.S. intention to contribute its full share of effective col- L 
4 lective aid to the Associated States against the Communist threat, 

| and to provide assurance to the people of the Far East of our intent | 

, and determination to support them in the event of Communist ag- | 

| gression. a : | / 
1. Continue to support operations designed to disrupt Communist | 

: control and exploitation of China. To the extent feasible, intensify 
the scope and character of such operations without delay. a 

m. Seek to assure Japan sufficient access to raw materials and 

j markets to support an independent Japanese economy thus assur- 
ing a livelihood for the growing Japanese population and the base 

| for her rearmament. | 

18. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that the foregoing views 

be presented to the National Security Council for consideration in _ 

| [ 

: | 

|
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the formulation of a comprehensive United States policy with re- 
spect to the Far East. | 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

a ARTHUR RADFORD 

Chairman 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Appendix | | 

EXTRACTS OF POLiciEs RELATING TO THE Far East 

1. “Under existing treaties or policies, an attack on . . . Japan, 
the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand . . . or on the Republic of 
Korea, would involve the United States in war with the USSR, or 
at least with Communist China if the aggression were Chinese 
alone.” 

“Certain other countries, such as Indochina or Formosa, are of 

such strategic importance to the United States that an attack on 
_ them probably would compel the United States to react with mili- 
tary force either locally at the point of attack or generally against 
the military power of the aggressor. . . .” (Subparagraphs 13-a and 
b NSC 162/2) 4 | 

2. “In the Far East, strength must be built on existing bilateral 
and multilateral security arrangements until more comprehensive 
regional arrangements become feasible. The United States should 
stress assistance in developing Japan as a major element of 

| _ strength. The United States should maintain the security of the off- 
shore island chain and continue to develop the defensive capacity 

of Korea and Southeast Asia in accordance with ‘existing commit- 
ments.” (Subparagraph 37-b, NSC 162/2) — | | 

3. “Communist domination, by whatever means, of all Southeast 

Asia would seriously endanger in the short term, and critically en- 
danger in the longer term, United States security interests.” (Para- 
graph 1, NSC 5405) > “. . . The loss of the struggle in Indochina, in 
addition to its impact in Southeast Asia and in South Asia, would 

therefore have the most serious repercussions on United States and 

free world interests in Europe and elsewhere.” (Subparagraph 1l-a, — 
NSC 5405) “Communist control of all of Southeast Asia and Indone- 
sia would threaten the U.S. position in the Pacific off-shore island 
chain and would seriously jeopardize fundamental U.S. security in- 

terests in the Far East.” (Subparagraph 1-c, NSC 5405) 

*For NSC 162/2, a report entitled “Review of Basic National Security Policy’, 
dated Oct. 30, 1958, see volume m1. 

5 Dated Jan. 16, p. 366.
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4. “The security of Japan is of such importance to the United | 

States position in the Pacific area that the United States would | 

fight to prevent hostile forces from gaining control of any part of oF 

the territory of Japan.” (Subparagraph 2-a, NSC 125/2) : 

5. “Objective—Maintenance of the security of Formosa, independ- 

ent of communism, as an essential element within the US. 

Far East defense position.” (Paragraph 1, NSC 146/2) ® | | 

6. “. .. The loss of Indonesia to Communist control would have 

. serious security implications for the United States and the rest of | : 

the free world.” (Paragraph 1, NSC 171/1) a | 

6 For NSC 146/2, a report entitled “United States Objectives and Courses of 

Action With Respect to Formosa and the Chinese National Government”, dated ) 

| Nov. 6, 1953, see volume xiv. | : ey | , | 

751G.00/4-1554: Telegram Sa aye S oe 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines __ : 

: SECRET = + ~+~—~~~—_—s WASsuINGTON, April 15, 1954—8:15 p.m. , 

) 2642. Robertson today told Abello that French and British had 
| agreed with the Secretary’s proposal that ten power defensive coa- Ss 

i lition to deter Communist aggression Southeast Asia desirable. | 

: He emphasized that coalition would have no taint of colonialism 

2 and that French were committed to complete independence Associ- | 

| ated States. In answer to question by Abello, Robertson stated that | 

decision Viet-Nam association with French Union would be made : 

by Viet-Namese. Abello informed that Secretary would meet with i 

: representatives nine powers, April 20.1 Asked if conference on , 

Indo-China would be. held after conference on Korea, Robertson ) 

stated the two would be completely separate. Abello asked if par- | 

: ticipation in defensive coalition would assure representation in con- — | 

| ference on Indo-China. Robertson replied no decision taken as to 

who would participate Indo-Chinese conference but stated that | 

2 some thought given to inclusion great powers, Communist China, i} 

Associated States, and contiguous countries—Burma and Thailand. ) 

| Abello warned that opposition led by Recto would unquestionably | | 

| exploit situation in which Philippines asked participation in coali- | 

| 1The meeting did not take place in the form originally envisaged. See the memo- 

| randum by Merchant, Apr. 18, vol. xm, Part 1, p. 1349; and the letter by Ambassa- 

| dor Makins, Apr. 19, and the memorandum of the Apr. 20 meeting, vol. XvI, pp. 534. : 

| and 535. - oe 7 | 

| I 

| | 
| | | |
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tion but not in conference. Abello later reiterated this. Believe he 
will probably point it up in communicating with his government. 2 

| DULLES | 

? Ambassador Spruance replied on Apr. 19: “I strongly second Abello’s warning. 
Not only would Recto’s opposition exploit situation, but no Filipino, including Presi- 
dent, would understand our asking Philippines to participate in. coalition, but not 
including them in conference.” (Telegram 2308; 751G.00/4-1954) - 

790.00/4-1554 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of | 
Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Landon) — 

SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] April 15, 1954. 

Subject: United action among nations concerned with Southeast 
ia. . 

Participants: Walter S. Robertson, Assistant Secretary | 
His Excellency, Pote Sarasin,.Ambassador of 
Thailand | wl, 

Thanat Khoman, Thai Delegate at the United __ 
Nations, N.Y. a | 

, Kenneth P. Landon, PSA 7 
The Thai Ambassador, Pote Sarasin, called by appointment to-re- 

ceive from Mr. Robertson a summary of developments during the — 
Secretary’s visit at London and Paris as follows: a 
_ The public reports regarding the Secretary’s visit in London and 
Paris reflected the actual developments; the understanding reached 
with the U.K. and France was favorable to united action: in ‘South- 
east Asia against Communist aggression; thé Secretary’s efforts for 
“united action” were intended to determine the desires and inclina- 
tions..of those nations concerned with Southeast Asia with respect 
to Communist aggression by inviting political decision and the re- 
sults so far were favorable in that a number of the nations con- 
cerned had already replied favorably. , 

The Thai Ambassador said that he wished to inform his Govern- 
ment of the next step. He recalled that the Secretary, in inviting 
the Thai Government’s participation, had explained that first of all 
there should be political agreement and then the establishment of 
a military commission. Mr. Robertson said that what we had in 
mind was an organization similar to NATO, adjusted to suit the re- 
quirements of Southeast Asia, the members of which would deter- 
mine the nature of their cooperation and the extent of their indi- 

vidual contributions.
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The Thai Ambassador inquired whether further developments _ t 

would be deferred until after the Geneva Conference. Mr. Robert- 

gon said that the U.S. Government would continue to attempt to 

_ discover the desires and inclinations of the other nations in or con- | 

cerned with Southeast Asia and that it would attempt to-secure in- : 

ternal agreement with Congress in order to be enabled legally to 

engage in a Southeast Asia variety of NATO if and when the ap- | 

propriate time came. _ 

| $$ 
790.00/4-1654: Telegram : So a } 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Burma ' | 

secRET —~S~*é‘“‘its‘i‘C:CSCSN WASHING TON, April 16, 1954—4:14 p.m. | 

po 943. Your 1002 rptd Saigon by Dept. 2 Concur in desirability your | | 

: encouraging Burmese attitudes and action re Indochina favorable _ : 

| to US policies. © Psat gh GE | 

: When Asian Socialists plans for mission to Indochina ® crystal- 

lize Dept prepared request Embassy Saigon if sees no objection ap- : 

proach French and Associated States authorities with view to fa- : 

7 cilitating mission and suggesting representatives Associated States | 

| visit Burma. | | 

-. For discussions with Kyaw Nyein * believe US position adequate- | 

ly set forth in 1) Secretary’s Overseas Press Club speech March 29; i 

2) Joint US-UK communiqué issued London April 12;5 3) Joint | 

| Franco-American communiqué issued Paris April 14.° You are au- _ 

| thorized inform Kyaw Nyein of Secretary’s position in terms out- | 

| lined -Deptel 907.2 summarizing his conversation with Ambassador 

Barrington April 8.7 Two points you may find useful to stress are 

1) effort to establish unity of defensive purpose includes consider- , 

| ation of measures within framework of UN charter. 2) US believes . 

essential for long-range solution there be adequate guarantees of | 

| complete independence for Associated States. | | 

| 1 Repeated for information to Paris and Saigon... | | 

2 Not printed. | . oe a . _ Oo | 

{ 3 A number of Asian socialist parties, including Burma’s governing Anti-Fascist 4 

People’s Freedom League, were planning a conference originally scheduled to be 

' held at Bandung, Indonesia, late in April. The organizers of the conference were i 

, planning also a study mission to Indochina, to commence after the conference. | | 

4 Foreign Minister of Burma. _ . | : 

8 The statement was issued Apr. 13. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, | 

1 — Apr. 26, 1954, p. 622. | | | 

4 6 Ibid. : H 

_ See footnote 1, p. 406. :
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_ For your information Indonesian Ambassador Washington ex- 
pressed to Secretary April 8 realization of importance from Indone- 
sian viewpoint saving Indochina from Communism. On other hand 
Indonesian Prime Minister told press he could not see danger to In- 
donesia of Viet Minh triumph in its struggle against “France’”.® — 

| | SMITH 

| In telegram 1023 from Rangoon, Apr. 21, Ambassador William J. Sebald stated | 
that although the socialist conference had been postponed (until late May at Kalaw, 
Burma), he had nonetheless spoken to Minister N yein along the lines suggested 
above. He continued: “Kyaw Nyein appeared most interested in possibility eventual 
formation collective security arrangement but volunteered statement GUB unpre- 
pared take any active part Indochina problem at this time. Most appreciative being 
kept informed, terminated interview by jocularly remarked [remarking?] GUB had 
better await developments. : 

“Comment: Believe Kyaw Nyein has realistic views re Indochina situation and its 
possible effect upon Burma but in consonance with GUB neutral policy will be 
super-cautious and shy away from active participation ‘united action’ concept. Rec- 
ommend however Burma be kept appropriately informed US position as progress 
made in order obviate impression Burma being ignored in matter of intimate and 
direct concern all SEA countries.” (751G.00/ 4-2154) | 

790.5/4-1654 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge of 
Korean Affairs (Jones) | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ [WasuinetTon,] April 16, 1954. 
Subject: Secretary’s Efforts to Develop Collective Defense Measures , 

in Southeast Asia. 

| Participants: Ambassador Yang, Korean Embassy | 
Philip Han, Counselor, Korean Embassy 
Mr. Drumright, FE -. 

| Mr. Jones, NA | 

_ Ambassador Yang stated that he had seen the press communi- » 
qués on results of the Secretary’s visit to London and Paris in an 
effort to develop collective Southeast Asian Defense arrange- 
ments.’ Ambassador Yang stated he had come in on his own initi- 
ative and not on governmental instructions. The ROK, he said, had 
long advocated a Pacific Defense Pact but the United States had 
not supported this idea. He was very much disturbed that the Re- 
public of Korea and the Chinese Nationalists were being “by- 
passed” in the arrangements the Secretary was apparently working 

_ out. He found it difficult to understand why the French and British | 
who he alleged had not shown real anti-Communist determination 

_ should be participants in these arrangements while Korea, whose | 

‘Regarding documentary treatment of this subject, see the editorial note, p. 400.
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anti-Communist stand was unquestionable, was being excluded. | 

These recent developments, he asserted, constituted “appeasement’’ L 

of the British and the French, with Korea and the Chinese Nation- | 

alists excluded in order to avoid offending the Soviets and the Chi- : 

nese Communists. The Ambassador believed that Korea must be 

considered first in any collective measures of an anti-Communist | 

| nature in Asia and expressed the feeling that the exclusion of 

| Korea was an indication that the United States believed Indochina : 

| to be more important than Korea. In his opinion, the problem of 

| meeting the threat of Communism was a world-wide problem and | 

| he felt it a great mistake to deal with the problem in a piecemeal 

| fashion. He did not believe the American public would understand 

| the “by-passing” of Korea and the Chinese Nationalists in these ar- 

! rangements and this was evidenced in the large number of queries | 

| he had already received. He was so disturbed about these develop- 

| ments that he didn’t believe the ROK would gain anything by | 

| going to Geneva where it might be affected by “four power politics” | 

| - and a further “by-passing” of ROK interests. | : 

| Mr. Drumright 2 emphasized to Ambassador Yang that the devel- | 

| opment of collective measures in Southeast Asia was only in an ex- | 

| ploratory stage, and they had had their genesis in the special crisis ! 

| in Indochina. These developments did not reflect U.S. judgment | 

with respect to the importance of the Korean problem at Geneva | 

but they did reflect a special urgency with respect to the crisis in | 

Indochina. Thus far, the Secretary had confined his attention only | 

| to countries in Southeast Asia. In the long run, however, Korea | 

| was not necessarily excluded from participation. Contrary to being : 

an appeasement of the British and French, who had fought in | 

| | Korea, Mr. Drtimright emphasized that the Secretary’s actions : 

| were an effort to enlist British and French interests for the first 

| time in such collective measures. In this connection, the Secretary 

had been most gratified with the results of his visit to London and 

| Paris, and the communiqués have reflected a much wider area of 

| agreement than had heretofore existed. | 

| Mr. Drumright suggested to Ambassador Yang that the Republic 

| of Korea ought to repose more confidence in the United States. In 

| a recent message to President Rhee the Secretary had urged the | 

/ Republic of Korea to come to Geneva to consult on the problems : 

! confronting us there.* We believed that the focal point at this _ 

| moment was at Geneva and the great importance of attendance of | 

! the Republic of Korea at the Geneva Conference in connection with 

| 2 Everett F. Drumright, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Af- | 

| For documentation on the Geneva Conference, see vol. xvi, pp. 1 ff. | 

| ) 

| | 

| |
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the crisis in Indochina as well as the Korean problem could not be 
overemphasized. Mr. Drumright informed Ambassador Yang that a 
meeting may shortly be called of ten powers involved in Southeast 
Asia with a view to getting a position lined up before the Geneva 
Conference. 

In connection with the Korean feeling that they should be party 
to any collective defense measures being developed in Asia, Mr. 
Drumright pointed out that this would be much easier to work out 
if Korea could improve its relations with Japan. There were many 
problems between the countries of Asia which needed to be re- 
solved. He was glad to see that Japan and the Philippines had ap- 
parently agreed upon a reparation settlement. It was important to 
build up step-by-step the friendly relations between the Asian coun- 
tries in every possible way. 
Ambassador Yang stated that he was having his third conversa- 

tion with Ambassador Iguchi + that afternoon. President Rhee had 
agreed that all that was necessary to reopen Japanese-ROK negoti- 
ations was a statement from the Japanese side that they would 
withdraw the five points made by Kubota and state that they 
would abide by the articles of the Japanese Peace Treaty. ® Fur- 
thermore, President Rhee had told Ambassador Yang that in form- 
ing any Pacific Pact if the majority of the countries involved de- 
sired Japan’s participation, Korea would go along with this view 
without question. | 

* Sadao Iguchi, Ambassador of Japan. | 
5 For documentation, see volume xiv. 

790.5/4-1654 _. ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
British Commonwealth:and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] April 16, 1954. 

Subject: Secretary’s Talks in London; 1 Arrangements in the Pacific 
Participants: Sir Roger Makins, Ambassador of Great Britain 

Mr. L.T. Merchant, Assistant Secretary, EUR 

Mr. H. Raynor, Director, BNA 

Sir Roger Makins called today and Mr. Merchant gave him a fill- 
in on the various matters discussed with Eden in London along the 
line. of the telegrams sent to the Department. 

1 Secretary Dulles was in London Apr. 11-13; for documentation on his talks with 
Eden, see vol. xm, Part 1, pp. 1307 ff.
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| Sir Roger said that he had received a message from London | 
making four points with respect to arrangements for the Pacific | 

which might be worked out as follows: | 

1. The arrangements should not be purely ad hoc and directed | 
sole’y to Indo-China but should be of a more general and enduring | 
nature. | . | | | 

| 2. They should be in accord with the Charter. 
| 38. It is very important to carry the Asian States along and they _ : 
| should be given every opportunity to associate. | 
| 4. Mr. Eden is not absolutely convinced that no concessions — 

should be made to the Communists in the area especially should | 
there be some security arrangements developed. In other words, Sir | 

: Roger said that U.K. agreement to complete rigidity on negotia- 
| tions should not be assumed. | | 

| He later explained that he did not interpret this to mean solely at 

| Geneva but in connection with the area of the Far East in general. 

| _ Mr. Merchant replied that there was complete agreement at : 

| London; that the UN would be brought in or informed on this 7 
| matter at the earliest appropriate moment. He said he thought 
2 there was also agreement that neither by composition nor other- 
: wise should the arrangements be developed so that they would be 

: regarded as a white coalition. Mr. Merchant said that Mr. Eden 
, had raised the question of India and the Secretary had urged that : 

: the less said on this point the better because it would raise prob- 
| lems for us in connection with Formosa and South Korea. He felt, | 

: therefore, that the more limited the geographic grouping the less | 

| difficulties would be created for all of us. o | 

! Mr. Merchant added that he thought Mr. Eden’s mind was closer 
7 to a decision than was the Secretary’s that the form of arrange- 

| ments should result in a Pacific NATO. He felt the Secretary 
thought this in all probability might be the result but that he still 

| was open-minded on it. Mr. Merchant raised the question. if this ap- : 

proach was suitable to deal with the urgent nature of the immedi- | 
| ate problem, he felt the Secretary thought we needed something | 

urgently to deal with a problem we are facing now and that it 

would take at best considerable time to work out a NATO-type | 
| structure. | es | 

| As to Sir Roger’s fourth point, Mr. Merchant said we did not 
| have a negative position on Geneva but on the contrary felt that 
: the creation of some form of machinery such as the Secretary had 

, in mind would mean the creation of an asset for us at Geneva and 
| thereby increase the prospects for negotiation. | : 

With respect to the question of an ad hoc as against a permanent 

NATO-type organization, Sir Roger expressed the view that the two : | 

concepts were not necessarily contradictory. If we create a group to | : 

| | 
[i
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| work here in Washington on the permanent organization this 

group would also be able to deal, he thought, with immediate prob- 
lems also as they arose. He said that in his view perhaps a way to 
set up the Washington group would be a working group perhaps at 
Minister level. 

790.5/4-1754: Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Netherlands } 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, April 17, 1954—4 p.m. 

1235. Netherlands Ambassador called on the Acting Secretary 
April 16 under instructions to make inquiry with regard to SE 
Asian defense organization. . . . Netherlands’ interest based upon 
NATO membership and therefore in any developments likely lead 
to conflict, as well as upon Netherlands’ position as ‘Pacific 
power.” Also Netherlands had previously offered use New Guinea 
as base case of necessity which “he had no doubt still held good” 

| and Netherlands had previously requested be kept fully informed © 
of any contemplated enlargement ANZUS. ... Stated Govern- 

ment’s request was not that Netherlands should necessarily partici- 
pate in any SE Asia organization but that the Netherlands be kept 
completely informed so that government can “define its own posi- 
tion” and answer parliamentary questions. a 

Acting Secretary assured Ambassador of our desire to keep his 
Government fully informed. 

| Acting Secretary stated U.S. had been confronted with a very 
urgent situation caused by number of requests from French for in- 

creased assistance in Indochina which would have involved larger 

and more direct measure U.S. participation. In consulting Congres- 

sional leaders became clear that while they were quite willing face 

up responsibilities U.S. should assume in the area, could only be 

done if nations in area most directly concerned willing show their 
intent also face up responsibilities and participate with us. We very 

much felt that unless our intention declared we faced possibility 

having free world position everywhere eroded bit by bit. Massive 
retaliation was not entire answer particularly in Asia and situa- 

tions such as that in Indochina. Declaration of intent prevent fur- 

ther Communist expansion in SE Asia would itself have deterrent 

effect. This does not mean ultimatum to Communist China, al- 

though if Chinese Communists intervene as in Korea we would be 
confronted by difficult situation. 

| 1 Repeated for information to Djakarta. :
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‘Response had been encouraging, although U.K. and France had 
not gone as far as Australia, New Zealand and Thailand. New Zea- | 
land and Australia were much concerned and had stoutly faced up 
to situation. ae Oo oe | - | 

The Ambassador was informed Secretary was going to have 
meeting with Ambassadors participating countries before leaving 

_ for Geneva in which he hopes at least to set up framework for an | 
ad hoc group to come up with some kind of proposal. No time now | 

. for formal treaty procedure, which might come later. In U.S. view 
| this is not extension ANZUS Pact. U.S. satisfied position for | 
| Geneva already strengthened. Reply Ambassador’s questions | 

Acting Secretary stated we did not think there was solution short 

of complete victory, and any compromise would entail grave and : 

| increased risk in long term. Also pointed out dangers of solution | | 
which would lower French prestige and effects this would have on | 

France’s position in Europe and North Africa. Disappointed that | 
French thus far seemed be offering appearance without substance ! 
of independence to Vietnamese. Ambassador expressed view Indo- | 
china much less ready prepared independence than Indonesia but | 

| recognized Vietnamese would not fight. without assurance inde- 

| _ With respect Geneva, Acting Secretary stressed importance of ; 
allies not compromising selves out of bargaining position prior to | 

) beginning negotiations with Communists and thus of “having no 
| place to go.” a | | Oo 
| | | _ SMITH | 

| 790.00/4-1954: Telegram | a | | . | 

_ The Ambassador in the Republic of China (Rankin) to the 
| | _ Department of State = 7 : 

| oe | : | TarpPel, April 19, 1954. | 

! 574. Following is summary to date of reaction on Formosa to pro- | 

posed ten nation southeast Asian and western Pacific defense alli- | 
| ance. So far no official Chinese Government statement has been 
| issued nor has any one official made what can be considered au- | 
| -_ thoritative statement, although Foreign Minister Yeh came close to | 
| it with exclusive interview to English language China Post April 14 

(see Weeka 16). ? Nevertheless attitude of Chinese Government is 

1 Repeated for information to Seoul. | - | 
| 2 From Taipei, dated Apr. 16, not printed. (794A.00(W)/4-1654) Joint Weekas were 

weekly summaries of events at a post sent to Washington via Department of the | 
Army channels. They included contributions from Embassy political and economic | 
officers as well as those of armed forces attachés. |
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clear and clearly reflected in near unanimity of informed public ° 
‘and press opinion. Differing only in point of emphasis or tone of 
language from official to official or newspaper to newspaper gener- | 
al Chinese reaction is: Proposed defensive alliance represents 

| progress of a sort in anti-Communist cause but would be ineffective 
as now contemplated because of its nebulous nature and limited 
membership. Without participation of Free China and Korea, alli- 
ance lacks teeth for enforcement of real collective security in Pacif- 
ic. Omission of two nations which are most strongly anti-Commu- 
nist and possess largest military forces in Far East is, quoting Sen- 
ator Knowland, “utterly unrealistic’. 

Dulles trip to Europe not nearly so successful as claimed. Tend- 
ency toward moderate half-way measures still apparent, with 
danger of appeasement and peace without honor at Geneva Confer- 
ence unabated. To be effective, Pacific defense pact must be unmis- 

takably anti-Communist and include all nations ready and willing | 

to fight communism. Current Chinese opinion as summarized in 
above paragraph is consistent :with previous reactions in Free 
China under somewhat similar circumstances. | 

oo | RANKIN 

790.00/4-2054 a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office | 
of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs (Day) 

CONFIDENTIAL | -[WasuincTon,] April 20, 1954. 

Subject: Call of Dr. Zain Oo 

Participants: Dr. Zairin Zain, Minister of.Indonesian Embassy 

Mr. Ibnu Suwongso Hamimzaar, First Secretary of 
_. _ Indonesian Embassy 

a PSA—Henry B. Day | 

Dr. Zain called to reiterate a point he had already made that the 
Indonesian Government would be interested in learning whether 
(a) it was anticipated that the Netherlands participate in the pro- 

posed organization for united action in Southeast Asia and (b) 

whether the Netherlands Ambassador had made on his own initia- | 
tive any démarche indicating interest on the part of the Nether- 
lands in participating in united action. 

In reply to Dr. Zain I said that I could not recall at the moment 
whether the Netherlands Ambassador had had a talk with the Sec- 
retary, Under Secretary or Mr. Robertson, and that I was not cer- 
tain whether the Netherlands Ambassador had taken the initiative 
but that I understood that the Netherlands Ambassador had been
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given the same information about the Secretary’s thinking on 
united action as had been given to the representatives of other : 
Governments. I mentioned that the Secretary had outlined his | 

| views on united action to a number of representatives of different ; 
countries. I added that I understood that the Secretary’s views, as | 
indicated in the communiqués issued in London and Paris, en- _ 

visaged collective defense within the framework of the United Na- | 
tions and that if such an arrangement were achieved it would } in- | 

clude countries other than the group to which the Secretary had | 
first made his proposal known. a ne | | 

1 A handwritten marginal note to Day | by Drumright reads: “ ‘could’ would be | 

better word” oe a Oo | 

ee editorial Note ae! : 

OA tripartite meeting of the Foreign ‘Ministers of France, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States, was held at the Quai | 
d’Orsay in Paris on April 22, at 4 p.m. It was in part devoted to a : 

| discussion of developments treated in the present compilation. For : 
| the United States minutes of this meeting, see volume XVI, page | 

544. | | 
| In telegram Dulte 10 to Washington, April 23, drafted by Dulles | 

personally and marked “Eyes Only Acting Secretary’, Dulles re- | 
| ported that at a dinner meeting at the Quai d’Orsay: : 

“Eden expressed to me grave doubts that Britain would cooper- 
| ate in any active fighting to save Indochina. He expressed fear that : 
| US intervention might initiate World War Three and urged we 

should take no such action without prior consultation. He ex- | 
pressed view that’ there:should be prompt military consultations in ! 

, Washington including representatives of Thailand to make plans to i 
endeavor hold situation if Indochina lost. He said he did not believe 
that Churchill cable to President was primarily related to Indo- 
china situation.” (For text of telegram Dulte 10, see volume XIII, | 
Part 1, page 1875. The message from Churchill has not been identi- | 

fied.) ” ee corks: | 

| 790.5/4-2654 | | : | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge of | 
| Korean Affairs (Jones) | 

| CONFIDENTIAL _ [WASHINGTON,]| April 26, 1954. | 

Subject: Southeast Asian Defense Alliance. 

| Participants: Mr. Shigenobu Shima, Minister Plenipotentiary, | | 
, Japanese Embassy _ | 

| 
| [
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Mr. Robert J.G. McClurkin, Acting Director, Office of 
Northeast Asian Affairs _ 

_ Mr. William G. Jones, Acting Officer in Charge, _ 
Korean Affairs 

. Mr. Shima, in connection with another matter, asked whether | 
there had been any new developments in the attitude of the ROK 
in regard to the Southeast Asian Defense Alliance which we were 

| working on. He wondered whether the ROK had been informed of 
these matters and stated that he had understood the plan would 
exclude the ROK and the Nationalist Chinese. 

Mr. McClurkin stated that the ROK had been informed just as 
had Japan of these developments, and to about the same extent. 

India, Ceylon, and other countries also had been informed of the 

general nature of our thinking on such an alliance. We have no in- 
tention at this point of including Korea or Nationalist China. This 

has made Ambassador Yang quite unhappy, but it is our belief that | 

an alliance of this sort must grow gradually. The Secretary hopes 
to have confidential, staff-level discussions going on with respect to 
this matter even during the Geneva Conference. Our present feel- 

ing is that the arrangements will be informal and thus unlike the 
formal arrangements of NATO. Despite the informality of arrange- 

ments, however, we must think in terms of a joint resolution by 

the Congress. Eventually, a situation may develop whereby these 
arrangements will evolve to include the ROK, China, and Japan as 
well when constitutionally possible. 

Mr. Shima pointed out that a defense alliance with specific refer- 
ence to Indo-China was quite a different matter than a more com- 
prehensive Pacific collective security system. The later case in- 
volves a consideration of the relationships between Japan and the 
other countries. For example, the ANZUS defense treaty was in 
part directed against Japan. Mr. McClurkin agreed that a broaden- 

ing of a defense alliance to include Japan would pose special prob- 

lems. He did point out, however, that out of the ad hoc case of 

Indo-China might emerge larger arrangements. Despite the many 

differences among the countries in the Pacific area, there was a 

common bond, namely, the threat of Communist China. In the _ 

course of time, it is our hope and expectation that other countries 

in Asia will come to realize that Communist China and not Japan 

is indeed the real threat to peace.
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790.5/4~2654: Telegram ws , 7 | | 

| , ; | | The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State ! | 

| SECRET Paris, April 26, 1954—4 p.m. 
4070. The Indonesian Ambassador called on me today to discuss 

: the proposed Southeast Asia pact. He said that his government was | 
| very much disturbed by reports emanating from The Hague that | 

| Holland was about to make a request to participate in this pact. 
: The Ambassador said that due to the coming election early in 1955, 

Indonesia could take no position regarding joining such a pact. | 
However, he said that his government had asked him to inform the 
US that they could well understand the reasons for the creation of 
an anti-Communist pact in Southeast Asia and that they would i | 
look on such a pact with benevolent neutrality. However, if Hol- I 
land should be allowed to participate in the pact, thus in effect rec- | 

, ognizing the Dutch position in New Guinea, there would be serious | 
repercussions in Indonesia and the Indonesian Government would | 
have to consider the pact as unfriendly to Indonesia. The Ambassa- | 

| _ dor told me that his colleague in Washington had received similar _ | 
_- instructions and would make similar representations to the Depart- — 
! ment.” He had been instructed to duplicate this démarche in Paris 

in order to emphasize the gravity of the problem and to insure that 
: it would be brought promptly to the attention of the Secretary at 
| Geneva. He asked that he be kept informed of developments. ? | 
2 oe | DILLON 

a | | 
| 1 Repeated for information to Djakarta, Geneva, and The Hague. | , | 

2 No record of a representation at this time by Ambassador Moekarto has been f 
| found in Department of State files. So | 

| 3 Walter K. Scott, Director of the Executive Secretariat, summarized this tele- 
gram in a memorandum of Apr.'’30 to the Acting Secretary. He concludes: “Our 
Geneva Delegation comments that while there has at no time been any thought of 
inviting the Netherlands to participate in any such pact, there seems to be no neces- 
sity for stating this position to the Indonesians in reply to unsubstantiated reports. 
The delegation stated it is confident in Matthews’ ability to head off any prospective 
Dutch requests to participate.” (7905/4-3054) H. Freeman Matthews, formerly : 
Under Secretary of State, had presented his credentials as Ambassador to the Neth- 
erlands on Nov. 25, 1953. — | |
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for 
European Affairs (Bonbright) to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] April 30, 1954. 

| Subject: Background Material for ANZUS Meeting. 1 

A summary of recent pertinent conversations is being prepared 

for you. Until April 28, both Australia and New Zealand were, pub- 
| licly and privately, in substantial agreement with us. Menzies then 

apparently felt obliged to line up with the British in opposing the 
present initiation of “united action” discussions, and the New York 
Times of April 29 reported from Geneva: “Canada, Australia, and | 

New Zealand Are Said To Support Opposition of Britain’. This is 
not quite the ANZUS spirit of solidarity about which so much has 
been said in the past few weeks. | 

A meeting of the ANZUS Council in Geneva will, if publicized, 

offset to some extent this trend away from our position. It will, 
however, accentuate U.S.-U.K. differences and the exclusion of the 
British from ANZUS, but Casey and Webb will no doubt take care 

of this point in their suggestions for a communiqué after the 
, ANZUS Council Meeting. | 

We considered suggesting to you that, in view of apparent back- 

sliding by the Australians, we hold them off a little on an ANZUS 
meeting, but think it best to go ahead and bring them back on 
course a little, laying the groundwork for more active support from 

them after the general elections in Australia on May 29 for their 
House of Representatives. (Current estimates are that the present 

Liberal-Country Party coalition will win by a small margin over 
the Labor Party opposition headed by Dr. Herbert Evatt. If Labor | 
should win, we would have much more difficulty in getting Austra- 

- lian support. Evatt could not be counted on to the same extent as 

Menzies.) — | 

Pertinent records of the 1952 and 1958 ANZUS Council Meetings 
will be available at Geneva. It has been agreed that the Council | 
will meet annually, alternating “in principle’ between Washington 
one year and Canberra or Wellington the next year. The 1952 
meeting was in Honolulu and the 1953 one in Washington. The 
Australian and New Zealand Governments have been counting on 

the 1954 meeting being out there. Depending on events in the next 

few months, the Secretary may or may not want to go out there for 

another Council meeting this year, and he will no doubt bear this : 

in mind in discussing future plans for the ANZUS Council. 

1 A consultation of Foreign Ministers under the terms of the ANZUS Pact was 
held at Geneva on May 2. 7
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Summary of Recent Consultations with Australia and New Zealand | 

April 4 Secretary saw Spender and Munro, with General Smith, | 

| Admiral Radford, etc. Reference was made to ANZUS by the Secre- : 

tary.2 | ee SS ot ! 

April 5 Merchant saw Spender to suggest Australian initiative in | 

| current crisis. Merchant asked if it would be helpful if meetings | 

with the two Ambassadors were called ‘Consultative Meetings of | 

the ANZUS Deputies”. Our Embassies in Canberra and Wellington — 

were later asked to raise same question informally. _ oF | 

| April 6 Secretary saw Munro, who sought further consultation | 

| concerning April 4 meeting and stressed importance of fullest pos- | 

sible US-UK agreement as basic to policy of his Government. | 

: ANZUS apparently not mentioned specifically. | | | 

7 April 10 General Smith saw Spender and confirmed Spender’s _ | 

! understanding that the Secretary’s proposal called for a coalition of | 

: interested states to render aid required to prevent further deterio-— 

: ration in Indochina. Proposal did not constitute declaration against 

2 Communist China. General Smith suggested possible ANZUS Depu- | 

ties meeting to discuss results of Secretary’s discussions in London | 

| and Paris. Spender agreed such meeting might be profitable. 3 

. April 12 Embassy Wellington reported that External Affairs felt 

. no public pressure on the necessity of the ANZUS label, but had no | 
: objection if Australia and US so desired. UK non-inclusion issue | 

| might crop up but New Zealand officials were willing face this. | 

April 14 Webb said in Wellington that New Zealand Government 
welcomed US-British statement of April 18. He referred to “. .. | 

: | Communist expansionism .. . serious position ... in Indochina... 

our special interest in security of Pacific . . . loss of this area would 

| ‘pose serious threat to security. of Australia and New Zealand ... | 
| ready to accept fair share of responsibility ... prepared to enter _ : 

| into discussions . . . to conclude system of collective defense . . . 

within UN Charter.” . : 

| April 14 Acting External Minister McBride said in Canberra that : 

| “. . activities of the Communists in Indochina . . . endanger the 

peace and security of the entire area of Southeast Asia and the 

Western Pacific . . . recognition of the strategic importance of this 

| area... is of great significance to Australia ... Australia will be a | 

| willing participant in the discussions on the collective defense of | 

| Southeast Asia (within the framework of the UN Charter). . .”. | | 
April 15 General Smith saw Spender and outlined results of Sec- 

| retary’s trip to London and Paris. Spender said it was important ! 

| 2 A memorandum of this conversation is printed in vol. xm, Part 1, p. 1231. 

3 A memorandum of this conversation is printed ibid., p. 1304. a : : 

' | . ot 

| |
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not to allow any new Southeast Asia arrangements to interfere 
with close consultative relationship established by ANZUS. _ 

April 17 General Smith and Merchant briefed Spender, Munro 
and Heeney* on Secretary’s trip and plans for Geneva Confer- 

| ence. ® | 
April 18 Plans for April 20 meeting changed after Secretary’s 

discussions with British Ambassador. ® | 
April 20 Australian Embassy Counselor Blakeney told Bonbright 

that Spender would see General Smith the next day to say that the 
Australian Government had been quite prepared to attend a meet- 
ing of the Ten powers with a view to inauguration preliminary and 
exploratory conversations. Blakeney said he wanted to make plain 
the Australian Government did not agree with the British Govern- 
ment’s changed view on this point. Blakeney said also that his Gov- 
ernment was anxious to follow up the “suggestion”, which he said 
had been put forward on April 4, that meetings on this subject be 
considered as meetings of the ANZUS Deputies. Australia did not 
want ANZUS to be submerged and thought that occasional meet- 
ings of the Deputies would show that the organization was operat- 
ing. 7 | - 

April 21 General Smith saw Spender. 
April 23 Embassy Canberra reported that External Affairs 

cabled Spender it favors labeling meetings as of ANZUS Deputies. 
(Canberra Top Secret telegram No. 239, 5:00 p. m., April 23.) 8 

April 26 General Smith saw Munro. Munro was told that the 
President and Congressional leaders felt US should be willing to do 
anything it could to assist the Indochinese but those who are closer 
to danger should come along. No desire to coerce allies or give ulti- 

| matum to China. British position was key to situation and Munro | 
_ commented his Government’s attitude depended on the British. 
Munro asked for consideration of possibility of ANZUS meeting. 
General Smith agreed this might be desirable and suggested Munro 
speak to Spender and let General Smith know their joint views. 

* Ambassador A.D.P. Heeney of Canada. 
* A memorandum of this conversation is printed in vol. xvi, p. 530. 

® A memorandum of this conversation is printed in vol. x1, Part 1, p. 1349. 

7 According to Bonbright’s memorandum of this conversation, Blakeney had also 
brought up the question of membership of a regional defense arrangement: 

“Australia would favor approaching other Asian nations in addition to Thailand 
and the Philippines, and each of them would require special handling. For example, 
they believed that it should be made clear to the Burmese that the choice was theirs 
to join the Ten or not to join. The three Asian members of the Commonwealth, 
Pakistan, India and Ceylon should at least be kept informed as our thinking devel- 
oped. As to the Indonesians, the Australian Government was not certain what 
should be done. There would be real hesitation in Canberra about having them join 
the Ten.” (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 236) 

8 Not printed. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 236)
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| April 29 Prime Minister Menzies in public statement comment- 
| ing on local press headline “Australia to Back US-Indochina 

| Policy” said “The story is completely untrue. We are .. . in close : 
contact with the UK ... We have entered into no new obligations / 
but we have . . . very special interest in the future of Southeast ! 
Asian countries.” He also said that after Casey’s return from 
Geneva next week cabinet could consider any suggestions. He 
noted proximity May 29 elections and said it would not be normal | 

| practice to make material changes in foreign policy and deprecated 
! statements suggesting conflict between US-UK on matters obvious- ) 
| ly requiring closest mutual understanding. _ ol AE oar | 

| 790.5/4-8054: Telegram - & . - we - . a : So , | 

| _ _The Secretary of State to the Department of State = 

| -TOPSECRET = = ~—~—_ Genrva, April 30, 1954—5 p. m. | 

, Dulte 30. Eyes only Acting Secretary from Secretary. London 
eyes only Ambassador. I had a very frank talk with Eden today, in 
the course of which he handed me the following memorandum: | | 

“South-East Asian defence. a | | 
i; , “1. Communism in Asia cannot be checked by military means | 

alone. The problem is as much political as military; if any military | 
combination is to be effective, it must enjoy the widest. possible 
measure of Asian support. oo at ! 

: “2. We should aim to get the support of Burma as well as Siam 
as the immediate neighbors of Indo-China. But Burma will not 
come in unless the project commands some sympathy from other 

: Asian countries, particularly the Asian members of the Common- | 

“3. If we cannot win the active support of all the Asian countries | 
of the area, it is important that we should, at the very least, secure 

| their benevolent neutrality. a Oo | 
| “4. To secure this widely based Asian support, we must prepare | 

| the ground carefully for what is, in any case, intended to be a last- 
| ing defensive organization, not a hastily contrived expedient to 
| meet the present crisis. — ; | | 
| “5. This does not mean that we desire to delay. On the contrary, 

we have already been actively using our influence, particularly ) 
: with the Asian members of the Commonwealth, with encouraging , 
| results. Pakistan and Ceylon have already promised not to oppose a 
_ South-East Asian collective defence on the lines we envisage, and 
} we have succeeded in diverting Mr. Nehru from his original inten- 

tion of condemning it root and branch. We have thus averted the 
danger that the Asian Prime Ministers at Colombo would unite in ! 

1 Repeated to London for information. ne | fog ts |
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condemning our project, and have grounds for hoping for the 
‘actual support of some of them. — 

“6. Mr. Nehru’s latest statement shows that his ideas have 
moved closer to our own. With persistence, we may even secure his 
endorsement of the kind of negotiated settlement in Indo-China | 
that would be acceptable to us. | 

“7, While we do not believe that a French collapse in Indo-China 
could come about as rapidly or as completely as the Americans 
appear to envisage, this danger reinforces the need to lay the foun- 
dations of a wider and viable defence organization for South-East 

la. 

“8. We propose therefore that the United States and the United 
Kingdom should begin an immediate and secret joint examination 
of the political and military problems involved in creating a collec- - 
tive defence for South-East Asia, namely: (a) nature and purpose; 
(b) membership; (c) commitments. 

This examination should also cover immediate aid measures to 
stiffen Siam.” | 

Report of my conversation follows by separate cable. ? 
Oo DULLES 

2 That report was transmitted in telegram Dulte 33 from Geneva, Apr. 30; see vol. 
XVI, p. 622. The portion most relevant to subsequent regional developments in 
Southeast Asia follows: a | 

“I referred to the paragraph in the United Kingdom memorandum calling for im- 

mediate and secret joint examination between the United States and the United 

Kingdom. I said that this might be useful, but certainly it would not be useful if 
that was all there was, because we had already invited other countries, such as 
Thailand, the Philippines. Australia and New Zealand to share in creating a South- : 

east Asian defense: and the two first had definitely agreed and the two latter were 

interested. I also said I was confident we could not now rebuff them without serious 

consequences for the future. They would have to be brought in on some discussions, 

although probably not those of the intimate nature which were customary between 

the United States and the United Kingdom. I referred to the fact that the North 

Atlantic Treaty had developed progressively, the first conception being the Brussels 

Pact, then the addition of the United States and Canada, then the addition of Scan- 

dinavian countries, then the addition of Portugal and Italy, and most recently the 

addition of Greece and Turkey. I said that surely any Southeast Asian arrangement 

would have to include at least Thailand, the Philippines, Australia and New Zea- 

land, as well as the United States, the United Kingdom and France, and the Associ- 

ated States; and I did not see why we could not get started with that nucleus and let 

it develop as seemed natural. Mr. Eden made no reply.” (790.5/4-3054) 

:
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——190.5/5-254 | | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Adviser to the United States | 
| _ Delegation at the Geneva Conference (McBride)! _ aa | 

| | | [Extracts]? oe : : ee 

SECRET oo — GENEVA, May 2, 1954. 

Participants: ms | Os } 

- United States ee _ Australia | oy kee : 
The Secretary © _ The Hon. R.G. Casey, Foreign — 
The Under Secretary _ - Minister : oe ! 
Vice Admiral Davis | Mr. A.S. Watt, Commissioner in _ | 
Asst. Secretary Merchant - Malaya | oe 
Asst. Secretary Robertson’. Mr. T.K. Critchley oe Dy 

_ Mr. McBride Mr. J.R. Rowland | 

| New Zealand ———<“i—“‘“—C‘i: - | 
| | The Hon. T.C. Webb, | 7 

oe Cn Foreign Minister |=. | 
ne - Mr. A.D. McIntosh. a 

| | | Mr. F.H. Corner | ee 

The Secretary opened the meeting stating that he had asked his 
: Australian and New Zealand colleagues to meet with him under | 

the terms of reference of the ANZUS Pact which provide for such | 
consultation when any part of the area is threatened. The Secreta- | 
ry said he felt the situation in Southeast Asia was such that it re- 
quired consultation as called for in the ANZUS Pact. Furthermore, 
since all three Ministers were present in Geneva, he thought it 

would be useful to exchange views again, especially since the : 
| present situation requires a broad unified front. He said he had dis- ) 

cussed the situation with the Philippines under the terms of our 
pact with them and also with the French and the Associated 
States, and with the United Kingdom because of her interest in 

Malaya. He said that he had also talked with the Thais, and be- 

cause of their special concern had held military conversations with | 

| 1 Under Secretary Smith left Washington the afternoon of Apr. 30, arriving in 
_ Geneva the morning of May 1. Vice Admiral Davis was in Geneva as an adviser to | 
the U.S. Delegation. . — | 

Of the Australian participants, Critchley was Head of the Pacific and Americas 
Branch, Department of External Affairs, and Rowland was a member of the same | 

department assigned to Vietnam. 
_ Of the New Zealand participants, McIntosh was Permanent Head of the Prime | 

_ Minister’s Department and (permanent) Secretary in the Department of External | 
Affairs, and Corner was Counselor of the New Zealand representation in the United 
Kingdom. : 

2 Printed in full in vol. xv, p. 654. | | 

|
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them in Washington. ? Finally, he had talked on the general sub- 
| ject of the Southeast Asian situation with the Ambassadors of : 

| India, Pakistan, Burma, Indonesia, Ceylon, Japan, Nationalist 

China and the Republic of Korea. Conversations with the latter | 
group of Ambassadors in Washington had been merely for the pur- 

pose of keeping them informed. : 

The Secretary continued saying that the present situation was 
due in large part to the lack of any strong French Government, 
and the French failure to put the situation on a sound basis politi- 
cally in Indochina earlier. He noted that for the Western powers to’ | 

appear to be engaged in Southeast Asia in helping France preserve 
a colonial regime would certainly not win us support from the 
Asian states. The Secretary said he was, however, fully aware of 
the problem in France, where public opinion insisted that the 
French effort in Indochina be in support of the French Union, and 

pointed out it was somewhat difficult to reconcile full independence | 

| with the French Union concept. He added the French had made 
some progress along the lines of the British Commonwealth al- 

though their concept was not quite so liberal. He said that the Gov- 
ernments of the Associated States were feeble, and that Bao Dai 

and the King of Cambodia had hardly demonstrated qualities that 
would make people enthusiastic about dying for them. 

The Secretary continued that some progress on achieving a 

| united front in Southeast Asia had been made, but the situation re- 

mained unsatisfactory. He stressed that the peoples of the area 
were uncertain as to what issues were involved, and that it was dif- 

ficult to obtain their support until the issues had been made clear- 

The Secretary continued saying the choice facing the Commu- 
nists was merely whether to grab Indochina all in one bite, or in | 
little pieces and digest it as they went along. The only reason they — 
might not take it all now is for fear of scaring the other side too 
much. At the present time there was not even the appearance of oo 

any alternative to eventual Communist domination of all of Indo- 

china. | 

Therefore the Secretary declared he was trying to bring together , 

a group of anti-Communist nations with interests in the area, as | 
the knowledge such a group was consulting might cause the Com- 

3 Perhaps a reference to Dulles’ conversation with the Thai Ambassador; see p. | 
402. In addition, in accordance with instructions from Dulles, officials of the Depart- } 
ment of State and the Office of the Secretary of Defense had held a preliminary : 
defense consultation on Apr. 30 with members of the Thai Embassy, including Brig. Oo 

| Gen. Camron Sudasna, Military Attaché. (Memorandum of conversation by Landon; . 
790.5/4-3054)
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munists to moderate their demands. If no action is taken until 
| after Geneva and a disaster occurs, it will be too late. Therefore oF 

the Secretary said he would like to see military talks going on in | 
Washington, where we have considerable information on the situa- : 
tion, as soon as possible. , : 

The Secretary went on to say Eden had agreed to these talks two 
weeks ago when the Secretary was in London but he was not quite 

_ clear whether this agreement still stood. However, he thought the 
British might come along if no intervention were involved. He said 
he agreed, of course, war with Communist China would be a dread- 

_ ful thing, and assured the others that the United States had no in- 
tention of getting into any provocative posture with Communist | 

China. If the Peking Government openly intervenes, then another 
situation would be created and we must, of course, be ready to — 

fight at some point to preserve our fundamental values. However, 
the Secretary stressed that we did not intend to give the Commu- : 
nist Chinese any justification to attack Indochina openly. hs | 

_ If we take no action whatever while the Geneva Conference is in 
progress the French, who have no will to fight, and the Associated 
States who have no capacity to fight, will not continue resisting I 
‘and will enter into a lonely and hopeless negotiation. The Secreta- : 

ry agreed that the French situation was deplorable and that there | 

was virtually no Government at. the present time. For this reason 
above all it was urgent to have discussions among ourselves now so | 

that we could at least make up our own minds. For example, he | 

said, if agreement was reached on a line in Vietnam, what would | | 

we do to hold that line? At least we should examine that question 
among ourselves. oe | ne | 

Mr. Critchley of the Australian Delegation noted that the work _ 
which had been done to date by the Five Power Staff Agency was | 
based on the assumption of an open aggression by the Chinese | 
Communists, and accordingly its conclusions would not be useful in | 
the present context. Therefore he said a new estimate was needed | 

by the five powers as to what was likely to happen and what coun- 

‘termeasures we would take. — 
The Under Secretary said there was even disagreement between 

the appreciations of our own and the British joint chiefs, so it was 

imperative to have broader talks and evolve a common policy. He 
said we must decide where we would hold the line, and must pre- 

vent erosion of our position. He repeated that if for example Com- : 
munist troops ever reached the Malayan frontier it would then be 
too late to defend that area. 7 

| The Under Secretary stressed the importance of also giving full : 

| weight to political considerations. Mr. Webb indicated his agree- — 

| |
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| ment that political considerations, especially colonialism as an 
issue, were most important. The Under Secretary agreed noting we 
must have a full answer on this problem when we went to Con- 
gress to ask for additional aid for Indochina. 

The Secretary concluded that the Communists had invented a 
type of warfare for which we had no ready antidote. They exploited 

- any injustice in the world, and fed military power into minor dissi- 
dent movements until they had become an explosive force. The 

problem was, that when you opposed these movements, unless you 

were very careful, you appeared to be supporting injustice. 

Mr. Casey noted Mr. Eden’s difficulties in coming along very far 

while the Geneva Conference was in progress, and indicated his 

: view that perhaps working within the formula of the Five Power 

Staff Agency would be best from the British viewpoint. He said 
Australia would be glad to take part in talks on a multilateral 
basis, but, of course, could make no commitments until some weeks 
after the elections on May 29. He said Australia very much hoped 

that the UK would participate. 

Mr. Webb asserted the New Zealand position was much the same | 
as the Australian and agreed with the United States conclusion 

that we must develop a position to which we would stick. Accord- 

ingly he was willing to participate in talks on the same basis as 

Australia, with the general aim of stopping Communist expansion 

in Southeast Asia. Mr. Casey added again that we should make | 
every effort to get the Asian states on our side. ) 

In closing the meeting the Secretary stated he thought Mr. 
3 Casey’s talks in Karachi would be useful, and noted he had already 

talked with the Pakistan Ambassador in Washington on this sub- 
ject. * The Secretary made the point that East Pakistan was nearer 

to the danger than even India, and accordingly Pakistan might rec- 
ognize the danger. The Secretary stated that since Australia and 

| New Zealand agreed to the general idea of talks, we should explore 

the question with the other members of the five (UK and France) 

and see if they are willing also to join in talks. He asked the Aus- 
tralian and New Zealand delegates if they had any objections to 

Thailand participating in view of her obvious concern, and no ob- 

jection was made. 

The Secretary concluded the meeting reading the attached com- 

muniqué to which the Australian and New Zealand Foreign Minis- 

ters agreed. 5 | 

* See footnote 2 to Williams’ memorandum of conversation, Apr. 9, p. 411. 

> The communique reads: “The Foreign Ministers of Australia, New Zealand, and 

the Secretary of State of the United States met in Geneva on May 2, as the Council . 

of ANZUS to discuss the situation in South East Asia in accordance with Article 
Three of the Treaty.” 7
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751G.00/5-254: Telegram | 

_. The Secretary of State to the Department of State } 

TOP SECRET | | GENEVA, May 2, 1954—8 p.m. : 

Dulte 42. Limit distribution. London eyes only Ambassador. After | | 
Palais meeting yesterday, I asked Eden if British would not recon- , 
sider decision and agree now to participate in ad hoc group of ten, ot 
informal talks starting promptly in Washington. I told him of Bi- — 

dault’s press conference with selected group Americans previous , 
: evening, of which he was uninformed. I stressed that as matters | 

stood, French literally had no alternative to disguised surrender. 
_ Eden indicated he would give matter thought, but closed conversa- 

tion with remark he had congenital dislike for giving public im- 
- pression of talking about something which he was not prepared to | 

| do, i.e., intervene militarily in Indochina. | | 
After dinner I gave last night for Eden, General Smith and I hit : 

Eden (with Reading present) again on this subject. I made point we 
were seeking some form military support of French in Indochina 

which would reduce drain on French manpower without calling for 
replacement by Allied ground forces. I said I did not believe this : 
was beyond the military wit to devise. I then said what we sought | 
was British support and if military support was not available then 

at least moral support in the common endeavor to prevent loss all 

of Indochina. Failure of British to rally to our side would almost | 
certainly produce consequences extending beyond that area. Be- 

tween General Smith and myself, I believe we gave Eden far clear- | 
er detailed picture of our intent and purposes than he had had | 

before. I feel that Eden was definitely impressed and during course 
of prolonged conversation indicated he recognized distinction be- : 

tween fighting in Vietnam on one hand and aggression against _ 

Laos and Cambodia on the other. He also tentatively indicated will- 
_ ingness join coalition which would fight external aggression in area 

_ to include Thailand and Burma (which he was hopeful being able 
persuade to join) as well as Malaya. , 

oe | | | DULLES | 

7 1 Repeated to London for information. | 

| |
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790.5/5-854: Telegram _ 

The Secretary of State to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET GENEVA, May 8, 1954—noon. 
Dulte 45. Following is text of letter from Secretary delivered to 

Eden last night: 

“Dear Anthony: I am taking back to Washington ! for discussion 
with the President the memorandum on Southeast Asian defense 
which you gave me on April 30.2 I think there is much in it with 
which we would go along. However, it does not seem to me that the 
eighth paragraph proposing immediate and secret joint examina- 
tion between the United States and the United Kingdom is in itself 
adequate. 

“Your paragraph seven says that you do not think that a French. 
collapse in Indochina could come about as rapidly or as completely 
as we appear to envisage. I hope you are right. I think, however, 
that our pessimistic view will almost surely prove correct if France , 
is left at this moment with virtually no alternative to a lonely, 

' hopeless negotiation, which will amount to unconditional surren- 
der. I think it imperative that we inject some new element into the 
situation, and I believe that the least we should do would be to 
invite the French into at least certain phases of our talks and let 
this be known. 

“We have just had a meeting of the ANZUS Council at which | 
Australia and New Zealand indicated a willingness to proceed with 
military discussions with your government and mine and France, 
and with the desirability of Thailand being brought in. This last is 
in accordance with the concluding paragraph of your memoran- 
um. 
“If we do nothing in the way of planning a common defense until 

every last detail of nature and purpose, membership and commit- 
ments is agreed upon between our two governments acting secretly, 
then I fear circumstances will move against us so rapidly that what 
we do agree upon will have been rendered obsolete by events. 
Could not your government reconsider its position as expressed in 
your memorandum at least to the extent of enabling us to help pro- 
vide Bidault with some element of hope, which might enable him 
to gather the political strength to hold off from the surrender 
which otherwise seems inevitable. Faithfully yours, John Foster 
Dulles.” 

DULLES 

1 Secretary Dulles left Geneva on May 3 and arrived back in Washington on May 4. 
2 See telegram Dulte 30, Apr. 30, p. 437. |
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790.5/5-354: Telegram | 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State | 
| | | | 

TOP SECRET —_ | GENEVA, May 3, 1954—8 p.m. | 

Dulte 48. For the Secretary. Terribly sorry to miss saying good- 
bye to you, but could not leave the meeting of 16. I asked Eden to 

_ wish you safe home and give you affectionate farewell for me. — 
. After the meeting Alan Watt, now head of Australian delegation | 

and my former colleague in Moscow, stopped in for a private talk. | 

He said that he and Australian delegation all deeply disturbed and 
distressed: at position taken by Britain. | a : 
As former Minister of Defense, he was one of those who early ap- 

preciated danger inherent in SEA situation and double danger of | 
British attitude that the ‘tight little island’? must be considered | 

first, was aware that in event of trouble there was only one source | 
from which Australia and New Zealand could expect real aid and | 
that was United States. He went on to say that the Australian del- | 
egation had been unable at any time to ascertain real British posi- 
tion and was never informed of events until “about five minutes | | 
too late to do anything useful”. I reviewed our own position and 
gave him a good deal of the background, including some of Church- 

ill’s statements to Radford which confirmed his own opinion. ! He 
concluded by saying how regrettable it was that impending election 

made it impossible for Australia at the moment to take a stronger 
line, but he felt confident that if the government won, we could 

count on full measure of support. He said, quite correctly, that if 
the government lost and the Labor Party came in, the entire de- | 
fense program of Australia in which we were so greatly interested 

through ANZUS would break down. | 
_ After plenary session today and tomorrow, there will probably : 
not be another until the end of the week. Spaak ? sent word that ! 
he would be prepared to speak Thursday or Friday, * preferably 

Friday, so will try to have week end plenary on that date. At the | 

-. meeting this morning, Eden openly and forcibly rejected every sug- 

gestion made by other participants that he speak. I am having : 

- supper alone with him tonight and will give you a report tomor- : 

row. | | 
| . | SMITH 

. 1 Regarding Admiral Radford’s visit to the United Kingdom in April, see telegram 
4725, Apr. 26, vol. x1m, Part 2, p. 1416. | 

2 Paul-Henri Spaak, Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs. 7 
3 May 6-7. | |
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Eisenhower Library, Project “Clean Up” Records, 1953-61 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Robert Cutler, Special Assistant 

, to the President for National Security Affairs 3 

TOP SECRET _ WaAsHINGTON, May 5, 1954—8 a.m. 

1. The President spoke of the consistent policy of the U.S. since 
| World War II in furthering collective arrangements for the securi- 

ty of freedom-loving nations. The proposal of a Southeast Asian re- 
gional grouping was accordingly not only nothing new, but fully 
consistent with U.S. policy. 

2. Dulles said that before he made his March 29 speech, he had 
_ furnished advance copies of the portions dealing with the regional 

grouping to the British and French, and they had made no adverse © 
comment. Later, when he made his trip to England and France, 

| there had been agreement, as the communiqué showed, to examine | 
a regional grouping which would be applicable in an attempt to 
preserve the areas of Indochina, as well as the rest of Southeast 

| Asia, from further communist aggression. 

3. Later developments affected the position of England, as origi- 

nally affirmed [illegible] by Eden, Churchill, and the British Cabi- 

net. After Dulles returned from his short trip to England and 
France, the British began to change their position. The British in- 
structed Makins not to attend the first meeting of the nations to 
participate in the regional grouping. Dulles thinks the British were 
motivated by a sudden recollection that the Colombo Conference 
was beginning at this time, and by the views of Admiral Radford, 
which they interpreted as belligerent. | 

4, Dulles found the British, and particularly Churchill, scared to 
death by the specter of nuclear bombs in the hands of the Rus- 
sians, and also beguiled by the soft talk of the Russians to the 
effect that East-West trade could be greatly developed. Churchill 
had referred to the desire of the UK not to be under obligation to 
the US for further assistance. There was also a desire to get Nehru 

to preserve neutrality toward the regional grouping, in advance of 
| proceeding. Dulles thought Burma might come in, if India would 

remain neutral on this subject. | a 

). Dulles spoke of how galling it was to the US to be the center 
of the Red attack at Geneva, without any of our Western friends 

speaking up in general debate in our defense in order to set the 
historical record right. The Communists accused us of seizing For- 

1 This memorandum is not initialed or signed by Cutler, but provenance and style 
indicate his authorship. Certain alterations in an unidentified hand are incorporat- 
ed into the text as printed here. Eisenhower, Dulles, Cutler, and MacArthur were 
the participants in this conversation.
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| mosa, and of starting the Korean war. Eden refused to participate 

| in the debate on our side. As a result, Dulles told Eden how disap- 

pointed we are in the British repudiating the position they had : 

taken in the communiqué. He asked Eden to remember that the : 

US held back, when charged with imperialism and colonialism, in , 

order to protect the UK and France. However, in return, neither : 

the British nor the French were willing to cooperate and speak up : 

on our behalf when we were unjustly attacked at Geneva. Such , 

conduct on Britain’s part would make it very difficult vis-a-vis the : 

Congress. He suggested to Eden that perhaps the US might be 

| playing the wrong game, if the UK was unwilling to give us moral | 

and positive backing. To cap this very frank talk, Eden had the gall 

to come to the airport to bid Dulles farewell, and be photographed 

with him, although he never said a word in defense of the US at : 

the Conference. | | | | : 

6. Dulles believes the UK’s position is as follows: | : 

a. Prepared to work out jointly with the US a grouping which 
would have the purpose of preserving Southeast Asia, except that 
the only part of Vietnam to be covered would be what might be 
salvaged at the Geneva Conference, and probably Laos and Cambo- 
dia (which the British figure the Communists do not mean to take 

over at this time). | | 

b. Thinking of a division of Vietnam, roughly at the 16th paral- F 
~ lel. Dulles doubts whether the Russians would be willing for such a | 

| division, and the Vietnamese are strongly opposed. | 

7. Dulles thought the proposal of the Reds would be along these . 

| lines: | , | 

a. Evacuate foreign troops. | | 7 
b. Mixed commission to set up elections. 
c. That the Government resulting from these elections would OE 

take over. In such an event, all of Vietnam would be lost, except — 

perhaps some enclave. | | 

 §. The great difficulty the US faces at this time, so far as Britain 
is concerned, is that we cannot openly say that the British went 

back on the arrangement which Dulles had made with them, and | 
that their security plan for Southeast Asia would include, as far as : 

Indo-China was concerned, only what was left of Indochina after of 

| the Geneva Conference. To publicize this fact would of course be =| 
fatal. | | - 
9. The President suggested that Dulles give a chronology of the ) 

US actions to Congress in his bipartisan briefing, 2 to show that +t 

- throughout we had adhered to the principle of collective security— _ | 

Korea, Nato, bringing Turkey and Greece into Nato, Pakistan- ef 

2 See footnote 2, infra. ee
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Turkey, Inter-American pact, Pacific pacts. He stated no unilateral 
intervention by the US, overtly, would be tolerable, because it 
would place a colonial stigma on the US, and because it would ex- 
haust the US eventually. The President did not want Dulles to un- 
dercut or repudiate the UK publicly, but merely show the factual 
record. a 

| 10. In view of what Dulles said, the President was puzzled as to 
whether WC should be allowed to come or not. Maybe we have got 
so far apart that it would be necessary to have one final talk with 
him. As to the French position, matters have so deteriorated that 
there is no longer any government in France capable of effective 
dealing. Bidault has some discretion, because the Cabinet is too di- 
vided to give him instructions. The Deputies meet today, and the 
Government may be defeated at any time, because it has no solid 
majority. On the other hand, there is no one on the horizon who 
seems capable of taking Laniel’s place. | 

11. Dulles made plain the French had resisted all efforts by the 
US to internationalize the war, and still did so. The French refused 
to let the case go to the UN from Cambodia or Thailand, and also 
refused to give Vietnamese independence at this time, on the 
ground that a detailed economic treaty must first be worked out. 
He had repeatedly told the French that the success of the struggle 
in Indochina depended on certain basic things, such as the freedom 
and support of the native people. But the French only came to the 
US for help to France in a time of crisis; they never came to the 
US, as the British did, when forced to withdraw from Greece, to try 
to work out a peaceful solution for the free world of a difficult situ- 
ation. Actually, Laniel was publicly denying that France had ever 
tried to internationalize the war. 

12. There is no French policy at the present time. Bidault indi- 
vidually would like to internationalize the war, but he has no suffi- 
cient support. The French never formally asked the US for air- 
strikes at Dienbienphu. There were one or two oral and informal 
requests. What the French fear is if the US is brought into the 
struggle, France will not have a free hand to “sell out and get out”. 

18. Dulles stated that conditions did not justify the US entry 
into Indochina as a belligerent at this time. The President firmly 

: agreed. The President commented that our allies are willing to let 

us pull their chestnuts out of the fire, but will let us be called im- 

perialists and colonialists. | | 
| 14. We then went over the draft of the statement the President 

was to make at his press conference, prepared by Dulles. ? After 

*In his prepared remarks at the news conference held that day, the President 
stated in part: 

Continued
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breakfast, we adjourned to the President’s office, and made a con- : 
siderable number of modifications in it. _ oe : 

15. The President wanted to get in the statement his convictions : 
that the policy of the US in Southeast Asia was consistent with its 
actions elsewhere in the world, and with UN principles: to estab- 3 
lish the peaceful security of areas by collective action with the in- | 
-digenous peoples. He said again the US had never considered uni- | 

lateral intervention solely to help France. | ! 

16. Dulles again spoke of how hard it was to sit by, while the 
British and to some extent the French were now telling other 
people falsehoods about our position. If the truth were known, Con- : 
gress would be angry with the British and French. | 

17. In response to a question by me, Dulles said the US should | 
now proceed to organize the regional grouping as rapidly as we 

can, and to include as many nations as possible. He commented on | 
the fact that the UK wanted to go ahead jointly with the US in : 
planning on political and military matters secretly. He thought this | 

was not an adequate basis for proceeding. The President intervened : 

to say possibly it should be as follows: | _ | 

a. We should find out secretly the areas in which the British and : 
Americans can agree. | - 

| b. We should then proceed to carry out talks with a wider group- | 
ing against that background. Dulles agreed with this procedure. 

, 18. Great disappointment was expressed in Eden’s current be- : 

havior. The only explanation would seem to be that he was tread- 

ing water, and playing a cagey game, so as not to upset his succeed- _ | 

ing Churchill. Dulles said he certainly hoped Butler would be made 

the successor. Oe | 

‘Meanwhile, plans are proceeding for the realization of a Southeast Asia security | 
arrangement. This was publicly suggested by Secretary Dulles in his address of 
March 29. Of course, our principal allies were advised in advance. This proposal of 
the Secretary of State was not a new one; it was merely reaffirmation of the princi- 
ples that have consistently guided our post-war foreign policy and a reminder to in- 
terested Asian friends that the United States was prepared to join with others in : 
the application of these principles to the threatened area. Most of the free nations | 
of the area and others directly concerned have shown affirmative interest, and the 
conversations are actively proceeding. 

“Obviously, it was never expected that this collective security arrangement would 
spring into existence overnight. There are too many important problems to be re- : 
solved. But there is a general sense of urgency. The fact that such an organization is 
in the process of formation could have an important bearing upon what happens at 
Geneva during the Indochina phase of the conference. 

“The countries of the area are now thinking in constructive terms, which include 
the indispensable concept of collective security. Progress in this matter has been 
considerable, and I am convinced that further progress will continue to be made.” : 

For full text of this statement, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
States: Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1954, pp. 100-102. 7
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19. After the conference broke up in the President’s office, I 

mentioned that the Planning Board, with the approval of Smith 
| and the President, had not taken any action with relation to the 

regional grouping, lest matters be further confused through some 

leak of its activities. Dulles agreed that the time was now appropri- 
ate for the Planning Board to begin giving consideration to all as- 
pects of regional grouping, on a highly restricted basis, of course. 

20. Dulles also mentioned that the President wanted brought up 

at the Council Meeting tomorrow the question of a moratorium in 
the H bomb tests. : | 

790.5/5-554: Telegram 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State} — 

TOP SECRET GENEVA, May 5, 1954—7 p.m. 
PRIORITY 

Dulte 51. London eyes only Ambassador. Eden has just given me 
the memorandum which follows: 

| “In his statement in the House of Commons on April 27, the 
Prime Minister said: 

“ ‘Her Majesty’s Government are not prepared to give any un- 
dertakings about United Kingdom military action in Indochina in 
advance of the results of Geneva. Her Majesty’s Government have 
not entered into any new political or military commitments. My 
-Right Honorable friend has, of course, made it clear to his col- 
leagues at Geneva that if settlements are reached at Geneva, Her 
Majesty’s Government will be ready to play their full part in sup- 
porting them in order to promote a stable peace in the Far East.’ 

“I am ready to recommend that Her Majesty’s Government 
, should take part at once with the United States, France, Australia 

and New Zealand in an examination by the Five’ Power staff 
agency of the Indochina and South East Asia situation, both now 
and subsequent to the Geneva conference, in the light of this state- 
ment, including the implications of any Geneva settlement. In addi- 
tion to military questions, there will certainly be political and eco- 
nomic problems which will require urgent examination. For this 
purpose we suggest that political and economic experts should be 
attached to the agency as appropriate. | 

“This study would be of direct interest to a number of other 
countries, notably the powers represented at the Colombo confer- 
ence and Siam. It would be understood that these countries would — 

- be informed of the intention to initiate the study, kept suitably ad- 
vised of the progress of the work and, where appropriate and by 
agreement, invited to take part. | 

“A joint public announcement of our intentions would be issued. 
It would, of course, be essential that this should be carefully consid- | 
ered and agreed upon. 

1 Repeated for information to London. |
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“The present terms of reference of the Five Power staff agency : 
would require amendment in order to make clear the circum- 
stances to which the study is to apply.” | 

This represents a number of redrafts since I received his pro- ! 

posed draft note? late yesterday evening. We have had lengthy | 
and I believe frank discussions, and I am sure the British under- 
stand our position as we understand theirs. The note represents a : 

considerable compromise on their part and includes suggestions | 

made not only by me but by Phleger and Admiral Davis. We be- | 

lieve here that if accepted it will have a good effect on the confer- | 

ence and on the public opinion of both countries, and should ! 

produce a coordinated military view, which is now lacking. Eden : 

has suggested informally that the Five Power agency be strength- 

ened by the assignment of some senior and experienced officers. He : 
went so far as to imply that General Templer, who will shortly 

become CIGS, might take part in the examinations and plans | 

which are proposed. Our recommendation is that you concur in this | 

| proposal. If so, please give me your views as to the form of joint | 

public announcement which would be acceptable. This will not be 

taken up with the French until both London and Washington have | 

concurred. * | : 

| | SMITH | 

2 Not found in Department of State files; for a quotation from it, see telegram | 

Dulte 53 from Geneva, May 7, p. 459. | | 

| 3 Telegram Tedul 37 to Under Secretary Smith at Geneva, May 6, drafted by Am- | 

bassador Matthews, is a summary of the Secretary’s remarks to Congressional lead- : 
| ers on May 5 concerning the Geneva Conference and related developments. Accord- 

| ing to this text, the Secretary had in part concluded that the “US must push rapidly 

| for development of SEA community, probably without Vietnam but hopefully with i 

Laos and Cambodia. British might come in and they might want Burma and India 

| too. We were agreeable to Burma. This community might offer fair chance ‘insulate’ 

_ rest SEA against possible loss of Vietnam.” oe | 

The Secretary, later during the briefing, read extracts from telegram Dulte 51. 

“Judd strongly against Eden ‘plan’, wanted Asians in even without UK and France. | 

Knowland agreed on importance of Asians, as did several others. Knowland said we 

| should have commitments from UK, Australia, New Zealand and others to help us | 
_. if needed in Korea or Japan, et cetera, if we were to have collective security pact 

with them for SEA, which he personally favored. Secretary said Burma, Thailand, 

Philippines plus A.S. would help and that he told Eden he wanted Formosa in if 
British brought in India. McCormack and Smith supported Secretary on conclusion 
three [see preceding quotation] and several others did too.” (790.5/5-554) Full text of ot 
Tedul 37 is printed in vol. xvi, p. 706. For text of the Secretary’s briefing, see vol. 

xu, Part 2, p. 1471. | | | |
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Memorandum of Discussion at the 195th Meeting of the National 
Security Council Held on Thursday, May 6, 1954) 

| [Extracts] | 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

The following were present at the 195th meeting of the National 
Security Council: The President of the United States, presiding; the 
Vice President of the United States; the Secretary of State; the Sec- 

_ retary of Defense; the Acting Director, Foreign Operations Admin- 
istration; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also 
present were the Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney General; 
the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy 
Commission; the Federal Civil Defense Administrator; the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense; the Secretary of the Navy; General Ridgway 
for the Secretary of the Army; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
the Director of Central Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; 
Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy As- 
sistant to the President; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; the 
White House Staff Secretary; Bryce Harlow, Administrative Assist- 
ant to the President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy 
Executive Secretary, NSC. 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 
the chief points taken. 

1. Report on the Geneva Conference and the Indochina Situation 
(NSC Actions Nos. 1086-b and 1104-b) 2 | 

After Eden reached Geneva, Secretary Dulles said he had frank 
talks with him. Secretary Dulles’ irritation had been increased by 
the fact that when the Korean phase of the Conference opened and 
the United States was subjected to vicious attacks by Molotov and 
Chou En-lai, not a single representative of a Western power under- —_ 
took to stand up and defend the policy of the United States or even 
to keep the historical record straight. 

At this point Secretary Dulles read several paragraphs of the 
memorandum of his conversations 3? with Eden at Geneva. Eden did 

1 Drafted by Gleason on May 8. 

2 Dated Apr. 6 and Apr. 29, respectively. They are included with the memoranda 
of discussion at NSC meetings held on those dates in vol. xm, Part 1, p. 1250 and 
Part 2, p. 1431, respectively. 

3 See footnote 2, p. 438, for an extract from a memorandum of a conversation with. 
Eden, Apr. 30.
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not undertake to reply to Secretary Dulles’ complaints at this time, | 

but subsequently sent a memorandum * which constituted a reply : 

to that of Secretary Dulles. The Secretary read portions of the : 

Eden memorandum to the Council. In it Eden made much of — | 

India’s position and of the desirability of inducing Nehru to take a 

cooperative attitude, and set forth a proposal for the defense of 

Southeast Asia. a a | 

To this Eden memorandum Secretary Dulles replied on May 2, ® | 

stating that he would bring to the President’s attention Eden’s pro- 

posal for the defense of Southeast Asia. There was much in the 

Eden proposal with which we could agree, said Secretary Dulles; i 

but we clearly believe the danger to Southeast Asia to be more im- : 

mediate than Eden does. sts Pe : 

‘At this point Secretary Dulles said that he had covered for the | 

Council the ground which he had already gone over with the Presi- — 

dent. Mr. Cutler went to the President’s office, and the President — ! 

entered the meeting at 10:45 a.m. ne a ee 

Secretary Dulles then informed the Council of the latest develop- 

ments. Yesterday afternoon he had received a message ® from ft 

‘Under Secretary Smith at Geneva, outlining a proposal by Antho- 

ny Eden along the lines of Eden’s earlier proposal to Secretary 

Dulles in answer to the Secretary’s letter to Eden of May 2, which 

had been mentioned earlier. This memorandum of Mr. Eden to Sec- ! 

retary Smith was read by Secretary Dulles to the Council. Eden 

said that he would agree to recommend that the UK take part at | 

once with the U.S., France, Australia and New Zealand in an ex- 

amination by the Five-Power staff agency (Singapore) of the Indo- 

china and Southeast Asia situation. These talks would take place 

in the light of the Prime Minister’s statement that the UK would 

not give any undertakings about military action in Indochina until 

after the Geneva Conference. Eden’s memorandum added that it | 

would be understood that the Colombo Conference powers (Paki- 

stan, India, Burma, Ceylon and Indonesia), plus Thailand, would be : 

kept advised of the progress of the work of the five powers and, | 

where appropriate and agreed, they would be invited to take part 

with the five powers. A joint public announcement of intentions : 

was also suggested by the Eden memorandum. Secretary Smith 

had added the comment that this new proposal represented a con- 

siderable British concession, and recommended that the USS. 

- concur in this proposal and agree to a joint announcement. Secre- | 

tary Dulles also agreed that the new five-power proposal represent- 

4 Included in telegram Dulte 30 from Geneva, Apr. 30, p. 437. | 

5 See telegram Dulte 45 from Geneva, May 3, p. 444. : 

6 Telegram Dulte 51, supra.
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ed an advance in the British position and placed the UK in ap- 
proximately the same position which it had occupied before it had 
backed out of the agreement to take part with the nine other 
powers in an examination of the possibilities of defending South- 
east Asia. Thus the British would now agree at least to include 
Indochina in their planning, and also agree to do something prior 
to the conclusion of the Geneva Conference. If this represented an 
advance, the new British proposal entailed certain difficulties. One 
of them was the proposal to bring in the Colombo powers. Secreta- 
ry Dulles said that he had already informed Eden that bringing 
these powers in would raise serious problems for the United States 
if we could not likewise bring in South Korea and Formosa, which 
the British opposed. Secretary Dulles thought that the proposal to 

_ include Thailand and Burma was excellent. The British also hoped 
to keep India benevolently neutral. 

At this point the President strongly reaffirmed his anxiety over 
. any arrangement which was confined to the five white nations and 

left out the Asian states. Secretary Dulles commented that at yes- | 
terday’s briefing of the Congressional leaders he had likewise indi- 
cated his own opposition to entering into arrangements only with 
these five powers and not with any of the Asian states themselves. 
The President suggested, however, that we might cast the purpose 
of such a five-power examination in such fashion that it would 
seem to be conferring voluntary aid on a group of Asian states 
which sought such aid cooperatively. 

Secretary Dulles said that he would discuss a reply to this Brit- | 
ish proposal, at luncheon today following the meeting, with Admi- 
ral Radford and Secretary Wilson. On that occasion he said he 
would also point out the need for machinery which would provide 
prompt replies to the messages which were flowing in from 
Geneva. He was going to suggest perhaps that he and Radford and 
Wilson each designate individuals to work together. to get quick 
action on the Geneva messages. From now on out the Conference 
must largely be run from Washington. _ 

With respect to the joint public announcement of the five-power 

arrangement, the President stated that it should be phrased along 

the lines of the suggestions he had made a few minutes ago with 
respect to the purpose. 

Mr. Cutler asked about the possibility of including the three As- 
sociated States and the Philippines in the five-power talks. Secreta- 

_ ry Dulles replied that the British would undoubtedly oppose associ- 
| ating Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia in the talks, for fear of getting 

the UK involved in the hostilities in Indochina.
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The Vice President then addressed the following question to the 
Secretary of State: “Am I to understand that we intend to go along : 

with the new British suggestion to use the Five-Power staff agency 

as the sole vehicle for concerted action in Southeast Asia? Or do we | 

propose, parallel with exploration in the Five-Power staff agency, | 

to continue to explore the possibility of a regional grouping with 

Asian nations and not merely with the five white powers?” 

Secretary Dulles replied by stating his feeling that while he fa- 7 

| vored accepting the British proposal with respect to the Five-Power 

staff agency (whose terms of reference would be enlarged and its 

personnel upgraded), he thought this should only be done as one ; 

element in a broader political framework which would include : 

more than the five powers. The Vice President commented that in | 

| his opinion the five-power arrangement would be almost as bad for | 

| the United States as would be unilateral U.S. intervention, since it 

would be interpreted by the Asian nations as sheer colonialism. | 

After the Vice President had repeated his question in slightly _ ! 

different wording, Secretary Dulles again assured him that the | 

Five-Power staff agency would not be the top body, but would be | 

merely a mechanism through which to try to create a broader 

grouping including Asian states. The broader grouping would be in 

a position to draw on the intelligence information which was avail- | 

able to the Five-Power staff agency. This, in short, would be a sub- 

sidiary body rather than the heart of a coalition. The great ques- | 

tion, said Secretary Dulles, was whether the British would accept : 

this view of the function of the Five-Power staff agency. _ H | 

The Vice President then inquired whether anyone had given : 
thought to bringing General Templer or Mr. MacDonald to Geneva : 

as advisers. The Vice President thought both these men had a keen : 

understanding of the realities of the Communist threat to South- 

east Asia. 7 | | 

Secretary Dulles then asked Admiral Radford for his views with 

respect to the British five-power proposal. Admiral Radford replied : 

_ that of course the proposal would require a careful appraisal by the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff. At first glance, however, he thought the Brit- 

ish were laying the groundwork for a set-up which would be very | 

much in their favor but not in ours if the proposal excluded Asian 

nations. Furthermore, he predicted that it would take a very long , 

time to work out the British proposal—so long, in fact, that it 

| would be of no use in meeting the current emergency in Southeast 
Asia. The Five-Power staff agency was already pretty well agreed : 

on the military requirements for the defense of Southeast Asia, but : 

if it was now proposed to add the political and economic problems, 

, these would take months to resolve. | ,
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The President said that he well understood the points Admiral 
Radford had made, but he nevertheless felt that the psychological 
appeal of the British proposal was important, despite the substan- 
tive difficulties. The Five-Power staff agency would at least provide 
a good facade behind which the real work could be done by the 
others. : | | | 

Secretary Wilson queried whether our real difficulty didn’t result 
from the lack of participation of any Asian nations of large size. 
Thailand, for example, was too small to carry much weight. The 
President pointed out that small or not, such nations as Thailand 
at least provided the semblance of Asian participation. 

| Secretary Dulles reminded the Council that in Molotov’s Geneva 
speech, 7 referring to the proposed Southeast Asian regional group- 
ing, he had charged that not a single respectable Asian nation 
would agree to join the coalition. The President replied by asking 
why no one ever took such occasions as this to stand up and blast 
Russian colonialism. In any event, said the President, the new Brit- : 
ish proposal represented such a significant advance from their pre- | 
vious position that the United States should certainly follow it 
through. | 

| Mr. Cutler then said that this seemed an opportune moment to 
_ brief the Council on the report which was being made. by the Oper- 
ations Coordinating Board with respect to the possibility of setting 
up an international volunteer air group for combat operations in 
Southeast Asia. While, said Mr. Cutler, he thought that the cre- 
ation of such a volunteer air group came within the existing U.S. 
policy on Southeast Asia, he felt, nevertheless, that the progress of 
study of this problem should be reported to the Council. Mr. Cutler 
said he believed that the air group was to be equipped with three 
squadrons of F-86 planes. 

The President commented that the volunteer air group ought to 
have in it a certain number of multi-trained pilots so that if, for 
example, the question of using B-29’s ever came up again, such 
planes could be provided without involving us in the danger of 
having to use U.S. Air Force pilots in combat operations. 

Mr. Cutler then inquired whether it was advisable to ask CIA to 
provide an intelligence estimate as to the probable Chinese Com- 
munist reaction to the creation of such an international volunteer 
air group. U.S. citizens, of course, might volunteer for combat 
action, and the question whether this was feasible would presum- 

7 Probably a reference to the address delivered on Apr. 29 by Vyacheslav Mikhai- 
lovich Molotov, Soviet Foreign Minister. Regarding this speech, see telegram Secto 
Al, Apr. 29, vol. xvi, p. 157.
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ably be studied by the Department of Defense. Mr. Allen Dulles 

agreed to provide such an intelligence estimate. | 

Secretary Dulles inquired whether the proposed volunteer air 

group would be under the ultimate control of the President. Mr. : 

Cutler replied in the negative, indicating that we would have no | 

responsibility for the group, which would be developed along the | 

lines of General Chennault’s “Flying Tigers” in the second World 

War. This would mean, said Secretary Dulles, that our volunteers 

could join the air group without Congressional approval. The 

answer seemed to be in the affirmative. | oo : 

With respect to Chinese Communist reaction, Secretary Dulles 

expressed the opinion that the Chinese Communists would inter- 

vene if they wanted to, but the use of a volunteer air group rather 

than regular U.S. combat forces would enable the Chinese, if they | 

wanted to, to avoid intervention without loss of face. | : 

The National Security Council: ® | | 

a. Discussed the situation with respect to Indochina in the light 

of an oral report by the Secretary of State on the Geneva Confer- | 

ence and the Indochina situation. | 

b. Agreed that the United States should be willing, in response to 

a British proposal, to participate in an examination by the existing | 

| Five-Power staff agency (US, UK, France, Australia and New Zea- : 

land) of the situation in Southeast Asia (including Indochina); pro- | 

| vided that: | 

(1) The purpose of such examination is to explore means by | 

which these. participating governments may assist the coun- | 

tries of Southeast Asia in a cooperative effort to defend them- 

| selves. | ! 
/ (2) It is made clear that such an examination is supplemen- | 
| tary to continued efforts by the United States to organize a re- 

- gional grouping pursuant to NSC Action No. 1086-b or 1104-b, 

| and is neither a substitute for nor the nucleus of such a group- 

ing. ° | | 
—____— | 

8 The lettered subparagraphs constitute NSC Action No. 1106. (S/S-NSC (Miscel- | 

| laneous) files, lot 66 D 95) Sections of this action unrelated to the extracts printed 

here are not annotated. | | | 

| 9 In a memorandum of a conversation held between himself, President Eisenhow- : 

| er, and Secretary Dulles at the White House on May 7, Cutler wrote that among the 

topics discussed was: : a 

“1 Whether the President should approve paragraph 1b of the tentative Record of 

Action of the 5/6/54 NSC Meeting, which covers the proposed answer to the Eden | 

proposal. The Secretary of State thought the text was correct. Wilson and Radford : 

preferred the draft message to Smith for Eden prepared yesterday by MacArthur | 

and Captain Anderson, and cleared by the JCS, which included in the Five Power 

, Staff Agency Thailand and the Philippines. Radford thinks that the Agency (which | 

| has hitherto been not disclosed in SEA) has really completed its military planning; : 

that if it is enlarged by top level personnel, its actions will be necessarily open to 

| 
Continued | 

| | | |
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c. Noted that the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Chair- 
man, Joint Chiefs of Staff, would recommend to the President 
means for promptly answering questions raised by developments at 
the Geneva Conference. 

d. Directed the NSC Planning Board to study urgently the impli- 
cations of the latest proposal on Indochina which the French are 

| contemplating presenting to the Geneva Conference. — 
e. Agreed that the Operations Coordinating Board should proceed 

with its proposed further study of an international volunteer air 
group for combat operations in Southeast Asia for consideration by 
the Council, including an estimate by the Central Intelligence 
Agency of probable Chinese Communist reaction. 

f. Noted that the Secretary of State had presented to the recent 
NATO meeting in Paris a statement on the United States position 
regarding nuclear weapons, a copy of which was made available for 
the Council files. 

g. Noted, as read at the meeting, the statement which the Secre- 
tary of State had made to the Soviet Foreign Minister at Geneva in 
response to the latter’s reply to the President’s proposals for peace- _ 
ful uses of atomic energy. 

h. Requested the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Chair- 
man, Atomic Energy Commission, with the assistance of the Direc- 
tor of Central Intelligence, to report to the Council as soon as possi- 
ble and not later than June 3, 1954 on the desirability of an inter-. 7 
national moratorium on further tests of nuclear weapons. 

Note: The action in b above, as approved by the President, subse- 
quently transmitted to the Secretary of State for appropriate 
action. The action in c above subsequently transmitted to the Sec- 
retaries of State and Defense. The action in e above subsequently 
transmitted to the Operations Coordinating Board. The action in h 
above subsequently transmitted to the Secretaries of State and De- 

the world; that therefore some Southeast Asian countries should be included in it, 
and he fears Eden’s proposal as an intended delaying action. 

“The President approved the text of paragraph 1b, but suggested that Smith’s 
reply to Eden’s proposal should make clear the following: | 

“1. Five Power Staff Agency, alone or with other nations, is not to the United | 
States a satisfactory substitute for a broad political coalition which will include the 
Southeast Asian countries which are to be defended. , | 

“2. Five Power Staff Agency examination is acceptable to see how these nations 
can give military aid to the Southeast Asian countries in their cooperative defense 
effort. 7 

“3. The United States will not agree to a “white man’s party” to determine the 
problems of the Southeast Asian nations. 

“I was instructed to advise Wilson and Radford of the above, and have done so.” 
(Memorandum of May 7, attached to a memorandum of May 11 by Robert Bowie, , 
Director of the Policy Planning Staff; PPS files, lot 65 D 101. The memorandum of 
May 7 is printed in Department of Defense, United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945- 
1967, Book 9, pp. 436-438.) The “draft message” Cutler referred to has not been 

found in Department of State files.
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fense, the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, and the Director | 

of Central Intelligence. © | oe a 

| : _ §. Everett GLEASON” | | 

- '190.5/5-754: Telegram - | : | : 

a The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET ~~ GENEVA, May 7, 1954—1 p.m. | 

PRIORITY - | 

| Dulte 53. Re Tedul 36! and 37. 2 Following background informa- | 

tion is pertinent. Oo | | | | 

First sentence in second paragraph of initial British draft read as 

follows: “I am ready to recommend that HM should take part at | 

once with the US, France, Australia and New Zealand in a study to | | 

be undertaken by the Five-Power staff agency of the implications | 

of such support for an Indochina settlement.” | 
This sentence in latest draft now reads: “I am ready to recom- : 

mend that HMG should take part at once with the US, France, 

Australia and New Zealand in a preliminary examination by the 

_ Five-Power staff agency of the Indochina and Southeast Asia situa- 

tion, both now and as it may be after the Geneva Conference, in 

the light of this statement.” ? 

It is possible that British desire initially was to change our own : 

| proposal, which was intended primarily to start machinery on mili- 

tary levels for general consideration of Southeast Asia and Indo- 

china situation and to improve bargaining position at Geneva, into } 

a proposition amounting primarily to our committing ourselves in : 

advance to association with and support of any Indochina settle- 

ment at Geneva no matter how unacceptable to us. This British po- | 

sition probably based on view that British political situation re- 
quires that in advance of Geneva settlement of failure, no step be | | 
taken indicating possibility of failure and British planning on that : 

basis. - | — oe - | 

Feel it is clear from comparison of two versions quoted above 
that British have yielded considerably with respect to their initial 
position. In this connection, the shift in British position resulted == | 
not only from our persuasion and British fear of rift with US but 
also from pressure by Australians and New Zealanders. : 

7 Telegram Tedul 36 to Geneva, May 6, transmitted the text of NSC Action No. : 
1106-b, taken at the NSC meeting on May 6; see the memorandum of discussion, 

supra. (790.5/5-554) 
2 See footnote 2, p. 451. : 7 
$ This draft has not ‘been found in Department of State files. |
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Although current British press stories have apparently been 
based on original British effort to commit us in advance to support 
of any Geneva settlement, it is possible British public opinion 
might now be shifting somewhat because of President’s recent 
statement. | 
We think best method of sounding present state of British think- 

ing is to reply to Eden’s proposal on basis of provisions contained 
in subparagraphs 1 and 2 of Tedul 36% as representing US under- 
standing and basis its acceptance of proposal. In light of foregoing 
do not see why this might not be acceptable to British provided 
provision subparagraph 1 is not wholly exclusive. 

This reply should, of course, be made informally and orally in 
the hope that it would produce further favorable development in 
British position before anything is committed to paper on either 
side. | 
What I want to emphasize is that the British propose staff ex- | 

aminations by an already constituted agency as a matter of 
common prudence. They realize the necessity of this, yet they are 
caught on the horns of a dilemma, resulting on the one hand from 
the widespread feeling in Britain that in some way or other the 
Geneva Conference is going to produce agreements which will solve 
all of the problems of Asia, and on the other the inevitability of 
criticism that staff examinations and long-range planning should 
have been under way long ago. They see developments very much 
as indicated, the second and third conclusions mentioned in Tedul 
37. Eden said “at the proper time you will bring in Thailand and 
we can probably bring in Burma, although this will take some 
doing.” They will of course be very sensitive as to the form of any 
public statement, for the reasons I have just mentioned. I would 
like as much latitude as possible in discussing this with Eden, as 
unfortunately it has leaked in all directions and in many distorted 
forms. As a matter of fact, press speculation has reached the point 
now that almost any public announcement might be a letdown. It 
might be just as well to proceed quietly and unostentatiously with 
the action contemplated and avoid any public statement. 

| . SMITH 

. * These subparagraphs are identical to subparagraphs 1 and 2 of NSC Action No. 
1106-b.
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‘Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file . : | 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 196th Meeting of the National 

Security Council Held on Saturday, May 8, 1954 3 - | 

— : ag _. [Extracts] | . ee 

TOP SECRET EYESONLY |” | . | 

The following were present at the 196th Meeting of the Council: | 

The President of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of 

- the United States; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; — ) 

) the Acting Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the 

Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were Mr. 

Tuttle for the Secretary of the Treasury; the Chief of Staff, U.S. 

Army; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central : 

Intelligence; Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; the | 

Deputy Assistant to the President; Robert R. Bowie, Department of : 

State; the White House Staff Secretary; Bryce Harlow, Administra- : 

tive Assistant to the President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and | 

the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. a | 

| There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 

the main points taken. . a | | | 

4. Position of the United States With Respect to the British Propos- 

al for a Five-Power Examination of the Situation in Indochina 

and Southeast Asia. | : 

Mr. Cutler read the Council’s previous action on this subject and | 

| stated that the question was being reintroduced because certain | 

members of the Council remained convinced of the desirability of ! 

including some Asian states, such as Thailand and the Philippines, , 

in the proposed Five-Power arrangement. Mr. Cutler also pointed | 

! out that if it were now agreed to add these two states there might ! 

be a drift away from the original plan for a regional grouping. This 

might occur because the Five-Power plan plus Thailand and the | 

Philippines would tend to take the place of the original regional 

grouping proposal made by the Secretary of State. 7 | | 

Secretary Dulles said that since the original Council action on | 

| this issue the alternative had become fairly clear to him in his own | 

mind. It was whether we try to make the Five-Power staff agency 

the nucleus of a regional grouping for the defense of Southeast | 

Asia, or keep it merely as a subsidiary mechanism and devote our 

major efforts at the political level to the creation of a regional 

grouping to include Asian states. The first alternative had been > : 

1 Drafted by Gleason on May 10. | | 

|
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raised at the Pentagon when it was suggested that Thailand and 
the Philippines be added to the Five-Power staff agency. Secretary 
Dulles said that he had now become clearly opposed to this course 
of action. For one thing, the British wouldn’t agree to add Asian 

_ nations to the Five-Power staff agency, and especially they would 
| oppose adding the Associated States. Accordingly, said Secretary 

Dulles, he would rather follow the previous NSC action on the sub- 
ject (NSC Action No. 1106-b), with the understanding that he, Sec- 
retary Dulles, should continue his conversations with the other in- 
terested powers even if the British would not go along with the at- 
tempt to form this regional grouping. 

The President inquired of Secretary Dulles whether he was will- 
ing to see the personnel of the Five-Power staff agency upgraded 
and the importance of the agency magnified and advertised. This 

7 possibility caused him worry. Secretary Wilson and Admiral Rad- 
ford also expressed anxiety over inflating the authority of the Five- 

Power staff agency. Admiral Radford commented that if the pur- 
pose of the British proposal was to study military courses of action 
with their political implications, we already had sufficient informa- 

tion on this subject. Whatever further work needed to be done 
could be done quietly right here in Washington, and he recom- 

mended against adding political and economic problems to the 

agenda or upgrading personnel of the agency. 

Secretary Dulles said that while he did not want to expose pub- — 
licly our differences with the British, it was clear that we must at- 
tempt to take a bolder course of action than the British are willing 

to follow—especially with regard to the Associated States. It was 
impossible to leave them out, and accordingly he would say that if 
the British want to discuss military matters secretly in the context 
of the Five-Power staff agency, that was all right with him; but the 
matter should certainly be handled with secrecy. The President ex- 
pressed agreement with Secretary Dulles, and the Council then 

spent some time in a rewording of the previous Council action on 

this subject. | 
Secretary Dulles made the point that while the examination 

which the Five-Power group would make would be secret, the mere 

fact that we were talking with the other four powers need not be 
secret. | . 

Admiral Radford said that the British might well use this exami- | 

nation and the Five-Power staff agency as a means of sabotaging 
the larger project for a regional grouping. 

The President summed up this part of the discussion by stating _ 
that we ought to tell the British that the existing Five-Power staff 

agency is altogether inadequate to discuss anything except strictly 

military matters. Admiral Radford expressed hearty agreement,
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and said that the whole discussion would do much better in Wash- 

ington than in Singapore, and through secret and existing military 

channels. | a a | : | | 

The National Security Council: 2 oe 

Agreed to amend NSC Action No. 1106-b to read as follows: 

“bh. Agreed that the United States should be willing to par- 
ticipate in an examination by the US, UK, France, Australia 
and New Zealand of the military situation in Southeast Asia 
(including Indochina); provided that: | 

| “(1) The purpose of such examination is to explore, through 

- gecret and existing military channels in Washington, means 

| by which these participating governments may assist the ; 

~ countries of Southeast Asia in a cooperative effort to defend -| 

themselves. oe | ) 

(2) It is made clear that such an examination is supplementa- 
ry to continued efforts by the United States to organize a | 

- regional grouping pursuant to NSC Action No. 1086-b or 
1104-b, and is neither a substitute for nor the nucleus of i 

| such a grouping.” — oe 

| Note: The above action, as approved by the President, subse- | 

quently transmitted to the Secretary of State for appropriate | 

action. a : 

| | a S. EVERETT GLEASON | 

2 The subparagraphs that follow constitute NSC Action No. 1112. (S/S-NSC (Mis- 

cellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) 

a 
Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Memoranda of Conversation” . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State | 

for European Affairs (Merchant) } a i 

L TOP SECRET EYESONLY [WASHINGTON,] May 9, 1954. ! 

- Subject: Indochina _ , | 

Participants: The Secretary | 

| Admiral Radford | 

Mr. Anderson, Deputy Secretary of Defense . 

Captain George Anderson | 

Mr. MacArthur | 

Mr. Bowie | | 

S Mr. Merchant a | 

The meeting was called at the Secretary’s request to discuss the | 

| Department’s draft telegram to General Smith regarding the Eden 

1 The conversation was held at the Secretary’s residence. | | 

| :
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five-power proposal. 2? Admiral Radford earlier in the day had indi- 
cated his disagreement with certain points notably the indicated 
possibility of publicizing the meeting of high level military repre- 
sentatives of the five powers in Washington. It had also developed 
that Defense had already sent to Admiral Davis in Geneva the text 
of the NSC decision on this matter arrived at Saturday morning, 3 
together with Defense comments. At the meeting with the Secreta- 
ry Admiral Radford did not make available the text of this mes- 
sage. After some discussion in the course of which the Secretary 
made clear that the contents of the draft cable under discussion 
dealt essentially with political matters, including the question of 
publicity or non-publicity for the meeting of military representa- 
tives, it was tacitly agreed that a telegram would go forward with 
one or two minor language changes to meet certain subsidiary 
points of Admiral Radford. 4 | | | 

The conversation then turned to other measures which might be 
taken in Southeast Asia. The Secretary specifically asked Admiral 
Radford’s and Secretary Anderson’s views as to the negotiation of a 
“chip on the shoulder” mutual defense treaty with Thailand which 
might be open-ended to permit other adherents and which might 
provide for the stationing of a detachment of US troops in Thai- 

| land. It was made clear that on the latter point the Secretary was 
thinking of the “plate glass window” theory rather than a force 
sufficiently large effectively to defend Thailand against invasion. 
Admiral Radford was cool to the idea and strongly asserted that if 
Indochina fell to the Communists there existed no local military 
method of preventing the surrender over a period of several years 
of the rest of the area by Communist infiltration and (he feared 

| particularly in Thailand) political accommodation. The Admiral 
stated that the only military solution was to go to the source of 
Communist power in the Far East, ie., China, and destroy that 
power. The point was made that the true source of the power of the 

2 Apparent reference to a draft of telegram Tedul 48, infra. | 
3 May 8. See the memorandum of discussion, supra. 
+ Admiral Radford, in a separate memorandum of this conversation dated May 10, 

wrote that he had told Dulles it had been his understanding the NSC had decided 
the talks were to be secret, with no publicity. Dulles had replied that he interpreted 
the decision to mean that while the talks would be secret, there would be a public 
announcement that they were being held. According to Radford, Dulles pointed out 
that even if Under Secretary Smith’s advice was followed—to induce uncertainty 
among the Communist powers by making no public announcement—the decision not 
to make the announcement would also be political. Radford noted that he had 
agreed the decision was a political one, but had argued that more thought needed to 
be given to the choice, particularly with respect to the impact of an announcement _ 
on Asian states, and that Dulles had agreed to modify the draft to indicate no deci- 
sion had yet been made concerning a public announcement. (Department of Defense 
files)
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international Communist conspiracy was Russia, to which the Ad- : 
miral assented, making the point that three or four years from now 
the balance of military power between the Soviets and the US will | 
have shifted in the former’s favor because they will then have a — | 
sufficient stockpile of nuclear weapons which, although numerical- 
ly less than the US stockpile, will give them the necessary capabil- 
ity to initiate and carry on general war on favorable terms. The : 
Admiral indicated that he did not believe we would at any point in 
the future be confronted with as clear-cut a basis for taking meas- 
ures directly against China as was the case now in Indochina. : 

The Secretary made clear that he was thinking in terms of in- 
creasing deterrents to war. He said he thought there was much to 
the British point of view that if you draw a line in advance then | 
you serve notice on the enemy. At the same time you give him an 
opportunity to retreat or stay his hand which is not open to the 

| enemy if you intervene in a war already under way. Moreover, the 

Secretary indicated that by drawing such a line in advance you : 
have a better chance of rallying to your side the maximum number | 

of allies. The Admiral did not give the impression of being im- 

pressed by this line of thought. a | - ; 
The conversation then shifted to Congressional attitudes. Secre- : 

tary Anderson said that from his conversation on Friday with Sen- | 
ators Ferguson and Bridges > he believed that no additional funds : 

would be appropriated at this session of Congress for foreign eco- 

nomic or military aid; although he did believe that past appropria- 
- tions would be carried forward. Admiral Radford expressed the 

view that this would do very serious damage to existing programs 

| and would require extensive cancellation of existing contracts. Mr. 

| Anderson was inclined to discount this but said that he was asking | 

for an immediate study of the effects. | ! 

There was then some discussion of the political situation in Viet- | 

: nam and the meeting broke up. | 

5 Homer Ferguson of Michigan served on the Senate Appropriations Committee. 
Styles Bridges of New Hampshire was Chairman of the Committee. 3 

| oe 

) 
2 

|
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790.5/5-754: Telegram . 

_ The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 

Geneva Conference 3 7 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, May 9, 1954—8:57 p.m. 
PRIORITY 

Tedul 48. For Under Secretary from Secretary. Re Dulte 51 2 and 
03? Tedul 3864 and 37.5 Eden’s proposal reflects considerable 
progress in providing UK and French participation in some visible 
form of collective planning prior to conclusion Geneva Conference. | 
But even as modified (Dulte 53) it contains major defects from our 
point of view. The most serious is that the five powers represented 
on the Staff Agency are all non-Asian. If this becomes nucleus of 
military, political and economic planning, this will be resented by 
Asian public opinion as recalling colonial past, despite provision for 
possible participation by invitation of certain Asian countries. Com- 
munist propaganda machine can be expected to concentrate on ab- 
sence any Asian charter membership. Incidentally we note absence 

| specific mention Philippines in Eden draft which exclusion would 
not be acceptable to us. 

US admittedly faced by dilemma resulting from (1) our desire 
quickly to establish common front with Western powers directly 
concerned with problem defense Southeast Asia for earliest possi- 

ble establishment collective defense for that area and (2) our desire 

which UK apparently does not share to avoid planning during | 

Geneva Conference which would imply Associated States have been 
written off. To counter with argument that France would represent 

and speak for Associated States would merely underline in Asia ex- 
isting skepticism as to their independence. 

In the light of this dilemma, our objective must be to handle the 
discussions for a regional grouping in such a way as (1) to move for- 
ward rapidly to creation of minimum coalition, if Indochina should 

be lost, and (2) in so doing to avoid creating impression that Associ- 

ated States are already written off and (3) to leave question of 

actual inclusion or exclusion of some or all of Associated States to 

be decided in light of outcome at Geneva. 

In practical application we would propose to pursue two parallel 

lines concurrently. 

| 1 Repeated to London for information, marked “Eyes only Ambassador”; drafted 
by Dulles and MacArthur. | | 

| 2 Dated May 5, p. 450. 
3 Dated May 7, p. 459. -_ - 

* Dated May 6; not printed, but see footnote 1, ibid. 

> Dated May 6; not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 451. -
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_ The first would be five-power staff talks concerned exclusively 
with development military plans (hence our unwillingness to © 

| attach political and economic experts to such agency) which plans _. | 

would be regarded as for benefit of all countries directly threat- 
ened by developments in Southeast Asia. | a 

The second line would be the continued effort at political level to | 

construct a collective defense grouping of the Western and Asian 

countries. As latter assumes definite form, five-power military , 

group would contribute results of its work to entire group. | 

At its special meeting on May 8 NSC again considered this ques- 

tion and reached decision (superseding that contained Tedul 36) | 

“Agreed that the United States should be willing to participate in 
an examination by the US, UK, France, Australia and New Zea- 

land of the military situation in Southeast Asia (including Indo- 

| china); provided that: (1) the purpose of such examination is to ex- i 

plore, through secret and existing military channels in Washing- | 

ton, means by which these participating governments may assist | 

the countries of Southeast Asia in a cooperative effort to defend | 

themselves. (2) It is made clear that such an examination is supple- / 

mentary to continued efforts by the US to organize a regional 

grouping pursuant to NSC Action No. 1086-b or 1104-b and is nei- : 

ther a substitute for nor the nucleus of such a grouping.” | | 

_ FYI Reference in quoted NSC decision to “secret and existing 
military channels’ reflected desire results of work would be secret 
but not intended preclude public knowledge such planning was 

under way. End FYI. - | +t 

| Form of public announcement, if any, of five-power military _— ; 

| planning activity is of course crucial, particularly from point of oe 
, view Asian public opinion. Hence we are most anxious to see soon- we 

| est suggested draft of such announcement. It may prove better, as | 

| suggested your Dulte 53, to avoid any formal public statement. | : 

Radford favors Washington because the talks here could be less os- | 

: tentatious and avoid the degree of speculation inevitable in con- 
verting to high-level five-power military talks at Singapore. : 

| Meanwhile, we intend to continue consultations here with Am- 
bassadors of those countries with whom I originally talked. I saw : 
Munro of New Zealand May 8 © and expect separately to see repre- 

sentatives of Australia, Thailand and Philippines May 10. Since 

| only competent representatives Associated States are-now in 

Geneva, you should talk to them having in mind that present talks : 

| eer a summary of this conversation, see telegram 155, May 10, to Wellington, | 
p. 476. 

! | | : 
} 

oe
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are primarily to keep the idea alive pending outcome of exchanges 
of views with UK including your talks with Eden.7 _ 

| | _ DUuLLEs 

7 This telegram was summarized in writing for Eden by Under Secretary Smith in 
x08 of May 10. For text, see vol. xvi, p. 761. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 

792.00/5-1054 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Thai and 
| Malayan Affairs (Landon) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 10, 1954. 
Subject: Thailand and United Action. 

Participants: The Secretary of State | 
M. R. Thuaithep Devakul, Chargé d’ Affaires ad 
Interim—Thai Embassy | 

Mr. Robert Murphy—G 
Mr. Kenneth P. Landon—PSA 

The Chargé d’Affaires ad interim of Thailand called at the invi- 
tation of the Secretary who asked him whether he and his Govern- 
ment were being kept fully informed by the Thai delegation at 
Geneva regarding developments at the Geneva Conference. Upon 
being assured that such was the case, the Secretary said that al- 
though the U.K. and French Governments were not at this — 
moment prepared to go ahead along the lines of his concept of 
“united action” it remained nevertheless the policy of this Govern- 
ment to continue conversations with interested Governments look- 
ing toward collective action to provide for the regional security of 
Southeast Asia. | 

The Secretary inquired whether the Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim 
had been reading in the newspapers regarding possible Five-Power 

military staff agency consultations in connection with the situation 
in Southeast Asia. The Chargé d’Affaires said he had seen such ref- 
erences and did not understand them. It was explained to him that 

the Five Powers (U.K., U.S., France, New Zealand and Australia) 

had for several years used a military staff agency from time to 
time to study military developments in Southeast Asia. He added 

that such a staff agency was not the beginning of “united action” 
nor were the five nations represented on the staff agency to be re- 

garded as a nucleus for united action. No decision had been 

_ reached on current uses, if any, of the staff agency. 
The Secretary then asked whether the Thai Government was 

moving ahead with its plans for enlarging its Armed Forces and re-
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ferred toa recent conversation held by the Chargé d’Affaires with © : 
officers of the Department on this subject. ! The Chargé d’ Affaires | 

affirmed that he had not only informed his Government at Bang- : 

kok but had also taken up the subject directly with the Thai For- 
eign Minister and the Thai Ambassador to the United States who 
are at Geneva, and he believed that a formal request by the Thai 
Government for U.S. assistance for an enlarged Thai Army would 

be made soon. | | | 

After expressing gratification with this development the Secreta- _ 

ry asked the Chargé d’Affaires if he had any questions. He asked 

whether the Secretary expected the French and the British to join 
in united action at a later date. The Secretary said that he did not 

hope for very much from the French at this time because of their . 

emotional state at the fall of Dien Bien Phu; that there was a pos- _ 

| sibility the present French Government would fall, but that if the : 

| present Government was sustained he might hope for some French | 

support. = a co ee 

Mr. Devakul asked about Congressional support for united action : 

| and the Secretary explained that any collective security pacts or ! 

agreements would, of course, be referred to Congress. As Mr. Deva- ! 

kul departed the Secretary indicated that he wished these conver- 

sations to continue from time to time and invited the Chargé d’Af- : 

faires to seek an appointment whenever he had a question. | 

-. While walking to the front door Mr. Devakul said to Mr. Landon 

| that he wished he had asked one more question; namely, whether ! 

| the Secretary would consider a mutual security treaty at this time | 

| with Thailand, adding that in his estimation such a bilateral agree- 

! ment was necessary, especially in view of British and French atti- 

| tudes. | oe —_ | 

2 1 Not found in Department of State files. _ | - | 
! 2 Secretary’s initials indicate his approval of the memorandum. — ae 

| 751G.00/5-1054 _ Be _ . | : 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Burma 

| Affairs (Blancké) | 

| CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] May 10, 1954. 

2 Subject: Southeast Asia and the Geneva Discussions | 

Participants: James Barrington, Ambassador of Burma | | 

| Robert D. Murphy, Deputy Under Secretary | 

| W. Wendell Blancké, PSA — ahs | | 

| | 
| 

| | |
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Mr. Murphy invited Ambassador Barrington in for an exchange | 
| of views on the problems of the Geneva Conference and the situa- 

tion in Southeast Asia as a result of developments in Indochina. 
During the half-hour interview the following topics were discussed. 

Five-Power Meetings 

In opening Mr. Murphy noted that press stories on “five-power 
meetings” had been rife, and that many of these had been inaccu- 
rate. We wished to assure the Burmese Government that there had 
been no meetings of the five-power group in connection with recent 
Asian events, nor was there any intention on the part of that 
group to decide the destiny of Southeast Asia without reference to 
the governments of the area. In preparation for Geneva there had, 
of course, been exchanges of views at the strictly military staff 
level, for example at Singapore, but these had been operational dis- 
cussions and in no way superseded the Secretary’s idea of united 
action. This we wished to emphasize. 

Partition: Coalition: United Action 

Mr. Murphy went on to say that the French, in their eagerness 
to reach a solution for Vietnam, may not now fully realize the hard 
realities of the Communist position, which position will unfold in 
time. Sooner or later, however, the French will have to face certain 
brutal facts. In our view the two alternatives of the moment 
appear to be partition or coalition. 

Partition concerns the Vietnamese themselves, and any solution 
on such lines must conform to their aspirations. Even recognizing 
that the exploitation of Vietnamese nationalism by the Commu- 
nists has confused the picture, we doubt that the Vietnamese 

desire partition. As for coalition, we are under no illusions but that 

that would lead to Communist domination of Vietnam, wherefore 
we question whether the French would accept it. | 

Thus, when France comes to grips with the realities of the situa- 
tion, we may still have to seek united action grouping. The Secreta- | 
ry has been talking to chiefs of mission from the area—among 
them those of Thailand and the Philippines—with the idea of ex- 

ploring further some form of grouping of the Southeast Asian coun- 
- tries concerned. Since Burma is one of these countries, we should 

- like some light on official Burmese thinking. | 

ay General Burmese Views on Indochina: Independence 

oe Begging leave to speak frankly, Ambassador Barrington said the 
| general feeling in Burma is that the war in Indochina is, or was 
- until recently, a colonialist struggle; and that now, to put it blunt- | 

- ly, it is a struggle between two imperialisms—the French and the | 
| Chinese. |
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Mr. Murphy interposed that what we want to get away from is 

| the idea that the U.S. is associated in a fight for colonialism. Our ; 

record clearly shows our anti-colonialist position—for example, in , 
the Philippines, and in our support of Indonesian independence. | 
But, we are also affected by larger strategic considerations—in 

_ Europe—and must deal with the other powers as they are, includ- | 

| ing France. We approve of France’s fight against the Communists, 

but that does not mean we approve the way they have adminis- : 

tered the situation in Indochina. 
Barrington replied that of course he and responsible Burmese of- | 

ficials appreciate that, but he had been presenting the general view : 

of his countrymen. The Burmese attitude in general is that it 

would not want to see Indochina exchange one imperialism for an- a 

| other, or go from the frying pan into the fire. What Burma wants 

| is to see full independence for Indochina. - 

| Mr. Murphy assured the Ambassador that that is our view, with- 

out reservation; and he added that, as Barrington knew, the Chi- | 

nese type of imperialism did not stop with limited objectives. Bar- 

| rington wryly replied that Burma well realized that. | 

| Later in the conversation Mr. Murphy emphasized that we want 

the Burmese Government to understand that we are doing our best , 

| to insure complete independence for Indochina. Naturally, the | 
| French dominate the internal situation and we have been in no po- 

| sition to dictate, but we are trying to work things out. Our position _ | 

| is based on complete independence, and to prevent the exchange of 

| one colonialism for another. : | 

| Burma’s Position on United Action a 

| Ambassador Barrington asserted that it would be very difficult | 

| for his Government to join any contemplated grouping, for three / 

| principal reasons: Cs | a : 

| a. Internal Situation: Barrington referred to Burma’s recent his- / 

| tory with its native Communist insurgency, and said that while his | 
Government now had the upper hand it was still militarily and 
economically weak, and needed time to set its own house in order. 
That was one reason why it would hardly be interested in joining | 
any “grouping.” And if it did join, Burma could make no military 

| contribution. | | - | 
b. Frontier with China: Also, and most importantly, Burma had. | 

to take into account its approximately 1000-mile common frontier 
with Red China. Mr. Murphy interposed: is it better to stand 
alone?—to which Barrington replied that his country was in no po-. : 
sition to provoke Red China. | | | 

| Mr. Murphy explained that the U.S. no longer believes in the | 
| _ avoidance of provocation as a policy. We now realize we are dealing | 
| with chess players, and if the Communists want war they will | 
| create the necessary incidents without respect to provocation. Our | 

| |
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policy, therefore, is now to minimize worry about provocation and 
do what we consider right and necessary; otherwise we should be 
paralyzed, which is what the Communists want. We should be sit- 
ting ducks, to be picked off one by one. 

c. Chinese Aggression not Clear-cut: The third factor influencing 
Burmese thinking was that there was no Chinese aggression in the 
strict sense, yet. The line between clear-cut aggression and subver- 
sive infiltration was not clear, nor was it clear just who—China or 
France—was grabbing what. The difference between subversion 
and manifest invasion tended to confuse Burmese thinking: Burma 
would not want to see another Communist government in the area, 
but the distinction became harder when the method was subversion 
rather than clear aggression. | 

Barrington noted that in 1950, on the Korean issue, Burma had 
come in for collective security even though its native Communists 
were on the rampage at home and there was risk in doing so. This 
was because the Burmese Government, and the man in the street, 
could clearly see there was a case of [North Korean] } aggression. If 
there were an attack on Thailand, Burma’s reaction would also be 
different to that on Indochina, as aggression would be clear. But 
even there, if the method were subversion, the issue would be 
“fuzzed.” And to Burma, there was no clear-cut issue in Vietnam. 

These three factors—Burma’s internal situation, its frontier with 
Red China, and the question of unclear aggression—made the prob- 
lem very difficult for Burma, Barrington said. 

| Laos and Cambodia: Dramatizing Independence 

In discussing the complexity of the situation Mr. Murphy re- 
marked that the problems in Laos and Cambodia seemed separate 
from those of Vietnam, and might call for a separate solution and 

7 a different approach. In this respect we were speculating whether 
United Nations action might not be usefully taken—for example, a 
Peace Observation Commission. We had been giving this some 
thought, in any case. | | 

Barrington did not comment at the time but he later spoke of the 
need to dramatize any further gestures of independence—in Laos 

| and Cambodia, and in Vietnam as well. The present French 
method of “nibbling” did not make any real impression; the French 
had missed the boat in Vietnam. As an example of what he meant 

| Barrington cited the manner in which Burma had dramatized its 

independence in 1948: the handing-over had taken place at 4:20 in 

| the morning, the hour picked by the astrologers. The idea of bring- 

ing in astrologers, while it might be amusing to the Western mind, | 

had successfully clinched the bona fides of independence with the 

villagers, who knew that this had been a custom in the time of the 

Burmese kings and realized that the British would never have 

1 Brackets in the source text. :
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thought of such a move, or held the ceremony at such an outland- 

ish hour. The latest move from Paris regarding Indochina’s inde- 

pendence, on the other hand, had lacked any drama whatsoever 

and would have no real impact in Southeast Asia. 

Mr. Murphy asserted that independence was indeed the key 

issue, and he asked if Ambassador Barrington thought a dramatic 

gesture, say in Laos, would still be effective. Barrington thought it : 

would, and added that if something spectacular were not done soon 

the poison of Vietnam might spread to Laos and Cambodia. : 

Burma's Lesson 7 | 

Barrington went on to say that Burma had learned that where 

there was real independence Communism faded out: India and the | 

Philippines were examples, and Thailand too, where Communism | 

| was no real problem. The Burmese independence movement had 

| grown out of the wartime Resistance, in which of course Commu- : 

| nists participated. When the British returned after the war and 

| tried to reestablish their rule, the resistance continued. As a result, 

the first Burmese Government had Communists in it. But not only | 

the Government but the people soon saw through the ends these 

2 people served, and they kicked them out [into insurgency]. ? Bar- : 

, rington stressed that it was the people who had done this: the Gov- 

| ernment could not have got rid of the Communists if the people 

themselves had not seen through them. | 

3 Closing Note | | | 

| In closing Barrington said he well realized the difficulties of the 

U.S. position, and Mr. Murphy noted that the tie-in with Europe 

complicated things. On rising Mr. Murphy thanked Barrington for 

2 his frank views and said we must keep in touch with the Ambassa- 
| dor to make sure his Government knew and understood our posi- 

| tion. We hoped Burma would not close the door against further ! 

study of some form of united action. | | 

Brief Press Contact | | 

i After the interview Ambassador Barrington was approached by 

| several newsmen. They first asked if the Colombo Conference had 

| been discussed, to which the answer was no. Barrington said the 
Deputy Under Secretary had merely wished to fill him in on the : 

7 U.S. position in Southeast Asia. The only other question was: had 

: Burma been invited to participate in united action? Barrington 
, said it had not. 3 : 

2 Brackets in the source text. 
3 In a brief memorandum to Murphy, dated May 13, Drumright wrote that in ac- | 

cordance with the Secretary’s wishes a member of the staff of the British Embassy 
had been given an oral summary of the conversation above. (751G.00/5-1154) 

, 
| :
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751G.00/5-1054 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of 
Philippine Affairs (Bell) 

SECRET WASHINGTON, May 10, 1954. 

| Subject: Conversation with Philippine representatives with respect 
to united action and consultation under the terms of the 
United States-Philippine Defense Treaty. 

Participants: The Secretary 
General Carlos F. Romulo, Personal Representative 

: of President Magsaysay 
Mr. Emilio Abello, Philippine Chargé d’ Affaires a.i. 
G—Mr. Murphy 
PSA—Mr. Bell | 

General Romulo and Mr. Abello called on the Secretary at 11:30 
a.m., May 10, at the Secretary’s request. 

General Romulo referred to an earlier conversation which he 
had had with Mr. Murphy and an aide-mémoire which he had left 
with Mr. Murphy ! requesting that the United States consult with 
the Philippines under the terms of the United States-Philippine 
Mutual Defense Treaty. He stated that the five power conference, 
which according to the New York Times was being held in Singa- 
pore, would have a bad effect in the Philippines and throughout 
Asia because Asian states were not represented. The Secretary told © 
General Romulo that this story was incorrect—that no such confer- 
ence was being held. The Secretary later said that he might be 
asked a question on this matter at his press conference tomorrow 
and that, if so, he would deny the report of the conference. 

General Romulo said that it was very important for domestic, po- 
litical reasons that the United States agree to hold consultations 
looking to implementation of the Mutual Defense Treaty. He sug- 
gested that discussions as to the role which the Philippine armed 
forces would play in the event of an attack should be the subject of 
consultation between a panel appointed by President Magsaysay | 
and our Military Mission in the Philippines. He stated that these 
discussions would prepare the ground for further consultations be- 
tween Secretary Wilson and President Magsaysay on May 24. 2 

7 _ The Secretary stated that the United States was prepared to con- 
sult under the terms of the Mutual Defense Treaty and that, in 

1 Murphy’s memorandum of this conversation, with attached aide-mémoire, is not | 
printed here. (796.5/5-354) _ 

2 Telegram 2665 from Manila, May 25, contained an account of Secretary Wilson’s 
meeting with President Magsaysay. (796.5 MSP/5-2554)
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fact, we believe such consultation is highly desirable. He said that : | 
he thought the discussion between Secretary Wilson and President 

Magsaysay would be useful and that he would discuss the matter 

with Secretary Wilson before the latter’s departure. | | 

_ The Secretary stated that he held little hope for any constructive 

results at Geneva. He pointed out that the Communists would not | | 

| accept any effective international control. 

The Secretary suggested that it would be helpful if the Philip-| 

| pines would recognize the Associated States. General Romulo was 
noncommittal but stated that, before making a decision, the Filipi- 
nos would like to see the text of the proposed treaty between 

France and Viet-Nam. The Secretary stated that the political — | 

treaty was completed but an economic treaty was still under con- 

| sideration and that the political treaty was secret. He said that he 

| had spoken to Bao Dai when in Europe and had found him satis- ; 
L fied with the agreement. The Secretary said that he believed the 

, treaty with Laos was satisfactory.° ~ i 

| - The Secretary stated further that we were still actively interest- 

| ed in the further development of united action in Southeast Asia 

and that he expected the Philippines would play an important role, | 

but that we wanted to await developments in Geneva and Indo- | 

| china before taking further steps, with respect to military action. _ 

~ The Secretary re-emphasized that the Philippines would be fully 

, informed of any steps taken or conferences held with respect to 

| united action or defense measures in Southeast Asia. _ : | 

fo General Romulo stated that he would immediately inform Presi- : 

: dent Magsaysay of the substance of this conversation. , 

| After leaving the Secretary’s office, General Romulo told Mr. | 

| Bell that President Magsaysay would be delighted with the Secre- 

| tary’s statement that we would be glad to consult under the terms 

_ of the Mutual Defense Treaty. , , 

7 <<" 8 A French-Laotian Treaty of Friendship was signed on Oct. 22, 1953; for text, see 
- _L’Année Politique, 1958, pp. 582-586. France and Vietnam initialed two treaties on 

Apr. 28, 1954, one on independence and one on Vietnamese association with France. 

| The treaties were not. ratified. For texts, see ibid., 1954, pp. 572-578. | 

| | | 
: | |
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790.5/5-1054: Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in New Zealand 1 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, May 10, 1954—7:43 p.m. 
155. Limit distribution. Following is summary, not yet cleared 

with Secretary, of his talk with New Zealand Ambassador on May 
8. (Memo follows.) 2 

On U.S. plans to deal with situation Southeast Asia, Secretary 
said his May 7 speech * which had approval of President probably 
gave clearest picture our present thinking. 

US. feeling, contrary to that of British, was that action limited 
to military discussion within framework Five Power Staff Agency 
would be too Western in flavor. Exclusion of Asians would have 
bad repercussions. Vietnamese would consider themselves aban- 
doned. U.S. has no objections to Five Power discussions if desired 
by others and would prefer Washington as meeting place, but in 
addition Secretary believed we should continue to plan for and ex- 
change views on broader political association. U.S. does not share 
U.K. views that talks with Associated States would have undesir- 
able implications. * In short Secretary thought Five’ Power talks 
o.k. but this should not stop exploratory talks with Thailand, Phil- 
ippines, Associated States. Burma inclusion desirable; Indonesians 
should be kept informed. Secretary said U.S. continues work close- 
ly with British but reserves right talk with Associated States for 
foregoing reasons. OO er 

Secretary said we do not exclude possible participation in the 
Indochina war if proper conditions existed, if French and people of 
Associated States wanted us, and his speech had advanced this sug- 
gestion by analogy with Korean situation. If Communist conditions 
at Geneva are as humiliating as expected Secretary said French 
may reconsider their position on internationalization of the con- 
flict. Secretary said he wanted French to know that there were 
conditions under which we would be prepared consider participa- 
tion. | 

Replying to Ambassador on: areas to be held if Indochina situa- 
| tion deteriorates rapidly, Secretary said he thought Thailand of 

| 1 Sent also to Geneva as Tosec 121 and repeated for information by pouch to 
London and Paris. : 

? For text of Bonbright’s memorandum of conversation, dated May 8, see vol. x11, 
Part 2, p. 1512. ; 

3 For text of the Secretary’s radio and television address, “The Issues at Geneva”, 

_ see Department of State Bulletin, May 17, 1954, p. 739. 

| * According to Bonbright’s memorandum, the Secretary had stated that the 
United Kingdom feared that such discussions would have undesirable implications, 
and that they might suggest the possibility of involvement in the Indochina war.
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greatest importance and that Thais should be brought in on all | 

plans. With our help Secretary thought Thais not so vulnerable to 

subversion. | | 

Secretary said we would not support any proposal tantamount | 

turning over Indochina to Communists, would maintain full liberty | 

of action and would encourage and assist such indigenous forces as 

might remain. : Co | | | : 

Secretary felt military talks with Thais and Filipinos would be 

useful. Talks with Associated States would be for purpose of main- 

taining contact and morale, rather than for military purposes. Sec- | 

retary asked Ambassador to invite Webb to Washington for further , 

talk when he arrives U.S. on way to New Zealand.> | | 

_ Similar conversation took place with Australian Ambassador on 

May 10. — ee | - oe : 

| _ Wellington repeat to Canberra. | 7 nr 

: 5 Bonbright’s. memorandum summarizes a portion of the conversation not includ- | 

ed here concerning organization as follows: oo - 

“The Secretary then said we should now be making ‘concrete studies in order to ) 

see what all of us might agree on together. Should we have an organization like 

NATO or, should the arrangement be more informal?- What countries should be in- 

: cluded in it? He felt that if Indochina went down the drain it would be difficult to ) 

insulate the rest of the area unless we had plans in advance of what we would do.” : 

(151G.00/5-854) - Cee : 

~The memorandum does not indicate response by Ambassador Munro to these 

questions. | | ape See 
6 Raynor’s memorandum of this Conversation is filed under 751G.00/5-1054. | : 

In telegram 262 from Canberra, May 10, the Embassy informed the Department of : 

State of the current Australian position concerning a regional grouping and five- 

| power talks: oo a Oo _ oe ; 

“5.power staff agency should be used; talks to begin soonest; Washington believed | 

7 best location; Asians should be kept informed per reference telegram;: any. public an- : 

nouncement should refer only to support of conference settlement but actually talks : 

| should go further. ; | : 

“Australians have seen draft UK statement re keeping informed countries partici- : 

pating Colombo Conference plus Siam. Australians think addition Philippines essen- 

| tial.”’ (396.1 GE/5-1954) . | | | 

790.00/5-1054: Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in the Republic of China (Rankin) to the — | 

| | Department of State 1_ | : 

po 
| SECRET TaIPel, May 10, 1954—11 p. m. | 

7 610. Taipei’s 5582 and 574% to Department. Foreign Minister 

today called our attention to May 8 United Press despatch from | 

| 1 Repeated for information to Geneva, Manila, Saigon, and Seoul. a | 

2 Not printed. | a a : 

| 3 Dated Apr. 19, p. 429. | a i
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Geneva quoting Peiping spokesman Huang Hua as having likened 
French proposals for ending Indochina War to those advanced by 
Chiang Kai-shek for settlement in China prior to Red victory there. 
Yeh thought this point well-taken and that acceptance of Commu- 
nist views on Indochina would lead to still another Red success. 

Minister requested urgently that United States keep his govern- 
ment currently informed of developments regarding Southeast Asia 
defense pact. He stressed Chinese Government’s direct interest in 
that area, due particularly to presence of 10 million Chinese who 
make up large part of merchant and artisan classes there. Under- | 
standing and support of this group would be important to success 
of and defense arrangement and would depend in large degree on 
whether possible for Chinese Government to cooperate actively. . 

Prospective inclusion of Philippines in Southeast Asia pact, For- 
eign Minister feared, would lessen chance of its taking leadership 
of, or seeking participation in regional arrangement with Formosa 
and Korea. He considered, therefore, particularly important United 
States should encourage actively a pact between Korea and Chi- 
nese Governments with eventual participation of Japan. He de- 
scribed President Rhee as chief obstacle to latter feature of such 
arrangement and hoped United States would work on him. While 
immediate adherence of Japan might be unfeasible for various rea- 
sons, Minister believed without United States backing and eventual 
Japanese participation, any East Asia defense arrangement would 
have little value. PO Ne le | | 

Foreign Minister then inquired regarding status’ 6f proposal bi- 
lateral United States-Chinese security pact. Coming on top of obser- 
vations in preceding paragraphs, he strongly implied Chinese Gov- 
ernment felt very much left out of recent United States collective 
security plans. 4 

RANKIN 

* In telegram 919 to Taipei, June 5, repeated for information to Seoul and Tokyo, 
the Department of State commented: “While Department does not wish intervene 
actively, recognize certain desirable features of such a pact and perceive no objec- 
tion provided it is negotiated at initiative of governments concerned.” The telegram 
was drafted in the Office of Chinese Affairs, cleared in the Office of Northeast Asian 
Affairs, and approved for transmission by Drumright. (790.00/5-1054)
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Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Memoranda of Conversation” | . 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Secretary of State } : 

TOP SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] May 13, 1954. 

Ambassador Spender called to say that he had been told by 

Casey that Casey had told Eden that he felt that the five-power 

military conference should be gotten under way at once, preferably 

meeting at Washington. He thought also that a political conference : 

should be convened with as much Asian participation as possible, , 

and that the exploratory talks should be concluded within not less" : 

than two weeks. The main gist of the report was that the Austra- 

: lians were concerned over the delay in “putting heat” on the | 

| United Kingdom. moe | ; 

1 Drafted by the Secretary personally. | | a oe o ! 

, Editorial Note | 

| During the 197th Meeting of the N ational Security Council, held 

: Thursday, May 13, 1954, the Secretary reported on the Geneva Con- | 

fo ference and the situation in Southeast Asia. A summary of his re- | 

: marks concerning a regional grouping follows; = a 

| “Secretary Dulles stated that as regards the effort to obtain the 
regional grouping, he was carrying on an operation with lots of 

scenery..but not very much substance. We were having to mark 

: time until we got the British reaction to our counter-proposal with 

regard to the Five-Power conference. No reply had yet come from : 

Eden, but the hints which have reached us do not provide a good of 

augury. Meanwhile, said Secretary Dulles, he had talked with the 

Ambassadors of Thailand and the Philippines. Secretary Dulles ex- 

: pressed the hope that Secretary Wilson’s current trip to Manila | | 

would help to produce a better feeling on the part of the Filipinos. 

They believe, quite erroneously, that the five powers have already 

begun negotiations at Singapore and that they have been deliber- : 

ately left out.” (Memorandum by Gleason dated May 14; Eisenhow- . 

er Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file) | ! 

On May 13, Ambassador Moekarto of Indonesia and Deputy 

: Under Secretary Robert Murphy discussed, at the latter’s request, 

“united action” and the situation in Indochina. Record of the talk : 

| concludes as follows: ot 

| ‘In conclusion, Ambassador Mukarto confirmed that Indonesia 
would not be interested in joining a regional grouping of Asian na- : 

tions at present though he thought it might be possible after elec- 

: tions if the Moslem parties (which would presumably win the elec- 

: tions) could establish some solid economic gains. 

| |
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“During the conversation, Mr. Murphy referred to the distorted 
and inaccurate reports of high-level military discussion at. Singa- 
pore by the UK, France and ANZUS powers. He said there had 

: been no such talks held anywhere. He said there had long been 
low-level consultations among military representatives at Singa- 
pore but that these were not related to the proposal for ‘united 
action’ of a political-economic-military nature in the Southeast | 

| Asian area. 
“In departing, Ambassador Mukarto expressed his appreciation 

for the opportunity for an exchange of ideas.” (Memorandum of 
: conversation by Francis J. Galbraith, Officer in Charge of Indone- 

sian and Pacific Island Affairs; 751G.00/5-1354) 

751G.00/5-1354: Telegram 

The Chargé in Vietnam (McClintock) to the Department of State | 

TOP SECRET SAIGON, May 138, 1954—1 p. m. 
2374, I have no recourse but to dissent, with great respect, from 

concept set out in Department telegram 22381 (sent Paris 4007) 
that “United States must push rapidly for development of South- 
east Asia community, probably without Vietnam, but hopefully 
with Laos and Cambodia”. Thought is added that such a communi- 
ty, including Burma, might offer fair chance to insulate remainder 
of Southeast Asia against possible loss of Vietnam. 

Most regrettably there is no human resource in Cambodia nor 
Laos, on which to build a bulwark against. Communist infiltration 
or aggression. Furthermore, in case of Cambodia, there is no geo-. 
graphic barrier against such aggression. Furthermore, once Com- 
munists have possession of complex of modern airfields in Viet- 

_ nam, there is no barrier to the successful use of airpower against 
all of Southeast Asia. It will be recalled that Singapore was taken 
in 1940 by Japanese using Saigon as a base. 

Only warlike people in Southeast Asia are the Vietnamese and 
particularly those residing in Tonkin. To leave this manpower base 
in hands of triumphant Communists and with nucleus of victorious 
Viet Minh troops, is merely to invite disaster. 
Much as I am opposed to partition of Vietnam, I would rather 

resort to that desperate recourse, retaining above-all, important 
airbase at Tourane, than to contemplate building ramparts of sand 
in Cambodia and Laos. 

McC.iIntT0ockK 

1 Not printed. |
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790.5/5-1354: Telegram | . a 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State _ 

TOP SECRET | GENEvA, May 18, 1954—8 p. m. 

NIACT ar a 

‘Dulte 66. S/S-R pass Defense. I made an oral presentation to 

Eden of your Tedul 48! and followed it by an informal written : 

, summary. ? British accept Washington viewpoint that we should , 

move forward concurrently on two parallel lines, and are prepared , 

at once to make a start with the five power staff discussions, which 

| they understand will be exclusively concerned with the develop- : 

| ment of military plans. They believe we should not commit our- ’ 

7 selves, nor appear to commit ourselves, at this stage to the exact : 

composition of the wider group which we would hope to eventually | 

; discuss Southeast Asia security arrangement; in other words, the 

second of the two parallel lines of action proposed by your Tedul : 

| 48. They think it would be useful to inform and consult the Co- | 

lombo powers, Thailand and the Philippines, and possibly others, 

about the work of the five power staff. They doubt that Singapore 

: is suitable, but also question Washington as the location, and sug- ) 

gested as an alternative that the first meeting might be in London. | 

We concur with all but the final suggestion. Washington is with- : 

out question the most suitable place. However, I think the sugges- 

: tion made to me by the Australian and New Zealand representa- 

: tives, who have been our. strong supporters in this entire matter, is 

: worth considering; that is, that while Washington is the appropri- | 

| ate location for staff discussions, it might be valuable to have the 

| first meeting at Pearl Harbor. To us this has an added significance, : 

: because it is the headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief Pacific. 

| The British now take the view that a joint statement is not nec- 

essary and, in fact, not particularly desirable. As I mentioned 

before, so much has already been said that any agreed public state- 

, ment might be an anti-climax. The Australian and New Zealand : 

, representatives here, on the other hand, have felt that some sort of 

| announcement would be necessary. Eden and I together worked out ) 

2 the following, which the British could accept and which looks rea- 

| sonably satisfactory to us in case a statement becomes necessary: , 

: “Pending wider discussions of measures to support a stable peace 
in Southeast Asia, the Governments of Australia, France, New Zea- | 

| land, the UK and the US have agreed that their military repre- : 

: sentatives should undertake an examination of the situation in 

Southeast Asia. | oe 

| 1 Dated May 9, p. 466. | | 

2 See footnote 7, p. 468. , : 

| |
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“This examination will be undertaken by existing staff agencies 
formed some time ago for the study without commitment to prob- 
lems of common concern. | 

“The problems to be reviewed will be of interest to a number of 
other countries, notably the powers represented at the Colombo 
conference, Siam, the Philippines, etc. These countries have been 
informed of the intention to initiate this study and, during the 
progress of the work, will be consulted and kept informed.” 

I assume that Washington will now take the initiative in getting 
these staff talks under way, but I would like to be informed at the 

: earliest possible moment so that I can tell Eden. It is a purely tech- 
nical exercise which must be done as a matter of prudence, and 
will be the beginning, I believe, of something of much greater im- 
portance. 

| SMITH 

| 790.5/5-1354: Telegram | | 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET GENEVA, May 13, 1954—7 p. m. 
NIACT | 

Dulte 67. Eyes only Secretary. Supplementing my Dulte 66, and 
for your information only, here is the full text of Eden’s note, 
which gives the British point of view in detail and which shows 
how far they have come in this matter: _ | 

“My Dear Bedell: Thank you for your letter of May 10 giving me 
a summary of the messages which you had received from Washing- 
ton yesterday and which we discussed at noon. | 

“I enclose a copy of the text for the joint statement which we 
agreed would be suitable for use if it is found necessary to make a 
public statement. Meantime you may care to know that in reply to | 
questions in the House yesterday, the Minister of State used the 
phrases which you and I agreed upon, and my feeling is that no 
further public statement is now necessary. 

“As regards the substance, I think you agreed with me that we 
should make a start with the Five-Power staff talks and should not 
commit ourselves or appear to commit ourselves, at this stage to 
the exact composition of the wider group which we hope would 
eventually discuss Southeast Asia security arrangements. 

“My strong view remains that it would be fatal at this stage to _ 
begin discussions with a Ten-Power group. To do this before the re- 
sults of the conference are known would destroy any prospect of 
bringing along the Asian Powers who really matter. 

“What I do think will be useful is that we should inform and 
consult the Colombo Powers, Siam and the Philippines, and possi- 
bly others, about the progress of the work of the Five-Power staffs, 
in the hope that by the time we can see what prospects of Geneva 
are, they will be willing to take an interest in security arrange-
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- ments of a wider character. We on our side shall also keep the Co- : 
lombo Powers fully informed of the developments at Geneva and : 
will do our best to bring them along. - | 

“This is, I am convinced, the best way of trying to bring Asian 
opinion along with us. As you personally are well aware, that has | 

2 ~ been one of my principal anxieties from the beginning. I do not un- 
. derstand how your Chiefs of Staff can have obtained a different | 

fo idea of my purpose. | 
| “There is one further point. We discussed the question where the 
! Five-Power staff agency should have its first meeting. I had origi- | 
2 nally thought that Singapore would be the most suitable, but you 

! thought it should start in Washington. I have now heard from our | 
| - people in Singapore that they rather doubt whether Singapore is in 
: fact suitable from the point of view of Asian opinion, and they 
| throw doubt on Washington for this same reason. I wonder wheth- 
7 er an alternative would be to have the first meeting in London? _ 
| - “T am available at any time in case you would like to discuss this | 
: further. Yours ever, Anthony.” ce | 

| / oe ; | | SMITH | 

| 751G.00/5-1454: Telegram | | | | 

| The Chargé in Pakistan (Emmerson) to the Department of State 

| SECRET a | Karacul, May 14, 1954—1 p. m. | 

| 915. Acting UK HICOM ° states GOP agreeable participate su- — | 

| pervisory arrangement for Indochina on condition all parties in- 

| cluding Communists sign agreement. Pakistanis apparently not 

| | averse contributing troops for such purpose. | 

Murray also says GOP approached by UK on SEATO and like- 

| wise favorably disposed although points out Pakistan Middle East 7 

| responsibilities at present lack military strength prevent. sizeable | 

| contribution SEA defense. Nevertheless position East Bengal de- 

| notes important Pakistan interest SEA. Murray emphasized UK ) 

policy is to keep Indochina supervisory arrangement and SEATO 

entirely separate. | | 

: Embassy assumes Department desires UK carry ball, endorses | 

| Delhi’s request information on US policy this matter (Delhi 1676 to | | 

! Department) 2 would be especially helpful know Department atti- 

| tude toward Pakistan role. | - 
| | | _ EMMERSON 

| 1 J. D. Murray. | 

| 2 Not printed. | | 

| : | : : | | 

| |
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790.5/5-1454: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
| Geneva Conference ! 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, May 14, 1954—3:34 p. m. 
NIACT | | 

Tedul 67. Dulte 662 indicates British accept view we should 
move forward concurrently on two parallel lines, and they pre- 
pared to proceed immediately at least along line of military staff 
discussion. Assume you will be reporting more fully on British 
views re other parallel line of procedure. 

Problem of location of talks appears to us to be closely related to 
problem of public impression we desire create by having talks. We 
strongly believe talks should be held with no publicity whatsoever. 
We glad British now concur that no public statement of any kind 
necessary and we strongly believe talks should not be initiated in 

: manner which attracts attention and gives impression of convoca- 
| tion of a special conference. 

As indicated above, appearance of convocation of special confer- 

ence undesirable. We therefore are opposed to London or Pearl 

Harbor. (Spender tells me Casey prefers Washington.) Our position 

remains firm that talks should be Washington where highly quali- 
| fied representatives already located and talks could be gotten 

under way here immediately without any fanfare. 

We believe prior opening five power talks Washington. it. desira- 
ble inform confidentially Thailand and Philippines and perhaps 

others regarding background these talks and their objective which 

is to explore means by which five powers can assist countries of 
SEA in cooperative effort to defend themselves. UK could similarly 
inform Colombo powers. Subsequently we could decide in light of 

progress made particularly in getting on with SEA regional ar- 

rangements, extent to which participation in military talks by 

other Asian countries, notably Thailand and Philippines, is desira- 

ble. | 

FYI, our feeling is that if talks were held in London even only to 

start with this would suggest that UK view non-participation Indo- 

china war had prevailed and that Indochina tacitly written off in 

1 Drafted by MacArthur and William D. Fisher of the Office of Western European 
Affairs and cleared by MacArthur with Dulles and Admiral Radford. Although the 

- source text is not specifically marked for the attention of Smith, Teduls generally 
were routed to him as head of the U.S. Delegation. 

- 2 Dated May 13, p. 481. _
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| current military planning. At this stage, this likely have particu- 

| larly damaging effect French political situation. ° Loe 7 : 

: | | | DULLES 

| 3 Telegram Tedul 68 to Geneva, May 14, drafted by MacArthur, reports: . | 

: “Ambassador Spender called on me [Dulles] yesterday to say he had been told by : 

| Casey that Casey had told Eden he felt that five-power military conference should 

be gotten under way at once preferably meeting at Washington. He thought also 

that a political conference should be convened with as much Asian participation as 

possible and that exploratory talks should be concluded within not less than two 

weeks. Main gist report was that Australians were concerned over delay in ‘putting 

heat’ on UK.” (751G.00/5-1454) | | | 

| Te _ Editorial Note © | oo : 

| ‘On May 14, MacArthur made notes of a conversation between : 

| the Secretary and Allen Dulles. An excerpt from these notes fol-. | 

| lows: : | | oe 

: “5. Mr. Dulles made reference to Ambassador Donovan’s proposal 

regarding the building of an airfield in Thailand. He said he knew 

! the military objected to assigning and tying down a Wing in Thai- 

land, but he.thought we should go ahead and build an airfield, 

leaving open the question of the planes that would use it. This 

action, he felt, would bolster the morale of the Thais in their con- : 

tinued independence and security. | | OO 

“The Secretary expressed general agreement. He added that he 

had talked to Admiral Radford: about ‘this question, and Admiral 

Radford: had indicatéd a strong reluctance to do much with respect _ : 

| to Thailand. The Admiral had expressed the view that we should 

| go after the seat of Communist power in the Far East, namely, 

China. If we did not do this he felt that measures we took around 

the periphery of Indochina would be of little avail. It was ‘pointed 

4 out to Admiral Radford that whereas Asiatic peoples might be very 

glad to receive the support of the US to enable them to maintain | 

their integrity and independence, they would be reluctant or op- | 

posed to joining with the US in an attempt to destroy Communist | 

power in China. Psychologically, any efforts we made in this direc- tf 

= tion would probably result in the Asiatics feeling that we were 

trying to use them in our efforts to get at China rather than that 

we had a general interest in supporting their independence. | 

| “6. Reference was made to the Cabinet meeting this morning and 

1 a question which arose there as to whether we could not stake out 

Lo a line which if the Communists crossed would result in war. The 

difficulty in staking out such a line, with the Communists operat- 

ing through subversion from within, was discussed. The Secretary 

said he had been turning over in his mind the possibility of negoti- 

{ ating security treaties in the immediate future with Formosa and 

Thailand. These treaties would in a sense stake out a position with 

: respect to these two countries. Mr. Allen Dulles indicated that he | 

: thought this possibility was worth considering.” (751G.00/5-1454) :
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For documentation concerning Ambassador Donovan’s proposal, 
see the compilation on Thailand scheduled for publication in Part 
2. The remainder of the notes quoted above are printed in volume 
XII, Part 2, page 1562. 

790.5/5-1754: Telegram . . 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State } 

TOP SECRET GENEVA, May 17, 1954—4 p. m. 
PRIORITY 

_ Dulte 77. Reference: Tedul 67. 2 In reply to question whether sub- 
ject Southeast Asia collective security measures should continue to 
be dealt with here between Eden and General Smith or in future 
be handled between Washington and London, Caccia? said that 
from British point of view as long as Eden was here it would be 
better to carry on business in Geneva. Other questions apart, . 
Caccia felt that only outstanding problem regarding proposed mili- 
tary staff talks was development of terms of reference. He felt that 
Eden was now prepared to go along with Washington as site. 
However with respect to subject in general, a new obstacle has 

been created by published reports of US-French talks on US par- 
_ ticipation in Indochina war. Before this report was published on 

| Saturday Eden had been ready to agree to going ahead immediate- 
ly with military staff talks but now felt he had to await outcome of 
US-French talks. Problem for him was that if French’ were to ask 
for US intervention on terms proposed it would not be possible for 
him to pretend that five-power military staff talks were “without 

| commitment”, for the US and France would in fact be planning on 
basis of very specific commitments. * Caccia said that as far as 
British were concerned it remained essential that proposed five- 
power military talks be without commitment and that Eden be 
able so to report to Parliament. | 

When it was pointed out to him that some time might elapse 
before French Government reached decision whether to request US 
intervention, Caccia seemed to reflect that this aspect had not been 
considered by Eden and he said that the latter would no doubt 
wish to give further thought to this aspect. 

Caccia said Eden was disturbed by press reports indicating De- 

partment had put specific question re adherence to Southeast Asia — 

1 Repeated for information to Paris, marked “Eyes only Ambassador”. 
2Dated May 14, p. 484. 
3 Sir Harold Caccia, Deputy Under Secretary of State in the Foreign Office. 
* For documentation on the French request of May 9 for U.S. consideration of 

military intervention in Indochina, see vol. xm, Part 2, pp. 1522 ff.
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2 pact to certain Colombo states including India and Burma and had © 

. got flat turndown. Eden was also concerned whether this reflected 

: decision on our part not to follow agreed division of labor whereby 7 

: British would deal with Colombo states and US with Thailand, : 

3 Philippines, etc., on this subject. We are assuring British that there : 

is no such intention on our part and that talks between Murphy , 

2 and Ambassadors of Colombo states were of much more general 

I character than that attributed to them by press. 7 | 

SMITH 

: 5 In telegram Dulte 79 from Geneva, sent later on May 17, Smith in part reported: 

“Caccia has just informed us that Eden has gotten off telegram to London recom- ' 

mending approval of immediate start of five-power military staff talks. He has 

asked for reply by tomorrow and believes it will be favorable.” (790.5/5-1754) | | 

396.1GE/5-1754: Telegram Oo | | | 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 

| oe | Geneva Conference os - 

TOP SECRET... -''"— Wasuineton, May 17, 1954—7:51 p. m. | 

~--Togec 190. Limit distribution. Merchant today separately saw 

New Zealand, Australian and British Ambassadors at their re- 

| quest. 1 Informed them he thought general agreement just about i} 

reached on holding five-power military staff talks which we desire 
held Washington without fanfare. Also indicated we intend contin- [ 

| ue parallel talks with broader group interested states, bilaterally if | 

| necessary, on question development regional security arrange- 

| ments. a | Oo | 

i Also reviewed with each of them in general terms talks which : 
| have taken place with French. | 

Ambassadors in the main listened although Munro and Spender | 

by referring to Webb’s and Casey’s statements gave impression 

: they feel political talks should go forward as matter of urgency. 

| Munro and Makins both also queried what French were doing on ~— | 

: matter independence. Munro inquired if we had received any ap- 

proach similar to French from Associated States. He also probed : 

: into question of what type of UN action US had in mind. | 

Makins indicated Eden keeping India, Pakistan and Ceylon in- | 

2 _ formed closely re Geneva developments. He expressed the view 

that all three might come in with respect to a settlement provided | 

| settlement were guaranteed multilaterally by both sides. Makins : 

| added that in so far as he knew there had been no discussion or : 

: 1 Memoranda of these conversations are in file 751G.00/5-1754. !
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_ suggestion that Eden had in mind that these States would come 
into a collective security arrangement as members. 2 

| - a DULLES 

2 In telegram Dulte 71 from Geneva, May 16, repeated for information to London 
and Paris, Smith reported: “Occasion taken yesterday to tell French that we would 
probably shortly be taking initiative in convening five-power military conversations 
in Washington.” (790.5/5-1654) | | 

790.5/5-1854: Telegram | 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State 3 

TOP SECRET | GENEVA, May 18, 1954—5 p. m. 
PRIORITY | | 

Dulte 84. Re Dulte 83.2 Eden handed me following copy draft 
terms of reference for Five-Power military staff talks which he is 
submitting to London. I believe they are generally acceptable and 
would appreciate Department’s views as soon as possible. 

Begin verbatim text. oo 
1. Venue—start in Washington, with the right to move elsewhere 

later, e.g., Singapore, if found advantageous. _— 
2. Terms of reference—the Five-Power Staff Agency representa- 

tives will undertake military planning studies in order to recom- 
mend possible courses of action to enable an effective line of resist- 
ance to further Communist aggression or infiltration in Southeast _ 
Asia to be established. They would-examine all possible courses of © 
action in the light of the current situation and of the known:capa- 
bilities of the anti-Communist countries concerned in Southeast 
Asia and the Western Pacific. | | 

3. Informing participating and non-participating powers. 

(a) Participating powers. 7 
Australia and New Zealand to be informed in Geneva by 

UK. France to be informed by US-UK in Geneva. | 
(b) Non-participating powers. | 
US Government to inform Siam and Philippines. 
HMG to inform Colombo powers and Canada. 

Non-participating powers to be informed that the object of the 
exercise is “to examine without commitment the various contingen- | 
cies with which we may be faced, including practical means of help 
for those nations of SEA who may call for it”. ? This was the word- 

1 Repeated for information to London and Paris, marked “eyes only Ambassador”. 
2 From Geneva, also dated May 18. A portion reads: “At lunch today Eden in- 

formed me he had received authorization from London to go ahead with five-power 
military staff talks.” (790.5/5-1854) 

3 Wording in substance similar to that quoted here is in statements made in the 
House of Commons on May 10, by John Selwyn Lloyd, Minister of State in the For- | 
eign Office, and on May 17 by Prime Minister Churchill. For texts, see Parliamenta- 

Continued
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2 ing used in the House of Commons, and we would prefer it to the 

: wording proprosed by Washington, which was “to explore means by | 

po which the Five Powers can assist the countries of Southeast Asia in | 

| a cooperative effort to defend themselves”. + | 

| ~ Comment: I see no objection to British taking this line with Co- | 

, lombo powers, but believe we should feel free to inform Thailand ) 

| and Philippines as we deem best. End comment. ° - | 

| 4. Start of Meetings—first meeting to be called by US military : 

: authorities in Washington through normal military channels. : 

: 5. Publicity—no public announcement at the beginning of the 

talks, and no information to be given to the press as the talks pro- 
ceed. © Questions to be answered on the lines already taken in the 

| House of Commons (see above) if there is a leakage. End verbatim | 

text. 7 , | 

cos es | | _ SMITH 

| ry Debates, House of Commons, 5th Series, vol. 527, cols. 832-833 and 1692-1694, re- : 

| spectively. — | | 

4The quotation is from NSC Action No. 1112, May 8, transmitted in telegram | 3 

| Tedul 48, May 9, p. 466. | a 

| 5 Tn his memorandum of a conversation with the President on May 19, Dulles 

| - wrote: se ee RN | | | | 

| “T mentioned to the President the cable from Bedell Smith (Dulte 84) with refer- 

| ence to five-power military talks at Washington. The President concurred in Smith’s 

suggestion that the British could report informally to the Colombo powers as they | 

proposed leaving us to inform Thailand and the Philippines as we deemed best.” (Ei- 

| senhower Library, Dulles papers, “Meetings With the President”) a 

A longer extract from the memorandim is printed in vol. xm, Part 2, p. 1583. 

| _.8 Telegram Tedul 88 to Geneva, May 19, marked “For Under Secretary from Sec- 

: retary” and drafted by O’Connor and MacArthur, reported: | : | 

| “A news ticker report from London indicates British sources have informed the | 

press there re agreement on five-power talks. In view of firm UK agreement set 

| forth in Dulte 84 that there would be no publicity whatsoever and no announce- 

| ment to the press I find this development most disheartening. Unless you perceive 

: objection, please mention this to Eden and tell him ticker report on information i 

given out in London arrived at precise time that President was going over his pro- 

’ posal which specifically stated nothing would be said to press.”’ (790.5/5-1954) | 

| ne - Editorial Note 

| On May 18, Murphy discussed Indochina and several other topics | 

| with Ambassador R. S. S. Gunewardene of Ceylon. Murphy pointed | | 

| - out that Secretary Dulles was continuing efforts to promote a re- : 

gional grouping in the area of Indochina. | | | 

| “Mr. Gunewardene said that his personal reaction was that some | | 

grouping for consultative purposes was necessary. Such a group 

: might consult together, observe the situation, and it might in time 

: be able to work up to something more positive. He thought some | 

forum had to be created and that the grouping should not be too 
rigid and legalistic at the start. He believed preconceived ideas did | 

| | 
bo 

| 

| |
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_ not help discussion; there should be a free exchange of ideas and 
then the group should reach the largest possible measure of agree- 
ment. He said that each Asian country has its own problems and 
suggested that perfect unanimity among the Asian nations was not 
likely although they tended to view Indochina and similar prob- 
lems in much the same light. He believed that the Communists 
have exploited nationalism in Indochina.” (Memorandum of conver- 

| sation by William L. S. Williams, Officer in Charge of India, 
Ceylon, and Nepal Affairs; 751G.00/5-1854) 

S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1 | 

Memorandum by Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President 
for National Security Affairs } 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 19, 1954. 

U.S. Objectives (Paragraph 10, NSC 5405): 2 

“To prevent the countries of Southeast Asia from passing into 
the communist orbit, to persuade them that their best interests lie | 
in greater cooperation and stronger affiliations with the rest of the 
free world; and to assist them to develop toward stable free govern- 
ments, with the will and ability to resist communism from within 

| and without, and to contribute to the strengthening of the free 
world.” 

U.S. Motives in Forming Regional Grouping: 

1. its overriding concern is for the independence and welfare of 
the countries of the area; 

2. it is not seeking to draw them into any alignment that would 
compromise their independence; 

3. it scrupulously respects the rights of other nations to free and 
stable governments and institutions, secure from foreign domina- 
tion, external aggression, and internal conspiracy instigated by a 
foreign power; 

4. it is prepared to join in a collective effort toward that end in 
_ order that the countries of the area may achieve their goals of in- 

dependence, peace, and economic progress; 
| ). in consultations on matters of common interest in the regional 

grouping, its purpose would be to receive advice no less than to 

give it; | 

6. participation by the U.S. is not intended by the U‘S. as a step 
- in a war against Communist China. | | 

1'This paper is apparently the “informal statement’? mentioned in the extract 
from the memorandum of discussion at the 198th Meeting of the National Security 
Council, held May 20, p. 496. 

2 Dated Jan. 16, p. 366.
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Regional Grouping No. 1 Regional Grouping No. 2 Regional Grouping No. 3 

Purpose | Purpose Purpose 

| Assuming no acceptable Assuming end of hostil- (May be formed either 

settlement and continu- ities as result of negoti- during hostilities or 

; ance of hostilities in ated settlement or Com- after their cessation.) 

. Indochina: either munist conquest of all To foster cooperation on 

| (1) to defeat the Vietminh __ or part of Indochina: economic and __ social 

by eliminating orga- (1) to exchange informa- problems. 

nized Vietminh forces; tion on meeting prob- : 

or | lems causing vulnerabil- 

; (2) to prevent the Viet- ity to Communist ex- 

| minh from gaining con- pansion; 
| trol of Indochina. — (2) to create psychological- , 

| | ly important common : : 

front against Commu- - : 

| | - nist expansion; , CO 

1. | (3) to give direct assist- | 

| | ance to a participating | 

a Asian government, on , : 

— its request, against Com- : 
munist insurrection; 

2 (4) to defend a participat- : - : 

ing Asian government, | 

on its request, against | 
external Communist | | 

4 - - ~ attack; with moral sup- 
' port of other Asian par- | | mo 

| | ticipants; | 

| 
_ (5) provision by Asian par- | | ! 

| | po han ae ticipants of facilities | 

| . _ and, if possible, some b 

forces in aid of (8) and [ 

| nna (4) above. 

| Membership Membership Membership | | 

| 1. US, France, Assoc. 1. US, UK, Australia, New 1. US, UK, Australia, New 

| States, Thailand. Zealand, Thailand, Phil- Zealand, Thailand, Phil- 

| 2. Philippines—probably. ippines. ippines, Pakistan. | 

3 Australia, New Zea- 2. To extent grouping is (2. France, Associated 

land—Possibly after applicable to Indo- States?) | 

Australian elections. china—France, Associat- 38. India, Burma, Indone- | 

4. UK—No. ed States. sia, Ceylon, probably 

| 5. Pakistan—moral sup- 3. Pakistan—probably. during early ‘years if no 

boo port. — 4. India, Burma, Indone- prejudice to their non- 

| _ 6. India, Burma, Indone- sia, Ceylon—benevolent alignment policy. i 

sia, Ceylon—neutral. neutrality, would prob- (4. Japan? Republic of | 

| | | ably join in event of fur- | Korea? Chinese Nation- 

: : ther Communist Chi- alists?) : i 

| eee! 7 | nese aggression. | 

Basic Questions . | : 

1. If the Tonkin Delta is lost, is it militarily feasible to prevent 
| . | . . | 
| Communist control of the rest of Indochina and of Southeast Asia? 

| 2. Would the loss of Southeast Asia be so damaging to US. secu- 

rity and prestige that the U.S. should intervene now in Indochina, 

! even at the risk of war with Communist China and possibly of gen- : 

eral war? | | | | 

| 3. Can the Tonkin Delta. be successfully held by U.S. intervention | 

pO now in Indochina: (a) by U.S. air and naval forces alone?; (b) by 

| 
|
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USS. air, naval and ground forces?; (c) only by direct U.S. attack on 
Communist China? | 

| 4. Should the U.S. intervene now in Indochina as part of a limit- 
ed regional grouping, if such action: (a) endangers the U.S.-UK al- 
liance? (b) prejudices possibility of later forming a wider grouping 
to try to protect the balance of Southeast Asia, if all or part of 
Indochina is lost? 

5. Will the loss of all or part of Vietnam make easier or more 
difficult the formation of a regional grouping to defend the rest of 
Indochina? : 

6. Is it essential for U.S. to decide, if it intervenes in Indochina, 
that it will tactically use new weapons as militarily desirable? 

7. Should the U.S. objective, in now intervening in Indochina, be 
(a) offensively, to defeat Vietminh forces, or (b) defensively, to pre- 
vent Communist control of Indochina? 

Other Questions 

8. Should action be taken now on a piecemeal basis, as in con- 
templation of a regional grouping (i.e. the Thailand air base; a bi- 
lateral treaty U.S.-Thailand)? 

9. If Indochina is lost, should France participate in any regional | 
grouping? — 

10. Relation to UK if UK is not included in small regional 
grouping formed for intervention? 

11. Does U.S. insist that Asian nations side with the U.S., or is it 
sufficient if they remain neutral so long as they will cooperate or 
be benevolent and not go to Communist side? | 

12. Can India (possibly other Asian countries) be helpfully given 
a responsibility, as an opening wedge, in relation to an armistice in 
Indochina? 

13. Relation to regional grouping of Japan, ROK, Chinats? | 
14. If either grouping 1 or 2 is formed, should U.S. also proceed 

simultaneously to form grouping 3? 

15. Should the U.S. in agreeing to intervene in the Indochina 

hostilities make clear to France that West Germany must be 

brought into NATO or EDC? 

Editorial Note 

During the President’s news conference held in Washington on 

May 19, the following exchange occurred: 

| “@. Laurence H. Burd, Chicago Tribune: Mr. President, can you 
say what you think the prospects are of Great Britain joining in 
the Southeast Asia Pact? | 

“The President. No, I can’t, because I don’t know. :
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_“@. Mr. Burd: Do you think we could build an effective pact back 
| there without Great Britain’s support? ae Joss | 
3 “The President. Well, after all, you must remember that Austra- , 
: lia and New Zealand are the countries of the British Common- | 

: wealth of Nations that are directly involved. I should say that with | 
: the proper Asiatic nations, which of course I lay down as a sine qua : 
2 non, and Australia and New Zealand, we might possibly work out : 
? ‘something that would be maybe not as satisfactory or as broad as ) 

! you would like it, but could be workable” 

, For full text of this news conference, which includes additional : 

exchanges concerning the situation in Southeast Asia, see Public 

Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D. Eisenhow- 

; er, 1954 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1960), pages 

489-497. pete Sasa in Bg ! 

790.5/5-1854: Telegram - ; | ; | | - - . | | | 

_ The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the , 

1 | / Geneva Conference * _ | ae 

TOP SECRET .... _ WASHINGTON, May 20, 1954—10:32 a.m. | 
1 NIACT —~— | | 

' _ Tedul 98. Under Secretary from Secretary rptd info and eyes 2 

only Ambs. | | | ) 
; JCS have submitted following comments on draft terms of refer- 

| ence for five-power.military talks: | | . | | 

; “1, The recommendations of the JCS on State Dulte 84 May 18, 

1 1954 on above subject are as follows: = aT : 

: “a Re para 1, meetings should be held and completed in 
| Washington. JCS do not concur in British recommendation ‘to 

] move elsewhere later’. | | a 
| \ “b. Re para 2, terms of reference should read as follows: 

4 ‘Military representatives of participating powers (i.e., no refer- 

ence to be made to a five-power staff agency) will meet. in | 

i Washington and will undertake military planning studies, ob- | 
: jective of which will be to examine, without commitment, secu- 
4 rity matters of mutual interest and to explore means by which 

: military assistance could be rendered to countries of SEA 
; which might request it.’ | | 

“c. Re subpara 3(A), US and UK should inform France, Aus- oF 
4 tralia, and New Zealand, simultaneously and jointly, in : 
4 Geneva. | ; poe 
{ “d. Re subpara 3(B), US Govt should inform Japan, Republic 
: of Korea, Nationalist Govt Republic of China, Thailand, and 
' | Philippines. UK may inform Colombo powers and Canada. 3 
4 ——_—_—— : 

j 1 Drafted by Dulles personally and approved for transmission on his behalf by 

i _ MacArthur; repeated niact to London and Paris. ~ . |
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“e. Re unnumbered subpara following subpara 3(B), non-par- 
ticipating powers should be informed that purpose of exercise 
is ‘to undertake military planning studies, objective of which 
will be to examine, without commitment, security matters of 
mutual interest and to explore means by which military assist- 
ance could be rendered to countries of SEA which might re- 
quest it.’ 

“f. Re para 4, as to start of meetings, upon notification from 
Geneva of acceptance by France, Australia, and New Zealand, 
US military authorities would initiate call for first meeting. 

“g. Re para 5, there should be no public announcement at be- 
ginning of talks and no information should be given to press as 
talks proceed. With reference to possibility of a leakage, in 
that eventuality appropriate quotations from terms of refer- 
ence should be used in answering questions. 

“2. Copy of this memorandum has been provided directly to De- 
partment of State in view of urgency this matter. For JCS:s/ 
Arthur Radford, Chairman, JCS.” 

I discussed above with Admiral Radford this morning and send 
following comments (on numbered paras in JCS memo) for your 

| guidance in further talks with Eden: Po 

l.a. I explained to Radford that in our opinion any decision to 
move elsewhere would have to be concurred in unanimously by all 
participants and is not subject to majority vote. This is our inter- 
pretation which you might confirm with Eden. 

1.b. JCS attaches particular importance to this para dealing with __ 
terms of reference and we hope very much‘ you can--get Eden to 
accept. 

l.c. Assume you can work out arrangements to inform France, 
Australia, and New Zealand simultaneously or jointly in Geneva of 
terms of reference when they have been agreed by US and UK. 
ld. We of course reserve right to inform other countries in gen- 

eral terms re exercise and would expect in fact to inform countries 
mentioned in JCS memo and possibly others. 

l.e. Is designed to bring information to others in line with terms 
of reference proposed in 1.b. above. 

1.f. Self-explanatory. 
| l.g. Has been somewhat overtaken by events as result of yester- 

day’s leak in London. 

There is one point which has not been covered in Eden’s memo 
which is, informing Associated States. We are going on assumption 

this is oversight since notification of these States we regard as es- 

sential. Suggest you seek Eden’s agreement to their being in- | 
formed. Assume this would be done by French and possibly your- 
self also as representative of host govt. 

DULLES
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| 790.5/5-2054 ; | | 

: Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of | 

Philippine Affairs (Bell) ; 

: SECRET . [WASHINGTON,] May 20, 1954. 

Subject: Five-Power Staff Talks | : 

| Participants: Dr. Melquiades Gamboa, Philippine Chargé | | 

| ss @’ Affaires : ee : 

: -... Captain Carlos Albert, Philippine Armed Forces © : 
Attaché : a an | 

_  RE—Mr. Drumright | OO | | 

: PSA—Mr. Bell ; oe 

| Dr. Gamboa referred to press reports of five-power military staff 

conversations and asked Mr. Drumright if he could confirm or 
deny these reports. | , | | 

| _ Mr. Drumright stated that such conversations with the British | 
| and the French had been held periodically since about 1950 or 

1951, that the Australians and the New Zealanders were brought : 
: in in 1952, that some of these conversations had been held in Hono- 

4 lulu: and in Indochina, and that they were concerned primarily | 

I with an exchange of views on intelligence and planning. He point- 

ed out that these discussions had been held on a “low level.” Mr. : 

: Drumright further emphasized that .we are continuing with our 
plans for united action concerning which the Philippines have al- | 

ready been consulted and that the meetings of the five-power mili- ! 

1 tary staff representatives were completely separate from united 

| action. He stated that the British had been reluctant to participate 

| in any united-action plan until after the Geneva Conference and 

| that the British had suggested the five-power staff discussions. Mr. 

! Drumright stated that the possibility of five-power staff discussions | 

| was under active consideration but that no firm decision had yet : 

been reached by this Government. He emphasized to Dr. Gamboa 

that it was our hope to keep the Philippines and Thailand in- 

formed during any such staff discussions. | 

Captain Albert asked if the discussions now under consideration : 

would be on a higher level than previously and Mr. Drumright con- | 

| firmed that such was the expectation. Mr. Gamboa asked if the dis- 

’ cussions would be held in Washington and Mr. Drumright said that : 

: we favored Washington as a meeting place. | 

| | 

| | | | 

| | 

| | | 
! 

po
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file . ‘ oe 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 198th Meeting of the National 
Security Council Held on Thursday, May 20, 1954 3 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

Present at the 198th Meeting of the Council were the President 
of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United 
States (presiding for part of Items 1 and 8); the Secretary of State; 
the Acting Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations 
Administration; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. 
Also present were the Secretary of the Treasury; the Secretary of 
Commerce (for Item 6); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the 
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (for Items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5): 
the Federal Civil Defense Administrator (for Items 1, 4 and 5); the 
Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers (for Items 1, 2 and 8); Mr. 
Milton for the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the N avy, 
and the Secretary of the Air Force (for Items 1, 2 and 3); the 
Deputy Director, Bureau of the Budget; Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce Anderson and Marshall Smith, Department of Com- 
merce (for Item 6); Admiral Delany, Foreign Operations Adminis- 
tration; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Chief of Staff, U.S. 
Army, the Chief of Naval Operations, the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air 
Force, and the Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps (for Itéms 1, 2 and | 
3); the NSC Planning Board (for Items 1, 2 and 3), as follows: Mr. 
Bowie, Department of State; Mr. Tuttle, Department of the Treas- 
ury; Gen. Bonesteel, Department of Defense; Mr. McDonnell, De- 

| partment of J ustice; Gen. Porter, FOA; Mr. Elliott, ODM; Mr. Reid, 
Bureau of the Budget; Mr. Snapp, AEC; General Gerhart, JCS; Mr. 
Amory, CIA; and Mr. Staats, OCB. The following were also present: 
the Director of Central Intelligence; Mr. Cutler, Special Assistant 
to the President; Gen. Persons, Deputy Assistant to the President; 
Gen. Carroll, White House Staff Secretary; Mr. Harlow, Adminis- 

trative Assistant to the President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; 

and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. _ 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 
the main points taken. 

1 Drafted by Gleason on May 21. :
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: 8. Regional grouping in Southeast Asia (NSC Actions Nos. 1086-b ; 

| and c, 2 1104-b, ? and 1112 ;* NSC 5405 °) - 

| Mr. Cutler summarized the four Planning Board meetings which 

| had been devoted to the preparation of an interim report on the 

| regional grouping for the defense of Southeast Asia. Owing to dis- | 

: agreements in the Planning Board, no paper for Council consider- | 

| ation had been completed. Nevertheless, Mr. Cutler himself had | 

prepared an informal statement ® consisting of a description of | 

three possible types of regional grouping. To this he had added a 

, series of basic questions which brought out the differences of opin- — | 

: ion in the Planning Board consideration of the problem. He then ? 

| called on Secretary Dulles for comment. , a 

Secretary Dulles expressed the opinion that the discussions in | 

the Planning Board, as described by Mr. Cutler, had been useful. | 

| He stated that the situation with respect to creating a regional : 

2 grouping had been fluctuating. He had been obliged to “feel his 7 

| way” and accommodate his views to those of the representatives of : 

! the other nations. Secretary Dulles suggested that when you start- | 

ed to stir up a thing like this regional grouping, you couldn’t be 

sure precisely what would come up. But in any event, the stirring 

: process had evoked a very lively reaction among such South Asian 

| nations as India and Pakistan. It was quite possible that the end 

result of our efforts to create a regional grouping would be differ- . 

| ent from what we had originally planned, but the results, neverthe- . 

| less, might be very useful to us. In other words, Secretary Dulles | 

said he didn’t think we were going to get the thing we were osten- 

sibly after, but we would probably get something better than if we 

: hadn’t tried at. all. The United Kingdom is obviously trying to in- 

| terest India and Pakistan in the problem. If the British succeed in : 

| bringing in India and Pakistan, it would constitute a triumph for 

British diplomacy. It would also be a triumph for us, even if we | 

| couldn’t claim it tobe. | 

Mr. Cutler asked Secretary Dulles if he knew anything of the | 

| content of the plan for Indochina which Krishna Menon” was hur- | 

| rying to present at Geneva. Secretary Dulles replied that he had no | 

idea of the content, but that Menon was a “pretty bad fellow’. The 

7 2 Included in the memorandum of discussion at the 192d NSC Meeting, Apr. 6, | 

| 1954; see vol. xm, Part 1, p. 1250. - | 

i: 3 Included in the memorandum of discussion at the 194th NSC Meeting, Apr. 29, 

1954, ibid., Part 2, p. 1431. , | 

: 4 See footnote 2, p. 463. | | | 

4 5 Dated Jan. 16, p. 366. | : 

| 6 See his memorandum dated May 19, p. 490. | 

7 Ambassador of India in the USSR. i 

| : 
| | 

| | 
| | 

i
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President observed that judging from the past activities of Menon, — 
whatever the content of his plan it was not likely to be acceptable. 

At this point the President was obliged to withdraw from the 
| meeting, and Mr. Cutler asked the Secretary of State for further 

comment on the status of his efforts to achieve a regional grouping. 
As of today, said Secretary Dulles, there is substantial agreement 

between the U.S. and the U.K. on initiating five-power military 
conferences in Washington. The agreement was not, however, as 
complete as was indicated by reports in the press. The British had | 
been leaking vigorously news items to the press in the course of 
the last 48 hours, perhaps in the hope of covering up their differ- 
ences with the United States on the formation of the regional 
grouping. They were attempting, in short, to disguise the fact that 
they had broken their engagement to us on this subject made on 
April 13. ® The essence of the difference was whether the examina- 

tion of a possible regional grouping should be made during or after 
the Geneva Conference, and the British were now trying to make it 
appear that they had never disagreed with our proposal to conduct 
this examination while the Geneva Conference was still in session. 

Another explanation of the British attitude was their obvious 
desire to associate the Colombo Conference powers with a regional 

grouping for the defense of Southeast Asia. Secretary Dulles specu- 
lated that perhaps there was a healthy competition between our- 

selves and the British in the effort to achieve some kind of regional 

grouping. On the other hand, Secretary Dulles declared himself not | 

optimistic about establishing any very useful regional grouping 
very quickly. 7 

Meanwhile, talks had been going on in Paris with the French 
with respect to our pre-conditions for military intervention in Indo- 
china. These talks with the French had now been interrupted, 

owing to the departure of General Ely to Indochina for a brief in- 
spection of the military situation there. We had agreed, said Secre- 

tary Dulles, that General Trapnell 9 should go to Paris to discuss 

military problems with Premier Laniel and his associates. In fact, 

General Trapnell had been on his way to Paris when we received 
word that General Ely had gone to Indochina. We had accordingly 
called General Trapnell back from Gander, but he would be sent to 

Paris again after the return of General Ely. 
Secretary Dulles indicated that if these talks with the French on 

pre-conditions succeeded, they would form the cornerstone of a re- 

gional grouping which would include Indochina, but he did not be- 

8 Regarding this development, see Dulles’ memorandum of conversation, Apr. 30, 
vol. xvi, p. 622. | 

8 Maj. Gen. Thomas J.H. Trapnell, Chief of MAAG in Vietnam, August 1952- 
April 1954.
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. lieve that the French had really made up their minds whether or _ | 

not they wanted to continue the war in Indochina with U.S. par- , 

| ticipation. These talks were probably being used chiefly to _ 
7 strengthen the French bargaining position with the Communists at | 

| Geneva. While one couldn’t be sure, Secretary Dulles felt that even 

, if Premier Laniel agreed to meet our pre-conditions, the French 

| Chamber of Deputies wouldn’t go along with the decision. He was 

therefore inclined to the view that in our conversations with the 

French on pre-conditions we were going through an academic exer- | 

: cise except in so far as these conversations affected the Geneva 

| Conference. He did not exclude, however, all possibility that the 

| French might ultimately agree to internationalize the conflict. 

| With respect to the U.S. pre-conditions, Secretary Dulles ex- | 

pressed the view that we might be exaggerating the significance of | 

the independence issue for the Associated States. The Associated | 
| States had already achieved in fact a very high degree of independ- _ 3 

ence. Moreover, if we harped on the independence issue it might | 

| well rise to embarrass us when the scene shifted from Indochina to : 

| Malaya. _ | 
In explaining the hesitations of Australia and New Zealand, Sec- 

: retary Dulles pointed out that the Australians were in a tough spot 

| in view of the imminence of the national election. Accordingly, we _ | 

2 - had refrained from pressing the Australians too hard. Secretary ! 

| Dulles indicated that the Foreign Minister of New Zealand was | 

seeing the President this afternoon: 1° Both these Dominions were 

: torn between their sentimental ties with the United Kingdom (now | 

| greatly strengthened by the visit of the young Queen) and their : 

| practical security ties with the United States. Above all, they E 

| wished to avoid making a choice between these ties. .. .. . : 

| [Here follows discussion of the military situation in Indochina | 

| and of the Geneva Conference. These portions of the memorandum 

| are printed in volume XIII, Part 2, page 1586.] | 

The National Security Council: 14 

a. Discussed the subject in the light of a report by Mr. Cutler, | 
based on the discussion of the subject in the NSC Planning Board. 

b. Noted and discussed an oral report by the Secretary of State 
| on developments with respect to the formation of a regional group- 

| ing in Southeast Asia; the Geneva Conference; and the military sit- | 

| uation in Indochina. ! 

| | : | S. EverETT GLEASON 

10 Record of the substance of this meeting has not been found in Department of ! 
| State files. | | 

| 11 The lettered subparagraphs constitute NSC Action No. 1132. (S/S-NSC (Miscel- | 
: laneous) files, lot 66 D 95) | 

| | |
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790.5/5-2054 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor of the Department 
of State (MacArthur) | 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 20, 1954. 

Subject: Southeast Asia Defense 

Participants: The Secretary | 

Foreign Minister Webb, New Zealand | | 

Ambassador Munro, New Zealan4d 

Minister Laking, New Zealand 

Mr. MacArthur, C | 

The Secretary opened the conversation by saying that he as- 
sumed Mr. Webb would like to be brought up-to-date on the pro- 
posed five-power military talks in Washington. The Secretary said 
the British had come up with a proposal two weeks ago suggesting 

that the talks start in Washington with the possibility of moving to 
Singapore or some other place later if this seemed desirable. The 
British proposal also had a paragraph which dealt with proposed 

terms of reference for the group. He said the US believed the talks 

should be in Washington and should only be transferred to some 
_ other place if there was full agreement by each of the five partici- 

| pating powers. The Secretary then read the terms of reference set 

forth in Eden’s memo of May 18 (paragraph 2 of Dulte 84).1 He 
then read the US counterproposal suggested by the US Joint Chiefs 
of Staff which he said had been sent to Mr. Eden this morning 

(paragraph 1b of Tedul 93). 2 

The Secretary said he was not certain there was any great differ- 

ence of substance in the two texts but that the US military had a 
strong preference for their text. Mr. Webb expressed the view that 

when the military representatives of the five powers actually got 

together and met, the precise wording of their terms of reference 

would probably not seriously affect their discussions. 

Mr. Webb then said he would be interested in knowing the level 

at which the US envisaged these talks being held. The Secretary 
said he did not know what individual the Department of Defense 

had in mind but that he understood it would be a general officer of 
possibly a three- or two-star rank. Mr. Webb said the New Zealand 
Government took these talks very seriously and hoped the level of 
representation would be on the high side rather than on the low 

1 Dated May 18, p. 488. . 
2 Dated May 20, p. 493. |
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side. He thought this was important not only substantively but also : 
. to give the impression to the world that the five powers were : 

taking the discussions seriously and were represented at a high : 
military level. (Subsequently, Mr. Laking told Mr. MacArthur that : 

| New Zealand was contemplating designating General Gentry, who 
) would proceed to Washington to head up the New Zealand repre- 

sentation.) - ee . | 
| [Here follows a summary of a general review by the Secretary of 

United States policy in Indochina and Southeast Asia since the be- | 
ginning of April 1954.]. . a Sees | 

790.5/5-2054: Telegram | ee - or 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the — 

| Geneva Conference! | ) 
| o | ore ) : 

| TOP SECRET —s_— _ WasuHINGTON, May 20, 1954—7:20 p. m. : 

| ~Tedul 98. Limit distribution. We consider it necessary that we 
| and British work as closely as possible and have as full an under- 

fo standing as possible of each other’s viewpoints and objectives with | 

4 regard to Southeast Asian problems. This particularly important in 
= view recent trend drifting apart from each other and resulting ad- 

: verse effect Western unity. We hope that British now understand | 

| what we are doing in the talks with French at Paris. We are not so | 
sure we have a full understanding of what Eden has in mind with 

: regard to the Colombo powers. We do fully concur that he should, 
in the first instance, work with these powers and with Canada and 
have concurred specifically with his point on this in the terms of : 

reference for the five power military staff talks. We do however be- | 
lieve that this point should not preclude us from talking with the 
representatives of these states here in Washington or at their cap- 

| itals, it being understood that we would take pains not to work at 
- eross purposes with the British and would keep Eden fully in- _ 

, formed. | | os 
, We note (Dulte 66 2) that British concur in our concept of paral- — 

lel lines of development, one with regard to military staff talks and 7 
other with regard collective grouping in Southeast Asia. We would 7 
like fullest information obtainable regarding Eden’s views on the : 

2 latter. You should express our great concern that .if we were to : 

: await final outcome of Geneva before doing anything further with | 

1 Drafted by Fisher. “The Secretary” is typed, uninitialed, in the transmission ap- 
proval line of the source text. Repeated for information to Paris and London. Al- | 
though the source text is not marked for the Under Secretary’s personal attention, 

context and series designator indicate that it was so intended. | 
| 2 Dated May 13, p. 481. 

|
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respect to Southeast Asia we would be playing into hands Commu- 
nists who can stall at Geneva while pressing military situation in 
Indochina to point where Associated States may be beyond saving 

| and it would be too late enlist active cooperation other states in 
area or draw anything like an effective or satisfactory line to be 

| held at all costs. Consequently we believe that prior outcome 
Geneva we must, in addition to having military talks, get UN POC 
into area soonest, clarify possibilities of military participation of 
US and others within Indochina itself and continue preparations 
for collective efforts even though precise stand to be taken by col- 
lective group cannot yet be determined in light uncertainties (1) 
military-political developments within Viet Nam (2) French posi- 
tion (3) prospects for armistice at Geneva. We also hope that our 
talks with French in Paris may help to bolster French at Geneva 
and to give Communists cause for concern that might help achieve- 
ment more acceptable armistice. _ 
We plan talk to Makins here soonest along foregoing lines. 

DULLES 

790.5/5-2154 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State for European Affairs (Bonbright) | | 

TOP SECRET __.s,,,,,. LWASHINGTON,] May 21, 1954. 

Subject: Clarification of Remarks Attributed by-the Press to the | 
: New Zealand Foreign Minister, Mr. Webb, with regard to 

United Action in South East Asia. 

Participants: The New Zealand Ambassador, Mr. Munro 
~~" **""“"Mr. Laking, New Zealand Embassy 

The Secretary of State 
J. C. H. Bonbright, EUR | 

‘The Ambassador began by conveying Mr. Webb’s regrets for not 
coming himself to see the Secretary. This was due to the fact that 
Mr. Webb was on the point of leaving Washington and further- 

more, he felt that his personal presence might not be helpful since 

it would be noted by the press and require further comment. 
According to the Ambassador, Mr. Webb considered that his re- 

marks to reporters yesterday had been grossly misrepresented by 
the press. (He was reported by Chalmers Roberts of the Washing- 
ton Post as having declared that “he could not conceive of a South- 

east Asia alliance without Britain.”)! Mr. Webb thought he had 

1 Roberts’ report reads in part: ‘Webb said he had not discussed with Dulles the 
question of New Zealand’s joining in the proposed ‘united front’ without ppritain. :
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i made it absolutely clear to the reporters that he considered they | 
were asking him to comment on a situation which would not arise. : 

|... All he was saying was that if there were a pact, the British must | 

: be in it. The Ambassador went on to say that this morning Mr. 

D Webb had again made it clear to the press that under no circum- | 
stances was New Zealand trying to impede the negotiation of a I 

. pact or to impede the Secretary’s efforts in this direction. On the 
contrary, Mr. Munro added confidentially that his government — | 

to would make every effort to persuade the United Kingdom to enter : 
a pact for the defense of Southeast Asia. He then gave the Secreta- | 
ry a copy of Mr. Webb’s press statement this morning (Attached). | 

To sum up, Mr. Munro said that Mr. Webb was deeply concerned | 
. and very, very resentful of this misrepresentation and he, the Am- | | 

q bassador, felt the same way about it. — | ae | 
_ The Secretary replied that he too regretted the incident and said ; 

l that when he had read the words attributed to Mr. Webb, he was I 
| | sure he had been misrepresented. While he said that he understood : 

what had happened, the Secretary did not conceal that he was in a | 
‘difficult situation, particularly since he was going up to the Hill at | 

two o'clock today to talk to members of Congress in order to make 
| gure that if we get a pact we will have the funds to finance it. It I 
: was difficult for him when people were in a position to put the 

, question: “Why should we help if we get slapped in the face every | 
{ _ time we try to make a helpful move?” __ 

The Secretary said that obviously we would not want in any way if 
| to put thé’ New Zealand Government in the position of having to 
: choose between the UK and the US. He had been careful not to do | 

this or to raise hypothetical questions in his talks with Mr. Webb. 
Mr. Munro entirely agreed that the question had not.been raised in 
this way. | +t 

2 In response to a question from his Ambassador, Mr. Laking said 

; that Mr. Webb had one other point in mind which was to tell the | 
: Secretary that obviously he could not, as a member of the Com- 

! monwealth, say that New Zealand would enter a pact without the 
UK. This was the reason why Mr. Webb could not go back on what 

1 he said yesterday but put it in its proper context. | | | | 
Mr. Munro then turned to the subject of the five-power military 

: talks. He said that his government attached great importance to I 
yo these talks, as evidenced by the high rank of the New Zealand offi- 

: cer who would take part in them. He understood that our view had 
been that purely military talks would be of little or no value unless + 

But he told reporters with vigor, in reply to questions: ‘I don’t visualize the possibili- 
ty of Britain not being in such an alliance. I can’t conceive of a satisfactory alliance 

| being made that would not include Britain.’’’ (Washington Post and Times Herald, 7 
| Vay 21, 1954) | 

| 
|
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accompanied by political conversations. He thought that at the 
very least there will continue to be informal and confidential ex- 
changes of views on the political and diplomatic level. He would 

expect to carry on such conversations with us in order to show that | 
New Zealand was in earnest about this whole matter and he as- 
sumed that there would be similar bilateral talks between the US 
and UK and others. The Secretary agreed that such talks should 
certainly continue and referred to the conversations between Great 

| Britain and the Colombo powers. He thought that it would be help- 
ful if the Colombo powers would come to realize more fully the 
dangers in the present situation and would be willing to participate 
in such measures as providing troops to patrol and protect an armi- 

stice agreement if one were worked out. In his view the more the 
Asians took over the better. As he had already told Mr. Munro we 

would like to avoid much involvement in the mainland of Asia and 
it was only because we had feared the appearance of a vacuum 
there that we had considered doing something to help fill it. 

In leaving, the Ambassador again expressed how deeply he and 
Mr. Webb had been disturbed by the misrepresentations in the 
press. He was obviously entirely sincere in this. = = 

[Attachment] oo 

Copy oF A Press MESSAGE DaTED 21 May 1954;:By THE UNITED 
| PRESS REPRESENTATIVE IN WASHINGTON 

The New Zealand Minister of External Affairs, T. Clifton Webb, 
reiterated. today that the Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, 
and himself had found a substantial identity of views between the 
United States and New Zealand on the Indochina situation. 

The Minister had seen Dulles yesterday. He said his remarks 
that “we cannot conceive of Britain not wanting to be” in a South- 
east Asia security system referred to a hypothetical situation and | 

did not mean that New Zealand in any way had ‘‘curbed” or put a 
“crimp” in efforts to bring about a pact as had been alleged by a 
leading Washington and a leading New York newspaper today. 

The Minister said his words clearly showed “I feel any form of 
security pact for Southeast Asia that it may be necessary to form 
will, in fact, include Britain.’”’ He added, “New Zealand like the 

United States and other countries is a firm believer that some form 
of pact should be brought about as soon as possible’. |
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790.5 MSP/5-2154 | | 

Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for Far 

Eastern Affairs (Drumrigh) and the Special Assistant for Mutual : 

Security Affairs (Nolting) to the Secretary of State * 

SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] May 21, 1954. 

| Subject: Meeting with Congressional Leaders concerning the : 
Mutual Security Programs for the Far East. > | : 

4 The purpose of this meeting from our point of view is to consider 

: the problem of how best to proceed with the authorization and ap- 

! propriation of funds for the Far East under the Mutual Security : 

: Program despite the uncertainties in Southeast Asia. Speaker 

: Martin 2 (in whose office the meeting will be held) may call on you | 

at the outset for your views. If he does so, we would suggest the 

following procedure: — | Se - : 

| 1. That you outline the various possible alternative situations : 
~ which may develop in Indochina, perhaps roughly as follows: 

a. The continued active prosecution of the war against the 
Viet Minh by French and Associated States forces (the assump- 
tion on which our present Mutual Security estimates for the — 7 

area are based); | 
| b. The internationalization of the war by participation of 

other forces; | | 

c. The conclusion of an armistice with a division or zoning of : 
territory, with, perhaps-an international guarantee; : 

| d. The abandonment by France of the contest, the withdraw- , 
| al of French troops, and the loss of Indochina. 

2. That you point out that, under any of the above situations , 
| which may develop, the need for substantial funds for the area will 

exist, if not for Indochina itself, then for the surrounding states, in- ) 

cluding perhaps Malaya and Burma. The question, therefore, is | 

: how to justify to the Congress and the people the authorization and : 

appropriation of funds in a situation in which the outcome is un- 
| predictable at present, but in which it is certain that the lack of 
| authority to act will greatly diminish the chances of an aceptable . . 
: outcome. We frankly seek the views and advice of the House lead- , 

ers on this problem. | | 
3. On their part, the Department of State, the Department of De- , 

| fense, and the Foreign Operations Administration propose consider- , 
ation of the following approach: | 

a, That the $584 million for military assistance presently : 
programmed for the Far East area for the fiscal year 1955 be : 

: presented on the basis presently outlined to the Foreign Af- 

| 1The source text bears the following marginal notation: “Sec saw R[oderic] 

| O’C [onnor] ”’. 
| 2 Representative Joseph W. Martin, Jr., of Massachusetts. | 

|
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fairs Committee, on the understanding that changing condi- 
tions in Indochina may cause large shifts of emphasis between 
the recipient countries. The present draft legislation provides 
the necessary flexibility with respect to the Mutual Defense 
Assistance funds. | : 

b. That no changes be made in the economic and technical _ 
cooperation programs. : 

c. That the $800 million proposed for Direct Forces Support 
for Indochina be modified in the draft bill to authorize the use 
of this amount, at the discretion of the President, for any pur- 

_ pose consistent with the purposes of the Act in the general 
area of the Far East. It is proposed that language for such an 
amendment be similar to that suggested by Senators Vanden- | 
berg ? and Knowland in 1949 to accomplish a similar purpose 
with respect to the China Aid fund. ? It is, of course, under- 
stood that should the situation develop in a manner which 
would render unnecessary or unwise the use of this discretion- 
ary fund in the area, the money would not be spent. However, 
it is our present belief that the authorization and provision of 
such a fund by the Congress would greatly strengthen the 
cause of the United States and its objective of organizing a col- 
lective defense of Southeast Asia. ® | 

A position paper spelling out in more detail this proposal is at- 

tached. © | 

3 Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan, then ranking minority member of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. | 

* For the pertinent section of Public Law 81-47, approved Apr. 19, 1949, see 63. , 
Stat. 55. 

5 A memorandum dated May 14, from Nolting to the Secretary, indicates that on 
that day Representative John M. Vorys of Ohio, Acting Chairman of the House 
Committee on Foreign Affairs, had suggested to Nolting the notion of a regional ap- 
propriation for military assistance and direct forces support in Southeast Asia. The 
memorandum bears the following handwritten notation: “The Secretary thought 
this was dandy .. . follow up. . . R[oderic] L. O’C [onnor] ”. (790.5 MSP/5-1454) 

6 Position paper not found attached. A copy is attached to a copy of this memo- 

randum in U/MSA files, lot 57 D 567. 
The text of a memorandum from Dulles to President Eisenhower dated May 24 

regarding a meeting with Congressional leaders at 4 p.m. that afternoon reads: 

“I have just had a meeting with the House leadership, Republican and Democrat- 
ic, and including Foreign Affairs, Armed Services, and Appropriations, on flexibility 
of appropriations for Indochina. The meeting was most satisfactory and there was 
unanimity. Sam Rayburn, who was very helpful, remarked that it was the first 
unanimous meeting he had attended in a long time.” (Eisenhower Library, Dulles 
papers, ‘“‘White House Memoranda’’) |
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| 790.5/5-2254: Telegram oe | | 

| The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State - : 

TOP SECRET GENEVA, May 22, 1954—1 p. m. 

NIACT | ee : 

Dulte 97. Eyes only Secretary. Re Teduls 93 and 98.1 Eden left ) 

| early this morning for Paris and London before I had time to ana- 

i lyze or to speak to him regarding our JCS recommendations on the | 

: British text re five-power staff talks. | | 

Since I received these comments in Tedul 93, you have probably , 

: seen Avis Gento 32 of 21 May ? reporting summary given him * by 

~ Colonel Monckton, British military adviser. You will note that the | 

British propose these talks be conducted at Chief of Staff level, | 

: Australia and New Zealand concurring. They intend to send to 

' Washington the Army Chief of Staff, General Harding, with advis- | 

| ers of major general rank from the other three services. This auto-_ 
| matically lifts talks above level of “five-power staff agency”. | | 

| You will also note the comprehensive items for discussion pro- 

. posed by British delegation here to British Chiefs of Staff, which I : 

assume will be adopted. | | 

Under these circumstances, I am extremely reluctant to open up | 

again the whole matter with Eden on the basis of our JCS com- | 

: ments, some of which I think are no longer pertinent, and most of i 

which I think should be settled by these senior staff officers them- | 

selves when they first meet in Washington. . ! 

| 1 Both dated May 20, pp. 493 and 501, respectively. | 

| 2This Army telegram was received in the Department of State on May 28. It 

| reads in part: | | 

2 “Eden has concurred British Joint Chiefs Proposal to conduct Washington five- 

power talks at Chief of Staff level. Propose send Army chiefs. Accompanying will be : : 

1 advisors (major general rank) from three services. Australia and New Zealand 

| concur. : 

4 “British del Geneva yesterday cabled British Joint Chiefs recommending fol- 

fo lowing subjects be considered at Washington: | 

“1, Military situation Indochina, making use of new information obtained by Gen- 
eral Ely and team. 7 | | 

| “2 Courses of action in event no Indochina settlement is reached Geneva. | 

| ~ “3. Courses of action in event settlement is reached Geneva. 

_ “Consensus working level British delegate Geneva that discussion points 2 and 3 

: above should include consideration of: a. Immediate deterrents, b. Strengthening | 

q SEA countries against internal Communism, c. Strengthening SEA countries 

| against external Communism. , 
“Monckton believes discussions should focus on Associated States, Thailand and 

| Burma but not necessarily to exclusion of other SEA countries. | 
‘British delegate Geneva believes it necessary to consider political as well as mili- 

| tary factors during Washington talks. British representatives will have brief pre- | 

pared by Eden as guide.” (790.5/5-2854) | | 

3 Vice Admiral Arthur C. Davis. : 

| |
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Department’s assumption that omission of informing Associated 
States from Eden’s memo? is an oversight, is correct. He under- 
stands they will be informed. He also understands that the infor- 
mation which will be given by the several participants to their Asi- 
atic proteges as to terms of reference will vary. His wording is that 
which he proposes to use to those nations that will be informed by 
Britain, and I told him that we would probably modify it to a cer- 
tain extent in speaking to the countries whom we are to inform. 

I have pushed this matter pretty hard with Eden because I be- 
| lieve that these talks were desirable to lay some of the dust which 

has been raised about disunity, and also because I believe that seri- 
ous military technical discussions are imperative. | 

So far as joint participation in staff conversations are concerned, 
the first objective has already been accomplished by the press. The | 
scope and effectiveness of the second will depend very largely on 
the ability of the soldiers to get down to serious business, and as we 
have quite enough points of friction here, I would hope to be re- 
lieved of the necessity of going again to Eden on this matter unless 
a real major issue arises. 

Monckton informed us that Eden is very concerned about the 
leak to the British press of details regarding the five-power talks 
and that a thorough investigation is being made both at London 
and at Geneva to determine the source. 

| SMITH 

* See telegram Dulte 84, May 18, p. 488. 

790.5/5-2254: Telegram | 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
Geneva Conference ! 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 22, 1954—1:51 p. m. 
PRIORITY 

Tedul 107. Eyes only for Under Secretary from Secretary. Re 
Dulte 97.2 You may advise Eden acceptance his proposal Dulte 

84 3 on following understandings which we believe acceptable and 
understood by other participants: 

1. Any decision to move from Washington would involve unani- 
mous concurrence rather than majority vote. 

1 Drafted by Dulles personally; cleared with Admiral Radford (and approved for 
transmission on behalf of Dulles) by MacArthur. 

2 Supra. 
3 Dated May 18, p. 488.
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_2..We will ourselves prefer to call the group “military represent- 
: atives of the participating powers” but since it is understood that : 
| no official announcement will be made this matter is presumably 
| academic. — oe | | 

| - 8. We understand that the terms of reference should be inter- 
| preted so that the second phrase dealing with examination of “all i 

possible courses of action in the light of the current situation” etc. : 
: is without limitation, and in particular is not restricted by the | 

prior sentence dealing with ‘‘an effective line of resistance.” | 
4, We see no objection to UK informing Australia and New Zea- , 

4 land because of commonwealth relationship. We would also expect © ; 
to keep them informed in view of our ANZUS relationship and in 
fact we did inform Webb fully of the then status of the matter __ 
during his recent visit here. © || oe | 

_ 5. The US would expect to inform others in accordance with its 
standing policies in such matters, possibly varying the precise for- | 

: mulation of the terms of reference according to the circumstances 
of the case. Also, we assume that Associated States will be in- 

4 formed in the first instance presumably by France. : 

| | We suggest that a letter of memorandum be handed to Eden to 
. the foregoing effect at the time you explain the above points orally. 

| For your information US and British Chiefs have exchanged des-. ? 

: patches on the subject of level of representation. British Chiefs | 
originally proposed Chief of Staff level or two star level. US Chiefs 
replied that they preferred two star level. British Chiefs yesterday 
requested reconsideration of this matter and US Chiefs replied that 

: they still preferred the two star level and were not willing to raise | 

it to the Chief of Staff level but would go along with British and 
French senior representation from Washington which would mean 

| that the British could designate four star General Whiteley * and 
French could designate three star General Valluy. ® That is accept- 

| able to the French. US Chiefs intend to maintain their direct rep- : 
resentation in these meetings on two star level, even if British ! 

! accept this last proposal. We feel here that this particular matter | 

is one which can be adjusted between the Chiefs themselves. End 

| a | DULLES | 

| 4 Gen. Sir John F.M. Whiteley, Chairman of the British Joint Services Mission in 
| Washington and British Representative on the Standing Group of the NATO Mili- | 

_ tary Committee. | | 
| 5 Lt. Gen. René Valluy, French Representative on the Standing Group of the 

NATO Military Committee. | | | 

| | |
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790 .5/5~2354: Telegram | oo 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET | GENEVA, May 23, 1954—2 p. m. 
Dulte 100. Eyes only Secretary. Your Tedul 107.1 I will advise 

_ Eden in accordance with your instructions and provide him with a 
confirming memorandum. ? Will omit paragraph four, since Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand have been informed and are participating 
and our relationship to ANZUS is well understood. | 

With regard to final paragraph of Tedul 107, it is completely im- | 
possible for me to understand the reasoning which prompts the de- 
cision by our Joint Chiefs of Staff that they should downgrade the 
rank of our representation on these five power staff conferences. 3 
Regardless of the actual outcome, the simple fact that very senior 
military officers of the five powers were meeting in Washington 
would convince the Russians and Chinese, who inevitably would 
know about it, that, regardless of protestations or statements to the | 
contrary, we really intended serious business. I really regret this 
decision more than I can say. 4 

| SMITH 

1 Supra. 
2 Not found in Department of State files. | 
* Telegram Tedul 112 to Geneva, May 24, drafted by Dulles personally, reads as 

follows: ‘Have discussed final paragraph [of Tedul 107] with Radford and Chiefs will 
reconsider. Their motivation has been primarily political, feeling that British 
wanted high ranking to obviate carrying on broader political talks.” (790.5/5-2354) 

+ A section of telegram Tedul 126 to Geneva, May 26, drafted and approved for 
transmission by MacArthur, reads: “UK military have informed our JCS of receipt 
of message from Eden yesterday indicating he had accepted interpretations set forth 
in your memo; that USDel Geneva had been informed; and that it was now agreed 
talks could proceed as soon as possible.” (790.5/5-2654) The five-power talks began 
in Washington on June 3. 7
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| --'790.00/5-2454: Telegram oe | | 

_ The Ambassador in the Republic of China (Rankin) to the | 
Department of State 1 a 

| SECRET © ee Taipei, May 24, 1954—11 p.m. 
: 640. Department pass CINCPAC. In rather lengthy conferences ! 

2 with Secretary Wilson ? and General Van Fleet * separately, Presi- 
: dent Chiang outlined his views in extenso with particular emphasis 

| on following numbered points: | | : a 

| 1. Useless to hope for solution of Indochina problems in Associat- 
| ed States themselves whether or not SEATO can be established 
: with UK in addition to French participation. US inevitably would ! 
i find itself enmeshed in British and French colonial problems and 

| made to appear to Asians as another champion of colonialism. , 
Nothing short of large scale use of American ground forces in Indo- : 
china could check Communists under these conditions. Further ex- 

1 pansion of military aid to France is simply waste of money as far 
as saving SEA is concerned. (Taipei's 578 and 629) + 

| 2. Only practicable military means of relieving pressure in Indo- 
, china is by threatening coastal flank of Communist China, which is 

| prime move in Red machinery for aggression in Asia. | ; 
3. Anti-Communist countries of East Asia (Korea, Japan, Free 

: China, Philippines) from which Red flank could be threatened are ) 
in area where US has comparatively free hand and need not con- 
cern itself with British and French colonial problems. Moreover | 

4 these four countries have important actual and potential military | 
: power. | 

4. Above four countries should be linked by security pacts with 
| each other and with US. Due present difficulties between Japan | 

and Korea, as well as between Japan and Philippines, Chiang sug- | 
| gested series of trilateral pacts such as US-Japan-China, US-Phil- | 
} ippines-China, US-Korea-China. He pointed out that in common | 

: with US, Free China enjoys good relations with all, and that above 
| approach would give promise of eventually making Korea and Phil- 

ippines allies of Japan against common enemy—Communism. (Tai- | 
|. pei’s 610) § | 

: 1 Repeated for information to Geneva, Hong Kong, Manila, Saigon, Seoul, and 
Tokyo. : 

| 2 Defense Secretary Wilson was on a tour of East Asia which had begun with his 
| arrival in Tokyo on May 13. Besides Japan, his itinerary included South Korea, the | 

Republic of China, and the Philippines. He had arrived in Taipei on May 19 and had : 
2 conferred with President Chiang Kai-shek that same day. He arrived back in the | 2 
| United States on June 2. - | 
3 3 Gen. James A. Van Fleet, U.S. Army, ret., was (at the request of the President) : 
1 at the head of a mission which was surveying military forces and U.S. Military As- | 
' sistance Programs in Japan, Korea, the Philippines, and the Republic of China. The — | 
| Oo mission was in East Asia May 5-July 8. 
; 4 Neither printed. - | 

1 5 Dated May 10, p.477. :
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). Foregoing proposal, if sponsored by US would prove to all -con- 
| cerned existence of firm, long-term, anti-Communist US policy in 

Far East. Such demonstration essential to combat neutralist ten- 
dencies in Japan which Chiang believes are being encouraged by 
what he considers present US indecisiveness. | : 

6. Essential link remaining to be forged before above proposals 
can be implemented is conclusion of bilateral security pact between 
US and Free China. 

Long telegram from Ambassador Koo re his May 19 conversation 
with Secretary Dulles (Department’s 889)® was summarized by 
Foreign Minister for President Chiang before latter’s final talk 
with Wilson May 21. Chiang made no reference to this telegram in 
talking with Wilson or Van Fleet but Foreign Minister told me pri- 
vately both he and President were very disappointed US unwilling- 
ness negotiate bilateral pact with Free China as already done with 
ex-enemy Japan and with Korea, occupying similar position to that 
of Free China. Foreign Minister expects give me detailed memo on 
this subject shortly. Meanwhile he could see no valid objection on 
part of US to pact carefully drawn on purely defensive basis and 
practical value of which would be almost entirely psychological but 
no less important on that account. Chiang’s remarks to Wilson 
doubtless were influenced by Koo’s telegram. He observed inter 
alia that continued refusal by US to conclude security pact with 
Free China ‘would be interpreted as indicating US intention recog- 
nize Red China in due course. ) 

: RANKIN 

6 For a memorandum of this conversation, see volume xiv. 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Meetings With the President” 

Memorandum of Conversation With the President, by the Secretary 

of State 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 25, 1954. 

Deputy Secretary Anderson and I discussed with the President 
the prospective five-power military talks. I said that I was con- 

cerned lest the JCS viewpoint should be presented in a way which 

| would have undesirable political repercussions. Their judgment had 
been that there was little use discussing any “defense” of the 
Southeast Asia area or any substantial committal of U.S. force to 
this area; that United States power should be directed against the 
source of the peril which was, at least in the first instance, China, 

and that in this connection atomic weapons should be used.
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The British at least wanted to discuss the establishment of a de- | 

| fensive line, assuming the loss of all or part of Indochina. : 
4 I said that while I did not question Admiral Radford’s military : 

| judgment, I did not believe that it was serving our political objec- 

tives to present it at this time; that it would lead to U.S. isolation, 

and indeed it had already done so to some extent in connection 

| with Admiral Radford’s last trip to Paris and London. * | 

: If there was U.S. intervention as part of a coalition, no one could, | 

: of course, tell what the consequences might be or whether the ini- 

tial theater would be enlarged. However, it was not politically good | 

judgment to take it for granted that any defensive coalition would : 

| be bound to become involved in a general war with China, and per- | 

2 haps with Russia, and that this would be an atomic war. Lo 

Z The President said he wholly agreed with me and that he was | 

| strongly opposed to any assumption that it was necessary to have a : 

war with China. He said that the JCS should not act in any way 

| which would interfere with the political purposes of the Govern- 

ment, and that he would try to find an occasion to make this clear. 

| He also said that he might plan himself to talk with the military : 

representatives of the other four nations so that they would get di- | 

| rectly from him the political position of the United States. 

Jo eee ee _ «JFD 
| 1 For documentation concerning Admiral Radford’s visit to Europe in April 1954, : 

| see vol. x1, Part 1, pp. 1367 ff. | | 

| a 

| 790.5/5-2554 a | Oe 7 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of Defense (Anderson) to the | : 

| Secretary of State — Oe a | 

| | | 
| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, May 25, 1954. 

| Dear Mr. Secretary: Forwarded herewith are the views of the : 

Joint Chiefs of Staff on the military aspects of defending the rest of : 

Southeast Asia against an overt Chinese Communist attack in the 

: event Indochina is lost to the Communists. Set forth therein is the 

| general order of magnitude of forces and logistic support consid- , 

7 ered necessary for this operation if a static-type defense is em- , 

2 ployed; no analysis is made of the force requirements and logistic 

support necessary for an offensive to attack the source of Commu- | 

: nist military power being applied in Southeast Asia. Your attention 

| is invited to paragraph 7 of the memorandum, in which the JCS 

state that from a military viewpoint the concept of a static-type de- _ ? 

| fense is unsound. | | 
| : 

| |
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I am passing these views to you for your information in connec- 

tion with the current interest in this subject. I am also making a 

copy available to Mr. Cutler for circulation to members of the Na- 
tional Security Council on a limited distribution, need-to-know 

basis. ! : 

| R. ANDERSON 

[Attachment] 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 

Defense (Wilson) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 21 May, 1954. 

Subject: Defense of Southeast Asia in the Event of Loss of Indo- 
china to the Communists : | 

1. As a result of recent military and political developments, in- 

cluding certain public statements by high-level officials of the 

United States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that it is incum- 

bent upon them to determine what military forces and resources 
would be required to hold Southeast Asia against further Commu- 

nist aggression in the event Indochina is lost to the Communists. 

2. Currently approved United States Government objectives re- 

garding Southeast Asia are based on the considerations that: 

a. The passing of the countries of Southeast Asia into the Com- 
‘munist orbit would be inimical to the security interests of the 
United States, and , 

b. The loss of Indochina to the Communist orbit could lead to the 
eventual loss of the other countries of Southeast Asia to the Com- 
munist orbit. 

3. In the event that Indochina is lost to the Communists, the 

United States must take as an objective the prevention of the loss 

of the rest of Southeast Asia (Thailand, Burma, and Malaya) to the 

Communists. 

4. There are two basic military concepts for the defense of South- 

east Asia: 

a. Static type defense (Korea type). 
b. An offensive to attack the source of Communist military power 

being applied in Southeast Asia. 

1 An unsigned, handwritten, marginal note reads: “Sec. saw 5/27/54”. Cutler, in a 
7 memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, May 26, advised that, since a new policy 

issue was not involved, he saw no need to circulate the JCS memorandum to the 
NSC. The text of Cutler’s memorandum is printed in Department of Defense, United 
States- Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 9, p. 494.
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, 5. The force requirements and inherent logistic implications for a | 

| “static” defense of the remaining countries of Southeast Asia— 

! Burma, Thailand, and Malaya are of the order of magnitude as 

; shown in Appendices “A” and “B” ? hereto. So long as Burma and : 

| Thailand are not under Communist control, the geography of the 

area and the lack of a Chinese Communist capability for a major | 

| overseas attack renders Malaya secure from external attack. : 

2 Therefore, the force requirements are limited to those necessary to 

| defend Burma and Thailand and to provide internal security : 

2 against infiltration and subversion in Malaya. Should Burma and 

Thailand be lost, to the Communists prior to an Allied decision to 

hold a line in Southeast Asia, the defensive position would have to | 

be established in Malaya. | 
6. A study of the above requirements and implications reveals 

the following extensive and damaging weaknesses inherent in this 

concept: oO | : | | 

| a. It is estimated that it would take a minimum of 12 months to : 
build up the necessary base complex and facilities required to sup- 

: port the forces indicated. __ | eS 
b. These forces would have to remain for an extended period. 

7 --¢. The commitment in manpower and material incident to main- , 

: taining these forces in Southeast Asia for such a period would be 
unacceptable from the over-all viewpoint. | | 

d. The presence of large numbers of United States, Common- 
| wealth, and French troops in this area would provide a basis for 
’ Communist propaganda to develop and intensify anti-Western sen- ; 

timent. : 

e. The dissipation of allied strength through the commitment of | 
| forces of this magnitude to a ‘static’? defense of Southeast Asia 

would contribute to the realization of the politico-military objec- 
tives of the USSR vis-a-vis the free world. 

f. Execution of static defense plan would result in maldeploy- | 
ment and seriously reduce the flexibility of employment of United 

1 States forces. This could seriously jeopardize the United States ca- 
| pability of supporting logistically our present war plans. , : 

: 7. In view of the foregoing, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that 

: from the military viewpoint the concept of a static-type defense 1s | 

: unsound. | | 

: 8. In stating certain implementing actions to the current military : 

posture of the United States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated inter ? 

alia: | 

: “Certain other countries such as Indochina, to which the United 
: States has no specific commitment, are of such importance to the 

: United States that an attack on them probably would compel the | 

2 Appendix ‘“B”, “Probable Magnitude of Logistic Implications’, is not printed, | 

| but see footnote 3, below. |
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United States to react with military force either locally at the 
point of attack or generally against the military power of the ag- | 
gressor. 

It is considered that the rest of the Southeast Asian countries are 
included in the above category. 

9. In view of the above, the United States should adopt the con- 

cept of offensive actions against the ‘military power of the aggres- 
sor’, in this instance Communist China, rather than the concept of 

“reaction locally at the point of attack’’, which is the thesis of the - 

action outlined in paragraphs 5 and 6 above. 

10. The force requirements and the logistic support for the oper- 

ations envisaged in paragraph 9 above are being considered but 
have not been fully developed. However, it is felt that adoption of 
this concept would provide a more acceptable return for the man- 
power and resources expended than would be the case in the con- 
cept of a static defense. 

11. Upon the decision to implement either one or the other of 
these courses of action, it would be necessary to insure the degree 

of mobilization required to take care of the increased possibility of | 
a general war. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

ARTHUR RADFORD 

Chairman 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Appendix “A” | 

ForcE REQUIREMENTS 

1. The general order of magnitude of forces considered necessary 

to hold Southeast Asia against further Communist aggression in 
the event Indochina is lost to the Chinese Communists is set forth 

below. These forces represent the estimated totals required without 

regard to the country from which they come. 
2. Ground Forces 

a. Burma (US. equivalent units) | 
3 Infantry Divisions 

b. Thailand (U.S. equivalent units) | | 
11 Infantry Divisions | 
2 Armored Calvary Regiments 
15 AAA Battalions 
19 FA Battalions 
14 Engineer Combat Battalions
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: -c. Malaya (For internal threat only) = me 

| 6 Brigade Headquarters ee 

| _ 23 Infantry Battalions | | 

: 2 Armored Car Regiments Oe — 

1 Field Battery © - | a | 
| 1 Field Squadron - et : 

8. Naval Forces—Southeast Asia requirement | 

| — ACVA — | Co a 

2CVS/CVL/CVE — a - oe , 

| 8 CA/CL a, oo: aes | 

— §4DD/DDR/DDE_. _ | | SO | 

12 Convoy Escort Vessels _ | OC 

| 1 Composite Mine Warfare Group a | | : 

2 3 VP Rons naan oO wn og ee ee : 

| 2 AV/AVP | - : - , 

| 1/3 Amphibious Lift (Div) re 

_. 1 Underway Replenishment Group Oo CS 

_ Auxiliaries and Coastal patrol craft as required _ a 

A. Air Forces re re , a | ee 

| a. Burma and Thailand _ | | | 

: 2 Medium Bomb Wings* | 

5 Fighter Bomber Wings 
, _ 2 Fighter Interceptor Wings 

~. - 2 Light Bomb Wings | 

| 3 Troop Carrier Wings | | 

1 Tactical Reconnaissance Wing | 

| 3 Mosquito Squadrons | | | 

| b. Malaya (for internal threat only) 

3 Maritime Squadrons (3 x 5 Sunderlands) 

| 3 Transport Squadrons (8 x 8 Valettas) | | 

foo 8 Day/Fighter/Ground Attack Squadrons (2 x 16 Hornets 1 x 

| - 16 Vampires) | os | EE | 

1 Squadron (5 Spitfire aircraft 8 Mosquito aircraft) | 

: -—. 1 AOP Squadron (22 Austers) : a | 

| 2 Helicopter Squadrons (9 Dragonfly Mk 2/4, 6 8.55) _ ! 

| 1 Medium Bomb Squadron # : | 

* Medium Bomb effort as required. For logistic support purposes this will approxi- . 

imate two wings. [Footnote in the source text.] | 

4 3 Appendix “B” “includes estimates of necessary combat and support personnel to : 

: maintain the force levels set forth in Appendix “A”. These figures are: Burma, ‘ 

combat 70,000 and support 65,000; Thailand, combat 252,000 and support 243,000; 

Malaya, combat 34,500 and support 29,000. The preceding figures are for ground i 

| forces. For naval forces, the estimates are combat 52,423 and support 64,645 for the 

| entire area. The air force estimates are: Burma, combat 9,348 and support 6,232; 

| Thailand, combat 46,398 and support 30,932; Malaya, combat 4,380 and support iF 

| 2.920. Grand totals are 466,049 combat and 441,769 support troops, altogether 

: 907,818 men. | 

| 
|
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Editorial Note 

Asked at his press conference on May 25, concerning plans for 
five-power military talks, Dulles replied: ‘There have been going 
on a number of discussions with a number of countries with rela- 
tion both to the political aspects and in regard to the military as- 
pects of a possible collective action in relation to Southeast Asia. 

On the military side there have been plans for consultations both 
in relation to Thailand, where their military position is being re- 
viewed, and Secretary Wilson is in Manila and is having conversa- 
tions there with the Philippine Government with respect to its 
military positions. Some of his military advisers are there with 
him. | 

“There have been some suggestions about discussions between 
the three ANZUS powers, that is, Australia, the United States, and 
New Zealand, and also bringing in the United Kingdom and 
France. There has been no final decision on that matter as yet, but 
conversations as to that possibility are being considered. I want to 
emphasize, however, that these military talks are in no sense in 
substitution for political conversations which are continuing to go 
on. Nor are these five-power military talks, if they take place, in 
any sense exclusive. As I emphasized, there are also similar talks 

: either going on or in contemplation with Thailand and the Philip- 
pines.” (Department of State Bulletin, June 7, 1954, page 864) 

A portion of circular telegram 441, May 28, 9:35 p.m., sent to all 

concerned European, Pacific, Asian, and South Asian Missions, 
reads: | : 

“In answer to press query this morning, departmental spokes- 
man made statement in substance as follows: Governments of Aus- 
tralia, France, New Zealand, the UK and US have agreed talks will 
begin Washington June 3 between military representatives of their 
chiefs of staff. Discussions will survey military situation in Far | 
East. Participating Governments have agreed talks will be without 
commitment. They will supplement concurrent talks with other 
countries; for example, talks which Wilson had at Manila this week 
with Philippines and talks here in Washington with Military Atta- 
ché of Thai Embassy. Talks also going on at Geneva with repre- 
sentatives of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Forthcoming Washing- 

_ ton discussions will form part of a total which will be of value to 
all free governments having interests in Southeast Asia area and 

_ they will also be useful in connection with military or political con- 
versations which may take place on wider basis. In answer to fur- 
ther query he said that US will be represented by Admiral 
Carney.” (790.5/5-2854; Admiral Robert B. Carney was Chief of 
Naval Operations.) | So
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: 790.5/5-2754 | 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Thai and 

| | | Malayan Affairs (Landon) 

i SECRET _ [WASHINGTON,] May 27, 1954. : 

Subject: Five-Power Staff Talks in Washington | 

: ‘Participants: Thai Chargé d’Affaires, M. R. Thuaithep Devakul ; 

: | PSA—Mr. Day _ - Sk 

Oo PSA—Mr. Landon oe 

i ~ The Thai Chargé d’Affaires, Mr. Devakul, was invited to call and : 

to was informed, on a confidential basis, that United States military | 

authorities were inviting military representatives of Australia, , 

- New Zealand, France and the United Kingdom to meet at Wash- ? 

ington on June 3 for staff talks regarding military problems in 

| Asia. It was explained that these were further discussions in a 

! series, previous meetings having been held at Hawaii and Singa- 

| pore. — | 

| Mr. Devakul asked whether these discussions were part of the 

Secretary’s program for “united action” to which Thailand had _ 

subscribed. It was explained to him that the proposed discussions 

| were not essentially part of “united action” but might be regarded : 

1 as a preliminary exercise which might be of value in “united 
- action.” It was pointed out that agreement among the concerned : 

| nations had not yet been reached as to “united action.” 
| Mr. Devakul pressed his point and asked whether Thai. military 

would be invited to join the staff discussions at Washington, point- 

| ing out that Thailand was in the heart of the problem area of 

Southeast Asia and was primarily concerned with any plans for , 

| easing the situation. He was informed that an invitation could not : 

4 be extended at this time but that we would keep him informed of 

[ developments and would hope that the Secretary’s program for , 

| “united action” including Thailand would develop. | 

! Mr. Devakul was not satisfied and he gave his personal adverse | 

i reaction with force but with restraint. 
Mr. Devakul then took his departure but apparently felt so ) 

| strongly on the subject that he proceeded to Mr. Landon’s office : 

where he spoke without restraint in the Thai language using very : 

| | strong metaphors to express his profound displeasure at the exclu- 

] sion of the Thai military from the military discussions. He used | 

| such phrases as “another example of the archaic idea of the white ; 

man’s burden” and “Thailand accepted ‘united action’ without res- | 

| ervation but apparently there is some reservation regarding the _ | 
2 3 

| 
|
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Thai.” He repeatedly made the claim that he was not critical of the _ 
United States Government or of the Secretary but blamed the 
United Kingdom. He asserted that it was his personal belief that if — 
the United States Government were to join equally with Asian 
partners in opposing Communism it would have to take a very 

strong position to move the British and French into the atmos- 

phere of the modern world. | - 
Mr. Devakul was asked if he would like to discuss this problem 

with some higher official in the Department, perhaps even the Sec- 
retary. After some thought he decided that it would be preferable 
to await the return of Ambassador Sarasin who is expected to 
arrive in Washington from Bangkok on June 3! with instructions 

from the Prime Minister regarding action at the United Nations. 

As he took his departure, Mr. Devakul was somewhat calmer and 

he commented several times that his reaction was not an official 
one but was his personal reaction and that his comments were to 

be regarded as purely his own and not those of his Government. 2 

1In telegram 13 to Bangkok from Geneva, June 1, Smith reported on a conversa- 
tion between himself, Robertson, and Ambassador Pote Sarasin the previous day: 

_ “Sarasin reported Thai Prime Minister extremely upset that Thai not invited par- 
ticipate five power military talks in Washington. Under Secretary explained five 
power talks continuation of talks over period several years and did not represent 
discussion by members of collective security organ. Purpose of talks, in addition to 
impetus for collective action, was to obtain best possible military evaluation of Indo- 
china situation. Other interested countries would be kept informed and at appropri- 
ate time it was hoped, have conference to include them. At this stage it would be 

| impossible to get United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, if participation 
other countries included. Would be helpful if Sarasin could explain situation to his 
Prime Minister.” (790.5/6-154) _ 

2In his memorandum (written in the third person) of a conversation held with 
Philippine representatives, also on May 27, Bell wrote in part: 

“Mr. Bell told Dr. Gamboa and General Romulo that five-power staff talks among 
the representatives of the Chiefs of Staff of the United States, the United Kingdom, 
France, Australia, and New Zealand would begin the latter part of next week. Mr. 
Bell emphasized that these talks would be wholly military. 

“General Romulo, Dr. Gamboa, and the Philippine Armed Forces Attaché Captain 
Carlos Albert, who had been told of the proposed talks by Dr. Gamboa, all protested 
that they would cause an extremely bad reaction in Manila. General Romulo stated: 
‘This is the worst thing you could have done.’ Captain Albert and Dr. Gamboa both 
supported this point of view.” (790.5/5-2754)
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Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers | [ 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by Robert Cutler, Special Assistant | | 

| to the President for National Security Affairs } | , | 

2 TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] May 28, 1954—9:15-10:55 a.m. 

~ Present: The President, Secretary Dulles, Deputy Secretary An- 

derson, Admiral Radford, General Ridgway, Admiral Carney, Gen- 

: eral Twining, General Shepherd, ” Mr. MacArthur, Mr. Bowie, and | 

: Mr. Cutler | | | 

| 1. The President said that at the outset he wanted to make two | 

general points: , | 

2 a. While military personnel should be entirely frank in express- 
ing their military views to their associates in other government de- | 

: partments, they should not appear to be discussing issues from the : 

| policy point of view in public, or in negotiations with friendly coun- 
: tries. | | 
t b. In Indochina there were certain political prerequisites to es- 

tablishing a satisfactory basis of operation, and without these pre- 
| requisites no purely military victory would prove worth having. 

! The President said that the course which the US would take was | 
: a political course, not determined entirely by military consider- : 

. ations, and that we must take care not to frighten our friends in : 

| negotiations by bellicose talk. | 

| 2. Secretary Dulles stated that the meeting was called to discuss , 

the line of strategy to be used in the Five Power Staff talks. 

Whether or not so intended, there was always a risk that purely : 

military talks would lead into political considerations. Secretary i 

Dulles then referred to the May 21, 1954, JCS paper, entitled ‘“De- 

i fense of Southeast Asia in the event of loss of Indochina to the 
Communists”, ? which he held in his hand. He remarked that its : 

-1This memorandum is attached to copies of two notes, both dated June 1. In the 

first, MacArthur informed Cutler that he was returning the memorandum with | 

: some penciled modifications. In the second, Cutler replied: “Thanks for your notes. 

I’ve adopted all changes on my copy except those checked in red, which I don’t : 

: recall. They are probably correct but I don’t recall them.” As printed here, portions 
{ of the original memorandum which MacArthur wished to delete are indicated in 

cancelled type and his additions are italicized. Alterations which Cutler did not 
! adopt are identified by footnotes. _ 

In a note to O’Connor, June 2, MacArthur wrote in part: ‘You will note that he 

7 adopted some of our changes but did not adopt four of them as he did not recall 

| them. This is probably not too important, as his notes are informal and are not a 
record. However, my notes were quite accurate, and I feel that the suggested 

| changes we made reflect accurately what took place. In particular, the first para- 
graph (no. 10) at the top of page 4 did not accurately portray what either Bob Bowie 

| or myself understood the Secretary to say.” (Attachment, below) : 
2 Gen. Lemuel C. Shepherd, Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps. 

3 See the attachment to the letter from Acting Secretary Anderson to Dulles, May 
| 25, p. 514. | 

| 
|
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basic thesis was that if Indochina were lost, there was no validity 
in attempting a static type defense, but it would be necessary to | 
strike directly at the sources of power of Communist China. While 
not attempting to appraise this military issue, the Secretary said 
that if the US entered the Five Power Staff Meeting advocating 
this thesis, it was his political judgment that there would be no fur- 
ther progress made in the Five Power Staff talks. It was necessary 
to moderate our purely military judgments to take account of polit- 
ical factors, to give the Thai people, the Burmese, and the Malay- 
ans some hope that their area would not simply be overrun and oc- 
cupied until China was destroyed, in order to keep them on our 
side. The Secretary said that retaliation against overt Chinese 
Communist aggression was acceptable as a policy on a limited 
basis, but not in the broad context indicated in the JCS paper. He 
was referring to retaliation against overt Chinese Communist ag- 
gression, and to retaliation against military targets in China sup- 
porting such aggression. He recalled that at the Bermuda Confer- 

: ence, Sir Winston had agreed that in the case of new Chinese Com- 
munist aggression in Korea, there might be (after a 48 hour inter- 
val to show clearly the armistice was broken by the Chinese) a re- 
taliation against military targets in China in the general vicinity, 
directly supporting the aggression. Secretary Dulles went on to say 
that we should not abandon the idea of a NATO type defense in 
Southeast Asia, which, while inadequate in itself, would, if proper- 
ly supported, have a deterrent value. In other words, we must have 
some local defense, but not as much as the JCS paper calls for, to | 
combine with the deterrent effect of our striking power. 

3. Secretary Dulles then went on to spell out what he meant by 
limited military objectives in China which might be retaliated 
against in the event of overt Chinese aggression: airfields and com- 

munication lines being used to support the aggression; amphibious 

operations against a place like Hainan, which if held by friendly 
forces would be a serious threat to Communist China. The US to 
hold its allies would have to limit its counter-measures to targets 
having a demonstrable connection with Chinese aggression. If our | 

plan were initially designed to destroy the total power of China, 
our allies would think we were heading toward general war. The 
Secretary pointed out that of course in attacking limited objectives, 
as described, we would inevitably risk a more general war; but if 
we leapt to general war all at once, our allies wouldn’t leap with 

us. He added that we should be ready to lend token or small 
(ground) forces to local countries for their defense so that they 
would not feel abandoned, with only our promise that after we had 

| conquered the Chinese and driven them out, we would liberate 

these local countries. | | |
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| A. The President intervened to say that the US should so conduct | 
| itself as not to lose to the free world side the 300,000 to 400,000 | : 

| French Union forces now in Indochina. oe 
|. §, Admiral Radford then referred to the NSC decision last winter | 

| as to the type of retaliatory attack to be made by the UN if the 

| Communists broke the armistice by a fresh aggression in Korea: a | 

| retaliation limited to military targets in China related to the Chi- | 
nese Communist offensive operations in Korea. He said that the - 

May 21 JCS paper to which the Secretary referred was intended to : 
po be a comment by the JCS upon the request of the Thai for the ex- 

penditure of US money in building airfields in Thailand and : 
| making a military defense in Southeast Asia (after the fall of Indo- 
4 china) against Chinese aggression. He said that ef eexurse the Chi- 

| nese Communists would probably not overtly aggress against Thai- ! 

| land if they got possession of Indochina, but would resort to subver- 
| sion. The point of the JCS paper was to make clear the unsound- 
| ness of a military defense line in Thailand and Burma, with large : 

forces deployed there, in order to repel there overt Chinese aggres- : 
! sion. In order to stop such aggression, it was not militarily sound to 
| make a defense base in Thailand; the necessary counter-measures 
| were an attack on Communist China. In fact, Thailand would be 
, harder to defend militarily than Indochina. Admiral Radford then 7 

referred to three plans which were currently in preparation: ) 

) a. A plan by Hull to meet renewed Chinese Communist aggres- 
sion in Korea by attacking military targets in Manchuria and 

: North China. | 
b. A plan by CINCPAC to meet overt Chinese aggression in Indo- 

china by attacking military targets in South China. | | 
| _¢. A plan by SAC for attacking military targets between North | 
| and South China in the event of wider hostilities. a : 

Admiral Radford accordingly thought that there was no difference | 
of opinion really between himself and the Secretary of State, and | 
certainly no disagreement between the British and US Chiefs, as to : 

| base agreement in Thailand. However, he thought Thailand was a 

poor place in which to spend money for the defense of Southeast ; 

| 6. The President intervened to say that we should not lose any 
| asset we don’t have to lose. We don’t have to station a lot of Ameri- : 

can troops in Thailand, but we want to keep Thailand friendly, and 

| to keep the French in the game. Pending effective united action, : 

| countries participating, other than the US, and having local land 

areas to protect, should furnish ground troops. The US might put 

| in a division of marines temporarily in Southeast Asia. The Presi- 
dent pointed out again that our friends thought we were belliger- : 
ent, wanted to fight, and were immature; therefore, we must be 

| - 

|
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careful not to alarm them. The President said if the military were 
7 going to talk about atomic weapons during the Five Power discus- 

sions, he hoped we could stimulate one of the other countries to 
raise the subject rather than have the U.S. introduce it. | 

7. Admiral Radford said that it was not necessary in the military 
talks to mention atomic weapons. We could just say we would 
attack military targets which directly support Chinese action 
against Indochina or Korea without specifying the weapons. Admi- 
ral Radford then said * it would be possible to attack military tar- 
gets in North and South China, supporting overt Chinese Commu- 
nist aggression, with conventional weapons, but that for some tar- 
gets it would be muek more effective and muck cheaper to do so with 
new weapons. (tThere was no indication at the time of dissent from 
this indicated use of new weapons in the event of overt Chinese 
Communist aggression. } Later Mmention was made of the undue 
alarm which will arise by from talking about the use of new weap- 
ons, unless we had have to answer a question.) 5 

8. Admiral Carney, who will represent the Chiefs at the Five 
Power Staff talks, asked for guidance as to how to keep the discus- 
sions to a military basis. The President said that he would have “to 
play it by ear” as they went along, but that every effort should be 
used to keep them talking. He suggested trying to keep the French 
in the fight by referring to their preponderance of troops and expe- 
rience, as a reason for deferring to them in matters of command of 
ground operations. This approach would flatter the French vanity, 
and buck them up. The President went on to say as the US would 
be the principal supplier of sea and air power, we should have a 
good deal of freedom of action there.) 

9. On the question of the agenda for the Five Power Staff talks, 
Admiral Radford feared that the British might want to talk about 
a limited defensive line in Southeast Asia, whereas we want to talk 
about the whole issue. The President spoke very highly of General 
Harding, and doubted if he would have come over here with a lim- 
ited and rather hopeless point of view. | 

10. Secretary Dulles then indicated his opinion of the UK policy. 

The British are trying to get cease-fire and armistice based on par- 

tition of the States. They are abandoning the pocket or enclave 
. idea. The British position to which the French would agree would 

eventually bring about peace, a total pull-out of French Forces, and 

a weak non-Communist regime at the baek ef in the south of Indo- 
china. Then the British would seek to extend ANZUS to include 

* This addition to Admiral Radford’s remarks was not adopted by Cutler. 
° The period after “weapons” in the ninth line and the closed parenthesis after 

“question” in the last line of paragraph 7 are part of MacArthur’s revision.
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the UK, and would get ANZUS to guarantee a buffer north of 

‘Malaya to protect Malaya and Hongkong. Thus cleverly, the Brit- 

| ish would be able to pass as the peacemakers and go between for | 

| east and west, and would strengthen their ties with India and 

: Malaya, without any real expense by the USK. Of course, the US 

would have to consider whether it could disassociate itself fem with =| 

such a settlement at Geneva, and weuld deeline te whether in such 

| event it could join in a regional grouping for the purpose de- 

scribed. © Secretary Dulles thought this result might be evidenced 
2 during the next two weeks. | Oo fae | 

| 11. The President directed Admiral Carney to keep in close 

| touch with the State Department from day to day during the talks. | 

: He said he thought the British were more interested in Hongkong ~ : 

| than Malaya, that they did not want to be a partner to making ad- : 
| vances on Communist China which might prejudice their position 

| in Hongkong. | ve ete. | ey | 

| 12. Dulles then raised the question of the advisability of sending : 

an +we ROK divisions to Indochina. He said if an additional divi- : 

! sion were needed in Indochina he would prefer to have a ROK divi- 

! sion go there rather than US ground forces [even if?] this meant 
keeping an additional U.S. division in Korea.* Radford immediate- 
ly agreed. It was felt that the use of Asian troops in Indochina 

| would be a great advantage over the use of white troops. In order 
| to make such a transaction possible, the US might be willing to put 

| a US division back into Korea. Radford pointed out that of course 

| Rhee would ask for something in return, although he had recently 

renewed his offer of ROK troops for Indochina. | we | 

| 13. The President stated the great objectives of the US to be | 

| watched during the Five Power Staff talks: pee : 

| ; ‘ 1. Try to hold on to whatever strength exists now in Southeast 
| sia. oe - | 

; _ 2. Bring in to the defense native peoples, willing and anxious to | 
- protect themselves;, in a way which makes clear that we are not : 

supporting colonialism. 2 | | | 

14. Dulles referred to an editorial in the Washington Post this 

| morning which (strangely enough) took the line that the US should 

not go so far in opposing colonialism as to risk the security of the , 

, world. Oe OO 

: 15. Dulles then read the attached memorandum to the meeting, | 

copies of which were distributed: [Here follows the memorandum 

as filed. Because it is a separate document, it is printed as an at- | 

tachment below.] oe 

! | 6 Cutler did not adopt the modifications in this sentence. 
7 Cutler did not adopt the modifications in this paragraph. | 

| .
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16. Dulles felt quite sure that the British did not want to partici- 
pate in talks which would lead imply that the UK inte would partiei- 
patien participate in the present fighting in Indochina. Radford did 
not agree to this judgment. In response to the Secretary’s question 
whether the Tonkin Delta could be held by redeployment of French 
Union Forces, Radford answered in the clear affirmative, but that 

it would be necessary to have competent Vietnam forces to take it. 
Dulles referred to the necessity of holding enough Vietnam terri- 

tory from which to recruit more forces. On the issue of whether the 
French were or were not now willing to sign the two treaties with 
Vietnam, Dulles said he understood from Dillon ® that they were 
now prepared, but that the Emperor was uncertain. Radford said _ 
that success in any military operations in Indochina depends on cre- 
ating a political atmosphere and effective Vietnamese Government 
which will enlist Vietnamese support. Without this military success 
would not be obtained.® 

17. Dulles said that it was his original understanding that talks 
between the US and French on preconditions of intervention imelude 

including training, recruiting, command, etc. This should be done in 

Paris rather than as a part of the Five Power Staff talks. Dillon 
had just now recommended that these talks be carried on in Wash- 
ington; but they would have to be separate from the Five Power 
Staff talks, between France and the US. 

: 18. If it turns out that the British do wish to limit the Five | 
Power Staff talks to merely a holding operation, or something to be 
done after Geneva, Dulles took the position that the Five Power 

Staff Conference should not be broken off, because it was valuable 

as window-dressing with the Russians, who had no way of knowing 
what was going on. Radford said he felt quite sure that the Chiefs 

of Staff of Australia and New Zealand had an idea similar to the 
idea of our Chiefs. 

| 19. Dulles feared that Mr. Eden was trying to do what Chamber- 
lain had done, bringing back from Geneva “peace in our time’, and 
get elected Prime Minister. 

8 C. Douglas Dillon, Ambassador in France. 

® Cutler did not adopt this addition to Admiral Radford’s remarks.
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mo | . [Attachment] _ : } 

2 _ Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the President}® : 

TOP SECRET Oo [WASHINGTON,] May 28, 1954. 

Subject: Memorandum of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the defense of 
| Southeast Asia in the event of loss of Indochina to the Commu- : 
| nists — oe oe - | | 

I. Objectives 7 ee Oo | : 

: 1. If all or part of Indochina is lost to the Communists, our objec- | 
| tives must be to prevent the loss of the rest of Southeast Asia— : 

1 -a. by Communist subversion within the free countries; or, _ | 
b. by overt aggression from Communist China or the Viet Minh. , 

| II. JCS Paper | | a, | 

| 2. If there is overt military aggression by Communist China, or | 

| forces which are directed by it, then I am inclined to agree with : 
the thesis of the JCS that we should not rely primarily upon a | 

| static type of defense (as in Korea) but rather on an offensive 
against Communist China. This latter does not seem to me to re- | 
quire an all-out war against Communist China designed to destroy 
what are called the “sources” of its power. It might well be that 
under these circumstances it would be adequate to limit our offen- | 

sive to areas and facilities which are related to China’s offensive. I 

have in mind, for example, attacking in China airfields and com- 
munication lines and other bases which are used to support the of- | 

| fensive, and possibly the ‘seizure by amphibious operation of an 
| island position such as Hainan, which at the point of junction of 

4 Indochina and China would seriously threaten their lines of com- 
| munication and carry a threat supplementary from that of Formo- 

sa to the South China mainland. _ | 
3. You will recall that at Bermuda we discussed with Churchill _ 

| and Eden the area of possible attack against China, if the Korean | | 
truce would be violated, and it was then understood that the area 
to be subjected to our attack would be an area which bore some | 
demonstrable relationship to the attack itself. 11 

4. It is, of course, possible that the area of conflict would jexpand | 

| in a cyclical manner, but I do not think that we necessarily: have to 
base our strategy exclusively on unlimited war. : | 

10 The memorandum bears the following typed marginal note: “May 28/54 as pre- 
4 sented by the Secretary of State at meeting in President’s office in a.m.” i 
| 11 The major discussion at the Bermuda Conference of consequences of a possible 

truce violation in Korea took place during the second restricted tripartite session of | 
| the Heads of Government meeting. For a memorandum of this meeting, held Dec. 7, : 

1953, see vol. v, Part 2, p. 1809. 

:
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»). Whatever may be the military judgment on this matter, I can 
say that from a political standpoint, it will be difficult for us to 
achieve a working coalition unless it is based upon an effort at 
least to limit the consequences of a possible future Chinese aggres- 7 
sion in Southeast Asia. | Oo 

6. Furthermore, I feel that in order to retain the loyalty of the 

peoples whom we would defend, it is necessary to pay some respect 
to the concept of local defense. As in the case of NATO, the local 

defense does not need to be sufficient to withstand an all-out 

attack. It should be sufficient to deter such an attack since the 
local defense would be powerfully reinforced by the other offensive 

deterrents, of which I speak. | 

III. Subversion OO | 

7. It is, in my opinion, more likely that a Chinese offensive 
against Southeast Asia would take the form of subversive and indi- 
rect aggression rather than open direct aggression. This does not 

seem to be dealt with at all by the paper and perhaps this is not a 

type of problem on which the JCS wish to express themselves as it 

largely involves political judgment. 

8. In my opinion the risk of subversive indirect aggression can be 
largely countered by some buildup of local forces, as in Thailand, 

by some token participation of forces of the coalition and by eco-— 
nomic and social measures which may cost us some money but infi- 
nitely less than would be required to build a major military de- 
fense in the area which I agree seems quite unwise to attempt. 

IV. Conclusion 

9. In summary I conclude that if all or part of Indochina is lost, 

there is (?) a reasonable possibility of holding the rest by a policy of 

collective defense implemented by a small measure of static de- 
fense plus considerable economic aid, plus a clear willingness in 
the event of open attack to use offensive measures which are how- 

ever in the first instance at least-to be limited to and related to the 
offensive itself. |
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; Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 320. ea So re 

Memorandum by Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President — | 
for National Security Affairs, to the Secretary of State ; 

‘TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 2, 1954. | 

Attached is a copy of my notes of this morning’s Conference in 
the President’s office. : | | 

, For my own convenience, I have summarized the Conference as : 
follows: | 

a. In the event of overt, unprovoked Chinese Communist aggres- 
sion in Southeast Asia which would be a direct threat to the securi- , 

4 ty of the United States and to other nations having security inter- | 
: ests in the region, Congress would be asked immediately to declare 

that a state of war existed with Communist China, and the U.S. | 
1 should then launch large-scale air and naval attacks on ports, air- i: 

fields, and other military targets in mainland China, using as mili- I 
tarily appropriate “new weapons’, in the expectation that some of 

: such other nations would join in opposing such aggression. : 
| b. The U.S. should seek firm agreement in advance from other 
4 nations having security interests in the region (such as some, or 
4 all, of the Philippine Islands, Thailand, France, the Associated 
, States, Australia, New Zealand, etc.) to join with the U.S. in coun- | 
| teracting this threat to the security of the free world. | 

I trust that the Secretary of State will make an appropriate sum- 

. mary to present at the Council Meeting tomorrow. . | 
. | eo, ROBERT CUTLER 

| | [Attachment] | | 

| Conference in the President’s Office, June 2, 1954, 11:45 a. m. | 

: Present: | The President | : . | | 
| ~~ . Seeretary Dulles — | 

| Deputy Secretary Anderson | ; 

_. Admiral Radford | 
| Mr. MacArthur | 

2 Mr. Cutler 
: 1. Secretary Dulles said that he had asked the President to hold 

the meeting so as to be sure that there was uniformity of views | 

with respect to action which the U.S. might take in the Far East. : 
He drew a sharp distinction between the types of action: 

. 1 For background information on this memorandum and its attachment, see Cut- : 
; ler’s memorandum of a conversation between himself and the President on June 1, 

vol. x1, Part 2, p. 1647.
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a. Intervention by the U.S. in the Indochina conflict as a part of 
a collective grouping and subject to the preconditions already 

| agreed upon. | 
b. In response to overt unprovoked Chinese Communist aggres- 

sion in the Far East. 

Secretary Dulles pointed out that in view of what he and the Presi- 

dent had already said, it seemed to him that such overt unpro- 

voked Chinese Communist aggression (by air, sea or ground) would 

be like a declaration of war against the United States by Commu- 

nist China, and would involve a direct threat to U.S. security. In 

such case he thought the President should go to Congress for au- 

thority to act in the best interests of the United States, without 
any requirement of having to bargain with other nations as to how 

they would act. 

2. The President asked whether the U.S. should not look careful- 

ly to see whether it was more directly threatened by this overt un- 
provoked Chinese Communist aggression than was the U.N. If he 

was to go to the Congress for authority, the President said, he 
would not ask any half-way measures. If the situation warranted it, 

there should be declared a state of war with China; and possibly 
_ there should be a strike at Communist Russia in view of her treaty 

with China. Reiterating that he would never be willing to have the 

U.S. go into Indochina alone, the President asked Secretary Dulles 

how he would state his appeal to Congress for authority in the case 

of overt unprovoked Chinese Communist aggression. 

3. Secretary Dulles stated that he would say that another aggres- 

sor was loose in the world; that this open unprovoked action by | 

Communist China threatened the security of the United States and 
those allied with the United States by treaty. When the President 
asked if these circumstances would bring the ANZUS treaty into 

operation, the Secretary replied that it would. The President 

wanted to know how we could get the people of the United States 

behind a U.S. action to attack Communist China for aggressively 

moving to the south and not to the north against Japan. The Secre- 
: tary replied that both the President and he had already publicly 

said that they would not tolerate a deliberate open act of aggres- 

sion by the Communist Chinese. The President stated that he had 
always put the idea of collective undertakings in what he said, and 

that what he was now pleading for was preliminary preparation so 

as to be sure that someone was ready to go along with the United 

States in the event of open unprovoked Chinese Communist aggres- 

sion. He also pointed out that the temper of the people in the U.S. 

was such today that the Administration, in asking for authority to ) 

use force against the Communist Chinese, might be defeated or 

that the resolution might just squeak through. The President said
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| that the question at issue was not one merely of logic, but of how ) 

| to bring along the American people into a realization of the danger 
: to U.S. security in an open unprovoked Chinese Communist attack. 
7 4. Radford intervened to say that he had just talked with the © ; 

Chief of Staff of Australia, and that he was heartily with us in our 
| view. In fact, General Rowell said that he was surprised that, now : 
| the election was over, the U.S. hadn’t already turned the heat on 

Australia. | | | | 

5. The President reiterated his apprehension about the U.S. ) 

going it alone. If there were an open unprovoked Chinese Commu- | 
- nist aggression before a settlement at Geneva, he supposed the U.S. | 

‘ would have with it Thailand, the Philippines, France, and the As- 
| sociated States. He thought we should work now to get some others 

| like Australia to be ready to stand with us. Then it would be much 
easier to make plain to the Congress and to the American people 
why it was necessary for the U.S. to act. If, under these circum- 

1 stances, the U.S. took action against Communist China, the Presi- 
| dent said there should be no half-way measures or frittering 
. around. The Navy and Air Force should go in with full power, 
| using new weapons, and strike at air bases and ports in mainland | 

China. | | | 

| 6. Several people expressed the view that, particularly if the posi- : 
, tion of the U.S. were clear to the world, Communist China would 

not be likely to commit an act of open unprovoked aggression in 

| Southeast Asia. The President suggested that the Secretary of | 
| State should state at a press conference that when appropriate ar- 

rangements with allies had been made, such specific allies would : 

) be prepared to stand with the United States in such an event. Of ‘| 
: course, he went on, if all our allies desert us and none will stand : 

: with us, that would be a different story, requiring a different con- | 
| sideration. We have got to keep the Pacific as an American lake. % 
| 7. Reference was made to Thailand and the Philippines having 
| been hurt by non-inclusion in the Five-Power Staff Conference. The _ | 

President said that it should be made very plain to them that the | 
| Five-Power Staff Conference was only one of several group talks 

: being held, and that the purpose of it was not to make definite 7 

plans for the defense of Southeast Asia, but rather to use what 
forces the participating countries could marshal. We agreed with 

| Radford that the talks should be kept as short as possible, and that : 

, there should be the minimum publicity about them. 

fo 8. At the end of the meeting, Cutler suggested to the Secretary of | 

State that he prepare a paragraph satisfactory to him for use in | 

| the record of tomorrow’s Council meeting. 
L | RoBERT CUTLER | 
| :
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file __ 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 200th Meeting of the National 
Security Council Held on Thursday, June 3, 1954 } 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

The following were present at the 200th Meeting of the Council: 
The President of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of 

the United States; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; 

the Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the Director, 

Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Secretary of 
the Treasury; the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, 

Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; Robert 
Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; the Deputy Assistant to 
the President; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; Robert — 

Amory, Jr., Central Intelligence Agency; the White House Staff 
Secretary; Bryce Harlow, Administrative Assistant to the Presi- 
dent; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Sec- 
retary, NSC. 

Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the | 

main points taken. 

3. U.S. Policy in the Event of Overt Unprovoked Military Aggression 
by Communist China 

Mr. Cutler described a recent conference with the President ? re- 
specting the problem of U.S. action in the event of overt Chinese 
Communist aggression. The subject had arisen again as a result of 

French fears that the Chinese Communists might send MIG-15 
planes over the Delta area and thus neutralize the French Air 

Force. Mr. Cutler then read pertinent paragraphs from the U.S. 
policy paper on Southeast Asia, ? and circulated to the members of 

the Council a proposed statement of policy * designed to clarify 

U.S. policy in the event that Communist China committed overt 
unprovoked military aggression against Southeast Asia, Korea or 

Formosa. He read the proposed statement to the members of the 

Council. 

1 Drafted by Gleason on June 4. . 
2 Cutler’s memorandum of the conference held on June 2 is attached to his memo- 

randum of that day to Dulles, supra. ° 
3 NSC 5405, Jan. 16, p. 366. 

-4 It is not clear whether this is a reference to a possible draft of the Action or to 
some other unidentified paper.
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| The President commented that if the United States undertook to ) 
counter such Chinese Communist aggression alone, as seemed to be 

| a possibility in the statement read by Mr. Cutler, such a course of | 
=: action would mark the complete collapse of the American policy of | 

| united action with its allies around the world. Speaking with great ' 
conviction, the President went on to say that if our Pacific allies 

will not agree to join in action with us against overt Chinese Com- : 

munist aggression, they would have in effect quit on us. Such an 

event would be the time for the “agonizing reappraisal” of basic 

| U.S. security policy. The President said that he thought that it was | 

| right for the United States to commit armed forces to prevent : 

| overt Chinese Communist aggression, provided he was able to go to : 

the Congress and say that we have allies such as Thailand, Austra- | 

lia, New Zealand and the Philippines, who are ready to join with : 

| us in resisting such aggression. If these nations, however, refuse to 

go along with us, the situation would be very different. All our sig- : 

| nificant allies would have collapsed. In these circumstances if the 

United States was to initiate a war, we ought to consider whether | 

| the war should not be against the USSR. Any thought of going into 
| China alone, said the President, was completely contrary to all our a 

| | basic objectives, and we had accordingly better change our policy. 

\ With respect to the statement of policy which Mr. Cutler had ! 

read, the President said it certainly should be revised to include 
the assumption that if the President sought authority from Con- 

| gress to use American armed forces against Communist China, 

| such a move would be taken in concert with our Pacific allies. The | 
President said that he realized that the main burden of such a war | 

| - would have to fall on the United States. Our allies could be expect- — 

| ed to provide little more than token forces. Nevertheless, reiterated } 

| the President, he did not wish the United States to stand alone 

| before the world as an arbitrary power supporting colonialism in | 

; Asia. — ae | Te 

Secretary Dulles pointed out that the issue we were talking 

about at the moment was not the issue of our pre-conditions for in- 

tervening in the current conflict in Indochina. The actual issue : 

posed by overt Chinese Communist aggression was whether we 

| would accept a direct and open challenge to the United States by | 

Communist China. If the Chinese Communists committed an overt : 

; unprovoked aggression, this would be tantamount to a direct attack | 

on the United States, since he and the President had already pub- of 

licly warned the Chinese Communists of the grave results of such — ! 

overt aggression against South Korea, Japan, Formosa, and Indo- | 

| china. In addition to these public warnings, Secretary Dulles said 
| that he had warned Molotov privately of the consequences of Chi- 
| nese Communist aggression during the course of the Berlin Confer- :
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ence. ° If, in the face of all these warnings, both public and private, _ 
the Chinese Communists deliberately attacked any of the areas in 
question, Secretary Dulles said he would regard it as throwing 
down the gauge of battle to the United States. If we did not pick it 
up we might just as well get out of the Pacific. Secretary Dulles 
said that we should not permit our allies to exercise a veto power 
on what we did in the event of overt Chinese Communist aggres- 
sion, for such aggression constituted an open threat to the United 
States position in the Pacific. At some point in time or space, some 
nation has got to be strong enough to stand up against further 
Communist aggression. If the United States makes this decision, 
Secretary Dulles predicted that other nations would join the 
United States in short order. We should not, however, let the will- 
ingness of our Pacific allies to concert with us become a condition 
to our action to repel overt Chinese Communist aggression. Finally, 
said Secretary Dulles, if the United States is-really prepared to 
resist overt Chinese Communist aggression, it was very unlikely 

| that the Chinese Communists would risk committing such aggres- _ 
sion. | 

Secretary Wilson expressed the opinion that the Chinese Com- 
munists were very unlikely to resort to overt aggression. Instead, 
they would support revolutionary movements in their neighboring 
states. He then inquired of Secretary Dulles what the United 
States would do if the Chinese Communists were to send “volun- 
teers” into the Indochina war. Would such a move constitute overt 
aggression? 

Secretary Dulles said that the statement of policy, as read by Mr. 
Cutler, was merely intended to cover the very unlikely contingency 
of overt Chinese Communist aggression. Secretary Humphrey said 
that he would nevertheless like to hear an answer to Secretary 
Wilson’s question as to the definition of overt aggression. | 

Admiral Radford and several members of the Council suggested 
that the United States would have to decide what constituted overt 
aggression. Certainly the Chinese Communist intervention with 
“volunteers” in the Korean war constituted overt aggression. . 

The President reiterated his fear of leaving the United States 
alone to do the job of resisting overt Chinese Communist aggression 

without the support of other nations. He said that of course we 

would have to do this if failure to accept the challenge meant the 
loss of our own position in the Western Pacific. He was at a loss, 
however, to understand why we were compelled to tell the French | 

| > For documentation on the Four-Power Conference at Berlin, Jan. 25-Feb. 18, see 
| volume vil.
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: and our other allies how we would respond to overt Chinese Com- 
| munist aggression if they were not prepared to join with us in con- 

ccerted action if this contingency should ever arise. He also stressed 
the vital importance of being able to tell the members of Congress, | 
when he sought authorization, that we would have allies in any. 

| - war we undertook to repel Chinese Communist aggression. If he 
- could not say this much to the Congress, he doubted whether many 

| of its members would understand what was really at stake. | 
| Mr. Cutler suggested an amendment to the proposed statement , 

| of policy which introduced an assumption of concerted action but | 
| did not make concerted action a condition for the use of U.S. armed : 
| forces to resist overt Chinese Communist aggression. The President 

_ said he was sympathetic to such a revision, and again stressed the 
| point that if none of our allies would go along with us in resisting 
) the Chinese Communists, the decision confronting the United 
| States would be much greater and more significant than the deci- 

sion merely to bomb airfields, communications lines, and other fa- 

cilities in Communist China which directly supported the Chinese 
! Communist military effort. It would indeed be a decision whether ; 
2 the United States should go to all-out war with Communist China 

and bomb such cities as Peiping. | 
Secretary Dulles commented that of course no one wanted allies — | 

| more than the United States. Some one of the nations, however, 

| must take the lead. After all, the Australian Government, for ex- 
ample, could not commit itself in advance to joining us in resisting 

| Chinese Communist aggression. That Government would have to 
| secure the authorization to do this from the Australian Parliament, | 
| just as the President would from the U.S. Congress. | , 

The President said that at the very least we could ask the gov- | 
ernments of our Pacific allies to agree to request such authoriza- , 

3 tion from their parliaments on the same day that the President ! 
| himself sought such authorization from Congress. : 

Thereafter a number of suggestions were made to revise the | 

: original statement of policy. After a considerable interval, Secreta- : 
| ry Dulles suggested the addition of a new paragraph which would 

permit the United States to reconsider its proposed course of action ; 

in the event of overt Chinese Communist aggression if our allies re- 
fused to concert with us in meeting this aggression. | 

(At this point the President and Secretary Dulles left the meet- 
| ing because of previous engagements, and the Vice President took | 

| over the chairmanship of the Council.) | | 
There followed a brief discussion of what course of action the 3 

| United States would follow if the Chinese Communists hit Indo- : 
| china with MIG-15’s. Admiral Radford stated that he was obliged 
| _ to take up this issue with the Secretary of State at once, since the | 

|
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French were pressing for an answer to this question in the next 
day or two. 

_ The Vice President then expressed the conviction that if the Chi- 
nese Communists moved overtly against any free country in the 
Asian area, and the United States, with allies or without them, did 

not move to resist such an aggression, “the jig was certainly up”. 
The Vice President reminded the Council not to forget that when 

: North Korean forces moved into South Korea, President Truman 

_ undertook to resist the aggression without even consulting Con- 

gress. To him, said the Vice President, the question was not wheth- 

er the United States would act in a similar contingency, but how it 
would act. Should we fight China, or should we fight Russia, we 
would certainly have to do something. | 

| Secretary Wilson inquired as to the effect of the French loss of 
the Tonkin Delta. Admiral Radford replied that this would mean 
the loss of all the rest of Indochina to the Communists in very 
short order. The Communists want all of Southeast Asia, and seem 

to be in a fair way to get it. Mr. Allen Dulles expressed agreement 

with this view, and further predicted the loss of the Delta if ex- 
traordinary measures were not promptly taken to save it. 

The Vice President then asked Mr. Bowie, who had taken Secre- 

tary Dulles’ place at the table, if it was not probable that the 

French would accept a settlement at Geneva which would be quite 
unsatisfactory to the United States. Mr. Bowie said that he agreed 
with the Vice President’s fears, and said that unless the Commu- 
nists were hopelessly adamant, the French were very likely to 

accept some kind of partition of Indochina which would be unsatis- 

factory to the United States. Admiral Radford, however, expressed 

the opinion that the French would have no choice but to fight to 

save the Delta, if for no other reason than that they must evacuate 

approximately a hundred thousand civilians of French nationality 
or sympathy. 

The Vice President then asked Mr. Bowie what official position 
the United States would take in the event that the French accept- 
ed a partition solution from the Communists which the United 

States regarded as unsuitable. Mr. Bowie replied that theoretically, 
of course, the United States could initially disassociate itself from 

any such French agreement, but from a practical point of view we 

would have to recognize the boundaries established by the partition 
agreement if the United States proposed to try to defend the rest of 

Southeast Asia against Communist control. He added that the situ- 

ation would be further complicated if Bao Dai refused to accept a 
French settlement at Geneva and asked the United States what it 
was willing to do if the Vietnamese continued the war. 7
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| _ Admiral Radford expressed the opinion that Hanoi might be the : 
: sticking point for the French in their negotiations at Geneva. If the 

French lose this city the result would be militarily disastrous. 
The National Security Council: © 

; a. Noted the views of the Secretary of State, as presented to and 
, approved by the President on May 28, 1954, as to the nature of of- 

| fensive action against Communist China which the United States 
i should take in the event of overt unprovoked military aggression | 
| by Communist China. | . | 

b. Agreed that: | : | 

po (1) US. policy should be that, if Communist China should 
4 | commit overt unprovoked military aggression in the Western | 

- Pacific area or Southeast Asia: | 

(a) The President would at once request approval from Con- 
gress for use of the Armed Forces of the United States | 
against Communist China to defeat the aggression; and | I 

: (b) The United States would seek to persuade our Pacific allies, 
_ Thailand, and other free nations to join in the action, with 

| such help as each can give, and to support an appeal to the 
, United Nations by the parties attacked. | 

: (2) The Secretary of State should advise Australia, New Zea- 
land and the Philippines, as parties to mutual security treaties i 
with the United States, of the foregoing U.S. policy, and should : 

| seek to obtain the commitment that, if the contingency should 
occur, each of those governments would at once request au- l 

| thority, in accordance with its constitutional processes, to join 
. in such action. If such commitments cannot be obtained, the : 

| U.S. policy expressed in (1) above will be subject to reexamina- : 
| | tion. re | oe ot 

; Note: The above action, as approved by the President, subse- 

quently transmitted to the Secretary of State for implementation of 

| subparagraph b-(2) thereof. 
| _ | - : S. EVERETT GLEASON | 

—_ oy 7 | 
_ 6 The following paragraphs a and b constitute NSC Action No. 1148. (S/S-NSC 

(Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) | 

| 790 .5/6-454 | | | 

: _ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor: 

TOP SECRET | | - WASHINGTON, June 4, 1954. 

| Subject: Collective Defense in Southeast Asia | 

| Participants: Ambassador Spender, Australian Embassy
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Mr. J.L. Allen, Second Secretary, Australian 

Embassy | 
The Secretary 

Mr. Merchant, Assistant Secretary, EUR 
| | Mr. Raynor, Director, BNA 

Eyes only Ambassadors and General Smith. Ambassador Spender 
called on the Secretary this afternoon at his (Spender’s) request. 
He had previously sent down the attached memorandum ! putting 
certain questions. He opened the conversation by saying that the 
Secretary would recognize that these were not his questions and 
would realize that many of them had been discussed previously 
with the Secretary or with Mr. Merchant. Ambassador Spender in- 
dicated, however, that he had been instructed by his Government 
to call and ask them. In view of the shortness of time it was agreed 
that in this discussion the Secretary would concentrate on a few of 

the more significant questions and Ambassador Spender could 

follow up on the others later with Mr. Merchant if he desired to do 
so. Ambassador Spender said that the Cabinet had met yesterday 

: but that thus far he had not received a report on the meeting. Am- 
bassador Spender then paraphrased the first question in the memo- 
randum by putting it: “If a conference is held would it deal with 
one or the other or both of the subjects of collective arrangements 

for Southeast Asia as a whole and international military interven- 
tion in Indochina?” He said the Australian position was that they 
were ready to sit down in a conference on collective arrangements 

| for the area as a whole but had certain reservations with respect to 
the subject of international military intervention in Southeast 
Asia. The Secretary replied that the problem of collective action 
constantly shifts with the passage of time and the situation is 
much different and more difficult now than it was on March 29 as 
intervention would now carry with it more liabilities. He said the 
French have not requested formal intervention but have been 
using this subject as a card to play at Geneva. The Secretary said 
the question was not susceptible to a categorical answer and that 

the answer would have been easier two months ago than it is now. 
He said we still desired a conference of the ten countries and that 

as of today, in addition to discussing collective arrangements for 

the whole area, we would want to discuss courses of action present- 
ly open to us. The latter point, however, might change. 

Ambassador Spender then raised question 4 of the memoran- 
dum ? and the Secretary said that we had objected to partition in 

1 Not printed, but see footnotes 2, 3, and 4, below. 

2 Numbered paragraph 4 of the memorandum reads: 
Continued
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part on the belief that neither Viet side would accept it. While we | | 

| would oppose partition we can see the possibility of a military re- 

grouping which would lead to a rather long de facto division of au- | | 

| thority but not necessarily to- partition and that this might be ac- | 
ceptable as being consistent with the concept of a united country. 

| The Secretary said we can see no basis at all for partition or re- | 

| grouping in Laos or Cambodia as there are no hostile forces in | 

| those areas and no authentic rival authorities despite the recent 

Communist fictional invention of some purported authorities. We | 

do, however, accept the fact that the situation in Viet Nam is sub- 

; ject to some military regrouping perhaps accompanied by a degree 
of de facto division of authority and may be necessary as a step to | 

| end the fighting in Viet Nam. - | | 

: ~The Ambassador then raised the question under 2 (a) of the a 

memorandum. ® The Secretary replied that these questions could 

| not be answered categorically with which the Ambassador agreed. : 

He said circumstances are constantly changing and the conditions 
| under which military intervention would be feasible cannot be 

| stated. He said, for instance, would the French be prepared to | 

move in more troops or would they on the other hand move troops 

out. What would be the state of morale of the French and the Viet | 

"Nam. Also, if the French made a settlement at Geneva of a certain 

| type the possibility of intervention might be foreclosed as we could 

| not go in to upset a settlement which the French had reached. On 
| the other hand if the Geneva talks should break off without a set- | 

tlement the situation would then have to be considered in the light 

of the circumstances prevailing at that time. | 

! Ambassador Spender finally raised the question under 2 (c) * and | 

| the Secretary said again this was a question which could not be an- 

7 swered because the degree of Asian support and United Nations 

| support would depend on the nature of the action contemplated or 

! taken and this we could not determine at this time. | 

: “4, Partition: | | | 

| “The Australian Government does not necessarily reject the possibility of the par- | 

tition of Vietnam as an acceptable settlement. | 

| “In United States view, what is the distinction between military regroupment and 

partition? | : 

| “Is United States Government opposed to partition in any circumstances?” | | 
; 8 Questions in numbered paragraph 2 (a) follow: : 

“What are the circumstances (if these can be stated) in which the United States | 

| would contemplate military intervention? , 

| “What is the irreducible minimum result required at Geneva, in the absence of 

| which the United States would contemplate military intervention?” 
| 4 Numbered paragraph 2 (c) follows: 

“What is the United States estimate of (i) Asian support and (ii) United Nations 
support for such action [military intervention]?”’ 

| |
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790 .5/6-454 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) 

TOP SECRET | _ [WaAsHINGTON,] June 4, 1954. 

Subject: Overt Chinese Communist Aggression in Southeast Asia 
Participants: Ambassador Spender, Australian Embassy — | 

, Mr. J. Allen, Second Secretary, Australian Embassy 
Ambassador Munro, New Zealand Embassy 
Mr. R.H. Wade, First Secretary, New Zealand 

Embassy : 

The Secretary | 
Mr. L.T. Merchant, Assistant Secretary, EUR , 

| Mr. H. Raynor, Director, BNA 
Eyes only for Ambassadors and General Smith. The Secretary 

called in Ambassadors Spender and Munro late Friday afternoon 1 
indicating to them that he wanted to speak to them as representa- 
tives of our ANZUS allies. He said that on many aspects of the 
Indochinese problem, as well as Southeast Asia in general, the situ- 
ation was so fluctuating and indeed so unpredictable that it was 
most difficult for Governments to take firm positions. There was, 
however, in his opinion one question which even though its occur- 
rence was felt by us to be unlikely was one on which he felt it 
would be possible to take a firm position and thus provide at least 
one firm and solid point in an otherwise fluctuating situation. He 

| referred to the question of what should be done should there be 
overt Chinese aggression in the area. 

The Secretary then made the points contained in the attached 
“Talking Paper” and handed a copy of this paper to each of the 
Ambassadors. The Secretary emphasized the fact that the action 
we were proposing was for the contingency of overt Chinese aggres- 

sion and was in no sense a substitute for what needed to be done in 
any event for the defense of Southeast Asia under present circum- 
stances. 

The Secretary added that we were convinced that should recent 
Communist successes in Indochina “go to their heads” and cause 
the Chinese Communist to run amuck this would mark the begin- 
ning of a course of developments which if they were not dealt with 
seriously and at once would lead to a threat to the position of the 
three ANZUS countries in the Pacific. While we don’t expect this 

1 June 4. |
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| development we do feel there is enough risk that it might take 

| place so that it is only prudent to prepare to meet it and by : 

| making such preparation provide one solid fact in this generally | 

2 cloudy situation. The Secretary did not feel we could afford to let | 

overt aggression in the area pass unnoticed. The United States for : 

| its part has already indicated that it could not let it pass. If the : 

3 United States should back down from this position the result would | 

be very serious and the United States does not intend to back , 

: down. As our allies under the ANZUS Treaty, we hope Australia : 

4 and New Zealand will support us on this matter politically and | 

| morally. The Secretary said that this proposal does not mean a re- 

quest at this time for specific military commitments. Se : 

| - Ambassador Munro inquired about the intention regarding the 

| publication of any agreement reached. The Secretary said he felt : 

publication might be salutory as a deterrent but that this could be | 

decided in the light of circumstances when agreement was reached. : 

The Secretary said it was not always necessary to publish things as 

| he had the feeling that Communist intelligence was so good that 
they were able to judge when there was firmness and agreement on 

a matter and when contrary-wise there was weakness and disagree- 

: ment. He referred: in this ‘matter to their sensing our underlying 

firmness with respect to Korea as contributing to the achievement | 

: of the Korean armistice and concluded that some times, therefore, 

it is not necessary to publish something to the world in order to 

| obtain a desired deterrent effect. _ Be | | 

| _ Ambassador-Spender inquired: about the ‘reference to France in 

| paragraph 2 of the “Talking Paper” and what the grounds were for | 

| French concern. The Secretary replied that intelligence sources 

have indicated that the Chinese are reconstructing old Japanese 

| airfields around Hainan and on the Luchow Peninsula in a way so | 

that they could be used for jet planes. He added that intelligence | 

did not, however, reflect any special accumulation of planes or an 

2 abnormal accumulation of forces near the border on the Chinese | 

side. He also said that we believed overt aggression was unlikely to 

occur as the military situation and also the political situation was : 

running so strongly in favor of the Communists that it would | 

| appear to be folly for them to engage in open aggression thus so- 

lidifying opposition to them and also adversely affecting Asian 7 

, opinion. We did not, therefore, think this development probable | 

: unless their recent successes “go to their heads”. Ambassador : 

Spender then inquired about the relation of using collective armed | 

' force and the immediate appeal to the United Nations (see para- 

| graph 3 of the “Talking Paper’’) and said the same point occurred 

in the suggested minute. The Secretary replied that in his view 

these actions would be concurrent but that the use of collective 

| |
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| armed force should not be conditioned by the appeal to the United 
Nations. | | , 

| Ambassador Munro then raised the question as to whether we 
felt the French would ask for intervention in the case of overt Chi- 
nese aggression. The Secretary replied that he did not regard this 

| as a matter for bargaining with the French. He referred to the 
greater sanctions statement on Korea, 2 to the President’s address | 
of April ® and his own of September, 19534 and said that these 

| statements and also this suggested action were not being made in 
the interest of helping the French but of helping the United States. 
He said should there be overt Chinese aggression the United 
States, Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines would be the 
targets thereof. This policy was, therefore, designed to serve the in- 
terests of The United States in seeing that the Pacific does not 

| become an unfriendly body of water. He referred to the chain be- 
ginning with the Aleutians, going through Japan, Okinawa, Formo- 
sa, the Philippines and down to Australia and New Zealand and 

. said that if this chain were broken the defense of the Pacific would 
fall back to its eastern shore with a possibility of holding the Ha- 
waiian Islands. Therefore, this is a policy, as we see it, in the inter- 

_ est of the United States and also our ANZUS allies. The reference 
to the French was only because the French feel there is a some- 
what greater risk now than formerly of overt Chinese aggression. 
It was really only a statement of intelligence. The Secretary said 
the French views on this matter should not be in any sense deter- 

_. minative and, as a matter of fact; ‘we hiave not ‘discussed the matter 
with the French. 

Ambassador Spender said that it was his assumption that under 
this plan military action might not be confined to Indochina. The 
Secretary said this was correct as there might well be other ways 

| of meeting aggression more effectively. 
Ambassador Munro asked if short of this proposal but on the | 

matter of meeting the present situation in Indochina it was correct 
that we did not anticipate U.S.-French action but still wanted to 
see action on a broader basis. The Secretary indicated that this 
view was also correct. 
Ambassador Munro then inquired as to the French position relat- 

ing to the several conditions which we had put to the French sever- 
| al weeks ago on the question of possible intervention. The Secreta- 

? Text of the Declaration signed on July 27, 1953 by the 16 nations participating 
in the UN Command is incorporated in the foreword to the Special Report trans- 
mitted by the Command to the Secretary-General of the United Nations on Aug. 7, 
1953. For text, see Department of State Bulletin, Aug. 24, 1953, p. 247. 

5 “The Chance for Peace,” delivered Apr. 16, is printed ibid., Apr. 27, 1958, p. 599. 
| * “Korean Problems”, delivered Sept. 2, is printed ibid., Sept. 14, 1953, p. 339.
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ry replied that the points relating to the independence of the Asso-- | 

ciated States were coming along well in that the declarations, etc., | | 

, which the French have indicated they would be prepared to make, 
looked good to us. Furthermore, the French have indicated that. 

| they would not seize upon collective intervention as an excuse to 
pull their own troops out; in other words they would regard inter- — 

: national intervention as supplemental and not substitutive to their — : 

present effort. Mr. Merchant added that the French had also gone | 

| along, as Ambassador Munro knew, with the current Thai appeal 
to the United Nations. The Secretary indicated that otherwise | 

| there had been little progress in the talks with the French. He © 

| | added that on the Thai-United Nations action the United Kingdom 

| and France had both been reluctant fearing the effect of the action 

| on the Geneva Conference. We, however, have been hesitant to dis- 

courage the Thais in taking this action and we held the view ifthe : 

| matter were handled discretely [discreetly?] it should not injure the © | 

| position at Geneva. ee Ss 
_ Ambassador Spender observed that he gathered, therefore, that — ) 

it was correct to say that the Thais had taken the matter up in the — 

| United Nations on their own volition and not. under pressure of the : 
United States. The Secretary said that this was not only true but : 

: as a matter of fact we had some difficulty in restraining them from _ 

| takingitupforalmostayear, ss ! 
_ Ambassador Munro then asked. what our views were with respect 

| to the timing of the next meeting of the Security Council saying : 

L that he understood: the British and.French didn’t want it held until 

| after Geneva. The Secretary said that it would no doubt take sever- : 
, al days to work out a resolution and he thought it was probably | 

alright for the matter to be held in abeyance until the latter part | 

of next week. He added we would not want to press the matter if it : 
{ would have a bad effect at Geneva. Ambassador Munro injected the _ | 

observation that this point is a factor in the thinking of the New : 

Zealand Government also. The Secretary said we had some Con- | 
gressional criticism because of the lack of United Nations’ action 
which had come up in consideration of our aid bill and our attempt | 

, to broaden the Indochinese part thereof so that the money could be 
| used in other Southeast Asian countries. This was an additional — , 

reason for our not wanting to block the Thai action. The Secretary 
/ summarized our position by saying that while we do not desire to | 

rush matters too much, that on the other hand we didn’t want to — 
: have the matter drag to the extent that it would indicate that this : 
! was not a serious matter. | 

Ambassador Spender inquired if this Thai-United Nations action : 
i satisfied the conditions we had. raised with the French about — | 
| United Nations action. The Secretary replied that it did not fully | 

|
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satisfy it as we would hope for action of a broader nature. For in- 
stance, adding the Associated States to it. There was some question 
raised by Ambassador Munro as to whether present action could be 
broadened or whether it would be necessary to start afresh. The 
Secretary said while he had not studied the technicalities of this 
matter he would expect a Soviet veto in the Security Council and 

| perhaps if technicalities did not make it difficult that when the 
matter were taken into the Assembly it could be started in that 
body on a broader basis. 

7 [Attachment 1] | 

TALKING PAPER 

1. You will recall that the President in his speech of April 16, 
1953, and the Secretary of State on September 2, 1953, have 
warned Communist China that any overt aggression by its armed 
forces would have grave consequences which might not be limited 
to the area of the aggression. _ | 

2. The Government of the United States believes that the Chi- 
nese Communist regime is not likely to undertake overt unpro- 
voked military aggression in the Western Pacific or South East 
Asia area at this time. At the same time it should be noted that 
the French have expressed to us concern lest the Chinese Commu- 
nists use their air forces or allow the use of their territory for air 
strikes in support of the Vietminh assault against the Tonkin 
Delta. The possibility of such Chinese intervention cannot, of 
course, be ruled out. 

3. It continues to be the conviction of the Government of the 
United States that if the Chinese Communist regime should 
commit overt unprovoked military aggression, in this or in any 
other form, it should be met by collective armed force and that 
there should be an immediate appeal to the U.N. to call on 
member states to support the nation or nations attacked or threat- 
ened. | 

4, It is the judgment of the Government of the United States that 
if there exists a strong and united will to defeat any such aggres- 
sion should it occur, its occurrence would be hardly likely. On the 
other hand, the lack of such a will would increase the likelihood of 
such aggression occurring. 

). It is the present intention of the President of the United 
States, if such overt aggression is committed by the Chinese Com- 
munist regime, at once to request approval by the Congress for the
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_ use of the armed forces of the United States against Communist | | 
China to defeat the aggression. | | 

_ 6. In view, however, of the fact that the United States is allied 

with Australia and New Zealand by the Security Treaty of Septem- 
| ber 1, 1951, it seems appropriate first to consult about the action to 
| be taken in such a contingency and to seek to agree to a joint 

course of action. The U.S. intends to pursue the same course with | 
respect to the Philippines with which it also has a similar treaty. | 
We expect also to inform the United Kingdom and invite its paral- i 

| lel action, even though the United States has no treaty alliance 
| with the United Kingdom in relation to this area. 

| 7. This proposed action is clearly related to the collective defense 
| of Southeast Asia, but is not in substitution for the efforts now | 

| being made to carry out the U.S. proposal of March 29, 1954, for : 

| such collective defense is relevant to present circumstances, even 
| though there be no overt Chinese aggression. 

| _ 8. In order to facilitate an agreement on a joint course of action 
, to counter any overt Chinese Communist aggression, the United | | 
| ‘States proposes that an agreed minute be adopted by the members : 

of the ANZUS Pact. (Table minute.) The United States would hope | 
| that the Governments of Australia and New Zealand would find it ! 
| possible to concur in this course of action in order that we would | 
| be prepared to act promptly should the need arise. _ | | 

| | [Attachment 2] . : | 

| -ProposeD AGREED MINUTE | | 

| If Communist China should commit overt, unprovoked military 
| aggression in the Western Pacific or Southeast Asia, the govern- 

ment of each member state would at once: _ a 

| a. request approval from its Congress or Parliament for the use 
| of its armed forces against Communist China to defeat the aggres- 
| s10n; | | | 

| b. support an appeal to the United Nations by the parties at- | 
! tacked for assistance against the aggression; and, | 
| c. seek to persuade other free nations to join in the action with | 
| such help as each can give. | 
| | | 

| | : | 

| 7 
| |
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790 .5/6-454 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Asssistant Secretary of State 
for European Affairs (Merchant) ! 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 4, 1954. 

Subject: ANZUS Meeting : 

Participants: The Secretary 
Sir Roger Makins, British Ambassador 
Mr. Merchant—EUR | 

The British Ambassador called on the Secretary late in the after- 
| noon at the Secretary’s request. 

The Secretary opened the conversation by saying that he desired 
to inform the British Ambassador of the meeting he had had earli- 

| er in the afternoon with the Ambassadors from Australia and New 
Zealand. After briefly summarizing the talking paper 2 which he 
had used for the ANZUS meeting, the Secretary handed the British 

Ambassador a copy which he said the Ambassador could keep. _ | 
Sir Roger Makins read the paper twice, slowly and carefully. He 

then asked if he understood correctly that it was our opinion that 
overt aggression by the Chinese Communists (which the Secretary | 

had emphasized he regarded as highly unlikely) would bring the ~ 
ANZUS Treaty into play. The Secretary replied that reaction by — 
the United States against overt Chinese Communist aggression as 

intimated in the President’s declaration might be expected to bring 
the Treaty into play. The British Ambassador asked if such reac- 
tion contemplated the possible use of the forces on Formosa, to 
which the Secretary replied affirmatively. The British Ambassador 
then asked if the use of Chinese air power in Indochina or the em- 
ployment of bases in Communist China by aircraft which entered 

_ the fight in Indochina would be construed as overt aggression. The _ 

Secretary replied in the affirmative though he stated that use of 
air bases in Communist China by aircraft which might be marked 
as Vietminh and manned by Vietminh pilots would be an instance ~ 

. where the facts of the aggression might be a little difficult to estab- 
| lish. The Secretary went on to say that in establishing our inten- | 

tions under the hypothetical situation, the United States would be 
acting in direct defense of what it regarded as its own national se- 
curity interests. Its motivation would not be helping the French 
and its reaction would not necessarily be in the immediate area of 
the aggression. In consequence the Secretary said that this position 
of the United States was neither at the request of the French nor 

1A handwritten notation on this document reads: “Sec approved Rioderic] 
-O’C[onnor]’. . 

2 Attachment 1 to the memorandum of conversation, supra.
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| in the form of contemplated commitment to the French nora 
| source of bargaining with the French. We would be acting directly | | 
3 in defense of the United States’ own interests. ) | 
: The British Ambassador inquired if we contemplated making | 
| public any joint declaration along these lines. The Secretary re- | 
| plied not necessarily but this was a matter which could be decided | 
| later. He went on to say that he had a feeling the Communists’ in- | 
| telligence in the free world was sufficiently good to make it reason- | 

ably certain that they would sense or detect an agreement of this © | 
| sort and the firmness of purpose underlying it. | | | 

| The Secretary then noted that he was going to talk to the Philip- _ | 
| pines along similar lines. In reply to the Ambassador’s question the : 
| Secretary confirmed that there was no present intention to tell the | 
| French at this moment of these actions. | | 

| The British Ambassador thanked the Secretary for the informa- | 

| tion which he said would be helpful to the British Cabinet at its | 
| meeting the next morning. From his manner and his questions it | 
| was clear that he considered the entire matter one of very real se- | 
: riousness. | ee | | 

| 790 .5/ 6-454: Telegram ae 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 1 | 

| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 4, 1954—8:04 p. m. | 
! NIACT 

| 6575. The holding of the 5-power military talks here without the | 
| participation of the Philippine and Thai representatives has pro- | 

| voked serious repercussions at Bangkok and Manila. Filipinos espe- : 
| cially insist on participation and failure to invite them has given | 

_ | | 

| 1 Repeated for information to Geneva as telegram Tosec 351, marked “for Under | | 
| Secretary’. , | | | | | 

' , | 

: | 

: 

: | | | 

| |
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rise to difficulties for Magsaysay. 2 We are being accused in Manila 
of “drawing the color line” ? and snubbing our close allies. 

One of the principal reasons for this difficulty is the leak in 
London of the report regarding the holding of this meeting, coupled 

_ with the British insistence that it be on the Chief of Staff level. We 
believe that the only way out of this dilemma and to avoid damag- 
ing our position in the Philippines and in Thailand is to invite 
their representatives to attend at least one session of the 5-power 
talks as a face-saving device. Radford has put this question to Har- 
ding, who replied that this evoked political considerations about 
which he would have to consult London. You are instructed there- 
fore to urge HMG to direct Harding to agree to an invitation to the 
Thais and Filipinos to attend at least one session of the current 
talks. | 

DULLES © 

2In telegram 2721 from Manila, June 1, Chargé Lacy had informed the Depart- 
ment of State of this request of the Philippine Government and stated that although 
he had not informed Philippine officials of this opinion, the Embassy believed that 
“exclusion Philippines or any other friendly SEA power from these conversations 
inevitably productive of effective criticism on part [Senator Claro] Recto as well as 
Asian neutralist leaders to effect that conversations now in progress Washington 
further evidence US preference for white Westerners and exclusion colored and 
Asian powers even when security SEA subject discussion. . . .Philippine security ex- 
ceedingly poor and contribution Philippine military to discussions something less 
than important. . . . Would it not be possible for five powers to invite participation 
Philippines at some stage of discussions at which security considerations negligi- 
ble?” (790.5/6-154) 

3The phrase “drawing a color line” appears in an aide-mémoire, not printed, 
handed Murphy by Ambassador Romulo on June 3. (Attachment to memorandum of 
a conversation held June 3 between Romulo and Murphy, not printed; 790.5/6-354) 

7190.5/6-554: Telegram | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines 1 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 5, 1954—4:20 p.m. 

3168. Secretary called in Romulo and Gamboa this morning. Fol- 
lowing is uncleared summary of discussion. Secretary said he con- 
sulting pursuant Article 3 Mutual Defense Treaty. He said collec- 

tive defense negotiations SEA unresolved although French have 
made considerable progress in agreeing move forward toward com- 
pletion independence treaty with Viet Nam, agreement not to with- 

draw French forces from Indochina so long as needed there, and 

willingness have UN study SEA situation. UK position still unde- 
cided. Secretary said five-power military talks of which Philippines 

1 Repeated to Geneva as telegram Tedul 165.
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| ~ will be kept fully informed will reach no decisions. Secretary then | 
| said there one aspect situation which should be distinguished from | 

projected collective defense in SEA: namely possibility Communist | 
China might resort open unprovoked aggression by sending its | 
army or air force outside mainland China. President and Secretary | 
had declared publicly overt Chinese Communist aggression would | 
have grave consequences which might not be confined to particular | 

area of aggression. These declarations made in belief transition | 

| from indirect to direct aggression would carry such grave implica- | 

tions to Western Pacific position of US and its treaty allies that . 
| there would have to be immediate reaction. Secretary said this is a | 
| policy which stands independently of SEA coalition and US hopes | 
| if it necessary for it to take action indicated US would have sup- | 
| port and cooperation of Philippines pursuant Mutual Defense | 
| Treaty. Secretary then said US would welcome Philippine assur- | 
| ances in this respect, adding US seeking similar assurances from | 

Australia and New Zealand. Secretary stressed his statement pre-_ | 
! cautionary only, asserting current evidence slight Chinese Commu- | 
| nists contemplating direct aggression. | an : 
| Following Secretary’s statement Romulo, asked whether US de- | 
| termined defend..Philippines, Formosa, Japan and other off-shore 
| areas in Western Pacific to which Secretary replied affirmatively. | 
| Romulo then referred to joint Magsaysay-Wilson release? and | 
| urged that council referred to be established promptly. Secretary ! 
| - replied he would discuss with Defense and push ahead with it. _ 

: 2 Information on Secretary Wilson’s meeting with President Magsaysay was trans- | 
| mitted in telegram 2665 from Manila, May 25. (796.5 MSP/5-2554) ! 

| 790.5/6-654: Telegram | | | | | 

| _ The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the _ | 
| | Department of State } | : 
| | , 

| TOP SECRET - LONDON, June 6, 1954—4 p.m. | 
NIACT | | | 

: 5558. Geneva for Under Secretary. Re Embtel 5555, 2 repeated | 
| US Del Geneva 125; Deptel 6593, ? repeated Paris 4480, Canberra | 

| 236, Wellington 188, Geneva Tosec 356. ! 

| ———_—_ | : 
| 1 Repeated for information to Canberra, Wellington, Geneva, and Paris. | | 
| 2 Dated June 5, not printed. (790.5/6-554) | 

| 8 Date illegible, probably June 5. (790.5/6-554) In this telegram the Department of 
| State had informed other concerned posts of the request made in telegram 6575 to 
| London, June 4, p. 547. | | | 

: 
| | 
| | 
| |
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Foreign Office has just told us UK unable agree to request refer- 
ence telegram as feels proposal reopens question of participation in 

any eventual Southeast Asia defense organization * and places in 
dire jeopardy prospect of eventual cooperation in any form of other 
Asian States such as India and Burma. UK would not object to US © 
keeping Philippine and Thai military representatives informed of 
progress of talks and consulting them outside conference. UK 
equally proposes keep other Commonwealth members generally in- 
formed. © | | 

Although doubtful matter considered by formal Cabinet meeting 
yesterday above represents considered ministerial level decision. 

Understand Foreign Office advising British Embassy Washington 
in similar sense. | 

) | ALDRICH _ 

* In telegram 5573 from London, June 8, the Embassy amplified this wording as | 
follows: “Foreign Office states word ‘reopens,’ which used in oral UK answer to US 
request, intended convey UK continued belief that time not now propitious for dis-. 
cussion question of membership in a SEA defense organization. As UK does not feel 
able discuss membership at this time, it does not wish to be faced with a situation , 
(Thailand and Philippine participation in five-power talks) which might prejudice in _ 
advance question of participation in any eventual SEA organization. | 

_ “As remainder of Embtel 5558 indicates, UK does’ not’consider general question of 

SEA defense organization closed.” (790.5/6-854) a PEE at 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file ; _ - 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 201st Meeting of the National 
Security Council Held on Wednesday, June 9, 1954 3 -_ 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | | 

There were present at the 201st Meeting of the Council the Presi- 
dent of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the © 

United States; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; the 

Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the Director, 
Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were Mr. Tuttle for the 
Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney General (for Items 1 and 
2); the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce (for 
Item 1); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic 

Energy Commission (for Items 2,3,6 and 7); the Acting Federal Civil 
Defense Administrator (for Items 2 and 3); Assistant Attorney Gen- _ 
eral Barnes (for Item 1); the Secretary of the Army; Under Secreta-_ 
ry of Commerce Murray (for Item 1); Assistant Secretary of the In- 

1 Drafted by Gleason on June 10..
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| terior Wormser (for Item 1); the Under Secretary of the Navy; | 
| Robert Amory, Jr., Central Intelligence Agency; the Chairman, a 

- Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; the As- | 

| sistant to the President; Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the | 
| President; the Deputy Assistant to the President; the White House | 
| Staff Secretary; the NSC Representative on Internal Security; the | 

Executive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, | | 

| Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the | 

main pointstaken. 
| Oo | 

| 7. Southeast Asia (NSC 5405; NSC Actions Nos. 1086-b and -c, | 
| | —:1104-b, 1110,? 1112, 1147-b,* and 1148-b 4) a | 

| Secretary Wilson indicated the various countries which he had 
| visited in the course of his journey to the Far East. In Japan, he | | 
| _ said, Ambassador Allison had arranged for Secretary Wilson to 
| have an interview with the Emperor. Secretary Wilson then read | 
| from a memorandum of conversation which Ambassador Allison | 
) had prepared after the interview. ® Be | | 
| _ Secretary Wilson said that he had‘had “quite a visit” with Prime 
| Minister Yoshida, who had tried to interest him in a great road- 

| building scheme in Japan. While Yoshida seemed very anxious to | 
| proceed with the Japanese rearmament program, Secretary Wilson : 
| said he expected a lot of economic assistance from the United - 

Statesin this process. | 
| Secretary Wilson said that when he reached Korea he found _ | 
i President Rhee both courteous and friendly, but there had been no | 
| “business” talked between them. Subsequently, however, at a | 
| review of South Korean troops, President Rhee had made a speech | 
| which dealt with various policy matters. Secretary Wilson read to 
| the Council excerpts from Rhee’s speech, which heaped praise on | 

| General Van Fleet for his part in building up the ROK Army. The | 
| speech also contained a plea for continued U.S. build-up of South : 
| Korean armed forces. _ | | 

| In Formosa, said Secretary Wilson, the Generalissimo had tried 
fo to sell him a number of things in the course of three interviews. 

: Secretary Wilson had taken the position that he was merely an ob- ! 
| server. Chiang had taken the position that the United States was 
| ee 
: 2 Dated May 8, 1954, and printed with an extract from the memorandum of the 
| 196th NSC meeting held the same day, in vol. xm, Part 2, p. 1505. | | 
. 3 Dated June 3, 1954, and printed with an extract from the memorandum of the 
| 200th NSC meeting held that same day, ibid., p. 1660. : 
| * See footnote 6, p. 537. | | 
| 5 Not printed. | 

| 
| 
| 
|
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wasting its time and money in Indochina. American aid had better 
be channelled elsewhere, since the great issues in Asia would not 

be settled in Indochina. Chiang had also pointed out that while the 

United States has treaty arrangements with the Philippines, the 
ROK, and Japan, there was no formal agreement between the 
United States and Nationalist China. Secretary Wilson had replied 
by pointing out the difficulties of working out an agreement with 
Chiang Kai-shek unless such an agreement were restricted to areas 
which the Generalissimo actually controlled. Secretary Wilson ex- 
pressed the opinion that Chiang was very over-optimistic on what 
he thought he could accomplish in an invasion of the mainland, 
which the Generalissimo said could be successfully carried out 
without the need for any American ground forces. 

With regard to the Philippines, Secretary Wilson said he had had 
“quite a talk with the folks down there’. He had been advised in 
advance not to discuss with Magsaysay our base agreements. ®° He 

had, however, been told to indicate to Magsaysay the view of the | 

United States that the time had come to implement the treaty with 
the Philippines. 7 Secretary Wilson also discussed with Magsaysay 
the economic situation and the need for educational development 

in the Philippines. a ee 
As a general result of visiting around in the various Far Eastern 

countries, Secretary Wilson said he clearly sensed the necessity of 
getting some kind of real internal stability in these countries. He 

wondered, however, if the United States was not trying to achieve 

economic improvement in many of these countries at too rapid a 
pace. Secretary Wilson therefore suggested that now was the time 
to take a “real new look” as to how best to accomplish our objec- 
tives in the Far East with far fewer U.S. personnel. 

_ At the conclusion of Secretary Wilson’s report, Mr. Cutler asked 
: Secretary Dulles if he had any comments to make on developments 

in Southeast Asia since his last report to the Council. 

Secretary Dulles replied that there were very few changes to 

report. As we had anticipated, the pre-conditions we had set for 
armed intervention in Southeast Asia had been “toyed with” by 
the French, but that the French had reached no firm conclusion 
with respect to internationalizing the Indochina conflict. In effect, 

| they are using these pre-conditions and the prospect of our inter- 
vention at Geneva, but they seem to have no intention of actually 
taking up the option. Beyond this, an acceptable formula had been 

6 The original military base agreement between the United States and the Philip- 
pines (already much amended by 1954), had been signed at Manila on Mar. 14, 1947. 
For text, see TIAS 1775. 

7 Reference is to the Mutual Defense Treaty.
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found for the independence of the Associated States if the time | 
| ever comes to invoke the formula. | | | 

| The Thai appeal for UN observers, said Secretary Dulles, had | | 

| made some progress, despite the obstacles placed in its way by the | 
| British and French, to whom it had been necessary to present a | 

virtual ultimatum. At least a beginning had been made of getting | 
| the UN involved in Southeast Asia. | 

| | If a breakdown occurred at Geneva, Secretary Dulles predicted | 
| that the British would move for some kind of regional organization | 

to protect what was left of Indochina and the rest of Southeast | 
| Asia. Secretary Dulles expressed himself as still opposed to United | 

States intervention with armed force in Indochina unless our pre- | 
| conditions for such intervention had been met and unless we have | 

other nations as associates in the enterprise. a | 
| Secretary Dulles then commented briefly on the U.S. course of 

-action in the event of overt unprovoked Chinese Communist ag- | 
| gression, which the Council had discussed at its previous meeting. | 

| He said that he had had a number of talks with the representa- 
| tives of the nations concerned, but no definite reactions had yet oc- | | 
| curred. The Australians, he said, were obviously concerting their | 
| response with the British. However, Secretary Dulles had himself 

| informed the British of the proposals he would discuss with the Pa- | 
| cific Dominions. The British remained heavily influenced by the | 
| point of view of India and by their fear of a desire on the part of _ | 
! | the United States to provoke general war with Communist China. : 

| Secretary Dulles concluded by offering the guess that Australia | 
| and New Zealand would ultimately agree to stand beside us in the 
! face of overt Chinese Communist aggression. However, what their : 
| precise posture would be, Secretary Dulles said he could not pre- | 

| dict. | | 
| The President said that he had one bit of information to add to ! 
| the discussion. Pleven had called in General Gruenther ® and | 
| pointed out what terrific repercussions would arise in France if the | 
| Tonkin Delta were lost. There would be harsh feelings against all | 

| of France’s allies, and especially against Great Britain. The United | 
i States, however, would not avoid criticism. The President said that | 

| he had written back to General Gruenther ° suggesting that he tell | 

: Pleven that if the Tonkin Delta fell, there would be very strong | 
: anti-French reactions in the United States in view of all that we | 
: had done to provide against its loss. ! 

i _ Secretary Dulles commented that if Indochina were lost, every- | 
| one would be on the lookout for a scapegoat. . 

| 8 Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, Supreme Allied Commander in Europe. 
| ® Letter not found in Department of State files. | 

|
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The National Security Council: 1° | 

Noted oral reports by the Secretary of Defense on his recent 
Asian trip and by the Secretary of State on developments in the 
current negotiations with respect to Southeast Asia. | 

| S. EVERETT GLEASON 

10 The paragraph that follows constitutes NSC Action No. 1155. (S/S-NSC (Miscel- 
laneous) files, lot 66 D 95) 

790.5/6-1454 (Bulky) ‘ 

Report of the Five-Power Military Conference of June 3-11, 1954) 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 11, 1954. 

Five Power Mruirary CONFERENCE OF JUNE 1954 | 

In accordance with instructions, the Military Representatives of 

Australia, France, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the 

United States met in Washington from 3rd to 11th of June, 1954, to 
- consider the military situation in South East Asia. 

The Report of this Five Power Military Conference is attached. 

S[YDNEY] F. ROWELL | 

Lt. General 

Australia 

J.E. VALLUY 

Général de Corps d’Armée 
| : France 

W.G. GENTRY 

Major General 
| New Zealand | 

| | JOHN HARDING 
Field Marshal 

United Kingdom _ 

| R.B. CARNEY | 

Admiral 

United States 

1This report is attached to a covering note of June 14 from MacArthur to the 
Secretary. In that note the Counselor recommended that Dulles read several sec- 
tions “to get the main substance of the report’. (790.5/6-1454) All sections recom- 
mended by MacArthur are included in the extracts printed here.
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oo. a [Attachment] _ | | 

| | | REPORT OF CONFERENCE | | 

| 1. The Military Representatives of Australia, France, New Zea- | 
| land, the United Kingdom and the United States met in the Penta- | 
| gon, Washington, D.C. from 3rd to 11th June 1954 to discuss the - | 

situation in South East Asia. | | | | 
2. It was understood that the conclusions of the Conference did _ | 

not in any way imply a commitment of the Governments of the re- | 
| spective delegations. | ! 
| | ! 
| : ‘TERMS OF REFERENCE | 

3. They were instructed in their terms of reference to undertake | 
| planning studies in order to recommend possible courses of action | 

| to enable an effective line of resistance to further Communist ag- | 
: - gression or infiltration in South East Asia to be established. They _ | 

: would examine all possible courses of action in the light of the cur- | 
| rent situation and of the known capabilities of the anti-Communist | 
| countries concerned in South East Asia and the Western Pacific. | 
| 4. It was understood that the phrase above dealing with examina- | 
| tion of “all possible courses of action in light of the current situa- | 
| tion” was without limitation, and in particular was not restricted 

| by the prior sentence dealing with “an effective line of resistance”. | 

| a BACKGROUND | 

| 5. The discussions were conducted against the background of an | 

| Intelligence survey of the military situation in the South East Asia | 
| area and a French exposition of the current position in Indo-China. 
! The Intelligence survey, prepared by delegates to the Conference, | 
: covered the present situation in Indo-China, the internal security | 
| problems of Thailand, Burma, Malaya, Indonesia, Philippines and | 

| Nationalist China and the effect on them of a major Communist | 
success in Indo-China. It also covered the possible Communist reac- | 

! tion to overt military intervention by the West in the Indo-China | 
| war and the Chinese military capabilities in South East Asia (En- | 
( closure B). 2 

| 6. The French exposition reviewed the situation that had faced : 

| France in the conduct of the war in Indo-China in recent years, | 
| particularly the problem of controlling the Delta with its popula- 

| tion of five million while at the same time seeking out and destroy- | 
| ing an enemy who were increasingly well armed and supported. | 
| The attention of the Conference was focussed on the urgency of the 

: ? Only an extract, Part II, of Enclosure B is printed, p. 562. | 

| | 
| . 

. : 

| |
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existing situation, the paucity of French Vietnamese resources, the 
deteriorating morale as a result of the fall of Dien Bien Phu and 

consequent exaltation of the Viet Minh and finally the great im- 
portance of Tonkin to the front line of the defense of the free world 

against Communism (Enclosure C). 3 

7. The Principal Military Representatives of this Conference took 

cognizance of the excellent accomplishments of the Five Power 

Military Planners whose studies and conclusions were of great 
value to this Conference. It was agreed that further useful work 

could be accomplished by this group. 

ORGANIZATION OF DISCUSSION , 

8. The organization of the Conference provided for studies to be 

prepared under four major headings, with the stipulation in each 
case that the examination would be made in the light: of world 

wide implications and the current situation in the area, and on the 

assumption that necessary political arrangements had been made. 

a. The defense of Indochina against the Viet Minh in the various 
situations which might arise; | 

b. Measures to provide internal security in selected areas of 
Southeast Asia; | 

c. The defense of Southeast Asia (including Indochina) in the 
event of overt Chinese Communist aggression, including consider- 
ation of the use of nuclear weapons; 

d. The military problems in Southeast Asia in the event of a 
ceasefire in Indochina being agreed. | 

9. The studies themselves were prepared as a basis for discussion 

only. They were not textually agreed throughout and are attached 
at Enclosure D, E, F and G *# only for information. The agreed con- 

clusions arising out of the discussions have been listed under each 

- heading at Enclosure A, Annex 1, 2, 3 and 45 and summarised 

below. | 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS | 

The Present Situation: 

10. The retention of the Tonkin Delta is of the greatest impor- 

tance to the defense of Southeast Asia as a whole. At the present 

time, the military situation in the Delta is critical. The Viet Minh 

are in a position to launch a strong offensive at any time from mid- 

3 Enclosure C, “Exposition by the French Delegation”, is not printed here. 
: * None printed. Their respective titles are: “Military Courses of Action in Indo- 

china”, ‘Measures To Provide Internal Security in Southeast Asia”, “Defense of 

Southeast Asia in the Event of Overt Chinese Communist Aggression”, and “Mili- © 
tary Problems That Would Arise in Southeast Asia in Event of Cease-Fire in Indo- 
china Being Agreed”. 

5 Annexes 1 and 4 of Enclosure A are not printed.
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| June and by September will be able to undertake a fully coordinat- | 
| ed offensive. Between now and September they will undoubtedly 

exert heavy pressure and, if by then, no reinforcements have been | 
2 received a severe Franco-Vietnamese reverse is probable. This may 
| well lead to a serious defection of Vietnamese troops. | | 

| Forces Required to Stabilize the Situation in the Delta: oe | 

| 11. The stabilization of the situation and establishment of a | 
| secure base in the Delta would require outside assistance of the | 
| order of three well trained and equipped divisions and about three | 

| hundred aircraft. Owing to the limited capacity of the airfields in | 
| Indochina these aircraft would have to be provided initially by a — | 
| carrier task force supported by appropriate naval units and from 

| air forces based outside Indochina. Minesweepers may also be ree 

| quired. © : | 7 | | 
| 12. The movement and concentration of these forces will take 
| time and a decision to reinforce the Delta must be made immedi- | 
| ately if adequate forces are to be ready to meet the large scale Viet | 
: Minh offensive expected in September 1954. | | 

| 13. The Delta will remain vulnerable until:the whole of Tonkin 
| has been secured and the Viet Minh Regular Army in Indochina | 
| has been destroyed. There can be, therefore, no guarantee that fur- | 

| ther reinforcements will not be required later. The size will depend | 

| on a number of factors including the extent of the recovery of : 
| morale throughout Indochina, the growth in size and effectiveness 

| of the Vietnamese forces; the extent to which French Union | 
: Forces, now necessarily dispersed on police duties throughout the | 

country, can be concentrated; and the reaction of Communist | 
| China. — a | | 

! 14. The arrival of reinforcements from the Free Nations, other | 

i than France, would be an important factor in the restoration of Vi- | 
| etnamese confidence. In the opinion of the French General Staff : 
| the psychological impact of those reinforcements would be en- | 

| hanced if they were drawn from the Western Powers. | 

; Situation Should the Delta be Lost: | | 

' 15. Should the Delta fall to the Viet Minh, consideration must | 
| be given to the holding of a line of recovery further south. Due to | 
| the nature of the terrain and the forces which might be available | 

to hold it such a position is not readily to be found. The line Thak- 
hek-Dong Hoi offers the best possibilities although it is subject to a 

| number of limitations. It would require a force of the order of four 
| divisions with supporting air forces to hold it, together with the 

forces necessary to secure complete control of southern Indochina. 
| Provision too, would have to be made for ensuring the security of 

| 
Loe 

|
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the flank resting on the Thai border. The maintenance of this force 
would require development of the existing logistic facilities. 

16. Under present conditions the French Union Forces in South- 
ern Indochina are fully occupied with internal security duties and 
could make no contribution to the holding of this position. There- 
fore, unless adequate forces were extricated from the Delta, the 

success of this operation would depend on the timely arrival of the 
necessary reinforcements from outside Indochina. 

— War With China: | | 

17. The danger of Chinese Communist intervention will increase 
with the approach of Allied forces, other than Vietnamese forces, 

to the Chinese border. From the start provision must be made to 
meet such intervention. 

18. Should war with China be precipitated by Chinese Commu- 
nist aggression in Southeast Asia, air attack should be launched 

immediately aimed at military targets. In the selection of these tar- 
gets political considerations cannot be ignored. To achieve a maxi- 
mum and lasting effect nuclear as well as conventional weapons 
should be used from the outset. A blockade against China should 

also be established. on, oo 

19. It is unlikely that the land forces immediately available 
would be sufficient to hold the Chinese advance but a recovery line 
in Indochina and defensive positions in Thailand and in Burma 
should be considered as a means of inflicting the maximum delay 
on the enemy and winning the support of those peoples. The lack 
of natural defensive positions and the inadequacy of forces likely to 
be available would limit what could be achieved. 

20. The final stop-line should. be a defensive position on the Kra 
Isthmus, the essential communications being controlled by air and 

naval forces based on the Philippines, Malaya and Ceylon. Interme- 
diate operations should not be allowed to prejudice the ability to 
hold this final position. | 

Global War: 

21. Any war with China involves some risk of war with Russia 
although no agreement was reached at this Conference as to 
whether the risk was probable or merely problematical. This is an 
important factor to be considered when deciding to commit forces 
to a war with China since such a committal must not be allowed to 
destroy the balance necessary for the implementation of allied 

- global strategy. 
22. In the event of Global War, the overall strategy of the Allies 

should be generally defensive in Southeast Asia utilizing the offen- 
sive capabilities of naval and air forces as practicable. Elsewhere in
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| the Far East the possibilities for offensive action should be ! 
: exploited. — ce | | 

| Measures to Improve Internal Security in Southeast Asia: | 

| 23. The maintenance of internal security in Southeast Asia de- | 
| pends largely on our ability to enlist the determined support of the | 
| leaders and people of the free Southeast Asian countries in the — | 
| fight against Communism. This is a political problem but if it can | 
__ be solved there are certain military measures which can be taken | 
| to increase their stability and develop their strength, = =——>> | | 
| 24. From the military viewpoint, a vital factor in the mainte- | 
| nance of internal security is the existence of strong, reliable, well | 
| trained and well equipped forces including police. Therefore, the | 
_ Allies should be prepared to aid in developing these forces and. | 
| their ability to operate. Such action would contribute not only to | 
: internal security but also to the general defense of Southeast Asia. | | 
| These measures should not be considered in isolation, but with po- 
| litical and economic factors, which, applied together, will contrib- | | 
| ute greatly to welfare and stability. So , | 

| Military Problems of a Cease Fire in Indochinaz... 9 | 

| _ 25. Both the local situation in Indochina and previous experi- | 
_ ence of truce or armistice between free and communist nations was 
| taken into account. The conditions which would be the soundest 
: and which would prevent a cease fire in Indochina developing : 
! quickly into a more serious situation were set down only from the | 
| military point of view. = esse | oo | 
: 26. Any cease fire agreement should provide for the retention by | 

: the French Union Forces of the Hanoi-Haiphong area, the commu- | 
| nications between those two places and at least the area south of | 
| the line Thakhek-Dong Hoi: | | 
. 27. There must be a guarantee by nations other than those di 
: rectly involved that they will intervene if the agreement is broken | 
: and neutral observers with freedom of movement must be provided 
! to detect and establish violations where they occur. | 

| | | GENERAL CONCLUSION 

| 28. Throughout the studies the Principal Military Representa- 
| tives have been much impressed by the fact that the military meas- 
| ures required to enable resistance to further Communist aggression 
| or infiltration in Southeast Asia to be effective call for firm solidar- 
| ity between the Five Powers represented at this Conference. The | 
| Principal Military Representatives would also call special attention 
| to the critical nature of the present situation in Tonkin and the ur- | 

gency of decisions on the immediate problems that it presents. - | 

| 
|
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Enclosure A, Annex 2 

Measures to Provide Internal Security in Southeast Asia 

An examination was made of the military measures that could 

be taken to provide for internal security in areas of Southeast Asia _ _ 
other than Indochina, on the assumption that no overt aggression 
by Chinese Communist forces had taken place. 

It was agreed that an essential requirement was to instil into the 
countries of Southeast Asia a natural determination to resist Com- 
munism. They must be convinced of the effectiveness of Western 

political, economic and military programs although the Asian sus- 

picion of interference would have to be taken into account. Mili- 
tarily a vital factor was the establishment of effective internal se- 
curity forces. | 

: It was concluded that the following measures could be taken: 

General 

1. The Allies should be prepared to furnish economic and mili- 

tary aid whenever practicable. | 
2. Increased and improved facilities for overseas training and li- 

aison visits of members of their armed services and security forces 
should be made available to all countries under consideration. 

Thailand | 

3. The military measures that could be taken are as follows: 

a. Undertake a program to develop sufficient trained military 
leaders and to establish suitable training facilities for the Thai 
Armed Forces. ee | 

b. Expand the Thai Army. 
c. Develop improved communications particularly in the North. 
d. Develop selected air bases for operation of modern military 

aircraft, including the stationing there in peace of Allied personnel 
required to make the bases operable. 

e. Assist the development of the Thai Volunteer Defense Corps 
(Home Guard) recently established under the Ministry of Interior. 

f. Assist in training police forces. 

4. Consideration should be given to the following long-term meas- 

ures which, although not strictly military in nature, might prove 

useful: | 

Exerting influence to secure the better control and, if possible, 
the repatriation of the Vietnamese minority and the integration of 
the Chinese minority in the national life. 

Burma 

5. The military measures that could be taken are as follows: 

a. If requested by the Burmese Government, furnish military aid 
and provide assistance in training the Burmese Armed Forces. 

b. Provide assistance to improve communications.
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bo 
i c. Develop closer liaison between Allied forces in the Far East 
! and the Burmese Armed Forces. ey | 

| d. Assist in training police forces. | 

| Malaya | , | 
| 6. We appreciate that the Security Forces in Malaya are ade- | 
| quate to deal with the present Communist terrorist threat. | | 

| Indonesia — | | | 
| 7. The military measures that could be taken are as follows: If 

requested by the Indonesian Government: | 

_a. Establish a military mission to replace the Dutch. | | 
| -b. Provide arms and equipment for the Indonesian Armed Forces. | 
| c. Develop airfields for Allied use. | 

d. Assist in training police forces. | | | | 

| 8. Consideration should be given to the following measures | 

| which, although not strictly military in nature, might prove useful: — 

| a. Eradication of the Communist element in the educational 
| system. . : | | 

| b. Support and encourage legal groups opposed to Communism. | 

| : Enclosure A, Annex 3 | | 

| | | 

| Defense of Southeast Asia in the Event of Overt Chinese Aggression ! 

| Military action was considered for the defense of Southeast Asia | 
| including the use of nuclear weapons, within a general strategic | 

! concept of overt aggression arising either from defeat of the Viet | | 
| Minh in the field or deriving from some other sequence of events. | 
| The courses of action were not considered in isolation but within | 
| the general framework of commitments elsewhere in the world and | | 

| in the light of the increased possibility of global war resulting from | 

| that aggression. The conclusions were as follows: | 
| 1. In the event of global war, the over-all strategy of the Allies | 
i should be generally defensive in Southeast Asia utilizing the offen- : 

| sive capabilities of naval and air forces as practicable. Elsewhere in | 
| the Far East the possibilities for offensive action should be | 

! exploited. | 
| 2. A study of the courses of action open to us in the event of Chi- | 

nese Communist aggression in Southeast Asia led to the following | 
: conclusions: 

| a. The retention of the Tonkin Delta is vital to the defense of 
. Southeast Asia as a whole. oo | 
| b. Air attack against China offers a significant contribution to : 
| the defense of Southeast Asia and is common to all courses of : 
| action. A blockade of the China coast should also be established. | 

| | 

| 

|
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c. Air attack should be launched immediately and so conducted 
as to have the greatest effect on the enemy. In certain circum- 
stances it may constitute our only means of major offensive action. 

d. To implement Allied strategy air attack should be aimed. at 
military targets, in the selection of which, however, political con- 
siderations cannot be ignored. To produce lasting and maximum 
effect such air attack should use nuclear as well as conventional 
weapons from the outset. 

e. Any war with China involves some risk of war with Russia, 
although no agreement was reached as to whether such risk consti- 
tuted a definite probability or whether its degree was merely prob- 
lematical. | 

f. Should aggression not be halted in the Tonkin Delta area, 
fighting for a recovery line in Indochina or for any defensive posi- 
tion in Thailand or Burma should be undertaken as a measure for 
imposing the maximum delay on the enemy and for maintaining 
support of those people. However, the lack of natural defensible po- 
sitions and inadequacy of the likely available forces would limit 
what could be done. 
'g. Any fighting for them should not be allowed to prejudice our 
prospects of holding our final stop line which will be in the Kra 
Isthmus. 

h. In the event of the fall of Indochina, a defensive position could 
be maintained in the Kra Isthmus and the essential communica- 
tions could be controlled by air and naval forces based on the Phil- 

_ippines, Malaya and Ceylon. | 

Enclosure B 

INTELLIGENCE SURVEY OF THE MILITARY SITUATION IN THE 

SOUTHEAST ASIA AREA 

PART II 

Possible Communist Reactions to Overt Military Intervention by the 
West in the Indo-China War | 

The Chinese Communist regime has undertaken an ambitious 

program to create an industrialized and militarily powerful state. 
Their energies appear to be devoted to the consolidation and expan- 

sion of China’s economic strength, modernization of military forces, 

and the transformation of China’s political and social|[?] © 

The major weakness of the Chinese armed forces is their depend- 
ence upon the USSR for such items as tanks, aircraft, military 

transport, naval vessels, POL, electronic equipment and spare 
parts. | 

6 Apparent omission in source text. |
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| This dependence will not be significantly lessened during the | 
| next few years. Despite this position of dependence, China’s mili- 

tary establishment has given the Communists an overwhelming | | 
| military advantage over the countries of non-Communist Asia and : | 
__ has profoundly affected the over-all balance of power in Asia. | | 
| Politically, the Chinese Communist regime has increased its ad- | 
| ministrative efficiency and has tightened its control over its people 
| and resources, and has solved the problems of maintaining a dicta- 

torship over 500,000,000 people. Yet, the regime has not been able © | 
to obtain more than passive acceptance from the bulk of the popu- 

| lation. | | | | 
i The precise manner in which Soviet influence or control finds its _ | 

| way into Chinese policies is not known. The USSR apparently | 
| treats its Chinese ally with deference. We believe the USSR is able : 
| to exert influence over Chinese policies primarily by virtue of their | 

common ideology and China’s economic and military dependence | 
| on the USSR. | a | 

| Future activities of the Chinese Communists are dangerously un- 
| predictable, but, for the immediate future, China will probably be | 

reluctant to undertake courses of action which it considers might | 

| involve substantial risks of unlimited war with a major power. | 
po However, China will probably counter with military force any | 

| action which it considers to be a military threat to its borders or to | 
| its vital interests, accepting the risks of war inherent in such | 
| action. | | - | 

Specifically, we consider that: a | 

| a. If the Western Powers resort to air action alone, confined to | 
| Indo-China, the Chinese would make the most of the propaganda 2 
| opportunity presented, would step up their aid to the Viet Minh, | 
! would make preparations for counter action, but would probably | 
| not embark on any operations, pending developments. | | 
| _ b. If the Western Powers deploy substantial ground forces into 
| North Viet-Nam there is a likelihood that the Chinese will dis- | 
| patch “volunteer” ground forces and probably provide “Viet Minh” 
| or “volunteer” air forces operating initially from Chinese air bases. 
: The Chinese decision to commit ground forces into Indo-China will 

| depend upon their assessment of the degree of success likely to be 
attained by the Allied forces. | 

po | | | 

| | ! 

| | ! 

| | 
: | 
|
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790.5/6-1254: Telegram a 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
Geneva Conference 1 

SECRET WASHINGTON, June 12, 1954—1 p. m. 

Tosec 406. For Undersecretary from Secretary. It seems clear 
from Canberra’s 290 repeated Tosec 371,2 other messages from 

Peaslee * and talks here with Spender that Australians are con- 

vinced of the need for developing collective arrangements for 

Southeast Asia area. With recent development in Eden’s position, 4 
it should be easier for Australia and New Zealend to assist in car- 

rying project forward and I am sure Casey’s return to Geneva will 
give you opportunity to enlist his aid. | understand he plans return | 

home via Washington and in your discretion tell him I am delight- 

ed he plans stop in Washington and will look forward to opportuni- 
ty of good discussions with him. Suggest to him that he let me 

know his plans as soon as they are firm. 
DULLES 

1 Drafted by Raynor and Outerbridge Horsey, Officer in Charge of Commonwealth | 
Affairs. 

2 Not printed. 
3 Amos Peaslee, Ambassador in Australia. 
4 A possible reference to the information received by Dulles in telegram Dulte 164 

from Geneva, June 9, marked ‘Eyes only Secretary’. In it the Under Secretary re- 
ported: “Clear that Eden now considers negotiations here have failed. Believe he is 

: prepared to move ahead quickly in Southeast Asia coalition which would guarantee 
Cambodia and most of Laos under umbrella of some UN action with respect to those 
two countries. He expects active cooperation from Burma, and hopes for benevolent 
neutrality from India. He apparently does not feel much can be salvaged in Viet- 
nam.” (751G.00/6-954) Full text of this telegram is printed in vol. xvi, p. 1083. 

. Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 329 

Memorandum by Morris Draper of the Policy Reports Staff to the 

| Officer in Charge of Philippine Affairs (Bell) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] June 14, 1954. 

On Saturday, June 12, the Secretary stated his opposition to for- 
mation of a formal Defense Council between the United States and 
the Philippines along lines parallel to that formed under the 

ANZUS Treaty. After hearing Mr. Drumright’s explanation that 
such a step is desirable to aid Magsaysay in his internal political | 

relations and that the JCS supported the move in contrast to their _ 

attitude toward the ANZUS Council a few years ago, the Secretary 
agreed that an organization could be formed as long as its ad hoc
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| aspects were emphasized. He particularly does not want a perma- | 
| nent organ meeting regularly in Washington. | | 
| The Secretary was not particularly happy at the way Secretary | 
| Wilson had set this up and added, at least by implication, that he | 
| would prefer to keep such a Council within the Defense Depart- | 

ment operation. _ | hls Sage og 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627,CF 290 | —— ae 

Memorandum by the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Murphy) to 
| _ the Secretary of State } | | | 

CONFIDENTIAL  — [WASHINGTON,] June 14, 1954. 
Saturday evening I dined with Roger Makins who brought up the : 

| subject of the Five Power Military Talks saying that he had just | 
seen the account of the sessions and found that they were most val- | 

| uable. He stated the opinion that these talks were urgently neces- | 
| sary to “bring down from the clouds” the suggestions which have | 
| been made regarding some form of united action in S. E. Asia be- | 
| cause we now have some idea about what form or forms of action | 
| may be required. He said that “now that Geneva is played out’ he | 
| is certain that London will be willing, even eager to proceed with | 
| the discussions about united action and that the Churchill-Eden | 
| visit will provide an excellent opportunity to make a start. He : 
3 talked about the harm which the press and some commentators 
| had done to U.S.-U.K. relations. He said that it had been absolute- | 
| ly essential for HMG to play the hand straight at Geneva and sug- | 

gested that events had proved the wisdom of this course. N aturally 
| that could not be explained to the press at the time. Now that we 
| are coming to the end of Geneva we would find a great readiness | 
| on the part of his Government to participate in a program for S. E. 
| _ Asia. He felt that even Nehru had learned something as a result of 
| the events of the past weeks. , 
| Incidentally he offered the information that his Government is | 
: providing him with a four-engine airplane on a regular standby 
| basis for his travels in the U. S. | 

| 1 Drafted by Murphy. The source text bears the notation “Sec saw” in an uniden- 
tified handwriting. _ | | | | | | | | | | | 7 | | | 

a : 
| | | , | pa ee | 

| 
| 

|
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751G.00/6-1554 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of India, 
Ceylon, and Nepal Affairs (Williams) | 

CONFIDENTIAL | [WASHINGTON,] June 15, 1954. 

Subject: Indochina 

Participants: The Secretary 
Mr. G. L. Mehta, Ambassador of India . 
Mr. J. C. Kakar, First Secretary, Embassy of India 

Mr. William L. S. Williams, SOA 

Mr. Mehta said that he planned to go to India for four or five 
weeks’ leave, and he had come to call on the Secretary on the pos- 
sibility that he might not have another opportunity before he left 
on July 8. He said, however, that if the Secretary had any message 
which he wished the Ambassador to convey to the Government of 
India he would come to see the Secretary at a moment’s notice. 

The Secretary said there might well be an occasion for a further 
talk before the Ambassador departed. He said something might 
arise out of the talks in Washington with Mr. Churchill and Mr. 
Eden who expected to arrive on June 25; ! the talks might lead to 
some further activity with regard to the Southeast Asia problem. 

Mr. Mehta said that Geneva appeared to have bogged down. The 
Secretary said he understood that the Geneva Conference had 
pretty well come to an end. He thought the conference would prob- 
ably be kept going on a nominal basis for revival if this should 
seem useful in the future. He had always believed there would be 
no satisfactory solution at Geneva unless there were some sort of 
talks going on at the same time regarding collective defense in 
Southeast Asia. This had been a matter of difference between the 

UK and US. He thought it possible that the United Kingdom’s po- 
sition had been reached perhaps as a result of consultations with 

the Ambassador’s Government. The question of a Southeast Asia 
defense arrangement has been in suspense for two months, but it 

appeared that Mr. Eden was discouraged by the course of the 

Geneva discussions and, therefore, it was possible that activity in 
connection with a Southeast Asia defense arrangement might be 
revived. The Secretary then said that the US Government would be 

happy if India would take an active part. He said that Southeast 

Asia is, in a sense, India’s part of the world. We have an historical 

interest in the western Pacific, but we feel it would be a splendid 

thing if the Indian Government would take an active role in South 

1 Regarding the talks held in Washington June 25-29 between the two Heads of 
Government, Dulles and Eden, and other officials of the United States and the 

United Kingdom, see volume vI. |
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| and Southeast Asia in view of the dangers there. Mr. Mehta said _ | 
| that while Mr. Menon at Geneva had no specific proposals but had 

| gone merely to try to find out what was likely to happen, the 
Prime Minister did offer a six-point proposal for Indochina. 2 The 
Colombo Conference proposals also covered in general India’s feel- 

| ing as to the next step in Indochina. 3 us So 
The Secretary said he thought Menon did not always have a | 

sound appreciation of possibilities and that he tends to over-esti- 
mate the possibility of getting results by negotiation and appeals to 

| reason. He said we have only the greatest desire to see India’s in- 
| terest increased and to see that interest take some practical form 

| to the extent consistent with India’s own self-interest. He said that 
the direction in which the Communists will turn if they take over | 

| Indochina is a matter of concern. If they turn west to Thailand or | 
| Burma it would not be good for India. If they turn in the other di- | 
| rection it might not be of as intense concern to India but certainly | 
| | would not be good for the United States. In either case it would be | 
| a matter of real concern to each of us, for, he supposed, India and | 

| the US have a concern for each other: Mr. Mehta said he under- | 
| stood that one of the problems was that the Communists had | 
: wanted political talks at the same time as military talks were 2 
| going on. The Secretary said that in his opinion this was merely an ! 
| excuse for postponing agreement on military matters until the | 
| Communists were in a position through additional military success- : 
| es to exert maximum pressure on the political talks. He thought | 
| that actually there had been not even a beginning of an agreement > 
: on anything in Geneva. Mr. Mehta said that some effort to arrange | | 
| a ceasefire before the Geneva Conference might have in the end | 
| proven wise. | | an 

| | Mr. Mehta inquired regarding the Chinese attitude at Geneva | 
| and asked if they were stubborn. The Secretary said they were and 

; that they did not make a very good impression on most of the | 

2 people there. They were fanatical and used intemperate language. | 

| The Secretary said that in general Molotov had expressed himself | 
| _ more temperately than the Chinese but there was no open differ- ! 
| ence between the Chinese and the Russians. The Secretary said | 
| that if the Communists act strongly and there is no strong reaction ! 

| they then act even more strongly; the only thing that moderates | | 

the Communists is a strong position on the other side. He said he | 

| had sent a message to General Smith saying that “the Communists | | 
| —<$<$<——$___—— | 

| 2 Nehru had outlined a proposal for an Indochina settlement in an address before | 
| the lower house of the Indian legislature on Apr. 24. | 

— ’ For text of the communiqué of the Colombo Conference, issued on May 2, see 
| Royal Institute of International Affairs, Documents on International Affairs: 1954 

- (London, Oxford University Press, 1957), p. 166. | | 

| 
[
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will stop where we stand”. The proper procedure for the Southeast | 
Asia problem was to have some alternative to Communist demands 
in the form of collective security or collective action. The fact that 
there was no proposal for united action had been one of the things 

which had led the Communists at Geneva to take positions to 

which we had no alternative and this was not a good position to be 
in. 

Mr. Mehta said he would get in touch with the Secretary before 
he left for India. The Secretary agreed and asked Mr. Williams to 
remind him of Mr. Mehta’s departure. 

790.5/6-1854 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor of the Department 
of State (MacArthur) 

TOP SECRET _ [WASHINGTON,]| June 18, 1954. 

Subject: Possible Burmese Participation in Collective Defense for 
Southeast Asia. 

Participants: Ambassador Heeney, Canada. 
Mr. MacArthur, C. 

Arnold Heeney, the Canadian Ambassador, dropped in to see me 

this afternoon. We had a very general talk about Geneva, during 
the course of which he said he wished to pass on some information 
regarding Burma. It was to the effect that the Burmese views re- 

garding the problems of Southeast Asia have evolved enormously 
in the past several months. In strict confidence, he said he could 

tell me that Ambassador Barrington believes in the desirability of 
Burmese participation in collective defense in Southeast Asia. 
While Barrington has influence, the situation in Burma itself does 
not seem to have evolved to the point where the Burmese would be 

likely to participate at this juncture. However, if we exercise pa- 
tience and restraint, and don’t try to prod them or drive them into 

a collective defense arrangement, it is very possible that they will 

subsequently come along. | 
Heeney regards the Burmese attitude toward collective defense 

in Southeast Asia as being a key with respect to the Indian posi- 

tion—that is, while the Indians regard the Thais and Filipinos as 

American stooges, they look at the Burmese with whom they have 

had close relations for a long period, in quite a different light. If 
Burma is unwilling initially to join in collective defense of South- 
east Asia, but expresses endorsement of such an organization, the 

Indians will be careful before taking a position which will put them 
headlong into contradiction with Burma. If Burma should join col-
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| lective defense, the possibility of gaining India’s tacit acceptance 
| would be much greater. Ale S | 

I have written this brief memorandum because I think there is a , | 
great deal in what Heeney says. If we are successful in organizing _ 
a collective defense arrangement in Southeast Asia and Burma is 
unwilling to join initially, I think we should endeavor, by material | 
assistance possibly, to aid the Burmese Government in strengthen- 
ing its own internal security. If we gave such aid with no strings | 
attached, and without fanfare or publicity, I think we might suc- 
ceed in bringing Burma along much more rapidly than if, under 
the circumstances above, we gave aid with some kind of stipulation | 
or lots of publicity. —__ | | | 

| | Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 337 oo oe | 

| The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom (Churchill to President ! 

a Eisenhower } | 

a | 

[Extract] 2 | | 

| TOP SECRET | [LoNDON?,] June 21, 1954. | 

| My Dear FRienpD: I have always thought that if the French | 

| meant to fight for their Empire in Indo-China instead of clearing | 
| out as we did of our far greater inheritance in India, they should at | 
| least have introduced two years’ service which would have made it ! 
| possible for them to use the military power of their nation. They : 

did not do this but fought on for eight years with untrustworthy | 
| local troops, with French cadre elements important to the struc-. | 
| ture of their home army and with the Foreign Legion, a very large | 
| proportion of whom were Germans. The result has thus been inevi- | 
| table and personally I think Mendes-France, ? whom I do not know, 

has made up his mind to clear out on the best terms available. If : 
that is so, I think he is right. | | 

| I have thought continually about what we ought to do in the cir- | 

| cumstances. Here it is. There is all the more need to discuss ways : 
| and means of establishing a firm front against Communism in the | 

| Pacific sphere. We should certainly have a S.E.A.T.O. correspond- 

ing to N.A.T.O. in the Atlantic and European sphere. In this it is | 

| important to have the support of the Asian countries. This raises | 

| the question of timing in relation to Geneva. | | 
| —_—___— | : 
| | 1 Message apparently delivered by the British Embassy. | 

| 2 Full text is printed in volume VI. | 
3 Pierre Mendés-France had become Premier on June 18. | 

| 

| 

| | |
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In no foreseeable circumstances, except possibly a local rescue, 
could British troops be used in Indo-China, and if we were asked 

our opinion we should advise against United States local interven- 
tion except for rescue. | : | 

The S.E.A.T.O. front should be considered as a whole, and also in 

relation to our world front against Communist aggression. As the 
sectors of the S.E.A.T.O. front are so widely divided and different 
in conditions, it is better, so far as possible, to operate nationally. 

We garrison Hong Kong and the British Commonwealth contrib- 
utes a division to Korea. But our main sector must be Malaya. 
Here we have twenty-three battalions formed into five brigades. 
You are no doubt aware of the operation contemplated in the event 
of a Communist invasion from Siam. I will bring detailed plan with 
me. Alex, * who I understand is coming over in July, will discuss it 

with your Generals. The question is whence are we to draw rein- 
_ forcements. There are none at home; our last regular reserves are 

deployed. It would be a pity to take troops from Germany. On the 

other hand we have what are called 80,000 men in the Egyptian 
Canal zone, which mean 40,000 well-mounted fighting troops. Here 

| is the obvious reserve. on 

# Viscount Alexander of Tunis had been Minister of Defence since 1952. _ 

. _. £ditorial Note | 

| On June 23 Eden made a statement on the Geneva Conference 
| and the situation in Southeast Asia before the British House of 

Commons. In the course of remarks on a regional defense arrange- 
ment he said: 

“T hope that we shall be able to agree to an international guar- 
antee of any settlement that may emerge at Geneva. I also hope 
that it will be possible to agree on some system of South-East 
Asian defence to guard against aggression. In other words, we 
could have a reciprocal arrangement in which both sides take part, 
such as Locarno. We could also have a defencive alliance such as 
N.A.T.O. is in Europe, and, let me add, such as the existing Chi- 
nese-Soviet Treaty provides for the Far East so far as the Commu- 
nist Powers are concerned. 

“That is the kind of plan that should develop. These two systems, 
I admit, are quite different, but they need be in no way inconsist- 
ent. My belief is that by refraining from any precipitate move to- 
wards the formation of a N.A.T.O. system in South-East Asia, we 
have helped to create the necessary conditions in which both sys- 
tems can possibly be brought into being.” (Parliamentary Debates, 
House of Commons, 5th Series, volume 529, column 4383)
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Mention of this statement occurs twice in the records of talks : 
| held on June 25 between British and United States leaders. First, 
| in the unsigned memorandum of a luncheon meeting at the White | | 
| House, at which the President, the Prime Minister, Dulles, Eden, 

Merchant, and Sir Harold Caccia were present: 

| “Toward the end of the conversation in the course of the discus- | 
' gion of the American reaction to Mr. Eden’s speech yesterday in | 
| the House, the President described the letter which he had re- | 
| ceived signed by a majority of the House Foreign Affairs Commit- | 
| tee stating in effect that unless our position in connection with Mr. 

Eden’s stated views was made unmistakably clear at this confer- 
ence, the entire matter of the Mutual Security Program would 

| have to be re-examined. | | | 
| “The Secretary pointed out that the problem of Indochina and 
| Southeast Asia was probably the most difficult facing the confer- | 
| ence. Mr. Eden, who had previously explained that his purpose in | 
| resurrecting Locarno was to emphasize the unwillingness of the | 
| UK to enter any guarantee of a Geneva settlement which required | 
| unanimous action by the guarantors, stated that he would only re- | 
| - quire about twenty minutes to lay the ground work for the discus- 
| sion of Southeast Asia and that he was most anxious that the | 
| Prime Minister be present at the time. It was accordingly agreed | 
po that the group would adjourn to the solarium for a continuation of | 
| the discussion.’ (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 336, CEV MC-2) | 
| | a | 
| The letter mentioned by the President is described and partially ! 

| quoted in the New York Times, June 28, page 3. Another reference | 

| to Congressional concern with the concept of an “Asian Locarno” is ! 
| in Nolting’s memorandum to the Secretary dated July 12; see | 
| volume I, Part 1, page 737. | ) 
| Ambassador Aldrich and Sir Roger Makins joined the group | 
| during the continuation of the discussion, which is summarized in 

| a separate unsigned memorandum of conversation. The section on | 
a Southeast Asia follows: | | 

. “From this point the discussion swung into Southeast Asia, with | 
| the Prime Minister’s statement that he was anxious to take some | 
| of the weight off the United States in its presentation of an anti- | 
| Communist front. He said, however, that England would never 
| accept going to war in Indochina. He doubted that the United 
! States would either. He felt, however, that the British could take 
| the major responsibility for the Kra Peninsula line which could be 
| held by sea and air with some ground forces. All of these plans, he | 

said, Lord Alexander would go into with our military people when | 
he came over next month. He went on to say that in building the 
front against Chinese aggression he hoped that the Colombo powers | 

| would find it possible to join in SEATO as well as the Philippines. 
| He said there was no basic conflict between such a treaty and | / 
| Eden’s idea of a Locarno guarantee of a Geneva settlement. 
| “At this point Mr. Eden said that he was bewildered by the press | 
| reaction to his reference to Locarno. He said what he endeavored | 

| ! | | 

|
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to do was to point out the unacceptability of a guarantee of a 
Geneva settlement which involved the retention of a veto on the 
part of any single guarantor. ‘Change the name Locarno,’ Mr. Eden 
said, ‘if it stinks in the United States.’”’ (Conference files, lot 60 D 
627, CF 336, CEV MC-3) | 

Both memoranda of these conversations held on June 25 were 
drafted on June 27. For complete texts, see volume VI. 

790.5/6-2454 

Memorandum of Conversations, by the Director of the Office of 
British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, June 24, 1954. 

Subject: New Zealand Views 

Participants: Mr. A. D. MacIntosh, Permanent Secretary of New 
Zealand—Department of External Affairs 

. Mr. L. T. Merchant, Assistant Secretary, EUR 

(Separately) 

Mr. H. Raynor, Director, BNA (Separately) 

When Mr. MacIntosh called on Mr. Merchant he first inquired 
about the nature of the forthcoming Churchill talks. Mr. Merchant 

explained their informal nature and the fact that there would be 
| no agenda and indicated he thought the areas of greatest concen- 

: tration would be Southeast Asia, the EDC-German complex in 

Europe and the subject of atomic energy. 

In this talk and a separate talk Mr. Raynor later had with Mr. 
MacIntosh the following New Zealand views were fairly clearly put 

by Mr. MacIntosh: | 

1) New Zealand feels strongly that some form of broad regional 
arrangement for Southeast Asia should be developed and the 
sooner the better. In this connection Mr. MacIntosh at least 
seemed to feel that an effort should be made to draw the line some 
where in the area beyond which further Communist aggression 
would be resisted. The impression was obtained that Mr. Mac- 
Intosh personally seemed to think probably all of Viet Nam was 
lost. He gave the impression that he would like to see, if possible, 
Cambodia and Laos on the free side of the line. : 

2) He stated very strongly the New Zealand view that his Gov- 
ernment treasures the ANZUS relationship and this must not dis- 
appear as a part of any new organization. 

3) He expressed the view that it was important to start discus- 
sions as early as possible with a group of states as the present han- 
dling of this bilaterally in various talks was most difficult and he 
would think unsatisfactory.
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_. 4) He expressed regret that the matter of the ANZUS Minute! | | 
| and possibly other matters had been put to his Government on a : 
| hypothetical basis saying it was very hard for politicians to agree | 

to something based on hypothetical situations. It was easier for 
politicians to reach a decision when they had before them a propos- 
al to meet a concrete or existing situation. — | 

| 5) He stressed the very great difficulty New Zealand has public- | 
opinion wise of taking a position different from that of the U.K. | 
and expressed the strongest kind of hope that we could work out | 
these matters so that the U.K. would go along. The implication of 
his remarks was that the ANZUS Minute problem had been com- 

_ plicated for them because of the U.K. attitude thereon. - 

| 1 See Attachment 2 to Raynor’s memorandum of a conversation held between the 
Secretary, the Ambassadors. of Australia and New Zealand, and other officials. on | 

June 4, p. 545. . | | 

| Conference files, lot 60D 627,CF 3899 oe oe woe | 

| Position Paper Prepared for the Churchill-Eden Visit, by William — : 
D. Fisher of the Office of Western European Affairs} — 

; TOP SECRET oe Ses _ [WasHINGTON,] June 24, 1954. | 
| CEV D-4/3b | | oo | 

| Possibilities of United Action (Some collective security system; scope, | 

| _. nature, procedure, and UN aspects) | os | 
| U.S. Position (to be raised by US) es | 
| 1. Now that the probable results of the Geneva Conference are | | 

| known, the US and UK, in the first instance, must make immedi- 

! ate decisions as to the action to be taken to prevent further Com- 

| munist infiltration or expansion in Southeast Asia. a a | 

| 2. We believe it is agreed by UK that a defensive alliance should 
| be created and that it should embrace the territories of Thailand, | 
: Philippines and probably Burma and should have the full support 

| of Australia and New Zealand as well as the UK. Whether or not it | 
| embraces any of the territory of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia is | 
| the question that we should attempt to resolve. | 
| 3. We believe we should include Laos and Cambodia plus all of | 

| Vietnam that can be salvaged. US-UK decisions now on this point | 

| might prevent French agreement to Communist terms which would | 

have the effect of giving these areas to the Communists. | | 

4. US would be prepared to sign a Geneva settlement, assuming 

| obligations as guarantor, only if (1) that settlement met US mini- | 

| 1 A covering note by Robbins P. Gilman of the Reports and Operations Staff indi- 
| cates that Fisher was assisted by Samuel De Palma of the Bureau of UN Affairs and 

a by Paul Sturm of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs, and that the 
| paper had been cleared by the Bureau of European Affairs. | 

|
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mum requirements for a workable armistice and if it did not pro- 
vide Communists with means for take-over of all Vietnam and Laos 
and Cambodia, and (2) US-UK agreement had been reached on 

action to be taken to prevent further Communist expansion in the 
area. US considers Locarno type pact a dangerous illusion—US 
cannot have hands tied in event Communists start trouble in 
Korea, or attempt expand further in Southeast Asia. 

5. In the first instance, we should proceed as rapidly as possible 
with the Thai appeal to UN (independently from Geneva) and with 
the appeal from Cambodia and Laos if these states are disposed to 
move in this direction. Initially, this should be limited to POC but 
if US and UK can agree on paragraph 3 above, their appeals 
should be broadened to a request for assistance. 

| - 6. Time does not allow the formal negotiation of a NATO type 
treaty for Southeast Asia. We should have a conference of govern- 
ments concerned to issue communique on a line, the crossing of 

which by Communist forces, would bring about retaliation from the 
Southeast Asia alliance. 

7. How far is UK prepared to go? Locarno pact would mean lim- 
iting SEATO to line Communists would approve. 

Probable UK Position 
| 1. UK concurs with 1 and 2 above. 

2. However, SEATO should be accompanied by Locarno type 
pact. Also, UK disagrees with 3 above on basis military situation 
renders such action too risky and Commonwealth would not acqui- 
esce. 

3. No conference on SEATO, no UN action and no final commit- 

ments on other points until Geneva Conference over to avoid com- 

plicating achievement best obtainable settlement by French and 
Viet Minh. | 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 337 

Memorandum by the Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom 
(Eden) to the Secretary of State ' | 

SECRET — a 

A Soutu-East Asia SETTLEMENT | 

A. If an agreement is reached at Geneva, there might be: 
(1) an international agreement to uphold an Indochina settle- 

ment; and 

1 This memorandum was handed to Dulles by Eden the afternoon of June 25 at 
the close of the second conversation cited in the editorial note, p. 573. |
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(2) a collective defence agreement to deter and, if necessary, | 
resist renewed Communist aggression outside Indo-China. | 

| As regards (1): | | 7 | 
| 7 . | 

| _ (a) Such an agreement is desirable: | | 

| Ld (i) in order to commit the Communists in writing to main- 
| : tain the agreed status quo in Indo-China; and oe 

_ (ii) in order to associate as many Asian States as possible 
_ with the maintenance of that position. | | 

| (b) The agreement should be open for signature by as many 
| South and South-East Asian states as possible and by Australia 

and New Zealand, in addition to the states participating in the 
Geneva Conference on Indo-China. © , | os | 

(c) The commitments to be undertaken by the participating | 
| states would require further study; insofar as any action is provid- | 
| ed for, it must be individual and not only collective as the Commu- : 
| nists are likely todemand. © a | 

| (d) An advantage of agreement (1) would be to make agreement 
| (2) more readily acceptable to the Asian states. 7 | 
| } | | 

| As regards agreement (2): ae | 

| (e) This agreement should be limited to those states willing to ) 
accept specific commitments to take military action in the event of | 
renewed Communist aggression outside Indo-China. ) ! 

(f) Its purpose should be: | 

| | (i) to deter such aggression by making clear that it would be | 
| met by prompt and united resistance and would involve the | 
| risk of general war and 
| (ii) to provide machinery for effective defence co-operation in | | 
| the area and for the protection in particular of Burma and 
| Siam against Communist infiltration and aggression. 

| B. If no Indo-China settlement is reached at Geneva only a collec- | 
| tive defence agreement on the lines of (2) would call for consider- 

| - ation. Further consideration would also have to be given to possible : 
| action in regard to Indo-China, for instance, to save Laos and Cam- 

: C. Proposed Action | 

| (1) A planning study of this whole question should be undertak- | 

: en immediately by the Five Power Military Conference, to which 

| political representatives should be added for the purpose. | 

| _ (2) This study should embrace both: | 

| (a) the question of the agreements to be concluded (as indicated | 
| in (1) and (2) above) in the event that an acceptable settlement on _ 

: Indo-China is secured at Geneva; and | . | 
| (b) the question of the agreements to be concluded regarding | 

action to be taken outside Indo-China (as indicated in (2) above) if 
| no Indo-China settlement is reached. | — | | | 
| | 

| | 
| | | 
bo | 
|
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(3) The study should not, so long as the Geneva Conference is 
continuing, deal with action to be taken in regard to Indo-China 
itself in the event that no agreement is reached at Geneva. : 

(4) The purpose of the study should be to prepare agreed recom- 
mendations for submission to the five governments on the nature 

| of the commitments to be undertaken in each of the contingencies 
in paragraph (2) above, the states to be invited to adhere to each of 
the various agreements contemplated, the timing of such invita- 
tions, etc. 

[WASHINGTON,] June 25, 1954. | - 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 336 - 

United States Memorandum of Bilateral Conversation With the 
United Kingdom } | 

SECRET WaAsHINGTON, June 26, 1954—10:30 a.m. 
CEV MC-4 | 

Participants: 

United States United Kingdom 

The Secretary Mr. Anthony Eden | 
The Under Secretary Sir H. Caccia 

| Mr. Robertson Mr. W.D. Allen 

Mr. Merchant Sir Roger Makins | 
Mr. MacArthur ~ Mr. R.H. Scott 

Ambassador Aldrich Mr. M.G.L. Joy 
Mr. Sturm 

Subject: Indochina 

The Secretary stated he intended to ask Mr. Eden questions 

about his document entitled “A Southeast Asia settlement” 2 and 
asked Mr. Eden what he thought the settlement was likely to be. 

[Here follows discussion of prospects for an Indochina settlement 

at Geneva. | : 

The Secretary said that if a de facto settlement divides Vietnam, 
why should not what remains after this division be guaranteed by 
a collective defense system? 

Sir Harold Caccia replied that there was no profound philosophy © 
back of this but at Geneva it appeared that these areas would be 
neutralized behind a political line. | 

1 Drafted June 28. Previously unidentified British participants include: Allen, an 
Assistant Under Secretary of State in the Foreign Office, and Joy, First Secretary at 
the British Embassy in Washington. 

2 Supra. :
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| The Secretary said that we need to give thought to whether Laos : 
and Cambodia and parts of Vietnam can develop viable non-Com- : 

| munist governments if they are not given substantial help from the | 
outside. In other words, the degree of neutralization or demilitari- | 

, zation, affecting military training missions, equipment and advi- | 

sors, was very important. If these elements were excluded, it is | 
doubtful that these governments could survive. | | 

Sir Harold Caccia said that Chou recognized the validity of some | 
military elements in Laos and Cambodia, including perhaps a very ! 

| restricted number of French. | | 

| Under Secretary Smith said that while there are very few 
| French cadres in Laos and Cambodia, the Communists have insist- ! 

ed upon the provision of no more arms from outside except for re- | 
: stricted defense. We should take the same line for agreements (1) | 

| and (2) of the Eden document, but the line should be political and if | 

it were violated the military would decide where the fighting | 
| should take place. ! 

| Mr. Eden agreed that the defense line should be the political | 
| line, but where should it be drawn? That depends on what comes 2 
| out of Geneva. He did not exclude from the defense provisions : 

! those parts of Indo-China which might be salvaged. an 

| Sir Harold Caccia added the qualifying remark: even though 

| these areas cannot be turned into a defensive position. | 

| Sir Roger Makins inquired about an enclave in the delta. 
| Under Secretary Smith said that any enclaves which remained 
: would be short-lived and unfortunately would not enter into a per- 
| manent political settlement. | | | 
| Sir Harold Caccia said that if anything was salvaged in South 
| Vietnam, we would have to consider what would bring the second- ) 
| -ary pact ° into operation. Would subversion, for example, do this? ) 

| The Secretary replied that in his view this line would not cover | 

| internal subversion but he would be glad to consider another view : 
| of this matter. oe | | 

| _ Sir Harold Caccia said that it would be extremely difficult to | 
: define the terms of a violation of a defensive line: Assume, for ex- | 

| ample, that the Communists win elections. | | 
Mr. Eden remarked that we would have to work to improve the 

lot of those persons remaining outside Communist zones and to | 

hope that things would work out. All this depends on what settle- | 
ment is reached at Geneva. | | 

oe | | 
3 That is, the collective defense agreement referred to in the British memoran- 

| dum, supra. : 

|
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The Secretary inquired whether, if there were no Indochina set- 
tlement at Geneva, the UK would wish to give thought to saving 
parts of Vietnam. | | 

Mr. Eden replied that he did not believe the people of Vietnam 
| were with us and that consequently a great effort would be re- 

quired. Laos and Cambodia are different. Moreover, those two 

countries could be taken to the UN. If Laos and Cambodia, for ex- _ 
ample, appealed to the UN and the appeal went well that would be 
a good basis for future action in the area. 

Under Secretary Smith said he believed Mendes-France’s imme- 

diate goal was to gain acceptance of the Thakhek-Dong Hoi line. 

Mr. Eden inquired whether Mendes-France would be willing to 

abandon part of Laos. 

Under Secretary Smith said that he would, partly because of the _ 
difficulty of defending the long border and partly because the Com- 

munists will hold fast to Northern Laos. 

Mr. Eden said that he had been disturbed by the staff paper * of 
the five power military talks which had indicated abandonment of 

so much of Laos. : 
The Secretary left the room briefly at this time. General conver- 

sation in his absence touched upon Communist fear of US bases in 

Laos and Cambodia, a fact which gives us some bargaining power; 
French intention not to attempt to hold in the Delta; what we can 
do to stiffen the French at this time; and French fears that the US 

_and the UK will disassociate themselves from a Geneva settlement. _ 
In reply to a question regarding ‘‘C. Proposed Action,’ Mr. Eden 

said that the five power discussions had been all white. If the talks 

proposed in the paper were not all white, we would be faced with 

the difficult problem of how many, and which, others. 
Under Secretary Smith said that we might be able to continue as 

at present, adding political advisers, without advertising our talks. 

The Secretary re-entered at that point and reported his conversa- 

tion with Ambassador Bonnet, who had brought him two messages 
from Mendes-France. One of these messages mentioned regrouping 

of military forces and said that the French would try to hold an | 
enclave in the North and to neutralize the Catholic province of Bui 

Chu and Phat Diem. * 

Mendes-France would like the communique on the Eisenhower- 

Churchill talks to say that a failure of the Geneva Conference 
would aggravate the international situation. 

* Perhaps a reference to Enclosure D to the Report of the Five-Power Military 
Conference, dated June 11, and entitled “Military Courses of Action in Indochina”; 

this enclosure is not among the selections from the report printed on p. 554. 
5 For text of this aide-mémoire, see telegram 4852 to Paris, June 28, vol. xm, Part 

2, p. 1755. ,
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| _Mendes-France indicated also that there would be objections —_ | 
_ from elements in Vietnam about any settlement reached and re- 

peated his hope that we would help sell this to the Vietnamese. —_ 

The Secretary continued by saying that there would be more 
headaches in attempting to develop the five power talks into a po- | 

| litical conference. The Philippines and Thailand were already seri- | 
ously irritated by the purely military talks. Our troubles would | 

| become almost unbearable if the five power talks became political. ! 

| Mr. Eden suggested that perhaps the US and the UK could talk 
among themselves, plus possibly the other members of ANZUS. | 

Mr. Eden said that the details that might be discussed were the 
| terms of a formal engagement and who invites whom. . _ 
| _ The Secretary said that he thought it was best to proceed on a 

| bilateral basis. The French are preoccupied with other things but 

| their views can be obtained on an ad hoc basis. We already know 
the views of Australia and New Zealand. | | | 

Mr. Eden said that he would much prefer this, adding that we 
| could tell Casey what is going on. | | | ! 
| The Secretary said that these talks did not have to be publicized. | 

| Mr. Eden replied that we should consider whether they should or 

| should not. a a 

| The Secretary said that would depend. We might say that mat- 

| ters had been discussed by the heads of governments and as an | 
| aftermath the details were to be discussed at a working level with | 

the objective of putting flesh on bare bones. | 
| He added that under C, paragraph 3 should be eliminated, since 
| at some point we must consider Indochina. a | 

Mr. Eden said that both sides should prepare draft terms of ref- | 
| erence covering what the study is to do. | | : 

| Mr. Robertson asked Mr. Eden’s position on the international 
| control commission, in particular whether Mr. Eden still wished | 
| the Colombo powers to take on this job. 

| | Mr. Eden replied in the affirmative, adding that one Communist ) 

state and “one of ours”; Sweden, Switzerland or Norway, might be : 
| added. The Communists for their part might suggest: Poland or 
| Norway plus three of the Colombo powers. | 
| Mr. Robertson inquired why we had to accept a Communist satel- | | 

) lite state. | 
‘Mr. Eden replied that his position so far was that the Colombo 

powers should accept supervision. | | 

Mr. Robertson asked why we should dilute this type of control 
commission. The idea of entrusting supervision to the Colombo | 

powers has great appeal to the Asians. | 

Mr. Eden replied that the Communists have already rejected the 
proposal of the Colombo powers plus two others. He said that for | 

| 
| 

|
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himself he was all for fighting the Colombo proposal through since 
it was much the best solution. | | 

Sir Harold Caccia queried whether we should stick on this issue 

if there was agreement on everything else. 

Mr. Robertson said that the control commission is a very power- 
ful element, particularly since it may be concerned at some time 

with supervising elections. 

Mr. Eden said that recently he had written off the question of a 
control commission altogether, saying that this was a matter for 

the French. However, he now agrees that we should stick to the 

idea of the Colombo powers. He will do everything possible to en- 
| courage the French to adhere to this position and if we are unable 

to make any progress on these lines we shall confer again. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 337 

Agreed Minute of the Governments of the United Kingdom and the 

United States } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| June 27, 1954. 

SOUTHEAST ASIA 

A joint UK-US study group will be established at once in Wash- 
ington to prepare agreed recommendations on the following mat- 

ters: | 

1. Assuming France-Associated States and Viet Minh reach 
agreements on Indochina, which the US and UK are willing to re- 
spect— 

a, the precise terms on which the UK and US might be willing to 
be associated with such agreements; and 

b. the basis on which the free Asian and other interested non- 
Communist states might be brought into association with the 
agreements. 

2. Assuming an Indochina agreement, the terms of a collective 

security pact regarding Southeast and possibly South Asia, de- 

signed— 

1 A number of documents in lot 60 D 627 (all in Conference files 337, 339, and 341) 
indicate that this Minute was first drafted on June 26 by a US-UK Working Group, 
received provisional approval of the principals on June 27 and was finally approved 
on June 28. One change (noted in footnote 2 below) was made on June 28, but the 
text was not redated. No record of substantive discussions regarding the drafting of 
the Minute has been found in Department of State files.
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: | 
a. to deter and if necessary to combat Communist aggression by 

making it clear that it would be met by prompt and united action 
and would involve grave consequences; ” | — | | 
-'b. to provide machinery for effective cooperation in defense of 

| the area against aggression and for assisting the lawful govern- | 
| ments to resist Communist infiltration and subversion; oe | 

| c. to commit the members to take, in accordance with their con- : 
stitutional processes, such action as is deemed necessary, including 
the use of armed force, in the event of Communist aggression cov- 
ered by the pact; = ©. 9 | ae 
. d. to protect Laos, Cambodia, and that. part of Vietnam remain- 
ing free after any agreement, whether or not they are free to par- | 
ticipate under the terms of the agreement. Co a | 

3. Assuming no agreement on Indochina— Ps o co 

| a. the form collective defense pact for the purposes outlined in 
| paragraph 2, which would be suitable to the situation; oo | 
| b. the action to be taken in respect of Laos, Cambodia and Viet- | 

4, The procedure for bringing other interested nations promptly | 
into these negotiations. == © | | | | 

! _2The words “grave consequences’ were substituted on June 28 for “the risk of - | 
| ' general war’. The editors have been unable to determine at whose instance this | 
| change was made. oe | 

790.00/6-2854 - an | a Oo 
| —— . vee | / . . . a | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of | 
—_ British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) ! 

SECRET _ [WASHINGTON,] June 28, 1954. | 

| Subject: Southeast Asian Matters | | 

| Participants: Ambassador Munro, New Zealand Embassy a 

| oe _.. Mr. George Laking, Minister, New Zealand Embassy 

| | | - The Secretary | oe | 

| Mr. H. Raynor, Director, BNA eS | 

| Ambassador Munro, accompanied by Minister Laking, called on | 

| the Secretary late this afternoon at his request. He had just come 
| from a meeting with Mr. Eden and Commonwealth Ambassadors at 

the British Embassy at which Mr. Churchill had been present for | 

about fifteen minutes. The Ambassador said the British side ! 

seemed very pleased with the results of the talks over the weekend | 

| and that he, Ambassador Munro, was gratified to hear of the | 

| progress which had been made on the problem of Southeast Asia. 

1A handwritten marginal note by O'Connor indicates that the Secretary saw and 
a approved this memorandum prior to distribution. | | | 

| 

| bE
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The Secretary indicated that he was also pleased with the talks 

and felt progress had been made on Southeast Asia. He added, 

however, that previously he had also felt that progress had been 
made and he was somewhat restraining his optimism until we 
could see how the work of the US-UK team developed. He ex- 
plained on the ground of not offending the sensitivity of the Philip- 

| pines and Thailand, the decision to proceed with the work on the 

‘next stage on a bipartite basis. He indicated that it was our inten- 

tion to keep New Zealand and Australia fully informed as this 
work proceeded. The Secretary explained how one sentence of the 
Southeast Asian section of the Communiqué 2 had been inserted in 

an effort to strengthen the hand of Mr. Mendes-France in his cur- 

rent negotiations following word from him that he would like 
something along this line. The Secretary also indicated that agree- 
ment had been reached on minimum terms which would be accept- 
able to the UK and US and these had been transmitted today to 

the French. 3 | 

The Ambassador inquired about the ANZUS meeting Wednesday | 
afternoon * and said he and Ambassador Spender had been discuss- 

- ing whether or not it would be desirable to have military repre- 
sentatives in attendance. The Secretary indicated offhand that he | 
doubted if this would be necessary for the Wednesday meeting al- 
though it might be advisable later. 

Ambassador Munro then raised the question of the “political dec- 
laration” part of the plan. The Secretary explained that the fea- . 
ture of the Locarno proposal which was unacceptable to us and 
which he thought had now been dropped was the cross guarantee 
idea. We are perfectly willing to agree to a statement that changes 

should not be brought about by the use of force and to discourage 

the use of force even to cut off aid to someone on our side if force is 

used but that we are not willing to guarantee Communist control 
of areas which they have seized. In this connection the Secretary 

2The Southeast Asia section of the joint statement of the President and the 
Prime Minister, issued June 28, reads as follows: . 

“We discussed Southeast Asia and, in particular, examined the situation which 

would arise from the conclusion of an agreement on Indochina. We also considered 
the situation which would follow from failure to reach such an agreement. 

“We will press forward with plans for collective defense to meet either eventuali- 

Jone are both convinced that if at Geneva the French Government is confronted | 
with demands which prevent an acceptable agreement regarding Indochina, the in- 
ternational situation will be seriously aggravated.” 

For full text of the joint statement, see Department of State Bulletin, July 12, 

2 See telegrams 4852 and 4853 to Paris, June 28, vol. xm, Part 2, pp. 1755 and 
1757. | 

4 Minutes of the informal ANZUS meeting held June 30 are on p. 588. |
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| mentioned North Korea and East Germany by way of example. | 
| While a mutual renunciation of force to change the status quo is | 
| all right, we are not willing to guarantee the status. The Secretary 

said he thought it would be possible to draft a declaration renounc- | 
| ing the use of force. Ambassador Munro commented that Mr. Eden | | 
| had referred to this as a declaration of nonaggression. | | 

| Ambassador Munro said he hoped at Wednesday’s meeting the 
US would review its present thinking on how Cambodia, Laos and 
Thailand would be treated..He expressed the view that outside of | 

_ those states Burma is the only Asian state which would be a possi- | 
bility as a member of any defense organization. He thought, howev- | 
er, that there was no possibility now of India attempting to stop 
the formation of such an organization. | 

| | The Secretary expressed agreement with this thought but ob- ! 

i served India had in effect previously stopped its formation. He said 
| he felt a great deal had been lost by the three months’ delay as had ! 
| the organization been formed three months ago the French could | 
| ' probably have had a much better deal than now would be possible. | 
| He added that the offset to this, the value of which it was difficult 
| : to measure, was the more tolerant attitude that had apparently de- 

| veloped on the part of India and other Southern Asian States. | 

| Ambassador Munro agreed to this thought and said he thought | 

| another offset was probably the development of a more favorable | 
| public opinion attitude in the UK and he would not be surprised if | 

| the same were true of the public opinion in the three ANZUS | 
| States. He concluded by saying that New Zealand was anxious to | 
: press on with the creation of the security organization. | 

| 790.5/6-2954 | a Oo , | 

| _ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of — | 
| British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) } | 

! 

TOP SECRET _ | _ [WasHINGTON,] June 29, 1954. | 
: Subject: Southeast Asian Problems | | 

| _ Participants: Mr. Richard G. Casey, Minister for External Affairs, | 

| : Australia | 
| | Ambassador Spender, Australian Embassy | 

The Secretary _ | - | 

Mr. Merchant, Assistant Secretary, EUR | 
| Mr. Raynor, Director, BNA 

| 1 A handwritten marginal notation reads: “approved with changes p. 2 R{oderic] | 

O’C [onnor] ”. These changes are noted in succeeding footnotes. - |
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The Secretary opened the conversation by indicating that at the 
informal ANZUS meeting tomorrow he hoped to receive considered 

Australian and New Zealand views as to how we should proceed on 

this problem. He indicated that obviously a good bit depended on 
the form of settlement or absence of settlement achieved by Pre- 
mier Mendes-France in his current discussions. He indicated we 
hoped it would be possible for him to make a not less favorable 
agreement than a line across Viet Nam at Dong Hoi. He said we 
would then be faced by the problem of building up local defenses in 

| the areas which would remain on the free side of the line and also 
rendering economic aid to those areas both in an effort to prevent 

| subversion. He said that China may want to neutralize these areas 
as they seem to be afraid of American influence therein. The Secre- 
tary said we have no desire to establish bases in such areas but we 
do feel it is important to be able to render assistance, to send advis- 
ers, etc. We have indicated this to the French as a point we hope 
they will be able to salvage in whatever agreement they will reach. 
The Secretary observed that even if such states or areas were de- 
militarized it would be possible to include them behind the line and 
to guarantee them. He cited in this connection the status of Bel- 
gium prior to World War I. | . | 

The Secretary expressed the view that Thailand and the Philip- _ 
pines would almost certainly join in collective defense arrange- 
ments. He was hopeful! but not certain as to Burma but saw no real 

, hope as to Indonesia. He said that it was too bad that this couldn’t 
have gone forward three months ago as the French could probably 
have utilized it in order to reach a better agreement but the prob- 
lem now is to make the best we can out of the present situation. 

We must recognize that the French are handling the negotiations 

and are probably thinking primarily of their own interests. In this © 

connection he cited the fact that as far as we can judge Laniel and 
Bidault really did not desire to see the struggle internationalized 
and merely wished to use the possibility of international interven- 
tion as a card to play in the Geneva negotiations. The Secretary 

| said we had very sketchy information on the present negotiations. 
Mr. Casey said that he had talked with Chou 2 at Geneva who 

had made a strong point about there being no American or West- 

ern bases in Laos and Cambodia. Mr. Casey said he had indicated 
to Chou that he didn’t think this would be a difficulty provided a 
principle of mutuality applied to which Chou had observed his — 

bases would be for defensive purposes only. | 

2 Chou En-lai, Premier of the Government Administration Council, Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, and Head of the People’s Republic of China Delegation to the 
Geneva Conference.
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| Mr. Casey then said that in his talks with the Foreign Ministers | 
| of Laos and Cambodia he had been impressed by their desperate 

need’ for technicians of all kinds. He said that Australia would at- 
| tempt to help in this matter under the Colombo Plan but they had | 
| few French-speaking technicians whom they could send and ex- 
| pressed the view that perhaps Canada could be helpful in this re- 

spect. He said he had talked to Mr. Pearson on this matter who 
had seemed interested. Mr. Casey said he intended to pursue this | 

with Mr. Pearson. ? In this connection he said he was impressed by | 
the same need for technicians in East Pakistan. He said he is going | 
to attempt to get additional Australian appropriations for the Co- | 
lombo Plan and that Mr. Pearson had intimated to him that he 

| would try to do likewise, perhaps attempting to double the present _ 

| Canadian contribution of $25 million. Mr. Casey wondered as to the 
| Secretary’s views on this question of economic and technical aid. 

The Secretary said he realized that it was possible to spend too | 
| much money on the military side and inadequate sums on the eco- | 
| nomic. He felt that while the Communist * military strength had | 
| no doubt been a factor that most ° of their conquests thus far had | 
| been by means other than direct military aggression of the Hitler | 
| type; the technique of subversion, terror, etc., had been employed. | 

| He agreed that it would be necessary to pay more attention than | 
| heretofore to the economic and social aspects of the problem in | 
| some areas. He observed that if a settlement were reached he does | 
| not believe it will be breached by open military aggression particu- | 

| larly if the Communists are made to realize that such aggression 

i would be a danger signal which might bring on a chain of reactions | 
| which could be disastrous to them. It is more apt to be a problem of | 
| meeting subversion which the Communists could set in motion by | 
| fomenting a revolution based on some grievance or other. The Sec- _ ! 
| retary mentioned as an example that our present trouble in Guate- | 
. mala stems back to the Communists taking advantage of a revolu- | 

: tion started in 1944 based on then existing grievances. | 

| The Secretary then commented on the inadequacy of the govern- | 

. ing group of Viet Nam and how little in the way of leadership had 
| been found on which to build. The few educated people have large- 

| ly been educated in France, maintaining close ties with the French | 
| and appear to have lost contact with the people of Viet Nam. There | 

is also considerable corruption and what little leadership has been 

found has largely been in the Catholic element in the Northern | 
| part of the country. The Secretary said he felt personally that if a | 
| ann nen i 

| 3 Lester B. Pearson, Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs. i 
| * On the source text, the handwritten word “Communist” has been substituted for : 
, “Chinese’’. ; 

5 On the source text, the handwritten word “most” has been substituted for “all’’. | 

| | 
: | 

| 

|
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settlement is reached it would be best for the French to withdraw | 
from all of Viet Nam. He thinks should they attempt to maintain a 
position in the south that we might well have to look forward to a 
repetition at a later date of the same kind of problem with which 
we are now faced. He thought the alternative of attempting to de- 
velop native leadership in the south might hold more constructive 
possibilities. He doubted if this leadership could be developed 
unless the French get out completely. In answer to Mr. Casey’s in- 
quiry as to whether this is what Mendes-France contemplated, the 
Secretary and Mr. Merchant replied that we did not think so but 
this point was not clear by any means. 

Mr. Casey said that he had been considerably impressed by a 
long talk he had recently had with Prince Wan of which he would 
give us his record. He said Prince Wan seems to have the future 

fairly well plotted out in his mind. Prince Wan welcomes Mendes- 
France and believes Mendes-France’s plans for the French to with- 

7 draw on a phased basis over 18 months to two years. The Prince 

also thought perhaps the new Prime Minister may be a man 

around whom strength and leadership can be built. | 

Mr. Casey then talked of the situation in East Bengal which he 
said he knew well. He is apprehensive that the situation has the 

potential of all kinds of unpleasantness. He thinks some kind of an 

uprising, engineered by the extreme leftwing is possible and said 
he thought Zafrulla Khan © agreed with him. He said the economic 

position of this province is dreadful. There has been a catastrophic 

decline in the price of jute; the area is short of consumer goods and 
has no foreign exchange with which to replenish such supplies 
from the outside. He commented again that he was more and more 
impressed by the need of economic aid to the South Asian areas. 

Mr. Casey then inquired about our views on Mr. Eden’s idea for 
a non-aggression pact. Mr. Casey said he saw possibilities from a 

psychological point of view of such a move being effective ideologi- 

cally as an expression against Communism. 

The Secretary indicated that he was not clear as to the necessity 
for having a dual system unless perhaps it would result in India 
and Burma participating in the one system but not the other. The 

Secretary said he didn’t think there would be any objection to re- 
peating in some kind of an agreement the UN Charter language on 
non-aggression. - 

Mr. Casey said he thought the repetition could be worthwhile as | 

it would be a repetition with a local significance. Mr. Casey said he 
would view this kind of an instrument as a public relations gambit 

6 Mohammed Zafrullah Khan, Pakistani Minister of Foreign Affairs and Com- 

monwealth Relations.
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| | | 
| without teeth and that side by side with it you could have the col- | 
| lective defense arrangement with teeth. | 

Mr. Merchant observed that a non-aggression pact would, as we | 
understood the Eden proposal, be directed against overt aggression 
but not covert subversion. ee 

! The Secretary said he could see no harm in a self-denying ord- 

nance embodying UN Charter provisions. _ | 
Mr. Casey thought we might need something like this as an anti- 

dote to the Chou-Nehru non-aggression pact concept which he 

thought would be well received in Asia. We will need something to 
counter this and at the same time get real substance in a SEATO 
arrangement. . | 

| Mr. Merchant and the Secretary explained that while the self-de- | 
_ nying ordnance concept might be acceptable here we could not get | 

| in a position where we would be cross guaranteeing Communist- | 
| held areas. He cited the case of North Korea as a case where it 

! would not be possible for us to have an arrangement which would | 

| make it necessary to join with the Communists in fighting Rhee | 
| should he attempt to invade North Korea. On the other hand we 
: would discourage and so far discouraged successfully Rhee from 

| that kind of an adventure; we would not support him in it; in fact, | 

we would probably cut off aid to him should he try it but we would | 
| not under any circumstances join with the Communists in attempt- 
| ing to destroy him. | | | 
| The Secretary said that this was what had been read into Eden’s , | 

: Parliamentary speech by our Congress and our public and this had 
| led to the development of as strong and solid opposition to this con- 

| cept as he could remember in this country on any matter in a long 
| time. | 
| The Secretary said in his view it was essential to draw a line | 
| - under some SEATO arrangement which the parties joining in the | 

arrangement would agree to defend by force if the line was _ 
| breached. . pop ee os | | | 
| _ Mr. Casey said he was in full agreement with this. 7 
| In connection with the possibility of a non-aggression pact with | 
| UN Charter language, Ambassador Spender raised the question as 
| to what our position would be as to Communist China joining in | 

such a pact and the Secretary indicated this might constitute a 
problem for us. He repeated that we had no preconceived opposi- | 

| tion to some kind of non-aggression pact if India and Burma could | 
| be brought into it. He repeated that we desire to concentrate on | 
| building up economies of the states and area near the line when | 

| this is drawn. He questioned whether it would be desirable for 
| Pakistan to participate in a SEATO arrangement after Mr. Casey | 

| | | | : | | 

| 
: |
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had expressed the view that he thought Pakistan might be pre- 
vailed upon to go into both kinds of arrangements. 

Ambassador Spender raised the question of timing and as to pri- 
ority between the two kinds of proposals. 

The Secretary replied that while the final consummation of a 
SEATO arrangement, meaning the completion of ratification proc- 7 

ess in various countries would take some time, it was important for 
at least the executive agencies of the various governments to reach 

agreement on a line as soon as possible. He said he felt that the 
Communists will stop where we stand and not before. He thought, 

furthermore, that if the Communists could see progress on the 

matter of determining a line that it would help the French to 
obtain a better settlement. While the Communists might have the 
potential of taking over the entire area he thought they would 
hesitate to attempt this if they realized the consequences of breach- 
ing the line. The Secretary said he thought it was important to get 

a SEATO agreement developed which could be signed or initialled 
on the executive level in a matter of 3 or 4 weeks and that in turn 
could serve as a basis for the development of an interim ad hoc ar- 

rangement for the defense of the area pending the time which 
would be required for the completion of ratifications. 

790.5/6-3054 | 

: United States Minutes of Informal ANZUS Meeting 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] June 30, 1954—2:30 p.m. _ 

Participants: 

United States Australia | 
| The Secretary Mr. R. G. Casey, Minister for 

The Under Secretary External Affairs 
Mr. Merchant Ambassador Spender 

Mr. Robertson Mr. J. McIntyre, Australian 

Mr. Bowie High Commissioner’s Office, 

Mr. Raynor London 
Mr. F. J. Blakeney, Minister 

Australian Embassy 

| New Zealand 

Ambassador Munro | 
Mr. G. Laking, 

Minister _ 

Mr. H. Wade, First 

Secretary 
Mr. H.P. Jeffery, 

Second Secretary
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The Secretary after welcoming Mr. Casey and the other repre- : 
sentatives said that he thought the United States position on the : 
several matters affecting the area of Southeast Asia had been | 

made clear. Nevertheless, he would review it briefly. In the first | 
place we felt that if there should be open Communist Chinese ag- | 
gression it would mean the adoption by them of a new line of 
policy which would threaten the vital interests of the three 
ANZUS countries in the Pacific. The United States would regard ! 
such a threat so seriously that the President would go to our Con- | 

gress to ask for war powers. The Secretary hoped and believed Aus- | 

tralia and New Zealand stood with us on this matter. This matter | 

was so serious that the United States might have to stand alone on. 

it but he hoped this would not be necessary. In particular he felt | 
| that a determination on the part of all of us would be a deterrent | | 

as there would then be no room for miscalculation on the part of 
the Communist Chinese. _ ee eS ge | 

! There are other situations in the area about which the United | 
| States is gravely concerned but where it would be difficult for the 

United States to act alone. The present Indochinese situation is a 

case in point..On this matter we have made known for some time 

| our willingness to act with others. In early April we made this 

| _known to the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and also to 
France but France has been reluctant to see open international in- | 

| tervention and has not been willing to invite it and the United : 
! Kingdom has also been hesitant on the matter. Under these cir- —s_— 
| cumstances the United States is not willing to “fight its way in” | 
| alone. However, the United States is still disposed to make a stand | | 
| with force at any point where the issues are clear, worth fighting : 

| for and if others are willing to stand with us. Recent events have | 
| caused us concern. We believe if some agreement could have been — | 
| reached several months ago while the Geneva Conference was | 

| going on it would have been possible for an agreed solution to have 

| been reached at Geneva which we all might find acceptable. | 

| Whether under present conditions France will be able to attain a | 
| settlement which would be acceptable or, indeed, to assume the | 

| risks which would be involved in attempting to attain it is rather 
| doubtful. The Secretary then read the points agreed to in the UK- 

US talks which are being transmitted to the French Government | 

jointly by the United Kingdom and United States as to the ingredi- | 

ents of an acceptable settlement which the United Kingdom and 
United States Governments would be willing to respect. These | 

| points are that the settlement should: | | 

| | | 

| |
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1) preserve the integrity and independence of Laos and Cambodia 
and assure the withdrawal of Viet Minh forces therefrom; 

2) preserve at least the southern half of Vietnam, and if possible 
an enclave in the Delta; in this connection we would be unwilling 
to see the line of division of responsibility drawn further south | 
than a line running generally west from Dong Hoi; 

3) does not impose on Laos, Cambodia or retained Vietnam any 
restrictions materially impairing their capacity to maintain stable 
non-Communist regimes; and especially restrictions impairing their 
right to maintain adequate forces for internal security, to import 
arms and to employ foreign advisers; | | 

4) does not contain political provisions which would risk loss of 
the retained area to Communist control; 

5) does not exclude the possibility of the ultimate unification of 
Vietnam by peaceful means; _ | 

6) provide for the peaceful and humane transfer, under interna- 
tional supervision, of those people desiring to be moved from one 
zone to another of Vietnam; and 

7) provide effective machinery for international supervision of 
the agreement. 

The Secretary said that an agreement which included these points 
would leave a defensible position and that he was skeptical as to 
the ability of the French to get it unless they know they have some 
support on that position. This was the reason for making these rea- 

| sons known to the French. The United States would be willing to 
take a stand on that or possibly on another basis but we have 
found thus far no one else willing to take a stand with us. He said 

he did not know whether the Communists would or would not 
accept these points. He was apprehensive that they might agree to 
something which looked very much like this but which would omit 
the necessary safeguards. In other words, there might be a possibil- 
ity of getting this type of facade but in doing so the French would 

| give away on so many details that the Communists would be able 
to take over the remaining area within a short time with the result 
that a situation would be created which would then directly threat- 
en Thailand. The Secretary said he believed that the Communists 
would stop at a line if it were possible to set a line. On the other 
hand, perhaps the desire for peace in France is so strong and the 

feeling in Asia so strong that little if anything can be accom- 

plished. | 
Mr. Casey said that his Government appreciated and welcomed 

the interest and concern of the United States Administration in 
Southeast Asia which was so near Australia’s back yard but he 
said some points on the matter were not entirely clear. For in- 
stance, he assumed that the French were still in touch with the 

other side and that the results of these negotiations would be
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known in a few weeks and he assumed we were in close touch with | 
these talks. | | | | oe | 

| The Secretary replied that we were unfortunately not in very 

close touch with the present French talks. He observed that certain 
_ talks which had been scheduled to be held in Indochina itself had 

| just been postponed, the Communist reason of record being the | 

| rank of participants but that perhaps there were other reasons. — 

| _ Mr. Casey inquired if an arrangement on Laos and Cambodia is | 

being negotiated and if an arrangement is reached if it will be an 
agreement solely between China and France. He thought it was to ! 
our advantage that they not be the only participants. He said that | 

| based on his own conversation with Chou he had the impression 
_ that Chou’s main preoccupation was with the question of bases or _ 

| airfields. He did not see how France could answer for the United | 

| States on that point. He wondered if it would be possible for the 

United States to make known its position on this point. pS | 

~ He also inquired as to who would be the participants and the sig- . | 

| natories on the various agreements which may emerge. He raised | 

| this point in connection with what he presumed to be the likely | 
agreement on Vietnam which would provide presumably for a tem- | 

|. porary or permanent division of authority with the areas north of 

| the Dong Hoi line less perhaps an enclave going to the Commu- | 

| nists. Who would be the signatories to such an arrangement? Is a 
| division of authority in any way to be guaranteed by others than 

: the belligerents? He also asked if, in connection with the drafting | 
of a SEATO, would it be contemplated that there be some form ofa | | 

| temporary SEATO to function until the time ratifications on a per- | 
| manent instrument could be obtained. He inquired what SEATO 
| would guarantee. He. suggested that it might guarantee the auton- | 

| omy of Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, the remnant of Vietnam and | 
| possible other named states, with the signatories committed to use | 
| force to guarantee the autonomy. This procedure he said could 
| entail the recognition of a Dong Hoi line without necessarily men- 
| tioning it by embodying in the instrument a determined intention | 

! to guarantee the autonomy of certain named states. He also in- | 
| quired about the timing of a possible non-aggression pact without | 
| teeth which he said would be of a pious nature and have a psycho- 
__ Jogical or public relations purpose and to which he thought India 

and Burma might adhere. 
Ambassador Munro stated that the New Zealand Government | 

recognizes the threat to security of overt Chinese aggression and 
| shares the U.S. concern on this matter believing such aggression _ 
| should be resisted. He added that he felt New Zealand’s record _ 

would indicate that New Zealand would play its part in such resist- 
ance. In the event of this happening New Zealand would favor im- | 

| | 

| 
| 

| 

|
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mediate reference to the UN and consultation with the United 
States and other interested powers. oe : 
Ambassador Munro said that New Zealand favors the immediate 

prosecution of efforts to establish a SEATO and inquired as to our 
view of the period of time which this would take. He also inquired 
as to how the political instrument (apparently referring to the so- 
called non-aggression pact) would proceed. He also inquired how 

any settlement which the French reach could be implemented. He 
expressed the view that these matters (i.e., the political instrument 
and the implementation of a French settlement) should not be per- 
mitted to impede the development of a SEATO to which New Zea- 
land attached first priority. He said that in the New Zealand view 
indirect aggression is the greatest danger and he wondered how 

this would be defined and what obligation with respect to it would | 
be included in a treaty. He expressed the view that New Zealand 

was confident that the U.K. would become a party to these kinds of 
arrangements. He said that there would be a foreign affairs debate 
next week and that his Minister had been considering mentioning 
in the debate the need of consultation should there be overt Chi- 

nese aggression. | 

The Secretary said he welcomed the statements with respect to 
overt Chinese aggression which he believed was unlikely to occur 

but which if it did occur would constitute a threat of a new and 
serious character. It would mean that a decision had been taken to 

attempt to drive the U.S. and its allies out of the Western Pacific 
and turn the Pacific into a Communist body of water. The Secreta- 
ry added that he felt overt Chinese aggression would be especially 

unlikely as we make clear that grave consequences would follow. 

The Secretary said the other questions which had been raised in- 
volved: 

1) the French settlement; a | 
2) the establishment of SEATO; and, | 
3) the psychological instrument. 

Commenting on the psychological matter, the Secretary said that 

we were not particularly interested in this unless it would result in 

arousing India’s interest. If it were intended that such an instru- 

ment would guarantee Communist conquests and that the signato- 

ries would be committed to fight to sustain such conquests the U.S. 

could not be considered to be a party to such an instrument. In this 
connection he referred to the overwhelming sentiment in Congress 

as reflected in the vote yesterday on the amendment to the Mutual 
Aid Bill on this subject. However, a simple reaffirmation of the UN 

Charter language such as Article 2 (4) expressed in the locale of 

Southeast Asia which would not consecrate Communist conquests
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but merely indicate the intention not to use force might be possi- | 
| ble. He added, however, that he felt the initiative on this could 

| come from some country other than the U.S. as we are not espe- 

| cially interested in it. | - 
| Turning to the question of a French settlement the Secretary | 

said that in view of the uncertainty as to the nature of this settle- 
| ment it might be possible to draw up a treaty leaving the area to | 

| be covered blank. In answer to Mr. Casey’s inquiry he felt Laos, | 
Cambodia and what is left of Vietnam should be included even if 
they are demilitarized. | 

The Secretary agreed that the greatest danger in the area is the | 

danger of subversion. On this question we have had little experi- of 
ence. Guatemala is an example. At Caracas the Organization of | 

| American States took a forward step by passing a resolution 1 | 
| which said in effect that Communist control of political institutions | | 

| of any American State is in itself a threat to the hemisphere to be | 
| met by concerted action. He said at the meeting which had been 
| planned of the OAS, economic sanctions would have been imposed 

| on Guatemala. He felt that the knowledge that this was coming 
| plus the fact that the UN did not meddle into a situation which | 
| was being handled by the OAS, had brought about the present fa- | 

| vorable outcome of the Guatemala situation. . 

| The Secretary said a doctrine of the above type could perhaps be | 
| applied to Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam but he wondered if others 
| would be willing to do so. | | 
| Ambassador Spender commented that the kind of action contem- | 
| plated would in his opinion be the nub of the question. | | 
: The Secretary said the action contemplated was left blank at Ca- : 
| racas with the idea of deciding it on a case by case basis as situa- 

| tions developed. | 
| Ambassador Spender inquired what our position would be if — | 
| Communism spread in these countries following elections. | 

| The Secretary replied that in his view any substantial expansion 

| of Communist sphere of influence is a danger which should be re- | 

| sisted and he felt this should be done even if it resulted from pur- 
| portedly free elections. He said he realized that was an extreme 
! statement and if elections were adequately supervised and really | 

free would not apply but he felt the danger here was not real as | 

the Communists would not agree to free elections even though in | 

| 1 Apparent reference to the “Declaration of Solidarity for the Preservation of the | 
| Political Integrity of the American States Against the Intervention of International | 

Communism”, approved at the Tenth Inter-American Conference held at Caracas, | 

| Mar. 1-28, 1954. For text, see Department of State, Tenth Inter-American Conference | 

| (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1955), pp. 156-157. For documentation on | 
this Conference, see vol. tv, pp. 264 ff. |
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parts of this area they might be able to win such elections. He 
thought, however, the Communists would refuse to agree to proper 
safeguards because of the precedent this would set for other areas 
such as Eastern Germany. 
Ambassador Spender inquired if there were not a risk that the _ 

French would agree to plans for an election without proper safe- 

guards. 

The Secretary agreed that this was possible and that if it hap- 
pened it would mean a Communist takeover in the area six months 

hence. 

Mr. Casey said that he would feel happier if the U.S. were par- 

ticipating in some way in the current French negotiations. 

Ambassador Munro asked if the press was correct in reporting 

rather rapid French military evacuations. 
The Secretary said this was so and that they were retracting 

their defense perimeter in the Delta and that the Communists 

were moving into the evacuated areas within 24 hours after the 

French left. He said he happened to note a picture of some units of 

the French Fleet standing by at Haiphong which might imply 

plans for future evacuation. 
Mr. Robertson reverted to the subject of elections and observed 

that in Cambodia we had the situation where the problem was 

caused by an invading army and that it was rather ridiculous to 

think that elections would be the solution for the problem which 

was not an indigenous one. 

Ambassador Spender commented that we would fool ourselves if 
we think that the creation through SEATO or otherwise of a mili- 
tary shield in the traditional sense would be effective. 

The Secretary agreed and said the real problem is how to bolster 

up the governments of the area so that they will not fall. They 

need to be permitted to have armies for internal security, to have 
some military advisers and to receive economic and technical as- 

sistance aid. He thought these things could be accomplished provid- 

ed we have the time, the will and the money. 
The Secretary said we do not have the slightest desire to have 

bases in Laos or Cambodia. He said as a matter of fact, the Thais 
have been pleading with us for a year or more to establish an air 
base in Thailand. He said this cry against U.S. bases by the Com- 
munists was really a slogan meaning Americans go home and re- 

flects a desire on their part to keep the governments of the area 

weak so that they will collapse. He added that what may come out 
of a settlement therefore may be a fraud as it may have the color 
or cover of independence but with details so weak that the govern- 

ments cannot possibly be strong enough to stand up against subver- 

sion.
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| ' Mr. Casey expressed himself as being in full agreement on the : 

| need for economic and technical aid. | | 
The Secretary referred to the attitude of the governments of the | 

| Associated States and said the French apparently wanted us to 
bludgeon them into accepting whatever the French accept. On the 

| other hand the Associated States are requesting military and other | 
| forms of assistance. He said this places us in a very difficult posi- ! 

tion especially as we do not know the form the settlement may 
take. Furthermore, should the Associated States be unwilling to 

| accept what the French have agreed to we may have a situation | 

7 resembling an inoperable armistice. __ 

| General Smith said it was most difficult to try to keep track of | 
| the talks which apparently were going on on at least three differ- | 
| ent levels. He had the impression that they were generally talking 
| along the lines of the Molotov proposals which would mean no for- : 

eign troops, no foreign assistance of any kind, which would leave | 
| the Associated States isolated and weak. a 

_ Ambassador Munro inquired if there was really any serious hope 
of holding any part of Vietnam. | ee 

| General Smith replied that he thought the French were asking 
| for a free hand south of the Dong Hoi line, the neutralization of 

| the two Catholic bishoprics and a temporary enclave in the Delta 
| for evacuation purposes. He thought the Viet Minh on the other 

| hand were probably demanding an enclave in northern Laos. | 

| _ Ambassador Spender, supported by Mr. Casey expressed the view | 
| that it was essential for the French to inform the U.S. of what was : 
| going on. They said they thought the French were so indebted to us | 
| that they could hardly see how the French could refuse at least the | 
: presence of a U.S. observer. | | 
| General Smith commented that the French thus far have not | 
| even brought in the Vietnamese and referred to the embarrass- 
| ment which would be caused to us by being confronted with a fait | 

| accompli which we could not accept. : ; 
| Mr. Casey then inquired if events have overtaken the idea pro- , 

| posed by the U.S. of the ANZUS Minute 2 on overt Chinese aggres- _ 
| sion. He wondered if we still wanted a reply or if this would be cov- | 
| ered in the SEATO instrument. He said Australia was willing to | 
! enter into discussions with us to develop plans, i1.e., what each | 

country would do in the event of the occurrence of this contingency | 
but that he felt this might better be done under SEATO. | | 

: He then said Australia was prepared to join with the U.S., the | 

| U.K. and others in the guaranteeing of an acceptable settlement | 

| 2 See Attachment 2 to Raynor’s memorandum of a conversation held between the 

Secretary and Ambassadors Munro and Spender on June 4, p. 545. | 

[ 

a
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which would be backed up by force if necessary. He was not clear, 
however, as to what would be guaranteed, i.e., whether it would be 

based on the settlement the French make or whether it would be 
something to be determined by SEATO. He said it would be ex- 
tremely difficult for Australia to create a breach in the Common- 
wealth ranks by going into something in which the U.K. did not 

participate but he said he held the view that the U.K. was now just 
as committed to SEATO as the rest of us. 

General Smith said that one of these days he thought the three 
ANZUS members should discuss together estimates of what each 

country would be able to contribute and he hoped at the proper 
time Australia and New Zealand would be willing to join with us 
in such a discussion. 

The Secretary inquired as to what the position of the ANZUS 
Treaty would be in the event of the creation of a broader treaty 
organization, i.e., would the broader treaty replace the ANZUS 

Treaty? - 
Ambassador Munro stated that the view of his Government was 

definite that ANZUS should be preserved no matter what broader 

treaty is created. 
Ambassador Spender said that this was also the firm opinion of 

the Australian Cabinet. | 
Ambassador Munro added that New Zealand would be concerned 

about any idea of supplanting or weakening ANZUS. 
The Secretary referred to the question of the ANZUS Minute _ 

and said that in some ways this had been overtaken by events as 
SEATO should cover the matter as to the area covered by SEATO. 
He said, however, in raising this matter he had been thinking of 

the peril inherent in the rising power and aggressiveness of Com- 

munist China. The Chinese may feel hemmed in by the Island 
Chain feeling that this line makes the Pacific a Western-dominated 
area and sometime the Chinese may, therefore, feel they must at- 

tempt to break this line. He had really raised this question from 
that broad angle. " . 

General Smith wondered if the Agreed Minute, therefore, really 

had been overtaken by events and whether it wouldn’t be appropri- 

ate, pending the development of a SEATO for ANZUS to agree to it 
at this time. He referred in this connection to the provision con- 

| tained therein for the immediate appeal to the UN for concerted 

action. 

Mr. Casey said he had assumed the Minute was intended to be a 
confidential one. | 

The Secretary said this was the case. He had not intended to 
have it published. He said he had really wanted to know how Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand felt about the matter. He thought now he
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did know and thought this was, therefore, sufficient for the time | 

| Ambassador Munro inquired how long we expected the SEATO | 
| discussions would be on a UK-US bilateral basis. He said that this : 

had an effect on ANZUS and his Government didn’t want to see 
ANZUS weakened. es iat | a | 
Ambassador Spender seconded this saying that he believed the : 

| ANZUS states had the right to be in on the discussions from the 4 
beginning, 
- ‘The Secretary replied that the bilateral phase of the SEATO dis- | 
cussions were in effect merely a prolongation of the weekend talks : 
and he thought the bilateral phase should last only a few days. | 
Indeed, it might be possible to have concurrent ANZUS talks. He 

| said we would really prefer to be talking on this with our ANZUS _ | 
| partners as we believe our interests were closer to theirs. He said 

| Mr. Eden had originally suggested attaching political personnel to : 
| the five-power military staff group but that we had not favored this 

| idea because of the resentment these talks had caused in the Phil- | 
| ippines and Thailand. He referred to the complete over-expansion 
| of French commitments and to the fact that the UK was also seri- | 
| ously over-committed. The US does have force which can be em- | 
! ployed and it is our desire to work most closely on this with Aus- | 
| tralia and New Zealand. © oe | | | 

| General Smith suggested that there should be an ANZUS Depu- ) 
| ties meeting as soon as the bilateral US-UK group makes suffi- 

| cient progress to make it worthwhile. - a | 
! _ The Secretary said we must give careful consideration to the for- | 

| mulation of the operative part of a SEATO treaty, ie., what would | 
“trigger it off” and that we also must give very careful thought to 
the formulation of the obligations which the members will incur. 

Mr. Casey said he assumed in all of this that we were talking | 
about the area of Southeast Asia and not considering the inclusion | 

| of Japan or ROK. _—C : a Oo | 
| The Secretary indicated this was correct. | | 

Ambassador Munro inquired as to what hope we had of Burma | 

being included. _ ee | | | | | 
| The Secretary said he was quite certain if we had two instru- | 

ments, i.e., some political non-aggression instrument in addition to | 

SEATO that he felt quite certain that Burma would sign only the 
| innocuous instrument. _ | | | , 

| Ambassador Spender said in his own thinking he had thought 
| the treaty might include a variety of headings including headings 

| on military, economic aid, technical assistance, peaceful use of 

atomic energy, cultural relations and internal security.
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Mr. Casey inquired if we thought something on the subject of 
economic aid or technical assistance could be written into the 
treaty. He said this would be good bait to the Asians as it would be 
attractive to them. 

The Secretary offhand thought the treaty could contain a provi- 

sion for meetings on various common problems such as for instance 

the problem of raising the standard of living. He thought the 
treaty could provide machinery for this but should probably not 
contain commitments on it. He added that if the treaty contained 
an economic section it might add to its attractiveness to countries 
such as Indonesia. 7 | 

| Mr. Casey said he would not expect Indonesia to enter into a 
SEATO which had any teeth in it. He said he wanted to mention 
what he regarded as a deteriorating situation in Indonesia and to 

the fact that the Australians firmly supported the Dutch position 
on Netherlands New Guinea although they were attempting to do 

so without unduly irritating Indonesia. He said he believed in the 
light of developments in Indonesia that the Australian position on 

Dutch New Guinea was proving to be correct. He said that the Aus- 

tralians had picked up a hint in Djakarta that the Indonesians 

might attempt to angle for US support on New Guinea by promis- 

ing better general behavior. He hoped that if this should happen 
| the US would not alter its attitude. He said the position of the gov- 

ernment and public opinion on this question in Australia was ex- 

tremely firm and public opinion on the subject lively. : 7 

The Secretary said we had no present intention of altering our 
position on the matter and certainly would not do so without con- 
sulting the Australians. 

General Smith commented that from talks he had had at Geneva 

with Netherlands representatives he understood they would be — 
willing to join in Southeast Asian arrangements. He said he had 
attempted to explain tactfully why this would not be desirable 
while at the same time expressing satisfaction that they were con- 

templating a strengthening of their forces in New Guinea. | 

Ambassador Munro raised the question of how Korea could be 

kept off the agenda of a renewed or special General Assembly on 
the Thai appeal. The question was not pressed. 

’ Mr. Casey inquired as to what would happen if the French reach _ 

no agreement and the Viet Minh continue their military successes 
in the Delta. He also asked if we assume a continuance of the | 
Geneva Conference. | 

General Smith said that in reply to the first question that it 
might be necessary to stage a rescue operation in which he thought : 

| the British might be willing to participate.
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| On the second question, the Secretary said that further high- — | 

level US participation at Geneva would depend primarily on devel- | 
| opments. : | 
| There was then a brief discussion of the idea of guaranteeing the | 
| Geneva results and Mr. Robertson said that at Geneva the idea was 
! that all participants in the Conference plus the Colombo powers 
| would be invited to enter into such a guarantee. | | 

| The Secretary said that it was unlikely that the US would do | 
| this and certainly we would not join in a guarantee of a settlement 
_ which we regard as unacceptable. 

| : Mr. Casey said he gathered it was the consensus that under 
| SEATO the integrity of certain named states would in some way be ! 
| guaranteed. ! | : 
| The Secretary closed the meeting by thanking Mr. Casey and ! 
| Ambassador Munro for attending and expressed a desire on our | 

part for continued close consultation and cooperation with our | 
| ANZUS partners. | | 

oo 
| | Editorial Note | | 

| During his report on the Churchill—Eden visit, delivered to the | 
National Security Council at its 205th meeting, July 1, Dulles was , 
asked whether there had been any progress during the conversa- | 

| tions with regard to a regional grouping for the defense of South- | 

| east Asia against communism. | | - | 

| “Secretary Dulles replied that there had been progress, and that 
| joint conversations on the subject would start this week. The Brit- ; 
| ish had initially proposed to reactivate the Five-Power staff conver- 
| sations, but we had opposed this proposal. Thereafter, agreement | 
| had been reached to pursue this subject by means of a series of | 

| talks. The first of these, among the ANZUS powers, had already | 
| taken place. It would be followed by subsequent conversations with | 
| the Philippines, Thailand, etc. The position of the French in this | 
| situation was extremely difficult to understand since, in effect, the | 
| French had ‘gone underground.’ Mendes-France was plainly trying | 
| to pressure the United States to urge the Associated States to | 

| agree to whatever settlement the French made with the Commu- | 
| nists in Indochina. We had refused to be party to this.” (Eisenhow- | 
| er Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file; memorandum by | ) 

Gleason of 205th NSC meeting) | oe | 

oe 
| |
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341 ae 

Memorandum of Conversation, Prepared in the Department of 

State } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON, | July 6, 1954—4-5:30 p.m. 

_ StaTE-DEFENSE Discussions oF FoRTHCOMING US-UK Stupy _ 

Group MEETINGS | 7 

Participants: | | | 

State Defense — - | 

The Under Secretary _ Admiral Davis - 

Mr. MacArthur/Mr. Murphy Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Bonbright | 

Mr. Drumright | 
Mr. Phleger | 

Mr. Stelle | | Oo | 
Mr. Tyler | 

Mr. Sturm 

Mr. Gullion | 

Mr. Draper . | 

Mr. Murphy opened the meeting. | : oe 

Mr. MacArthur reviewed the recent history leading up to the. 

US-UK Joint Study Group meetings. The first meeting will be held 
July 7 at 4:00. The British will be represented by Sir Robert Scott, 

_ Michael Joy and others, and we will have General Smith as our 
chief representative. a | 

Admiral Davis said that he and Mr. Sullivan would be the De- 

fense representatives. The Admiral said that Defense hopes these 
talks will be of a generalized nature and not get to specific military 
topics for the time being. | , | 

Mr. MacArthur plans to recommend that General Smith take 
the position regarding publicity for these talks that no communi- 
ques or background statements will be issued, that they are explor- 

atory and technical. We will keep our public relations people ad- 

vised, but not of the substance. | | 

1 This document is at Tab 6 of a group of papers entitled “Documentary History 
of US-UK Joint Study Group”. 
Department of State participants not previously identified include Herman 

Phleger, Legal Adviser; Charles C. Stelle, a member of the Policy Planning Staff; 
William R. Tyler, Deputy Director of the Office of Western European Affairs; and 
Edmund A. Gullion, also of the Policy Planning Staff; Morris Draper, an Adminis- 
trative Assistant in the Executive Secretariat. | 

From the Department of Defense, Charles A. Sullivan was Deputy for American, 
_ South Asian, and Far Eastern Affairs in the Office of Foreign Military Affairs.
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| Mr. MacArthur said that the Secretary wished to emphasize item 
| two (. . . terms of a collective security pact . . .) and leave to the 

British any proposals they may wish to forward on the other three 
| items. ? The Secretary had directed Mr. Phleger to prepare two | 

| papers: 1) a draft treaty, which will not be tabled with the UK; and 
| 2) a working paper incorporating what we believe should be includ- | | 
| ed in a possible draft treaty, this paper to be tabled with the UK as | 

representing the unofficial ideas of the US half of the Study Group. | 

Mr. MacArthur said that the Secretary wants the British to take 
the initiative on item 1. At an appropriate time, our position } 

| should be that we would be prepared to respect an agreement on | 

| the seven points communicated to the French. If there were such | 

| an agreement, we might sign with other countries a declaration 
' that the countries involved would individually respect the agree- : 

ment and would not use force to upset it. The Secretary does not 
| want to push the British on item 3 at this time. Item 4, he thinks, | 

| will not come up in the first few meetings but at an appropriate L 

| time we would urge that the ANZUS Pact countries, Thailand, the 

Philippines, and probably France be invited to the talks. _ oe 

Mr. Phleger outlined his rough draft treaty, * showing how it 

‘uses the pertinent language from the Rio Pact, the ANZUS Pact : 
and the NATO Treaty. This will mean that the possible signatories | 

: to the treaty, with the exception of Thailand, will have signed simi- 
lar language before, and that this would merely mean an extension | 
of commitments they have already undertaken in other areas. of | 

| the world. | . | | | 

| There are, he said, a number of questions: Oo | 

Area: He was thinking of Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific. 
Should it be larger, and perhaps designed to include Pakistan at 

2 some time? (The draft treaty is open-ended.) 
| Parties: Who would participate besides the US, UK, France, New | 

Zealand and Australia? The Secretary thinks it might be best not | 
to name anyone as perhaps we can get in the Associated States and | 

| others. | 
| Operative Provisions: He explained how and where the language | 
| was lifted, ie., from ANZUS “.. . act to meet the common danger 
! under respective constitutional processes’, the idea of a Council | 

from the Rio Pact. He explained that the treaty would be broad | 
, since councils of consultation could be called to discuss action 

taking place outside the immediate area which could nevertheless | 
be a threat. | ! 

| 2 Ellipses in the source text. | 
| 580 Reference is to the numbered paragraphs of the Agreed Minute of June 27, p. | 

| fle Text of a draft of this date or earlier has not been found in Department of State | 
11es. 

| | 
| | |
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Duration: The Secretary was thinking of five years with a one 
year notice of withdrawal. | 

Mr. Phleger explained in some detail the subsidiary bodies which 

might be formed under the treaty. Admiral Davis suggested calling 
the “Defense Committee” the “Military Committee” and cited some 
of the experiences of the Working Group negotiating the NATO 
Treaty. > Mr. MacArthur pointed out that some of the difficulties 

| - encountered in preparing the NATO Treaty could be avoided this 
time. | 

General Smith entered at this point and the discussion was re- 
viewed. He asked Mr. MacArthur to prepare a talking paper for 
the meeting the next day with the British, suggesting that he 
would like to table “a bit of paper” on perhaps what precisely we 
meant in the seven point reply to the French.* He agreed that Mr. 

Phleger’s draft treaty was very good but wondered whether the ne- 
gotiation for a multilateral treaty would consume months and 

whether we should therefore try for a declaration similar to the 

“Declaration of Common Intent” © handed to the British in April. 
Mr. Phleger pointed out that a treaty was necessary to get some 

solid commitments and that a declaration was too easy to sign. The 
pattern of the treaty has precedent. General Smith thought it 

would be good to keep the Declaration idea in reserve in case 

things got bogged down. | 

In discussing the area the treaty would cover, Admiral Davis 

said the JCS would prefer that the whole problem in the Pacific be 

handled as one grand exercise and that India be kept out of every- 
thing. , | 

The meeting closed with a discussion of the possibility of our 

return to Geneva when the Ministerial discussions resume. General 
Smith hopes to lay down the problem to the Congress and get bi- 
partisan support for whatever we may be forced to do in the way of 

' associating ourselves with the Indochina settlement. 

5 For documentation on negotiation of this treaty, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. 

m1, pp. 1 ff., and ibid., 1949, vol. 1v, pp. 1 ff. | 

* (Mr. MacArthur explained that Mr. Phleger’s “working paper” would serve this 
purpose.) [Footnote in the source text. The reference is perhaps to a draft of 
Phleger’s working paper of July 7, p. 609.] | 

6 Printed in vol. x1, Part 1, p. 1314.
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| S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5405 | | | | 

| Memorandum for the Operations Coordinating Board Prepared in | 

| the Department of Defense } 

| TOP SECRET | | [WASHINGTON, | July 7, 1954. | 

| Subject: An International Volunteer Air Group | 

; 1. In compliance with decisions made at the Operations Coordi- 

nating Board meeting of 28 April 1954, the attached plan which | 

| was developed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff is submitted for the con- 

| sideration of the Board. _ | | | 

| 2. In the light of the Joint Chiefs’ comments ? and of the current 

| situation in Southeast Asia, it is considered inadvisable to proceed | 

| with the formation of an International Volunteer Air Group until 

! such time as an over-all national policy for Southeast Asia is for- | 

| mulated for the United States along the lines indicated in the State 

| Department special report on NSC 5405. 

| 3. It is considered that recent discussions with the British and 

recent changes in the French Government have so altered the situ- 

1 This document is an attachment at tab III to a memorandum dated July 15 from 

| Elmer B. Staats, Executive Officer of the OCB, to Lay of NSC. Staats’ memorandum | 

| and its attachments are in turn attached to a covering memorandum dated July 19 : 

from Gleason to the NSC. _ | | 
| - The portion of Staats’ memorandum which concerns the paper printed here fol- | 

lows: | Aen | | 

| “9 The attention of the NSC is also invited to the problem of an International 

Volunteer Air Group, which is somewhat separate from, but related to the questions | 

raised above. In response to the NSC requirement formulated in connection with | | 

IVAG at its 195th Meeting on May 6, 1954 (NSC Action No. 1106e), the OCB submits : 

! the plan attached as Tab 3 and recommends: | | 

| “ag That the plan be held for possible future use not only in Southeast Asia but in 

/ any part of the world where required. | | / 

| “b. That the National Security Council consider the formation of an international 

Volunteer Air Group for utilization in Southeast Asia in light of the requirements | 

: therefor which might emerge from the context of the overall policy requirements in | 

the area when formulated.” | 

| For pertinent extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the NSC meeting F 

| held May 6, see p. 452. ‘ fl 

| 2 At the request of the Secretary of Defense, the JCS had outlined a possible orga- | 

nization for an IVAG in the appendix to a memorandum to the Secretary dated 

June 16. In that memorandum, however, they specified a number of geographical, 
: logistical, and operational difficulties which would affect any such program in | 

Southeast Asia. They concluded: | 
“After consideration of all aspects concerning the establishment and utilization of 

an IVAG, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reiterate their previous position that the develop- : 

| ment of a volunteer air unit to operate in threatened areas of the world is impracti- 
| cable and undesirable. Accordingly, detailed plans should not be developed at this | 

| time.” | | / 

The JCS then distinguished the idea of an IVAG from a proposal, which they had | 
| supported, for the international recruitment of volunteers as maintenance personnel 

| and aircrew to augment the French Air Force in Indochina. (JCS records, CCS 092 | 

| Asia (6-25-48)) 

| | 
| 
| 

|
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- ation in this area that previous recommendations to form the In- 
ternational Volunteer Air Group without delay should be reconsid- 
ered. a 

| 4. It is therefore recommended that the Operations Coordinating 
Board respond to the NSC requirement formulated in this connec- __ 

| tion at its 195th meeting on 6 May 1954 by submitting the enclosed 
plan and recommending action as follows: | 

a. That the plan be held for possible future use not only in 
Southeast Asia, but in any part of the world where required. 

b. That the National Security Council consider the formation of 
an International Volunteer Air Group for utilization in Southeast 
Asia in light of the requirements therefor which might emerge 
from the context of the over-all policy requirements in the area 
when formulated. 

Appendix 

DETAILED ORGANIZATION AND Cost EsTIMATE OF AN IVAG 

SECTION I—MISSION 

1. The IVAG would have as its mission: 

a. Establish and maintain air superiority in its area of oper- 
ations. | oe 

b. Attack upon hostile air installations, LOCs and supply concen- 
trations. 

c. Tactical support of friendly ground troops. 

SECTION II—COMPOSITION 

2. The IVAG, in order to have a minimum balanced capability to 
carry out the above mission, should be composed of: _ 

a. Three fighter squadrons (75 F-86F a/c). 
b. One light bombardment squadron (25 B-26 a/c). 
c. Two transport squadrons (32 C-119 a/c). , 
d. One composite photo reconnaissance squadron (12 RF-80 and 6 

RB-26 a/c). 
e. One AC&W squadron. | 

3. The internal support echelon should consist of the Group 
Headquarters including the following: 

a. Command and Administration Section. | 
b. Air Base Support Section. | 
c. Medical Section. 
d. Supply and Maintenance Section. | 
e. Communications Section (less radar). 
f. Motor Transport Section (less chauffeurs). 
g. Meteorological Section. | | 
h. Air Control Parties.
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| _ SECTION III—COST ESTIMATE | 

| 4. A broad estimate of the cost, in millions, of organizing, equip- 

ping, and operating the proposed IVAG is $161.1 for the initial 
outlay of material, equipment and construction, plus $59.4 per year | 
for peacetime operations, or $124.7 per year for wartime oper- 
ations. This estimate was developed for planning purposes only and | 
should not be used for budgetary purposes since phasing, build-up, 
lead-time, and other factors influencing budget estimates were not | 

considered in the computations. For a detailed breakdown pertain- 

ing to above cost see the attached table.? The cost estimates were | 
| developed on the information and assumptons contained in the sub- ; 

sequent paragraphs. | - oe | | 
| [Here follows a detailed cost breakdown.] | | 

| 8 Not printed. | 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341 | | oe | : 

Working Paper Prepared for the United States-United Kingdom | 

Joint Study Group by the Minister at the British Embassy (Scott) } | 

| SECRET .. —— eae [WASHINGTON, July 7, 1954.) | 
| JSG Memo 1 a | | | 

| 1This paper, which is at tab 10 of the “Documentary History of US-UK Joint 
| Study Group”, was put forward by Scott at the first meeting of the Joint Study | 

| - Group on July 7. It is attachment 3 to a covering note in which Draper wrote Scott | 
| had indicated that it was an informal working paper and “did not represent an offi- | 

| cial UK position.” oe a | 
| The US-UK Joint Study Group on Southeast Asia was established after Church- 

| ill’s and Eden’s visit to Washington June 25-29. | 
| The first meeting of the Joint Study Group was largely devoted to questions of | 
| procedure and to discussion of the Geneva Conference negotiations. An excerpt from | 
| the minutes concerning this paper, and that infra, follows: | : 
| “Sir Robert at this point produced another document (JSG Memo 1) regarding the 
| points to be covered in a collective security arrangement (organization) for South- | 

| east Asia. In discussing this document Sir Robert mentioned that the Netherlands 
! and Portugal presented a difficult problem since other prospective members in the | 
| area would be reluctant to see them admitted. 

“The Under Secretary remarked that Australia would be desirous of having the | 
| Dutch admitted. | 

| “Sir Robert said that in the end the existence of the Netherlands Union might | 
| provide the Dutch with a card of entry. 

“After this UK document had been gone through the Under Secretary said that 
| we have been thinking along the same lines but have not gone into as much detail. L 

| He followed up with remarks based on a second talking paper (see JSG Memo 2). | 
| “Sir Robert remarked that the duration of a security arrangement offered a diffi- | 
| cult point in that it might appear to freeze the status quo and to perpetuate colo- 
: nialism. | | 
| Continued | 

| 
| 

|
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COLLECTIVE SECURITY ARRANGEMENT IN SOUTH East ASIA _ 

1. The following are among the main topics for consideration: 

A. Operative Clauses ae 
B. Membership —— 
C. Structure | 
D. Relation to an Indo China Settlement 
E. Relation to other Defense Treaties affecting the Area | 
F. Negotiation and Timing | | 
G. Concurrent Action - 

- _ A. OPERATIVE CLAUSES 7 

2. These might be considered under three headings: 

(a). contingency to be guarded against; | 
(b) the area to which the commitment applies; | 
(c) the nature of the commitment. | 

3. In regard to 2(a) the danger is of overt military aggression by 

China or the Vietminh; but there is also ( )? the danger of 

internal subversion. It may be desirable to split the operative 
clause into two parts to cover these different risks. 

4. In regard to 2(b) the commitment should cover such territories 
of the signatories as lie within the area of the Treaty. In addition it 
may be desirable to cover territories of states in Indo China which 
are not parties to the treaty, since the terms of a settlement in 
Indo China may preclude some or all of the Associated States from 
themselves joining the treaty. 

5. Finally, the desirability or otherwise of covering other coun- 
tries in the area (e.g. Burma) should be considered. 

6. In regard to 2(c) the nature of the commitment in the event of 
armed aggression could take one of several forms, from the princi- 
ple that “an attack on one is an attack on all” to a promise “to 
concert action to meet the common danger’. The terms of refer- 
ence of the Study Group * provide an indication of what is required. 

7. In regard to 2(c), the nature of the commitment in the event of 

Communist infiltration and subversion, short of open aggression, 

the commitment should be so drafted as to avoid charges of inter- 
ference in the internal affairs of a signatory state and equally to 

“The Under Secretary said that the basic points of a security arrangement (orga- 
nization) were covered in both papers. The UK and the US see the problem alike. 
Our job now is one of coordinated drafting. (The Under Secretary gave a copy of his 
talking paper on a collective security pact to Sir Robert.) He asked for an opportuni- 
ty to study the UK documents.” (Minutes of meeting by Sturm; Conference files, lot 
60 D 627, CF 341, “Documentary History”, tab 14, JSG MC-1) | 

The date given in the heading is that of the covering note; the paper was drafted 
on July 5. _ 

2 Blank space with parentheses in the source text. | 
3 That is, the Agreed Minute of June 27, p. 580. -
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| avoid committing the signatories to action in the event of a non- | 
| Communist coup. Most of the new Asian states will hesitate to join | 

an organization which appears to them to have supra-national at- | 
tributes. | | | - 

| -- B. MEMBERSHIP ne | 

8. In addition to the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, | 

and New Zealand, the following countries would be appropriate as 
members: France, Philippines, Thailand, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, | 

| Indonesia, and Burma. © | | : 
| 9. The following countries would not be appropriate members of | | 

a collective security arrangement for South and South East Asia: _ 
| Japan, N ationalist China and the Republic of Korea. | 
| 10. Possible membership by Laos, Cambodia and free Vietnam is 
| also for consideration. _ oo ee be epee Pt : 

| 11. Possible membership by certain other countries is for discus- | 
__ sion. Examples are the Netherlands and Portugal. _ oe / 
| 12. The possible association of certain territories with the collec- | 
| tive security arrangement is for discussion. Examples are Hong —Ss 
| _ Kong, Macao, Portuguese Timor, Netherlands New Guinea, United | 

i States Dependent Territories in the South Pacific. | 

| 

| “*18. It is for consideration whether there should be standing ma- | 
| chinery set up under the Treaty, and if so whether this should take | 
| the form of a permanent Committee of political or military repre- | 
! sentatives of signatories, or both. The composition of the perma- 

| nent staff to be employed for these purposes is also for discussion. | 

: _ 14. Much will depend on the degree of urgency of the military 

: situation in Indo China: If there is an agreed settlement there, | 

: with declarations from many countries that they will respect it, 
and if the Allies are confident that there is no immediate risk of a | 

| resumption of fighting in Indo China, there will be less need for | 
| the formulation of immediate plans to meet aggression and there | 
| will be more time to achieve the important aim of associating the 
: Colombo powers with the defence of South East Asia. These coun- | 
| tries may be more willing to participate in an arrangement for col- | 
| lective defence if participation does not commit them to accept a> 

| ready-made structure of political and military planning. | 

| 15. If on the other hand the military situation in Indo China 
continues to deteriorate despite or in the absence of a settlement, | 

| and if there is a prospect of sweeping Communist military gains 
- and of a French military disaster, urgent consultation on military 

plans between the Allies will be required. There are several possi- | 
bilities. We might press forward with the permanent arrangement | 

| | 

| |
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for collective defence in South East Asia, so that action, if it has to 

be taken, could be taken under its auspices. If this is done it may 

be necessary to aim at a two-tiered structure, allowing countries 

other than founder members either to adhere or to associate them- 
selves later with the Collective Security Arrangement, without nec- 
essarily accepting all the commitments accepted by its founders. 

Another possibility is a special ad hoc arrangement to meet the im- 
mediate threat, proceeding independently with plans for a perma- 
nent arrangement comprising as many as possible of the countries 
listed in paragraph 8 above. 

16. In any case it is probable that some form of military plan- 
ning board will be needed. In this connection it will be necessary to 
keep security considerations in mind, and the difficulty of coordi- 
nating intelligence and of military planning in a forum in which 

all signatories are represented. 
17. The Treaty will presumably be a Regional Arrangement 

within the meaning of Chapter VIII of the Charter of the United 
Nations. The structure of the organisation should be designed to 
meet the requirements of Chapter VIII. 

18. The terms of reference of the Study Group also refer to ma- 
chinery “for assisting the lawful governments to resist Communist 
infiltration and subversion”. It is for consideration whether this 

_ will entail standing machinery for the provision of economic and 

other forms of aid to these Governments. | 

D. RELATION TO A SETTLEMENT IN INDO CHINA 

19. Laos, Cambodia, and free Vietnam may not (under the terms 

of an Indo China settlement) be free to join the proposed collective 
defence arrangement. The Treaty could however still give them 
protection against external Communist aggression, and assistance 

against Communist infiltration and subversion. The wording of ref- 
erences in the Collective Defence Treaty to these three countries 
will have to be considered very carefully, not only so that the 
extent of commitments is known, but because of the bearing of 

those references on the Indo China settlement and on the readiness | 
of other countries to sign a Declaration of Association with the 

terms of an Indo China settlement. 

E. RELATION WITH OTHER DEFENCE TREATIES 

20. The relation between the commitments in the proposed col- 
lective security arrangement and those in existing defence treaties 
is for examination, and similarly the relation between machinery 
set up under them for consultative and planning purposes. _
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| _ F. NEGOTIATION AND TIMING cre | 

| 21. The Study Group should consider and agree upon extent and | 

| timing of consultation with other countries, apart from Australia 
| and New Zealand who, it is assumed, will be kept fully informed. | 

| 22. The progress of the French negotiations on Indo China, and | 
| developments there, will closely affect the negotiation and timing 
| of a Collective Security arrangement for South East Asia among 
| the noncommunist powers. | Ce Bd | 
| | | | 

OC _ G. CONCURRENT ACTION ) | vo | 

23. While the treaty is under negotiation it may be desirable to : 
| negotiate concurrently on other matters affecting the security of : 

| South East Asia, such as the provision of military training facilities : 
| and material, or the provision of bases in the area. — | 
| a | 
| | - | 
| . Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341 | | 

Working Paper Prepared for the United States-United Kingdom | 
| Joint Study Group by the Legal Adviser of the Department of | 
| State (Phleger) } . | 

| | | a | 
| TOP SECRET | [WASHINGTON, | July 7, 1954. | 

| JSG Memo 2 | 

| WorKING Paper ON COLLECTIVE SEcuRITY Pact | 

| [Here follows numbered paragraph 1, a résumé of the Agreed | 
| Minute of June 27, page 580.] Be | 
| _ 2. Preliminary to drafting the Pact, the following facts should be determined = | 

| a. United Nations a : | 

| _ Appropriate provisions affirming faith in Purposes and Princi- | 
| ples of the Charter of the United Nations and providing for compli- 
! ance with applicable provisions; | 

| | 

| b. Area to be covered | 

| Southeast and/or South Asia, according to the parties joining the 
Pact; | : 

geographical description | 

| c. Parties | oO” | 

) 1 This document is at tab 11 of the group of papers titled “Documentary History | 
| of US-UK Joint Study Group”. It is attached to a covering note in which Draper | 
| states that it was “‘tabled as an informal and unofficial working paper in the first : 

meeting of the joint Study Group July 7.” | | 

| | | 

:
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Initial parties should be named; | | | 
additional parties to be admitted by unanimous consent; | 

d. States to be defended in addition to the parties 

Laos, Cambodia, part of Vietnam to be defended if they are not 
parties to the Pact; 

other states to be defended although not initially members of the 
Pact; 

e. Obligations of parties 

Armed attack in the Area on the parties, or on States covered in 
addition to the parties, to be recognized as dangerous to the peace 
and safety of each of the parties, committing them to take such 
action, in accordance with their constitutional processes as is 
deemed necessary, including the use of armed force; and 

to consult and cooperate to assist the lawful governments defend- 
ed by the Pact to resist Communist infiltration and subversion. 

f. Organization 

A Council, consisting of a representative of each of the parties, 
shall be formed to implement the Pact and to concert action there- 
under. It shall meet at any time on request of a party, and shall set 

| up all necessary subsidiary bodies; 

g. Duration 

Indefinite duration subject to withdrawal by a party on one 
year’s notice. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341 

United States Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Joint United 
States-United Kingdom Study Group * - 

[Extract] 2 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| July 8, 1954—4-5:30 p.m. 

JSG MC-2 

[Participants: | 

UK US 
Sir Robert H. Scott The Under Secretary 
Mr. M.G.L. Joy Mr. Herman Phleger 

1 Drafted by Tyler. This document, which is at tab 14 of the “Documentary Histo- 
ry’, is attached to a covering note dated July 9 by Draper, not printed. 

British participants previously unidentified include: M. G. L. Joy, First Secretary 
at the British Embassy, and F. R. MacGinnis, Second Secretary at the British Em- 

bassy. 
2The omitted section of these minutes includes discussion of an Indochina settle- 

ment.
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| Mr. F.R. MacGinnis Admiral Davis me | 
Lt. Col. R.G.V. Fitz- Mr. Douglas MacArthur II | 

George Balfour | Mr. C. C. Stelle oe 
| a Mr. B.A. Gullion _ _ | 

| 7 Mr. P.J. Sturm oo 
! oo Mr. W.R. Tyler | 

| General Smith then discussed the UK draft on a collective secu- | 
| rity arrangement. He said it was a very good paper and that it cov- 

| ered the essential problems under consideration. With regard to | 
membership, General Smith said that it would create a very seri- 

| ous problem for the US if the British have in mind issuing formal _ 

| invitations to the Colombo powers and excluding Japan, National- 

: ist China and Korea. However, provided there is no formal invita- | 

tion to India or the other Colombo powers, unless they indicate a 

| desire to adhere, and provided that the terms of membership would ! 

| not be exclusive with regard either to the Colombo powers of Na- | 
| tionalist China, Japan and ROK, there would be no great problem. | 
| We presume that while the Netherlands and Portugal would not be | 
| included initially but that the terms of the treaty would leave the | 
| door open for later entry if this seemed desirable [sic]. | 

With respect to the possible association of certain colonial terri- | 

| tories to that arrangement, there might be difficulties, e.g.: the pro- | 

| vision for protecting Hong Kong in a treaty from which Nationalist 

| China is excluded would raise a problem for us. Initially at least it 

| would be better not to include colonial possessions in such a treaty. 

! The discussion then turned to the question of the structure of the | 

| organization. General Smith said that we hadn’t really gone into | 
| this. We feel the thing is to get the permanent treaty set up and | 
i that the structure should be considered by a temporary committee | 

| or council which would act as a kind of staff group both for the | 
| political and the military aspects of the structure. | 

— Turning to the question of consultation with key potential mem- 
: bers, General Smith said that the US would want to call a “Depu- : 
: ties ANZUS meeting’. Sir Robert Scott said that London would not a 

| be happy about this and would greatly prefer that the US should 
just inform the Australians and New Zealanders. General Smith : 

| said that we have [a] little problem here that these two countries ! 
| were very anxious that ANZUS should not be submerged in the | 

collective security arrangement. Sir Robert Scott said he was afraid | 
| that if a hard-core ANZUS inner group were maintained within i 
| the collective security arrangement, this would not be well received 
: in London. General Smith said that we would handle the matter in
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such a way as to keep Australia and New Zealand happy as mem- 
bers of ANZUS without overstressing this aspect.? 

_ Sir Robert Scott felt that France should be informed very soon in 
order that Mendes-France’s position should be given as much sup- 
port as possible. He suggested that the French Government might 
be informed by our Ambassadors in Paris. The question of inform- 
ing France and where, was left open until the next meeting. It was 
agreed that Canada should be informed with the hope that she 
might adhere to the collective security arrangement. | 

There will be no meeting on Friday, July 9. The next meeting 
will be on Saturday, July 10, at 10:30 A.M. 

3 The Under Secretary briefed Munro and Spender, and other officials of the two 
countries, at a meeting held July 9. A section of Tyler’s memorandum of this con- 
versation follows: 

“The Australian Ambassador asked if, in our talks with the UK, we had sensed a 

difference in the UK attitude toward timing with regard to setting up a collective 
security organization if there were an acceptable settlement. The Under Secretary 

said that it did seem that the UK feels that there is less urgency than we do. Our 
position is that no effort must be spared to set up a collective security arrangement 
now. He referred to the possibility of a declaration of common intent to be used in 
the event of emergency. The Under Secretary said that Sir Robert Scott seemed to 
be in agreement with us on the question of timing, but it is not so sure whether 
London would be. 

“At this point both the Australian and New Zealand Ambassadors said that the 
| whole matter was one of the greatest urgency. They said they were uneasy with 

regard to the British position so far as timing is concerned. They asked when we 
would be ready with the actual draft of a treaty and expressed their fear that the 
UK would delay matters in negotiation. The Australian Ambassador said he 
thought a declaration of common intent should be ready by the 20th, and feared the 
UK would hold things up by insisting on consulting with India. Neither he nor the 
New Zealand Ambassador thought that either India or Burma would be brought 
any nearer to joining a collective security organization by the issuance of a declara- 
tion on the Indochina settlement, if there were one.’’ (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, 

CF 341, “Documentary History’, tab 20) _ : 

Also on July 9, Ambassador Spender gave the Under Secretary a memorandum 
representing the views of the Australian Government on an Indochina agreement 
and on SEATO (JSG Memo 6) and a draft (of a Southeast Asia defense treaty) which 
he represented as containing his personal views (JSG Memo 7) (ibid., tabs 18 and 19, 
respectively). 

Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Thai and 
Malayan Affairs (Landon) 

SECRET : [WASHINGTON,] July 9, 1954. 

Subject: Defense Arrangements for Thailand. .
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| Participants: The Secretary — | | | 

| His Excellency Pote Sarasin, Ambassador of | | 
. . - I 

| oO ~ Thailand ob | | 

| Cs Kenneth P. Landon—PSA sy : ' . | 

| - The Thai Ambassador called at the invitation of the Secretary | 
- . . °. | 

| who referred to the discussions recently held at Washington with | 

| Sir Winston Churchill and Anthony Eden in regard to collective de- | 
- fense arrangements for Southeast Asia. The Secretary explained | 

that a working committee had been established consisting of U.K. 

| and U.S. officials who have been discussing the pattern and nature | 

| of possible collective defense arrangements. He indicated that some 
| progress had been made already and that it was desired to keep 
| the Thai Government fully informed in order to take advantage of | | 
| ‘any Thai views on the subject.1 The Secretary described a line 
| across northern Thailand including perhaps Laos, Cambodia and | 

most of Vietnam which the interested nations would guarantee | 

| against foreign aggression and would assist against subversion.” He | 

| said that the possibility exists that France, Laos, Cambodia * and | 

Vietnam, as a result of agreements being reached at Geneva, might | 
not be able to participate as active members in a collective defense | 

| arrangement but would be neutral. Nevertheless, those areas of the 
| Associated States remaining in the free world could be included in | 

| the plans of the other concerned nations. | | 
i ° e 2 e048 . . (i 

| The Secretary indicated that the initial group of nations might 
| - consist of Thailand, the Philippines, the United States, the U.K., 

! France, Australia and New Zealand. | | 
| [Here follows the remainder of this memorandum scheduled for 

| _ publication in the compilation on Indonesia in Part 2.] se 

! | 1 Documents in file 790.5 for July 1954 indicate that the Thai and Philippine Gov- : 
} ernments received copies of the draft security treaty of July 9 on July 14; see p. 686. | 

| 2 The Secretary had previously described such a line to Prince Wan in a conversa- | 
| tion held July 1. “The Secretary said:the general idea was that it would be desirable | 

to draw a line in Southeast Asia which might include Burma, Thailand, Laos, Cam- i 
| - bodia and perhaps part of Vietnam which the interested nations would agree to pro- ! 
| tect against Communist aggression, agreeing that in case of such aggression they 
| would oppose it by military force where it occurred as well as at its source. The | 
| Secretary added that since the week-end discussions [the Churchill-Eden visit] he | 
| had already discussed the general plan with representatives of Australia and New } 
! Zealand who were agreeable in general with the proposed line.” (Memorandum of | 

conversation by Landon, drafted July 2; 790.00/7-154) { 

3In a conversation held July 2, Nong Kimny, Ambassador of Cambodia, had in- | 
formed Drumright that Cambodia desired to participate in a Southeast Asian de- H 
fense organization. (Memorandum of conversation by Day; 790.5/7-254) 7 | 

| |
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Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 7 

Memorandum of Conversation, Prepared in the Department of 
| | State 1 

| SECRET [WASHINGTON, | July 9, 1954—4:30-5:20 p. m. 

Participants: [Mr. Dulles] | 
Mr. Phleger _ | 
Mr. MacArthur 
Admiral Davis 
Mr. Bonbright | 

Mr. Tyler | 
Mr. Stelle | oe 
Mr. Gullion 

Mr. Sturm ! 
Mr. Galloway , 
Mr. Draper 

1. The Secretary reviewed the draft Southeast Asian Collective 
Security Pact prepared at an earlier meeting (in which the Secreta- 
ry was not present) and, with minor changes, agreed that it could 

be tabled as an informal and unofficial working draft at the next 
US-UK working group meeting Saturday, July 10.? | | 

2. The Secretary and participants were unsuccessful in defining | 
the precise geographical limits to be encompassed by the terms of 
the treaty. It was agreed that the terminology in sub-paragraph 1 ~ 

of Article III “In the area of Southeast Asia and the Southwestern 
Pacific . . .”” would be worked out in the meetings with the British. 

_ (a) the other participants had earlier decided that a better phrase 
might be “Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific’ since this would 
be practically limitless in ‘scope and area, as the JCS seem to 
prefer. It was tentatively agreed in the earlier meeting that includ- 
ing Hong Kong within the all-inclusive phrase “Western Pacific’, 
while somewhat disadvantageous to us now, might provide the op- 
portunity within five years, for example, to bring in Japan, the 
ROK and Formosa, and of course all the countries on the South 
Asian littoral. 

3. The Secretary was not particularly happy with the idea of in- 

cluding Hong Kong and attempted, with some difficulty, to draw a 

line along the preferred longitudes and latitudes which would 

1 Of the participants listed below William J. Galloway was Special Assistant to 
MacArthur. 

2 The text of a U.S. working draft of a Southeast Asia security treaty, dated July 
9, is included among the comparative drafts in SEAP D-2, “Draft Southeast Asia 
Collective Security Treaty”, dated Aug. 2, p. 686. 

“SEAP”, standing for “Southeast Asia Pact” was the series indicator used to 
denote documents prepared and collected for the use of officials engaged in this 
project.
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| eliminate that British outpost. It was demonstrated, moreover, that = 
| areas such as New Caledonia, way out on the fringes of the hypo- | 
| thetical line, embrace a good many of the areas such as Portuguese | | 

Timor with which we have little if any concern. , ce | 

; 4. In discussing the possible inclusion of France in this security | 
| arrangement the Secretary voiced his reluctance to allowing | 
| France to obstruct our present path. However the general consen- 

sus was that the exclusion of France would be self-defeating and 
| that several hundred thousand French troops of Southeast Asia | 
| could still be counted a formidable force. Furthermore, unless the — | 
| French Union disintegrates, the French will be obligated to protect | 
| _ their weaker partners (which of course is our intention as well). | 

| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341: Circular telegram . | | 

} _ The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices} _ | 

| 
| _- SECRET | - _. WASHINGTON, July 10, 1954—3:09 p. m. 

| - Circular 26. At July 10 meeting US-UK Study Group on South- | 
| east Asia,2 Under Secretary presented informal unofficial US | 
| working draft * of collective security treaty. UK rep Scott made 
po few preliminary comments and inquiries but felt that draft in gen- — | 

| eral covered major considerations UK had in mind. He will refer 
draft to UK Govt. , | | 

| _ Question of timing on security pact came up for some discussion. 
| US emphasized urgency it attached to conclusion security pact. UK | 
| rep linked timing to Geneva, explaining that if Geneva resulted in 
| some sort of settlement which would produce some stability in 

Indochina, at least for time being, he believed UK would, in inter- | 
| est of getting as large initial membership as possible, make real 

| effort to persuade some or all “Colombo Powers’ to join collective 
| _ security pact, which would probably take some time. If however 
| Geneva produced no agreement, or left threatening situation in 
| SEA, it might be desirable proceed immediately conclude security | 
| pact comprising lesser membership. 

, Possibility was mentioned by US of having certain nations (prob- 
| ably US, UK, France, Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, Philip- | 

pines) make declaration of intent to conclude security pact, and ac- 

| 1 Sent Tosec to the U.S. Delegation at Geneva and to Bangkok, Canberra, London, | 
. Manila, Paris, and Saigon. | | | | i 
| 2 The U.S. Minutes of this meeting, drafted by Gullion, are attached to a covering | 

| note of July 19 by Walter Trulock of the Reports and Operations Staff, Executive | 
| Secretariat; neither printed. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341, “Documentary | 
: History”, tab 26) | 

3 For text, see the comparative texts in SEAP D-2, Aug. 2, p. 686. | | 
Oo | | 

| 
|
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tually establish ad hoc machinery to deal with any immediate ad- 
verse situation, if it should appear that security pact could not be 

brought into being quickly. UK rep favorably impressed and it was 
agreed consider this aspect further. 

Next meeting July 13. | | 
, DULLES 

*In telegram 125 to Paris, July 10, 6:45 p. m., repeated Tosec to the U.S. Delega- 
tion at Geneva and to London and Saigon, the Department transmitted a very gen- 
eral outline of the Study Group’s work for communication to the French Govern- 
ment. The proposed Declaration of Intent was not mentioned. (790.5/7-1054) The 
Minutes cited in footnote 2 above indicate that the British Government was plan- — 
ning to convey similar information to the French Government, and that it was at 
the request of the British side of the Joint Study Group that the Declaration of 
Intent was not mentioned to the French authorities at this time. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341 | 

United States Minutes of the Fourth Meeting of the Joint United 

States-United Kingdom Study Group ! 

[Extract] | 

SECRET [WasHINGTON,] July 18, 1954—11-12:30 p. m. 
JSG MC-4 

[Participants:] | | 

UK US 

Sir Robert H. Scott The Under Secretary : 
Mr. Dennis Holland, Legal Admiral Davis | 

Advisor, British Embassy ...Mr. Sullivan 

Maj. Gen. C. R. Price, C/S of Mr.C.C. Stelle ~ = © 

British Joint Staff Mission Mr. W. J. Galloway 
Lt. Col. R. G. V. FitzGeorge Mr. L. C. Meeker 

Balfour | Mr. W. R. Tyler | 
Mr. M. G. L. Joy | Mr. E. A. Gullion 
Mr. F. R. MacGinnis Mr. P. J. Sturm 

Mr. C. Van Hollen | 

Sir Robert Scott opened the meeting with reference to the draft 
treaty saying that since the Working Group cannot agree on a final 
text it might be advisable to put up a paper on the agreed purposes 

of the several articles of the treaty. 

1 Drafted by Sturm, and attached to a covering note of July 16 by Walter Trulock 
of the Reports and Operations Staff. Both documents are at tab 31 of the “Documen- | 
tary History”. 

Previously unidentified U.S. participant L.C. Meeker was Assistant Legal Adviser 
for UN Affairs.
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| The Under Secretary replied that that might be a helpful proce- | 

| dure but inquired why we should not push ahead with a draft of | 
| the treaty. / | 
| Sir Robert Scott replied that to complete a treaty would require 
| a long time. oe : | 
| | The Under Secretary asked whether the U.S. draft ? was causing 

the British some trouble. | | | | 
Sir Robert Scott replied that in a few points it is in fact giving | 

| the British trouble. In this connection the third paragraph of the | 
| preamble as drafted may raise in British minds the question of | 

| whether immediate independence for Malaya is intended. With | | 
| regard to paragraph four, Sir Robert suggested that the wording | 
| was unfortunate and should be revised (the Under Secretary | 
| agreed with this comment). Sir Robert submitted an alternate ver- 

| sion of paragraph five as follows: “Desiring to promote stability | 
and well-being in the area of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pa- 

| cific, to strengthen the fabric of peace and to uphold the principles © 
of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law.” 

| Sir Robert suggested that the words ‘‘and Communist subversion | 
and infiltration” be deleted from Article II. He stated that the pur- | 

| pose of this suggestion was to render the treaty more attractive to 

| the Colombo Powers. | | 

| The Under Secretary objected that the whole purpose of this | 
| effort is to define the dangers of Communist subversion and infil- | 

| tration and to erect defenses against them. oo 
! Sir Robert suggested that it might be possible to find a euphe- 
: mism for “Communist subversion and infiltration” such as “subver- 
! sive activities directed from without.” _ — | 
| The Under Secretary said that he liked the insertion proposed by | 

| the UK representative but asked why we should be coy about Com- | 
| munism. Nehru is rough on Communists in his own country and 
: the President and Prime Minister in their recent public declara- | 

tions did not shy from the word. | 
| Mr. Stelle interjected that we would have very grave difficulty 

| _ here with a revision along the lines suggested by the British. | 
The Under Secretary said he must refuse to delete the word | 

| “Communist.” The purpose of the Study Group is to discover 
| whether the words used by the respective principals mean the | 

same thing. He added that he preferred to retain the present word- | | 

ing of article II. | | 
Sir Robert Scott inquired whether we wish in fact to use the | 

word “Communism” in the text of a treaty. | | 

| 2 Dated July 9. See the comparative texts in SEAP D-2, Aug. 2, p. 686.. | 

|
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Sir Robert Scott continued by saying that in Article III he 
wished to propose the deletion of the words “on any of the Parties, 
or on any states or territory which the Parties by unanimous 

| agreement so designate.’ He commented in this connection that he 
had in mind areas such as Burma which might not wish to be in- 

cluded under a protective umbrella and also the fact that the word- 

ing could permit the parties to designate an area in any part of the : 

world. 7 | 

The Under Secretary replied that the purpose of this wording 

was of course to provide protection to Laos and Cambodia and re- 

tained Vietnam without naming them. He suggested that after the 

words “or any states or territory” there be added the phrase “in 
that area.” 

Sir Robert Scott said that we could not contemplate action to 
protect a country without first having consulted with it. Perhaps 
Laos, Cambodia and retained Vietnam could be somehow covered 

by article V. 

The Under Secretary suggested that a small joint drafting group 

get together to work over the text. He said that he was less worried 

than the UK appears to be by the prospect of other nations benefit- 
ing by any protective arrangements worked out. | 

Mr. Joy suggested that Article VIII of the NATO Treaty be 

worked into the text of the present treaty. 

Sir Robert Scott said that the question of the duration of this 
treaty gave him some concern, but he added that we should not 
spend too much time on trying to perfect a draft at this stage since 

-any documents submitted to the respective governments would be 
labeled ‘a preliminary draft.” __ 

The Under Secretary said that in his view it was best to have the 

treaty of indefinite duration with the right of denunciation. He 
added that Sir Robert Scott’s submission which incorporates a 

statement on the purposes of the treaty might be incorporated in 

the U.S. draft of the Study Group’s report [to] the respective gov- 
ernments. With reference to the draft U.S. declaration on Indo- 
china, the Under Secretary said that he preferred to leave the text 
as it stands for the moment owing to the Secretary’s absence in 
Paris and the fact that our thinking at the moment is not final. 

With reference to a “Declaration of Intent” * to conclude a defen- 
sive pact in Southeast Asia, Sir Robert Scott inquired whether the 
declaration should be made in any case or only if there were no 
Geneva settlement or else a very bad Geneva settlement. His own 

3A US. draft ‘Declaration on Southeast Asia and the Southwestern Pacific’, 

tabled at this meeting, is identical to that printed as Annex C to the Joint Study 
Group’s Final Report dated July 17, p. 641.
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thought was that there would be no immediate need for military | 
|. action if a settlement had been made at Geneva. — | 

| The Under Secretary replied that Western prestige in the area | 
| would be at a low ebb regardless of what comes out of Geneva and | 

| that a declaration of this sort might go a long way toward overcom- | : 

| ing the handicaps we will inevitably face in the area. Even if there 
| is no military crisis there is bound to be a political crisis of sorts | 

~ among those whom we would hope to enlist in a defensive arrange- | 

| ment. Moreover, the negotiation of a treaty may require a very | 
| long time especially if India and others of the Colombo Powers are 
| to be associated with it. If there is no really acceptable Geneva set- 
| tlement a Declaration of Intent becomes imperative. New Zealand 

| has suggested that we issue such a declaration even before the con- 
| clusion of the Geneva Conference. We would favor such a move but 
i probably the UK would not. | : | | 
| Sir Robert Scott suggested that the draft declaration might be 7 

| issued without Article II if there is a respectable Geneva settle- | 
| ment. He added that London may not want any declaration at all if 

there is a settlement. ) | 

| The Under Secretary said that this would be acceptable if the | 

| British were prepared to press for the conclusion of a defence 

| treaty. oe | | : 

! Sir Robert Scott replied that the British attitude will depend | 

| upon the situation as it actually is at the time. 
| The Under Secretary said that if the UK is determined to win 
| over India to this concept the whole proceedings may occupy many | 
| months. — | a 
| Sir Robert Scott said that they certainly would make an effort to 
___win over India but would not hold up for that purpose. 

| The Under Secretary said that Australia and New Zealand will 
| be anxious to press on as are we and our friends in Southeast Asia. | 

| He added that whatever the Geneva settlement may be it will be 
more acceptable to the UK than to the US, Australia, New Zea- | 

| land, Thailand or the Philippines. He added that the Working 

| Group report to the Governments could note disagreement on spe- 

| cific points. | 

| Sir Robert Scott made it clear that the British would not want : 
| the scope of the treaty extended except as new members might be 

admitted to the organization. He said that as far as possible he | 

wished definitions to be positive rather than negative. He did not 
| exclude the possibility of the pact’s growing, developing and em- | 
| bracing other areas. | | 
| With reference to Item 3B of the terms of reference Sir Robert | 
| said that we had not yet considered what we should do about Laos, 

Cambodia and retained Vietnam in the event that there is no | 

- | 

| |
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agreement on Indochina. He had therefore and was submitting a 
draft (which appears as a separate document in this series).4 

| The Under Secretary said that our view in the contingency men- 
tioned is that we should press ahead as fast as possible. It is still | 

conceivable, he remarked, that a French government might fulfill 
the conditions stipulated by this government and request US mili- 
tary intervention. He added that the British themselves might be 
willing to participate in a rescue operation in Indochina. 

Sir Robert Scott indicated that British troops would not be used 
in Indochina for any other purpose than a rescue operation. 

A small drafting group will meet July 14 at 10 a. m.® The next 
full session is scheduled for July 15 at 11 a. m.® 

| +The “UK Informal Draft Reports on Items II and III (b) of Terms of Reference”. 
(Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341, “Documentary History”, tab 30) | 

5 Minutes of this meeting have not been found in Department of State files. 
6 In circular telegram 35, July 13, 7:17 p. m., sent to Bangkok, Canberra, Geneva, 

London, Manila, Paris, and Saigon, the Department summarized this meeting and 

commented: ‘Attitudes ‘Colombo powers’ obviously giving UK serious preoccupa- 
tion. Believe UK may attempt bring Colombo powers along with collective security 
arrangement whatever form it takes and may be tempted ‘water down’ its provi- 
re to secure acquiescence Colombo powers.” (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 

790.5/7-1554: Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in Australia (Peaslee) to the Department of State 

SECRET CANBERRA, July 15, 1954—4 p. m. 

25. Casey, in conference which he requested this morning, re- 

viewed generally SEA matters with following principal points. 

First: Casey “one of those optimistic about usefulness of Geneva’’, 
principally the bringing together of rival military leaders. Casey 
has instructed McIntyre from London to proceed Geneva as observ- 
er. . 
_ Second: External Affairs cabled its missions fourteenth External 
Affairs suggestions respecting American draft SEATO Treaty ! in- 

cluding: . | 

(a) Eliminating last five words in Article II and striking out in 
Article II, sub-division 2, the words ‘affected by an aggression 
which is not an armed attack or by any other factor situation 
which might endanger the peace of the area, the parties”, and sub- 
stituting the words “threatened in any way other than by armed 
agegression’”’. 

. 1 Reference is to the draft of July 9. See the comparative texts in SEAP D-2, Aug. 
2, p. 686.
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| (b) Adding a new clause reading substantially that the treaty | 
| does not authorize sending foreign forces to a country without the | 
| country’s consent. (I asked what would be the definition of “‘for- | 
| eign’ and the definition of “country’s” without much enlighten- | | 
| ment. | , , 

| -(c) A recommendation to insert a permissive clause dealing with | 

| economic and Point IV assistance. = : | 

| Third: Australia has not been supplied with text of British “draft | 

| declaration of association with the terms of an agreement on Indo- | 

| china” mentioned your circular 16 July 8,? nor did Australia know | 

| that such actual draft had been submitted. Casey said he favors in 

| principle, however, a joint declaration supporting settlement, if set- 

| tlement reached, and which would include signature Communist 

| China. I inquired whether Australian willingness would be affected 

__ by almost certain US unwillingness and inevitable public interpre- | 
tation of joint signatures. Casey said Australian attitude toward | : 

| joint declaration would be seriously affected. Then referred to pos- | 

| sible effort for ‘commonwealth joint declaration which he said - 

| Dulles has also mentioned, and possibly paralleling individual or | 

| group declarations. oe oe | 

| Fourth: Casey confirmed Australia considers immediate SEATO | 

| Treaty urgent. Envisages members as UK, US, Australia, New Zea- 

| land, France, Philippines, Thailand, with possibility Pakistan,® re- 
| garding which he urged further exploration. Also suggested provi- 

| sion for accession later of others. : OC 

| | | PEASLEE 

| 2 Not printed. | | - 

| 8 Enclosed with despatch 20 from Canberra, July 16, is a memorandum of the con- 

( -versation summarized in telegram 25. The memorandum reads in part: “ [Casey] | 

| also mentioned his belief that too little attention had been paid to the possibility of 

| bringing Pakistan into this regional organization; he had had, for instance, a recent ! 

| conversation with Sir Zafrullah Khan, the Pakistan Ambassador in Washington, in | 

| which Sir Zafrullah had implied an interest in SEATO; if the Pakistanis could be 

| persuaded to adhere to the SEATO organization, Mr. Casey felt that this might | 

| strengthen it and could conceivably influence other more ‘neutralist’ countries to 
| take a more active interest in collective defense.” (790.5/7-1654) | 

: 790.5/7-1554 | _ | 

| Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State | 

(MacArthur) to the Secretary of State 7 | 

| SECRET _ | [WASHINGTON,] July 15, 1954. | 

| Mr. SECRETARY: Tomorrow morning at 11, I will meet with Rob 

| Scott to work out the final report of the US-UK Study Group on | 

| Southeast Asia. Today we discussed the unilateral US declaration 
and the draft declaration of intent. We also discussed paragraph 15 | 

| |
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of the first draft of the final report,! the consensus being this 
should be beefed up in the sense that it is imperative to proceed 
with the issuance of the declaration of intent and the establish- 

_ ment of ad hoc machinery for collective defense at the earliest pos- 
sible time. I also intend to do my utmost to get common language 
indicating that it is equally important to get a working group going 
of the countries which will join in Southeast Asia collective defense 
even if there is agreement at Geneva. If the British will not agree 
to such language (and I am informed by reliable American corre- 

spondents that Mr. Eden told British correspondents when he was 
here for the Churchill visit that it would probably take about 18 
months to work out a SEATO), I will, subject to your approval, at 

| least insert a statement of the US position in this respect. . 
I attach the first draft of the final Working Group report, togeth- 

er with the draft text of the proposed treaty.? It would be of great- 
est help to me if you could read these over this evening or early 

tomorrow morning and mark them up and let me have your com- 

ments prior to the 11 a. m. meeting with Rob Scott tomorrow.® © 
a Doucitas MacArtuur II 

1 Apparent reference to the first joint draft report (JSG Memo 10/1) dated July 
14, rather than to a US. draft dated July 12, tabled at the Fourth Joint Study 
Group Meeting held July 13 (JSG Memo 10), neither printed. (Conference files, lot 
60 D 627, CF 341, “Documentary History”, tabs 32 and 27, respectively) _ | 
Paragraph 15 of the first-mentioned document follows: “The Group agreed that 

the failure of negotiations at Geneva would lend greater urgency to the requirement 
for a Declaration of Intent and the formation of ad hoc machinery by the potential 
founding members of a security pact.” 

2 Neither found attached. The U.S. draft mentioned, not printed, is Annex B to 

JSG Memo 10/1. 
S ’ This memorandum bears a notation by O’Connor stating that Dulles had seen it. 

However, record of comment by the Secretary in response to it has not been found 
in Department of State files. : OO OS 

Conference files, lot 60 D 629, CF 341 

United States Minutes of the Fifth Meeting of the Joint United 

States-United Kingdom Study Group 1 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| July 16, 1954—11-12:30 p. m. 

JSG MC-5 

[Participants:] | | . 

UK . US 

Sir Robert H. Scott State | | 

Mr. M. G. L. Joy The Under Secretary (Part of 

Mr. D. T. Holland the Time) 

1 Drafted by Tyler, and attached to a covering note of July 20 by Trulock. Both 
documents are at tab 41 of the ‘Documentary History”.
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| Mr. F. R. MacGinnis - - Mr. Douglas MacArthur | | 
| Major General C.R. Price = = = ~— (Chairman) - | 
_ Lt. Col. R. G. V. FitzGeorge Mr. C. C. Stelle | | | 
| Balfour rcs Mr. L. C. Meeker | | | 
po Mr. W. J. Galloway oe | 

po os Mr.E.Gullion | 
| | | _ Mr. P. J. Sturm | a | 

| BO | Mr.W.R.Tyler > - | 

: a a _ Defense | | | | a 

| Admiral Davis | a | 
Ps | | Mr. Charles Sullivan | 

- Mr. MacArthur opened the meeting by addressing himself to the _ | 
| UK comments on the draft outline report dated July 14 prepared — | 

| by the Study Group. ? Peo co OO | : 

| He said that these comments raised certain fundamental points | 

| with regard to the task of the Study Group. nn | oe | 

| It had been hoped that a report would be submitted of commonly | 
agreed recommendations by the Group, which would at the same | 

| time bring out clearly any differences between the UK and US | 
: points of view. It was important that the differences should be 
| specified and not be disguised by ambiguous language open to sub- | 

sequent differences of interpretation. However in the light of the | 
| latest UK comments, it seemed that there might no longer be. a | 

| basis for attempting to submit an agreed report. For example, the 
| UK proposal indicated that the proposed Annexes are not to be ~ | 
: recommended-jointly as a basis for further development, but are 

: simply to be listed as US documents. At the same time paragraph 
| 21 of the UK comments would debar the US from presenting its | 
| own views and position as set out in these US drafts to our friends | 
| and allies and discussing these matters with them. We considered — | 

| this unacceptable. We believed therefore that there might be no 
| useful purpose served by submitting annexes which would really be : 
| only US versions watered down by UK modifications. Aside from 
: those considerations, Mr. MacArthur said that the US was now | 

| withdrawing the draft US declaration on an Indochina agreement 
| (Annex A) since this text was under consideration by the Secretary | 

| fle British comments on this report have not been found in Department of State | 

| ® Besides Annex B, identified in footnote 2, supra, JSG Memo 10/1 had, at Annex _ 
A, a US. “Draft Declaration on Indochina”, and, at Annex C, a copy of the US. 

: “Draft Declaration on Southeast Asia and the Southwestern Pacific”. | 

| | | 

. [
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of State personally and it would doubtless be subjected to further 
US changes. | oo: | | 

Mr. MacArthur mentioned the significance of the amendment by 
the Congress to the appropriation for Southeast Asia of $800 mil- 
lion to the effect that no Locarno-type declaration should be con- 
cluded, and that none of the funds appropriated could be used for 

any country that signed an agreement which would maintain the 

territorial integrity of any Communist regimes over the peoples 

they had captured and thus guarantee the fruits of their aggres- 
sion.* The position taken by the Congress in this matter had a | 

direct bearing on the type of declaration or agreement which 

| should be made with regard to Southeast Asia. 

(General Smith arrived at this point; Mr. MacArthur went over 
briefly the substance of his remarks.) 

Sir Robert Scott said he felt there had been misunderstanding on 
the US side concerning the question of consultation. The UK posi- 

| tion was that consultation of each side with its friends and allies | 
| was natural and in order. This, however, did not mean that papers 

should be passed out to other countries, which would probably re- 
ceive fairly wide circulation, as though they were agreed joint 
papers. He felt this would be dangerous and give rise to misunder- 

standing. He proposed an amendment to the UK paragraph 21, 

which would specify that copies of joint documents should not be 
communicated to other powers except after prior agreement. 

Turning to the major point made by Mr. MacArthur, Sir Robert 
Scott apologized if what he was about to say seemed in any way 
offensive or rude. He said that in his view the UK paper did not 

change the character of the task of the Study Group. He stated | 

that he felt that the real nature of the Communist danger in Asia 
was not appreciated by the US. He said that the proposed collective 
security arrangement for Southeast Asia was not the same kind of 
exercise as the NATO or ANZUS Treaties. These were primarily 
military, whereas the proposed Southeast Asia pact was essentially | 

an important move in the cold war whereby certain important 

Asian non-Communist countries might be persuaded to engage | 

their interests in a common endeavor with the West in the task of 
blocking further Communist expansion. It was not, he said, a ques- 

tion of getting as many countries together as possible in order to 

fight the Communists. ‘If this were the problem, we would get all 

the countries already committed to the Western side together. This 

* The pertinent paragraph of the Mutual Security Act of 1954, approved Aug. 26, 
1954, reads as follows: “It is the sense of Congress that no part of the funds appro- 
priated under this section shall be used on behalf of governments which are commit- 

ted Ya ay to maintain Communist rule over any defined territory of Asia.” (68
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| however would not bring the other Asian countries who are as yet 
| uncommitted, and are nervous and often suspicious of the West, 

| any nearertous. oe | | 
| Sir Robert Scott went on to say that the primary task before us | 

| in Asia was to block the Communists so as to keep India and Japan 

| out of their hands. A second task of a more immediate nature was 

| to take measures which would halt Communist expansion beyond _ | 

: the point it had already reached in Indochina, after the Geneva | | 

Conference. A third task, which must be undertaken now, was to | 

| make preparations in the event of overt aggression by the Commu- 

| nists. It was essential, he said, to keep the long-term aim in mind: | 

| to find means of bringing in as many of the Colombo powers into | 

| the pact or into some form of association with the pact, as possible. | 

! He said that if we mishandled this exercise there would be a real 

| danger that an Asiatic non-aggression pact proposed by the Com- | 

| munists would prove irresistibly tempting to the Asian countries. 

| General Smith said he wished first of all to reassure Sir Robert | 

| Scott about any “rudeness” in any US-UK discussion. He said it | 

| was essential that we speak frankly with each other and that this | 

| was one of the most valuable factors in discussions between our 

| two countries. He said he was impressed by the wisdom of Sir | 

| Robert Scott’s words. He felt that we do have the same apprecia- | 

| tion of the danger and the objectives before us, though we seem to 

have different conceptions of tactics, timing, and approach to these | 

| problems. He mentioned an account of a press briefing which Mr. | 

| Eden had given in which he had mentioned the figure of perhaps 
: 18 months for the conclusion of a Southeast Asia pact. General _ | 

: Smith thought that in the meantime we were faced with a situa- | 

| tion which was not standing still and in which we ran the risk of 
| losing the support of countries in the area who were willing to join | 

| in a collective defense arrangement. He felt the important thing ) 

| was to put down the considerable area of agreement which existed | 

| _ and then to pinpoint the issues on which we were not agreed, and | 

to state the differences factually and accurately. There was brief 

! discussion of the possible role of Japan, the Republic of Korea and | 

| Formosa, and while it was made clear the US did not envisage | | 
| them as founder members, General Smith said that we should not | 

| bar their possible eventual participation since Formosa and the 

| ROK had a large number of trained men under arms whose contri-_ 

| bution would be essential in a shooting war. eo | 

Sir Robert Scott then suggested that the Study Group rapidly | 

| prepare what might be called a preliminary interim report and | 

| which would be in effect an agreed statement of disagreements. He | 

| added that he felt that the situation with regard to Indochina suf- | 
| fered from the West having made the same mistake with regard to | 

| | | 
| | 
| 

| |
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Indochina as had been made in Korea, i.e.: to treat the local peo- 
ples as though they were pawns. He felt that the negotiations had 
been conducted as though the Vietnamese did not matter and that 

their opposition or their views would not have to be taken into con- 
| sideration. He felt that this mistake might have severe repercus- 

| sions and that Vietnam might be driven by desperation to prefer 
the unity of Indochina under the Vietminh to continued partition 
on the side of the West. | 

Mr. MacArthur said he thought the major difference between the 
US and the UK positions was with regard to timing. Sir Robert 
Scott said that this difference could be reconciled by further consid- 
eration of the issue. He said that it should not be forgotten that 

while Japan would be immediately affected by developments in 

Southeast Asia, the key countries for Japan, in terms of markets 
and sources of supply, are Burma and Indonesia. He said it was of 

the utmost importance to win the support or at least the concur- 

rence of these two countries. He felt that the way in which the pro- 
posed Southeast Asia pact was presented to the Asian countries 

was of great importance. We should try to obtain participation 

wherever possible. Failing this, we should strive for some degree of 

association, and if this should fail we should obtain, where we 

could, acquiescence. , 

Mr. MacArthur asked what the British would feel with regard to 

the constitution right away of a working group of the seven coun- 

tries (US, UK, France, Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, Philip- 

pines) in the event of a cease-fire at Geneva. 

| Sir Robert Scott said that he thought the first step should be to 
make a simple declaration of intent and to agree to invite the 
others to make similar declarations. This should be followed by 

preliminary soundings of other countries. Then the US and the UK 
must have a meeting of minds on the purposes and essential ele- 

- ments of the Southeast Asia pact and only then would it be desira- 
ble to set up the multilateral working party. 

Mr. MacArthur recommended that the differences between the 

US and UK should be spelled out as soon and as clearly as possible, 

| and Sir Robert Scott agreed and said that the report should go out 

this week end to Geneva. | 
The UK agreed to the US giving the French the draft text of a 

declaration of intent, and the US draft treaty text, on the under- 

standing that these would be clearly presented as US working doc- 
uments. There was some further discussion on procedures and put- | 

ting down US and UK views on key points, and on whether to keep 
the annexes which had been considered by the Study Group as 
working documents or to include them in the report. A decision on 

these matters was postponed until later. It was agreed that the
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| : 

| US/UK drafting group would meet at 9 A.M. on Saturday, July 
: 17,5 and that a preliminary report by the Study Group would be | 

| sent out over the week end. | - | 

| 5 No minutes of this meeting have been found in Department of State files. | 

790.5/7-1654 - hae | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of _ | 

| British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (Raynor) - 

| TOP SECRET | _ [Wasuineton,] July 16, 1954. 

| Subject: Southeast Asia. —_ | : 

! Participants: Ambassador Leslie K. Munro, New Zealand Embassy 7 

! | Mr. Hunter Wade, First Secretary, New Zealand | 

| - Embassy | errs | | 

| The Secretary | 

| Mr. Raynor, Director, BNA | 

| Ambassador Munro called on the Secretary this afternoon at his | 

| request. He was accompanied by Mr. Hunter Wade of the Embassy | 

| staff. He first inquired about the talks the Secretary had had in | 

| Paris.} | | 
| _ The Secretary said that he felt the results of the talks in Paris | 

| had been satisfactory. They had cleared away several points about | 

. which he had had doubts, specifically relating to (1) the apprehen- : 

! sion that the French were planning a “sell-out”, (2) a fear that if | 

| no settlement were reached the French would be inclined to blame 

| this on the Americans and (8) the situation should the Communists 

| indicate that they would offer a liberal settlement if the Americans 
| would undertake to guarantee it. As to (1) above, the Secretary said _ 

he felt the French are in a mood to hold out for a decent settle- | 

| ment and if they do not obtain it they will continue to fight. As to 

| (3), he pointed out that we are in no position to guarantee a settle- 

ment. The President does not have this authority and it would not | 

| be possible to gain sufficient Congressional support to enter into a 

| guarantee. The Secretary said that the French were extremely anx- 

ious to reinforce any settlement reached with a declaration of in- 
| tention to create a Southeast Asian Security Pact. They feel strong- 

ly, and we agree, that it is a serious question if any settlement will | 

stand up unless it is so reinforced. The Secretary said that this is | 

| where we would probably have difficulty with the British who are 

| preoccupied with the concept of bringing the Indians along with 

| —____—— | 
| 1 For documentation on the Secretary’s trip to Paris, July 12-15, see vol. xm, Part 

2, pp. 1819 ff. | : 

| | 

| | |
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. whatever is done and that will take more time than is available. 
The Secretary said he was favorably impressed by Mendes-F rance, 
especially by his sincerity, his determination and his direct ap- 
proach to subjects, although obviously he was inexperienced in for- 
eign affairs and tended to over-simplify things. 

In response to Ambassador Munro’s question as to whether we 
feel Mendes-France will be able to get a settlement, the Secretary 
said that he continued to talk strongly about getting a settlement 

| by the 20th. As to whether he will succeed, the Secretary didn’t 
know but he observed that his experience hay been that deadlines 
have a way of slipping. _ 
Ambassador Munro then handed to the Secretary a Talking 

Paper containing New Zealand views with respect to SEATO, 
which is attached.2 The Ambassador said this had been prepared 
by the Department of External Affairs and had been approved by 
the Minister of External Affairs but that its main points are sub- 
ject to Cabinet review. The Ambassador expressed concern with re- | 
spect to the Secretary’s observation about possible difficulties with 
the British. 

The Secretary replied by reiterating the strong feeling the Brit- 
ish have about associating the Colombo powers and especially India 
in this undertaking. He said we share the view that this is impor- 
tant, if it is possible, but we are worried over the risk of the delay 
which this would involve. Without a SEATO or almost immediately 
without a declaration of determination to create a SEATO, we are 
apprehensive that any settlement the French make may not be du- 
rable and that the result might be the loss of the whole area. The 
French share this apprehension. The Secretary said that economic 
assistance would also be needed promptly. He said the British 
seemed to feel that it is safe to wait for some undetermined period 
for Colombo states. We do not. We think that a declaration of 
intent will be necessary within a few days of reaching a settlement 
because the process of ratifying the treaty will take some time. We 
ourselves would be willing to sign a treaty quickly but we are will- 
ing to wait on this step for appropriate consultation with the Co- 
lombo powers provided the declaration of intent is signed and 
issued almost immediately. The Secretary said that such a declara- 
tion would not require Congressional approval here. 

Ambassador Munro said that his Government was also anxious 
: to include as many Asian members as possible and thought it 

‘might be especially important to associate Indonesia, Ceylon and 
Burma in the economic aspects of the treaty. He understood the 

2 Not found attached. A text from another file is infra.
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British shared this feeling. He added that New Zealand does not | 

| want Hong Kong included in the area of the treaty. | oe | 

The Secretary said he thought this was correct and that if it | 

should be included in the treaty area it would make the omission, ! 

| for instance of Formosa and Japan, more noticeable and probably | 

| create Congressional problems for us. | | | 

| _ Ambassador Munro stressed the importance his Government at- | 

| tached to covering aggression although he said his Government did 

| not favor attempting to define aggression precisely. He said he : 

| would like the views of the United States on this question. me | 

| On leaving the Ambassador said he wanted to be certain the Sec- | | 

| retary knew that his Prime Minister had informed Ambassador | 

Scotten that New Zealand would be against the seating of the Com- 

! munist Chinese in the Assembly this fall. _ | a | 

| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341 | | | 

| _ The Embassy of New Zealand to the Department of State } 

| TOP SECRET / - | | | 

| TALKING PAPER | 

| _-New Zealand would probably be prepared to join with other pro- 

| spective SEATO members in issuing the proposed “declaration of : 

| intent” if satisfactory terms are agreed. The Government would, | 

however, regard United Kingdom participation in such a declara- 

: tion as essential. — | | | | 

! As the Minister of External Affairs pointed out in his speech of 6 

! July to the House of Representatives, New Zealand considers that | | 

the early establishment of SEATO should be pressed on as quickly 

as possible. It would seem however that the preparation of a satis- 

factory text and similar practical details would, in any case, make 

| it impossible for the treaty to be formally concluded before settle- | 

| ment on Indo-China is reached—if such a settlement can, in fact, 

| be reached. It is hoped therefore that the United Kingdom and | 

| American views on the timing of the treaty will not necessarily be | 

| too divergent. | | | 

| As far as the composition of the proposed treaty organisation is 

| concerned it is presumed that France will be prepared to play her 

| part even if a settlement on Indo-China is achieved at Geneva; but 

| the position on Laos and Cambodia is unlikely to be clarified until 

| 1 Handed to the Secretary by the New Zealand Ambassador on July 16; see the | 

, memorandum of conversation, supra. The source text is attached to a covering note 

| of the same date by Trulock (JSG Memo 12). | | | 

| : | 

| | | |
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it is known whether the Communists will insist rigidly on neutrali- 
sation of the two countries as part of a general settlement. It is the _ 
New Zealand Government’s hope that as many Asian countries as 
possible can be included in the proposed treaty organisation either 
now or later. Nevertheless New Zealand is prepared—not without 
reluctance—to take the risks inherent in proceeding with the 
present nucleus of interested countries. 

) New Zealand is interested in the suggestion made by Mr. Dulles 
at the meeting of the ANZUS Council on 30 June? that Ceylon, 
Burma and Indonesia might be brought within the “economic as- 
pects” of the treaty, although not actually enjoying full member- 
ship. They were interested also in the United Kingdom suggestion 
that Asian countries, while not full members of SEATO, might be 

| “associated” with it in some way possibly under Article VII. 
From both psychological and practical considerations New Zea- 

land is somewhat concerned about the inclusion of colonial territo- 
ries as such in the proposed treaty. They do not believe, in particu- 
lar, that the treaty should cover French colonial possessions in 
India, although Malaya must obviously come within the scope of. 
the treaty. | : 
New Zealand is of the opinion that Hong Kong should not be in- 

cluded in the proposed treaty since it is not considered that Hong 
Kong is within the South East Asian area to which the present ne- 
gotiations are related. New Zealand and other prospective mem- 
bers of SEATO have, of course, existing obligations towards Hong 
Kong, but there appears to be no reason why these should not be 
continued as a completely separate agreement. The Government 
are gratified to learn that as a result of the recent ANZUS meeting _ 
the United States authorities share their view that Japan, Formo- 
sa, and South Korea should be omitted. | 

The question of the best method of resisting infiltration and sub- 
: version, to which the countries of South East Asia are particularly 

vulnerable, has given New Zealand serious concern. We appreciate 
that the formula put forward by the United States in Article III (2) 
of the draft treaty, based on the Rio Treaty provision, is intended 
primarily to demonstrate the parties’ awareness of the seriousness 
of the problem of indirect aggression and their intention to resist it 
as strongly as open external attack. | 

New Zealand is not, however, enthusiastic about any specific for- 
mula or definition of indirect aggression and would wish to make > 
clear its view that the action to be taken in relation to any particu- 

2 For U.S. Minutes of this meeting, see p. 588. 
5 Apparent reference to the draft of July 9. See the comparative texts in SEAP | 

D-2 of Aug. 2, p. 686. | - |
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- lar development in South East Asia would require the most careful _ | 
| consideration of each case and a decision on the merits of the par- | 

ticular circumstances. — ree OC | 

_ New Zealand has noticed for example that the study made by the | 
recent Five-power Military Conference of “possible military meas- 

| ures that could be taken to provide for internal security in certain | 

| areas of South East Asia” * concluded that military measures by | 

| themselves were quite futile. Accordingly, while New Zealand 
| would agree that increased military aid in the form of equipment | 

and training facilities would be useful they consider also that the | 

governments of South East Asian countries should be helped to | 

| - strengthen their “grass roots” appeal by the offer of better materi- | 

| al conditions through increased economic and technical assistance. | 

| _ Finally New Zealand would wish to make it clear that resistance | 

| to indirect Communist aggression should not mean that SEATO | 

| members must regard any and every threat to the stability of the — | 

| present regimes in South East Asia (for example, the present mili- | | 

| tary regime in Thailand) as a Communist manoeuvre to be auto- | 

matically resisted. — oe | . a Be | | 

WASHINGTON, 16 July 1954. re / | 

_. #The quotation is from Enclosure A, Annex 2 of the Conference Report, June 11, | | 

! p. 960. | | | 

po OS | 
| | - | | 
| PSA files, lot 58D 2071 os | | os | 

2 Report of the Joint United States-United Kingdom Study Group : . 

| - on Southeast Asia ~° | | ! 

| SECRET —T/ - _ | 
| | | 

Terms of Reference Bn - 7 | 

| _ By agreed minute ? of the meetings between the President and 

the Prime Minister a joint UK-US Study Group was established in | 

. Washington “‘to prepare agreed recommendations’”’ with respect to 

Southeast Asia. | | | _ | 

| Meetings and Membership | | 

The Study Group held its first meeting July 7, 1954. In all the | 

|. group held six meetings, the closing meeting being held on July 

| 17.3 Chief US participants were General Walter Bedell Smith and | 

_--. Certain files of the Office of Philippine and Southeast Asian Affairs for the | 
| years 1949-1955, containing primarily material on Indochina. oe : 

| 2 Dated June 27, p. 580. | 

| 3 No minutes of this meeting have been found in Department of State files. 

| | |
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Mr. Douglas MacArthur II. The chief UK participant was Mr. R.H. 
Scott. | 

~ Recommendations | | 
_ Our recommendations are contained in the enclosed report to 
which are attached three annexes. The recommendations are sub- 
mitted by the members of the Study Group without commitment 
on their respective Governments. | 

Publicity | | 

The Group agreed that nothing should be said to the press about 
the work or the recommendations of the Group, and that the line 
should be taken that these meetings were technical and explorato- 
ry, without commitment on either side. 

- Douc tas MacArtTHur 
| R. W. Scott 

WASHINGTON, July 17, 1954. . 

[Enclosure] 

THE REPORT 

ITEM I | | 

{Here follows discussion of the potential terms of association with 
an Indochina agreement. For this section, see volume XIII, Part 2, 
page 1848.] | | 

ITEM II 

Terms of Reference: ee —— 

[Here follows a repetition of numbered paragraph 2 of the 
Agreed Minute. ] | 

1. a. The study group agreed that drafting a collective security 
treaty should be a matter for negotiation between all the founder 

| members. 

b. The U.S. members submitted an informal draft text of a collec- 
tive security treaty for Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific, 
as an indication of U.S. thinking. (Annex A).4 The U.S. members 
stated that they had also made this draft available to certain of the 
other potential founding members of a collective security arrange- 
ment. . | 

c. The United Kingdom members made some preliminary com- 
ments on the American draft. The United Kingdom comments are 
given in Annex B. The United Kingdom members considered that it 

4 Identical to the draft dated July 9, p. 686.
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| was premature to submit a text until clear agreement had been ! 

| reached between the two Governments on the nature and purposes : 

| of the proposed treaty, and on the timing and negotiations with 

| other Powers. They were therefore unable to associate themselves 

| with the US members in submitting a text at this stage. | 

| 8. Main Features of a Collective Security Treaty _ | 

| The study group agreed on the main features of the proposed | 

Treaty. These features are indicated in the following recommenda- 

| tions, which, however, do not attempt to use language suitable for | 

| - inclusion in the Treaty. | oe | 

| a. Purpose. The purpose of the Treaty is to block the expansion of | 

_ Communist influence in the general area of South and Southeast | 

| Asia and the Southwest Pacific: The Group recognized that this | 

1 might take several forms: overt aggression; infiltration and subver- | 

| sion coupled with Communist assistance to armed rebellions or | 

| Communist interference in civil wars; or Communist infiltration | 

| and subversion without resort to violence. The group agreed that | | 

| provision should be made in the Treaty against all these contingen- 

cies. | — | 

| b. Membership | 

| (1) The initial membership of the collective security treaty | 

| should include UK, US, Australia, New Zealand, France, Thailand 4 

| and the Philippines and other Southeast Asian states (Burma and | 

Indonesia) if they are willing. The initial membership could also in- 
clude other states which, on the basis of informal consultations, in- | 

| dicated their desire to participate. | | 

. (2) Cambodia, Laos, and non-Communist Vietnam should be par- | 

| ticipants if the arrangements at Geneva should permit this. | 

| (3) After entry into force of the treaty, invitations to other states | 

| to accede to the treaty, or to associate themselves with it, could be | 

| issued upon unanimous agreement of the parties to the treaty. 

| c. Nature of the Commitment | | | 

| Each party should agree: — | - , | | 

| (1) To assist the lawful governments to maintain and develop _ | 

| their capacity to resist armed attack and Communist infiltration 
| and subversion, through help in the military, police, intelligence, 

| information, economic, technical, and other relevant fields. | 

! (2) To consult together in order to agree on the measures which 

| should be taken whenever in the opinion of one of the Parties the 
| territorial integrity, political independence or security of one of the | 

! Parties, or the peace of the area, is endangered. 

| (3) In the event of overt Communist aggression in the area of the | 

| treaty, to take in accordance with its constitutional processes such 
| action as it deems necessary including the use of armed force. | 

| d. Geographical Scope of the Commitment a | 

| _(1) The commitment in para c(3) above should cover: | | 

| |
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(a) local territory of parties to the treaty in the general area 
of Southeast Asia and the Southwestern Pacific: 

(b) Laos and Cambodia and non-Communist Vietnam wheth- 
er or not they are parties to the treaty; | 

(2) Provision should be made to allow countries not participating 
in the treaty to be covered by agreement, by the commitment in 
para c(3) above. | 

(3) The treaty should permit later enlargement of its geographi- . 
cal scope. | | 

e. Organization | 
The Treaty should contain no more than a simple and general- 

ized description of a Council; precise organization should be left to 
discussion with other participating countries and to development 
by the Council. Among the subjects the Council should consider 
would be: 

(1) establishment of such permanent machinery as might be 
needed; | . 

(2) interim arrangements pending the completion of (1) above; 
(3) arrangements for the association of countries not parties to 

the treaty with work of the organization. | 

f. Duration 

The treaty should be of indefinite duration with the provision 
that any party may cease to be a party one year after notice of de- 
nunciation. 

9. Considerations Affecting Timing 
a. The group agreed that any agreements reached at Geneva 

would register a considerable gain for the Communist bloc in 
Southeast Asia. In the wake of such agreements there would be left 
an unstable situation in those areas of Indochina remaining free. 
At the same time those agreements would increase the tendency of 
the other non-Communist states in the area to accommodate them- 
selves to the prospect of further Communist encroachment. These 
considerations underlined the necessity for urgent conclusion of 
collective security arrangements. The group also recognized the im- 
portance of securing the backing of the Colombo Powers in halting 
the expansion of Communist influence. The attitude of these 
Powers toward the collective security arrangement would be impor- 
tant. It would be desirable that these Powers should at least acqui-: 
esce in the establishment of such an arrangement. 

b. The UK members believed that strong efforts to secure the par- 
ticipation of the Colombo Powers in the collective security arrange- 
ment or at least their acquiesence in its formation should be made 
prior to the negotiation of the Treaty. In the long run the general 

aim of blocking Communist expansion in the area will be governed 
by the support that can be obtained from the peoples and govern-
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ments of the area. The UK, therefore, considered that immediate | 

| negotiation of a collective security arrangement prior to consulta- | 

| tion with the Colombo Powers would prejudice the eventual atti- | 

| tude of the latter thus endangering the ultimate object of the | 

| treaty. a . | 

| c. The US members believed that explorations with the Colombo | 

| Powers should not delay the formation of a security arrangement for | 

| the area. The US members recognized the possibility that speedy es- | 

- tablishment by other countries of a collective security arrangement | 

might engender temporary opposition on the part of some of the | 

- Colombo Powers; they believed, however, that in the long run the | 

! immediate creation of a strong defense against Communist expan- 

| sion in Southeast Asia would lead to eventual cooperation by South 

| Asian countries. The US members believed that the political emer- 

| gency created by a Communist victory at Geneva should be met by 

| immediate action to serve notice that Communist expansion in | 

| Asia had reached its limit. The US members believed that delay in | 

| the formation of a collective security agreement would probably | 

| result in a deterioration in the area of South and Southeast Asia | 

| which in the end could well render impossible the conclusion of 2 

| any effective security arrangement, additional to the US. security | 

arrangements with others in the area. The US members believed, | 

| therefore, that the collective security arrangement should be nego- i 

| tiated forthwith, with those nations now ready to proceed in the es- 

| tablishment of an effective collective defense system in the general | 

| area of the South and Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific. | 

10. Declaration of Intention | a eas 

| a. The U.S. members considered that even if there were agree- 

| ments at Geneva, the urgency of the situation was such, and the 

probable length of time before a treaty could be signed and ratified _ 

was such, that it would be important to have the founding coun- _ 

| tries issue a statement of intent to conclude a treaty, and immedi- 

| ately to establish ad hoc machinery pending the ratification of 

! such a treaty. The U.S. submitted a draft declaration (Annex C) as 

| an indication of U.S. thinking. The U.S. members stated that copies 
| of this draft had been made available to other potential signatories 

| of such a declaration. 

| b. The U.K. members doubted whether it would be necessary, in | 

| the event of a settlement in Indochina, to issue a declaration of 

intent, but did not exclude this possibility. | | 

| | ITEM Ill | | | 

| Terms of Reference: | 

~ “Assuming no agreement on Indochina— .
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a. The form of collective defense pact for the purposes outlined in 
paragraph 2, which would be suitable to the situation; 
b. The action to be taken in respect of Laos, Cambodia and Viet- 

nam. 

1l. The group agreed that the main features of a collective secu- 
rity treaty which would be suitable in the event of no agreement | 
on Indochina should be similar to those proposed by the Group in | 
the event of a settlement. — 

12. Timing 
The group agreed that in the event of a failure of the negotia- 

tions at Geneva the establishment of a collective security treaty 
would become more urgent. 

a. The U.K. members considered that a strenuous effort should be 
made to enlist the support of the Colombo Powers and that this 
consideration should be kept in mind in deciding how to proceed 
with the negotiation of the treaty. 

b. The U.S. members believed that the situation would require 
negotiation of a treaty with the utmost dispatch by those nations 
ready to participate in such a treaty. 

13. Declaration of Intention | 
The group agreed that in the event of failure of the negotiations 

at Geneva: : 

a. It would be desirable that each of the two Governments should 
| issue a declaration of intent to conclude with other interested coun- 

tries a collective security treaty. 
b. It would be desirable that as many other potential members of 

_ the treaty as possible should issue similar declarations, and that 
they should be consulted urgently to this end. 

The U.S. members believed that the issue of a declaration would, 
in the event under consideration, be not only desirable but impera- 
tive and that the declaration should provide for the immediate for- 

| mation of ad hoc machinery by the potential founding members of 
a security treaty. | | 

The U.K. members considered that the text of the declaration of 
intent should be simple and general and drafted with the Colombo 
Powers in mind. | 

14. In the event of no agreement being reached at Geneva the 
Study Group recognized that decisions of high policy on the action 
to be taken in respect of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam would be 
required. Among others, consideration should be given to the fol- 
lowing: 

| (a) Invitations to Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam to join the securi- | 
ty treaty. 

(b) Appeals to the Security Council by Cambodia, Laos and Viet- 
nam. 7
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-(c) The opening of military discussions with the French. | 

(d) Further measures to ensure the political stability and defense | 

of Thailand. - | | | 

- 

seca en 
| | Oc a Annex B - | | 

UK ComMENTs ON US Drart Security TREATY ° a 

The following preliminary comments are submitted without com- | 

| mitment on the wording of the U.S. Working Draft for a Security 

| Treaty which is attached as Annex A to the Report of the Study | 

| Group dated July 17. These comments are not intended to be ex- | | 

| haustive, since detailed matters of drafting cannot be undertaken Ss 

| until agreement has been reached between. the two Governments | 

| on the main features of the proposed Treaty. _ Hee ac | 

: Preamble ce a a ne 

| The second clause is open to objection. In general nothing should . | 

| be inserted in the preamble of a treaty which does not explain the 

| __- purpose of the treaty and the aims of the parties in concluding it. ! 

| This. clause may suggest that the treaty is not solely defensive in | 

| purpose. It does not in fact relate to any of the substantive articles. : 

| of the draft. It also raises questions concerning the good govern- 

| ment of territories in the area. | So | 

! Similar considerations apply to the second half of the third. ! 

| clause, which may also suggest an intention to undermine any set- | 

tlement reached in Indochina insofar as areas left under Commu- 

: nist control are concerned. The following might be inserted in the | 

preamble as a substitute for the second and third clauses of the | 

| present draft:— | Se 

“Desiring to promote stability and well-being in the area of | 

| South-East Asia and the South West Pacific, to strengthen the | 

|. fabric of peace and to uphold the principles of democracy, individ- 

! ual liberty and the rule of law.” | | 

| The fourth clause of the preamble has no counterpart in the | 

| North Atlantic Treaty and is perhaps more suitable for inclusion in 

a statement of policy than in the preamble of a treaty. | 

| | ITEM IV | 

| Terms of Reference: | “ | 

| “The procedure for bringing other interested nations promptly | 

|. into these negotiations.” | | 

| 5 This annex is also headed “Informal and Unofficial British Embassy Working | 

Paper’. | | : 

| 
|
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| 15. The Group noted that consultations have already been un- 
dertaken with representatives of Australia, New Zealand, France, 

| Thailand, the Philippines, and the Colombo Powers. 
16. The Group recommended that the problem of further consul- 

_ tations concerning a declaration in respect of an Indochina settle- 
ment should be dealt with by the representatives of the two Gov- 
ernments at the Geneva Conference. (The respective views of the 
UK and US members are covered under Item I of this Report.) 

17. a. As regards consultation with other powers on the project- 
ed collective security treaty, the US members believed that a work- 
ing group with representatives of the UK, US, Australia, New Zea- 
land, France, Thailand, and the Philippines should be established 
in Washington immediately to prepare agreed recommendations on 
the terms of a collective security pact regarding Southeast Asia 
and the Southwest Pacific, and to prepare agreed recommendations 
on the terms of a Declaration of Intent. Consultations should be 
undertaken with the Cambodians, Laotians and Vietnamese as ap- 

| propriate. 

b. The United Kingdom members believed that such a working 
group should not be set up until the views of the two Governments 
on this report were known and that in any case the establishment 
of the group should be preceded by individual soundings of the 
views of all potential participants in the treaty. Meanwhile consul- 
tation with other powers should be in general terms on an individ- 
ual and not collective basis. 

ARTICLE II 

There is no precedent for the use in a treaty of the phrase ‘‘Com- 
munist subversion and infiltration”. These words, both in them- 
selves and when read in conjunction with Article III of the draft, 
raise serious questions in suggesting that the pact is directed 
against the Communist powers. The North Atlantic Treaty, for in- 
stance, was not, on the face of it, directed against any state or 
group of states. Asian opinion, in particular that of India and 
Burma, would be strongly opposed to any implication that the 
treaty was directed “against’” anyone. The words in question are in 
any case not essential and would be better replaced by a phrase 
such as:— 

“subversion directed from abroad’. 

Dealing in a treaty of this type with a question such as subver- 
sion and infiltration raises difficult general questions, including 
that of interference in the internal affairs of States. It may be pos- 
sible to deal with the point under a more general clause on the
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lines of Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty together with a pro- 7 | 

vision for consultation. | | . a | | 

| a ARTICLE 1 | - 

Paragraph 1. | _ | 

The clause extending the operation of para. | to an armed attack . | 

| “on any states or territories which the parties by unanimous agree- | 

ment so designate” could be used to extend the commitment to | 

- cover an attack on countries not parties to the Treaty. On political — | 

| grounds it would be undesirable to do this except on the request, or | 

| with the consent of, the country concerned. It would be well, there- 

| _ fore, to insert in this clause a qualification such as:— or | 

| “Upon request by the state concerned.” , / : | 

: Paragraphs land 2,0 | ae | 

| - Both paragraphs in this Article use the expression “area”. The | 

| area is not defined except in a very loose way as being the general | 

'- area of South-East Asia and the Southwest Pacific. Unless the area | 

| is defined with greater precision it will not be possible to identify — | 

| _ with any certainty the territories within this area to which these | 

| _ paragraphs of the Article apply. Furthermore, it will not be possi- 

| ble to identify with any certainty the area the peace of which has | 

to be affected under Paragraph 2 of the Article. | | 

| _ The drafting of this Article is undesirably vague about the scope | 

| of the commitments undertaken. The terms of reference of the | 

| Study Group speak of a Treaty “regarding South-East and possibly — | 

| South Asia”, designed to deter Communist aggression. The immedi- | 

| ate purpose is to guard against armed attack by the Communists 

| on such countries as the Associated States, Thailand or Malaya. 

) However, it is not desirable or in accordance with precedent and | 

| the usual rules of treaty-drafting that it should be specifically di- | 

| rected against the Communist powers. The present wording of Arti- 

: cle III, 1 would cover many contingencies other than those men- 

tioned above, e.g. in relation to Kashmir, Pondicherry, or New 

| Guinea. It is therefore necessary to give a more precise and limited | 

! definition of the commitment. This might require enumeration of | 

| the territories to be covered. In both paragraphs the word “terri- | 

| tory” requires further definition and consideration. | 

Paragraph 2. | ar 

' In paragraph 2 the expression “an aggression which is not an | 

armed attack” might be omitted or reconsidered. The words which 

| follow the expression relate to any fact or situation which might | 

| endanger the peace of the area. It can be assumed that an aggres- | 

| sion which is not an armed attack would also endanger the peace | 

| | 

| | 

| | 
} |
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of the area and is therefore covered in the more general following 
words. As the expression “aggression” has not been authoritatively 
defined, the phrase in question may also raise difficulties in rela- . 
tion to Article 51 of the Charter of the U.N. | 

Paragraph 2, by using the general words “any fact or situation 
which might endanger the peace of the area”, refers by implication 
to Article II of the Draft Treaty. The precise relation between these 
Articles requires to be explained. Certain drafting points also arise, 
but are beyond the scope of the present paper. 

Paragraph 2. | | 

This will require further scrutiny in the light of the texts adopt- 
ed for the other commitments, since it may not be appropriate to 
report to the Security Council every type of measure which might 
be taken; “measures” under Paragraph 2 might include a wide va- 
riety of actions, such as the construction of airfields, an increase in 
the strength of armed forces, etc. : 

_ The application of Paragraph 3 to the wide variety of measures 
which could be taken under Paragraph 2 of the Article might 
create the undesirable impression that the paragraph had been in- 
serted in accordance with Article 54 of the Charter relating to re- 
gional arrangements or agencies. 

ARTICLE IV 

It may be politically desirable that the Treaty should contain an 
explicit provision allowing States which are not parties to it to as- 
sociate themselves in some degree with the work of the collective 
security organisation. This point might be met by the addition at 
the end of the first sentence of this Article of a phrase such as: 

“and for this purpose to establish machinery for effective co-oper- 
ation including co-operation with states not parties to this Treaty”. 

However, since a clear distinction will have to be drawn between 
parties to the Treaty and states associated with it, it may be desira- 
ble to cover association in a separate article. 

ARTICLE V 7 

This adds nothing to Article III, 2 except insofar as it makes con- 
sultation obligatory whenever “in the opinion of any one” of the 
parties their territorial integrity etc., is endangered. If that provi- 
sion were inserted in Article III, 2, then Article V could without 
loss be suppressed. , 3 : |
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boa as ARTICLE VI | a | 

_ It may be desirable to insert a paragraph, or a separate Article, | 

on the lines of Article 8 of the North Atlantic Treaty, which 

reads:— | | | 

| “Bach party declares that none of the international engagements | 

now in force between it and any other of the parties or any third : 

| state is in conflict with the provisions of this Treaty, and under- | 

takes not to enter into any international engagement in conflict | 

| with this treaty.” | 

| | | ARTICLE VIII | | 

| It may be desirable to follow the precedents of the North Atlan- | 

| tic Treaty and the Japanese Peace Treaty which required that cer- 

| tain specified signatories must ratify the treaty before it could | 

enter into force. | | 

REVIEW oe | 

. It is for consideration whether a provision for review or amend- | | 

ment of the Treaty should not be inserted. If thought desirable, the | 

point might be dealt with in the Article defining the powers of the 

Council. | 

pe oe 
| = 2 Annex C 

| Drart DECLARATION ON SOUTHEAST ASIA AND THE SOUTHWESTERN 

! |  Paciric & oo | 

| The Governments signatory hereto, = | 

| Desiring to strengthen the fabric of peace in the area of South- 

east Asia and the Southwest Pacific, and | : 

| Convinced that the situation calls for them to be prepared for | 

_ the exercise in this area of the inherent right of collective self-de- | 

| fense recognized by Article 51 of the Charter of the United Na- 

| tions, eo oe | | | 

| Declare | | | | 

: That they are actively engaged in creating a collective security | 

agreement which will provide for effective cooperation in defense ; 

| of the area against aggression, for assistance to the lawful govern- | 

ments of the area in resistance to Communist infiltration and sub- : 

| 6 This annex is also headed “Informal-Unofficial First U.S. Draft”. It is identical 

| to the draft of July 12 (tabled at the Fourth Study Group Meeting held July 13). | 

|
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version, and for cooperation in measures to meet any situation 
which might endanger the peace of the area. | 

II | 

Pending the ratification of such an agreement they agree to es- 
tablish: | 

A Council composed of the Foreign Ministers or their depu- 
ties of the subscribing governments together with their mili- 
tary advisers. 

III 

The foregoing Declaration may be adhered to by other nations 
which share the purposes stated herein.? 

7 Documents in file 790.5 for July 1954 indicate that the Department passed | 
copies of the draft treaty and the draft above to the French Embassy on J uly 16 and 
that the Department had given copies of the entire Report to the Australian, Cana- 
dian, and New Zealand Embassies by July 19. | 

396.1 GE/7-1754: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
Geneva Conference 

SECRET WASHINGTON, July 17, 1954—7:37 p.m. - 

Tosec 562. 1. Final report US-UK study group on SEA defense 
being cabled. Rob Scott requests you make copies available Eden to 
which we fully agree. Se 

2. Scott asking UK govt to concentrate on.two immediate ques- 
tions: oe 

a. US position that working group of | representatives US, UK, 
France, Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, Thailand should be 
formed immediately to prepare recommendation on terms of collec- 
tive security treaty. 

b. US position that declaration of intent should be issued quickly 
whether or not there is a settlement at Geneva. | 

3. We hope Eden will not continue emphasize efforts toward per- 

suading Colombo Powers at expense moving ahead rapidly on col- 
lective defense arrangement. | 

4, We will, of course, continue our consultations with Australia, 
New Zealand, Philippines and Thailand. 

do. FYI study group agreed copies report should not be given 

other countries but there was informal understanding Australia, 
New Zealand and Canada could receive copies, which is being fol- | 
lowed up here. 

. DULLES
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396.1 GE/7-1854: Telegram 7 | | oes eee | 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the _ 

: Geneva Conference * | 

SECRET WASHINGTON, July 18, 1954—1:41 p.m. | 

| Tosec 566. At conclusion final study-group meeting 2 UK showed | 

us memorandum representing their understanding situation re | 

membership countries as follows: : | 

“For UK Record | | 

) “Tt was understood that the wording of Para 8b(1) > covered the | 

| possibility of India, Pakistan, and Ceylon becoming initial mem- | 

| bers. The US Representative said that they would not in practice | 

| interpret it to cover the inclusion of Formosa, Korea or Japan as | 

! initial members. He indicated that the US Government had no in- 

tention of opening informal consultations with Formosa, Korea or | 

| Japan in order to bring them in as initial members, but would not, 
Pp an . . - | 

| however, preclude their eventual participation under the provisions | 

) of the treaty governing the accession of additional parties.” 

| | With respect to area to be covered by pact we made following no- | 

| tation which we gave the British: | 

| “The US Representative made clear to the UK Representatives 

| that in the US view, commitments under Para 8c(3) * did not apply : 

| to Hong Kong.” — | ne, | 

1 Repeated for information to London, Paris, and Saigon. 

| 2 No memorandum or minutes of this meeting have been found in Department of | 

| State files. = 4 8 892. aa | | 
8 Of the Joint Study Group Report dated July 17, ‘p. 633. ae | 

| ge ; ee ee . 
396.1 GE/7-1854: Telegram REN . - | 

| The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET a ee GENEVA, July 18, 1954—11 p.m. 

| Secto 649. Limit distribution. I think UK message to Colombo 

| powers, Australia and New Zealand (Secto 644)? is satisfactory 

| 1 From Geneva, dated July 18. In this telegram, not printed, Smith had transmit- | 

ted a draft message from Eden to the Colombo powers. (396.1 GE/7-1854) A copy of | 

the message as transmitted, dated July 18, was handed to the Secretary by Sir : 

Roger Makins on July 19. In it the United Kingdom invited the recipient powers to | 

| join with itself and the United States, in the event an Indochina agreement was not 

| reached, in issuing a declaration of intention to set up immediately an interim com- | 

| | Continued 

| | | 

| | , | 
| | | | | 
| |
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_ step forward particulary since Eden is talking in terms of making 
declaration of intention as early as Thursday, July 22 in event of _ 

_ failure Geneva negotiations. Message itself may have salutary 
effect on work of conference when Communist delegates become 
aware of UK approach to Colombo powers. 

| Should, however, conference produce settlement Eden is hoping 
for more time and would like a delay of two or three weeks before 
making declaration of intention. His thought is that first thing fol- 
lowing a settlement is to get Colombo powers to declare their sup- 
port thereof and with this in mind is suggesting to them a form of 
words along the lines of proposed US unilateral declaration. It is 
clear that in this eventuality we will need to keep pushing Eden 
for earliest possible action. : | 

SMITH 

mittee to prepare early recommendations on the conclusion of a Southeast Asia- 
Southwest Pacific collective defense agreement. (751G.00/ 77-1854) For text, see vol. 
XVI, p. 1434. 

396.1 GE/7-1954: Telegram 

The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to the Department of State 

| SECRET NIACT GENEVA, July 19, 1954—9 p.m. 
Secto 674. Limit distribution. Re Secto 660.1 Eden and I have dis- 

cussed program of action to be taken in event of acceptable settle- 
ment. We have agreed to submit the following formula to London. 
and Washington for approval. I feel this text reflects gratifying 
progress in UK thinking. 

“Action in re to Southeast Asia pact in the event of acceptable 
agreement on Indochina at Geneva on or about July 20. 

1. Every effort should be made to persuade countries of South- 
east Asia and Southwest Pacific to associate themselves in some 
way with the Geneva agreement, in accordance with the suggestion 
made to them on July 19.2 | 

2. Whether or not such declarations of association are made by 
all the countries concerned, invitations should be addressed not 
later than August 7 to the Governments of France, Australia, New 
Zealand, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Indonesia, the Philip- 
pines and Siam, to appoint representatives to meet with represent- 
atives of the Governments of the US and UK in (blank) not later 

1 Not printed. (396.1 GE/7-1954) 
* Reference is to another section of the message from Eden to the Colombo 

powers, Australia, and New Zealand, which is partially outlined in footnote 1, supra.
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_than September 1 in order to prepare recommendations on the con- 

clusion of a collective defense agreement for Southeast Asia and | 

the Southwest Pacific. 2 Be ae ae oe ee 

| _ 8: The invitations to the five commonwealth countries, Burma, 

and Indonesia would be sent by the UK Government, to the Philip- 

pines and Siam by the US Government, and to France jointly by | 

the two governments.” > — os ne eee 

| 8 In telegram Tosec 579 to Geneva, July 20, marked “From Secretary for Under 

Secretary” and drafted by MacArthur, Dulles gave approval to the formula above 

but requested that the phrase “establishment of a collective defense’’ replace “con- | 

| clusion of a collective defense agreement” in numbered paragraph 2. (896.1 GE/7- 

| 1954) The Secretary’s reasoning, as set forth in telegram Tosec 572 to Geneva, July | 

| 19, marked “For General Smith from Secretary”, drafted by Bonbright and cleared | 

by MacArthur, was as follows: “T had in mind that with this change it would be | 

| easier for us to move expeditiously in establishment of ad hoc machinery before de- | 

| tails of agreement were finally worked out which might take some time.” (396.1 GE/ 

T1854) eae ae | 

790.5/7-2054 | | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of Thaiand | 

| he OE Malayan Affairs (Landon) | 

| | 

CONFIDENTIAL eS (WASHINGTON, ] July 20, 1954. | 

Subject: Multilateral Security Pact for Southeast Asia. | 

| Participants: His Excellency Pote Sarasin, Ambassador of - 

| Oo Thailand | Oe 

| an Thuaithep Devakul, Minister Counselor, Thai — 

| | Embassy oo | 

Mr. Drumright—FE | 

| ~ Mr. Sturm—PSA ~ | | 

| 2 _ Mr. Landon—PSA | | - | 

| The Thai Ambassador was invited to call in order to brief him on 

! the matters under discussion in the closing sessions of the Joint 

| U.S.-U.K. Study Group regarding a possible Mutual Security Pact 

| for Southeast Asia. He was informed that the British had contin- _ | 

| ued to be reluctant to move at this time; that, however, Mr. Eden 

| had recently shown sympathetic understanding for the United | 

| States point of view in desiring quick action; that one element in | 

! British desire for delay was their hope to include as signers of such | 

| a pact some of the South Asian nations such as India, Pakistan and | 

, Ceylon, as well as Burma and Indonesia in Southeast Asia, which | 

the United States did not consider likely initial supporters for such | 

| apact. § ©. Se | | 

| 
| 

: 

| |
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The Thai Ambassador asked whether we would wait indefinitely _ 
for the British to move and he was informed that only a reasonable 
delay would be permitted and that it was hoped discussions among 
the likely initial signers could begin by September 1. _ | 

The Thai Ambassador asked whether progress at Geneva was af- 
| fecting the British point of view and without waiting for a reply 
asked for further information on current developments at Geneva. 
An outline of possible agreements or declarations was given him in 
summary form. ! These included cease-fire agreements with appro- 
priate announcement between the three Associated States and the 
Vietminh, the French participating in agreements with Vietnam 
and Laos but probably not with Cambodia, which appeared to be 
acting independently of the French. Following cease-fire agree- 
ments there would be various declarations such as a general decla- 
ration by the Geneva Conference, followed by individual declara- 
tions by Cambodia and Laos, and a unilateral one by the United 
States taking note of the cease-fire agreements and the other 

| Geneva declarations. This outline was given on a tentative basis 
subject to momentary alteration or cancellation. It was made clear 
that the United States Government would not subscribe to nor par- 
ticipate in the Geneva declarations or agreements but would make 
its own separate comment. 

The Thai Ambassador reverted to the draft Multilateral Security 
Pact ? and said he had certain comments provided him in the Thai 
language by the Foreign Minister Wan Waithayakorn. He agreed 
to make these available in writing but desired to give the com- 
ments orally at this time. He had no comment to make on the 
draft declaration but only on the draft treaty. In the preamble to 
the treaty he suggested the deletion of the words “and declare’. In 
Article I he suggested adding a comma after the words “united na- 

_ tions”. In regard to the words “international disputes” the Ambas- ‘ 
sador suggested that these should refer specifically to disputes in- 
volving the signers of the treaty only, as otherwise it would dupli- 
cate language in the United Nations Charter and would have no 
particular meaning for this specific treaty. In Article III, first para- | 
graph, the phrase “declares that it would act to meet the common - 
danger”, should be altered to read “Agrees to join in taking appro- 
priate action” in order to secure collective action promptly. 

It was pointed out to the Ambassador that this weakened the 
draft as it limited the action to collective action and would not 
permit individual nations to act. The Ambassador then proposed a 

’ For texts of the documents agreed to at the Geneva Conference, see vol. xv1, pp. 
1505 ff. 

> Dated July 9. See the comparative texts in SEAP D-2, Aug. 2, p. 686. :
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substitute reading “agrees to assist by taking appropriate action’, 

which, he stated, had more possibilities for action. | | 

The Thai Ambassador reaffirmed that he would put these sugges- > 

tions in writing for consideration by officers in the Department. ! 

‘The conversation then turned to future relations between Thai- — | 

Ce land, Laos and Cambodia and the Ambassador was asked what he ! 

thought Thailand might be able to do to strengthen Laos and Cam- | 

~ podia. He made no suggestions and commented only that Lao offi- : 

| cials were showing a more active interest in developing commercial 

_ velations with Thailand. He was asked whether this might not be | 

} the time for the Thai Government to try to develop a better eco- , 

| nomic understanding with Laos and Cambodia, perhaps establish- ss 

| ing a Mekong River Authority of some sort which would have as its | 

| objective the improvement of the economic interests of the three 

nations. He said that this was one idea to consider and would ap- | 

L preciate any further ideas which the Department might make to | 

| him.? | | : | ; | 

3 Drumright, Sturm, and Bell held a similar conversation with Leuterio and | 

Albert, also on July 20. The Philippine Chargé, however, stated that his government 

had as yet no comment to offer on the draft security treaty. (Memorandum of con- | 

| versation by Bell; 790.5/7-2054) | | 

Po —_—___—. 7 | 
| "396.1 GE/7-954: Telegram : | | | : | 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the | 

| Geneva Conference 1 | 

SECRET  NIACT WASHINGTON, July 21, 1954—12:15 p.m. 

| _Tosec 587. For Under Secretary from Secretary. | | | 

1. Re Eden’s formula for moving ahead on collective defense in 

SEA (Secto 674 2 as amended by Tosec 579) 3 we have assumed that 

Eden would not extend formal invitations to any of Colombo — | 

| Powers unless such powers had previously indicated informally 

| that they would accept invitation. Is this assumption correct? In 

| our view it would be counter-productive to send a formal invitation | 

! and to have such invitation formally rejected. Furthermore, it 

| would greatly complicate our ability to deal with fact that neither | 

| ROK nor Formosa will be invited. 

_ 2. Also we had not envisaged that US-UK invitations would be | 

3 made public but rather that after invitations are extended, those 

| governments accepting would make simultaneous and identical an- | 

_ 
| 1 Drafted by MacArthur. | OO - | 

2 Dated July 19, p. 644. ~ | | 

| . 3 Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 640. | | 

| 

: |
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nouncements in capitals in the form of a declaration of agreement 
to appoint Reps to meet together to prepare recommendations on 
establishment of SEA collective defense. This would make clear 
their common purpose and fact that their decision was on basis of 
common initiative and agreement and not something that US and 
UK had pushed others into. | 

3. Now that Geneva Conference has produced agreements,* 
assume Eden will proceed immediately with further consultation 
Colombo Powers to determine their attitude toward establishment 
collective defense SEA. As he knows, Philippines and Thailand are 
ready to proceed. We will concert with British Embassy here imme- 
diately to initiate necessary further consultation with French. 

4. Hope consultations with Colombo Powers will produce early 
indication attitudes those powers so that if they are willing to par- 
ticipate, invitations can be extended and announcements made 
(paragraph two above) as far as possible in advance August 7 dead- 
line. In our view, timing is still the important element particularly 
in view of the fact that public reaction to Geneva Conference is as 
we expected portraying Indochina agreement as great victory for 
Communists. | : 

). Please discuss above with Eden. 
| DULLES 

* Texts of the several agreements concluded at the Geneva Conference on J uly 20 
are printed in vol. xvi, pp. 1505 ff. 

790.5/7-2154 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Walter H. Drew of the Office of 
Northeast Asian Affairs 

SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] July 21, 1954. 
| Subject: Multilateral Treaty Arrangements in Asia 

Participants: Mr. M. G. L. Joy, First Secretary, British Embassy - 
Mr. R. H. Wade, First Secretary, Embassy of New 

Zealand 
Mr. J. L. Allen, Second Secretary, Embassy of | 

Australia | 
Mr. Robert J. G. McClurkin, Deputy Director, Office 

of Northeast Asian Affairs _ . 

Mr. Walter Drew, NA | 

In the course of a periodic exchange of views with Messrs. J oy, 
Allen and Wade, Mr. McClurkin asked what the reactions of their 
gover: nents might be to including the Republic of Korea and 
Japan in a Southeast Asia Treaty Organization in the event that
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relations between Korea and Japan were normalized. He pointed | 

out that the rearmament of Japan might be carried out advanta- | 

geously within the context of an Asian pact and that if Japan were 

included, it would also be necessary to include Korea, which has | 

| the largest non-Communist Army in Asia. Mr. McClurkin suggest- | 

| ed that it might also be profitable to explore the possibility of : 

Northeast Asian and Southeast Asian security organizations which | 

would be interlocking. He said that he had raised the possibility of | 

| interlocking pacts in general terms with Ambassador Iguchi of | 

| Japan and that the Ambassador had indicated that Japan would | 

: not be unwilling to think about it.’ | | | | | 

: Mr. Joy said that the most important problem was to get India 

| with its 330,000,000 uncommitted people into a pact. He considered | 

| that if Japan and Korea were included in an Asian pact then it 

| would be necessary to include Formosa, and for practical purposes | 

| this would preclude Indian participation. He said that his personal | 

view was that the Foreign Office might look with greater favor, | 

| however, on the idea of interlocking pacts. He commented that | 

| membership in a Northern Pacific Treaty Organization might give | 

| the Republic of Korea sufficient strength to permit it to negotiate | 

| peaceful unification with North Korea. - | 

| Mr. Allen commented that two interlocking pacts seemed like a | 

| good idea, although he could not speak for his government at this | 

: point. He said, however, that he knew his government did not want | 

| Japan or Korea or, particularly, Formosa to be included in a South- | 

| east Asia Treaty Organization. | | 

| Mr. Wade said that he thought that the idea of interlocking 
| treaty organizations had potentialities, although he wondered 

| whether membership in a North Pacific Treaty Organization might 

| encourage the Republic of Korea to renew hostilities against North 

| Korea. Mr. McClurkin said that he believed that Republic of Korea 

: membership in a North Pacific Treaty Organization would give it | 

| some hope for the future and thus diminish any inclination to 

: resort to unilateral military action. | | | 

| 1 In a memorandum of a conversation held on July 23 at the request of Shigenobu 

: Shima (Minister at the Japanese Embassy), Richard B. Finn, Officer in Charge of 

| Japanese Affairs, wrote: - . | 

| “Possible participation by Japan and the Republic of Korea in a treaty organiza- : 

| | tion was raised by Mr. Shima. Mr. McClurkin said the United States hopes for es- 

| tablishment of normal relations between these two countries and said their immedi- | 

po ate participation in a collective defense organization was not at present being con- | 

| sidered. Mr. Shima observed that Japan would not be able to participate in a collec- | 

tive defense organization since Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution is generally 

| interpreted to prohibit the sending of Japanese forces abroad; in this connection he 

| said some legal experts in Japan believe Article 9 would not prohibit J apan’s plac- — | 

| ing forces under a joint command in response to a United Nations resolution for 

| collective action.” (790.5/7-2354) 

| 

|
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U/MSA files, lot 57 D 567 . | 

The Secretary of State to Senator Alexander Wiley } 

oe [WAsSHINGTON, ] July 22, 1954. 
DEAR SENATOR WILEY: You have asked me whether in my judg- 

ment the signing of armistice agreements regarding Indo-China di- 
minishes the need for funds requested for the area of Southeast 
Asia and the Western Pacific in the Mutual Security legislation 
now before the Congress.? 

I believe that the armistice does not diminish the need for these 
funds. If anything it increases the need to have available funds 
with which to build the defensive capabilities and strengthen the 
resistance of the free nations in the area. When I appeared before 
the Foreign Relations Committee during the hearings on this legis- 
lation and discussed the need for funds in this area, the possibility 

| of a settlement of the nature which has now taken place was al- 
ready foreshadowed. As you will recall, when I testified as to the 
importance of having a flexible fund to build strength in this 
region, I emphasized the need for it even should such a settlement 
occur and I believe this was also held in mind by members of your 
Committee. In my estimation, the gain which Communism has now 

1 Senator Wiley of Wisconsin was Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Com- 
mittee. The letter was made public by him during debate on the Mutual Security 
bill on July 29. See Congressional Record, vol. 100, pt. 9, p. 12515. 

* This question was discussed at the Secretary’s staff meeting held the morning of 
July 22. The unsigned notes of that meeting read in part: : 

“Mr. Nolting reported that Representative Taber had queried Budget Director 
Hughes as to how much of the flexible $785 million which had been requested for 
Southeast Asia could be saved because of the cessation of hostilities in Indo China. 
Mr. Hughes felt that a Working Group, composed of State, Defense and FOA, should 
be established to examine the $785 million in order to advise the Congressman on 
how it was contemplated this money would be spent. Mr. Nolting asked whether the 
Department should participate in such a Working Group or whether we should 
adhere to our previous position that such unspecified funds were necessary in order 
to provide the maximum flexibility in Southeast Asia. 

“The Secretary replied that he thought it had been understood during the recent 
| meeting with Congressional leaders, including Representative Taber, that we needed 

this large sum for flexible use in the area. Saying that he had foreseen the present 
situation at the time of the meeting with the Congressional leaders, the Secretary 
pointed out the importance of maintaining these funds in order to build-up Thai- 
land, Laos, Cambodia, and Burma, as necessary. Furthermore, he had reiterated this 
point yesterday to Representative Taber, emphasizing that it would be a serious 
blow to cut these funds at the present time since the major purpose of the flexible 

_ $785 million was to prevent disaster from spreading in Southeast Asia. The Secreta- 
ry added that he was not familiar with the details of the separate $306 million for 
hardware for Indo China and that there might be some possible savings in this 
amount.” (Secretary’s Staff Meetings, lot 63 D 75, SM N-249) John Taber of New 
York was Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee.
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established in this area should be a warning to all the people of the 

region as well as to ourselves of a need for a determined effort to | 

preserve their freedom. I believe no one can now foresee exactly _ 

how these funds will be used. However, their availability will be es- 

| sential for the success of plans now under way. In the event that | 

unforeseen circumstances prevent the efficient expenditure of these 

funds for the purposes of strengthening the area against further _ 

Communist encroachment, they will of course be held unexpended | 

| for future disposition by the Congress. my 

For these reasons I believe it is a matter of grave importance to 

the national interest that these funds be available and I trust that | 

the Congress will see fit to authorize and appropriate them.*® | 

| Sincerely yours, : | 

. a | | JOHN FostER DULLES 
| creer ernmamsinennaeeee 

: 

| A 3 Agother discussion of this bill occurred at the staff meeting held the morning of | 

ug. 2: - re 
_ 

| “Congressman Vorys had mentioned to the Secretary that the House version to : | 

this Bill provided that the SEA funds could go only to countries with which we were | 

associated in Mutual Security Assistance military pacts. The Secretary was con- | 

! cerned that this might preclude military assistance to Laos, Cambodia and Viet- | 

| Nam. He asked that Mr. Nolting see what could be done to accomplish this. _ ' 

| “Mr. Morton stated that the Senate version did actually name the countries of : 

Laos, Cambodia and Viet-Nam and he was sure that we could secure wording ap- L 

proval in the conference for our purposes.” (Summary by Scott; Secretary's Staff | 

| Meetings, lot 63 D 75) . . | 

| Specific mention was made of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam in Section 121 of the | 

| Mutual Security Act of 1954, approved Aug. 26. See'68 Stat. 837. | 

| _.. Editorial Note : 

| During consideration of the results of the Geneva Conference at | 

| the 207th NSC meeting held on July 22, Dulles alluded to potential : 

| regional groupings in Southeast Asia: | | 

| “The great problem from now on out was whether we could sal- | 

| vage what the Communists had ostensibly left out of their grasp in | 

| Indochina. Secretary Dulles indicated, in this respect, that the | 

| State Department had been actively carrying on negotiations with — | 

| the British, who seemed now willing to go ahead to make plans for | 

| the defense of the rest of Southeast Asia despite India. Present | 
| schedules call for getting going formally on discussions of the de- | 

| fense grouping for Southeast Asia by the end of August... . | 

| “Mr. Cutler inquired of Secretary Dulles as to the possibility of | 

| getting any considerable number of free Asian states, especially the | 

| Colombo powers, into the Southeast Asian regional group, so that it | 

| would not appear to be just another white man’s group. Secretary 

| Dulles pointed out the two different aspects of the future regional | 

| grouping—a smaller one, primarily military in character and with | 

~ relatively few Asian members at first, around which could perhaps | 

| | 

|
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be created a larger grouping of Asian states primarily for purposes 
of economic stability and growth. : 

“The President expressed his strong support of this general con- 
cept.” (Memorandum of discussion by Gleason, drafted July 23; Ei- 
senhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file) 

For the section from which these quotations come, see volume 
XII, Part 2, page 1867. 

890.00/7-2254: Circular telegram : | 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices 1 

SECRET | WASHINGTON, July 22, 1954—8 p.m. 

00. Limit distribution. Letter July 20 from Assistant Secretary 
Robertson ? airpouched you requests your opinion about extent to 
which program expanded economic assistance, maximizing Asian 
participation, and designed primarily stimulate economic develop- 
ment would strengthen ability and willingness free Asian countries 
resist Communism. , 

Recent developments have heightened Department’s interest 
your reply. You should therefore send written reply to inquiries ac- 
companying letter but telegraph summary reply soonest. 

Telegraphic summary should also include your views following 
matter which was not mentioned Robertson letter: UK, Australia 

_ and New Zealand have advocated inclusion economic provisions in 
projected SEATO collective security pact presumably with inten- 
tion developing economic organization within SEATO framework. 
Such organization would necessarily contain very few Asian 
powers. Our preliminary thinking is provisions in SEATO treaty 
should be in very general terms and merely pledge signatories co- 
operate with each other and with non-member States in developing 
measures which will promote economic stability and social well- 
being. Such language would leave U.S. and other signatories free to 
participate if desirable in Asian economic organization of wider 
scope and not specifically related to a collective defense organiza- 
tion. | 

1 Drafted by Baldwin. Sent to Bangkok, Djakarta, Manila, Rangoon, Saigon, Seoul, 
Singapore, Taipei, and Tokyo. 

2 Not printed. The letter, sent to each Chief of Mission personally, and a number 
of letters in reply, are in FE files, lot 55 D 480. Several telegraphic replies to the 

_ letter and to this telegram are in file 890.00. 
3 In a memorandum for the files dated July 22, Baldwin stated in part: | 
“In the forenoon of July 20, Mr. MacArthur (Counselor of Department) asked me 

to come to his office to discuss a matter of considerable importance. He told me that 
during the bilateral Anglo-American talks which had just ended, the British side
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| Replies this telegram should be marked “limit distribution’. —s—© 
| Discuss this and related matters with fewest possible members 
| your staff. | | a | | 
| | | Oe DULLES" 

had submitted several proposals concerning economic provisions which should i 
: appear in the SEATO treaty, asked my opinion as to how these provisions would 

affect the possibility of organizing a Regional Organization in the Far East which 
would have wider scope and would not be attached to a collective defense organiza- 
tion. | ! 

“I told him that in my opinion the wrong language in the SEATO treaty might | 
well prevent our encouraging and supporting a broader organization of that kind | 
and, in fact, might prevent some of the other SEATO members from participating in. H 
such an organization. I said that this might be avoided if the language in the | 

| SEATO treaty were general in nature and thus would not have the effect of tying | | 
| our hands.” (890.00/7-2254) | - | - 7 | a 

| ‘State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 ee a _ _ | 

| Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of — | 
| oe _ State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting1 —. a | 

| TOP SECRET ©. [WASHINGTON,]| July 28, 1954—11:30 a.m. | 

| [Here follows a list of persons present (28). All of the members of 
| the Joint Chiefs of Staff attended. General Ridgway had become 
| Chief of Staff, United States Army. The Department of State group | 
| was led by Murphy and MacArthur. Amory, Deputy Director for 

| Intelligence, attended for the CIA.] — 7 : 

| 1. Southeast Asia Defense Pact a | | 

| Mr. Murphy stated we would like to bring the Joint Chiefs up to | 
| date with respect to our current thinking on the creation of a | 

Southeast Asian defense alliance and asked Mr. MacArthur to out-_ 
| line our views. es | | a | a | 

| Mr. MacArthur dwelt at some length on the developments over | 
the past few months with respect to this subject and the attitude of | 

_ countries in Southeast Asia. Thailand and the Philippines, as well | 
| as Australia and New Zealand, favor a pact. Indonesia has in- | | 
| formed us its attitude would be one of “active neutrality’”.2 We do | 

| —____— | 
1A note on the title page reads: “State draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- | 

| pants.” 
| 

| 2 At a conversation held July 21 with MacArthur and other officials, Sir Robert 
Scott had shown the group a telegram from the British Ambassador in Indonesia, 

| Oscar Charles Morland, which described the latter’s conversation with Prime Minis- | 
| ter Ali Sastroamidjojo. In his memorandum of the conversation in Washington, 

Jernegan paraphrased part of the telegram as follows: 

| “The Prime Minister went on to say that whether or not agreement was reached 
| at Geneva on Indochina, the Indonesian government would not participate in the | 
| . Continued 

| | 
| |
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not know what the position of Burma and India will be although 
the Burmese may be benevolent although non-participants whereas 
the Indians will probably be negative. We hope that a working 
group of the countries willing to participate may meet around the 
first of September and it has been agreed with the British that in- 
vitations for this meeting should be issued early in August. The 
working group will need to reach conclusions about (a) the text of a 
treaty, (b) the permanent organization to implement the treaty and 
(c) interim organization. With respect to the permanent organiza- 

| tional structure, there are three possibilities: (a) an elaborate struc- 

, ture comparable to NATO’s; (b) a simple standing council with a 
civilian representative and military advisers and no other commit- 

| tees; and (c) a council which would meet when called together or 
periodically. We tend to favor the second type of machinery. With 
respect to interim machinery, we favor the establishment of an in- 

terim council at a suitable location in the Far East. The Ambassa- 

dors of the participating countries at this post might serve as the _ 
foreign ministers’ deputies and they might have attached to them a 
small civilian and military staff. 

At the conclusion of Mr. MacArthur’s briefing, Admiral Davis 
said he had understood the study group talks with the British in- | 
volved no commitments on either side and that the U.S. was not 
committed to anything with respect to a Southeast Asia defense al- 
liance. He stated he thought the Chiefs might question participa- 
tion by the Colombo powers and might also have questions to raise 
about the area to be covered by the defense pact. He said he had 
discussed this subject with Secretary Wilson and thought this 
might be a suitable occasion to give Secretary Wilson’s initial | 
thinking. : 

Admiral Radford interrupted at this point to say that he thought 
it would be desirable to present the Joint Chiefs’ views. He made it 
clear that the Chiefs had reached no formal decision about a South- _ 
east Asia defense alliance but thought he could speak for them on 
this occasion. He invited any of the Chiefs to speak up if they had 
views contrary to those he would express. 

Last April, said Admiral Radford, the Joint Chiefs had recom- 

mended that a regional pact be formed in Southeast Asia. This rec- 

ommendation, however, was made before the Geneva Conference 

and when it was assumed that the military power of France and 
Vietnam would be included in the pact. The Chiefs had believed 
that French and Vietnamese power would form the nucleus of the 

establishment of collective defense for Southeast Asia, as suggested by Mr. Eden,, 
since this would be contrary to the policy of ‘active neutrality’ of the Indonesian 
government.” (790.5/7-2154)
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| strength needed in a defense alliance in this area. The situation | | 
| has fundamentally changed since that time as we are now talking | 

about an area where there are no developed military forces. The 
Burmese and the Thais have only forces sufficient for the mainte- 

| nance of internal security. Indigenous military power in the Far 
| East is found in Korea and Formosa and some is developing in | 

Japan. Military power can be built in Southeast Asia only at con- 

‘siderable cost. Admiral Radford feels we should take a good look at \ 
| the idea of a defense alliance for this area to be sure we are not | 
| making a mistake. The idea of countering aggression. should it 

| occur in Southeast Asia is one thing, but that is different from 
| meeting the aggression in the locale where it occurs. Admiral Rad- | 
| _ ford implied we would not wish to resist aggression there but 

| would wish to strike at China. Furthermore, if we attempt to build | 
| forces in Southeast Asia we will have to reduce expenditures else- | 

_ Mr. MacArthur stated the reasons why we regarded the creation | 
of a defense alliance as a first priority project and emphasized we _ | 

| believed its initial purpose would be mainly one of assisting the | | 
| countries there to devise means to resist internal subversion. The 
| cost of a program for this purpose could be kept within reasonable 

| _ Admiral Radford disagreed, noting that the Thais had requested 
| $400 million in aid and that even this amount would only result in 

| the creation of a force of 180,000 men. If we had agreed to this re- | 
7 quest, we would not have gotten any real defense for this expendi- | 
| ture. In addition, if we conclude a defense alliance, the South 

! Asians [sic] will be led to believe that they will be protected. This 
| will not be the case because if there is further military aggression 
| by China it will not be countered locally in Southeast Asia but we 

will hit directly at China itself. Hence, the whole project can have | 
| the most adverse effects. _ | | 
| General Ridgway stated he fully agreed with Admiral Radford. | 
| For security reasons we would not be able to tell the countries of © | 

_ the area that we were not going to protect them if they were invad- | 
| ed. To attempt to protect them would be an unjustified diversion of | : 

! our military resources. 7 ! 
| _Mr. MacArthur said we were not disagreeing with the Chiefs’ 
| strategic concept and that he personally assumed that we would | 

strike at China itself. However, the defense alliance would serve | | 
| notice on the Chinese that if they cross the line we would retaliate. | 

| Mr. Murphy repeated the theme that we felt the greatest danger 
| at the moment was not from overt aggression but rather from in- 

| ternal subversion. | | 

| . | 
| | 
| : |
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_. Mr. MacArthur also pointed out that a defense pact would give 
| the countries confidence that there is a deterrent and this would 

perhaps decisively affect their willingness to deal with the internal 
problem. He again stressed the view that the aid required for this 
purpose would not be substantial. a a 

Admiral Radford again cited the Thais as an illustration that the 
demands on us would not be modest. Mr. Murphy pointed out that 
the Secretary was anxious to obtain the $800 million we had re- 
quested for fiscal 1955 for aid to Southeast Asia and inquired 
whether the Chiefs had not been in accord with this position. Ad- — 
miral Radford replied that the $800 million would not be enough to 

| put real teeth in a defense pact and in any case it had already been 
cut to $712 million and from what Congressman Taber had said to 

him he expected there would be further cuts. 7 a 
Admiral Radford stated that from a military point of view a 

Southeast Asia defense pact seemed undesirable and unwise. It will 

lead the countries of this area to believe they will be protected. | 

This will not be so. All the Chiefs agreed with this position. They 
| were extremely concerned about our joining such an alliance under 

| present circumstances. All the military strength in the Far East is 
in the north but neither Korea nor Formosa are even being invited 
to participate. Will this not complicate our problems with them? 

Furthermore, Admiral Radford said, he felt the entire world wide 

military aid program was getting out of hand. We make additional 

commitments to various countries (recently, for example, to the 
Turks and the Thais) and these complicate the problem. In addi- 

tion, Congress is going to pull in its belt and reduce the size of the 

program. And now, under the terms of the Geneva agreements, 

Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, he assumed, would not even be able 

to participate in a defense pact. 

Mr. MacArthur, referring to the last point made by Admiral 
Radford, said our analysis of the Geneva agreement was incom- 
plete and that we were not yet clear on the extent to which they 
might be able to participate in such a pact. However, an alliance 

would serve notice on the Chinese that we would go after them if 

they renewed their aggression. We did not want to lose the area by 
default. Admiral Radford reiterated the view that we should not 

take the risk of allowing the Formosans, Koreans and Japanese to 

feel they had been left out. Mr. Murphy then inquired if the Chiefs 
assumed we lost Southeast Asia, what difference it would make to 

their strategic plans. Admiral Radford, without answering this 
question, said he thought the main problem was internal subver- 
‘sion. In Burma, so far as he knew, there was no military mission. 
Mr. Murphy said we do not expect the Burmese to participate in 
an alliance. General Ridgway then said that Admiral Radford and
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| the rest of the Chiefs really felt we should take a very hard look at | 
__ the idea of a defense pact to make sure we are not making a mis- | 

‘take. General Ridgway expressed his very deep concern over our 
i dollar commitments for military aid and referred to the very sub- _ 
| stantial costs of our undertakings in Korea where aid next year 
| will have to be of the magnitude of $700 million to a billion. 
I Admiral Radford expressed like sentiments and again stated his | 

| fear that the U.S. would suffer a severe loss of prestige if we agree 
| to a defense pact. Mr. MacArthur repeated his view that large ex- | 

penditures would not be required providing we kept the emphasis 
_ of the program on measures to improve internal security. | 

Admiral Radford felt this would not be possible and that the na- 
| tions of the area would not be modest in their demands. We have a | 

position of strength in the north which has cost us a lot. Very little 
| can be done regardless of expenditures to generate military | 
| strength in the south. Why should we not divide up the area? The - | 
: U.S. could assume responsibility for the Western Pacific and ask | 

| the British to assume responsibility for the security of the south. | 

| _ General Twining expressed his agreement with Admiral Radford ! 
and his feeling that we should not use American forces in South- | 
east Asia to stop aggression. Mr. Murphy said he felt it essential 

that Admiral Radford discuss his views with the Secretary as soon | 
| as possible and the latter indicated that he would do so at a meet- 
| ing already arranged in the Secretary’s office at 11:30 tomorrow. | 
| Admiral Davis said he assumed that the agreement the Presi- 
| dent reached with Churchill did not commit us to proceed on a 
| Southeast Asia defense alliance. Mr. MacArthur pointed out this _ 

| was not the case since the agreement was in terms of either asuc- _ | | 

| cess or failure at Geneva. 
| [Here follows discussion of other topics.] | / : 

790.5/T-2354: Telegram mo a | 

| | The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the | 
| - Department of State | | 

| SECRET . | | LoNpDOoN, July 23, 1954—3 p.m. | 
899. Deptels 4451 and 446,? July 22 discussed with Denis Allen : 

this morning. Following are his comments on numbered para- | 

graphs Deptel 446 which he made with reservation that Eden has | 

| not yet had time to give full consideration to SEA collective de- | | 
fense matters: | | : | 

: 1 Not printed. (790.5/7-2254) | 
| 2 Identical to telegram Tosec 587 of July 21, p. 647. | 

| |
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1. Our difficulty re ROK and Formosa fully recognized and Brit- 
ish will probably agree that formal invitations should not be sent 
unless there is informal indication of acceptance. _ 

2. Agreeable in principle. | 
3. and 4. August 7 deadline fixed in order give time for Colombo 

Powers to issue statements associating themselves with Geneva set- 
tlement. As British believe at least some of these powers will not 
agree to attend SEA collective defense meeting British feel time 
should be allowed for all practical efforts to inspire at least decla- 
rations of association and that possibility such declarations being 
issued is sufficiently bright to outweigh disadvantages of delay in- 
volved. British believe August 7 deadline will allow time for decla- 
rations to be made, informal sounding on acceptability of invita- 
tions to be carried out, and formal announcement of meeting to be 
issued but are pessimistic re possibility advancing this deadline. So 
far as British aware, French have not been consulted but Foreign 
Office agrees some approach should be made promptly, probably by 
Ambassadors Paris. British have kept Australia and New Zealand 
informed and anticipate no questions or difficulties from them. 

British inclined to feel meeting should be held in SEA area and 

Allen mentioned in noncommittal way possibility of Baguio. Allen 

hopes he himself will not have to attend and apparently antici- 

pates British representative will be a special appointee such as re- 
tired or temporarily unemployed ambassador. _ 

ALDRICH 

190.5/T-2354: Telegram — 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cumming) to the Department of 

State } | 

SECRET DsAKARTA, July 23, 1954—5 p.m. 

156. Depcirtel 39.2 Indonesia highly unlikely. near future to join 

collective security pact for Southeast Asia. In my opinion, however, | 

Indonesian attitude should not deter us in implementing mutual 
defense arrangement with those SEA countries now willing. 

1 Repeated to London for information; pouched to Bangkok, Canberra, Karachi, 

Manila, New Delhi, Paris, Rangoon, Saigon, and Wellington. 
2 Dated July 16, sent to Colombo, Djakarta, Karachi, New Delhi, and Rangoon. In 

this telegram, the Department had requested each Embassy to estimate whether the 
government to which it was accredited might join a Southeast Asia security pact. 
“US view is that while we would not wish exclude these nations from membership 
collective security pact we not prepared accept delay conclusion security pact in 
order have any or all these nations come in as initial members. We continue feel 
strongly we should press forward as rapidly as possible create collective SEA de- 

fense with those nations now ready to proceed.” (790.5/7-1654)
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| Now that cease-fire has been arranged in Indochina, Indonesians | | 
| will be more inclined to continue policy of “wait and see’’. This fits 

| their natural bent to inaction when facing weighty complex prob- 
| lems, and cessation of shooting in SEA will now, in their view, give 

further license to this attitude. ao | 
| Indonesian motives range over all-too-familiar spectrum neutral- 

| ist arguments. Many responsible Indonesians, in and out of govern- 
ment, gravely concerned over growing strength Red China, but 

| most appear inclined to allow matter develop in its own way and 

| hope for best. Indonesia is not prepared, because of its whole ‘‘neu- \ 
tralist independent” approach to foreign affairs, action which | 

| would be equivalent of saying “we regard China as threat to peace 
| of SEA” and would much prefer to avoid making any far-reaching : 
7 decisions. In addition, in Indonesia writing and discussion of prob- | 
| lem, the thought crops up that in last analysis Britain and US | 
| would never let Indonesia fall to Chinese, and that their island po- | 
| sition plus allied air and sea power makes it possible for them to : 

enjoy a free ride and postpone taking decision on China problem. | 

| _ Future attitude of Indonesians will largely depend on “new signs” : 
| of Communist aggression. If this threat develops from without they _ | 

| are not likely to warm to idea of mutual security unless the threat | 
| seems to be immediately directed at Indonesia. Indonesia also is : 

| not oblivious to possible danger of “liberation” from within. Even | 
| non-Communist leaders in present government entertain misgiv- | 

| ings re Indonesian Communist intentions and most opposition lead- ss | 
| ers are even more sensitive to Communist threat, both internal and == | 

external anes: mo | 
| I agree fully with Department’s views that. we should press for- si, 

| ward as rapidly as possible with Southeast Asia defense pact. To | 
wait until what would doubtlessly be futile effort to secure partici- 
pation of “neutral’’ countries such as Indonesia would only make _ 

2 us the more vulnerable to charges of provocation, should we ap- | 

proach problem after relaxation has set in following Indochina 
cease-fire. As we progress we should take some pains to keep Indo- | 

| nesia informed to greatest degree possible in keeping with security | 

| considerations on formation of such pact. In addition to reducing | 
| Indonesian feeling that US in “high-handed manner” and without | 

consulting Indonesia taking action which may vitally affect Indone- 
sian interests, it would especially favorably impress those in sym- | 

| pathy with any action which would provide protection against Chi- | 

| nese Communist threat. | | 

| CUMMING | 

|
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790.5/1-2354 | a | 

The Ambassador in Australia (Peaslee) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET CANBERRA, July 23, 1954. 
No. 34 

Subject: Employment of Australian Forces in Defense of Southeast 
ia. 

Ref: London’s despatch 2462 January 19: London’s Telegram 3198 
to the Department January 27, rptd Canberra 6 Wellington 38; 
London’s Telegram 3946 to the Department March 13, rptd 
Canberra 7 Wellington 40; and London’s Telegram No. 1 July 8 
to Canberra.! 

In an interview July 21 with Assistant Secretary Plimsoll of the 
Department of External Affairs, question was raised regarding the 
timing of Cabinet consideration of the so-called Melbourne propos- 
als which resulted from the visit to Australia and New Zealand of 
Field Marshal Sir John Harding. In the case of Australia, the es- 

sence of these proposals was that Australian forces should bolster 
and supplement United Kingdom forces in Southeast Asia and pos- 
sibly assume some of the roles and missions presently allocated to 
the United Kingdom. As a concomitant, Australian responsibilities 
in Malta and the Middle East would be reduced. | - 

Mr. Plimsoll pointed out that the proposal when advanced some | 
months ago was deemed inappropriate for consideration by a gov- 

ernment which was facing an election. He then added that he 
knew of no plan to have the matter come before Cabinet in the 

near future and stated that it would certainly not be considered at 
the Cabinet meeting July 22. He inferred that because of the gov- 
ernment’s concentration on the question of a settlement in Indo- 

China, and the formation of a Southeast Asian Treaty Organiza- 

tion, the government’s decision regarding placement of forces 

would not be made until the atmosphere in Indo-China cleared and : 

responsibilities of participants in SEATO were indicated. 
For the Ambassador: 

| AVERY F.. PETERSON 
| Counselor of Embassy 

1 None printed.
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| 790.5/7-2354 - 
| 

| ... Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of | 
~. Commonwealth Affairs (Horsey) | 

| SECRET [WASHINGTON,] July 23, 1954. 

| Subject: Proposed South East Asia Collective Security Conference , 

| Participants: Mr. G.R. Laking, Minister, New Zealand Embassy 

| Mr. R. H. Wade, First Secretary, New Zealand ° 

Embassy rs 
| — Mr. MacArthur—C OC 
| | Mr. Galloway—C | 
| _. Mr. Horsey—BNA tee | 
| _ Mr. Laking first commented that recent publicity on arrange- | 
| ments for the conference was most unfortunate, particularly since 

| the British were still in the process of consulting the Colombo : 
powers. Mr. MacArthur fully agreed, particularly since this puts us : 

in a very difficult position with friends with whom we do not share | 
~ so fully, as we have with such countries as New Zealand, our think- 

| ing on this subject. =  ©— | | es | 
| On the place of the proposed conference, Mr. Laking said that | 

| New Zealand’s preference was for Washington because of the good 

| facilities it gave them, although he saw some advantages in Baguio. 

| Mr. MacArthur said we had not at all made up our minds but had 
| simply put this forward as one suggestion to be considered amongst _ 

| others. Mr. Laking also mentioned Singapore as a possibility. In | 

any case, Mr. Laking said that his Government thought it was im- | 
| portant. not to make a decision on the place until we had the re- 

| sults of the British consultation with the Colombo powers. . 
| Mr. Laking asked what our present thought was on including : 

| “Formosa”, Japan and the ROK. Mr. MacArthur said that there 
| were powerful reasons for including them but that we recognized | 

| the great difficulties which this would cause elsewhere. He thought | 

the pact should be openended, with the idea that they could ulti- | 
| mately join. Meanwhile, in order to avoid the question of who were | 

| the inviting powers and who the invited, the net result of our : 

| present consultations should perhaps be identical declarations in | 

all of the capitals concerned, setting forth that the named govern- 

| ments had decided to hold a conference, etc. This would also avoid | 
the bad result of having any governments which did not wish to | 
attend being put in the position of having to set forth formally and 

| officially their reasons for not doing so. On progress thus far, we | 

| had heard that the Indonesians declined, preferring to proceed 
| with their policy of “active neutrality’. The Burmese likewise de- 
| clined but in terms which held out hope that their situation might 

| i 

| 

| , |
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change within, say, a year. We had not heard the position of India 
and Pakistan but were leaving to the British the initiative in 

regard to consulting the Colombo powers. 
Mr. Laking asked whether any thought was being given to orga- 

nizing a North Asian collective defense group. Mr. MacArthur re- 

viewed our various security arrangements in the area and said that 
bringing them together in such an organization might well be one 
possibility, having in mind that ultimately it could be meshed with 
the similar organization for South East Asia. However, we had not 

yet formed any definite views on this. | 
In conclusion Mr. MacArthur said we wished to keep in close 

touch with the New Zealand Embassy and would welcome com- 
ments and suggestions from them at any time as work in this field 

progressed. | | | : 

790.5/T-2354 | . | | 

Memorandum by the Regional Planning Adviser in the Bureau of 
_ Far Eastern Affairs (Ogburn) to the Acting Assistant Secretary of — 

State for Far Eastern Affairs (Drumright) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| July 23, 1954. 

Subject: Invitations to Conference on Collective Defense for South- 
~ east Asia . 

According to current telegrams on the subject, we have an un- 

derstanding with the British whereby invitations to attend a con- 
ference on collective defense for Southeast Asia and the Southwest 
Pacific are to be sent by us to the Philippines and Thailand, by the 
British to Australia, New Zealand, Ceylon, India, Pakistan, Burma 

- and Indonesia, and to France by the two governments jointly; pre- 
_ liminary soundings-out of the governments to receive invitations 
are to be conducted in accordance with the same division.! 

I have set forth my views on this matter to Mr. Day and Mr. 
Sturm of PSA but without apparently having succeeded in impress- 
ing them very much. Nevertheless, I should like to go on record as 

stating that I believe we are making a mistake in subscribing to 

such arrangements as these. 

I can see no justification for the British undertaking a unilateral 

approach to Burma and Indonesia on the question of their partici- 

pation in collective defense arrangements in Southeast Asia. What 

| 1 Two handwritten marginal notes read: “This was done in agreement with Brit- 

ish. I agree that it would perhaps have been better to have had a joint appeal to 

Indonesia and Burma. However, I doubt if the reaction will be as dire as set forth in 

p. 3 of your memo [last two paragraphs]. E[verett] F. D{[rumright]’ “Please see me 
about this. E. F. D.”
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construction will the Burmese and Indonesians put upon the fact , 
| that we are leaving the British to approach them and the Common- | 

wealth powers while we approach the Philippines and Thailand? I . le | 

| can think of only two conclusions they are likely to draw: (1) that 
| the British consider it important to have them included in the col- | 
| lective system but that the U.S. does not, or (2) that the U.S. con- | 
| siders that Burma and Indonesia lie within a British sphere of in-— 

terest in Southeast Asia as distinct from an American sphere 
| which embraces the Philippines and Thailand. It would be most un- | | 

| fortunate for the Burmese and Indonesians to derive either of these | 
_ impressions. It would be particularly unfortunate in the case of the | 

Indonesians; the Burmese were at least once part of the British | 
| Commonwealth. | ne | 

‘We have, it seems to me, an inexorable propensity for approach- — | | 

ing the colonial and former colonial parts of the world under the © 
most unfavorable auspices. We have handicapped ourselves in 

| _ . Burma—and are continuing to do so—by leaving it exclusively up ! 
| to the British to take care of Burmese military requirements, as if | 
| Burma were still part of the Commonwealth. We approach Morocco — | 
: exclusively through the French, although the relationship between | 

Morocco and France is a treaty relationship. In the post-war years, | 
we allowed Indonesia to be brought to the brink of disaster by our 
persistence in approaching the Dutch-Indonesian conflict on the 

| basis of our relationship with the Dutch; we selected Mr. DuBois 2 
| and then Mr. Cochran ° as U.S. representatives on the UN Com- | 
! mission for Indonesia because, on the basis of their personal char- | 
| acteristics, we felt that they could be depended upon to be coldly 
| unresponsive to the claims of the Indonesian nationalist move- 
| ment.* (We were fortunately wrong in both instances). In the case 

| of Indochina an irremediable disaster has resulted from our deter- 
| mination to conduct through the French our relations with the un- __ | 

_ happy peoples of the Associated States. | | 
! _ The present instance of this self-defeating habit of mind is or at 7 ! 
| least must seem to be—a relatively minor matter. Its significance, 

. however, cannot be dismissed—and I fear will not be dismissed by | 
| our Asian friends. If the Indonesian Ambassador should ask why | 

we had left it to the British to solicit Indonesian membership in | 
the new defense organization, what explanation should we offer? — | 

2 Coert DuBois, U.S. Representative during the first half of 1948 on the UN Good | 
| Offices Commission in the Netherlands East Indies. : | | 
| _ 3H. Merle Cochran, DuBois’ successor, served until 1949 and was Ambassador to | 

| _ Indonesia from late 1949 until February 1953. | re 
| * For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1948, vol. vi, pp. 57 ff., and tbid., 1949, 

vol. vu, Part 1, pp. 119 ff. , : | oa 
| —
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Incidentally, I might say that I feel the British are playing their 

relatively weak hand in Asia far more shrewdly than we are play- | 
ing our strong one. In connection with the concept of the Southeast 
Asian defense organization, I think we should give real consider- 
ation to the British position—that is, that we should go slowly in 
forming such an organization in order to give ourselves time to per- 

suade Burma, Pakistan, Ceylon, Indonesia, and India to join or, at 

least, to look with favor upon it. If we could devise any kind of ar- 
rangement that would have the effect of increasing the solidarity 

| of the non-Communist countries of the area, including the so-called 

neutrals, we should have accomplished something of outstanding 

value and significance and have imposed a formidable obstacle to 

further Communist expansion. By contrast, the kind of organiza- 

tion we propose to create, in which Thailand and the Philippines 
will be the only Asian members, will, I fear, have chiefly the effect 
of giving us the illusion of “doing something” and, rather than 
create cohesion in the non-Communist Asian world, will accentuate 

the differences among the non-Communist Asian countries—it will 
widen existing cleavages on our side of the iron curtain. Had such 
an organization existed in the past, we should still have been con- 

fronted with exactly the same choices that in the last few months 

we have found so unpalatable in Vietnam; the British (and with 

them the Australians and New Zealanders) would still not have in- 
tervened militarily in a civil war for objectives which could only 
have been achieved at the price of a war with Communist China. 
The organization we envisage would not have helped. As far as the 

future is concerned, the organization we have in mind will not, I 

venture to say, alter appreciably the prospect of a successful de- 

fense of Thailand or Burma against Communist aggression or inter- 

nal machinations. As far as Communist aggression goes, the de- 
fense of Southeast Asia will still rest upon U.S. military forces. 

With respect to Communist subversion, no international military 
organization will have much relevance to the problem. | 

How, for example, could such an organization have contributed 

to the defeat of the Communist threat in the Philippines in 1950? 
Could it have added anything to the highly successful joint efforts 

of the anti-Communist Filipinos and Americans? I think we are 
fooling ourselves if we think it could act constructively in any simi- 
lar situation in the future. If, however, we could develop any kind 
of arrangement in Asia that would bring in India, Burma and Indo- 

nesia, along with the Philippines and Thailand, and would serve as 

a constant symbol of their common interests and common determi- 

nation to preserve their freedom and a vehicle for the resolution of 

their common problems, we should have taken a genuine stride for- 

ward in the frustration of the Communists.
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| As I see it, we shall meet our problem best not by linking up | 
| those who are already strongly anti-Communist but by raising the 

level of anti-Communism generally in Asia—which means devoting | 
our major efforts to inching the neutralists forward. A chain with 

| links of moderate strength is much more useful than a chain with | 

| some strong links and some missing links. | | 

| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 . | 

! | | _ Minutes of a Meeting on Southeast Asia } | 
- oe . I 

TOP SECRET _ [WASHINGTON, | July 24, 1954. 

| SEAP Special 1 | | | | 

! Participants: Vice President Nixon | | | 

: «The White House — oo: 
Mr. Cutler 

| Defense — | | | 
| Secretary Wilson | 
2 Admiral Radford 
| Admiral Davis 

| Governor Stassen 

| State | | 
a The Secretary ) | 

| oe The Under Secretary | 
_. Mr. MacArthur ! 

| | Mr. Morton | | 
| | Mr. Drumright a - | 
: Mr. Stelle | i | 

CIA ee | 
| Mr. Allen Dulles | | | | 
! Mr. Bissell | | 

| The Secretary said that the purpose of the meeting was to dis- | 
| cuss the next steps to be taken in Southeast Asia. Pursuant to the | 
| . Eisenhower-Churchill agreement to examine the problem of the 
| defense of the area, a joint US-UK Study Group met in Washing- | 

ton and produced a report which, while there were two or three 

points of disagreement, was in the main an agreed draft. In accord- 

| ance with the terms of reference, the group considered the problem - 
| | 
| 1 Drafted by Trulock on July 26. Trulock is not listed among the participants in | 

the meeting, which was held from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
| A memorandum of the same meeting by Cutler is an attachment to a memoran- i | dum from MacArthur to the Secretary, July 27, neither printed. (790.5/7-2754) 

: | | 

|
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on two contingencies: 1) assuming no settlement was reached at 
Geneva and 2) assuming a settlement. Now that the first contin- 

gency has been eliminated and the provisions of the Geneva agree- 
ments are known, we can proceed with the next step. The Secreta- 

ry believed that we should move ahead quickly with those coun- 
tries in the area who are willing to join in a Southeast Asia Pact, 
the primary purpose of which would be to deter open aggression by 
the Chinese Communists. Another important objective would be to 
combat subversion and infiltration in the non-communist states of 
the area. This could be done principally by helping to build up 
local security forces, by economic support, and possibly by under- 
ground intelligence support. 

The Secretary said that the two primary advantages te the US in 
the proposed treaty would be that it would give the President dis- 
cretionary authority—which he does not now have—to use in the 
event of the overt Chinese aggression in the area and it would 

ensure that we would have the support of other nations in any 

action we are forced to take. 

The Secretary stressed that in his view, the treaty should not be 

drafted in such a way so as to lead the other signatories to expect 
large amounts of US military assistance to build up their armed 

forces nor should it require the stationing of large US and other 

forces in the area. He did not visualize the necessity for a large 
NATO-type organization in the area. The treaty should permit us 

to draw a line which, if crossed, would permit us to retaliate at the 

source of aggression and to do so with the support of other nations. 

The Secretary said that we would, of course, wish to strengthen 

the local forces in Cambodia and Laos and retained Vietnam to the 

extent possible under the terms of the armistice agreement. | 

Military Equipment now in North Vietnam | 

In response to a question from Mr. Allen Dulles, General Smith 
said that it would be possible under the terms of the armistice 
agreement for the French to move equipment from the North to 

the South of Vietnam. He added that Mendes-France had stated 
that he had given priority to the movement of heavy. equipment, 

particularly that furnished by the US and that Mendes-France ex- 

pected that the French would be able to move the vast majority of _ 
the equipment in the Delta to South Vietnam, although it might be 

necessary to destroy some material in the more remote areas. Gen- 

eral Smith said that the French might approach us for some assist- 

ance in moving the equipment, perhaps the loan of a few LST’s. 

Elections in Vietnam 

Secretary Wilson raised the question of elections in Vietnam in 

1956 and asked if we were likely to lose the whole country. The |
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Secretary said that—in view of the population distribution: 13 mil- 
| lion in North Vietnam; 9 million in the South—he thought that we | 

| would have to take the position in 1956 that conditions were not | 
favorable for the free expression of the will of the population. Even | 

_ though there would probably be some movement from the North to 
| the South, the fact that the people in the North would probably | 

| vote as a block made it extremely unlikely that the results of an — 
election would be favorable to us. _ | oe | 

The Proposed SEA Pact — , , 

| The Secretary raised the problem of the type of pact we should 
| try to get. He said that from a military standpoint, we should pro- | 
_ ceed rapidly with the UK, France,? Australia, New Zealand, the — | 
, Philippines and Thailand to draw up a treaty which would be de- | 
| terrent against possible aggression by China and which could ; 
| “Draw a Line” to include the Associated States even though they _ | 

were not members. He referred to the fact that Canada and Green- | 
| land were covered in the Rio Pact, even though Canada and Den- | 

‘mark were not signatories. This type of military alliance would _ | 
| probably not attract any adherents except the seven he had listed. | 
| On the other hand, a treaty which contained provisions regarding | 

| the economic welfare of the area, while it might eventually attract — | 
| some of the Colombo powers and Japan, would delay the formation — 
: of a defense arrangement if we waited for some of these powers to _ | 
|. come in. He thought that the best solution would be to proceed im- | 

mediately with those who are ready to draft a military treaty and 
| _ to perhaps include language in the treaty regarding economic and | 
| cultural cooperation which might attract other Asian nations to- 

wards associated membership, leaving the treaty “open-ended’’, so | 
| ‘that they could come in later. | | / 
, Secretary Wilson asked about India and added his view that | 
| without the Colombo Powers, we wouldn’t have much in Southeast | 

Asia. Mr. Cutler asked why we couldn’t begin with the economic : 
| treaty first, thereby attracting those Asian nations who would not | 
! sign a military agreement and giving the whole project an Asian | 
| flavor from the start. : 
| The Secretary said that the UK had already extended invitations 
: _ to the Colombo powers and that Pakistan would probably be will- | 

| ing to join but this would raise the problem of East Bengal. Gener- 

| In telegram 299 to Paris, July 23, repeated for information to London and 
| Saigon, the Department reported that at the request of the French Embassy, and | 

with the agreement of the United Kingdom, France had been brought “up to date } 
_ on present situation re Southeast Asia collective security arrangement. French reac- | 

tion obviously relieved and pleased France to be included as founding member in | 
any SEA collective defense. Embassy Officer gave his informal opinion Paris feels 
urgent press ahead with creation collective defense.that area.” (790.5/7-2354) | . | 

_ , |
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al Smith said that Pakistan would probably follow our advice in 
this respect. He said that Eden had asked us not to press for Cam- 
bodian membership, since the British thought this would be in vio- 
lation of the implied “neutralization” of the Associated States in 
the Geneva agreements. Eden believed that this might jeopardize 
eventual association by the Colombo powers. General Smith said 
that Cambodia could not contribute much in any event. He added 
that the British were willing to move ahead with us in this matter 
much more rapidly than we had expected and that they had han- 
dled the Colombo powers very skillfully so far. 

The Vice President said that it might have a salutary effect on 
world opinion if Cambodia could be included in the pact. He won- 
dered what the interpretation would be if Cambodia were left out. 

The Secretary pointed out that Vietnam and perhaps Laos were 

precluded by the terms of their armistice agreements and would be 
left out. It might look bad to have Cambodia in and the other two 

out. 

General Smith stated his belief that the only thing that produced 
an agreement at Geneva was the fear of the Chinese, probably 
strengthened by that of the Indians, that we would intervene. The 
Vice President agreed and said that it was necessary that we 
promptly show strength in the area. 

Secretary Wilson said that he thought we should back away from 
the idea of a military pact and go ahead with the economic aspects. | 

Secretary Dulles said that it would be an unmitigated disaster to 

abandon the Southeast Asia Military Pact now. | 
The Secretary said that we must create immediately authority to 

act in the event of Chinese aggression and that this pact was the 

best device to do that since it ensured that we would not act alone. 
Mr. Cutler asked if it was contemplated that the announcement 
would include a reference to the economic aspects of the treaty. 
The Secretary said that it would and read the appropriate section 
of the draft declaration. General Smith said that if we had an 

“openended” treaty so that the Colombo powers could associate 
themselves with the economic aspects, it would make it easier to 

obtain at least their benevolent neutrality in the event of hostil- 
ities. He said that Burma had its own military problems at the 
moment but might associate itself with the economic and cultural 

aspects of the treaty. Secretary Wilson asked about Indonesia, 
which he described as the most vital part of the area to us. Mr. 
MacArthur said that we had received a report which indicated that 
Indonesians would reply to the invitation in the negative, stating 
that they wished to maintain their ‘active neutrality.” He said 
that their stance would probably be determined by the attitude of 

the other Colombo powers. The Secretary said that in drawing the
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line, what was inside the line was not as important as the notice | 
we would give to the world that if the line were crossed, we would : 
retaliate. Secretary Wilson asked where in Indochina we would : 

2 draw the line. The Secretary replied that it would include Laos, 
Cambodia and retained Vietnam. Governor Stassen asked if the 

| ‘UK was willing to draw the line there. Mr. MacArthur replied that | 
| the UK had agreed to that line in the Study Group but that both | 

- governments had participated on an ad referendum basis. The Vice | 
President asked if there were any precedent for a treaty under 

| which certain powers could associate themselves with part of the 

| treaty, but not with all of it. The Secretary replied in the negative 
| but said that if the two aspects could be combined in one treaty, 

| leaving open the future association of other Asian nations with the 
| economic and cultural aspects, it might be the most astute way to 

approach the problem. He was skeptical, however, regarding the 
| likelihood of the association of the Colombo Powers. General Smith | 
| said that we might get one of them now and perhaps more of them 

later. | | | | | 
| The Vice President wished to confirm that we would proceed 

. with the military aspects first. The Secretary said that this had : 
| been agreed to by the President and Sir Winston, that the text of a ! 
| draft treaty had already been considered and circulated on a limit- | 
| ed basis, and that it would be very harmful to back away from the | 
| military treaty at this point. The Vice President asked if we would | 
| ‘start breaking ground now on the economic aspects. The Secretary _ : 

! said that we would. Governor Stassen said that he would designate | 
appropriate officers in his agency to contact Mr. Baldwin in State 

| regarding the economic aspects of the SEA treaty. , ee 

The Secretary said that we would like to get Admiral Radford’s | 
: views on the nature of the proposed treaty. Admiral Radford said | 

| _ that the JCS were concerned that a NATO-type treaty would in- | 
| volve commitment of US resources and manpower to defend the _ , 
2 local area and that the other powers to the treaty would be stimu- | 
| lated to make requests for military assistance which would be far ! 
| out of proportion to our present capabilities and to the relative im- | 

| portance to our national security. | | 
| ~Governor Stassen understood Admiral Radford’s concern but said 

that the MAAG’s were one of the most effective ways to combat 
| subversion in under developed countries. They were a great contri- | 

, bution toward political stability. He referred specifically to the case ) 
of Iran. Admiral Radford agreed, but said that the presence of advi- | 

| ‘sory missions always added impetus to requests for assistance. — 

| ~ General Smith said that no massive Chinese invasion was expect- 
| ed at this time; rather we should be prepared to meet the “Viet | 

| Minh type” of warfare. This was why he had insisted that the 
| PS 

| , : '
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French retain two bases and their training missions in Laos. He 

told Mr. Allen Dulles he had asked Mendes-France to send one of 
his best men here to talk with him. He hoped that an able and in- 

| telligent Vietnamese might be able to join them in discussing the 
| covert side of the picture. | 

Retention of the MAAG in Retained Vietnam 

There was a discussion as to whether we could retain our MAAG 
in South Vietnam. The Secretary said that we had not reached a 

final conclusion on this and certain other questions involving inter- 

pretation of the agreements but that Mr. Phleger was giving it his 

full attention now and we would pass on our conclusions to the | 

other interested agencies as soon as possible. Mr. MacArthur said 

that Embassy Saigon had recommended that the air force techni- 
cians in Vietnam be transferred to the MAAG roles, thus giving us 
an additional 100 figures to play with. It was generally agreed that 

this would be a good idea which Defense would pursue. 

Consulate in Hanoi 

Regarding the maintenance of a consulate in Hanoi, there was 

general agreement that it would be to our advantage to keep as 
many people in North Vietnam as possible and that we should 
allow the Communists to take the initiative in any sealing of the 
area. 

Trade with North Vietnam 

- The Secretary said that Secretary Weeks had raised, in the last 

cabinet meeting, the problem of cutting off trade with North Viet- 
nam and that he understood that Commerce would refuse to issue 

export licenses pending further clarification of our position. It was 
agreed that this policy should be examined carefully and that all 

aspects of the problem should be considered. | 

Forces in the Area 

Governor Stassen suggested that it might be a good idea from a 

psychological standpoint, if not a military standpoint, to have a 

regimental combat team or a regiment of Marines showing the flag 

in the area such as Bangkok. Mr. Allen Dulles said that he hoped 
we could obtain a volunteer air force in Thailand similar to the 
Flying Tigers. | 

Announcement Regarding SEA Pact 

| The Vice President said it might be helpful for the President to 

make a major foreign policy speech to coincide with the announce- 

ment regarding setting up of SEATO. Mr. MacArthur said that the | 
present plans were for identic announcements to be made in the 

capitals of all seven powers (US, UK, France, Australia, New Zea-
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| land, Thailand, Philippines) stating that the governments were ap- 
pointing representatives to meet to begin drafting the treaty. Mr. | | 

Cutler asked if our tactics were to put ourselves forward as the 
| leaders in this exercise. He cautioned that we must not play up our | 

role domestically so that we alienate potential Asian members. The | 
Vice President recognized this danger and said that a second possi- | 
bility would be for the Senate to pass a resolution endorsing our | 
participation in the treaty. The Secretary said that this had merit. 

| Governor Stassen suggested that it might be useful to have the | 
Senate resolution follow the joint announcement by the seven 
powers. | — | | 

Indonesia a | 
| [ 

: The Vice President said he wished to stress the importance of 
: doing everything we can in Indonesia since this was an area which 
| could easily go either way. | | 

: Governor Stassen said that he believed the Chinese Communists 
| would concentrate on the off-shore islands, Formosa, Malaya and 
| Indonesia. Admiral Radford said that one of the urgent tasks was | | 

| to assist the Chinese Nationalists in working with the Chinese mi- | 
nority groups in the countries of Southeast Asia. - | on | , 
Northeast Asia _ | 

_ ‘The Vice President urged that we should step up, rather than | 
cut back, our aid to Formosa and Korea. Admiral Radford said that : 

: the JCS agreed that we must maintain and strengthen our position 
| in Northeast Asia. He hoped that we could eventually have a pact — | 
| covering the ROK, Japan, Formosa and perhaps the Philippines. 

| The Vice President said that he hoped that the Secretary would be 
| able to give his personal attention to the problem of Japanese- | 

Korean relations, which was one of the stumbling blocks to effec- 
| tive defense arrangements among the countries in that area. __ : 

po oe | 
| 790.5/T-2454: Telegram - | | 

: | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan } | 

| SECRET WASHINGTON, July 24, 1954—2:31 p.m. | 
| PRIORITY | | 

| 92. FYI. On basis US-UK agreement reached at Geneva, UK | 
! Govt now consulting Govts of Australia New Zealand Burma | 

Ceylon India Indonesia Pakistan re possibility those govts partici- | 

| —_—__—— | : 
1 Drafted by Galloway, and cleared with the Secretary, among others. Repeated to | 

Bangkok, Canberra, Colombo, Djakarta, Manila, New Delhi, Rangoon, Wellington, | 
London, and Paris. an | | 

|
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pating in establishment collective defense SEA. US/UK Govts will 

also consult French Govt this matter and US Govt has already de- 
termined that Govts Philippines and Thailand are prepared partici- 

pate. US/UK Govts have agreed consultations should be completed 

so that by about August 7 those govts willing participate can ap- 
point representatives to meet together not later than September 1 
for purpose making recommendations to govts on establishment 

collective defense. End FYI. | 

Info now available indicates probability India Indonesia Burma 
Ceylon will not wish participate initially in collective defense. In 
this situation, UK consultations will probably be designed to per- 

suade those govts adopt favorable attitude toward establishment 
collective defense or at least not to oppose it. 

Attitude Pakistan not yet known; however we anticipate GOP 
might be willing participate from outset in efforts establish collec- 
tive defense. Before taking definite position this matter, however, 

GOP presumably would wish ascertain US views re most desirable _ 
course of action for GOP. In view attitudes other “Colombo 
Powers” we inclined doubt advisability GOP becoming initial par- 

ticipant since such action might well have effect of influencing 
Indian attitude toward adopting hostile position re creation collec- 

tive defense, with consequent unfavorable effects other “Colombo 
Powers’. Furthermore if GOP did not become initial participant it 

might be able exert constructive influence other “Colombo Powers” 
and help bring about, in short term, favorable attitude others 

toward SEA collective defense, and in long run participation other 

“Colombo Powers’”’ in collective defense. 
Foregoing represents tentative thinking re possible courses of 

action for GOP and we would wish have opportunity consult with 

, UK and perhaps other govts before expressing definitive views to 

GOP should latter request them. However, for time being you 
should be guided by above in any discussions you may have with 
officials GOP. | | 

DULLES
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| 790.5/7-2654: Telegram 7 Oe 

| The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of _ 

| State! — | 

| | | | 

SECRET Karacut, July 26, 1954—4 p.m. | 
| 88. Re Department telegram 92? (repeated Delhi 102, Colombo | 

| 24, Rangoon 57, Djakarta 112). Embassy agrees assumption refer- 

ence telegram GOP willingness join collective defense SEA from 

outset though Embassy without any direct indication attitude GOP. 
However, Embassy has some doubt wisdom indicating to GOP, | 
prior ascertaining their own thinking, tentative position United 

States set forth reference telegram reference desirability GOP re- 
| fraining initial participation SEA security arrangement. Embassy 

| thinks some advantage in first trying get GOP’s honest thinking, 
| especially Prime Minister, on subject matter prior indicating 

| United States thinking along lines reference telegram. 
Reference tactics proposed reference telegram seems possible | 

| Embassy that GOP might exert more favorable influence on doubt- 
| ful Colombo powers by joining SEATO earlier rather than later. | 
: Would be interested reaction Embassies Delhi, Rangoon, Colombo, | | 
: Djakarta this point. ks 7 | | 

| cs Ce kn ee, | | HILDRETH | 

| 1 Repeated to Colombo, Djakarta, New Delhi, and Rangoon. 
| 2 Dated July 24, supra. | | 

| 790.5/7-2654 : - ee | 

: Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
| Chinese Affairs (McConaughy) | 

| SECRET — | Cee ep [WASHINGTON, | July 26, 1954. | 

Subject: Southeast Asia Security Organization _ a _ | 

Participants: Sir Roger Makins, British Ambassador __ | 
Mr, R.HL Scott, British Minister 

| The Secretary | 
| The Under Secretary a 

| Mr. McConaughy, Director, Office of Chinese Affairs | 

: During the call on the Secretary by Ambassador Makins, the fol- | 
| lowing was discussed: | 

! Southeast Asia Defense Organization. Ambassador Makins, refer- 
_ ring to Eden’s statement in Commons in which he assumed neither | 

Cambodia, Laos, nor South Vietnam would be a party to a defense | 
| 

| 
| |
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pact although their territory presumably would be covered,! ex- 
pressed the hope of his Government that we would take the same 
position. 

The Secretary replied that our lawyers were still studying the 
matter; offhand, it seemed that Cambodia had the legal right to 

- enter a defense arrangement, South Vietnam did not, and Laos’ 

right was fuzzy, its position being somewhere in between. We 
would like to take cognizance in some way of the courageous stand , 
of the Cambodians at Geneva; they had earned the status by the 
spunk they showed in holding out for full freedom of action. 

The Secretary remarked that recent conversations with prospec- 

tive signatories had covered fully the military problems, but had 
not given the same attention to economic problems. He felt that | 
economic assistance to Southeast Asia might prove more important 

than military assistance. We do not expect early overt military ag- 
gression, though we must guard against it as the police guard 

against lawlessness even in an orderly community. Military meas- 

ures were necessary to provide the atmosphere of security indispen- 

sable to economic progress. There would undoubtedly be strenuous 

competition between the free and communist portions of Vietnam 

to see which could show greater economic advancement. It would 

be important to assist the free portion as well as other countries in 

the area. He observed that a multilateral economic mutual assist- _ 
ance agreement would be very important, regardless of whether it 
was a part of the military pact or separate and distinct. It would be 

highly desirable to bring Japan into such an economic pact at some 

stage; it was important to give Japan better access to markets and 

raw materials in Indonesia, Pakistan, and India. : 

Ambassador Makins, agreeing, also stressed the importance of 

the political or administrative phase. Apart from the military and 
economic factors, the countries could not cope with domestic ad- 

ministration or curb subversion and infiltration without an effec- 
tive civil service, which we could aid them to establish. 

The Under Secretary was inclined to believe that Cambodia 
should be kept out of the military side of the proposed pact for the 
present; he had informed some colleagues at Geneva that although 
not committing his Government, he would use his personal influ- 
ence in that direction. Cambodia and the other countries concerned 
could come in immediately on the nonmilitary phase. Pakistan was 

| prepared to participate fully if invited; however, he was inclined: to 
agree with Eden that there would be a better chance of bringing in 
more of the Colombo powers at a later stage if neither Pakistan or 

1 For text of this statement made on July 22, see Parliamentary Debates, House of | 
Commons, 5th Series, vol. 530, cols. 1570-1571.
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| Cambodia was brought in now. It might be possible to bring them _ | 
in a year hence. - | | | 

| The Secretary thought this estimate somewhat optimistic; it 
| would be difficult to bring in Pakistan without India. 

| _ The Under Secretary thought India’s course would depend large- 
ly on whether the influence of men like Pillai? or those like 
Krishna Menon proved dominant. | | - 

_ The Ambassador observed that except for East Bengal, the orien- 
tation of Pakistan was more toward the Middle East than South- 
east Asia. — | 

| The Ambassador and the Under Secretary agreed the situation 
| in East Bengal was precarious. It was mentioned that Australian 

| ~ Foreign Minister Casey, former Governor of Bengal, had expressed 

| deep anxiety. | | - | 
| The Under Secretary remarked that it was clear the signatories 

of a military pact would have to react if the line established at | 
|. Geneva were violated by the Communists. Possibly the line would | 

| not. be defended locally, but the pact would immediately become op- | 
erative and action of some sort would be taken. The Ambassador | 

| agreed that violation of the line would bring the military provi- | 
| sions of a pact into force. | 

| The Secretary remarked that the Western coloration of the pro- | 
| posed pact was unfortunate. As it now stood the principal members | 

| would be the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Austra- — | 
lia, and New Zealand—all Western powers. It was true that Thai- | 

| land and the Philippines presumably would adhere but their influ- — 
| ence was limited and the adherence of additional Asian countries 

would be desirable. — - | Oo 

| f 2 Narayana Raghavan Pillai, Secretary General of the Ministry of External Af- 

po airs. | | | : - 

| | 790.5/7-2654: Telegram Os oo | | | 

; oo The Chargé in Burma (Acly) to the Department of State | 

| SECRET | Eo | - Rancoon, July 26, 1954—4 p.m. | 

| 66. In general conversation this morning Tun Shein, Permanent _ | 
Secretary Foreign Office, told me that although GUB has no illu- | 

| sions about Communist China circumstances would not permit | 
| Burma participate in SEA joint defense arrangements. He empha- | 
: sized however that GUB would not be hostile to such arrangements | 
| by others pointing out no unfavorable comment yet made by any 

GUB official. | | 

a 

| 
| |
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Comment: This reiterates information given Ambassador .. . 
(Embtel 31)! and contrary to statement attributed to departing 
Indian Ambassador Chettur in Calcutta Statesman July 24 that 
Burma would do best prevent SEATO. 

| | ACLY 

1 In this telegram, dated July 13, Ambassador Sebald had summarized a conversa- 

tion with a Burmese official. The section concerning SEATO reads: 
“GUB will not join SEATO but will adopt benevolent neutral attitude. Comment: 

He felt GUB must not get too far ahead Burmese public opinion which still thinking 
in terms colonialism.” (790B.00/7-1354) 

790.5/T-2754 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge of 
Pakistan-Afghanistan Affairs (Metcalf) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,| July 27, 1954. 

Subject: The Ambassador’s Observations on SEATO 

Participants: Mr. S. Amjad Ali, Ambassador of Pakistan 
| NEA—Mr. Jernegan 

SOA—Mr. Metcalf 

In conversation yesterday the Ambassador on his initiative of- 
fered some observations on the character of a South East Asia de- 
fense arrangement. He said that on the assumption that the forth- 
coming meeting of Asian and other powers would address itself to 
the actual organization of such an arrangement, it seemed very im- 
portant to him that the allocation and provision of troops should be 
an integral part of the plan. He said that this point would have a 
great psychological effect on the small, weak nations of South East 
Asia. The Ambassador could see two contingencies in that area: 

either outright invasion of some nation by Red China (which he 
said would probably mean general war), or a Viet Minh-type of op- 
eration (which he said would be the more likely prospect). Without | 
the allocation of troops for ready use in the area, the Ambassador 
was not sure that small nations would be willing to provoke the 

Chinese by adhering to a collective security arrangement. The Am- 
bassador cited Burma as an example of such a nation. 

Mr. Jernegan ! wondered whether Burma had to worry about a 
Viet Minh-type development within its borders. The Ambassador | 
replied that according to his information from Karachi, there were 

communist “cells” in northern Burma which could become active 
and which were of some concern to Pakistan, which shared a fron- 

1 John D. Jernegan, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South : 
Asian, and African Affairs.
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| tier with Burma. Also the Pakistanis understand that Chou En-lai : 
| told the Prime Minister of Burma ? during their recent meeting in | 
| Rangoon that they should meet again for further talks. | - | 

Mr. Jernegan observed that our thinking on SEATO was in the | 
| formative stage, but that it was his understanding that eventual 
, troop provision was not necessarily to be excluded from the organi- 

zation. He pointed out that NATO itself did not have any troops 
| when it was first created. He added that if the Asian participants : 

| in the forthcoming conference should give emphasis to this point, 
| he was sure it would become a matter for consideration. | ) 
| - The Ambassador said that on his own initiative he was pressing | 

his Government to give serious thought to participation in SEATO. | | 
7 He believed he had won Foreign Minister Zafrulla over to his line | 

of thinking. He could go no further, however, until he had a better 

| . idea of what the U.S. attitude would be toward Pakistan’s relation 
| to SEATO. (He added that the Australian Ambassador, Sir Percy 

Spender, would like to see Pakistan join up at the beginning.) The | 

Ambassador said that Pakistan had the “bodies”; the requirement 
now wasequipment. 7 | 

/ Mr. Jernegan remarked that there were various aspects to be 
| considered, including the possible need of Pakistan to build up its 
| economy before trying to support larger forces. He wondered 
| whether this could be accomplished very soon. He went on to ask ; 
| whether the Ambassador really thought it would be desirable for ; 
| Pakistan to join SEATO if all the other Colombo powers stood 

| aloof. Might it not be better, in the long run, for Pakistan to 
| remain outside and exert its influence on the others to modify | 

their policies in the direction of eventual participation? The Am- j 
| bassador did not directly answer this last question but said that if 

Pakistan made up its mind to join SEATO it would probably make | 
a determined effort to get Ceylon to do likewise. If both Ceylon and | 

, Pakistan joined, he thought this would have real advantages. | 
The implication was left that he was not sure it would be advan- | 

| tageous for Pakistan alone to participate. | oe | | 

; | 

—, 
|
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790.5/1-2854: Telegram 

The Ambassador in Indonesia (Cumming) to the Department of 
State } 

SECRET | DJAKARTA, July 28, 1954—2 p.m. 

182. Noforn. During conversation with President Sukarno this 

morning I asked him what his attitude was towards a proposed 
SEATO. He replied that he thought it best for Indonesia to remain 

outside. After a slight pause he added “certainly at this time’. 
Later in the conversation I reverted to the subject and asked him 
what Indonesian attitude would be towards a SEATO when it came 
into being; whether he would oppose it or adopt a benevolent atti- 
tude. He replied that he personally thought it would be a good 

thing for those countries that cared to join; that so far as he could 
see his attitude would be “neither plus nor minus’. He acquiesced 
to my suggestion that that meant in effect he would have a benevo- 

lent attitude, adding that a lot would depend on the actions taken 

by SEATO. He said that while it was none of his business, he 
thought it would be a mistake for us to invite Indonesia to join as 
such an approach might be taken by some Indonesians as a form of 
pressure to draw Indonesia away from its independent policy into 

our defensive system. | 
The President then said that in a few minutes he expected the 

British Ambassador, who is going on leave in a few days, to call on 

him and that he anticipated Morland would ask him the same 

question I had re SEATO. He said his reply would be the same as 
the one given me and cryptically added, “I do not know whether he 
will like my answer”. — 

CUMMING 

1 Repeated to Bangkok, London, New Delhi, and Rangoon. 

790.5/7-2854: Telegram 

The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State 3 

SECRET New DE HI, July 28, 1954—3 p.m. 

118. Department’s 102, July 24 (sent Karachi 92) 2? and Karachi’s 
9, July 26 (sent Department 88).? This Embassy concurs that par- 
ticipation in SEATO by Pakistan would increase Indian hostility 

against collective security arrangement for Southeast Asia. Howev- 

1 Repeated for information to Colombo, Djakarta, Karachi, London, and Rangoon. | 

2 Ante, p. 671. | 
3 Ante, p. 673.
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| er, it seems clear that India will oppose such arrangement anyway, 

| _ particularly in view of Indian chairmanship of Indochina Cease-fire ! 

| Commission. 

| There are pros and cons to Pakistan participation as viewed from : 

New Delhi. Arguments against Pakistan participation include fact | 

| that United States military aid to Pakistan is already important 
| reason for India’s increasing relations with Red China. Further | 

Indian concern regarding Pakistan at this moment might change | 

| GOI attitude on Indochina Commission. Moreover, in view of Paki- 
stan’s economic conditions, it might not be desirable to encourage | 

Pakistan to increase its commitments or to lean too heavily on US 
| for additional support. While there is little likelihood that Paki- 

2 stan’s abstention would soften Indian attitude substantially, less 
| polemics in press and public statements against SEATO would be 
| made if Pakistan is not member. | a 

| On other hand, Pakistan’s participation might have favorable 

| effect on Burma and Ceylon. While Burmese would probably not 
| say so publicly, they would in fact feel more assured of prompt sup- 

| port in case of Chinese attack, just as Afghans now feel help could 
| come to them through West Pakistan if USSR attacks. Closeness of / 

! East Pakistan to vulnerable areas of South Asia would serve as jus- i 

| tification for Pakistan participation. If Pakistan collective security | 
| connections remain solely with Turkey and Middle East, we may | 
| find it difficult to justify introduction of US military equipment | 
| into East Pakistan, whereas Pakistan’s membership in South Asian © | 
| arrangement would make American equipment and some person- } 
| nel in Dacca understandable. Moreover, it may be difficult to find | 
! adequate basis for refusing Pakistan participation if GOP shows | 
| strong desire to join either initially or later. I am inclined to think | 

views of GOP should be chief determinant. Impact on India would 
| be lessened if one other Colombo power could be induced to join. | 
| Ceylon seems most likely candidate, and Pakistan may wish to 
! sound out Ceylon. If, in addition, some indication of benevolent at- | 

| titude by Burma could be obtained, Nehru could hardly lash out | 
| against all his immediate neighbors. 

| | | | |
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790.5/7-2854: Telegram | | a oo 

: The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom } 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, July 28, 1954—[7?] p.m. 

589. It very important that from beginning prospective members 
SEA collective defense Australia France New Zealand Philippines 
Thailand UK and certain other interested Govts understand US 

~ concept SEA pact. In particular they should know we do not envis- 

age SEA security pact developing into NATO-type organization 
with large permanent machinery under which large local forces-in- 

being are to be created with substantial US financial support and 

to which US would be committed contribute forces for local de- 
fense. On contrary US envisages security pact which will 1) deter 
Communist overt aggression and 2) permit US and others assist in 

increasing stability local areas, improving effectiveness local forces 
both military and police and hence ability local govts prevent Com- 

munist infiltration and subversion which seems more probable 

than overt aggression. | 

If matter becomes subject conversation you authorized outline 
US views on general objectives and nature SEA pact making fol- 
lowing points which we are making here to Embassies. 

1. Insofar as overt Communist armed aggression concerned, main | 
objective pact should be to deter it. Agreement by parties that 
armed attack on any of them or on any territories which they 
should by unanimous agreement designate, would endanger peace 
and security of each and that each would act to meet common 
danger in accordance with its constitutional processes, would put 
Communists on notice aggression would be met by armed action 
and would provide necessary deterrent against such aggression. 

2. Primary problem however is to frustrate Communist subver- 
sion and infiltration in area. Deterrent provided by pact against 
armed aggression will be of value in instilling confidence this score 
into govts of area and will thus also operate increase their capac- 
ities deal with subversion and infiltration. Improvement in effec- 
tiveness military and police forces local countries will also assist 
them counter subversion and infiltration. This should in fact be 
primary objective toward which such improvements should be di- 
rected. Would be profitless attempt create massive local forces with 
any object of stopping massive attack. But will be useful improve 
and streamline military and police establishments in local coun- 
tries with object reducing possibilities subversion of legitimate 
ovts. 

. 3. If pact fails deter overt aggression members would then have — 
deal with aggressor in most feasible and most effective manner. 

1 Drafted by Stelle and MacArthur and cleared by the latter with the Secretary, 
among others. Sent also to Bangkok, Canberra, Manila, Paris, and Wellington; re- 

peated for information to Colombo, Djakarta, Karachi, New Delhi, Rangoon, Seoul, 

Taipei, and Tokyo.
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| | Particular types action which should be undertaken would natural- : 
| ly depend upon forces which parties could bring to bear and cir- 

cumstances at time aggression. | 
4, Treaty should have general provision for economic cooperation 

among members and with other like-minded countries e.g., Co- | 
lombo Powers Japan etc. in general area. However decision as to 

| best method proceed in economic field will first require consider- _ | 
| ‘able US study and subsequently exchanges views with interested 
| countries. | | | 

| . | | | | 

| 790.5/7-2854: Telegram | a | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 1 

‘SECRET | WASHINGTON, July 28, 1954—8:14 p.m. | ; 

| 591. Today we informed diplomatic reps Australia France New | 
! Zealand. Philippines Thailand U.K. our views on possible procedure | 

and timing re organizing SEA collective defense on following | 
| lines:? Ls | oe | 

| 1. Consultations with interested governments. By August 7 pre- | 

| liminary consultations should be completed with those govern- 

| ments which might possibly wish participate in organizing SEA col- | 
| lective defense. | 

| 2. Announcement re collective defense arrangement. On or about 
| August 7 (following consultations para 1) governments which have | 

! signified intention participate should make simultaneous identic 

| announcements in respective capitals stating intention establish 

! collective defense arrangement and agreement hold meeting for / 
| this purpose at a date and place to be specified in this announce- 

| ment. | | 

| a. Date. U.S. believes meeting should be held not later than | 
| Sept. 6. | | | 
| b. Place. U.S. believes Baguio would be appropriate place. We | 
| would be willing meet Honolulu if others wish or consider other | 
| possible sites. We believe Washington or Singapore not appropri- | 
| ate. 

| c. Level of representation. U.S. believes meeting should be at For- | 
| eign Minister level. 
| __ d. Duration. We anticipate meeting would last about three or | 

| four days. - | | 
| | | | 

| 1Sent also to Bangkok, Canberra (with instruction to repeat to Wellington), | 
: Manila, and Paris. Drafted by MacArthur and cleared by him in substance with the | 

Secretary. | 

2 A record of several of the conversations held for this purpose on July 28 and 29 t 
| is in Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 355. | | 
So a |
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3. Preparations. About two or three days after announcement 
para 2 above informal working group of Reps participating govern- 
ments should meet in Washington to begin drafting treaty text. It 
is hoped this group could largely complete drafting text prior Sep- 
tember meeting, leaving only few principal questions for discussion 
and decision Foreign Ministers. 

DULLES 

790.5/7-2954: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 1 

SECRET CoLoMBo, July 29, 1954—noon. 

_ 84. Prime Minister? told me today he personally supports 
SEATO in principle but feels he must hear from all Colombo 
powers and consult with them before making decision. He said 

India and Indonesia have already cabled GOC they will not support 

SEATO. Burma and Pakistan have not yet stated their views. 
| Prime Minister also wishes more facts. Suggest high-ranking 

_London or Washington official make tour of Colombo powers ex- 

plaining details of proposed alliance. My impression is that he will 
not “go” it alone but may join if Pakistan is for it and Burma not | 
opposed to it. This is also feeling of UK High Commission here. | 

CROWE 

1 Repeated for information to Djakarta, Karachi, New Delhi, Rangoon, and 

London. 
_ 2Sir John Kotelawala. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 355 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Public Affairs Adviser in the 

Office of European Regional Affairs (Nunley) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| July 29, 1954. 

Subject: Southeast Asia Pact : 

Participants: Mr. Robert Scott, British Minister 
Mr. MacArthur, Counselor 
Mr. Galloway, C 
Mr. Nunley, RA | 

. Mr. Scott called on Mr. MacArthur at 3:00 o'clock July 29 to 
inform him of a message received July 28 from Foreign Secretary 

Eden concerning US proposals for moving ahead with a Southeast 
Asia security treaty. Mr. Scott said the UK is unable to commit 

itself at this time to the schedule proposed by the US (declaration
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of intention on August 7, followed by a ministerial conference | 
_ about September 6). Nor can it commit itself on the device of a si- | 

| multaneous identical announcement of intention by the founding 
| governments. Mr. Scott explained that Mr. Eden is still very keen 

on sounding out the Colombo Powers on associating themselves | 
: with the Geneva settlement, and is apparently giving this matter | 

: first priority. He said Mr. Eden is also anxious that the Colombo 
_ Powers be given an opportunity fully to discuss the proposed Asian | : 

_ security arrangement. The UK believes it would be premature at | 
| this time for the US to discuss the terms of a joint announcement | 

of intention with other countries. BO 
Mr. Scott reported that there appears some possibility that both 

| Pakistan and Ceylon may be willing to join in the proposed SEA | 
security arrangement, and Mr. Scott said such a development 

| might easily pave the way for Burmese accession. Both Mr. Scott. 
and Mr. MacArthur expressed the view that such participation / 

/ would be a very interesting development. | - | 
| Mr. MacArthur inquired about the meaning of the message as re- | 
| lated to the original agreement between Foreign Secretary Eden 

2 and Under Secretary Smith. Mr. Scott expressed the view that the | 
| _ UK Government does not intend any change in this agreement. He | 
| feels that the program of completing consultations with the Co- 
| lombo powers by August 7 and the holding of a meeting about Sep- | 
| tember 1 still stands. However, Mr. Scott was unable to estimate 
| when the US might expect a definitive position from the British 
| Government on the question of issuing an identical announcement | 

of intention by August 7. Mr. MacArthur stressed the advantages | 
| of the simultaneous announcement procedure as opposed to a pro- | 
| cedure of issuing invitations from the US and UK to other coun- 

2 tries, and Mr. Scott expressed a personal preference for the simul- | 
! taneous announcement procedure.! Mr. MacArthur also empha- | 
| sized the fact that considerable work will have to be done before an | 
| announcement can be issued and that it is extremely urgent to 
| obtain a definite British decision on the announcement procedure | 
| and time-table as soon as possible. 

| 1In Galloway’s memorandum of a conversation held between himself, Merchant, — | and Stelle, and Sir Robert Scott on Aug. 3, the U.S. position on this issue is set forth 
in more detail: : | 

| “From the U.S. standpoint, the issuance by the U.K. of formal invitations to the | Colombo Powers would create difficulties for the U.S. which had agreed that coun- | 
tries such as Nationalist China, Japan, and the ROK would not be invited to partici- 

| pate as initial members in a Collective Security Arrangement. Also, it was most de- | _ sirable that the formation of such a Collective Security Arrangement should, as far | | as possible, bear the stamp of initiative of Asian countries, and invitations extended | by the U.S. and the U.K. would conflict with this objective.”’ (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 355) | | | 
| | 

| 
[ 

| |
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Mr. Scott pointed out that Mr. Eden also has very definite views — 

about the relation of Cambodia to the defense arrangement. Re- 

gardless of Cambodia’s legal capacity to join a pact, Mr. Eden feels 

the entire Geneva settlement was based upon the presumption that 

| Cambodia would not become a member of a collective security ar- 

rangement in that area. Mr. Scott made it clear that this refers to 

membership only and that any treaty agreed upon can still extend 

protection to Cambodia and perhaps provide means for concrete 

military assistance to Cambodia. 

Mr. MacArthur said he is committed to keep the representatives 

of France, Thailand, and the Philippines informed of developments 

and also to give them a working draft of a declaration of intention. 

He said he would stress the fact that it has no official status and is | 

a working paper only. He again referred to the need for agreement 

on the terms of a simultaneous announcement, the establishment 

of an informal working group, and an agreement on a place and 

date for a September meeting before the announcement can be 

issued, and urged Mr. Scott to seek further advice from London as 

soon as possible. | 

Mr. Scott agreed to pursue this matter, but pointed out that the 

pressure of other work (such as the Suez issue), the many problems 

which have arisen during the past week connected with the Parlia- 

ment’s adjournment tomorrow, etc., have undoubtedly affected the 

UK’s attention to this problem. This may make it difficult to clean 

up all the outstanding questions in time to meet the August 7 

| deadline for a simultaneous announcement proposed by the US. 

With respect to the proposed working group which would pre- 

pare for the ministerial meeting, Mr. Scott asked whether its func- 

tions would be limited to drafting provisions of the Treaty or 

whether it might perform other functions. Mr. MacArthur said the 

US has conceived of the working group primarily as a drafting 

group, but it might also afford an opportunity for a general ex- 

change of views on an interim organizational arrangement. He said 

| the US would appreciate any ideas which the UK may wish to con- 

tribute on this subject.
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Secretary’s Staff Meetings, lot68 D752 wt eee oe oe 

_ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Executive | 
| Secretariat (Scott). Be | | 

| ce Extract} | 

SECRET - WASHINGTON, July 30, 1954. 
Subject: Summary of Secretary’s Staff Meeting, 9:15 A.M., Secreta- 

ry’s Office co | ras | 

2.S.Hh. Asia Pact. Bs ee ; 
| _ The Secretary was disturbed at the appearance of “dragging 
7 feet” on the part of Mr. Eden. Mr. MacArthur agreed that the 
| Eden position might be seriously destructive of our efforts but felt 
| that Eden was off base mainly on the schedule of issuing the Con- 
| ference invitations. He stated that they had really not yet hit the | 

_ Colombo powers and that they were holding out and working to- | 
; wards a chance of having Pakistan and Ceylon and even possibly : 

Burma, joining in the Conference. The Under Secretary stated defi- | 
| nitely that Pakistan would join if asked; that Zafrulla Khan had | 
| made this commitment to him as he boarded the airplane to leave | 

| _ Mr. MacArthur pointed out that Mr. Eden had not really had | 
much time to devote to the SEATO problem because of his concen- | 
tration on the Suez question and the resulting domestic Parliamen- | 

| tary crisis. ae 
| The Secretary stated that we should consider telling the British 

that we would drop the whole SEATO matter. They could come to 
| us some time later if they ever decided to build strength in the 

area. The Secretary expressed his impatience at the continuing _ | 
delay on the part of the British—that they constantly throw kicks | 

_at us and our positions for building S.E. Asia strength and the pri- | 
| mary purpose of the whole exercise was to save Malaya. The Under | 

Secretary disagreed with the Secretary, stating that the matter ! 
| went much further than Malaya; that our own interests were in- : 

! volved.3 | | 

| 1 Chronological collections of the minutes of the Secretary of State’s daily staff 
meetings held twice a week during the years 1952-1960, as maintained by the Exec- | 
utive Secretariat of the Department of State. | ! 

i 2 The omitted material includes a list of persons present (19). / | ° The memorandum of a conversation held Aug. 4 between the Secretary, Ambas- | 
| sador Spender, and other officials reads in part as follows: “Sir Percy said that he 
| would immediately report to his government the need to push urgently ahead on | 
! SEATO. The Secretary observed that if the SEATO plans fell through we would 

have ANZUS to fall back on but that Australian and U.S. defensive positions in the | 
Continued | 

fi
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Mr. MacArthur suggested that there was some merit in having 

the Australians and the New Zealanders put the heat on the Brit- 

ish for early action. The Secretary felt that the Australians and 

New Zealanders would not in reality push. The Under Secretary 

said they had in the past and he felt they would in the future; that 

we could reduce this whole question to an absurdity by saying we 

were going it alone. The Secretary felt that we might actually end 

up going it alone unless we told them just that. It would require 

some drastic action such as this to bring the British to their senses 

after 4 months of excuse and delay piled on excuses and delays. 

: Mr. Drumright suggested dropping the S.E. Asia problem and 

working with the N.E. Asia powers. The Secretary seemed to see 

merit in this suggestion. | 

The discussion broke off without conclusion, with Mr. MacArthur _ 

pointing out that the British had not backed out of their commit- 

ment to a September 1 meeting. 

Pacific would be seriously isolated and outflanked if Malaya, Indonesia, etc. came 

under communist control.” A handwritten notation on the source text by O’Connor 

indicates that the Secretary approved this memorandum. (Memorandum of conver- 

sation by Cavanaugh; 790.5/8-454) 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 . 

Draft Southeast Asia Collective Security Treaty } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 2, 1994. 

SEAP D-2 

DraFt SouTHEAST ASIA COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY 

.. ; Comments of Other 
Provisions i1 US Draft of Governments on US Draft Revised wat [of July 

eUey of July 9 

The Parties to this Treaty, Australia would include at The Parties to this Treaty, 

the beginning of the Recognizing the sovereign 

Preamble the following equality of all the Par- 

| clause: “Recognizing the ties, 
| sovereign equality of all [The US could accept this 

the Parties,’ Australian suggestion. ] 

1 A covering note by Trulock reads: 

“The attached paper was prepared by Mr. Meeker, L/ UNA. The first column con- 

tains the text of the U.S. draft treaty dated July 9. 

“The second column contains comments of other governments. 

“The third column contains the text of a draft treaty revised in the light of the 

comments received.” . 

All brackets in this document are in the source text. |
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| _Drart Soutueast Asta CoL.tective Security TREATY—Continued 
| | | 

| | “i ; Comments of Other . ; | Provisions in US Draft of Governments on US Draft Revised Draft [of July 
July 9 of July 9 <2] 

| Reaffirming their faith in 7 Reaffirming their faith in : | the purposes and princi-. | , . the purposes and princi- 
ples set forth in the : : ples set forth in the 

Charter of the United — : | Charter of the United 
. Nations and their desire | | Nations and their desire 2 to live in peace with all _ to live in peace with all 

| peoples and all govern- _ peoples and all govern- : 
ments, ments, 

| Upholding the principles The UK would like to re- Desiring to promote stabil- : of self-government and place these two para- ity and well-being in the 
the intention earnestly graphs by the following: area of Southeast Asia 
to strive by every peace- “Desiring to promote sta- and the Southwest. Pa- 
ful means to ensure the bility and well-being in cific, to secure the inde- : | independence of _ ail the area of Southeast pendence of all coun- | countries whose peoples Asia and the Southwest tries whose peoples ! | desire and are capable Pacific, to strengthen desire and are capable | | of sustaining an inde- the fabric of peace and of sustaining an inde- : | pendent existence, to uphold the principles pendent existence, and | Desiring to strengthen the of democracy, individual to uphold the principles : fabric of peace in the liberty and the rule of of democracy, individual l 
area of Southeast Asia law”, liberty and the rule of | | and the Southwest Pa- New Zealand would like law, [The US could | cific, and to see sover- to replace these para- accept this type of revi- | | eign rights and self-gov- graphs by the following: - sion of the two para- 
ernment restored to “Upholding the principles graphs. | | : those who have been de- _ of self-government and 

| prived of it, declaring their belief 
| . that eventual achieve- | | ment of independence 

by the countries of , | | . Southeast Asia and the : | Southwest Pacific, and | | the maintenance of that | | | independence, will - | | | strengthen the fabric of | | 
| peace in the areas,” | / 

| . Australia in addition to | | | a . the UK and New Zea- 
| | land would like to omit ! | oe the phrase “and to the : | sovereign rights and | | | | | self-government re- | | | | 7 - stored to those who | | | - have been deprived of 

| So it” and substitute, “and 
a : to promote the economic 

| | well being and develop- 
| | | ment of all peoples in | | | | the area’”’. : 

| | | | | 

: 

| |
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Drart SouTHEAST ASIA COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY—Continued 

- ; Comments of Other oo 
Provisions in Us Draft of Governments on US Draft Revised oa [of July 

muy of July 9 

Intending to declare pub- The UK would omit this Intending to declare pub- 

licly and formally their paragraph. In the dis- licly and formally their 

sense of unity, so that cussions of the study sense of unity, so that 

no potential aggressor group the UK suggested any potential aggressor 

could be under the illu- that the paragraph will appreciate that the 

sion that any of them might be acceptable if Parties stand together 

stands alone in the area, cast in affirmative in the area, and 

and rather than negative [The US could accept a re- 

language. formulation along these 
lines. | 

Desiring further to coordi- 7 - Desiring further to coordi- 

nate their efforts for col- nate their efforts for col- 

lective defense for the 7 lective defense for the 

preservation of peace _ preservation of peace 

and security, | | and security, 

Australia would include at | 
the end of: the Preamble 
a declaration along the 

, following lines: 

| “Having decided to estab- 

| lish a regional arrange- 
ment in accordance with 

| Chapter VIII of the 
United Nations Char- 

| ter,” 

| , New Zealand _ believes 
SEATO should be linked 
with Article 51 of the 
United Nations Charter | 

and not established as a 
regional arrangement 
under Chapter VIII. 

Therefore agree and de- Thailand would delete the Therefore agree as follows: 

clare as follows: words “and declare”’. [The US could accept 
this deletion.] 

Article I Article I . 

The Parties undertake, as Thailand proposes a The Parties undertake, as 

set forth in the Charter comma after “Charter set forth in the Charter 

of the United Nations to of the United Nations”. of the United Nations, 

settle any international to settle any interna- 

disputes in which they | tional disputes in which 

may be involved by they may be involved by 

peaceful means in such peaceful means in suc 

a manner that interna- a manner that interna- 

tional peace and securi- tional peace and securi- 

ty and justice are not ty and justice are not 

endangered, and to re- endangered, and to re- 

frain in their interna- frain in their interna- 

tional relations from the tional relations from the 

threat or use of force in | threat or use of force in 

any manner inconsist- any manner inconsist- 

ent with the purposes of ent with the purposes of 

the United Nations. the United Nations. 
[Thai suggestion should 
be adopted.]
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| - ; Comments of Other ; | | | 
yp | Provisions in Us Draft of Governments on US Draft Revised Ont [of July | 

| y of July 9 | | 

| Article IT | _ Article IT | 
| In order more effectively The UK would omit the In order more effectively 

to achieve the objective words “and Communist to achieve the objective 
| of this Treaty, the Par- subversion and infiltra- of this Treaty, the Par- 
! ties separately and tion” and __ substitute ties separately and 

| jointly, by means of con- “and subversion direct- jointly, by means of con- | | tinuous and_ effective ed from abroad”’. tinuous and _ effective | 
| self-help .and mutual New Zealand would omit self-help and mutual 

| aid, will maintain and the word “Communist”, aid, will maintain and E 
develop their individual and add, at the end of develop their individual : 
and collective capacity the article, “directed to and collective capacity | 
to resist armed attack, the destruction of a free to resist armed attack. } 
and Communist subver- order of society in their Each Party recognizes ' 
sion and infiltration. territories’. that subversive activi- ! 

oe Australia would delete the _ ties directed from with- ! | words “and:Communist __ out against the territori- : 
subversion and _ infiltra- al integrity and political I | tion’”’. stability of the other | 

Parties would constitute i 
| a threat to the security | 

| of all of them. The Par- 
| | ties therefore undertake | - to consult together on ! the means by which the ! | | free institutions of the 

Parties may be 
strengthened, 

| a [The US could accept a re- | | drafting of Article II | a a along the above lines.] 
| | : | Article II | | New Zealand has com- The Parties undertake to — | | mented, “the major cooperate with each | | _ omission in the Treaty other and with other | ! | seems to us the lack of _ like-minded states in [ 

| _ reference to economic the development of eco- [ | | | assistance and collabo- nomic measures de- 
| - ration, although we are signed to promote eco- | | ee not certain whether this nomic stability and 

| oO : | would be best linked social well-being. | 
wa | / specifically with SEATO [The US should propose | So | or not. We understand an article along these 

| co that the Australians lines. ] . | . | | have made this question | . 
| cake. a a central point of their a . 
| : 7 ne approach to their think- —— | ad ct Th ing on SEATO and we | . | ae are share this view.” : | | yn ae Australia has suggested Bn | 

| - re a an article along the fol- res | | ce re lowing lines: . | | | 

| % : 

| 
| | 
/ 

; iF
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DraFt Soutueast Asia CoLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY—Continued 

a . Comments of Other ; 
Provisions in US Draft of — Governments on US Draft Revised TTA [of July 

uy of July 9 

“The Parties will encour- | 

age economic collabora- 
tion between any or all © 
of them and will cooper- 
ate in international 
schemes for the econom- 
ic and social develop- 
ment of the area of 
Southeast Asia and the 
Southwest Pacific and 

. neighboring countries.” 

Article IT [Article IV] 

1. Each Party recognizes The UK has stated that 1. Each Party recognizes 

that an armed attack in this commitment should that an armed attack in 

the area of Southeast not cover additional the area of Southeast 

Asia and the Southwest states or territories Asia and the Southwest 

Pacific! on any of the except upon request by Pacific on any of the 

Parties, or on any states them. Parties, or on any states 

or territory which the New Zealand would omit or territory in the area 

Parties by unanimous coverage here of non-sig- which the Parties by 

agreement so designate, natory countries, and unanimous agreement 

would be dangerous to provide for their protec- so designate, would en- 

its own peace and tion by declarations or danger its own peace 

safety, and declares that through the consultative and safety, and agrees 

it would act to meet the process. that it would act to 

common danger in ac- Australia would insert an meet __ the common 

cordance with its consti- article stating that the danger in accordance 

tutional processes. Treaty does not author- with its constitutional 

ize foreign forces to be processes. 
sent to a country except [The US would accept two 

| with that country’s con- of the Thai suggestions. ] 

sent. 
Thailand inquires whether 

the states or territory to : 
be designated by unani- 
mous agreement come 
within the area of 
Southeast Asia and the 
Southwest Pacific. Thai- 
land would substitute 
“endanger” for ‘would 
be dangerous to’, and 
would substitute ‘‘agrees 

. to join in taking appro- 
priate action” for “de- 
clares that it would act”. 

1Another text of the July 9 draft has at this point the following footnote: “The 

| question of more definite definition is to be considered immediately.” (Conference 

files, lot 60 D 627, CF 341, “Documentary History”, tab 24) 

;
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Provisions in US Draft of Gon mments of US Draft Revised oat lof July | 
wy of July 9 | | 

| 2. If the inviolability or The UK believes that the 2. If, in the opinion of any : the integrity of the ter- area referred to in Arti- of the Parties, the invio- | ritory or the sovereignty cle III of the July 9 lability or the integrity : or political independ- draft needs definition, of the territory or the ence of any Party in the and that the geographi- sovereignty or political area of Southeast Asia cal scope of the cover- independence of any and the Southwest Pa- age of this article re- Party in the area of . cific should be affected quires precise definition. Southeast Asia and the | | by an aggression which The UK would omit or Southwest Pacific is not an armed attack reconsider the words should be affected by an or by any other fact or “an aggression which is aggression which is not i situation which might not an armed attack”. -an armed attack or by | | endanger the peace of New Zealand would bring any other fact or situa- | | the area, the Parties up Article V of the July tion which might endan- | | shall consult immediate- 9 draft and place it ger the peace of the : | ly in order to agree on where Article — III(2) area, the Parties shall — | | the measure which stands. in that draft. consult immediately in | | should be taken for the New Zealand would order to agree on the | common defense and for then give Article III(2) measures which should i the maintenance of of the July 9 draft asa be taken - for the | peace and security in new Article IV. common defense and for | the area. Australia would delete the the maintenance of | words “affected by an peace and security in | | aggression which is not the area. [The US could | 
an armed attack or by agree to combine Article 
any other fact or situa- _ITI(2) of the July 9 draft | . tion which might endan- with Article V, with the | | | ger the peace of the combined provision ap- 
area,” and_ substitute pearing as the second | | | “threatened in any way paragraph of Article f | | other than by armed ag- IV.] : | | | gression”. Australia | a : | —— 7 would cast Article III(2) | | of the July 9 draft as a , , | | separate Article IV. . | | 3. Measures taken under’ The UK and Australia be- [Article VI of the J uly. 9 / this Article shall be im- lieve that the reporting draft preserves the obli- | mediately reported to called for here should gations of the Parties | | the Security Council of not cover all the meas- under the Charter. of | po the United Nations. ures taken under Arti- the United Nations, Such measures shall be cle III(2) of the July 9 which includes their ob- | terminated when the draft. ligations under Article Security Council has New Zealand would cast 51 of the Charter. Arti- | ' taken the measures nec- Article III(8) of the July cle III(3) in the July 9 | | essary to restore and 9 draft as a new Article draft is therefore not | maintain international V_ referring to action necessary in relation to | | peace and security. taken under both of the Article III(1), and is un- [ preceding articles. [Arti- desirable in relation to | | | cles IJI(1) and (2), and Article ITI(2).] | | IV, according to the 

| New Zealand renumber- | So ing.] | | ! 
| 

| | | 
|
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Drart SoutHeast ASIA COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY—Continued 

- . Comments of Other ; 
Provisions in US Draft of Governments on US Draft Revised at [of July 

ney of July 9 

Article IV Article V | 

The Parties hereby estab- The UK would add at the The Parties hereby estab- 

lish a Council, on which end of the first sentence lish a Council, on which 

each of them shall be of this article a clause each of them shall be 

represented, to consider such as: “and for this represented, to consider 

matters concerning the purpose to establish ma- matters concerning the 

implementation of this chinery for effective co- implementation of this 

Treaty. The Council operation including co- Treaty. The Council is 

shall be so organized as operation with states ampowered to arrange 

to be able to meet at not Parties to this vith states not Parties 

any time. Treaty”. to the Treaty for coop- 
eration in giving effect 
to the provisions of Arti- 
cle III. The Council 
shall be so organized as 
to be able to meet at 
any time. [The US could 
agree to this expansion 
of the article.] 

Article V 
The Parties would consult The UK would omit this 

together, whenever in article. New Zealand 

the opinion of any one would place this article 

of them, the territorial where Article _III(2) 

integrity, political inde- stands in the July 9 
_ pendence or security of draft. 

any of the Parties, or | 

the peace of the area, is 
endangered. 

Article VI Article VI 

This Treaty does not The UK would add: “Each This Treaty does _ not 

affect and shall not be Party declares that affect and shall not be 

interpreted as affecting none of the internation- interpreted as affecting 

in any way the rights al engagements now in in any way the rights 

and obligations of any of force between it and and obligations of any of 

the Parties under the any other of the Parties the Parties under the 

Charter of the United or any third party is in Charter of the United 

Nations or the responsi- conflict with the provi- Nations or the responsi- 

bility of the United Na- sions of this Treaty, and _ bility of the United Na- 

tions for the mainte- undertakes not to enter tions for the mainte- 

nance of international into any international nance of international 

peace and security. engagement in conflict peace and security. | 

with this Treaty.” Each Party declares 

| that none of the inter- 
national engagements 
now in force between it 

| and any other of the 
Parties or any third 
party is in conflict with 
the provisions of this. 
Treaty, and undertakes 
not to enter into any in- 
ternational engagement 
in conflict with this 
Treaty. [The US would 
accept the UK sugges- 
tion, which is patterned 
on Article 8 of the 

. North Atlantic Treaty.]
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wee Comments of Other ; | | Provisions in us Draft of Governments ot US Draft Revised On [of July 
uty of July 9 | 

Article VII Article VII | | The Parties may by unani- The UK and Australia The Parties may by unani- | mous agreement invite have suggested a sepa- mous agreement invite : -any other State in a po- rate provision on “asso- any other State in a po- 
‘sition to further the ob- _ ciation” with the organi- _ sition to further the ob- 
jective of this Treaty, zation of countries jective of this Treaty, 
and to contribute to the which do not become and to contribute to the 
security of the area, to Parties. security of the area, to | accede to this Treaty. _ | | | accede to this Treaty. Any State so_ invited | : Any State so_ invited 
may become a Party. to may become a Party to | the Treaty by depositing the Treaty by depositing | | its instrument of acces- its instrument of acces- | | sion with the Govern- sion with the Govern- i 
ment of ——-—_—-—.. The ment of —————. The L | Government ._—___ of Government of | | ————— will inform ————— will inform | each of the Parties of each of the Parties of | : | the deposit of each such | the deposit of each such | | instrument of accession. instrument of accession. : | 

I | Article VIII BC Article VIII 
| This Treaty shall be rati- The UK suggests that it This Treaty shall be rati- I fied and its provisions may be desirable to re- _—‘ fied and its provisions 

| carried out by the Par- quire that certain speci- carried out. by the Par- | ties in accordance with fied signatories must ties in accordance with | their respective consti- ratify before the Treaty their respective consti- | | tutional processes. The enters into force. : tutional processes. The | | instruments of ratifica- instruments of ratifica- | | tion shall be deposited tion shall be deposited | _ as soon as possible with as soon as possible with | the Government of | : | the Government of | —————, which shall —————, which shall | notify all of the other - | notify all of the other 
‘signatories of such dee = = ~~ signatories of such de- | | posit, SO posit... ae ! The Treaty shall enter . | The Treaty shall enter 3 into force between the | / into force between the | | ‘States which have rati- =—> Do States which have rati- | fied it as soon as the | o fied it as soon as the- | | ratifications of a majori- So ratifications of a majori- | ty of the signatories oe ty of the signatories F | shall be deposited, and a | shall be deposited, and shall come into effect | shall come into effect | with respect to other | oo with respect to other | States on the date of the States on the date of the deposit of their ratifica- deposit of their ratifica- 

| tions. _ a . 7 | tions. | 

ae | 

|
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Drart Soutueast AsIA COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY—Continued 

| “ Comments of Other ; 
Provisions in US Draft of — Governments on US Dra ft Revised Draft [of July 22] 

July 9 of July 9 

Article [IX Article [IX 

This Treaty shall remain The UK and New Zealand This Treaty shall remain 

in force indefinitely, but suggest the possibility of in force indefinitely, but 

any Party may cease to including a provision on any Party may cease to 

be a Party one year review of the Treaty. be a Party one year 

after its notice of denun- after its notice of denun- 

ciation has been given ciation has been given | 

to the Government of to the Government of 
—————, which will —————, which will 

inform the Governments inform the  Govern- 

of the other Parties of ments of the other Par- 

the deposit of each ties of the deposit of 

notice of denunciation. each notice of denuncia- 
tion. | 

794.5 MSP/8-454: Telegram 

The Ambassador in Japan (Allison) to the Department of State 

SECRET PRIORITY Toxyo, August 4, 1954—10 a.m. 

270. Press this morning carries Washington UP dispatch stating 

that at August 4 news conference Secretary said, “The United 

States is considering possibility of a mutual security pact covering 

Japan, Korea, and Nationalist China, but that this idea was still in 

preliminary stage of investigation and no decision has been 

made’! 

1 At the Secretary’s news conference on Aug. 3, the following exchange had oc- 

curred: 

“Q. Mr. Secretary, to return to the Far East again, can you tell us anything about 

any reconsideration on our part on relations with Nationalist China on defense ar- 

rangements? 

“A. Basically the situation remains the same as it has been in that while the 

United States is committed in fact to assistance through the activities of its Navy 

and Air Force to protect Formosa and the Pescadores against Communist attack, we 

do not have a formal treaty of mutual security with Formosa. Thought has been 

given to the possibility of such a treaty or possibly even of tying together in a single 

association Korea, Japan and Free China. But those are all in the area of, you 

might say, preliminary investigation and examination. No decisions in that respect 

‘have been taken in any quarter as far as I am aware.” (Department of State, “News | 

Conferences of the Secretary”, vol. XXIV, 1953-1955, under date) 

Text of this exchange was transmitted in telegram 75 to Taipei, sent early the 

afternoon of Aug. 3, repeated to Tokyo as 215 and to Seoul as 93. (790.5/8-354)
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| | 
As Embassy has pointed out previously, there is practically no | | 

possibility that Japan at present would consider joining any collec- 
| tive security organization. Any possibility that present Japanese _ | 

government might consider such possibility is greatly prejudiced by : 
| press reports such as that quoted above which imply that decision | 

| about such pact is one purely for United States to take, and that | 
Japan as well as other countries will then acquiesce. _ a | 

Okazaki told me over weekend that Foreign Office had received 
| information from Japanese Embassy Washington to effect that 
. Southeast Asia Treaty Organization Conference would probably be 

, held in Philippines in early September and that Secretary on 
return therefrom hoped to visit Formosa and Japan. He inquired 

| whether I could confirm this, and all I could say was that I had no 
| information. Embassy’s 195 July 24 2 raises this same question. | 
| In view of continuing press stories, particularly such as that 
2 quoted above, I again urgently request as much information as pos- 

sible for transmission to Japanese.? 

oe | ALLISON 

2 Not printed. (790.00/7-2454) | 
* In telegram 272, sent from Tokyo at noon, Aug. 4 and received in Washington | | 

| early the morning of that day (1:49 a.m., Washington time), Allison stated: “Re my | 
270. Department telegram 215 just received and gives considerably different picture | 

| than intimated in UP story carried prominently Tokyo press. I have sent verbatim | 
|. copy of question and answer contained Department telegram 215 to Foreign Minis- 
| ter for his information.” (794.5 MSP/8-454) 

| a 
| | Editorial Note — | | 

| In a memorandum of a conversation held August 4 with Pierre | 
| Pelletier, Second Secretary of the French Embassy, William T. | 

Nunley, Public Affairs Adviser in the Office of European Regional / 
| Affairs, wrote: | | 

| “M. Pelletier said that his Ambassador has already expressed to | 
the Under Secretary the French views on the relation of Laos, | 

, Cambodia and Southern Vietnam to a Southeast Asia security ar- 
| rangement. The French government believes that Vietnam is defi- - 

| nitely precluded from membership by the terms of the Geneva 
agreement. Membership by Laos and Cambodia, while perhaps pos- | 
sible on a strictly legal basis, would tend to violate the spirit of the 

| armistice agreement and would be most unwise politically. Howev- 
_ er, he added, the French government strongly favors a security ar- 
: rangement which will offer protection to these areas.” (Conference — | 
| files, lot 60 D 627, CF 355) | | | 

- 

|
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JCS files | oe SO 

Note to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary 

: (Lay) oe | | | 

_ ‘TOP SECRET 7 [WASHINGTON,] August 4, 1954. 

NSC 5429 | 

Review oF U.S. Poticy IN THE FAR EAST 

References: | 

A. NSC 125/2 and NSC 125/6; NSC 146/2; NSC 166/1;1 NSC 

170/1;2 NSC 5405; ? NSC 5409; 4 NSC 5413/1 ® 

B. NSC Action No. 256 § | | 

C. NSC Action Nos. 1086-b, 1104-b and 11127 , 

| D. NSC 5416 8 | | 
E. Progress Report, dated July 29, 1954 by OCB on NSC 

5409 9 

F. Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “United 

States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect to Indo- 

nesia”, dated July 12, 1954 transmitting a Progress Report 

dated July 12, 1954 by the Operations Coordinating Board on 

NSC 171/119 | 7 a 

-1NSC 125/2 and 125/6 are both entitled “U.S. Objectives and Courses of Action 

With Respect to Japan,” dated Aug. 7, 1952 and June 29, 1953, respectively. 

NSC 146/2, dated Nov. 6, 1953, is entitled “U.S. Objectives and Courses of Action 

With Respect to Formosa and the Chinese National Government.” 

NSC 166/1, dated Nov. 6, 1953, is entitled “U.S. Policy Toward Communist 

China.” | 

All of these NSC papers are printed in volume xiv. 

2 NSC 170/1, dated Nov. 20, 1953, “U.S. Objectives and Courses of Action in 

Korea,” is printed in vol. xv, Part 2, p. 1620. 

3 NSC 5405, dated Jan. 16, p. 366. 

4 NSC 5409, dated Feb. 19, “U.S. Policy Toward South Asia,” is printed in vol. x1, 

Part 2, p. 1089. . » 

5 NSC 5413/1, dated Apr. 5, “U.S. Policy Toward the Philippines,” is not printed 

here. (S/P-NSC files, lot 61 D 167, NSC 5413/1) 

6 Adopted at the 47th meeting of the National Security Council, Oct. 20, 1949, not 

printed. In Action No. 256, the NSC had in part recommended to the President that, 

7 in consonance with the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the United States would 

not, under then present or then foreseeable circumstances, provide support to the 

United Kingdom for the defense of Hong Kong in the event of a Communist mili- 

tary attack on that colony. (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) 

7For NSC Actions No. 1086-b and 1104-b, dated Apr. 6 and Apr. 29, respec- 

tively, included with the memoranda of NSC meetings held on those dates, see vol. 

xu, Part 1, p. 1250, and Part 2, p. 14381. 

oe For NSC Action No. 1112, see footnote 2, p. 463. 

8 Dated Apr. 10, 1954, p. 411. 

® For text, see vol. x1, Part 2, p. 1136. 

10Neither printed here. (S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1, NSC 171 Series). |
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G. Progress Report dated July 16, 1954 by the Operations Co- | | 
ordinating Board on NSC 146/211 __ a ; | 

H. Memo for NSC from Acting Executive Secretary, subject, | 
| “United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect | 
_ to Southeast Asia”, dated July 19, 1954 12 : | 

| I. Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “US. | 
and Free World Controls over Transactions with Communist 
China’, dated March 8, 1954 13 a | 

The enclosed statement of policy on the subject prepared by the 
| NSC Planning Board is transmitted herewith for consideration by 
| the National Security Council at its meeting on August 12, 1954. | 

| Also enclosed for Council information as annexes are: (a) a chart 
! showing proposed assistance for the Far East programmed for FY 
| 1954-55 (b) a supplementary explanation by FOA of Section II of 
| the statement of policy !4 (c) a memorandum from the Legal Advis- | | 
| er, Department of State, to the Secretary of State on “Geneva Ar- 

| mistice Agreement Restrictions on Cambodia, Laos and Viet- 
nam’’.15 . | 

| The Planning Board prepared the enclosed statement of policy in 
| the light of the outcome of the Geneva Conference and on basis of 
| a review of (1) the current policies with respect to Japan, Formosa, i 

| Communist China, Korea, Southeast Asia, the Philippines, South | 
| Asia and Hong Kong contained in references A-C and (2) the cur- | 
| rent NSC projects relating to the Far East listed above as refer- | 
| ences D-I. | : | 
| Paragraph 10 of the enclosure is intended as a response to the | 

| recommendation of the Operations Coordinating Board with re- | 
| spect to Thailand contained in paragraph 8 of the memorandum 
| from the Executive Officer, OCB, transmitted by reference H. Para- | 

| graph 11 of the enclosure proposes a revision of paragraphs 19 and 
| 21 of NSC 171/1 in response to the recommendation of the OCB 

contained in the first paragraph on page 3 of the reference 
progress report (reference F). 

| It is recommended that, if the Council adopts the enclosed state- 
| ment of policy after resolution of the divergent proposals contained | 
/ therein, it be submitted to the President with the recommendation | 
| that he approve it, direct its use as a general guide in the imple- | 

mentation of policies toward the Far East by all appropriate execu- 
_ tive departments and agencies of the U.S. Government, and desig- 

| nate the Operations Coordinating Board as the coordinating 
| 

| 

| | 11 For text, see volume xiv. | 
| 12 See footnote 1, p. 603. | 

13 For text, see volume xiv. 
** Both printed as annexes to NSC 5429/2, Aug. 20, pp. 774 and 715. | 
15 For text, dated July 27, see vol. xvi, p. 1552. | : 

|
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agency. Based upon Council action on the enclosure the Planning 

Board will review the current NSC policies for the Far East con- 

tained in references A-C and will recommend to the Council any 

- necessary revisions therein. | 
JAMES S. LAY, JR. 

[Here follows a table of contents. | 

[Enclosure] 

DRAFT oo 

| STATEMENT OF POLICY PROPOSED BY THE. NATIONAL SECURITY 

| CounciL ON REvIEw oF U.S. POoLicy IN THE Far EAST 

PREFACE | 

Consequences of the Geneva Conference | 

Communist successes in Indochina, culminating in the agree- 

ment reached at the Geneva Conference, have produced the follow- 

ing significant consequences which jeopardize the security interests 

of the U.S. in the Far East and increase Communist strength there: 

| a. Regardless of the fate of South Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, 

the Communists have secured possession of an advance salient in 

Vietnam from which military and non-military pressures can be 

mounted against adjacent and more remote non-Communist areas. 

b. The loss of prestige in Asia suffered by the U-S. as a backer of 

the French and the Bao Dai Government will raise further doubts 

in Asia concerning U.S. leadership and the ability of the U.S. to , 

check the further expansion of Communism in Asia. Furthermore, 

U.S. prestige will inescapably be associated with subsequent devel- 

opments in Southeast Asia. 
c. By adopting an appearance of moderation at Geneva and 

taking credit for the cessation of hostilities in Indochina, the Com- 

munists will be in a better position to exploit their political strate- 

gy of imputing to the United States motives of extremism, belliger- 

ency, and opposition to co-existence seeking thereby to alienate the 

U.S. from its allies. The Communists thus have a basis for sharply 

accentuating their “peace propaganda” and “peace program’ in 

Asia in an attempt to allay fears of Communist expansionist policy 

and to establish closer relations with the nations of free Asia. 

d. The Communists have increased their military and political 

prestige in Asia and their capacity for expanding Communist influ- 

ence by exploiting political and economic weakness and instability 

in the countries of free Asia without resort to armed attack. | 

e. The loss of Southeast Asia would imperil retention of Japan as 

a key element in the off-shore island chain.
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f 

| COURSES OF ACTION | 
} | | - [L Communist China] * | | | 

: I. The Off-Shore Island Chain 
| 1. The United States must maintain the security and increase | 

| the strength of the Pacific off-shore island chain (Japan, Ryukyus, | 
| Formosa, Philippines, Australia and New Zealand) as an element | essential to U.S. security. To this end: | | 

| a. Increase the military strength of Japan and the Philippines, | 
: improve the effectiveness of existing military strength of the Re- - 
| public of Korea and of Formosa, and continue participation in- 
| ANZUS. | : 
a -b. Provide related economic assistance to the local governments 

| in those cases where the agreed level of indigenous military / 
! _ strength is beyond the capacity of the local economy to support. _ | i 

] c. Encourage [the conditions which will make possible] 1° the for- 
mation of, and be prepared to participate in, a Western Pacific col- } 

| lective defense arrangement, including the Philippines, Japan, the oe 
2 Republic of China, and the Republic of Korea, eventually linked | | 
2 with the Southeast Asia security structure and ANZUS. | | 
| d. Initiate and support appropriate measures which will contrib- 

ute to strengthening the economy of Japan, its internal political : 
| stability and its ties with the free world. : 

_e. Intensify covert and psychological actions to strengthen the | 
| orientation of these countries toward the free world. 

II. General Political and Economic Measures in the Far Eastt : 
| 2. Encourage the prompt organization of an economic grouping : 

, by the maximum number of free Asian states, including Japan and 
| as many of the Colombo Powers as possible, based on self-help and : 

mutual aid, and the participation and support (including substan- | 
} tial financial assistance) of the U.S. and other appropriate Western 

countries through which, by united action, these free Asian states | | 
| will be enabled more effectively to achieve the economic and social | 
| _ strength needed to maintain their independence. | | 

| 3. Take all feasible measures to increase the opportunities of free | | 
Asian countries for trade with each other and with other free 

| world countries. — | 

* U.S. policy toward Communist China will soon determine the fate of Asia. Ac- | 
, cordingly, unless the U.S. is prepared at this time fully to accept the challenge of | 

countering Communist power and influence in Asia, which derives primarily from i 
| Communist China, there is the gravest probability that the area will fall under | 

_ Communist domination. Accordingly, the Defense, JCS and ODM Members believe | 
| that U.S. policy with regard to China (Section IV. below) should be considered and | | 
! determined first and that policy with regard to the peripheral areas should be estab- : 
| | lished in light of this determination. [Footnote and brackets in the source text. ] 

| +6 All brackets in the document are in the source text. 
| ft See also Annex B. [Footnote in the source text.] | 

|
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4. Provide technical assistance to help develop political stability 

and economic health. 
5. [Increase and] strengthen “exchange of persons’ programs 

with the countries concerned. 

Ill. Southeast Asia 

6. General. The U.S. must protect its position and restore its 

prestige in the Far East by a new initiative in Southeast Asia, 

where the situation must be stabilized as soon as possible to pre- 
vent further losses to Communism through (1) creeping expansion 

and subversion, or (2) overt aggression. 

7. Security Treaty. Negotiate a Southeast Asia security treaty 
with the UK, Australia, New Zealand, France, the Philippines, 

Thailand and, as appropriate, other free South and Southeast 

| Asian countries willing to participate, which would: 

Alternative A Alternative B 

a. Involve the agreement of a. Commit each member to 

the participants that there| treat an armed attack on the 

should be immediate retaliation | agreed area as dangerous to its 

against Communist China if | own peace and safety and to act 
Communist China, directly or | to meet the common danger in 

| indirectly (such as through the | accordance with its own consti- 

Viet Minh) commits armed ag- | tutional processes. . 

gression against any free nation 

of Southeast Asia, including 
Laos, Cambodia and South Viet- 

nam. 

b. Provide so far as possible a legal basis to the President, with- 
out need for further Congressional action, to attack Communist 
China in the event it commits such armed aggression. 

c. Ensure that, in such event, other nations would be obligated to 

support such U.S. action. 
d. Not limit U.S. freedom to use nuclear weapons, or involve a 

U.S. commitment for local defense or for stationing U.S. forces in 

Southeast Asia. 

The U.S. would continue to provide limited military assistance 

and training missions, wherever possible, to the states of Southeast 

Asia in order to bolster their will to fight, to stabilize legal govern- 

ments, and to assist them in controlling subversion. | 

8. Action in the Event of Local Subversion
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| Alternative A Alternative B , | | 

Because of the strong possibil-| In addition to its commit- 
ity that the above-mentioned | ments under par. 7-a, the U‘S. | 
economic and military measures | should be prepared, either uni- : 
may not prove adequate to cope | laterally or under the terms of | 

| with the type of creeping expan-| the South-east Asia Security 
sion and subversion utilized by | Treaty, if requested by a legiti- 

7 the Communists in Indochina, | mate local government, to assist | 

! the U.S. should issue at the ear-| it by military force, if necessary 
| liest practicable moment a dec-| and feasible, to defeat local 

laration to the Chinese Commu-| Communist subversion or rebel- 
| nists that further Communist | lion which does not constitute 
| expansion on the mainland of | external armed attack. — : | 

Southeast Asia, determined by | | a 
| the U.S. to be directed and sup-| _ ae | 

ported by the Government of os | 
Communist China, will not be 

| tolerated and that its continu- | | 
| ance would in all probability OS 

| lead to the application of mili- Oe en | 
| tary power not necessarily re- | | 

| stricted to conventional weapons | | 
| against the source of the aggres- | | 

: ‘sion (i.e., Communist China). Ef- a | 

| forts should be made to expand | | | 
| the Security Treaty to include | | of 
| allied support for the above dec- : | | 

laration. Failure to achieve full : | 
) allied support should not, how- 

ever, deter the U.S. from a | 

| making such a declaration or | | | 
| taking action. | | ae, 

| IV. Communist China | | 

Alternative A | 

| 12. In order to foster free world unity and to remove concern | 
‘i that we will provoke a total war by accident or design, the U.S. 

| should seek, as rapidly as feasible, to put its relations with Commu- : 

nist China on the same footing as those with the Soviet Union. To | 
_ this end, the U.S. should: | 

| 
! | 

|
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a. Make clear to Communist China our determination to attack 
Communist China only if it commits armed aggression.} 

b. Increase efforts to develop the political, economic and military 
strength of non-Communist Asian countries. 

c. Cease to encourage or support Chinese Nationalist military 

action against Communist China while continuing to support the 
right of the Nationalists to retain Formosa. 

d. Acquiesce in the entry of Communist China into the U.N. if 
she adheres to U.N. principles and if Formosa also remains a 
member. 

e. Consider recognition of Communist China as the government 

of mainland China if she qualifies for entry into the U.N. under 
subparagraph d. above. 

f. Bring trade restrictions into conformity with those applying to _ 

the Soviet Union. ; 
g. Seek to impair Sino-Soviet relations by all feasible overt and 

covert means. 

Alternative B 

13. Seek to reduce, by means short of war, the relative power of 

Communist China in Asia: 

a. (1) Make clear to Communist China our determination to 

attack Communist China only if it commits armed aggression.§ 

(2) Retaliate promptly and appropriately for any Communist | 

Chinese violation of accepted international behavior, other than 

armed aggression, directly affecting U.S. security interests. 
b. Increase efforts to develop the political, economic and military 

strength of non-Communist Asian countries. 
c. Maintain political and economic pressures against Communist 

China, including the existing embargo and support for Chinese Na- 

tionalist harassing actions. 
d. Support the Chinese National Government on Formosa as the 

Government of China and the representative of China in all UN 

agencies. | 
e. Impair Sino-Soviet relations by all feasible overt and covert 

means. 

Alternative C | 

14. Reduce the power of Communist China in Asia even at the 

risk of, but without deliberately provoking, war: 

a. (1) Prevent, by force if necessary, any further expansion of 

Communist control in Asia through creeping expansion and subver- | 

sion or through armed aggression. Make clear to the Communists 

U.S. determination to take action directly against the source of any 

such expansion. 

+ Because the Defense Member feels that this statement is inherently impossible 

of being made clear to Communist China, he would like to add the words “directly 

or indirectly” at the end of the statement. [Footnote in the source text. | 

§ Because the Defense Member feels that this statement is inherently impossible 

of being made clear to Communist China, he would like to add the words “directly 

or indirectly” at the end of the statement. [Footnote in the source text.]
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(2) React with immediate positive, armed force against any bel-. 
ligerent Communist Chinese move. = =  — © a | 
b, c, d,e. Same as 13-b,c,d,e. 2 2 —— | 

Alternative D a | | 

| 15. Reverse the present trend toward greater Communist Chi- — 

. nese power in Asia by initiating an increasingly positive policy 
toward Communist China designed to confront the regime with a : 

| clear likelihood of U.S. military action against China proper unless — | 

| Communist China takes public action to change its belligerent sup- | 

| port of Communist expansion. To this end: | 

| a. Take such actions as to present Communist China with an ob- 
| vious casus belli in the face of which the U.S., with such allied sup- 
| port as may exist, can by its preparatory acts and through direct 
| secret warnings threaten military action against China and thus ) 
| require China to test Soviet willingness to support China in the | 

specific circumstances even though this involves general war. 
| _b. Be prepared and determined to carry out the threat of mili- 

| tary action unless China backs down on the issue involved. | 
| c. Exploit by all means such a backing-down by Communist 

China to make it lose face in the Orient. _ | 
d. Prevent, by force if necessary, any further expansion of Com- 

| munist control in Asia through creeping expansion and subversion : 
or through armed aggression. Make clear to the Communists U.S. | 

| determination to take action directly against the source of any 
such expansion. | 

e. Maintain all practicable pressures on China, including covert ; 
actions, to create internal division in the regime and to intensify 

| conflicts in Sino-Soviet relations. _ | / 
f. Maintain political and economic pressures against Communist | 

China, including the existing embargo, covert actions and support 
for Chinese Nationalist harassing actions. 
_. g. Support the Chinese National Government on Formosa as the | 

| Government of China and the representative of China in all UN | 
agencies. 

) h. Increase efforts to develop the political, economic and military | 
! _ strength of non-Communist Asian countries, including development 
| of Japan as a major power to counter-balance Communist China. | 

| 

| | : 
| |
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790.5/8-454: Telegram . 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Hildreth) to the Department of 
State } 

SECRET Karacui, August 4, 1954—7 p. m. 

128. Re Embassy telegram 112.2 Summary Embassy views re 
Pakistan participation SEATO. With each day there are increasing 
indications Pakistan’s inclination and willingness to join SEATO 
and increased willingness take initiative persuade Ceylon also join. 

This in face non-commital attitude Embassy and somewhat nega- 
tive position Department indicated Deptel 123.2 Embassy believes 
we have already reached point where it will be awkward seek dis- 
courage Pakistan participation and will become more awkward as 

time goes on. | 

In Embassy view advantages of policy which counsels Pakistan 
delay membership very dubious. Available information seems indi- 
cate that passage time rather than permitting winning over of 

India and Indonesia is hardening negative position these powers 

| and giving opposition time in which to move. Nehru’s concept of 

alternative SEA pact exclusively for Asian powers * appears por- 
tend another ACSP type arrangement with similar attitude nega- 

tion and promise of frustration for United States policy. Initiative 

which Pakistanis seem willing take holds some promise of permit- 

ting launching of SEATO with two Colombo powers as members, 
which would at least seriously embarrass Nehru project. | 

| If this sound reasoning as Embassy believes seems high time we 

got started. | 

Embassy feels obliged note that if Pakistanis take this type initi- 
ative with United States encouragement, they will expect returns 

1 Repeated for information to Colombo, Djakarta, London, New Delhi, and Ran- 

goon. — 
2 Dated Aug. 2. In this telegram the Embassy had reported learning through 

Major General Cawthorn, the Australian High Commissioner in Pakistan, of the in- 
terest of Acting Foreign Secretary Hilaly in SEATO, as follows: “Cawthorn said 
Hilaly showed great eagerness to join SEATO and Cawthorn attributed eagerness to 
fact GOP always regretted it has not sent troops to Korea and by missing boat was 
only now getting help from West and prestige it might have gotten three years ago 

| if it had sent troops Korea. Hilaly left Cawthorn with impression he hoped Pakistan 
would not make same mistake again with SEATO that it had made in Korea.” | 
(790.5/8-254) 

. 3 In this telegram, July 30, the Department had summarized Jernegan’s conversa- 
tion on July 27 with the Pakistani Ambassador. (790.5/7-3054) For a memorandum 
of this conversation, see p. 676. 

4In telegram 36 from Colombo, Aug. 2, repeated to Karachi and several other 
posts for information, Ambassador Crowe had stated: “C. C. Desai, Indian High 

Commissioner, told me today that Nehru is planning submit regional alliance to Co- 
lombo powers as alternative to SEATO.” (790.5/8-254)
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in form of increased United States political, military, and economic | 
support.® : Pe | 7 

| ) i HILDRETH 

5 In telegram 129, sent later on Aug. 4, Ambassador Hildreth reported that Prime 
Minister Ali had told him Pakistan would attend the SEATO meeting: “not a com- | 

: mitment to join but will attend to discuss what. might be done.” Hildreth then re- | 
peated his opinion that Pakistan would join. (790.5/8-454) | 

| 

| TS 

| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 | . 

| _ Minutes of Meeting Held in the Department of State ! | 

SECRET | _ [WAsHINGTON,] August 5, 1954—noon-1 p. m. ) 

| SEAP Special 2 | | | 

Subject: Southeast Asia Pact | | | | 
: Participants: The Secretary _ Mr. Drumright | 
| The Under Secretary Mr. Jernegan | 

Mr.Murphy Mr. Stelle a : 
| | Mr. Phleger Mr. Nunley | | 
| , ~ Mr. Merchant. Mr. Ogburn 7 

, Mr. Bowie | Mr. Galloway | 

Status of Southeast Asia Pact | 

Mr. Merchant said that on July 28 we had informed the repre- : 
| sentatives of the UK, France, Australia, New Zealand, the Philip- | 

| pines and Thailand that we hoped simultaneous announcements | 

| could be made in the seven capitals on or about August 7, stating | 

_ the intention of the governments to establish a Southeast Asia de- 

| fense arrangement and stating that the Foreign Ministers would 
meet on September 6 for this purpose. They were given a draft text | 

: of a proposed announcement and told that we hoped that on or | 

| about August 9 an informal working group could begin work on the | 

| text of the treaty here in Washington, leaving only a few principal | 
questions for discussion and decision by the Foreign Ministers in 

September. They were informed that we believed Baguio would be 

| an appropriate meeting place; we did not think Washington or. 

| Singapore would be appropriate; however, we would be willing to — 

meet in Honolulu if others wished or to consider other sites. ! 

| | Thailand and the Philippines have accepted our proposals re- 
| garding site and timing. | 

| | | | | 
| 1 Drafted by Trulock on Aug. 6. Trulock is not listed among the participants at | 
| the meeting. 7 | | 

| | 
|
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The Australians have accepted, but proposed that the Foreign 

Ministers’ meeting be postponed until September 18 and wished to 
make a few changes in their announcement. 

The French have suggested postponement of an announcement 

until August 21. Since the cease fire will not be in full effect in 
Cambodia until August 7 and in Viet Nam until August 11, they 

feel that an announcement prior to the latter date might be consid- 

ered provocative by the other side. They also wish to “water down” 
the announcement somewhat. Mr. Merchant said that he told the 

_ French that we would consider their proposals but were disappoint- 

ed at the prospects of additional delay. He asked them if they 

- would be willing to proceed with the working group before the an- 

nouncement if the latter were postponed beyond August 11. The 
French are querying Paris on this point. 

UK—Mr. Merchant said he had just talked with Mr. Scott of the 
British Embassy regarding the Colombo Powers. The UK has re- 

ceived a negative answer from India, an affirmative one from Paki- 

stan, and an indefinite reply from Ceylon. No formal replies have , 
yet been received from Burma and Indonesia, but they are known 

to be negative. The Embassy here still has no further instructions 
regarding timing and the form of announcement. Presumably a 

UK position on these questions will be forthcoming only after all 

replies from the Colombo Powers have been received.2 The other 

difficulty with the British is that they prefer invitations issued by 
the US and UK rather than simultaneous announcements. 

It was generally agreed, since August 7 was only two days away, 

there would be some slippage in our target date for the announce- 
ment. General Smith said August 15 was perhaps the earliest date 

we could expect. He said that he would try to get agreement from 

the Australians and New Zealanders that the announcement would 
be made not later than August 15. In order to avoid additional loss 

of time, Mr. Merchant said that he would plan to hold next week 

another round of bilateral discussions on our working draft II * of 

the treaty text. | 

As to the date of the Foreign Ministers’ meeting, Mr. Merchant 
pointed out that it could not be held much later than the second 

week in September since it would be necessary for the Secretary to 

2 Eden had sent another message to the Prime Ministers of India, Ceylon, Paki- : 

stan, Burma, and Indonesia on July 30. Prime Minister Ali replied on Aug. 2, and 
Prime Ministers Nehru and U Nu replied on Aug. 4. Representatives of the British 
Embassy gave copies of all four documents to officials of the Department by Aug. 6. 
(790.5/8-654) Sir John Kotelewala’s first reply is included in SEAP D-3 dated Aug. 
6. His reply dated Aug. 10, in which he stated that Ceylon would not participate in 
the proposed conference, is attached to SEAP D-3/1, Aug. 12. (Both in Conference. 

. files, lot 60. D 627, CF 348) 
3 Infra.
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| | | 
| attend the opening of the UN General Assembly on September 21. 

| It was generally agreed that the Australian proposal of September | 
_ 18 would be acceptable, but that we should try to hold to the Sep- 

tember 6 date. Mr. Merchant said that Eden would probably agree 

to a short Foreign Ministers’ meeting to “wrap up” the treaty, 
since there seemed to be no support for the UK position among the 

other participants. | | 

Tactics regarding the Colombo Powers + | 

| It was agreed that, since Pakistan has given an affirmative 

| reply > to the British invitation to participate in the meeting on 

| the Southeast Asia Pact, and since Ceylon is the only other Co- 
| lombo Power which is likely to join, we should instruct Minister 

| Crowe to urge Ceylonese participation. However, we would not be 
willing to transfer the site of the conference to Ceylon in an effort 

| to bring them in (Crowe has already been informed that we have 
told other prospective members including the Philippines that we 

felt Baguio would be an appropriate site.) ® | 

| Philippine request for Philippine-US Council Meeting 7 es | 

| It was generally agreed that the Filipino request for a council 

meeting under the terms of our mutual defense treaty with them 

should be met if at all possible. It was suggested that the request | 

| might be met if the Secretary could arrive in the area for discus- | 
| sions with them one or two days prior to the SEAP meeting in | 

| Baguio. | 

oe 
2 a *A typewritten marginal note on the source text next to this paragraph reads: | | 
| “Action: Mr. Jernegan”. OS | 

> Pakistani adherence was among the topics discussed by the Secretary and Am- | 
| bassador Spender in the conversation cited in footnote 3, p. 685. , oe | 

| “Sir Percy then mentioned Pakistan and said that his government has the firm | 
view that Pakistan will join SEATO and that there should be nothing dilatory about 

| admitting her. The Secretary said he had not thought the British formal invitation | 
_ to the five Colombo powers was a good idea but that he did not disagree with the 

| Ambassador as to admittance once the invitation was accepted. He added, however, | 
| that he was not sure that East and West Pakistan could or should be included in a 
| defense line. The Ambassador readily agreed, saying that the defense line was en- 

tirely another matter.” | 3 | 
°In telegram 113 from Karachi, Aug. 3, Ambassador Hildreth reported that the , | 

: Pakistani Foreign Minister, Zafrullah Khan, believed that if the Pakistani Govern- : 

ment should suggest to Prime Minister Kotelewala of Ceylon that the SEATO dis- 
| cussion meeting be held at Colombo, the chance of Ceylonese adherence to a South- . 

| east Asia defense treaty would increase. (790.5/8-354) | | 
| Telegram 39 to Colombo, Aug. 5, contains instruction along the lines indicated | 

here. (790.5/8-454) | | | 
| 7 A typewritten marginal note on the source text next to this paragraph reads: 
| “Action: Mr. Drumright.” | ! 

| 
| |
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Philippine Recognition of Laos and Cambodia 8 

It was agreed that Mr. Drumright should instruct Spruance to 
see Magsaysay and express in strongest terms our concern over the 
Philippine delay in recognizing Laos and Cambodia. | 

Revised Text of the SEA Treaty 

The Secretary went over the revised text of the draft of the 
Southeast Asia Treaty and, after a few revisions, authorized Mr. 

Merchant to conduct a third round of bilateral discussions with the 
other six powers regarding the text. 

8 A typewritten marginal note on the source text next to this paragraph reads: 
“Action: Mr. Drumright.”’ 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 | 

Revised United States Working Draft of Security Treaty } | 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 5, 1954. 

SEAP D-2/1 | 

SOUTHEAST ASIA COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY 

The Parties to this Treaty, 
Recognizing the sovereign equality of all the Parties, 

Reaffirming their faith in the purposes and principles set forth 

in the Charter of the United Nations and their desire to live in 
peace with all peoples and all governments, 

Desiring to promote stability and well-being in the area of South- 
east Asia and the Southwest Pacific, to strengthen the fabric of 
peace and to uphold the principles of democracy, individual liberty 

and the rule of law, and to promote the economic well-being and 

development of all peoples in the area. : 

Intending to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity, 

so that any potential aggressor will appreciate that the Parties 

stand together in the area, and 

Desiring further to coordinate their efforts for collective defense 

for the preservation of peace and security. 

Therefore agree as follows: | 

1 A covering note by Trulock reads: “The attached draft security treaty was re- 
vised following its consideration in a meeting in the Secretary’s office at noon : 

today.” 
Copies of this draft were distributed on Aug. 6 to the United Kingdom, France, 

the Philippines, Thailand, Australia, and New Zealand.
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| _.. ARTICLE I SC oo 

| [Here follows text of the remainder of this draft ‘which is identi- | 
| cal to text of the revised draft of July 22, page 686.] | : - | 

| Editorial Note as 

| A third meeting in 1954 of the ANZUS Council Deputies was 
| _ held in Washington on the afternoon of August 5. Under Secretary | 
| Smith led the United States participants; Ambassadors Spender : 

and Munro led the Australian and New Zealand participants. Pro- | | 

cedural questions relating to the formation of SEATO occupied 
most of the discussion. United States minutes of the meeting, draft- | | 
ed by Foster, are in Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 355. — | | 

790.5/8-554 , | | | 

~The Embassy of New Zealand to the Department of State)  __ 

| SECRET a a | | 
The New Zealand Government have been giving consideration to | 

| the relationship of Japan, South Korea and Formosa to any de- | | 
i fence organisation that may be set up in the Pacific area. | 

While the position of the United States Administration in rela- | 

: tion to this question is fully appreciated, as are the military argu- | 

| ments that may be brought forward for the inclusion of some or all | 

: of these countries in some form of collective defence arrangement 
for the Pacific area, neither New Zealand public opinion nor the 

! Government’s appreciation of the political problems involved is 

| likely to lead New Zealand to agree to the association of any of the 
: three countries in SEATO. ~—— _ | | | 

In the Government’s view, although SEATO should obviously 
| aim at building up military strength as soon as possible, it should 
| have as its other important objects (a) to give public and formal | 
: warning to the Communists of the consequences of further aggres- 
| sion, either overt or indirect, against South East Asia, and to 

| strengthen the resolve of the Asian countries in the front line, and | 
| (b) to provide a framework within which might be given the mili- | 
| tary and economic aid that is needed to strengthen the Asian coun- ! 

tries internally. | | 

| 1 Handed to the Under Secretary by Ambassador Munro on Aug. 5. On the source | 
| text, which is apparently a copy of the original, a title, “SEATO”, has been typed | 

and then crossed out by hand. | | | 

| , |
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| The New Zealand Government feel that the Communist powers 
are likely to be deterred from overt aggression in South East Asia 
more by the possibility of direct retaliation against themselves 
than by any resistance that could be made by the SEATO powers 
in the area of attack itself. In the immediate future, the greater 

threat to South East Asia seems likely to be one of political pres- 
sure and subversion, and the New Zealand Government see no 
overriding military need at this time to have substantial Formosan 

or Korean forces in SEATO. | | 

Moreover, from the political standpoint, any such move would be 

unwise and unfortunate. Above all, if a contribution to South East 

Asian defence were to be sought from Japan, the reaction might 

well be damaging not only from the point of view of the Colombo 
countries but also from that of the Philippines, even assuming that 

_ public opinion in New Zealand and Australia could be induced to 

swallow it. 
The New Zealand Government has also given consideration to 

the question of the establishment of a new collective defence ar- 

rangement for South East Asia. They feel, however, that the prob- 
lem of security in South East Asia, the Far East and the Western 

Pacific generally is indivisible. The threat to the area is a common 
one, and they therefore doubt the wisdom of creating a separate se- 

curity system for the North Pacific. They have also taken into ac- 

count the two practical considerations that (a) Japan’s present lack 

of armed strength would for some time to come prevent her from 

playing an effective part in any new security arrangements for the 

Pacific area, and (b) there already exist bilateral security treaties 

between the United States and Japan and South Korea. 

The New Zealand Government feel, therefore, that it would be 

wise to proceed with the formation of SEATO on the present basis, 

deferring any consideration of proposals to add Japan until a more 

appropriate time. In any case, having regard to the terms of the 

Sino-Soviet Treaty, the inclusion of Japan in SEATO would certain- 

ly be regarded by the Communists as provocative. The New Zea- 

land Government recognise that there might eventually be 

achieved in the Pacific an overall collective defence arrangement 

which, in conjunction with NATO, would conduce to the achieve- 

ment of an agreed allied global strategy. 

For the present, however, the New Zealand Government has 

| been pleased to learn from the Department of State that there is 

no immediate likelihood that requests for the inclusion of Japan 

and South Korea and Nationalist China in SEATO will be made. | 

The Government agree entirely that SEATO should not be a closed 

body, and that provision should be made for additional members 

later.
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| | 
| : . 
| The New Zealand Government wish to make it clear, however, 

| that in the immediate future New Zealand does not favour the in- 

| clusion of South Korea and Formosa nor is it likely to be able to 
| -consider the entry of Japan. The Government consider that, in the ! 

meantime, the position of the Japanese and South Koreans might | 

be met to a greater extent by the inclusion in the SEATO Treaty of 
provision for a consultative association, similar to that of Article | 

VIII of the ANZUS Treaty which reads as follows: | 

“Pending the development of a more comprhensive system of re- 
| gional security in the Pacific area and the development by the 
! United Nations of more effective means to maintain international 
| peace and security, the Council, established by Article VII, is au- 

thorised to maintain a consultative relationship with states, region- | 
| al organisations, associations of states or other authorities in the | ! rs ! OC | 
| Pacific area in a position to further the purposes of this Treaty and 
| to contribute to the security of that area.” 

| In any case, any cooperation which may be necessary between 

SEATO and Japan and South Korea could presumably be ensured 
| through the United States as a member of SEATO and a partner in 
| bilateral security treaties with those countries. 

| 5 Auausr 1954. | 
| _ . . \ 

| | | 
! 694.95B/8-554: Telegram | ! 

| | _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Japan } | 
| . | | | | | 
| CONFIDENTIAL - WaAsHINGTON, August 5, 1954—7:09 p.m. | 

| 239. For Ambassador from Secretary. I do not have any present | 

| plans for promoting a security pact which would draw together 
| Japan, ROK, Formosa, the USA and perhaps the Philippines, al- | 

| though I regard this as an ultimate possibility.2 However at the 
moment the important business is to create in the area a sense of 

| interdependence. The President and I have gone very far to im- 

| 1 Drafted by Dulles personally. 
| 2 In a draft dated Aug. 4, Dulles had written this sentence as follows: “I do not | 
0 have any present plans for promoting a security pact which would draw together 
| Japan, ROK, Formosa, the USA and perhaps the Philippines. I do not exclude this | 

| as an ultimate possibility.” | | 
| In a memorandum to the Secretary dated Aug. 5, Drumright wrote: 

| | “I would like to suggest a slightly more positive ending to the first sentence of 
your proposed message to Mr. Allison. I suggest this because our conversations with 

| the Japanese Ambassador here during the past few days lead us to believe that the 
Japanese are interested in a collective security pact and, with some active encour- | 

| agement from us, might be prepared to take steps to participate in some workable 
arrangement. Therefore, it might be advisable for Allison not to be too negative in 

| discussing the matter with the Japanese Government.” (Draft telegram as revised | 
| by Drumright is attached to memorandum; 794.5 MSP/8-454) 

an 
| | 

| |
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press Rhee and his advisers on this point, emphasizing that it is 
imperative to have good relations between Japan and Korea. It is 
because of this aspect of the matter that I did not want to give a 
totally negative reply to the question which I got at my press con- 
ference, as if I indicated that there is no interdependence between 
these countries, that would encourage Rhee to take an isolationist 

line. | 

DULLES 

790.5/8-754 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by William J. Galloway, Special 
Assistant to the Counselor of the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON, August 7, 1954.] 

Subject: U.K. Views on Procedures in Connection with SEA Pact. 

Participants: Mr. Joy, First Secretary—British Embassy 

| Mr. Galloway—C 
Mr. Nunley—RA 

This morning, Mr. Joy gave me the following information based 

on telegrams just received from London: | 
Mr. Eden agreed that there was no need for formal invitations to 

be issued to the interested Governments in connection with the 
meeting on the SEA Pact. He accepted the U.S. proposal that those 

Governments sending representatives to the meeting would make 
simultaneous announcements in advance. In this connection, Paki- 

stan should be free to make an announcement in terms which 

would make clear that there was no commitment on the part of the 

Government of Pakistan to do anything other than attend the 
meeting. 

The U.K. agreed with the point of view expressed by the French 

that the simultaneous announcements by the Governments should 
not be made earlier than August 11, which was the final date of 
the entry into force of some of the ceasefire provisions in Vietnam. 

The U.K. was definitely opposed to convening an informal work- 

ing group in Washington. It was felt that this would be bad in the 
eyes of Asian opinion and that it would be best if this whole project 

did not bear the stamp of U‘S. initiative. The U.K. would not make 

known its final views in regard to the convening of a working 
group, however, until it had been able to consult further with the 

Government of Pakistan. 

In regard to the location for the meeting of Foreign Ministers, 

Mr. Eden thought that Bangkok and Singapore would not be appro- 

priate. If Ceylon should decide to participate in the meeting, Mr. |
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| _ Eden thought that some place in Ceylon would be appropriate for : 
a the meeting. If the meeting were not held in Ceylon, Mr. Eden | 

thought either the Philippines or Australia would be appropriate. 

| If provision were made for the drafting of the Treaty to be large- | 
| ly completed by a working group, and if the Ministers were to meet 

only for three or four days to finalize the work, Mr. Eden would 
agree to attend the proposed meeting. | 

| 790.5/8-954: Telegram . 

| The Ambassador in India (Allen) to the Department of State } | 
| re 

| SECRET New DE HI, August 9, 1954—8 p.m. | 

| 194. I called on Prime Minister Nehru today to present Kenne- 
| dy ? and to say farewell before my departure on home leave to- 

| In a 45 minute talk he made abundantly clear, if his statements 
| in response to my questions can be accepted at face value, that he , 

| is strongly opposed to any collective security pact involving this | 

| area, even if it were confined to the Colombo powers or to any four | 

or three or two of them. He flatly (though calmly and pleasantly) | 
turned his back on anything involving military commitments be- | 

| cause, first, he thought it unnecessary since no one threatened this | 

area, and secondly because he disliked military approach in princi- : 
| ple. He thought pacts involving military commitments lead to less 

| security because they increased tensions on both sides. He felt con- | 
! fident that best way to reduce chances of war would be for nations —s_—| 

| outside Communist bloc to accept Peking’s assurances of non-ag- 

gression as bona fide and to convince Peking that no effort would | 
| be made to overthrow regime or invade Chinese mainland. He said 

projects like SEATO merely caused Communist bloc to join togeth- 
er more closely. ) | 

| I recalled basic reasons for our adoption of collective security | 
| policy, pointing out that if NATO had existed, we believed World ! 

| War II might have been avoided. I said Chinese expansionism in | 
| Korea and Indochina during past four years had created need for 

| | extending collective security to Pacific area. He had spoken of 
. desire of Peking for assurances. I asked whether he did not agree ! 

that we had reason, from actual experience, to want some assur- | 
; ance ourselves regarding Peking’s peaceful intention. He had re- | 

ferred to SEATO as undesirable initiative on our part. Did he not | 

, 1 Repeated for information to Colombo, Karachi, London, and Rangoon. | 
. ? Donald D. Kennedy, Counselor of Embassy with the personal rank of Minister, | 
served as Chargé in Allen’s absence. | | 

[ 
i
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think Communist bloc had long ago become closely knit collective 
security group? Could not present effort of free world to develop 

collective security system be traced to initiative already taken by 
other side? 

He agreed that situation in Europe might have called for some 
reaction but difficulty was that each military step by one side was 
answered by similar step by other, with always increasing tensions. | 
Need was to relax tensions, and best way to do so was for free 

world to take different approach. This would lead to “collective 
peace’. | 

I said for sake of argument suppose everybody, including Syng- 
man Rhee and Vietnam nationalists, agreed with US that no mili- 
tary effort would be made to upset present status quo in Korea and 
Indochina, and suppose we convinced Peking that we would neither 

| invade mainland nor try to overthrow regime, what assurances 

could we expect from Peking in return? Would Peking say it would 

not invade Formosa, for example? I referred to statement last week 

by Ho Chi Minh calling for “further tightening of our brotherhood 

with people of Laos and Cambodia and consolidation of great 

friendship between Vietnam and Soviet Union and Peoples Repub- 
lic of China”. Nehru said he had not heard of this statement. I 
asked him to send for a local paper in which I had seen it today. | ) 

He did so, read the statement carefully, and said he could not be 

certain Ho was making anything more than a friendly appeal in 

contemplation of elections. 

I asked whether he thought there was any danger that nations of 
this area might fall one by one if each adopted his policy of no 

military commitment. He said he did not think so because he was 
convinced China had no aggressive intentions and desired peace to 

work out own problems. He agreed that sense of security was im-_ 

portant for any country, to enable people to give attention to eco- 

nomic and social matters, but problem was to decide what policy 

would produce more rather than less feeling of security. I said 

- Burma today had no assurance that anyone would come to its aid if 
its northern border was crossed. He said any assurance to Burma 

would obviously be directed against China and this would increase 

Peking’s feeling of insecurity and consequently its belligerent atti- 

tude. He was confident that outright Chinese aggression against 

Burma would in fact lead to World War without any specific com- 

| mitment and he believed Peking was already well aware of this 

fact. | 

Nehru said collective peace was needed to establish some kind of 

status quo in Pacific. He himself had never been supporter of com- 

plete status quo but he thought no major upset in present situation : 

should be attempted. When he said he did not support complete
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status quo I smiled and said he did not seem to support status quo | 
i in Goa, for example. He recovered after a second, smiled and re- | 
| sumed. _ | | | 

Comment: It now seems abundantly clear that Chou En-lai “sold” : 
Nehru that Peking has no aggressive designs at least for a decade : 

_ or so. ? Canadian HiICOMer Escott Reid who is generally inclined 
to go along with GOI and who reported following Chou visit that | 

: Nehru had not swallowed Chou’s line entirely, told me yesterday 
|. he had recently had long talk with Nehru and had been “shocked” 

at extent to which Nehru seemed to place full confidence in Pe- 
. king’s good intentions. 7 | | 
| - Only extenuation I can suggest for Nehru’s apparent blind faith : 

in Red China may be that he is deliberately trying to offset what 
he regards as US aggressive intentions against Peking and our : 

| over-emphasis on military security. It is possible that if he becomes 
|. convinced, through experience in Indochina, that Viet Minh have 

aggressive intentions against Laos and Cambodia, he may become 
somewhat less active in his opposition to collective security ar- 
rangements covering this area. Under existing circumstances, I can 

| only report that I was wrong when I expressed opinion to Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee in April that I thought Nehru might / 

| join security pact if Colombo powers took initiative and were not 
| faced by decisions made in Washington or London. Unless and / 
| until Nehru comes to doubt Peking’s good faith, he is not likely to | 
| give a military assurance even to Burma. | 
| British authorities still hope Nehru can gradually be brought to | 
| commit India to some kind of collective action. They are following 
| toe-in-water tactics, trying to get him gradually committed by indi- | 

| _ rection, and perhaps even against his will, just as British now | 
admit they tried to get US to abandon neutral attitude during late | 

| 30’s, and which it claims was successful. 
| | ALLEN 

’ Premier Chou had conferred with Nehru during a visit to New Delhi, June 25- 
| 28, 1954. | 

pc | 
; a Editorial Note 

| | 
A fourth meeting in 1954 of the ANZUS Council Deputies was | 

| held in Washington on August 10. The participants of the three | 
| powers were led by Under Secretary Smith and Ambassadors 
|. Spender and Munro. Sir Robert Scott and Joy attended the meet- 

ing as “informal observers” for the United Kingdom. The discus- | 
| sion centered on procedural matters relating to the proposed | 

| _. Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty. United States minutes of | 

| 
pS | 
| |
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the meeting, drafted by Foster, are in Conference files, lot 60 D 

627, CF 355. 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET [WAsHINGTON,] August 10, 1954. 

Subject: NSC 5429—Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East ? 

This paper represents the Planning Board’s response to a direc- 
tive from the President to prepare, before his departure from 

Washington, a review of the main features of our Far Eastern 

policy in the light of the outcome of the Geneva Conference. While 
hastily executed, the paper meets our present outstanding require- 

ments by authorizing: . 

1. Our encouragement of an organization for Asian economic de- 
velopment; 

2. The negotiation of a Southeast Asian Security Treaty; 
3. Necessary courses of action to strengthen Laos, Cambodia, and 

South Vietnam against Communist pressures. 

The following recommendations are made with respect to alter- 

native passages offered in the paper: 

Page 8, paragraph 1(c). The bracketed phrase should be retained 
as recognizing the formidable political difficulties that must be sur- 
mounted before the proposed collective defense arrangement can be 
brought into being. | 

Page 5, paragraph 7. Alternative B should be adopted. The UK 
and other potential signatories would accept the commitment con- 
tained in this alternative and would be more likely to agree to the 
actions called for in Alternative A at a time when such actions 
would be necessary than they would be to subscribe to Alternative 

| A at the present time. 
Page 6, paragraph 8. Alternative B should be adopted. Alterna- 

~ tive A would involve the U.S. in indeterminate commitments in 
which it would receive little support from its allies. 

Page 7, paragraph 9g). Neither of the alternatives suggested is 
- entirely acceptable: It is recommended that you propose the follow- 

ing language in place of them: . : 

“While recognizing that North Vietnam will probably pass 
completely under the control of the Communist bloc, and the 
necessity, therefore, of conditioning our policies and activities 

| according to that assumption, exploit every opportunity which 
is presented in North Vietnam to make more difficult the ab- 
sorption of the area by the Communists; in that connection | 

"1 Dated Aug. 4, p. 696.
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| _ maintain maximum flexibility of U.S. policies which affect 
| North Vietnam until the Haiphong enclave is completely | 
| taken over by the Communists.” | | 

Page 8, paragraph 10(d). Alternative A, which would be harmless ! 
if carried out in a good spirit, is to be preferred. We should not at 
this stage give the Thai government the option of having U.S. 

| troops stationed in Thailand. © o | | : 
Page 9. Section IV presents four alternative courses of action of 

, progressive stiffness with respect to Communist China. There 
would, however, appear to be no good reason for substituting any of 

| them for our present policy with respect to Communist China as 
| set forth in NSC 166/1, which is considered adequate to the post- | 

| Geneva situation. It would be preferable for the NSC to reject this | 
section of the paper, which would leave NSC 166/1 as the govern- 

| ing directive. | ae | 

Note: Paragraph e on page 2 is out of place since its subject is not | 
one of the “significant consequences” of Communist successes in 

, Indochina which are enumerated in this paragraph. It should prob- | 
| __ ably be deleted. | 

| Subject to the qualifications set forth above, it is recommended | 
| that you approve the adoption of NSC 5429 as a provisional direc- 

tive pending an opportunity for an adequate review of the changed | 
situation in the Far East and of the policies required to meet it. / 

| WALTER S. ROBERTSON | 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 | 

| _ Memorandum by Walter Trulock of the Reports and Operations | | 

! | Staff | 

| SECRET _ | [WASHINGTON,] August 11, 1954. 
SEAP D-2/2 . | | 

| _ UK CoMMENTs ON THE REVISED TREATY TEXT } | 

| Attached is a paper outlining the substance of the comments 
| made by the British Embassy yesterday with respect to the draft | 
| Southeast Asia Collective Security Treaty (SEAP D-2/1). | 

| WALTER TRULOCK | 

1 Apparently a reference to the draft dated Aug. 5, p. 708. 

- oo 
| | | | | 

| | 

| 

|
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[Attachment] | 

The following is the substance of comments made by the U.K. 
Embassy in regard to the draft Southeast Asia Collective Security 

Treaty: 

In regard to Article III, the U.K. Government believes that the 
text should be expanded to include specifically provisions for tech- 
nical and cultural cooperation among the parties. 

As regards paragraph two of Article IV, the U.K. Government 
believes it is too narrowly drafted and they are not clear exactly 
what is contemplated by the words, “any party’. The U.K. Govern- 
ment suggests that the article should be widened 

(a) to cover any State or Territory designated under para- 
graph one, even though they are not parties to the Treaty, and 

(b) by including after the words “shall consult immediately’ 
| the following: ‘together and with the Governments or authori- 

ties in any State or Territory so designated”. 

In regard to Article V, the U.K. believes that the second sen- 
tence really contains an important and separate idea. They suggest 
that it should be deleted and that there should be a new Article VI 
on the following lines: 

“The parties recognize that for the purposes of Article III of 
this Treaty, a wider association of States may be desirable. 
With this object the Council is empowered to arrange for coop- 
eration with States or Territories not parties to this Treaty for 
the promotion of economic stability and social well-being in the 
area’. 

(The actual wording of the latter part of this draft will 
depend on the final form of Article IIT.) 

611.90/8-1154 

Memorandum by the Regional Planning Adviser in the Bureau of 

Far Eastern Affairs (Ogburn) to the Assistant Secretary of State 
for Far Eastern Affairs (Robertson) 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 11, 1954. 

Subject: NSC 5429 1 | 

If you can find time, I think you might wish to read the attached 

memoranda 2 from Mr. Young, Mr. Day, and Mr. Landon on NSC 

1 Dated Aug. 4, p. 696. | 
2 Memorandum from Young to Ogburn, Aug. 6 (611.90/8-654); memorandum from 

Day to Ogburn, Aug. 6 (611.90/8-654); memorandum from Landon to Day, Aug. 10 

(611.90/8-1054). 
The opening paragraph of Day’s memorandum reads: 

. Continued
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| 5429, “Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East” since the views they | 
! express give an idea of the thinking of your staff on the problems ! 
| we face in the Far East. | | | | 
| I think the dissatisfaction they express with the paper is signifi- | 

: cant particularly since we must assume that the paper is the best 
| the Planning Board could produce in a period of about two weeks. 

| You will note that Mr. Landon writes: | ) 

| “T have read hastily the above document and am deeply dis- 
| turbed to think that so inadequate a treatment of U.S. policy could | 
! be put forward seriously as solution of the many problems facing | 

us in the Far East.” 32 | 

| and that Mr. Young writes: | | | 

_ “This is the worst hodge-podge that has ever been submitted to 
| the President and the Council in my span of five years’ experience 

| with NSC papers.” 4 oo | | | / | . . . I | I am not far behind them in my feelings about the paper. ) 

“T question the necessity of this paper. No document reflecting disagreements and | 
| absence of due deliberation is likely to help determine the specific courses of action | 

to be taken between now and the time it would require to complete a careful review | | 
and arrive at decisions based on the careful weighing which their importance re- | 
quires.” 

3 Landon stated also: “The paper divides the world in two but is not clear as to 
/ where the borders are in Asia. I would like to see placed in focus the interests of | 

India, China, USSR, Japan, the U.S., the U.K., and others with an estimate of the 
| stresses and strains of their national interests as they affect favorably or adversely 

| U.S. policy objectives.” 
| *In his memorandum, Young also stated that if it was necessary to have a policy , 
| review at the time, it would be better to remove Part IV from the paper and make | 

| it the subject of “objective consideration” by a “special task force”. “The parts of the : 
| paper not dealing with Communist China are either a reaffirmation of existing 

policy or additional authorization for courses of action which are urgently required 
regardless, in my view, of the ultimate decision on Communist China. .. . With re- : 
spect to Communist China, I would make the general observation that a really effec-. | 

2 tive well-considered, comprehensive and objective review of Far East policy center- | 
ing on Communist China is needed. . . . At the present time, I certainly am in no 
position to select among the four alternatives [in Part IV].” | 

| S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1 7 a 

| Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of | 
Defense (Wilson) } 

| TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 11 August 1954. _ _ 
| Subject: Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East—NSC 5429 : 
! | 
Pp | | 

| 1 Attached to a covering memorandum dated Aug. 13 from Lay to the NSC Plan- 
| ning Board. a 

| 
. [
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1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff submit herewith their views with re- 

spect to a draft statement of policy prepared by the National Secu- 
rity Council Planning Board titled “Review of U.S. Policy in the 
Far East’? (NSC 5429), which is scheduled for consideration by the 

National Security Council at its meeting on 12 August 1954. 

2. In their memorandum for you dated 9 April 1954, subject 

“U.S. Strategy for Developing a Position of Military Strength in 

the Far East (NSC Action No. 1029-b)’’,? the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

recommended that the United States formulate a comprehensive 
policy in which the Far East is viewed as a strategic entity and 

which would provide definitive direction for the development of a 

| position of military strength in the Far East. NSC 5429 lacks a 

statement of United States objectives with respect to the area as a 

whole and broad courses of action for the achievement of such ob- 

jectives, and hence does not constitute a comprehensive statement 

of policy as envisaged by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

8. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that NSC 

5429 be returned to the Planning Board with appropriate guidance 

for derivation and exposition of U.S. objectives in the Far East and 
delineation of broad courses of action directed toward their attain- 

ment. 

4. Specific comments of the Chief of Naval Operations, the Chief 

of Staff, U.S. Air Force and the Commandant of the Marine Corps ° 

on the material included in NSC 5429 follow: | 

‘a We concur in the view of the Defense, JCS, and ODM Mem- 
bers of the Planning Board, contained in the footnote on page 3 of 
the draft, * that U.S. policy with regard to China should be consid- 

ered and determined first, and that the policy with regard to the 
| peripheral areas should be established in light of this determina- 

tion. We recommend, therefore, that when NSC 5429 is prepared in 

final form, Section IV, Communist China, be brought forward and 

redesignated Section I. However, for convenient reference, we have 

addressed our comments to the sections of the paper in their 

present order. 
“b. The following detailed comments are addressed to the brack- | 

eted phrases and alternative courses of action set forth in the draft 

statement of policy, as well as to amendments and additions which 

are deemed desirable. (Changes are indicated in the usual manner.) 

“(1) Page 3, subparagraph 1c and page 4, paragraph 5. No 
preference is expressed with respect to including or omitting 

| the bracketed phraseology. 
“(2) Page 5, subparagraph 7a. Alternative A is favored. 

2 NSC 5416. See the attachment to the memorandum from Secretary Wilson to 

Lay, Apr. 10, p. 412. | 

| 3 Gen. Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr. | 

4 Reference is to footnote *, p. 699. :
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| _ Feason: It is considered that the treaty should provide for the | 
| prompt and positive application of retaliatory measures : 

against Communist China if it is determined that Commu- | 
2 nist China is a source of armed aggression, either direct or : 

indirect. Any more limited provision would not constitute an 
adequate response to the aggression. 

: ble. Page 6, paragraph 8. Alternative B is considered prefera- 
e. 

| “(4) Page 7, subparagraph 9f. Amend to read as follows: 

| “ “f. Continue to exploit opportunities to further U.S. long- : 
| range objectives toward uniting Vietnam under a democratic 
| form of government.’ | 

| “(5) Page 7, subparagraph 9g. Delete both alternatives. | 
| i 
| Reason: In light of subparagraph 9f, a further statement on | 
| this subject is considered unnecessary. | | 

| “(6) Page 8, subparagraph 10d. Stationing of token forces in | 
| or around Thailand is not favored. Accordingly, it is recom- : 

- mended that Alternative B be rejected. While there is no objec- 1 
| tion to Alternative A, the necessity for its inclusion in a state- | 
| ment of policy with respect to Thailand is not apparent, since | 
| the visits of United States forces to friendly countries is a rou- | 

tine and well-established custom. | 
(7) Pages 9 through 11, paragraphs 12, 13, 14, and 16. | 

Among the four statements of alternative courses of action | 
with respect to Communist China adoption of Alternative C | 

| (paragraph 14), amended to read as follows, is favored: : 

! “14, Reduce the relative power of Communist China in Asia | 
| even at the risk of, but without deliberately provoking, war: 

| | —“ “a, (1) React with forces, if necessary and advantageous, to 
expansion and subversion recognizable as such, supported and 
supplied by Communist China. | | 

| — “ “2) React with immediate, positive, armed force against 
, any belligerent move by Communist China. 

“ “b. Increase efforts to develop the political, economic and | 
| military strength of non-Communist Asian countries, including | 

the progressive development of the military strength of Japan, 
| to the point where she can provide for her own national de- 
| fense and, in time, contribute to the collective defense of the | 
| Far East. | | 
| “ce, d, and e. Same as 13 ¢, d, and e.’ — | | 

| Reasons: (1) Alternatives A and B would provide that the | 
| United States resort to armed action only in the event that 

Communist China itself committed armed aggression. Such a 
| _ policy would be inadequate to cope with indirect aggression 
| which experience indicates will be the most probable form of | 
| Chinese Communist aggression in the general area of South- 
| east Asia in the near future. It should be the objective of 

United States policy to block the further expansion of Com- os 

| 
| 

| 

|
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munist China regardless of the methods by which such ex- 
pansion is attempted. 

(2) The proposed policy contained in Alternative D is consid- 

ered to be extreme. It could hardly be expected that such a 
policy would receive the support of our major Allies. If 
adopted, it would require that the United States, in common 

prudence, now embark upon a major expansion of military 

forces, and take such other steps as are necessary to place 
the United States in a position to conduct large-scale mili- 

tary actions in the Far East. In short, the proposed policy is 
considered to be provocative and one which inherently would 
greatly increase the risk of general war. 

(3) The objective set forth in Alternative C, as amended above, 
is consistent with previously expressed views of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff. It states a definite goal and provides for a 
positive approach to the problem of reducing the threat of 

further Chinese Communist expansion in Asia. It would pro- 
vide the basis for action against indirect aggression which is 
lacking in both Alternatives A and B, while avoiding the | 

| more extreme measures, with their greatly enhanced risks, 
contained in Alternative D. Within the context of broader 
policies with respect to the world-wide threat of Soviet Com- 
munism, the steady and consistent application of the courses 

of action set forth in this alternative hold promise of achiev- 

. ing results advantageous to the security position of the Free 

World.” : 

5. The comments of the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army on NSC 5429 

follow: 

“a, NSC 5429 addresses itself specifically to only the most funda- 
mental aspects of the problem in the Far East, namely: the off- 

shore island chain; general political and economic measures in the 
Far East; negotiation of a Southeast Asia security treaty; action in 

the event of local subversion; policy with respect to Indochina, 
Thailand, Indonesia and Communist China. It is not a comprehen- 

sive review of the entire problem. 
“by, Moreover, the problem confronting us in the Far East cannot 

be stated, except in relation to and as an element in a United 

States foreign policy of global scope. 
“co, While I do not suggest just what such global policy should be, 

it seems axiomatic to me that one principal objective therein 

should be to split Communist China from the Soviet Bloc. Quite | 

aside from the great moral issue involved in the deliberate precipi- 

tation of general war the converse of this thesis is equally applica- 

ble. From the purely military point of view we must not, by our 

own act, deliberately provoke war against the combined power of 

the Soviet Bloc and Communist China, since to do so would be to 

choose a war against the most potentially powerful enemy coalition 

with a strong probability of losing the active support of some of our 

present Allies. This situation would have the most dangerous possi- 

ble military consequences. We may well find ourselves in such a 

war, but it should not be our choice without having first, taken 

every feasible step to increase our readiness to meet an explosion
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into general war, and second, having mapped out and begun an ap- 
proach to the objective stated above. | , 

“d. The execution of no one of the four alternative courses of | 
action with respect to Communist China would properly serve U.S. 
long-range interests, nor discharge the responsibility which the | 

| American people have to mankind for leadership of the Free 
World. There are elements in each of these courses, which com- , 
bined, could constitute a preferable and proper course of action. We : 
do not have either to appease Communist China (Alternative ‘A’) or | 
to destroy it (Alternative ‘D’). — | 

| “e. In deciding upon a course of action, the first and basic need, 3 
which I think NSC 162/25 does not meet, is for a statement in a | 

: single document of a U.S. foreign policy on a global basis, with the 
| principal objectives listed. Assuming that one of these would be the , : 

( one stated in paragraph c above, it does not follow that its attain- | 
ment requires the destruction of the military power of Communist - : 
China. In fact, I would regard the destruction of such military | 
power as inimical to the long-range interests of the U.S. It would 
result in the creation of a power vacuum into which but one other 

| | nation could move, namely Soviet Russia. 
“f. If then we accept the objective of splitting Red China and the | 

| USSR, the statesmanlike approach would seem to be to bring Red 
| China to a realization that its long-range benefits derive from 

friendliness with America, not with the USSR, which casts acquisi- 
| tive eyes on its territory and resources; that these benefits could ! 
I reasonably be expected in time, if Red China would mend its ways, _ 

abjure its offensively aggressive actions toward the West, and take 
steps to remove the stigma of ‘aggressor’ with which it is now: 

| _ branded. The adoption of such a course of action and the employ- 7 
| ment of such measures dictate the necessity of the prompt | 

strengthening of our military capabilities in order that American | 
| diplomacy may have that essential military support without which : 
| it cannot hope to succeed.” | i 
| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff. | 
| | N. F. Twining © | 

po | Chief of Staff | 
| oe | | United States Air Force | 

| _ 5 Entitled “Basic National Security Policy”, dated Oct. 30, 1953; see volume uw. | 

po | 

| | | |. | | | po : | | 

| : 

| |
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 210th Meeting of the National 

Security Council Held on Thursday, August 12, 1954 ? 

[Extracts] . 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

Present at this meeting were The President of the United States, 

presiding; the Vice President of the United States; the Secretary of 

State; the Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations 

Administration; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. 

Also present were the Acting Secretary of the Treasury; the Secre- 

tary of Commerce (for Item 1); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; 

the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (for Item 4);'the Secre- 

tary of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of 

the Air Force (for Items 5 and 6); General Twining for the Chair- 

man, Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, Vice Ad- 

miral Gardner for the Chief of Naval Operations, and General Pate 

for the Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps (for Items 5 and 6); Robert 

R. Bowie, Department of State (for Items 1, 2 and 3); Marshall 

Smith, Department of Commerce (for Item 1); Walter S. Delany, 

Foreign Operations Administration (for Item 1); the Director of 

Central Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; Robert Cutler, 

Special Assistant to the President; the Executive Secretary, NSC; 

and the Coordinator, NSC Planning Board Assistants. 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 

the main points taken. | 

6. Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East (NSC 5429; Memo for NSC 

from Acting Executive Secretary, subject: ‘United States Ob- 

jectives and Courses of Action with Respect to Southeast Asia’”’, 

dated July 19, 1954; Progress Report, dated July 12, 1954, by 

the OCB on NSC 171/1; Progress Report, dated July 16, 1954, 

by the OCB on NSC 146/2; Progress Report, dated July 29, 

1954, by the OCB on NSC 5409; Progress Report, dated August 

6, 1954, by the OCB on NSC 5405) ? 

Mr. Cutler briefed the Council on the background of NSC 5429 

and the reference Progress Reports. He also noted that NSC 5416 

(entitled “U.S. Strategy for Developing a Position of Military 

Strength in the Far East’) had been considered by the Planning 

Board in the preparation of NSC 5429. Mr. Cutler said that NSC 

1 Drafted by Marion W. Boggs, Coordinator of the National Security Council 

Board Assistants, on Aug. 13. 
2 None printed. (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5405 Series)
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| 9429 was a new kind of paper in that the action part of the paper 
| was less than eight pages long. He then explained the four parts 

| into which the statement of policy was divided, and briefly charac- | 
. terized Annexes A, B and C. He added that some policies contained ) 

in the report were long-range in character, but that a prompt deci- : 
sion was needed on the other paragraphs, particularly those relat- ) 
ing to Indochina. Mr. Cutler said that on the basis of Council — : 
action on this report, individual country papers relating to the Far 

| East would be revised by the Planning Board from time to time. 
. _ The Council then considered NSC 5429 paragraph by paragraph. 2 
| Secretary Dulles remarked that the formation of a Western Pacific _ | 
: defense arrangement, referred to in paragraph 1-c, would not be | 

easy. We were working toward the conditions which would make | 
| such an arrangement possible, but we could not establish those : 

conditions immediately. He felt, however, that the bracketed lan- 1 
' guage in paragraph 1-c should be included in the paper, and Secre-. 7 

7 tary Wilson agreed. Mr. Hughes? asked whether the policies in 
| paragraph 1 implied a budgetary commitment. Mr. Cutler said that 
| individual country papers on the Far East would contain financial 

| appendices indicating the order of magnitude of our expenditures 
| ineach case. | Se ee 
| Secretary Dulles then suggested that the order of paragraphs 1-a | 
| and 1-d should be reversed. He said that while he favored an in- | | 
| crease in the military strength of Japan, such a policy would be no 
: sure cure for our troubles there. We should not build up Japanese | 

| military strength unless we had confidence that Japan’s future po- | 
| litical orientation would be toward the West. Japan was the heart | 

| and soul of the situation in the Far East. If Japan is not on our | 
side our whole Far Eastern position will become untenable. | | 

| The Vice President felt that no paper was more fundamental | 
2 than NSC 5429. He thought it would be unwise to make final deci- | 
. sions on Far Eastern policy on the basis of an hour’s discussion. | 
| Indeed, he thought this subject was worth three hours of the Coun- _ 
| cil’s time. He added that he felt things were often adopted without | | 
| adequate consideration. Perhaps the Council should run through 
| the paper at this meeting, and then restudy it before finally adopt- 

ing it. Mr. Cutler said it had been felt desirable to bring this report 
| to the Council for action at a time when the President was in / 
i Washington. He thought that at the very least it would be desira- 
| ble to reach a decision today on those paragraphs relating to Indo- 
: china. Further consideration might then be given to the remainder 
! of the paper. | a oo a | 

* Rowland R. Hughes, Director, Bureau of the Budget. . | ; : , | |
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Secretary Wilson expressed general agreement with the Vice 

President, and suggested that the paper should be referred back to 

the Planning Board for revision. 

The President remarked that all the papers that came before the 

Council were important. He said the Council must not shoot from 

the hip, but that it was necessary to reach some decisions and that 

this was the place to reach them. He felt that since his inaugura- 

tion the NSC had been raised to a higher place in government. 

While he agreed with much that the Vice President had said, he 

wanted to continue going through NSC 5429 at this meeting. 

The Council then considered Section II, “General Political and 

Economic Measures”. Secretary Dulles said the great danger in the 

Far East was subversion, which was furthered by economic weak- 

ness and social distress. Delay in getting started on a program 

which would help alleviate such economic weakness and social dis- 

tress would be dangerous. He called particular attention to the im- 

portance of Japanese trade with the U.S. and with Southeast Asia, 

and said that Japan had given some indication of an intention to 

draw back from its pro-Western orientation until it could appraise 

the effect of the loss of parts of Indochina on Japanese trade. The 

President said that the Far Eastern nations should get together 

themselves and form an economic grouping, and only then should 

ask us for assistance. He thought we sometimes offered too much 

too far in advance. Governor Stassen agreed that the initiative for 

a Far Eastern economic grouping should come from Asia. 

Secretary Dulles referred to the origins of the Marshall Plan. He 

said that Secretary Marshall had tipped off Europe that we would 

render assistance, but that the initiative otherwise had come from 

Europe. The President said he would prefer that there not be any. 

public tip-off. If we wanted to let the Far Eastern countries know 

that we would help them, we should pass the word to them 

through diplomatic channels. Governor Stassen remarked that 

Asian countries frequently required a great deal of guidance 

behind the scenes. | 

Dr. Flemming ¢* asked how the exchange of persons program, re- 

ferred to in paragraph 5, compared with Communist programs. Mr. 

Cutler replied that the Chinese Communist program in Asia was 

much larger than ours. The President suggested that paragraph 5 

should begin “Develop and make more effective”. Mr. Allen Dulles 

called attention to the problem of building up educational facilities 

in free China. He asked whether paragraph 5 was intended to 

cover cultural activities. The Vice President asked whether para- 

graph 5 was intended to cover propaganda. He felt we should 

4 Arthur S. Flemming, Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization.
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| devise a dramatic new program rather than make small changes in 
old programs. Perhaps paragraph 5 should be deleted because it did 

. not deal adequately with the problem, and a new program, cover- 
ing information, cultural relations, propaganda and education, 
should be inserted elsewhere. | 

, Mr. Cutler invited the Council’s attention to Section III of NSC | | 
0429. In connection with paragraph 7, relating to a Southeast Asia : 
security treaty, he pointed out that subparagraphs a through d | 
characterized the treaty in layman’s language, but were not an at- 

| tempt to draft the articles of the treaty. The President asked who 
would get that kind of treaty through the Senate. Mr. Cutler said oo 

| that task would presumably fall to Secretary Dulles. | 
! Secretary Dulles was certain the Senate would not approve a. 

| treaty which gave a blank check to the President or to any foreign 
: nation to put the United States into war. Secretary Dulles person- 
| ally agreed with Alternative A of subparagraph a as long as the | 

| _ decision to pull the trigger rested with the U.S. and as long as | 
President Eisenhower’s Administration was in office. However, he 
thought other countries would not agree to Alternative A, and even 

| if they did he was not sure it was desirable, because countries 
other than the United States could in effect decide that the United 
States must go to war. 

| The President remarked that since the Civil War there had been 
| only one war in which the United States participated which had 
| evoked continuous and vociferous criticism from the American : 
| public. This was the Korean war. The President thought that a de- ot 
| mocracy such as the U.S. could not be led into war unless public | 
| opinion so overwhelmingly favored war that a Congressional decla- | 
| ration of war was merely an automatic registering of public opin- 

ion. Mr. Cutler pointed out that paragraph 7 referred to overt ) 
| armed aggression by Communist China. The President said that in | 
| the event of Chinese Communist aggression, decisions as to USS. 
| action could not be reached instantaneously. There would be time | 
| to call a special session of Congress and to ask it to make the deci- 

sion. He was doubtful about the wisdom of Alternative A. 
| Governor Stassen said that the treaty would condition the think- 
| ing of all states concerned, and would clearly indicate that certain | 
| territory was regarded as vital. He inquired whether an approach | 
| similar to the NATO approach would be desirable. Secretary Dulles | 

| said that he had invented the term “constitutional processes’ to 
| avoid a repetition of the NATO debate in Congress. Another debate | 

| similar to the NATO debate might result in a treaty not being ap- | 
| proved. He tended to favor Alternative B. The President said that 

any President would be foolish to get the country into war without | 
the consent of Congress. He thought that Alternative B might say | 

, | 
| 

| | 
[
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that each signatory to the treaty would regard an armed attack as 

dangerous to its vital interests, and would immediately mobilize to 

take counter action. Secretary Dulles said that if Congress agreed 

in advance that an attack on a certain area was dangerous to the 

U.S., the discretion of the President to use armed forces against the 

aggressor would be enlarged. | 

Secretary Wilson thought we should not back into a war over 

Laos, Cambodia or Vietnam. Secretary Dulles pointed out that the 

line to be drawn in a Southeast Asia security treaty would leave 

these three states the beneficiaries of united action against an ag- 

gressor. He noted that the treaty would not commit us to deploy- 

ment of troops in these states for local defense. He thought Laos, 

Cambodia and Vietnam should be included as areas an attack on 

| which would be dangerous to the peace and safety of the treaty sig- 

natories. | | 

| Secretary Wilson said he did not particularly like paragraph 7-b. 

The President said paragraph 7-b appears to mean that the Presi- 

| dent now has the authority to act promptly in an emergency. The 

President thought, however, that any President who acted on his 

own in an emergency should subsequently bring the question 

before Congress. He suggested the clause ‘“‘without need for further 

congressional action” might be omitted from subparagraph b. Sec- 

retary Dulles pointed out that if an armed attack occurred in 

Europe we would take counter action under Presidential authority 

if there was not time for Congressional action. Governor Stassen 

felt that if we went too far in the direction of placating Congress, 

we would lead the Soviets to think that they could commit aggres- 

- gion with impunity. The President said he wanted to decide what to 

do at the time the aggression occurred. He feared that if planning 

staffs began to plan on their own interpretations of vital interests 

and automatic counter action, this country might get into a mess. 

He wanted the term “constitutional processes” retained in the 

paper, and thought that action without Congressional consent 

should not be taken unless such action was necessary in order for 

the United States to survive. 

Mr. Allen Dulles wondered whether paragraph 7-c was Clear. 

Secretary Dulles said that a coalition could not be organized after 

an aggression started; it must be formed beforehand. He suggested 

that the phrase “in accordance with the treaty” be inserted in 

paragraph 7-c. | 
Turning to paragraph 8, relating to local subversion, Secretary 

Dulles said he preferred Alternative B, but felt that its language 

could be improved. Did Alternative B imply a commitment to send 

U.S. military forces into the area, or a commitment to assist the 

military forces of the state attacked? Mr. Cutler said the intent of
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| the paragraph was the use of U.S. military forces. Secretary Wilson | 
| pointed out that if this policy were adopted, U.S. forces would have 

| ' to be increased. Secretary Dulles noted that paragraph 8 did not | 
propose a treaty commitment for local defense. Governor Stassen 

said that the policy proposed was that of being prepared to assist a 
| local government to defeat Communist subversion. A decision to | 

7 act would, however, be taken at the time rather than in advance. 
As an example, he mentioned Sumatra. He said that if this island | 

should be taken over by local Communists we should be prepared | 

| to clean up the situation. | — | 
The Vice President called attention to the language “either uni- : 

laterally or under the terms of a security treaty” in Alternative B. | 
He asked whether a provision for assistance to a state which was | 

| the victim of local subversion would be incorporated in a Southeast | 
Asia treaty. Secretary Dulles said an attempt was being made to : 
include in a Southeast Asia treaty provisions relating to internal as : 
well as external aggression. However, the article on internal ag- : 

: gression would probably provide for no action stronger than consul- 
| tation among the signatories. Secretary Wilson felt that it was nec- 

| essary to make a distinction among various countries in the Far 
East. For example, we might support a military action in the Phil- | 

| ippines when we would not support such action in Laos, Cambodia 
or Vietnam. He thought we had never had a vital interest in the | 

latter countries. Secretary Dulles wished to emphasize the thought 

| that the U.S. policy on helping defeat local Communist subversion 
| would require us to have military forces in combat readiness and 

| be willing to send them to the scene of the subversion. This was 
| not a decision to be taken casually. Dr. Flemming agreed the deci- 
| ‘sion was not a casual one, but asked what the alternative was. The 

President said paragraph 8 warned the planners to get ready be- | 
| cause we might have to take action in the event of Communist sub- 
| version. However, the Council would decide, at the time a situation | 
| arose, whether or not U.S. forces would be used. \ 
| Mr. Allen Dulles pointed out that the provisions of paragraph 8 : 

might become operative before the ink in the paragraph was dry. | 
: He referred particularly to the dangerous situation in Indochina. | 
| Governor Stassen wondered whether the paragraph should not | 

| read “be prepared within the level of forces approved by the NSQ”’. : 
| Secretary Dulles felt there was an ambiguity in the word “pre- | 

! pared”. Did it mean we “intended” to take action, or did it mean | 
| we were “physically ready” to take action? Dr. Flemming opposed 

| tying our policy to existing force level. He thought paragraph 8 
! meant we should be prepared to act if necessary and feasible. _ 
| _ The President said we would have to stick to a system of defense 
| that could be sustained for 40 years if necessary, in order to avoid 

| - [ 
| |
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transforming the U.S. into an armed camp. Secretary Wilson be- 
lieved we should not trap ourselves into going to war in Southeast 

Asia to save South Vietnam. Mr. Cutler pointed out that the course 
of action in the paper was required to meet the contingency most 
likely to arise—namely, local subversion. Secretary Dulles won- 
dered whether paragraph 8 did not add commitments which U.S. 
armed forces could not carry out at their present levels. The Presi- 
dent said he was frankly puzzled by the problem of helping defeat 

local subversion without turning the U.S. into an armed camp. 

Secretary Dulles then speculated on a somewhat different ap- 
proach to the problem. If feasible he would like to say to the Com- 
munists, “If you move into Southeast Asia we will move into 
Hainan”, rather than commit ourselves to local defense or to gen- 
eral war. Secretary Dulles characterized this as a policy of “tit for 

tat’, but added that he didn’t know how such a policy could be im- : 

plemented. The President said that the country would have to be 

behind any action taken by our military forces. The problem was 

one of defining the conditions under which the President would go 

to Congress and ask for a declaration of war. : 

Dr. Flemming thought the paper might contain a paragraph 

which said that we viewed local subversion in so grave a light that 

the President would immediately seek from Congress authority for 

action along a number of possible lines, including action such as 

that suggested by Secretary Dulles against Hainan, sending U.S. 

forces to assist the local government, or war against Communist 

China. | 

Secretary Dulles wished an opportunity to review at a later 

meeting a new paragraph 8, revised in the light of the discussion. 

Mr. Cutler read a revised paragraph 8, and it was agreed that this 

paragraph should be reviewed by the Council at its next meeting. 

Secretary Dulles was concerned about paragraph 9-a. He had not 

believed there was any way to bring about a non-Communist victo- 

ry in any all-Vietnam elections. He thought our real objective | 

should be to avoid having any such elections. Secretary Wilson 

asked if we were going to undermine the Geneva agreements. Sec- 

retary Dulles pointed out that we did not become a party to these 

agreements. The President agreed with Secretary Dulles that para- 

graph 9-a might be ended with the language “prevent a Commu- 

nist victory through all-Vietnam elections”. 

Secretary Dulles felt that the word “insist” in paragraph 9-b was 

too peremptory. We have so many of our interests bound up with 

France that we could not afford to be peremptory. We don’t want | 

satellites; we want allies or equal partners. Secretary Dulles sug- 

gested we delete “in every way”, and change “‘insist’”’ to “urge’’.
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| Secretary Dulles also thought paragraph 9-c should include the | 
| words “wherever advantageous to the United States’’. = , 

| Mr. Cutler read a proposed revision of paragraph 9-f from the | 
| Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum distributed at the meeting 5 
| (copy filed.in the minutes of the meeting). The President said he | 

felt the paragraph as it appeared in NSC 5429 was all right. | | 
Turning to paragraph 9-g, Secretary Dulles said he preferred Al- | 

| ternative A, with the bracketed words included. Mr. Tuttle ® point- | 
ed out that under Alternative D the Treasury would be required 

- immediately to freeze assets under the trading-with-the-enemy act. | 
| Mr. Cutler pointed out that the JCS memorandum proposed the | 

| _ deletion of both alternatives for paragraph 10-d. Governor Stassen : 
: felt it was important to make a dramatic counter move in Thai- ; 

land. He thought we could cover a withdrawal from Korea and at | 
| the same time make such a counter move if we showed the flag in | 

| Thailand. Secretary Dulles noted that pursuant to a recent decision 
the U.S. Fleet would become more active off the China coast. The _ | 

| President thought we should search for ways to give positive evi- | 
_ dence of our concern for Thailand. Elimination of paragraph 10-d 

| would be no bar to action. He requested the Secretary of State to 

| study the situation and recommend means of showing the people of 
| Thailand our intention to prevent further Communist expansion. 
| _ Mr. Cutler asked whether the Council now wished to approve _ 

| Sections I, II and III (except for paragraph 8) of NSC 5429, and i 
| whether another meeting could be held on Wednesday, August 18, f 
, to consider paragraph 8 and Section IV of the paper. The President | 
| said this arrangement would be satisfactory to him. | | 
| Secretary Dulles was not sure that he would be ready for deci- | 
| sions on this paper by next Wednesday. The President felt that a | 

general discussion would be useful, in any event. Dr. Flemming 
| said he would like to have a decision focussed on where the line 

against aggression must be drawn. Secretary Dulles said that in | 
the Southeast Asia treaty it was proposed to draw the line to in- 

| clude Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam on our side. The theory 
| of the treaty was that if the Communists breached the line we 
| would attack Communist China. Secretary Wilson felt it would be | 

| difficult to include Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam on our side | ! 
| of the line, because their loss would not be a loss to us, inasmuch | 

as they had never belonged to us. Secretary Dulles referred to his | 
| public warnings that overt Chinese Communist aggression would | 
| _ result in U.S. counter action. Governor Stassen felt that a gain by | 

) 5 Supra. | | | 
° Elbert P. Tuttle, General Counsel of the Treasury Department, was apparently 

Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 

| 

|
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the Communists was a loss to us, no matter where it occurred. The 
President agreed, and said that some time we must face up to it: 
We can’t go on losing areas of the free world forever. 

The National Security Council: * 

a. Discussed the subject on the basis of the statement of policy in 
NSC 5429, the comments thereon of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (as cir- | 
culated at the meeting), and the reference reports by the Oper- 
ations Coordinating Board. | 

b. Adopted the statement of policy contained in Sections I, IT and 
III (except paragraph 8) of NSC 5429, subject to the following 
amendments: 

(1) Paragraph 1-c: Include the bracketed wording. 
(2) Paragraph 1-d: Insert 1-d as 1-a, and reletter other para- 

graphs accordingly. 
(3) Paragraph 5: Reword as follows: 

“5. Develop and make more effective information, cultural, 
education and exchange programs for the countries con- 
cerned.” 

| (4) Paragraph 7-a: Insert Alternative B reworded as follows: 

“Commit each member to treat an armed attack on the agreed 
area (including Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam) as dan- 
gerous to its own peace, safety and vital interests, and to act 
promptly to meet the common danger in accordance with its 
own constitutional processes.” 

(5) Paragraph 7-b: Delete “, without need for further Con- 
gressional action,” and add at the end “which endangers the 
peace, safety and vital interests of the United States.” 

(6) Paragraph 7-c: Insert, after “obligated”, the words “in ac- 
cordance with the treaty’. , 

(7) Paragraph 9-a: In lieu of “bring about a non-Communist 
victory in any”, substitute “prevent a Communist victory 
through’. 

| (8) Paragraph 9-b: Reword as follows: 

“b. Urge that the French promptly recognize and deal with 

Cambodia, Laos and free Vietnam as independent sovereign 

nations.” 

(9) Paragraph 9-c: In lieu of “in every possible way’’, substi- 
tute “wherever advantageous to the U.S.’’, and change “South 
Vietnam” to “free Vietnam”. 

(10) Paragraph 9-g: Insert Alternative A, including the © 

bracketed words. 
(11) Paragraph 10-d: Delete, noting the President’s request 

in c below. 

7 Lettered paragraphs a-d constitute NSC Action No. 1204. (S/S-NSC (Miscellane- 

ous) files, lot 66 D 95) |
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c. Noted that the President requested the Secretary of State to | 
recommend means of providing visible evidence in Thailand of our 

| intention to prevent further Communist expansion. —| | 
| d. Agreed to reconsider paragraph 8 of Section III and to consider 
| Section IV of NSC 5429 at a Council meeting on August 18, 1954, | 

on the basis of the following rewording of paragraph 8: _ 

| “8. If requested by a legitimate local government to assist it : 
| - to defeat local Communist subversion or rebellion which does : 
, not constitute external armed attack, the U.S. should view 

~. such a situation so gravely that the President would request 
Congressional authority to take appropriate action, which | 

| _might if necessary and feasible include the use of U.S. military : 
| forces either locally or against Communist China.” | 

2 _ Note: The statement of policy in NSC 5429 as amended subse- 

| quently circulated as NSC 5429/1.® Sections I, II and III (except | 
| paragraph 8) of NSC 5429/1 approved by the President, who directs 
| their use as a general guide in the implementation of pertinent 

| policies toward the Far East by all appropriate Executive depart- 
| ments and agencies of the U.S. Government, and designates the | 

! Operations Coordinating Board as the coordinating agency; pending 
final Council action on NSC 5429/1 after further consideration of | | 
paragraph 8 and Section IV thereof. The action in c above subse- 

| quently transmitted to the Secretary of State. 

| | | _ Marion W. Boccs 

8 Dated Aug. 12, not printed. (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series) | 

! 890.00/8-1354 | | | a | 

| Memorandum by the Economic Coordinator in the Bureau of Far | 

| _ Eastern Affairs (Baldwin) to the Assistant Secretary of State for | 
| _Far Eastern Affairs (Robertson) | 

, | 

SECRET | | [WASHINGTON,]| August 13, 1954. | 

| I have read your handwritten inscription on the letter to Admi- 
| ral Spruance 1 expressing concurrence with the prefatory remarks 
_ in the Admiral’s reply 2 to the letter about economic assistance for | 

| 1 Not found in Department of State files. oo _ 
2 In his letter to Robertson dated July 30, Admiral Spruance wrote: “I believe that 

| we gain very little by giving aid to countries which are not actively and vigorously | 
| opposed to Communist infiltration and control... . | | | 
: . “On the other hand, countries which play with the Communists are apt even- | 

tually to go under, and I doubt if our economic aid will do much to prevent such an | 
| outcome; it may, in fact, render the country a more valuable prize for the Commu- 

| nists to take over. A country is more likely to fall prey to Communist infiltration, if 
| | Continued 

|
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Asia. I would like to have an opportunity at your convenience to 
discuss this aspect of the matter with you. Before then, perhaps, 
you will be good enough to consider the following views: 

I fully agree in principle with Admiral Spruance’s belief that na- 
tions which we are willing to assist should be willing to join with 

us in the struggle against Communism. I say “in principle” because 
I believe that we are confronted in Asia with a situation which 
may make it necessary, in order to accomplish both our immediate 
and long range objectives, to make exceptions to what would nor- 
mally be reasonable and desirable requirements. 

It would be a waste of your time to elaborate on the problems 
presented by the so-called ‘‘neutralist” Asian countries. From our | 
standpoint their neutralism is wrong, illogical, and dangerous. The 

fact that we believe it is wrong however, is not likely to cause them 
to change quickly enough to suit our purposes. We are therefore 
confronted by a very fundamental question, viz., whether it is more 

important to us to wait until they are willing to declare themselves 
more actively opposed to Communism—as we would like—or 

whether we will do everything possible to strengthen them in the 

belief that improvement of their general situation will better 

enable them to resist Communism. Five of the replies from our Far 

East Missions to your letter (Tokyo, Seoul, Djakarta, Saigon, Ran- 
goon) believe that no political or defense “strings” should be at- 

tached to U.S. economic assistance to Asia. 
I am convinced that any economic program for Asia which .we 

might support, and which would continue to require recipients to 

make commitments with respect to joining in collective opposition 

to Communism will automatically rule out Indonesia, Burma, 

Ceylon and India. It is not certain that all or some of these coun- 

tries would go along with any other kind of program, but there 

seems to be at least a chance that they could be persuaded to at- 

tempt, that fact alone might serve to refute the increasingly strong 

Communist propaganda aimed at the neutralist countries and 

stressing the charge that we regard armed conflict as the ultimate 

objective of our opposition to Communism. 

This is a tough problem and a distasteful one, but I think it is a 

problem with which we are forced to come to grips. The decision 

may well play a vital part in shaping the future trend of Asian 

events. 

| there are glaring social and economic inequities and injustices and if the legal gov- | 

ernment is making no effort to remedy these. I do not believe that a low standard of 

living is, in itself, dangerous, provided there are reasonably good opportunities for 

earning a living for the mass of the people, and the gulf between the well-to-do and 

the rest of the people is not too wide.” (FE files, lot 55 D 480)
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yo | Editorial Note | : | | 
| | | “ 
| On August 14, the Department issued the following statement: 

| “The Government of the United States has agreed with other 
like-minded Governments that the situation in Southeast Asia calls __ | 
for the establishment of a collective security arrangement, in ac- : 
cordance with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the : 
United Nations, to strengthen the fabric of peace in the general : 
area of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific. : 

| “Accordingly, the Government of the Philippines having offered 
| facilities in Baguio, the Foreign Ministers of the Governments con- | 
| cerned have agreed to meet there on September 6 to consider meas- 

| ures to further their common objectives in the area. This meeting | 
| follows consultation between the U.S. Government and other Gov- | 
| ernments over the past 4 months.” (Department of State Bulletin, | 
: August 23, 1954, page 264) | - of 

| Similar, but not identical, statements were issued on the same 

| day by the Governments of Australia, France, New Zealand, Paki- : 
| stan, the Philippines, Thailand, and the United Kingdom. 

| | a | 

| Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, “Meetings with the President” | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation With the President, by the Secretary 
| | of State } 

| oe | 
| [Extract] 

| SECRET | [WaSHINGTON,] August 17, 1954. 

| I expressed my concern with reference to the projected SEA — | 

| Treaty on the ground that it involved committing the prestige of | 
| the United States in an area where we had little control and where ! 

_ the situation was by no means promising. On the other hand, I said | 

| that failure to go ahead would mark a total abandonment of the | 
2 area without a struggle. I thought that to make the treaty include 

the area of Cambodia, Laos and Southern Vietnam was the lesser 

| of two evils, but would involve a real risk of results which would 

| hurt the prestige of the United States in this area. The President 

| agreed that we should go ahead. | oe | | 
| | JFD | 

: a Drafted by the Secretary personally. i 

| 
| 

|
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| 751G.00/8-1254: Telegram | . | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Cambodia 1 

SECRET WASHINGTON, August 17, 1954—8:14 p. m. 

25. Reference is made to final paragraph Phnom Penh telegram 

64 2 repeated Saigon 77 Paris 58 London 2 Bangkok unnumbered 

and preceding telegrams from Phnom Penh indicating desire of 

Cambodian Government to be included in Southeast Asia defense 

arrangements. Reference likewise made fourth paragraph Vien- 

tiane’s 122 sent Saigon 23 Paris 10 indicating concern of Crown 

Prince that Laos apparently not mentioned re SEATO mutual de- 
fense organization. | 

Chargés in Phnom Penh * and Vientiane * are authorized infor- | 
mally to approach Cambodian and Laotian Governments to say 
that US by no means has omitted to consider need of appropriate 
security arrangements covering © these states within framework of 

any future SEATO treaty. However the two governments will com- 

prehend that negotiations on such a collective defense system are 
still in progress. It would be our preliminary thought that both 

Cambodia and Laos as well as Free Viet Nam should be covered by 
the SEATO treaty.7 However it is not our present thought that 
they should initially be members of SEATO as this might evoke 

Communist reactions which would be prejudicial to interests of 

Indochina states.® 

These views are substantially our own although we understand 
they are shared by certain other prospective members of SEATO. 
Naturally they are subject to the arrangements representing collec- 
tive agreement which will be worked out at forthcoming confer- 

1 Sent also to Vientiane; repeated for information to Bangkok, Saigon, Canberra, 
| Wellington, London, and Paris. Drafted by Robert McClintock, then Chairman of a 

Special Working Group dealing with postarmistice problems in the Associated 
States. (McClintock was appointed Ambassador to Cambodia on Aug. 18.) Telegram 
approved for transmission by Robertson and cleared with, among others, O’Connor 
on behalf of the Secretary. | 

2 Dated Aug. 12, not printed. (751G.00/8-1254) 
3 Dated Aug. 13, not printed. (751J.00/8-1354) 
4 Herbert I. Goodman. 
5 Lloyd M. Rives. 
6 On the source text, “security arrangements covering” is typed in to replace 

“guarantees of territorial and political integrity’. | 
7 On the source text, the following ending to this sentence is crossed out: “against 

both overt armed aggression and subversion by cold war techniques.” 
- 8Qn the source text, the following sentence is crossed out at this point: “Main 
point to emphasize is that any security arrangement for Southeast Asia must by its 
very nature provide appropriate safeguards for freedom and sovereignty of all non- 
Communist states in that area.”
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| ence. Saigon authorized in its discretion use substance foregoing in | 
| ‘conversations Vietnam officials.® | 

| DULLES 

| © The last sentence on the source text was apparently typed in after the remain- 
der of the message. | | | | 

In telegram 82 from Phnom Penh, Aug. 22 (not received in the Department until : 
| 4:35 a. m. on Aug. 26), Chargé Goodman in part replied: 

“This morning, following instructions Department telegram 25, I outlined to For- 
| eign Minister [Tep Phan] US position Cambodian affiliation Southeast Asia defense ! 

arrangements. Minister thoughtful about our position, and recalled Geneva conver- : 
| - gation with General Smith during which he said General told him that even were 

Cambodia not to join projected SEATO treaty, the pact could guarantee her borders. 
He assumed US position in favor such guarantee and said he hopes we have not 

| changed our view. I assured him our ‘preliminary thought’ is Cambodia would be 
covered by treaty, but that final arrangement would be worked out at conference.” 

| (790.5/8-2254) | - | 

! 790.5/8-1754 | 

The Secretary of Defense (Wilson) to the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET | WASHINGTON, August 17, 1954. | 
| Drar Mr. Secretary: I refer to the Draft Southeast Asia Collec- | 

! tive Security Treaty,’ copies of which were made available to the 
| | Department of Defense by the Department of State. The Joint | 

: Chiefs of Staff have expressed their views ? on the draft submitted | 
| by the United States member of the Joint US-UK Study Group on 

Indochina. The comments of the Department of Defense are: made 
| in light of the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and in consider- i 

| ation of a revised version of the draft Treaty contained in SEAP : 
| D-2/1, dated 5 August 1954.3 | Oo . | 
| The Department of Defense considers that the revised draft | 

| Treaty is generally satisfactory subject to the following comments: 

| a. In order to strengthen provisions of the Treaty which permit | 
protection to be extended to countries of the area not participating | 

| in the Treaty, the word “general” before ‘“‘area of Southeast Asia 
and the Southwest Pacific’ should be added in paragraph four of 
the preamble as well as in paragraph one of Article IV. | 

| _b. The Department of Defense believes that in further negotia- 
| tions both preliminary and at the time of the meeting of the Minis- | 

ters, it should be made clear that no commitments by the United 
States to support the raising, equipping, and maintenance of indig- | 

| enous forces and/or to deploy United States forces in such 
: . 

| SS 

1Dated July 9, and included in SEAP D-2, dated Aug. 2, p. 686. 

| 2 See the memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense, | 
Aug. 13, printed in Department of Defense, United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945- 

| 1967, Book 10, pp. 719-724. : 

3 Ante, p. 708.
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strengths as to provide for an effective defense of all of the nation- 
al territory of each signatory is implied or intended. Military aid 
by the United States to the Southeast Asian countries who are 
members of the pact would be limited to that necessary to permit 
the countries concerned to raise, equip, and maintain military 
forces as necessary to insure internal stability, to provide a reason- 
ably effective opposition to any attempted invasion, and to instill 
national confidence. This is consistent with the views expressed at 
our meeting on 24 July 1954, and in your message No. 589 to 
London dated 28 July 1954.° — 

c. It should equally be made clear that the Treaty would not 
commit the United States to a large-scale program of economic aid 
to the signatory countries in lieu of military aid since, in the final 
analysis, funds for economic aid must come from the total amount 
of money available for the national security programs of the 
United States. 

d. It is the view of the Department of Defense that if the Treaty 
is ultimately to result in the development of effective collective 
strength to halt further Communist control in the general area of 
Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific, those nations in the 
area which are potentially capable of making a substantial mili- 
tary contribution, i.e., Japan, Korea, and possibly Nationalist 
China, should eventually be permitted to subscribe to the Treaty if 
they so desire. Accordingly, this point should be made clear to the 
other signatories in the negotiations leading to the signing of the 
Treaty. | 

The Department of Defense considers that it would be premature 
and undesirable to discuss, either at the meeting of Ministers or 

before, the formation of an organization associating the military 

representatives of the participating nations. The Council and the 

political machinery of the Treaty should be established first. This 
could be followed by the creation of military machinery necessary 
to make the Treaty effective. In the view of this Department such . 
military coordination should be similar to the ANZUS arrange- 
ments. : 

It is recognized that it is not feasible to include in the Treaty 

itself details relating to implementation of the provisions by the 

Parties. However, the Department of Defense strongly urges that 
in the formulation of implementing procedures by the Council, the 
United States take a position in support of permitting concerted 

action by a lesser number than the total of the signatory nations in 
the event that the political or territorial integrity of any signatory 
is threatened by Communist aggression in any form. In addition, 
careful consideration should be given to the practicability and de- 
sirability of providing voting machinery in the Council which 

would preclude the possibility that, at some time in the future , 

* For the minutes, see p. 665. 
5 Ante, p. 680.
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| when the membership is expanded, a bloc of “‘neutrals” or a British | 
Commonwealth bloc could exercise a controlling voice. | 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have expressed the opinion, with which | 
| I fully concur, that the recent developments in Geneva and Indo- : 

china, considered in conjunction with the general retrograde trend | 
within the Western Bloc, serve to increase the urgency of the need 

_ for a comprehensive United States policy with respect to the Far | 

East region as a whole. This is necessary in order to give direction, 

| cohesiveness, and greater effectiveness to the political and military | 
actions which must now be taken to prevent the loss of the remain- : 

} der of Southeast Asia to Communist control. It is considered that | 
| until the United States formulates and adopts such an over-all 

| policy we shall be severely handicapped in any negotiations for the | 
| establishment of a collective defense in the general area of South- | 

| east Asia and the Southwest Pacific. It would appear necessary | 

| that certain basic decisions be made with respect to how far the : 

| United States is willing to go, in concert with all or certain of the 

' . non-Communist nations having interests in the Far East or, if nec- 
| essary, unilaterally, in opposing further Communist accretions in 
| the area under consideration.® | | 
| Sincerely yours, oe : a 
| C. E. WILson | 

| | 6 In a memorandum for the files dated Aug. 20, Merchant wrote: 

| “On August 18 Admiral Davis telephoned me to give me a preview of a letter 
which Mr. Wilson had just signed to the Secretary generally endorsing the JCS | 

| views on our Working Draft 2 of the SEA Treaty text. He ran down the points. I ! 
, challenged him on the concept that economic aid was undesirable because it alleged- t 

ly came out of the U.S. defense budget and I also stated that I thought it was an | 
untenable position to attempt to avoid discussion with the other prospective parties 

| of the question of military machinery or organization. | : 
| | “The matter was left that we would study the letter on arrival and then get hold | 

of Admiral Davis for discussion of it if such then seemed necessary.” (790.5/8-2054) 

pe | 
| 790.5/8-1754 | : 
| | 

The Secretary of Defense (Wilson) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ a WASHINGTON, 17 August 1954. 
| DEAR Foster: I have sent you the official position of the Depart- 

| ment of Defense regarding the draft of the South East Asia Collec- | 

| tive Security Treaty. a | | | 
| I have the minimum amount of optimism about what really can | 
| be accomplished at this stage, and I cannot get away from the feel- 
| ing that the British and India have a great responsibility in the | 

| matter if not the primary responsibility. oe 
| 

| 

| 
| rE
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After the initial organization of the matter, I would think it 
would be very helpful if we could lie back a bit and be the people 
that the rest of them had to get to go along rather than for us to 
take the initiative and have the British and the Hindus and every- 

one else involved in the matter throw roadblocks in our way.! | 

Sincerely, 
| C. E. WILSON 

1 Dulles replied on Aug. 25. “Dear Charlie: I have your letter of August 17 with 

reference to the Southeast Asia Collective Security Treaty. I, too, have very little 
optimism about this. However, I think we have to proceed at least to the point of 
making the treaty. Otherwise, we seem to abandon the entire area without a strug- 
gle.” (790.5/8-1754) 

790.5/8-1854 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for European 
Affairs (Merchant) to the Secretary of State ' | 

SECRET _ [WASHINGTON,] August 18, 1954. 

Subject: Southeast Asia Pact 

Our discussions with other prospective members of the SEA Pact 
have uncovered several points on which we have not expressed 

clear U.S. views. In order to advance the preliminary work on the 
Pact, it would be desirable if, during the course of the present 

week, we could make known the US. attitude on the points listed 

below: 

1. Name of Organization 

In accordance with your suggestion some weeks ago, we have at- 

tempted to get away from the designation “SEATO” so as to avoid 

fostering the idea that an organization is envisaged for SEA and 

- the Pacific similar to NATO, with all its connotations of elaborate 

military machinery and large standing forces in the area equipped 

and maintained principally by U.S. military aid. In spite of our ef- 

forts, the designation “SEATO” has stuck, mainly because the 

press has been using it for many months. Furthermore, the other 

prospective members of the Pact seem to prefer “SEATO” to any 

other name we have suggested. | 

I suggest that we accept that “SEATO” is here to stay and that 

we continue to make clear in our substantive discussions that so far 

1 Attached to a covering note of the same date from Kitchen to the Secretary in 

which Kitchen wrote that the Secretary was scheduled to meet that afternoon with 

Merchant, Robertson, Phleger, Jernegan, Bowie, and other officials in order to dis- 

cuss this memorandum and other papers concerning a Southeast Asia defense 

NC other record of this meeting has been found in Department of State files. |
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| as the U.S. is concerned, the SEA Pact is not conceived as a parallel | 
| toNATO. — Tos Cu i eae | 
| 2. Treatment of Economic Aspects _ | | 
| Certain of the other prospective members are placing consider- 

| able emphasis on economic activities in connection with the SEA 
| Pact. Some of them, like the Filipinos and Pakistanis, obviously see 
| it as a means for obtaining additional American economic assist- | 
| ance and incidentally fostering economic cooperation in the area. | 

| Others, particularly the Australians, contend that emphasis on eco- | 
| nomic aspects is the only basis for securing wide-spread support in | 

Asia for the Pact. _ | 
! _ A group is now working under Mr. Baldwin in FE on a possible | 
| plan for economic cooperation among free Asian nations, to which ! 

the U.S. would devote substantial resources. While it has made | 
| _- progress, this group has not yet made any definite recommenda- | 
| tions. Apart from the further work required within the Executive | 
| Branch, it seems probable that necessary Congressional consulta- | 

| tion on such a plan could not be completed before the end of the | 
: year. a oo - | | 

_ You will recall that in preliminary discussions with you on the | 
| question of economic development in Asia, it was generally agreed, 
| for a variety of reasons, that the proposed SEA Pact should not be | 
| the principal vehicle for U.S. cooperation with countries in the 
| area. This being the case, we need to be as forthcoming as possible 

| during the negotiations on the SEA Pact. Unless we can make our | 
| views on the means of economic cooperation fairly clear, the other 

| members of the SEA Pact are likely to believe that the Pact itself | 
, offers the only means available. a | 
| The present draft economic article is a somewhat loosely worded | 
| permissive clause. The main objection voiced to it is that it lacks 
| specification as to the definite forms of economic cooperation which 
| might be undertaken. a oe 
| It is recommended 

| a. That we extend the present economic article to specify coopera- 
| tion in technical and cultural fields, or | | 
| b. That we inform the other prospective members why we do not | 

regard the SEA Pact as the appropriate framework for assisting eco- 
| nomic development and fostering economic cooperation in Asia and 

the Pacific; and that we hope soon to suggest the means or vehicle | | 
by which we believe that economic development and cooperation | 

: among free Asian nations can best be assisted. — | | 

| 
| 
| 
|
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3. Definition of the Treaty Area 

We have from the outset recognized the need for specifying some 

limits to the area covered by the Treaty, particularly the principal 

operative clause thereof. 

| We would like to discuss with you the possibility of language 

along the following lines to be inserted as a separate article at an 

appropriate place: 

“As used in this Treaty’ the general area of Southeast Asia and 
of the Southwest Pacific “shall not include the Pacific area north 
of 20 degrees north latitude”. 

or 

“As used in this Treaty” the general area of Southeast Asia and 
of the Southwest Pacific “‘shall be deemed to include the area south 
of the southern borders of China and East of the Indian Ocean.” 

4. Protection of Vietnam 

We and the British agree that the SEA Pact should extend pro- 

tection against armed attack to Laos, Cambodia, and free Vietnam. 

Australia and New Zealand agree that Laos and Cambodia should 

be protected but have drawn attention to the problem presented by 

Vietnam. We have no clear views as yet of the other prospective 

members concerning protection to be afforded the Associated | 

States. 

If Vietnam is not specifically protected while Laos and Cambodia 

are, it would be, in effect, an open invitation to the Communists to 

take over the entire country. On the other hand, if Vietnam is spe- | 

cifically included in the area of protection, we may find that within 

a period of a few months, we would be committed to protecting a 

Communist State from armed attack. 

So far as armed attack is concerned, the problem is really one of 

phraseology in the Treaty, depending upon whether all of Vietnam 

or just the southern half would be protected. The question probably 

is academic in that it seems unlikely that armed attack is the real 

7 danger to Vietnam. The more likely course of events—subversion 

and infiltration leading to a Communist take-over in southern Viet- 

nam—would be covered by the consultative clause of the Treaty. 

It is suggested that we propose the following revision of Article 

IV, paragraph 1, to cover the Associated States: 

| “Each Party recognizes that an armed attack in the general area 

of Southeast Asia and of the Southwest Pacific on any of the Par- 

ties or on Cambodia, Laos, or the territory under the jurisdiction of 

the free Vietnamese Government, or on any states or territory 

which the Parties by unanimous agreement designate, would en- 

danger its own peace and safety, and agrees that it would act to
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; meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional 
| processes.” | | 

| 5. Interim Machinery | 
_ a. Site | | 

The location of interim machinery need not necessarily be the | 
same as for permanent machinery. If, however, agreement can be 
reached reasonably soon on the site for permanent machinery, the | 

| interim machinery could be established at the same place, thereby 
| facilitating the orderly development of the permanent machinery. 
! In general, the U.S. might adopt the position that we would prefer — 
| to see the interim machinery located in the area; however, we would | 

: be open to other suggestions. - | 
b. Form of Representation | | | 

| There should be organized an Interim Council which should be | 
| _ composed of the Foreign Minister and the diplomatic representatives | 
| of the other parties in one of the capitals. This Interim Council — | 
| could arrange for such ad hoc working groups or committees as | 

| might be required to assist it in its function pending the coming 
| into force of the Treaty. It is not foreseen that any formal bodies or 

| committees, other than the Interim Council, would be required in 
| the immediate future. _ | . 
| c. Military Representation | 

| A Military Advisory Committee to the Interim Council should be 
| provided. These military advisors should assist the Interim Council 
| in making recommendations as to the scope of military work to be | 

undertaken within the framework of the Pact. Following agree- 
ment on the scope of the work to be undertaken, recommendations | 

| can be made as to further military machinery required. | | 
| d. Secretariat | 
| Until there is general agreement on the scope of operations to be / 
! undertaken, any international secretariat should be confined to | 
| those individuals required for the purely administrative work of the | 

| _ Interim Council and the Military Advisory Committee. In the inter- 
im stages, it might be desirable that such secretariat should be pro- 

| vided by the host government rather than by contributed individ- | 
| uals from all of the member nations. 

| 6. Permanent Machinery | 

| a. Site | 
| Both Australia and New Zealand argue strongly against having | 
| the permanent machinery situated either in Thailand or the Phil- | 

ippines. By the process of elimination, Ambassador Spender comes | 
| up with Canberra as the best location. | ! 

We are not impressed with most of the arguments the Austra- | 
lians and New Zealanders have put forward against Thailand and | 
the Philippines, and we believe it would be a great mistake to have | 

| the permanent machinery situated in other than an Asian country. | 
bo The choice to us seems to be between Thailand and the Philip- | 
| pines. 
' --b. Development of Permanent Machinery | 
! The Interim Council should be given the task of making recom- 
| | mendations for the establishment of permanent machinery. The 

| : | 
| |
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- Foreign Ministers, at the Manila meeting, should attempt to reach 
agreement in general terms on the scope of activities to be under- 
taken, as a guide for the Interim Council in drawing up its recom- | 
mendations on permanent machinery. | 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file a 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 211th Meeting of the National 
Security Council Held on Wednesday, August 18, 1954 ' 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

Present at the 211th meeting of the Council were the President 

of the United States, presiding; the Vice President of the United 

States; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; the Direc- 

tor, Foreign Operations Administration; and the Director, Office of 

Defense Mobilization. Also present were Mr. Tuttle for the Secreta- 

ry of the Treasury; the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Secreta- 

ry of the Army; the Secretary of the Navy; the Acting Secretary of 
the Air Force; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; Gen. Bolté for 

| the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army; Adm. Duncan for the Chief of Naval 

Operations; the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force; Gen. Pate for the 

Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps; the Acting Director of Central 

Intelligence; the Assistant to the President; Mr. Cutler, Special As- 

sistant to the President; Mr. Bowie, Department of State; the Exec- 

utive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 

the chief points taken. 

Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East (NSC 5429 and NSC 5429/1; 

Memo for NSC from Acting Executive Secretary, subject: 

“United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect 

to Southeast Asia”, dated July 19, 1954; NSC Action No. 1204; ? 

Progress Report, dated July 12, 1954, by the OCB on NSC 171/ 

1; Progress Report, dated July 16, 1954, by the OCB on NSC 

146/2; Progress Report, dated July 29, 1954, by the OCB on 

NSC 5409; Progress Report, dated August 6, 1954, by the OCB 

on NSC 5405; Memo for Planning Board from Executive Secre- | 

tary, same subject, dated August 13, 1954) * 

After Mr. Cutler had reminded the Council of its previous action 

with respect to this paper, he invited their attention to paragraph 

1 Drafted by Gleason on Aug. 19. 
2 See footnote 7, p. 732. 

3 See footnote 1, p. 719.
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| _ 8 of Section IJI,* regarding action in the event of local subversion | 
| - in Southeast Asia, on which paragraph the Council had not acted 

at its previous meeting. | | 

The President interrupted Mr. Cutler’s briefing to point out that 
if an instance of subversion which was strictly local in inspiration 

| should occur in Southeast Asia, the United States would not be 
| able to intervene; but that if such subversion were the result of 

| Chinese Communist motivation, the President would be quite right | 

' in seeking Congressional authority for the United States to inter- | 
| vene. | Oe | 

| Mr. Cutler resumed his briefing by indicating a proposed CIA re- 
vision of this paragraph, copies ® of which were given to the mem- | 

| bers of the Council. | | 
Secretary Dulles then stated that he had a number of language 

| changes © in the existing paragraph, all of which were designed to | 
reflect more accurately the meaning and substance of the present 
paragraph. One of the objectives of this language, said Secretary 

| Dulles, was to avoid a fixed or automatic commitment to seek au- | 
| thority to intervene in Southeast Asia. | 

| After further discussion of Secretary Dulles’ changes, the Vice. | 

President suggested that it was unwise in the existing text to limit — 
the possible use of U.S. military forces only to action “locally or 

: against Communist China’. The language should be changed, 
: thought the Vice President, to read action against ‘the source of 
| the aggression’’. The Vice President explained his proposal by stat- | 

| ing that it was quite possible that the Soviet Union itself directly, / 

TT 
| * The Council was here considering Section III, paragraph 8, as it appeared in 

paragraph d-of NSC Action No. 1204. | 
! > Not found in Department of State files. | | 
| * A memorandum dated Aug. 17 to the Secretary from Robertson, drafted by 

Ogburn, reads in part as follows: 
“Paragraph 8 of Section III could and should be improved. As it now reads, it is 

| too rigid and binding, it fails to emphasize the desirability of taking adequate meas- | 
ures to defeat Communist subversion before US troops are required, and it is unre- | 

| alistic in suggesting that an attack upon Communist China would be a feasible | 
| means of countering Communist subversion in another country. It is suggested that | 
7 the paragraph be reworded as follows: : 

| “ *8. Action in the Event of Local Subversion. In countries where there is an 
| actual or potential danger of successful internal Communist subversion or rebel- 

lion, the US should by all feasible means seek to strengthen and enhance the appeal 
| of the nationalist, pro-democratic elements, including the provision of military | 
; equipment and supplies in extraordinary amounts if the situation requires. Should | 
| such measures prove unavailing and the local government nevertheless face defeat 
| and appeal for the support of US military forces, the US should as a last resort con- ! 

| sider providing such support if the prospects of success appear reasonably good and | 
| if by so doing it would not be dangerously overextending or maldeploying its re- | 
| _ sources.’ ” (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series) 

Documentation regarding any use made of this memorandum by the Secretary 
has not been found in Department of State files. . a /
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rather than through Communist China, might inspire local subver- 
sion or rebellion. The Vice President pointed out that there had 

been considerable argument that Ho Chi Minh was the agent of 
| the USSR rather than the creature of Communist China. Accord- 

ingly, the Vietminh might stir up subversion and rebellion in 
Southeast Asia at the direct behest of Soviet Russia. The broadened 
language would take account of this contingency. 

The President commented that of course if the Soviet Union 

were the motivating source of the subversion, it would mean gener- 
al war. Mr. Cutler commented that it was the view of the Planning 
Board that if such subversion occurred elsewhere in Southeast 
Asia, Communist China was likely to be at the bottom of it, and 

the present language was therefore designed to hit Communist 

China in such a contingency. He did suggest, however, the addition 

of a phrase to read “if it [Communist China]” is determined to be 

supporting such subversion or rebellion”. | 

The Vice President replied that the term “locally” obviously re- 
_ ferred to the country in which the insurrection or subversion oc- 

curred. Supposing this country were Indonesia and the Vietminh 
was the aggressor. Would the United States then be obliged to 
attack Communist China? Mr. Cutler pointed out that our military 
people had been anxious to avoid peripheral wars and to launch an 

attack on China if that country proved to be the real aggressor in 
Southeast Asia. Accordingly, he would like to hear from the mili- _ 

tary advisers to the Council on this subject. After further discus- 

| sion, the Council reached agreement on an appropriate revision of 

paragraph 8. 

Mr. Cutler then reminded the Council that in its previous consid- 

eration of the present paper it had not dealt with Section IV,° 

which presented alternative U.S. policies vis-a-vis Communist 
China. Accordingly, the next order of business was for the Council 

to discuss these alternatives and, if possible, to make a choice 

among them. Mr. Cutler also pointed out the view of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, supported by ODM, that Communist China was the 

heart of the problem for U.S. policy in Asia, and that this section 

should therefore come first in the paper. The majority of the Plan- 

ning Board, however, had not agreed with this proposal, and did 

not believe that any significance should be attached to the inci- 

dence of the several sections of the paper. 

The Vice President immediately inquired of Mr. Cutler whether 

the Planning Board really did not believe that Communist China 

was the key problem for American policy in Asia. Mr. Cutler as- 

7 Brackets in the source text. 
8 Section IV of NSC 5429/1 was identical to Section IV of NSC 5429.
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_ sured the Vice President that there was no real disagreement be- 

| tween him and the Planning Board on the top importance of Com- | 
‘munist China. | | | | 

Mr. Cutler then proposed to summarize and characterize the four _ | 
| alternative policies on Communist China set forth in Section IV. : 

} These four alternatives had been painted in broad strokes. The | 
| | Planning Board intended, after securing Council guidance on the 
. general problem of Communist China, to proceed to rewrite the ten | : 

| | country and area policies for Asia. Be | 
! Mr. Cutler then characterized the four alternatives. The first al- 
| ternative could be described, he said, as a “soft” policy, represent- | 
| ing the objective of peaceful coexistence. Alternative B was essen- 
| __ tially existing U.S. policy with respect to Communist China, with | 
| _ the addition of one new thought contained in paragraph 13-a-(2), | 
| which directed that the United States should “retaliate promptly __ 

and appropriately for any Communist Chinese violation of accepted | 
|}. International behavior, other than armed aggression, directly af- — 

_ fecting U.S. security interests.” Alternative C, said Mr. Cutler, pree 
| sented a tougher policy with respect to Communist China. | 

Secretary Dulles interrupted Mr. Cutler to inquire whether the __ 
_ Statement in Alternative B, paragraph 13-a-(1), was actually a part © 

_of our present policy. This paragraph read “Make clear to Commu- tf 
ho nist China our determination to attack Communist China only if it | 
| commits armed aggression.” Mr. Cutler replied that he believed | 
__ that this was so, and the President added that he believed it was" | 

| part of our present policy at least by implication, adding that both | 
| the President himself and the Secretary of State had said as much. 

: Secretary Dulles replied that he had doubts as to the appropriate- 
| ness of the word “only” in this paragraph, and the President added | 
| that he believed that the thought in the paragraph could be ex- | 

_ pressed more positively. | 
Mr. Cutler then resumed his briefing by a further characteriza 

tion of Alternative C. It was a good deal like Alternative B, except 
| that it called for the United States to prevent by force any further — 
| expansion of Communist control in Asia. The last alternative, D, : 

| was the toughest policy of all. : 
| Mr. Cutler then said he wished to read excerpts from the views 
| of the Joint Chiefs of Staff ® on the present paper. Their comments 

in general, he said, could be divided into three parts. The first were | 
| comments generally critical of the paper because it lacked a state- | 

I. ment of U.S. objectives and broad courses of action with respect to. | 
| the Asian area as a whole. Mr. Cutler agreed that there was some 

| | ® Reference is to the memorandum from the Joint Chiefs to Secretary Wilson, - dated Aug. 11, p. 719. : 

| | 
i 

| | 
|
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substance to this criticism by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but pointed 

out that if the Council were able to decide on the broad problems 

raised by the present paper, and could likewise make up its mind 

with regard to the general U.S. position vis-a-vis Europe and Latin 

America, the Planning Board would proceed to take a fresh look at 

the basic national security policy of the United States. 

The President said that he saw no particular reason why the 

present paper must include a lengthy statement of objectives, as 

the Joint Chiefs seemed to desire. He personally had no objection 

to the approach to the problem taken in the present paper. 

Returning to the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Mr. Cutler 

pointed out that three of the Chiefs (Navy, Air Force and Marine 

Corps) had recommended adoption of Alternative C subject to cer- | 

tain amendments. Finally, said Mr. Cutler, he wanted to bring to 

the Council’s attention the minority view of the Chief of Staff of — 

the Army. He proceeded to read General Ridgway’s objection and 

comment regarding the present paper. Mr. Cutler pointed out his 

own view that General Ridgway’s comment actually indicated 

greater dissatisfaction with the basic national security policy (NSC 

162/2) than with the present paper on U.S. policy in the Far East. 

This was indicated by the last sentence of General Ridgway’s com- 

ment, which read “Prompt strengthening of our military capabili- 

ties in order that American diplomacy may have that essential 

military support without which it cannot hope to succeed.” Mr. 

Cutler then asked the Council to express its views regarding the 

four alternatives presented in the Planning Board’s draft. 

Dr. Flemming expressed the opinion that in view of the action 

just taken on paragraph 8 of Section III, the Council should exam- 

ine Alternative C as the logical starting point in the discussion. 

Secretary Dulles inquired whether the purpose of the forthcom- 

ing discussion of alternatives would be confined simply to an ex- 

change of viewpoints, or was designed actually to achieve a deci- 

sion among the alternatives offered. Speaking for himself, he said, 

he did not believe that consideration of the problem of Communist 

China had reached a point which would warrant decision now. The 

problem of Communist China he described as very intricate, and its 

relations with other states changing from day to day. The shifting 

relations, for example, between Communist China and Soviet 

Russia were so delicate as to make them extremely hard to appre- 

ciate. Nevertheless, all these considerations militated against adop- 

tion of any of the four alternatives by the Council at the present 

time. In addition, there was the problem of our allies. It was obvi- 

ous that there would be no shred of allied support for Alternative 

D. We must take into account the fact that the mood of the rest of 

the free world toward Communist China has materially changed in
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| recent months. United States policy must take this fact into consid- . | 

| eration, whether we liked it or not. As a specific illustration, Secre- | 
| tary Dulles cited the pressures which Prime Minister Churchill | 

was bound to feel when the Attlee mission returned from Commu- | 
nist China and Parliament reconvened. In view of all these consid- | 

erations, Secretary Dulles said that it was his own conclusion that | 

| he must give the problem of Communist China a great deal more | 

| thought than he had had time to do up to the present, and most | 

particularly the consequences for U.S. policy of the changing views : 
of our allies with respect to Communist China. | | | 

| Mr. Cutler commented that in effect Secretary Dulles’ conclusion | 
| amounted to a recommendation that Alternative B should be : 

| chosen, since this alternative represented existing U.S. policy 
| toward Communist China, which Secretary Dulles did not wish to 
| see changed at the present time. Secretary Dulles asked whether, 

in fact, Alternative B actually reflected existing policy, and Mr. ! 
Cutler replied that the Planning Board intended Alternative B to | 

| summarize current policy. In any case, said Secretary Dulles, he | 
| did think we should move away at this time from our existing ! 

policy. He agreed, however, that there was much value in the com- | 

ments of General Ridgway, although he could not bring himself to 
: agree with the last sentence of the comments. | 

| Mr. Cutler then explained why the Planning Board had included | 

| Alternative A, representing a “soft”? policy toward Communist 
| China. The Planning Board, he said, did not endorse such a soft | 
| | policy or, indeed, any of the other alternatives set forth in the | 

| paper. Alternative A had been included to provide the Council with : 

| a rounded view of all the possible alternatives, ranging from the 
| softest to the hardest policy, in order to facilitate full Council dis- : 
2 cussion. | | - | 
| Dr. Flemming inquired whether the Council had not, by virtue of 

its decision on paragraph 8 of Section III, already moved from the | 

milder policy set forth in Alternative B (paragraph 13-a) in the di- 

| rection of the stronger policy set forth in Alternative C (paragraph 
| 14-a). Secretary Dulles replied that this was not necessarily the | 

| case, since paragraph 8 of Section III related to U.S. action with 

| respect to the specific situation in Southeast Asia. Indeed, he said, | 

| if paragraph 14-a-(1), which called for the use of force to prevent | 
| any further expansion of Communist control in Asia, had been in | 

force a year ago, the United States would have been obliged to go | 

| to war to prevent the Chinese Communists from taking control of ! 
‘Tibet. | ee 

Mr. Cutler then referred again to the majority view of the Joint 

| Chiefs of Staff, indicating his own belief that the revised wording 
| suggested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for Alternative C actually |
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constituted an improvement over the language of the Planning 
Board draft. Dr. Flemming agreed with Mr. Cutler’s opinion, and 
suggested the desirability of basing the discussion on the JCS lan- 
guage. If adopted, their revised Alternative C would provide the 

Government with a better basis for planning, both military plan- 

ning by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and mobilization planning by the 

ODM. 
Admiral Radford said that he did not believe that the question of 

a planning basis was of prime importance. One thing at least that 

all the Chiefs agreed upon was the undesirability of getting into 

war on a piecemeal basis. The heart of the problem confronting 

U.S. policy in Asia was how to handle Communist China. A solu- 
tion of that problem by all odds provided the best planning basis | 

for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. | 
The President interrupted Admiral Radford to inquire whether 

the Admiral did not, after all, believe that what we really must do 

was to build up our position on a basis of military readiness. It was 

extremely hard to lay down in advance precisely what course of 

military action we would follow, but at least we know that we must 
, be ready with a respectable level of military preparedness and 

thereafter decide what we ought to do if the contingency confront- 

ed us. Was not this, inquired the President, sufficient to provide 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff with an adequate basis for military plan- 
ning? | | 

Admiral Radford did not reply specifically to the President’s 
question, but pointed out that owing to the fact that he had just 

returned from leave, he had not had an opportunity to digest fully 

the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the present paper. Off- 

hand, however, he said he was inclined to agree with the majority 

view (Navy, Air Force and Marines). On the other hand, he did not 

really understand General Ridgway’s position, and had had no op- 

portunity to discuss the matter with General Ridgway. Neverthe- 

less, he was very skeptical of any policy based on trying to split 
Communist China and the Soviet Union. We had been trying to do 

precisely this ever since 1950, and with very scant success. He 

thought that the tie-up was something religious in nature, and he 

doubted the possibility of breaking it. Accordingly, if China contin- 
ued to be Communist and continued to increase its power in main- _ 

land Asia, Japan would soon have no other course than to accom- 

| modate itself to Communism. In short, there would be no way to 
prevent all Asia from going Communist if Communist China’s 

power continued to expand. With regard to our allies, it was, said 
Admiral Radford, obviously important to have them with us, but it 
might be necessary, in defense of the vital security interests of the 

United States, to act without our allies. :
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| _As for the soft policy in Alternative A, continued Admiral Rad- | 

| ford, this appeared to him as merely an invitation to Communize | 

: all Asia. As for Alternatives B, C and D, so far as he could see they 

| really didn’t differ a great deal from each other, since if the United 

| States undertook to carry out the policies in Alternative B or C, | 

| the situation envisaged in Alternative D would almost certainly 

| come to pass, whether we liked it or not. After all, Communist | 

| China had the initiative and would bring this situation into being. | 

| In short, if the Council adopted Alternative B or C, the United | 

| States would nevertheless be confronted with clear-cut cases which 

| would call for the active intervention of the United States in Asia | 

| if we actually adhered to our policies. In illustration of his argu- ! 

| ment, Admiral Radford cited the fact that the Vietminh were not 

i living up to their commitments under the armistice agreement. It : 

| was almost certain that within the next six months the Vietminh 

: leaders would promote a situation in Vietnam which would call for : 

| action by the United States against them if we adopt the policies 

| set forth in Alternatives B, C or D. 

| What will help the Chiefs of Staff most, said Admiral Radford in : 

| conclusion, will be to know clearly whether it is the national aim 

| of the United States to have a friendly non-Communist China, or | 

| whether it is the aim of the United States to accommodate to a | 

| Communist China over a long period of time. The important thing 

| for the National Security Council to realize is that unless it should 

| adopt the soft policy in Alternative A, the rest of the paper was a 

! “guessing exercise”’. | | 
! Mr. Cutler replied by pointing out to Admiral Radford that while 

| language was difficult, the Planning Board had thought that there — 

| were very marked differences between Alternative B and Alterna- | 

| tive D. : 

| The President stated that he was in complete agreement with ev- | 

erything that Admiral Radford had said. There was no argument 

| in his mind at all. In his view, it was hopeless to imagine that we 

| could break China away from the Soviets and from Communism _ | 

! short of some great cataclysm. In any event, we should not count | 

| on such a split, although history did seem to indicate that when | 

| two dictatorships become too large and powerful, jealousies be- | 

| tween them spring up. Then, and only then, is there a chance to | 

| split them apart. | 

: _ Secretary Dulles said that he was inclined to believe that over a | 

| period of perhaps 25 years China and Russia would split apart be- | 

| cause of the pressure of basic historical forces and because the reli- | 

2 gious fervor of Communism would have died down. The Chinese | 

| were very proud of their own history, and Chinese did not like Rus- ! 

| sians. In the end, therefore, they would split apart; the problem for
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us was whether we could play this thing for 25 years. Could we 

afford to wait that long for a split between these two enemies? 

Governor Stassen answered Secretary Dulles’ question by point- 
ing out his own fear that the Chinese Communists were going to 

attempt to capture certain of the offshore islands near Formosa in 
a very short period of time—perhaps even before the November 

elections in the United States. This should be kept in mind, for 
while it might be true that dictatorships collapse after a certain 
period of years, such a collapse was by no means automatic, and 
would not occur unless the dictatorship were confronted by some 
great force. The basic fallacy in Alternative A, continued Governor 
Stassen, was the idea that you could split Communist China from 

Soviet Russia by wooing the Chinese. Actually, what we really 

should do is, when the Communist Chinese make their next aggres- 

sive move, to “take on” Communist China and make every effort to 
keep the USSR out of the ensuing war. . 

The President commented that he completely disagreed with the 
| views expressed by General Ridgway with regard to Communist 

China. The idea, explained the President, that the destruction of 

the military power of Communist China was not in accordance 
with the long-range interests of the United States “scared the hell 
out of him” in view of the firm alliance between China and Russia. 
Secretary Wilson attempted to explain General Ridgway’s position 
by pointing out that General Ridgway feared that if Communist 
China’s military power were completely destroyed, the result would 

be a power vacuum into which Soviet Russia would surely move. 

Mr. Cutler then pointed out the particular interest of the Vice 

President in the Asian area, and asked him to express his views. 

Initially the Vice President expressed his agreement with Secreta- 

ry Dulles’ view that any decision to change existing U.S. policy 
toward Communist China should be postponed for the time being. 

The Secretary of State and other experts in this field ought to cogi- 

tate on this problem for a long time and then bring the subject 

back to the Council for more discussion. Personally, however, and 

without any claims to being an expert, the Vice President said that 

he was at least convinced that China was the key to Asia. It was 

the great dynamic force in Asia and for that reason we could well 
afford to take a month to make up our minds finally on how to 

handle Communist China. The Vice President added that he felt 
that the policy set forth in Alternative A was wholly academic. 

This soft policy represented the official British position toward 

Communist China, but it was also the position shared by a number 
of non-Communist Americans, as was indicated by a recent speech 
by John Cowles. What, precisely, was involved in this position? 
What did it mean? It involved how much we were willing to trade
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with Communist China; whether. or not we would recognize Com- 

‘munist China; whether and when Communist China should be ad- 

mitted to the UN. Why, asked the Vice President, do the British 

think the way they do on this subject? Answering his own question, 

the Vice President believed that part of the explanation was a de- 

fensive reaction on the part of the British. They had recognized 

Communist China early in the game, and they now hated to admit 

their mistake. It was also significant that when one talked to Brit- 

ishers out in the field in Asia, many of the most able of them, such 

as Templer and MacDonald, would freely admit that there wasn’t a 

- chance in the world that Mao would become a Tito. 

Ultimately, said the Vice President, we would have to face the | 

final decision whether to adopt a hard or a soft policy toward Com- 

munist China. Personally, he did not believe that any soft policy 

would work. over the period of the next 25 or 50 years. On the con- 

trary, he believed such a soft policy would result in complete Chi- 

| nese Communist domination of Asia. All that, however, was a prob- 

lem for the experts to decide. Let the current policy stand as it is 

| until Secretary Dulles and other experts in the field can come up | 

to the Council with a considered judgment, perhaps in a month or | 

so. . 

| Secretary Dulles expressed agreement with the Vice President's | 

| view that there was no necessity to choose between these alterna- 

tives at this time. What preoccupied him, continued Secretary | 

Dulles, was to avoid getting the United States into a war which the | 

| whole world would believe we were wrong to be in. This did not | 

| mean, of course, that we should run away from anything or every- | 

| thing that might involve us in war with Communist China. On the | 

other hand, Secretary Dulles reiterated that he did not wish to see | 

the United States become involved in a major war where world | 

public opinion would be wholly against the United States, because | 

| that, he said, was the kind of war you lose. World public opinion | 

| was a tremendous force which must be reckoned with. | 

| _ The President reinforced Secretary Dulles’ point by adding his 

| own view that the United States could not afford to become in- 

| volved in such a war even if the rest of the world would declare | 

| simply for neutrality. | 

| The Vice President said that it seemed to him that there was an | 

| invariable tendency, when we discussed China or Russia, to assume | 

| that there were only two alternative courses of action open to us. 

In reality, the choice was not confined to war or coexistence. There | 

| _ was a third course. | | 

| The President asked if he could interrupt to inquire what the | 

| Vice President meant by the term “coexistence”. ‘The Vice Presi- ! 

dent replied that a great many people meant by this term the | 

| |
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policy which was reflected in Alternative A of the present paper. It. 
meant putting your arms around the enemy and clasping them to 
your breast. Certainly the course we are thinking about is not the 
course that, rejecting war, we must appease Communist China. 
There was an area of action in between war and appeasement 
which we should explore, on the basis that in the long run Soviet 
Russia and Communist China can and must be split apart. If we 
were to follow Alternative A, Communist Chinese power would 
Sweep over Asia. Coexistence in that sense we certainly reject. 
This, however, did not mean that we must go to war with Commu- 
nist China. In fact, a tough coexistence policy may be in the long 
run the best method of driving a wedge between China and Soviet 
Russia. 

Secretary Wilson commented that as he saw it, the Vice Presi- 
dent was attempting to make a distinction between cohabitation 
and coexistence. Amidst laughter, the President said he thought 

' Secretary Wilson had something there, and added that he was 
going to stop using the word coexistence because there was no real 
definition of its meaning. Secretary Wilson added that despite the 
terrific growth in the strength of Communist China, he had not 
given up hope that a free civilization could be created and main- 
tained on the offshore island chain of Asia. 

Governor Stassen said that he had one more point to make with 
respect to the discussion of world public opinion and the attitude of 
our allies. Whether or not the United States kept its allies would 
depend in large degree on whether these allies judged that the 
United States was proving successful in carrying out its policies, 

whether we were actually winning the struggle in Asia. In this con- 
nection, Governor Stassen warned of the extreme danger of any re- 
laxation by the United States of its defense posture because the 
Communists elected to pursue a soft tactic. 

Mr. Cutler then inquired whether the Council would act to re- 

quest the Secretary of State to bring back his views on policy 
toward Communist China in a month’s time, accepting meanwhile 

as U.S. policy Alternative C of the present paper as amended by 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The President endorsed this suggestion, 

and expressed the opinion that when the Secretary of State had 
studied the matter further we should very likely end up with es- 
sentially the views of Alternative C. 

Mr. Cutler said that before the Council ended its meeting he had 

one or two questions to raise with respect to Formosa. In the first 

| place, should the military defense of Formosa by the United States 

be extended to include other offshore islands than the Pescadores? 

The President turned to Admiral Radford and asked his opinion on 
Mr. Cutler’s question.
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Admiral Radford replied that it was his personal feeling that the : 
2 United States simply could not afford to lose any more ground in | 

the Far East, and that we should accordingly hold these islands. | 

| There are about six such islands presently held by Chinese Nation- | 

| alist forces. Admiral Radford said he would hold all of these, in- | 
| cluding the island of Quemoy, despite the fact that this latter | 
| island was only five miles from the Chinese mainland. Mr. Cutler | 

| then suggested that the Council request the Department of Defense | 

| to provide a report on U.S. policy with respect to these islands. The | 

| Council concurred in this suggestion. The President commented 
that he had imagined that these islands were vital outposts for the | 

defense of Formosa, and that we should go as far as possible to 

defend them without inflaming world opinion against us. | | 

| Secretary Dulles said he hated to introduce difficulties, but had | 
any member of the Council given thought to the problem of Con- 

_ gressional authority in this matter? Admiral Radford expressed the 
| thought. that Congress had already acquiesced in our intention of | | 

| defending these offshore islands, but Secretary Dulles insisted that | 
| the defense of all these islands would involve a material change in | 
: the existing orders to the Seventh Fleet. He added that President | 

| Truman had never taken Congress into his confidence with respect 
| to the precise area involved in the defense of Formosa. If this area | 

were to be enlarged, the risk of war would naturally be increased, ! 

| and Congress should be aware of the situation. | 

| Mr. Cutler suggested that the problem raised by Secretary Dulles | 
| should be included in the forthcoming report on the subject from | 
| the Defense Department... Admiral Radford explained the reasons — | 

| why he believed that it was essential that we continue to assist in 
the defense of these offshore islands, including Quemoy. In the first 

place, most of these islands contained radar and other installations 

_ which greatly facilitate the defensive task of the Seventh Fleet. | 

Secondly, and more general, the United States could not afford, : 

| psychologically and otherwise, to see more territory pass under the | 

| control of Communist China. | 
| Mr. Cutler then said there was one further point to be settled. | | 

| He reminded the Council that the Operations Coordinating Board | 

| and the Joint Chiefs of Staff have come up with recommendations 

| with regard to an International Volunteer Air Group, which rec- | 
ommendations Mr. Cutler summarized.!° The cost of setting up | 

i such an air group would be approximately $160 million, to which | 

| must be added a yearly operational cost of just under $100 million. | 

The expense would, of course, largely be borne by the United | 

| States. | 

| 10 See the memorandum dated July 7, p. 603. | — | 

| | po 
| |
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Secretary Wilson indicated at once that he was opposed to this 
proposal. Any international adventurers who want to join an outfit | 

of this kind should join one which is already in existence. It would 
be terribly expensive to create a new one. Secretary Dulles com- 
mented that while he was not prepared to discuss the merits of this 

or any other particular proposal, the general idea back of the Inter- 

national Volunteer Air Group was a good idea, since use of such a 

| force would permit the United States to become involved in mili- 

tary operations without being obliged to commit the prestige of the 
United States or going to all-out war. The Communists managed 

these things very effectively, and there was 1.uch merit in having 

the United States possess a force of this kind. 

Admiral Radford indicated that the proposal for an International 
Volunteer Air Group was designed in good part to accomplish the 

purposes indicated by the Secretary of State. Indeed, it might have 
been of some use at Dien Bien Phu last April. This was water over _ 

the dam, but if we should ever again need such a force we could 
organize it at that time. Admiral Radford opposed the implementa- 
tion of the OCB plan at the present time. Any planes that we now 
had available would be of greater service in the U.S. Air Force. 

The National Security Council: 3} 

a. Continued the discussion of the subject on the basis of the _ 
statement of policy in NSC 5429/1, the comments thereon of the © 
Joint Chiefs of Staff (transmitted by the reference memorandum of 
August 13), and the reference reports by the Operations Coordinat- 
ing Board. | 

b. Adopted paragraph 8 of Section III of NSC 5429/1, revised to 
read as follows: 

“8. Action in the Event of Local Subversion. If requested by a 
legitimate local government which requires assistance to 
defeat local Communist subversion or rebellion not constitut- 
ing armed attack, the U.S. should view such a situation so 
gravely that, in addition to giving all possible covert and overt 
support within Executive Branch authority, the President 
should at once consider requesting Congressional authority to 
take appropriate action, which might if necessary and feasible 
include the use of U.S. military forces either locally or against 
the external source of such subversion or rebellion (including 
Communist China if determined to be the source).” 

-¢. Agreed to accept Alternative C of Section IV of NSC 5429/1, 
subject to the following changes, as a basis for further consider- 
ation in the light of the review referred to in e below: 

| 11 Lettered paragraphs a-g constitute NSC Action No. 1206. (S/S-NSC (Miscella- 

neous) files, lot 66 D 95)
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| (1) Revise subparagraph a, as recommended by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, to read as follows: | | | 

“a. (1) React with force, if necessary and advantageous, to 
expansion and subversion recognizable as such, supported 
and supplied by Communist China. | 

| “(2) React with immediate, positive, armed force against any 
| belligerent move by Communist China.” 

(2) Revise subparagraph b, as recommended by the Joint 
| _ Chiefs of Staff, to read as follows: . , Ss | 

| “bp. Increase efforts to develop the political, economic and mili- 
tary strength of non-Communist Asian countries, including i 

| the progressive development of the military strength of 
| | Japan to the point where she can provide for her own na- : 
| tional defense and, in time, contribute to the collective de- 
| __ fense of the Far East.” | a a | 

| | _ (3). Revise subparagraph e, as recommended by the Acting | 
_.. Director of Central Intelligence, to read as follows: - | 

| “ea, Create internal division in the Chinese Communist regime | 
-. and impair Sino-Soviet relations by all feasible overt and : 

| _ covert means.” a , ee | 
| 

| d. Agreed that Section IV of NSC 5429/1 should be transposed as 
| Section I, and subsequent sections renumbered accordingly. t 
| __e. Agreed that the statement of policy on Communist China 

. should be considered as a basis for further consideration in the | 
| light of a review by the Secretary of State and report to the Coun- | 

| cil within approximately a month. _ a | | 
f. Agreed that the Department of Defense should submit for t 

| Council consideration on September 9, 1954, recommendations as to : 
| U.S. policy in the event of a Chinese Communist attack on the off- 
_ shore islands held by Chinese Nationalist forces.12 | : : 
| _ g. Adopted the recommendation of the Operations Coordinating 

Board, contained in the enclosure to the reference memorandum of | | 
July 19, 1954, that the plan for an International Volunteer Air | 

| Group be held for possible future use not only in Southeast Asia 7 
but in any part of the world where required. ! 

| [ 

| Note: NSC 5429/1, as finally adopted, approved by the President, | 
| who directs its use as a general guide in the implementation of per- 

| tinent policies toward the Far East by all appropriate Executive de- | 

partments and agencies of the U.S. Government, and designates 

| the Operations Coordinating Board as the coordinating agency. 

| NSC 5429/1, as adopted and approved, subsequently circulated as 
| NSC 5429/2.13 The action in e above subsequently transmitted to 

12 For pertinent extracts from the memorandum of the NSC meeting of Sept. 9, | 
| see volume XIV. 
| 13 Dated Aug. 20, p. 769. 

| 
| 

! . 
|
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the Secretary of State. The action in f above subsequently trans- 
mitted to the Secretary of Defense. The action in g above subse- 
quently transmitted to the Operations Coordinating Board. 

S. EVERETT GLEASON 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 355 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Officer in Charge of 
Pakistan-Afghanistan Affairs (Thacher) } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,| August 19, 1954. 

Subject: Pakistan Views on SEAP Treaty 

Participants: Syed Amjad Ali, Ambassador of Pakistan 
EUR—Mr. Merchant 

_  C—Mr. Galloway 
SOA—Mr. Thacher 

In preliminary remarks, Ambassador Ali said he had been in- 

formed by his government that Foreign Minister Zafrulla Khan 
| would lead the Pakistan delegation to the SEAP conference, arriv- 

ing in Manila September 3rd. The working party group. represent- 

ing Pakistan will be headed by Mr. Aga Hilaly, Acting Foreign Sec- 
retary, who expects to be in the Philippines by August 31. 

Ambassador Ali came to the Department to discuss questions 

| raised by his government concerning the preliminary draft of the 

| South East Asia Pact.2 With regard to Article II (Maintenance of 
capacity to resist armed attack and resist subversion) he sought to 
know whether it implied commitments on the part of the signato- 

ries to some specific amount of assistance, either military or eco- 

nomic, or should it be regarded rather as a general expression of 
sentiment or perhaps “mere phraseology.” 

Mr. Merchant said that Article II was intended as plenary lan- 

guage important to an expression of the general intent of the pact. 

He said the use of these words does not imply a specific commit- 

_ ment on the part of any of the powers and it does not create an 
obligation on Pakistan’s part any more than it does on the part of 

the United States for the transfer of any form of assistance to an- 

other nation. The question of “means of self-help and mutual aid’ 
will be subjects for the Council to discuss. 

With regard to Article III (free institutions and economic meas- 

ures) the Ambassador asked how the Pakistanis might visualize the 

implementation of the language of the article. Is it to be viewed as 
more than a mere declaration of intent? Apparently it would 

1 Drafted on Aug. 23. | 
2 Apparently the draft dated Aug. 5, p. 708.
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| ‘appear that no specific benefits are intended to accrue to the par- _ | 

ties by the language of the article. The Ambassador wondered | 
whether this article implies an organization parallel or supplanting | 
the Colombo Plan. : | 

Mr. Merchant said that the article is intended to reflect the 
growing community sense of the members without carrying any ad- 
vance commitment to any specific type of organization or to any | 

program of economic assistance. It should not be considered as an | 
attempt to supplant or compete with programs such as the Co- : 

| lombo Plan. We would not, for example, expect to turn over to a | 

| SEAP organization our existing bilateral arrangements with other : 

| signatories to the Pact. We would in fact regard these commit- | 

ments as carrying out the language of Article III. Under the provi- | 

| sions of the article it is conceivable that a useful discussion might 
| be held among the parties relative to trade volume between them, : 

| trade barriers, and so on. Meetings among the signatories of the | 

| pact might include other countries not at present prospective sign- | 

| ers, such as Burma. However, it is true that the United States does : 

| not visualize the treaty as a vehicle for economic aid to the mem- 
| bers. Implementation would be through discussion by the Council. 

‘The Ambassador wondered whether important fields of economic | 

cooperation of the type indicated by Mr. Merchant were not al- 
| ready taken care of through such organizations as GATT, the 

| World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, ECAFE and the Co- | | 
| lombo Plan. He said he had rather assumed from some recent re- 

marks of the Secretary that the United States was thinking of | 
| something more concrete in the economic clauses of the treaty. | L 

Ambassador Ali then raised the question as to what geographic 

- areas would be included within the intent of the pact. It was ex- 
2 plained to the Ambassador that a new article was being prepared | 
| which would be delivered to him shortly, describing the areas : 
| which it was proposed to include within the treaty area. It was pro- : 

| posed to draw a line at 21 degrees, 30 minutes north latitude, just | 

| ~ south of Formosa and just north of the northern-most islands of the | 
| Philippines, which would be the northern boundary of the treaty : 

| area. Thus Cambodia, Laos and the territory of Vietnam under the 
| free Vietnamese Government would be included in the protected 

_ territory. By its terms the treaty invites other countries to become | 

members with the unanimous agreement of existing signatories. | 

| Under the Geneva agreements Vietnam cannot join such a pact. It | 

| is less clear that Laos and Cambodia would be barred, but in any | 

| case there is no reason why these three countries may not be 

| brought within the protective intent of the treaty signatories. 

| The Ambassador asked what types of action were contemplated 

| under Article IV (armed attack or other threat to sovereignty of 

| |
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the parties), and whether each country would remain free to decide 
whether or not it would take action. 7 | 

It was explained to Ambassador Ali that although the article was 
meant to include the possibility of the use of armed force as one 
means of meeting aggression, yet necessarily the character of that 

aggression would determine what sort of action would have to be 

taken to meet it. Certainly each party does retain the right to de- 

termine what action it should take. | 
Mr. Merchant explained that the fundamental purpose of the 

treaty is for nations which have the necessary conviction to place 

on record their intention to resist armed aggression by the commu- 

nists. One of the greatest values of the treaty should be as a public 

statement of a character calculated to reduce the communist incli- 
nation to attempt aggression. No country can be forced into a war 

by a majority vote of the council. We do not see this as a parallel to 
the elaborate NATO arrangements for specific build-up of military 

forces in the North Atlantic area within certain time limits. 

Rather we are thinking primarily in terms of signatories’ existing 

forces in being. Through the treaty a deterrent to the communists 

will be created, based not only on the strength of the countries in 

the area but on that of the United States and the United Kingdom 
also. However, it is not contemplated that SEAP would be activat- 

ed by aggression in the NATO area. 

Mr. Merchant wondered whether we might expect further com- 
ments from Karachi on the text of the treaty before the beginning 

of the conference. We had hoped that perhaps Pakistan might have 

some qualitative reaction if not actual suggestions for drafting 

changes. We feel that the activation of such an agreement is long 

overdue. But we would try to know in advance that we are going to 

have a successful convention. 
The Ambassador stated that in his personal view there were no 

important differences between Pakistan’s desires as to what princi- 

ples should be included and those of the United States. He re- 

marked that Philippine representatives in Washington had ex- 

pressed to him their desire for a NATO-type organization but that 

he had pointed out a number of differences between the situation 

in the Atlantic community and that in Southeast Asia, principally 

in that almost all of the European nations concerned had joined 

NATO arrangements. This would not be the case in Southeast 

Asia. Further, in Europe there had been a much more immediate 

threat of aggression from the Russians than existed, in the Ambas- 

sador’s opinion, from the Chinese Communists. The organization 

contemplated by SEAP would be too small to deal with direct ag- 
gression which would have many world-wide repercussions. Thus 

SEAP should perhaps be principally concerned with internal sub-
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| version. He declared that to Pakistan the possible adherence of 
| Burma was of more importance than that of India in view of | 
| Burma’s position as a logical priority target for Chinese aggression. | 
| Such aggression would bring communist expansionism very close to | 

| East Pakistan. He said he believed that Pakistan would desire 
| more than just a declaration of intent, such as the treaty con- | 

tained, but that this was up to the more powerful countries to | 
| decide. Possibly anything more specific would go beyond U.S. ca- 
: pacity and willingness. me | : 
| Mr. Merchant stressed that we were anxious to strengthen and 

| contribute to the defense of those countries which wish to be count- 
| ed as willing to join in collective efforts to oppose communist ag- | 
! gression. On the other hand we would not wish by our support for | 
| this organization to arouse excessive expectations of American : 

military aid on the part of any country. | ce 
| The Ambassador stated that if the treaty emerged as simply _ 

nothing more than a declaration of intent, then the other Colombo : 
| powers, whom Pakistan has decided to buck in attending the SEAP 

| conference, might well take the position that Pakistan had differed 

| from the general sentiment of its close neighbors for very little 
| purpose. | | | 
| It was stressed to the Ambassador that the force of the treaty 

was much more than a mere declaration of intent, and that in cre- 
| ation of a deterrent to communist aggression, a step was taken of 

| substantial value to Pakistan’s national security. | 
| The Ambassador said that he understood this, and that in fact it 
| was for this reason that Pakistan was going to be at the conference 

| in Manila.® | 
(Latest redrafts of the treaty were delivered to the Ambassador 

| August 20.) 4 | | | 

3 In telegram 230 from Karachi, Aug. 24, Ambassador Hildreth reported: “Foreign 

| Office apparently concerned over attitude GOP should take toward SEATO. Hilaly 

| expresses fears GOP by joining might be isolated from other south Asian countries 
| thus unable exert influence.” (396.1 MA/8-2454) . | | 

4 Perhaps a reference to SEAP D-2/ 5a of that date, “Revised Preamble and Arti- 
| cles II, TI, IV, VII and New Article VIIT’, not printed. (Conference files, lot 60 D | 

| 627, CF 348) All the revisions in SEAP D-2/5a of the draft dated Aug. 5 are includ- | 
: ed in the working draft printed under date of Aug. 24, p. 784. 

| | 

| 
| | l 

| 
! |
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790.5/8-1954 : 

Memorandum From the British Embassy to the Department of 
State } 

SECRET | | [Undated.] 

SEADO— Unirep Kincpom Views 

| Article II . 

The following is a provisional suggestion for a redraft of this arti- 
cle: 

“The parties recognise that their common aims cannot be rea- 
| lised without measures designed to promote economic prosperity, 

_ social progress and cultural advancement. The parties furthermore 
agree that in the development of such measures economic and tech- 
nical assistance can play an important part in supplementing the 
efforts of individual Governments in achieving these aims.”’ 

Designation of Viet Nam 

2. The following wording is suggested: 

“The area of Viet Nam south of the provisional military demar- 
cation line defined by the agreement of July 20, 1954 on the cessa- 
tion of hostilities in Viet Nam,? this designation to lapse on the 
unification of Viet Nam by the elections prescribed in the final dec- 
laration of the Geneva Conference on Indo-China.” 

Article IV (DD | 

3. Delete all after “on any of the parties” and substitute “or on 
the states or territories in that area designated by the parties in 
the protocol of designation annexed hereto, or subsequently desig- 

nated by unanimous agreement of the Council, would endanger 

etc.” 

1 Handed to a representative of the Department by Joy the morning of Aug. 19. 
2 For text, see vol. xvi, p. 1505. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 358 | 

United States Minutes of a Meeting of the ANZUS Council Deputies 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 19, 1954. 

Participants: United States 

| Mr. Merchant, Assistant Secretary, EUR, Acting for 

the Under Secretary 

Mr. Robertson, Assistant Secretary, FE 

Mr. Phleger, Legal Adviser 

Mr. William J. Galloway, C
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| | Mr. John P. Furman, L/E a | 
| Mr. Outerbridge Horsey, BNA 

| | Australia | | 

Ambassador Spender | | 

po | Mr. Allen, First Secretary | 

| New Zealand . 

Ambassador Munro 

| Minister Laking | 

| United Kingdom (informal observers) | 

Sir Robert Scott, Minister | | 
- Mr. M.G.L. Joy, First Secretary | 

The meeting began at 3:00 p.m. and adjourned at 4:50 p.m. The | 

. proceedings were informal and no “agreed record” was kept. The | 

| meeting was for the purpose of discussing further the content ofa = 

' South East Asia treaty. A proposed U.S. redraft of the preamble, — | 

| Articles II, III, IV, VII and VIII was circulated! and likewise a 

| memorandum of U.K. views on Article II, on the form of designa-— 

| tion of Vietnam and on Article IV(1).? oo : 

; Mr. Merchant noted that we still lacked comments on our second | 

| draft of a South East Asia treaty from the French, the Pakistani | 

| and the Philippinos. We were pressing for such comments and | 

| would appreciate any such assistance which other governments 

- could give us along the same line. Mr. Merchant said it was impor- 

| tant that we should be in substantial agreement at the time the | 

: Foreign Ministers meet. Sir Robert Scott said that the British 

| views were those of officials and were subject to review by Eden 

| when he returns to London at the end of August. All present recog- 

| nized the advantage of narrowing the area of discussion for Manila, 

LL | 
| _ 1 Apparent reference to SEAP D-2/5 dated Aug. 19, not printed. The Preamble 

and Articles II, III, and VIII in SEAP D-2/5 are identical to the equivalent parts of 

| the U.S. working draft printed under date of Aug. 24, p. 784. : 

! ‘Article IV in SEAP D-2/5 reads as follows: 

| “1. Each Party recognizes that Communist aggression by means of armed attack _ 

| in the treaty area against any of the Parties or against Cambodia, Laos, or the terri- 

tory under the jurisdiction of the free Vietnamese Government, or against any 

: States or territory which the Parties by unanimous agreement may hereafter desig- 

nate, would endanger its own peace and safety, and agrees that it would act to meet 

| the common danger in accordance with its constitutional processes. | 

| “2. Tf, in the opinion of any of the parties, the inviolability or the integrity of the 

| territory or the sovereignty or political independence of any Party in the treaty 

area is threatened by armed attack or is affected or threatened by any other fact or | 

| situation which might endanger the peace of the area, the Parties shall consult im- 

| mediately in order to agree on the measures which should be taken for the common | 

| defense and for the maintenance of peace and security in the area. : 

“2 Measures taken under this Article in the exercise of the right of individual or 

| collective self-defense against armed attack shall be immediately reported to the Se- | 

| curity Council of the United Nations.” (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348) 7 | 

| 2 Supra. | :
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but Ambassador Spender also said that his principals would doubt- 
less wish to be free to make substantial suggestions at Manila. 

Organization. Mr. Merchant emphasized that from the outset we 
had felt it was not desirable or necessary to model the new enter- 
prise on NATO, with its elaborate permanent machinery and large 
standing forces. In the last day or two we had come to feel more 
strongly that we should simply have an article creating a Council 
unembellished by organizational trappings, i.e., a Council of For- 
eign Ministers which would meet at times and sites of its own 
choosing, leaving the question of standing machinery to develop 
from subsequent experience. Ambassador Spender asked if this 
meant that we wished to postpone consideration of the question or 

: that we would simply leave it out of the treaty but have an under- 
standing at the time of signature as to whether forces were to be 
committed to the area and whether there should be command and 
staff organization under the treaty. Ambassador Spender referred a 
number of times to his Government’s desire to know in specific 
terms the extent of their commitments and he said that the Prime 
Minister had said publicly that the treaty would spell out Austra- 
lian commitments in detail. After later discussion on this point, it 
seemed the general feeling that these problems would develop best 
in the interests of all concerned if it were not attempted to settle 
them definitively at too early a stage. | 

Scope of Treaty. Mr. Merchant outlined the thinking behind our 
redraft of Article IV (which carried with it a change of language in 
the preamble) intended to particularize the threat against which 

| the parties were banding together, without leaving the treaty open 
| to application in circumstances not intended by the parties, as, for 

example, to conflicts between non-communist states within the 
treaty area. This had led to use [of] the word “Communist aggres- 
sion’ as the best means of achieving this end. There was consider- 
able discussion of Article IV and of the type of situation which 
would lead to action by the parties under each of the two para- 
graphs. The advantages of the new language were recognized, but - 
the other representatives indicated that they would need to refer 
the new draft to their respective capitals. 

Sir Robert Scott mentioned the provision for reporting to the Se- 
curity Council measures taken under Article IV which had been in | 
an earlier draft and there was general agreement that this should 
be re-instated at the end of paragraph IV (1). | 

Sir Robert Scott asked whether the words “maintain and devel- 
op” in the new Article II implied any financial or economic com- 
mitment and there was agreement that they did not. 

There appeared to be general agreement, at least on a personal 

basis, that our redraft of Articles II and III represented an im-
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. provement. Sir Robert Scott noted that the new language of Article | | 

| III covered the points he had been instructed to raise and he re- 

| served his language until he had comments from London on our 

draft. BON - 2 

Vietnam. The manner of designation was discussed and the ad- 

: vantages of describing it as ‘the territory under the jurisdiction of | 

the Free Vietnamese Government” were recognized. | 

| Ambassador Spender said he was under instructions to suggest - | 

| the advantage of having language in the treaty which would over- | 

come Asian misgivings and make clear that the treaty would not ! 

be used to interfere in the internal affairs of other countries. He | 

| did not wish to discuss specific language in detail but noted that 

his Minister would want to take care of this issue. It was suggested 

that, if suitable language could not be found, the subject could be 

| covered in speeches by the Ministers at the Conference, or in the | 

| final communiqué. Sir Robert Scott suggested that it was already | 

covered by the provision of Article VI reserving the rights and obli- | 

gations of the parties under the UN Charter taken in conjunction | 

__ with Article 2 (7) of the Charter. | | 

| Sir Robert Scott said that he had been instructed to say that it | 

was important, from the point of view of Asian comment, that the | 

| treaty recognize the need for parallel economic measures. The Brit- 

ish have an open mind as to whether the treaty should contain 

| merely a statement of principle, as at present, or more detailed 

| specifications. They do not wish to disturb present bilateral and | 

multilateral arrangements in the area. They thought there should | 

| be a two-tier structure in terms of economic organization, leaving | 

! existing arrangements undisturbed and creating new machinery to 

| give effect to new defense support measures. Even if provisions to 

| this effect are not incorporated in the treaty, the British thought | 

that the Foreign Ministers should be in position to make some 

| statement of their economic aims before the end of the meeting. _ 

i Mr. Merchant noted that we thought it best not to use the Coun- | 

cil as a vehicle for economic measures. Ambassador Munro agreed. 

| Ambassador Spender concurred with the British statement as to 

| making clear the economic aims during the conference. | | 

| Reverting to organization, Sir Robert Scott said he had received | 

tentative comments from the Chief of Staff, but he emphasized that | 

| they did not yet have governmental approval. | 

| On the military side, Scott said that the Chiefs of Staff thought 

: there should be a Military Council at the Chief of Staff level, meet- | 

ing from time to time, and a Military Executive Committee. In ad- 

dition, there should be a small permanent secretariat for intelli- 

| gence and other purposes. | 

t
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On forces, the ideal would be a strategic mobile reserve concen- 
trated in the area but it was doubted that this could be managed 
and probably we would have to do the best we could with some 
forces in the area, others earmarked for the treaty area, to be rein- 
forced after the outbreak of hostilities. 

_ On the site of the Secretariat, Scott said that if there were any 
permanent organization, the British wished to make a strong plea 
for Singapore since it met the tests as to location, security, accessi- 
bility and communications. The British thought its colonial status 
irrelevant. | 

It was agreed to circulate to all the conference parties the new 
US. draft, with the changes proposed at this meeting. , 

On arrangements for the conference, it was agreed that the 
Working Party would assemble on September 1 at Manila and 
there was discussion of other arrangements. 

Next Meeting. Mr. Merchant thought that there should be at 
least one more meeting next week, after we had the comments of 
those from whom we had not yet heard, or when any of the other 
parties present wished to have one called. He said it would be 
useful at that time to consider any comments from their own re- 
spective capitals on the new draft which was now being circulated. 

790.5/8-1954 

The British Minister (Scott) to the Assistant Secretary of State for 
European Affairs (Merchant) 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, 19th August 1954. 

Dear Livy: At this afternoon’s meeting ! I promised to give you a 
note of our present tentative thinking in regard to economic aid. 
We consider it important from the point of view of Asian opinion 

that the eventual South East Asia Treaty should in addition to its 
purely military objectives, recognise the need for parallel economic 
measures. We have an open mind as to whether the Treaty should 
initially confine itself to a statement of principles as at present en- 
visaged in Article 3 or whether we should attempt to reach agree- 
ment now on more detailed executive provisions. 

We are inclined to think that the only practical possibility would 
be the provision of economic aid to South East Asia on a two-tier 
basis. We should wish to see maintained, and possibly intensified, 
existing activities under the Colombo Plan in regard to those coun- 
tries not members of S.E.A.T.O. Similarly the schemes for United 
Nations technical assistance and Point Four aid would remain un- 

1 See the minutes, supra.
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7 disturbed. At the same time there would be some new machinery | 

for giving aid in support of defense measures to members of : | 

S.E.A.D.O. oo | a | 

Even if no definite economic programme can be incorporated in 

| the Treaty we think it of great importance that the Foreign Minis- | 

| ters should be prepared to make some statement of economic aims | 

| before the meeting is concluded. | 

| - Lam sending a copy of this letter to the Australian and New Zea- | 

| land Ambassadors. | | 

| Yours sincerely, | | 

| | —— . R. H. Scorr 

| _ 790.5/8-1954 

| - The Acting Secretary of Defense (Anderson) to the Deputy Under 

| oe Secretary of State (Murphy) | | 

SECRET | WASHINGTON, August 19, 1954. 

| Dear Mr. Murpny: I refer to your letter of 16 August 1954? in 

7 which you requested an early indication of the views of the Depart- | 

| ment of Defense in regard to military machinery under the pro- | 

| posed Southeast Asia Pact. | 

2 | As expressed in a letter of 17 August 1954 from Secretary Wilson 

| to the Secretary of State, the Department of Defense considers that 

| military machinery necessary to make the Treaty effective should 

| be similar to the ANZUS arrangements. As you know, one Military | 

| Representative from each of the signatory Governments is accredit- | 

| ed to the ANZUS Council. These Representatives advise the Coun- 

| cil on problems of military cooperation that may arise in connec- — 

| tion with the application of the Treaty, consider and make recom- | 

mendations to their respective Chiefs of Staff, and furnish to the 

| Council those recommendations which have received approval of 

! their respective Chiefs of Staff. They meet periodically, as required, 

| and rotate the site of their meetings among the countries con- 

cerned. CINCPAC is accredited to the Council as the U.S. Military | 

: Representative, and there are liaison officers assigned by each Gov- 

| ernment to the offices of the Military Representatives of the others 

| to provide for continuity of effort among the Representatives. 

| Among the military considerations underlying establishment of | 

the ANZUS military machinery was concern lest an organization | 

| should be created for the development of combined regional mili- 

| _ tary plans along the NATO pattern. Such an organization under 

the ANZUS agreement was felt to be inimical to U.S. interests in | 

| _____ | 
| 1 Not printed. . o | 

| | | 
i
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that it could provide a means by which pressure could be exerted 
to commit the United States to a military effort disproportionate to 
its over-all responsibilities and commitments; it could tend to 
reduce, without compensating military advantage, United States 
military freedom of action; and it could give other countries of the 
Pact power of veto over the type and scope of plans evolved. 

The Department of Defense, while recognizing that the proposed 
Southeast Asia Pact does not reflect a situation identical to that of 
the ANZUS Treaty, nevertheless believes that the above consider- 
ations remain generally applicable, and that the Military Repre- 
sentatives of the signatory Parties to a Southeast Asia Pact should 
function in a consultative arrangement which could lead to the de- 
velopment of national plans so coordinated as to increase the 
mutual effectiveness of the defensive effort of the countries con- 
cerned. In this connection an exchange of planning information 
among the Military Representatives would be feasible and useful. 
Mechanical arrangements, such as the site of the meetings, would 
be of secondary importance. Due to the large number of signatories 
to a Southeast Asia Pact, it might be most feasible to establish the 
seat of the meetings in one of the capitals. | 

With respect to interim military machinery that might be set up 
until the Treaty is ratified and comes into effect, this matter would 
seem necessarily to depend on the character of the interim political 
machinery established during the period. Assuming that an inter- 
im Council would be formed along lines mentioned in your infor- 
mal memorandum of 22 July 1954,? it would appear reasonable and 
consistent with the above views regarding military machinery that 
each of the signatory Parties should designate a military liaison of- 
ficer of field grade who could act as an adviser to the diplomatic 
representative. These liaison officers could form the basis of the 
military machinery after the Treaty comes into effect. | 

Rather than establishing a separate headquarters, diplomatic 
_ and military personnel accredited to the Council could be associat- , 

ed with the Embassies of the signatory Parties in the host capital, 
and in this way avoid the creation of a permanent staff. 

As expressed in the above mentioned letter of Secretary Wilson, 
this Department continues to believe that it would be premature to 
discuss military machinery, other than in general terms such as 
those set forth above, during the negotiations at the conference of 

| Foreign Ministers in Manila. In subsequent consultations, possibly 
by the interim Council, details could be worked out in response to 
specific requirements rather than formulated in advance. : 

2 Not found in Department of State files.
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| The above views, although not definitive, reflect the thinking of | 

| this Department at this time. . 
| . 

' 

Sincerely yours, | | ee 
| 

| R. B. ANDERSON | 

| 790.5/8-1954: Telegram | ) 

| The Chargé in Cambodia (Goodman) to the Department of State } 

| | , 

| SECRET : PHNomM PENH, August 19, 1954—7 p.m. 

| 73. Prime Minister told me yesterday that with Foreign Minister 

| back at work Cabinet will soon make formal study of Cambodia’s 

| post-Geneva security needs and international relationships, with 

| particular attention to question of desirability make representa- 

tions for possible membership Southeast Asia security organization. 

| He emphasized his opinion that completely sovereign Cambodia | 

| has clear right to associate itself with any international grouping, 

| and Geneva agreement recognized this right within limitations for | 

| regional organizations established by UN charter. He said further | 

! that before Geneva he had many times told visiting US statesmen [ 

of Cambodia’s desire associate in such pact, but freely like any | 

other member and not through intermediary of France or any / 

| _ other nations. This remains sine qua non of possible Cambodian in- ! 

| volvement any alliance.* | | | 

OS : - | GOODMAN | 

| - 1Sent also to Saigon and repeated for information to Bangkok and Paris. | | 

2 In telegram 31 to Phnom Penh dated Aug. 24 (repeated for information to Paris : 

| and Saigon), the Department replied: a | | a : 

| - “We have discussed question of Cambodian relationship to proposed SEATO with | 

| Cambodian Ambassador and Nong Kimny is in agreement that it will suffice for L 

| Cambodia’s present needs if it be given protection of any collective security pact 

without formal Cambodian participation in this new organization. Kimny said yes- 

terday he would write PriMin and counsel him that Cambodians should follow 

| policy of being silent partners.” (790.5/8-1954) | oo 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429/2 | | 

| | Note to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary 

| (Lay) 7 ) 

| TOP SECRET a [WASHINGTON,] August 20, 1954. 

| NSC 5429/2 | 

| | | 
| . Review oF U.S. Pouicy IN THE F'aR East | 

| References: , | 

| A. NSC Action Nos. 1204 and 1206 : |
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B. NSC 125/2 and 125/6; NSC 146/2; NSC 166/1; NSC 170/1; 
NSC 171/1; NSC 5405; NSC 5409; NSC 5413/1 

C. NSC Action No. 256 | 
D. NSC Action Nos. 1086-b, 1104-b and 1112 
E. NSC 5416 
F. Progress Report dated August 6, 1954 by the Operations 

Coordinating Board on NSC 5405 : : 
G. Progress Report, dated July 29, 1954 by the Operations 

Coordinating Board on NSC 5409 
H. Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, 

“United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect 
to Indonesia”, dated July 12, 1954 transmitting a Progress 
Report dated July 1, 1954 by the Operations Coordinating 
Board on NSC 171/1 
__L Progress Report dated July 16, 1954 by the Operations Co- 
ordinating Board on NSC 146/2 

J. Memo for NSC from Acting Executive Secretary, subject, 
“United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect 
to Southeast Asia’, dated July 19, 1954 

K. Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “U.S. 
and Free World Controls over Transactions with Communist 
China’, dated March 3, 1954 

The National Security Council, Mr. Tuttle, for the Secretary of 
the Treasury, and the Director, Bureau of the Budget, at the 211th 
Council meeting on August 18, 1954, adopted paragraph 8 of Sec- 
tion III of NSC 5429/1, subject to the changes therein which are set 
forth in NSC Action No. 1206-b.! 

The Council also agreed to accept the statement of policy on 
Communist China in Alternative C of Section IV of NSC 5429/1, 
subject to the changes indicated in NSC Action No. 1206-c, as a 
basis for further consideration in the light of a review by the Secre- 
tary of State and report to the Council within approximately a 
month. (NSC Action No. 1206-e) | 

7 In connection with this action the Council also agreed (NSC 
Action No. 1206-f and g): Oo 

(1) that the Department of Defense should submit for Council — 
consideration on September 9, 1954, recommendations as to U-S. 
policy in the event of a Chinese Communist attack on the off-shore 
islands held by the Chinese Nationalist forces. | 

(2) to the adoption of the recommendation of the Operations Co- 
ordinating Board, contained in the enclosure to the reference 
memorandum of July 19, 1954, that the plan for an International 

1 See footnote 11, p. 756. |
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| 

| Volunteer Air Group be held for possible future use not only in | 

| Southeast Asia but in any part of the world where required. 4 

The President has this date approved NSC 5429/1 as adopted by | ; 

-the Council and enclosed herewith, with the understanding that 

| the statement of policy on Communist China in Section I of the en- 

| closure should be considered as a basis for further consideration in | 

i the light of a review by the Secretary of State and report to the | 

Council within approximately a month. The President directs the | 

| use of Sections II-IV of the enclosure as a general guide in the im- | 

| plementation of pertinent policies toward the Far East by all ap- , 

| propriate Executive departments and agencies of the U.S. Govern- | 

So ment; and designates the Operations Coordinating Board as the co- | 

| ordinating agency for these sections. __ ee 

| Accordingly, NSC 5429/1 is hereby superseded. = | 

| Also enclosed for Council information are the annexes originally 

| contained in NSC 5429. _ Be a | 

po a | _ James S. Lay, JR. | 

| [Here follows a table of contents] = # | | 

Ee - [Enclosure] oe Se | 

| - STATEMENT OF PoLICy BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL ON | 

a a Review oF U.S. Poticy IN THE Far East ? | an 

| | | | 
! wa RO PREFACE ee , 

| Consequences of the Geneva Conference 7 | 

| - Communist successes in Indochina, culminating in the agree- | | 

| ment reached at the Geneva Conference, have produced the follow- =—s_ 

ing significant consequences which jeopardize the security interests a | 

| of the U.S. in the Far East and increase Communist strength there: | 

| a. Regardless of the fate of South Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, | 

| the Communists have secured possession of an advance salient in 

Vietnam from which military and non-military pressures can be 

__ mounted against adjacent and more remote non-Communist areas. | 

: -_b. The loss of prestige in Asia suffered by the U.S. as a backer of | 

| the French and the Bao Dai Government will raise further doubts _ : 

in Asia concerning U.S. leadership and the ability of the U.S. to © 

| check the further expansion of Communism in Asia. Furthermore, | 

i 2 All sections of NSC 5429/2 except Annexes B and C are printed in Department | 

of Defense, United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 835-852. ) 

| Annex C, a memorandum to the Secretary from Phleger entitled “Geneva Armistice 

| - Agreement Restrictions on Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam”, July 27, is printed in : 

| vol. XVI, p. 1552. |
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U.S. prestige will inescapably be associated with subsequent devel- 
opments in Southeast Asia. 

c. By adopting an appearance of moderation at Geneva and 
taking credit for the cessation of hostilities in Indochina, the Com- 
munists will be in a better position to exploit their political strate- 
gy of imputing to the United States motives of extremism, belliger- 
ency, and opposition to co-existence seeking thereby to alienate the 
U.S. from its allies. The Communists thus have a basis for sharply 
accentuating their “peace propaganda” and “peace program” in 
Asia in an attempt to allay fears of Communist expansionist policy 
and to establish closer relations with the nations of free Asia. 

d. The Communists have increased their military and political 
prestige in Asia and their capacity for expanding Communist influ- 
ence by exploiting political and economic weakness and instability 
in the countries of free Asia without resort to armed attack. ! 

e. The loss of Southeast Asia would imperil retention of Japan as 
a key element in the off-shore island chain. 

COURSES OF ACTION 

LI. Communist China* 

1. Reduce the power of Communist China in Asia even at the 
risk of, but without deliberately provoking, war: 

a. (1) React with force, if necessary and advantageous, to expan- 
sion and subversion recognizable as such, supported and supplied 
by Communist China. | OO | 

(2) React with immediate, positive, armed force against any bel- 
| ligerent move by Communist China. | 

b. Increase efforts to develop the political, economic and military 
strength of non-Communist Asian countries, including the progres- 
sive development of the military strength of Japan to the point 
where she can provide for her own national defense and, in time, 
contribute to the collective defense of the Far East. 

c. Maintain political and economic pressures against Communist — 
China, including the existing embargo and support for Chinese Na- 
tionalist harassing actions. 

d. Support the Chinese National Government on Formosa as the 
Government of China and the representative of China in all UN 
agencies. | 

e. Create internal division in the Chinese Communist regime and 
‘impair Sino-Soviet relations by all feasible overt and covert means. 

Il. The Off-Shore Island Chain 

2. The United States must maintain the security and increase 

the strength of the Pacific off-shore island chain (Japan, Ryukyus, 
Formosa, Philippines, Australia and New Zealand) as an element 

essential to U.S. security. To this end: 

* Section I is to be considered as a basis for further consideration in the light of a 
review by the Secretary of State and report to the Council within approximately one 
month. [Footnote in the source text.]
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a. Initiate and support appropriate measures which will contrib- | 

ute to strengthening the economy of Japan, its internal political _ 

| stability and its ties with the free world. | | | 
| _b. Increase the military strength of Japan and the Philippines, | 

improve the effectiveness of existing military strength of the Re- ) 

| public of Korea and of Formosa, and continue participation in 
| ANZUS. . | 

2 -c. Provide related economic assistance to the local governments 

in those cases where the agreed level of indigenous military | 

strength is beyond the capacity of the local economy to support. | 

d. Encourage the conditions which will make possible the forma- | 

oo tion of, and be prepared to participate in, a Western Pacific collec- 

| tive defense arrangement, including the Philippines, Japan, the Re- | 

| public of China, and the Republic of Korea, eventually linked with — | 
the Southeast Asia security structure and ANZUS. a | 

| -- @, Intensify covert and psychological actions to strengthen the | 

orientation of these countries toward the free world. ns 

| IIL General Political and Economic Measures in the Far Eastt | 

3. Encourage the prompt organization of an economic grouping | 

by the maximum number of free Asian states, including Japan and 

| as many of the Colombo Powers as possible, based on self-help and | 

| mutual aid, and the participation and support (including substan- | 

| tial financial assistance) of the U.S. and other appropriate Western | | 

! countries through which, by united action, these free Asian states | 

will be enabled more effectively to achieve the economic and social 

: strength needed to maintain their independence. — 7 | 

4. Take all feasible measures to increase the opportunities of free : 

| Asian countries for trade with each other and with other free 

| world countries. . : oe | 

: 5. Provide technical assistance to help develop political stability 

! and economic health. | a 

| 6. Develop and make more effective information, cultural, educa- | 

tion and exchange programs for the countries concerned. _ | 

| IV. Southeast Asia | | oo | 

| 7. General. The U.S. must protect its position and restore its | 

prestige in the Far East by a new initiative in Southeast Asia, | 

po where the situation must be stabilized as soon as possible to pre- | 

vent further losses to Communism through (1) creeping expansion | 

| and subversion, or (2) overt aggression. __ | | ! 

8. Security Treaty. Negotiate a Southeast Asia security treaty | 

| with the UK, Australia, New Zealand, France, the Philippines, 

| Thailand and, as appropriate, other free South and Southeast 

| Asian countries willing to participate, which would: | | 

| +See also Annex B to NSC 5429. [Footnote in the source text. Annex B to NSC | 

| 5429 is identical to Annex B to this paper. ] ee a
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a. Commit each member to treat an armed attack on the agreed 
area (including Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam) as dangerous 
to its own peace, safety and vital interests, and to act promptly to 
meet the common danger in accordance with its own constitutional 
processes. | 

b. Provide so far as possible a legal basis to the President to 
order attack on Communist China in the event it commits such 
armed aggression which endangers the peace, safety and vital in- 
terests of the United States. 

c. Ensure that, in such event, other nations would be obligated in 
_ accordance with the treaty to support such U.S. action. | 

d. Not limit U.S. freedom to use nuclear weapons, or involve a 
U.S. commitment for local defense or for stationing U.S. forces in 
Southeast Asia. | 

The U.S. would continue to provide limited military assistance and 
training missions, wherever possible, to the states of Southeast 
Asia in order to bolster their will to fight, to stabilize legal govern- 

| ments, and to assist them in controlling subversion. 
9. Action in the Event of Local Subversion. If requested by a le- © 

gitimate local government which requires assistance to defeat local 
Communist subversion or rebellion not constituting armed attack, 
the U.S. should view such a situation so gravely that, in addition to 
giving all possible covert and overt support within Executive 

| Branch authority the President should at once consider requesting 
Congressional authority to take appropriate action, which might if 
necessary and feasible include the use of U.S. military forces either 
locally or against the external source of such subversion or rebel- 
lion (including Communist China if determined to be the source). 

Annex A 

SECRET 

Far East 

Proposed Assistance Programmed for FY 1954-FY 1955 

(Millions of dollars) 

FY 1954 | FY 1955 

Country Military 00  Others§_—‘Total__— Military Beonom- — Others§_—‘Total . 

Associated , 
States [1,093.0 25.0 5 1,118.5 1,108.5 21.0 3.5 1,133.0 

Burma — — **3.0 3.0 — — Rs) 5 
Formosa TT826.0 82.0 3 408.3 +£4108.0 63.0 3.0 174.0 
Indonesia — — 3.5 3.5 — — 5.1 5.1 
Japan §§77.6  ||I|(10.0) 2.7 80.3 §§102.1 — 3.2 105.8 
Korea "75.8 *320.1 6 326.0 115.4 *252.0 1.3 258.7
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| (Millions of dollars) _ 

| - FY 1954 Skee: FY 1955 | 

Country Military Heonom- Others§ ‘Total _— Military Heonom- Others§ — Total 

Malaya — — 15 1.5 — — 15 1.5 
| Philippines 7.7 15.0 T1.7 24.4 4.4 12.4 9.2 26.0 | 

| Thailand 41.7 _ 9.9 51.6 17.7 — 6.4 24.1 | 

- Totals 1,551.38 442.1 23.7 2,017.1 1,846.1 348.4 33.7 1,728.2 | 

| _ FY 1954 and FY 1955 Total—$3,745.3 | 

| Special Notes: a) Programmed amounts are from FY 1955 Congressional Presentations of the Foreign 

Operations Administration, U.S. Information Agency, and the Educational Exchange Division of the . | 

_ Department of State, made prior to the conclusion of the Geneva Conference. 

| b) Funds which might become available from the sale of U.S. surplus agricultural commodities are not 

included. 
c) Direct U.S. Department of Defense expenditures in the area, which have an important effect on the | 

economy of each country are in addition to the above programmed amounts. 

+“Economic” includes Economic Assistance and Mutual Defense Support. [This and following footnotes are i 

| in the source text.] | 

| §“Other” includes Technical Assistance, Information Services and Educational Exchange. | 

| This amount includes: Mutual Defense Assistance—$348 million and Direct Forces Support—$745 million. 

i {This amount was programmed prior to the Indochina Armistice as: Mutual Defense Assistance—$308 

million and Direct Forces Support—$800 million. A similar amount has been requested of the Congress for | 

support of U.S. policy in the general area. . 

| **The Technical Assistance for Burma was terminated on June 30, 1954 when the deliveries made from 

contracts placed in prior years were completed. The termination was made at the request of the Burmese 

| Government. ' 

++This amount includes: Mutual Defense Assistance—$296 million and Direct Forces Support—$30 million. | 

+¢This amount includes: Mutual Defense Assistance—$83 million and Direct Forces Support—$25 million. i 

§§This does not include material already transferred or to be transferred from the Department of Defense | 

FECOM Reserve. As of March 31, 1954, matériel with a replacement value of $400 million was earmarked 

or transfer. 
This amount is to be financed by sales proceeds under Section 550 of the Mutual Security Act of 1953, 

as amended. 
| 

| {This figure represents only the costs for training Koreans in the US. The bulk of U.S. assistance to | 

Korea is provided directly by the Department of Defense through Defense appropriations. Such direct 

| military assistance, not included in the figures above, were approximately $500 million in FY 1954 and | 

should be approximately $400 million in FY 1955. 

‘This amount represents all funds expended under the Korean Relief and Rehabilitation Program. | 

+This amount includes both Economic and Technical Assistance for this year. . 

tA $25 million U.S. commitment to Thailand is in addition to these figures and will have to be financed | 

| by a transfer from other programs in the area. 

| 
| Annex B | 

| | | | 
: A SUPPLEMENTARY EXPLANATION OF SECTION III—“GENERAL | 

| POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC MEASURES IN THE Far EAs?’ | 

| : , | | | 
(Prepared by the Foreign Operations Administration) | 

| 

FOA believes that the following are illustrative of the actions | 

| which a Far East-South Asia economic grouping might adopt: — | 

a. An interchange of experience in development programs and | 
techniques. | 

: b. The elimination of conditions restricting mutually beneficial 
trade. - | 

| -¢. Joint consideration of the forms of outside aid that most effec- 
| tively would supplement their own efforts, and the integration of 

| that aid (U.S., Colombo Plan, UN). | 

d. Action to ameliorate conditions adversely affecting important 

| crops and raw materials of the area. | 

i __ e. Regional coordination in economic development. . 

! |
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f. Regional organizational arrangements that would facilitate 
continuing collaboration and united action on these and related 
matters. | | 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 

The Australian Embassy to the Department of State } 

TOP SECRET | 

SEATO—AUSTRALIAN VIEWS 

1. Scope and Nature of Military Planning | 

Canberra has requested information on U.S. thinking on the fol- 
lowing questions: : 

(a) What is to be the scope and nature of military planning under | 
SEATO? 

(b) Will planning go to such an extent that we will know that 
specified forces, including U.S. forces, will be available at specified 
places for specified purposes under specified circumstances? __ 

(c) When and where will this planning be done? 
(d) What are the contingencies that may be expected to arise? 
(e) With what resources are such contingencies to be met? — 
(f) What commitments may be expected from SEATO members? 

Canberra feels that unless SEATO members are prepared to join 
in the planning with the definite understanding that certain forces 
will be available in certain contingencies, SEATO will be of only — 
limited help in planning for the defence of South East Asia. More- 

| over, SEATO would fall short of what the Australian public ex- 
pects. In addition it would run the risk of being a treaty that would 
bind all of us to support military action without any prior planning 

or understandings as to the form or availability of forces. It is im- 
_ portant for us to know this. The Prime Minister has presented 
SEATO to Parliament as an arrangement which will define our 
task, give clarified direction to our defence organisation, mark out 

our zone of possible operations, and show us the nature and size of 

the forces we need. 

2. U.S. Military Representation 

Has any decision been taken on U.S. military representation at 

the Conference? If so, at what level? . 

1 This undated paper is included in the Conference series as SEAP D-2/6. It is 
attached to the following covering note (dated Aug. 20) by Trulock: 

“Attached is a memorandum given us by the Australian Embassy requesting in- 
formation for Canberra on US thinking on a number of questions and outlining cer- 
tain Australian views.”
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| 3. Non-Interference | / 

| It is suggested that the Article on non-interference in internal af- | 

fairs might run along the following lines: | 

! “Nothing in this treaty should be taken as authorising any | 

action on the part of the Council or its subsidiary bodies which con- 

stitutes any infringement of sovereignty of any party or interven- 

tion in its internal affairs.” 

| We should like, however, to see this Article in the context of the | 

| completed drafted text, as we feel we should satisfy ourselves that 

| our freedom of activity in countering subversion will not be limit- | 

| ed. 
| 

396.1 MA/8-2254: Telegram | a 

| The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of | 

wee State ! | | | 

| CONFIDENTIAL | Manita, August 22, 1954—1 p. m. | 

| 584. Reference Embtel 535.2 Following is ‘‘Philippine declaration | 

of principles” which Philippine Government wishes Department 
. . . . | 

| circulate among Washington representatives SEAP countries. | 

| “The Foreign Ministers (or Prime Ministers and heads of state) | 

| of blank. | | 

! Desiring to establish a firm basis for common action to insure — | 

: and maintain peace and security in Southeast Asia, in accordance 

| with the purposes and principles announced in the Charter of the | 

United Nations, | 

2 Convinced that common action to this end, in order to be worthy | 

| and effective, must be inspired by the loftiest principles of justice | 

| and liberty; | | | | 

: Do hereby proclaim the adherence of their respective govern- | 

: ments and peoples to the following principles: 

| First, they uphold the principle of self-determination and the | 

| right of peoples to self-rule and independence; | 

| 1 The Embassy requested the Department to pass this telegram on to the Depart- | 

| ment of Defense. | 

| 2In this telegram of the same date, the Embassy informed the Department that | 

| the “declaration of principles” had the support of both government and opposition 

: parties in the Philippines. The greatest part of the telegram is a report on the in- 

| sistence of the Philippine Government that the armed forces of the Philippines 

| should receive a substantial increment of military assistance from the United 

States. It continues: “Finally, Neri was instructed by President to say [in a conver- 

; sation held on Aug. 21 with Lacy] that, as measure President’s great concern that | 

! Philippines proposals buildup AFP receive sympathetic consideration US, President | 

| considers that Philippine participation SEAP would be pointless in absence reasona- | 

| ble US assurances on this point.’’ (896.1 MA/8-2254) | 7 ! 

po 
| | 
Lb |
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Second, they are committed to continue taking effective 
practical measures to ensure the progress of peoples towards 
self-rule and independence; 
Third, they desire to collaborate fully with each other and 

with other countries of this region in the economic, social and 
cultural fields in order to bring about higher living standards, 
economic progress and social security; | 

Fourth, they are determined to act jointly and severally to 
repel by every means within their power any attempt to sub- 
vert the freedom or to destroy the sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of the free and independent states of Southeast Asia 
and the South West Pacific.” 3 

SPRUANCE 

3 Chargé Leuterio, in a conversation with Department officials on Aug. 24, is re- | 
ported to have said that the Philippine Government wished the declaration to be 7 

_ the first point on the agenda of the conference. 
“He further stated that it had not and would not be given to representatives of 

other powers who plan to attend the conference, but that it would be taken up by 
the Philippine representatives with members of the U.S. Working Group. Mr. 
Bonsal stated that he could not prejudge the Secretary’s views as to the ‘declara- 

| tion’. Ambassador Sebald stated that he had some reservation as to the timing of 
the proposed ‘declaration’ and ventured the opinion that if it were to become the 
first point on the agenda, it might well consume a large part of the time of the Con- 
ference.” (Memorandum of conversation by Bell, drafted Aug. 25; 396.1 MA/8-2454) 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 

| The French Embassy to the Department of State } | 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 23, 1954. 

AIDE-MEMOIRE 

A. The French Government, preoccupied since before the Geneva 
Conference with assuring an effective guarantee to the agreements 
arrived at in that meeting, is especially interested in the conclu- 
sion of a security pact for Southeast Asia. Her own preoccupation 
joins with the general interest particularly as Indochina is the 

region where this security is most especially threatened. 

B. The participation in the proposed pact by the Associated 

States themselves presents, during the period of the armistice and 

particularly when the troops transfers provided for by the Geneva 

accords must be carried out during approximately 300 days more, 
obvious military and political inconveniences. Participation is, after 
all, not necessary if the stipulations of the pact are such that they 

1 Handed by Ambassador Henri Bonnet to Merchant on Aug. 23. This text is an ) 
informal translation included in the Conference series as SEAP D-2/7. It is at- 
tached to a covering note by Trulock dated Aug. 25, not printed. | |
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| apply to the situation resulting from the aforementioned agree- 
| ments. | oe | 

| C. It being a question of a pact in which four of the five so-called | 
: Colombo powers have refused to participate, the fifth limiting itself | | 

to sending an observer to Manila, the French Government sees the 
| greatest interest in avoiding to the extent possible the inclusion in 

this pact of dispositions which emphasize the apparent distinction — 
| between the Asiatic powers which agree to enter the pact and 
: those which refuse. The stabilizing and non-aggressive character of | 
\ the intentions of the participants in the pact must thus be clearly | | 
| expressed, the concern with economic aspects of the problem clear- | 

| ly evoked and the doors left well open for future accessions. _ | 

| Taking into account the preceding indications, it would appear | 
| _ desirable to the French Government as concerns the draft pact 
| given last August 6 to the French Embassy by the Department of 
; _ State: nn | | oe | | 

| 1. To develop the second paragraph of the preamble. The compe- an 
| tent French services are presently studying a formula setting forth | 

| that the stability of a region depends upon the stability of the 
| states which compose it, the equilibrium of these states supposing 
| democratic liberties, juridical and judiciary guarantees, as well as 

economic and social bases which would be sound, all supposing con- 
| ditions of peace. | 
| 2. To eliminate the last phrase of Article 2. This is a duplication 
| of the first paragraph of Article 4 and enters into details which for | 

reasons indicated below do not appear desirable. | 
| 8. To develop Article 3 in a manner which would provide equilib- 
2 rium with Article 4 and reduce the military character of the whole. 
| 4. As concerns Article 4, : 

| (a) To define the zone of application of the agreement. It is | 
} important to be more precise concerning the situation of the 
| Vietnamese, Laotian and Cambodian territories; this is why it 
| would be appropriate to introduce in some part of the draft a | 

reference to the Geneva agreements. It would suffice that the 
| signatories acknowledge the accords as certain of the signato- | 

| ries have already done. | | 
: (b) To bring out more clearly the distinction between aggres- 
2 sion and menace, the first bringing on “action”, the second i 

2 only a ‘consultation.’ Perhaps this would be the place to | 
| define a frontier around the zone itself, aggression against the | 
| territory of a marginal state constituting a menace and thus 

furnishing a matter for consultation. | 
| _ (c) To eliminate the precise wording and characterizing men- | 
| - aces other than military (Article 4, paragraph 2). This clause | 
| _ foreseeing an intervention in case of subversion of an estab- | 
| lished state risks very extensive involvement and is of a nature 

- that would definitely compromise the chance of seeing other | 
Asiatic states join in the proposed organization. : ! 

| | 
| : 
: .
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). To examine carefully the proposal included in Article 5 of the 
formation of a council. If it is normal to foresee the governments 
concerting together on every subject evoked in the text of the 
accord, it is doubtful that a council would be useful—under the | 
state of unpreciseness as to the practical import of this text—to 
give to these consultations an institutional character similar to the 
UN or ANZUS. It would suffice, it appears, to create a permanent 
secretariat of which the staff agency of Singapore provided with a 
political section would furnish a nucleus. Furthermore if the cre- 
ation of a permanent organ of the pact is the object of a separate 
article, its competence must normally extend to all of the provi- 
sions of the pact, above all Article 3. If it is desired to restrict this 
competence to military questions, it would be better to add a para- 
graph to Article 4. 

6. To study the possibility, concerning accessions to the pact, of | 
two procedures, either that the member states invite a third state, 
or that the third state takes the initiative to propose its candida- 
ture. Under both cases, the decision concerning admission could be | 
taken unanimously. , 

Editorial Note 

In his summary of the Secretary’s staff meeting held the morn- 
ing of August 23, Jeffrey C. Kitchen, Deputy Director of the Execu- 

tive Secretariat, reported a discussion of the Colombo Plan: 

“Mr. Waugh reported that the Southeast Asian countries would 
send a very strong representation to Washington for the meeting of 
the International Bank late in September. The same officers would 
be proceeding to Ottawa where the Colombo Plan powers are meet- 
ing on October 1. Mr. Waugh said that he had been discussing this 
matter with Mr. Jernegan and thought it represented a real oppor- 
tunity for us to discuss both economic and political problems with 
these leaders. There was considerable discussion about the desir- 
ability of depending on the Colombo Plan to be the basis of econom- 
ic integration in the area rather than sponsoring some new organi- 
zation or plan under the terms of the Southeast Asian pact. The 
Secretary indicated that he had asked Mr. Bowie for a paper to 
educate him on the purposes and nature of the Colombo Plan and 
suggested that Mr. Waugh and perhaps Mr. Merchant contribute to 
such a paper which he could study. Mr. Waugh mentioned that Mr. 
Stassen intended to visit the Southeast Asian area shortly and sug- 
gested that the Secretary telephone him for the purpose of finding 
out what Stassen’s plans were and to inform him of our thinking in 
this field. It obviously would be undesirable to have Stassen taking 
one line while we were moving on another at the Southeast Asian 
conference. The Secretary said he would call Stassen. 

“Tt was pointed out that Japan was not a member of the Colombo 
Plan and that any plan should contemplate the ultimate associa- | 
tion of Japan. There were advantages in avoiding creating a new 
scheme authored by the United States and dependent upon it for a 
majority of the economic assistance rendered. At the same time
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using the Colombo Plan would have the disadvantages of Japan | 
and the Philippines being omitted, at least for the present, and also | 
that countries such as Thailand and the Philippines, which stood | 

| up to be counted on the security matter, would not be given even | 
| equal, to say nothing of preferential, treatment.” (Secretary’s Staff | 
| Meetings, lot 63 D 75) | | | | 
| 3 | 

| Samuel C. Waugh was Assistant Secretary of State for Economic | 
| Affairs. John D. Jernegan was Deputy Assistant Secretary of State 

for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs. __ - 

Robertson sent the following memorandum to Dulles on August 

23: a | | 

| “At the staff / meeting this morning you assigned to Bowie, 
: Waugh and Merchant the responsibility for developing an econom- 
| ic program for Southeast Asia. | oo 
| “Tt is not for me to question your reason for bypassing FE on one | 
| of its primary and most important problems but I should like to 
| point out that our economic staff will be as perplexed as I am. 

Baldwin who is the FE Economic Coordinator has been giving this 
particular problem earnest study. I do not infer a reflection upon 
the aforementioned gentlemen in saying that in my opinion Bald- | 

| win is more familiar with the economic problems of the area than | 
| they are. nn | | oo | 

“T am certain that FE will be asked for its views but I strongly | 
| feel that it should have a ground-floor responsibility and not one | 

| secondary to S/P, E and EUR.” (890.00/8-23854) . | 

_ Dulles replied on the same day: | , 

| “I have your memorandum of August 23 with reference to the | 
economic program for Southeast Asia. I had no intention of bypass- | 

| ing FE or Baldwin and will see to it that FE is in on the ground | 
: floor. — oe | | ae 

“I had thought of Merchant only because he was planning to 
! head up our staff for the Manila conference. However, he may now 
| be replaced by Mr. MacArthur so that that will have to be 
| changed.” (890.00/8-23854) | . | 

oe 

r | 
| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 355 | | 

| Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Financial and Devel- | 

| opment Policy (Corbett) to the Assistant Secretary of State for 
| Economic Affairs (Waugh) - | 

| CONFIDENTIAL [WaASHINGTON,] August 24, 1954. | 

| Subject: The Colombo Plan as a Vehicle for an Asian Economic Aid 
Program. | | | 

| 
| |
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We could gain a great deal of advantage in using the Colombo 

Plan as a springboard for an Asian development program. Its at- 

tractions for this purpose are: 

1. One of the usual difficulties in the formation of a new organi- 
zation, the question of membership, could largely be avoided. The 
Plan embraces all nations on South and Southeast Asia (except Af- 
ghanistan), New Zealand, Australia, Canada, Great Britain and the 
United States. In addition, the Philippines and Thailand attend the 
Consultative Committee meetings as observers, and we are current- 
ly discussing informally with representatives of Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand and the United Kingdom the question of Japanese 
and Afghanistan association with the organization. 

2. The Plan has the support, at high levels, of the Asian member 
governments. This is particularly true of the leading participants— | 
India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma. The forum of the Colombo 
Plan, therefore, provides the proper audience to which any new 
proposal might be directed. | 

3. The Plan has, in varying degrees, succeeded in directing the 
attention of governments of the area to the need for preparing 
long-term development programs as a necessary first step in accel- 
erating development and for obtaining and making effective use of 
external aid. | 

While the Colombo Plan would be a good springboard for a new 

Asian economic program, the looseness of its organizational setup 
precludes its ready adoption as a vehicle for implementing such a 
program. The main reasons for this are: 

1. The Consultative Committee (Colombo Plan) itself is a discus- | 
sion group lacking the necessary organizational machinery to ad- 
minister any large-scale financial aid program. The provision of 
funds and the supervision of development projects are left to bilat- 
eral agreements between the donor and the recipient countries. 

2. The procedures in the Plan are highly permissive. The partici- 
pating countries are encouraged to submit plans and are assisted in 
doing so, but little if any pressure is exerted upon them regarding 
the management of their economic affairs. 

3. The Colombo Plan, which had its origin in the meeting of Brit- 
ish Commonwealth Foreign Ministers at Colombo in January 1950, 
is regarded as somewhat of a family link among the Common- 
wealth countries even though the participants now include many 
non-Commonwealth countries. There may be some resistance to al- 
tering the organization as there is some question as to whether the 
consciousness of this link would survive the establishment of an en- 
tirely different organizational structure and function. There is also 
the question as to whether from our standpoint it would be desira- 
ble to superimpose such a body on the proposed undertaking.? 

1 An attached statistical breakdown is not printed. .
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| | 790.5 MSP/8-2454 / | 

| _ Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Bowie) 
to the Secretary of State — | 

| SECRET - [WaSHINGTON,] August 24, 1954. 
| Subject: Underdeveloped Areas 

| At our meeting this morning (attended by Messrs. Baldwin, Hol- 
| land, ! Jernegan, MacArthur, Merchant and Waugh) we discussed 

| the question of assistance to the underdeveloped areas. A tentative | 
consensus was reached on certain broad principles applicable to | 
such assistance in Asia and Southeast Asia. | | 

| 1. Need © | | 

| The viability of Japan and South and Southeast Asia will prob- | 
| ably depend mainly on economic growth at improved rates. This | 

| will require, among other things, substantial amounts of outside 

capital which will have to come largely from public funds. In its 

own interest, the United States should be prepared to increase sub- 

| - stantially the amounts available for such financing. | | 

| 2. Form | | 

| In general, while some grants will still be needed, the stepped-up | 
| program should largely take the form of loans to be payable in | 

| local currency. Undue reliance on grants was felt to be undesirable; | 

| the use of loans payable in dollars was felt to be impracticable. | 

| 3. Multilateral Aspects | | 

| The Colombo Plan, in which almost all the South and Southeast | 

| Asia countries participate, offers a suitable framework for such an 

! expanded program. It should be used, assuming Japan becomes a | 
| member. It has the advantage of Asian acceptance and is already | 

| in existence. It is loose enough in its actual operations not to com- | 

plicate a U.S. program. — | oo | 

4. Administration | | 

Under the Colombo Plan actual loans and grants are handled on : 

| a bilateral basis. | | | 

: If the U.S. undertook an expanded program, there would be some | 

| advantages in using an international agency, such as a regional | 
| bank, to execute loans. The present consensus was, however, that | 

such an agency would make it harder to get Congress to appropri- | 
| ate money and might also have other disadvantages. ! 

po It was suggested that the United States might make bilateral 

loans repayable to a financing institution established by the | 

| = | 
| 1 Henry F. Holland, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs. | | 

- 
| |
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Asians. This would have the advantage of leaving collection to the 

Asians and gradually creating a revolving fund for further invest- 

ments. 

A related problem is the assurance of continuity over a period of 
years, which is an essential factor for success. These questions will 
be further considered. : 

Other Areas | | 

Mr. Holland also outlined the general approach which he is rec- 
ommending be taken to this problem at the Rio meeting.? 

A study on the Far East will be ready by next Monday;* studies 

were decided on for Latin America and the Middle East. | 

2The Rio Economic Conference was held at Quitandinha, Brazil, Nov. 22-Dec. 2; 
see vol. Iv, pp. 318 ff. 

S Aug. 30.0 | 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 | 

Revised United States Working Draft of Security Treaty! 

SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] undated. 
SEAP D-2/la : 

SOUTHEAST ASIA COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY | 

The Parties to this Treaty, : 
Recognizing the sovereign equality of all the Parties, 

Reaffirming their faith in the purposes and principles set forth 
in the Charter of the United Nations and their desire to live in 
peace with all peoples and all governments, 

Desiring to promote stability and well-being in the treaty area, to 
strengthen the fabric of peace and to uphold the principles of de- 

mocracy, individual liberty and the rule of law, and to promote the 

economic well-being and development of all peoples in the area, 

Intending to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity, 
so that any potential Communist aggressor will appreciate that the 

Parties stand together in the area, and 

Desiring further to coordinate their efforts for collective defense 

for the preservation of peace and security, 

Therefore agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 7 

The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter of the United 
Nations, to settle any international disputes in which they may be 

1 This draft is attached to a covering note by Trulock dated Aug. 24, not printed.
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| involved by peaceful means in such a manner that international 
| - peace and security and justice are not endangered, and to refrain 

| in their international relations from the threat or use of force in 

| any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. 

| | ARTICLE II 

In order more effectively to achieve the objective of this Treaty, | 

| the Parties, separately and jointly, by means of continuous and ef- | 

fective self-help and mutual aid, will maintain and develop their 

individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack and to pre- 
vent and overcome subversive activities directed from without 

| against their territorial integrity and political stability. : 
| : 

| | | | ARTICLE II | | 
| 

| | The Parties undertake to consult together on the means by 
which the free institutions of the Parties may be strengthened and : 

2 to cooperate with each other and with other like-minded states in 
the development of economic measures designed to promote eco- 

| nomic stability and social well-being. = = | | 

7 | ce ARTICLE IV — | 

| 1. Each Party recognizes that Communist aggression by means of | 

| armed attack in the treaty area against any of the Parties or | | 

| against Cambodia, Laos, or the territory under the jurisdiction of 

| the free Vietnamese Government, or against any States or terri- | 

| tory which the Parties by unanimous agreement may hereafter | 

| designate, would endanger its own peace and safety, and agrees | 

| that it would act to meet the common danger in accordance with 

| its constitutional processes. Measures taken under this paragraph : 

: shall be immediately reported to the Security Council of the United | 

| Nations. a | = 
| _ 2. If, in the opinion of any of the Parties, the inviolability or the 

| _ integrity of the territory or the sovereignty or political independ- 

| ence of any Party in the treaty area is threatened in any way other 

| than by armed attack or is affected or threatened by any other fact : 

| or situation which might endanger the peace of the area, the Par- 

| ties shall consult immediately in order to agree on the measures 
| which should be taken for the common defense and for the mainte- 

| nance of peace and security in the area. _ 

| " ARTICLE V | 

The Parties hereby establish a Council, on which each of them | 
shall be represented, to consider matters concerning the implemen- 
tation of this Treaty. The Council is empowered to arrange with 

| states not Parties to the Treaty for cooperation in giving effect to |
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the provisions of Article III. The Council shall be so organized as to 

be able to meet at any time. 

ARTICLE VI 

, This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affect- 

ing in any way the rights and obligations of any of the parties 

under the Charter of the United Nations or the responsibility of 

the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace and 

security. Each Party declares that none of the international en- 

gagements now in force between it and any other of the Parties or 

any third party is in conflict with the provisions of this Treaty, and 

undertakes not to enter into any international engagement in con- | 

flict with this Treaty. 

ARTICLE VII 

The Parties may by unanimous agreement invite any other State 

in a position to further the objectives of this Treaty and to contrib- 

ute to the security of the Treaty area and the area of the acceding 

States to accede to this Treaty. Any State so invited may become a 

Party to the Treaty by depositing its instruments of accession with 

the Government of ——-—. The Government of ——— will inform 

each of the Parties of the deposit of each such instrument of acces- 

sion. 

ARTICLE VIII 

As used in this Treaty, the “treaty area” is the general area of 
Southeast Asia and of the Southwest Pacific, not including the Pa- 
cific area north of 21 degrees 30 minutes north latitude. The Par- 
ties may by unanimous agreement amend this Article to include 

within the Treaty area the territory of States acceding to this | 
| Treaty in accordance with Article VII or otherwise to change the 

‘Treaty area. 

ARTICLE IX 

This Treaty shall be ratified and its provisions carried out by the | 

Parties in accordance with their respective constitutional processes. 

The instruments of ratification shall be deposited as soon as possi- 

ble with the Government of ———, which shall notify all of the 

other signatories of such deposit. : | 

The Treaty shall enter into force between the States which have 

ratified it as soon as the ratifications of the majority of the signato- 
ries shall be deposited, and shall come into effect with respect to 

other States on the date of the deposit of their ratification.
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| | ARTICLE X | 

| This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely, but any Party | 
| may cease to be a Party one year after its notice of denunciation 

has been given to the Government of ———, which will inform the. | 

Governments of the other Parties of the deposit of each notice of | 

denunciation. | 

| _ 
| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 358 

Minutes of Meeting Held in the Department of State ! | 

| SECRET | [WaAsHINGTON,] August 24, 1954—5-6 p.m. 

: Subject: Meeting on Southeast Asia Pact 

| Participants: a | 

| The Secretary a Mr. Bowie | 

|. Mr. MacArthur | Mr. Baldwin 

Mr. Merchant Se Mr. Stelle — 
| Mr. Robertson | Mr. Galloway | Oo | 
P Mr. Waugh © | / | | | 

| | The Secretary gave Mr. MacArthur, the U.S. Representative in 
| the Working Group which will meet in Manila beginning Septem- 
| ber 1, the following guidance and instructions: | 

| | A. Arrangements | | 

| | 1) Plenary Meetings—The sessions should be closed except for the 
| usual photographs at the opening of the first session and, if the 

| meeting so decided, for any signing ceremonies which might take | 
| place. | | 
| 2) Entertainment—Only informal, except for any entertainment | 

| by the host Government. o | . 
| 8) Chairmanship—The Philippines should chair the meetings as | 

| host Government. _ a | - | 

| 4) Seating—On the assumption that there will be at least three | | 
seats at the conference table for each delegation, the Secretary in- 

| dicated that the two Senators ? should be seated at the table. Mr. 

d The source text is attached to a covering note dated Aug. 25, not printed, from 
: Jeffrey C. Kitchen, Deputy Director of the Executive Secretariat, to the Under Sec- 

retary. 

! Minutes drafted on Aug. 25 by Trulock. Trulock is not listed among the partici- 
: pants. | 

2 The Department had announced on Aug. 20 that Senators H. Alexander Smith 
| of New Jersey and Mike Mansfield of Montana, both members of the Senate Foreign | 
| Relations Committee, would be ‘“‘congressional advisers” at the Manila meeting. For 

text of the press release, see Department of State Bulletin, Aug. 30, 1954, p. 296. | 

| | | 

| 
|
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MacArthur should also be at the table on the Secretary’s left if fa- 
cilities permit; otherwise he should sit directly behind the Secreta- 

ry. 

o) Language—It is hoped that it will be necessary to have not 
more than two official languages (French and English). 

B. Substantive Points 

1) Hong Kong—The Secretary approved the position that we 

would not agree to having the Treaty cover Hong Kong (for pur- 
| poses of an armed attack) unless by some suitable means it also 

covers Formosa. 

The Secretary added that he believed there were strong argu- 
ments for the inclusion of Hong Kong but that this would involve 

an extremely significant additional commitment on the part of the 

U.S. He said that he would attach a lot of weight to the Senators’ 
judgment on this matter. He believed that the UK would prefer 

| that any understanding on Hong Kong be an informal one with us 

rather than included in the treaty. 

2) Use of the word “Communist Aggressor” in the Preamble and 
in Article [V—The Secretary instructed the Working Group to hold 
fast to this language. 

3) Organization—The Secretary instructed the Working Group to 
maintain the position of no permanent site and no permanent orga- 

nization, along the lines of the ANZUS Treaty. 

4) Observers from Cambodia and Laos—The Secretary said we 
would have no objection to observers from Cambodia and Laos if 

this question arose. | 

)) Informing Cambodia, Laos and Free Vietnam of their possible 

Coverage Under the Treaty—It was agreed that Mr. Robertson 
should on Wednesday inform the representatives of Laos, Cambo- 

dia and Free Vietnam that we anticipate that in addition to the 

treaty area itself, there will be provisions in the treaty for coverage 

of Laos, Cambodia and Free Vietnam against aggression, This 

would, of course, be subject to their agreement and we would like 

to know the reaction of their governments before the departure of 

| the U.S. Working Group on Saturday.? 

6) Defense Representation—Mr. Merchant said that Admiral 
Stump would be the Military Representative on the Philippine-US 

Council meeting and that Admiral Davis will be present from the 

Defense Department. Admiral Davis will be the Senior Defense 
Representative for the SEAP Meeting. We have been informed that 
no other military advisers are desired except for Admiral Davis’ 
staff. : 

3 Aug. 28.
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| 1) Coverage of Colonial Possessions in the Area—The Secretary 
said that this depends upon the formula agreed upon in Article IV. 

| If we obtain agreement to the inclusion of the words “Communist 

Aggressor’ then we would wish to react quickly with our Allies to 

| meet Communist aggression anywhere in the area. On the other 

hand, if the Article IV language does not specifically define the ag- | 

gression as “Communist”, we would not wish to be in a position of | 

3 becoming involved in disputes in this area, involving the individual | 

members or their possessions. - . 

| - 8) Economic Provisions in the Treaty—The Secretary said that | 

| the Working Group should stick with the language in Article III as | 

| presently drafted, since it was flexible enough to cover anything we 4 

might wish to do later. He said that he would discuss this with _ : 
| General Smith on Wednesday.* | | | es | 

| - The Secretary said that he wished to give further thought to the 
| idea of using the Colombo Plan as the device for economic assist- | 

ance to the area. . a 7 | Re a Se : ! 

Aug. 25. Oo es ! 

| 890 .00/8-2554 : OS | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

| SECRET -.._-s [WasHIncTon,] August 24, 1954—7 :30 p.m. 

_ MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE SECRETARY AND 

| | _ GOVERNOR STASSEN —— 

| We discussed the economic problem of Southeast Asia‘ and in | 

| general the importance of trying to promote capital developments 

_which would increase the productivity of the countries and in turn : 
bring about a steady, if slow, increase in the standards of living of . 

| the people. I expressed the view that unless we could counter the 

Communist program in this respect that the effort to hold back 

| Communism in Asia would be in vain. In that part of the world I 

| mentioned that slogans which appeal to us do not have the same | 

a ot Dulles and Stassen had also discussed Southeast Asia during a conversation on | 
to Aug. 9: - a | | 

“ ‘Mr. Stassen indicated the desirability of a major effort to line up sound econom- | 
ic policies to back up the Southeast Asia military arrangements, the economic ar- | 

rangement to run from Japan to India. He suggested that he himself might go to 
_ the area with representatives from State, Treasury and Commerce, with a view to | | 
preparing the groundwork for what may be a major economic conference in Asia 

| - sometime toward the end of the year’.” (Reported in a memorandum from John W. : 
| - Hanes, Jr., Special Assistant to the Secretary of State, to Robertson, Aug. 9; 890.00/ | 

8-954) 
: | 

| | |
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appeal. There the great majority of the people live with practically 
7 no economic margin for survival, and survival is their first con- 

cern. Mr. Stassen said that he agreed with this general approach 
and felt that a good deal could be worked out through Japan’s in- 
dustrial capacity and her ability to promote capital developments 

in the area. 

I said that the question of procedure would be involved, or at 

least be discussed, at Manila, and that I had been giving a good 
deal of thought, with my advisers, as to whether or not we should 
establish an economic mechanism within the security treaty, or 
should have another treaty for that purpose, or should work out a 

treaty through some existing arrangements, such as the Colombo 

Plan or some alternative that the US might sponsor. Mr. Stassen 
| said that he was inclining to the view that the best thing would be 

to build on the Colombo Plan, and I said that was the trend of my 

own thinking. We agreed that it was essential that Japan should 

be brought in to the Colombo Plan if this plan were adopted as the 

basis of operations. 

We recognize that there are disadvantages in the Colombo Plan 

in that the name did not have a very good connotation in this 
country because of the recent Colombo Conference. Also it had a 

British Commonwealth origin and to a considerable extent was fi- 

nanced through sterling currency operations. Nevertheless, it 

seemed that the advantages of a going organization which already 

accomplished much and is attracting the best economic and finan- 

cial brains of the area offset these disadvantages. 

Mr. Stassen said also that, subject to the President’s and my ap- 
proval, he was planning to take a trip through the area sometime 

in November with a view to attempting to appraise the economic 
possibilities. He thought of inviting to go with him representatives 

not only of State, but Commerce, Treasury, and Budget. I said I 

thought it would be unwise to invite a representative of Budget as 

I did not think Budget should be made into an operating agency. 

He agreed. 

I said that I thought that any final decision on this plan should 

await my return from Manila as the discussions there might throw 

light upon the best future course of conduct. He said he thought 

that it would be all right if the decision was made after I returned, 

but that in the meantime he would like to do some preliminary 
| studies here in Washington with State, Commerce and Treasury. I 

acquiesced in this with the understanding that what was done here 

would be highly tentative and preparatory. | 

JFD
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| FE files, lot 55 D 480 | 

| Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State | 
| (MacArthur) to the Secretary of State + | 

SECRET | | [WASHINGTON,]| August 25, 1954. , 

| The British Embassy has just received a suggested UK redraft of 
Article 4, which is attached as Annex 1. You will note that para- | 
graph 1 of the latest British proposal picks up the language of the | 

: North Atlantic Treaty. You will also note that paragraph 2 has | 
| been substantially telescoped. | 

In handing us this latest UK proposal, the British Embassy in- | 

: formed us that Mr. Eden was unalterably opposed to the use of the _ | 
| word “Communist” in either the Preamble or in the body of the | 
| Treaty. The British Embassy also said Eden would meet with the 

| British Cabinet on Friday 2 and it was very important, if at all pos- | 
| sible, to have the US reaction by that time. | - | 

| _ For purposes of comparison, I attach Article 4 of the latest US : 
| draft, as Annex 2,3 and also the earlier British proposal for revi- 
| sion of Article 4 (which they have now withdrawn), as Annex 3.4 | 

| 
| [Annex 1] | | 

| New UK Proposat For ARTICLE 4 

| 1. The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of 

| them in the Treaty area or against Cambodia, Laos or the territory 
: under the jurisdiction of the Government of the State of Viet Nam : 
i or against any States or Territories which the parties by unani- | 

| mous agreement may hereafter designate shall be considered an | 

| attack against them all; and consequently they agree that if such 

| an armed attack occurs, each of them, in the exercise of the right | 

| of individual or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51 of 
| the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the party or parties 

| or other States or Territories herein before referred to by taking | 
| forthwith individually and in concert with the other parties, such 

| action as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force to | 

| restore and maintain the security of the Treaty area. Any such : 

| armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall im- 
| mediately be reported to the Security Council. | | | 

| 1 This memorandum and its annexes are filed as attachments to the memoran- | 

dum, infra. 7 | 

| 2 Aug. 27. . | 
| . 3 See Article IV in the draft of Aug. 24, p. 785. : 
| * Not printed. | 
| | 

2 | 

| |
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2. The parties will consult together whenever, in the opinion of 
any of them, the territorial integrity, political independence or se- 
curity of any of the parties or of any other State or Territory to 
which the provisions of paragraph 1 above from time to time apply, 
is threatened in any other way than by armed attack. | 

FE files, lot 55 D 480 

| Memorandum for the Record by the Counselor of the Department of 
State (MacArthur) : 

SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] August 25, 1954. 

1. The Secretary made the following comments with respect to 
the latest UK suggested redraft of Article 4 (attached)! which he 
said might be passed on to the British Embassy: 

The Secretary still believes very strongly that the US formula 
specifically mentioning “Communist aggression” should be in the 
Treaty. It is clearly recognized that in the agreed minute of the Ei- 
senhower-Churchill talks 2 that what we are trying to do is to 
combat Communist aggression in the area. Furthermore, the vari- 
ous Communist treaties are always couched in terms of aggression 
coming from non-Communist countries, and there is no reason why 
we on our part should not make clear that we are thinking about 
Communist aggression. By eliminating the reference to “Commu- 
nist” aggression and adopting the NATO formula, the treaty would 
in essence proclaim that if any of the member states got into a dis- 
pute of some kind among themselves or with other non-Communist 
states involving incidents or shooting, this could, by the terms of 
the NATO formula, be construed as an attack against the US and 
other members. This obviously was not what we had in mind. 

With specific reference to the proposal to substitute the NATO. 
formula for the ANZUS formula, the Secretary feels strongly that 
the ANZUS formula should be adopted to make the terms of the 
Southeast Asia defense pact entirely consistent with existing US 
security arrangements in that area with Australia, New Zealand, 
and the Philippines. This involves Congressional and constitutional 
considerations. As a practical matter, the differences in the two 
formulae are probably not material. However, there is a definite | 
legislative history connected with this problem, and it. would be ex- 
tremely unfortunate if Congressional debate were reopened regard- 
ing US constitutional questions involving the Executive and Legis- 
lative branches, which could well result if the NATO formula were 
adopted. 

2. The Secretary confirmed his earlier instruction that the US 

Working Group at Manila stand firm on the inclusion of the ‘“Com- 

munist aggression” formula in the treaty text, which would mean 

1 See supra. 
2 Dated June 27, p. 580.
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| that the Foreign Ministers themselves would have to discuss and 

| reach agreement on the final formula. , | 

Loe en 
Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 _ | 

| Memorandum for the Record by the Counselor of the Department of — 

State (MacArthur) } 7 

| | | 
SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] August 25, 1954. 

| SEAP D-9 | 

2 The Secretary approved the attached position paper as general 

2 guidance to the US Working Group pending his arrival in Manila. | 

He expressed the view that it would not be useful to develop a 

| formal economic organization within the framework of the collec- __ 

tive security organization which will result from the proposed 

Treaty. He added, however, that this would not exclude the possi- , | 

bility of adding ‘“‘a few more words to the existing US draft of Arti- | 

| cle 3 to embellish it a little’. | | | | 

| | | [Attachment] | 

| U.S. Position ON EcoNOMIC COOPERATION AT THE MANILA | 

| _ CONFERENCE | | 

| 1. The US., as its actions have testified, is keenly aware of the | 

7 importance of improving economic conditions in the Far East and 

| South Asia. The U.S. has undertaken various programs and made 

| substantial contributions toward this end. | 

| 2. For this reason the U.S. has proposed Article III which gives | 

recognition to the importance of economic cooperation and which 

would permit developments in that direction. _ ! 

| 3. The economic problems of free Asia involve relations between | 

| all the countries of the area as well as relations with countries of | 

| the West. Some of the countries which are most important in the 

| economic fabric of the area are not participants at the Manila Con- 

| ference. | 

| 4. The U.S. in general does not believe there should be an undue 

| proliferation of international organizations dealing with the eco-. 

| nomic problems of the area. | 

| 5. For the reasons outlined in 3 and 4 above, the U.S. does not | 
| believe it would be useful to develop a formal economic organiza- 

| 1 Attached to a covering note of Aug. 26 by Trulock, not printed. . | 

| : 
| | | 

| |
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tion within the framework of the collective security organization 
which will result from this treaty. | 

| 6. The U.S. will, however, continue to actively pursue discussion 
of economic problems and the possibility of economic cooperation at 
such opportunities as may occur. The meeting of the Colombo Plan 
countries at Ottawa, for example, will obviously provide one such 
opportunity. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348 

_ Memorandum by Walter Trulock of the Reports and Operations 

Staff : 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 26, 1954. 
SEAP D-12 

| MEETING OF SOUTHEAST Asia Pact (SEAP) 

UNITED KINGDOM PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLES Ii & III ! 

Attached are the UK amendments to Article II and III. 

| [Attachment] 

NoTE ON UNITED KINGDOM PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO DRAFT 

SOUTHEAST AsIA DEFENCE TREATY 2 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 25, 1954. 

| ARTICLE II 

For “Mutual Aid” read “consultation and cooperation with each 
| other.” | | | 

(“Mutual Aid” has come to be understood as implying financial 
assistance.) 

Add at the end of the Article the sentence “The parties under- 

take to consult together on the means by which the free institu- 
tions of the parties may be safeguarded.” 

(The United Kingdom purpose in amending this phrase and re- 

moving it from Article III to its original place in Article II is as 
follows: 

1 The amendments are to the articles as they appear in the U.S. draft dated Aug. 
24, p. 784. 

2 It is not clear whether this paper is the text of a British note or a summary of 
it. |
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! (a) To avoid any suggestion of interference by the treaty parties 
| in the internal political affairs of the member States. In particular | 
| we dislike any suggestion of an undertaking to consult the other | 

| parties about strengthening the free institutions of Malaya. | 
| (b) To remove the essentially political concept of “free institu- | 

tions” from the economic Article where it seems out of place.) | 

The new Article would then read: — 
“Article IJ—In order more effectively to achieve the objective of | 

this Treaty, the Parties separately and jointly, by means of con- | 
tinuance and effective self-help and consultation and co-operation | 

| with each other, will maintain and develop their individual and col- 
| lective capacity to resist armed attack and to prevent and over- | 
| come subversive activities directed from without against their terri- 
| torial integrity and political stability. The Parties undertake to con- | 

sult together on the means by which the free institutions of the Par- | 
| ties may be safeguarded.” | | ! | | | 

ARTICLE 11 a | | 

| Replace the present text by the following: _ | 
! | ) ; | 

“The parties recognize that their common aims cannot be re- ! 
! alised without measures designed to promote economic prosperity, | 

| social progress and cultural advancement. The parties furthermore | 
| agree that in the development of such measures economic and tech- | 

| nical assistance can play an important part in supplementing the 
| individual and collective efforts of various governments in achiev- | 
| _ ing these aims.” ; | | 

| | (In the earlier draft the undertaking ‘to cooperate” suggests | 
| more in the way of multilateral economic organisation than is | 

i likely to materialize and the inclusion of “other like minded i 
/ States” would make continued cooperation with countries like 2 
| India more difficult.) | - , | 

: 790 .5/8-2654 | | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by William J. Galloway, Special 
| Assistant to the Counselor of the Department of State : 

| _ SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 26, 1954. | 

| Subject: U.K. Views on the Southeast Asia Pact 

Participants: Sir Robert Scott, British Minister | 

: Mr. F. R. MacGinnis, Second Secretary, British | 
lo. Embassy | | 

| Mr. MacArthur, Counselor | 
| Mr. Stelle—S/P | 

| Mr. Galloway—C |
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Sir Robert Scott called on Mr. MacArthur to discuss the South- 
east Asia Pact. Sir Robert said he visualized that the Foreign Min- 
isters in their meeting at Manila would have a threefold task: (1) to 
agree on the provisions of a treaty, (2) to discuss the question of 
any machinery which might be established, and (8) to discuss any 
action which might be taken under the treaty. 

Regarding the text of the treaty, Sir Robert would discuss later 
the latest suggestions of the U.K. government. 

As for machinery under the treaty, Sir Robert said that the UK 
chiefs of staff had made some recommendations on military ma- 
chinery which had not been considered by the government. The 
UK chiefs suggested that there should be a Military Committee 
and a Military Executive Committee at a lower level. These two 
bodies would require a small permanent staff and secretariat. Sir 
Robert then outlined his understanding of the U.S. position with 
respect to organization under the treaty, and Mr. MacArthur con- 
firmed that we envisaged the establishment of only a Council, com- 
posed of the Foreign Ministers, which would meet from time to 
time as required, similar to the arrangement under our ANZUS 
Treaty. There would be no permanent site for meetings and no per- 
manent staff or secretariat in any fixed location. The members of 
the Council could have military advisers as required. 

Sir Robert emphasized that the UK Government had not ex- 
pressed definite views on organization and, in particular, had not 
considered the chiefs of staff recommendations on military machin- 
ery. Personally, he thought there should not be much difficulty on 
the question of organization as between the U.S. and U.K. Govern- 
ments, but he thought that some of the other Governments would 
strongly desire the establishment of some permanent machinery. 

As for action under the treaty, Sir Robert’s third point, the only 
immediate possibility he envisaged was in the field of economic ac- 
tivity. The U.K. view is that, regardless of how the economic article 
in the Treaty is drafted, the Ministers should be prepared to dis- 
cuss the question of future action in the economic field. 

Mr. MacArthur said that the U.S. envisaged that there would be 

discussion by the Ministers on this subject. He referred to the re- 
marks made by Secretary Dulles at his last press conference, when | 

the Secretary had stated his belief that it would be desirable for 

this general question to be discussed at the Manila meeting. The 
Secretary had made clear that he was thinking in terms of the gen- 

eral economic problem in free Asia and not just in connection with | 
the Southeast Asia Pact. Mr. MacArthur said, however, that he did 

not think that this question had yet had sufficient study to allow 

any very definite decisions or actions to be taken as of the time of 

the Manila meeting.
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. Sir Robert then asked how far the U.S. expected the Manila | 
meeting to progress on the Treaty, adding that he had no views | 

from his Government on this point. Mr. MacArthur said that the | 

U.S. hoped the Treaty could be completed and signed at Manila. | 

| The U.S. delegates would have plenipotentiary powers to sign a | 

Sir Robert then inquired as to the U.S. views regarding the latest 

British proposed revisions of Articles IV,? II, and Ill 2 of the Treaty | 

text oe | 
- Mr. MacArthur, noting that the British revision of Article IV 

_ omitted the word “Communist”, said that the Secretary attached 
| real importance to the formula we had proposed for describing the | | 

) nature of the armed attack in Article IV and to stating in the pre- | 
| amble that the purpose of the Treaty is defense against Communist | 

aggression. It is our understanding that there is no disagreement | 

among the prospective members of the Pact that its whole purpose 

| is to defend against Communist aggression in whatever form this | 

| aggression might take. Consequently, using the word “Communist” : 

| in the Treaty would make clear both to the Communist world and 
| to the free world the fundamental purpose of the member nations. 

| The use of this formula also has the great advantage of excluding | 

| for the purposes of the commitment in Article IV any armed at- | 

| tacks which might occur in the area involving non-Communist 

| states. For example, if there should be trouble between India and | 

| Pakistan resulting in armed conflict, under the U.S. formula the 

provisions of the Treaty relating to armed attack would not apply. | 

| We certainly would not wish the Treaty to apply in such a situa- 

| tion, and we believe that other prospective members, with the pos- ! 

| sible exception of Pakistan, would not wish it to apply in case of an _ i 

armed attack of this character. We have not been able to think of 

any formula other than the one we have suggested to avoid the | 

| problem presented by the possibility of armed attacks in the area 

other than a Communist attack. — Oo 7 - | 

Furthermore, since the language of the Treaty states that an | 
| armed attack on any of the parties would endanger the peace and | 

| safety of all of the parties, we seriously doubt the truth of such a ) | 

| statement unless it applies only to a Communist armed attack. 

{ This is a point which would need to be made perfectly clear by the 
| U.S. Executive to the Congress, and the best means, we believe, is 

| actually to draft the armed attack which would endanger the peace _ | 
| and safety of the parties. a | | a | 

1 See Annex 1 to MacArthur’s memorandum, p. 791. | : | | 

| 2 See the memorandum, supra. : | |
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Mr. MacArthur then said he would like to explain why the U.S. 
preferred not to use the NATO language in Article IV as had been 
suggested by the U.K. The pattern of U.S. security arrangements 
in the Pacific, the ANZUS Treaty, Philippine Treaty and others, all 
have been defined in very similar language to that which we have 
suggested for Article IV of the present treaty. The precedent is 
therefore well established with the Congress and also with the 
countries in the area. If the present Treaty were to utilize the 
NATO language, the Congress might well raise questions as to the 
difference between this language and the language used in our 
other Pacific commitments. While, in fact, there may be little or no 
material difference in terms of the commitment involved, there 
might well be a revival of the debate on Constitutional powers of 
the Executive Branch vis-a-vis the Legislative Branch, and this 
coming at a time when the controversy over the Bricker Amend- 

7 ment ® is high, could cause us serious difficulties. | 
For all of these reasons, Mr. MacArthur emphasized our prefer- 

ence for the language in the U.S. draft of Article IV. 

As regards paragraph two of Article IV, the consultative provi- 
sion, it was pointed out that the U.K. draft by omitting certain 
clauses which appeared in the U.S. draft tended to weaken the pro- 
vision. The U.S. hoped that this consultative clause could be made 
as broad and as strong as possible, since in our view, it might well 
be the principal means for dealing with the real danger in the 
area—Communist subversion and infiltration. 

Sir Robert Scott then summed up the British views on Article IV 
and read a telegram giving Mr. Eden’s views on this article (a copy 
of the substance of this telegram is attached). 

The discussion then proceeded to the British redrafts of Articles 
II and III. (A note setting forth the proposed UK revisions and rea- 

' sons therefor is attached.) 4 

Mr. MacArthur, on a personal basis, commented that the British | 

redraft of Article III seemed to propose that economic cooperation 

be on a more exclusive basis. The U.S. much preferred the general 

language of the article in the present U.S. draft so as to allow com- __ 

plete flexibility in dealing with the economic problem on a broader 

basis. As for the expression “other like-minded nations” to which 
the British objected, he thought some other expression such as 

“other free Nations’ might be used. Sir Robert expressed the belief 
that the U.S. and U.K. positions on the economic aspect were actu- 

3 Senator John W. Bricker of Ohio introduced into the Senate several bills intend- 
ed to bring about a constitutional modification of the Executive’s treatymaking 
power. For documentation, see vol. 1, Part 2, pp. 1768 ff. 

* Not printed as attached. See the memorandum, supra.
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ally very close together and that there would not be difficulty in 

arriving at agreeable language. = 

: [Attachment] | | 

The British Embassy to the Department of State | 

| | 

| SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 27, 1954. 

| Unirep Kincpom CoMMENT ON ARTICLE IV oF THE Drart SoOUTH- 

| | | East Asta DEFENCE TREATY Te | 

Objection persists for the reasons already given to inserting the | 

| word “Communist” before “aggression”, and to its inclusion in the | 

| third paragraph of the Preamble. | 

| 2. The United Kingdom is anxious that Article IV (1) should be | 

as acceptable as possible to Asian opinion and should not be open : 

| to objection on the ground that the parties are unilaterally propos- | 

| ing to take action about an armed attack for instance on Burma | 

without consulting in any way the Government concerned. | 

| 8 For these reasons it is believed that the best solution would be 

to adopt as closely as possible the wording of Article V of the 

NATO Treaty. This wording is not only now well known but we © | 

| have always maintained that it is entirely defensive in character. | 

| Further, the obligation upon the parties is to “assist the party... | 

: by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with other parties, | 

| such action as it deems necessary”. This gives considerable discre- | 

| tion to the parties to decide what if any action at all they are going | 

| to take if the armed attack is not one which it is the real purpose | 

| of the proposed Treaty to guard against. The United Kingdom re- | 

! draft follows mutatis mutandis the wording of Articles V and IV | 

respectively of the NATO Treaty. | | 

| 4. Finally in order to meet the difficulty about Asian opinion re- 

| ferred to in paragraph 2 above the United Kingdom view is that if ! 

| we are asked which States or territories we propose to designate | 

| under Article IV (1), we should say that it is not our present inten- | 

| tion to designate any State or territory unless they so request. This | 

2 would leave it open to us to designate other States or territories | 

| later on if the circumstances seem to render this necessary or if as 

| we hope they come and ask for it themselves. 

: |
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Memorandum by the Economic Coordinator in the Bureau of Far 
Eastern Affairs (Baldwin) to the Assistant Secretary of State for 
Far Eastern Affairs (Robertson) 

CONFIDENTIAL | [WASHINGTON,] August 26, 1954. 

FOA MEETING ON AsIAN ECONOMIC PROGRAM 

| On August 20 Mr. Stassen called a meeting of members of his 
staff, including Dr. FitzGerald! and General Porter 2 to discuss 
“the guidelines developed by the State Department Working Group 
on the establishment of a Far East Regional Organization.” oo 

The conclusions reached at the meeting were that: 

(1) The FOA should give a favorable reply to the guidelines con- 
tained in the report * prepared by the State Department Working 
Group. | 

(2) Mr. McDiarmid,* the FOA representative on the Working 
Group should explore the following recommendations with the 
Working Group: | 

| (a) That an interagency group (State, Treasury, Commerce, 
Bureau of the Budget and FOA) visit the area “to survey and 

: discuss with top level officials our present programs in the var- 
ious countries and explore the receptivity to the idea of Asian 

| initiative to such a program” (Presumably meaning a new eco- 
nomic assistance program). 

(b) If the Asian countries should be receptive to the idea they | 
could then call an Asian conference and invite Secretary 
Dulles to attend the Conference, at which time Mr. Dulles 
could announce that the “U.S. is willing to be an observer and | 
to put an initial capital of s——-— behind the organization, the | 
capital to come from our Indochina and world-wide funds.” 

The first conclusion seems a bit premature as the report referred 
to has not been completed. The second conclusion requires careful | 
consideration. 

It was decided some time ago that the Department’s consider- 
ation of a new Asian economic program should be initiated within 
the Department, then broadened to include the FOA, and finally 
extended to include other government agencies. 

The question of how the final report of the Working Group is to 
be handled (assuming that it receives Departmental approval) has 
a direct bearing on whether the Working Group should be expand- 

1 Deputy Director for Operations of FOA. 
2 Gen. Robert W. Porter, Jr., Military Adviser, FOA. 
° See the attachment to Baldwin’s memorandum to Bowie dated Aug. 30, p. 809. 
* McDiarmid was Regional Economist in the Office of Far East Operations in 

FOA. |
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| ed now. If, for example, a Treasury representative were placed on | 

| the Working Group he would almost certainly insist that the final / 

. report should be referred to the NAC for inter-agency consider- | 

| ation. I agree with Bob Bowie that this reference would be inadvis- | 

able, as it would place the matter in the area of technical financial | 

consideration instead of top-level over-all foreign policy planning. I | 

| feel that if the Working Group Report is to go beyond the Depart- | 

| ment and the FOA it should be referred to the NSC Planning | 

| Board, at which time all other agencies which may be concerned 

| will have an opportunity to work on it. | a | 

| The last paragraph of the attached memorandum of conversation : 

| between the Secretary and Mr. Stassen ° indicates that the Secreta- | 

| ry acquiesced in Stassen’s suggestion that he do some “preliminary | 

| studies” with State, Commerce and Treasury during the Secreta- 

| ry’s absence in Manila provided what was done here by Stassen | 

: would be highly tentative and preparatory. | 

| I see no reason why this comment by the Secretary should pre- | 

| vent the Department from making the decision that the Working 

| Group report should go direct from the State Department to the | 

NSC Planning Board or necessitate an expansion of the Working 

| Group as Stassen recommended in the FOA meeting. 

| In the FOA meeting it was mentioned that our Working Group | 

considered that Congressional consultations ‘would be desirable” 

before any conferences are held with other countries. Mr. Stassen | 

| took the position that it might be possible to start the program | 

| with funds already appropriated, possibly with some matching | 

| funds from Asian countries. He said that there had already been | 

consultations with Congress on the establishment of an “Asian eco- 

| nomic group on a broad basis.”” His remarks seem to carry the im- » 

plication that we could go rather far toward making a commitment | 

| without obtaining further approval by Congress. 

! Stassen also brought up at the meeting the old idea of a clearing 

| arrangement in the Far East which has been popular with him for 

| some time. Some of his assistants apparently do not favor the idea 

| and one or two of them attempted to advance arguments against it _ | 

| at the meeting but did not take a strong stand. | | 

| Toward the end of the meeting, Stassen said that the President | 

| had indicated at a NSC meeting that “he would like to have this | 

| program initiated in Asia without any advance announcement by | 

i the United States.” This is news to me. | | 

: Finally, Stassen recommended the interagency trip mentioned | 

| above. He is reported to have said that ‘this is a very important | 

: matter” and that he would be “willing to accompany the group and 

| 5 See Dulles’ memorandum of this conversation, Aug. 24, p. 789. | : 

!
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spend a month talking through the economic problems of this 
whole group of countries.” He added that “Secretary Dulles would 
also consider it important enough to make a personal response to - 
any invitation extended to him.” | 

(In his August 24 conversation with Stassen, the Secretary’s pro- 
posal that Stassen postpone any plans for this trip until the Secre- 
tary returns from Manila was accepted by Mr. Stassen.) 
'Mr. Stassen asked Mr. McDiarmid to discuss the above recom- 

mendations with the State Department Working Group. He did so 
at a meeting this morning. I indicated that I would put the points 
raised in the proper channels for decision. 

I recommend: | 

1. That the Department take the position that any report from 
the Department’s Working Group concerning an expanded program 
for economic assistance for Asia which appears to require high 
level policy consideration or decision should be referred by the De- 
partment, in concert with the FOA if possible, to the NSC Planning 
Board. | 

2. That Mr. Stassen be notified of this decision by the Depart- 
ment and told that under the circumstances it would appear to be 
unnecessary to expand the Working Group by adding representa- 
tives of the Treasury and Commerce Departments and the Bureau | 

| of the Budget. 
3. That Mr. Stassen further be told that in the opinion of the De- _ 

partment, the timing and announcement of any action which the 
U.S. may decide to take with respect to an economic assistance pro- 
gram for Asia are matters of political importance which the De- 
partment has been considering carefully and concerning which the 
Department wishes to cooperate closely with the FOA. Mr. Stassen 
should also be told that the Department believes it would be inad- 
visable to disclose, outside the U.S. Government, that consideration 
is being given to this matter until all U.S. decisions have been 
made and the method of announcement determined. Whether the 
program is large or small its political value could be greatly re- 
duced by premature action. 

| 790 .5/8-2654: Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Laos ! 

SECRET WASHINGTON, August 26, 1954—7:43 p. m. 

18. Robertson today informed Laotian Chargé 2 that US under- | 
stood Laotian Government as well as Vietnamese and Cambodian 
Governments wished to have included in proposed SEA Treaty a 
clause to effect that overt aggression against Laos or against free 

1 Repeated for information to Saigon and Manila and pouched to Phnom Penh. 
2 Presumably Inpeng Suryadhay. .
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Vietnam or Cambodia would be considered aggression against Pact | 

members although these three countries could not join pact at this 

time. Robertson said US would advocate at Manila inclusion of | 

Laos, free Vietnam and Cambodia within area covered by treaty 

against armed aggression if this was wish of three governments. 

| Chargé replied that he was confident this would be most acceptable 

to his government which had in fact just telegraphed regarding | 

_ possibility of Laotian membership in Pact. : | 

Department suggests you confirm this conversation with Foreign | 

| or Prime Minister at your discretion. | | 

| | - | SMITH 

396 .1 MA/8-2654: Telegram. woe. . | 

| 7. | | | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam * | 

| SECRET , WasHINGTON, August 27, 1954—6:17 p.m. | 
| PRIORITY | 

195. Department received through Vietnamese Ambassador * 

; here as well as from Saigon’s 749 * indication Vietnamese Govern- | 

ment’s desire to send observers to SEA Pact Conference Manila. In | 

reply Department has taken following position with Ambassador: | 

(a) Question obviously one for decision by all members of confer- | 

ence and not by US alone. | | | 

| - (b) Department however believes presence Vietnamese (and also : 

| | Cambodian and Laotian) observers Manila Conference on informal | 

| basis would be most useful as evidencing interest those govern- 

L ments in pact and in measures for defense free SEA. ot 

/ (c) Department suggested to Vietnamese Ambassador here his | 

| government immediately approach other pact participants if this 

has not already been done (UK, France, Australia, New Zealand, 

Thailand, Philippines and Pakistan) indicating Vietnamese Govern- | 

-ment’s desire send informal observers Manila giving as reason in- | | 

| terest his Government in having protection proposed pact extended | 

| to free Vietnam. 
| (d) Department view is these observers would not participate in _ 

| any conference sessions. They would however be available to con- 

| ference on informal basis to express views and possibly agreement 

| _._ of their governments with respect proposed article of treaty which 

| would extend protection of pact to Cambodia, Laos and free Viet- 

| nam which will not be signatories. 

|. _(e) Department stressing to Vietnamese Ambassador importance | 

| Vietnamese in their approach to other conference members make 

| clear scope and status observers as summarized this message in | 

| "1 Sent also priority to Phnom Penh and Vientiane; repeated for information to | 

| Bangkok, Canberra, Karachi, London, Manila, Paris, and Wellington. 

| 2 Tran Van Chuong had presented his credentials on Aug. 16. 

3 Not printed. (396.1 MA/8-2654) | | 

| : | 
|
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order prompt agreement may be reached. Request Embassy Saigon 
confirm position to Vietnamese authorities and report action. Am- 
bassador tells us he informing his Cambodian and Laotian col- 
leagues of his démarche in Department and Department views. 

(f) Department informed Ambassador it would be Department’s 
hope that at working group conference members meeting in Manila 
Sept first, decision on request for informal observer status for free 
Vietnam (Laos and Cambodia if they request it) could be reached 
promptly and reply be made to govts. 

For action Chargé Phnom Penh and Vientiane: Approach Foreign 
Ministers giving them gist above and telling them that if they 
wish, perhaps through their representatives in Washington, make 
similar approaches other conference members rapid action is essen- 
tial. You should stress informal status observers and report action. 
End action Phnom Penh and Vientiane. FYI Department believes 
useful that Laos and Cambodia have observers but wishes decision 
to approach conference members to reflect their initiative. End 
FYI. 

Department believes presence these observers would be of great 
value in underlining solidarity free Indochina countries with pur- 
poses of collective self-defense embodied in proposed treaty with 
which those countries are not currently formally associated but 
which should in Department’s judgment afford them protection. | 

Other than action addressees may give information and views: | 
conveyed to Vietnamese Ambassador in reply inquiries regarding 
US attitude from governments to which accredited. 

SMITH 

396.1 MA/8-2754: Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam } 

SECRET WASHINGTON, August 27, 1954—7:36 p.m. 
PRIORITY | 

199. Reference Deptel 2 concerning interest Vietnamese Govern- 
ment having unofficial observers Manila Department just received 
from British Embassy following expression Eden’s views concerning 
matter of prior consultation with Associated States of Indochina re- 
garding their designation under proposed treaty. 

“1. It has always been our view that to consult the Associated 
States about their designation under the Treaty would be inconsist- 

1 Sent also priority to Phnom Penh and Vientiane; repeated for information to _ 
Bangkok, Canberra, Karachi, London, Manila, Paris, and Wellington. 

2 Telegram 795, supra.
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ent: with the understanding reached at Geneva. It is still my view | 

| that they should be unilaterally designated. . eG es Lah | 

“2 On the other hand were an attack on the Associated States to | 

take place in violation of the Geneva settlement we should then be : 

fully entitled to consult them on action to be taken. . : | 

“2 Tt would be undesirable to show the draft Treaty to the Asso- | 

ciated States before the text is finally agreed at Manila. The posi- | 

tion about the Associated States under the Treaty would be ex- | 

| plained in the final communique which should be so drafted as to 

| make it clear that this arrangement was not in conflict with the | 

| Geneva settlement.” a | oO | 

| Department anticipates this question will be discussed at work- 

( ing group meeting Manila September first. | 7 

! oo a ee | _ SMITH | 

| 396.1 MA/8-2854: Telegram oe oo rie 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines — 
| 

| SECRET _ a _ Wasuincton, August 28, 1954—1:28 p.m. | 

| 778. Philippine Chargé today handed Department proposed 

| changes ! in draft treaty to be considered at SEA Conference. * Our | 

views on most significant proposals cited below should be conveyed 

soonest to appropriate Philippine officials. | | | | 

! 1. Philippine proposal would eliminate use of word “Communist” | 

| in preamble and Article IV. We favor use of word “Communist” as | 

| purpose of treaty is to defend against Communist aggression. Our | 

| formula would also for purposes of commitment under Article IV | 

| exclude any armed attacks which might occur in area involving | 

! non-Communist states. If for example Pakistan should become in- | 

| volved in armed conflict with non-Communist neighbor we would | 

| not wish treaty to apply. We also believe that armed attack on any | 

| parties to treaty would endanger peace and safety of all only if | 

| attack were Communist. — | 

| 2. For armed attack provision in Article IV, Philippine Govern- | 

! ment has proposed language similar to that used in Article V of 
! NAT. We strongly prefer language proposed in US draft rather : 

| than NATO language since pattern of US security arrangements in 

| Pacific (ANZUS, Philippines, etc.) have been defined in language 

| similar to what we propose for present treaty. Precedent therefore 

| well established with Congress and also with countries in area, and / 

| we wish avoid invidious comparisons in Congress. Using NATO lan- | 

| guage for present treaty where all other US-Pacific treaties have | 

| used different language might reopen debate on constitutional 

| powers within US Government. : 

| 1 This Philippine note has not been found in Department of State files. | 

| 2 Reference is to the U.S. working draft dated Aug. 24, p. 784. | | 

| 
Lo |
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3. Philippine draft provides for decisions of Council to be made 
by three-fourths vote and admission of new parties to agreement by 
three-fourths vote of states already acceding to treaty. These provi- 
sions would in effect permit extension of U.S. commitments by a 
process in which we would not have controlling voice and are 
wholly unacceptable. Accession new members would require Senate 
approval and Senate could not be expected to ratify treaty that 
provided for possibility of extension US commitments amounting to 
new Treaty obligations without US approval. | 

__ 4, Philippine redraft eliminates any reference to free Viet-Nam, 
Laos or Cambodia. We consider it essential that these states be 
brought within purview of armed attack provision of treaty. Fail- 
ure to include them would be interpreted as sign of weakness and 
possibly as decision to actively resist Communism aggression only 
after these states have been lost to Communists. 

We will have further comments in Manila on other Philippine 
proposed changes in text. 

| SMITH 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 358 

Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State 
(MacArthur) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 28, 1954. 

Acting on instructions from their Governments, the Embassies of 
the U.K., France, Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines have 
now all informed us that they were firmly opposed to the inclusion 
of the word “Communist” in the SEA Treaty. Furthermore, the 

_ Pakistanis have informed the U.K. that they would in no circum- 
stances agree to a reference to communism in the Treaty. We have 
not yet received word from the Government of Thailand, but as 
things now stand, the score is a solid six to one against the inclu- 

sion of the word “communist”. | 
I attach a copy of an interesting telegram which the British Em- 

bassy here has just received from Mr. Eden. It seems to me that if 

1 The copy attached to this memorandum is undated. In this telegram Eden stated 
that he objected to specific reference to “communism” in the treaty because the 
word had no precise or legal meaning and could prove embarrassing, was needlessly 
provocative, and made it much more difficult for governments such as those of India 
or Burma (which were publicly committed to noninvolvement in the anti-Commu- | 
nist struggle) to accede. After reviewing the differences between the United King- 
dom and the United States on this point, Eden stated that he could accept the 
American text of the article if the word “communist” was removed. Eden also 
wanted to know if the United States thought that the wording of paragraph 2 of the 
article covered Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam and any states that might sub- 

sequently be designated. He thought it did not, and wished the words “or any other 
State or territory to which the provisions of paragraph 1 above from time to time 
apply” to be inserted.
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the Manila Conference is to result in the signature or initialing of | 

: a Treaty, we are going to have to agree to eliminate the word | 

“communist”; otherwise, it seems quite clear that the Conference | 

| will end in dead-lock and we will accomplish nothing. Such a set- | 

| back would, I fear, have a serious impact both on International and | 

| US. opinion. | | 

| If we are going to have to give on the use of this word in the : 

| Treaty, it seems to me that it would be much better to do it in the | 

| working group stage of the negotiations than in the meeting of the | 

' Ministers. My reason for this is that a considerable amount of con- | 

__ fusion would be avoided if we could present the Ministers with an | 

: agreed Text of Article IV. And, more important, I believe that if | 

| the word “communist” is left in for the Ministers to argue about, : 

! the Filipinos and others will leak to the press during the working | 

po group meetings that we are dead-locked on this issue. It will be 

| built up in the press and then if we give it will look like a substan- | 

| tial U.S. defeat in the Conference. | 

| I recognize that no decision in this respect can be taken until 

| after the Secretary’s return Monday.? However, if it could be given | | 

| consideration then, and telegraphic instructions could be sent to 

Manila, for Mr. Phleger and myself, ? I believe we could succeed in 

| the working group in going very far toward getting an acceptable | 

| Treaty, except for the inclusion of the word “communism”, pretty | 

| much in hand for the Foreign Ministers to consider. This would | 

| mean that we could probably wind up the Conference in about | 

| three days. 

| As the situation now stands, the U.S. working group has virtual- | 

| ly no flexibility or give in its position; and, in essence, we will be in | 

| _ the position in the working group at Manila of standing firm on all | 

| of the important points of our own U.S. text with no give on any | 

! important point at any place. This, in my judgment, risks having | 

| other people gang up strongly on certain provisions we do not like | 

| (such as the NATO formula) and freezing their position where it | 

| may carry over in rigid form into the Ministers Meeting. If we are | 

| going to have to give on the word “communist”, and avoid a situa- | 

: tion where others may form a solid front against us during the | 

| working group on other important points which will be translated | 

| into the Ministers Meeting, I believe it is for very serious consider- | 

| ation whether the type of flexibility indicated above would not be | 

| desirable. ) | 

3 2 Aug. 30. | | 
| _ 8 Both men were planning to attend the sessions of the working group in Manila, | 

jens of which was Sept. 1 (Manila time). They left Washington the evening of 

a
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If such flexibility were given tactically, we could open with a 
strong defense of the communist formula, listen to the others, and 
agree to recommend it back if we got satisfaction on the other 
points.4 

| | D MacA 

*In telegram Tosec 2 to Manila, Aug. 30, drafted and approved for transmission 
(but not initialed) by Dulles and marked “From Secretary for MacArthur”, the Sec- — 
retary stated: | _ 

“1. In view fact ‘Communist’ included in US proposed text furnished Senators 
Smith and Mansfield and in view inability confer with them before Manila am not 
prepared authorize you agree to elimination. | 

“2. Suggest you prepare alternate texts. | 
“3. Please privately consider possible reservation to Treaty by US at time signa- 

ture to effect that the ‘attack’ to which US prepared to respond as per treaty would 
be ‘Communist’ inspired attack.” (896.1 MA/8-3054) | 

FE files, lot 55 D 480 | | | 

Memorandum by the Economic Coordinator of the Bureau of Far 
Eastern Affairs (Baldwin) to the Director of the Policy Planning 
Staff (Bowie) } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] August 30, 1954. 
Subject: Report of Asian Economic Working Group | 

1. Herewith submitted is the report of the Asian Economic Work- 
ing Group, on which have been represented E, FE, NEA, EUR, S/P, 
R and FOA. This report consists of: 

(a) The report itself, which summarizes the conclusions reached 
by the Working Group; 

(b) Annex One: ? a study made for the Working Group by the 
Office of Intelligence Research concerning the inter-relation be- 
tween political and economic prospects in South and Southeast 
Asia, the nature of the area’s economic problem, and the probable 

| political and economic impact upon the area of external aid pro- 
grams of varying size. This study’s estimates of the impact of vary- 
ing degrees of external aid rest upon calculations and assumptions 
which the other members of the Working Group have not yet ex- 
amined and which must, therefore, be considered as representing 
only the views of the OIR at this point. 

(c) Annex Two (with three Attachments 3): A fuller discussion 
than is contained in the summary report of the magnitude of alter- 
native programs and alternative operating mechanism which 
would be appropriate to the recommended Asian economic pro- 
gram, | 

1 Also addressed to Byroade (NEA), Merchant (EUR), Robertson (FE), and Waugh 
(EF). 

2 Not printed. : 
3 Three attachments to Annex Two not printed.
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| -  (d) Annex Three: A summary of the views expressed by certain | 
| U.S. Foreign Service Missions in Asia in response to inquiries made | | 
| of them on behalf of the Working Group. | | 

| _2. I wish to emphasize an assumption which was accepted with- | 
out question by the members of the Working Group and which is 

: implicit in the report but perhaps should be stated more positively, | 
| - viz: that the expanded economic program contemplated by the | 

| Group should be regarded only as one part, albeit an important 

: part, of a balanced defense against Communism in Asia. | | 

| 3. The report calls attention to the importance of adequately pre- : 
| paring American public opinion before the program suggested by ! 

the Working Group, or any similar program, is announced. Because 

| of the importance of this aspect of the matter it should, I believe, 

! receive particularly careful consideration. a 

| 4. This report is preliminary and subject to further elaboration. 
It could, however, serve at an appropriate time as a basis for inter- 

| departmental consideration, preferably by the NSC Planning 
Board. : | | 

| : 

: | [Attachment] | 

a | 
| [Here follows a table of contents. ] 

| CONFIDENTIAL | | | 

| REPORT OF THE ASIAN ECONOMIC WORKING GROUP CONCERNING THE 

| INAUGURATION OF LARGE-SCALE, LONG-RANGE PROGRAM OF ECO- 

: NOMIC ASSISTANCE | 

1. Objectives: (a) U.S. policy should support efforts to ensure sur- | 
! vival of non-Communist governments in Asia, even if those govern- 
| ments pursue so-called “neutralist” policies, in the face of a Com- 

munist strategy emphasizing subversion, agitation, and other politi- 

| cal warfare tactics. | 

| (b) Our policy in Asia should, therefore, give support to the posi- 
| _ tive goals espoused by Asians. One of these goals is an acceleration 

in present dishearteningly slow rates of economic development. 

| Poverty, economic instability, and other grievances which arise out | 

| of economic stagnation exist today in every non-Communist Asian 
| - country, and will be exploited to the maximum by the Communists. 

| (c) The U.S. should take additional measures, in concert with | 
other nations, to stimulate the processes of economic growth so 

that, with the consequent prospect of an improvement in living 
standards, the means available to aid the Communist effort will be 

| 

|
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reduced, and the prestige and attractiveness of non-Communist po- 

litical and economic institutions enhanced. 

(d) A related purpose of these measures should be to assist in 

placing Japan on a sounder economic basis by improving its trad- 
ing opportunities. 

2. Magnitude: Slow rates of economic progress in this area have 

been due in large part, to inadequate levels of investment, which 

result from both under-employment and a shortage of needed re- 

sources. The resolution of these problems could be materially as- 
sisted by a new long-range program of assistance to the area, if it 

were large enough to have a dramatic and galvanizing impact upon 

the people and the governments of the area, creating the prospect 
that their own efforts and resources could be used more effectively, 
and thus providing an effective challenge to them to redouble their 

own efforts to this end. | 

An expanded investment program necessarily starts slowly and — 

gathers momentum. In the first year or two the “tooling up” proc- 
ess must take place and consequently the requirement for funds 

| would be relatively small. Moreover, the “absorptive capacity” is 
limited by the difficulty of introducing Western methods of organi- 
zation, construction, etc. It is a hazardous and inexact exercise (es- 
pecially in South and Southeast Asia) to estimate the amount of in- _ 
cremental investment required to bring about in time a satisfac- 
tory and continuing rate of growth and it is particularly difficult to 
estimate the portion of the new investment which must be provid- 
ed from external sources. 

Unless the proportion of the incremental investment which is 
provided from domestic effort and resources is substantial, no 

amount of external aid in a given period will create the conditions 

necessary to assure a continuation of high levels of growth without 
further external aid. The objective of the proposed program is to 

achieve a reasonably high rate of economic growth which will be 
self-sustaining and continuing, rather than a selected level of total 

investment, however high. 

It is evident that present external aid programs have not stimu- 

lated an adequate acceleration of domestic investment. U.S. aid for 

economic development programs in the area has been running at 

about $200 million annually, and Commonwealth programs have | 

somewhat increased this total. It is the considered opinion of the | 

working group that a very substantially greater volume of aid is 

required to achieve the objectives of a new program. It is believed | 

that a sum of about $2 billion would provide the dramatic impact 

upon and the challange to the countries of the area that would be 

needed initially and would be a reasonable estimate of the addi-
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tional 

amount 

which 

could 

be used 
effectively 

in the 
first 

few 
years 

| 
of an accelerated 

program. 

— : | 
Subsequent 

provision 

of external 

aid 
could 

obviously 

be estimat- 
ed with 

greater 

accuracy 

after 
experience 

with 
and 

observation 

of | 
actual 

developments 

in the 
area. 

It has 
been 

estimated 

that 
$10 

bil- lion 
over 

a ten-year 

period 

would 

approximate 

the 
upper 

limits; 

| 

such 
a sum 

would 

fully 
test 

the 
area’s 

ability 

to use 
external 

re- 
| sources 

effectively. 

| | oe 
| 

| 3. Initiation 

of New 
Program: 

The 
first 

steps 
in initiating 

this 
i 

| program 

would 

be (1) 
preparation 

of U.S. 
public 

opinion 

followed 

by 
| adequate 

Congressional 

consultations; 

and 
(2) U.S. 

consultations 

| 
| _ with 

some 

of 
the 

principal 

interested 

countries. 

Subsequently, 

one : of the 
major 

Asian 

countries 

might 

convene 

a special 

meeting, 

per- | haps 
under 

the 
auspices 

of the 
“Colombo 

Plan” 

Consultative 

Com- | mittee, 

to discuss 

the 
measures 

required 

to launch 

the 
new 

pro- | gram. 

| i | | 
4. Administration 

of New 
Assistance 

Program: 

The 
new 

program 
| could 

be administered 

multilaterally 

or bilaterally. 

| ‘The 
multilateral 

approach 

would 

stress 

the 
establishment 

of an 
| Asian 

organization 

with 
a multilaterally 

endowed 

development 

fund. 

This 
would 

provide 

a means 

for 
obtaining 

contributions 

of ex- 
| 

| ternal 

resources 

by 
other 

nations; 

promote 

greater 

cohesion 

among 
| | countries 

of the 
region; 

stimulate 

greater 

responsibility 

on 
the 

part 
| 

| of recipient 

countries; 

and 
foster 

an 
improvement 

in Japan’s 

rela- _ tions 
with 

other 

Asian 

countries. 

It would 

be a sufficiently 

sharp contrast 

with 
the 

present 

method 

of administering 

U.S. 
assistance 

| as to produce 

a dramatic 

and 
favorable 

impact 

on the 
minds 

of 
: Asians. 

| 
| Such 

a multilateral 

program 

should 

be carried 

out 
by an organi- 

| 
| zation 

consisting 

of: 
(i) a Council 

of Ministers, 

which 

would 

follow | the 
OEEC 

pattern 

except 

that 
its committee 

structure 

would 

be 
| drawn 

up in accordance 

with 
the 

problems 

of the 
area, 

and 
(ii) 

a | 
| subsidiary 

Asian 

Development 

Corporation. 

The 
Corporation 

would | finance, 

on a flexible 

basis, 

the 
costs 

of sound 

and 
needed 

public ! and 
private 

development 

projects 

that 
cannot 

qualify 

for 
financing 

| 
| from 

other 

sources. 

Its 
management 

would 

have 
to enjoy 

a suffi- | cient 

measure 

of competence 

and 
autonomy 

to ensure 

the 
adoption 

| of policies 

that 
the 

U.S. 
would 

consider 

economically 

and 
politically 

| sound. 

| 
| An 

alternative 

to the 
multilateral 

approach 

would 

be larger 

US. | bilateral 

programs, 

possibly 

conducted 

with 
the 

advice 

of some | such 
multilateral 

group 

as the 
Colombo 

Plan 
Consultative 

Commit- 

: 
| tee. 

The 
principal 

advantages 

of this 
alternative 

might 

be a greater 
degree 

of U.S. 
control 

and 
hence 

public 

favor 

in this 
country. 

This 
2 

method 

would 

not 
be 

a sharp 

departure 

from 

present 

arrangements 

| | 
| } | 

/
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for extending U.S. aid to South and Southeast Asia and would lack 
the dramatic aspects and diplomatic and psychological advantages 

of the multilateral method of administration. 

5. Membership in New Organization: Membership of the proposed 
organization should include all nations members and observers of 
the Colombo Plan Consultative Committee, thus embracing coun- 

tries which are most important politically and most in need of eco- 

nomic aid:—India, Pakistan, and Indonesia. This would not be fea- 

sible if political or military conditions were attached to the aid. 

Membership would also include those donor countries members 
| of the Colombo Plan and would provide for inclusion of Japan and 

other would-be donors acceptable to the membership. 

Annex Two 

ASIAN ECONOMIC PROGRAM: ITS PROPOSED CHARACTER AND METHOD | 

OF OPERATION 4 

1. Objectives. The principal U.S. objectives in supporting the de- 
velopment of an expanded Asian economic program would be to: 

(a) strengthen the economies of, and hold out the prospect of 
more rapid economic growth to, the free countries of Asia and thus. 
facilitate their governments’ efforts to achieve greater political and 
economic stability; 

(b) encourage greater regional cohesion and cooperation, thereby 
increasing the ability of these countries to resist both overt Com- 
munist aggression and Communist attempts to subvert and gain 
control by non-military means; 

(c) engender an Asian desire for continuing association with the 
West in general, and the US. in particular, as promising that 
measure of economic progress which the Communists contend can 
only be achieved through their methods. 

The U.S. could better accomplish these objectives if the U.S. con- 
tribution to the area were increased and made available in a 
manner to permit programming over a period of more than one 

year. 
2. U.S. Contribution. Two questions are involved in any discus- 

sion of the U.S. contribution: (a) what will be its total amount and 

. duration, (b) what will be its initial size and timing? 

No definite appraisal of the total additional public funds which 
the U.S. would have to allocate for the support of Asian economic 

development in order to achieve its policical objectives can be made 
at this time. | 

4 Drafted by McDiarmid on Aug. 27. The three attachments to this annex are not 
printed.
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| _ The OIR study of “Asian Economic Development” > suggests that 
| the investment of external resources in South and Southeast Asia _ | 
| of something like $10 billion over a ten year period would, if it | 
| were associated with greatly increased internal efforts by the recip- | 

| ient countries, enable the area’s per capita income to reach a rate | 
| of increase of. about 25% per annum. Furthermore once attained, | 

| this rate of growth could be maintained thereafter without exter- | 
| nal aid if proper measures were taken to sustain the momentum of 

| investment. programs from local resources. The study also points | 
out that to attain a 1% per annum rate of increase in per capita | 

| incomes would require the investment of more than $500 million of | 
external resources annually. While these estimates are clearly sub- | 

3 ject to a wide margin of error due to the inadequacy of available 
| data and lack of experience in testing the assumptions on which 

they are based, they are illustrative of the order of magnitude of ) 
| aid required to accomplish specific objectives. $10 billion over a ten | 

| year period would probably test the area’s absorptive capacity, and 

indeed the rate of expenditures would probably have to be uneven, | 

| since the area could probably not initially use $1 billion of external — 

resources annually effectively. On the other hand, it is hard to see | 
how a program which resulted in per capita economic growth of 

| much less than 1% per annum could have significant economic re- | 
| percussions and even this rate is probably too low to generate the : 

| increased internal effect necessary to permit its being maintained, | 

after say a ten year period, without external aid. | | | 

| - Because of the uncertainties regarding speed of implementation | 

and other unknown factors involved, the working group cannot rec- 

ommend that either of the programs outlined above be adopted for | 

) implementation over any definite period. The program’s initial ex- | 
| penditure would have to be determined largely by the area’s ab- | 

| sorptive capacity. The initial U.S. contribution to the program 
! might be only enough to cover that first year’s expenditure, or it , 

| could be a larger lump sum, designed to provide for operations over | 

| an unspecified longer period. If this sum were set at. about $2 bil- | | 

| lion, it would cover the initial years, depending upon the scale on 

| which it was found desirable to proceed after the first year. If Con- | 

| gressional approval could be secured, the lump sum method of fi- - | 

| nancing would be preferable from the standpoint of initial impact | 

| on the area and of the program’s subsequent operation. A question | 

: arises as to whether a Congressional authorization of the larger 
| sum could be secured, with appropriations to be provided as neces- 

sary by the Congress in the light of its review of the program’s op- 

| eration. If not, a legislative record indicating that such an amount | 

5 Reference is to Annex One, not printed. | oe a : 

[ 

:
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would probably eventually be required would be highly desirable 

for political and planning purposes. 

Funds for this program could not now be secured from the Con- 
gress in time to be expended before FY 1956. If informal Congres- 
sional approval for the concept is secured, however, it might be 

possible to initiate preparatory operations in the Southeast Asian 
area in FY 1955, from funds authorized under Sec 121 of the 

Mutual Security Act of 1954 (Indochina Funds), and a limited 
amount of other funds appropriated for economic development in 

Asia. 

At its initiation the economic assistance to be provided the area 

through a new regional grouping would be largely supplementary 

to, rather than a substitute for, bilateral programs now operative 

under the U.S. bilateral and Colombo Plan programs.* This would 

continue to be true of U.S. programs actuated by military objec- 

tives. U.S. grant assistance for economic development should cease 

when the proposed program is well underway. Continuation and 
| even expansion of bilateral agricultural surplus programs would be 

| desirable, mainly to offset inflationary pressures and meet the 

added demands arising from increased purchasing power in aid re- 

cipient countries. 

3. Tactics in Initiation. The following steps might be taken: 

(1) After appropriate Congressional consultation, U.S. leadership 
might consist of a public suggestion by the President, or the Secre- 
tary of State, that the United States was now prepared to join free 
Asian countries in devoting substantial resources to the support of 
Asian economic development programs. 

(2) Appropriate bilateral consultation between the U.S. and cer- 
tain major interested countries including the UK should be under- 
taken and determined in accordance with the circumstances pre- 
vailing at the time. | 

(3) Initiative for the organizational meeting of prospective 
member countries should come from a leading Asian country, or 
countries, rather than from the United States. 

It will be necessary that membership in the program include 

those nations of South and Southeast Asia which are most impor- 

tant politically and which are most in need of economic aid—India, 

Pakistan, and Indonesia; this could not be done if military or politi- 

cal commitments were sought from recipient countries. It will be 

extremely desirable that this membership include, as soon as possi- 
ble, all other free Asian countries as well. Membership should also 
include donor countries; the U.S., Japan, the UK and any other 

* The relationship of this program to existing US programs affecting this area is 
treated in more detail in Attachment “C” to this paper. [Footnote in the source 
text.]
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| countries acceptable to the membership of the program may be 

| particularly important in determining the attitude of the neutralist | 
| countries of the area. No strong opposition to Japanese member- | 

_ Ship is envisaged, since if the multilateral approach suggested in | 

| paragraph 4 is followed Japan’s role would be principally that of a 

| donor rather than recipient of financial support (see paragraph 5 | 

| below). Economically the inclusion or exclusion of Taiwan and | 

| South Korea would not be of primary importance since most U:S. | 
aid to those countries will have to continue on a bilateral basis in | 

| any event. | 

| The use of the Colombo Plan framework to the extent practicable ) 

| would have several advantages. These include the fact that the : 

| countries grouped within the Plan include all the countries of | 

South and Southeast Asia but not Communist China, the support it | 

| has by virtue of its “atmosphere” free from the odium of political | 
| pressure and imperialism, and its emphasis on longer range eco- 

| nomic development.t The characteristics of the Colombo Plan orga- 

| nization, as set forth in Attachment A, suggest that it would not, ; 
! without extensive alterations, provide a suitable framework for the | 
| purposes the U.S. would have in mind if the new international or- | 
| ganization were to have real authority in the use of U.S. and other 

| resources. A bilateral U.S. loan program could be carried on under : 

the general aegis of the Colombo framework without any substan- | 

2 tial organizational changes. In any case, the use of the Colombo 
| Plan grouping, at least as a springboard for launching the larger | 

| association envisaged in this program, has merit. Eventually it | 

would be highly desirable that the Consultative Committee of the 
| Plan merge into the Council proposed below. 

| 4. Main Elements of the Organization. | - 

| Two basic approaches to the financial aspects of the problem 

| have been considered. These are: 

| (1) to provide substantial support to a multilateral financial in- 
| stitution, essentially an investment bank with complementary tech- 
| nical assistance functions, and | 
) (2) to undertake a bilateral loan program, a variant of which 
| would be to have the initial U.S. loans repaid to a multilateral in- 
: stitution. | 
| / 

| If the first alternative were followed, a Council of Ministers, fol- | 

: lowing in general the OEEC pattern (except that its committee and 

: + The United States is currently discussing informally the question of Japanese | 
| (as well as Afghanistan) association with the Colombo Plan with representatives of 
) Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom. [Footnote in the source _ | 
| text. i! 

“Regarding the interest of the United States in Japanese membership in this 
| grouping, see volume xiIv.] |
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subcommittee structure would conform to the problems of the area) 

might be set up with overall responsibilities for the operation of 

the program and related matters. Possible elements in the charter 
of such an organization are set forth in Attachment B. | 

The Council would consider such matters of mutual interest as 

the inter-relationship between their economic development plans, 

regional trade problems, and the exchange of technical aid and in- 

formation. The Council would not undertake detailed review of 

annual bilateral aid programs (U.S. or Colombo Plan), but would 

review longer range economic development programs, the progress 

being made in these programs, and the general fiscal and economic 

situation of the member countries which would, of course, have a 

vital bearing on the activities of the financial institution. 

The latter would be essentially an investing and lending institu-. 
tion, although it would be prepared to finance on a grant basis the 

demonstration and testing activities, and the engineering and other 

analytical studies incident to the development and presentation of 
projects for financing by the institution or other sources. In prac- 

: tice the institution, unlike IBRD or the Eximbank, would be pre- 

pared to finance on a flexible basis either the foreign exchange or 

both the foreign exchange and the local currency costs of private 

and governmental projects. Its loan resources would be obtained by 

_ the sale of its debentures or preferred shares to the governments of 

the U.S., and we would hope, the UK, Australia, Canada, Japan, 

and the “recipient” countries. Widest possible distribution of the 
_ debt obligations of the institution would eventually be sought. 

The financial institution would act under the very general direc- 
tion of the Council. Its own internal organization would not be 

unlike that of the IBRD. The right of the management to be large- 
ly autonomous in its operations would have to be agreed to in ad- | 

vance by the participating countries. Only a strong, effective man- 

agement operating in accordance with sound economic and political 

policies could ensure the institution’s success. The example of the 

IBRD suggests that it should not be impossible to secure such man- 

agement. 

Considerable flexibility would be desirable in respect to the 
terms of contributions received and financial advances made by the 

financial institution. The general principle might be that the 

United States would not expect to be repaid the principal amount | 

of its contribution at any fixed time, unless its financial situation 

were such as to enable it to dispense with a part of the U.S. contri- 

bution, but that the terms of its advances should be such as to 

secure the maximum prospect of maintaining the integrity of its 

resources consistent with the attainment of its objective—to fi- 

nance all sound and needed development projects in the area for
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| which other types of financing cannot be secured. The Charter | 

| should be sufficiently flexible to permit investments in public or 
| private equities and other securities as well as loans to govern- 

| ments or private borrowers. The necessary “softness” should, when- | 
ever possible, be injected into loan agreements by the length of | 

! time allowed for repayment and liberal moratoria before foreign 
! exchange payments are due, rather than by providing that com- _ 

| plete repayment may be made in the currency of the borrower | 

! (except, of course, when the entire loan was made in such curren- 

| cy). The latter would tend to convert the loan to a grant, for practi- | 
| cal purposes, and might not be acceptable to the more responsible | 
| | member countries. However, emphasis should be on “useable” (for | 

| relending), rather than fully “convertible”, currencies in specifying | 
| repayment requirements, and the extent to which such repayment | 
| is required in specified currencies would, in any case, depend on | 
| the servicing capacity of the borrower. | | | | 

The Charter should make explicit the institution’s role as dis- 
tinct from that of the IMF, the IBRD, or other loan agencies. Its 
relation to the programs of these and other established or proposed 

) agencies is set forth in Attachment C. It should not, for example, 
| | make short term balance of payments loans or finance projects | 

| which are sufficiently bankable to assure repayment in convertible | 

| currencies within 15 to 20 years. However, it should not be de- | 
! barred from making loans in support of other types of projects—in | 

. countries which are “fully loaned up” from the standpoint of other | 
| lending institutions or are not sufficiently viable to permit the | 
: entry of such institutions. | 
| The multilateral approach in alternative (1) appears to the Work- 

! ing Group to offer the best method of implementing the new pro- 

| gram to realize U.S. objectives in the area. . | 
| It would readily provide a means for obtaining contributions of 

| external resources by other nations. It would foster greater cohe- 

sion among countries of the region and would foster, by virtue of : 
| participation, greater responsibility on the part of Asian countries. 

It would gain a more enthusiastic reception, and, by providing for 
| Japanese participation foster an improvement in Japan’s relations 

| with other Asian countries. It would be sufficiently new to be a 
| sharp contrast with the present method of administering U.S. as- 
| sistance as to produce a dramatic impact on the minds of Asians. 
| The Working Group believes that this political aspect of the multi- 

lateral approach is one of its greatest attributes. | 

| _ The advantages which might be claimed for alternative (2) is that 
: it would be preferred by Congress (since it would not involve multi- | 

| lateral control of U.S. funds), and that it would fit the pattern of 
bilateral aid being furnished under the Colombo Plan. The Consult- 

F
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ative Committee of that organization might be adequate to provide 
a forum for discussion of any regional questions arising with such a 

program, and the establishment of a new Council would be unnec- 

essary. The Working Group does not believe that these consider- 

ations outweigh the decided political advantages of alternative (1) 

or the means that approach affords if mobilizing larger resources 

for economic development. The consultations held with Congress 

during the last session on the establishment of an Asian economic 

| grouping on a broad basis elicited a positive response and evi- 

denced a receptive attitude towards consideration of further plans 

to that end. 

The variant of alternative (2) that would involve the repayment 
to a multilateral institution of loans originally extended bilaterally, 
would give rise to great practical complexities. Furthermore, a fi- 

nancial institution, the only initial assets of which would consist of 
debt claims which it had no voice in establishing, would not have 

much prestige or support among responsible persons in the area. 

Previous attempts by the United States to undertake bilateral loan 
programs with part repayment in local currencies (such as the 

basis materials fund) do not indicate that substantial speed could 
be achieved in making the initial loans. While the Working Group 
recognizes that resort to the bilateral approach may be necessary if 

alternative (1) should be impossible of achievement, it believes that 
real efforts should be made with Asian countries to adopt the mul- 

tilateral approach. It does not consider that the proposed variant of 

alternative (2) offers a satisfactory compromise. 

5. Role of Japan. Japan’s primary role would be that of a contrib- 
utor, and its foreign exchange deficiencies would have to be derived 
from other sources. Apart from the currencies of non-Asian coun- 
tries, the Japanese yen is the only currency of members that would 

be used extensively for external financing of development projects. 
Currencies subscribed by other Asian [countries] (except possibly 
sterling area subscriptions from sterling balances) would be used 
principally to finance the local currency costs of projects within 

those countries. 

Japan would benefit from its role as a contributor in several 

ways. That role would help to dissipate anti-Japanese feeling in 

South and Southeast Asia, and would introduce greater quantities 

of Japanese goods into an area with which Japan must expand its 

trade relations if it is to become economically viable. By expanding 

the scope of the program, that role would also add to the program’s 

effect in increasing South and Southeast Asia’s ability to buy Japa- , 
nese goods and to export the primary commodities that Japan 

needs. |
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Japan’s contribution might take several forms, which it would be : 

premature to try to specify at this time. The possibilities of linking 

this contribution to a GARIOA settlement or to any future U.S. ag- | 
ricultural surplus or other aid to Japan raise a variety of questions 
which fall outside the scope of this paper. In general, however, it | 

| seems true that (i) Japan could and should contribute substantially | 

| to this program regardless of any U.S. aid, (ii) its ability to contrib- : 

ute would probably be enhanced by aid so that an increased contri- | 

bution could be required in return for aid. | | 

The merging of this program and of any bilateral aid which we | 
may give Japan would clearly not, however, be desirable on politi- | 

| cal grounds. The immediate problems of how to meet Japan’s bal- 
: ance of payments deficit as U.S. special expenditures in Japan de- | 
| cline and of whether, or how, to provide resources to modernize | 

| and renovate Japanese industry are such a character as to fall | 

| largely outside the scope of this paper. On the other hand, this pro- 

| gram could, if executed on a large enough scale, make a significant | 
: contribution to the solution of the first of these problems. For  —s_ || 

| Japan should immediately be able to earn some part of the non- © | 
| Asian currencies that would be assigned to the countries of South 

and Southeast Asia under this program. The extent of its earnings | 

: would be affected, however, by the resolution of the second prob- | 
lem, in view of Japan’s current competitive difficulties as a high- | 

cost producer. a | 

| Annex Three | | 

| SUMMARY OF MISSION VIEWS ON AN ASIAN AID PROGRAM | 

| Replies have been received from all missions in the area except : 
| New Delhi. They agree on the fundamental need for economic | 
| progress, on the need for outside aid to attain it, and on the desir- 
| ability of US assistance. : 

| Qualifications: Bangkok, Manila, Taipei, Seoul, Saigon and Tokyo | 

| stress the need for internal reform as a condition for effective out- | 
! side aid. Rangoon feels that Burmese requirements might be met | 
| by IBRD loan facilities; all others envisage much more demanding | 
. programs. Manila sees little gain in assisting countries soft toward | 
| communism. Karachi considers our resources inadequate, would | 
| therefore limit aid to those who show initiative and are willing to | 
! play with the West. Seoul advises against dramatic moves that we : 

might not be able to sustain and that might cause disillusionment | 
for lack of quick concrete benefits. | 

BS
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Bangkok, Colombo, Manila, Taipei, Saigon and Seoul prefer bilat- 

eral US aid, the latter two emphatically so. Djakarta would make 
grants bilateral, loans multilateral. All others advise a regional, 

multilateral approach with Asian participation or leadership. 

No mission wants military strings although Bangkok, Manila 
and Saigon would not object to them. Taipei feels military condi- 
tions do not serve US interests if a country is not already safely 
anti-communist. No mission recommends a tie-in of economic aid 

with SEATO beyond a general broad reference to economic coop- 
eration. 

Rangoon, Tokyo and Singapore recommeid loan rather than 
grant aid. : 

Tokyo envisages a close tie-in of the new program with Japanese 

reparations deliveries in Southeast Asia. | 

The substance of suggested aid: 

(1) Missions in exporting countries emphasize the crucial role of 
export markets and prices in economic stability (Rangoon and 
Bangkok: rice; Singapore and Djakarta: rubber and tin; Ceylon: 
rubber and cocoa; Taipei: sugar; Tokyo: manufactured goods). — 

(2) Most missions give high priority to transportation, power, 
communications, irrigation, and credit facilities. 

Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘Telephone Conversations” 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, Prepared in the 

Department of State } a 

| [WASHINGTON,] August 30, 1954—7:46 p.m. 

Telephone Call to Mr. Merchant | 

The Sec. said he just saw the message from Eden which he got 

last week and feels he should have seen it sooner.2 He said he has 
serious question whether he should go or not. M. said he has the | 

same doubt, but it seems this project is so intimately associated 

with the Sec. personally that if he doesn’t show up, it would cast a 

pall over the participants. The Sec. said he is not happy at the way 

things are going. The idea they are signing the Treaty to please 

him does not please him at all. He has great reservations about the 

Treaty—whether it will be useful in the mood of the participants— 

whether we are not better off by ourselves. This running away 

1 Drafted by Phyllis D. Bernau, secretary to Dulles. 
2 In a note dated Aug. 25, Eden had informed the Secretary that developments 

regarding the European Defense Community might prevent him from attending the | 
Manila Conference. (Attachment to covering note from Sir Robert Scott to the Sec- 
retary, Aug. 25; 396.1 MA/8-2554) For documentation concerning EDC, see vol. v, 
Part 1, pp. 571 ff.
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from the word Communist—the unwillingness to allow unofficial 
observers to come from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia and the ob- 

jection to our having any military mission to Cambodia are exam- | 
ples. They seem to have no desire or intention to hold the balance | 
of Indochina. By going into a treaty of this sort, we limit our own : 

‘freedom of action. Once we sign, then we have to consult re any | 

action. They are more concerned with trying not to annoy the Com- | 

| munists rather than stopping them. M. does not take as gloomy a 

| view, but there are problems. It provides a basis for action and the 

| probability of some allies—and so M. does not see the advantage of | 
having complete freedom of action. Apart from the word Commu- 

| nist, M. doesn’t see any real major difficulties there. The Sec. said | 
| he has a feeling these things will come up and someone from the : 

UK will say he has to consult with London and then Eden will run | 
| with the ball on EDC. It raises the question of which place to be. 
| M. said it is against his interest, but he thinks the Sec. should be | 

there for 3-4 days. The effect on the Thais and the Cambodians if | 
he does not attend will be fatal. The Sec. said we can’t help the 

Cambodians and if we sign, we are less able to help. He suspects _ | 
there are side deals from Geneva that are undermining the Treaty. | 
M. thinks the British are prepared to lay it on the line for Laos, | 

Cambodia and So. Vietnam. The Sec. said they won’t let them send | 
| an observer to Manila. The French and British are blocking every- | 

thing we want to do. Once the Sec. goes out, he said, he is hooked 

on it—he can’t come back without a treaty. M. said he may be as- | 
cribing to the British too much good faith, but he thinks they are | 

| anxious to avoid anything that can be publicly exploited. as con- | 

| trary to the Geneva Agreement. The Sec. said this may well be as 2 
| contrary to secret agreements. The point is to build up and they . 

| are trying to pull down. The Sec. said he was always willing to . 

| have Cambodia as part of the Treaty. M. thinks they are deter- | 
| mined to hold the area. They are more concerned over the form 

than the substance. The Sec. said forms are important. Who will be | 

| at the Conference—Wan, Casey, Garcia, Webb, Khan. The Sec. said | 

we don’t know if they will let Khan be part of the Treaty. The Sec. | 

| said he doesn’t think so. M. said it will protect him. The Sec. said | 
| we are making a treaty with Pakistan against India—M. said that | | 
| was the purpose of putting in Communist. The Sec. agreed and | 

| asked what is the answer. _ | | 
. The Sec. said he is disturbed. It will be a mess out there. He will | 

be there, the Pres. is in Denver, Smith is retiring and his successor 
| is not here. It leaves us in a weak position. M. said he is not as 

; disturbed over the SEATO business. The Sec. has to be there. The 
: inference in that part of the world would be disastrous. M. said we 

can’t afford to hand the other side the complete victory in both | 

| . | 
| | | | | 

! |
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quarters on a silver platter. The Sec. said he is willing to fight it 

out, but is it good to tie oneself up with people who are not willing 

to fight. They agreed we have to accept the French. They have the 

only military force there for the next 12 months. 

790.5/8-3054 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom } 

| SECRET WASHINGTON, August 30, 1954—9:12 p.m. 

1191. For Aldrich from Secretary. Please deliver following to 

Eden: 

“Have just returned from long weekend which will I fear be my 
only vacation and find your note of August 25.2 I have been greatly 
disturbed as you have been by EDC and today the adverse vote has 
come. I have seriously considered changing my own plans but in 

view of the other countries involved shall probably proceed al- 

though I hope I can quickly return. There may I fear be some per- 

plexing problems at Manila and I hope that the Minister who re- 

places you will have some latitude so that I shall not be delayed 

through necessity of your representative having to consult you. 

I wish greatly you could see your way to allowing representatives 

of Cambodia, Laos and South Vietnam to have unofficial observers 

at Manila. If we are really determined to try to save them from 
Communism, it seems that we ought to try to build them up rather 
than to subject them to what I fear will be interpreted as humilia- 

tion in not being allowed to observe the making of a treaty which 

will presumably mention them by name and be designed for their 

benefit. | 

Also I am not clear as to the prospective role of Pakistan. Will it 

be in the ‘treaty area’ and if excluded will it sign the treaty? If it 
signs the treaty and is in the treaty area, does not that make it 
imperative to make clear that the treaty deals only with aggression 

_ from the Communist area so as to exclude our getting involved in 

India-Pakistan disputes? 

These are thoughts hastily dictated and without benefit of the | 
advice of our working party, which is already at Manila. | 

1 Drafted by Dulles personally. The source text is telegram Tedul 2 from Manila, 
Sept. 2, marked: ‘Following is relay of Secretary’s message to Eden of August 30”. 

2 See footnote 2, supra.
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| I shall deeply regret it if you are not at Manila as I thought we 
| might there cover a number of matters of mutual interest.” 3 | | 

| | | DULLES 

| 3In telegram 9 to Manila, Sept. 1, repeated for information to the Department | 
and marked “For the Secretary’, the Embassy in London transmitted the following 
message from Eden: | 

| ‘Many thanks for your message. I also much regret that we shall not be meeting | 
| in Manila, but I am sure you will agree that in view of the urgent and anxious situ- | 

| ation in Europe my place is here. : | ( 
| “I think that we are very close on the text of the treaty and Gerald Reading, who | 

is representing us in Manila, will explain to you our views on the points you raise. | 
We still feel strongly that the balance of advantage lies against having observers : 
from the three Associated States. | | 

i “This deplorable vote in Paris will open a chapter of problems for the free world. | 
| Our work together will be more important than ever and I will do everything in my 
| power to help.” (790.5/9-154) | | 
| The Marquess of Reading was a Minister of State in the Foreign Office. Dulles’ | 

party arrived in Manila at 6 p.m. Sept. 3, local time. 

| oe | Editorial Note | 

| | | | 
| The notes of a telephone call made by the Secretary the after- | 

/ noon of August 31, to Carl W. McCardle, Assistant Secretary of 
| State for Public Affairs, read in part as follows: | 
| 66 ° | : Re the departure statement—McC. asked if we are firm and 

hopeful enough about a SEA Pact. The Sec. said he is deliberately | 
| playing it down. McC. said not to lose his nerve. McC. thinks public | 

! opinion will swing countries over. The Sec. said these fellows are so | 
| weak and feeble, one wonders if it is good to have a treaty with | 

them. They think they can get it on any terms.” (notes drafted by 
: Phyllis D. Bernau; Eisenhower Library, Dulles papers, ‘Telephone 
; Conversations ’) | | | . 
| | 
| In the course of his departure statement issued that same day, 
| the Secretary commented on the Manila Conference: 

| “We shall consider the desirability of a security treaty. Of equal 
| importance will be the opportunity to exchange views with the 
| representatives of other countries interested in the Southeast Asia | 
| area. We hope to find and develop a genuine meeting of minds as to 
| what should be done to halt Communist expansion in that area. I 
| also hope that ways and means can be found to enable Cambodia, 
| Laos, and Southern Viet-Nam to become free, vigorous, and liberty- | 
__ loving nations, and that the whole area can be strengthened by a 
| sense of solidarity.” (For complete text of the statement, see Depart- 
| ment of State Bulletin, September 18, 1954, page 364.) 

| | | | 

| oe | |
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790.5/8-3154 | | 

The Australian Embassy to the Department of State 7 

SECRET WASHINGTON, 31st August 1954. 

AIDE-MEMOIRE | , 

1. The Australian Government has welcomed the establishment 
of SEATO on the assumption that it would provide a firm basis for 

military planning in the area and a means whereby preparations 

could be made to cope with direct or indirect Communist aggres- 
sion. The Australian Government has given public assurances that | 

if such an organisation is established it is prepared to make an in- 

creased military contribution to the defence of the area. | 

2. This policy was laid down at a time when the United States 

Government was calling for the urgent establishment of a defence 
| organisation in South East Asia and appeared to be willing to par- 

ticipate fully in it. The Australian Government is therefore consid- 
erably disturbed at recent reports which appear to indicate that 

the United States does not now contemplate that any concrete mili- 
tary functions should be carried out by the organisation set up 
under the treaty. If this should turn out to be the case, then the 
value of the proposed treaty to Australia would be drastically di- 
minished. The difficulties with which the United States Govern- 
ment would be faced at the present time in making precise commit- 
ments under SEATO are fully understood. At the same time the 

Australian Government feels there is a real danger that the 

present United States attitude might lead to a treaty without 

“teeth” of any kind, or to a treaty into which it would be very diffi- 
cult to put any “teeth” subsequently. 

3. It would also appear that, at a time when United States policy 

regarding the military functions of the organization has undergone 

a change, the United States view also seems to have hardened that 
the treaty should be aimed specifically at Communism. In these cir- 

cumstances it seems that Australia might get the worst of both 
worlds. On the one hand Australia would be criticised in Asia for 

joining an organization which would be dominated by great non- 

Asian powers and which would be criticized as constituting a prov- 

ocation to the Chinese, while on the other hand Australia would 

obtain no assurance that additional military protection would be 
given to an area which is strategically vital to Australia. It will be 
appreciated moreover that such a treaty would involve the Austra- 
lian Government in considerable embarrassment domestically. The 

Australian Government would be attacked for subscribing to a 

_ treaty which seemed valueless, and there would be a danger that
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| present public support for an expanded Australian defence effort 
|: would be dissipated. The Prime Minister recently impressed on ‘| 
| Parliament that the present situation in South East Asia calls for | 
| an international arrangement in the region under which all parties 

| would be ready to undertake commitments. Australia’s willingness | 

| to undertake such commitments in peacetime represents a real in- | 
| novation in Australian policy. | 

| 4. In some respects the effect of present American thinking about 

SEATO is to provide little more than a commitment to act in the | 
event of Communist aggression, without any effective understand- 

| ings among the Allies as to what that action should be. | 
| 5. It is the Australian Government’s earnest hope that the 
| United States Government will agree to the establishment of effec- | 

| tive military machinery under the proposed organization and will 
| themselves, participate in planning for the defence of the area. To | 

| this end Australia will press for inclusion in the text of the treaty | 
| of a specific undertaking that parties would “concert their military 
| planning’. The Australian Government hopes that the United 
| States Government will be able to accept this. 

| 6. The Australian Government fully appreciates the difficulties | | 
involved (partly for security reasons) in detailed military planning 

| among seven or eight nations. But the Australian Government con- | 
! siders that close contacts among, and joint military planning by, | 

! the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand | 

! are essential. The latest American position, as presently under- 

: stood, could give Australia less than the already existing Five | 

| Power Staff Agency; and the future even of this organization seems 

! in doubt in view of its virtual suspension at the request of the 
| United States. | | 
| 7. Like the United States, the Australian Government also con- | 
| templates economic activity being conducted outside SEATO. But a | 

| SEATO which is competent to discuss all these things should exer- 
| cise this function at any rate to some extent, even though effective 
| work in some directions may be done by smaller groups and possi- : 
| bly outside SEATO. Consequently in the Australian Government’s | 

opinion, regular and fairly frequent meetings of SEATO represent- | 

| atives are needed, and would be expected by Australian public | 

| opinion. | | | 

| | 

| | 

| |
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396.1 MA/8-3154: Telegram . | 

The Minister in Laos (Heath) to the Department of State } 

SECRET | | VIENTIANE, August 31, 1954—11 p.m. 

22. Deptel, sent Vientiane 18,2 repeated information Saigon 775, 

and Deptel sent Saigon 795, Vientiane 19, repeated information 

other addressees. 

I called on Foreign Minister yesterday and, following instruc- 
tions, discussed Lao ideas re Manila conference and what Laos de- 

sires see as results. As reported first reference telegram Laos 

would have liked become member SEAP but in view difficulties 

and dangers as explained by me, Laotian Government hopes for 

and would accept strong clause in proposed treaty guaranteeing 

Laos against overt aggression. If this done he feels Laos may be 

able win internal fight against covert infiltration by Communists. 
With respect decision on sending observers Manila conference 

Foreign Minister placed problem before Cabinet late yesterday and 

has since informed me that government will not send observers. No 

reason given but at dinner 29th for French Ambassador Daridan, 
| number-2-Frenchman Indochina and going Manila, Prime Minis- 

ter * (during brief conversation when I broached subject) told me 

Laos unable afford expenses and already had two Ministers absent 
in Paris. I also suspect Daridan may have had something to do - 

with decision for Foreign Minister appeared convinced necessity 

sending someone until afternoon Cabinet meeting with Prime Min- 
ister. : | 7 

Though not represented Manila, Foreign Minister requested Lao- 

tian Government be kept informed as possible by Legation of 

progress and decisions conference.® | 
HEATH 

1 Sent also to Saigon and Manila (for the U.S. Delegation at the Manila Confer- 
ence); repeated for information to Phnom Penh, Bangkok, Karachi, Canberra, Wel- 
lington, London, and Paris. 

2 Dated Aug. 26, p. 802. | | 
3 Dated Aug. 27, p. 803. 
#4 Prince Souvanna Phouma. 
>In telegram 40 to Phnom Penh, Aug. 31 (repeated to Saigon, Manila, and Paris), 

_ the Department reported: “CCambodian Ambassador today stated he instructed by 
government express appreciation US for its position regarding inclusion Cambodian 
territory within Southeast Asia defensive pact. Said Cambodia understood because 
of presumed agreement between Eden and Chou En-lai, Associated States would not 
be members of a Southeast Asia pact. This was accepted by Cambodia so long as its 
area covered specifically by a defensive guarantee by the pact members.” The Am- 
bassador had stated also that Cambodia would not send any observers to Manila be- 
cause of a shortage of personnel. (790.5/8-3154)
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790.5/9-154 | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Deputy Assistant | | 

- Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Baldwin) — | 

CONFIDENTIAL | [WASHINGTON,] September 1, 1954. | 

Subject: SEATO Treaty 

Participants: Mr. F. J. Blakeney, Counselor, Australian Embassy | 

Charles F. Baldwin—Acting Deputy Assistant | 

- Secretary | | 

At luncheon, Mr. Blakeney raised the question of the economic | 

article (Article III) of the U.S. draft of the SEATO Treaty! and 

| said that his Government was very much interested in what might 

| be said and done at the Manila Conference with respect to econom- 

| ic assistance for Asia. | | 

In response to a direct question, Mr. Baldwin outlined arguments - 

used against using SEATO as the vehicle for an economic organiza- 

| tion or program, including: | | | 

| (1) The very limited participation of Asian countries in SEATO; | 

| (2) The fact that neither Japan nor India would be a party; and 

, (3) The unrealism of expectations that the so-called “uncommit- | 

| ted” countries of Asia would be willing to participate in an econom- | 

ic organization which was a part of a collective security organiza- : 

) tion which they were unwilling to join. , 

| Mr. Baldwin explained that the U.S. belief that an economic or- | 

| ganization should not be built up within the SEATO framework 

should not be regarded as indicating any lack of appreciation of the 

| desirability and importance of achieving economic improvement in | 

| the countries of free Asia or unwillingness on the part of the U.S. 

| to discuss this important matter with its friends. Mr. Blakeney said 

| that he could accept the arguments mentioned but felt that a nega- 

tive position with respect to a SEATO economic organization left : 

| unanswered the important question of what should be done to im- _ 

| prove economic conditions in Free Asia, a matter which was of | 

| great interest to his Government. How, he asked, could SEATO 

members cooperate in a large economic program for Asia. 

| Mr. Baldwin referred to the Colombo Plan as an existing mecha- 

| nism for such cooperation and mentioned the recently announced | 

| willingness of Australia to sponsor Japan’s application for member- | 

ship in the Colombo Plan organization. Mr. Blakeney admitted that : 

| the Colombo Plan was a suitable mechanism but said that it had | 

been hampered by lack of funds since its inception. In response to 

| repeated inquiries by Mr. Blakeney as to what the U.S. had in 

: 1 See SEAP D-2/la dated Aug. 24, p. 784. | 

| | 
| 

: i
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mind with respect to a more effective organization or economic pro- 
gram for free Asia, Mr. Baldwin expressed the personal opinion 
that, at some appropriate time after the SEATO treaty matter had 
been disposed of, the question might well be discussed between the 
U.S. and its allies, including Australia. He asked Mr. Blakeney if 
his government had any specific plans in mind except its interest 
in commodity price stabilization agreements which were referred to 
in a recent aide-mémoire. Mr. Blakeney said that he was not well 
informed on the subject but would endeavor to obtain additional in- 
formation from Canberra. 

Mr. Blakeney referred to the aide-mémoire which the Australian 
Ambassador had delivered to Secretary Dulles yesterday,? and 
which expressed misgivings over the growing belief that the U.S. 
would oppose any kind of organization growing out of the SEATO 
treaty. He said that he had observed a pronounced change in the 
USS. attitude on this point during the last six weeks culminating in 
the present U.S. position against even the establishment of a _ 
SEATO Council or a permanent seat at which a secretariat could 
be located. He said that his government, faced with the necessity of 
budgeting for military expenditures, required reasonably specific 
information with respect to the commitments which Australia 
would be asked to undertake with respect to the future defense of 
Southeast Asia. Canberra felt that SEATO, if it were to have any 
real significance, should provide a planning mechanism to produce 
invaluable information as a part of the development of over-all de- 
fense plans. | 

, 2 Dated Aug. 31, p. 824. | 

896.1 MA/9-254: Telegram 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of 
State } 

SECRET MANILA, September 2, 1954—9 p.m. | 
Secto 3. Second session working group, September 2 morning.? 

‘The content of this telegram indicates that it was prepared by the U.S. Delega- 
tion to the Manila Conference. 

Telegram repeated for information to Phnom Penh, Saigon, Vientiane, Bangkok, 
New Delhi, Karachi, Tokyo, Canberra, Wellington, London, and Paris, and by pouch 
to Colombo, Djakarta, and Rangoon. Telegram repeated for information to CINC- 
PAC via military channels; the Department was requested to pass it to the Depart- 
ment of Defense. 

* A summary of the first session held the afternoon of Sept. 1, at which the USS. 
draft of Aug. 24 (p. 784) was accepted as the basis for detailed discussion, is in tele- 
gram Secto 1 from Manila, Sept. 1, not printed. (Conference files, lot 60 D 627, ‘F 
353)
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Shanahan (New Zealand) in general statement had gravest 

doubts on wisdom of limitation of treaty to “Communist” aggres- | 

sion both on practical grounds and since it would do enormous | 

damage in other countries of Asia which it was hoped to associate | 

with any organization established. Ss 

_-- Watt (Australia) analyzed operative clauses of NAT and ANZUS- 

type language used in SEA Pact draft to show that difference not | 

| so great as press discussion suggested. Article 5 of NAT not “auto- | 

_ matic” since each party agrees to take action “it deems necessary.” | 

| Noted that Article II of NAT referred to respective constitutional a | 

| processes which public discussion of SEA Pact draft associated only f 

with ANZUS. In any case, resulting action is more important than | 

fine distinction of wording. Final language should be effective and 

provide for some degree of consultation, especially in case of doubt | 

as to gravity of particular incidents. | _ 

Phleger traced origin of language in NAT and ANZUS-type com- — 

! mitments. Referred to Senate debates on NAT ratification new 

! clear understanding that respective constitutional powers of Presi- 

dent and Congress unchanged by NAT. Specifically powers of Presi- | 

! dent as Commander-in-Chief are identical under both arrange- 

: ments. Said considered view of Secretary was that language of | 

! ANZUS, Philippine, Korean Treaties * was most appropriate for | 

| new treaty. 
- Since (Philippines) agreed both types of commitment served same | 

: purpose from US point of view, but preferred NAT language as | 

conveying greater sense of immediate response to emergency which | 

| important factor in Philippines against background of experience | 

| in last war. | | 

Each delegation except US then indicated which articles of third : 

draft were acceptable and kind of changes to be proposed on each | 

of others, as preliminary to examination of specific language of | 

third draft. | oe 7 | 

| | | | . SPRUANCE | 

8 For text of the Mutual Defense Treaty between the United States and the Re- 

3 public of Korea, signed at Washington on Oct. 1, 1953, see 5 UST (pt. 3) 2368. / 

| | | 

i 
E 

,
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396.1 MA/9-254: Telegram 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of 
State 1 

SECRET | MANILA, September 2, 1954—9 p.m. 
Secto 2. We have canvassed informally other dels re problem Vi- 

etnamese and Dutch request for observer status at conference.? It 
clear that if request of Vietnam formally put before working group 
there will not be agreement to allow Vietnam send representatives _ 
which would have any connection with conference formal or infor- 
mal. In addition to UK, Australia, and New Zealand opposition, 
Pakis are unalterably opposed. Re Dutch request, none of dels fa- | 
vorable since, and we concur, allowing Dutch send observers would 
open door for other countries make similar request even though 
they might have no interest in area and in circumstances we be- 
lieve it might be advisable suggest to both Vietnamese and Dutch , 
Governments that they not make formal requests to conference re 
observers. Such requests if formally presented would undoubtedly 
be rejected which would seem to us to create embarrassing situa- 
tion both for those two governments and for governments repre- 

| sented conference. We intend keep Dutch Minister Manila in- 
formed re progress conference and suggest US diplomatic repre- 
sentatives Saigon, Phnom Penh, Vientiane do same for govern- 
ments to which accredited. : | 

Please instruct. 3 7 

SPRUANCE 

1 The content of this telegram indicates that it was prepared by the U.S. Delega- 
tion to the Manila Conference. | 

Telegram repeated for information to The Hague, Phnom Penh, Saigon, and Vien- 
tiane. a 

2 The Dutch request for observers had been conveyed in telegram 348 from Am- 
bassador Matthews (at The Hague) to the Department, repeated for information to 
the U.S. Delegation at Manila. According to Matthews Foreign Minister Luns 
“asked that I pass this official request on and said its acceptance would help miti- 
gate Dutch bitterness at their total exclusion from all Southeast Asian discussions.” 
(396.1 MA/9-154) 

*In telegram Tosec 23, Sept. 3, repeated tc Saigon and The Hague, the Depart- 
ment replied: “Department believes that if US Del unable informally remove opposi- 
tion among UK and other dels to Vietnamese request US Del should advise Embas- 
sy Saigon inform Vietnamese Foreign Minister that although US would like see Vi- 
etnamese observer at Manila position of Conference appears to be in opposition to | 
having any observers present from nonsignatory countries even on unofficial basis.” 
(396.1 MA/9-354) The delegation acted on this request in telegram 141 from Manila 
to Saigon, Sept. 5, repeated as Secto 10 to Washington, not printed. (396.1 MA/9- 
254) |
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State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | | | 

Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of | 

State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting) — | 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] September 3, 1954—11:30 a.m. | 

_ [Here follows a list of persons present (27). All of the members of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff attended. Murphy led the State Depart- | 

ment group; Gleason attended for the NSC and the CIA was repre- 

sented by Lieutenant General Charles P. Cabell, now its Deputy Di- | 

rector. | | 

| 1. Australian Proposal Concerning Military Machinery for SEAP. 

| Mr. Murphy invited the attention of the Joint Chiefs to a tele- 

| gram from Manila 2 setting forth the Australian revision of Article 

! 5 of the draft of the Southeast Asia Pact, which would include a 

| vague reference to the need for establishing military machinery in 

order to implement the terms of the treaty. | 

| - Admiral Radford stated the Joint Chiefs did not concur with the 
| Australian revision. He referred to his experience at the conference 

| - in Honolulu when ANZUS had been set up. There, an effort had 

, been made by the Australians to insert some vague wording re- 
garding military machinery, which had the ulterior purpose of in- 

| volving the U.S. in a commitment which this country did not wish 

| to make. Vague wording, the Admiral added, containing the seeds | 

| for a great deal of argument. The U.S. wants to avoid a definite 

| commitment in that part of the world. Admiral Carney echoed this | 

! view. He said that with such a vague clause, subsequent discussion 

| as to details would immediately cause trouble. | | 

| Admiral Radford continued that in his opinion the Australian 

| proposed revision was a reflection more of a British, rather than of | 

| an Australian desire. He believed that just as at the Honolulu con- : 

| ference the Australians would eventually back down. Some formu- | 

| la involving military representatives, as in the case of the ANZUS | 

| treaty, was as far as we ought to go. | | | 

| | Mr. Murphy stated that the State Department agreed with the | 

| Joint Chiefs of Staff that the Australian revision should be watered | 

: ~down to conform more with a draft of Article 5 as contained in a | 

telegram from the Defense representative * at the Conference in | 

| Manila. | | 

| 1A note on the title page reads: “State Draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- | 

Pee Apparent reference to telegram Secto 5 from Manila, Sept. 3, p. 888, received at. | 

| 4:26 a.m. on Sept. 3. : 

3 Not found in Department of State files. | | | 

a 
| | |
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[Here follows discussion of the European Defense Community, 

France, and China. | 

396.1 MA/9-354: Telegram 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of 
| State 3 

SECRET MANILA, September 3, 1954—noon. 

Secto 4. Third session working group, September 2 afternoon. _ | 

Meeting opened with distribution by Philippine delegation of 

draft declaration entitled “Draft of a Pacific Charter.” Text same 
as that in SEAP D-8 2 except that in paragraphs 5 and 6 phrase 

“self-government or independence” substituted for “self-rule and 
independence’’, and in last paragraph words “and the Southwest 
Pacific” are deleted. Draft was presented as adjunct to treaty and | 

as expression of concern of countries in Southeast Asia with prob- 

lem of freedom and independence as well as with threat of Commu- 

nist aggression. Hilaly (Pakistan) stated that something along lines 

of Philippine draft would meet with support of his government. 

US delegation called attention of meeting to primary task of get- 
ting treaty in shape for Ministers by Saturday target date, and 
hoped delegates could begin consideration of treaty draft article. 

Working group began article-by-article consideration working 
draft No. 3 * (see SEAP D-2/la_ note: some addressees may not yet | 
possess reference document. Full text as reported to Ministers by 
working group will be cabled when ready, perhaps within 36 
hours). 

Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty. 
Preamble 

Paragraph 3. _ 

At Philippine suggestion, deleted “to promote stability and well 
being in treaty area” and inserted ‘‘and freedom”’ after “peace”. 

At UK suggestion inserted ‘‘treaty’ before final word “area’’. 

1 The content of this telegram indicates that it was prepared by the U.S. Delega- 
tion to the Manila Conference. 

Telegram repeated for information to Bangkok, Karachi, New Delhi, Saigon, 
Tokyo, Canberra, Wellington, London, and Paris, and by pouch to Colombo, Djakar- 

ta, Phnom Penh, Rangoon, and Vientiane. Telegram repeated for information to 

CINCPAC via military channels; the Department was requested to pass it to the De- 
partment of Defense. 

. 2SEAP D-8, Aug. 25, includes a text of the “Declaration of Principles’ as re- 
ceived by the Department from the Philippine Embassy the previous day. (Confer- 
ence files, lot 60 D 627, CF 348) It is virtually identical to the text transmitted in 
telegram 534 from Manila, Aug. 22, p. 777. 

3 Dated Aug. 24, p. 784.
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Paragraph 4. | 
Placed “Communist” in brackets for resolution by Ministers. | 

_ Regarding paragraph 4, all delegations except US favored elimi- 

nation of word “Communist”. US delegation suggested that word 
| be bracketed and set aside to permit further discussion draft to 

proceed. Phleger presented concise explanation US position, point- 

ing out that word “Communist” in preamble is related its use in 
| Article IV. It was pointed out that treaty not intended apply in 
| event conflict between signatories or between signatories and non- 

Communist countries in treaty area. Allen (UK) then restated UK 

position that it preferred to omit word “Communist” and stated | 
that any armed attack in treaty area would be regarded by UK as | 
threat, and that UK would act to meet common danger. Allen said an 
material to change that treaty had aggressive intent. a | 

ArticleI. | | | | 
Approved. | oo ae 

| Article II. | oo | | a 

| Discussed three proposed changes. Will begin Friday morning 
| session with consideration this article. - | | 
| | , an SPRUANCE | 

| | 

| 396.1 MA/9-354: Telegram a | | Oo | | 

| The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of | 
- | , | State} a | i 

| SECRET | | | MANILA, September 3, 1954—3 p.m. | 
|. NIACT | | | | 

! Secto 5. At working group meeting this morning Australian rep- | 

resentative tabled amendment to Article V, inserting following sen- | | 
tence between first and second sentences US draft: “The council | 

| shall set up such subsidiary machinery as may be necessary to | 

| achieve the military and other objectives of the treaty’. Australian 
| representative stressed interest of Australian public opinion in ef- | 

| fectiveness of any treaty which should be arrived at and stated | 

| that addition specific mention of machinery would help public re- ) 
ception of results Manila conference. Australian representative | | 

- pointed out provision for machinery was permissive and would re- 
quire unanimous vote of council. Australian proposal supporting | 

| proposal tentatively suggested words “military and other’ might be | 

omitted to avoid over-emphasis on military aspects treaty. France | 
| and UK reserved position. US stated would refer to Government. 

| f 1 The Department was requested to pass this telegram to the Department of De- : 
| ense. | | | 

S _
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We believe there will be very strong pressure for inclusion some 

such statement and that eventually inclusion such statement will 
be supported by probably all other delegations. Will discuss with 
Secretary and Admiral Davis on their arrival. Request State and 
Defense views soonest. | 

: SPRUANCE 

396.1 MA/9-354: Telegram 

The Chargé in Cambodia (Colquitt) to the Department of State } 

SECRET PHNOM PENH, September 8, 1954—6 p.m. 

108. Following our approach to Foreign Minister concerning posi- 

tion of Cambodian observers to Southeast Asia Pact Conference at 
Manila, as instructed Deptel 34,2 Foreign Minister consulted with 
Prime Minister and has informed us that Government has decided 

not to send observers. Both Prime Minister and Foreign Minister 

have, nevertheless, strongly expressed Government’s hope and ex- 

pectation that protective covering of pact will be extended to in- 

clude Cambodia, as well as earnest hope that door will be left open 

to permit eventual adherence to pact. 

Foreign Minister in fact remarked in informal conversation that 

Cambodian observers not necessary in view assurance he said he 
received from General Smith at Geneva that US would back these 
positions. Besides, he said, they have no qualified person to send as 
observer. | 

It seems possible Cambodian decision has been influenced by 
| British view, perhaps supported by French Acting High Commis- 

sioner whom Prime Minister stated had approached him on sub- 

ject, that prior consultation with Associated States re their desig- 

nation under pact would be inconsistent with understanding 

reached at Geneva. | 
From informal conversations with Prime Minister and Foreign 

Minister Government’s position seems based on confidence protec- 
tive covering SEATO will extend to Cambodia, while enabling | 
nation to tread international tight rope carefully during critical 

period of implementation Geneva accord. In brief, its position is es- 

sentially one of confidence in Western Allies and of timing in rela- 

tion to gradual evolution of circumstances it faces. 

| COLQUITT 

1 Sent also to Saigon; repeated for information to Bangkok, Manila, Vientiane, 
and Paris. | 

| 2 Identical to telegram 795 to Saigon, Aug. 27, p. 803. |
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 357 | : 
i 

| Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State 
| (MacArthur) to the Secretary of State } , 

| 
| SECRET [MANILA,] September 3, 1954. | 

| In connection with the meeting of the Ministers on the Southeast | 
Asia Treaty (text of working draft attached as Tab A),? the follow- 

| ing questions will need either to be decided by the Ministers or will 
| require instructions from you so that we may settle them before : 
| the meeting begins. , | 

| 1. Use of the word “Communist” | | 

| In the Working Group, all the other Delegations except Thailand _ | 

| are strongly opposed to the use of the word either in the Preamble 

- or in Article IV. Their opposition is based principally on three 

| counts: . | | | | 

Fa that other collective security treaties have not been so drafted 
| as to be directed against one specific threat but have been based _ / 
| solely on the right of self-defense against any attack; | | 
| b. that the use of the word “Communist” psychologically might 

, make other Southeast Asia and South Asia powers more reluctant | 
to associate themselves with the treaty in the future, and, also, 

| that its use might be unduly provocative to the Communists; | 
| c. that the word is not a legal term appropriate for inclusion in | 

the treaty. | | 

_ We have stated on many occasions both in the Working Group 
| and privately to the individual Delegations why the US desires the | 
| inclusion of the word in the treaty. While some of the others admit | 

| that this probably is the best formula to make exactly clear what | 
| the commitments under the treaty are and what it is directed : | 
| against, they still are not disposed to agree with our position. They | 

| recognize, with the exception of Pakistan, that the treaty should : 
| not be so drafted as to encompass disputes between non-Communist | 
| states, but none have suggested any language to accomplish this : 

| purpose. | | | 

| We have prepared for discussion with you possible alternative _ | 

| language and also possible US reservations at the signing. (Tab B). : 

1 A marginal notation by O’Connor indicates that this memorandum was seen by | 
! the Secretary. 

_ The Secretary’s party arrived in Manila at 6 p.m., Sept. 3, Manila time. ” | 
, 2 Reference is to the U.S. working draft, SEAP D-2/la, p. 784. | 

| |
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2. NATO vs. ANZUS language for Article IV, paragraph 1 

We have explained both in the Working Group and privately to 

the Delegations why the ANZUS and Philippine Treaty language is 

preferable to the NATO language. While recognizing in the bosom 

of the family the validity of our arguments, the Filipinos are press- 

ing strongly for the NATO-type language, principally for public 

opinion reasons. Unfortunately, the Filipinos have built up the 

public impression that the NATO commitment is strong and 

ANZUS weak, and are thus victims of their own booby trap. Based 
on our Working Group discussions, I believe that all the other gov- 

ernments will accept an ANZUS-type formula. 

I recommend that you discuss this question with President Mag- 
saysay this evening and urge him to accept our proposed language, 

which is that of the ANZUS and Philippine Treaties. 

3. Philippine Draft of a Pacific Charter | | 

In the Working Group the Philippine representative submitted a 

draft Pacific Charter for discussion (attached as Tab C).? None of 
the other Delegations wished to discuss this draft before having op- 
portunity to consult their Ministers, and it is being held over for 
ministerial discussion so as not to delay progress in the Working 

Group on the draft treaty. 

In the Working Group, however, the Pakistan representative im- 

mediately stated that something along the lines of the Philippine 
draft would be acceptable to the Pakistan Government. : 

The draft Charter will require careful study, as certain of its pro- 

visions as presently drafted are unacceptable. The Filipinos attach 

great importance to issuing such a “Pacific Charter” and Magsay- 
say will undoubtedly raise this tonight. —— 

4. Organization to be established under the treaty | 

While there has been no formal Working Group discussion of 

this question, all the other Delegations are intensely interested in 

it and have been pressing their views with us informally. The Fili- 

pinos will take the lead in pressing for a NATO-type organization, 

particularly as regards military machinery. They will probably be 

supported by the Thais and Pakistanis. The Australians and New 

Zealanders, while not urging a NATO-type organization, strongly 

desire the establishment of some organization under the treaty. | 
The Australians have proposed an addition to Article V which 

would specifically state that the Council shall set up subsidiary ma- 

chinery (set Tab D).* | 

3 See telegram Secto 4, Sept. 3, p. 832. . 
4 Not found attached; but see telegram Secto 5, Sept. 3, p. 833.
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| _We have maintained the US position which envisages the 
ANZUS-type of arrangement for Council meetings without the es- | 

tablishment of any permanent machinery. | vee 
| Iam sure that most of the other Ministers will request opportu- | 
| nity to talk with you on this problem. The New Zealand Working : 
| Group representative already has asked me to relay to you his 
| Minister’s request for such a talk. 
| I believe that the Ministers will have their hands full with the 

| draft treaty during the present meeting and that we should seek to 

| avoid discussion of the organizational problem. We could take the 
| - position that the Council itself should be given the task of consider- 
| ing and reaching agreement on what machinery may be necessary 
| to implement the pact. In adopting this position we will doubtless 

have to agree on a meeting of the Council in the relatively near ! 
- future. Late October or early November might be appropriate, as 

: this would be after the Colombo meeting in Ottawa which will pro- 
| vide a forum for exchange of views on how the economic problems 

| of Southeast Asia might best be dealt with. If such a Council meet- / 
\ ing is to be held, Honolulu might be an appropriate place since it 
| has excellent facilities and will provide a pleasant atmosphere : 
| which might facilitate the meeting. | | OO 

| ee [Tab B] | - a | 

_ TOP SECRET a : [MANILA,| September 1, 1954.5 | 
ne | 

| Alternatives — | 
: 1. a. In Preamble, substitute “international totalitarian” for | 
| “Communist”. | | 
| b. In Article IV, substitute “international totalitarian” for ‘‘Com- : 
| munist”. _ es | - a ee | 

| 2. a. In Article IV, paragraph 1: | _ eed | 

1 Line 1, omit “Communist”; | | - | | 
Line 2, substitute “from without” for “in”, insert “in the Treaty | 

| area’ between “Parties” and “or’’. | | | 

i b. Substitute a new Article VIII as follows: | | 

| The Treaty area comprises the general area of Southeast Asia | 
and Southwest Pacific lying south of the line: 21 degrees 30 min- | 

| utes north latitude in the Pacific to a point due north of the Para- | 
cels, thence south to the Paracels, thence west to the northeastern . 
point of the territory under the jurisdiction of the free Vietnamese | 

5 This date is certain for the section headed “Alternatives” only. On the source 
| text, the reservations and the “Third Alternative” are on separate pages with vary- 

| ing typefaces, and are classified ‘Secret’. 

. 
| 

| | 

| 
| |
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government, thence generally westward following the northern 
boundaries of the territory under the jurisdiction of the free Viet- 
namese government, Laos, Burma, India, Butan, Nepal, and Paki- 
stan, and terminating at the junction of the Pakistan border and 
the Gulf of Oman. 

Reservation of the United States of America 

The Delegation of the United States of America in signing the 

present Treaty does so with the reservation that the aggression and 
attack referred to in Article IV are Communist aggression and 

attack insofar as its obligations thereunder are concerned. 

Reservation of the United States of America | 

The Delegation of the United States of America in signing the 
present Treaty does so with the reservation that its obligations 
under Article IV are limited to Communist aggression and attack. 

Article IV Third Alternative | 

1. Each Party recognizes that renewal of the aggression in Indo- 

china or initiation of like aggression by means of armed attack in 

the treaty area against any of the Parties, or against any States or 

territory which the Parties by unanimous agreement may hereaf- 
| ter designate, would endanger its own peace and safety, and agrees _ 

that it would act to meet the common danger in accordance with 

its constitutional processes. 

396.1 MA/9-454: Telegram 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of 

State } | 

SECRET MANILA, September 4, 1954—11 a.m. 

Secto 7. Working Group, Fourth and Fifth Sessions September 3. 

All other articles except IV discussed. Redraft of entire treaty in- 

cluding non-controversial changes and indicating alternatives in 

certain cases is being prepared and will be cabled immediately fol- 

lowing final working group meeting now scheduled 10:00 Saturday. 

French proposed number of amendments but none met with gen- 

eral approval. Although Daridan obliged reserve his government's 

position on all of them, we doubt that France will insist on them 

1 Content of this telegram indicates that it was prepared by the U.S. Delegation to 
the Manila Conference. 

Telegram repeated for information to Bangkok, Karachi, New Delhi, Phnom 
Penh, Saigon, Tokyo, Vientiane, Canberra, Wellington, London, and Paris, and by 

pouch to Colombo, Djakarta, and Rangoon. Telegram repeated for information to 
CINCPAC via military channels; the Department was requested to pass it to the De- 
partment of Defense.
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after arrival of Chauvel 2? and La Chambre.* Likewise Philippines | 

| introduced all amendments in paper handed Department August | 

28,4 but with exception Article IV and reference to self-determina- 
| tion they received little support and will probably not cause serious 

| difficulty. | | 
| Australians proposed inserting in Article V specific reference to 

| setting ‘‘such subsidiary machinery as may be necessary to achieve 

| military and other objectives of treaty’ in order make treaty 

| appear more effective. Other delegations supported this and we re- 
| ferred it to Department (Secto 5).° | | 

| _ Discussion of economic measures has left it clear that existing or 

| future bilateral or multilateral programs need not be disturbed or : 
| brought within scope of this treaty. There has been no pressure so 

| far for discussion of plans for additional economic measures. New 1 

| language of Article III devised by us to reconcile number of points : 

made by others and to retain desired flexibility met with general 
| approval. | | vere | 

, Article IV to be discussed September 4. | 

| | | SPRUANCE 
L 

| 2 Jean Chauvel, former French Ambassador to Switzerland and a delegate to the : 
| Geneva Conference, was a member of the French Delegation at the Manila Confer- 

| es Guy La Chambre, Minister for the Associated States, was head of the French | 
| Delegation at the Manila Conference. | 
| 4 See telegram 778, Aug. 28, p. 805. | 
| 5 Dated Sept. 3, p. 833. | 

| 396.1 MA/9-454: Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in the Philippines (Spruance) to the Department of | 

| | ‘State } a 

. SECRET MANILA, September 4, 1954—4 p.m. | 

| Secto 9. Working group concluded sessions September 4 with fol- | 

2 lowing text to be presented to Ministers on September 6: | 

| Verbatim Text | | 

i Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty | 

| Preamble , | 

| The parties to this Treaty, recognizing the sovereign equality of | 
| all the parties, reaffirming the principles of self determination and | 
| the right of all peoples to self government or independence, (see note | 

| 1 Content of this telegram indicates that it was prepared by the U.S. Delegation to : 
| the Manila Conference. Telegram transmitted in four sections. | 

| | 

| : 

1 
:
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Reiterating their faith in the purposes and principles set forth in | 
the Charter of the United Nations and their desire to live in peace 
with all peoples and all governments, | 

Desiring to strengthen the fabric of peace and freedom and to 
uphold the principles of Democracy, individual liberty, self determi- 
nation of peoples, (see note 2) the rule of law, and to promote the 
economic well-being and development of all peoples in the Treaty 

area, 

Noting the agreements concluded on 20th July, 1954, at the 
Geneva Conference and declaring that any renewal of the aggression 
in violation of the aforesaid agreements would be a matter of grave 
international concern, (see note 3) 

Intending to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity, 
so that any potential (Communist) (see note 4) aggressor will appre- 
ciate that the parties stand together in the area, and 

Desiring further to coordinate their efforts for collective defense 

for the preservation of peace and security, : | 

Therefore agree as follows: 

Article I 7 
The parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter of the United 

Nations, to settle any international disputes in which they may be 

involved by peaceful means in such a manner that international 
peace and security and justice are not endangered, and to refrain 
in their international relations from the threat or use of force in 
any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. 
(Agreed) 

Article II 

| In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this Treaty, 
the parties, separately and jointly, by means of continuous and ef- 

fective self-help and (mutual aid) (see note 5) will maintain and de- 
velop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack 
(and to prevent and overcome subversive activities directed from 

without against their territorial integrity and political stability). 
(See note 6) 

Article III | | 

The parties undertake to strengthen their free institutions and 

to cooperate with one another and with other free States in the 

further development of economic measures, including technical as- 
sistance, designed to promote economic progress and social well- 

being and to supplement the individual and collective efforts of 
government toward these ends. (See note 8) 

Article IV |
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1. Each party recognized that (Communist) (see note 9) aggres- 
| sion by means of armed attack in the Treaty area against any of 
| the parties or against Cambodia, Laos, or the territory under the 

| jurisdiction of the Free Vietnamese Government, or against any | 
| States or territory which the parties by unanimous agreement may | 

hereafter designate, would endanger its own peace and safety, and _ | 
| agrees that it (would act to meet the common danger in accordance | 
| with its constitutional processes) (see note 10). Measures taken | 
| under this paragraph shall be immediately reported to the Security | 

| Council of the United Nations. (See note 11) | | 

| Article IV | | 
| 2. If in the opinion of any of the parties, the inviolability or the : 

integrity of the territory or the sovereignty or political independ- | 
ence of any party in the Treaty area or of any other State or terri- | 

| tory to which the provisions of paragraph 1 from time to time 

| apply is threatened in any way other than by armed attack or is | 
| affected or threatened by any other fact or situation which might | 

| endanger the peace of the area, the parties shall consult immedi- 
| ately in order to agree on the measures which should be taken for | 
| the common defense. (See note 12) | | 

| Article Vo | | 
| The parties hereby establish a Council, on which each of them 
| shall be represented, to consider matters concerning the implemen- 

| tation of this Treaty. The Council shall set up such subsidiary ma- | 
| chinery as may be necessary to achieve the military and other objec- 
: tives of the Treaty. (See note 13) The Council is empowered to ar- - | 
| range with States not parties to the Treaty for cooperation in 
| giving effect to any of the provisions of the Treaty. The Council 

| shall be so organized as to be able to meet at any time. | | 

Article VI Co | 
! This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affect- 
| ing in any way the rights and obligations of any of the parties | 
| under the Charter of the United Nations or the responsibility of : 
| the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace and 
| security. Each party declares that none of the international en- | 
| gagements now in force between it and any other of the parties or | 
| any third party is in conflict with the provisions of this Treaty, and | 

| undertakes not to enter into any international engagement in con- | 

| flict with this Treaty. | 
- (Agreed) | | | 

Article VII oo | 
| The parties may by unanimous agreement invite any other | 

| States in a position to further the objectives of this Treaty and to ! 

| :
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contribute to the security of the area to accede to this Treaty. Any 
State so invited may become a party to the Treaty by depositing its 
instruments of accession with the government of (blank). The gov- 

ernment of (blank) will inform each of the parties of the deposit of 

each such instrument of accession. (See note 14) 

Article VIII (See note 15) 
As used in this Treaty, the “Treaty area’ is the general area of 

Southeast Asia and of the Southwest Pacific, not including the Pa- 
cific area north of 21 degrees 30 minutes north latitude. The par- 
ties may by unanimous agreement amend this article to include 
within the Treaty area the territory of States acceding to this 
Treaty in accordance with Article VII or otherwise to change the 
Treaty area. 

Article IX 

This Treaty shall be ratified and its provisions carried out by the 

parties in accordance with their respective constitutional processes. 
The instruments of ratification shall be deposited as soon as possi- 

ble with the government of the (blank) which shall notify all of the 
other signatories of such deposit. | 

The Treaty shall enter into force between the States which have 
ratified it as soon as the ratifications of a majority of the signato- 

_ ries shall be deposited, and shall come into effect with respect to 

other States on the date of the deposit of their ratification. (See 
note 16) 

Article X 

This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely, but any party may 
cease to be a party one year after its notice of denunciation has 

been given to the government of (blank), which will inform the gov- 

ernments of the other parties of the deposit of each notice of de- 
nunciation. (See note 17) 

Note 1: Addition proposed by the Pakistan delegation as an alter- 
native to the additional Article IV proposed by the Philippine dele- 
ation. 
Note 2: Proposed insertion by the Thai delegation. 
Note 3: The Australian delegation proposes the insertion of this 

paragraph. 
Note 4: The UK, Australian, New Zealand, France, Philippine, 

and Pakistan delegations oppose the inclusion of the word “Com- 
munist.” This matter will be referred to the Ministers for resolu- | 
tion. 

Note 5: The UK delegation proposes the substitution of “‘consul- 
tation and cooperation with one another.” The Pakistan delegation 
proposes the substitution of “‘assistance’”’ for ‘‘aid.”’ 

Note 6: The French delegation proposes the deletion of this lan- 
e. 

e Note 7: The Pakistan delegation proposes for the whole article:
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| a “In order to promote economic stability and social well-being 
| and thereby remove a basic cause of weakness in the Treaty | 

| area, the parties recognize the urgent need for fuller and more 
| effective development of economic resources in the area, and 
| undertake to cooperate with one another for the purpose. The 
| parties appreciate the desirability of supplementing present 
| economic and technical assistance available to the area and of 
| continuing the utilization of existing bilateral arrangements i 
| for the purpose where they are regarded as adequate.” 

| The French delegation proposes for the whole article: 
| : : 

| “In the economic field the parties undertake to cooperate be- 
| tween themselves and with other countries animated by the / 
| same intentions. | 
| “They will take collectively or individually, the measures oo 
| destined to insure economic stability, to promote agricultural : 
| | and industrial development and equipment and to encourage / 
) social well-being in the area defined under Article VIII below. ; 
| — “To this end, they will study the requests for assistance | 
! which may be directed to them and will back them with their | 
| authority as appropriate. They will have recourse, as need may | 
| be, to the adequate existing organizations.” | | 

| | 
| Note 8: The Philippine [delegation] proposes a new article to be ! 
| inserted after this article and to be numbered as Article IV: | 
| | 
| “The parties recognize and will uphold the principle of self- : 
| determination and the right of the peoples in the area of. 

Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific to self-government or in- | 
: dependence.” | 

| Note 9: The UK, Australian, New Zealand and Pakistan delega- | 
| tions propose deletion of the bracketed word. _ 

: Note 10: The Thai delegation proposes the substitution of the fol- 
| lowing language: “Will in that event take appropriate action to 
| meet the common danger.” 2 

———_——___—__— | 

2 2'The Secretary and MacArthur discussed this language with Prince Wan and 
! Ambassador Pote Sarasin late on the afternoon of Sept. 5. Part of MacArthur’s | 
| memorandum of this conversation follows: 
| “The Secretary paid a courtesy call on Prince Wan this afternoon. After the usual 
| amenities, Prince Wan made reference to the proposed Thai amendment to Article | : 

| IV of the draft Treaty. He explained that in Thailand, people had the impression / 
that the NATO formula was much stronger than the ANZUS formula, and that 

2 while he recognized the validity of the position put forward by the US, he attached 
| great importance to the Thai amendment which modifies the existing draft by 

| saying ‘. . . will in the event take appropriate action to meet the common danger.’ | 

| Prince Wan also said it would be helpful if ‘would act’ could be changed to ‘will take | 
| action.’ | 
| “The Secretary explained the fact that as a practical matter there was no real 
| difference between the two formulas, and outlined the Congressional background on 2 

the question. He urged Prince Wan very strongly to accept the formula as drafted i 
but said he would be very glad to accept changing ‘would’ to ‘will.’ Although the 

| Continued | 

| | 
|
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Note 11: The Philippine delegation proposes substitution of the 
following language for the whole paragraph 1: 

“1. The parties agree that an armed attack against one or 
more of them in Southeast Asia or Southwest Pacific shall be 
considered an attack against them all; and consequently they 
agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them in ex- 

-ercise of the right of individual or collective self-defense, recog- 
nized by Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will 
assist the party or parties so attacked by taking forthwith, in- 
dividually and collectively with the other parties, such action 
as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to re- 
store and maintain the security of the Southeast and South- 
west Pacific area.” 

. The Pakistan delegation proposes substitution of the following 
language for the whole paragraph 1: 

“Each party recognizes that aggression by means of armed 
attack in the Treaty area against any of the parties, or against 
any State or territories which the parties, by unanimous agree- 
ment may hereafter designate, would endanger its own peace 
and safety, and agrees that it would act to meet the common 
danger in accordance with its own constitutional processes. 
Measures taken under this paragraph shall be immediately re- 
ported to the Security Council of the United Nations. 

Note 12: The French delegation proposes substitution of the fol- 
lowing language for the whole article: 

“Each of the parties will consider as endangering peace and 
its own security any armed attack in the Treaty area against 
any of the parties, or against the Kingdom of Cambodia, the 
Kingdom of Laos, and the State of Vietnam, or against any 
other State or territory which the parties designate by unani- 
mous agreement. Each of the parties agrees to take all individ- 
ual or collective measures required to face the common danger. 
The measures taken under this paragraph will be immediately 
reported to the Security Council. 

“Each of the parties will consider as a threat to peace and to 
its own security any armed attack in the area against a State 
other than the States indicated in the preceding paragraph. 
The parties agree, in such an event, to consult immediately 
with each other on the measures which could be taken individ- 
ually or collectively to meet such threats. 

~ “Any action other than an armed attack such as to impair 
the political or territorial status of any one of the participating 
States will also call for consultation among the parties, when 
such action is such as to endanger the peace of the area.” 

Secretary did not specifically indicate that he would be agreeable to changing ‘act’ 
to ‘take action,’ he did not rule out this change. 

“Prince Wan implied that he would not have to press his amendment.” (790.5/9- 
554)
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Note 13: | So , | | 
The underlined sentence * has been proposed by the Australian | 

delegation. | an | 
The Pakistan delegation proposes the deletion of “military and 
other” in that sentence. _ | 
Note 14: a : | 

| _ The Philippine delegation proposes the insertion of the words 
_ “United States of America’ in the blank spaces. 7 | | 

Note 15: a | | | 
The Philippine delegation has proposed the following substitute | ! 

language for the whole article: : | | 

; “As used in this treaty, the ‘treaty area’ is the area of South- | | 
east Asia and Southwest Pacific within the territorial jurisdic- — | 
tion of the parties. The parties may by unanimous agreement | | 

| _. amend this article to include within the treaty area the terri- | 
: tory of states acceding to this treaty, or otherwise to change : 
| _ the treaty area.” a 

| The Pakistan delegation proposes the following redraft of the 
| first sentence: Joe : | | | 

| “As used in this treaty the ‘treaty area’ is the general area | 
| _ of Southeast Asia and of the Southwest Pacific, not including | 
| _ the Pacific area north of 21 degrees 30 minutes north latitude | 

but including the entire area under the territorial jurisdiction | 
of Asian parties whether situated within or without Southeast | 
Asia.” a | | 

Note 16: | | 
| The Philippine delegation proposes the insertion of the words | 
| “United States of America” in the blank space. 7 | 

! -Notel7; > oe | oo | 
! The Philippine delegation proposes the insertion of the words | 
| “United States of America” in the blank space. | | | 

| 7 oe : | SPRUANCE | 

| 3 Printed as italics. | | oe Se 

| Conference files, lot 60 D 27, CF 357 : | | . | 

| Memorandum of a Meeting of the United States Delegation to the | 
| Manila Conference } 
! | | | . | 

| SECRET | Mania, September 5, 1954—10:12 a.m. | 

| Participants: | Oo | 

| The Secretary Admiral Davis © | 
| Senator Smith | | Mr. Sullivan | | 
po a 

1 All participants were members of the U.S. Delegation to the Manila Conference. 

| Continued | 

_ | 
i 

| | 
| |
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Senator Mansfield Mr. Stelle 
Mr. MacArthur | Mr. O’Connor 
Mr. Phleger Mr. Galloway 

Ambassador Sebald Mr. Trulock 

Following is a summary of the principal comments on the Work- 

ing Group draft of the Treaty: 2 

Preamble 

a. Self-determination point. The Secretary said that we would 
have no objection to the inclusion of the Pakistan language in the 

preamble but that if the UK and others had difficulty with this we 
might propose language from the Potomac Charter * referring to 

the right of “people who are capable of sustaining independence’. 
Another alternative would be to use Mr. Phleger’s suggestion refer- 
ring to the principle of self-determination “as therein declared” in 
the UN Charter. The Secretary said that as a tactical matter we 
should not take leading role in this discussion. | 

b. The Geneva Agreements. It was agreed that we would have no 

objection to the inclusion of the Australian language on this point. 

c. “Communist ’’. The Secretary said that we would probably be 
willing to eliminate the word “Communist” in the Preamble. 

Article I , : 

Approved—no comments. 

_ Article IT 

a. “Mutual aid’. The Secretary said that we could accept the UK 
substitution for this phrase if necessary. 

b. “Subversion”. Mr. MacArthur pointed out that the French 
were alone in wishing to delete this phrase. The Secretary said 

that we think this phrase a necessary part of the Treaty. 

Article II | 

It was agreed that we would probably be able to get something 

very close to our language if we stick on it, and the Secretary said 

The Secretary and Senators H. Alexander Smith of New Jersey and Michael J. 
Mansfield of Montana were U.S. Plenipotentiary Representatives. MacArthur was 
Delegation Coordinator and Trulock, Deputy Coordinator. Phleger, Ambassador 
Sebald, and Vice Admiral Davis were Special Advisers. Stelle, Galloway, and 
Charles A. Sullivan (Chief, American and Far East Division, Office of Foreign Mili- 

tary Affairs, Department of Defense) were Advisers. O’Connor was Special Assistant 
to the Secretary. For a complete roster of the delegation, see Department of State 
Bulletin, Sept. 6, 1954, p. 345. 

2 For text, and description of the proposals of the several delegations mentioned 
below, see telegram Secto 9, supra. 

3 For text of the “Declaration by the President of the United States and the 
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom”, June 29, 1954, sometimes known as the 

“Potomac Charter’, see Department of State Bulletin, July 12, 1954, p. 49.
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we should do this since it was most important that the economic | 

provisions be broad enough to apply to countries outside the area, 

particularly to Japan. _ | | 

(The Philippines proposed a new Article IV. It was agreed that | 

while we would agree to refer to self-determination in the Pream- | 
ble, it would not be advisable to have an Article on this subject in | 

the operative part of the Treaty since it might be charged that the 

Treaty was in competition with the appropriate sections of the UN 

Charter.) — | 

Article IV 

| Paragraph 1 | | 

| a. The Secretary instructed Mr. Phleger to draft a Protocol for 
| limited circulation to the principal officers of the Delegation, which | 

| would cover Cambodia, Laos, and free Vietnam. | 

| b. The Secretary said that regarding “Communist aggression’”’, he 
| leaned toward a unilateral understanding along the lines suggested 
| by Mr. Phleger. Senator Smith and Senator Mansfield stressed the | 
| necessity for leaving the “constitutional processes’ in the text. 
| They both felt it was likely that the Senate would attach a further 

| reservation to the Treaty stating that it was specifically designed 

| to meet Communist aggression. It was agreed that it might be de- | 

sirable to change the word “would” in the 6th line of the present 
; draft to “will’. It was agreed that we should stick to the ANZUS 

| language. | | | | | 
: Coverage of “South Vietnam”. The Secretary said the situation in | 
| South Vietnam was so precarious that while he wished this Treaty | 

| to cover the territory against aggression, he had serious doubts 

| about coverage against other forms of take-over. He felt that it : 

| might be desirable to draw a line rather than name the State of | 

| Vietnam or Free Vietnam, thus making clear that it was crossing ! 

| of the line that we would act to meet. | ! 
| Senator Mansfield said he could see the Secretary’s point in | 
| wishing to draw a distinction between South Vietnam and Laos | 
| and Cambodia, but he saw real disadvantages if it were obvious | 

! that we had differentiated between South Vietnam and Laos and | 
| Cambodia. | | 

Paragraph 2 | | 

Senator Smith raised the point that there was no reference to | 

| constitutional processes in paragraph 2. It was pointed out that | 

| this paragraph calls for consultation only and it is taken directly | 
| from the Rio Treaty and that the Executive would consult with the | 

| other Parties to the Treaty and any action under paragraph 1 | 
| would, of course, be in accordance with constitutional processes. | 

| | : |
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Article V 
The Secretary said he would discuss the Australian suggestion 

regarding subsidiary machinery with Foreign Minister Casey this 

afternoon. He will show him our substitute sentence on this point. 
It was pointed out that one of the advantages of ‘‘consultation”’ in- 
stead of “machinery” is that there would be no necessity for decid- 
ing on a site under the former. 

Article VI 

Agreed—no comments. | 

Article VII 

It was agreed that we should propose that the Philippine Govern- 

ment be the depository for the instruments of accession. | 

Article VIII : | 

It was agreed that if suitable language to meet the “Communist” 

point in Article IV is obtained, we could support the Pakistan sub- 
stitute language with the substitution of the word “and” for “but” 
in the 4th line. co 

Articles IX and X | | 

No comments, but presumably we would support the Govern- 
ment of the Philippines to fill in the blanks. 

Observers from Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam 

Mr. MacArthur said that Laos and Cambodia did not intend to 
request observer status. He added that if this matter were consid- 

ered by the Conference with a negative result it would be most un- 
fortunate. He therefore recommended that we not raise in the Con- 
ference the question of observers from Vietnam. 

The Secretary agreed. 

790.5/9-554 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor. of the Department 
of State (MacArthur) 

SECRET MANILA, September 5, 1954—4 p.m. 

Subject: Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty. 

Participants: The Secretary 

Australian Foreign Minister Casey 

Senator Smith | | 
Senator Mansfield | | 
Mr. MacArthur
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Mr. Casey opened the conversation by saying there was a prob- | 
lem to which the Australian Government attached great impor- 
tance about which he wished to speak to the Secretary. He said | 
that recently there had been a very important change in Austra- 
lia’s foreign policy and that Prime Minister Menzies had informed | 

the country that Australia for the first time would commit Austra- | 

lian forces in advance of hostilities, under the SEATO concept. In | 

other words, the Australian Government would undertake in ad- 
vance to maintain and earmark forces for the defense of the South- 
east Asia'’area. The Australian Government was also prepared and | 
desirous of substantially increasing its defense budget. What the 

Australian Government wished, as a result of the SEATO Treaty, 
| was to be able to say that under this Treaty its military obligations 

were X number of land forces, Y number of air forces, and Z | 

number of naval forces. In other words, it will immeasurably help | 
Australia in obtaining parliamentary authorization for additional | 

defense forces if they can say that these additional forces are re- | 
| quired to meet Australia’s contribution under SEATO. | | | | 

| Furthermore, the Australian Government wanted to know how | 

| the US envisaged military planning to be undertaken under | 

| SEATO. There had been military planning under ANZUS which to | 

| some extent had been overtaken by the planning engaged in by the | 
| Five-Power Military Staff Agency which was now in abeyance. | 
| There was of course the question of security, particularly with ref- | 
! erence to some of our Asian partners. But, if the ANZUS powers _ : | 
! and the UK proceeded with secret military planning without in- | 

| forming the other SEATO powers, it might become known, and | 

| would raise an important political and psychological problem of a _ . 
| white inner-circle with an Asian outer-circle. oe 3 | 

| Mr. Casey said there were several possibilities which he had ten- | 

| tatively been turning over in his mind, but which he had not dis- 
| cussed with his Government. The serious military planning might | 

be conducted by ANZUS plus the UK, and this in turn raised in his 
| mind the “revolutionary” question of whether the time might not | 

| have come to invite the UK to join ANZUS, to have a cover for 
| four-power military planning which could be applied to SEATO. | 

| Another possibility was to have the US alone be responsible for the 
| planning, with the US bringing in the other SEATO powers as ap- | 

| propriate in the development of SEATO plans. This would in effect 

mean that the US would constitute a one-man Standing Group, al- 
though there could be on the side discrete planning with Australia, | 

| New Zealand, and the UK. He had no definite convictions on all 
2 these matters, but was simply letting the Secretary know the kind 

____ of possibilities which had been passing through his mind. / | 

| 

: |
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With respect to machinery for SEATO, Mr. Casey said Australia 
had no desire whatsoever to build up any elaborate machinery. 
Again, he had had some thoughts which he had jotted down at 

lunch-time, and which he would have typed up and sent to the Sec- 

retary. These consisted of the formation of a SEATO Military Rep- 
resentatives Committee on the Chief of Staff or theater command 
level, to be served by a small liaison group, which would arrange 
ad hoc meetings of planners. The planners could consider forces 

that might be earmarked for SEATO, logistical planning, security 
measures, etc. 

The Secretary replied that he was not familiar with the details of 
the planning that had been undertaken by the Five-Power Military 

Staff Agency. He explained in detail why we did not wish to estab- 
lish permanent machinery, but said this in no sense implied that 
we thought planning should not be undertaken. He mentioned that 

there was important planning to be done in the SEATO area, some 

of which would obviously have to be confined to the countries 

whose security was adequate. This, in effect, was the three ANZUS 

powers and the UK. There might be other matters on which the 
ANZUS powers alone would wish to make planning contingencies, 

such as the situation which would arise if Indonesia fell into Com- 

munist hands. 

Mr. Casey then made reference to the Australian amendment to 

Article V, saying he understood that the US military found it gen- 

erally acceptable subject to minor language modifications. The Sec- 

retary replied that the US did not like the Australian language be- 

- cause it implied that permanent machinery would be set up. They 

particularly did not like the use of the word “machinery.” He said 
we had given thought to this matter and believed we could meet 

the Australian desires for Treaty language by substituting the fol- 
lowing: “The Council shall provide for consultation with regard to 

military planning as required by the situation in the area.” 
| The Secretary also commented that he did not like the Pakistan 

suggestion of eliminating the term “military,” since that would 

imply there would be economic planning and the establishment of 

an economic organization under the Treaty, whereas the present — 

US thinking was that the economic problems might best be dealt 

with through the Colombo plan, if Japan were also included since 

it was indispensable, as was Indonesia. : 

Mr. Casey looked at the new US language and said it seemed to 
meet their problem in terms of the Treaty draft, and he believed it 

would be quite acceptable. He said that while this meets his prob- 

lems in terms of the Treaty, he still was not sure how he could say 
to the Australian people that under SEATO Australia’s military 

contribution would be so many land forces, so many air forces, and
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so many naval forces, which was important to enable Australia to | 
work up its defenses appreciably. | | 

The Secretary said the problems of the US and Australia were 
somewhat different. The US had no intention of earmarking specif- | 
ic forces for SEATO. It believed in mobile reserve striking power. 
Furthermore, it had no territory in the Treaty area to defend. If | 
the US started earmarking forces for here, there, and everywhere, | 

it would run out of forces very rapidly since its commitments were 

global. The Secretary again emphasized that the US policy was | 
based on strong mobile striking power and said that obviously it 

would continue to have substantial mobile air and sea forces in this / 
general area and also some reserve land forces in Okinawa and | 

| Hawaii. In the event of aggression, such forces would be used and | 

deployed where they could best serve the war effort. Mr. Casey | 
| nodded his assent. — | a | 

The subject then turned to the question of the use of the word 
“Communist” in Article IV of the draft Treaty. Mr. Casey said he 

| had received today a British suggestion which he knew had been 
communicated to the US. This involved eliminating the word 

| “Communist”; defining more clearly the Treaty area; and having 
: the Treaty apply to an attack from outside the Treaty area. : 

The Secretary said the British definition of the Treaty area | | 
| raised lots of complications. Would the southern part of China be | 

| interpreted as being within the Treaty area? There were other 

questions also, and furthermore, the British formula was so compli- : 
cated that he believed it would be most difficult to get Congression- 

l al understanding. Senator Smith said the Secretary was entirely | 
| right about this. The Secretary then said he had been thinking of 

accepting the elimination of the word “Communist” and attaching 
to the Treaty a reservation or statement of a US understanding 
that insofar as the US was concerned it applied only toa Commu- 
nist attack. Mr. Casey said that insofar as he was concerned this _ 
would be entirely acceptable, and indeed might be the best way to _ | 
meet this difficult problem. | a 

In a discussion of Article IV, the Secretary said he had been. 

7 giving thought to the question of whether Laos, Cambodia, and free — | 

Vietnam should be specifically included in the text of the Treaty or _ : 
whether it might be preferable to have them covered in a Protocol - | 

which would indicate that their territory had been unanimously | | 

designated by the Parties as being covered by the Treaty against | 

armed attack. Mr. Casey indicated that it was a point worth consid- 

ering. | 

_ The Secretary concluded by saying that if the Conference were to | 
| accomplish its work in three days it would have to be a working | 

| conference and not a gathering to make political speeches for the |
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record. Mr. Casey heartily endorsed this and said he would do his 
best to chip in, if there was a tendency to get into long-winded 
speeches, to remind the Members that they had a lot of work to do. 

The Secretary also mentioned that he thought the best way to 
attack the problem of going over the Treaty was to examine it Arti- 
cle-by-Article and then at the end take up the Preamble, which 
raised many questions in connection with the specific Articles. Mr. 

Casey said he thought this might be a good way to handle it. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 356 | 

Verbatim Proceedings of the Second Plenary Session, Manila 
Conference } 

[Extract] 

TOP SECRET MANILA, September 6, 1954—2:40 p.m. | 

Document No. II | 

The Chairman.? All right, we will go forward. | 

Article V. Any remarks on Article V? Anybody has any objec- 
tions to the approval of Article V? 

Delegate of Pakistan.? Mr. Chairman, Article V. I originally pro- 
posed that Article V would have in addition the sentence which 

| stands on the name of the Australian delegation. 

The Chairman. The Australian delegation has proposed the sen- 
| tence underscored, which reads as follows: ‘The Council shall set 

up such subsidiary machinery as may be necessary to achieve the 

military and other objectives of this Treaty.” That is an addition to 
the original draft. | 

Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, with regard to the sentence 

that you have just read, if “military and other’ means “all’, then 
we would prefer to have the sentence read simply ‘‘as may be nec- 

essary to achieve the objectives of the Treaty.” 

1 This and other transcripts of plenary sessions were apparently prepared by the 
conference officers, all of whom were members of the Philippine Department of For- 
eign Affairs or the Office of the President of the Philippines. 

The First Plenary Session was held the morning of Sept. 6. A verbatim transcript, 
titled “(Opening Ceremonies of the Manila Conference of 1954’, is in Conference 

files, lot 60 D 627, CF 356. For a summary of that session, see telegram Secto 12, 

he snmary of the Second Plenary Session, including portions of the discussion 
omitted here, is in telegram Secto 13 to Washington, Sept. 6, p. 861. 

. 2 Carlos P. Garcia, Vice President and Secretary of Foreign Affairs of the Philip- 
pines, and head of the Philippine Delegation to the Conference. 

3 Muhammed Zafrullah Khan. a
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The Chairman. What does the delegate from Australia * say to | 
that? : | | ; | - oo ! 

Delegate of Australia. I think we better face the fact that al- ! 
though this is a military treaty as we all recognize, I do not think 
there is any gain saying the fact that it is largely a military treaty : 
and as such I do not really see, with great respect to my friend, H. | 
E. Zafrullah Khan, the purpose in avoiding the word “military.” 
“Military and other’ I think, all very rightly covers or intends to | 
cover all the purposes of the treaty although I think we better face | 

the fact that “military” is the most important side and, I think de- | 
| serves mention, and that is the principal potential obligation into ot 

which we are all entering. With great respect to H. E. Zafrullah | 
_ Khan, I would rather see the words “military and other objectives ; 
| of the treaty’”’ remain. | | 

Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, with due respect to my es- | 
teemed friend, the Delegate of Australia, I did not propose the 

| avoidance of the word “military”. I proposed that the emphasis | 

| shall continue to be on the objectives of the treaty, and if the objec- | 
: tives, as the Delegate of Australia has said, are largely military, | 

that obviously covers the objective before you, and the large mili- | 
tary objective would have to be implemented. I would rather depre- 

| cate the use of the expression “military and other” because that 
| does not bring out so much the character of the treaty but it em- 

phasizes the “military” and creates ‘and other’ as being of little 
importance. —— | | : | | 

The Chairman. The Delegate of France.® | 
| Delegate of France. (Translated) Mr. Chairman, the French dele- 
| gation prefers the Australian amendment. It seems clear to us that | 

| the development of common action should lead to the setting up of 
| a permanent body. It seems to us that the fact of giving or charg- 

| ing the council with the task of setting it up should give to the par- | 

| ties concerned a useful assurance without actually bridging the | 

/ ways and means of this future endeavor. But if we have some diffi- | 

| culty in the wording, why do we not use the latter language. That | 

| is, the Council should set up the body which might be neces- | 

| sary... .® . : | | ) | 
| The Delegate of Australia. Sir, if I might say just one additional _ | 

! word, I think that public opinion in a number of countries that | 

would want to read this treaty—I think public opinion in many | 

: countries concerned in this treaty—in my own country, and I | 
| would expect, possibly in others, there has been a demand for a 

¢ Richard G. Casey. | _ a | 
| 5 Guy La Chambre. a | | 
| 6 Ellipsis in the source text. | a 

| : | 
| | | 
| | 
|
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| treaty with the use of identical expressions, when we come to the 
use of identical expressions, a treaty with teeth in it, and this has 
been said in my country not without official tone. I think if we 
seek to avoid, and I don’t say this with offense to anybody, if we do 
not use the word “military” I think we will lose an opportunity at 
least of assuring our countries that this treaty means business. For 
instance, in Australia, we are prepared to enter into obligations 

and undertakings designed for the mutual security of the countries 
of Southeast Asia and also of other countries. I think the use of the 
word “military” would assure our own people in Australia, and I 
think at the same time, it will help reassure the peoples in the 

countries of Southeast Asia. | 

The Delegate of New Zealand.’ I suggest to just cut it down to a 
sense of “as may be necessary to achieve the objectives of the 
treaty.” As Mr. Zafrullah Khan said, “military” is one of the objec- 
tives of the treaty and if it had been originally prepared in that 

form, it might appear to be all right, but if it has the words “‘mili- 
tary and other objectives” in it, and now it is suggested that it 
should be cut, then I think the suggestion to be wise and I find it 

difficult now to say why, unless we say that “military objectives” 
are not one of the objectives of the treaty. 

The Delegate of the Philippines.® I partly oppose the point of the 

Minister of Australia, but in view of the fact that there seems to be 

controversy on this article, so this might be passed over. 

The Chairman. It seems that the remarks of the Delegate of 

Pakistan have engendered a sort of a controversy here, so we are 

going over and pass to Article VI. 

Now, we have reached the end of the draft. We will now go back 

to consider the controversial articles. It seems that we better start 

with this which is not highly controversial and where there is only 

a question of form, Article V. There is a very slight controversy on 

the elimination of three words. 

Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, I would suggest this com- 
promise: Instead of saying “the military and other objectives’, be- 
cause I think “military” is too narrow a word, I propose “the de- 

fense and other objectives”. In the NATO what they say is “as may 
be necessary’. That was pointed out by the French Delegate. But 
at the same time, the NATO establishes the defense committee 

there, and I think that if ‘defense’? could be used, perhaps the 

Pakistan Delegate might be able to agree. 

7T. C. Webb. | 
8 Apparently Senator Delgado spoke in place of Garcia. 
9 Prince Wan Waithayakon.
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The Delegate of Thailand. . . .1° I think if “defense” could be 
used, perhaps the Thai delegation might be able to accept it. In ! 
other words, I do see the importance attached by the Australian | 
delegate to the desirability of pointing clearly to the advisability of | 
creating some organization for considering common defense prob- 
lems. I think that is the point: and instead of creating a defense | 
committee, I quite agree that we take this general form, but we 

might say, “defense” instead of military. | | 

The Chairman. It will read: To achieve the defense and other ob- 
jectives of the treaty. | | | | 

| The Delegate of the United States.1! Mr. Chairman, the United | 
States would not particularly like the use of the words “subsidiary 

| machineries” because it seems a little bit too rigid to us. On the 
other hand, we do recognize the merit of the points of view stated | 
by the Australian delegation and now by the Thai delegation. And | 
it seems to us that perhaps a compromise on the different points of | 

: views could be found with such language as this: The Council shall __ ! 
provide for consultation with regard to defense and other planning | 

| as required by the situation in the area. I repeat: The Council shall | 
| provide for consultation with regard to defense as required by the 

situation in the area. I may say further as far as the United States | | 

is concerned, we would accept either the word “military” or “de- | 
fense”’ or “security”. | | | 

| The Delegate of the Philippines. Mr. Chairman, since a sugges- | 
| tion has been made, by compromise and only by way of compro- | 
| mise, because we have already stated that we heartily support the 

| Australian amendment and the view expressed thereon, but only | 

| by way of compromise, may we not suggest that after the word | 
| “military” a comma (,) should be placed and the word “economic’’ 

be inserted so that the thing should read: “To achieve the military, | 
| economic, and other objectives of the treaty.” It includes not only | 
| the suggestion of the Delegate of Pakistan, but by adding “military, | 
: economic, and other objectives’ it will have a wider range and | 

| might cover the ideas behind the proposal of the Minister of Paki- | 
| stan. | 7 : 
| The Chairman. There are three suggestions now, or three formu- a 

| las I should say: one proposed by the delegate of Thailand which 
| would replace the word “military” with the word “defense”. The 
| other one proposed by the United States which reads as follows: | 

| ~ The Council shall provide for consultation with regard to defense | 

| and other planning as required by the situation in the area. And 

the Philippines formula is to add to the word “military” a comma | 

10 Bllipsis is in the source text. 
| 11 John Foster Dulles. | 

| 
| | 

. |
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(,) and then the word “economic’’.. So that that phrase will read 
now as proposed by the Philippines: ‘military, economic and other 
objectives of the treaty’’. 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom.!2 Mr. Chairman, may I re- 
spectfully suggest this: The Council shall provide for periodic con- 
sultation as to the measure which may be necessary to achieve the 
objectives of the treaty in the light of the situation in the area. 

The Chairman. We will call this the fourth formula. We have a 
wide range of choice now and if we could make this choice right 
now, it would be drafted for the conferees. _ | 

The Delegate of the Philippines. May I suggest that we hear 

from the Minister of Australia. 

The Delegate of Pakistan. In a wider sense, all these are amend- 

ments to my view, but I may submit that while the Thailand and 

the Philippine amendments are amendments to the original pur- 
pose of trying to achieve the same purpose, but with the phraseolo- 

gy that meets with the points of view of both Australia and Paki- 
stan, subject to whatever view will be expressed on the amend- | 
ments themselves. With regard to the United Kingdom and the 
United States amendments, they have a different purpose in view. 

The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw my own 
and accept the Philippine amendment. | 

The Chairman. So, the Philippine amendment now becomes Phil- 
ippine-Thailand amendment which will read: To achieve the mili- 

tary, economic, and other objectives of the treaty. 

The Delegate of Pakistan. Accepted. 

The Chairman. It has been accepted by the author of the first 
proposed amendment to the draft, and so it becomes now Philip- 
pine-Thailand-Pakistan, or Pakistan-Philippines-Thailand, be- 
cause Pakistan was the original... .13 

The Delegate of Pakistan. Now, I am prepared to accept the 

amendment proposed. 

The Chairman. So that the amendment now reads: “military, 
economic, and other objectives of the treaty.” 

The Delegate of Australia. Sir, I think if I could express my | 

views as briefly as I can, on the several amendments and on the 

several alternatives, I think I may be excused, if I continue to sup- 

port the stand of my delegation for the reasons I have given. But if 

I have to rest from that, my second line of defense would be .. . the 
American amendment. If the American delegate would be good 
enough to use the word “military” in place of the word “defense” 
for the reasons I gave before, I really think that this treaty should 

12 The Marquess of Reading, Minister of State in the Foreign Office. 
13 Ellipsis in the source text. |
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have teeth. But I think the people would be aware by the wording 
of the treaty that it has got teeth, and so, for myself and my coun- | 

try, I would not back away from the use of the word “military’’. | 

Although this treaty, in the form that it may finally be accepted 
may not have a great deal of the military, I think that our country | 
and public opinion of my country would look for some appreciable | 

| military phase of the treaty, in the verbiage of the treaty, I mean. | 

So that on my part, I stand by that proposal of my own delegation, 

and secondarily for the American proposal, with the word “mili- 
tary and other planning” in place of “defense and other planning”. | 
But the amendment of the Philippines, Thailand, and Pakistan is | 

for the inclusion in the existing Australian amendment of the word | 
“economic”. | a | 

| On the economic side, I hope I am not wrong, there will not be | 

_ what you might call overall economic aid decided by all the coun- | 
| tries represented. All I would like to visualize is that there would | 
| be help under the Colombo plan as far as the Colombo plan makes | 

that possible. In any event, on a bilateral basis, the United States, | 

: for instance, would discuss it with each individual country that | 
| needs aid. It would not serve by and large, as I imagine. We pro- 

| pose that a given sum of dollars should be applied to this area by : 

| the United States. The United States will discuss with Laos, Cam- 
| bodia, Thailand, and other countries and agree with them what the 

__ United States can and would provide for that country by way of 
| economic aid. Similarly, in the same degree, for my own country, | 
| we would expect to discuss bilaterally with each of the countries 
| that would need economic assistance, discuss with them their needs 

| and what we Australians could provide. In other words, I don’t 
really believe that there is room or need for the prospective council —ses 

| to discuss economic aid in the broad. I think, on practical and tech- 

| nical grounds, the provision of economic aid would be between — : 

those countries that find themselves able to provide economic aid : 
| and each of the countries that would be in need of economic aid. | 

So, I beg to regret that I find myself unable to support the amend- | 

| ment proposed by the delegates of the Philippines, Thailand and | 

: Pakistan. | a : 

| The Delegate from Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, assuming for just a | 

| moment that we accept the reasoning that has been advanced by | 

the foreign minister of Australia for not putting in economic aid, it | 

| would become necessary then to leave out “military and ! 
| other. . . .”’ 14 Because if the plan is to cover the economic phase, | 
| the economic aspect still remains. But if that will be done bilateral- | 

| _ 14 illipsis in the source text. | | | 

| |
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ly, then exclude all other aid, so that we may know what we are 

providing for. 
The Delegate from New Zealand. Excepting the military objec- 

tives of this treaty, leaving the others to bilateral agreement. 
Senator Delgado of the Philippines. In addition, Mr. Chairman, 

to what the foreign minister of Pakistan has said. These specifica- 

tions of the objectives are necessarily qualified by the word preced- 

ing it as necessary. Then, there need not be any fear on the part of 
anyone of the economic aspect being taken advantage of by anyone 
for purposes of their own, because that is qualified necessarily by 

the preceding words “as may be necessary ’”’. 
The Delegate from the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, in order 

to positively clear the ground a little further, may I say that as far 
as the amendment I propose is concerned, if the delegate from the 

United States would accept the addition of one word, I would be 
prepared to fall in with his amendment. In the draft, the Council 

shall provide for consultation. I suggest the insertion of the word 

“periodic” before consultation—“periodic consultation”’. 
The Delegate from the United States. The United States delega- 

tion accepts the addition of the word “periodic’’. | 
The Chairman. The American formula now, as modified by the 

British delegate, will read: “The Council shall provide periodic con- 
sultation with regard to defense and other planning as required by 

the situation.” 
The Delegate from the United States. With regard to military 

and other planning, I think it is possible, in the light of what the 
Australian delegate said, that the United States is prepared to take 
any of the three words, either “military” or ‘defense’ or “‘securi- 
ty’. But it seems to me that the arguments put forward by the 
Australian delegate are rather persuasive in favor of the word 

“military”, and I would, therefore, prefer that the American pro-. 

posal be considered— “military’—rather than the word “defense’’. 
And in order to be sure that our suggestion is now fully before all 

the delegates, I would reread it: “The Council shall provide for 
periodic consultation with regard to military and other planning as 

| required by the situation in the area.” 
The Delegate from Australia. That is acceptable to the Austra- 

lian delegation. | 
The Chairman. So the choice is reduced now to two formulae— 

the United States-United Kingdom-Australian amendment which 
has just been read and the Philippine-Thai-Pakistan amendment 

which will read “military, economic and other objectives of the 
treaty.” We have reduced the choice now between these two. 

The Delegate from France. (As translated.) Mr. Chairman, may I : 
suggest the acceptance of the United States text, as amended, by
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adding the word “any” before the words “other planning”. Then it | 
will read, ‘with regard to military and any other planning.” | 

The Delegate from New Zealand. Mr. Chairman, I think that | 
New Zealand would accept this amendment. It is rather too vague | | 
the last part of it, as required by the situation. Can we make that a | 

little more definite which goes to say as required by the situation? | 

Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, our delegation | 

prefers to accept the amendment of the Delegate from France, but | 

we object to the use of the words ‘‘many others’. Just say one word | 
| ‘periodic’. I am thinking the text of this treaty would be read by | 

public opinion in various countries. All consultations, I think, must : 
be periodic, but its nature will be continuous. If not continuous, it 
must be periodic. As I understand it, therefore, there is much to be | 

gained by the use of the word “periodic”. It is like—what shall I 

call it—I think that will be good for general public opinion, at least | 
in my own country. I have no strong liking for the use of the word | 

“periodic” in the text, but I think that if the word is omitted, the 
sense would be altered. - | | 

I should take it that the word “periodic” means at regular peri- | 

odic intervals say of three months to be called by the Council and | 
to be decided by the Council in the light of the situation. It is not 
absolutely rigid, but it means a reasonable degree of regularity. 

Delegate of Australia. I have no objection to the comment of the 
Delegate of Great Britain. ! 

‘The Chairman. Well, there are only two formulas now remain- | 
ing. | ) | 

Delegate of Australia. I would like to hear the Delegate of the | 
United States if he has something better than ‘‘as required’? which | 
may seem to the Council well understood. I think it will require | 
something like that. I do not know that may be misunderstood. | 

The Chairman. Well, we better have some more time to think to _ | 

see if we could find a way of reconciling these two amendments. So, | 

| we will pass over that for the time being. 
. "oe . . . . | 

| 

| | 

! 
| 

| 
| 

|
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396.1 MA/9-654: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Department of State } 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY MANILA, September 6, 1954—10 p.m. 

Secto 12. Opening session SEA conference addressed by Magsay- 
say, all delegation chiefs. 
Magsaysay asserted the Philippines ready stand up and be count- 

ed. Warned peaceful co-existence with Communism possible only if 
free world strong and vigilant. 

All delegation heads stressed: Treaty purely defensive to deter 
aggression and need for economic development cooperation as well 
as military strength. : 

Casey, Australia, took view unimportant whether treaty lan- 

guage that of NATO or ANZUS. Believed either could be effective. ? 
Opposed large and elaborate staff or secretariat. : 

Prince Wan of Thailand stated his Government favored inclusion 
Cambodia, Laos and Free Vietnam within treaty area, Philippines 

favor defense system with will and capacity to give immediate ade- 

quate and effective assistance to victim of aggression. Also consider 
recognition principal self-determination right to self-government — | 

for Asian peoples vital. Again advocated declaration of principle re 

self-determination Secretary’s statement substantially as sent Secto 
11.8 | 

DULLES 

1 Repeated for information to Bangkok, Karachi, New Delhi, Phnom Penh, 

Saigon, Tokyo, Vientiane, Canberra, Wellington, Paris, and London; repeated by 
pouch to Colombo, Djakarta, and Rangoon. Also repeated for information to CINC- 
PAC via military channels; the Department of State was requested to pass it to the 
Department of Defense. 

2 According to the transcript of the First Plenary Session (see footnote 1, supra) 
Casey stated in part: “To be effective the Treaty must have substance as well as 

_ form. There has been a lot of what I personally regard as unreal discussion about a 
NATO type of Treaty as against an ANZUS type of Treaty. It is not, I believe, a 
matter of substance whether the Treaty language reads like NATO or reads like 
ANZUS. What matters is the purpose and attitude of mind of the signatories.” 

3 This telegram from Manila, dated Sept. 5, included an advance text of the Secre- 
tary’s remarks made at the opening session of the Conference. (896.1 MA/9-554) 
These remarks are printed in the Department of State Bulletin, Sept. 20, 1954, p. 
391.
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396.1 MA/9-654: Telegram ep ET a | 

The Secretary of State to the Department of State} | 

| SECRET . ee - Mania, September 6, 1954—11 p.m. | 

| Secto 18. Afternoon session commenced 2:30 p.m. and adopted | 
proposal by Thailand to commence consideration with articles of | 
draft treaty ? before proceeding to preamble, non-controversial arti- | 

| cles to be considered first. = - : a : 
| Article I and VI approved without amendment. Article VII ap- | 
| proved with change in wording as follows: First seven words delet- 
_ ed and following inserted immediately following “security of the | 
| area” in first sentence: “may by unanimous agreement of the par- | 
| ties be invited .. .” : _ | a | 
| Articles VII, IX and X were approved with “the Republic of the | 
| Philippines” inserted in the blanks which relate to the place of de- 
| posit of instruments of accession. Following acceptance of French | 

proposal to replace “overcome” by “to counter’ in Article II, deci- | 
| sion taken to defer further discussion as UK being unwilling com- | 

| ment on term “mutual aid” in absence of final decision on Article | 
| IIL. fa - 8 

| Articles IV and VIII which are interrelated not discussed. 
| In discussion of Article III French and Philippine proposals not | 
| broached at all. No final decision taken on Articles but general | 
| agreement was reached on omission of words “‘and with other free | 
| states” to which term Pakistan objects strenuously. General agree- | 
| ment exists on substance of article but there is considerable differ- : 

| ence on wording. While several delegations extremely anxious not | 

| extend economic assistance to states not in treaty area even by im- : 

| plication other delegations insist that treaty must not in any way | 

| restrict member states from extending assistance to non-member 

| states. It believed that approval of that article merely question of | 

| finding suitable terminology and does not present serious problem. | 

| In Article V, original Australian proposal, “the Council shall set 

: up such subsidiary machinery as may be necessary to achieve the | 

| military and other objectives of the treaty’’ amended by Pakistan, | 
| Thailand and Philippines to insert word “economic” following 

| ‘military’. US suggested a text to replace Australian reading: | 
| “The Council shall provide for consultation with regard to military 
| and other planning as required by the situation in the area”. This | 

| 1 Repeated for information to Bangkok, Karachi, New Delhi, Saigon, Tokyo, Can- | 

berra, Wellington, London, and Paris, repeated by pouch to Colombo, Djakarta, | 
| Phnom Penh, Rangoon, and Vientiane. Also repeated for information to CINCPAC j 

/ via military channels; the Department was requested to pass it to the Department 
! of Defense. , ! 
| _ 2 See telegram Secto 9 dated Sept. 4, p. 839. 

| | | 
' ot
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generally acceptable with discussion of possible minor amendments | 
to UK, France, Australia and New Zealand but not other three del- 

egations. Discussion this article postponed to next meeting. | 

Meeting adjourned at 5 o'clock until 9:30 a.m., September 7, 1954. 
~ Noncommittal communiqué prepared for press. 

DULLES 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 356 

Verbatim Proceedings of thé Third Plenary Session, Manila 

Conference | 

TOP SECRET - Manila, September 7, 1954—9:40 a.m. 

Document No. III 7 

At 9:40 a.m., the Chairman called the Conference to order. 
The Chairman. The Conference called to order. 

The Secretary ! has some announcements to make. 

[Here follow certain procedural announcements. | _ 

The Chairman. We now go back to Article II] where we left off 

yesterday. As you will remember, there were several amendments 

proposed. 

The Delegate of the United States. Mr. Chairman. 

The Chairman. The Delegate of the United States. 
The Delegate of the United States. I propose that Article III 

should read as follows: “The Parties undertake to strengthen their 
free institutions and to cooperate with one another in the further 

development of economic measures, including technical assistance, 

designed both to promote economic progress and social well-being 

and to further the individual and collective efforts of governments 

toward this end.” | 
The Chairman. May I ask the Delegate of the United 

States. .. .? . | 
The Delegate of the United States. I would send that to the Sec- 

retary General so he will have the text. | 
The Chairman. Will the Secretary General read that proposal? 

The Secretary General. (Reading.) Proposal of the United States 
to Article III: “The Parties undertake to strengthen their free insti- 

- tutions and to cooperate with one another in the further develop- 

ment of economic measures, including technical assistance, de- 

signed both to promote economic progress and social well-being and 

1The Secretary General of the Conference was Raul S. Manglapus, Under Secre- | 
tary of Foreign Affairs of the Philippines. 

2 All ellipses in this document are in the source text.
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to further the individual and collective efforts of governments | 
toward this end.” Lane, | | | a | 

The Chairman. Did everybody get that now? — | 

We would like to have your comments on this proposal. 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, as far as 

we are concerned, we are very content to accept the United States’ 

proposal and in doing so, may I add that if that is adopted, it pre- 

vents any query that we might otherwise have had on Article II. | 

You will remember that we made a reservation on Article II until 
Article III has been discussed.® if this proposal is adopted, I have : 
nothing more to say on Article II. | | 

The Delegate of the Philippines. The Philippine Delegation feels | 

| that this proposal of the United States meets our point of view. | | 
| _ The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, the Delegation of Thai- 

land accepts the United States’ proposal. | | 

| The Delegate of Australia. The Australian Delegation accepts the | | 

| proposal, but I would like to query whether the word is “govern- | 
| ment,” or “governments,” with an “s”. | | | 

_ The Chairman. It is in the plural. | | | 

_ ‘The Delegate of Australia. I imagine it to be that way. Is that 
| | the proposal of the United States. | 
| The Chairman. It is in the plural. 
| _ The Delegate of New Zealand. It is acceptable to New Zealand, | 
| Mr. Chairman. Oo . | | 

| The Chairman. What does the Delegate of New Zealand say | 
| about that? | 

The Delegate of New Zealand. We accept. | 
| The Chairman. France? ot 

The Delegate of France.* Mr. Chairman, after the Geneva Agree- : 
ment which, as I said yesterday, enabled us to stop the long suffer- | 

ing in Indo-China and to substitute for it a new system or classifi- | 

| cation, one of the main concerns of the French Government now, ! 

and a fundamental one, is to make Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia | 

eligible in respect of the advantages to be derived from the present | 

Treaty. These advantages are the economic measures as provided 

in Article III or the guarantees of security which we find in Article | 

- IV. Ido not doubt that the Conference shares this view, otherwise, | 

how could we contend that we desire to maintain peace and insure 
—___— | 

3 During discussion of Article II at the Second Plenary Session, Lord Reading had 

| stated: “We have raised a point on the use of the phrase ‘mutual aid’ in Article II. 
The purpose of this section [of Article II] depends rather on the ultimate form of 
Article III, and, therefore, I don’t want to discuss it at this moment.” (Verbatim - 
transcript of Second Plenary Session, Sept. 6. For other extracts from this tran- | 
script, see p. 852.) | oe | 

_ * The following passage may be a translation of La Chambre’s remarks. . | 

: 

| | |
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the security and prosperity of Asia and of the Southeast of which 
these three states are an integral part, and of which, unfortunate- 
ly, they represent the most exposed area. But all of these advan- | 

tages, sir, may be obtained in two ways: the first as suggested, and 
the other by the designation of the free states embodied in the 
Treaty as it was provided for in the present draft, or by mentioning 
them in some other way outside of the very text of the Treaty. 

The first solution is an interesting one and that is that it seems 

to the French Government that it would carry certain advantage 
[disadvantage?|, namely, to have a text the duration of which is in- 
definite but refers to a situation which we hope is temporary only. 
That is why my Government would prefer another procedure. The | 

second formula, which we would suggest, would offer the possibility 

of applying one provision of Article IV: “Upon designation by 
unanimous agreement of the parties, of certain States or territory,” 
and, therefore, it would enable the parties to proceed with the des- 

ignation right now with respect to Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam. 

This designation would be embodied in a separate protocol which 

would be an integral part of the Treaty, and its effect would be to 

extend the purposes of Article IV as well as Article III. This proce- 
dure would have a further advantage of preserving Article III as 

we all wish and at the same time to have other States included as 
parties to the Treaty in accordance with the provisions of Article 

VII. We must hope indeed that the development of.events would 
enable those states to accede fully to the Treaty, and I would prefer 

~ to accept it myself provided the Conference would accept in princi- 
ple the system of protocol which I now advocate. 

The Chairman. I have one announcement to make. Due to cer- 

tain deficiencies in our radio service, the Chair requests that the 

Delegates speak only after they have been recognized by the Chair 

to allow time for the switching of the loud speaker. The radio tech- 
nician has certain difficulties. —— 

Anybody would like to comment on what has been said here by 
the French Delegate? : 

Delegate from the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, I do accept 
the suggestion of the Delegate of France, but it seems to me that 

the right way of handling the matter, the second suggestion, is that 

it should be done by way of protocol. There is only one point that I 
would like to get clear from the Delegate of France. He spoke of 

preferring the protocol to be an integral part of the Treaty. What 

would happen would be that the protocol would be drawn up and 

signed by the Parties at the time when the Treaty is signed, but 

will come into effect, presumably, only upon ratification of the 

. Treaty because the system of designation is a system which has not
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been established by the Treaty, and, therefore, [is] inoperative until | 
the Treaty itself is ratified. oo | 

The Chairman. All right. Are you now ready to agree on Article 
III, with this understanding, that it might be reopened in connec- 
tion with the discussion of Article IV?. es 

The Delegate of Australia. Can we presume that Article II is gen- | 
erally accepted with the inclusion of the words “mutual aid’’? | 

The Chairman. We will submit that now. So that is declared ap- | 
proved—Article III, subject to the understanding that it may be re- | 
opened in connection with Article IV. Now we will consider Article | 
II. There was an announcement made.... | 
The Delegate of the United States. Do we understand also that | 

Article II is now approved? ) 

The Chairman. Not yet. I am submitting this now. Now we are 
going back to Article II. There has been an announcement made | 
here by the British delegate that he is withdrawing his reservation | 
on Article II in view of the final amendments approved on Article | 
III. Now, are we ready to approve that? (After a pause) I hear no | 
more objections, so the Chair declares Article II approved. Now, we | 
will go to Article IV. © | | | 

The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, can we take up Article | 

V first because an agreement is now possible on Article V? | | | 

The Chairman. I think the suggestion is good. I think there are a | 

few controversial points in this Article V. I therefore withdraw my 
announcement and we will now proceed to discuss first Article V. | 

The Delegate of Australia. Sir, I would like to suggest to the del- | 
egates that Article V read now as follows: | | | 

“The Parties hereby establish a Council, on which each of them | 

shall be represented, to consider matters concerning the implemen- | 
tation of this Treaty. The Council shall provide for periodic consul- | 

tation with regard to military and any other planning as the situa- 
tion obtaining in the area may from time to time require. The | 

Council is empowered to arrange with the states not parties to the 
Treaty for cooperation in giving effect to any of the provisions of | 

the Treaty. The Council shall be so organized as to be able to meet 

at any time.” | | 
In the text I have in brackets the word “periodic” and the word . 

“regular” as alternative words. But I am suggesting with respect to 
the delegates that we accept the word “periodic” in the fourth line. | 

_ The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, I would prefer the | 
word “regular’’—shall provide for “regular” consultation. Because 
obviously “consultation” involves some preparatory work and pre- | 
liminary study. The term “periodic consultation” seems to me not | 
to have that implication or connotation, while the term “regular | 

consultation” will meet the case very well because that means peri- | 

| 
| |
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odic, but at the same time any preparatory work or preliminary 
study that has to be done should also be done. 

The Delegate of Australia. Sir, personally I have no objection to 
the word “regular”. After talking to a few friends. I gather that 
“periodic” would probably be more acceptable than the word “regu- 
lar’. Myself, I have very little choice between the two words. 

The Delegate of the Philippines. Mr. Chairman, if I am not mis- 

taken, the United Nations Charter provides for periodic consulta- 
tion of the foreign ministers of the member nations and yet as far 
as I am informed there has never been any such meeting, obvious- 

ly, because they regard the word “periodic” as rather vague and in- 
definite. We therefore support the word “regular” because it might 
be more emphatic and mandatory in order to get together in any 
matter that might be the subject of consultation. _ 

The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, the language of the 
amendment now proposed is, “‘The Council shall provide .. .”” There 

is an obligation on the Council to make provisions for consultation; 

even if you have the word “periodic” or “regular”, still it is [for?] 
the Council to interpret that expression. ‘Periodic’ might mean 

from time to time; it might mean stated intervals. But it is the 

Council that will provide. In all respect, both words are redundant. 
Neither is needed. The purpose will be served by leaving them both 
out. 7 oo 

The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, of course, I would 

accept that “consultation” with neither the word “periodic” nor 
“regular”. I stated my position the other day and even now Iam _ 
ready to accept that word “consultation” —“To provide for consulta- 
tion.” I have no objection to the word “periodic’’, still I prefer the 
word “regular” to the word “periodic’’. 

The Delegate of the United States. Mr. Chairman, I think that 

~ under the suggestion just made by the Honorable Delegate of Thai- 
land, which is to provide for consultation and the Council can have 

it as such if it wants, it becomes compulsory to have consultation, 

because the Council shall provide. And we get away from the duty 
which seems to surround the use of the word “periodic” or “regu- 
lar’. I don’t think it is a matter of great moment because in any 

| event the Council will make its decision. But I do see the interpre- 

tation of these qualifying words. Therefore, it may be best to follow 
the idea of the Thai Delegate and just drop out the word “periodic” 
or “regular” and simply say, “The Council shall provide for consul- 

tation.” 
~The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, I think I 
was responsible for introducing the word “periodic” into this dis- 
cussion, and the remarks which have been made on the word “reg-
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ular’ seem to indicate that both words are capable of interpreta- | | 
tion... BC | | 

Delegate of France. (Translation from French into English) Mr. : 
Chairman, I fully agree to the interpretation given by the head of | 
the British Delegation. To clarify the debate, may I read out the 
suggested text of protocol: | 

“The Parties to this Treaty unanimously designate, for the pur- | 
poses of Article IV of the Treaty, the States of Cambodia, Laos and | 
the free territory under the jurisdiction of the State of Vietnam. 
The Parties further agree that the above mentioned States and ter- | 

ritory shall be eligible in respect of the economic measures contem- 
plated in Article III.” The text will be passed on and circulated. | 

The Chairman. Are we now ready to approve Article III? | 

Delegate of the United States. I gathered that from what has | 
been said that we could, regarding Article III if adopted, reserve | 

the right to reopen it if there should not be a satisfactory solution | 
of the matter to which the Delegation has referred to. | 

The Chairman. Then, we could pass on to Article IV to which the 
French proposal referred. | | | 

The Delegate from U.S. But the wordings and the text of the pro- 7 
tocol would be a subject to further study by all the Delegations and | 

further discussion in conjunction with Article IV. | 
oe The Chairman. All right. Are you now ready to agree on Article | 

III with the understanding that it might be.... | 
Delegate of United Kingdom. I am therefore inclined to point the | 

right solution is to omit any objective and merely retain the word | 
“consultation”, seeing that it is mandatory on the Council to call | 
for consultation that any situation requires. | 

Delegate of Australia. As the Pakistan Delegate said it is under- | | 

| standable but it is only to people with logical minds. My purpose is | 
to put this in what you might say, “public relations’ words. Howev- 

| er, on the part of my Delegation, I am quite content to omit both > | 

_ words. © | oe 
The Chairman. Any more remarks? | 
Delegate of New Zealand. I don’t think there will be any differ- 

ence. It will be for the Council to decide how periodic or how regu- 
lar the meetings should be. I just want to know if it would be 

better to make consultations with the member countries. : 

Delegate of the Philippines. Our remark about the word “regu- 
, lar” is premised on the proposition that a choice is to be made. If | 

both words are eliminated, we would be perfectly satisfied. | 
The Chairman. Well, are we ready to adopt this article, as : 

amended, and again amended by the United States by omitting the | 
words “periodic” and “regular” so it will read: “The Council shall | 

_ provide for consultation, etc. Are we ready to approve this now? | 
| 

| | 

|
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Delegate of United Kingdom. There is one point which occurs to 
me and that is on the expression, “the Council is empowered to ar- 

range with the States not parties to the treaty for their cooperation 
- In giving effect to the provisions of the treaty,” whether there is 

any danger in that sentence of getting into a position in which we 

are contemplating a bridge on the arrangement made in connec- 

tion with Laos and Cambodia relative to the Geneva Agreement. 

Those two countries are in a rather special position; they made cer- 

tain declarations defining that in the Articles of the Geneva Agree- 
ment. This can look as if it was a violation of their undertaking. 

The Chairman. Do you have any change there that you would 

suggest? 

Delegate of Pakistan. In the meantime, may I inquire, Sir, 

whether the suggestion made by the Foreign Minister of New Zea- 

land is accepted, that the word ‘‘consultation” shall be on the floor. 
I understood him to make that suggestion.. 

The Chairman. As far as the Chair is concerned, I think it does | 

not make any difference whether it is or is not in the plural. This 
is a collective word which might well denote plurality. I think that 
it is all right, as it is. | 

Delegate of New Zealand. My idea is if you put it in the plural, 

especially in view of what the Delegate of the Philippines said that 
the provisions in the United Nations Charter provide for consulta- 

tions if we put it in the plural, we are just giving emphasis, but if 

we don’t put it in the plural, that is all there. But what strikes me 
is that it should provide for periodic or regular consultation and 

that is where the word should be eliminated. It might just give a 
little emphasis to the view expressed by the Delegates here that 

consultation should take place more than once in a lifetime, which 

to put it that way is to exaggerate. 

The Chairman. If you are going to place that, I will ask for com- 
ment. 

The Delegate of United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, we do not in- 
terpret it that way. I see the point made by the New Zealand Dele- 

gation suggesting that putting it in the plural does not strengthen 

the situation. What is important is to get a general idea of consul- 

tation between the various parties, and if you prescribe it in the 

plural form, it merely provides some form of specific consultation 

and it is better to keep it in the wider sense. 

Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, I agree with the Delegation 
of the United Kingdom because if you say ‘provide for consulta- 
tion,’ it may mean some consultation, whereas if you say “shall 
provide for consultation,’ it means a process of consultations and I 

think that reinforces the idea or the principle that there shall be 

consultation. ,
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The Chairman. If we put in the word “periodic” or “regular’’, I | 

think the plural form is more proper, but since we have abandoned 

those two words, | would ask the New Zealand Delegate that we | 

take the text as it is. Now, there was some question of the Delega- | 

tion of the United Kingdom here. | os | 

Delegate of United Kingdom. There is a question I raised about | 

Cambodia. If you agree with this point whether we do it rightly or | 

wrongly, I wonder if you would be good enough not to conclude the | 

discussion of this article at the moment to give opportunity to dis- | 

cuss this a little further because it might, I think, have serious 1m- | 

| plications. — | | 

The Chairman. Do you think we can approve this, subject to | 

| opening at any time at the Delegations’ request? __ ote be | 

| Delegate of Australia. I suggest that if we disagree on this arti- 

cle, we just leave the last part for discussion later, as from time to | 

| time required. _ : | | | | 

The Chairman. No question then. Do I take it now you approve | 

| this Article V subject to that understanding of reopening it? : 

| - Delegate of U.S. Mr. Chairman, if there is any question anybody | 

| wants to ask, we just take it out. The Council can always do it, and | 

| you do not need to say so. The Council acting on unanimous action | 

| can always decide to cooperate with somebody else and I don’t ! 

| think there is need for it to be said. As far as I am concerned, take : 

| itou. oe, - | 
| The Chairman. The Delegate of Pakistan. a | 

| - The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that per- 

| haps the best way to proceed at the moment would be to leave the : 

| sentence out as suggested by the Delegate of the United States, 

: subject to any substitution or anything that may be proposed later, 

! otherwise if no further proposal comes, the article should be adopt- ) 

| ed, leaving the sentence out. 

| The Chairman. The Delegate of Australia. | 

2 The Delegate of Australia. There is one point here raised by the ! 

| United States Delegate. I understand that the text of this article in | 

| its original form has become public knowledge. There might be | 

| some criticism, something sinister might be said about the fact, if 

| we omit that. I think there is just the point in that. | 

2 The Chairman. The Delegate of Pakistan. | 

| The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, it will also get known | 

| although we omit that. The council would have the power to do so | 

| in any case, and therefore it is not necessary if the substance be- | 

| comes known. By whatever means, it will become known also. | 

| _ The Chairman. The Delegate of the United Kingdom. | | 

| The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, I only : 

| wanted to say that if this sentence is omitted, we should not pro- 

|
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pose any word in substitution for it, and as far as we are con- 
cerned, the article could go forward, and if I may say to the Aus- 
tralian delegation, I don’t think that. This fact that unfortunately 
the text will become public can regulate our consideration of what 
is the right attitude and the right wording of the treaty. We must 
deal only on the actual text before us and not take into account the 
external circumstances; but if the sentence were to go out, I would 
be prepared to withdraw that suggestion that this article should be 
held up for further consideration. 

The Chairman. The Delegate of Thailand. | 
The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, from the point of view 

of the Thai delegation, we would like to have the substance in here 
or somewhere else in some form. I think the frightening words are 
the words “is impowered to”, and certainly, if it is kept anywhere, 
I will propose an amendment to say that the Council “may ar- 
range’, because as the Delegate of the United States rightly point- 
ed out, the Council can in any case do so already. Now it may be 
that even with that amendment, the Delegate of the United King- 
dom would still reserve his position and therefore I am in favor of 
deleting this sentence or provision here from Article V. But could 
we have some statement in the official record, because we agreed 
that official records of the conference would be kept on the ques- 
tions on which agreement is reached, and if the statement of the 
Delegate of the United States or words to that effect could be put 
in the official record, I would be satisfied. 

_ The Chairman. The Delegate of New Zealand. 
Delegate of New Zealand. Mr. Chairman, I think that the sugges- 

_ tion deferring this for further consideration is desirable. In one 
draft that we received, the provision invoking the cooperation of 
other states was limited to the provisions of Article III, and I think 
it was the United Kingdom Representative who suggested enlarg- 
ing it to take in the other provisions of the treaty. But in the origi- 
nal draft it said; “for cooperation in giving the effect to the provi- 
sions of Article III,’”’ which deals with economic cooperation. 

The Chairman. The Delegate of Pakistan. 
Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, the observations just made 

by the Foreign Minister of New Zealand were to support the sug- 
| gestion that the sentence had become redundant as a consequence 

of the amendment of Article III. 
The Chairman. The Delegate of France. 

_ Delegate of France. (Translated) Mr. Chairman, I listened with 
interest to the remarks made by the United Kingdom Delegate on 
the possible conflict between the substance agreed in the Geneva 
Agreement and this Article V because it covered a number of 

: states, parties to the Geneva Agreement. In accordance with the
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| French proposal, Vietnam and the other Indochinese states should 

be eligible for the benefits of the treaty, and therefore the situation 
| is being defined with regard to vis-a-vis the treaty. With reference . 
| to Articles III and IV mentioned in the draft but not in reference 

| to Article V, I do not think that any confusion will be held on the 
| _ subject, and therefore the French Delegation would like your views 

on the matter as to whether the sentence should be deleted or 
maintained. We would rather leave it to the majority of this Com- 

| mittee. | | 
| The Chairman. Any more remarks on this question? If I may be 
| permitted to remind, if the theory that this council has inherent | 
| power to make the arrangement with some member states for Coop- | 
|. eration, then I believe that. putting in the word “may” there in- 
| stead of “is impowered” takes the nature of a suggestion to the 

| council that it could have the power when as a matter of fact it has | 
| already that power to make arrangement for cooperation. So I be- 

lieve that the suggestion of the delegate of Thailand may perhaps | 
| be again looked into as a good suggestion, on the premise that the | 
| council has already this power. : 

! | The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, I get it 
| from the discussion that this part of the article is unnecessary, but 
| I am afraid that the suggestion made does not really meet my 
| point at all. It still leaves the question as disturbing, and I would 
| like to make clear how we would like to meet it. If with respect to 1 
| that, if that sentence should go out, I am prepared to accept the | 
| article as it now stands; if the sentence is to be retained, then I | 
| would like the article to be left for further discussion until we get — | 
i more fully into it. 
! The Chairman. At any rate, we are now in the area of discussing 

| controversial articles. None of the non-controversial is left. If we go | 
| | to the controversial ones, we would just be shifting from one con- | 
| troversial question to another. We might just as well finish with ! 
_ this. I think there is little left there. | 

| The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, let us look into what ! 
! the original object of this sentence was. The original object in the | 
| draft which was the basis of the discussion before the working body | 
| was to provide for a council to secure full cooperation in giving 
| effect to Article III of the treaty, that is to say, the economic provi- 1 

sion. In its Article III, it specifically provides for cooperation be- — | 
| tween states members of this treaty and also other states. N ow, the | 
| Sentence was as it is now in this draft. In the meantime, in confer- | 

ence, Article III has been amended so as to read that so far as the | 
operation of this treaty is concerned, without affecting any econom- | 

| ic cooperation or otherwise along lines which we have already 
_. adopted, or may hereafter be adopted so far as this treaty is con- | 

7 | | | | 
|
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cerned, the economic provision shall be confined to the parties to 

| the treaty, subject to the suggestion that has been made with | 

regard to the protocol. Therefore, there in the original draft, this 

sentence would have become null, not only unnecessary, but it 

would have become redundant, but merely because in the working 

party, instead of specific reference to Article III, a reference to all 

provisions was made. Let us consider what is really necessary to 

retain cooperation. It is not expected that the council, however 

mighty it might be, would be able to obtain cooperation in the mili- 

tary clause of the treaty from states who are not parties to the 

treaty. That gives us only the economic clause. In the economic 

clause, we have so amended the treaty as to confine the benefits to 

the parties to the treaty and, possibly, to the designated areas. 

What object will this sentence now serve? What is the cooperation 

that anybody visualizes that the council shall be able to get with 

regard to military planning and with regard to economic planning? 

Senator Delgado from the Philippines. Mr. Chairman, we really | 

have no strong feeling in this matter, but for the sake of gaining 

time, it seems to us that the best thing to do is to leave out that 

| sentence and to have this article deemed approved and, by doing 

that we save time. a 

The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, in view of the explana- 

tion of the delegate of Pakistan, which I consider quite sound, I 

now agree to the deletion of this sentence. 

The Chairman. Are you now ready to give your assent to the ap- 

proval of this Article, subject to the same understanding that it 

- might be reopened later on if it 1s involved in other articles? (After 

a pause.) With the deletion, I think we might give to it a final ap- 

proval. Are you agreeable now to approve this article with that 

part deleted? 

The Delegate of Australia. Unfortunately, for me, I am in the 

presence of many distinguished lawyers, but I just like to be as- 

sured that a layman in this matter may understand that if we omit 

that second to the last sentence, are we quite certain that the coun- 

cil has power to cooperate with the states that are not parties to | 

the treaty? What gives the council that power? I would just like to 

be sure that the council has the power because this sentence is 

quite important. To me, there is no doubt that we can do what we 

please, subject to the agreement and cooperation with Cambodia, 

Viet Nam and Laos. 

The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, if I might venture an 

explanation, so far as I am concerned, and I am only speaking for 

myself, it is obvious that the council could not do what the parties 

to the treaty under the treaty could not do. That is clear.
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| Next, we take the powers of the council generally. The opening 
| sentence of the article says, “The parties hereby establish a Coun- 

| cil, on which each of them shall be represented, to consider matters 
| concerning the implementation of this Treaty.” Whatever the : 
7 treaty provides with regard to the implementation of the treaty, : 
| the Council may take action whether there is any specific mention 
| of one aspect or another aspect or not. That, I venture to submit, is © 
| my reaction to the question put forth by the foreign minister from 
| Australia. | - a | 
| The Chairman. Is that satisfactory now, Mr. Casey? : 
| The Delegate of Australia. Yes, I am prepared to stand by the 
| comment made by the chief delegate of Pakistan for as he says, it 
| is inherent in the powers of the council, but I thought that it might | 
| be important to volunteer some specific expression. But if the dis- 

| tinguished lawyers among my colleagues are of the opinion that 
| the powers are inherent, then I say no more, sir. a 

! _ The Chairman. Personally, I believe that the first sentence in- | 
! cludes this power of arranging cooperation among the states. I be- | 
| lieve that the interpretation of the Pakistan representative who, I 
| understand, is an eminent lawyer and jurist, is an interpretation | 
| acceptable to the delegates. Are we now going to vote for the ap- | 
| proval of Article V with the deletion of that sentence? (After a | 
| pause.) I don’t hear any objection. So that the Chair declares that | 
| _ Article V is approved with the deletion... . 
| . The Chairman. So the Chair declares that Article V is approved 

| with the deletion of the following sentence: “The Council is empow- | 
ered to arrange with states not parties to the Treaty for coopera- | 

| tion in giving effect to any of the provisions of the Treaty.” | 
i Suppose we pass on to Article VIII dealing on the Treaty area. It | 
: might perhaps be less controversial than the others. We would like | 
| to hear from the Delegate of the United Kingdom. 
| The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, 

| do I understand you to say that we are going to Article VIII | 
_ now? | | 

| The Chairman. Yes. ! 
| The Delegate of the United Kingdom. May I respectfully suggest | 

| that Article VIII is so closely tied to Article IV that we must deal | 
| with Article IV before we pass to Article VIII? The definition of | 
| the area goes very closely with Article IV. | 
| The Chairman. We have with the exception of the preamble and | 
| the declaration of principles, only two more articles to discuss—IV 
| and VIII—so I think the suggestion of the Delegate of the United 

Kingdom is well taken. Since Article VIII is closely related to Arti- | 
| cle IV, we might now deal with Article IV. - ) | ! 

I would like to hear remarks on this highly controversial article. | | 

I
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The Delegate of the United States. Mr. Chairman, you referred 

to this article as controversial; and it is so. In fact, the controver- 

sial character of this article comes from the fact that the United 

States has proposed with some vigor in the working group party 

that it should be related to communist aggression, that is, ° to ag- 

gression generally. The United States recognizes that its situation 

in relation to this area is somewhat different from that of the other 

prospective members of the Treaty in that, as I pointed out in my 

opening remarks yesterday, the United States is the only one of 

the countries here which does not itself have a direct territorial 

concern in the area. Under those circumstances, it is not possible 

for the United States to say that any aggression occurring any- 

where in this area is something which would endanger the peace | 

and safety of the United States. Others might be able to say that, 

the United States cannot honestly say so. We can honestly say that 

| communist aggression in this area endangers the peace and safety 

of the United States because we believe that the clutches of com- 

| munism are such that whenever they increase their power and 

strength, that is an increase of power and strength which may ulti- 

mately be used against the United States. Therefore, the United 

States Delegation, the plenary Delegates of which include not only 

myself but Senator Smith and Senator Mansfield who represent as 

much authority as the two parties in the United States Senate in 

relation to this matter, we cannot say to take back to the Senate 

for advocation a statement that any controversy in this area affects 

the peace and safety of the United States. We can say it in relation 

to communist aggression because we believe that that aggression 

has world-wide implications. Now, recognizing as I do that the posi- 

tion of the United States is different because of its lack of any 

direct territorial position in the area, and in an effort to accommo- 

| date ourselves to the views of others, the United States is prepared 

to accept the deletion from Article IV of the word “Communist” on 

the understanding that the United States will incorporate a decla- — 

ration on its part to this effect, at the time of its signature, and I | 

would read the proposed declaration: “the Delegation of the United 

States of America in signing the present Treaty does so with the 

understanding that its recognition of the effect of aggression and 

armed attack and its agreement with reference thereto in Article 

IV, paragraph 1, apply only to Communist aggression but affirms 

that in the event of other aggression or armed attack it will con- 

sult under the provisions of Article IV, paragraph 2.” ee 

| 5 On the source text, the typed words “that is,’ have been crossed out and re- | 

placed with the words “‘rather than” in an unidentified handwriting.
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| I think there are available texts of this understanding on which ! 
the United States is prepared to sign the Treaty on the assumption | 

| that the other countries prefer to eliminate the word “Communist” | 
| from Article IV. a 
| The Chairman. Any other remarks? Any other views on this arti- | 
| cle? . 

| The Delegate of the Philippines. The amendment that the Philip- | | 
| pine Delegation has proposed to this article is so important, in its 

| opinion, and at the same time, the Philippine Delegation is regard- 
| ful of the importance attached to the language of this article and 
| the other amendments that have been proposed by other delega- 
| tions, that it seems that we must ask the indulgence of the Confer- | 
| ence to have a recess of ten minutes so that the Philippine Delega- 

| tion may consult among themselves. After all, it is almost eleven | 
| o'clock, and we have been meeting for about an hour and have ap- | 
: proved two controversial articles, which, I think, is a good record 
| for an hour, I therefore suggest we take a recess for ten minutes. 
| Delegate from Pakistan. I realize that it would be necessary and 
| also very useful if an opportunity were afforded for the consider- : 

| ation of the observation made in the draft circulated by the Secre- | 
| tary of State of the United States with respect to the subject. But if | 

| sometime would be made available to us in the rest of the morning, | 
| if that would be feasible, to get Article VIII out of the way, and | 
| meet again in the afternoon after having considered the conse- | 

quences that might flow from the view expressed by the United 
: States Delegation. .. . | | 

| Delegate from the United States. Mr. Chairman, lest I might be 
| misunderstood, the Honorable Delegate did not propose adjourn- ; 
! ment until this afternoon, but only a recess of ten minutes. I | 

| wonder if that suggestion for a recess for ten minutes might not be 
| useful also to make available the protocol which the French Dele- ! 
| gation, I understand, proposes in this connection so that the Dele- 

gates would consider both things. | 
| Delegate of the United Kingdom. As I said, Article IV and Arti- ; 

| cle VIII are very closely related to each other and if we are ad- ! 
i journing we have a suggestion for a redraft of Article VIII to be | 

| prepared immediately on the basis that the Conference accepts the | 
| suggestion introduced by the Delegate of the United States. It ! 
| would be convenient if we could also circulate it so that we could 
| consider that during the interval. | 

The Chairman. Then we would have to prolong the recess to 
about one-half hour. | 

, The session is suspended for thirty minutes to resume at eleven | 
thirty. | : 

| 
|
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Resumption of the Session . 

The Chairman. The session is resumed. 

Now we are going to discuss Article IV and the Chair is waiting 

for remarks. 

The Delegate of the Philippines. Mr. Chairman. 

The Chairman. The Delegate of the Philippines. 

The Delegate of the Philippines. The Philippine Delegation, in its 

opening remarks, has made its stand on this article very clear. I 

believe that the stand of the Philippines may well be epitomized 

with: “One for all and all for one.” We feel that those of us who 

are, so to speak, or are likely to be, in the frontline in case of war, 

as shown in past experiences, must insist that when we are at- 

tacked, that attack shall be repelled by all and instantly, because, 

during these times when the atomic and hydrogen bombs and other _ 

weapons of that type will be likely used and, if we are to depend on 

constitutional processes, we may all be wiped out in this Archipela- 

go before action is taken. Of course, we realize that, by the state- 

ment of the Honorable Secretary of State in connection with the 

bilateral treaty between the Philippines and the United States, we 

at least can depend on the United States for immediate and auto- 

matic action—but it is because we feel that what is good for us 

should also be good for the others, it is because we do not want to 

appear as safeguarding only our interests but that we are trying to 

safeguard the interests of all those in this area placed in the same 

situation as we are, that we feel we must insist on the type of the 

NATO Treaty for this Article IV. This is our position. It has been 

made clear in our opening statement and we feel that all the Hon- | 

orable Delegates to this Conference are perfectly aware of our posi- 

tion. However, it may be well to ask the Secretary General to read 

the text of our proposed amendment to this Article IV as a remind- 

er to the Honorable Delegates of the other nations. 

| The Secretary General. (Reading.) “The Philippine Delegation 

proposes the substitution of the following language to Article IV: 

‘The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of 

them in Southeast Asia or Southwest Pacific shall be considered an 

attack against them all and, consequently, they agree that if such 

an armed attack occurs, each of them, in the exercise of their right | 

of individual or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51. of 

| the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties 

so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and collectively with 

the other Parties, such actions as it deems necessary, including the | 

use of armed force to restore and maintain the security of the | 

Southeast and Southwest Pacific area.’ ”’ : 

|
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| The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, I beg to submit that, | 
before discussion proceeds on the amendment proposed by the Phil- | 

_ippine Delegation, perhaps we might agree, whatever our views are : 
| on the merits of the amendment, that in the second line of the pro- | 

| posed amendment, the following substitution shall be placed for the _ | 
| words “Southeast Asia or Southwest Pacific”, the words “Treaty | 
| area” should be placed. And in the last line for the words ‘“South- | 

| east Asia or Southwest Pacific” the words “Treaty area” shall be | 
| placed. - / | os | 

| Delegate from the Philippines. The Philippine Delegation gladly 
accepts the proposed amendment to the amendment. oe 
Delegate from the United States. Mr. Chairman, the amendment | 

| submitted by the Philippine Delegation raises the issues which | 
| have been, I think, magnified by misunderstanding, namely, the 
| question of whether we should use here the so-called NATO formu- 
| la or the so-called ANZUS foreign treaty formula. And the United | 
_ States proposes the latter because of the fact that the former for- 
: mula, the one obtained in the NATO, gives rise to constitutional 
| debate in the United States Senate which we do not want to repeat 
( particularly because the issue is quite unimportant from the stand- 

| point of the other parties in the Treaty, but which may assume im- | 
| portance within the United States because of its historical back- | 
| ground. oe a | - | 
| But in fact I believe that the form which is proposed here by the 
| United States gives adequate protection to our associates in. the 

Treaty to the extent that it is possible to do so by and under the 
| Constitution of the United States. It is not, I believe, the thought of 
| any one of us that we intend by this Treaty to abolish any avowed 
| right in our Constitutions. The Treaty is made subject and in pur- | 
| suance to constitutional processes. The fact is that we operate as | 

sovereign and independent nations, and I do not think it is practi- | 
| cal to be sovereign and independent nations for one purpose and at | 

| the same time abolish any of the distinctions between our countries | 
| which exist by reason of the fact that we do operate as sovereign 
| and independent nations under our distinctive constitutions. We 
| can, if it is sought to be desirable, merge all our countries into a 
| Single country, and in that way it automatically follows that an 
| attack upon a country would be an attack upon all the other coun- | 

| tries. Nevertheless, to produce that result, in fact, in the making of | 
| an independent sovereignty under the development of each of us as | 

! sovereign and independent nations—so long as that is the case, I | 
| think that we must recognize that there is some difference at least | 

between an attack upon our nation and an attack on other nations, | 
___ although because of the recognized interdependence which is cre- 
| ated by a common threat, we are prepared to go very far in mini- | 

I 

| ; |
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mizing that difference and insuring the maximum possible degree 

of protection. Now, it seems we develop an illusion that under the 

NATO Treaty, the United States is bound to do automatic action 

by the phrase “an attack upon one is an attack upon all.” That is 

not the case at all. 
That Treaty goes on to provide that we shall act under the 

Treaty in accordance with constitutional processes. I will read to 

you, if I may, the unanimous report of the Senate Foreign Rela- 

tions Committee. It says: During the hearings substantially the fol- 

lowing questions were raised in view of the provisions of Article V: 

“An attack against one shall be considered an attack against all.” 

“Would the United States be obligated to react to an attack upon 

Copenhagen in the same way as an attack upon the city of New 

York?” In such event as an attack outside the United States would 

occur, would the United States react without making an absolute 

treaty? The answer to both of these questions is, No. An armed 

attack upon any State of the United States by its very nature 

would require immediate application of the resources of the nation. 

As to what action is necessary in the event of an attack outside the 

United States would of course require congressional sanction. So, 

Mr. Chairman, that is the authority and interpretation of the so- 

called NATO formula adopted by the Senate of the United States, 

and I think I speak with some personal knowledge of that because I 

was at that time a United States Senator and took part in the 

debate on the ratification of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 

tion, because of the fact that that formula raised doubts which the 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee tried to settle by its report, 

and because some of the Senators were not satisfied with the valid- 

ity of the report, there was very considerable debate, and if I may 

say, it is unwise to adopt from our standpoint a formula which 

would reopen that debate with consequences which no one can pre- 

dict, when in fact the result which we all want can equally be 

achieved in my opinion by the formula proposed here which was 

acceptable to the Senate generally in the course of the North At- 

lantic Treaty debate at which time Senator Taft who was in the 

opposition said that he would have been entirely happy had this 

other formula been used. 

Since then, the United States in treaties in all of which I had 

some parts in negotiating—the treaty with the Philippine Republic, 

the treaty with Australia and New Zealand, the treaty with 

Korea—have used this language which is derived from and is a 

quotation from the statement made by President Monroe when he 

announced some 138 years ago the so-called Monroe Doctrine, 

| which was, that an attack or an invasion upon the Americas would 

be a threat to the peace and security of the United States, which
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we could not look upon with indifference. So that, Mr. Chairman, is | 
| the outstanding foreign policy declaration of the United States | 
| which has been carried and revered by our nation for 138 years, | 

| which has been effective, which has not been challenged. And | 
| today when we propose to repeat that language, we are proposing a 

| formula which in the light of history is a formula which we believe | 
| is adapted to the needs of the situation and will effectively assure | 

it insofar as it is compatible with our constitutional processes. To | 

| say that an attack elsewhere is a threat to the peace and security 
! of the United States is to say that action is necessary. The conse- | 

| quences of that action under our constitutional processes are the 
| responsibility of the President and the Congress. 
| In the event that the safety of the United States is imperiled, the 

President is empowered to act without regard to Congress, if the 

situation so requires. As you all know the declaration of war power 
resides only in Congress, and of course that power cannot in fact be | 

! prosecuted without the active support of Congress in the appropria- | 

tion of the necessary funds. I wish to assure all of you gentlemen ! 

| here that the formula proposed by the United States is not a weak | 

: formula; it is a strong formula. I do not know where the illusion 

develops that the NATO formula was somewhat stronger. In view | 

| of certain developments going on in Europe at the present time, I 

think it may be quite possible that it may prove that this formula, 

| which is a different formula, which we use, and which we derive _ 

| from President Monroe, may be a formula certainly as effective as : 

| that we used in the North Atlantic Treaty where developments are | 
| occurring which may result in the North Atlantic Treaty formula. | 
| seeming not superior as in some minds it seems to be. In fact, I be- 

lieve this formula proposed here is a sound one; it is understood by | 

| the American people throughout the many years of their history; it ! 

| is the revered, honored, and known formula. And in proposing it 

| here, Mr. Chairman, I am proposing that the United States should | 

| do the best it can to make clear its intention that the constitution- 
| al processes have to be implemented. But insofar as we can do so, | 

| to make it clear, in the event of a renewal of communist aggression _ | 
| in this area, and the United States’ peace and security is involved, | 
| it would act to meet the peril. a 
| The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, Thailand, as stated in ! 

my opening speech, is now exposed to the danger of communist ag- 

| gression and subversion. The government and people of my country | 

| therefore insist to have a strong pact as is possible. Now that ap- 

| plies primarily to the substance of the pact. But the question of | 

| wording is also very important from the psychological point of view | 

: insofar as the Republic and the people are concerned. It may be | 

| viewed to some understanding, some popular understanding, but to 

| | 

|
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the people of my country NATO-seems to be understood by them to 
be the model of a strong pact. And that is why in behalf of my del- 
egation I wholeheartedly support the proposal of the Philippines. I 

would like to share the views of some other delegations. It will be 
noticed that the Thai delegation has submitted an amendment to 

the working group which also figures in the document now before 
us. Our proposal is to try as possible our best to get the NATO type 

of treaty. And so I will deal with our own amendment at a later 
stage when perhaps other delegates may now wish to state their 
views on the Philippine proposal. | | 

The Delegate of Australia. Mr. Chairman, I listened with the 
greatest attention to what Mr. Dulles has just said. In this Confer- 
ence we give a great deal of thought to this matter. We in Austra- 

lia are not against the NATO type treaty but we do not believe 

that the other formula gives a greater degree of protection to any 
one in times of trouble than that contained in the ANZUS type of 
treaty and the American-Philippine type of bilateral treaty. Each 

of these treaties in certain different articles contains the phrase, : 

“in accordance with their constitutional processes.” As I under- 
stand Mr. Dulles’ observation, that does not mean that in every Cir- 

cumstance the President is obliged to consult and take the view of 
Congress. As I understand it, that depends on the intensity, the re- 
ality, the immediacy of the aggression that is suffered. As I under- 
stand it, if the aggression is sudden and complete, and undaunted, 
then the President is free to invoke this treaty and do the things 
under it that would have been done. But in some cases that are 
less clear, the President is obliged to take the matter to Congress. 

So I am prepared, in behalf of the Australian delegation, to accept 

in toto, if I may say so, what the American Secretary of State has 
said, and we do not propose to press for any amendment to this Ar- 
ticle IV, which would, in the minds of some of us, appear to give us 

greater and immediate protection. 

The Chairman. Just a question to Australia. The Draft as sub- 
mitted from the Working Committee contains the words “commu- 
nist aggression”, did I understand that when you said “in toto”’ it 
includes all as reported by the Working Committee? 

Delegate of Australia. No, sir, I would be more precise in that we 

don’t believe the word “communist” should appear in the first line, 
for reasons commonly shared by a number of delegates that the 

word “communist” in Article IV is disagreeable to our delegation. 
The Chairman. Any further remarks? | a 
Delegate of United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, we have originally 

suggested in the preliminary discussions on this article that what 

has been called the greater formula might be properly distin- 

guished from the formula now before us. It seems more convenient
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| and more familiar in describing what we have in mind by bearing | 
| in mind the position which has been expressed by the Delegate of 
| the United States. We came to the conclusion that the wording 

now incorporated in Article [V-1 was for the purpose of this treaty | 
a preferable one. That there is, of course, from the text, the consid- 

| eration that the United States has no extra-territorial footing in | 
! this area and that may not be strengthening the position, the con- | | 

| stitutional procedure which the United States Government has to 

| follow. We realize that for him to say that any aggression in the 
: area that we are discussing would constitute a threat to the peace _ 
| and security of the United States would be an extremely difficult 
! or impossible position to adopt. We realize also that in the case of | 

communist aggression, the other parties to the treaty would have 

| the active support of the United States and surely we also should ! 
| bear in mind that the most probable form of aggression in the area | 
| is, in fact, communist aggression. We thought for reasons which I | 

| need not expound now, and which is common to all delegations | 
: present, is the word “communist” [sic]. In the article, as originally | 

drafted, ‘communist aggression” was undesirable. The United | 
! States has seen the difficulties with which the other countries, ! 
| which took that view, will face and have now preferred the solu- | 
| tion of that problem which, with the exclusion of the word “com- 

| munist” and the introduction of the proposed reservation, would 
| clear the defect which was confronting that delegation which did | 
| not like the appearance in the text of the word “communist” and | 
| under those circumstances, so far as the United Kingdom is con- | 

: cerned, on Article IV-1, we should be prepared to accept that arti- | 
| cle with one reservation in its present form, omitting the word | 
| “communist” and at the same time recognizing the United States’ i 
| desire to attach the reservation to the treaty. When I say “reserva- 
: tion”, I assume that for our present purposes, the words beginning | 
: _on the second line, Laos and Cambodia [and the territory] under 

| the jurisdiction of the Free Vietnamese Government, would disap- 
| pear and would reappear in the change of the draft which the Dele- 

| gation of France has already announced its intention of laying | 

| before the Conference. — | | 
: Delegate of Thailand. Is that the point mentioned by Lord Read- 
: ing in his remarks that those two lines will have to go in lieu of 

the proposed agreement? I only want to seek clarification of that | 
| statement. | | 
| Delegate of New Zealand. Mr. Chairman, New Zealand’s reason, 
| I think, has been given already. Besides, it is the word “commu- | 
| nist” that should be left out of this Article. At the same time we 
| understand clearly the United States’ position. We understand it i 
! clearly and we are quite satisfied with the suggestion that has been : 

| 
| | 

| |
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made by Mr. Dulles, the United States Secretary of State, in which 
he proposed the adding of the word “communist” to the treaty. We 
understand that generally speaking the United States administra- 

tion commits its country, only according to its constitutional proc- 

esses, and it seems to me the same question perhaps has been 
raised in the minds of some delegates as to whether in regard to 
communist aggression, the United States would still have to obtain 
the approval of the Senate. But as I understand it, communist ag- 
gression is regarded as a danger to the peace and security of the 

United States and, therefore, I suppose we might say in anticipa- 

tion of the Senate to give its approval to that, so I take it, that it 

may be assumed that in case of communist aggression, the Presi- 

dent of the United States or the Administration, whatever it is, 

would be free to act without giving the approval of the United 

States’ Senate. But, Sir, the removal of the word “communist” 

from the draft means that there are those, who do not make reser- 
vation, who will be bound to act according to their constitutional 

‘processes—what is the exact wording?—“action to meet the 
common danger in accordance with their constitutional processes.” 
In case of aggression which is not necessarily communist aggres- 

sion and, for that reason, my Delegation wishes to consider Article 

IV, we have prepared to commit ourselves to the article in the 

amended form that has been suggested. 

The Chairman. I would like to ask the Delegate of New Zealand 

if he would accept this Article IV as reported by the Working com- | 

mittee, except that referring to the inclusion of “communist”. 
Delegate of New Zealand. I will give it a thorough consideration. © 

The question involved is that it obliges us to take action to resist 
| any aggression. 

The Chairman. What is your view if you put the inclusion in the 
text, of Cambodia and Laos? | | 

The Delegate of New Zealand. I agree with the sense of the pro- 
posed amendment. | 

The Chairman. The Delegate of Australia. 
The Delegate of Australia. I was about to say that the Australian 

delegation is prepared to accept the proposal of the New Zealand 
delegation. 

The Chairman. Any more remarks? (After a pause ) I want to call 
the attention of the Conference that the Thai delegation has pro- 

posed an amendment to this. I would like to hear from the Thai 

delegation what it has to say about this amendment. 
The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, two points have al- 

ready been dealt with, namely, whether or not to delete the word 

“Communist” and also the mention of Cambodia, Laos and the 

Free Vietnamese Government. I will deal with them shortly.
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My delegation agrees with the term “Communist aggression”, 
but if the word “Communist” is omitted, we can well understand 

: the desire of the United States delegation to make a reservation as 

| to its understanding of the obligation in this respect. As regards _ | 

| the attitude of my delegation, we will have to consider the matter | 
further, that is to say, I have to consult with the members of the 

| delegation. Now as regards the mention of Cambodia, Laos and the | 
| Free Vietnamese Government, we accept the French Protocol. Now | 
| in regard to the amendments submitted by Thailand, I would in | 
| the first place repeat what I said yesterday about the position | 

| taken by the United States as regards the initiative of the United 
| States itself. We in Thailand are very grateful for that initiative, 
| and we have full confidence that the United States will take imme- | 
| diate action to come to our help if we should be attacked by the ! 
| Communists. | | | 
| As I was saying just now, what really matters is the substance | 

but at the same time the wording is important from the psychologi- 
| cal point of view as it appears to the peoples of this region. I real- | 

| ized at the same time the importance of the psychological factor in © | 
| regard to the ratification by the United States Senate, and al- | 
| though I would prefer the Philippine form of the proposal, I realize | 

| that it would be most difficult when we tackle the practical prob- | 

| lem of seeing effective results. I realize the difficulty and therefore 

| I agree that we should keep the wording as near as possible to the 

| latter type of treaty in order to facilitate or even enable approval | 

| by the United States Senate. My amendment is to the following | 
: effect. The present text reads: “and agrees that it would estimate | 
| the common danger in accordance with its constitutional process- 

| es,’ and my amendment is that this sentence should read as fol- | 

| lows: “and agrees that it will, in that event, take appropriate | 
| action to meet the common danger.’ Now, in substance it is the ! 
| same as the present draft, and I will try to demonstrate that. In | 
| the first place, ‘“would”’ is conditional, I think, and we could well | 
! say “will”, in that event. That will have the same meaning and | 
| substance, but at the same time, from the point of view of psycho- | 

| logical effect, it will help clear, at any rate, in explaining to my | 
| people or the public of my country that it is a legal obligation, and 

indeed in here, I would like to mention that the draft now under 
/ our consideration, which is the United States draft, is already 
__ using legal language. For instance, it says “would endanger its own | 
| peace and safety” instead of ‘would be dangerous to its own peace | 
| and safety.” and also it says, “agrees that’ instead of “declares | | 
: that”, which is the wording in the ANZUS type. So already there is 

a decided improvement, in our opinion, and I think that a further ! 
| improvement might be possible if we could say “it will, in that 

! | 
| |
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event,” instead of “it would.” Now, as to “act to meet the common 

danger,” I propose to say, “take appropriate action to meet the 
- common danger.” 

The meaning of the word “appropriate” is that each party still 
acts in accordance with its constitutional processes, and that is 

really stated in Article IX which says not only that the treaty 
should be ratified, but it says that its provisions be carried out by 

the parties in accordance with their respective constitutional proc- 

esses. And, therefore according to my formula, each party will still 
be acting in accordance with its constitutio1al processes. On the 

words “‘to take appropriate action”, the word ‘ appropriate” there is 
meant to convey that meaning. Now, if the words “in accordance 
with its constitutional processes” which are already in Article IX, 
and obviously it should be kept there, as in the case of NATO, if 
those words could be left out here in Article IV, I think that it 

: would have a very good psychological effect not only on the people 

of my country but on the peoples of other countries in the region. 

Now, whether the psychological effect on the Senate would be very 

much adverse or not, I don’t know, but as we are fortunate enough 

to have two eminent senators here, perhaps when they understand 

the motive underlying my observations and the amendment we 
have submitted, perhaps, they would take that amendment with 

sympathetic consideration..Obviously, I have no wish to create any — 
difficulty. We are here in order to find the greatest common factor 
of agreement and if I have put in the amendment, I can assure the 

conference that without meaning to embarrass the United States 

Government or the United States Senate in any way, the motive in 
my doing so is purely to reassure the peoples of this region and 

give them encouragement from the psychological point of view. 

The Chairman. Gentlemen, it is already 12:35 p. m., so we will 

adjourn until this afternoon at 2:30 p. m., unless the conferees 
prefer another time. Is 2:30 p. m. all right for you? (Silence.) The 
Chair having heard no objection, the session is adjourned until 2:30 
p.m. 

(Time of adjournment—12:36 p. m.) 
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| me | RESUMPTION OF THE SESSION ! Oe Sass | 

| The Chairman. The session is resumed. | | | 

Now we are going to resume our discussion on Article IV. ! 

, The Delegate of France.? Mr. Chairman, the position of the | 
French Delegation in regard to Article IV as well as with regard to : 

| Articles III and V depends on the general feeling of the Conference : 

| about the draft article which we tabled. Before we are in a position | 
| to accept finally this article, we would like to know whether the | 
' Conference as a whole accepts our draft protocol, because only : 

| some of the Delegates have expressed their feeling in this respect, | 

and we would wish to have the unanimous accord of the Commit- 
| tee. With this observation, we would make the following sugges- 
| tions: Delete the word “Communist” in the first line of Article IV, a 
| then in the first paragraph of the same Article IV, delete the | 
| names of the states of Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam, and take into | 
| account the reservation made by the United States Delegate with — | 
2 regard to the Communist character of the aggression. As regards | 

| the comments which were made here this morning by Mr. Dulles, — | 
| we are ready to accept that, and with these reservations and com- | 

| ments, we would ask the Chairman to put the question of the draft | 
| protocol article to the Committee. | OO 

The Chairman. Any more remarks? vo | oo | 

| _ The Delegate of New Zealand has some reservation on this Arti- 
cle IV. We would like to get this straightened out now. DR ae | 

| _ The Delegate of New Zealand. We have considered Article IV | 
! and are prepared to accept it with the deletion of the word ‘‘Com- | | 
: munist.” I will withdraw any reservation that I have about this. | 

| The Chairman. About Cambodia and Laos? | | oo | 
| The Delegate of New Zealand. I think we will accept the French | 
| proposal on that, as I indicated this morning. | 
| The Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman, the Delegation of Thai- 

_ land accepts the deletion of the word “Communist” and we accept 
| the French protocol too, except for a little comma after ‘“Cambo- | 
_ dia.” I do not know whether that is correct because there are the | 
| words “the states of Cambodia, and Laos.” I think it will be better | 
: without a comma referring to the states of Cambodia and Laos and | 
! the free territories, etc. | 

The Delegate of Australia. I would just like to say, in respect to | 

| Article IV (1) and Article V, that I telegraphed back to my govern- | 
| - ment one or two points on each of these matters. I do not antici- 

| 1 Apparently an incorrect designation. No transcript or other indication of a pre- | 
| mous sitting of the Fourth Plenary Session has been found in Department of State 

lies. 

| 2 The following passage may be a translation of La Chambre’s remarks. . | 

| | 
| . | - | 
| |
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pate anything as an agreement with respect to this stand, but I 

would ask if we might have the privilege of reserving our position 

during today and asking if it would be agreeable to the Conference 

to have a further and maybe a short closed session tomorrow morn- 

ing before which time I should be able to tell you the attitude of 

my Government in respect to any matters that I have doubt in my 

mind.? , 

The Chairman. United States? 

Delegate of the United States. Mr. Chairman, we agree to the 
French proposal in the elimination of the word “Communist”, the 
substitution of a protocol as proposed with reference to Cambodia, 

Laos and Vietnam in the French protocol, we believe [sic] and 

accept the elimination of the comma (,) in the protocol. On the 

latter part, if it would be generally acceptable and would in a way 

accommodate the views of the Honorable Delegate of Thailand, the 

United States would accept the words “and anxious as we are in 

that event to meet the common danger’. I think that makes a 
slight emphasis and in fact involves the acceptance of the part of 

the wordings which you suggest—“‘will in that event take appropri- 

ate action to meet the common danger’’. 

Would you prefer that first one? 

Delegate of Thailand. I do. 

7 Mr. Chairman, as | said this morning, we are all anxious to con- 

clude a pact as soon as possible and to set up the organization as 

quickly as possible. Once set up, the organization can and will be 

built up and developed and I think that what we desire most of all 

is to get the organization started as rapidly as possible. I realize too 

the difficulty that the United States Government might have with 
its Senate if the words “in accordance with its constitutional proc- 
esses’ were deleted here. Although legally speaking, as I pointed 
out this morning, there is an adequate safeguard in Article IX. 

But, I, for one, would like to see the Treaty come into operation as 

rapidly as possible, and hence I would desire as rapid a ratification 

as possible of the Treaty. Under these circumstances, considering 

that there is an improvement in the wording which to me now con- 

stitutes a definite legal obligation to act, I accept the wording of- 

fered by the United States Delegation. There is thus one other 
word, I think, that one in the fourth line which says “or against 

any States or territory which the Parties, etc.” I think it should be 
“against any State or territory, etc...” 4 

3 During the Fifth Session, held the morning of Sept. 8, Casey announced that his 
delegation accepted the text of Article IV, paragraph 1, and the text of Article V. 
(Verbatim transcript of Fifth Plenary Session, Manila Conference; Conference files, 

lot D 627, CF 356) : 
* All ellipses in this document are in the source text.
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Delegate of the United States. I agree, Mr. Chairman, that the | 
singular is better: ‘any State or territory”. - | 

| Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, may we inquire how the ar- | 

| ticle now reads? __ 
| The Chairman. We would ask the United States to read the arti- | 

, cle as it now stands. | | : 

| Delegate of the United States. (Reading.) “Each Party recognizes : 

: that aggression by means of armed attack in the Treaty area : 

against any of the Parties or against any State or territory which | 

the Parties by unanimous agreement may hereafter designate, : 

| would endanger its own peace and safety, and agrees that it will in | 

| that event act to meet the common danger in accordance with its 

: constitutional processes. Measures taken under this paragraph 

| shall be immediately reported to the Security Council of the United 

| Nations.” | | | | 

| | The Chairman. Is that clear to everybody now? Can we then say 

| that as finally drafted this Article receives your acceptance or | 

| agreement? Of course, the Australian Delegation has asked for | 

| time until tomorrow morning to wait answers to his telegrams. We +t 

2 are going to have a closed session tomorrow morning anyway. _ : 

| Delegate of the United States. Mr. Chairman, is it to be under- | 

| ‘stood that the protocol proposed by the French Delegation has been | 

| finally agreed upon—unanimously agreed upon? 

| The Chairman. We will ask the acceptance of the Conference — | 

| first. Without any conclusive vote on this, because of the request of | 

| the Australian Delegation, we will at least consider that as drafted 

| finally which is likely to be finally approved. | 

| Now, how about the protocol proposed by the French? : 

| Delegate of the Philippines. Are we to understand that consider- : 

| ation of the first paragraph of Article IV will be held in abeyance : 

-_ until tomorrow for the benefit of the reservation made by the Min- | 

| ister of Australia? | 

| The Chairman. The final approval will have to be tomorrow | 

| morning. | | 
| Delegate of the Philippines. If that is the understanding, the | 

| Philippine Delegation would like to reserve its right to make a | 

| statement on this Article in a reservation tomorrow morning too, | 
| after we have heard the reply to the query of the Honorable Dele- | 

| gate of Australia, if that is agreeable to everybody. | 

The Chairman. How about this protocol now of France? The | 

| Chair would like to ask whether it is understood that the protocol ! 

| is agreed upon. | | 
| Delegate from Australia. Mr. Chairman, the Australian Delega- | 

? tion, I think I can say quite firmly, accepts the French protocol. I | 

| would just like to ask: Do we approve it on the understanding that |
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the Government of Laos, Cambodia and free Vietnam decided :-and 

have indicated to us that they have decided? Presumably, that is 

the effect. 7 : oO 

The Chairman. I would rather have the French delegate answer 

| that question. | ae - 

The Delegate of France. In French) (The following is the English 
translation:) | | 

Mr. Chairman, in reply to this question put by the Australian 
delegate, may I say that in the course of several contacts I have 
[had] with the representatives of Laos, Cambodia, and the free 

state of Vietnam, these representatives expressed the wish and 

desire that their territories should be considered and provided for 

in the Treaty in accordance with the Geneva Conference. 

The Delegate of the United States. The United States accepts the 
protocol with the punctuation which is suggested by the Delegate 
of Thailand, to put a comma (,) after Cambodia. | 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, the United 
Kingdom delegation also accepts the protocol. I wonder whether we 

should put something to the effect that the protocol comes into 

force simultaneously with the coming into force of the Treaty. | 

The Delegate of France. Agreed. 

The Chairman. Anything more? (After a pause.) So is it under- 
stood that the French protocol is approved by every delegation? (Si- 

lence.) In that case, the Chair declares the French protocol, in con- 

nection with paragraph 1 of Article IV approved. Now we will go to 

paragraph 2. | 

The Delegate of the United States. Mr. Chairman, before we pass 

on, do I take it that there is no objection to the United States’ ex- 
pressing its understanding as indicated, that as far as the United 

_ States is concerned the reference to Article I applies only to Com- 

munist aggression? I am not asking any other delegation for the 

support of that, but merely to have it understood that there is no 

objection to having that understanding in the document. 

The Chairman. Is it understood by every delegation that the 

United States has a reservation to that effect, and is it agreed upon 

by everybody? (Silence.) That reservation is therefore approved. — 

Now, let us discuss paragraph 2 of the same Article. Does any- 

body propose the approval of this paragraph? Is there any objection 

to the approval of paragraph 2 of Article IV? (After a pause.) The 

Chair hears none. So paragraph 2 of Article IV is hereby declared. 
approved. We now go to Article VIII. 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry 

to intervene, but there has been circulated by my delegation a sug- 

gested paragraph 3 to Article IV which I think is in the possession
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of other delegations and having regard to the obligations of parties | 
members of the United Nations. = = ~— | 

“It is understood that no action on the territory of any State des- 
. ignated by unanimous agreement under the first paragraph of this 
| Article shall be taken except at the invitation or with the consent | 

of that State.” | | | 
y You might say that you already have your obligations in that. | 
| regard under it as a result of your membership in the United Na- | 
! tions. But I suppose that the other Delegates will agree that there | 
! is a particular advantage in spelling out the actual position in this | 

| regard in connection with this particular Article of the proposed | 
| | Treaty. It may well be that some neighboring countries to those | 
: who are Parties to the Treaty in Southeast Asia and Southwest Pa- | 
\. cific took the view that Article IV (1) in fact gave the Parties to the | 

| Treaty the power indicated in the text of the Treaty, that once a | 
| country has been designated, to act by way of moving to the terri- | 

! tory of that country in order to resist aggression without the con- | 

| sent or without the invitation of the country into whose territory | 
| they are going, it seems to us very desirable that if any country | 
3 once it has that apprehension it should be removed, but as I said | 

| by setting out with particularity in the traditional protocol, the de- | 

| termination of the Parties to the Treaty not to act in any way in | 
| violation of the United Nations’ obligation by committing what is | 
| known technically as secondary aggression, but only to go into the | 
| territory of a designated country by the invitation or with the con- | 

| sent of the country concerned. And it is with that purpose that this | 

additional paragraph is laid before the Conference. | | 

! Delegate of U.S. Mr. Chairman, the United States Delegation | 
! takes in general a desirable addition [sic]. I would, however, ask | 

| the Honorable Delegate of the United Kingdom whether he would | 
! not think it preferable merely by saying, it is understood. I make | 

| that suggestion because it happens that the prospective parties to | 

the treaty are all members of the United Nations, but it is a possi- | 
: bility that certain nations of this area are not members of the | 

| United Nations and it is therefore not appropriate to have them re- | 

| ferred to as Members of the United Nations. I have, for example, in | | 
: mind Ceylon which is not a Member of the United Nations which | 
| might adhere to the treaty. Reference to the obligations of the | 
| Members of the United Nations are unnecessary in this paragraph. | 

Delegate of United Kingdom. I see the first point just raised by ~~ | 
: Mr. Dulles and I am prepared to accept his suggestion, to begin the 

| paragraph with the words: “It is understood.” | | 
| The Chairman. How will this read? oe | | 
- Delegate of the United Kingdom. We prefer the first clause, the | | 

| words having regard to the parties as Members of the United Na- | 

| |
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tions would be omitted and it will begin reading like this: “It is un- 
derstood that any state designated by unanimous agreement under 
the first paragraph of this Article, . .. except at the invitation or 

consent of that state.’”” We merely take out the first clause with ref- 
erence to the United Nations. _ 

The Chairman. May we hear from the Secretary General about 

paragraph 3, that is the provisional paragraph 3? | 
Secretary General. That is additional paragraph 3. It will begin, 

as amended by the United States Delegation, as follows: “It is un- 

derstood that no action on the territory of the United States [sic] 

designated by unanimous agreement under the first paragraph of 
this Article shall be taken except at the invitation or with the con- 

sent of that state.” 

Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, the first part of this Article 
says “that aggression by means of armed attack in the treaty area 
against any of the parties or against any state or territory which 

the parties by unanimous agreement may hereafter designate.” 
The United Kingdom Delegation will say what can be done on the 

consent of the territory or state. Some solution to that will have to 
be found. 

Delegate of U.K. I suppose that the territory must be the terri- 

tory of some state in some form and therefore it is understood that 
the action is in the territory of any designated state. It is in fact a 
sufficient protection to make this Article effective in the territory 
in the area. | 

Delegate of Thailand. Mr. Chairman. I have the same point as 

the Honorable Delegate of Pakistan regarding the territory, of 

: course, usually a state, but I think that is defined in paragraph 1 

, saying “any state or territory’ and, therefore, the draft here 

should conform to that. Couldn’t we say something like this: It is 
understood that no action in the territory of any state or any terri- 

tory designated by unanimous agreement in the first paragraph of 

this Article should be taken, except at the invitation and with the 

consent of the government concerned because a territory designat- 

ed must have a government. 

Delegate of the U.K. Mr. Chairman, if there is any difficulty or 

any doubt in the minds of any delegates, I am prepared to accept 

the suggestion made by the Delegate of Thailand. : 
The Chairman. The amendment is worth serious consideration. 

May we have that circulated? 

Delegate of the Philippines. Mr. Chairman, inasmuch as the con- 
sideration of the whole of Article IV is held in abeyance until to- 

morrow, we might just as well take this amendment tomorrow 
when we take up again Article IV so that we might see the copies 

of the latest amendments.
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The Chairman. I think that is a good suggestion to give time for 

typing and distribution. We will take it up tomorrow.® After all, we | 
| cannot have definite action .. . | 
| The Chairman. . . . on this now? (Silence) | 
| Now we will go to Article VIII. Any remarks? _ | 

| The Delegate of the Philippines. | | 

The Alternate Delegate of the Philippines. The Philippine dele- | 

: gation has an amendment to this article, and it is in the nature of 

| a substitute amendment, and I would like to ask the Secretary 
| General, who has a much better voice than I have, to read the 

- amendment. - : 

| The Secretary General. The Philippine delegation has proposed 

ir the following substitute amendment to Article VIII: | | 

| “As used in this Treaty, the ‘treaty area’ is the area of Southeast | 
| Asia and Southwest Pacific within the territorial jurisdiction of the | 
| Parties. The Parties may by unanimous agreement amend this arti- : 
: cle to include within the treaty area the territory of states acceding 
| to this Treaty or otherwise to change the treaty area.”’ / 

| The Alternate Delegate of the Philippines. I believe the proposed _ 
| substitution is quite clear and needs no explanation. It defines spe- 

cifically and concretely what the treaty area includes, and it leaves : 
~ no room for doubt whatever as to what must be regarded as part of 

| the territories covered by the treaty area. | | 

| The Chairman. The Delegate of Pakistan. 
| The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, with all respect, the 
| amendment proposed does not define what is within the area. It | 

| says, “As used in this Treaty, the ‘treaty area’ is the area of South- 

| east Asia and Southwest Pacific within the territorial jurisdiction | 
| of the Parties.”’ Now the area has to be either within Southeast 
| Asia or within Southwest Pacific, and then, further, to be within | 
| the territorial jurisdiction of the parties, and it still needs the ques- | 

| tion of definition of what is the area of Southeast Asia. 

| The Chairman. The Delegate of the Philippines. | 
| The Delegate of the Philippines. If I may answer that. All the 

| parties to this treaty will have their territorial jurisdiction within | 

: this general area of Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific. There- | | 

| fore, we really define here that the territories included are only | 
| those within the territorial jurisdiction of the member parties, 
: except that the qualification that they must be in Southeast Asia _ | 

| 5 Final substantive language of this paragraph was suggested by the Thai Delega- | 
| tion during the Fifth Session, as follows: | 

| “It is understood that no action on the territory of any State designated by unani- 
/ mous agreement under the first paragraph of this Article or on any territory so des- 

| ignated shall be taken except at the invitation or with the consent of the govern- 
| ment concerned.” (Verbatim transcript of Fifth Plenary Session) | 

| |
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or Southwest Pacific is merely a qualification of the size of the 
member parties to the Treaty. . 

The Chairman. The Delegate of Pakistan. oe 
The Delegate of Pakistan. With all respect again, I should ask 

that we define what is the area of Southeast Asia. Then within 
that area, the territory which is within the jurisdiction of the par- 
ties to the Treaty will have been sufficiently defined. 

The Delegate of the Philippines. Well, we are not trying to define 
that. We are just trying to specify that the parties to this Treaty 
are all in Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific, and it is the terri- 
tories included within the territorial jurisdiction of these parties to 
the Treaty that are defined as the treaty area. However, if the 
Honorable Gentleman from Pakistan has any suggestion for im- 
provement, we would be very glad to consider it. As far as we are 
concerned, we believe we understand very definitely that what is 
meant by this is that the treaty area covers all the territories 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the parties to this treaty. 

Now, the other qualification is merely to designate the location 
of the parties to this treaty. However, we would be very glad to _ 
have any improving amendment so as to remove any possible 
doubt. | 

Delegate of Pakistan. Well, Mr. Chairman, we understand that 
there is a proposal by the United Kingdom Delegate which has 
been circulated. Could we read that also so that we could see what 
could be done to improve the definition? | 

Delegate of United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, we have circulated 
a proposal for the definition of Article VIII which I think, if I may 
respectfully state, deals with the point about the conference area 
more effectively than the proposal put forward on behalf of the 
Government of the Philippines, because that draft submitted by 
the Government of the Philippines leaves in the area the very im- 
portant question of whether Pakistan, for instance, is in Southeast 
Asia. It deals with a country which is inside East Asia, the area of 
any other parties within East Asia, but it does not make it clear. 
Frankly, there might be considerable dispute as to whether Paki- 
stan itself is at all within Southeast Asia, and to deal with such a 
situation, we put forward the amendment which stands in our 

name, that, “as used in this Treaty, the ‘Treaty area’ is the general 
area of Southeast Asia, including the entire territories of the Asian 

parties. .. .” Now, that is designed to put beyond any dispute the 
fact that the whole of Pakistan is within the treaty area, whether 
it can be normally regarded or not as part of Southeast Asia. That 

is our objective. It deals on [with?] the general area of Southwest 

Pacific, not including the Pacific area north of 21 degrees 30 min- 
utes north latitude, which will go north of the Philippines and 

south of Hongkong. That is the object of our amendment, as our
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suggestion, and I think it does at least achieve the particular object 

to which I drew attention. — oe _ | 
: Alternate Delegate of the Philippines. It seems to me that the ) 
| substance of the United Kingdom Delegate’s amendment is practi- ! 

| cally the same as our amendment, but if the Gentleman from Paki- | 

stan will tell us whether his doubts about what constitutes the gen- 
: eral area of Southeast Asia is cured by this definition, we would be _ | 
| very glad to compromise in anyway possible, but it seems to me | 
| that this amendment of the United Kingdom still leaves open what 
L the general area of Southeast Asia is. _ | | | 

The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, with reference to the 
| observations just made by the Philippine delegate, I may with all | 
| respect indorse the following from the Marquess of Reading that is | 
| the definition proposed by the United Kingdom delegation, that is 

| to say, “As used in this Treaty, the ‘treaty area’ is the ‘general | 
| area of Southeast Asia.’”’ Now, if we had stopped there, of course : 
| the same objection would apply to this as it would apply to the 

| Philippine text. But it goes on to say, “including the entire territo- | 
| ries of the Asian Parties .. .”, meaning the Asian parties to the 

| treaty, wherever they may be attacked in the entire territory. So 
that any doubt with regard to the delimitation of Southeast Asia is : 

thereby removed, and that, I understood, was the object. | 

| Senator Delgado from the Philippines. That is the same as saying | 

| all the territories included in the territorial jurisdiction of the par- 
| ties to the treaty are included in the treaty area. | 

| The Delegate of Pakistan. With all respect, that is not what the | 
| Philippine amendment says. It says the treaty area is the area of | ; 

| Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific. How about the area out of 
| these two areas which is within the territorial jurisdiction of the i 

parties? Supposing the parties have some area within these areas 

and some outside these areas, that within would be included and 

| that outside would not be included. Whereas, the United Kingdom | 
: amendment makes it quite clear that the entire territories of the | 
| Asian parties, whether they are situated within the general area or 

| not, are intended to be included. | 
| Senator Delgado of the Philippines. Would that objection be 
: cured if we remove from the Philippine amendment the words “of 
| Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific’, and leave merely “the area | 

within the territorial jurisdiction of the parties’’? . | 

| The Delegate of Pakistan. That would include the United States — a 
| also. - | 

| Senator Delgado of the Philippines. That would include the terri- | 

| torial jurisdiction of the parties. - : | 

| The Delegate of Pakistan. I have no objection. | ce 

| : | 
! 
A |
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The Delegate of Australia. Mr. Chairman, I do not know whether 

I heard the delegate of Pakistan aright, but I would like to say that 
the verbiage in the United Kingdom delegation proposal meant 

that any territory of an Asian party included in the treaty any- 
_ where in the world are [is] included if they have territories outside 

the Southeast Asian area. I would have thought, sir—I am refer- 
ring to the British draft—I would have believed that the implica- 
tion at least in the British draft is that the territories of the Asian 
parties must be in Southeast Asia. It would seem to me that is 

unsaid, but that is implied after the word “Asian parties’, the fact . 
being that the entire territories of the Asian parties must be in the 

general area of Southeast Asia. I think, perhaps, after the delegate 

of Pakistan inquired quite legitimately, that if a territory is not in 

the Southeast Asian area, I would assume that that territory would 
not be included in the guaranty of this treaty. 

The Delegate of Pakistan. Well, we are thinking of that, and if 

the definition proposed by the United Kingdom would leave that 
matter still in doubt, I would say that the definition should run 
somewhat as follows: ‘As used in this Treaty, the ‘treaty area’ is 
the general area of Southeast Asia, including the entire territories 

of the Asian Parties, whether situated within or without Southeast 

Asia, and the general area of the Southwest Pacific not including 

the Pacific area north of 21 degrees 30 minutes north latitude.” 

The Chairman. Why not take away... 

The Delegate of Pakistan. Or, perhaps, the general area of South 

and Southeast Asia, including the entire territories of the Asian 

parties. 

The Delegate of Australia. That, I think, is more preferable. Oth- 

erwise, our obligation becomes very widespread potentially very 

widespread. 

The Delegate of the United States. May I speak a moment on 
this problem. I would think that the United Kingdom text would 

pretty well meet the case with, perhaps, the addition of the word 

“also” before the word “including” to meet the possible doubt that 
is raised by the honorable delegate of Australia. My question about 

the Philippine proposal, among other things, is it limits the area to 

the territorial jurisdiction of the parties. That would mean, for ex- 

ample, if there is an attack upon the French forces, let us say, in 

any portion of Vietnam, that would not be covered because that 
would not be within the territorial jurisdiction of the parties. Fur- 
thermore, it means that if there is an attack on aircraft or naval 

craft on the high seas or in the international air, of one of the par- 
ties, that would not be covered because it would not be an attack in 

the territory of the parties. Therefore, it seems that the more gen- 

eral language of the United Kingdom proposal is preferable to the
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one which would tie us down to the territories of the parties, let us | 

say, thereby excluding an attack upon which might quite legally be : 

| in the territory which is not one of the parties, or which may be on | | 

the high seas or in the international air. | | 

| The Delegate of the United Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, I would en 

accept that suggested amendment just made by the head of the | : 

United States delegation, which is the insertion of the word “also”, | 

| which would allay any fear that the Australian delegate may have, 

| and make it quite clear, and I hope that it might also meet the dif- | 

| ficulty of the Pakistan delegation in a shorter and more concise | 

| way. So far as I am concerned, I am personally prepared to accept : 

| the word “also” being inserted before the word “including”. Rather, i 

| I would say this “including also the entire territories of the Asian 

parties.” That would be placing it after, rather than before. : 

| The Delegate from the Philippines. How would that read now? 

: The Secretary General. (Reading.) ‘As used in this Treaty, the 

| ‘treaty area’ is the general area of Southeast Asia, including also | 

| the entire territories of the Asian Parties, and the general area of | 

| the Southwest Pacific not including the Pacific area north of 21 de- : 

2 grees, 30 minutes north latitude.” — a | 

| The Delegate from Australia. I am assuming that all the territo- | 

| ries and the trust territories of Australia, that is, in the eastern 

| half of New Guinea, plus the other territories in the treaty area | 

| are included under the Southwest Pacific. | | | 

| The Chairman. There is no question about that. | | 

| The Delegate of Pakistan. Mr. Chairman, I would be prepared to ! 

| accept the amendment suggested by the United States Delegation 

! and which is acceptable to the United Kingdom Delegation, that is | 

| to say, that the word “also” may be added after “including” in the | 
_ second line of the United Kingdom proposal. | | 

| The Chairman. I just want to inquire here: If I am not mistaken, | 

| there are some territories of a non-Asian party north of 21 degrees, _ | 

|. 30 minutes. What happens when some trouble arises in this area? | 

| The Delegate of the United States. Well, I am afraid, as far as | 

| the United States is concerned, we think they would try to take | 

care of themselves. | 

| The Delegate of the Philippines. In order to accelerate the agree- | 

| ment and although this amendment of the United Kingdom is | 

| really more comprehensive than we had intended by our amend- | 

| ment, the Philippines will be prepared to compromise on this 

| agreement with the additional amendment suggested by the United 

, States Delegation. | 

| - The Chairman. Well, any more remarks on this? As completely | 

. or partly put into form, this article will now read: “As used in this | 

: Treaty, the ‘treaty area’ is the original area of Southeast Asia, in- _ | 

i
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cluding also the entire territories of Asian parties and the general 
area of Southwest Pacific not including the Pacific area north of 21 
degrees, 30 minutes north latitude,” with the understanding, of 
course, that if that is accepted, that any territory of any party 
here, non-Asian party, farther north 21 degrees, will have to be 
taken care of by the party concerned. Is that understood, Mr. Read- 
ing? 7 | 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom. It is understood. | 
| The Chairman. Is it understood that those territories farther 

north of 21 degrees will take of themselves? __- 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom. That is understood by me. 
The Chairman. Are you ready to vote on this, as finally formulat- 

ed? Those who have objections will say so because I will announce 
its approval. (After a pause.) There being no more objections, the . 
Chair declares that Article VIII, as finally formulated, is hereby 
approved. 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom. In my copy of the draft, 
there is another sentence which reads: “The Parties may, by unani- 
mous agreement, amend this article as to include the territory of 
states acceding to this Treaty in accordance with Article VII or 
otherwise to change the Treaty area.” | 

The Delegate of the Philippines. That has been agreed upon 
before we took up the first part. 

The Chairman. Let us clarify that. Is that agreed upon by every- 
body? The second sentence here: “The Parties may, by unanimous 
agreement, amend this article to include within the Treaty area 
the territory of states acceding to this Treaty in accordance with 
Article VII or otherwise to change the Treaty area.” 

If there are no objections, the Chair declares the whole Article 
VIII approved. 

[Here follows discussion of a final Article XI (dealing with textu- 
al authenticity) and an article proposed by the Philippine Govern- 
ment. | & 

° In telegram Secto 17 from Manila, Sept.7, the delegation summarized the part of 
the session devoted to the Philippine proposal as follows: 

“The Philippine Government proposed new Article IX as follows: 
“ “The parties recognize and will uphold the principle of self-determination and 

the right of the peoples in the area of southeast Asia and southwest Pacific to self- 
government or independence in accordance with the procedures provided therefore 
in the Charter of the United Nations’. This article supported by Pakistan and Thai- 
land. Opposed by Australia, New Zealand, France and the UK largely on basis re- 
dundant, repetitive, unnecessary and in any case should be in preamble if this lan- 
guage used at all. Australia agreed with abstract principle but protested that pro- 
posed article provided for right of self-government immediately and stated that na- 
tives of New Guinea and Papua not yet ripe for self-government; expressed fear pos- 
sible subversion of natives on basis that article. UK, France, New Zealand all in
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396.1 MA/9-754: Telegram : ! 

The Ambassador in France (Dillon) to the Department of State’ | 

| CONFIDENTIAL __ Paris, September 7, 1954—8 p.m. ! 

| 1005. Margerie 2 states Mendes has instructed La Chambre that 
| French delegation, except for suggesting verbal changes in draft, 

| should go down line with US on all major points. | 

| | DILLON 
| | i 
| ON i 

| agreement any language this nature should be in preamble. Wished to consider fur- | 
| ther and discuss again at later stage. | | 

| “Secretary stated he was impressed by fact that as matter of logic it would be : 
| redundant to express again what is expressed in the UN Charter and will presum- | 
| ably be proposed in the basic charter, however, cold logic cannot be soie guide in | 
! situation shot through with emotions, distortions and misrepresentations. Asian I 
| members of conference feel it very important to set forth this principle and to say it : 
| even if repetitiously. It appears only argument against agreement on this article is ! 
| repetition and the fact that it is repetitive ought not to be controlling. We would be ! 

disposed to give very sympathetic hearing to Asian viewpoint. — | 

| “Delgado speaking for Philippines cited United States-Philippine relations. He : 
| said Philippines agreeable to any safeguard UK, New Zealand, Australia, France | 
| felt necessary; would not insist on any specific wording. oo a | 
| “Tentative plans finish substantive work tomorrow morning.” (896.1 MA/9-754) | 
| 1 Repeated for information to Manila. _ | | nl 
| 2 Roland Jacquin de Margerie, Deputy Director General for Political and Econom- 

ic Affairs at the Foreign Ministry... | oo | 

| 396.1 MA/9-854: Telegram | | | 

| _- _‘The Secretary of State to the Department of State } Se | 

, CONFIDENTIAL ~— MANILA, September 8, 1954—5 p.m. 

| Secto 20. Southeast Asian collective defense treaty and “Pacific | 
| Charter” proposed by Philippines approved at morning session. * 

| Both being cabled as soon as confirmed texts available. a | 
| In morning session Philippine delegation withdrew its proposed | 
( article on self-determination of peoples on condition satisfactory | 
| clauses included in preamble and in charter. Clauses ultimately | 

| adopted in preamble and charter proposed by UK were acceptable | 

| 1 Repeated for information to Bangkok, Karachi, New Delhi, Saigon, Tokyo, Can- | 

| berra, Wellington, London, and Paris; repeated by pouch to Colombo, Djakarta, 
| Phnom Penh, Rangoon, and Vientiane. Also repeated to CINCPAC via military 
| channels; the Department of State was requested to pass it to the Department of | 
| Defense. | : | | | 
| 2 The Fifth Plenary Session. | | | 

| 
| 
! | 

:
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Philippine delegation. * Philippine delegation, however, made a 
statement in which it accepted Article IV subject to inclusion of an 
explanation regarding Communist aggression over the signature of 

Philippines and of a separate protocol concerning Associated 

States. This reservation * proposed at last minute led to immediate 

reaction from several other delegations who felt it necessary re- 
serve their positions pending clarification or instructions from gov- 

ernments. > Problem thus raised worked out during intermission 

and Philippine delegation withdrew objectionable part of their 
statement, leaving innocuous statement of acceptance of Article IV. 

It agreed confirmed texts would be released to press at 4 o’clock 
this afternoon, when signing ceremony to take place. 

DULLES 

3 Reference is to the fourth paragraph of the Preamble, and the fifth and sixth 
paragraphs of the Charter, both cited in the editorial note infra. 

* No text of the proposed Philippine reservation has been found in Department of 

State files. Its purpose was described by Senator Delgado during the Fifth Session as | 
follows: | 

“The Secretary [General] will furnish copies of our reservation, but I will say to 
the Minister of Australia that the only purpose is to express our understanding of 
the reservation about any other attack than communism, which is along the line of 
the reservation made by the United States of America. That is the only purpose. . . . 
The way we feel is that if there should be any other armed conflict not provoked by 
Communism or it is [sic] entirely distinct from any communist aggression, that it is 
the understanding that we will take our consultation about it and decide whether 
we should participate or not, that is, if we are not bound automatically to partici- 

pate in case of any other attack than that of a communist attack.” (Verbatim tran- 
script of Fifth Plenary Session) 

> The verbatim transcript of the Fifth Session indicates that the Delegates of Aus- 
tralia and the United Kingdom reacted as described. Casey stated: “It might affect 
the attitude of Australia if there is to be a reservation other than that by the 
United States of America, who will not be in a particular position to help”. 

Editorial Note | 

The Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty (including an Un- 
_ derstanding by the United States), a Protocol to the Treaty, and 

the Pacific Charter were all signed at the close of the Sixth Plena- 

ry Session the afternoon of September 8, 1954. The Treaty and Pro- 
tocol were signed for Australia, France, New Zealand, Pakistan, 

and the United Kingdom by the respective chiefs of delegation. 
Garcia, Delgado, and three other delegates signed for the Philip- 

pines. Dulles and Senators Smith and Mansfield signed for the 
United States. Casey circulated Conference Document No. VI-a, 

whose substantive text is as follows: “I shall sign—subject to the 
right of the Australian Government to review the Treaty prior to 

ratification in accordance with Australian Constitutional practice.” 
(Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 356) Casey used similar language
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during his statement to the Sixth Plenary Session. (Verbatim tran- | 

| script of Sixth Plenary Session; Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 

| 356) The following sentence appears over the signature of Mo- 

| hammed Zafrullah Khan in both-documents: “Signed for transmis- 

| sion to my Government for its consideration and action in accord- | 

| ance with the Constitution of Pakistan.” | 

| For text of the Treaty (with Understanding) and the Protocol, see | 

| 6 UST 81. | - | | | 

| | The Pacific Charter was initialed, rather than signed, by the | 

| chiefs of the Australian, French, and New Zealand Delegations. 

| Minister Zafrullah Khan attached no reservation to his signature | 

sof this document, but Lord Reading signed “ad referendum”. Signa- 

! tures were otherwise identical to those for the Treaty and Protocol. | 

| For text of the Pacific Charter, see 6 UST 91. oe - 

| For text of the Secretary’s statement made at the Sixth Plenary | 

| Session of the Conference, see Department of State Bulletin, Sep- | 

: tember 20, 1954, page 392. His report to the nation, “The Manila | 
| Pact and the Pacific Charter”, delivered over radio and television | 

| on September 15, is ibid., September 27, 1954, page 431. _ | 

| 790.5/9-854: Telegram | ; 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Australia* — | 

| | 
: TOP SECRET Mania, September 8, 1954—6 p.m. | 

! [Unnumbered.] Eyes only Ambassador. Please immediately deliv- | 

2 er following personal message to Prime Minister. ” | | 

| | My good friend: We have just concluded signing of the Southeast | 

| Asia mutual defense treaty. This act will I believe have great posi- 

| tive value particularly if we see it through. Certainly failure to 

| have concluded the treaty would have endangered us all by expos- | 

| ing weakness and indecision. a | | | 

| I realize that your government felt towards the end that certain | 

| issues were involved which would have made it easier for you if the | 

| signing had been delayed or if your Foreign Minister had signed | 

| with formal reservation. I felt bound to tell Casey that either | 
: course would in my opinion have had the gravest consequences. I | 

| am personally under the greatest pressure to return to the critical | 

| European scene and must leave early tomorrow morning. There- | 

| fore, delay was out of the question, if the whole project were not to” | 

| be abandoned. The making of a formal reservation at this late | 

| —_— | 

| 1 Repeated to the Department of State as Dulte 21. The source text is the Depart- | 

ment’s central file copy. | 

| 2 See the telegram infra regarding the background of this message.
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stage would have led every delegation to reconsider its position and 
this too would have jeopardized the treaty. We had only with the 
greatest difficulty persuaded the Philippine Government not to 

| make such a reservation and had to secure the intervention of 
President Magsaysay to that end. Our principal argument was that 
if the Philippines started, Australia would follow and that would 
jeopardize the treaty. You can see in face of this situation that nei- 

_ ther delay nor formal reservation was practical and consistent with 
the great purpose we jointly try to serve. | 

Casey did make a statement concurrently with this act which I 
think amply protects the position of your government and will 
enable you without any breach of faith to others to consider your 
position on the particular issue of non-Communist aggression. I 
hope however, that you will decide against making such a reserva- 

| tion. The position of the United States is different and has been 
made clear from the beginning because we ourselves are not terri- 
torially a part of the area. But I am bound to say that if some of | 
the countries of the area make the reservation others will feel that 
the treaty loses much of its value to them and the ultimate result 
might still be very grave. The United States has of course, made 
clear that in the event of non-Communist aggression we would join 
in consultation to decide on action and I believe that, practically, 
we are in the same boat ? even though our remoteness from the 
scene makes it impossible for us honestly to say that non-Commu- 
nist aggression would be a danger to the peace and security of the 
United States. 

DULLES 

5 In telegram 101 from Canberra, Sept. 13, the Embassy indicated that due to an 
error, the word “position” was substituted for “boat” in the message as given to 
Menzies. (396.1 MA/9-1354) | 

396.1 MA/9-854: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Australia } 

TOP SECRET MANILA, September 8, 1954—10 p. m. 
PRIORITY | 

[Unnumbered.] Eyes only Ambassador. Casey notified Secretary 
by telephone just before final session SEA Conference that he had 
been instructed by his government to sign treaty with specific res- 
ervation, analogous to that entered by US, to general effect that 

Australia would act under provision of treaty only if aggression 
was of Communist origin. During morning session September 8 

1 Repeated for information to the Department of State as Dulte 20.
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Philippines expressed in closed session desire to enter similar res- | 

/._ ervation and it then became clear that the conference might fail if | 
| they did so. With great effort they were dissuaded. | 
| Casey asked Secretary if he could effect postponement of final | 
| session scheduled for 4:00 p.m. Secretary replied he could not do so | 
| since his schedule required him proceed Taipei and Tokyo Septem- 

| , ber 9. Secretary went on to describe consequences Australia’s an- | 

| nouncing reservation at last minute as likely to cause chain reac- ! 

| tion possibly disastrous to conference. Secretary pointed out that . | 
| faced with vacillation on the part of certain our European allies we 

| hoped for steadfast performance on the part of Australia whom we | | 
| consider one of four most stalwart allies. Australia reservation | 
| would be followed by similar reservations on the part of Philip- : 
| pines, New Zealand and Thailand and that since UK, France and : 

Pakistan would continue to take opposite position, conference | 

would in fact split irrevocably. Casey said that his government _ | 
| would permit him to sign without the reservation if he was con- | 
| vinced that the conference would otherwise break down. Secretary | 

| encouraged Casey to omit the reservation. Webb confirmed Secreta- 
| ry’s estimate serious consequences Australian reservation and also | 
| encouraged Casey to sign and to make appropriate references to 

| fact that treaty must of course be ratified by Australian Parlia- 
| ment in consonance Australia constitutional processes. This Casey 
| agreed to do ? and did effectively and gracefully. 
| Casey, incidentally, and the Australian delegation as a whole 
| have been extremely helpful during entire conference and have 

| worked in complete harmony with US delegation. | 

| DULLES | 

| 2 Casey gave to Secretary Dulles a copy of a telegram (sent to Canberra, Sept. 8) 
concerning this conversation. In general this telegram describes the conversation 

| along similar lines. (790.5/9-854) : | | 

| eo | | 

| | 790.5/9-954 

| The Ambassador in Ceylon (Crowe) to the Department of State 7 

| CONFIDENTIAL CoLOMBO, September 9, 1954. 

| No. 159 7 | | 

| Subject: Report of Conversation on September 9, 1954 between Sir 
| Claude Corea, High Commissioner of Ceylon to the United 
| Kingdom and Ambassador Crowe ee 

| ~Sir Claude Corea, due to his long residence in Washington is, I 
| believe, a good friend of America and his opinions therefore can be 

| considered as friendly criticism. During his six weeks visit to 
| | 

| | 
| | |
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Ceylon which terminated this week we have had three separate 
talks and covered most of the pressing questions of the day. It was | 
not, however, till this morning’s conversation that he really ex- 
pressed himself forcefully. The matter under discussion was 
SEATO and should be made a matter of record. 

Sir Claude said that in his opinion and in that of most of the 

Ceylonese Government Great Britain and America were very inept 
in their presentation of SEATO to the Colombo Powers. He added 

that if the western powers had taken Ceylon into their confidence 

and invited her to do the persuading for them in this part of Asia 

there would not have been the slightest doubt of her joining the 
pact. Instead of this approach, however, Ceylon was faced with a 
fait accompli with which she had nothing initially to do. 

He said that the efforts of Mr. Dodds-Parker, the Parliamentary 
Secretary of the United Kingdom Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who 
recently visited the Island to get Ceylon to go along with SEATO 
were both ill-timed and unconvincing. . . .* 

Sir Claude said that the Prime Minister is personally for SEATO 
and it was he that insisted on leaving the door open against the 

possibility of joining the pact in the future. ! 

P. K. CROWE 

* Asked about the Government’s reaction to the efforts of the diplomatic corps 
here to swing Ceylon toward SEATO, he said that he had heard no criticism and felt 
that it was generally accepted that the representatives of France, the United King- 
dom and the United States should endeavor to get Ceylon in line with Pakistan. 
[Footnote in the source text.] 

1 Apparent reference to the Government of Ceylon’s communiqué dated Aug. 12, 
in which it made public its decision not to attend the Manila Conference but stated 
that it was prepared to maintain an open mind on the subject. For a résumé of the 
statement, see the New York Times, Aug. 14, 1954, p. 4. 

In telegram Secto 25 from Manila, Sept. 25, the delegation reported on. a conversa- 
tion held between the Secretary and Minister Zafrullah Khan. Most of the conversa- 
tion concerned relations of the United States and Pakistan, but the summary con- 
cludes: ‘‘Zafrullah believed Ceylon was wavering re SEA pact and probably would 
have come to Manila if it had not been strongly dissuaded by Indians and he sus- 
pected by UK. He mentioned that UK has tried to dissuade him from having more 
than observer at Manila.” (790.5/9-854)
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file | 

| Memorandum of Discussion at the 214th Meeting of the National | 

| | Security Council Held on Sunday, September 12, 1954 } | | 

| , | 

| [Extract] 

| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | 

| Present at this meeting, held at Lowry Air Force Base, Denver, | 

| Colorado, were the following: The President of the United States, | 

| presiding; the Vice President of the United States; the Secretary of | 

State; the Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations | 

| Administration; and the Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. | 

| Also present were the Secretary of the Treasury; the Attorney Gen- | 

| eral; the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the Chairman, Atomic | 

Energy Commission; the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation; | 

: the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelli- 

| gence; Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; Robert R. | 

| Bowie, Department of State; Bryce Harlow, Administrative Assist- | 

| ~ ant to the President; and the Executive Secretary, NSC. | | 

| Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the ! 

| main points taken. 7 

| 1. Report by the Secretary of State (NSC 5429/1 [2 ?] ) 

| At the suggestion of General Cutler, Secretary Dulles began the : 

| report of his recent Far East trip by discussing the Southeast Asia 

‘Treaty which was signed at Manila to protect the Southeast Asia 

| area of the signatory nations. By separate protocol, Cambodia, | 

| Laos, and the free areas of Vietnam were also included in the 

| treaty area. | | | 
| _ As desired by the United States, the treaty utilized what Secreta- | 

| ry Dulles termed the Monroe Doctrine formula previously used in | 

| the ANZUS and Philippine treaties. The other countries made an | 

| effort to utilize the NATO formula, but in view of the Senate | 

| debate on this subject and the previous use of the “Monroe Doc- | 

| trine’” formula in other treaties, the U.S. view had prevailed. Secre- | 

tary Dulles believed that the other countries wished the NATO for- — | 

| mula because it would provide for building up an elaborate mili- | 

| tary organization. Most countries wished the treaty to have a per- | 

| manent organization, but this did not fit U.S. policy, so we had 

| avoided a commitment in the treaty to a permanent organization. | 

| The treaty only provides that the nations will consult from time to 

time. In fact, there is no agreement yet as to where the treaty | 

i 1 Drafted by Lay on Sept. 13. | 

| 

: 

|
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powers will meet, and this might be in different locations at differ- 
ent times. ars | | 

) Under the treaty, if there is aggression the U.S. response would 
probably be with our mobile forces, as desired by the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. There was a good deal of discussion of economic matters, 
and some suggestions of a Marshall Plan for the area. Secretary 
Dulles indicated that the U.S. was prepared to consider economic 
problems, but could not make any commitments or agree to an eco- 
nomic organization. Secretary Dulles had pointed out that the par- 
ticipation of other countries in the Far East would be required for 
the solution of the economic problems of the area. Pakistan had 
wanted an indication that the treaty gave the signatories prefer- 
ence for economic aid. Secretary Dulles agreed that non-member 
countries would not be entitled to ask for such aid, but that the 
treaty powers might, in their own interests, want to give other na- 
tions aid. 

As to indirect aggression, the treaty provides that the nations 
will consult together, but there is no commitment as to action. Sec- 
retary Dulles said he did not feel he could press this further than 
that. | | 

The greatest controversy had been over the U.S. proposal that 
the treaty should be against Communist aggression. In the begin- 
ning no other country was willing to single out Communist aggres- 
sion, but wished the treaty to cover any aggression. Secretary 
Dulles had tried to break the deadlock by saying that the other 
countries could undertake the commitment against any aggression 
if they wished. However, the U.S. could not say that any aggression 
in the area endangered U.S. security, such as a border incident. 
Specifically, Secretary Dulles said he was thinking of the India- 
Pakistan dispute. He made it clear that the U.S. understood its 
commitment under the treaty to apply only to Communist aggres- 
sion. 

Secretary Dulles described the difficulties which were encoun- 
tered toward the end of the negotiations when both the Philippines 
and Australia decided they were against the general formula and 
wished to have the treaty apply only to Communist aggression. It 
had then been necessary for Secretary Dulles to persuade them to 
sign the treaty with the general formula. 

Secretary Dulles felt the most significant aspect of the meeting 

was the confrontation of the colonial and Asiatic powers trying to 

work out common problems. Magsaysay was the one who wanted a 
Pacific charter, and one was drawn up along the lines of the “Poto- 

mac Charter’ by President Eisenhower and Prime Minister 
Churchill. This proposal caused an altercation which required Sec- 
retary Dulles to persuade the colonial powers that they should
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agree to encouraging the aspirations of colonial people. The charter | 

| was finally worked out pretty much along the lines of the Potomac. | 

| Charter. Secretary Dulles said that he believed the Asian members : 
| thought real progress had been made, and that the treaty would | 

| provide a better basis for fellowship between the East and the | 

| West. | | | | | | | 

: In answer to General Cutler, Secretary Dulles said that U.S. rati- | 

fication would probably take about six months, and that it would. | 

| be six to ten months before the treaty went into effect. He believed, | 

| however, that there was sufficient agreement to provide a basis for | 

| planning action and, if need be in an emergency, to take action. | 

| The most doubtful nation to ratify will be Pakistan. oe | 

| The President asked why Australia and New Zealand had fought | 

on the side of the colonial powers. Secretary Dulles said that it was _ | 

| because of the dependent areas which they had around them. In 

| general they were worried about too much independence for the 

i island peoples adjacent to them, and particularly about the disposi- 

| tion of Netherlands New Guinea. Also, they had a general disposi- | 

| ‘tion to show a common front with Britain. The British representa- 

| tives, incidentally, were on the defensive because Foreign Secretary | 

Eden had not attended. — : 

| Secretary Dulles then described his talks of about five hours with | 

| Chiang Kai-shek. 2 The burden of the talks was a great plea by | 

| Chiang for a mutual security treaty with the United States. Chiang | 

| said that this was the basic reason why they felt isolated, since the | 

! U.S. had treaties with all of the other free nations in the area. | 

i Chiang realized that the reason the U.S. was concerned about a 

7 treaty was the possibility that the Chinese Nationalists would 

| bring the U.S. into an effort to reconquer the mainland. Chiang 

said that they wished to do that themselves, with only U.S. logistic 

| ‘support, since the fact U.S. participation would be a liability from 

| the Asiatic viewpoint. Chiang felt that the Chinese Nationalists | 

| had shown their willingness to cooperate with the U.S., particular- | 

! ly by obtaining U.S. approval for everything they did regarding the | 

| Chinese Communists. In fact, Chiang said that they had waited 4 

| four days, before retaliating for the artillery shelling of Quemoy, in 

| order to get U.S. approval. Admiral Radford said he doubted this | 

was an accurate statement. 

| Secretary Dulles told Chiang that it was funny that when he was : 

| in the Philippines they had been upset because they weren’t cov- 

! ered by the Seventh Fleet orders to protect Formosa. It seemed i 

that everybody thought the other fellow was better off. Secretary 

| 2 After the Manila Conference, Dulles proceeded to Taiwan, where he conferred _ 

| - with President Chiang on Sept. 9. For documentation on this visit, see volume XIV. : 

! f 
| . |
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Dulles suggested that Chiang think twice before changing the 
present situation under which U.S. operations regarding Formosa 
were covered by clear Executive order. If there were a security 
treaty he was not sure that the President would feel as free to take 
action. Secretary Dulles expressed to Chiang the belief that the 

_ Chinese Nationalists were better off for the time being the way 
they are. Secretary Dulles said he could not say that he had per- 
suaded Chiang, but he thought he had aroused new considerations 
in his mind. 

Secretary Dulles said that Chiang made no special plea for help 
regarding the offshore islands. Secretary Dulles knew that Chiang 
would like to have it, but thought he might have been afraid of 
being turned down, so he never asked. 

Secretary Dulles had a feeling that Chiang was beginning to get 
tired and had aged considerably. He wondered whether Chiang still 
believes that he can reconquer the mainland. Chiang says so, but 
without the previous conviction. The President observed that 
Chiang’s only hope was in a general uprising in China, for which 
Chiang would be called back, like Napoleon from Elba. Secretary 
Dulles commented there was no evidence that such an uprising 
would occur. He said that Chiang had applauded the Manila pact 
as a great achievement. Chiang thought the U.S. was doing better 
in Asia than in Europe. The President observed that Chiang had 
pointed out long ago that our future lay in the East, and was prob- 
ably trying to prove it. Secretary Dulles said he had also explained 

to Chiang the principle underlying our redeployment in the Far 

East, and Chiang had made no criticism. 
Secretary Dulles said that in Japan ? he had had lengthy meet- 

| ings with Premier Yoshida and Foreign Minister Okasaki, and a 

separate talk with Ikeda. + Secretary Dulles had explained US. re- 
deployment policy and, as far as he could judge, Yoshida seemed to 

understand it and accept it. 

Secretary Dulles said that the talks had indicated that economic 

matters were of considerable concern to the Japanese. The Japa- 

nese economic situation actually is improved, because of their aus- 

terity program and their good crop this year. They have almost 
enough rice for domestic consumption. In fact, the Chinese Nation- 

alists were complaining that the Japanese were not buying Formo- 

san rice. The Japanese trade deficit last year was about $1.1 bil- 
_ lion. It is expected to be considerably less this year, and may be 

manageable if Japan can find some export markets in Southeast 

3 The Secretary had flown to Japan from Taiwan, and had then started back to 
the United States on Sept. 10. For documentation on the visit, see volume xiv. | 

| * Hiyato Ikeda, former Minister of Finance, was Secretary General of the Liberal 
Party.
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_ Asia. Secretary Dulles told Yoshida frankly that Japan should not | 
| expect to find a big U.S. market because the Japanese don’t make | 
| the things we want. Japan must find markets elsewhere for the 

| goods they export. 

2 ‘Secretary Dulles said the big problem economically for Japan at | 

| present is the question of reparations, particularly with the Philip- | 
| pines, Indonesia, and Burma. He had told Yoshida that this pre- | 

| sented a real dilemma, since the Japanese economy can’t stand | 
| sizeable reparations but can’t be built up without a reparations set- 
| tlement. He suggested that Yoshida try to accept a reasonable set- 

| tlement such as the recent Burmese offer, which appeared to be a | 

| reasonable proposal. Yoshida assured Secretary Dulles in the most 
| emphatic terms that the outward evidence of anti-Americanism 
| was not truly the feeling of the Japanese people. Secretary Dulles 

| said that he feels no doubt that the Communists are making 

| progress on that campaign, however. | 

| Secretary Dulles expressed the belief that we may have to lower 

| our sights on Japanese rearmament. We must measure the value of | 
military forces in being against the political support as to how and | 

| when they may be used. He feels that General Hull 5 and Ambas- | 

| sador Allison agree. General Hull recently made a trip to Hokaido, | 

| where he observed the air facilities being built on a series of 1s-_ . | 

| lands in the Kuriles. There were 50 MIG’s on the nearest island, | 
| and if the build-up continues at its present rate the Russians will | 

| have more air power there than our entire Far East Air Force. The ' 
| President commented that while we had spent many months argu- ! 

: ing about the responsibility for losing China, we had just given 
| away the Kuriles. He said he had never understood why in the 

| name of God we did it, and that he thought it constituted the 
| “damnedest stupidity”. | 
| In answer to the Attorney General’s question whether Japan 
| would need rice from Indochina, Mr. Stassen said that he did not : 
| believe so, although Japan was buying a little rice from Pakistan | 
| and Thailand. In answer to the President’s question, Mr. Stassen 

| said some progress was being made in persuading the Japanese to : 

! eat wheat. In answer to the Vice President’s question regarding the 

impression Magsaysay made on the other people at the Manila 
| meeting, Secretary Dulles said that he saw more of Magsaysay | 
| than the others, who did not get a chance to have an adequate im- : 
| pression. Secretary Dulles said that Magsaysay had told him how 

| fl 

| 5 Since 1953 Gen. John E. Hull had been Commander in Chief, United Nations 
Command; Commander in Chief, Far East Command; Commanding General of U.S. ! 

: Army Forces in the Far East; and Governor of the Ryukyu Islands. | 

| | 
| | | |
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he, Magsaysay, had dealt with the Communists, and that it would 
make your hair stand on end. 

The National Security Council: . | 

Noted an oral report by the Secretary of State regarding the 
signing of the Southeast Asia Treaty and his visits to Formosa and 
Japan. | 

| JAMES S. Lay, JR. 

396.1 MA/9-1454: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Australia (Peaslee) to the Department of State 

TOP SECRET CANBERRA, September 14, 1954—6 p.m. 

105. Eyes only Secretary. Reference Department telegram circu- 
lar 138, September 131 and Manila’s unnumbered September 8, 
6 p.m.? and 10 p.m.? 

Have seen Prime Minister twice, also Spicer, Attorney General 

and Acting Minister External Affairs, since delivery your personal 
message. 

Prime Minister indicated that his dissatisfaction, shared by 

many Cabinet members, re Manila proceedings was not directed 

against US delegate as much as against certain of Australian dele- 
gates who, he said, had failed from outset to understand Cabinet’s 
wishes, namely that Australia was to support US consistently, al- 
though Cabinet had no objection to minor efforts to help Colombo 
powers if that could be done without countering US desires. In- 

stead of doing that, according to both Prime Minister and Spicer, 

Casey made himself chief champion of effort to eliminate word 
“communism ’. 

Prime Minister said he was annoyed at last minute time pres- 

sures but Casey did not heed original instructions, that the Prime 
Minister later tried to make clear by telephone, [sic] and finally “I 
sent him a stinker’”’. 

Prime Minister and Spicer now really worried about Australian 
position and form of their ratification. They appreciate possible 

future embarrassments from omission of the word and would like, I 

think, to make similar reservation in their ratification unless you 

very seriously object. They may do so anyway. 

Can give you further background if desired while I am in US on | 

brief leave contemplated beginning September 26. 

| PEASLEE 

1 Not printed. oo 

2 Ante, p. 899. 
3 Ante, p. 900.
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790.5/9-1554 | 7 | | | | 

| Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State | 
| — (MacArthur) - | 

TOP SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] September 15,1954. : 

| Subject: Follow-Through on Manila Pact | 

| 1. During informal discussions with other Delegations at the © : 
Manila Conference, it became quite clear that they were all appre- | | 

hensive in varying degrees as to what the US contemplated in 

| terms of implementing the Southeast Asia Treaty. It was also ap- : 
| parent that they were fearful that the US might view the Treaty | 

| as an end in itself and might not. wish to agree to steps which | 
| would make it a living reality rather than what one Delegation | 

termed ‘‘a mere scrap of paper’’. The view of the other seven treaty | 
| signatories is that the US took the leadership in working out the | 
| Treaty, and therefore they are looking to us to show leadership in | 
| implementing it and seeing to it that it becomes a living thing. | 
| 2. There are several points on which we must expect our other | 

| Manila Pact partners to query us on in the next two or three | | 

| weeks. These are: | | 

| a. When the Council should hold its first meeting; | | | 
| b. Level of representation; | 

| c. Where the Council should meet; | | | 
| d. How, organizationally, we envisage implementing Article V of | 
_- the Treaty providing for military and other planning; 
| e. Economic cooperation as provided in Article III. | | 

| _ 3. The following considerations seem pertinent with respect to | 
| the above five points: = - OO | | 

| a. First meeting of the Council. The first question which arises | 
| with respect to this point is whether the Council should meet 
2 before or after entry into effect of the Treaty. Since the necessary 
| ratifications to bring the Treaty into effect will probably not be 
| completed for six to eight months, should the US take the position 
| that there should be no Council meeting until after entry into | 

| effect of the Treaty, its Manila partners would most certainly view 
| this with alarm and as tending to confirm their suspicion that we | 

| did not intend to. breathe life into the Treaty. Therefore, it seems | 
most important, if other of our Manila partners suggest an early : 

! meeting of the Council, that we take a positive approach by sug- | 
| gesting a first Council meeting perhaps about mid-November. This _ | 
| would give two months in which to shape our own ideas and to con- 
| sult with our other Treaty partners regarding possible organiza- | 
| tional arrangements. Co | 

| | 

| 

| | 
| | |
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b. Level of representation at first meeting. In view of the desper- 
ately heavy demands on the Secretary’s time, particularly with re- 
spect to the critical situation in Europe which will probably require 
his presence in Europe in September-October and again early in 
December for the NATO Annual Review, ! it would not seem feasi- 
ble to contemplate having the Secretary attend the Council meet- 
ing. Furthermore, the same considerations would probably govern 
with respect to the Foreign Ministers of Britain and France. In the 
light of these considerations, it would seem appropriate, and I be- 
lieve would be understood by our Asian partners, for the Under 
Secretary to represent the United States. 

c. Place of meeting. Psychologically, it seems very important that 
the meeting be held in the Treaty area. Bangkok would be a logical _ 
place. Not only should such a meeting strengthen the Thai Govern- 
ment, but it should also give the people of Thailand, who are di- 
rectly threatened by subversion, a feeling of confidence which 
should strengthen their will to resist Communist infiltration and 
subversion. Furthermore, Thailand is an Asian partner. 

d. Organizational arrangements to implement Article V. This pre- 
sents a difficult problem in terms of presenting the US in a role of 
constructive leadership. On the one hand, security considerations 
would inhibit our ability to get into detailed war planning on an 
eight-nation basis. On the other hand, any indication to our Asian 
partners that the white members of the Manila Pact are engaging 
in secret military planning under the Treaty, to the exclusion of 

, the Asian Members, would have the most profound political and 
psychological repercussions and might result in the disintegration 
of the Manila partnership. The Western nations would certainly be 
charged with undertaking planning to the exclusion of the Asians 
with the purpose of using Asian bodies as cannon fodder in any 
hostilities. 

What seems to be required is some arrangement of an ad hoc 
nature whereby military planners of the eight powers could meet 
together from time-to-time to exchange intelligence information, to 
effect such coordination and exchanges of views as might be appro- 
priate in the logistical field, and perhaps to engage in other gener- 
al military planning of a non-Top Secret character, including train- 
ing and the establishment of a security system for information and 
documents. On the side, perhaps using the ANZUS framework, any 
secret military planning or exchanges of views which seemed desir- 
able from the US viewpoint might be undertaken with the UK also 
included. It would be imperative, however, that this type of activi- 
ty, under the ANZUS or any other limited umbrella, not be related 
under the Manila Pact in any way which might become public. In 
order for us to have the other Manila powers agree to the type of 
planning and organizational arrangements which we wish, it would 
seem essential that these four powers take at least more or less the 
same position. In this connection, it might also be possible for our 
US military people in the Philippines, Thailand, and Pakistan to 

1 Dulles arrived in Paris on Dec. 15 to attend the Fifteenth Ministerial meeting of 
the North Atlantic Council, Dec. 17-18. The Secretary arrived back in Washington 
on Dec. 20. For documentation on this meeting, see vol. v, Part 1, pp. 549 ff.
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influence the military of these three countries in the direction of | 
| our own thinking prior to a Council meeting. | | 
| Finally, it is quite clear that the earnest of our sincerity in im- 
| plementing the Manila Pact will be judged by our other partnersin | 

light of our willingness to set up some sort of military planning ar- 
rangements of a constructive nature. | 

| -e. Economic Cooperation as provided in Article III. Regarding | 
| economic cooperation, it is important that the US develop a posi- 
| tion in the light of present studies which are taking place within : 

| the US Government, and taking into account such views of the 
Members and other Asian countries as may be ascertained at the 

| Ottawa meeting of the Colombo Plan powers, and through diplo- 
| matic channels. | | | 

| 790.5/9-1654 | a | | 

| _ The Acting Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs | 
(McClurkin) to the Ambassador in Japan (Allison) | | 

| TOP SECRET -[WasuincrTon,] September 16, 1954. 

| OFFICIAL-INFORMAL | 

| - Dear JOHN: We understand that the pertinent sections of NSC | 

| 5429/2, Review of United States Policy in the Far East, which was | 
| approved by the NSC on August 20,1! are being transmitted under | 

| separate cover. Nevertheless, we believe you should have a little | 

| more of the background on the preparation of the paper and, in | 

| particular on Section II, 2 d, which reads that the United States | 

| should “encourage the conditions which will make possible the for- 
| mation of, and be prepared to participate in, a Western Pacific col- | 

| lective defense arrangement, including the Philippines, Japan, the | 

| Republic of China, and the Republic of Korea, eventually linked | 

| with the Southeast Asia security structure and ANZUS”. , ! 

: NSC 5429/2 represents the Planning Board’s response to a direc- | 
: tive from the President to prepare, before his departure for | 

| Denver, a review of the main features of our Far Eastern policy in | 

| the light of the outcome of the Geneva Conference. The paper was ! 

hastily executed and shows it. The most that can be said for the | 
| final paper is that it is some improvement over the original draft | 

| -which was universally condemned as giving inadequate consider- | 

| ation to the major issues that face us in the Far East today. The | 

| paper in other respects is perhaps more realistic, as for example | 

| where it recommends the encouragement of an organization for | 

| Asian economic development, the negotiation of a Southeast Asia | 
| Pact and necessary ad hoc courses of action with a view to | 

| 1 Ante, p. 769. | | | 
|
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strengthening Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam against Commu- 
nist pressures. 

Returning, however, to the point raised in the first paragraph, 
the original State draft of July 302 read: “Encourage these coun- 
tries (Republic of China, Japan, Republic of Korea and Philippines) 
to consult with one another and with us with respect to the forma- 
tion of a Western Pacific collective defense arrangement to parallel 
and perhaps eventually be linked with the Southeast Asia defense 
arrangement.” 

As though this were not unrealistic enough the Planning Board 
(August 3) improved upon it so as to read: “Encourage (with State 
proposing the insertions of ‘as feasible’) the formation and be pre- 
pared to participate in a Western Pacific collective defense ar- 
rangement, including the Philippines, Japan, the Republic of 
China, and the Republic of Korea, eventually linked with the 
Southeast Asia security treaty and ANZUS”. 3 

The language quoted in the first paragraph of this letter repre- 
sents the final, more realistic policy and one which represents a 
considerable victory for us in NA. I am not sure to what extent 
your reaction to the United Press’s version of the Secretary’s press 
statement on August 3 (your telegram 270)+4 influenced the final 
decision. I can assure you your views coincided fully with ours. 

Even the final language is to be interpreted with moderation. 
There is no question that the conditions making possible formation 
of a Northeast Asian pact (or perhaps better, a “horizontal’’ West- 
ern Pacific pact) require a greater sense of interdependence in the 
area than presently exists. The Secretary, of course, fully appreci- 
ates this. Until the Japanese are themselves ready to engage in 
such a pact, until Japan-Korea relations are placed on a more con- 
structive foundation and until the reparations problem is settled 
between Japan and the Philippines, it is impossible to foresee any 

real sense of interdependence or to think of a security organization 
. in the area. The long-term objective simply highlights the necessity 

of solving these immediate problems. | 

I hope the foregoing views shed some light on the paragraph in 

question, for reading it in the cold light of day without a little 
background might give you the impression that we are embarking 

on a more ambitious course than actually contemplated. 

Sincerely yours, 

| RoBERT J. G. MCCLURKIN 

2 Not printed. (Enclosure to memorandum from Lay to the Planning Board dated 
July 30; S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1) | 

* Not printed. (Draft dated Aug. 2, attached to covering memorandum dated Aug. 
3 from Lay to the Planning Board; S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1) 

* Dated Aug. 4, p. 694. |
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State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | 

| Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 

| | State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting } | | | 
| | | 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] September 17, 1954—11:30 a.m. | 

| [Here follows a list of persons present (28). Of the Chiefs of Staff, | 

| only Admiral Radford and General Twining attended. MacArthur | 
| led the Department of State group. Gleason attended for the NSC 
| Staff, and General Cabell and Robert Amory, Deputy Director for 
| Intelligence, represented the CIA.] _ | | | 

1. Brief Review of the Manila Conference : on 

| Mr. MacArthur opened the meeting by giving the JCS a brief | 

| review of the Manila Conference, emphasizing State Department 

| appreciation of the helpful role of the Defense Department repre- _ 

7 sentatives. He touched on the main difficulties faced by the US at | 
: the Conference: The desire for a precise definition of the type of | 
| aggression, that is, Communist aggression, which the US consid- | 
| ered to be covered by the treaty; and the area covered. He referred | 
| to the problems inherent in developing the Manila Charter, and | 

| the statement regarding anticolonization; and to the developments | 

| with respect to the “Understanding of the U.S.A.” | | 

| Admiral Radford inquired if there had been any trouble in get- | 
__ ting agreement for the Charter. Mr. MacArthur indicated the dif- | 

| ferences of view as between the Colonial and Asiatic powers on this | 

! subject. oe | 
| With respect to Article 5, Mr. MacArthur outlined the problems : 
| | concerned with the formula setting up the machinery for the oper-~ | | 

| ation of the treaty. He said that it was his feeling that we would | 

| very soon be approached by other signatories to implement Article 

| 5, which would be considered a test of the Treaty, and that we 
! must be sure that we know where we stand. = | | 
! Admiral Radford inquired if this meant that we were to take | 
| these steps to implement the terms of the treaty even before it was | 

| ratified. Mr. MacArthur said that as far as the setting up of a | 
| council was concerned, this was so. oo | | 
| | Admiral Radford then asked what we had to do in order to pre- | 

! pare for these preliminary talks. Admiral Davis indicated that 

_ ANZUS would serve us as a guide. | 

| | 1 A note on the title page reads: “State Draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- | 
: pants.” Ds | a Oo | 

oe 

! | |
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Reference was made to the fact that Australian Foreign Minister 
Casey was in Washington, and that he planned to talk to Admiral 
Radford. There was discussion on the security angle of such talks, 
and of the need to avoid any appearances of favoring the white, or _ 
Colonial, powers against the Asian. In this connection, Admiral 

Radford referred to the 5-power talks on Southeast Asia which 

have been taking place from time to time (Australia, New Zealand, 
France, United Kingdom and the United States), and it was agreed 

that it would be unwise to continue holding these talks at the 
present time. 

Admiral Davis suggested that the U.S. check with the UK in a 
discreet, preliminary way on our mutual position with respect to 

Article 5 of the Manila Pact. Mr. MacArthur agreed, but added 
that we should also probably have some preliminary talks with 
Australia and New Zealand as well. To this Admiral Radford coun- 
tered that it was more essential that we coordinate our position 

with Australia and New Zealand, who are much closer to: us on 

these matters, than are the British. 

Mr. MacArthur informed the JCS that any inquiries that we re- 
ceived on this subject through diplomatic channels would be co-or- 
dinated with Admiral Davis; and he asked the JCS to inform the 
Department of State if similar information came to their attention 

through military channels. Admiral Radford agreed. 

[Here follows discussion of Korea, Indochina, and MEDO.] 

B. Australian Suggestion for Setting up Direct Representation of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff; With Reciprocal Arrangement for the 
Australians in the U.S. 

Admiral Radford said that he had received a personal communi- 
cation from Sir Frederick Shedden, Permanent Chairman of the 

Australian Defense Committee, asking for the Admiral’s views on _ 

the idea of setting up in Melbourne a direct representation of the 

U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, with a reciprocal arrangement for the 
Australians in the U.S. 

Admiral Radford indicated that he was opposed to setting up any 

such organism, which could only lead to complications posed by 

probable request for similar representation from the Philippines, 
from New Zealand and from other countries. He indicated that he 

intended to inform Sir Frederick in this sense and that, although. 

he did not believe there would be any further action necessary on 

this matter, nevertheless he felt that the State Department should 

be informed.
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790 .5/9-2254 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Jack K. McFall, Adviser on Euro- 
| pean Affairs to the United States Delegation to the United Na- 
| tions General Assembly 1 - 

SECRET | New YorK, September 22, 1954. 

| Subject: Discussion on ANZUS and SEATO | 
| Participants: R.G. Casey—Australian Minister of State for | | 
| External affairs : | 
| The Secretary _ 
| | _Ambassador J. K. McFall—USGADel | 

| Mr. Casey called on the Secretary this morning and discussed ) 
! with him his views on the extreme desirability of a certain system 
| of military planning being inaugurated as a feature of SEATO. He | 
| discussed his plan in detail indicating that he had covered the | 
| same subject in separate conversations with Under Secretary : 
| Smith, Admiral Radford, Prime Minister Churchill and Chief of the 
| Imperial General Staff, Field Marshal Harding. Casey stated that | 
| he had received approbatory comments on the idea from three of : 
| the above named, but Admiral Radford did not evince any interest 

| therein. — oF | , 

| At the conclusion of Casey’s presentation, the Secretary replied 
: that he believed the suggested plan possessed merit. | | 

| _ As the Secretary accepted Casey’s suggestion that he, Casey, | 
| send him a private and personal letter ? setting forth in detail the 
i entire plan as he had explained it in this conversation, it was | 
| agreed with Mr. O’Connor that the subject matter thereof will not 
| be covered in this memorandum. 7 
: _ After the Secretary explained that under the most favorable cir- | 
| cumstances it would not be possible to secure Senate ratification of 

! the SEATO agreement until late February, Casey suggested that a | 
: meeting of the signatory countries to be held in the Southeast area 

| ‘perhaps in November” to “keep the idea moving and give it new : 
| breath” would be desirable. The Secretary agreed in principle with 
| this thought and then mentioned his view that some way must be | 

found whereby foreign affairs could be conducted without the ne- 

| cessity of the Secretary of State attending so many meetings held 
in various areas of the world. The Secretary pointed out that the 

| carrying of this burden was becoming unbearable because of sheer 

| physical limitations and that much as he should like to attend such | 
| a meeting (which he thought was a good idea), he could not make 

| 1 McFall was also Ambassador to Finland. | 7 | 
| 2 Not found in Department of State files. |
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any commitment now. Casey then suggested that it would be help- 
ful if it were to be made to appear that the Secretary would attend 
such a meeting and then, at the last minute, some valid excuse 

could be offered which would make his attendance impossible. 
The Secretary, in developing his thought on the demands made 

on his time, moved to a more general observation on the lack of 

organization in our democracy to deal efficiently with “fighting a 
cold war’. He recalled his first attendance at an international 
meeting—The Hague Convention of 1907—at which time all of the 

“niceties” of fighting a war were discussed, and that up to the end 
of World War II, it was just a question of us being either at peace 

or at war. If we were at war, everyone pitched in [and] did his part 

regarding it somewhat in the nature of a “glorified game’. When 
we were not at war no one worried much about anything. Now, 
however, we are confronted with a situation where the USSR has, 
in the Communist Party, a really effective mechanism for fighting _ 

a cold war, while we have no similar organization to counter it. He 

pointed out that the planning of the Defense Department was di- 

rected primarily at an all out war—the CIA to “gathering informa- 
tion” and no organization of ours existed really to put forth a con- 
tinuing, sustained effort in the cold war arena. The Secretary said 

that while he was confident that the military branch had plans to 
fight an all out war, the difficulty arose that in this era of neither 
war nor peace there were political decisions called for which some- 

times involved military cooperation if not some military participa- 

tion that might determine whether we do or do not have to fight a 

hot war. He observed that just the show of the American flag or a 
few soldiers at the proper place, at the proper time, might have a 

_ profound effect on the preservation or improvement of our position. 

It was in this field, he said, that the military did not seem to grasp 

the significance of our efforts or fully to understand the relation- 
ship of what we plan and do today in the many areas of the world 
as it relates to the question of whether we keep out of war or fail 
in that effort. He said he perhaps should not blame the military as 
such, however, as they were paid to be prepared to fight and natu- 

rally their major interest should be on preparation for that contin- 7 

gency. He added that he assumed this same problem was faced in 

greater or less degree by all the free world countries. 

Mr. Casey asked the Secretary whether in his busy schedule it 
might be possible for him to have a half-hour to talk with himself 

and Ambassador Munro of New Zealand on ANZUS matters. The 

Secretary replied that he was going to Washington tomorrow right 
after his address before the General Assembly of the UN and then 
to Europe, but that he saw no reason why a discussion couldn’t be 
arranged in Washington after his return from Europe.
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In the course of conversation, Mr. Casey made reference to “my : 

reservation on that matter that we had discussed with Menzies’ 
| and he asked the Secretary if he had any comment that he could | 

communicate to Mr. Menzies on the subject. (The only clue as to | 
what this “matter’’ was may be found in the reply made by the 
Secretary.) The Secretary replied that when he discussed with Mr. , 

| Eden the question of the position that should be taken on the type | 
| of aggression to which SEATO arrangements should be directed | 

| against, it was pin-pointed to that of Communist aggression. He | 

. said, however, that it subsequently developed that Eden had not | | 

thought the matter fully through from the British standpoint. The | 
Secretary added that he thought it should be understood that we | 

| regard SEATO in the nature of a regional pact and that if the | 

| group in the region wished to broaden, by agreement among them- ; 

selves, the nature of aggressive designs against which it wished to | 

| array itself, that might possibly be done. The United States inter- 

| est in the area, however, was in stopping the aggressions of inter- 

| national communism. If the SEATO countries wished to go further | 
| they could then properly act as a regional group. The Secretary 
| mentioned that there would probably be some difficulties with | 
| Pakistan, Great Britain and France in this connection. Mr. Casey 

thanked the Secretary for that observation which he said he would | 
| transmit to Prime Minister Menzies. | | ft 
| The Secretary also took occasion to mention that he had received 

some disquieting information that the French in Indo China may | 

be playing with the Viet Minh. ? He was not sure whether this de- 

| velopment involved high officials or only those on a lower level. | 

| This led to another observation on his part that in his recent trip | 
| to Europe he had encountered a large measure of distrust of | 

| Mendes-France, particularly in Italy and in France. (He specifically 
mentioned Monnet * as being disturbed.) He said Adenauer * did | 
not fully share this distrust but rather thought Mendes-France was | | 

| _ playing the role of a typical French politician and was trying to | 

| maneuver in a way that would redound to the benefit of Mendes- | 
| France. | 

| 3 For documentation, see vol. x1, Part 2, pp. 2034 ff. . | | 
| _ 4+Jean Monnet, President of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel 

Community. | | 
5 Konrad Adenauer, Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany. | a | 

! | | | | | 

| 

| | 

ee
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790.5/9-2354 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Jack K. McFall, Adviser on Euro- 
pean Affairs to the United States Delegation to the United Na- 
tions General Assembly 

SECRET [NEw YorK,| September 23, 1954. 

Subject: Discussion on SEATO and ANZUS 

Participants: Ambassador Munro—New Zealand 

Mr. Foss Shanahan—Deputy Secretary of External 
Affairs of New Zealand 

The Secretary 
Ambassador J. K. McFall | 

I attended a meeting of the above at the Secretary’s suite at the 
Waldorf at 10 A.M. September 23rd. As Munro and Shanahan had 
come to their appointment a few minutes early, they were in con- 

versation with the Secretary when I arrived. The following para- 
graph represents, therefore, their statement to me, subsequent to 

the meeting, as to the conversation that had taken place prior to 

my arrival. 

Ambassador Munro opened the conversation by saying that he 
had heard of Australian Secretary of State for External Affairs 
Casey’s visit to the Secretary the day before and he wished the Sec- 
retary to know that he was familiar with the details of the Casey 

plan which had been outlined to the Secretary and while he had 
not yet had an opportunity to give it any extensive study, he be- 
lieved, in principle, that it possessed merit. He had hoped, there- 

fore, that some occasion could be arranged in the near future for a 

more extensive exploration of the idea. He stated that in his view 

both SEATO and ANZUS could be given greater vitality by more 
forward planning and, inasmuch as public opinion in New Zealand 

was all behind the idea of these two pacts, his country was pre- | 

pared to move forward in any agreed way that would serve to 

breathe vitality into these instruments. (At this point, I entered the 

room and audited further discussion.) Ambassador Munro asked 

the Secretary, then, what his ideas were about further implementa- 
tion of SEATO and specifically what his reactions were to the 

Casey proposal. The Secretary replied that, inasmuch as Casey had | 

only presented his ideas to him the previous day, he had had no 
opportunity to think them through. The Secretary suggested that 
Munro and Shanahan might both profitably talk with Doug Mac- 

Arthur about the idea. 

The Secretary then proceeded to develop the matter of his con- 

cern with the situation developing in the Far East. He pointed out 

the unsatisfactory state of affairs in Indo China, repeated his suspi-
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cions of the French activities in Vietnam (see page 3, paragraph 2 | 

| of my memorandum of conversation dated September 22, 1954 be- 
|. tween the Secretary and Mr. Casey)’ and suggested that it ap- : 
| peared that the French were about to “pull the rug out’ from 
| under Diem because he was not French-minded enough. He advert- | 

! ed to the fact that the French were still insisting that we pay 
| French troop costs in Indo China and that any financial aid to the 
| Vietnam government should be channeled through the French. He 
| said that if we did not continue to pay the costs of the French 
| troops, they would probably be withdrawn and a dangerous 
| vacuum created. — | | 

| This pointed up, the Secretary said, that we have not thought 
| through what we do if Indo China is lost and the processes of disin- 

| tegration then sets in in Indonesia—an area of crucial impor- 
| tance—important to New Zealand and Australia immediately be- : 
| cause of their then being placed at once in the path of further com- 
| munist aggressive design, and important to the U.S. as establishing 
| an unfriendly base that would impede our Pacific Ocean operations : 
| and defense. What we do to deal with this aggressive communism : 

| that continually casts its shadow before, is, therefore, of prime im- 
| portance. The forthcoming elections in Indonesia hold the seeds of 

| possible serious trouble. Terrorism may well take place with the | 
communists the beneficiaries and then what do we do? Munro sug- — | 
gested that he believed the key to that situation lay in the direc- | 
tion of working much closer with the Moslems in that country, al- 

| though admitting that the fact that they were of the extreme right | 

| in political complexion did not make the suggestion easier of ac- _ 

| complishment. The Secretary replied that it was in just such in- i 

| stances as this that the need was pointed up for the President of | 
| the United States to have in his possession powers to act in order 

to save deteriorating situations by taking actions short of war. The 

| Secretary then again discussed the question which I reported in | 

| detail in the memorandum of conversation of the previous day with | 

| Mr. Casey. (See page 2, paragraph 2 of this memorandum dated : 

September 22, 1954.) That we were still thinking too much in the 

| terms of Grotius 2—of outmoded Hague Conventions—of a bugle | 

| sounding to call the opposing forces to battle—and were not devot- | 

| ing our every energy and thought as we should to how we gear our | 

| government to meet the new and unique challenge presented by | 

| the modern day concepts and realities of a cold war. | 

| Ambassador Munro asked the Secretary whether the United | 
| States had any idea of committing any United States troops specifi- 

| 1 Supra. | | 

| 2 Hugo Grotius (1583-1645), Dutch jurist and theorist of international law. | 
| ; | 

| | 

| |
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cally to defense purposes envisaged by SEATO. The Secretary re- 
plied that it was not our intention specifically to so dedicate any of 
our troops or to dispose them just to serve the ends of SEATO. | 

Rather we were endeavoring to centralize our troops dispositions 
(Japan and Hawaii we mentioned as groupment areas) and thus 

maintain a fluidity of approach in meeting any situation of danger 
that might arise in the Far East area. The withdrawal of our 

troops from Korea was in consonance with that concept. The Secre- 
tary then asked how New Zealand regarded their military obliga- 
tions to SEATO in the light of their commitments to the U.K. for 
military assistance in the Near East. Mr. Shanahan answered this 
question by saying that he did not regard this question as one pre- 
senting any difficulty that couldn’t be solved. He said that the 1949 
agreement with the U.K. called for New Zealand military support 
in the Near East conditioned upon no major change in the general 
strategic situation in which New Zealand were to find herself. 

Shanahan intimated that he believed there had indeed been a 
change in the general strategic situation since 1949 and that, there- 

fore, if future military planning under SEATO were to call for 

military commitments in the Far East area in conflict with respon- 
sibilities of the 1949 agreement, then New Zealand would be entire- 

ly justified in assuming her new responsibility and would not an- : 
_ ticipate any serious trouble in making her position understood. 

The Secretary then mentioned the question of ratification of 
SEATO by the participating governments and gave it as his opin- 

ion that probably only Pakistan might demur at ratification. The 

| Secretary added that he believed some kind of a temporary council 
meeting of the SEATO powers before the year is out would be prof- 

itable for all concerned. | 

Ambassador Munro said he believed an ANZUS meeting some- 

| time in the near future, with the British present again as observer, 

would be desirable. The Secretary suggested that that subject be 
explored with Doug MacArthur in Washington. Munro and Shana- 
han agreed to do this. 

790.5/10-154 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor of the Department 

of State (MacArthur) 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,]| October 1, 1954. 

Subject: Follow-up on Manila Pact



| 
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Participants: Mr. Foss Shanahan, Deputy Secretary for External 
Affairs, New Zealand —— 7 

| | Mr. MacArthur | | 

| Mr. Shanahan called on me this morning at his request. He said | 
he would like to discuss very informally the follow-up on the 

| Manila Pact. He made the following points: | 

! 1. While there should most certainly be an interim meeting of 
| the Manila Council before the Treaty is ratified and enters into | 

| effect, the important thing, before fixing a date, is to know what | 
| we want to come out of such a meeting with. An interim Council 
| meeting would probably be concerned primarily with discussion 
| and agreement on organizational arrangements, particularly mili- a 
| tary planning, and therefore it is important to reach some conclu- | 
| sions with respect to the organization to conduct such planning, | 
| before an interim Council meeting is held. Similarly, there should | 

be adequate homework done in advance on the subject of any orga- | 
| nizational arrangements on the civilian side under the Council. © 
| 2. Contrary to the impression given by the New Zealand Embas- | 
| sy here, the Government of New Zealand is not pressing for a | 
! meeting of the Council before the first of the year. In view of the | 

New Zealand elections about mid-November and a reorganization 
! of the government following such elections, it would be difficult, if | 

not impossible, for New Zealand to attend a November meeting. | 
Mr. Shanahan mentioned that with Mr. Webb giving up the portfo- | 

| lio of foreign affairs there would be a new Foreign Minister, and 
| whoever he was he should have some time to familiarize himself 
| with the more detailed aspects of some of the problems. Mr. Shana- | 
| han recognized that December was a bad month because the Brit- | 
| ish, French, and US would be involved in a NATO meeting, and 
| because of Christmas. While not suggesting January specifically, he | 
| thought personally that a meeting in January might be a possibili- | 
| ty. He stressed that this was purely a personal view. | 
| 3. With respect to preparing for any interim Council meeting, 
| Mr. Shanahan said he thought it was important for the US, Aus- | 

tralia, and New Zealand quietly to exchange views in advance so 
that they would be in pretty solid agreement. He felt strongly that: | 

| it would be unhelpful with respect to ANZUS and the Manila Pact | 
7 if the US, Australia, and New Zealand did not go into an interim | 
| meeting with very similar ideas on the objectives of such a meeting | 
| and also agreement on the kind of organizational arrangements for 
| conducting appropriate military planning. | 

! 5. Mr. Shanahan referred to the conversations which Secretary | 
| Dulles had with Mr. Casey 1 and with Ambassador Munro and him- 
| self in New York last week. 2 He said the Australians and New | 
| Zealanders had proposed an ANZUS meeting in October before 
| they return to their respective countries, and had suggested as pos- 
| sibilities the dates of October 11 or 14. Mr. Shanahan recognized 
| that no date could be fixed until the Secretary returned and that 

| 

1 See McFall’s memorandum of the conversation held on Sept. 22, p. 915. 
( 2 See the memorandum of conversation, supra. | : 

, | | |
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such a date would depend on his plans, but expressed the strong 
hope that such a meeting could take place. Primarily, the Austra- 
lians and New Zealanders felt, such a meeting should be devoted to 
a discussion of organizational arrangements under the Manila Pact 
to implement military planning. 

6. He said also that both the Australians and New Zealanders at- 
tached greatest importance to ANZUS and would not wish to have 
any organizational arrangements under the Manila Pact supersede 
adequate arrangements for appropriate military planning and ex- 
change of views under ANZUS. He said there had not been much 
military planning under ANZUS since the arrangements which 
had been agreed in the military sphere had been superseded by 
studies of the so-called Five-Power Staff Agency. With the conclu- 
sion of the Manila Treaty, the Five-Power Staff Agency was obvi- 
ously and appropriately no longer in existence. What he hoped was 
that there could be appropriate military planning and exchanges of 
views under the arrangements agreed in ANZUS. 

With respect to the above points, I informed Mr. Shanahan that 

the US had also envisaged an interim meeting of the Manila Pact 
Council prior to the entry into effect of the Treaty. We recognized 
that November was out of the question for New Zealand. Similarly, 
the Month of December, in view of NATO activity and Christmas, 

would make it difficult if not impossible from the US viewpoint. 
The thought [month?] of January would thus seem to be about the 

earliest feasible date. I said there was no US position on the date of 

such a meeting, but that personally those of us in the Department 

who had been giving thought to this matter had also thought the 

first half of January would be a reasonable time. | 

I said we had also given thought to the place of such a meeting, 
and had felt strongly that it should be in the area. Thailand be- 
cause of its exposed position would seem to be appropriate. I 

stressed to Mr. Shanahan that we had not mentioned the idea of 
Thailand to any of our other Manila partners, but that this was 
what we had in mind. Mr. Shanahan said he fully agreed personal- __ 
ly and thought the impact on Thai public opinion would stiffen 

their will to resist Communist infiltration and subversion. 

I undertook to check with Secretary Dulles following his return 
from London as to the possibility of an ANZUS meeting. Mr. Shan- 

ahan said it could be held in Washington, New York, or at any 

place or time convenient to the Secretary, but mentioned that Mr. 
Casey would be returning to Australia just after the middle of Oc- 
tober and that he himself would also be obliged to return to New 

Zealand at about that time. 
_ With respect to organizational arrangements to conduct military 
planning, I said this matter was receiving consideration in the De- 

partment of Defense. However, I had not been in direct touch with 

the people in Defense who were working on the problem. |
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I agreed with Mr. Shanahan on the desirability, if not necessity, | 
| for the US, Australia, and New Zealand to have a common ap- , 

| proach to the problems which would be discussed at any interim 
Council meeting and said that I felt informal private exchanges of 

views prior to any such meeting were most important. 

eee ee 
| | State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417 | 

| Memorandum on the Substance of Discussions at a Department of 
| | State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting * | . | 

| 
De 

| [Extract] 

| TOP SECRET -[WASHINGTON,] October 1, 1954—11:30 a.m. © 
| e . . e ° e ° 

- ANZUS Meeting | 
| -Mr. MacArthur said that he had been approached by Mr. Foss 

| Shanahan, Deputy Secretary of External Affairs of New Zealand, 
who is now in New York, regarding the possibility of having an | 

| ANZUS meeting somewhere around October 11 or October 14 in | 
| order to discuss the organization to be set up under the Manila | 

| Pact. It was Mr. Shanahan’s opinion, Mr. MacArthur added, that | 

| the Manila Pact organization would not supersede the ANZUS | 
| setup. | | 
| Mr. MacArthur stressed that the Secretary wanted the benefit of | 

| JCS views on these matters prior to the projected ANZUS meeting. 

| Admiral Radford indicated that Australian Foreign Minister | 

| Casey had talked to him on this general subject. Prime Minister 

| Menzies, the Admiral added, indicated that the Australians 
| thought that the Manila Pact involved indicating to the Austra- 

| lians that forces which she was expected to raise. The Admiral said 

| that, of course, this was not the case. With respect to NATO, where | 
| a definite military organization had been set up, that was a global 

| pact. The Manila Pact, however, was a regional one, and a compli- | 

| cated military organization in being was not envisaged. | | 

| As a matter of fact, the Admiral added, the whole question of | 

| military planning in the Pacific was a political one. There was > ! 

| little such planning that we could do, the Admiral emphasized, | | 
| until the US and the UK, on a governmental level, coordinated 

| 1A note on the title page reads: ‘State Draft. Not cleared with any of the partici- | 

| POF the Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Radford and Generals Twining and Ridgway at- | 
tended. Murphy led the Department of State group. General Cabell and Amory rep- | 

| resented the CIA, and Gleason attended for the NSC Staff. Altogether, 32 persons | 
| were present. — 

| 
| | 
| |
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overall policy in the Far East. This, the Admiral said, was the $64 
question which had to be answered before any more specific mili- 
tary matters could be resolved. po 

The Admiral agreed to make a copy of his memorandum of con- 
versation with Foreign Minister Casey available to the Depart- _ 
ment, ? and stated further that the JCS would work up a position 
paper on the question raised by Mr. MacArthur as soon as possi- _ 
ble. 3 

2 Not found in Department of State files. 
3See the position paper entitled, “Military Machinery Under the Manila Pact”, 

dated Oct. 8, p. 936. | 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series 

Memorandum Prepared for the National Security Council } 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] October 1, 1954. 

Note on Revision of Annex A to NSC 5429/2 

1. At its 215th Meeting 2 the NSC noted that the information as | 
to dollar amounts of Far East programs included in Annex A to 
NSC 5429/2 was generally out of date. 

2. When the Planning Board undertook to revise Annex A, it 
found that at this time (a) it was not practicable to prepare the 
usual type of Financial Appendix (showing funds available and ex- 
penditures) for NSC 5429/2, and (b) even meaningful program in- 
formation could not be presented; for reasons, the most important 
of which are: | 

a. Discussions are currently under way with the French and As- 
sociated States with respect to the revision of military and econom- 
ic assistance programs for the Associated States, directly or 
through France. It is also not yet known how much of the military 
supplies and equipment already provided to the Associated States 
through France will be recaptured by the U:S. : 

b. The uncompleted portions of world-wide military assistance 
programs for FY 1954 and prior years are now being reviewed and 
revised to reflect the major changes in Country programs, and 
shifts in funds from military to economic assistance, which have 
taken place during FY 1954 but which were not reflected in this 
year’s Congressional presentations. This review will take about a 
month to complete. The development of the FY 1955 military as- 

1 The source text is attached to Annex A to NSC 5429/2, Aug. 20, p. 774. This 
memorandum apparently was prepared by the NSC Planning Board. 

2 Held Sept. 24, 1954. Discussion of this subject is not recorded in the memoran- 
dum of discussion at the meeting. (Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whit- 
man file)
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sistance programs is dependent upon completion of this revision. of 

| FY 1954 and prior year programs. | BE tat yes 

, c. Planning for the forces for Korea, Japan, Formosa and the 
| Philippines has been held up awaiting the report and recommenda- 

tions of General Van Fleet. ? His recommendations were formally . | 

submitted to the Secretary of Defense on September 30, 1954, and 

| will be reviewed and taken into consideration in the planning for 

| FY 1955 and beyond. -= ©. |... so 
| d. For the first time funds for military assistance have been 

| made available by Congress on a world-wide basis. As a result of 
| Congressional action, the total amount available for military assist- 

| ance programs is less than was requested in this year’s presenta- 
tion to Congress. Programs for the Far East can be shaped only in | 

: relation to world-wide programs, and cannot be fully shaped until | 

| such questions as the fact and rate of German rearmament are — | 

more definitely answered. | a | 
| e. Under the Appropriation Acts for 1955 the amounts of unex- 

pended funds to be available in FY 1955 are not yet precisely 7 

known. This is due to the fact that funds to be available include 

| funds to liquidate existing obligations but only after those obliga- | 

| tions have been examined and certified as meeting certain new | 

| legal requirements established by statute. | | | | | 
| | ; 
| 8. While it is certain that considerable modifications will take 

| place in the amounts shown in Annex A, it is not possible at this | 

| time to estimate whether the total shown for FY 1955 will increase | 

| or decrease. It is probable that the amounts shown for every coun- | 

| try listed in Annex A will be modified. : 

: 4. As soon as reasonably possible, a Financial Appendix in 

| normal form (showing funds available and expenditures) will be : 

| submitted to the Council. | 

3 The “Report of the Van Fleet Mission to the Far East”, submitted to the Presi- 

| dent through the Secretary of Defense on Sept. 30, is not printed. (Attachment to : 

| covering note, dated Oct. ‘T, from Maurice W. Roche, Administrative Secretary to 

Secretary Wilson, to the Secretary of State; 611.90/10-754) For a memorandum con- | 

| cerning the Van Fleet report from Robertson to Dulles, dated Oct. 25, see p. 953. 

| . ES 

| | Editorial Note : 
i 

| In his memorandum of a meeting on October 5 between Dulles | 

and Stassen, Nolting summarized the discussion of Asian economic | 

| questions as follows: | 

| “The Secretary raised the question of the position the US Delega- | 

| tion would take at the Colombo Conference at Ottawa concerning a | 
| regional economic grouping and program of Asian countries. He 

| stressed the desirability of including Japan; he agreed that the | 

| matter could be explored at Ottawa on a tentative basis without 

| US commitment; and he emphasized that it would be unwise to | 
| raise the hopes of countries in the area in the matter of US finan- | 

| | 
| | :
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cial contribution beyond what is realistic in terms of our present 
appropriation and likely future Congressional action. Governor 
Stassen agreed. He said that his general concept was that the 
soundings to be taken with the nations of the area should result in 
an initiative and a proposal by them of a character to which the 
US could favorably respond. He mentioned the possibility of his 
taking a trip to the area together with State and perhaps Treasury | 
representatives the latter part of this year for the purpose of 
making such exploratory soundings. The Secretary indicated agree- 
ment to this line of thinking.”’ (Secretary’s Memoranda of Conver- 
sation, lot 64 D 199) 

The Ottawa meeting of the Consultative Committee for Economic 
Development took place October 4-9. 

A press release, dated October 8, of a statement made at Ottawa 
by Stassen follows: | 

“I am here to confirm the friendly and substantial interest of the 
United States in the Colombo Plan. I am here primarily to listen 
rather than to speak. The Government of the United States wel- 
comes the suggestions of the members of the Colombo Committee 
on the methods and means by which we can continue to cooperate 

_ with increasing effectiveness in the splendid objectives of the Plan. 
It is our intention to devote a portion of savings which arise from 
the ending of the Indochina war to the projects within the Colombo 
Plan in accordance with President Eisenhower’s broad and human- 
itarian policies. 

“The Colombo Plan, midway in its first six year phase, has re- 
sulted in a significant improvement in the standards of living of 
many millions of people of Asia. 

“Millions of men and women and children are better fed and 
better clothed than they were when the first Colombo Plan session 
was held in 1950. 
“Many additional thousands of children have entered the school- 

house doorway to personal opportunity. Vast numbers have trav- 
elled the path of literacy to a fuller participation in life. | 

“Millions are enjoying better health. Millions have new hope in 
the future. 

“It is a success. 
“But much remains to be done.” (890.00/10-854)
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Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 216th Meeting of the National 

- Security Council Held on Wednesday, October 6, 1954 } a 

. | oo _ [Extracts]. , | | 

| | | 
| TOP SECRET EYES ONLY — | | 

| Present at the 216th meeting of the Council were the Secretary __ | 

| of State, presiding; the Secretary of Defense; the Director, Foreign _ ) 

| Operations Administration; and the Director, Office of Defense Mo- ! 

, bilization. Also present were the Secretary of the Treasury; the At- | 

| torney General (for Item 4); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the 

| Secretary of the Army; the Secretary of the Navy; the Secretary of 

the Air Force; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Chief of 

| Staff, U.S. Army; Admiral Duncan for the Chief of Naval Oper- | 

| ations; the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force; General Twining for the | 

! Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps; the Director of Central Intelli- | 

| gence; the Assistant to the President; Robert Cutler, Special Assist- | 

| ant to the President; Robert R. Bowie, Department of State; the Ex-— | 

| ecutive Secretary, NSC; the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC; the | 

Coordinator, NSC Planning Board Assistants. | | 

| _ Following is a summary of the discussion at the meeting and the | 

| main points taken. — | a 

| 3. Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East (NSC 5429/2; NSC Actions 
| Nos. 1148 and 1206; 2 Note on Revision of Annex A to NSC 
| 5429/2, dated October 1, 1954) ® 

| _ Mr. Cutler reminded the Council of the necessity of developing | 
| courses of action to carry out paragraph 3 of the review of Far | 

| Eastern policy (NSC 5429/2), which called for the formation of an 

economic grouping of the free Asian nations. Mr. Cutler went on to | 

say that great emphasis had been placed on such an economic | 

| _ grouping, both by the N SC Planning Board and by the Operations | 

| Coordinating Board. No time should be lost in getting ahead with 

| this project, and Mr. Cutler said that the arrangements he was | | 

| about to propose had been worked out with General Bedell Smith. 

| In short, he was suggesting a high-level committee appointed by | 

| the Council to prepare and submit courses of action on the subject, | 

| to be submitted through the NSC Planning Board to the Council. | 

| 1 Drafted by Gleason on Oct. 7. | | 
7 2 For NSC Action No. 1148, see footnote 6, p. 537. For NSC Action No. 1206, see 

footnote 11, p. 756. a | | 

jo 3 Ante, p. 924. | - | 

| | : 
| 

| |
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Once the Council had approved such courses of action, the OCB 
would be requested to coordinate the implementation of the ap- 
proved policy in the usual manner. 

At the conclusion of Mr. Cutler’s comments, Governor Stassen 
pointed out that we were already moving ahead in carrying out 
courses of action with respect to an Asian economic grouping on 
the basis of the Colombo plan. In accordance with the wishes and 
guidance of the Secretary of State, we have already succeeded in 
getting Japan and Thailand admitted to the Colombo plan, and we 
are already engaged in the process of getting the Philippines in. 
Thus, while Mr. Cutler’s suggestion for an ad hoc committee to for- 
mulate courses of action was an excellent idea, it would be too bad 
if progress already made on the basis of the Colombo plan were to 
be held up pending the development by the ad hoc committee of 
new courses of action. | : 

Mr. Cutler replied that he saw no reason for such a slowing up. 
The problem was an enormous one, and what we needed to do was 
to get clearly in mind and in considerable detail just what we pro- 
posed to do. Since the matter was also likely to be controversial, he 
felt that membership should be at the level of Assistant Secretar- 

| ies. | 
Governor Stassen thereupon expressed himself as satisfied, and 

pointed out that it was an OCB working group which had, in the 
first instance, reached the conclusion that we should go ahead and 
build our Asian economic program on the Colombo plan. If the new 
committee simply contemplates parallel action, that was all to the 
good. 

Secretary Dulles also agreed that progress should not stop while 

the new committee formulated its recommendations. There would, 
of course, be a lot of programs to deal with Asian economic prob- 
lems. | 

Secretary Humphrey said that where we are going from an eco- 
nomic point of view in Asia was a matter of interest to many de- 

_ partments of the Executive Branch. The new subcommittee ought 

therefore to study the general situation in order to avoid unneces- | 
sary duplication. We need not delay what is already going on, but 
let us not get ourselves tripped up by taking steps at the outset 
which we will have to disavow subsequently. | 

Secretary Wilson commented that there was no hurry, in any 
case, that he could see. 

Mr. Cutler then explained again his feeling of the need for a 

| high-level committee as opposed to a mere OCB working group. 
The new subcommittee could also see to it that there was no delay 
in the progress which Governor Stassen was already making.
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Governor Stassen expressed agreement that Treasury, Commerce | 

| and ODM, who were not members of OCB, should be members of 

| the proposed new subcommittee. Moreover, as long as it is clearly 

| indicated that creation of this new subcommittee will not prevent 

further progress on what has already been begun, the work of the | | 

| committee could be very useful. | - | 

| After certain suggestions with respect to the wording of the 

| Council action, Secretary Wilson said that he was enthusiastic ! 

| about what the United States was trying to do to assist the econo- 

| mies of the free Asian nations and especially to relate the J apanese ~ | 

| economy to that of the Southeast Asian nations without political 

| overtones. There were, however, a number of unresolved military | 

| problems in Asia. In addition, there was the question as to whether 

| Korea and Formosa were to be included in such a grouping of 

Asian nations. We do not want to move too fast with J apan, 

| warned Secretary Wilson. Otherwise Japan may go in the neutral- 

| ist direction. In short, we don’t wish to make mistakes in this im- 

| | portant area, and creation of this new subcommittee seems a good 

| way to avoid such mistakes. | | _ | 

| Mr. Allen Dulles said that he could not understand why it was 

| necessary to substitute a new committee to do this kind of work 

| when the OCB had been designed to accomplish it. Do we have to 

| have a new mechanism every time difficult problems such as these 

arise? | a 

| _ Governor Stassen inquired whether the objective would be met if 

| it were agreed that we should make no financial commitments re- 

| specting the Colombo plan base without the approval of the Nation- | 

al Security Council. The initiative in this area has got to come _ 

| from the Asian nations themselves, and if it is forthcoming the | 

| _ United States will agree to help. On the other hand, Governor Stas- 

| sen reiterated that he had no objection to the formation of the new 

| committee provided it did not hold up progress already being made | 

| on the basis of the Colombo plan. | | 3 | 

| Mr. Cutler explained again that he had been uncertain as to pre- | 

| cisely what the OCB had been doing with respect to this plan, and | 

accordingly he had felt the need for a more widely representative ! 

| group from all the interested departments and agencies. At least, | 

| he said, he knew what the Planning Board and the Council had in 

| mind when they had initially formulated and approved the policy | 

| for an Asian economic grouping. Unfortunately, the Planning | 

| Board itself did not have the necessary expertise to develop courses | 

| of action to carry out this policy. | | 

| Mr. Allen Dulles, however, again expressed his conviction that as | 

: long as we have an OCB, that body ought to be charged with carry- | 

: ing out such policies and making the necessary recommendations. : 

|
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Secretary Humphrey insisted that the OCB was an “action com- 
mittee”, whereas the proposed new committee was a “thinking 
committee”. He again said that he had no desire to stop present 
progress, but wished to be assured that the progress now being 
made fitted appropriately into military, financial, and other plan- 
ning with respect to free Asia. 

Mr. Hughes said that there were so many budgetary implications 
with respect to the proposed courses of action that the Bureau of 
the Budget should be represented on the new subcommittee. 

After the Council had agreed to the creation of the ad hoc com- 
mittee and had accepted a statement of its terms of reference, Mr. 
Cutler said that he wished to move on to the larger consideration 
of United States policy respecting China and United States policy 
with respect to the offshore islands and to Formosa, which were 
scheduled subsequently on the agenda. 

Mr. Cutler pointed out that the courses of action on page 3 of 
NSC 5429/2 (Review of U.S. Policy in the Far East) were inconsist- 
ent with paragraph 10 of NSC 146/2 (U.S. Objectives and Courses 

| of Action With Respect to Formosa and the Chinese Nationalist 
Government). Moreover, they were not in tune with NSC 166/1 
(U.S. Policy Toward China). The courses of action on page 3 of NSC 
0429/2 were more belligerent in tone than were the corresponding 
courses of action in NSC 166/1. After illustrating his contentions 
by reading the pertinent paragraphs from these policy reports, Mr. 
Cutler inquired of the Secretary of State whether he was prepared | 
to report to the Council his final decision with respect to U/S. 
policy toward Communist China called for by NSC Action No. 
1206-e. 

Secretary Dulles replied that he was not as yet ready to report to 
the Council the final results of his review of the statement of policy 
on Communist China contained in NSC 5429/2. He was prepared, 
however, to make some preliminary comments if the Council 
thought these would be useful. He added that in so significant a 
field of policy it was of doubtful value to come to any decision in 
the absence of the President. : 

Secretary Dulles then pointed out that paragraph l-a of the 
policy on Communist China, set forth on page 3 of NSC 5429/2, 
read as follows: 

‘Reduce the power of Communist China in Asia even at the risk | 
of, but without deliberately provoking war: 

“a. (1) React with force if necessary and advantageous, to ex- 
| pansion and subversion recognizable as such, supported and 

supplied by Communist China.” , :
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| Secretary Dulles indicated that he doubted whether paragraph | 

| l-a as read offered a very useful formulation of policy. The word | 

| ‘Jawful” should be added alongside of ‘‘necessary and advanta- : 

geous”. It was wrong to decide in advance to take bold actions 

| which the Executive Branch cannot carry out without going to : 

Congress. Furthermore, continued Secretary Dulles, any USS. | 

| action based on Formosa is becoming more and more tenuous as | 

: time goes on and the Korean armistice continues more or in effect. | 

| The continuation of this armistice plainly curbs the freedom of the | 

| United States to use its armed forces to protect Formosa and the | 

| _ Pescadores. Also, we should give increasing consideration to the | 

. conclusion of a security treaty between the United States and For- | 

| mosa. A purely defensive treaty would have many advantages. Un- | 

| fortunately, however, the Chinese Nationalists want to go beyond | 

| this to take offensive action against Communist China, and this | 

| desire greatly complicates the problem of a security treaty. : 

| In various other areas of the world—Germany, for example—we | | 

| have tried with some success to impose our view that these nations : 

| should not resort to armed force to secure their objectives. We have | 

| also been successful so far in the same endeavor in Korea. Howev- | 

| er, it would be much harder to do this in Formosa, since Secretary | 

| Dulles said he doubted if Chiang Kai-shek really wanted a purely | 

| defensive treaty covering Formosa. | 

| As to paragraph 1-a-(2), which read: ‘React with immediate, : 

| positive, armed force against any belligerent move by Communist 

| China’, Secretary Dulles said he did not know whether this para- 

| graph was supposed to cover the Nationalist-held offshore islands, : 

but in any case he believed that the situation in these islands was | 

: not one which called for the use of the armed forces of the United | 

| States. | | 

| As to paragraph 1-b of NSC 5429/2, which called for the develop- | 
| ment of political, economic, and military strength of the non-Com- — | 

| munist nations, including the military strength of Japan, etc., Sec- | | 

| retary Dulles said that he had discussed this matter when he was 

| last in Tokyo. On this occasion he had detected a feeling among the | 

, Japanese that we were pressing Japan a bit too hard on her mili- | 

| tary contribution. We might, accordingly, lose the vital political | 
| sympathy of Japan in our effort to get the desired military levels. | 

On balance, this would be a net loss. Accordingly, Secretary Dulles | 

| predicted that we might have to lower our sights a bit on the Japa- 

| nese military contribution. While in Japan the Secretary said he | 

| had also noted mounting pressure for wider trade between Japan | 

| and Communist China. There was marked resentment over the fact 

| that Japan was singled out for different treatment from the Euro- | 

| pean powers with respect to trade with Communist China. Finally, |
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said Secretary Dulles, it was becoming harder and harder for the | 
United States to hold to its old position against the admission of 
Communist China to the United Nations. We could probably hold 
out for a while longer on this position, but certainly not for the in- | 
definite future. 

At the conclusion of Secretary Dulles’ preliminary observations, 
Mr. Cutler suggested that the Council defer action on this item and 
turn its attention to the Chinese Nationalist offshore islands, on 

_ which the Secretary of State was also to make a report. 
The National Security Council: 4 

a. Agreed to establish an ad hoc committee, composed of officials 
at the Assistant Secretary level from the Departments of State 
(Chairman), Treasury, Defense, and Commerce, the Foreign Oper- | 
ations Administration, the Office of Defense Mobilization, and the 
Bureau of the Budget, with the Central Intelligence Agency as in- 
telligence adviser and the Executive Officer, Operations Coordinat- 
ing Board, as observer, to prepare and submit to the Council pro- 
posed courses of action to carry out the broad policy stated in para- 
graph 3 of NSC 5429/2, with the understanding that: 

(1) The work of the committee will not suspend the prelimi- 
nary actions now underway; but the committee will take into 
account, and consult with the appropriate departments and 
agencies regarding, actions being taken prior to its report. 

(2) No financial commitments will be made prior to the com- 
mittee’s report without consideration by the Council. 

b. Noted the “Note on Revision of Annex A to NSC 5429/2,” as 
distributed at the meeting. 

c. Noted the interim comments of the Secretary of State on Part 
I of NSC 5429/2, relating to Communist China, and deferred fur- 
ther consideration until a subsequent meeting. | 

Note: The action in a above, as approved by the President, subse- 

quently referred to the departments and agencies concerned for ap- 

propriate implementation. 

S. EVERETT GLEASON 

* Lettered paragraphs a-c constitute NSC Action No. 1233. (S/S-NSC (Miscellane- 
ous) files, lot 66 D 95) 

790.5/ 10-754: Telegram 

The Charge in Australia (Peterson) to the Department of State | 

SECRET CANBERRA, October 7, 1954—3 p.m. 

123. Secretary External Affairs summoned Chargé October 7 to 
emphasize that Cabinet position re Australian ratification Manila
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Pact (External Affairs telegram 676 to Australian Embassy October | 

7) about which Australian Embassy would inform Department in 

strict secrecy was a position reached after great difficulty, that | 

Cabinet’s stand re points 2 through 5 was quite irrevocable hence | 

any representations for their revision would probably be unfruit- | 

. ful. 1 : | | 

| Secretary said pursuant instructions he was handing Charge ) 

| letter 7 October as follows: : | 

| Begin verbatim. As I have already informed you, the Australian 
| Cabinet has decided to ask Parliament to approve the ratification 

of the Manila Pact without any formal reservation on Australia’s 
part. | 

| _ Cabinet had to consider carefully the implications of not making : 

| a reservation similar to that made by the US at Manila. In making ) 

| this decision, Cabinet was greatly influenced by the fact that a res- : 

| ervation on our part was thought by the US Government to cause : 

| a risk of delaying, or even preventing, the ratification of the Pact 
| __ by some of the other states that signed at Manila. OB : 

I want to let you know—and I should like you to convey this to 
| your government—that the Cabinet was extremely critical of the 

| speed at which the negotiations were conducted at Manila and of : 

| the fixing of a rigid timetable for the conference. The question of 

| whether or not to make a reservation upon signature of the sort 

| made by the US raised fundamental considerations of Australian | 

| policy which had to be decided by Cabinet during the conference at 
| great speed and without full knowledge by the Cabinet of the in- | 

| tentions of other governments or of the interpretation which they | 
were placing upon the obligations into which they were entering. 
We found ourselves in a situation where the time when the docu- | 

| ment would be signed at a public ceremony had already been an- 
| nounced before certain major policy questions had been considered, 
| with the consequence that consultations by US [us?] in other cap- 

itals, for the purpose of ironing out difficulties, was not practicable. ) 

| As a result, there is a strong feeling among Ministers that Austra- 
| lia should not allow herself again to be placed in the position of 

| attending a conference where the deadline has been publicly an- | 

| nounced in the early stages of discussion and before major issues 
| have been considered. End verbatim. | 

| a | PETERSON : 

| 1 See the attachment to the memorandum of conversation, infra. — | 

| | ; 
| _ 7 oe : 

| 

| | | | 

| |
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Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 358 . . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Deputy Director of the 
Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs 
(Horsey) : 

SECRET [WASHINGTON, | October 7, 1954. 

Subject: Australian Ratification of Manila Pact 

Participants: Mr. F. J. Blakeney, Counselor, Australian Embassy 
Mr. Horsey, Acting Deputy Director, BNA - | 

Mr. Blakeney said that he had been instructed to tell us in confi- — 
dence the decision of the Australian Cabinet on the ratification of 
the Manila Pact. The Cabinet’s decision is set out in the attached 
paper which he left with me. I thanked him for this information 
and said I would get it at once to the interested officers of the De- 
partment. 

Mr. Blakeney stressed the great importance of maintaining the 
secrecy of this information. 

. [Attachment] 

Paper Received From the Australian Embassy 

SECRET | 

Cabinet has agreed that— 

(1) Australia should ratify Manila Treaty without any formal 
reservation. — 

| (2) An Act of Parliament should be passed during present session 
approving ratification of treaty. 

(3) The Act should contain a preamble which would recite cir- 

cumstances leading to the Manila Treaty such as the common 

danger of Communism in the region and Communist actions in 

Korea, Indochina and Malaya. 

(4) At the time that Parliament is asked to approve that Act, the 

Government would make a careful statement in the House of our 
intentions under the Treaty indicating that we consider that the 
common danger was communism and that consequently the only 

action which might involve military force which we contemplated, 

or would be ready to take under Article IV (1) of the Treaty, would 
be against Communist aggression. 

| (5) The Act should contain a clause stating that it would come 
into effect on a date to be proclaimed. This would allow proclama- 

tion of Act to be deferred until the United States had ratified the
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| Treaty. Australia would then deposit its ratification at about the | 

| same time as America. | = oe | | 

| (6) The United States, the United Kingdom and New Zealand | 

should be informed in advance of the foregoing course. | 

| 7 OcTOBER 1954. 

| : 7 

| 790.5/10-754 ) 

| ~ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Deputy Director of the 

| Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs | 

| (Horsey) | : | 

| | 

| SECRET | _ [WasHincton,] October 7, 1954. | 

Subject: Manila Conference — - | | 

Participants: Mr. F. J. Blakeney, Counsel, Australian Embassy | 

| Mr. Horsey, Acting Deputy Director, BNA | | | 

| I had the following discussion, on a personal basis, with Mr. | | 

| Blakeney, when he called today on a related subject. : 

| I told Mr. Blakeney of the letter given to our Chargé at Canberra 

| (Canberra’s 123 of October 7)1 and said I thought it was a little | 

| rough on us, since the timetable at the conference had been agreed 

| to by all the delegations, and the policy questions had been exhaus- 

| | tively discussed for at least three or four weeks prior to the actual | 

| conference. We recognized, of course, that the Australian Govern- | 

: ment had had a real problem because of the nature of the “under- 

| standing” which the United States had attached. On the other 

| hand, that device had been worked out by us on the assumption 

| that Australia, like all the others except ourselves, opposed the 

| limitation to “Communist” aggression and that the last minute : 

| change in that assumption had of course affected the remedy which : 

| we had devised, so that the change in Australia’s position at that — : 

| late date would have placed the entire enterprise in the most seri- | 

: ous jeopardy. Mr. Blakeney understood this but felt that it would 

have been avoided if we could have presented to them a little earli- | 

| er our proposed solution on the definition of aggression. I explained | 

! that it had only been developed at the very end of the conference 

| and we had consulted on it just as soon as we could. Mr. Blakeney 

| explained that, as he understood it, the “major issue’ mentioned in > | 

| the letter quoted in Canberra’s 123 of October 7, was the question | 

| of essentially different commitments being undertaken by Austra- | 

| lia and the United States. It was this question which the Austra- 

; lian Cabinet felt they had not had sufficient time to consider. I said | 

| 1 Ante, p. 982. oe 

| | 
|
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this was a good point but the letter did not seem to recognize that 
there had in fact been no alternative if the conference was not to 
fail. | | oe | 

790.5/10-854 | | | ; 

United States Position Paper Prepared for the ANZUS Council — 
Meeting ! | 

SECRET WASHINGTON, October 8, 1954. 

MIuirary MACHINERY UNDER THE MANntta Pact | 

- PROBABLE AUSTRALIAN/NEW ZEALAND POSITION 

1. Both countries will probably say they do not believe a NATO- | | 
type military structure is desirable. 

2. Both will probably favor a small permanent secretariat which 
could form the nucleus of military planning activities. 

3. Australia will probably refer to the recent change in its for- 
eign policy which permits a commitment of forces in advance of 
hostilities, and stress the desirability, for parliamentary purposes, 
of being able to specify what forces it is obligated to furnish under 
the Treaty. 

4. Both countries will probably favor the formulation of com- 
bined military plans and the earmarking of forces. | 

oe US POSITION | | 

1. The US opposes establishment of a formalized body of advisers 
under the Manila Pact. Such a body would almost certainly lead to 
the development of combined regional military plans along the 

NATO pattern with the following disadvantages: it could provide a 

means by which pressure could be exerted to commit the US to a 

military effort disproportionate to its over-all responsibilities and 

commitment; it could tend to reduce, without compensating mili- 

tary advantage, US military freedom of action; and it could give | 
other countries of the Treaty power of veto over the type and scope 

of plans evolved. . 
2. The US considers that military machinery necessary to make 

the Treaty effective should be similar to the ANZUS arrangement. 
Military representatives should be appointed by the individual na- 

tions signatory to the Treaty. These representatives should not be 

-1 Attached to a briefing memorandum dated Oct. 8 from MacArthur to. the Secre- 
tary, not printed. In the memorandum MacArthur refers to this position paper as 
incorporating the “thinking of the Defense Department’. Its format, however, indi- 
cates that it was probably drafted in the Department of State.
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considered as a formally constituted group, but should be accredit- | 

ed as individuals to the Council. They should constitute a consulta- 

| tive arrangement looking toward improvement of the defense of | 

the Treaty area. | | 

3. The US envisages such a consultative arrangement as leading | 

| to the development of national military plans so coordinated as to | 

| increase the mutual effectiveness of the defensive effort of the | 

| countries concerned. | | 

| 4. The military consultative arrangement could have the follow- 

| ing general organization and functions: ws | 

| a. The Military Advisers: appointed at the level. of chief of staff — 

! or theater commander. The Military Advisers would: 

| i. meet periodically as required after consultations among 

| the signatory Parties; oo | | 

| ij, formulate their own rules of procedure; 

| iii. advise the Council on problems of military cooperation | 

| that may arise in connection with the application of the : 

| Treaty; | : 

| iv. consider and make recommendations to their respective : 
military superiors; — oe | oe 

| 7 v. furnish the Council those recommendations which have re- 

ceived approval of their respective military superiors, | 

| vi. designate, as necessary, planning assistants to meet as re- | 

| quired to work on agreed projects. . : 

| | 
| b. Possible Planning Tasks (same as under ANZUS): as a matter | 
| of principle the military advisers themselves at their first meeting | 

| should determine the planning tasks to be undertaken. Without | 

| prejudice to the position to be taken at such time by the US Mili- 

| tary Adviser, the following planning tasks would appear to be ap- | 

| propriate: | - | 

| i. review of the military situation in the area (essentially an 

| intelligence estimate to be used in planning procedures); | 

| ii. development of a strategic estimate on Southeast Asia; 

! | iii. determination of possible courses of action to meet the | 

| current Communist threat in Southeast Asia and in the event 

| | of further Communist aggression in the area short of a general 

| emergency. | | | | 

| c. Possible Additional Activities: | 

| 1. exchange of planning information; | | 

: ii. exploration of ways and means of increasing the mutual : 
| effectiveness of the defensive effort of the signatory Parties in 

| the Treaty area; : 

| iii. designation by such countries as wish to do so of military 

7 resources for specific defensive tasks, it being understood that | 

the US, having worldwide obligations, must necessarily refrain 
| from commitments of specific military resources to a particular 

| area; ;
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iv. consideration of measures to be taken in each country to 
increase the security of classified information with a view to 
augmenting the effectiveness of an exchange of intelligence 
data. | | 

790.5/10-854 

Outline Prepared for the ANZUS Council Meeting, by William J. 
Galloway, Special Assistant to the Counselor of the Department of 
State } | 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON, undated. ] 

ORGANIZATION OF THE COUNCIL AND RULES OF PROCEDURE | 

(MANILA Pact) 

1. The Governments normally will be represented by Foreign 
Ministers (or their designated representatives). 

2. The Council should meet when deemed necessary by the mem- 
bers, and in any event, at least once each year. : 

3. The Council should have no fixed site for meetings but should 
hold its meetings in the various capitals or other places agreed by 
the members. 

_ 4, The Council should elect a Chairman to preside at each meet- 
ing (normally the Foreign Minister of the host Government). 

5. Substantive decisions should be taken by unanimous agree- 
ment of the members of the Council. 

6. The Chairman, calling on other members for assistance as nec- 

essary, should arrange for such secretarial and administrative sup- 
port as may be required for the meetings of the Council, including 

the appointment of a Secretary-General for each meeting. 

7. Meetings of the Council would normally be closed except for 
such public and ceremonial sessions as the Council might decide 

appropriate. 

8. Ad hoc working groups or committees may be established, as 

necessary, to assist the Council in implementing the Treaty. 

9. Military Advisers 

a. Kach member of the Council should be assisted by a Military 
Adviser. 

b. The Military Advisers should be prepared to attend meetings 
of the Council on request. 

c. As directed by the Council, the Military Advisers should con- 
_ sult together with regard to military planning. 

1 This paper, like the position paper, supra, is an attachment to the memorandum 
from MacArthur to the Secretary dated Oct. 8.
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Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 | 

| - United States Minutes of ANZUS Meeting | | 

SECRET WASHINGTON, October 11, 1954—11 a. m.-1 p. m. : 

| PARTICIPANTS | : 

-._ United States | Australia | | 
| The Secretary | oe Mr. R. G. Casey, Minister for | | 

| The Under Secretary External Affairs | 
| Mr. MacArthur, C _ Ambassador Spender | 

Mr. Kenneth Young, PSA Mr. David W. McNicol 
| Mr. Horsey, BNA Mr. F. J. Blakeney, Minister, : 

| | | Australian Embassy © | 

| New Zealand _ ! 
| oe Ambassador Munro > | : 

| | Mr. Foss Shanahan, ok | 
| | Cee ee Deputy Secretary | : | 
| | | | of External _ | 

{ a Affairs, 7 | 
ee | Wellington os | 

| | Mr. R.H. Wade, | | 
mo First Secretary, | 

| es _- New Zealand | 
| Embassy | 

| | | Mr. HP. Jaffery, 
| Second Secretary, 
| a New Zealand : 
| Embassy | 

| _ The Secretary welcomed the other delegations and noted that an | 

| ANZUS meeting was generally held about this time of year and | 
| that the Manila conference raised new problems which it might be 
| useful to discuss in the first instance in this forum. He suggested 
| that, since the meeting was being held on Australia’s initiative, 

| Mr. Casey start off. 

| Mr. Casey said that the SEATO Treaty was not an end in itself 

| and that there should be a suitable organization in both military 
| and nonmilitary terms. He mentioned Australia’s plans for ratifica- 

| tion of the Treaty. This would be started in a few weeks and the 
process of ratification would give Australia sufficient freedom of . 
action on their obligations under the Treaty. The important thing ! 

| now was to get on with military planning, economic planning and 

| cold war planning. | | | 

, 
p | 
|
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On military planning, Mr. Casey said that Australia was pre- 
pared to pull its weight but could not do so without knowing U.S. 

' views. He recognized the problem posed for us by the nature of the 

SEATO relationship, with seven partners of varying background 
and reliability as to security matters, but he hoped that between 
the ANZUS partners and the British there could be effective plan- 
ning with the U.S. acting as coordinator. He suggested that, in this 
way, ANZUS serve as a cover for what would in effect be SEATO 
strategic planning—its true purpose not being publicly known— 
and that “make believe” planning be undertaken bilaterally by the 
U.S. with each of the other four countries. He said he had made 

_ these views known to a number of persons in Washington, includ- 
ing Admiral Radford. The end result of all this, so far as Australia 

was concerned, should be agreement on the forces which Australia 

should maintain for use in an emergency. Mr. Casey said he knew 
the U.S. view on not allocating specific forces to the area but, 

unless some real planning was done with Australia, the Treaty 

would lack a good deal of reality for them. Moreover, the Prime 
Minister had said publicly that the Treaty would result in Austra- 

| lia knowing her commitments in precise terms and that there 

would be considerable embarrassment to the Australian Govern- 
ment if this did not happen. (In a later conversation with Mr. Mac- 

Arthur, Mr. Casey said that, unless Australia got the type of guid- 

| ance they needed, the inevitable result would be a lesser defense 

effort.) 
On economic planning, Mr. Casey said that at the meeting in 

Ottawa he had talked with representatives of Vietnam, Laos and 

Cambodia to ascertain their principal needs. He found they did not 

have any clear idea of those needs and he had therefore suggested 

that canalizing economic aid into the Associated States was the 

most urgent problem of the Colombo Plan enterprise. He suggested 

breaking away from the bilateral aspect of the Colombo Plan and 
forming a group composed of representatives of the U.S., U.K., 

Australia, New Zealand, and Canada to decide what were the most 

urgent requirements. He thought that a small group of technicians 

from the American Embassy in Saigon could readily ascertain 
these and let this planning group know. He said that Australia was 
willing to contribute a quarter of a million pounds immediately. 

On cold war planning or “anti-subversion”, as he called it, in 

Southeast Asia, Mr. Casey said that he had very incomplete knowl- 
edge as to what was being done now. It might be appropriate to es- 

tablish a “security council” under the Manila Pact Council to 
canvas this field. There should perhaps be, he said, bilateral plan- | 
ning with each of the countries concerned on such subjects as 

police training and organization, police communications, et cetera.
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- On other problems of the area, Mr. Casey mentioned South Viet- : 
nam and said he had discouraging reports as to their. ability to | 

maintain a reasonable framework of government. He thought that | 

if this area was lost, Laos and Cambodia would find great difficulty : 
| in maintaining their independence. This had led him to speculate : 

| on. linking Laos and Cambodia more closely with Thailand, if not in | 

| a federal structure, perhaps at least in some closer relationship | 

| than now exists. He had discussed this with Prince Wan and said | 
| that Prince Wan at least did not object to the proposal. a : 

On Western New Guinea, Mr. Casey said he would not review | | 

their entire position but he wished to emphasize the very bad effect | 
| which any trend toward a change in the sovereignty over the area | 
| would have on the Australian people. He recalled a conversation. | 

| with the Indonesian Foreign Minister. He had suggested that, if In- | 

| donesia could not at this stage withdraw the issue from the Gener- | 

| al Assembly, they at least come to some sort of compromise with : 
| the Dutch. Mr. Casey said he thought we agreed with his estimate | 
| of the deteriorating situation in Indonesia and felt that it was com- ! 

| pletely unwise to move (in the GA) toward any result which would | 
| oblige the Dutch to cede sovereignty. oe | 

Mr. Casey said he would welcome any indication which the Sec- 
retary could give as to likely future developments on Communist | | 

| China. 3 | | / | 

| - Ambassador Munro concurred with Mr. Casey’s presentation and. 
| said New Zealand too wished to pull its proper weight. He said that 

| the continued vitality of ANZUS was fundamental, perhaps even | 

! more so after the Manila Pact. On the political side, he said there : 
| was no question of the value of discussion among the three ANZUS. 
| partners of the problems of the Pacific area. On military planning, 
i he said that ANZUS planning had been interrupted by the work of | 

the Five-Power Staff Agency and that the Military Representatives 
had not met for thirteen months. He felt this group was of particu- — 

lar value to New Zealand and could do actual military planning. It 
| was also important as a channel through which the New Zealand | 

Government could be apprised of our military thinking. It might 

| also be used as a means of consulting with the U.K. on these ques- 

! tions. Referring to Sir Robert Scott’s presence at informal ANZUS 

| meetings during the past summer, he said New Zealand would like | 

| to see everything possible done to bring the British into close asso- | 

_ ciation with the ANZUS group. 
| Ambassador Munro said that it was important that SEATO | 
| should not appear to the New Zealand public merely as a docu- 
| ment and that it would be unfortunate if it had no content. He 

knew the U.S. thesis of maintaining a strategic reserve in the gen- | 
| eral area but New Zealand needed an indication of what we 

|
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thought about strategic reserves being maintained by others. He 

said the effect of this on the Asians was particularly important. He 
agreed that insufficient attention was being given to the threat of 

subversion in the area and suggested that a small subcommittee 

might be set up, consisting of the U.S., the U.K., Australia and 

New Zealand. Ambassador Munro was not sure whether it was | 
wise to set this up under the Manila Pact or ANZUS, as Mr. Casey 

had suggested. 

Ambassador Munro referred briefly to economic questions and 
said that New Zealand too would like to do their part with respect 

to Indochina but that their help would be on the technical side. In 

conclusion, he said he would like to have our views on the future of 

Korea. | 

Sir Percy Spender said he felt it was important to bring ANZUS 
military planning up to date. On indirect aggression or subversion, 
he felt we were all ill-equipped to deal with the problem. He re- 

ferred to the suggestions which he himself had made during the 

summer in the form of a draft treaty which he had submitted to 

us. He thought there was a good deal we could do to help the ex- 

posed countries meet their problems by coordinating intelligence 

and police work. 

| _ Sir Percy said he had discussed Western New Guinea recently 
with Ambassador Lodge, looking for a line of action by us which 

would be consistent with our anti-colonial policy. Sir Percy thought 

the GA discussion would be heavily clouded by the “false colonial _ 
issue’: Indonesia, he said, has refused to consider any solution 

which does not recognize their de jure sovereignty over the area. 

Their case rests on one document, which is now invalidated since it 

was conceived in the framework of a union with the Netherlands, 

which Indonesia has destroyed. Moreover, he thought it was incon- 
ceivable that two nations could dispose of an area of over a million 

| inhabitants without consulting the wishes of the inhabitants. He 

suggested that, in the GA debates, the U.S. take a line which would 
show up the general ignorance on the issue and suggest the unde- 

sirability of any GA action which would affect the inchoate rights 

of the people to determine their own destiny, as inconsistent with 
the UN charter. The primary obligation of the UN was to the 

people of the area. Even a mild GA resolution suggesting that Indo- 

nesia and the Netherlands discuss the matter would adversely 
affect the rights of the people in the area, since it would concede 

implicitly that the Indonesians have some measure of claim to 

absorb them. Ambassador Spender hoped that, if the U.S. was 

unable to change its actual voting position, at least it could bring 

out these points in the debates.
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_ Ambassador Spender asked for clarification in relation to Formo- | 
| sa, as to how the present tension between the Chinese Communists | 

and the Chinese Nationalists over such places as Quemoy could be | 

| handled. | | | 
Mr. Casey, reverting to military planning, said that there had | 

been discussion with the U.K. on the defense of Malaya which | 
| might come to a head soon. This emphasized the desirability that | 
! Australia know more of our broad plans for defense of the area of | 

| Southeast Asia before they committed themselves to the British on | 
| Malaya. | | | 
| The Secretary appreciated the importance of the problems raised : 
| by the others and said we had been giving them all a great deal of | 
| study. This study had not yet, however, been brought to a conclu- | 

| sion within the U.S. Government as a whole. However, he thought | 
| he could throw some light on these questions. | | 
| The Secretary agreed on the importance of translating the | 
| Manila Pact into some measure of living reality. He said he at- ft 
| tached importance to the pledge in the Treaty of action in the : 
| event of open armed attack. He believed that the pledge itself had : 

: an important deterrent effect and was a factor of not inconsider- : 

| able significance. He recalled that, in the North Atlantic Treaty 
ratification debate, it had been recognized that the primary value ; 
of NAT was in the warning that, if open armed aggression took | 

| place, the U.S. would be involved. It had been said that if our in- ) 

| tentions had been clear in 1914 and 1939, there would have been no | 

! war. This time our intention was clear and the Manila Pact con- | 

| tains substantially the same warning. If backed by obvious resolu-  _ | 
| tion and capacity, it will of itself operate to deter open aggression. 

| In the case of the NAT, we had moved on to create an organization 
| and forces in being. However, conditions in the Manila Pact area 
| were different. In Western Europe there was a considerable meas- | : 
| ure of unity, cohesion and military tradition on which to build and | 
| it may be possible to create there forces in being which will add 
| substantially to the deterrent and retaliatory power. The forces 

were in any case particularly important on the psychological point 

of view. The Secretary noted Churchill’s concurrence with this | 
| thesis. With regard to the Manila Pact area, the Secretary repeated 
, that. we shared the desire to give the Treaty a living reality but 
|. repeated likewise that the value of the pledges in the Treaty | 

should not be overlooked, especially when fortified by the resolu- | 

| tion and the capabilities of all the countries concerned. With the : 
| world-wide responsibilities of the U.S., it was not wise for us to | 

| make an allocation of military strength to the area. We could con- | 
: tribute more by disposing our strength so that what protected one 
| could as well protect many. He noted that both the Australian and 

| | 
|
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New Zealand spokesmen had said that they understood our policies 
in this respect. oe : 

Mr. Shanahan in response to a question from the Secretary on 

the prospects for New Zealand ratification, said that although Par- 

liamentary action was not constitutionally required, it was custom- 

ary to have a debate prior to executive ratification. He noted the 
fact of the New Zealand elections in November and indicated that 
ratification would take place in due course thereafter. 

On our own ratification plans, the Secretary mentioned a conver- 
sation with Senator Knowland on the desirability of moving ahead 
before the next regular session of Congress. Senator Knowland’s 

view, in which the Minority Leader! concurred, was that the 
Senate itself should not consider issues extraneous to the one on 

which they are being called. However, the Senator thought that 
the Foreign Relations Committee might consider the Treaty and 

make a report which, if favorable, would enable us to take prelimi- 

nary action in the way of an interim meeting of the Council, with- 

out awaiting formal ratification. At the same time it might put the 
Senate in position to move more rapidly in January. 

On military planning, the Secretary said we were reluctant to 

assume the responsibility of coordinating the planning of the other 
Manila Pact countries through a series of bilateral arrangements. 

We were not opposed to a measure of military planning under the 

Treaty, with all the parties being represented. We would probably 
not want anything in the nature of a Standing Group or even a 

group which would meet at frequent intervals. However, we would 

be willing to have Military Advisers who would meet from time to 

time to exchange views. This would also be important from the psy- 

chological point of view. The Secretary outlined briefly Defense 

views on military organization and planning. In addition, he 
thought it might be desirable to have more intimate talks which 

might take place within the framework of ANZUS, perhaps with 

the U.K. as an observer. He noted the reference to the Military 

Representatives under ANZUS not having met and thought that it 

might be well for them to do so. On the assumption that the Aus- 

tralians and New Zealanders thought this would be desirable, we 

would take up this suggestion with Defense. (Later in the meeting, 

the views of the Defense Department on military planning under 

the Manila Pact were set forth fully in the form in which they had 

been received for use in this meeting.) 
On economic planning, the Secretary said we were studying this 

whole question but were not yet sure how to undertake it with the 
speed and efficiency which were obviously desirable. A long range 

1 Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas. _
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plan might take a year to get under way. It was possible that we 
| would send an economic mission to the entire area, from Japan : 
| through to India, to study the possibility of developing economic in- . 
| terrelationships. This was a long range project which could not | 

meet the immediate problem in Indochina. Mr. MacArthur re- ! 
viewed briefly the recent talks with the French and the conclusion | 

| of the French and ourselves that it was important to coordinate 

| our resources and to get started immediately on worthwhile : 
: projects. 2 Mr. Young said that we should soon have from the Em- 7 

bassy at Saigon the results of an FOA survey of the three Associat- , 
| ed States and that, when we had this, we ought to consult with the : 

| Australians. Ambassador Munro said that New Zealand would like- | 
| wise wish to be kept in touch with these developments and noted } 

that New Zealand had two men in Cambodia. | | 
On the anti-subversive aspect of the Manila Pact, the Secretary 

| said that this gives us great concern, particularly in view of the | 

7 great effectiveness of the Communists in this field. He noted that 
! the Manila Pact referred, possibly for the first time in a Treaty, to 
| subversion and agreed that this part of the Treaty particularly 

, should be given life. He said that in our Government we did not | 

| have clear responsibility in this field, but that we were endeavor- | | 
| ing to set up a group within the Government to consider how best 

| to organize for this type of activity. He said that when our studies | 
| had progressed a little further, we would get in touch with Austra- | 

| lian representatives. _ | 
| In response to questions at the start on particular situations in | 

| the area, the Secretary said that our estimate of the outlook for | 
| Laos and Cambodia was not quite as unfavorable. as that of the 
| Australians. He said we had not given thought to the possibility of | 
| federation between these two countries and Thailand. He noted the | 
| importance of conducting our programs so as to lessen the depend- | 

! ence of Laos and Cambodia on the port of Saigon. - | | 
On Western New Guinea, the Secretary said that we had given it 

: a good deal of careful thought, but he said that he preferred not to | 

| discuss it at this meeting. He would, however, give careful thought 
| to what the Australian representatives had said. He said he wished | 

| to reflect on the issues raised by them. Sir Percy Spender said that : | 
| he would put the Australian views in writing and give them to Am- 
| bassador Lodge. | | | 
| On Korea, the Secretary said that the problem of dealing with : 

| President Rhee was getting more and more difficult and that the 

| -2For documentation on the talks held in Washington, Sept. 27-29, between | 

Acting Secretary Smith, and La Chambre, Edgar Faure, Minister of Finance, and 

| Gen. Paul Ely, French Commissioner General in Indochina, see vol. xm, Part 2, pp. | 

| | | | 
| | 

|
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people were being aroused into a more and more anti-American 
condition. This had more serious implications as Korean forces 

were deployed following the redeployment of U.S. forces. The Sec- 
retary did not think, however, that Rhee would open hostilities al- 
though Rhee was so erratic that we could not be sure. We were 
alert to the danger in the situation and were doing what we could 

to handle it. 

Mr. Casey asked whether it would be possible to have a Council 
meeting of the “SEATO powers” this year before ratification by all 
concerned. Ambassador Munro noted that, in view of the New Zea- 

land elections, January was the earliest date they could consider. 

The Secretary responded that, if we made sufficient progress in the 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee during the present session of 

Congress, a meeting might be possible. He thought it was impor- 

tant to hold such a meeting in the area and suggested that Bang- 

kok would be a suitable place. Mr. Casey agreed. 

Mr. Casey said he had developed excellent personal relations 

with Pakistan leaders and would be glad to discuss this question 

later. In response to the Secretary’s question, he said he thought 

Pakistan would ratify the Manila Pact. . 
As to the question on Formosa, the Secretary said that our infor- 

mation indicated a build-up of strength which was directed in the 

first instance at the off-shore islands but that this might be a step- 

ping stone to an attempt to retake the Pescadores and Formosa 

itself. The degree of support which the U.S. would give the Chinese 

Nationalists with respect to the off-shore islands had not yet been 

finally determined. It was being dealt with on a day to day basis by 

the President and the National Security Council. 

In conclusion it was agreed that comments to the press would be 

limited to general statements that the meeting had been for discus- 
sion of a broad range of problems of concern and interest to the 

three partners. 

[Here follows a partial text of the position paper, page 936. ]
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611.90/10-1154 | a | oy 

| Memorandum by the Director of the Foreign Operations 
| Administration (Stassen) to the Secretary of State* — | 

SECRET WASHINGTON, October 11, 1954. | 

| Report and Recommendations on Developments in the Regional : 
| Economic Organization of South East Asia, South Asia, and | 
| the Far East. (NSC 5429/2, paragraph 3.) | 

1. Pursuant to the recommendations of the State-FOA working | 

| group under the Chairmanship of Mr. Baldwin, and the policy guid- | : 

| ance of the Secretary of State, initial steps toward establishing a : 
| regional economic organization of the non-communist nations of : 

Asia and the Far East have been taken as follows: a | 

| A. An extensive preliminary consultation with the U.K. Chancel- 
| lor of the Exchequer ? and other U.K. officials was held (during the | 
2 IMF week)? with representatives of State, Treasury and F.O.A. 
| Concurrence of the U.K. in the desirability of the objective, the 
| wisdom of building on the Colombo Plan, the inclusion of Japan, 

and arrangements for continuing joint study were obtained. : 
| B. The U.K. recommended an early preliminary talk with Fi- | | 

nance Minister Deshmukh of India and Finance Minister Mo- : 
| ~ hammed Ali of Pakistan. | 

| C. At the Ottawa meeting of the Colombo Plan, Japan, Thailand, | 
| and the Philippines were admitted to full membership. | 

D. At Ottawa a preliminary conference with Finance Minister 
Deshmukh of India resulted in his expression of favorable interest. ) 
in an economic organization arising from the Colombo Plan, his in- ) 

| dication that he would study the problem, and his anticipation of ! 
| conferring with the U.S. delegation on the subject during the | 
| planned journey to the area. a 

E. At Ottawa a preliminary conference with Finance Minister | 
Mohammed Ali resulted in his expression of favorable interest in a | 
broad sense, but his concern that such an economic organization 
would be dominated by India, and his concern that the countries | 

| which had joined SEATO should have preference in U.S. aid. It was 
| explained to him that in any event it has not been anticipated by 

the U.S. that any regional economic organization would have any | 
| jurisdiction over U.S. defense support allocations, and further that — 
| the political problem of India which he raised would be studied. | 

F. The Ministers’ Session of the Colombo Plan was advised “We | 
invite and will consider with care the further suggestions and the _ | 
additional plans which are advanced by the nations of Asia. We : 

| shall be especially interested in the steps which are taken toward 
multilateral regional economic cooperation in Asia. We have been 
impressed with the record of economic and financial accomplish- | 

| 1 Addressed also to Cutler and Staats. 
| 2 R.A. Butler. | 
|. 8% The Ninth Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the International Mon- 

| etary Fund took place in Washington, Sept. 24-29. oe | 

) |
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ments of the European countries through their combined actions, 
in the past years. Thus it is constructive, as we see it, that you 
have unanimously decided in this session to expand and to include 
Japan and Thailand, and this morning the Philippines, within the 
Colombo Plan.” 

2. The Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Com- 
merce * have both been invited to send representatives to be in- 
cluded in the U.S. delegation which will make the journey through 
the Colombo area departing approximately November 20th. _ 

A. In accordance with the policy guidan‘e of the Secretary of 
State and the approval of the President, this ourney will be openly 
for the purpose of reviewing the FOA and Colombo programs in 
the countries visited and the exploration of the regional economic 
organization will be done without fanfare and all publicity on the 
regional organization ideas will be stimulated from Asian national 
sources. | 

3. FOA is now preparing a thorough analysis of economic re- 
sources and trade, investment and payment patterns of the Co- 
lombo Plan countries which will be available to all U.S. depart- 

| ments concerned and to the U.S. delegation. 

4. Recommendations 

A. It is recommended that the U.S. discuss in a preliminary 
manner the regional economic grouping with the Prime Minister of 
Japan during his impending visit to Washington and encourage 
Japan’s early allocation of a modest quantity of yen for Colombo 
Plan projects. The U.S. should express a willingness that yen gen- 
erated by surplus food sales to Japan under PL 480 may be used 
for this purpose on a matching 50-50 basis with yen appropriated 
by Japan up to a maximum of 5 million dollars value. 

B. It is further recommended that the U.S. not contemplate the 
inclusion of the Republic of Korea or of Nationalist China in the 
initial regional economic organization because of the extreme polit- 
ical problems which are inescapable in these two instances and in 
view of the essential importance of including India and Japan. 

(1) The Korean question can be re-examined after relations 
of Korea and Japan are normalized. 

(2) The Chinese Nationalist question can be re-examined if 
stability is established on the Chinese issue in the United Na- 
tions. | 

C. It is further recommended that neither France nor the Neth- 
erlands be included in the observer status anticipated for the US. 

7 and U.K. and Canada as neither one could be included without the 
other, and the two together would inject difficult political and eco- 
nomic issues into the organization which are not essential to its 
economic success. 

4 Sinclair Weeks. |
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_D. It is further recommended that ECAFE (Economic Commis- 
| sion for Asia and the Far East under the United Nations) should 
. not be used in any manner for the regional grouping since it in- 

cludes the USSR and does not include Japan. | ree 

| 5. Information | : 

| A. The Colombo Plan now includes the following area countries: . | 

| 1 India Oo es | 
| 2. Pakistan | : | a | 
| 3.Ceylon | | 
| 4, Burma Oe ge | a 

| «5. Thailand a gh | 
| 6. Indonesia  — . | ee - : 

| 7, Australia — : oa | | 
: 8 New Zealand SS 

| 10. Viet Nam — : | 
| .... 11.. Cambodia ek pe eit tata Se, ) 
| 12. Lacs | oe | 

| -——-18. Philippines re | 
| 14 Japan a | | | 

| B. The Colombo Plan includes the following non-area countries: 

- United Kingdom — 
United States |= =. | Oo | Oe | | 

: ee Oty E. STASSEN ; | 

| 790.5/10-1154: Telegram : : | | 7 : 7 | a a | - | 

| The Consul General at Singapore (Berry) to the Department of - | 
| Og State } OS | | | | | | | 

| SECRET | ~ SinGaAporE, October 11, 1954—5 p. m. 

| 223. 1. Chiefs of British military services have taken advantage | 

of Frank Wisner’s 2 presence Singapore to express their concern re | 

| US military planning and strategy in SEA. Possible reason for ap- | 
proach to Wisner is that he first Washington official to visit Singa- | 

| pore since Geneva conference and more particularly since Manila | 

_ conference. — | | | | | 
| 2. Line taken by Admiral Lambe, * General Loewen * and others | 
| is to effect there exists impression in Singapore that US has “writ- | 

| 1 Repeated to London. | ee be | 
2 Deputy Director for Plans, Central Intelligence Agency. - oe 

| 3 Adm. Sir Charles Lambe, Commander in Chief, Far East Station. | : 

| 4 Gen. Sir Charles Edward Loewen, Commander in Chief of Far East Land Forces. 

| | 
| |
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ten off SEA” and “lost interest in area’. I have heard something of 
this before and have confined my remarks to statements that US 
policy as I understand it, is to strengthen free countries of SEA to 
resist aggression particularly covert and subversive attacks against 

them. US service attachés here advise me they have not received 
any similar approaches. 

3. Burden of British military thesis here is that Malayan penin- 
sula can be held but that this requires concerted planning between 

British, Australians, New Zealanders with at least some US partici- 

pation. British military say they do not ask or expect full US par- 

ticipation but rather wish and hope US willing to give them gener- 

al idea of broad US plans for situation involving overt aggression 
in SEA plus indication what role expected be played by British 
Commonwealth members in area. Further they express concern 
over lack any suitable vehicle for exchanges military views re area 
defense. British military have acknowledged defense Malayan pe- 

ninsula requires application all available measures to bolster and 

shore up remaining free areas north of Kra peninsula but appear 

mainly preoccupied with military defense of peninsula. 

4. Wisner after consultation with me agreed report British views 

to appropriate authorities Washington but disclaimed any compe- 

tence on part his agency in this field which clearly in realm high 
State and Defense policy. Both Wisner and I are perplexed as to 

reasons why British military do not seek recourse to their normal 
channels for communication such views and proposals, but inclined 

to assume they have attempted do this without satisfactory reac- | 

tion or response and thus seeking additional channel. ® 

BERRY 

> In telegram 393 to Singapore, Oct. 18, the Department of State replied, concern- 
ing disposition of U.S. forces in the Far East, along the lines set forth in the min- 
utes of the ANZUS Council Meeting, Oct. 11, p. 939. Additionally the Department 
stated: “US anxious give effect Manila Pact by appropriate arrangements for consul- 
tation re military planning, but considers situation area requires staff type arrange- 
ment for coordination respective national planning rather than NATO type joint 
planning organization. US does not agree UK view such military group (or meeting 
Manila Pact Council) should be at Singapore since seat UK colonial authority Asia.” 
The telegram concludes: ‘Dept confident present US-UK military channels ade- 
quate for exchange views these matters. Above sent, however, for your guidance and 
use your discretion if matter raised with you again.” (790.5/10-1154)
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790.5/10-1854 / | A | | 

| Memorandum by the Officer in Charge of Commonwealth Affairs | 
| _ (Horsey) to John Goodyear, Special Assistant to the Deputy Under : 

Secretary of State : 

! SECRET [WASHINGTON,] October 18, 1954. | 
Subject: Draft for your notes on State-JCS Meeting: 1 ANZUS , 

A Meeting | : 

Mr. MacArthur gave an outline of the subjects discussed at the : 
_ October 11 ANZUS meeting, using the attached paper. ? Admiral 

| Davis said that, from draft minutes which he had seen, the Secreta- — | 

| ry had handled it splendidly. There was discussion of the Austra- | 
_ lian-New Zealand proposal to reactivate the ANZUS Military Rep- | 

) resentatives. Admiral Carney said that, since Australia and New | 

| Zealand were getting all the military consultation they needed al- | | 
: ready through staff liaison with CINCPAC, reactivation of the Mili- | . 
_ tary Representatives would be largely “window dressing’. He : 

| thought it was really a question of timing and that, in order not | 
| offered [offend] the Asians, it was preferable to wait until after ft 

Manila Pact organization was under way. Mr. MacArthur indicated | | 

| general concurrence with this thought. 3 | 

| 1 Held Oct. 15; see footnote 3, below. | | 
2 “Outline of ANZUS Meeting Discussions’, Oct. 11, not printed. | 

| 3In the Department of State draft memorandum on the substance of discussions 
at a Department of State-Joint Chiefs of Staff meeting, Oct. 15, MacArthur's re- 

, sponse is reported as follows: “Mr. MacArthur agreed that consideration should be 
given to this thought, particularly as to whether a meeting of the ANZUS military 
representatives might be postponed till after an interim meeting of the Manila Pact ; 
Council if such a meeting were held in January 1955. He referred briefly to the | : 

| Philippines. He noted that the Philippines also liked to have meetings of the Philip- | 
: pine-U.S. Council as well as of the military representatives of the two countries oe 

| which established in a sense an agreement for having similar meetings of ANZUS 
representatives.” (State-JCS Meetings, lot 61 D 417) 

| 7 

| 790.5/11-1954 

| Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State | 
(MacArthur) to the Under Secretary of State } oo | 

jo | 
| SECRET | _ [WasuineTon,] October 25, 1954. : 

| Subject: Organization within the United States Government for 
| Possible Consultations under Article IV, 2, of the Manila Pact 

~ 1 Sebald and Stelle assisted in drafting this memorandum. Sebald became Deputy | | 
_. Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs on Nov. 1. | 

| 
|
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Background BP Oe me 

1. Article IV, 2, of the Manila Pact provides consultation between 

the Parties “If, in the opinion of any of the parties, the inviolabil- 
ity or the integrity of the territory or the Sovereignty or political 
independence of any party in the treaty area... is threatened in 
any way other than by armed attack. . .” 2 | 7 

2. At the recent ANZUS discussions the Australians and the 
New Zealanders raised the possibility of conversations under this 
article to discuss what could be done to counter Communist infil- 
tration and subversion. | | : 

8. The Secretary has requested recommendations as to how staff 
preparation for such conversations and for implementing Article 

IV, 2, of the Manila Pact might be undertaken within the US Gov- 

ernment and where responsibility should be centered. 

4. Different aspects of the problem of assisting to counter Com- 

munist subversion are primarily the responsibility of State, CIA, 
and Defense. All these agencies are represented in the OCB. The 

OCB would also be suitable for general coordination of staff work 
along this line because it is concerned with both overt and covert 
activities. | 

o. The OCB in its consideration of progress reports of NSC policy 
implementation already deals with the coordination of overt and 
covert activities, but it does so almost solely on a country-by-coun- 
try basis. It has not had occasion to give general consideration to 

efforts to counter Communist subversion throughout Southeast 
Asia and the Southwestern Pacific. 

6. The situation within the Department of State is somewhat the 

same. The responsibility for coordination of covert activity with US 
policy centers in Mr. Higgs in U/OC. * He works with the regional 
policy officers on a country-by-country basis. Since the membership 
of the Manila Pact includes countries in three geographic bureaus, 

FE, NEA, and EUR, there is not in the Department any one center 

of responsibility for staff work on this aspect of the Manila Pact. 

Recommendations 

1. The Department of State should be charged with the responsi- 

bility for general coordination of work within the US Government 
in preparation for possible consultations under Article IV, 2, of the 
Manila Pact. 

2. The OCB should be the forum used to obtain a coordinated US 
position with respect to specific implementation. The Department 

2 Ellipses in the source text. 
3 L. Randolph Higgs became Deputy Operations Coordinator on Dec. 19, 1954.
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of State should provide the chairmanship of any working groups | 
_ set up under OCB to deal with this problem. : | 

| 8. Staff work within the Department should precede submission | 
| to the OCB of the request to undertake this coordination. Since FE 
| is the bureau which has responsibility for those members of the : 
| Manila Pact that are most immediately threatened by subversion, of 

FE should provide the chairman of a Departmental working group : 
| which should include NEA, EUR (Mr. Horsey), S/P (Mr. Stelle), : 
| and U/OC (Mr. Higgs). In the light of the Secretary’s request that | 

Ambassador Sebald be the point of responsibility in FE for work on 
the Manila Pact, FE should designate Ambassador Sebald as chair- | | 

| man of the committee. = a | 

~ 611.90/10-754 re a oe a oe | 

| Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | 
po Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State > | | 

: | | | 

! TOP SECRET  _| a _ [WASHINGTON,] October 25, 1954. | 

| Discussion: a | | 

| The report. of the Van Fleet Mission is divided into eighteen ; 
| chapters, most of which are wholly or in part concerned with mili- : 

tary detail. — | 
| Summarized below are General Van Fleet’s conclusions and rec- | 
_ ommendations. Attached as Tab A is a summary of General Van | 
| Fleet’s “Appreciation”. Tabs B through E ? are summaries of his 
| reports on Korea, China, Japan, and the Philippines. | 

| Conclusions and Recommendations of the Van Fleet Mission: _ | 

| 1. The U.S. lacks—and needs—an over-all policy identified with | 
| and enthusiastically supported by the free nations of East Asia 

! (Japan, ROK, Philippines, China). | 
2. The U.S. should promote an East Asian organization to resist 

| Communist aggression. The contribution of each nation should be | 

“determined and integrated”. Each nation should “understand” 
| and “accept” its role in the organization. | 

| 3. Native forces should be trained for defense and to take “ad- | 
| vantage .. . of favorable situations arising . . . [as a result of the] 3 
| cumulative effects of constant pressure against the enemy’. They | 
|. ghould be prepared to fight at home and “in task force operations 

in other Asian countries”. a a | : 

1 Drafted by Franklin L. Mewshaw of the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs. | | 
- 2 Tabs B through E are not printed. | | 

| 3 Brackets and ellipses are in the source text. | |
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4. We must “clearly demonstrate” our readiness to use nuclear 
weapons in the event of aggression, “but only against military tar- 

gets’. | 

5. The U.S. can and must resolve the outstanding differences 

among the East Asian countries. | 

6. All U.S. armed forces in the Pacific should be placed under a_ 
single Command. For political, economic, psychological and cultur- 

al exchange there should be a unified regional organization “com- 
parable to that in the NATO framework”. | 

7. U.S. troops should be redeployed from Korea and Japan and 
replaced by equivalent native divisions. 

8. U.S. representation in East Asia should be strengthened. 

[Tab A] 

U.S. PosirIon IN THE Far East: AN APPRECIATION 

General Van Fleet’s appreciation of the situation in the Far East 

proceeds from the assumption that we are engaged in a global con- | 
flict with the Communist powers in which Asia is the active thea- 
tre and Communist China is the “chosen instrument” of the Soviet 
Union. The way to meet this conflict, Van Fleet maintains, is to 
take the offensive. He discounts the idea that offensive operations 
against Communist China would bring Soviet intervention by as- 
serting that the Soviet Union will do nothing to endanger the 

“base for the world revolution” i.e. the Soviet Union itself. This 
being so, Communist China is at present a greater threat to us 

than the Soviet Union. 

The immediate task, Van Fleet says, is to subtract China from 

the Soviet orbit before China wins control of Japan and Southeast 

Asia. We had the chance to do this both in Korea and Indochina 

but a failure in American leadership prevented it. What must be 
done now is to recognize the military threat posed by Communist 

China and to prepare to meet if offensively when the next Chinese 

aggression occurs. | | 

American leadership must be forcefully asserted toward this end. 
Our European allies must be made to realize that the fall of South- 

east Asia would inevitably lead to the fall of Western Europe to 
Communism. The same is true of Japan. In Southeast Asia itself 

we must take advantage of the prevailing nationalist sentiment 
and break decisively with colonialism. In East Asia we must equip 

| and prepare the Chinese and Korean armies for offensive oper- 

ations. These countries must be “integrated”’ under our leadership 
with Japan and the Philippines so that the negligible strength of
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the components can be merged to create the considerable strength 

| of the whole. | | ae a . ! 

| In the short-run American leadership must clearly mark the : 

limits beyond which we will not tolerate Communist aggression. At ! 

the same time we must maintain constant pressure against the | 

| enemy. . | a : 

| When the next Chinese Communist aggression occurs we must i 

| take the offensive. Since this is most likely to occur against Formo- | 

| sa or its subsidiary islands, the Chinese Nationalists are the most | 

| likely to be in a position to spearhead the offensive. This should | 

| take the form of an invasion of Hainan Island and the subsequent ! 

| establishment of the Chinese Nationalist forces on the mainland | 

| through the isolation and invasion of the Liaotung Peninsula. : 

| Although he does not specifically project his strategy beyond this 

| point, Van Fleet implies that the ultimate defeat of the Chinese : 

| Communists might bring about a situation where Japan would be | 

| in a position to reestablish itself in Manchuria. + | 

| | -4The Van Fleet report was discussed at the meeting of the National Security | 

! Council on Oct. 28, 1954. The memorandum of discussion reads in part: “The Presi- 

| dent said that he was trying to decide what disposition to make of the Van Fleet 
report. He also inquired whether there was anything in the original directive to | 

General Van Fleet which would have permitted him to go so far afield in his report. | 

| Mr. Cutler replied that there was nothing which would have so authorized General | 

| Van Fleet.” (Memorandum drafted by Gleason that day; Eisenhower Library, Eisen- — ! 

| hower papers, Whitman file) NSC Action No. 1258-a, taken at this meeting, : 

| reads: “[The National Security Council:] a. Noted and discussed a summary of that | 

3 part of General Van Fleet’s personal report on his recent mission to the Far East 

| which dealt with national security policy, as read at the meeting by Cutler.” (S/S- 

| NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95) | 

| - For a longer excerpt from the memorandum, including further material on the 

| Van Fleet report and full text of NSC Action No. 1258, see volume xiv. 

OCB files, lot 62 D 480 | 

| Memorandum by the Regional Director for Far East Operations in — 

| the Foreign Operations Administration (Moyer) to the Director of | 

| the Foreign Operations Administration (Stassen) | 

[ SECRET [WASHINGTON,] October 27, 1954. 

MILITARY AND ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE PLANNING IN THE F'AR EAST | 

| Discussions with FOA Mission Directors and reflection on cur- — | 

| rent problems in the Far East, during the recent FOA meeting in 
Manila, ! brought out certain questions bearing on our programs in 

the Far East that I feel I should bring to your immediate attention. 

—____—_. | 
| 1 A Far East Regional Conference of the FOA was held at Manila Sept. 20-24. A ! 
| record of its sessions, dated Oct. 2, is in U/MSA files, lot 56 D 551, MISC/RA-75. | 

| 
| ‘
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These questions relate to the total impact on countries of this | 
area involved in plans under consideration for support to indige- 
nous military forces, and to the future United States funding that 
such plans will require. They suggest that a fresh look ought to be 
taken at the role of these forces in overall plans to attain our secu- 
rity objectives in the Far East. They raise, in my opinion, the fun- 

_ damental question whether the free world defense against Commu- 
nism in the Far East would not be achieved more certainly by less 
emphasis on programs building up such forces, and more emphasis 
on aid strengthening government administration, building up 
strong internal security forces, and assisting economic develop-  - 

7 ment. - 

Specifically, should the force levels in Vietnam, Cambodia and | 

Laos not be substantially below these initially proposed? Will the 
expansion of armed forces in Thailand and the Philippines achieve 
the mutual objectives which the United States shares with these 
countries? What about the size of the force levels in Korea and For- 

mosa? Should larger sums than now contemplated be applied to 

programs building up internal police and security forces and to eco- 
nomic assistance? | 

One reason for raising these questions is the extremely heavy 
cost to the United States in which I think we become involved in 
giving support to the indigenous military forces. Practically none of 

the Far Eastern countries can finance the cost out of their own re- | 
sources; they must of necessity fall back upon the United States for 

the additional financing that is necessary. If current plans and pro- 

posals for aid to these forces are carried out, budgetary and direct 

forces support of considerable magnitude will be required for some : 

years to come, to supplement the revenues of the countries con- 

| cerned. This support from the United States will be required until 

, such time as the economic development of these countries can 

make them more nearly self-supporting and this, with the possible 
exception of Japan, cannot be anticipated within the next decade. 
Abrupt termination or even substantial reduction of United States 
support, before self-support is achieved, would lead to serious inter- 

nal difficulties, perhaps chaos. 

_ Moreover, many countries of the area, notably Korea, Vietnam, 

Cambodia, Laos and Thailand, lack the administrative competence 

to handle successfully the internal political and economic problems 
that arise in attempting to build up large modern military forces. | 
There is danger, as I think we now see to some extent in Korea, 
that the country may build up a top-heavy military structure 
which, in its total effect, will contribute more to internal instability 

than to stability. |
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United States planning, of course, cannot overlook the need to : 

prepare against the potential danger of overt Communist attack. A 

| more likely immediate threat in most of these countries, however, | 

| is from internal subversion accompanied by the instigation or ex- | 

| ploitation of civil wars. The pattern of Communist penetration in | 

| the Far East has consistently started with propaganda activities 

| and the organization internally of a Communist apparatus, eventu- — 

| ally of guerrilla and other armed forces. Assistance has been given , 

| from the outside only to activities that first have taken root inter- | 

| nally. Our major immediate effort in most of these countries, it 

seems to me, should be directed at meeting this initial internal 

| threat, by a flexible combination of political, psychological, econom- 

| ic, military and police actions or programs. The problem is to stop 

| Communism before it gains strength. - 

| If that principle is sound, a wise policy in the immediate future | 

| would be to concentrate more on such a flexible program of action | 

| as may be required to bolster morale, stabilize legal governments, | 

stabilize the economies of these countries and assist them in con- | 

! trolling subversion. More limited objectives should perhaps be _ | 

| sought in military assistance and training with immediate empha- 

| sis, in countries like Vietnam and Thailand, on programs directed 

at the building up of strong elite internal security forces. In certain 

| cases it may at the same time be in the U.S. interest to pay the 

2 price in military and economic support to maintain regular mili- 

| tary forces of high fighting capabilities; but in those cases we 

| should move in full awareness of the problems that may be cre- | 

| ated. : ~ | 

| Taking Vietnam as an example, it would seem to me that em- 

| phasis in an immediate program of action would reasonably con- 

: centrate on: | po | | 

| (a) Such military assistance and training consistent with the ar- | 

| mistice agreement as is required to build up strong internal securi- 
| ty forces, including police forces, extending such assistance and 

| training only to selected nationals now serving in the Vietnamese 

| army or constabulary and the French Expeditionary Corps; | | 

| (b) Immediate expansion of economic programs to OO 

| (1) Build up administrative competence, | 

| (2) Meet need widely felt by the people, | 

(3) Develop the country’s economic potential, and 

(4) Resettle persons displaced by war, starting them on pro- | 

_ ductive endeavors. | : 

| |
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Editorial Note 

For the memorandum of the discussion at the 221st meeting of 
the National Security Council, held in Washington on November 2, 

_ 1954, see volume XIV. For convenience, a portion is repeated here: 

“ [Cutler] went on to point out that he was disturbed by the sev- 
eral conflicts in our existing policy papers on the Far East, and 
asked Secretary Dulles if it would not be desirable for the Planning 
Board to undertake a new paper which would sketch the broad 
principles and policy of the United States vis-a-vis the Far East. 
Secretary Dulles replied that he thought this would be a very desir- 
able job for the Planning Board, although it would be a very tough 
one, and the Planning Board would have his sympathy. It was hard 
to find any element of fixity in such a fluid situation as confronted 
us in the Far East. Nevertheless, it was one of the great advan- 
tages of a democratic government that our policies could have flexi- 
bility, whereas the totalitarian government of the Soviet Union re- 
quired fixity of position. 

“Noting that the Japanese Prime Minister would be coming to 
Washington next week, Secretary Dulles said that the new Plan- 
ning Board paper should take account of Japan, that great prize in 
the Far East, and that the paper should also take account of the 
impact on Europe of policies of the United States in the Far East. 
Governor Stassen recommended that the new paper also include 
the problem of U.S. trade policies toward Communist China. Secre- 
tary Dulles said we need not worry about that, for trade policies 
with Communist China would certainly be raised by Prime Minis- 

| ter Yoshida when he reached Washington. The Japanese were cur- 
rently expecting more from a revival of trade with Communist 
China than they would actually ever get.” (Eisenhower Library, Ei- 
senhower papers, Whitman file) 

For documentation on the visit of Prime Minister Yoshida, who 
arrived in Washington on November 7, see volume XIV. 
NSC Action No. 1259-d, taken at the November 2 meeting, reads: 

“Directed the NSC Planning Board to prepare, for early Council 
consideration, a broad restatement of U.S. policy toward the Far 
East, including controls on trade with Communist China, in the 
light of the above discussion, recent decisions, and the existing situ- 
ation.” (S/S-NSC (Miscellaneous) files, lot 66 D 95)
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FE files, lot 55 D 480 ! | | | 

Memorandum by the Economic Coordinator in the Bureau of Far _ ! 

Eastern Affairs (Baldwin) to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of | 

State for Far Eastern Affairs (Sebald) * | | | 

SECRET | [WaAsHINGTON,]| November 2, 1954. : 

Subject: Asian Economic Aid Program Developments | | 

| Perusal of the attached material will give you a fairly good idea | 

| of the background of the Asian economic aid program develop- : 

| ments. My memorandum of October 20 to the Under Secretary * : 

| was designed for this purpose. The report of the Asian Economic | 

| Working Group was the first prepared material on the subject. The 

| paper of October 25, entitled “Future United States Economic As- | 

| sistance for Asia, Proposed State Department Position” * reports : 

| the outcome of several interdepartmental meetings which were. : 

, called to develop a Departmental position at the outset of the delib- | 

erations of the NSC ad hoc committee to be chaired by Mr. Hoover. ot 

| (See attached NSC memorandum of October 25.) 4 The first meet- 

2 ing of that committee has been postponed twice. The committee is : 

| expected to produce at least an interim report for a meeting of the 

| NSC Planning Board scheduled for November 15 and for consider- | 

ation by the NSC on the 18th or 20th. | 

b I am not happy about the current status of this matter. — : 

| When, several months ago, I first organized a group to give care- | 

7 ful consideration to means by which the U.S. might, by economic : 

| means, more effectively develop resistance to Communism in free | 

| _ Asia, we started our thinking on the basis of the following assump- 7 

| tions: | | 

| (a) The U.S. and the rest of the free world could not afford to 

continue to suffer further reverses by the Communists in Asia. | 

(b) In the near future the Communists could be expected to place 

! great emphasis upon efforts to extend their influence and control 
by means short of open warfare; among these means would be ex- 

| ploitation of all elements of economic weakness and resultant polit- | 

| ical weakness. | 

| - (c) Something more than we have already done in Asia will be | : 

necessary to prevent further Communist gains. Da : 

| The results of the study which was based upon these premises | 

are indicated in the somewhat lengthy report of my working group. 

All of us who participated in the preparation of this report were of | 

| the opinion that whatever the U.S. might do in the economic field 

| 1 Sebald became Deputy Assistant Secretary Nov. 1. | | | 

| 2 Not found in Department of State files. | | i 

! 3 Not printed. | 

| - 4 Not found attached. 

| ! 

|
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should be big, well-conceived, effectively announced, and efficiently 
executed. While avoiding any suggestion that what we had in mind 
was a Marshall Plan for Asia, we did feel that an economic plan 
which would have a psychological effect somewhat similar to that 
of the Marshall Plan in Europe was needed—something which 
would really arouse the interest and enthusiasm of free Asians and 
constitute a set-back to the Communists. 

As our idea has moved through the Department it has, I feel, 
been very considerably scaled down. This has, I think, been partly 
due to a tendency in some quarters to think of the program first in 
terms of what would be “acceptable” to the Congress and secondly 
in terms of what would best serve U.S. interests. I have personally 
felt and continue to feel that the latter point is the one which 
should guide the Department’s activities in the matter; that the 
question of selling any plan which might be developed to Congress 
should .be left to the President and the Secretary. I cling to the 
belief that there are very few things which. the American people 
would not be willing to undertake today if they and their repre- 
sentatives in Congress were convinced that the result would be ef- 
fectively anti-Communist. 

The most important immediate difficulty in the matter, however, 
is the fact that consideration has bogged down in the upper levels 
of the Department. The opening meeting of the official committee 
has been postponed twice and no date for the meeting is now set. 
As far as I am aware, Mr. Hoover has not been able to obtain the 
Secretary’s clearance of the paper dated October 25 (copy attached) 
which is supposed to contain the Department’s position—at least at 
the commencement of the ad hoc committee sessions. Presumably 
all of this is a result of pressures on the 5th floor but valuable time 
is passing.
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| S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1 a , | 
| | 

Draft of National Security Council Paper Prepared in the 

! | | Department of State ? | 

TOP SECRET Oo [WASHINGTON,] November 12, 1954. | 

| | U.S. Poticy TOWARD THE Far East | | 

| | | "PROBLEM | 

| 1. The primary problem of U.S. foreign policy in the Far East is ) 

| to cope with the serious threat to U.S. security interests which has | 

| resulted from the spread of hostile Communist power on the conti- | 

| nent of Asia over all of Mainland China, North Korea and, more | 

. recently, over the northern part of Viet Nam. © | | 

| - 2. In its five years of power, the regime in Communist China has | 

| established and consolidated effective control over the territories it 

| dominates, and maintained and developed close working relations 

| with the Soviet Union. Inherently such regimes have elements of 

| rigidity and instability which might produce crises or breakdown 

| unexpectedly, but there is now no reason to anticipate an early col- 

| lapse nor any basis for foreseeing when one might occur. While the | 

| ability of the regime to consolidate its position was in doubt, it was | 

reasonable to hope that external pressures, such as harassing ac- | 

| tions against the mainland and its commerce, might reinforce ef- | 

| forts of opponents within the country to block or delay that proc- | 

| ess. Under present conditions, that premise is no longer tenable. | 

| While it is not necessary to assume the permanency of the present 

| regime, it seems most unlikely that external pressures or actions 

| can bring about or hasten its downfall or materially weaken its ties 

| with the Soviet Union. At the same time, we should be ready to , 

| exploit any opportunities which might occur as a result of inherent : 

| internal weaknesses. | | | 

! 3 The task of U.S. coping with this situation is further compli- | 

| cated by: | | 

| a. the vulnerability of the non-Communist countries in the area 

| militarily, and in varying degrees, politically, economically, and 

| psychologically, to further Communist expansionist efforts; | 

| ~ b. the deep-seated national antagonisms and differing assess- 

|. ments of national interest which divide these countries from each 

| other and severely hamper efforts to combine their collective re- | 

| sources for their own defense and welfare; mags 

| c. the intense nationalistic feelings, fed by residual resentments | 

| against European colonialism coupled with a widespread feeling of | 

| 1 This paper is marked “State Draft”. Indication has not been found in Depart- / 

ment of State files whether or not the draft had been prepared in conjunction with | 

| or otherwise coordinated with the NSC Planning Board. : poe | 

| |
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weakness and inadequacy in the face of the worldwide power strug- 
gle, which inhibit many of these countries from cooperating closely | 
with the United States; and 

d. the divergencies on Far Eastern policy with our European 
allies, principally with respect to our posture toward China, which 
limit the extent of political and economic pressures which can be 
maintained against the Asian Communist regimes without divisive 
effects on the basic U.S.-led coalition. 

OBJECTIVES 

4. Consistent with the basic policy of the U.S. to be clear and 
strong in its resolve to defend its vital interests but not provocative 
of war, the principal objectives of the U.S. in the Far East should 
be: 

a. Preservation of the territorial and political integrity of the 
non-Communist countries in the area against further Communist 
expansion or subversion; 

b. Progressive improvement of the relative power position of the 
non-Communist countries vis-a-vis that of the Asian Communist re- 
gimes. | | 

d. In order to preserve the territorial and political integrity of 
the area, the United States should: | 

a. Maintain the security of the Pacific off-shore island chain 
_ (Japan, Ryukyus, Formosa, Philippines, Australia, and New Zea- 

land) as an element essential to U.S. security; building such mili- 
tary strength in each area as conforms to its needs and capabilities 
and is consistent with domestic stability. | 

b. Conclude a Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of China, 
covering Formosa and the Pescadores, with appropriate safeguards 
against Chinese Nationalist offensive action. Such a treaty, when 
made and ratified, will replace the existing unilateral defense ar- 
rangement. | 

c. Encourage the conditions which will make possible formation 
of, and be prepared to participate in, a Western Pacific collective 
defense arrangement including the Philippines, Japan, the Repub- 
lic of China and the Republic of Korea, eventually linked with the 
Manila Pact and ANZUS. | 

d. In the event of Communist overt armed attack against any 
country with which the U.S. does not have a security treaty, this 
evidence of a renewal of Communist aggressive purposes would 
constitute such a grave menace to the U.S. as to justify the Presi- 
dent in requesting authority from Congress to take necessary 
action to deal with the situation, including the use of U.S. armed 
forces, if appropriate and feasible. | | 

e. Assist where necessary and feasible non-Communist Govern- 
ments and other elements in the Far East to counter Communist 
subversion. 

6. In order to enhance the individual and collective strength of 
the non-Communist countries, the U.S. should: |
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| a. Increase efforts to develop the basic stability and strength of | 

| non-Communist countries, especially Japan, and their capacity and 

will to resist Communist expansion. : 

b. Continue (1) to recognize the Government of the Republic of | 

| China and its right to represent China in the United Nations, and | 

| (2) to furnish direct support to its military establishment and its | 

| economy. | | 

pO c. Encourage the prompt organization of an economic grouping | 

| by the maximum number of free Asian states, including Japan and : 

| as many of the Colombo Powers as possible, based on self-help and | 

: mutual aid, and the participation and support (including substan- 

| tial financial assistance) of the U.S. and other appropriate Western 

- countries, through which, by united action, those free Asian states 

will be enabled more effectively to achieve the economic and social 

| strength needed to maintain their independence. | | 

| d. Take all feasible measures to increase the opportunities of free 

| countries for trade with each other and with other free world coun- | 

| tries. | | | | | 

: e. Provide technical assistance to help develop political stability | 

: and economic health. | ie - | 

| f. Develop and make more effective information, cultural, educa- 

: tion and exchange programs for the countries concerned. | 

| 7. In order to retard the growth of the power and influence of the | 
Asian Communist regimes, especially Communist China, the US. 

| should: | | | 

| a. Continue to refuse recognition of the Chinese Communist | 

, regime (as well as other Asian Communist regimes) but deal with it 

| on a de facto basis when circumstances make this useful. | 

| b. Continue to oppose its seating in the Security Council, the | 

| General Assembly, and other organs of the United Nations. | 

| c. So long as the Chinese Communists are engaged in building up 

| a war establishment and are motivated by hostility to the USS. 

| which appears more virulent than that of Soviet Russia, the U.S. 

| should continue (1) to maintain stringent controls on strategic ma- | 

terials for China more severe than those on the Soviet bloc, and (2) | 

| to exert our influence on other free world countries to maintain : 

| the current level of trade restrictions, but be prepared to acquiesce ; 

| in limiting such controls, if necessary to maintain the essentials, or | 

| to avoid serious friction with our allies, or to prevent nations need- 

| ing Chinese trade—from accommodating with the Communist bloc. : 

3 d. Utilize U.S. information programs and covert means to create 

| discontent and internal divisions within each of the Communist- | 

| _ dominated areas of the Far East, and to impair their relations with : 

| the Soviet Union and with each other, but refrain from assisting or | 

| encouraging offensive actions to harass Communist China or its | 

| commerce, and restrain the Chinese Nationalists from such actions. : 
: a 

| | 

ao | 
| 

|
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790.5/11-1354: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Philippines } 

SECRET WASHINGTON, November 13, 1954—5:02 p.m. 

1745. Evening Nov. 12 Secretary held informal dinner Blair 
House representatives signatories of Manila Treaty. Following 
dinner there was informal conversation on personal basis regarding 
follow-up of Manila meeting. Prince Wan suggested preliminary 
meeting all Council members in Bangkok in January even if ratifi- 
cations not complete. This would not be meeting of Council which 
could only be convened after Treaty entered into effect but would 
be at Foreign Minister level. Purpose of meeting would be to dis- 
cuss and agree on how Treaty would be implemented, particularly 
Article IV, paragraph 2, re subversion which all recognized of great 
importance. Secretary outlined his conversations with Senate lead- 
ers and Foreign Relations Committee re ratification and noted they 
had no objection to suggestions made by several signatories for 
quick follow-up Manila meeting. Emphasizing strictly informal 
nature this discussion at social gathering, Secretary suggested it be 
interesting to hear reactions to suggestions made for J anuary 
meeting in Bangkok. 

Australian, Philippine, New Zealand and Thai representatives 
agreed and emphasized necessity for immediate steps to make 
treaty visible reality in Asia. They stressed danger of subversion 
and necessity working out plans meet it. They agreed with New | 
Zealand’s suggestion for setting up working party in Washington 
prepare for preliminary meeting Bangkok and for anti-subversive 
program. 

Pakistan Ambassador took no position re January meeting or 
working party and merely noted new government had not had time 
take up ratification but opinion in Pakistan not against treaty. _ 
French representative took similar line re French Government atti- 
tude. . 
UK Ambassador only representative to take negative view to- 

wards January meeting or working party. In his opinion council 

should not meet until majority of signatories had ratified treaty. 2 

1 Repeated to Bangkok, Karachi, Canberra, Wellington, London, and Paris. 
2 In telegram 2363 from London, Nov. 16, the Embassy reported: 
“British Embassy has been instructed inform Department Eden in favor of Janu- 

ary meeting in Bangkok but reluctant to commit himself to going personally and _ 
would prefer meeting be in nature of working party of Ambassadors or equivalent. 
Eden suggests preliminary tripartite discussions in Washington in order assure com- 
munity of view on such problems as Indochina prior to Bangkok meeting of all sig- 
natories; perhaps presence of Mendes in Washington would afford appropriate op- 
portunity for such discussions.” (790.5/11-1654) Continued
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Above is for your information. Department intends follow up in- | 

formal dinner conversation with suggestions Washington represent- | 

atives query their governments for more official response re Janu- : 

ary meeting Bangkok and working group. US position strongly | 

favors meeting at Bangkok and establishment of working group in | 

Washington to undertake necessary preparations. | 

. DULLES : 
| 

| 

| —_____—_. : 
Record of the British Embassy’s representations in this matter at this time has : 

not been found in Department of State files. : | ! 

| 790.5/11-1654 | | 

| Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, ) 

South Asian, and African Affairs (Byroade) to the Secretary of 

| State 3 | 3 

| : 7 

| CONFIDENTIAL _ , [WASHINGTON,] November 16, 1954. ) 

Subject: India and our “Understanding” Attached to the Manila 
Pact | | te | 

| With reference to your memorandum to me of November 165, 
1954, (Tab A) ? your confidential guidance on the “Understanding’’, | 

sent from Tokyo on September 10, was circularized the same day to _ : 

New Delhi and other embassies (Tab B).* Basic guidance to our 

USIS posts on the treatment to be given the Manila Pact was con- | 

J tained in a circular telegram dated September 10, 1954 (Tab C). #4 

| This directed that stress on the United States’ ‘“Understanding”’ 

| should be avoided so as not to stimulate the belief that the United ) 

States stood on a different basis from other signatories. | L 

| 1 Drafted by Harold George Josif of the Office of South Asian Affairs and by 

| Henry T. Smith, Acting Director of that office. | | 

| A marginal notation by O’Connor indicates that the comments noted below were : 

| made by the Secretary. 

| 2 This memorandum, drafted by Dulles personally, reads as follows: 

| “T am curious to know whether we ever attempted to make an asset out of the | 

fact that we insisted on limiting the Manila Pact (Article IV (1)) to “Communist” | 

armed attack. The result was to avoid what might seem to be a general alliance 

: with Pakistan as against India. This was, of course, not pleasing to the Pakistani 

but it showed clearly our unwillingness to get involved as a partisan in possible dis- 

putes between India and Pakistan. 7 

| “So far as I am aware, there has never been any indication by India of apprecia- | 

5 tion of our position in this respect. We were the only one of the parties to take this | 

position.”’ 7 

: 3 In this circular telegram the Department of State had briefly summarized the 

negotiatory history of the “Understanding” attached by the United States to the 

| treaty. (File copy is guidance as transmitted in telegram 590 from Tokyo; 790.5/9- 

| 1054) | | | 

- 4Not found in Department of State files. | 

- | 

| | 
|
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The reason for the insertion of the United States’ “Understand- 
ing’ was made quite clear at the time of the Manila conference by 
commercial information media. In addition the USIS wireless file 
carried the full text of your television report to the nation of Sep- 
tember 15, in which you stated that we had stipulated “the only 
armed attack in that area which we would regard as necessarily 
dangerous to our peace and security would be a Communist armed 
attack”’. ° | 

While I am sure that Prime Minister Nehru and other Indian 
government leaders are aware of the reasons for the United States’ 
“Understanding”, there probably is a lack of comprehension on 
this point on the part of the average Indian. This could be reme- 
died to some extent if we wished to ® risk emphasizing our differ- 
ences on this matter with the other signatories of the Manila Pact, 
and possibly creating an adverse impression on public opinion in 
Pakistan. 

I consider that our “Understanding” has had some effect in 
| making the Indian reaction to the Manila Pact less hostile than it 

would otherwise have been. Whether further advantage can be 
gained from it in our relations with India is open to question: ° 
India’s opposition to the Manila Pact was not based on Pakistan’s 
participation in it nearly so much as on the fear that it would in- 
crease international tensions in Southeast Asia, lead to interfer- 
ence in internal affairs of Asian nations under certain circum- 
stances, and obstruct India’s hopes to maintain its own leadership 
in Southeast Asia. In addition Prime Minister Nehru made the 
point that NATO had been used to raise issues for consultation 
with regard to an area outside the protected region (namely Goa), 
and that the same might happen in connection with the Manila 
Pact. 

It was probably because of these objections to the basic approach 
of the Manila Pact that Indian leaders have never, to my knowl- 
edge, expressed appreciation of our “Understanding”. It is clear 
however, that Indian objections to the Manila Pact have not ap- 
proached the intensity of their objections to our military aid to 
Pakistan. 

; ° Next to this sentence is the following handwritten notation: “No”. The words “if 
we wished to” are underlined by hand. 

° Next to this sentence is the following handwritten notation: “I agree’. The 
words “open to question” are underlined by hand.
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: S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D1 | | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | 

Affairs (Robertson) to the Director of the Policy Planning Staff | 

(Bowie) } : oe | | 

TOP SECRET | [WasHINGTON,] November 17, 1954. 

) Subject: FE Comments on Attached NSC Draft—“U.S. Policy To- : 

| , _ wards the Far East” | a | 

| Oe FE recommends that the following revisions be made in the text 

_ of the NSC draft paper dated November 12? on “U.S. Policy To- | 

| wards the Far East’. An explanation of these recommendations is | 

| included as TabA.  — © . | | 

| Paragraph 2 —Eliminate all but the first sentence and add the 

| following language after the first sentence: ‘While there is now no : 

| reason to anticipate an early collapse of the regime nor any means - , 

| of seeing when one might occur, inherently such regimes have ele- 

: ments of rigidity and instability which might produce crises or : 

| break down unexpectedly. We should be ready to exploit any oppor- : 

tunities which might occur as a result of inherent internal weak- | 

| nesses.” 7 | 
Paragraph 5b—Add the words “except by joint agreement” to the : 

| end of the first sentence. : : 

Paragraph 5d—In the first sentence insert the words “or immi- 

nent threat of such attack” between the words “attack” and 

| “against”. - | 

Paragraph 6b—Insert the words “as the only Government of =| 

| China” between the words “China” and “and”. a a | 

2 Paragraph 7—Insert the words “weaken, or’ between the words 

| “to” and “retard”, and a comma after the word “of” in the first | 

line. | a ; 

| Paragraph 7a—Eliminate the last part of the sentence, beginning 

with “but”, and substitute the following language: ‘“‘and deal with 

| it only on a local basis and only in regard to strictly limited sub- | 

| jects where the regime is a necessary party at interest’. : 

Paragraph 7c—Eliminate the entire paragraph and substitute 

the following: ‘Maintain the embargo on U.S. trade with Commu- | 

nist China and continue to-exert our influence on other free world 

| countries for the maintenance of the current level of trade restric- : 

: tions against Communist China, without, however, exerting our in- 

: fluence in such a manner as would be seriously divisive.” 

| Paragraph 7d—Eliminate the whole paragraph and substitute | 

| the following: ‘Create discontent and internal divisions within | 

1 Drafted by Edwin W. Martin, Deputy Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs. | 

2 Ante, p. 961. . 

: | | 

| 
|
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each of the Communist dominated areas of the Far East, impair re- 
lations of the Asian Communist regimes with the Soviet Union and 
with each other, and impede actions taken by these regimes to in- 
crease their war-making capacity by all feasible overt and covert 
means consistent with the basic policy ‘not to be provocative of 
war.” 

[Tab A] 

EXPLANATION OF RECOMMENDED CHANGES 

Paragraph 2—For the past.two or three years at least there has 
been no expectation that an early collapse of the Chinese Commu- 
nist regime would occur. The policy of applying external pressures 
to Communist China was not based on an expectation that these 

. pressures would bring about such a result, although it was recog- 
nized that they might encourage resistance within Communist 
China to consolidation of the Peiping regime’s power. Such pres- 
sures have been designed, however, to weaken, or at least retard 
the growth of, the power of a regime which has from the beginning 
been intensely hostile to the United States and which continues to 
threaten our security interests. FE believes that we should contin- 
ue to pursue a policy of external pressures against Communist | 
China for this purpose. 

Paragraph 5b—It should be recognized that under some circum- 
stances offensive actions by the Chinese Nationalists would be in 
the interests of the United States. Thus the door should not be 
closed to all offensive action by the Nationalists. We should, howev- 
er, protect ourselves against offensive actions which would be detri- 
mental to U.S. interests. 
Paragraph 5d—Circumstances may arise under which a Presi- 

dential request for Congressional authority prior to an actual 
armed attack would be advantageous. It might act as a deterrent to 
aggression, or if not, would at least enable U.S. forces to move 
more rapidly when the attack occurred. 
Paragraph 6b—FE feels that it is an important part of our 

present policy that we recognize the Government of the Republic of 
China as the only Government of China, that this policy should be 
continued, and that this should be stated specifically in the paper. 
Paragraph 7—While the policies set forth under this paragraph 

can be justified solely on the grounds that they will tend to retard 
the growth of the power and influence of the Asian Communist re- - 
gimes, it should be made clear that it would also serve the U.S. in- 
terest to weaken these regimes in absolute terms by whatever
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courses of action can be devised under these policies. 
Opportunities 

| for weakening 
them may arise in the future which do not exist _ 

now. vs 
! 

Paragraph 
7a—FE feels that the second half of the sentence 

in | 

paragraph 
7a (beginning 

with “but”) is too broad and could easily | 

| be misinterpreted 
to authorize 

a wide range of dealings 
with the 

: Chinese 
Communist 

regime even though 
formal recognition 

is not | 

| extended. 
Actual practice 

has been to deal with Peiping 
on a very : 

| limited basis where such contact was unavoidable 
in order to | 

obtain specific 
U.S. objectives. 

Examples 
have been the Armistice 

| 

| negotiations 
in Korea and subsequent 

discussions 
on the Korean 

: 

| Political 
Conference 

at Panmunjom, 
? the Geneva 

Conference, 
and | 

| direct negotiations 
on Americans 

detained 
in Communist 

China. * | 

Paragraph 
?c—This 

paragraph 
fails to recognize 

that the U.S. | 

| controls 
not merely strategic 

items but embargoes 
all trade and fi- 

nancial transactions 
with Communist 

China. On the basis of this | 

paragraph 
U.S. goods which were not classified 

as strategic 
could : 

| be traded with Communist 
China and U.S. and foreign nationals 

: 

would be able to engage in financial 
transactions 

in connection 
| 

| with such trade. Such a policy would make it considerably 
easier 

| for the Chinese Communists 
to dispose of exports which are sur- 

| plus to the requirements 
of the Soviet bloc. Without 

the U.S. | 

| market Communist 
China has been experiencing 

difficulty 
in dis- 

posing of surplus 
exports. 

On the financial 
side it would relieve the 

| pressure 
on Communist 

China’s 
meager 

foreign 
exchange 

reserves. 
_ 

, FE opposes such relaxation 
on U.S. trade and financial 

controls 
| and believes 

that total U.S. embargo 
of trade and financial 

dealings 
| with Communist 

China should be maintained. 
| 

As to the second part of paragraph 
7c. While it is recognized 

that | 

. there are limits beyond which it would be counterproductive 

to go | 

| in exerting 
influence 

on our allies to maintain 
the current level 

of | 

their trade restrictions, 
FE believes 

that the United States should 
| 

| maintain 
its prior position 

that the overall 
interests 

of the free 

| world are best served by the maintenance 
of current multilateral 

| 

| control of trade with Communist 
China. Any acquiescence 

in a re- | 

| laxation 
of China controls 

for the purposes 
stated in Section 

7c (2) | 

| would tend to become 
a full retreat 

to the relatively 
low level of 

controls 
now applied 

multilaterally 
against 

the Soviet bloc. There 

: are no persuasive 
technical 

or political criteria which could clearly 
justify a level of strategic 

controls 
intermediate 

between 
present 

| 

: multilateral 
China controls 

and controls 
against 

the Soviet bloc. | 

| - Since the goods Communist 
China most desires from the free world 

| 8 For documentation, 
see volume Xv. . | 

4 For documentation, 
see volume 

XIV. 7 | | 

| |
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are those on the present multilateral China control lists, there 
could be no significant increase in free world-China trade without a 
very substantial reduction in the China strategic list. While it is 
true that many China list items can be transshipped from the Eu- 
ropean Soviet bloc to Communist China, such transshipment is gen- 
erally costly and inefficient. It imposes an added burden on the 
Communist bloc which we should do nothing to lighten. 
Paragraph 7d—The suggested substitution protects our basic po- 

sition but leaves us free to deal with changing situations. 

Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D 199 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 
for European Affairs (Merchant) 

SECRET [WasHINGTON,] November 17, 1954. 
Subject: Manila Pact 

Participants: The Secretary | 
M. Mendes-France : 
Ambassador Bonnet | 
Livingston T. Merchant 

The Secretary inquired of the French Premier ! what the pros- 
pect was for ratification by France of the Manila Treaty. M. 
Mendes-France replied that after careful study he had reached the 
conclusion that ratification by the French Assembly was not neces- 
sary for the Manila Treaty. He said others held contrary views, 
however. His intention is to send it in the immediate future to the 
Foreign Affairs Commission of the Assembly for information, study 
and discussion. After giving them sufficient time, possibly a month 
or so, to study it, it was his intention then for the Government to 
ratify it. This presumably would afford ample opportunity for the 
assembly to take action itself on the Treaty if it should develop 
that the Commission believed this was constitutionally necessary. : 
He did not indicate any doubt over the question of ratification al- 
though he indicated that he did not expect it until shortly after the 
turn of the year. 7 

The Manila Charter, Mr. Mendes-France said, clearly required 
no Assembly action and he would sign it at once. 

The Premier then raised the question of the proposal for a meet- 
ing in Bangkok in January. He said he had grave doubts as to the 
desirability of such a meeting, particularly if it were held at a For- 

1 Mendés-France arrived in Washington on Nov. 17 for talks which lasted through 
Nov. 20. For additional documentation on this visit, see vol. xm, Part 2, pp. 2264 ff., 
and volume vI. |
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eign Minister level. It might make difficulties for him in the As- 

| sembly since it could be construed as jumping the gun. He went on | 

| to say that he preferred, as apparently did the British, a tripartite | 

| meeting in Washington at which he would be represented by the : 

| French Ambassador. | | | 

| The Secretary acknowledged the validity of the points made but 

| emphasized that he had had in mind only consideration of proce- | 

| dural rather than substantive matters at any meeting prior to the | | 

Treaty coming into force. He said there was much that must be | 

| considered and decided concerning organization. | 

| -Mendes-France said that he would have no objection to working : 

| group meetings in Washington at the ambassadorial level and said 2 

| that he understands this would be acceptable to the British. 

| The Secretary expressed the general understanding of the Pre- | 

| mier’s point of view but did not commit himself. : | 

| | | 
| 790.5/11-1854: Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Aldrich) to the. | 

| Department of State } | 

: SECRET Lonpon, November 18, 1954—5 p.m. 

| 2404. Today’s London press reports talks between MacDonald | 

and Australian officials centered on commitment of Australian 

| troops to SEA. “Authoritative sources” quoted as saying Australia 

had agreed earlier this year send battalion and fighter wing to | 

| Malaya to be available either within Manila pact framework or as 

| part of Commonwealth defense planning. 

| Embassy comment: It now generally understood by military plan- | 

| ners in UK, Australia and NZ that US uninterested in peacetime 

| either in stationing troops in SEA or in joint military planning for | 

| SEA. Accordingly, it has been decided to go ahead with implemen- | 

| tation of Melbourne proposals developed by Harding last year (Em- 

bassy despatch 2499 December 8, 1953). 2 As result of close military : 

consultation UK has fairly good idea of what Australia and NZ | 

| would be prepared to do in case of war; nevertheless UK would like | 

to “tidy up” the planning for the area. Hence MacDonald's visit. 

| Once this exercise completed, it is planned to present results to 

1 Repeated for information to Canberra and Wellington. 

| 2 Apparent reference to telegram 2499 of that date, p. 357. 

| 

| |
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Washington with request for comment and such coordination as US 
prepared extend. 3 

| ALDRICH 

*In despatch 242 from Canberra, Nov. 26, the Embassy cabled that MacDonald 
had discussed mainly political and economic questions with Australian officials, 
leaving the discussion of specific military and defense matters to General Loewen 
and Admiral Lambe, who were in Australia on a simultaneous, but apparently inde- 
pendent, visit. | 

“While it is understood that General Loewen has engaged in direct military talks 
with Australian Defense Department officials at Melbourne during the present 
week, it is believed that major policy decisions with respect to active Australian par- 
ticipation in the defense of Malaya and the stationing of forces there will be de- 
ferred until the British Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ Conference in London now 
understood to be scheduled for January.” (790.5/11-2654) 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429/3 

Note to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary | 
| (Lay) 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,| November 19, 1954. 
NSC 5429/3 

CurrENT U.S. Poticy TowarD THE Far East | 

References: 

A. NSC 5429/2 | 
B. NSC 166/1 

C. NSC 152/3 1 | 
D. NSC Action No. 1148 2 
E. NSC 146/2 a 
F. Memcs for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “U.S. 

Objectives and Courses of Action With Respect to Formosa and 
the Chinese Nationalist Government,” dated September 28 and 
October 5, 1954, ? and NSC Action No. 1235 4 : 

G. NSC Action Nos. 1224 and 1234 5 
H. NSC Action No. 1250 § 

‘ For the report entitled “Economic Defense”, June 18, 1954, see vol. 1, Part 2, p. 
1207. 

2 See footnote 6, p. 537. 
3 These two memoranda from Lay transmitted to the NSC information concerning — 

NSC 146/2; see volume xiv. 
* Included with the extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the NSC | 

meeting Oct. 6, 1954, ibid. | 
* Included with the extracts from the memorandum of discussion at the NSC 

meetings Sept. 12 and Oct. 6, 1954, ibid. 
6 Included with the extract from the memorandum of discussion at the NSC meet- 

ing Oct. 22, printed in vol. xm, Part 2, p. 2153.
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[Enclosure] 

DRAFT 

STATEMENT OF POLICY BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL ON 
CurrRENT U.S. Po.icy IN THE Far East 

GENERAL CONSIDERATION 

1. The primary problem of U.S. policy in the Far East is to cope 
with the serious threat to U.S. security interests which has result- 
ed from the spread of hostile Communist power on the continent of 

| Asia over all of Mainland China, North Korea and, more recently, 
over the northern part of Viet Nam. | 

_ 2. In its five years of power, the regime in Communist China has 
established and consolidated effective control over the mainland 

_ and has maintained and developed close working relations with the 
Soviet Union. [While there is now no reason to anticipate an early 
collapse of the regime nor any means of seeing when one might 
occur, inherently such regimes have elements of rigidity and insta- 
bility which might produce crises or break down unexpectedly.] * 
We should be ready to exploit any opportunities which might occur 
as a result of inherent internal weaknesses. 

3. The task of the United States in coping with this situation is 
further complicated by: 

a. The vulnerability of the non-Communist countries in the area 
militarily, and in varying degrees, politically, economically, and 
psychologically, to further Communist expansionist efforts. 

b. The deep-seated national antagonisms and differing assess- 
ments of national interest which divide these countries from each 
other and severely hamper efforts to combine their collective re- 
sources for their own defense and welfare. 

c. The intense nationalistic feelings, fed by residual resentments 
against European colonialism coupled with a widespread feeling of 
weakness and inadequacy in the face of the worldwide power strug- 
gle, which inhibit many of these countries from cooperating closely 
with the United States. 

d. The divergencies on Far Eastern policy with our European 
allies, principally with respect to our posture toward China, which 
limit the extent of political and economic pressures which can be 
maintained against the Asian Communist regimes without divisive 
effects on the basic United States-led coalition. 

Note: In addition to the foregoing general considerations, atten- 
| tion is directed to NIE 13-54, “(Communist China’s Power Potential 

Through 1957,” published June 3, 1954, and NIE 10-7-54, “Commu- 

*CIA does not concur. [Brackets and footnote in the source text.] |
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nist Courses of Action in Asia Through 1957,” forthcoming at an 

early date. oe | 7 | 

OBJECTIVES 

4. Pursuant to a policy of being clear and strong in its resolve to 7 

| defend its vital interests, if necessary at the risk of but without | 

: being provocative of war, the principal objectives of the United | 

! States in the Far East should be: | | | 

| a. Preservation of the territorial and political integrity of the : 

: non-Communist countries in the area against further Communist : 

expansion or subversion. | | 

. -b. Progressive improvement of the relative political, economic it 

and military position of the non-Communist countries vis-a-vis that : 

| of the Asian Communist regimes. | | | 
: ce. Reduction of [relative] + Chinese Communist power and pres- : 

} tige. ae | | | : 
| d. Disruption of the Sino-Soviet alliance through actions designed : 

to intensify existing and potential areas of conflict or divergence of : 

| interest between the USSR and Communist China. | : 
fe. Creation in non-Communist Asia, and ultimately within Com- 

munist China, of political and social forces which will zealously : 

| spread the greater values of the Free World and simultaneously : 
expose the falsity of the Communist ideological offensive.]{ | 

\ | COURSES OF ACTION : 

; 5. In order to preserve the territorial and political integrity of , 

4 the area, the United States should: : 

: a. Maintain the security of the Pacific off-shore island chain | 

1 (Japan, Ryukyus, Formosa and the Pescadores, the Philippines, | 

' Australia, and New Zealand) as an element essential to U.S. securi- 

ty; assisting in developing such military strength in each area as is 
: required by U.S. security and is consistent with each area’s capabil- 
: ity and maintenance of domestic stability. *° Oo | 

| --b. In the event of unprovoked attack on the Republic of Korea, 

| employ, in accordance with Constitutional processes, U.S. armed 

forces against the aggressor. While supporting the unification of | 

: Korea by all peaceful means and maintaining appropriate safe- 

| guards against ROK offensive action, continue military and eco- | 

: nomic assistance programs consistent with Korea’s capability and | 

| maintenance of domestic stability, subject to continued ROK coop- 
| eration. 

c. Conclude a Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of China 
covering Formosa and the Pescadores, together with appropriate | 

~ +Defense, J CS and ODM propose deletion. [Brackets and footnote in the source | 

; text. ] 
+ Proposed by Defense, JCS, Commerce, ODM, FOA and CIA. [Brackets and foot- 

note in the source text.] 
; 15 On the source text, the following clause (in an unidentified hand) is added to | 

: this sentence: “, and seek to maintain a non-Communist Indonesia”. | 

| |
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safeguards against Chinese Nationalist offensive action except by 
joint agreement. Pending the negotiation and ratification of such a , 
treaty, continue the existing unilateral arrangement to defend For- 

‘ mosa and the Pescadores (excluding the Nationalist-held off-shore 
islands). 

For the present, seek to preserve, through United Nations action, 
the status quo of the Nationalist-held off-shore islands; and, with- 
out committing U.S. forces except as militarily desirable in the 
event of Chinese Communist attack on Formosa and the Pescado- 
res, provide to the Chinese Nationalist forces military equipment 
and training to assist them to defend such off-shore islands, using 
Formosa as a base. However, refrain from assisting or encouraging 
offensive actions against Communist China, and restrain the Chi- 
nese Nationalists from such actions, except in response to Chinese 
Communist provocation judged adequate in each case by the Presi- 
dent. 

d. In the event of Communist overt armed attack in the area cov- 
ered by the Manila Pact prior to the entering into effect of the _ 
Pact, take actions necessary to meet the situation, including a re- 

_ quest for authority from Congress to use U.S. armed forces, if ap- 
propriate and feasible. When the Pact is in effect, be prepared to 
oppose any Communist attack in the Treaty area with U.S. armed 
forces if necessary and feasible, consulting the Congress in advance 
if the emergency permits. | 

| e. In the event of Communist overt armed attack or imminent 
threat of such attack against any other country in the area (not 
covered by a security treaty to which the United States is a party), 
this evidence of a renewal of Communist aggressive purposes would 
constitute such a grave menace to the United States as to justify 

_ the President in requesting authority from Congress to take neces- 
sary action to deal with the situation, including the use of U.S. 
armed forces, if appropriate and feasible. 

f. In the event of unprovoked Communist armed attack on the 
personnel, aircraft or vessels of the United States, promptly take 
punitive action including the use of armed force if necessary and 
appropriate. 

g. Encourage the conditions necessary to form as soon as possible 
and then participate-in, a Western Pacific collective defense ar- 
rangement including the Philippines, Japan, the Republic of China 
and the Republic of Korea, eventually linked with the Manila Pact 
and ANZUS. 

h. If requested by a legitimate local government which requires 
assistance to defeat local Communist subversion or rebellion not 
constituting armed attack, the United States should view such a 
situation so gravely that, in addition to giving all possible covert 
and overt support within the Executive Branch authority, the 
President should at once consider requesting Congressional author- 
ity to take appropriate action, which might if necessary and feasi- 
ble include the use of U.S. military forces either locally or against 
the external source of such subversion or rebellion (including Com- 
munist China if determined to be the source). |
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| _ i. Assist where necessary and feasible non-Communist Govern- 

ment and other elements in the Far East to counter Communist — | 

subversion and economic domination. Oe | | 

| j. Maintain sufficient U.S. forces in the Far East as clear evi- 

| dence of U.S. intention to contribute its full share of effective col-_ | 

lective aid to the nations of the area against the Communist threat, | 

: and to provide assurance to the people of the Far East of U.S. ! 

: intent and determination to support them in the event of Commu- — | 

| nist aggression. | : 

| , : { 

| 6. In order to enhance the individual and collective strength of | 

| the non-Communist countries, the United States should: 

a. Increase efforts to develop the basic stability and strength of 

! non-Communist countries, especially Japan and India, and their ca- | 

2 pacity and will to resist Communist expansion. a | 

. b. Continue (1) to recognize the Government of the Republic of | 

, China as the only government of China and its right to represent 

China in the United Nations, and (2) to furnish direct support to its | 

| defense establishment and its economy. | a | 

c. Encourage the prompt organization of an economic grouping ) 

| by the maximum number of free Asian states, including Japan and | 

| as many of the Colombo Powers as possible based on self-help and 

mutual aid, and the participation and support (including substan- | 

tial financial assistance) of the United States and other appropriate | 

| Western countries, through which, by united action, those free | 

: Asian states will be enabled more effectively to achieve the eco- | 

| ‘nomic and social strength needed to maintain their independence. 

| d. Take all feasible measures to increase the opportunities of 

| such countries for trade with each other and with other Free 

World countries. | | | | 

| e. Provide in South and Southeast Asia, through the economic 

| grouping referred to in c above or otherwise, such economic and 

| technical aid over an extended period as can be used effectively to : 

| accelerate the present slow rates of economic growth, and to give to. / 

| the peoples in these areas a sense of present progress and future 

hope, which is currently lacking. [At present, it appears both neces- 
sary and feasible to increase materially the scale of assistance to _ 

_ South and Southeast Asia, which are most directly threatened by 
| Communist expansion.|§ _ | | SO , | 

| -- f. Develop and make more effective information, cultural, educa- / 

| tion and exchange programs; and expand the program for training 

| of free Asian leaders [by organizing and subsidizing education cen- 

| ters in the area and utilizing and supporting U.S. facilities.] || 
- g. Encourage the countries of the area to use qualified Ameri- 

: cans as advisers and develop a program for training such persons 

[particularly in the broad political aspects of the countries con- 

| cerned. |{| | So i 

| § Treasury and Budget propose deletion. [Brackets and footnote in the source | 

text.] | | 

| || Padget proposes deletion. [Brackets and footnote in the source text.] 

{ODM proposal. [ Brackets and footnote in the source text.] oO | 

| | 

| 
: 

( | |
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h. Seek, by intensifying covert and psychological activities, and 
| by utilizing indigenous persons to the greatest extent feasible, to (1) 

increase the understanding and orientation of Asian peoples 
toward the Free World and (2) expose the menace of Chinese impe- 
rialism and world Communism. 

i. Encourage and support, more vigorously and effectively, the 
| application of private capital to the development needs of free 

Asian countries under arrangements avoiding “exploitation” yet 
acceptable to private interests. | 

7. [To stimulate Sino-Soviet estrangement, obtain maximum sup- 
port from our principal Allies on a common Far Eastern policy, 
and gain a psychological advantage from taking a positive initia- 
tive, it is proposed that study be given to (1) the feasibility of nego- 
tiating a Far Eastern settlement which might include such ele- 
ments as those below, and (2) measures which would facilitate such 
negotiation, including adequate pressure on the Chinese Commu- 
nists. | 

a. Recognizing the existence of two Chinas, neither of which can 
be wiped out without a new world war. 

b. Seating both Chinas in the UN Assembly, neither to have a 
seat on the UN Security Council, substituting India for China as a 
permanent member of the Security Council. | 

c. Opening trade (import and export) with Communist China on 
the same basis as with the European Soviet bloc. (In this connec- 
tion consideration might be given to raising the COCOM controls 
on the European Soviet bloc, both with respect to commodity cover- 
age and stringency of control, in order to provide a more realistic 
basis for effective and uniform controls towards the entire Commu- 
nist bloc in Europe and Asia.) 

d. Admitting Japan to the UN. 
e. Unifying Korea by the withdrawal of foreign forces and the 

holding of free and supervised elections. 
f. Obtaining the abandonment of subversive Communist pres- 

sures in South Viet Nam. | 
g. Obtaining an undertaking by China—for whatever value it 

might have—to refrain from providing physical or other types of 
support to subversive groups in any part of Asia.] ** 

**Proposed by Commerce and FOA (see also Annex B). [Brackets and footnote in 
the source text.] |
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8. [Meanwhile until such over-all settlement is reached and] tf in | | 

order to weaken or retard the growth of the power and influence of | 

the Asian Communist regimes, especially Communist China, the 

United States should: : 

7 a. Continue to refuse recognition of the Chinese Communist | 

| regime and other Asian Communist regimes, but deal with each on | 

: a local basis and with regard to specific subjects where the regime | 

| is a party at interest. 
| 

b. Continue to oppose seating Communist China in the Security | 

2 Council, the General Assembly, and other organs of the United Na- 

tions. oS i 

| Proposed by State, Treasury, Proposed by Defense, Commerce, | 

| Budget and CIA — = ODM and JCS (see also Annex 

| an oe B) ! 
| c. Maintain the embargo on| c. Adopt the following policy: . 

| U.S. trade with Communist} (1) Continue the U.S. embargo | 

| China, and continue to exert our|on Communist China. _ | 

| influence on other Free World| (2) Use the total bargaining 

| countries for the maintenance of| position of the United States to 

the current level of trade con-| gain acceptance of embargo or : 

: trols against Communist China;| near embargo by all other non- | 

. without, however, exerting our| Communist countries. | 

| influence in such a manner as (3) Reimpose more comprehen- | 

| would be seriously divisive or| sive and effective controls by the 

lead nations needing Chinese| United States and other coun- | 

trade to accommodation with|tries over the Soviet bloc in 

, the Communist bloc, provided] Europe to prevent transship- 

| that the level of controls appli-| ments to China. | 

| cable to the USSR is main-| (4) Impose additional controls 

| tained. or limitations on exports to non- 

| ++ Proposed by FOA. [Brackets and footnote in the source text.] | 

| | 
| | | 

| | 
|
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Additional Sentence Proposed by | Communist countries that do 
FOA not go along with the above to 
To this end begin early con- | minimize leaks. 

sultations, particularly with the| (5) Retain the U.S. total ban 
U.K. and France, looking toward | on imports from Communist 
agreement on China controls. China. 

(6) Seek the imposition of 
similar import controls by non- 
Communist countries. 

| | (7) Refuse to purchase Com- 
munist Chinese type goods from ~ 

. all non-conforming countries. | | 

d. Utilize all feasible overt and covert means, consistent with a 
policy of not being provocative of war, [at the risk of but not pro- 
vocative of war]{i to create discontent and internal divisions 
within each of the Communist-dominated areas of the Far East, 
and to impair their relations with the Soviet Union and with each 
other, but refrain from assisting or encouraging offensive actions 
against Communist China, and restrain the Chinese Nationalists | 
from such actions, except in response to Chinese Communist provo- 
cation judged adequate in each case by the President. 

e. Continue the policy towards Indochina and Thailand stated in 
Annex A. 16 | 

9. a. The United States should attempt to convince the other 
Free World countries of the soundness of U.S. policies toward Com- 
munist China and toward the Republic of China and of the advis- 
ability of their adopting similar policies, without, however, impos- 
ing such pressures as would be seriously divisive. 

b. In its Pacific role, the United States should be less influenced 
by European allies than in respect to Atlantic affairs. 

10. a. The United States must keep open the possibility of nego- 
tiating with the USSR and Communist China acceptable and en- __ 
forceable agreements, whether limited to individual issues now out- 
standing or involving a general settlement of major issues. 

+t Proposed by Defense. [Brackets and footnote in the source text.] 
16 Not printed.
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_[b. Make clear to the Communist regimes that resumption of | 
normal relations between them and the United States is dependent | 
on concrete evidence that they have abandoned efforts to expand 

their control by military force or subdivision.] §§ | 

OO 
| | - [Annex B] | 

| STATEMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE | 

| 1. Two things appear clear from the discussion of the policy | 

| papers: | | | , 

a. In the political, psychological and strategic fields the proposed 
4 policy would be substantially a maintenance of the status quo with 
4 emphasis on maximum pressure in all fields on the Chinese Com- ; 

munists. The pressure while avoiding actions provocative of war | 
| would go so far as to risk the possibility of war. : 

b. The policy appears to be based upon an appraisal of the seri- | 
: ous threat to U.S. national security posed by the growth of Commu- 
: nist power in Asia, and on an estimate that the best prospect of 

disrupting the Sino-Soviet alliance is through maximizing the de- 
| pendence of Communist China on the USSR. | | 

| - 2. Consistent with this approach the courses of action with re- | 

spect to trade controls (par. 8-c of the foregoing statement of 
policy) would have to be along following lines: | _ 

, a. Continuation of U.S. embargo to Communist China. | 
; b. Use of total bargaining position of the U.S. to gain acceptance. 

of embargo or near embargo by all other non-Communist countries. 
_ c. Reimposition by the United States and other countries of more 

comprehensive and effective controls over Soviet bloc in Europe to I 
| prevent transshipments to China. 7 | 

_ d. Imposition of additional controls or limitations on exports to 
non-Communist countries that do not go along with above to mini- 

| mize leaks. os . | | | 
| e. Retention of the total ban on imports from Communist China 
! by the United States. | 

| §§State proposes deletion. [Brackets and footnote in the source text.) . | | | 

| 
| 

| | 

| | 

| | | 
| 
| : |
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f. Imposition of similar import controls by non-Communist coun- 
tries. , - 

g. Refusal by the United States to purchase Communist Chinese 
type goods from all non-conforming countries. 

3. It would be manifestly difficult to bring our principal Allies 
along with such a program. The attitude of other governments, 
particularly the U.K., makes it doubtful that we can hold even the 
present international levels of trade controls short of exerting the 
most severe diplomatic and economic pressures on our Allies. The 
dismantlement of the trade control structure on the other hand 
might well lead to a backdoor breakdown of the entire policy of 
maximum pressure. Such a breakdown would cause seriously ad- 
verse public reactions concentrated on the trade area rather than 
on the total policy. 

4. A sharply different approach to the Communist China problem 
should be given consideration by the NSC in the current review of 

Far East policy on the basis that: 

a. It would be desirable to make capital of any major trade relax- 
, ation towards China both with our Allies and with Communist 

China. 
b. Current intelligence indicates that in the economic field no 

significant conflicts have arisen between the USSR and Red China. 
Perhaps then it may be possible to create potential areas of conflict 
or divergence by a positive approach from the United States and 
the Free World to Communist China. 

Such different approach is set forth in par. 7 of the above policy 
statement. | | 

790.5/11-1954 | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far 

Eastern Affairs (Sebald) to the Under Secretary of State (Hoover) ! 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| November 19, 1954. 

Subject: Preparation for Cooperative Action under Article II and 
Article IV, Paragraph 2, of the Manila Pact 

1. In accordance with Mr. MacArthur’s memorandum to you of 

October 25 (Tab A), 2 and your instructions of November 13, 3 a De- 

1 This memorandum bears the following handwritten notation: “Approved in prin- 
ciple by Sec. in mtg. on Nov 23 as basis for proceeding with CIA and Def. C— 
W[illiam] J. G[alloway] 11/23/54.” No memorandum of this meeting has been found 
in Department of State files. | 

2 Ante, p. 951. 

. 3 No other record of these instructions has been found in Department of State 
files.
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| | 

partmental working group has been meeting to prepare recommen- : 

dations with regard to cooperation under the Manila Pact in com- oe 

‘batting communist subversion. The working group has taken ac- | 

| count of the fact that the Department has supported a Thai sugges- | 

| tion that a meeting be held in Bangkok, possibly in January, on a | 

|. foreign ministers level (Tab B). + | 

Z 2. The working group has agreed that it is of the utmost impor- ; 

: tance that the United States demonstrate, particularly to the Asian | 

= members of the Manila Pact, U.S. interest in the Pact and US. in- | | 

| tention to participate in the Pact in such a way that benefit will | | 

| flow to all the members. The working group believes that coopera- 

| tion in a program to counter communist subversion in the Treaty | 

: area under Articles II and IV, 2 of the Treaty could contribute im- | 

| - portantly to convincing the Asian members that the U.S. is deeply | 

| interested in their problems and in increasing the value of the Pact 

| to them. , | 

: - 3. The working group has prepared recommendations regarding 

| possible organization both within the U.S. Government and with | | 

' the other members of the Pact for carrying out a program of coun- | 

| tering communist subversion (Tab C). The working group has also ~ 

prepared a tentative outline of the type of activities that might be 

|. undertaken in such a program (Tab D). | / 

| 4. The working group recommends that an inter-Departmental | 

: working group chaired by State and with representatives from De- 

| fense and CIA be constituted as soon as possible to consider these 

| recommendations. | 

| [Tab C] | 

ORGANIZATION FOR COOPERATIVE ACTION UNDER ARTICLES II AND | | 

| IV, 2 or THE Maniza Pact > | 

| 1. Multilateral Organization — | 

There should be set up in the territory of one of the Asian mem- | 

| bers of the Pact a Working Group consisting of a National Repre- 

| gentative of each of the members assisted by such small interna- 

tional secretariat as may be required to prepare, circulate and file | 

' documents, and minutes of meetings. It would be contemplated 

| that each National Representative on the Working Group would : 

| devote his full time to this matter. Such Representatives, with the : 

exception of the Representative of the host country, could be at- | 

| + At Tab B is telegram 1745 to Manila, Nov. 13, p. 964. | 
| 5 Drafted by Stelle and Higgs on Nov. 18. | | 

| | 

| |
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tached to their respective diplomatic missions for administrative 
support. 

It would be envisaged that it would remain the primary responsi- 
bility of the national authorities of each member to take action 

: within their respective countries against communist subversion 
and that the role of the other members would be to support and 
cooperate with the efforts of such national authority. When the 
National Representative of a country reports to the Working Group 
his country’s need for assistance in a given field, as for instance in- 
formation on training of police authorities, the other National Rep- 
resentatives might be asked to extend assistance in those fields in 
accordance with the capabilities of their respective authorities. _ 

2. U.S. Government Machinery | 

As a means of back-stopping the U.S. Representatives on the 
Working Group mentioned above, it is recommended that a Com- 
mittee consisting of a representative each of State, Defense, and 
CIA be set up in Washington. It would be the function of this Com- 
mittee to furnish ideas and other support to the U.S. Representa- 
tive on the Working Group, and to backstop his requests for U.S. 
assistance. This Committee should call upon other agencies of the 
Government for appropriate support and assistance where neces- 
sary. The Committee could request the designated representatives 
of their Departments on the OCB to seek OCB support, on an ad 
hoc basis, for a project approved by the Committee. The Committee 

| should be chaired by the State representative, who in the light of 
the Secretary’s request that the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Far 
Eastern Affairs be the point of responsibility in FE for work on the 
Manila Pact, would initially be that official. 

3. State Department Organization for Back-Stopping the State Rep- 
resentative on the Washington Committee 

The State Department Chairman of the Washington Committee 
should be back-stopped by a Group of representatives of the inter- 

ested bureaus and offices of the Department. These would include 
C, NEA, EUR, FE, S/P, R, P, and U/OP and such other experts 
and officials as the Group might consider appropriate from time to 

time. It would be the function of this Group to supply from Depart- 

mental sources information and support to the State representative 
on the Washington Committee. The Chairman of this Group would 

initially be the State representative on the Washington Committee. _
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| 

| | [Tab D] | | 

PossIBLE ELEMENTS OF A PROGRAM FOR COOPERATIVE ACTION UNDER | 

| ARTICLES II AND IV, 2, oF THE MANILA Pact © | 

| 1. Suggested Limitations upon a Program | - 

7 a. Economic Assistance. Economic assistance and development is ! 

| certainly one important means of countering communist subver- | 

| sion. From the U.S. point of view, however, it would not be useful : 

| to confine a U.S. economic program to the countries who are mem- | | 

7 bers of the Manila Pact. U.S. economic programs now under consid- : 

| eration tentatively envisage the possibility of some use of the “Co- | 

| lombo plan” organization. In any case, however, since Japan is not | 

| a member of the Manila Pact and since any U.S. economic program | 

| in the Far East would be devised with Japanese interests in mind 

| we should avoid extensive discussions in the economic field within | 

| the framework of the Manila Pact. | 

| b. Military Assistance. Our view of the Manila Pact has consist- ! 

_ ently been that it is different from NATO in that there is no expec- | 

| tation of building up important local military forces within the | 

| framework of the Manila Pact. We therefore should also discourage 

| extensive discussion of levels of military forces within the frame- | 

| work of the Manila Pact. , | 

2. General Outline of a Possible Program | 

| Because of the limitations which it seems useful for us to place 

: upon the type of activities to combat communist subversion that 

| could appropriately be discussed and undertaken within the frame- 

work of the Manila Pact, it seems clear that the primary fields of | 

| useful effort would be: the development of adequate standards of _ | 

| security for classified materials; exchange of information on com- 

| munist subversion; cooperative training and assistance in the de- | 

| velopment of local security forces; and cooperation in information | 

| and political warfare activities. Elements of a program in these | 

| fields might be of the following nature: | | 

a. Exchange of information on security practices with reference 
| to classified materials, and establishment of satisfactory standards 

| of security in dealing with such materials. (There are useful prece- 
| dents for such a program in the development of NATO security | 

| practices.) | 

| b. Exchange of information on communist personalities, and com- 
-munist subversive activities and propaganda within the states of | 

| the Treaty area. | | 

: c. Exchange of information on measures against communist sub- | 

version taken or contemplated by the Treaty members. | 

: d. Preparation of recommendations for cooperative efforts to | | 
| strengthen local police and security forces through (1) exchange of | 

| 6 Drafted by Stelle and Bell, Nov. 17-19. oN | 

| | 
. |
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views and experience as to how to use such forces in combatting 
communism; (2) arrangements for cooperation in training of local 
police and security forces; (3) cooperation in devising effective in- 
doctrination of such forces. | 

e. Preparation of recommendations for cooperation in developing 
effective propaganda and information activities, and for developing 
ways in which the overt and covert information agencies of the 
member countries might help each other. 

f. Exploration of methods of cooperating in the development of: 
non-communist labor organizations; useful civic organizations such 
as those in the Community Center Movement in the Philippines; 
and exchange of persons in the cultural and educational fields. 

g. Exploration of such semi-covert political warfare activities as 
might usefully be undertaken within the Manila Pact framework. 
(An example might be cooperation in countering the Pan-Thai ac- 
tivities of the Chinese Communists.) 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 432 

Memorandum of Conversations, by William J. Galloway, Special 
Assistant to the Counselor of the Department of State 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] November 19, 1954. 

Subject: Meetings with UK and French representatives on possible 
meeting of Manila Pact Foreign Ministers. 1 

Participants: M. Claude de Cheysson, French Foreign Office | 
M. Jacques Roux, French Foreign Office | 
M. Pierre Millet, Counselor, French Embassy 

Mr. Harold Beeley, Counselor, British Embassy 

Mr. Michael Joy, First Secretary, British Embassy 
Mr. MacArthur, C _ 
Mr. Sebald, FE 

Mr. Hoey, PSA 

Mr. Galloway, C 

Mr. MacArthur and Mr. Sebald held two meetings today on the 
_ proposed meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Manila Pact signato- 

ries. The first meeting was held in the morning with the French 
officials listed above, and the second meeting, in the afternoon, in- 

cluded both the French officials and the. British representatives. 

' Between the two meetings, Mr. Joy brought. to the Department for 
the Secretary a letter from Sir Roger Makins which set forth the 
views of Sir Anthony Eden concerning the proposed meeting of 

Manila Pact Foreign Ministers, and also proposals for US-UK- 

1 Participants not previously identified are: Claude de Cheysson, Chef de Cabinet 
to Mendés-France; Jacques Roux, Director for Asia-Oceania; and Robert E. Hoey, Of- 
ficer in Charge of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia Affairs. |
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| 

French talks on Indochina prior to a Manila Pact meeting. A copy 

: of Sir Roger’s communication to the Secretary is attached. | 

| Mr. MacArthur said he believed there was some misunderstand- ( 

| ing in regard to the proposed meeting of Manila Pact Foreign Min- 

isters, particularly as to the purpose of such a meeting. He then . 

reviewed the developments which had led to the suggestion by : 

: some of the Manila Pact signatories, notably Australia and Thai- : 

. land, for an early meeting of the Foreign Ministers. Following the | 

2 Manila Conference, representatives of some of the signatory gov- : 

ernments, particularly Australia and Thailand, had made inquiries 

| as to US views on implementation of the Manila Pact. Both these 

: Governments felt it important that early attention should be given | 

| to further steps in connection with the Pact so that there would be — | 

| tangible evidence that interest was being maintained in making | 

| the Pact a reality and the psychological effect in the area would © 

not be lost due to flagging momentum on the part of the member 

| nations. It had been pointed out to us that the various ratification | 

processes might consume several months’ time and that it might | 

| well be April or May of 1955 before the Treaty actually entered 

| into force. In these circumstances, several of the signatory govern- | 

ments believed it important that there be an early manifestation of 

| activity on the part of the member nations. Specifically, it was sug- | 

gested that it would be desirable for the Foreign Ministers of the 

2 signatory governments to hold a meeting at an early date and 

| before ratification was completed and the Treaty entered into | 

| force, to discuss and agree on how the Treaty would be implement- ! 

| ed. December had been suggested, but this obviously was inconven- 

ient because of NATO meetings, New Zealand elections, the Holi- 

| day seasons, etc. It was then thought that perhaps early January 

| might be the first convenient time for the Ministers to meet togeth- : 

3 er, and a date of around January 10 had been suggested. | 

| Prince Wan had, at Manila, invited the Ministers to hold the 

| next meeting in Bangkok. The Thai Government again put forward | 

this proposal just a few weeks ago. Of all the treaty signatories, 

Thailand is the most directly threatened, and Prince Wan believed 

| a meeting in Bangkok could have a very beneficial effect through- 

_out the area, and particularly on the Thai people themselves, who | 

: would feel, as a result of the presence of the Foreign Ministers in | 

Bangkok, that Thailand had strong and dependable partners. This 

: feeling would strengthen their efforts and will to resist Communist : 

infiltration and subversion. ; 

| It was believed that the meeting should be at Foreign Minister 

| level. A meeting at lower level would give the impression that | 

lesser importance was attached to the Southeast Asia area and 

| would invite invidious comparisons between support for Asia and — 

| oo 
| | | 

: |
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support for Europe where very frequent meetings of Foreign Minis- 
ters are taking place. : | 

It should be made clear that the meeting would not be a meeting 
of the Council established by the Manila Pact, since the Council 
could only begin operation when the Treaty entered into force; 
rather, it would be a meeting of the Ministers for the purpose of 
discussing and agreeing on arrangements to be put into effect 
when the Treaty did come into force. Such arrangements would in- 
clude organization of the Council itself and determination of neces- 

_ sary rules of procedure and provisions for implementing the Coun- 
cil’s responsibility in regard to military planning. The meeting also 
would afford the Ministers an opportunity for a general exchange 
of views on developments affecting the security of the area. Pre- 
sumably, there would also be discussion of measures, in implemen- 
tation of Article II, for cooperation to counter and resist Commu- 
nist subversion in the area. There might be some general discus- 
sion of the economic problem in Asia. 

It had been suggested by the New Zealand representative that, 
assuming there would be a meeting of Foreign Ministers, a work- 

| ing group should be established to begin preparation of the subjects 
for ministerial discussion. New Zealand had suggested Washington 
as the location for this working group since the Washington mis- 
sions of the Manila Pact nations all have had considerable experi- 
ence on Manila Pact matters. | 

Mr. MacArthur said the US favored the suggestions which had 
been put forward for a meeting of the Foreign Ministers. We 
agreed it was important to give evidence of continuing interest in 
the Pact and to maintain the psychological momentum initiated 
with the signing of the Treaty. We also agreed with Prince Wan’s 
views concerning the important effect which could be expected 
from a meeting in Bangkok. January 10 would be an acceptable 
date, and the Secretary, feeling it important that Foreign Ministers 
should attend, planned to attend the meeting himself. We envis- 
aged the meeting lasting for two or three days. We agreed with the 
importance of advance preparatory work and would be happy to 
have a working group convened in Washington for this purpose. 

Mr. MacArthur then referred to Sir Anthony Eden’s communica- 
tion which suggested meetings among the three powers on Indo- 
china problems, and which apparently envisaged that questions re- 
lating to internal political action in Indochina would be discussed 
at a Manila Pact Foreign Ministers’ meeting. Mr. MacArthur 

_ thought there were two separate questions involved. He believed 
the US would not envisage such a discussion of Indochina questions 
at the Manila Pact meeting. It would not be appropriate for the 
Manila Pact countries to discuss taking action in internal affairs of
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any of the three Associated States when they were not even at the : 

| meeting. Mr. MacArthur recognized, however, that the Ministers, 

during a general exchange of views, might well wish to discuss in | 

general terms the serious problem posed by the situation in Indo-. | | 

| china. As for Mr. Eden’s suggestion that the three powers discuss | 

these Indochina problems, Mr. MacArthur was sure the Secretary. | 

! would have an open mind on this. , | 

|. ‘The French representatives seemed to agree with the views ex- | 

pressed by Mr. MacArthur with respect to discussion of Indochina | 

; questions, although they offered no specific views themselves. The | 

| UK representatives summed up Mr. Eden’s view to the effect that: : 

if there was to be a meeting of Manila Pact Foreign Ministers, the : 

| Indochina problem would certainly need to be discussed since it | 

| was the most important problem in the area; otherwise, the im- , 

7 pression would be created that the Manila Pact was not living up 

| to its responsibilities. Mr. Eden was mainly concerned that what- 

| ever was to be said about Indochina in such a meeting, there must 

| be agreement among the three powers on a common line. (It was 

inferred that the British representatives felt that Mr. Eden prob- 

| ably would not press for a discussion in the Manila Pact forum of 

all the questions relating to Indochina listed in his communica- 

| tion.) 

| The UK representatives stated that they could not give assur- | 

| ance that Sir Anthony Eden would be able to attend a meeting of 

' the Manila Pact Foreign Ministers. Also, Sir Anthony believed a 

| meeting of the Ministers should only be held after the Treaty had ! 

, been ratified. They raised the question as to whether the Treaty | 2 

wouldn’t actually come into force by some time in March of 1955. If 

the Treaty might come into force by this time, would it not be 

better to have the Ministers’ meeting later, since this would mean 

waiting only another two months or so. Mr. MacArthur said this | 

was a point which would need to be considered by the other signa- | 

| tory governments. 

| After further discussion, it was agreed that an attempt should be 

| made to determine what ratification schedules were contemplated 

by the various member nations. Mr. MacArthur estimated that US | 

ratification might be completed by late January or early February. | 

| The French representatives said that French ratification could be | 

completed very quickly if the Treaty were not submitted to Parlia- | 

ment (the French constitution does not require that the Treaty be : 

submitted to Parliament), but if the Treaty were to be put before 

the Parliament (this has been the practice of the French Govern- 

| ment on past security treaties), French ratification should be com- 

| pleted probably in February or March. The French representatives ! 

| expected a Cabinet decision on this question in the next week or so. : 
| 

| | 
i 

| 
|
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The UK representatives said their Government was in a position to 
ratify very swiftly. 

It was then agreed that, in any event, a working group should be 
established in the near future in Washington to proceed with prep- 
aration for an eventual ministerial meeting of the Manila Pact sig- 
natories. The question was left open as to whether the Foreign 
Ministers would meet before or after ratification and entry into 
force of the Treaty, and it was agreed with the French representa- 
tives that this point should be discussed informally Monday 2 in a 
meeting of the representatives of the Manila Pact powers which 
Mr. MacArthur would call. 

[Attachment] . 

The British Ambassador (Makins) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, November 19, 1954. 

My Dear SECRETARY OF STATE: We spoke on November 16 about 
the preparations for a meeting of the Manila Treaty Council. > I 
have now heard from Sir Anthony Eden that he has no objection 
whatever to the convening of a Working Party at an early date, to 
deal with procedural questions relating to the organisation to be 
set up under the Manila Treaty, its methods of work and so on. He 
would indeed welcome it if an early start could be made by a Work- 

7 ing Party with these limited terms of reference. 
At the same time, he considers that Indochina is still the central 

problem in Southeast Asia. A meeting of the Manila Powers on 
| policy questions would have little value if this was not discussed: 

but discussion would be more effective if there was prior agree- 
ment on policy between the powers immediately capable of influ- 
encing the situation in Indochina. Sir Anthony Eden accordingly 
regards an early review of this situation, in whatever form it can 

most conveniently take place, as having great importance and ur- 

gency, and as being in any case a necessary part of the prepara- 

tions for a meeting of the Manila Treaty Council. 

I enclose a list of the subjects which Sir Anthony Eden considers 

might be discussed. ® 

Yours sincerely, 

RoGER MAKINS 

2 Nov. 22. Minutes by William H. Gleysteen, Jr., of the Reports and Operations 
Staff, are not printed. (790.5/11-2254) For another reference to the meeting, see 
MacArthur’s memorandum of Nov. 30 to the Secretary, p. 999. 

- 5 No other record of this conversation has been found in Department of State files 
but see footnote 2, p. 964. 

6 Not printed. — |
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ss Editorial Note | 

Part of NIE 10-7-54, “Communist Courses of Action in Asia | ! 

Through 1957”, dated November 23, 1954, is printed in volume | 

XIV. (Files of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research) | 

890.00/11-2854 | | | 

Memorandum by Selma G. Freedman of the Bureau of Economic _ : 

- Affairs to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Economic | 

| Affairs (Kalijarvi) | , 

| OFFICIAL USE ONLY _[WasHINGTON,] November 23, 1954. : 

| Subject: Statement by Mr. Stassen November 22 | 

Attached is a statement sent out by the United States Informa- 

| tion Agency! with respect to Mr. Stassen’s press conference, at 

which time he suggested the possibility of a “Marshall Plan for | 

| Asia” with participation of European governments. | 

| It might be useful at the Secretary’s staff meeting to make the | 

following points: | | | 

1. You discussed this matter with Mr. Waugh over the telephone 

4 with respect to the problem which it creates at the Rio conference. | 

| - 1FEF 9, “Stassen Says Asian Economic Need Increases”, dated Nov. 22. It reads | 

in part: | | | 
| “Stassen also predicted that in the future Europe will be in a position to join with L 

| the United States in helping to bolster the economies of Asian countries. 

“Stassen said Europe’s ability to help in the months and years ahead stems from : 

| the fine economic recovery Europe has made in recent years, particularly in the last : 

two years. | 
: 

“Stassen said he favors a ‘coordinated approach’ to this problem of aid to Asia— ; 

_ with United States and the western nations of Europe cooperating in the problem. | | 

) “The Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) is beginning to 

| discuss the problem of economic aid to Asia, Stassen said. | 

| “Stassen said informal suggestions have been made to the OEEC, by the United | 

; States, as to how economic aid could be extended to Asia. | 

, “Stassen expressed the view that coordinated aid to Asia—United States and 

Europe participating—may well take the form of ‘long-term development credit’ for | 

| capital goods expansion. He said that Asia ‘can absorb a lot more capital than it is 

| absorbing now, but there is a definite limit as to the capital that could be fruitfully | 

| used in that area.’ Stassen said the limitations are due to lack of personnel and 

technical skill.” 

3 _A complete text of Stassen’s statement, together with the questions and answers 

: at the press conference pertaining to Asia and Latin America, was sent to Rio de 

Janeiro in FOA telegram Usfoto 246, Nov. 23, also attached. | 

I 

|
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2. What possible answer can we give to European countries when 
they ask the State Department what this is all about, since Mr. 
Stassen indicated that they had been informally consulted by the _ 
United States. 

3. The necessity of prior notification, if not clearance, with the 
Department whenever Mr. Stassen makes a statement of this im- 
portance. 

According to Mr. Stassen’s information man, Mr. Stassen used 
his press conference to obtain the reaction of foreign countries, 
both European and Far Eastern, to such a program, and also to 
condition the US electorate to the problems of Asia.? | 

? A handwritten note at the bottom of this memorandum reads: “Kalijarvi did not 
| raise at Secy’s staff mtg on Nov 24 W[alter?] T[rulock?] ”. 

790.5/11-2454: Telegram , a | 

The Ambassador in Cambodia (McClintock) to the Department of 
| State } 

CONFIDENTIAL PHNOM PENH, November 24, 1954—6 p. m. 

296. Yesterday during Vorys-Richards? audience with King, 
latter, in response to question of his estimate of situation, said, 
“Cambodia is covered by Manila pact and within that framework of 
protection seeks to preserve its neutrality”. This statement con- 
trasts with King’s previous reference to Manila pact when he ad- 
dressed Nehru with remark that Cambodia had remained strictly _ 
neutral so far as SEATO was concerned. 

7 McCLINnTOocK 

1 Repeated for information to Saigon; repeated by pouch to Bangkok, Karachi, 
Manila, Canberra, Wellington, London, and Paris. 

* Representative James P. Richards of South Carolina, ranking minority member 
of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, was accompanying Representative 

_ Vorys on a tour of several Asian countries. | 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series | 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 

Defense (Wilson) } 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 26 November 1954. 

Subject: Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far East (NSC 5429/3) 2 | 

1 Attached to a covering note dated Nov. 29 from Lay to the NSC, not printed. 
2 Dated Nov. 19, p. 972.
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--—-1., ‘The Joint Chiefs of Staff submit herewith their comments re- | 
garding a draft statement of policy titled “Current U.S. Policy ! 

Toward the Far East” (NSC 5429/3), prepared by the National Se- ! 

curity Council Planning Board for consideration by the National | 

Security Council at their meeting on 1 December 1954. The pro- 

| posed policy, if adopted, is intended to supersede NSC 5429/ 2 and | 

to guide the implementation of all other existing Far East policies, 

| pending Planning Board and Council review and revision of these 

| more particular policies. | a | | 

| 2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion that the draft : 

: statement of policy, if adopted, would constitute a comprehensive 

: policy for the Far East as a whole and would provide adequate | 

| ‘guidance for the formulation of subsidiary policies relating to spe- | 

cific countries or areas of the Far East. The following comments : 

are addressed to those bracketed portions of the paper having mili- | 

| tary implications: _ | | | | 

| a. Paragraph 2. Recommend retention of the bracketed sentence | 
as a fair appraisal of the instability inherent in any police state ! 

which must depend upon force for the continued existence of the _ : 
regime. - es —— | 

4 b. Subparagraph 4 c. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that 

while subparagraph 4 c is acceptable as written, this subparagraph } 

| is not a clear statement of an objective toward Communist China. : 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that the policy paper should in- | 

‘ clude an objective toward Communist China and propose that sub- : 

| paragraph 4 c be modified to read as follows: | 

: The reduction of Chinese Communist power and prestige : 

_ with the objective of securing by reorientation a government on 

fo the mainland of China whose objectives do not conflict with the — 

| vital interests of the United States. | . oc 

c. Subparagraph 4 e. It is considered that the objective expressed | 

in this subparagraph is wholly consistent with United States basic | 

| objectives and should be retained. | a | 

| d. Paragraph 7. Recommend deletion. The measures proposed in 
this paragraph would grant the Chinese Communists far-reaching / 

concessions, while relying upon the as yet undemonstrated good | 

: faith of that regime for the fulfillment of agreements reached in | 

| the negotiations. Experience in Korea and currently in Indochina | 

with respect to the armistice terms provides ample evidence that 

: the Communists will distort, evade, or violate any agreements 

when it suits their purposes to do so. Specifically, it would be | 

| highly unrealistic to expect that the Chinese Communists, with i 

, their present orientation, would abandon their subversive efforts in | | 

South Vietnam or elsewhere in Asia, regardless of any commit- | 

| ments assumed by them. | | , | 

_e. (1) Paragraph 8. The bracketed phrase should be deleted if the | 

proposed paragraph 7 is not adopted. : | |
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(2) Subparagraph 8c. From a strictly military point of view, a 
trade control program such as that outlined in the right column, 
which would impose maximum restrictions on trade with the 
Soviet Bloc and particularly with Communist China, would be most 
desirable. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize that the feasibility of 
certain of the courses of action outlined in the right column is un- 
certain in view of existing free world trade agreements and other 
economic and political considerations. By separate memorandum 
dated 12 November 1954, subject: ‘Review of Basic National Securi- 
ty Policy”, * the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised you that more posi- 
tive measures are necessary in the implementation of NSC 162/2. 
Additionally, they stated, “It is considered that the timely achieve- 
ment of the broad objective of U.S. security policy cannot be 
brought about if the United States is required to defer to the coun- 
sel of the most cautious among our Allies or if it is unwilling to 
undertake certain risks inherent in the adoption of dynamic and 
positive security measures.” Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
favor the adoption of the proposal in the right column. 

(3) Subparagraph 8d. While there are certain risks inherent in 
the actions proposed in this subparagraph, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
feel that, in the execution of these actions, it should be feasible to 
keep such risks within manageable proportions. For this reason 
they recommend that the bracketed phrase not be adopted. 

f. Subparagraph 10b. The Joint Chiefs of Staff perceive no objec- 
tion to the retention of this subparagraph in the proposed state- 
ment of policy. 

3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that, subject to the foregoing 
comments, the provisions of the draft policy statement and of 
Annex “A” thereto are acceptable from the military point of view. 

4. The Joint Chiefs of Staff desire to point out that they have had 
less than three days to formulate their views on this draft state- 
ment of a most important national policy. They consider that this 
national policy is dependent, in large degree, on the Basic National 
Security Policy of the United States, now being reviewed by the 
National Security Council. Until a final decision is reached on the 
Basic National Security Policy, the views contained herein should 
be considered as tentative only. . 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
ARTHUR RADFORD 

Chairman 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 

3 Regarding this subject, see volume 1.
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--190.5/11-2654 | 

Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State 

(MacArthur) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Murphy) | 
| 

| | 

SECRET | [WASHINGTON,] November 26, 1954. | 

Subject: Discussion with CIA and Defense representatives regard- L 

| ing cooperation under Article IT of the Manila Pact. 

: _ Following our meeting with the Secretary on November 23, ! on 

, the Manila Pact and his approval of the general line recommended 

: on cooperation in the counter subversive field under Article II of | 

| the Pact, Mr. Sebald and I met with Mr. Bissell of CIA ? and Mr. 

| Godel ° of Defense on Wednesday, November 24. : 

| We reported to them briefly the developments on a possible 

: meeting of the Manila Pact Foreign Ministers in January and the ! 

| steps which we contemplated both within the Government and in- | 

| ternationally in preparation for such a meeting. | 

| We then tabled the attached paper ¢ (this is the principal one dis- 

| cussed with the Secretary), and emphasized that it was a first | 

effort and represented no formal position, but was rather to serve 

: as a basis of discussion. In the very general discussion which fol- | | 

: lowed, both Mr. Bissell and Mr. Godel said that our paper seemed a ! 

good start. The upshot of the discussion was that they agreed to 

: take the paper back and consider it with a view to bringing further 

| comments or suggestions to a meeting on Tuesday, November 30. ° 

. L also informed them of Sir Roger Makins’ approach to the Secre- 

| tary requesting advance consultation between the U.S. and the | 

- U.K. on matters which would be dealt with in the Manila Pact | 

: meeting. ® Mr. Bissell undertook to obtain CIA views regarding 

| 1 See footnote 1, p. 982. a | : | 

2 Richard Bissell, Special Assistant to the Director of the CIA. | | 

| 3 William H. Godel, Deputy Director, Office of Special Operations. : 
i 

4 Except for two changes, this paper is identical to the one at Tab D to Sebald’s 

| memorandum of Nov. 19, p. 985. The changes are as follows: the word “appropriate” 

; is inserted before the word “information” in paragraph 2c; there is a new clause at 

the end of paragraph 2d which reads “(4) where possible, supplying equipment for 

| strengthening local security forces.” | 

| 5 No record of this meeting has been found in Department of State files. | 

6 Sir Roger had made this request during a conversation held with the Secretary 

| on Nov. 23. _ | | 

: “The Secretary said he felt that if there were going to be any exchange of views ! 

between the U.S. and the U.K., it would also be useful to bring in the Australians | 

and New Zealanders. Sir Roger expressed full concurrence. With respect to ex- ! 

: changes on military planning, the Secretary said he perceived no objection to infor- ! 

mal exchanges in military planning but that this was primarily a matter for the — | 

military, and directed Mr. MacArthur to get in touch with the Department of De- 

4 fense to put Sir Roger’s proposal to them. The Secretary said that any such private 

exchanges should be kept most confidential since it would create real problems with 

| Continued 

po | 
| 

| | 
| 

| 
I 

|
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such advance consultation with the British on the question of 
counter subversive activities for our next meeting on Tuesday. 

our other Manila Pact partners—particularly the Asians—if the impression got 
around that we were in fact forming some kind of a four-power white Standing 
Group. The Secretary also said he felt that exchanges between the U.S., U.K., Aus- | 
tralian, and New Zealand military could be carried on confidentially.””’ (Memoran- 
dum of conversation, by MacArthur; 790.5/11-2354) 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State } 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] November 30, 1954. 

Subject: NSC 5429/8 2 

In connection with NSC 5429/3, I submit the following recom- 
mendations for your guidance in meeting with the Council on this 
subject. | 

Page 3, section 4 d: FE has no evidence of “existing” areas of con- 
flict or divergence of interest between USSR and Communist China 
and therefore suggests that the word “existing” be omitted. 

_ Page 3, section 4 e: How does the US create “political and social 
forces” as this section recommends? FE thinks this paragraph is so 
vague and possibly misleading that it should be left out. Should the 
decision be made to leave it in however, the phrase “and of eco- 
nomic conditions contributing to creation of such forces” should be 
inserted after the phrase “political and social forces”. 

Page 4, section 5 a: FE feels that the importance to the security | 
of the area of keeping Indonesia out of Communist control justifies 
adding the following sentence to this paragraph: 

“And recognizing the importance to the security of the off-shore 
island chain of keeping Indonesia out of Communist control”. 

Page 4, section 5 c: FE recommends that the phrase “and restrain 
the Chinese Nationalists from such actions” be omitted from the 
last sentence of this section. I recall that when I went over the pre- 
liminary draft of this paper with you, you agreed that this phrase 
should be omitted. 3 

Page 6, section 5 f: FE feels that this NSC recommendation might 
be construed as cutting across the power of the Chief Executive. 

* Drafted by Robertson, Martin, Young, and Robert J. G. McClurkin, Deputy Di- 
: rector of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs. 

2 Dated Nov. 19, p. 972. 
*In the margin next to this paragraph is the following handwritten notation: “I 

do not object to this paragraph as written W[alter] S. R[obertson] ”.
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Consideration might be given to rephrasing it along the following : 

lines: Pe re | 

“The NSC recommends that in the event of unprovoked Commu- | 

nist armed attack on the personnel, aircraft or vessels of the US, | 

that the President should, as circumstances warrant, promptly | 

| take...”4 | | 7 

! Page 6, section 5 h: FE recommends that the words “in conso- 

/ nance with U.S. treaty obligation” be inserted after the words “ap- 

| propriate action” in the middle of this paragraph. FE feels that to | 

omit this language would appear to ignore commitments already | 

| made under the ANZUS and Manila Pacts. | a 

| Page 7, section 5 i: FE recommends that the phrase “and other | 

| elements” be omitted or, failing this, the following sentence be : 

added: Oo | - ; | 

| “Tt is recognized that the support of the ‘other elements’ referred | 

to requires a close and strict coordination between U.S. depart- : 

| ments concerned and that the primary responsibility of the Depart- | 

| ment of State is emphasized”. Pe ) 

| Page 8, section 6 e: FE favors retaining the bracketed sentence in 

: this paragraph. | | | | re | 

Page 9, section 6 f: FE favors retaining the bracketed phrase in | 

this paragraph. Se | | 

3 Page 10, section 7: FE does not concur with the philosophy im- 

. plicit in this section. Although the proposal is merely to study the 

| terms of a settlement with Communist China, its inclusion in the 

: NSC paper would give the scheme sufficient blessing to create the 

| impression that the US was actively considering a negotiated set- : 

tlement with Communist China at this time. FE does not believe ; 

| that it is possible to negotiate at this time a general settlement | 

| with Communist China satisfactory to the US. The specific sugges- 

| tions contained in the subparagraphs of this section would not be 

: agreed to by the Peiping regime under present circumstances re- | 

gardless of what pressures were brought, short of force. Moreover, 

: our allies would probably not agree even to those increased pres- | 

sures we propose. 

| Page 12, section 8 a: FE recommends that the word “only” be in- : 

: serted after the phrase “but deal with each” and that the word 

“necessary” be inserted after the phrase “where the regime is a’. 

: Page 12, section 8 c: (first alternative). FE recommends that the 

phrase “provided that the level of controls applicable to the USSR 

is maintained” be omitted. This phrase was not included in the 

draft paper which I discussed with you. Presumably, it was intend- : 

| 4 Ellipsis in the source text. | . |
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ed to put a floor under the level of controls to which other free 
world countries might descend but its inclusion in this paper could _ 
also connote acceptance of the fact that controls might be allowed 
to go to this level if divisive influences are to be averted. Thus, the 
COCOM level would represent a ceiling instead of a floor. FE also 
recommends that the additional sentence proposed by FOA be 
omitted. 

_ Page 12, section 8 c: (second alternative). FE feels that while 
there is much in this alternative proposal which is desirable, it is 
doubtful that in the absence of further aggressive moves by Com- 
munist China or the Soviet Union, that we could get our allies to 
increase substantially the level of their existing controls. A serious 
attempt in this direction, FE feels, might well spell an end to their 
cooperation with us on multilateral controls. Therefore, we favor 
retention of the first alternative with the indicated revisions. 

Page 14, section 8 d: FE recommends that the phrase “and re- 
strain the Chinese Nationalists from such actions” be deleted from 
this section. I recall that you did not approve this language when it 
appeared in the draft which I discussed with you. FE also suggests 
that the phrase “or in his absence the Secretary of State and the 
Secretary of Defense” be added at the end of this section. | 

Page 14, section 8 e: FE recommends that the following be added 
to this section. 

“Taking into account the rapidly developing situation in the area 
and recognizing that much of the policy outlined under Annex A is 
now being undertaken”. 

Page 14, section 10 a: FE objects to this paragraph insofar as it 
applies to negotiation of a general settlement with Communist | 
China. As indicated above, FE does not believe that the possibility 
now exists for negotiation of.a satisfactory general settlement of 
major issues with Communist China. We feel, therefore, that it is 
misleading to state that we must “keep open” such a possibility. | 
FE recommends as a minimum that the words “Communist China” 
be deleted from this paragraph, and feels it would be preferable to 
eliminate the whole paragraph. 

Page 15, section 10 b: FE supports the proposal that this section 
be deleted. 

Page 15, section 10 i, Annex A: FE believes that this paragraph 
must be considered in the light of your statement at your press 
conference on November 16th when you pointed out that the US is 
not a party to the Geneva agreements and is therefore not legally 
in a position to object or protest violations. 

Page 18, Annex B: The Department of Commerce appears to be 
arguing that the US and its allies should either greatly increase
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economic pressures against Communist China or relax them. Since 

it is probably impossible to get our allies to increase them, it is | 

argued that we should “capitalize” on relaxation through a differ- | 

| ent application as suggested in section 7, page 10. FE does not . ; 

concur in these views. | | A | 

| 790.5/ 11-8054 | | 

| -. Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State _ | 

- | (MacArthur) to the Secretary of State * . 

‘CONFIDENTIAL | _ [WasHINGTON,] November 30, 1954. | 

| Subject: Possible Meeting of the Manila Pact Foreign Ministers | 

| We met last week and again Monday, November 29, ? with repre- | 

' sentatives of the Manila Pact Governments concerning the possibil- 

: ity of a meeting of Foreign Ministers in Bangkok in January. The 

Pakistani, French, and UK representatives are still without defi- | 

| nite views of their Governments on the date for such meeting. (The | 

UK, while still preferring Singapore as the site, intimated they | 

: would go along with Bangkok if this was the desire of the others.) 

In yesterday’s meeting, the representatives, without committing 

| their Governments, agreed to recommend that Foreign Ministers 

: meet in Bangkok on January 19, with the proviso that final deci- | 

| sion by the governments on whether to hold the meeting then or : 

| later should be made by December 13. The reason for postponing a | 

| decision on when the meeting should take place is that the French ! 

Government believes that if all ratifications can take place by mid- : 

| February it would be preferable to hold the meeting then, since | 

this would mean that the meeting would be of the Manila Council 

rather than a meeting of Foreign Ministers. If indeed we could be 

|. certain that all ratifications would be completed by mid-February, : 

| there would be some merit in a meeting then. However, this seems | 

doubtful, particularly if the French Government decides that the 

| treaty must be submitted to its Parliament, in which case French | | 

ratification would not come until March or possibly later depend- | 

: | ing on the vagaries of French internal politics. (Although it is not | 

likely, if it were virtually certain that all ratifications would be in | 

: by mid-February, would you be willing to attend a meeting in | 

| Bangkok at that time?) | : 

| It was agreed that there should be thorough preparation for the | 

| meeting of the Ministers, whenever it occurs, and a working group 

- 1 Drafted by Galloway. | / ! 

| 2 Gleysteen’s minutes of this meeting, misdated Nov. 30, are in Conference files, _ | 

| lot 60 D 627, CF 482. |
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of representatives of the governments will begin preparation here 
on Monday, December 6. I have undertaken to circulate to the 
other representatives by December 1 an informal working paper 
containing suggestions on establishment of the Council and organi- 
zational arrangements. I have also undertaken to attempt to have 
ready by December 6 an informal working paper concerning mili- 
tary activities. * (This paper will be produced by the Department of 
Defense whose representatives will this week discuss this matter 
on an informal and individual basis with military representatives 
of New Zealand, the UK, and the other Manila Pact Governments.) | 

I attach for your approval a draft of the paper which I propose to 
circulate to the other representatives tomorrow. This paper com- 
bines the two papers you approved in our meeting on Nov. 23. 

D[oucias] MacA[RTuHuR] 

[Attachment] 

Draft United States Informal Working Paper * 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] November 23, 1954. 

MANILA Pact 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COUNCIL AND RULES OF PROCEDURE 

1. The Governments normally will be represented by Foreign 
Ministers (or their designated representatives). 

2. The Council should meet when deemed necessary by the mem- 
bers, and in any event, at least once each year. 

3. The Council should have no fixed site for meeting but should 
hold its meetings in the various capitals or other places agreed by 
the members. 

4. The Council should elect a Chairman to preside at each meet- 
ing (normally the Foreign Minister of the host Government). 

9. Substantive decisions should be taken by unanimous agree- 
ment of the members of the Council. 

6. Meetings of the Council would normally be closed except for 
such public and ceremonial sessions as the Council might decide 
appropriate. | 

ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

1. In order to assure close and continuing cooperation when the 
Council is not in session, the members of the Council agree to des- 

3 See circular telegram 288, Dec. 6, p. 1031. 
* Drafted by Galloway. |
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ignate individuals in their diplomatic missions in ——-——— to | 

maintain liaison on matters relating to the Treaty. 
2. These representatives shall constitute the principal channel , 

for exchanging information among the member governments and, 
. from time to time, may be directed by the Council to perform spe- : 

cific tasks. | | | 
3. These representatives shall be assisted by a small secretariat 

whose personnel shall be made available on a contributed basis by 
the member governments. ® - | 

! 5 On the source text next to this paragraph is a marginal notation (in MacAr- 
| thur’s handwriting) which reads: “Mr. Secretary—For tactical reasons we will not 

include this paragraph in the paper we give the other Manila Powers but will use 
this in the working group as a USS. ‘concession’. D”. a | 

790.5/12-354 | | 
: 
Draft Telegram From the Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic 

| | | Offices } | | 

SECRET WASHINGTON, November 30, 1954. 

| Department telegrams 2070 to Saigon repeated 161 to Phnom | 

2 Penh 108 to Vientiane and 2155 to Saigon 170 to Phnom Penh 118 
| to Vientiane. ” | | 
| With regard to Manila Pact meeting Associated States described | 

| reference telegrams or council meeting after treaty in effect, De- | 

partment searching practical means for participation either on in- | 

| formal basis or as official observers. Request your views following | | 

| very tentative ideas FYI: | : 

| 1. Situation in Indochina due external and internal Communist 
threat to three States is appropriate and urgent subject for consid- 

| eration. Their presence in observer capacity would be desirable, as 
difficult discuss these matters without them. | 

, 2. Participation three States in any form would require unani- 
mous consent signatories. Basis for inclusion would be immediate 
importance exchanging views and preliminary ideas on means for 
effectively implementing Treaty Protocol. | 

3. Aside from observer status, active Associated States participa- | 
tion might be arranged through sponsorship by Thailand or Philip- | 

: pines of an Asian study group or ad hoc committee informally con- 
2 nected with Manila Pact and composed of Thai, Philippines and As- 

sociated States. This would emphasize Asian responsibility and ini- _ 
: tiative. It would not involve three States directly in discussions in 

| 1 Attached to telegram 2253 to Saigon, Dec. 3 (p. 1025), which was sent in its 

j place. The draft is marked for transmission to Bangkok, Manila, Phnom Penh, ! 

: Saigon, and Vientiane. Drafted by Hoey and Young and cleared in PSA, FE, WE, } 

| and L, it is marked for, but does not bear, MacArthur’s clearance. | " 

| 2 None printed. | | 

|
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view restraints Geneva Accords. Such group could study such prob- | 
lems as: training of Associated States officers; Thai-Associated 
States conversations regarding control, development and security 
of Mekong traffic and other trade and economic matters; exchange 
of intelligence between Thailand and Associated States and im- 
provement communications. 

4. Such study group might be asked by convening powers exam- 
ine such items as those listed above and prepare recommendations 
or suggestions for future reference council meeting. Such ad hoc 
group might later lead to consultative commission or more formal 

_ organization these five states to knit SEA contiguous states more 
closely together. 

FYI: UK has several times raised with us and French problem of 
discussing Indochina at any Bangkok meeting. UK feels situation 
becoming so dangerous some consideration will be unavoidable yet 
delicate. UK and French governments also desire tripartite talks 

| with U.S. on Indochina right away. | 

DULLES 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 226th Meeting of the National 
Security Council Held on Wednesday, December 1, 1954 } 

[Extracts] 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY 

Present at this Council meeting were the President of the United 
States, presiding; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; 
the Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the Director, 

Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were Assistant Secre- 
tary Rose for the Secretary of the Treasury; the Secretary of Com- 

merce (for Items 1 and 2); the Director, Bureau of the Budget; the 

Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (for Item 5). The following 

| were present for Item 4 only: Assistant Secretary of Defense Lan- 
phier; Assistant Secretary of Defense Pike; Gen. Lodoen, Depart- 

ment of Defense; Col. Parsons, Department of Defense; Mr. Goodin, 

Department of the Army; Mr. Thomsen, Department of the Navy; 

_Gen. Garrity, Department of the Air Force. Also present were the 

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelli- 

gence; Robert Cutler, Special Assistant to the President; Mr. Bowie, 

Department of State; the White House Staff Secretary; the Execu- 
tive Secretary, NSC; and the Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. 

1 Drafted by Gleason on Dec. 2. |
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There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and 
| the main points taken. bette | | | 

2. U.S. Policy Toward the Far East (NSC 5429/8; NSC 5429/2: 
Memo for NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, dated 

| November 29, 1954; 2 NSC Action No. 1259 3) | 
Mr. Cutler briefed the Council on the background of the refer- 

ho. ence report (NSC 5429/3), and said that the principal issue remain- | 
ing to be decided was how the United States should use trade as a : 

| weapon to divide China from the Soviet Union. He noted that the | 
Secretary of Commerce had been invited to participate in the Coun- 

| cil discussion. | a 
| The President inquired about the bracketed sentence in para- | , graph 2, which read as follows: “While there is now no reason to 
| anticipate an early collapse of the regime nor any means of seeing | 
| when one might occur, inherently such regimes have elements of ! 

| rigidity and instability which might produce crises or break down | 
unexpectedly.” With what thought in this sentence, asked the ! 

| President, did CIA not concur? Mr. Allen Dulles replied that CIA | | took exception to the last phrase, because it seemed to them incon- | 
! sistent with the rest of the sentence. 

The President inquired of Mr. Dulles whether anyone in the in- : 
telligence business had foreseen Tito’s break with the USSR. These | 

. favorable developments, from our point of view, in the Soviet bloc ) 
| sometimes developed very unexpectedly out of thin air. 
| Secretary Dulles asked Mr. Allen Dulles whether he had antici- 
| pated the Beria + affair. Pointing to the sudden accord in 1989 be- | 
| tween Stalin and Hitler, he agreed with the President’s judgment | 

| as to the unexpected quality of such developments in the Soviet | | 
| Union. Mr. Allen Dulles said that he was quite prepared to admit | 
L that there was a chance of disassociating Communist China from 
| the Soviet Union, but that there was no reason to expect any | 
| sudden collapse of the Communist regime in China. | 

| The President said that while he was willing to revise the disput- | | 
| ed sentence, he was unwilling to agree with CIA that it should be | 

| deleted, since he really believed that these totalitarian regimes | 
were excessively rigid and have inherent weaknesses on which we | 

| should attempt to capitalize. 
| 

| * Reference is to the covering note to the memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of | Staff to the Secretary of Defense, Nov. 26, p. 992. | | 3 See the editorial note, p. 958. | 
; * Lavrentiy Ivanovitch Beria was dismissed from his various offices in the i | U.S.S.R. and executed in June 1953. For documentation on the reaction of the | | United States to these events, see volume vin. 

| |
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After suggesting language to revise the sentence in question, Mr. 

Cutler went on, and pointed out the next split view in the paper, 

which occurred in paragraph 4-c, reading: “reduction of [relative] 

Chinese Communist power and prestige’. Mr. Cutler explained that 

Defense, the JCS, and ODM proposed deletion of the word “rela- 

tive’, since they desired courses of action which would reduce Chi- 

nese power absolutely and not merely relatively. State and the 

other agencies opposed this view, and desired to reduce Chinese 

power relatively, particularly by building up the strength of India 

and the other free Asian states. The representatives of these agen- 

cies on the Planning Board could see no present prospect of any 

absolute reduction of Chinese Communist power, short of war, and 

therefore were inclined to regard anything more than a relative re- 

duction as “pie in the sky”. | 

| Proponents of this paragraph in Defense did not contemplate 

anything like the complete destruction of Chinese power and pres- 

tige, observed Secretary Wilson, and the President added that even 

a change by the Chinese Communists to an attitude less violently 

antagonistic to the United States would help a lot. 

Secretary Dulles believed that there were two thoughts hooked 

up together in paragraph 4-c which were not necessarily related to 

one another. You might possibly secure the reorientation of Com- 

munist China without securing at the same time a reduction of its 

power and prestige. 

~The Council agreed with Secretary Dulles’ analysis, and turned 

| its attention to paragraph 4-e, where the views of the Planning 

Board were again split. Paragraph 4-e read as follows: ‘Creation in 

non-Communist Asia, and ultimately within Communist China, of 

political and social forces which will zealously spread the greater 

values of the free world and simultaneously expose the falsity of 

the Communist ideological offensive.” The President said he could 

not understand why anybody objected to this paragraph. Was it not 

one of the fundamental objectives of Mr. Streibert’s © organization 

(the USIA)? Of course, it didn’t mean that we would resort to every 

possible means, such as war, to accomplish the objective. 

| Secretary Dulles commented that while this was a wonderful 

idea and he had no particular objection to it as such, it was certain- 

ly a very unrealistic objective, far removed from any degree of 

practicality. The President replied that he was obliged to disagree 

with Secretary Dulles. Zealots, in this paragraph, did not necessari- 

ly mean evangelists of the Billy Sunday type, who would be run- 

ning up and down the countryside in Communist China publicly 

proclaiming democratic ideals. The actual task could be done quite 

5 Theodore C. Streibert, Director of the U.S. Information Agency.
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| differently and perhaps with some effect. Secretary Dulles coun- 
: tered that he remained unconvinced, and the President said in that 

: case why do we spend so much money to enable the Voice of Amer- 
ica to beam messages to the captive Communist states? 

| Mr. Cutler met Secretary Dulles’ objections to the paragraph by i 
suggesting the deletion of the term ‘“non-Communist” before Asia, | 

| and the phrase “, and ultimately within Communist China,”’. : | 
With respect to paragraph 5-c, the President suggested deletion, 

: in view of Secretary Dulles’ statement a moment ago that we were. : 
| about to sign a mutual security treaty with the Chinese National- : 
: ists. The President agreed to the inclusion of the paragraph when | 
: it was pointed out to him that signature of the treaty did not neces- 
| sarily mean its ratification. “ : 
| Secretary Dulles then referred to paragraph 5-a, which called for : 
; maintaining the security of the Pacific offshore island chain and | 

which defined the island chain. He expressed concern over the 
| | omission of Indonesia, which he described as an essential element : 

| in the offshore island chain. Mr. Cutler replied that Indonesia had | 
| never been considered to be a link in the so-called offshore island 

chain, and that in any case the defense of Indonesia was covered by 
other subparagraphs in paragraph 5. Secretary Dulles argued that | 

: these other subparagraphs did not cover Indonesia because the 
Government of Indonesia might well become Communist-dominated 

, and therefore not request U.S. assistance in the event that the 
_ Communists were about to take over control... . | 

Secretary Wilson said that as far as he was concerned, Indonesia | 
| was certainly a part of the Pacific offshore island chain, and actu- 

ally ranked in importance with Japan in that chain. Everything 
therefore must be done to hold Indonesia if we are to “do our job 

: out there in the Far East.” _ CO | 
| The President interrupted to exclaim, why the hell did we ever 

urge the Dutch to get out of Indonesia? Secretary Dulles agreed 
that essentially Indonesia was part of the Pacific island chain and : 

| in any case should have special treatment in the present paper. / 
| Mr. Cutler then appealed to Admiral Radford to give his views | 

on Indonesia’s place in the offshore island chain. Admiral Radford | 
said that at any rate he was perfectly willing to include Indonesia | 

| in the island chain because it was obviously essential for us to hold | 
: it. In fact, when he had been CINCPAC he had been instructed to : 

make plans to use force to hold Indonesia if it proved necessary. He | 
; still presumed this to be United States policy with respect to the | 

=. Indonesian Archipelago. 
The President said that Indonesia was one country with which 

2 the United States was not bound by any treaty, and that we would 

|
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therefore have to deal with it differently than with the other coun- 

tries of the island chain with which we did have treaties. . . . 

Mr. Cutler then turned to paragraph 5-f, which read as follows: 

‘In the event of unprovoked Communist armed attack on the per- 

sonnel, aircraft or facilities of the United States, promptly take pu- 

nitive action including the use of armed force if necessary and ap- 

propriate.” While, said Mr. Cutler, there was no split view regard- 

ing this paragraph, it had been very carefully phrased by the Plan- 

ning Board, and it was of such importance that he felt the Council 

should give careful consideration to it. The President inquired 

whether, as written, the paragraph gave unlimited authority to the 

commander in the field to take whatever punitive action he desired 

in retaliation against a Communist attack. Could he, for example, 

go off and bomb Peiping? Would it not be desirable to prescribe 

some kind of limitation on the authority of the commander in the 

field to take such punitive action? 

Secretary Dulles thought some limitation was desirable, and sug- _ 

gested that the punitive action should be taken only in accordance 

with guidance from the President. 

After further discussion of the meaning of this paragraph, the 

President asked whether what was involved was simply the right of 

a commander to take protective action against an attacking plane 

or ship; but Admiral Radford said that the commanding officer’s 

right to protect himself was standard procedure, and more than 

this was involved in the paragraph. If that were the case, replied 

the President, there would be plenty of time for the National Secu- 

| rity Council to make a decision as to punitive actions to be taken 

by a commander over and beyond action to defend himself against 

his attackers. Nevertheless, said the President, he wanted no more 

sanctuaries such as had existed for the Communists in Manchuria 

during the Korean war. The commander should also have the right 

to “hot pursuit”, both against attacking aircraft and attacking sub- 

marines. He then inquired of Admiral Radford whether the intent 

of the present paragraph could be transmitted into orders to the 

commanders in the field which would make sense and which they 

could understand. Governor Stassen thought the matter of such sig- 

nificance that the Joint Chiefs of Staff should give further consid- 

eration to the wording and intent of the paragraph. Admiral Rad- 

ford agreed that the paragraph did need further consideration. 

Secretary Dulles pointed out that in this further consideration 

the definition of “unprovoked attack” should certainly be clarified 

in order to narrow the concept of unprovoked attack to attack at a 

place where the U.S. ship or plane had a “right” to be.
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| The President said that if this was a matter of genuine punitive | 
! action as opposed to protective action, he wanted any such decision _ : 

to be made in the National Security Council and not by some com- | 
mander out in the area. While we did not wish to put handcuffs on | 
ourselves ever again, as we had in the Korean war, nevertheless we 

must do everything possible to avoid getting into wars with Com- | 

| munist China or the Soviet Union. | ! 
| Secretary Wilson said that he was still at a loss to understand 
| why the crew of the plane which the Russians had recently shot | 

down off Hokkaido had not returned the fire of the attacking | 
! Soviet aircraft. Both the President and Admiral Radford replied 

| that they were equally at a loss to understand this failure to shoot | 
back. 7 Ss Co Oo oe ‘| 

Reverting to the question of when an attack is and is not unpro- | 

_voked, Secretary Dulles pointed out that it was often very difficult | 
| - to make a decision. Three miles had long been the usual limit | 

beyond which territorial waters or sovereign air space did not | 
extend. Nevertheless, the United States itself might well decide to | | 

| shoot down Soviet planes which approached as far as three miles : 

: from our U.S. shores. In turn, the Soviets would regard intrusion | 

| within three miles of their coasts by U.S. planes or ships as highly 

provocative. Whether, in such a case, attack by Soviet aircraft was | 

| -unprovoked was certainly open to question. The President com- 
mented that he certainly hoped we would shoot down Russian mili- 

| tary aircraft coming within three miles of our coasts, and Secretary | 

| Wilson added his view that a limit of 25 or 30 miles would now be | 
| comparable to the traditional three-mile limit. _ | 

| Mr. Cutler directed the Council’s attention to paragraph 6-e, the | 

: last sentence of which read: “At present, it appears both necessary | 
and feasible to increase materially the scale of assistance to South 

| and Southeast Asia, which are most directly threatened by Commu- 
nist expansion.” Mr. Cutler explained that Treasury and Budget 
desired to delete this sentence because they believed it to prejudge | 

/ a function of the high-level committee which had been set up by | 
| Council action to examine the problem of an economic grouping of | 

the free Asian states. Both the Secretary of State and the President | 
: promptly agreed to the deletion of this sentence. | 

After further discussion of paragraphs 6-f and 6-g, the Council | 
| proceeded to consider the most significant split in the paper, which | 

: occurred in paragraph 7. This paragraph, which had been original- | 

! ly proposed by the Department of Commerce, called for a package : 

deal which, in return for seating both Chinas in the UN Assembly : 
| and opening trade with Communist China on the same basis with : 
: the European bloc and recognizing the existence of two Chinas, the | 

2 Communists would admit Japan to the UN, would withdraw their 

| | 
| | | | 

| | | 
|
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forces from North Korea and agree to free elections there, and 
abandon their subversive pressure in South Vietnam and else 

' where in free Asia. Mr. Cutler said that FOA had joined with the 
Commerce Department in at least desiring to get these big issues 
up for discussion by the National Security Council. 

Governor Stassen said that the process by which these issues 
were brought up to the Council through the mechanism of the NSC 
Planning Board ‘was a desirable and useful process, but that FOA 

did not desire to press such policy issues as those contained in this 
paragraph unless the State Department desired to press them. Mr. 

Cutler again stated that initially paragraph 7 had been a Com- 
merce Department proposal. He pointed out its relationship to 

paragraph 8, in which the Commerce Department took a quite con- 

trary view in urging a very tough U.S. policy with respect to con- | 

tinued embargo and restrictions on trade with Communist China. 
This apparent contradiction in the position of the Department of 

Commerce he explained as animated by a desire to force a decision 
one way or the other, since Commerce felt that our present trade 

| policy toward Communist China lacked consistency and clarity. It 
was not designed clearly to woo Communist China away from 
Russia by inducements or by harsh measures. He then asked Secre- 
tary Weeks to elucidate the Commerce position. | 

Secretary Weeks stated initially that he desired to address him- 
self solely to the “trade angle’. This was full of difficulties. We 
clearly recognize that Soviet Russia and Communist China cannot 
have war machines unless they first have industrial machines. Nei- 
ther of these countries could be described now as a first-rate indus- 
trial power, but we are in a fair way to assist Russia and China to 

become industrial nations. Secondly, we tend to look at Communist 

China and Soviet Russia as a single unit, not as separate countries. 

He understood, continued Secretary Weeks, that there were two 

viewpoints within the walls of this room. One wished to maximize 

China’s dependence on Russia as a means of destroying their close 
relationship; others desired to minimize China’s dependence on 

Russia to the same end. 
Secretary Weeks then indicated his extreme dislike of the 

changes in the trade controls of the free world on Communist 
China that had been brought about by the British initiative of last 
August. © He believed that many of these changes had been danger- 
ous to the national security of the United States. What are we 
going to do, he asked, about China? The British contend that we 

should treat trade with China just as we treat trade with the Euro- 
pean Soviet bloc. In short, we should put controls only on military 

6 For documentation, see volume xIv. . |
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| and highly strategic items. Trade, with the Soviet bloc, according to 
| the British, was one of the best means of enhancing the prospects 
| for peace, especially if more consumer goods were provided to the : 
: Soviet bloc populations. Accordingly, the British are now going to ! 
| propose a new look at the controls on the free world’s trade with 

| Communist China. If, as a result, these controls are reduced, they : 

| will be reduced all along the line, including items the U.S. regards | 
as highly strategic. The Department of Commerce believed that : 
this would be very unfortunate. | | | : 
‘Secretary Weeks then said he had two or three suggestions for : 

meeting the situation. In the first place, the United States might 
decide to go along with the British in looking at trade with China 

2 and Russia in the same light, but try to get our allies to back us up : 

2 in an effort to impose more severe restrictions on trade in items 
with either China or Russia which we deemed of great significance 
for our security. Secondly, and if the first suggestion didn’t work, | 
we might consider the possibility of trading “bloc to bloc” with the | 

; Communist nations. | oo | _ | 
The President leaned back and said, let’s assume a condition in | : 

i which all trade between the free world and the Soviet bloc is com- : 
pletely cut off. How much will the United States then do to help | 

those free world countries which depend on trade, such as Japan? 

: Will we dole out sheer subsidies to save their economies from col- : 
| lapse? Secretary Weeks replied that with respect to Japan he 
1 would permit the Japanese to trade with Communist China. But : 

you would not permit the British to do so, replied the President. t 
Secretary Weeks denied that he was proposing to cut off all | 

| trade. Indeed, he favored trade. But he wished more attention paid ! 
to the control of significant strategic materials. Perhaps if every- i 

| ohe was going to trade with Communist China the United States : 

: ought to do so too. The President in turn denied that he had any | 
| desire to build up Chinese Communist war potential He was =| 

merely insisting, he said, that both parts of the question be an- : 
| swered at the same time. If we propose to prevent trade between 

3 the free world countries and the Soviet bloc, what alternative do | : 
| we provide these free world nations? | oo | 
| Governor Stassen commented that one obvious factor was our : 
{ growing inability to force our views on the other free nations. Over 

and above this fact was the fate of governments if they made the | 

| attempt to go along with our present trade policy vis-a-vis the 
Soviet bloc. They were at once attacked by their own citizens, as | 

was illustrated by the current difficulties of Premier Yoshida in : 

Japan, not to mention Ceylon and Indonesia. Accordingly, Gover- | 

| nor Stassen said he was convinced that we must find a more realis- 
tic approach to trade with the Communist bloc. We must recognize 

| |
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that these countries must earn their livings, and confine our re- 
strictions on East-West trade to the really significant and strategic 
materials which contributed directly to the war potential of ouren- 
emies. Governor Stassen took issue with Secretary Weeks’ apprais- 
al of the effect of the relaxation in trade controls instigated by the 

_ British last summer. He cited the fact that controls on transship- 
ment of strategic materials were working more effectively than 

ever before. We have also secured credit controls on a significant 
list of materials. He doubted, therefore, if the recent changes had 

really been to the net disadvantage of the free world vis-a-vis the 
Soviet bloc. 

Mr. Cutler then invited the opinion of Secretary Dulles with re- 
spect to paragraphs 7 and 8. 

Secretary Dulles stated that it would be, in his opinion, disas- 

trous to set up a group to study the recognition of China, its seat- _ 

ing in the UN, and the opening of trade with China on the same 

basis as current trading with the Soviet European bloc. To study 

such a package deal as called for by paragraph 7 would be to cause 

a whirlpool in the free world. Mr. Cutler interrupted to point out 

that an equally dangerous whirlpool would be caused in the United 

States if such a study were undertaken by the Government. Ac- 
cordingly, Secretary Dulles called for the deletion of paragraph 7. 

The President inquired whether a study had ever been made of 
the conditions under which the United States could possibly recog- 

nize Communist China at some future time. Secretary Dulles re- 
plied in the affirmative, but pointed out that the basic condition for 

such recognition was rather intangible. As long as Communist 

China is so bitterly hostile to the United States, we certainly do 

not want to enhance its prestige. There were no visible signs of any 

diminution of this hostility and, indeed, announcement of the 

forthcoming treaty between the United States and Formosa would 

serve to heighten Communist China’s hatred. Accordingly, at the 

present time no such package deal for a settlement, as outlined in 
paragraph 7, was desirable. : 

Governor Stassen expressed agreement with the Secretary of 
State as to the undesirability of such a study at this time, but 

| warned that it was important for the United States to study such 

problems as this early enough to have a timely solution when the 
appropriate moment arrived. | | 

Mr. Cutler then called on the Council for a decision between the 
two versions of paragraph 8-c. He pointed out that the version in 

the left-hand column, proposed by State, Treasury, Budget and 
CIA, was the more moderate, and called for a continuation of ap- 

proximately our present policy with respect to restrictions on the 

| trade of free world nations with Communist China. The version on
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| the right-hand side, supported by Defense, Commerce, ODM ‘and | 
the JCS, was harsher, and sought a virtual embargo on all this : 
trade. | — | : 

The President said that to his way of thinking the embargo | 
| course of action in the right-hand version simply slammed the door | 
! in Japan’s face. Secretary Dulles also indicated that he could not | 
| go along with this harsher course of action, although he also object- 

| ed to the proposal on the left-hand side, which called for early con- 
| sultations, particularly with the UK and France, looking toward ! 
2 agreement on Chinese trade controls. This was not the moment, in- ! 

sisted Secretary Dulles, to start such conversations. | 

| The President inquired of the Secretary of State whether he i 
: thought the course of action to reimpose more effective controls by : 

| the U.S. and other countries over the Soviet bloc in Europe, to pre- ) 
| vent transshipments to China, was feasible. Secretary Dulles re- t 

plied in the negative, indicating again that the entire course of | 
action on the right-hand side of the page was infeasible. He said he : 

would like to have Governor Stassen’s opinion as to whether there | 
was any likelihood of our securing more effective controls to pre- : 
vent the transshipment of materials sent to the Soviet Union from : 

| being transshipped thence to China. Secretary Dulles said that : 
Thorneycroft (President of the British Board of Trade) had indicat- ! 
ed to him that Britain might be willing to impose more effective ! 

’ transshipment controls if in return the United States would agree | 
| on a list of controls common to both the Soviet Union and Commu- : 
| nist China. : | 
| Governor Stassen said he believed that this was the British point 

| of view, and that we might even manage to add additional items to 
| the lists for international control if the lists for the European 

Soviet bloc and Communist China were made identical. | | 
Dr. Flemming inquired whether, if the Council adopted the left- | 

! hand version of paragraph &-c, language could be added to it which | 
| would prevent exchange of materials which contributed to the | 
| buildup of Chinese Communist war potential. The President point- | 

ed out to Dr. Flemming that his suggestion was already agreed : 
U.S. policy. It was, however, a matter of degree and of seeing to it | 

that friendly nations were able to make their livings. With 52 mil- : 
| lion people cooped up in the United Kingdom and 85 million in 

| Japan, trade was a vital necessity. We have made it all too plain | | 
that we will not trade to any great extent with these countries. 

: Every time you bring up to Congress a proposal to lower tariff bar- 
| riers, Congress responds by trying to raise the level. The President 

said he was afraid that nations like Japan might well go Commu- | 
| nist if they were deprived of the possibility of trading. Such a turn 

| | | | : 

| |
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of events would really build up the war potential of the Communist 
powers. | | 

Mr. Cutler proposed language to meet the President’s point, but 
the President said with impatience that he was not interested in 

mere agreement on words. What he wanted was an agreed NSC 
policy and a decision on his initial basic question of finding alter- 
natives if we insisted on trying to eliminate free world trade with 
Communist China. 

Secretary Weeks said there appeared to be three major questions 
which needed answering. If this trade witi, the Communist bloc 
was to be permitted or encouraged, do all tle free nations except 
the United States engage in the trade? Second, do we trade with 

the Soviet bloc as individual nations, or do we trade bloc to bloc? 

Third, how do we make sure that the Communist bloc doesn’t get 
war materials and that we ourselves receive a quid pro quo? 

The President said that the time was approaching to settle three 

big questions with respect to U.S. trade policy. First, should U.S. 
trade policy with the Soviet bloc be the same policy as that of its 
major allies? Second, do we agree that we ought to treat Commu- 
nist China and the European Soviet bloc in the same fashion, sub- 

ject, of course, to special situations? Third, are we agreed that we 

should hold the line against exporting munitions of war, heavy fab- 

ricating machinery, and the like? Let us, continued the President, 

take these three questions and develop our simple plan; for we 
shall have to explain this thing and clear it all with the Congress, 

and we should have our arguments ready. 
Secretary Weeks suggested that the NSC Planning Board be di- 

rected to present a paper answering these questions, but Mr. Cutler 

said that we could quickly get a new paragraph in the present 
paper to cover the President’s point. | 

Taking issue with Mr. Cutler’s timing, the President said joking- 
ly that while he was dead sure of his competence to decide very © 

difficult issues (with a smile), on this particular one he had just | 
shot from the hip. He wanted his three questions, therefore, to be 

studied, particularly by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and not decided 

by the Council at this time. | 
Secretary Wilson said that he felt that he was closer to the Presi- 

dent on this whole problem of U.S. trade policy. He was, however, 

| personally opposed to Secretary Weeks’ suggestion of conducting 
trade with the Communist powers on a bloc-to-bloc basis. The Di- 
rector of the Budget said that he quite agreed with Secretary 
Wilson, adding that such a bloc-to-bloc approach was directly con- 

trary to traditional U.S. trade practices and the idea of free enter- 
prise. It would be tantamount to “government-to-government”’ 
trade. The President said it would be quite different if the present
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| world were organized on a free enterprise basis, but as matters | 
now stood we must recognize the facts and deal with them realisti- : 
cally. / ee | - : 

‘Mr. Cutler turned to the final split paragraph of the report, 10-b, | 
which read: “Make clear to the Communist regimes that resump- i 

| tion of normal relations between them and the United States is de- | 
| pendent on concrete evidence that they have abandoned efforts to : 
| expand their control by military force or subversion.” The State 
| Department, Mr. Cutler pointed out, proposed that this subpara- — 
| graph be deleted; the other agencies favored its inclusion. The 

| President said that he was opposed to the inclusion of the subpara- 
graph, for the simple reason that it was not enough justification for 

| the resumption of normal relations between the U.S. and the Com- | 

| munist powers of Asia. — es po Oo a | 

| The National Security Councitl:™ © | 

| a. Discussed the subject on the basis of the reference report (NSC : 
: 5429/3) in the light of the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff con- | 
| tained in the reference memorandum. : re | 
| -b. Agreed upon the following changes in the statement of policy | 

contained in NSC 5429/3: Oe | 

| (1) Paragraph 2: Include the sentence in brackets, amending — | 
the last portion to read as follows: “inherently such regimes | 

-. have elements of rigidity and instability which sometimes | 
Lo produce crises.” eed, , | 
| | (2) Paragraph 4-c: Reword as follows: | 

“c. Reduction of Chinese Communist power and prestige, or | 
: - securing by reorientation a government on the mainland of | 

2 China whose objectives do not conflict with the vital inter- 
, ests of the United States.” | | a 

| (3) Paragraph 4-e: Include, deleting from the first two lines 
the words “non-Communist” and “, and ultimately within _ 

| Communist China,’’. , | 
| _ (4) Paragraph 5-6: Revise the last two lines to read as fol- | 

lows: “with U.S. security interests and subject to continued 
ROK cooperation.” - | 

| (0) Paragraph 6-e: Delete the bracketed sentence and the | 
footnote relating thereto. | 

| (6) Paragraph 6-f: Delete the bracketed section and the foot- | 
note relating thereto. | | 

| (7) Paragraph 6-g: Delete the bracketed section and the foot- | 
| note relating thereto. | 

= (8) Paragraph 7: Delete, together with the footnote relating 
thereto, and renumber the remaining paragraphs accordingly. 

: (9) Paragraph 8: Delete the bracketed section at the begin- , 
| ning, and the footnote relating thereto. - 

| | | 
| 7 Lettered paragraphs a-b below constitute NSC Action No. 1275. (S/S-NSC (Mis- | 
| cellaneous) files, lot66D95) © | oo Se | 

| |
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(10) Paragraph 8-d: Delete the bracketed section and the 
footnote relating thereto, and insert, after the words “each 
other’ in line 7, the words “, particularly by stimulating Sino- 
Soviet estrangement, ”’. 

(11) Paragraph 10: Delete subparagraph b and the footnote _ 
relating thereto. 

(12) Revisions, in the light of the discussion, to be prepared 
by the NSC Planning Board for further Council consideration, 
of: | 

(a) An additional paragraph under paragraph 5, covering Indo- 
nesia. 

(b) Paragraph 5-f. 
(c) Paragraph &-c. 

3. Asian Economic Grouping (NSC 5429/2; NSC Action No. 1233 8) 

The National Security Council: 

Noted an oral report by Mr. Cutler on the work of the Special 
Committee established pursuant to NSC Action No. 1233-a. 

S. EVERETT GLEASON 

“Te fotmate 4p. 982 

790.5/12-154 a 

Memorandum by the Assistant Legal Adviser for Far Eastern Af- 

fairs (Snow) to the Acting Director of the Office of Philippine and 
Southeast Asian Affairs (Young) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,| December 1, 1954. 

Subject: Legal Question Involving Participation of Associated 
States in Manila Peace Conference . 

_ 1. Your memorandum of November 30, 1954 to L/FE Mr. Snow ! 

asks what can be done to make a reality of the protocol to the 
Manila Pact in the matter of associating Cambodia, Laos and Viet- 

Nam with the Pact, in the light of the Geneva accords. You also 

ask whether there are any restrictions, implied or otherwise, in the 

Geneva accords which would prevent these states from attending 
as observers any meeting of the Manila Pact signatories, and what 

would be the increasing degree of participation permissible in ad 

hoc committees set up by the signatories. 
2. Under Article IV of the Southeast Asia Collective Defense 

Treaty signed at Manila on September 8, 1954, each party recog- 

nizes that aggression by means of armed attack in the treaty area 

1 Not printed. | |
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(South-East Asia, etc.) against any of the parties, or against any © | 
_ state or territory which the parties by unanimous agreement may | 

designate, would endanger its peace and safety, and agrees that it | 

will in that event act to meet the common danger in accordance 
| with its constitutional processes. The parties also agree that if the | 

| sovereignty or political independence of any such party or state or — | 
: territory is threatened in any way other than by armed attack, the fl 

| parties shall consult immediately in order to agree on the meas- 
: ures which should be taken for the common defense. However, no ! 
| action on the territory of any other state so designated shall be ~ : 

taken except on the invitation or with the consent of the govern- : 
: ment concerned. In the Protocol to this Treaty the parties unani- | | 

| - mously designate for the purposes of Article IV the states of Cam- 

, bodia and Laos and the Free Territory under the jurisdiction of the | 

State of Viet-Nam. This is the protocol which you desire to “make | 

a reality.” | | | 
| 3. The pertinent provisions of the Geneva accords are as fol- 

| lows: 2 | . | 

a. In the Agreement on the Cessation of Hostilities in Viet-Nam _ | 
| (20 July 1954) Article 19 reads as follows: : . . 

: “With effect from the date of entry into force of the present | 
| _. Agreement, no military base under the control of a foreign 
| State may be established in the regrouping zone of either } 
| party; the two parties shall ensure that the zones assigned to | 

them do not adhere to any military alliance and are not used 
: for the resumption of hostilities or to further an aggressive 

: -b. At the Geneva Conference on July 21, 1954, the Royal Govern- | 
ment of Cambodia declared: | | | 

“The Royal Government of Cambodia will not join in any | 
, agreement with other states, if this agreement carries for Cam- 

bodia the obligation to enter into a military alliance not in 
- conformity with the principles of the Charter of the United 

| Nations, or, as long as its security is not threatened, the obliga- 
| | tion to establish bases on Cambodian territory for the military _ 

forces of foreign powers. | 
“During the period which will elapse between the date of the 

| _cessation of hostilities in Viet-Nam and that of the final settle- 
ment of political problems in this country, the Royal Govern- 

| - ment of Cambodia will not solicit foreign aid in war material, | 
j - personnel or instructors except for the purpose of the effective 
| defence of the territory.”’ | | | | 

| 

| _ 2 Full texts of the agreements and declarations cited below are printed in vol. xv1, | 
| pp. 1505 ff. | | 

po |
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, ' This declaration was incorporated as Article 7 in the Agreement . 
on the Cessation of Hostilities in Cambodia (21 July 1954). -_ 

c. Similarly at the Geneva Conference on July 21, 1954 the Royal 
Government of Laos declared: 

‘The Royal: Government of Laos will never join in any agree-. 
ment with other States if this agreement includes the obliga- 
tion for the Royal Government of Laos to participate in a mili- 
tary alliance not in conformity with the principles of the Char- 
ter of the United Nations or with the principles of the agree- 

| ment on the cessation of hostilities or, unless its security is 
threatened, the obligation to establish bases on Laotian terri- 
tory for military forces of foreign powers. 

“During the period between the cessation of hostilities in 
Viet-Nam and the final settlement of that country’s political 
problems, the Royal Government of Laos will not request for- 
eign aid, whether in war material, in personnel or in instruc- 
tors, except for the purpose of its effective territorial defence 
and to the extent defined by the agreement on the cessation of 
hostilities.” 

d. Articles 4 and 5 of the Final Declaration of the Geneva Confer- 
ence, 21 July, 1954, read as follows: 

“4. The Conference takes note of the clauses in the agree- 
ment on the cessation of hostilities in Viet-Nam prohibiting 
the introduction into Viet-Nam of foreign troops and military 
personnel as well as of all kinds of arms and munitions. The 
Conference also takes note of the declarations made by the 
Governments of Cambodia and Laos of their resolution not to 
request foreign aid, whether in war material, in personnel or 
in instructors except for the purpose of the effective defence of 
their territory and, in the case of Laos, to the extent defined 
by the agreements on the cessation of hostilities in Laos. 

“5. The Conference takes note of the clauses in the agree- 
ment on the cessation of hostilities in Viet-Nam to the effect 
that no military base under the control of a foreign State may 
be established in the regrouping zones of the two parties, the 
latter having the obligation to see that the zones allotted to 
them shall not constitute part of any military alliance and 
shall not be utilized for the resumption of hostilities or in the 
service of an aggressive policy. The Conference also takes note 
of the declarations of the Governments of Cambodia and Laos 
to the effect that they will not join in any agreement with 
other States if this agreement includes the obligation to par- 
ticipate in a military alliance not in conformity with the prin- 
ciples of the Charter of the United Nations or, in the case of 
Laos, with the principles of the agreement on the cessation of 
hostilities in Laos or, so long as their security is not threat- 
ened, the obligation to establish bases on Cambodian or Lao- 
tian territory for the military forces of foreign Powers.” 

4. It will be noted that the declarations by the Royal Govern- 
ments of Cambodia and Laos differ from the agreement of the par-
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ties in the case of Viet-Nam. The Governments of Cambodia and | 

Laos declare that they will refrain from joining agreements with : 
other states only if the agreement is a military alliance not in con- 
formity with the principles of the Charter of the United Nations. | 
Article VI of the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty provides | 
as follows: | | 

| “This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as af- | 
| fecting in any way the rights and obligations of any of the parties : 

under the Charter of the United Nations or the responsibility of 
2 ‘the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace and 

security. Each party declares that none of the international en- : 
gagements now in force between it and any other of the parties or 

| any third party is in conflict with the provisions of this Treaty, and | 7 
. undertakes not to enter into any international engagement in con- 

flict with this Treaty. | a | co 

| _ It is the opinion of the Legal Adviser’s Office that this Treaty is | 
| not a “military alliance not in conformity with the principles of the 

Charter of the United Nations.’’ Hence, in answer to your ques- 
| tions, the Legal Adviser’s Office concludes that there is nothing in 
‘ the Geneva accords which would legally interfere with any degree 
i of association on the part of Cambodia and Laos with the Manila | 

Pact. However, it will have been noted that both of these States | 

have declared that they will not solicit foreign aid in war material, 
personnel or instructors except for the effective defense of their ter- 
ritory, and, in the case of Laos, to the extent defined in the Agree- | 

ment on the Cessation of Hostilities. | | 
5. In the case of Viet-Nam the parties to the Agreement on the 

| Cessation of Hostilities have agreed severally that the zones as- 

signed to them will not adhere to any military alliance.* This | 

would certainly bar Viet-Nam from adhering to or becoming party 

: to the Manila Pact. Probably it would also bar Viet-Nam from in- 
] viting or consenting to action on its territory by the parties, under | 

_ Article IV of the Pact and the Protocol. However, it is the opinion | 
, of the Legal Adviser’s Office that the agreement would not bar | 

Viet-Nam from sending observers to a meeting of the Manila Pact 

| signatories, nor perhaps from participation in ad hoc committees 

set up by the signatories. Just where the line is to be drawn short. 

: of adherence or becoming party to the Manila Pact is not clear. | | 

4 *The French version reads ‘“‘ne fassent partie d’ ”’, which is translated in the | 
2 Final Declaration “shall not constitute part of’. [Footnote in the source text.] | | 

| | 7 | 

| |
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 415 | 

Background Paper Prepared by Mildred M. Yenchius of the Office 
of South Asian Affairs 3 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| December 1, 1954. 

KV D-5 | 

CEYLON AND THE MANILA PActT 

Ceylon was invited to attend the conference at Manila which re- 
, sulted in the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty and the Pa- 

cific Charter. It declined to attend but the Ministry of External Af- 
fairs communiqué on the subject stated that Ceylon is “prepared to 
maintain an open mind on the subject’. 2 

The Prime Minister has told our Embassy in Colombo that he 
personally believes the future of Ceylon lies with the West and he 

supports the Manila Pact in principle. He stated, however, that the | 

majority of the Cabinet, public opinion and press were very much 

against such a commitment. Later, however, on September 16 the | 

Prime Minister informed our Embassy? that the Cabinet had 
agreed with him not to make a final decision on participation in 
the Manila Pact until after his return from the United States. 

At that time our Embassy at Colombo commented that Ceylon 
was primarily interested in such economic benefits as might be ob- 
tained from participation, and that Ceylon would probably not 

adhere to the Pact if it continued to be ineligible for American eco- 
nomic assistance under provisions of the Battle Act. 4+ 

Affecting Ceylon’s attitude toward the Manila Pact is its reluc- 
tance to give up its very profitable trade in strategic rubber with 

Communist China; Ceylon is concerned that its adherence to the 
Manila Pact might require it to stop that trade. Ceylon’s defense is 

already provided for under a defense agreement with the United 

Kingdom. Besides communications facilities, the Royal Navy has 

base rights at Trincomalee and the Royal Air Force maintains a 

base at Negombo. Apart from these bases which are already avail- 

able to the British, Ceylon has no significant military strength to 

contribute in the event of further Communist aggression in Asia. 

1 Attached to a covering note of Dec. 1 by Richard D. Nethercut of the Reports | 
and Operations Staff. This paper was prepared in conjunction with the visit of 
Prime Minister Kotelawala, who was in Washington, Dec. 6-8. 

2 See footnote 1, p. 902. 
3 The Prime Minister’s conversation with Ambassador Crowe on that date is sum- 

marized in telegram 100 from Colombo, Sept. 16, not printed. (896.1 MA/9-1654) 
4 For text of the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951, approved Oct. 26, 

see 65 Stat. 644.
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h 
| . . [ 

| We hope that Ceylon eventually will associate itself with the | 
Manila Pact. We recognize, however, that public opinion in Ceylon 7 

| presently does not favor adherence to the Pact. We would not wish 

Ceylon to adhere to the Pact if such action would lead to Sir John’s’ | 

! dismissal as Prime Minister.> | 
ee | | 

2 5 The Secretary and Sir John discussed the Manila Pact in a meeting held in the | 
| late afternoon of Dec. 7. | 

“The Secretary asked the Prime Minister his views on the Manila Pact. The | 

Prime Minister expressed his appreciation of the action which he implied was a i 
, strengthening of the area for free nations and expressed his appreciation for the : 

| door being kept open to other nations in the area. He went on to note, however, the 

| need for provision in the Pact for aggression other than Communist aggression. The ! 
: Secretary observed that under the provisions of the Pact the United States stood 

ready to come to the assistance of those subject to communist aggression and armed i 
attack (Article IV paragraph 1), and in the Understanding expressed our willingness : 
to consult under the provisions of Article IV paragraph 2 as to the proper course of | 

| action in the event of other aggression or armed attack. | : 

| “The Prime Minister said that the Communist line of propaganda attack on the : 
; Manila Pact was that the Pact was designed only to serve the United States interest 

in opposing communism and was not designed to contain aggression as a matter of [ 

principle. The Secretary observed that the communists would of course follow this | 

| line and attempt to undercut the development of strength in the area for resistance | 

| to the primary danger of communist aggression. The Secretary went on to note the i 

| great problem of defining aggression, and observed that subversion was hard to | 

identify and harder to combat. He posed the problem of defining a true revolution ) 

| in terms which would permit a proper course of action. The Secretary added his 

! belief that so far the best approach to the general problem had been made at the E 

| Tenth Inter-American Conference where it was agreed that should the international H 
communist movement take control of the political institutions of any of the coun- : 

2 tries, this would constitute a threat to the area and would call for a Meeting of Con- \ 
- gultation to consider the adoption of appropriate action. . | 

“The Prime Minister agreed that this problem of the definition of subversion and | 
aggression was a most difficult and pressing gne. He said that it was compounded, 

| as indicated by the Secretary, by acute nationalism. He said that he had met with : 

some difficulty in the Colombo Prime Ministers’ conference in getting a resolution : 
: condemning the exportation of communism; his proposal was countered with a pro- : 

posed amendment which would likewise condemn the exportation of anti-commu- | 

| nism.” (Summary minute of meeting by J. Robert Fluker, Officer in Charge of Eco- E 

nomic Affairs, Office of South Asian Affairs; drafted Dec. 13; attached to covering 

| note dated Dec. 13 by Nethercut, not printed; Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 415, | 

KV SM-1) a [ 

. | | 
| | FE files, lot 55 D 480 | 

| Memorandum by the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Murphy) to | 
| the Secretary of State 

| | 
: SECRET | [WASHINGTON, undated. ] | 

| Subject: Interim Report ! of the Working Group to the NSC Ad Hoc | 
| Committee on an Asian Economic Grouping | 

| oe | 
; 1 Dated Nov. 30, not printed. (FE files, lot 55 D 480) | | 

| |
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At the first meeting 2 of the NSC Ad Hoc Committee on an 
Asian Economic Grouping, * chaired by Mr. Hoover, it was decided 
to constitute a Working Group comprising a representative from 
each agency represented on the Ad Hoc Committee. The Working 
Group has just submitted an interim report. There will not be time 
to call a meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee to consider the report | 
before the NSC meeting on Friday, December 3, but each member 
of the Ad Hoc Committee has been asked to bring the interim 
report to the attention of his NSC member before that meeting. 

The report has received no official agency clearances. 

_A very brief summary of the Working Group’s interim report fol- 

lows for your information: | 

1. Present economic ‘conditions in the Far East and South Asia 
present opportunities which can be exploited to Communist advan- 
tage. Improvement of these conditions would constitute one means 
of opposing Communist efforts to extend their influence by means 
short of war. U.S. support of efforts to achieve such improvement 

| should not be regarded as a substitute either for needed internal 
efforts or for measures to achieve adequate military strength but 
as a part of the total anti-Communist defense in Asia. 

Lasting improvement of economic conditions in these countries 
requires a program of basic economic development. U.S. assistance 
to such a program at levels above aid presently provided would ac- 
celerate economic growth sufficiently to make the additional assist- 
ance justified by U.S. security interests. (Certain Working Group 

_ members did not believe that sufficient evidence had yet been of- 
fered to support the need for increased aid to achieve the objective 
stated.) . | 

2. The basic objective in furtherance of the policy expressed in 
paragraph 3 of NSC 5429/2 and paragraph 23 of NSC 5422/2 (at- 
tached) * should be to create in the Far East and South Asia a ma- | 
terial and psychological condition which will progressively increase 
public confidence in the ability of non-Communist governments 
there to bring about perceptible economic development and increas- 

| ing political stability. This will necessitate elimination of elements 
of economic weakness which are presently hampering efforts to de- 
velop political stability, and increasing vulnerability to Communist 
pressures and Communist propaganda claims of more rapid eco- 

| nomic development under Communist regimes. A U.S. economic 
program which will contribute most effectively to the attainment 
of these objectives should aim to: 

2 Held Nov. 16. a 
3 Chaired by Hoover, the Committee had members from the Departments of the 

Treasury, Defense, and Commerce; the Foreign Operations Administration; the 

Office of Defense Mobilization; and the Bureau of the Budget. Amory served as its 
Intelligence Adviser and Staats sat as Observer. § 

4A report entitled “Guidelines Under NSC 162/2 for FY 1956”, Aug. 7, 1954; not 
found attached. Regarding this subject, see volume 1.
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a Encourage increased economic cooperation among these | 

countries through the activities of an Asian economic organiza- 

tion which will promote improved techniques of economic anal- 

| ysis and the adoption of sound and constructive fiscal and eco- 

| nomic policies; | | a 

. b Provide needed resources, in addition to contributions from : 

| | other non-Communist countries, for the financing of projects | 

| which will accelerate general economic growth; — | 

: | c Give financial support, if necessary, to other types of | 

- projects which, for political or other reasons, will strengthen | 

| - resistance to Communism; and > | | 

: ~ qd Produce the maximum favorable impact upon Asian public ' 

| - opinion concerning the U.S. and U.S. motives. | | 

| 8. Because of the nature of its membership and objectives, the | 

| Consultative Committee for Economic Development in South and | 

| Southeast Asia (Colombo Plan) should be developed into the kind of | 

| regional organization which will accomplish the desired objectives. 

4 In addition to performing other functions, the organization could, if 

desired, also actively participate in the distribution of economic as- | 

| sistance provided by the U.S. and other non-Asian countries. This 

: could be done by either of the following methods: “ 

j . , | 

a Through a fund established as a part of a regional organi- | 

| - gation and comprising currencies contributed by the member 

| countries on a loan and share subscription basis, to be used to | 

| _ finance development projects susceptible of loan financing but [ 

for which loans repayable in dollars under standard IBRD or | 

Export-Import Bank periods of repayment are neither appro- | 

priate nor available. These loans would be long term, and 4 

terms of payment would be adjusted to the currency availabil- 

| ities of the borrowing country. The U.S. and other member 

countries would be able to disapprove loans which involved the | 

| use of their currencies. | | | 

| -b The regional organization would screen and make recom- | 

| mendations with respect to developmental loan applications : 

but the actual loans would be made under present bilateral L 

| methods. — : 

| U.S. military end-item assistance, other aid related directly 

to military programs, and technical assistance would continue, 

3 as a general rule, to be furnished on a bilateral grant basis. _ 

4. There should be sufficient flexibility to enable U.S. economic 

| aid, where necessary, to assist in meeting deficiencies in local : 

| funds, shortages of which constitute a major deterrent to certain | 

| types of economic development projects in Asia. 7 | 

| 5. Aid extended to Asia should be considered in conjunction with | 

aid to other areas and be in line with over-all demands for US. fi- | 

nancial resources. : | 

6. If possible, U.S. aid should be made available, or at least au- | 

thorized, on a longer run basis which would permit a higher degree I 

| of foreign development planning than is permitted by year-to-year 

] authorizations. | , — | - | 

| 
| |
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7. Total U.S. aid expenditures to the Far East and South Asia? 
_ since July 1, 1950 were more than $5.5 billion. Deducting the share 
extended to Japan, Korea, Formosa, and Indochina, total expendi- 
tures for all other countries were only $350 million. Economic aid 

| only during fiscal years 1951-54 (Formosa and Korea excluded) 
amounted to $269.2 million and will reach about $271 million in 
FY 1955. Expenditures of Export-Import Bank and IBRD funds 
during the entire period totalled $130 million. Total non-US. aid 
(excluding IBRD) amounted to about $378 million. 

Despite this volume of external assistance, productivity in most | 
of the area has failed to keep pace with population growth and in 
Some countries real living standards are below those of 1939. In | 
general, a shortage of resources largely because of the low rate of 
internal capital accumulation is retarding economic growth. 

Regional and country experts from various U‘S. agencies who 
consulted with the Working Group expressed the opinion that, as- 
suming that economic assistance from other than U.S. sources | 
would continue at approximately the present level, a total of U-S. 
economic assistance in the amount of approximately $2.3 billiont 
over the three years, FY 1956-58, extended to the countries of the 
Far East and South Asia (excluding a possible need for $935 million 
for Japan, Formosa, and South Korea) if utilized for economic de- 
velopmental purposes would set in motion a process which, if con- 
tinued, would appreciably stimulate economic growth in the area. 
Of this estimated total more than $1 billion would be earmarked 
for India, $220 million for Pakistan. Over the three year period | 
Southeast Asia would receive $805 million and South Asia $1470 
million. The U.S. share of this total would, of course, depend upon 
the volume of contributions by other countries but the largest 
share would undoubtedly have to be borne by the U.S. The Work- 
ing Group did not accept or reject these figures but offered them 
for illustrative purposes. 

* Statistical break-down at Tab A. [Footnote in the source text. Tab A is not at- 
tached. ] 

} Country break-down at Tab B. [Footnote in the source text. Tab B is not at- 
tached.] 

790.5/12-354 | | 

Memorandum by the Counselor of the Department of State 
(MacArthur) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 8, 1954. 

I attach a draft paper prepared by a State-Defense-CIA working 
group on activities that could be undertaken by the Manila Pact 
powers to combat Communist subversion. This paper would be 
tabled in the Manila Pact working group which will begin oper- 
ations here in Washington on December 6. Before we actually table 
the paper in our working group, we will discuss it with the British
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here in compliance with the request which Ambassador Makins | 

| made to youlast week, =~ . | 

| We are anxious to talk to the British about this as soon as possi-— | 

| ble but before doing so, I wanted you to glance over the paper and | 

| see if there were any points which you wished to make before we | 

| - go ahead and show it to the British. * . | 

| a Doucias MacArtuur II ? | | 

| foe | [Attachment] | | 

| | | | | | 

| Activities THAT CouLD BE UNDERTAKEN UNDER THE MANILA Pact | 

| a ~ To Comsat COMMUNIST SUBVERSION # oo 
| | : 

1. The Nature of the Problem: It is generally agreed that at this 

| time the major communist threat in Southeast Asia is more one of | 

: internal subversion than of overt military invasion. Whereas the | 

| latter threat can be met by the firm resolve of. the signatory 

| powers to carry out their obligations under the Manila Pact, sub- 

| _versive activities are less readily identifiable as such and can be 

| countered effectively only by measures far subtler than military — 

action. Communist subversive attacks upon the governments of : 

| free nations are usually either cloaked under the guise of legiti- 

| mate political activities (including agitations by communist-led 

| labor organizations and other communist fronts) or, if they take 

the form of guerrilla warfare, are represented to the world at large 

2 as expressions of valid nationalist or indigenous revolutionary | 

| forces. The provision of certain kinds of external aid to a govern- 

| ment to assist it in resisting internal subversion may therefore not 

only be denounced by the communists as interference in the affairs / 

_ of the country but may have this appearance in the eyes of neutral : 

nations or even of some of the people of the country concerned. Ac- — | 

cordingly, the first principle to be recognized in devising measures 

to cope with this threat is that resistance to subversion is, and 

| must of necessity always be, primarily the responsibility of each | | 

national government. | oe | 

2. General Approach to the Problem of Mutual Assistance: Much 

| of the assistance that may be provided by the governments of the _ 

treaty members to meet communist subversion will have to be | 

| 1 This memorandum bears several handwritten marginal notes, including the fol- , 

| lowing: “OK JFD” and “Sec approved R [oderic] O’C fonnor]’. Another note indicates | 

. that MacArthur was informed of the Secretary’s action by phone on Dec. 3. | 

| | 2 A note in MacArthur’s handwriting underneath his signature reads: “P.S. CIA 

} will have some minor modifications simply for clarification. We now plan to talk to | 

| British on next Tuesday, Dec. 7.” | | - | 

3 Paper typed on Dec. 2; drafting officer(s) not named. 

| 

| | 
|
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planned and carried out by the governments directly concerned 
rather than on a broad multilateral basis. As an example, certain 
types of help that one country might request from another in the 
political and psychological fields might best be worked out private- 
ly between the two governments directly concerned. There is the 
further consideration that there are areas of activity in which the 
need for and the possibilities of mutual assistance vary so greatly 
as between countries that a series of differing arrangements might 
be appropriate. In some cases, therefore, it might be unwise to at- 
tempt an all-inclusive program involving all the members. More- 
over, many of the details of counter-subversive activity require a 
special technical knowledge and competence. Much of the detailed 
planning and implementation in this field should therefore be dele- 
gated to the appropriate officials in the countries concerned. Re- 
quests for assistance in this technical area should be strongly en- 
couraged, but since each government must retain clear responsibil- 
ity for combatting subversion in its own territory, the initiative 
must be left to each to seek the kinds of help it wishes through 
whatever arrangement it cares to work out from those members to 
whom it chooses to turn. 

It is clear, however, that discussion among the members of the 
full range of problems involved in countering communist subver- 
sion will contribute importantly to the ability of all the members to 
meet this threat. Such discussion will lead to discovery of useful ac- 
tivities which can be undertaken either by all the members of the 
Pact or by the member countries individually. 

3. Forms of Mutual Assistance: Types of assistance that the mem- 
bers might render to one another, and which might usefully be dis- 
cussed include the following: | 

a. The exchange of information on communist personalities and _ 
communist subversive activities and propaganda within or against 
the states of the treaty area; 

b. Mutual assistance in control of movement of communist 
agents and personalities, or of communist propaganda materials; 

c. Exchange of information on the kinds of measures that have 
proved effective against communist subversion; 

d. Assistance in the development and strengthening of local secu- 
rity forces (as distinguished from purely military forces) including 
on occasion (1) help in the training and indoctrination of such _ 
forces, (2) the supply of equipment for them, and (3) the exchange 
of views and experience as to how they may be used in combatting 
communism; 

e. Assistance in the development of effective propaganda and in- 
formation activities including advice on organization, the exchange 
of views on appropriate propaganda themes and, where appropri- 
ate, assistance in the supply of equipment and the training of tech- 
nicians; , |
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f. Cooperation in the development and maintenance of non-com- | 

: munist labor organizations and useful civic organizations, (such as 

: those in the Community Center Movement in the Philippines), in- en 

: cluding arrangements for exchange of persons in the cultural and 

educational fields; | , | 

g. Exploration of the possibility of joint political action, support- 

| ed by official statements, propaganda, and other activities, to 7 

| counter subversive political movements against one or more of the | 

signatory powers, especially movements that are based outside of ) 

the territory of the nation at which it is directed. (An example : 

: might be the Pan-Thai movement that is being nurtured by the | 

| Chinese communists); 

} h. Possible formulation at an appropriate time of a formal decla- 

ration setting forth in general terms the seriousness of the threat 

| of communist subversion, asserting the determination of each 

| member government to combat subversion within its own territory, ) 

| and further strengthening the determination of the members to 

| give mutual assistance to each other as may be useful and appro- | 

|. priate. vob a Os | 

| 790.5/12-354: Telegram tS Ce | 

| a _ The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Vietnam } | 

SECRET © - Wasuineton, December 3, 1954—7:57 p.m. | 

. 2258. This message FYI and to be discussed only by US person- | 

| nel. Sn a ) | | | 

| Department telegrams 2070 Saigon, 161 Phnom Penh, 108 Vien- | 

| tiane and 2155 Saigon, 170 Phnom Penh, 118 Vientiane. * a | 

: Reps Manila Pact Govts agreed begin working group Washington 

December 6 to prepare for meeting Foreign Ministers early next | 

| year. We giving thought role which Manila Pact might play to | 

| assist Associated States maintain freedom and independence. Indo- | 

| china problem will undoubtedly be discussed by ministers in ex- | 

| change views re security SEA area. | | | | 

Generally we wish encourage members Manila Pact help Associ- | 

ated States all possible ways deal with problems confronting them. 

| However, believe we must handle this carefully since, on one hand, 

Associated States might get idea Manila Pact salvation all their 

troubles, and, on other hand, getting other Manila Pact members : 

too deeply involved in detailed problems Associated States might | 

| result in confusion making our task more difficult. : 

| 
: 

| 1 Sent also to Phnom Penh, Vientiane, London, and Paris; drafted by Galloway, 

| Young, and MacArthur, and cleared by PSA, WE, FE, and L. For a draft of this | 

telegram, see p. 1001. | | 

| 2 None printed. | | 

| 
: |
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Assuming Manila Pact Foreign Ministers will in their exchange 
views agree on seriousness situation IC, believe first step should be 
guide discussion to agreement that each member should take such 
individual action as is possible to assist Associated States. For ex- 
ample, in addition US and French aid programs, possible assistance 
from UK; financial and other assistance from Australia and possi- 
bly New Zealand; diplomatic recognition by Philippines followed by 
consultations designed formulate other means Philippine assist- 

, ance; diplomatic recognition by Pakistan; Thai-Associated States 
conversations re control, development and security Mekong traffic, 
other trade and economic matters, etc. 

Another question is to what extent Associated States might actu- 
ally participate in Manila Pact activities or be associated, formally 
or informally, with Manila Pact Council and any subsidiary organi- 
zation e.g. as observers at meetings. We recognize that during next 
few months at least there might be strong opposition any such as- 
sociation on part certain Pact members in view Geneva armistice 
agreements and that Associated States themselves might have 
some doubts about such association. Whether or not Associated 
States Reps actually participated in Pact activities or attended 
meetings as observer, we would expect keep them fully informed 
on informal basis all aspects Pact activities bearing on IC. 
Comments requested. 

DULLES 

890.00/12-154 

Memorandum Found in Department of State Files 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 6, 1954. 

MEMORANDUM F Rom Treasury to NSC Ap Hoc CoMMITTEE ON 
NSC 5429/2 } 

The Committee has for its task the appraisal of the problems of 
assistance in the Far East, particularly with reference to regional 
activities as set forth in the reference document. 

Each country in fact constitutes a separate and unique economic 
and political problem, but for purposes of analysis the countries of 
Far East and South Asia may be grouped into four categories: 

1. Korea, Formosa and Indo-China—These countries clearly fall 
in the category requiring grant aid assistance, especially for de- 
fense support. 

1 This committee was more formally known as the NSC Ad Hoc Committee on an 
Asian Economic Grouping. See footnote 3, p. 1020.
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| 2. Japan—This is the only industrialized country in the area and | 

has a problem of modernizing its plant and expanding its overseas , 

| markets. It is already making substantial progress through effec- 

| tive use of its own resources and is being assisted by large amounts 

| of dollars arising from military spending. Much can be done to im- : 

: prove the climate for private investment in Japan. Further exter- | 

| nal financing for Japan can be done on a loan basis through estab- 

: lished institutions. Additional assistance can, when needed, be pro- | 

vided from sales of agricultural commodities under Public Law | 

A480. ? 
| 8. The Philippine Islands—The Philippines have a unique posi- , 

tion in relation to the U.S., enjoy a preferential position in U‘S. | 

| trade and benefit from U.S. military spending. The climate for pri- | 

vate investment is relatively good. The Government is firmly ori- | 

ented toward the West and has established internal security. Much , 

| can be done to speed economic development by technical assistance 

| and by external financing through established lending institutions. | 

| 4. South and Southeast Asia—Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, | 

| Ceylon, Burma, Malaya, Thailand and Indonesia. These countries 

| have low standards of living and low rates of saving and capital in- 

| vestment. In most of the area productivity has failed to keep pace : 

| with population growth and real living standards are, in some | 

cases, below those of 1939. The capacity of these countries to absorb 

external economic assistance for development is limited. In most 

cases governments are relatively inefficient and private business : 

and technical talent is limited. Most of the governments are new, ) 

| highly nationalistic, and frequently suspicious of the U.S. They _ | 

| tend to be socialistic in their thinking and in many cases have not | 

| adopted policies favorable to inducing private investment. ) 

| The primary concern of our Government is, of course, to stop the | 

| expansion of Communism in the area. By itself, however, U.S. as- 

: sistance for this purpose, no matter how massive, could make no | 

| more than a minute contribution to the improvement of living 

| standards in the area. | 

| The best hope for improving this situation lies in the process of | 

| persuasion and education by which these countries can themselves | | 

po gradually develop savings, investment, and enterprise from within. | 

| External assistance is truly effective only if it is used as a lever to | 

bring about such a fundamental improvement. For these reasons, | 

technical assistance and loans through such agencies as the Inter- | 

national Bank and the Export-Import Bank can be made useful in- | 

struments, though they may have to be supplemented by other | 

| forms of aid in the transition period. The important thing is to rec- | 

| ognize that these various forms of external help are of little effec- | 

| tiveness by themselves. They are a means to stimulate more effec- | 

| tive use of local resources. | 

| 2 Approved July 10, 1954, this statute is formally known as the Agricultural | 

| Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954. For text, see 68 Stat. 454. . |
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For the fiscal years 1950 through 1954, FOA expenditures for 
“ economic assistance to the area have totaled $177 million. During 

the same period disbursements by the International Bank and the 
Export-Import Bank have totaled $130 million. Committed but un- 
disbursed funds of the FOA for the area at the end of June 1954 
totaled $209 million and for the two banks $165 million as of Sep- 
tember 30. (The foregoing figures include the Philippines.) 

The essential problem before the U.S. Government at this junc- 
ture is whether we shall undertake commitments for a sustained 
period for development in this and other areas on a grand and con- 
tingent loan basis. The Treasury believes such a course will not 
stimulate these countries to make effective use of their own human 
and material resources but may have the opposite effect, nor will it 
encourage them to take the steps which will encourage private in- 
vestment. | ) 

Rather the Treasury recommends a definite tapering off of grant 
and contingent loan assistance over the next few years. It recom- 
mends that technical assistance be maintained and the activities of 
the International Bank and the Export-Import Bank in the area be 
increased. The projected International Finance Corporation will 
also make a contribution over the longer term. Lending of these in- 
stitutions can be supplemented by sales of agricultural surpluses 
under Public Law 480 and by limited ad hoc grant assistance under 
special circumstances. | 

Regional economic cooperation in the South Asian-Far Eastern 
area may be encouraged by strengthening the Consultative Com- | 
mittee of the Colombo Plan. Such a grouping may (a) consider the 
regional aspects of the development plans of member countries, (b) 
discuss development problems and policies, and (c) consider other 
economic problems of concern to Asian countries. The basic objec- 
tive of having a regional grouping—to afford these countries an Op- 
portunity to build a community of spirit and a sense of mutual in- 
terest and responsibility for their own welfare—will thus be 
achieved. 7 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 432 

United States Minutes of Meeting of the Manila Pact Working 
Group ! | 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] December 6, 1954—3 p.m. 

Participants US | 
C—Mr. MacArthur 

1 Drafted on Dec. 8 by Gleysteen who is not listed among the participants. Nicho- 
las G. Thacher of SOA was Acting Officer in Charge of Afghanistan-Pakistan Af- 
fairs.
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|  FE-Mr. Sebald 
| Defense—Mr. Sullivan | 

| | PSA—Mr. Young | | | , 

| ~ BNA—Mr. Horsey | 

| oe SOA—Mr. Thacher | 
| | C—Mr. Galloway © 

| | Australia—Mr. F.J. Blakeney | 

France—M. Pierre Millet 
New Zealand—Mr. G. R. Laking | 

| | - Pakistan—Amb. Syed Amjad Ali : 

| | -Philippines—Captain Albert | 

: Thailand—Minister Devakul : 

| — .. United Kingdom—Sir Robert Scott | : 

(Here follows discussion concerning the date of the proposed. | 

| meeting of Manila Pact Foreign Ministers. See footnote 5 below] ! 

| Discussion of the U.S. Military Advisers’ Paper® - : 

| Copies of a U.S. working paper on the Military Advisers were : 

| distributed at the meeting. Mr. MacArthur suggested that consider- | 

2 ation of this paper be deferred until representatives had time to 

; study it and refer it to their governments. However, he asked Mr. 

_ Sullivan to make a preliminary explanation and answer any ques- 

| tions. Mr. Sullivan explained that the paper represented U.S. views | 

on appropriate terms of reference for the Military Advisers to the 

3 Manila Council. Referring to the paragraphs in the U.S. paper on | | 

procedures and organizational arrangements, he stated that the 

U.S. believed it should be up to the Military Advisers to make their _ | 

| own recommendations on these questions. As a means of liaison be- 

' tween the Military Advisers, the U.S. was thinking in terms of an 

| arrangement whereby the Military Advisers would designate liai- | 

: son officers in one of the Treaty area capitals. In answer to Ambas- 

sador Ali’s questions the U.S. representatives explained that the | 

| U.S. would like to have such an informal liaison arrangement in 

| one of the two Asian capitals nearest to the area of concern, 

| namely, Bangkok or Manila. In answer to a U.K. question, Mr. Sul- | 

! livan said that the U.S. paper was not designed to exclude the pos- | 

| sibility of a permanent military organization such as a small mili- | 

tary secretariat. However, he said that consideration of this would 

| be a matter for the Military Advisers themselves. 

| : 
_ 2 See telegram 288, infra. | 

|
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Discussion of Paper on Council Procedures — 

Mr. MacArthur asked for comments on the U.S. working paper 
on Council procedures * which had been distributed prior to the 
meeting. 

Regularity of Meetings—The Philippine representative suggested 
some minor rewording of the U.S. paper to emphasize that the | 
Council would meet once each year and more often when deemed 
necessary by the members. He also suggested a regular meeting 
time for the Council each year. Mr. MacArthur explained the . 
schedule difficulty of setting a regular time and suggested that at 
each Council meeting the Ministers would set a general date for 
the next Ministerial meeting. 

Place of Meetings—Mr. Laking said New Zealand specifically 
| supported the concept of peripatetic Council meetings without a , 

fixed location. Sir Robert suggested that the U.S. paper be worded 
to preclude Council meetings outside the Treaty area. This sugges- 
tion received general support by all representatives, but Mr. Mac- 
Arthur commented that the paper should not totally exclude the 
possibility of meetings outside the Treaty area. For example, he 
stated that if all the Manila Pact Foreign Ministers were attending 
a UN meeting in New York they might wish to hold a Council 
meeting in the U.S. There was general agreement that ad hoc 
meetings outside the Treaty area should not be excluded by the 
Council procedures paper. 

Liaison and Permanent Headquarters—The New Zealand and 
Pakistan representatives pointed out that if Manila or Bangkok 
were chosen as the liaison center for the Council this would 
present a problem since neither country was represented in those 
capitals. Sir Robert stated that although it might not be possible at 
this time to agree on the establishment of a permanent headquar- 
ters for the Council, the U.K. did not wish to exclude this possibili- 
ty. As to the location of a liaison center and eventually a headquar- 
ters, the U.K. strongly recommended Singapore. To support this 
view Sir Robert mentioned that Singapore was extremely central to 
the Treaty area, that it had highly developed facilities for meetings 
and finally, that Malaya was the last area in Southeast Asia where 
open insurrection was still occurring and where Communists were 

still being killed. Mr. Blakeney also supported Singapore as the site 
for an eventual permanent headquarters of the Council. Ambassa- 
dor Ali stated that the location of a permanent headquarters was 

so important that it should be left to the Ministers for decision. Mr. 

MacArthur agreed this might be necessary but stated that nonethe- 

3 Possibly that attached to MacArthur’s memorandum to the Secretary dated 
Nov. 30, p. 1000.
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less it would be useful for the Working Group to discuss this ques- | 

| tion. | a | ) 

| - Council Secretariat—Mr. Blakeney commented that while his | 

| Government found the U.S. organizational suggestions broadly ac- ! 

7 ceptable as a first step Australia believed it might be necessary to | 

have a small permanent secretariat. Mr. MacArthur replied that i 

, the U.S. was opposed to the establishment of machinery for the 

. sake of machinery and would object to an international secretariat : 

with a common budget and similar difficulties. However, he be- ! 

.» lieved the U.S. would have an open mind on a small secretariat in 

| the designated liaison center to which the member governments 

| would contribute services. | | 

I At the conclusion of the discussion the U.S. promised to circulate | 

| a redraft of the paper on Council procedures prior to the next 

| meeting. The U.K. tabled a working paper on an agenda for the 

| first Ministerial meeting * and the Working Group was then ad- 

| journed until Friday, December 10, 2:30 p.m., Room 5106, New : 

| State. ® | oe | 

| ee. | : 

| * Not printed. (790.5/12-654) | | 
| 5 A portion of the unsigned notes of the Secretary’s staff meeting the morning of : 

Dec. 7 follows: | : | : 

| “Mr. MacArthur said that the members of the Manila Pact Working Group had 

{ agreed yesterday to recommend to their governments that there be a meeting of the ! 

Manila Pact Foreign Ministers in Bangkok on February 14. It is hoped that the re- 

: plies can be in by Friday, December 10, in order to issue a press release by Monday, | 

: December 13. Mr. MacArthur said that the Working Group had also considered an t 

organizational paper and a military paper and that there was considerable pressure 

for some sort of small military secretariat. In response to the Secretary's question, 

| Mr. MacArthur said that the anti-subversion paper was not quite ready yet for con- 
sideration by the full Working Group.” (Secretary’s Staff Meetings, lot 63 D 75, SM 

| N-286) | a oe a | 

790.5/12-654: Circular telegram Oe | 

| The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices’ | | 
/ : | | 

| | 
| SECRET - WaAsHINGTON, December 6, 1954—5:28 p.m. | 

| 288. Quoted below US informal working paper on military advis- 

| ers to Manila Pact Council given Manila Pact Reps Washington 

| today for discussion working group: ” 

Begin verbatim text. a | 

Military Advisers to the Council: 
| | | : 

| 1 Sent to all the Embassies in the capitals of the Manila Pact powers and sent by , : 

pouch to Ottawa, Phnom Penh, Rangoon, Vientiane, and Saigon. | 

| 2 See the minutes, supra. | 

| | 
| | | 

| 

|
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1. Kach member of the Council should be assisted by a Military 
Adviser. (At Chief of Staff or Theatre Commander level.) , 

2. The Military Advisers should: 

a. be prepared to attend meetings of the Council. 
b. meet periodically as required after consultations among the 

member governments. 
c. formulate their own rules of procedure and any necessary or- 

ganizational arrangements. | 
d. designate, as necessary, planning assistants to meet as re- 

quired to work on agreed projects. 

3. The activities of the Military Advisers might include: 

a. Advising the Council on problems of military cooperation that 
may arise in connection with the implementation of the Treaty. 

b. Review of the military situation in the area (essentially an in- 
telligence estimate to be used in planning procedures). 

c. Development of a strategic estimate on Southeast Asia. 
d. Determination of possible courses of action to meet the current 

Communist threat in Southeast Asia and in the event of further | 
Communist aggression in the area short of a general emergency. 

e. Exchange of planning information. | | 
f. Exploration of ways and means of increasing the mutual effec- 

tiveness of the defensive effort of the member countries in the 
Treaty area. 

g. Consideration of measures to be taken in each country to in- 
crease the security of classified information with a view to aug- 
menting the effectiveness of an exchange of intelligence data. End 
verbatim text. . 

- Duties 

790.5/12-754 

United States Minutes of a United States-United Kingdom 

Meeting } 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 7, 1954—3 p. m. 

Participants: 

United States United Kingdom | 

C—Mr. MacArthur Sir Robert Scott 
FE—Mr. Sebald Mr. Michael Joy | 

| PSA—Mr. Bell Mr. L. H. Mitchell 
CIA—Mr. Richard Bissell 

CIA—Mr. Frank Wisner 

1 Drafted on Dec. 10 by Bell. 

L. H. Mitchell was First Secretary of Embassy in Washington.
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Copies of the U.S. draft informal working paper ? concerning ac- | 

| tivities that might be undertaken under the Manila Pact to combat | 

| Communist subversion were distributed to the representatives of 

2 the United Kingdom. Mr. MacArthur said that the paper indicated 2 

7 some of the things that might be considered within the framework | 

of eight-power cooperation. After reading the paper, Sir Robert 

Scott stated he would like to begin with a note of caution—he 

: wanted to be sure that anything undertaken with respect to this : 

: paper would not disturb some existing arrangements which he 

7 viewed as entirely satisfactory. He also pointed out that in the first | 

| sentence of the U.S. paper, reference was made to the danger of in- | 

fo ternal subversion and suggested that subversion directed from | 

without was as great a menace. Mr. MacArthur agreed that it | 

| would be desirable to eliminate the word “internal” before subver- | 

sion. Oo | | | | SE | 

Sir Robert Scott then referred to the difficulty of sharply sepa- : 

| rating open and secret information and propaganda activities. He ! 

| reviewed in a general way some of the activities that the British | 

| undertake in this respect such as regular overt information activi- | 

| ties, providing “classified” documents to officials of other govern- : 

ments and completely concealed activities such as covert support of _ | 

a newspaper or printing press. He also made reference to the | 

: jungle training school maintained in Malaya. He inquired of Mr. 

: MacArthur if papers agreed upon by the Working Group were to 

: go to the Foreign Ministers as an agreed position. | | : 

Mr. MacArthur said that they were. Sir Robert Scott raised the : 

question of the possibility of an agreed assessment of the situation | 

) in the area on the basis of intelligence information. Mr. MacArthur | 

|  gtated that we were extremely sceptical of the utility of trying to _ | 

| reach such an agreed assessment. | | | 

| Sir Robert Scott then inquired as to whether the meeting of Min- 

| isters would be followed after an appropriate interval by a meeting 

| of people who are specialists on matters of subversion. Mr. MacAr- 

| thur stated that he believed we would have no objection to such | 

meetings, but that we had in mind the possibility of continual liai-_ 
| son between Embassy staff members at whatever place had been | 

| designated to carry on such activity. He said we envisaged an in- 

| crease in the size of our Embassy Staff in the place that might be 

| selected for this activity, but that we opposed too elaborate an or- 

ganization. Mr. MacArthur said that eventually we might find it | 
necessary to agree to periodic meetings on an Ad Hoc basis or to | 

some kind of a permanent organization. Mr. Joy reiterated the pre- 

2 See MacArthur’s memorandum to the Secretary, Dec. 3, p. 1022. |
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vious statement made by Sir Robert Scott that nothing should be 
permitted to upset the ‘‘present happy arrangements”. 

Mr. Bissell pointed out that one of the problems which would un- 
questionably arise is the fact that some of the states signatory to 
the Manila Pact do not have adequate security service. Sir Robert 
Scott suggested that the development of such services might well 
be a subject of discussion as a possible multi-lateral project. Mr. 
Bissell agreed that this was a possibility. 

Sir Robert Scott said that there were three particular subjects 
that might be given consideration in discussing the current situa- | 
tion: (1) Indochina; (2) other areas particularly Burma and Indone- 
sia; (3) Overseas Chinese communities. It was agreed that the ques- 
tion of Overseas Chinese communities was altogether too delicate 
for discussion by all eight powers. Mr. MacArthur suggested that it 
might be desirable to seek common agreement that the situation in 
the Associated States was difficult and serious and that each state 
a party to the Manila Pact should do everything possible to help 
the Indochina States maintain their independence. One instance of 
this would be Philippine recognition. Mr. MacArthur said that we 
do not at this time favor a common program but feel that each 
party to the Treaty should act independently. He pointed out that 
Australia and New Zealand are prepared to make a contribution. 

Sir Robert Scott stated that each state must be made cognizant 
of the necessity of improving their own security forces and that it 

| was also desirable for each state to emphasize the necessity for pro- 
moting stable and efficient governments in the area. Mr. Sebald 
thought that the discussion of the paper under consideration 
would, in itself, point up the necessity for improving security 
forces. | 

With respect to arrangements for carrying out the purposes of __ 
antisubversive clauses of the Manila Pact, Mr. MacArthur said 
that we oppose the establishment of any group to be in permanent 
session which he felt would tend to dilute the impact of our recom- 
mendations. He favored periodic meetings on a high level as well 
as a liaison group which the British describe as something of a 
“Post Office”—a central clearing point for the exchange of infor- 
mation. Sir Robert Scott suggested that representatives of the secu- 
rity services of the parties to the Pact might meet some six months 
after the meeting of Foreign Ministers. Mr. MacArthur felt that 
was much too long a time and that any meeting should be held 
within two or three months of the meeting of Foreign Ministers. 

Mr. Bissell questioned the desirability of too wide a separation 
between specialists in the field and political policy makers. He 
pointed to the need to develop a real will to improve and make full 

use of security services in the area. He suggested the need of politi-
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| cal pressure to assure the full use of security organizations. Mr. | | 

| MacArthur agreed that political and diplomatic pressure might be 

| needed in this respect. | | | 

| Mr. MacArthur questioned the desirability of having the ques- ! 
: tion of security measures to be taken in Indochina as a part of the 2 
: agenda and thought that each of the parties should only agree to | 

| take such measures as they were able to individually. , 
| Sir Robert Scott suggested that cooperation in some fields such 

| as the Police Training School in Malaya, might make it possible at | 
| a later date to bring in non-signatories to the Manila Pact—that | 

they might agree to participate and cooperate without making any | 
specific commitment. He recognized, however, that the first task 

3 should be within the Treaty area and that probably the principal : 
problem, apart from the Associated States, would be Thailand. He : 

2 suggested that the Thai Government badly needed to broaden the 
| basis of its popular support. : 

| Sir Robert Scott said that he would consult with London and | 

: notify us when we could meet again. In answer to a question, Mr. 
| MacArthur said that we had some thoughts of tabling this paper 

for the Working Group week after next (week beginning December : 

20). | 
: Mr. Wisner stated that he was perturbed by the suggestion that 

| the absence of any formal organization would be compensated for 

‘ by a meeting of the directors of the security services or their repre- | 

| sentatives. He said that he felt his agency would have great diffi- | 

| culty in agreeing to any such meeting which would be subject to 

| considerable publicity. He felt that if meetings of this nature could | 
be held less openly, possibly secretly, in conjunction with other 

| meetings, he might be able to agree to such a proposal. Mr. MacAr- | 
; thur suggested that such meetings might be held covertly in the | 
| same locus as any liaison group which may be set up. 

| Sir Robert Scott said that he hoped that he would be able to pro- 
vide us with additional comments and British views within a week. | 

: S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429/4 [ 

| Note to the National Security Council by the Acting Executive. | 

| | Secretary (Gleason) | 

2 | _ [Extracts] - 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 10, 1954. | 
NSC 5429/4 re | 

| 

| |
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Current U.S. Poticy TOWARD THE Far East 

The NSC Planning Board has prepared, pursuant to NSC Action 
No. 1275-b-(12), ! the proposed statement of policy in the enclosed 
paragraphs marked by a double asterisk, for consideration by the 
Council at its meeting on December 21. 

S. EVERETT GLEASON 

[Enclosure] 

: | DRAFT 

STATEMENT OF POLICY BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL ON 
CuRRENT U.S. POLicy IN THE FAR East | 

*Indicates paragraph of NSC 5429/3 revised by the Council, 
December 1, 1954 (NSC Action No. 1275). 

**Indicates paragraph of NSC 5429/3 revision of which is rec- 
ommended by the Planning Board. ? 

COURSES OF ACTION | 

©. In order to preserve the territorial and political integrity of 

the area, the United States should: 

**c. Ratify the Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of 
China covering Formosa and the Pescadores, and jointly agree 
upon safeguards against Chinese Nationalist offensive action. Pend- 

. ing the ratification of such a Treaty, continue the existing unilater- 
al arrangement to defend Formosa and the Pescadores (excluding 
the Nationalist-held off-shore islands). For the present, seek to pre- — 
serve, through United Nations action, the status quo of the Nation- 
alist-held off-shore islands; and, without committing U.S. forces 
except as militarily desirable in the event of Chinese Communist 
attack on Formosa and the Pescadores, provide to the Chinese Na- 
tionalist forces military equipment and training to assist them to 
defend such off-shore islands, using Formosa as a base. However, 
refrain from assisting or encouraging offensive actions against 
Communist China or seaborne commerce with Communist China, 
and restrain the Chinese Nationalists from such actions, except in 
response to Chinese Communist provocation judged adequate in 
each case by the President. 

**e. Employ all feasible covert means, all feasible overt means 
including, in accordance with constitutional processes, the use of 

1 See footnote 7, p. 1013. 
2 All the subparagraphs marked with a double asterisk are printed here.
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| armed force if necessary and appropriate, to prevent Indonesia or 
| vital parts thereof from falling under Communist control by overt : 

: armed attack, subversion, economic domination, or other means. 

: **o_ (1) Issue a directive to its armed forces that, in the event of : 
unprovoked Communist armed attack against U.S. military or non- : 

| military personnel, aircraft, or vessels outside Communist terri- 
| tory, U.S. forces in the area will take against the Communist at- | 
| tacking force immediate and aggressive protective measures, in- : 

cluding, if feasible and desirable, pursuit + of the Communist at- 
| tacking force into hostile airspace or waters. 

| (2) In addition to the action directed in (1) above, and as specifi- | 
| cally approved by the President, take such additional retaliatory ! 
| action as may be necessary and appropriate. | 

| *7. In order to weaken or retard the growth of the power and © | 

| influence of the Asian Communist regimes, especially Communist | 

| China, the United States should: : | | 

| Majority Proposal | , | | — | 

| **c_ (1) For the immediate future and pending completion of and | 
U.S. action on the study referred to in (2) below, maintain the cur- | 
rent U.S.-export, import and financial controls on trade with Com- : 

| munist China, and strongly urge other free world countries to | 
maintain their current controls on trade with Communist China 

. and to refrain from such actions as sending trade missions to Com- : 
munist China. | | | 

{ (2) An appropriate agency or agencies should study on an urgent | 
basis, all aspects of U.S. economic defense policy applicable to trade | 
with the Communist bloc (including Communist China), taking into 

| account in such study, among other things, the matters set forth in | 
| Annex B,? and should submit to the National Security Council at 

: the earliest practicable date comprehensive and detailed recom- 
| mendations for such revisions in such policy as may be required by 
| national security interests, both long and short range. [Any future | | 
" change in U.S. over-all economic defense policy should be premised | 

on the concept that it is part of an over-all negotiating position 
which seeks to obtain an appropriate quid pro quo from any friend- | 

| ly, neutral, or communist country profiting from any such : 
| change. ] + | | 

(8) At a time determined by the Secretary of State, if feasible | 
| after the study referred to in (2) above is completed, begin consulta- 

tions, particularly with the U.K. and France, looking toward agree- 
ment with the other cooperating industrialized countries of the free | 
world on the extent, nature, and method of controls on trade with 
Communist China. a | 

| 

+ The State Member understood that such pursuit was to be undertaken only on | 
| the specific order of the senior commander in the area. [Footnote in the source text.] : 

3 Annex B, prepared by the NSC Planning Board Assistants, was transmitted to 
| the NSC by Lay under cover of a memorandum dated Dec. 15, 1954, neither printed. 
| Annex B to NSC 5429/4 is identical to Annex B to NSC 5429/5, p. 1068. 

+ Proposed by the Commerce and ODM representatives. [Footnote and brackets in | 
| _ the source text.] :
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State Proposal . 

**c. (1) Maintain the current level of United States export, 
import, and financial controls on trade with Communist China and 
administer these controls in such manner as to minimize friction 
with other Free World countries which might tend to lessen their 
active cooperation in the multilateral control program. 

(2) Urge other Free World countries to maintain the current 
level of export controls on trade with Communist China. In aid of 
this effort, the U.S. should be prepared to exercise a greater degree 
of flexibility in handling problems of minor exceptions to the multi- 
lateral embargo. 

(3) Whenever it may be determined by the Secretary of State 
that further effort to maintain the current multilaterally agreed 
level of export controls would be seriously divisive among our allies 
or lead nations needing trade with Communist China toward an ac- _ 
commodation with the Soviet bloc, the Secretary should report this 

_ determination to the Council together with his recommendations, 
including guiding principles for any negotiation relating to revision 
of the multilaterally agreed controls. : | 

*/**d. Utilize all feasible overt and covert means, consistent with 
a policy of not being provocative of war, (*) to create discontent and 
internal divisions within each of the Communist-dominated areas 
of the Far East, and to impair their relations with the Soviet : 
Union and with each other, particularly by stimulating Sino-Soviet 
estrangement, (*) but refrain from assisting or encouraging offen- 
sive actions against Communist China or seaborne commerce with 
Communist China, (**) and restrain the Chinese Nationalists from 
such actions, except in response to Chinese Communist provocation 
judged adequate in each case by the President. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 432 

United States Minutes of Meeting of the Manila Pact Working 

" Group } 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,]| December 10, 1954—2:30 p. m. 

Participants US | 
C—Mr. MacArthur 
FE—Mr. Sebald 
Defense—Mr. Sullivan 
BNA—Mr. Horsey 

SOA—Mr. Thacher | 
: C—Mr. Galloway 

PSA—Mr. Bell 

Australia—Mr. F. J. Blakeney 

_ 1 Drafted on Dec. 13 by Gleysteen, who is not listed among the participants at the 
meeting.
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| | France—M. Pierre Millet | 
| New Zealand—Mr. G.R. Laking | | 

| Pakistan—Amb. Syed Amjad Ali | 
, _—- Philippines—Minister 8. P. Lopez : 

Thailand—Minister Devakul 
| | United Kingdom—Sir Robert Scott | | 

: _ [Here follows discussion of procedural matters, during which Feb- | 
ruary 23, 1955 emerged as the tentative date of the proposed meet- 

| ing of Foreign Ministers. ] 

| Continued Discussion of Council Procedures and Organization . | 

: The meeting turned to discussion of the revised paper on Council — : 
| procedures and organization, MP(IWG)D-la, 2 together with an ad- | 

ditional U.S. paragraph 2? providing for a small contributed secre- 

| tariat. | | | 

Secretariat—All representatives appeared to approve the concept ! 

| of a small contributed secretariat (noninternational budget, nonin- | 

| ternational personnel, etc.), which would assist the liaison repre- | 

sentatives in their functions. Mr. MacArthur explained the U.S. _ | 
view that the secretariat would be a service organization for the li- | 

|  aison representatives and its actual activities would depend on the 
| needs of the liaison representatives. : 

Decisions by Council—It was pointed out that it had been made | 
| clear at Manila that the treaty would not be a supernational orga- 
| nization and that no power could be bound by any decision it op- 

| posed. All decisions reached under the Manila Treaty would only 
be Treaty decisions in case of a unanimous vote of all the members. : 

| Location of Council Meetings—Mr. Blakeney said Australia did 

| not wish to have any permanent location for Council meetings in 
| spite of a possible permanent headquarters for the Council. This 

| Australian view conflicted with that of the U.K., which did not | 

| want to exclude the possibility of a permanent location for Council | 

_-—: meetings. : | | - oo 

| Role of Liaison Kepresentatives—The Philippine representative 

| suggested’ amending the paper so that the liaison representatives | 

| would not be restricted to “exchanging information”. The U‘S. | 
| pointed out that this wording had not been intended to restrict the | 

liaison activities of the representatives and following a consider- | 

able discussion the U.S. promised to produce further rewording on | | 

the point. | | 

| Date of Next Working Group Meeting—The meeting was ad- 7 
journed without discussion of the Military Advisor’s paper until | 

| Friday, December 17, at 2:30 P.M., Room 5106 New State. | 

| 2 Not found in Department of State files. 

| |
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| Editorial Note . 

During a legislative leadership meeting on December 18, pending © 
. treaties were discussed. “Secretary Dulles asked for priority atten- 

tion to the three treaties that Congress would have to act on—the 

Manila and Paris agreements already submitted, and a Formosa 

treaty to be submitted when the Senate convenes. He hoped the 
Manila treaty especially could be done quickly for things were not 

| going as well as possible in the Southwest Pacific and our ratifica- 
tion of the treaty would serve to speed up formation of the various 

working groups we had been urging. It ought to be approved prior 

to the February meeting of Foreign Ministers at Bangkok, he felt. 

Senator Knowland thought this could be done. Dulles believed 

Senate action on the Paris accords need not be rushed until after 
some of the other nations had ratified.” (Memorandum by L. A. 
Minnich, Jr., Assistant to the White House Office; Eisenhower Li- 

brary, White House Office, Staff Secretary’s records, 1952-1961) _ 

For documentation concerning the Protocol to the North Atlantic 
Treaty on the accession of the Federal Republic of Germany, signed 
at Paris on October 23, 1954, see volume V, Part 2, pages 1404 ff. 

For documentation on the Mutual Defense Treaty between the 

United States and the Republic of China, signed at Washington on 
December 2, 1954, see volume XIV. | 

U/MSA files, lot 56 D551 _ | 

Memorandum by Frederick E. Nolting, Jr., Special Assistant to the 
Secretary for Mutual Security Affairs, to the Under Secretary of 

State (Hoover) 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,]| December 15, 1954. 

Subject: Suggested Position on Economic Assistance for Asia. 

I know you share the view that it is highly important for the 

State Department to formulate a position in this matter. Other de- 

partments, notably Treasury and FOA, have firm positions. Re- 

gardless of whether the final decision rests with the Ad Hoc Com- 

- mittee and the NSC or whether the matter will be referred to Mr. 

Dodge for his study, ! the State Department should have a clear po- 

1Qn Dec. 11, the White House made public the appointment of Joseph M. Dodge, 
Jr., as Chairman of the Council on Foreign Economic Policy, with a mandate to rec- 
ommend improvements in the Executive branch for the development and coordina- 
tion of foreign economic policy. For President Eisenhower’s letter to Dodge released 
on Dec. 11, see Department of State Bulletin, Dec. 27, 1954, p. 987.
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| sition if it is to participate in an effective and constructive manner | 

| in the process of formulating an Executive Branch position. The : 

| longer the matter drifts, without State Department leadership, the | 
greater the risks of further premature publicity and consequent po- | 

| litical damage to the program at home and abroad. | : 

| Iam fully aware of the difficulties of formulating a State Depart- | 
ment position. I have read all of the papers that have been pro- 

| duced on this subject and have attended many meetings on it. 
There are differing views within the Department. Personally, I see 

merit in many of these views and I respect those who hold them. | 
| Without pretending to have found the exact formula, I feel that | 
| there are certain points on which agreement can be reached which 

| would give us a substantially sound position. 8 

| These basic points are as follows: | | | 

| 1. The concept of the area should extend from India and Paki- 
| stan on the west to Japan on the east, and should include Korea, | 

| Formosa, and Indo-China. Although Korea, Formosa, and Indo- | 

China are countries in which the United States, because of unusual | 
security considerations, is more heavily committed than elsewhere | 

| in the area and towards which we will wish to continue special bi- : 
| lateral measures, we should include them in the computation of : 

| dollar amounts required in the area, and we should seek, in our ) 
| planning and execution of programs, to encourage the regional re- | 

| lationships of those countries. oe | 
| 2. While a more aggressive attack upon the economic ills of these _ | 

| countries will not in and of itself be the answer to the Communist 
2 challenge to the free world position in the area, it is an essential | 

weapon in the “cold war”. From the reports I have read and from 
| the people I have talked to, I cannot escape the conclusion that the | 
| Communist agents working in these countries are making headway : 
| by pointing to the generally impoverished lot of the people and by | 

holding out specious promises of economic improvement under a | 
! Communist regime. This challenge must be met and this means of 

exploitation and subversion denied to the Communists. Our efforts | 
should be directed both toward exposing the Communist lie and 
toward demonstrating that economic improvement can be attained | 

| under free institutions. There are many things other than econom- | 
2 ic assistance which we should be doing better and more aggressive- 
| ly to complement our efforts in the assistance field—for example, a | 
| more effective educational program, including especially an en- : 

2 larged exchange-of-leaders program, and improved anti-subversive | 
| measures. - | 

| 3. In the economic field, there are basically two types of activities | 
| which we are carrying on. One is Technical Assistance and the | 

other is Development Assistance—i.e., the financing of activities | 
designed to bring about greater productivity, better exchange of | 

| goods, etc. Programs of these two kinds have been conceived and | 
| put into effect mainly on a single-country basis, without much | 

| thought to their regional significance. |
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In the Technical Assistance fields, it is generally agreed that a 
great deal more could be usefully accomplished. The limiting factor 

_ of our Technical Cooperation Programs world-wide is the definite 
limit of capable U.S. technicians who are devoted enough to make 
the sacrifices inherent in such work. This matter has been given 
intensive thought and effort by FOA, but with only small success 
in recruiting additional capable personnel. There may be untapped 
sources of supply and recruitment techniques as yet undeveloped 
which will help break this bottleneck. In any event, it seems clear 
that if we could accelerate and intensify our Technical Assistance 
Programs in these threatened areas, it would be to the advantage 
of the United States to do so. This could be accomplished at a rela- 
tively low cost to the United States. 

In the development field, the limiting factor seems to be the “ab- 
sorptive capacity’ of the economies of most of these countries. As 
you know, these countries themselves have failed to come up with 
anything like a comprehensive and sound development program 
from which a screened list of development projects could be made 
which would warrant U.S. support. Where such plans do exist, as 
in India and to a lesser extent in Pakistan, these plans have been 
developed largely on a nationalistic basis and without particular 
regard for regional contribution. However, where national develop- 
ment programs exist, our own ability to make a useful contribution 
is more evident. Given the present facts—i.e., the countries’ lack of 
sound development blueprints and our own nebulous ideas of con- 
crete undertakings—it stands to reason that the U.S. investment in 
these fields should not be greatly increased until we have a better 
idea of just what undertakings we wish to back. Nevertheless, for 

| the reasons which follow, I think that a moderate increase of U:S. 
assistance in the development field could and should be planned. 

4. It is generally agreed that in the U.S. interest, we should un- 
dertake a more effective economic development program in this area. 
This could, of course, mean simply that we do more effective work 
within the present rates of expenditure, or at less cost. While im- 
provements in the planning and conduct of our assistance pro- 
grams are possible and desirable, I think it is unrealistic to suppose 
that, within present rates of expenditure, we can bring about 
through more efficient operations a degree of improvements which 
would result in a significant gain in the attainment of development 
objectives. I do not believe that our present programs and oper- 
ations can be so greatly improved as to yield the results we seek at 
the present rates of expenditure. If it is in the U.S. interest to 
strive for an appreciable betterment of economic conditions in 
these countries, I think we must face up to the fact that this will 
entail not only qualitative improvement in our programs, but also 
a quantitative increase in U.S. funds. 

As you know, the President has approved a world-wide figure of _ 
$2.13 billion for non-military assistance in FY 1956 (the military as- 
sistance budget figure is $1.4 billion). This amount becomes a part 
of the President’s FY 1956 Budget as a one-line estimate for pro- 
posed legislation to be presented to the Congress. This fact more or 
less freezes, for practical purposes, the top limit of assistance. How- 
ever, this amount of $2.13 billion is high enough to permit an in-
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) crease in the amount of development assistance for this area over | | 

| fiscal year 1955 or any previous year, if it is concluded that we : 

should do so. | | 

| | 5. Implicit in the above is the thought that we should avoid any _ | 

further public utterances on the subject of the extent of our aid to 

the area. In particular, the use of such adjectives as “massive” (or | 

| “moderate’”), and the use of such descriptive phrases as ‘Marshall : 

| Plan for Asia” should be rigorously avoided. I think an NSC deci- | : 
| sion and ruling on this particular point is required. Without it, I : 

| fear that any good effect to be expected from an increase in U.S. | 

1 assistance will be nullified by the disappointed hopes of the people : 

| of the countries concerned. ) 

1 There are several other factors which have complicated a deci- 

| sion in this matter. Comment has been made on the fact that, in | 

the so-called Baldwin group paper, ? a large majority of the aid pro- 

| jected over the next three years was earmarked for India. There | 

| have been views expressed that this is not only unsound policy in © 

: view of India’s less-than-helpful attitude in international bodies, | 

but also totally unrealistic vis-a-vis Congress. In this connection, I ‘| 

think it necessary to point out that the Congress, admittedly after 

: considerable debate, has been willing consistently to vote large ap- 

: propriations for India despite her international attitude. A cut is 

made regularly each year in the amount appropriated for India, | 

but generally speaking the Congressional committees have felt—as | | 

: certainly I do—that it is in our overall interest to see that the 

| Indian Five-Year Plan succeeds, since the alternative to such suc- 

cess is judged to be disastrous to U.S. security interests. As you | 

know, the Secretary has agreed to a significantly increased pro- | 

| gram for India for fiscal year 1956. | | | 

2 Finally, it seems now to be the majority view in the Department | 

that (a) the Colombo Plan grouping represents the most promising | 

approach to a regional attack on the economic problems of the 

area; (b) that the time is not yet ripe for a U.S. “underwriting” of | 

| the Colombo Plan in the sense of a contribution toward the estab- | 

lishment of a regional bank or a regional payments union. I am not | 

satisfied in my own mind that the abandonment of the idea of a | 

regional bank is wise. However, it may be premature to undertake | 

| the promotion of a regional lending institution at this stage. At the 

- least, however, we should try to develop a closer association with 

: the Consultative Committee of the Colombo Plan to the end that | 

our bilateral programs with the countries in the area can be geared 

| into any emerging regional schemes, including plans for the expan- 

| sion of Japanese trade in the area, which the Consultative Commit- | 
4 

| 2 Baldwin was Chairman of the Working Group which had produced the report 

| summarized in Murphy’s undated memorandum, p. 1019.
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tee may develop. We should encourage the cohesion and growth of 
this forum for the exchange of economic ideas and plans for the 
gradual development of regional activities. | 

Recommendation | 

I recommend that you consider a position which would (1) advo- 
cate a moderate increase within the limits of proposed FY 1956 
budget figures, and as much of an increase qualitatively as possi- 
ble, in U'S. bilateral assistance programs for these countries in FY 
1956; (2) stress principally the Technical Assistance Programs, sup- 
plemented by such economic development aid as can be wisely 

. planned and effectively absorbed by the countries; and (3) call for 
these programs to be undertaken as unobtrusively as possible. 

790.5/12-1554 | 

United States Minutes of a United States-United Kingdom 

| Meeting ! 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 15, 1954—3 p. m. 

Participants: 

United States United Kingdom | | 
FE—Mr. Sebald Sir Robert Scott 
C—Mr. Galloway . Mr. Michael Joy | 

PSA—Mr. Bell Mr. L. H. Mitchell 
CIA—Mr. Wisner Oo 
Defense—Mr. Sullivan | 

Sir Robert Scott stated that he found a surprisingly large area of 

agreement in the U.S. draft paper submitted at the meeting of De- 

cember 7 on activities that might be undertaken under the Manila 

Pact to combat Communist subversion. 

Sir Robert Scott handed Mr. Sebald a copy of a British comment, 
(attached) that inter alia, suggested the first four proposals under 

Article III of the U.S. paper 2 might best be considered by a com- 

mittee of security experts while the second four, being mainly polit- 

ical, should be examined and discussed by the Ministers or their 

political advisers. Mr. Wisner stated that he believed the first four 
points should be considered by the Ministers and possibly referred 

by them to technical experts. It was agreed that the eight-power 

working group should make specific recommendations to the Minis- | 

ters either in an additional paragraph to the U.S. proposed draft or 

| in a covering memo. | 

1 Minutes drafted by Bell. 
2 See MacArthur’s memorandum to the Secretary, Dec. 3, p. 1022.
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| Sir Robert Scott mentioned the leak of information on the pro- | 
: posed meeting in Bangkok by the Philippine Government and said 

| that while this in itself was not too serious a matter, he believed 7 

| that any leak of the proposals with respect to combating subversion _ : 

| would be a serious matter. Under these circumstances he recom- | 

| mended that the chairman should, at the time this paper is tabled, ; 

| place special emphasis on the need for utmost security conscious- : 

ness. Mr. Sebald stated we were fully aware of the dangers in- : 

volved and, in fact, the paper had been prepared with the danger of : 

: its becoming public in mind. , | 

Sir Robert Scott suggested that the Australians might be in- 

j formed of our proposals on security prior to discussion by the work- : 

ing group. Mr. Sebald stated that we had informed the Australians : 

| we would discuss our views on this subject with them prior to ta- | 

| bling at the eight-power working group. It was agreed that we | 

| would date our revised draft December 15% and tell the Austra- 

lians of our conversation today with the British. Mr. Mitchell asked — | 

| that we inform them when we spoke to the Australians. + | 

| There followed some discussion as to precisely what was meant | | 

by the British suggestion of a committee representing national se- 

| curity intelligence organizations. Sir Robert stated that in the Brit- | 

ish view, one of the primary tasks would be the development of | 

! adequate security organizations in those states where they do not | 

presently exist. Mr. Galloway suggested that the British might 

) have in mind something similar to the NATO special committee 

and Sir Robert Scott said that that was true. 
The British do not see the necessity or the utility of a high level 

| permanent committee meeting continuously, but rather contem- | 

plate a group that might meet periodically. Inasmuch as the Brit-. 

| ish views were not too specific, Sir Robert said he would make in- | 

| quiries of his government for more details on this subject. Mr. Sul- 

| livan questioned whether there really would be enough work to | 

keep a high level group busy on a continuing basis. Mr. Joy ques- 

: tioned whether a permanent committee would be workable and 

suggested that a series of periodic meetings would be preferable. / 

Mr. Wisner said that we would have trouble agreeing on any kind | 

: of a permanent organization. Mr. Galloway suggested that when 

1 this matter is discussed in the working group, we delay any discus- 

2 - 3 Not found in Department of State files. _ | | 

4 In telegram 2221 to Paris, Dec. 15, marked ‘For MacArthur from Sebald’, draft- 
| ed by Galloway, this portion of the meeting is described as follows: “We told them | L 
: we planned discuss question with Australians and New Zealanders before introduc- : 

ing paper into working group some time after your return next week. British wel- : 
| comed this idea and promised not to let Australians and New Zealanders know 7 | 

about early US-UK discussion this question.” (790.5/12-1554) MacArthur had ac- 
| companied Dulles to the NAC meetings in Paris. - oe i 

|
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sion on the formation of a committee to avoid pressure seeking the 
establishment of some kind of security or intelligence committee as 
a part of a permanent organization. 

Mr. Sebald stated that we would not bring this matter up before 
the working group until Mr. MacArthur returns. 

Immediately after the meeting, it was decided to meet with rep- 
resentatives of Australia and New Zealand on the morning of De- 
cember 16. 

[Attachment] 

Paper Received From the British Embassy 

SECRET [|W ASHINGTON,] undated. 

MANILA TREATY ARTICLE 2 

Subversion is a greater threat in South East Asia than open ag- 
gression. An important function of the Manila Treaty should be to 
discuss the efforts of member states against this threat. 

We do not want to disturb existing bi-lateral security liaison ar- 
rangements which both we and the Americans have with some of 
the other members of the Treaty. Increased Anglo-American coop- 
eration with the association of the Australians would be very help- 
ful. | 

However, these existing arrangements even if improved should 
be supplemented by measures within the Manila Treaty frame- 
work. There should be a Committee representing national security 
intelligence organizations to foster a sense of solidarity and stimu- 
late, especially amongst the Asian members, the feeling that they 
are taking part in a collective effort. There are some questions of 
common concern in the Treaty areas which could be discussed prof- 
itably in such a forum. The Committee would not disturb existing 
bi-lateral arrangements. | | 

The informal Working Paper prepared by the State Department 

is therefore very close to our own ideas. All the forms of mutual 

assistance listed in the third paragraph of the American paper 

could usefully be discussed by Treaty members under Article 2. We 

do not however think it would be appropriate to discuss them all in 

the same forum. The first four are mainly technical and could best 

be discussed by the Committee of security experts. The second four 

are mainly political and could be examined and discussed by Minis- 

ters or their political advisers. | |
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396.1 MA/12-1654 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Officer in Charge of 
| | Philippine Affairs (Bell) r 

SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 16, 1954. : 

\ Subject: U.S. Working Paper on Implementation of Article II | 
/ Manila Treaty Regarding Subversion | | 

| Participants: Mr. Sebald, FE a ) 

2 Mr. Young, PSA | | 
, | Mr. Bell, PSA | | 

: Mr. F.J. Blakeney, Australian Embassy | 

| Mr. G.R. Laking, New Zealand Embassy : 

| Mr. Blakeney and Mr. Laking called on Mr. Sebald at his request 
this morning at 10:30. Mr. Sebald stated we had asked them to : 

| come in to hand them a paper ! that we proposed to introduce into 

| the working group of the Manila Pact powers dealing with possible _ : 

implementation of Article II of the Treaty concerning subversion. 

| Mr. Sebald stated we had discussed this paper with the British yes- 

terday and that they were in general agreement with the concepts ) 
| expressed therein. | : 
| Mr. Sebald further stated we were fully aware of the desirability | 
| of maintaining certain existing bi-lateral arrangements that should | 

: not be disturbed. He also stated that when this paper is tabled in | 
the working group we will stress the necessity for keeping its con- | 

; tents closely held. In answer to a question Mr. Sebald said that we | 
| had not yet decided when the paper will be introduced into the | 
| eight-power working group, but that it probably would not be | 

before January. Mr. Blakeney felt that the later the paper was in- : 

| troduced the better. oe | 
After reading the paper Mr. Laking and Mr. Blakeney stated | | 

they were in general agreement especially with the last sentence of 

! the first paragraph which states that resistance to subversion is 

primarily the responsibility of each national government. Mr. Bla- | 

_ keney asked how we visualized the discussion among the members | 

| referred to at the top of page 2. 2 Mr. Sebald said that our thinking | 

| along this line had not progressed very far but what we might be 

| able to carry out this suggestion through the liaison representa- | 

tives which we believe will be established at some location in the | 
: area or by other experts who might be assigned as advisers to the | 

| liaison officers. Mr. Sebald said that we felt one of the most impor- | 
| tant contributions that could be made during any such discussions | 
| would be to teach the necessity of good security organization, to | 

! 1 See MacArthur’s memorandum to the Secretary, Dec. 3, p. 1022. | 

| 109 pee the paragraph beginning It is clear, however...” in the attachment, p.
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demonstrate the scope of the problem and to instill the will to meet 
: it. | 

With respect to the paper as a whole, Mr. Sebald stated that 
when cleared by the working group, he thought the paper should 
be referred to the Ministers with an appropriate recommendation 
that they accept it as a basis for action. | 

Mr. Blakeney stated that he found nothing in the paper which 
referred to the security of information. Mr. Sebald stated that we 
visualized that as being within the province of the military and 
that it would be included in our recommendations with respect to 
the military advisers. He cited NATO experience of the military in 
this field. | | 

Mr. Blakeney said that he was very happy to see that we had 
produced such a paper and that he would forward it to his govern- 
ment. Mr. Laking said that he would also forward the paper to his 
government for comment. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 432 | 

United States Minutes of Meeting of the Manila Pact Working 

Group } 

CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] December 16, 1954—2:30 p. m. 

Participants: US 

FE—Mr. Sebald | 
| Defense—Mr. Sullivan 

C—Mr. Galloway 

| BNA—Mr. Horsey 

PSA—Mr. Bell 

7 SOA—Mr. Thacher 

Australia—Sir Percy Spender; Mr. F. J. Blakeney 

France—M. Pierre Millet | 
New Zealand—Mr. G. R. Laking 

Pakistan—Amb. Syed Amjad Ali 

Philippines—Minister S. P. Lopez 

Thailand—Amb. Sarasin 

United Kingdom—Sir Robert Scott 

[Here follows discussion of several procedural matters, during 

which February 23, 1955 was confirmed as the date of the next 
meeting of Foreign Ministers. | | 

1 Drafted on Dec. 20 by Gleysteen who is not listed among the participants. |
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| Discussion of Council Procedures Paper | | | 

| At Mr. Sebald’s request Mr. Galloway explained the changes re- : 

| flected in the new draft paper on Council procedures (MP(IWG)D- ! 

1b). 2 During the discussion of this paper considerable disagree- | 

ment was expressed on the role of the liaison secretariat. Messrs. 

2 Sebald and Galloway explained that the U.S. envisaged a small i 

: contributed secretariat with no independent authority to provide | 

: primarily clerical services for the liaison representatives. The Phil- 

| ippine and Pakistan representatives stated that their Governments | 

' had reservations about the specific wording concerning a secretar- | 

| iat in (MP(IWG)D-1b). Sir Percy Spender commented that the | 
2 paper’s wording was sufficiently flexible and that a modest secre- | 

tariat was all that could be expected at the beginning. However, he | 

| said if progress were to be made under the Manila Pact the secre- 7 

| tariat would have to become an increasingly effective coordinating | 

| center. Several other representatives supported this view stressing | 

| that ultimately the secretariat should be able to collate informa- 

tion, undertake studies and even initiate projects. Mr. Sebald re- | 

| plied that the Working Group members were neglecting the liaison 

| representatives who would provide a flexible coordinating center. | 

However, he believed it pointless to argue in advance about the | 

role of the secretariat and pointed out that draft wording on this 

matter left a great deal of flexibility. Most representatives agreed 

| and at the conclusion of this discussion the Working Group tenta- | 

tively adopted MP(IWG)D-1b with the proviso that all papers ! 

would be finally reviewed and coordinated before being recom- | 

| mended to the Ministers. | 

Discussion of Military Advisers Paper 

In response to a series of questions on the Military Advisers _ | 

Paper, MP(IWG)D-2,? Mr. Sullivan explained the U.S.: 1) assumed | 

| that the Military Advisers would be high level officers reporting to 

: high level military authorities (for the U.S. it would be Admiral 

Stump ¢ reporting to the Joint Chiefs of Staff); 2) believed the Mili- | 

| tary Advisers could meet anywhere in treaty area, 3) assumed that | 

| military liaison representatives would meet in the same treaty _ 

area capitals as the Council liaison representatives; and 4) agreed 

that specific terms of reference worked out by the Military Advis- : 

ers would be referred back for approval by the Manila Council. Mr. 

2 Not found in Department of State files. | | | 

| 3 Not found as designated in Department of State files. The editors are unable to : 
| determine with certainty that MP(IWG)D-2 is identical to the verbatim text con- 
| tained in circular telegram 288, Dec. 6, p. 1031. They note, however, that “D-2” 

| would normally denote an initial paper, not a revision. _ - 2 
| _ * Adm. Felix B. Stump, Commander in Chief, Pacific, and U.S. Pacific Fleet. — | 

| : 

| | |
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Sullivan made the latter point in reply to Sir Robert’s statement 
that the U.K. accepted the U.S. draft on the assumption the Minis- 
ters would reconsider any problems encountered by the Military 
Advisers in working out their specific procedures and functions. 

M. Millet said that France without raising objection to para- 
graph 3 of the paper questioned the advisability of the Working | 
Groups trying to set out explicit functions of the Military Advisers 
without Ministerial agreement on the general orientation of the 
Manila treaty. Sir Percy and others agreed that the Ministers 
would have to make final decisions on the functions of the Military 
Advisers but stated that the Working Group had been constituted 

| to explore such issues and to make recommendations which could 
be accepted, revised or rejected. 

Next Working Group Meeting 

Mr. Sebald adjourned the Working Group until 2:30 P.M., Decem- 
ber 28, Room 5106, New State, at which time he suggested discus- 
sion continued on the Military Advisers Paper. 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of 
Defense (Wilson) } 

TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, 17 December 1954. 

Subject: Current United States Policy in the Far East (NSC 
9429/4). 2 

1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have reviewed the draft statement of 
policy, titled “Current United States Policy in the Far East” (NSC 
0429/4), prepared by the National Security Council Planning Board 
pursuant to NSC Action No. 1275-b (12). The proposed policy, if 

adopted, is intended to supersede NSC 5429/2. 

2. The following comments are confined to those paragraphs of 

NSC 5429/4 marked by a double asterisk, inasmuch as the remain- 

der of the proposed policy was agreed to by the Council at their 

meeting on 1 December 1954: | 

a. Subparagraphs 5 c, 5 e, 5 g, 7 d, and subparagraph 10 i of 
Annex “A” are considered to be acceptable from a military point of 
view. 

b. With regard to the footnote to subparagraph 5 g, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff consider that, under certain circumstances which 
might attend an unprovoked attack the security of the United 

1 Attached to a covering note dated Dec. 20 from Lay to the National Security 
Council, not printed. 

2 Dated Dec. 10; for extracts, see p. 1035.
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| States forces involved would dictate that the United States com- | 

| mander on the spot be empowered to initiate pursuit into hostile 
air space or waters without awaiting the specific approval of the : 

senior commander in the area. They feel, however, that it would be | 

| more appropriate for details of this nature to be incorporated in 

the directive to the armed forces rather than in a broad statement | 

of policy. a | | 

! ~-¢. With respect to subparagraph 7 c, the Joint Chiefs of Staff con- | 

sider that the policy for control of trade with Communist China 
should be developed within the context of the over-all United | 

| States economic defense policy, as visualized in the majority pro- 
posal, except that consultations with other countries should not | 

| take place until after the study referred to in subparagraph 7 c (2) ! 

| has been completed. In their memorandum for you, dated 26 No- | 

vember 1954, subject: “Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far East” ® | 

(NSC 5429/3), the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed the opinion that, | | 

3 from the military point of view, maximum restrictions on trade 2 

| with Communist China would be most desirable. While they recog- | 

| nize that certain political and economic considerations may render : 

| infeasible the attainment of an optimum degree of trade control, | 
they consider that the State proposal would permit excessive lati- , 

| tude in the execution of the policy. For the foregoing reasons, the 

: Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend the adoption of the majority pro- : 

| posal, subject to deletion of the words “if feasible” in the second | 
line of subparagraph 7 c (8). | 

3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that, subject to the foregoing 

comments, the provisions of NSC 5429/4 are acceptable from the | 

| military point of view. _ 

4. The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff did not participate in the | 

| action of the Joint Chiefs of Staff outlined in this memorandum. : 

| For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: | 

| | N. F. TWINING | 
| | Chief of Staff 

| | United States Air Force 

| 2 Ante, p.992. | 

) 790.5/12-1754: Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Department of State ? 

| SECRET _ Paris, December 17, 1954—6 p. m. 

| Secto 12. MacArthur discussed Bangkok meeting of Manila Pact 

powers with Denis Allen today along lines set forth in Galloway | 

| briefing memo of December 11. ? Allen indicated U.K. thinking cor- 

| 1 Regarding the Secretary’s trip to Paris, see footnote 1, p. 910. el | | 

| 2 Not found in Department of State files. | 

| | | 
| 
j |
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responded very closely to U.S. thinking. He commented favorably 
on the three U.S. papers (organization of Council, Article 2—Sub- _ 
version, ? and military planning).* Re military planning, MacAr- 
thur told him frankly U.S. was not disposed to agree in Manila 
W.G. to establishment of a small military secretariat. In U.S. view 
the precise organizational arrangements for military planning 
should be left to the military advisers. Allen said he had discussed 
this with British Chiefs before coming to Paris and he understood 

they were disposed to go along with U.S. paper on military plan- 
ning, including this point re secretariat. Re Singapore as focal 
point for Manila Pact, he indicated that while U.K. had definite 
preference for it, they would not insist if there was strong opposi- 

tion. In conclusion, Allen expressed appreciation for U.S. initiative — 

in tabling “such excellent papers” in W.G. and added that U.S. had 
obviously given more time and thought to Manila Pact than others, 

| including U.K. He also fully concurred that no specific reference 
should be made of Indo-China in any agenda item on matters af- 

fecting security of area although obviously it would be discussed in 

such context. . 
DULLES 

3 See MacArthur’s memorandum to the Secretary (with attachment and annota- 
tion) dated Dec. 3, p. 1022. 

* Possibly the paper transmitted in circular telegram 288, Dec. 6, p. 1031. 

Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 419: Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Department of State } 

TOP SECRET Paris, December 19, 1954. 
NIACT 

Secto 23. In Tripartite yesterday at Mendes-France initiative, 
there was brief discussion re Bangkok meeting of Manila Powers. 

French had received telegram from Washington indicating Paki- 

stan considered December 28th date for announcement re Bangkok 

inappropriate since Colombo powers opened a meeting on Decem- 

ber 28th. Three ministers agreed Pakistan had raised valid consid- 

eration and that date of announcement should be referred back to 

Washington WG, which should pay particular attention to Paki- 

stan views. Mendes-France said that while he preferred December 

28th date, he would accept either 26th, 27th or later date. 

1 Originated from the U.S. Mission to NATO and European Regional Organiza- 
tions.
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| _ Mendes-France inquired re agenda for Bangkok meeting and : 

| MacArthur said WG envisaged following subjects although ques- : 

| tion of their order not yet decided: | ne | 

(1) organization and procedures of the Council; (2) arrangements : 

| for military planning; (8) implementation: Art II’ Manila’ Pact re | 

subversion; (4) economic matters; (5) general exchange of views on ! 

| matters affecting security of the area. © | | : 

| Re arrangements for military planning, Mendes-France suggest- | 

| ed that this should be agreed by NATO Standing Group before it | 

was discussed with other Manila signatories. Eden stated arrange- | 

: ments for UK defense of Malaya are dependent on cooperation : 

| with Australia and New Zealand, and he did not think it would be | 

possible to use Standing Group for purpose suggested by Mendes- 

| France. MacArthur explained that paper prepared for Bangkok : 

| meeting did not involve substantive question re military planning | 

_ which must be left to the military. The paper would have recom- | 

mendations on the arrangements for how military planning should 

| be conducted and not, the planning itself, which the military would 

| have to do. Furthermore, he said that within the framework of 

ANZUS, Australian and New Zealanders bitterly resent using | 

Standing Group for such purpose and our Asian partners would | 

feel just as strongly, since their interest in defense of area was very 

: great in view their geographic position. Also enlarged on their sen- 

sitivity re “being ganged up on” by Western Powers. Adm. Radford 

confirmed this view. The Secretary said that Mendes-France had 

raised a valid point for consideration in that there might be mat- 

| ters re military planning which were not appropriate for discussion | 

| in 8-power Manila Group, but these could be handled separately. | 

: There was general agreement that Washington WG was perform- 

: ing useful service and as much of groundwork as possible should be | | 

| done in WG in advance of Bangkok meeting. | 
DULLES 

S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 5429 Series | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern | 

| Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State * 

| TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 20, 1954. 

| Subject: Briefing on NSC 5429/4. : | 

I have the following comments on 5429/4: | | 
ce 

| 1 Drafted by Roberts and Mewshaw. | 

| | 
| | 
| |
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Paragraph 4e?—The term “political and social forces’ is so 
vague as to convey no meaning in terms of concrete programs or 
action, yet broad enough to provide justification for almost any ac- 
tivity. It would seem that the sum total of courses of action called 
for by the rest of the paper should produce the result called for by 
this single section so that inclusion of this section is unnecessary. 

Paragraph 5 c—1. In the final sentence of this section, it is con- 
sidered an undesirable reversal of policy to commit the U.S. Gov- 
ernment to restrain the Chinese Nationalists from interference 
with seaborne commerce with Communist China, and the Depart- 
ment should, therefore, insist that the words “or seaborne com- 
merce with Communist China” be eliminated. oo 

2. The final sentence also makes no provision for self-defense or 
retaliation in an emergency. A final sentence should be added as 
follows: ‘Continue to encourage the Chinese Nationalists forces to 
take adequate self-defense measures.” 

Paragraph 7c—What is called here the “majority proposal’’ was 
an effort in the Planning Board to express a consensus. Certain 
portions of it are objectionable to some agencies (for example, c(3) 
is not agreed). The State proposal allows more flexibility and places 
the responsibility for determination for a change in foreign policy 
on the Secretary of State as the President’s principal adviser on 
foreign policy. In order to meet what may be Defense Department 
fears that the State language will be used to whittle down the sanc- 
tions policy, it is suggested that the following changes in the State 
proposal might be put forward: c(1) following “Communist China 
and” insert “without derogating from the basic principles of these 
controls,” and change the following words “administer these con- 
trols’ to “administer them’’; c(2) strike the second sentence and re- 
place it with, “In aid of this effort, the U.S. should, without frus- 
trating the multilateral embargo program, handle questions of rou- 
tine exceptions in such manner as to preserve and foster the will- 

ingness of other countries to retain present control.” 

Paragraph 7d (2) The words “or seaborne commerce with Com- 

munist China” should be eliminated from this section. 
Paragraph 9%—FE does not believe that the possibility now 

exists for negotiating with Communist China “acceptable and en- 
forcible agreements’ and feels, therefore, that it is misleading to 

2 This subparagraph reads as follows: “Creation in Asia of political and social 
forces which will zealously spread the greater values of the Free World and simulta- 
neously expose the falsity of the Communist ideological offensive.” 

_ 8% This paragraph reads as follows: “The United States must keep open the possi- 
bility of negotiating with the USSR and Communist China acceptable and enforcea- 
ble agreements, whether limited to individual issues now outstanding or involving a 
general settlement of major issues.”
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| state that we must “keep open” such a possibility. FE recommends | 

| therefore, that the words “Communist China” should be deleted | 

| from this paragraph, © a | : 

| Conference files, lot 60 D 627, CF 358 | | | 

| _ _ The Secretary of State to the Prime Minister of Pakistan : 

2 | (Mohammed Ali) } 

| PERSONAL. | [WasHINGTON,] December 21, 1954. 

| My Dear Mr. Prime Minister: I saw a memorandum a few days | 

| ago from Ambassador Hildreth 7 indicating that you were some- _ | 

what unhappy about the provision in the Manila Pact which pro- 

| vides that the reference in Article 4(1) to the effect that each party 

recognizes that an armed attack in the treaty area “would endan- | 

! ger its own peace and safety” is defined, as far as the United States ! 

| is concerned, as applicable to Communist aggression. | | | 

| The reason for this is, I think, simple and persuasive. The United | 

States itself has no territory within the treaty area, so that an : 

3 armed attack could not truthfully be said to endanger our peace | 

| and safety unless it was a Communist attack. In the latter case, we | 

could say it truthfully because we believe that any Communist ag- — 

gression is part of a long range program which includes aggression ! 

| against the United States itself. | 

| _In view of the foregoing and the lack of immediate United States 

| territorial interest in the area, I could not ask the Senate of the 

United States to declare that any attack would in fact endanger | 

| the peace and security of the United States. | | ! 

: Of course, if an attack were in fact instigated by the Communists / 

that, I think I can assure you, would be judged by the United 

| States to be “Communist aggression’. | 

Even if the attack were not Communist aggression, the United 

_ States would by no means be disinterested or inactive. As the | 

United States understanding makes clear, we would, in the event 

7 of any such attack, consult immediately with the other parties “in : 

| order to agree on the measures which should be taken for the 

| common defense’, as contemplated by provisions of Article 4, para- : 

| graph 2. | | | | 

In view of what Ambassador Hildreth said, I thought it might be 

useful for you to have directly from me this explanation of our po- 

| sition. It will, I hope, satisfy any preoccupations you may have had. 

| her” source text contains no indication of the manner of transmission of this | 

Letter... 

| 2 Not found in Department of State files. | oo | | 7 | 

| 

| 
|
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Ambassador Ali has told us that you are hoping to attend the. 
meeting of the Manila Pact Foreign Ministers now scheduled for 
February 23 in Bangkok, and I look forward very much to seeing 
you there. | 

_ With best wishes and assurance of my high regard, I am 
Sincerely yours, 

JOHN Foster DULLES 

Eisenhower Library, Eisenhower papers, Whitman file 

Memorandum of Discussion at the 229th Meeting of the National 

Security Council Held on Tuesday, December 21, 1954 } | 

[Extracts] 2 

TOP SECRET EYES ONLY | 

Present at the 229th Meeting of the National Security Council 
were the President of the United States, presiding; the Vice Presi- 
dent of the United State; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of 
Defense; the Director, Foreign Operations Administration; and the 
Director, Office of Defense Mobilization. Also present were the Sec- 
retary of the Treasury; the Attorney General (for Item 2); the Sec- 
retary of Commerce (for Item 4); the Director, Bureau of the 
Budget; the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission (for Item 2); 

Mr. Spear for the Federal Civil Defense Administrator (for Item 2); 

the Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers (for Item 2); the Direc- 
tor, U.S. Information Agency; General Twining for the Chairman, 

Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director of Central Intelligence; Robert 

Cutler, Joseph M. Dodge and Nelson A. Rockefeller, Special Assist- 

ants to the President; the White House Staff Secretary; Robert R. 

Bowie, Department of State; the Executive Secretary, NSC; and the 

Deputy Executive Secretary, NSC. 

There follows a summary of the discussion at the meeting and | 
the main points taken. 

1 Drafted by Gleason on Dec. 22. 

2 One of the sections omitted is a discussion of NSC 5440, a report entitled “Basic 
National Security Policy”, Dec. 13, 1954. For this discussion, part of which is perti- 

nent to the present compilation, see volume 1.
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| 4. Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far East (NSC 5429/4;% NSC_ | 

| - 5429/3; Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, same sub- | 

| _ ject, dated November 29 * and December 20, 1954; ° NSC Ac- 

| tions Nos. 1259 ® and 1275 7) | ae 

) After Mr. Cutler had completed a short briefing of the Council | 

| on the remaining problems in NSC 5429/4, Secretary Dulles re- | 

marked that he had not had time, in the short interval since he | 

had returned from Paris, to give this report the requisite consider- 

: ation. He would prefer, therefore, that the Council not act finally : 

, on the report at this meeting. Mr. Cutler nevertheless suggested 

| that there were a number of comparatively undisputed points , 

{ which the Council might take this occasion to settle. 

| | Mr. Allen Dulles said that he wished guidance with respect to | | 

| the directive in paragraph 5-c, which called on the United States 

| to refrain from assisting or encouraging the Chinese Nationalists to | 

interfere with the seaborne commerce of Communist China. He 

| was not, he said, suggesting any policy recommendation, but . . . it | 

| was desirable for the CIA to be quite clear with respect to U.S. 

| policy on this issue. a 

| ‘The Secretary of State said that he would much prefer that the | 

| prohibition against Nationalist interference with Chinese Commu- : 

| nist seaborne commerce be deleted. If this prohibition remained in | 

| the paper, the U.S. position would become frozen at a time when 

| _we needed flexibility. He realized that the absence of this state- 

| ment did not provide CIA with the guidance it would like to have, | 

but he preferred that such guidance continue, as in the recent past, | | 

| to be provided to the CIA on a case-by-case basis through the De- 

| partments of State and Defense. It was accordingly agreed to delete | 

| this language from paragraphs 5-c and 7-d. | 

Secretary Humphrey commented that assisting the Chinese Na- | 

tionalists to interfere with Chinese Communist commerce was just 

: the kind of action he had referred to with distaste in the earlier : 

: discussion at the meeting. If we don’t know where we are going we | 

will get into a lot of trouble, and he saw no reason why the United | 

) States should get itself involved in Quemoy. | ee | 

| The President replied to the Secretary of the Treasury that the | 

| point at issue had nothing whatever to do with Quemoy. Secretary 

3 Dated Dec. 10; for extracts, see p. 1035. | Oo | 

4 Reference is to the covering note to the memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of : 

Staff to the Secretary of Defense, Nov. 26, p. 992. | 

5 Reference is to the covering note to the memorandum from the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff to the Secretary of Defense, Dec. 17, p. 1050. : 

| 6 See the editorial note, p. 958. 

| 7 See footnote 7, p. 1013. | | 

| 
|
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Humphrey answered that nevertheless the general problem was 
bound up with our policy toward the offshore islands. 

Secretary Dulles then launched on a brief defense of current U.S. 
policy vis-a-vis the Nationalist-held offshore islands. He again indi- 
cated that the State Department had no desire whatever to find 
itself committed, de facto, to defense of these offshore islands 
against Chinese Communist attack. 

Secretary Humphrey replied that if the deletion of the language 
in paragraph 5-c was merely a temporary expedient while we pro- 
ceeded to get out of an untenable position respecting the offshore 
islands and interference with Chinese Communist commerce, he 
would agree to the deletion of this language; but not otherwise. He 
repeated once again his view that the United States must not let 
itself get into positions which it really did not mean to defend. Sec- 
retary Dulles said he believed that in the long run our policies 
would lead to a stabilization of the situation in the Nationalist-held 
offshore islands. He repeated, however, that he did not now wish to 
be bound by rigid rules in the light of the recent hostile Chinese 
Communist words and deeds. He did agree, however, that the dele- 
tion of this language would be a temporary expedient. 

Digressing for a moment from the paper, Secretary Dulles said 
that with respect to the UN action to stabilize the situation on the 
offshore islands, the National Government of China had indicated 
their anxiety lest the special arrangements made in the exchange 
of notes ® between the United States Government and the Chinese 
National Government be made public at this time. If these ar- 
rangements were made public now it might be made to seem that 
the Chinese Nationalists had agreed to accept limitations in order 
to secure favorable consideration by the UN. Accordingly, said Sec- 
retary Dulles, he had arranged with Foreign Secretary Eden, who 
was anxious to have the notes published, to defer UN action re- 

| garding the situation in the offshore islands until (a) the difficult 
situation respecting the captured American flyers quieted down, or 
(b) unless the U.S. came to feel, on the basis of a good intelligence 
estimate, that a major Chinese Communist attack on the offshore 
islands is in prospect. | 

Mr. Cutler then invited the Council’s attention to paragraph 5-e 
of the report, on the subject of defending Indonesia against Com- 
munist attack or subversion. He noted that this was a very strong 
statement of policy and contrasted it by reading the statement of 
policy in the earlier Far Eastern policy paper. 

® For text of the Mutual Defense Treaty between the two governments, signed at 
Washington on Dec. 2, and the notes exchanged at Washington on Dec. 10, see 6 
UST 433.
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; Secretary Dulles said that in his opinion the United States would 

| be well advised to concert with the Australians and the New Zea- | 

| ~ landers in plans for the protection of Indonesia. Secretary Wilson 

| said that if it was the real policy of the United States to send | 

armed forces to defend Indonesia if this was necessary and appro- | 

| priate, the Defense Department should see to it that there were 

| forces available which could be promptly deployed to Indonesia if 

| and when they were needed. He supposed, however, that if it was | 

| . going to be necessary to seek Congressional approval for the dis- | 

| patch of U.S. forces to Indonesia, there would be ample time to call 

| these forces while Congress was making up its mind. Secretary | 

| Wilson indicated that the Defense Department would take a very : 

| “good look” at this problem. | | . os ) 

| Mr. Cutler then turned to paragraph 5-g, and explained that it 

| was designed to make a distinction between the right of a USS. 

plane or ship which was attacked outside Communist territory to 

| take action to protect itself from its attackers, on the one hand, | 

: and the matter of punitive or retaliatory action which was only to 

! be taken subsequent to the attack with the specific approval of the | 

| President. He indicated that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were willing a 

to accept the language in 5-g as satisfactory from the military 

| point of view. Mr. Cutler also explained a slight rewording pro- 

| posed by the President. | | 

| Secretary Dulles indicated a strong desire that the Council re- 

| serve action on this paragraph until he had had time to study its | 

| implications more carefully. | | 

: There ensued a discussion of the nature of “hot pursuit’, in | 

| which the President made very clear his belief that if a U.S. plane 

| or ship were attacked by the Communists outside of Communist 

| territory, the American aircraft or vessel, together with any other 

U.S. forces available at the time the attack occurred, had every | 

right to pursue the attackers to their base, even if it was necessary | 

to go to Peiping. | | : | | 

| Secretary Dulles said he agreed with this view of the President. 

| The President reiterated that it was the point of time and not the | 

| matter of space which was important. Hot pursuit could be under- 

taken by U.S. forces no matter where they came from, even from ! 

the United States itself if they could get there in time. The Com- | 

| munists, however, must be apprehended in the act of attacking. | 

The Secretary of State again indicated that he would like a little | 

time to consider this paragraph. | a | 

_ Mr. Cutler then asked the Council to give its attention to the 

more difficult split of opinion in the Planning Board with respect | 

to restrictions on the trade of the free world with Communist 

! China. He explained the split in paragraph 7-c on this subject, and 

| | : 

| | 
| | 

|
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suggested that the study called for in Annex B of NSC 5429/4, ® re- 
specting policy on trade with the Communist bloc, be undertaken 
by the newly created Council on Foreign Economic Policy. 

Secretary Dulles said that in this case, likewise, he would like 
the Council to defer action in order to permit him further opportu- 
nity to study this problem. The President agreed with this sugges- 
tion of the Secretary of State, going on to say that whatever Secre- 
tary Dulles decided as to what should be contained in the disputed 
paragraph was all right with him. To the President, the most im- 
portant matter was the development of the study referred to in 
Annex B. 

The Vice President said that he was very much impressed with 
the suggestions made earlier by the Secretary of State, as to the 
development in areas vulnerable to Communist subversion of con- 
stabulary forces of sufficient number and quality to ensure internal 
security. Would it, accordingly, be out of order to ask for the prepa- 
ration of a report on what the United States is doing in Indonesia, 
for example, with regard to programs for ensuring adequate inter- 
nal security forces in threatened areas? Such a report might indi- 
cate, he thought, that the level of such forces should be raised and 
that the United States should do more to assist the process. 

Governor Stassen said that responsibility for the U.S. part in 
such programs lay with him and with Mr. Allen Dulles, and nei- 
ther of them felt that the United States was currently doing 
enough in this field. The President then asked the Director of Cen- 
tral Intelligence to bring in a general picture of the current levels 
of these internal security forces in the various threatened areas. 

Secretary Dulles said that if the Central Intelligence Agency 
needed more resources to carry on such activities, he was most 
anxious to be so informed. Mr. Allen Dulles indicated that he had 
submitted a report to the Director, Bureau of the Budget, on the 
general subject of coordination between CIA and Defense on such 
activities as those which the Council had been discussing. He 
thought he might wish to go over this report once again in the 
light of the Council discussion. 

At the conclusion of the discussion of this item, Mr. Cutler called 
on Secretary Weeks, who expressed the view that the United States 
was insufficiently firm in its efforts to induce its allies to maintain 

the same level of restrictions on trade with Communist China as 

did the United States itself. | 

° Annex B of NSC 5429/4 is identical to Annex B of NSC 5429/5, Dec. 22, infra.
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The National Security Council: '° re | | | 

) a. Discussed the subject on the basis of the reference report (NSC 

! 5429/4) in the light of the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff trans- | 

mitted by the reference memorandum of December 20,1954. | | 

b. Agreed upon the following changes in the statement of policy | 

contained in NSC 5429/4: - 

! (1) Paragraphs 5-c and 7?-d: Delete the words “or seaborne | 

| commerce with Communist China”. | 

| | (2) Paragraph 5-e: Add at the end: “; concerting overt ac- | 

| tions with the other ANZUS nations”. ) 

. (3) Paragraph 10-i: Insert, after “feasible”, the words ‘‘and 

| productive’. | : 

| | c. Deferred action on paragraph 5-g pending further consider- 

| ation by the Secretary of State, in consultation with the Secretary _ : 

| of Defense, and report at the meeting of the Council to be held Jan- | 

uary 5, 1955. a | | | : 

| d: Deferred action on paragraph 7-c, other than the “Majority | 

| Proposal” in 7-c-(2), pending further consideration by the Secreta- | 

ry of State, in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce, and ! 

| report at the meeting of the Council to be held January 5, 1950. 

e. Requested the Council on Foreign Economic Policy to under- | 

| take the study outlined in the “Majority Proposal” in paragraph 7- 

c-(2) of NSC 5429/74. 
| 

| Note: The President subsequently approved the statement of | 

policy in NSC 5429/4, as amended by the NSC with the exception | 

of paragraphs 5-g and 7-c which are subject to further consider- | 

ation as indicated in c and d above. NSC 5429/4, as amended and 

| approved by the President, excepting paragraphs 5-g and 7-c, cir- | 

: culated as NSC 5429/5 for implementation by all appropriate exec- | 

: utive departments and agencies of the U.S. Government, subject to . 

: review in the light of final decisions on basic national security 

: policy; and referred to the Operations Coordinating Board as the | 

| coordinating agency designated by the President. The actions in c | 

| and d above subsequently transmitted to the Secretary of State, — | 

with copies respectively to the Secretary of Defense and the Secre- 

| tary of Commerce. The action in e above, as approved by the Presi- | 

| dent, subsequently transmitted to Mr. Dodge for action. 

| | S. EVERETT GLEASON | 
| 

! 

| 10 Lettered paragraphs a-e below constitute N SC Action No. 1292. 

- | 

| 
|
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JCS files, 092 Asia (6-25-48) | 

Note to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary 
| (Lay) 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasuincton,] December 22, 1954. 
NSC 5429/5 | a 

CurRRENT U.S. Poticy Towarp THE Far East 

References: 7 | 

A. NSC 5429/2, NSC 5429/8, NSC 5429/4 
: B. NSC 166/1 

C. NSC 152/3 

D. NSC 146/2 

E. NSC Action No. 256 | 
| F. NSC 125/2 and NSC 125/6 

| G. NSC 170/1 

H. NSC 171/1 . 

I. NSC 5405 

J. NSC 5409 

K. NSC 5413/1 | 

L. NSC Action No. 1250 
M. NSC Action No. 1148 

N. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “U.S. 
Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect to Formosa and 
the Chinese Nationalist Government”, dated September 28 and 
October 5, 1954 and NSC Action No. 1285 

~ QO. NSC Action Nos. 1224 and 1234 . 
P. NSC Action Nos. 1258 and 1259 
Q. NSC Action No. 1233 : 
R. NSC Action No. 1275 

S. Memos for NSC from Executive Secretary, same subject, 
dated November 29 and December 20, 1954 

T. NSC Action No. 1292 

The National Security Council, the Secretary of the Treasury, 
the Secretary of Commerce, the Director, Bureau of the Budget, at 
the 229th meeting of the Council on December 21, 1954, discussed 
the subject in the light of the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
transmitted by the reference memorandum of December 20. The 
Council adopted the changes in the statement of policy contained 
in NSC 5429/4, which are set forth in NSC Action No. 1292-b, and: 

Deferred action on paragraph 5-g pending further consideration 
by the Secretary of State, in consultation with the Secretary of De- 
fense, and report at the meeting of the Council to be held January 
o, 1955. (NSC Action No. 1292-c)
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. Deferred action on paragraph 7-c, other than the “Majority Pro- | 

posal” in 7-c(2), pending further consideration by the Secretary of | 

2 State, in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce, and report ot 

. at the meeting of the Council to be held January 5, 195d. (NSC : 

Action No. 1292-d) | 

‘Requested the Council on Foreign Economic Policy to undertake 

| the study outlined in the “majority proposal” in paragrah 7-c-(2) of | 

| NSC 5439/4. (NSC Action No. 1292-e) | 

The President has this date approved the statement of policy in | 

| NSC 5429/4, as amended and adopted by the Council (except para- | 

| graphs 5-g and 7-c) and enclosed herewith as NSC 5429/5; directs : 

its implementation by all appropriate executive departments and ! 

2 agencies of the U.S. Government, subject to review in the light of | : 

| final decisions as to basic national security policy; and designates 

| the Operations Coordinating Board as the coordinating agency. : 

| Accordingly, the enclosed policy supersedes NSC 5429/ 2; NSC , 

| Action No. 1148-b; NSC Action No. 1224-b and NSC Action No. | 

| 1234-b; NSC Action No. 1258-c and NSC Action No. 1259-c; Memo | 
| for NSC from Executive Secretary, subject, “U.S. Objectives and ) 

Courses of Action with Respect to Formosa and the Chinese Na- 

tionalist Government’, dated September 28, 1954. All other Far 

Eastern policies (references B-L, where they are inconsistent with : 

the enclosed statement of policy, are modified, pending Planning : 

Board and Council review and revision of these more particular | 

: policies. } | | 

A Financial Appendix covering the Far East will be prepared for 

the information of the Council at a later meeting. 
JaMEs S. Lay, JR. | 

| ; 

| [Enclosure] | 

| STATEMENT OF POLICY BY THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL ON | | 

: CuRRENT U.S. Pouicy IN THE Far East 2 | 

| _ GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS | 

1. The primary problem of U.S. policy in the Far East is to cope | 

with the serious threat to U.S. security interests which has result- 

. 1 On Dec. 23 this sentence was revised to read as follows: “The enclosed statement 

} of policy is to guide the implementation of all other existing Far Eastern policies 

(reference[s] B-L) modifying them where inconsistent, pending Planning Board and ) 

" Council review and revision of these more particular policies.” (Enclosure to note | 

4 _ from Lay to all holders of NSC 5429/5, Dec. 23; JCS files, 092 Asia (6-25-48)) 

: 2 All sections of this paper except Annex B are printed in Department of Defense, 

| United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 10, pp. 835-852. Annex B is print- 

ed below. Although the text in United States-Vietnam Relations is dated Dec. 22, 

| Continued | 

| :
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| ed from the spread of hostile Communist power on the continent of 
Asia over all of Mainland China, North Korea and, more recently, 
over the northern part of Viet Nam. 7 | 

2. In its five years of power, the regime in Communist China has 
established and consolidated effective control over the mainland 
and has maintained and developed close working relations with the 
Soviet Union. While there is now no reason to anticipate an early 
collapse of the regime nor any means of seeing when one might 
occur, inherently such regimes have elements of rigidity and insta- 
bility which sometimes produce crises. We should be ready to ex- 
ploit any opportunities which might occur as a result of inherent 
internal weaknesses. 

3. The task of the United States in coping with this situation is 
further complicated by: : 

a. The vulnerability of the non-Communist countries in the area 
militarily, and in varying degrees, politically, economically, and 
psychologically, to further Communist expansionist efforts. 

b. The deep-seated national antagonism and differing assess- 
ments of national interest which divided these countries from each 
other and severely hamper efforts to combine their collective re- 
sources for their own defense and welfare. 

c. The intense nationalistic feelings, fed by residual resentments 
against European colonialism coupled with a widespread feeling of 
weakness and inadequacy in the face of the worldwide power strug- 
gle, which inhibit many of these countries from cooperating closely 
with the United States. 

d. The divergencies on Far Eastern policy with our European 
allies, principally with respect to our posture toward China, which 
limit the extent of political and economic pressures which can be 
maintained against the Asian Communist regimes without divisive 
effects on the basic United States-led coalition. 

Noite: In addition to the foregoing general considerations, atten- 
tion is directed to NIE 13-54, “CCommunist China’s Power Potential 
Through 1957,” published June 3, 1954, and NIE 10-7-54, “Commu- 
nist Courses of Action in Asia Through 1957,” published November 
23, 1954. 

, OBJECTIVES 

4. Pursuant to a policy of being clear and strong in its resolve to 
defend its vital interests, if necessary at the risk of but without 
being provocative of war, the principal objectives of the United 
States in the Far East should be: | 

1954, it includes, besides revisions to the end of 1954 which are noted here, revisions 
in paragraphs 5 and 7 which were approved by the National Security Council at its 
meetings held on Jan. 5 and 13, 1955.
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| ga. Preservation of the territorial and political integrity of the 

| non-Communist countries in the area against further Communist ! 
| expansion or subversion. 

b. Progressive improvement of the relative political, economic | 

and military position of the non-Communist countries vis-a-vis that | 
of the Asian Communist regimes. | | | | 

c. Reduction of Chinese Communist power and prestige, or secur- | 

| ing by reorientation a Government on the mainland of China ! 

whose objectives do not conflict with the vital interests of the | 
| United States. | | 

|. d. Disruption of the Sino-Soviet alliance through actions designed 

: to intensify existing and potential areas of conflict or divergence of / 

| interest between the USSR and Communist China. | | 
| e. Creation in Asia of political and social forces which will zeal- | 

| ously spread the greater values of the Free World and simulta- : 

| neously expose the falsity of the Communist ideological offensive. | 

| | COURSES OF ACTION | 

| 5. In order to preserve the territorial and political integrity of 

| the area, the United States should: | 

a. Maintain the security of the Pacific off-shore island chain | 

(Japan, Ryukyus, Formosa and the Pescadores, the Philippines, | 
| Australia, and New Zealand) as an element essential to U.S. securi- 

| ty; assisting in developing such military strength in each area as is 

required by U.S. security and is consistent with each area’s capabil- 

ity and maintenance of domestic stability. — 
| b. In the event of unprovoked attack on the Republic of Korea, | 

employ, in accordance with Constitutional processes, U.S. armed | 

forces against the aggressor. While supporting the unification of 

Korea by all peaceful means and maintaining appropriate safe- 

| guards against ROK offensive action, continue military and eco- | 

nomic assistance programs consistent with U.S. security interests ! 

| and subject to continued ROK cooperation. | 

| c. Ratify the Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of China © | 

covering Formosa and the Pescadores, and jointly agree upon ap- : 

propriate safeguards against Chinese Nationalist offensive action. 

Pending the ratification of such a Treaty, continue the. existing | 

unilateral arrangement to defend Formosa and the Pescadores (ex- ! 

| cluding the Nationalist held off-shore islands). For the present, 

seek to preserve, through United Nations action, the status quo of 

| the Nationalist-held off-shore islands; and, without committing U.S. 

forces except as militarily desirable in the event of Chinese Com- 
munist attack on Formosa and the Pescadores, provide to the Chi- ! 

; nese Nationalist forces military equipment and training to assist 

them to defend such off-shore islands, using Formosa as a base. 

| However, refrain from assisting or encouraging offensive actions 

against Communist China, and restrain the Chinese Nationalists i 

from such actions, except in response to Chinese Communist provo- 

| cation judged adequate in each case by the President. | 
| d. In the event of Communist overt armed attack in the area cov- 

: ered by the Manila Pact prior to the entering into effect of the 
Pact, take actions necessary to meet the situation, including a re- 

| 
|
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quest for authority from Congress to use U.S. armed forces, if ap- 
propriate and feasible. When the Pact is in effect, be prepared to 
oppose any Communist attack in the Treaty area with U.S. armed 
forces if necessary and feasible, consulting the Congress in advance 
if the emergency permits. | 

e. Employ all feasible covert means, and all feasible overt means 
including, in accordance with constitutional processes, the use of 
armed force if necessary and appropriate, to prevent Indonesia or 
vital parts thereof from falling under Communist control by overt 
armed attack, subversion, economic domination, or other means: 
concerting overt actions with the other ANZUS nations. 

f. In the event of Communist overt armed attack or imminent 
threat of such attack against any other country in the area (not 
covered by a security treaty to which the United States is a party), 

| this evidence of a renewal of Communist aggressive purposes would 
constitute such a grave menace to the United States as to justify 
the President in requesting authority from Congress to take neces- 
sary action to deal with the situation, including the use of U.S. 
armed forces, if appropriate and feasible. 

_ g. In accordance with NSC Action No. 1292-c, paragraph 5-g 
awaits further consideration by the Secretary of State in consulta- 
tion with the Secretary of Defense. Upon report of the Secretary of 
State thereon to the Council, adoption by the Council of a para- 
graph 5-g, and its approval by the President, the approved para- 
graph will be circulated for insertion herein. 

h. Encourage the conditions necessary to form as soon as possible 
and then participate in, a Western Pacific collective defense ar- 
rangement including the Philippines, Japan, the Republic of China 
and the Republic of Korea, eventually linked with the Manila Pact 
and ANZUS. 

i. If requested by a legitimate local government which requires 
assistance to defeat local Communist subversion or rebellion not 
constituting armed attack, the United States should view such a 
situation so gravely that, in addition to giving all possible covert 
and overt support within the Executive Branch authority, the 
President should at once consider requesting Congressional author- 
ity to take appropriate action, which might if necessary and feasi- 
ble include the use of U.S. military forces either locally or against 
the external source of such subversion or rebellion (including Com- 
munist China if determined to be the source). 

j. Assist where necessary and feasible non-Communist Govern- 
ment and other elements in the Far East to counter Communist 
subversion and economic domination. 

k. Maintain sufficient U.S. forces in the Far East as clear evi- 
dence of U.S. intention to contribute its full share of effective col- 
lective aid to the nations of the area against the Communist threat, 
and to provide assurance to the people of the Far East of U‘S. 
intent and determination to support them in the event of Commu- | 
nist aggression. 

6. In order to enhance the individual and collective strength of 

the non-Communist countries, the United States should: a
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a. Increase efforts to develop the basic stability and strength of | 
non-Communist countries, especially Japan and India, and their ca- 

| pacity and will to resist Communist expansion. | oe | 
| b. Continue (1) to recognize the Government of the Republic of | 

China as the only government of China and its right to represent ot 
China in the United Nations, and (2) to furnish direct support to its / 

| defense establishment and its economy. | ) | 
| _ c. Encourage the prompt organization of an economic grouping } 
: by the maximum number of free Asian states, including Japan and : 
| as many of the Colombo Powers as possible based on self-help and 

mutual aid, and the participation and support (including substan- | | 
| tial financial assistance) of the United States and other appropriate | 
| Western countries, through which, by united action, those free | 

Asian states will be enabled more effectively to achieve the eco- 
| nomic and social strength needed to maintain their independence. | 
| d. Take all feasible measures to increase the opportunities of | 

such countries for trade with each other and with other Free | 
! World countries. . | | | 
| e. Provide in South and Southeast Asia, through the economic 
| grouping referred to in c above or otherwise, such economic and | 
| technical aid over an extended period as can be used effectively to 
| accelerate the present slow rates of economic growth, and to give to | 

the peoples in these areas a sense of present progress and future | 
| hope, which is currently lacking. | 
| f. Develop and make more effective information, cultural, educa- | 

tion and exchange programs; and expand the program for training | 
_ of free Asian leaders. : ) 

| g. Encourage the countries of the area to use qualified Ameri- | 
| cans as advisers and develop a program for training such persons. | 

h. Seek, by intensifying covert and psychological activities, and | 
| by utilizing indigenous persons to the greatest extent feasible, to (1) | 
| increase the understanding and orientation of Asian peoples | 
| toward the Free World and (2) expose the menace of Chinese impe- | 
| rialism and world Communism. ! 
| i. Encourage and support, more vigorously and effectively, the | 
| application of private capital to the development needs of free : 
| Asian countries under arrangements avoiding “exploitation” yet | 
| acceptable to private interests. . | | 

| _ 1. In order to weaken or retard the growth of the power and in- : 
| fluence of the Asian Communist regimes, especially Communist | | 
| China, the United States should: | | 

, a. Continue to refuse recognition of the Chinese Communist 
regime and other Asian Communist regimes, but deal with each on 

| a local basis and with regard to specific subjects where the regime © 
is a party at interest. | 

| b. Continue to oppose seating Communist China in the Security 
_ Council, the General Assembly, and other organs of the United Na- | 
! tions. | | : 
) c. In accordance with NSC Action No. 1292-d, paragraph 7-c | 
| awaits further consideration by the Secretary of State, in consulta- 

tion with the Secretary of Commerce. Upon report of the Secretary _ 
_. of State thereon to the Council, adoption by the Council of a para- 

} 

|
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graph 7-c, and its approval by the President, the approved para- _ 
graph will be circulated for insertion herein. 

— d. Utilize all feasible overt and covert means, consistent with a 
policy of not being provocative of war, to create discontent and in- 
ternal divisions within each of the Communist-dominated areas of 
the Far East, and to impair their relations with the Soviet Union 
and with each other, particularly by stimulating Sino-Soviet es- 
trangement, but refrain from assisting or encouraging offensive ac- 
tions against Communist China or seaborne commerce with Com- 

_ munist China, and restrain the Chinese Nationalists from such ac- 
tions, except in response to Chinese Communist provocation judged 
adequate in each case by the President. * 

e. Continue the policy towards Indochina and Thailand stated in 
Annex A. # 

8. a. The United States should attempt to convince the other 

Free World countries of the soundness of U.S. policies toward Com- 

munist China and toward the Republic of China and of the advis-. | 

ability of their adopting similar policies, without, however, impos- 

ing such pressures as would be seriously divisive. 

b. In its Pacific role, the United States should be less influenced 
by its European allies than in respect to Atlantic affairs. 

7 9. The United States must keep open the possibility of negotiat- 

ing with the USSR and Communist China acceptable and enforcea- 

ble agreements, whether limited to individual issues now outstand- 

ing or involving a general settlement of major issues. | 

Annex B® 

Matters To BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN A STUDY OF ECONOMIC 

DEFENSE Poticy APPLICABLE TO TRADE WITH THE COMMUNIST BLOC 

This Annex states suggestions, points of view, and other matters 

to which attention was called during Council and Planning Board 

| discussion of NSC 5429/3, and which, pursuant to the majority pro- 

posal for par. 7-c-(4) (p. 12) of the foregoing statement of policy, | 

would be taken into account in a study of economic defense policy 

applicable to trade with the Communist bloc. 7 

3 On Dec. 29 Lay circulated to the NSC a revised page in which the words “or 

seaborne commerce with Communist China,” in paragraph 7-d were deleted. (JCS 

files, 092 Asia (6-25-48) | 
4 Annex A is not printed here; see footnote 2, above. 

5 Annex B was transmitted to the NSC under cover of a memorandum by Lay 

dated Jan. 20, 1955, to be attached to NSC 5429/5. (JCS files, 092 Asia (6-25-48))
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: I. Draft prepared by Special Assistant to the President for National : 
: Security Affairs of certain principles which the President de- | 

| _ gtred to have studied, based on his comments at the NSC Meet- , 
_ ng on December 1, 1954 during the discussion of par. 8-c of | 

| — NSC 5429/8 | re | 
| 1. In trading with Communist China or the European Soviet bloc, | 
| the United States and its major allies should operate under the L 
| same system of controls; except that the United States may also 

deny or limit, as appropriate, export of: | - a | 

a. Such strategic commodities as would contribute significantly 
to the war potential of the Communist country or Communist bloc, 

: the U.S. unilateral control of which can reasonably be expected, be- 
cause of U.S. production, supply, or technology, to be effective, in 
depriving such Communist country or Communist bloc of a signifi- 
cant contribution to the latter’s war potential. Oe | 

pb. Other commodities, whether strategic or not, which raise such 
special political problems as to warrant U.S. export control in the 
absence of international controls. ; | | 

, 2. Whereas the trade controls exercised by the United States and 
its major allies with respect to Communist China need not at the 

: present time be the same as the trade controls exercised by the | 
| United States and its major allies with respect to the European | 

Soviet bloc, the United States and its major allies should move | 
= toward a common level of controls on trade with all countries of : 

the Soviet bloc which would take into account the differing needs 
: of the USSR and Communist China in further developing the war | 

: potential of each. | | 
| 3. The United States and its major allies should continue to em- 

bargo the export to all countries of the Soviet bloc of munitions, 
: scarce metals, heavy fabricating machinery, items representing 

technological advances, and other items which contribute signifi- | 
cantly to the war potential of the country to which exported. | 

Lf. Department of Commerce draft proposal for revision of par. &-c 
of NSC 5429/3 a | 

| _ 1. At a time determined by the Secretary of State, with due 
regard to the issues then pending between Communist China and 

: the free world (such as the unlawful detention of American mili- 
tary personnel), seek agreement with other free world countries of - 
the principle that trade controls (export, import and financial) 
should be generally uniform for the entire Soviet dominated bloc | 
both in Europe and Asia. 

2. In accordance with this principle develop a control program 
| which would include: | a oe | 

[
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a. A common export control‘ list of commodities, services and 

technical data—less extensive and restrictive than the present 

ChinCom lists but more extensive than the present COCOM lists— 

which would be applicable to the entire Soviet dominated bloc and 

which would reflect consideration of factors such as: 

| (1) The objective of retarding the growth of war potential, 

including the war mobilization base, of the entire Soviet bloc 

| including Communist China. 
(2) The relative ease of movement or transshipment of goods 

between the European and Asian Communist areas. | 
(3) The extent to which Communist China’s military and 

economic development is dependent upon supplies and techni- 
cal assistance from, and markets in, the USSR. | 

(4) The probability that failure of the USSR or of China to 
meet its current and future commitments to the other for 

goods or services could become a significant cause of Sino- 

Soviet friction. | 

b. An agreement from our allies that in trade with the Soviet 
dominated bloc in nonembargoed commodities there should be no 

extension of long term credits by the free world to the Soviet domi- 

nated bloc. 
c. An agreement that, prior to making effective any modification 

of free world trade controls towards China, the U.S. and other gov- 

ernments would explore the possibility of obtaining in return some 

concessions from Communist China on issues then pending be- 
tween Communist China and the free world. 

3. In order to achieve this program the United States should: 

a. Undertake a major diplomatic effort and in that diplomatic 

effort use such leverage and bargaining power as is available in 
U.S. economic assistance programs, offshore procurement, adjust- 

ments in the Buy American Act, etc. 
b. Make clear to our allies, that U.S. concurrence in an adjust- 

ment of trade controls towards Communist China is conditioned 

upon their acceptance of the general approach set forth in para- 

graphs 1 and 2 above. 

4. Upon the adoption of this program, the United States embargo 

on imports and exports to Communist China should be lifted and 

controls should be adjusted in accordance with the principle that in 

trading with Communist China or the European Soviet bloc, the 

United States and its major allies should operate under the same 

| system of controls; except that the United States may also deny or 

limit, as appropriate, export of: 

a. Such strategic commodities as would contribute significantly 

to the war potential of the Communist country or Communist bloc, 

the U.S. unilateral control of which can reasonably be expected, be- 

cause of U.S. production, supply, or technology, to be effective in 

depriving such Communist country or Communist bloc of a signifi- 

cant contribution to the latter’s war potential.
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b. Other commodities, whether strategic or not, which raise such | 
special political problems as to warrant U.S. export control in the © | 

| absence of international controls. | | 

| IIf. Related Intelligence Estimates | 

| A. NIE 100-5-54, “Consequences of Various Possible Courses of | | 
| Action with Respect to Non-Communist Control over Trade with | 
| Communist China”, in process. This report will include the Intelli- | 

gence Estimate called for by NSC Action No. 1283-b, 228th NSC | 
| Meeting, December 9, 1954: | 

: “‘b. Noted the President’s desire that a Special National Intelli- | 
gence Estimate be prepared, as a matter of urgency, analyzing the | 

| net effect on Japan and on North China and Manchuria of an in- 
creased flow of consumer goods from Japan to Communist China in 
return for products from Communist China required by the Japa- | 
nese economy.” 

| B. SNIE 100-6-54, “World Reactions to Certain Possible US. | 
| Courses of Actions Against Communist China,” November 28, 1954. | 

C. NIE 138-54, “Communist China’s Power Potential Through 
| 1957,” June 3, 1954 | | 

| | D. NIE 10-7-54, “Communist Courses of Action in Asia Through 

| 1957,” November 23, 1954 | | 

| IV. MDAC Comment on Intelligence Support | 

| Any attempt to apply COCOM controls to additional commodities 
| will require extensive intelligence support. This support is pre- 

pared on an ad hoc basis, and is far more detailed than the materi- 

al included in the national intelligence estimates. Specifically, in 

each case where we try to get back on the COCOM lists a commodi- | 
ty which has been dropped, the intelligence community will have | 

| to take the argument used earlier this year and attempt to | 

strengthen our basis for negotiation. , | 

| V. FOA draft proposal for revision of par. 8-c of NSC 5429/3 | 

| 1. At a time determined by the Secretary of State, if feasible : 
| after a study is completed, begin consultations, particularly with | 

| the UK and France, looking toward agreement with the other coop- ! 

| erating industrialized countries of the free world on the extent, 

| nature, and method of controls on trade with Communist China. | 

2. The United States objective in these negotiations is: 

| a. To establish a similar level of control vis-a-vis the entire Com- 
| munist dominated bloc including Communist China, the Soviet 

Union, ‘and Eastern European satellites, with only such variations 
as may reflect peculiar circumstances in individual countries which | 
could not easily be met by transshipment within the Communist 
area. | | | Oo 

| | 
| / i
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| b. To bring United States levels of controls to the same level as 
the controls maintained by other cooperating free world countries 
with only such variations of greater U.S. controls in those cases 
where U.S. sources alone can be effective in denying strategic ma- 
tériel or technology to the Communist area. 

3. In the negotiations for the adjusted level of controls on trade 
with Communist China, seek at the same time to obtain agreement 

with other free world countries to increase the control on the 
Soviet Union and European Communist bloc on those items for 

- which further intelligence information or further review indicate a 

net advantage in free world denial, particularly where such denial 

might achieve a divisive effect between Communist China and the 

Soviet Union. | 

4. Place particularly high priority on the maintenance of controls 
on those items which affect the mass production of modern arms 

and weapons, such as aircraft, guided missiles, nuclear weapons 

and on communication and radar devices for conducting and coun- 

tering atomic warfare at long range. 

VI. Views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Memo for NSC from Execu-_ 

tive Secretary, “Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far Kast”, 

November 29, 1954) 

From a strictly military point of view, a trade control program 

which would impose maximum restrictions on trade with the 
Soviet Bloc and particularly with Communist China, would be most 
desirable. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize that the feasibility of 
certain courses of action designed to impose such maximum restric- 
tions is uncertain in view of existing free world trade agreements 

and other economic and political considerations. However, more 

positive measures are necessary in the implementation of basic na- 

tional security policy, because the timely achievement of the broad 

objective of such policy cannot be brought about if the U.S. is re- 

quired to defer to the counsel of the most cautious among our 

Allies or if it is unwilling to undertake certain risks inherent in 

the adoption of dynamic and positive security measures. 

890.00/12-2254 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Economic 

Affairs (Waugh) to the Secretary of State * 

[WaSHINGTON,] December 22, 1954. 

Subject: British Aide-Mémoire on Aid to Asia. 

1 Also addressed to Hoover. A marginal notation indicates the memorandum was 

seen by the Secretary.
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| _ Friday, December 17, Lord Harcourt ? left the attached (Tab B) 3 
| aide-mémoire containing the “preliminary and tentative” views of 
| the British respecting economic aid to Asian countries. For your | 

| convenience, I had a brief summary of the aide-mémoire prepared; 
| it is attached (Tab A). | | 7 | | 

- Lord: Harcourt, at the time of delivery of this paper, expressed | 
7 the hope that the Ambassador and he might meet with you to dis- 
. cuss the points raised. Naturally, they will wish to know where we 

| stand in our thinking on this subject. When our own work on the 
| subject of aid to Asia has proceeded somewhat further, I believe it : 

| would be desirable to see the British on this matter. | | | 
I have seen to it that all other principal officers of the Govern- a 

: ment have received copies of the aide-mémoire. : | 

| fe wee —  [TabA] | - | | ) 2 | 

: SuMMARY OF AIDE-MémorrE From U.K. | | 

: _ The aide-mémoire summarized below was prepared in response to | 

| Mr. Stassen’s invitation to the U.K. Government to make available 
| to the U.S. Administration any ideas they may have on the plan- | 

_ ning of future economic assistance to the countries of South East | 
| Asia and the Far East. | 

| - 1. The U.K. Government believes that the countries of the area 
| will need governmental economic and technical aid from abroad for 

| a long time to come. Private capital cannot be expected to be at- | 

| tracted in anything like sufficient volume. It is of far-reaching po- | 

| _ litical as well as economic importance that further aid be made | 

| available, and that the aid come from the West rather than from | 
| the Communist world. a 7 | | | 

2. The U.K. Government believes that: | - / 

. (a) The proposals of the West must be generous enough and on a | 
sufficient scale to catch the imagination of the Asians and convince 
them of our sincerity. They must cover a period of years so that | 

| the Asian governments may have confidence in the future and may 
: plan ahead. However, hopes should not be raised that cannot be | 
| fulfilled. | 
| | _ (b) No steps must. be taken that do not have the whole-hearted | 

| support of the Asians themselves. | 
| (c) The arrangements proposed must provide for direct bilateral 

negotiations between contributors and recipients and the contribu- | 
tors should retain control over the time and manner of the assist- | 

| ance they give. Be ee a a | | 
a | 

| 2 Viscount Harcourt, Economic Minister at the British Embassy. _. | 
3 Dated Dec. 15, not printed. | | re 

, [ 

| 

| |
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3. The U.K. Government suggests that: 

(a) Proposals would be most likely to be successful if they were 
backed by a substantial amount in dollars or sterling, and available 
to be drawn on over a period of years. These monies would not be 
paid over from the start, but would represent the sum total of the 
commitments which the contributory governments were prepared 
to enter into over a period of say three or four years under a series 
of coordinated bilateral credit arrangements. 

(b) The bulk of the aid would have to come from the U.S. Govern- 
ment. The possibility of further contributions from the U.K. would 
have to be considered against the background of the U.K.’s already 
heavy liabilities and commitments in the area. 

(c) The division of aid between short-term and long-term pur- 
poses would be for consideration later. However, the U.K. Govern- 
ment hopes that contributing governments would not tie their con- 
tributions to purchases in their own countries but would make 
them freely convertible into other currencies as needed. 

(d) Drawing on the fund would be by direct approach from one 
government to another, in bilateral negotiation. However, it would 

. be useful to have a common staff for technical examination of ap- 
plications, the staff to be drawn largely from western countries but 
including Asian representatives as well. Its functions would be ad- 
visory and its use by governments would be optional. 

(e) Aid might be in the form of loans, including soft loans, or 
even grants. 

(f) There is no scope for any mechanism on the lines of the Euro- 
pean Payments Union. 

| (g) While surplus agricultural commodities can be of assistance 
to the area, their use would have to be supplemented by substan- 
tial aid in the form of free dollars. 

4. With regard to the Colombo Plan organization, there would be 
advantage to grafting the new ideas and organization on to the Co- 

lombo Plan framework. Nevertheless, the Colombo Plan has at the 

present time a considerable political as well as economic impor- 

tance, as the only organization in which all the countries of the 

area are joined with Western Powers as free and equal partners; 

the British would not therefore wish to lend themselves to propos- 

als which might be taken by Asian opinion as departing from the 

Colombo Plan ideas, or to do anything which would in any way en- 
danger the continued functioning of the Colombo Plan organiza-— 

tion. On this aspect of the matter, they would wish to be guided 

almost entirely by the views of the Asian countries themselves, and 

hope that the views of the U.S. Government will not be crystallized 

until these are known.
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| Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 64 D199 - . 

| | United States Minutes of Meeting of the Manila Pact Working 
| 7 SO Group } | 

| CONFIDENTIAL [WASHINGTON,] December 28, 1954—2:30. p. m. 
| Participants: United States — | | | | 
| ~C—Mr. MacArthur | 
| EKE—Mr. Sebald | 

| Defense—Mr. Sullivan | 
| — PSA—Mr. Young | | | 

PSA—Mr. Bell | 
-_ _BNA—Mr. Horsey - a : 

2 ~ - SOA—Mr. Collins | | 
_  C—Mr. Galloway | | 

| ae Australia—Sir Percy Spender et 
| _ France—M. Pierre Millet — - ce | 
| 7 New Zealand—Ambassador Munro | 7 | 
| | . Pakistan—Ambassador Syed Amjad Ali | 
! —_ _ Philippines—Minister S. P. Lopez | 

| Thailand—Ambassador Sarasin | 
| : United Kingdom—Sir Robert Scott | | | 

! Public Announcement of Bangkok Meeting | : 

| Mr. MacArthur opened the meeting commenting that all the | 
| Manila Treaty governments had agreed to a simultaneous public | 

| announcement of the Bangkok Meeting at 10:00 A.M. on Monday, | 
| January 3. | | | 

| Discussion of Military Advisers Paper, MPIWG)D-2 2 — | 

| Mr. MacArthur commented that the phrase “short of a general 

emergency’ in paragraph 3-d was misleading. This phrase had 
| been included to indicate in a geographic sense that military plan- 
| ning under the Treaty should be related to the treaty area and | 
| should not deal with emergencies arising outside the area. He sug- 

: gested a rephrasing to make this clear. The rewording was agree- 
able to all representatives and incorporated in a redraft of the 

2 paper, MP(IWG)D-2 a. 3 | | 
| Sir Percy Spender stated that although he had no specific objec- 
| tion on this point he feared there might be a tendency to compart- | 

mentize and isolate Manila planning from global planning. He re- 
| minded the group that during World War II military operations in 
: Asia had been severely affected by events elsewhere (European de- 

* Drafted on Jan. 2, 1955 by Gleysteen who is not listed among the participants. 
| 2 See footnote 3, p. 1049. | 

3 Not found in Department of State files. | 

| :
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mands on resources, etc.) and suggested that the Manila Treaty 

planners should be able to consider their problems against the 
background of over-all planning. Messrs. Sullivan and MacArthur 

pointed out that the military advisers of countries with responsibil- 
| ities outside the treaty area would have these responsibilities in 

mind when planning under the Manila Treaty. However, there 

were sO many imponderables involved in over-all planning that the 

Manila advisers would have to proceed on certain assumptions and 

limit themselves to treaty area planning. Moreover, the first stage 

of estimating the threat and drawing up requirements would repre- 

sent an immense task which would have tc be completed before 

considering questions of availabilities and commitments. Sir Percy _ 

said he would be satisfied on this point if the military advisers 
were not to be precluded from considering the effects of outside 
events (such as a general emergency) on the treaty area. Mr. Sulli- 

van agreed this would be possible. 
The Philippine representative commented that his government 

would like to strengthen the military organization under the 
Manila Treaty and suggested establishment of a permanent mili- 

tary committee to perform tasks similar to these outlined in the 
U.S. paper. He stressed the importance of creating genuine 

strength in Southeast Asia and mentioned in addition the Philip- 
pine desire to have an organization which would give more “ap- 
pearance” of strength than that envisaged by the U.S. Finally, the 
Philippines believed that anti-subversive activities could not be sep- 
arated from military planning and believed the military advisers 
should be able to consider this question. 

The U.S. representatives explained the importance of creating 

genuine strength in the Manila Treaty area was reflected in the 

U.S. proposal that military advisers be high ranking officers assist- 

ed where necessary by planners drawn from existing national 

staffs. The U.S. envisaged the paper under discussion as a flexible 

directive from the Foreign Ministers to the military advisers which 
would permit the latter to get on with military planning and to 

recommend their own organizational arrangements. Messrs. Mac- 
Arthur and Sullivan opposed the Philippine suggestion for a per- 

manent military committee because the U.S. did not wish to speci- 
fy in advance how the tasks of the military advisers were to be per- 
formed. Other representatives supported this position and pointed 

out that the Philippines would be free to make similar recommen- 

dations during the organizational meetings of the military advisers 

themselves. Minister Lopez appeared satisfied with this under- 
standing. | | oe 
Commenting on Minister Lopez’s last suggestion, Mr. MacArthur 

agreed that anti-subversive activities could not be divorced entirely
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| from military planning. He explained that one type of subversive 7 
| activity was open insurrection and that military forces could legiti- : 

| mately be used both to deter and control such activity. However, _ 
. the second type of subversion was covert boring from within and 

would have to be handled by a different mechanism. Mr. MacAr- | 

thur reminded the representatives that the U.S. would very shortly 

7 be presenting a paper on this subject to the Working Group. This | 
concluded discussion of the paper on military advisers which was : 

: set aside pending the final review process of the Working Group. 

Preliminary Discussion of Agenda for Foreign Ministers Meeting 
— MPUIWG@D-38/1* | : 

A suggested agenda for the Foreign Ministers at Bangkok was : 

distributed by the U.S. After a very brief discussion the U.S. 
agreed to circulate a revised paper changing the order of the 

: agenda items to provide that organizational discussions would take 
place following a general exchange of views on matters affecting ) 

| the security of the treaty area. a . 
While agreeing that Indochina should not be specifically men- 

| tioned on the Agenda, the U.K. Representative remarked that all 

the Ministers would have to have this question on their minds and | 
: that it would probably be necessary to discuss Indochina as it af- | 

fected the security of the treaty area. Sir Robert pointed out, how- | 

| ever, that such discussions should not touch on internal affairs in | 
| the Associated States or on activities in contravention of the | 

Geneva Agreements. | 

Economic Discussions Under the Manila Treaty | 

- Ambassador Ali asked if the U.S. intended to submit a paper on | 

: economic questions relating to the Manila Treaty. Mr. MacArthur 
replied that the U.S. was not planning to submit such a paper but 

would be quite willing to discuss economic questions in the Work- : 

ing Group. He mentioned that the U.S. was working intensively at | 

a high level on Asian economic problems and, although the study ‘| 

was not concluded, he hoped that Secretary Dulles would be able to | | 
outline in some detail the U.S. approach to Asian economic prob- | 

lems during the Bangkok meeting. Mr. MacArthur reiterated the 

U.S. view that Asian economic problems embraced an area extend- 

ing beyond the Manila Treaty members and that consequently | 
there should not be a separate economic organization established 

under the Manila Pact. He also said the U.S. did not wish to inter- 

: fere with or duplicate the activities of existing economic organiza- | 
tions, such as the Colombo Plan, etc. The Pakistan representative 

stated that he felt it essential that the Working Group discuss this 

| 4 Not found in Department of State files. | : |
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question since it was on the agenda at Bangkok. With the agree- 
| ment of the Working Group he proposed to outline his govern- 

ment’s views on this matter during the third week in January. The 
Philippine and Australian representatives evinced great interest in 

such a discussion. | 

_ Date of Next Working Group Meeting | 

The Working Group was adjourned until 2:30 P.M. Thursday, 
January 6, in Room 5106 New State. | 

S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1, NSC 5429 Series 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 
Affairs (Robertson) to the Secretary of State — 

TOP SECRET [WASHINGTON,] December 30, 1954. 

Subject: NSC 5429/5, Paragraph 9 | 

I was disturbed to find that NSC 5429/5 contains the following 
paragraph despite the repeated written protests of FE, which 

sought to have this paragraph deleted or at least satisfactorily 

amended: 

“9, The United States must keep open the possibility of negotiat- 
ing with the USSR and Communist China acceptable and enforcea- 
ble agreements, whether limited to individual issues now outstand- 
ing or involving a general settlement of major issues.” 

The history of FE’s objections to the language of this paragraph 

goes back to October 21, when FE commented adversely in a memo- 

randum from Deputy Assistant Secretary Drumright to Mr. Bowie 

on virtually identical language used in paragraph 23 of the “Sum- 
mary Statement of Existing Basic National Security Policy”.! In 
my memorandum to Mr. Bowie of November 9,2 FE again called 
attention to this language, which was contained in paragraph 42 b 

of NSC 162/2 on “Basic National Security Policy”, as well as para- 
graph 23 of the Summary Statement cited above. Despite FE’s ob- 

| jections to this paragraph in the Basic National Security Policy 

paper, the same language was incorporated into NSC 5429/3 of No- 

vember 19. 

In my memorandum to you of November 30 ? on NSC 5429/3, a 

copy of which was sent to S/P for concurrence, FE’s objections to 

this language, now contained in paragraph 10 a of NSC 5429/3, 

were again set forth. It was recommended as a minimum that the 

1 Dated Oct. 11; see volume I. 

2 Not printed. 
3 Ante, p. 996.
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| words “Communist China” be deleted from the paragraph and that 
it would be preferable if the whole paragraph were eliminated. 

: Nevertheless, the same paragraph was included in NSC 5429/4 of : 

December 10. In my memorandum to you of December 20 * on NSC 
0429/4, a copy of which was sent to S/P for concurrence, FE again 

| stated its objections to this paragraph (now numbered 9) and again : 
recommended the deletion of the words ‘Communist China’, if the | 
entire paragraph could not be eliminated. | 

Despite the long record of FE’s objection to the language of this | 

, paragraph, it was again included in NSC 5429/5 (Current USS. | 

Policy Toward the Far East). Your briefing meeting on this paper, 
attended by Mr. McConaughy in my absence, was interrupted 

| before there could be a discussion of the paragraph in question. Mr. : 
Bowie tells me that FE’s objection to the paragraph was noted on | 

| _ the copy which you carried to the NSC meeting and he assumed 

: that you would note it in your discussion of the paper. I under- 
| stand from you that you gave no consideration to this particular | 

paragraph. | a | a oe, | | 

As matters now stand the language of paragraph 9 is not only | 

/ inconsistent with paragraphs. 47 and 48 of NSC 5440/1 (Basic Na- 

| tional Security Policy), > but even with paragraph 7 a of NSC 5429/ : 

5 (Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far East) itself. I urge, there- : 

| fore, that steps be taken either to eliminate this paragraph alto- 

gether or revise it omitting the phrase ‘and Communist China” so | 
; as to bring it into consonance with paragraph 47 and 48 of Basic - _ 

National Security Policy (NSC 5440/1). 

| 4 Ante, p. 1053. | 
: > Dated Dec. 28, 1954. For documentation concerning the NSC 5440 Series, see | 

: volume II. [ 

| | 
| | 

| 
be | 

! | 

| | | 

| | 
:
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FE files, lot 55 D 480 | | - 

Draft Position Paper Prepared in the Department of State } 

SECRET _ [Wasurncton,] December 30, 1954. 

| FUTURE UNITED STATES ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE FOR ASIA 

- PROPOSED STATE DEPARTMENT POSITION _ 

I. The Problem: 

To provide basic principles and an official position to guide the 

representative of the Department of State on the NSC ad hoc inter- 
departmental committee to consider future United States economic 

policy for the free countries of Asia. 

IT. Objectives: | 

In order to minimize the danger of increased Communist influ- 

ence or domination of the free countries of Asia, including Japan, 

the United States security interests require the achievement of 

greater economic strength in the region. This requires the reassess- 

ment of the size and character of the United States assistance pro- 

grams in the area. Since the United States possesses a limited ca- 

pacity to provide economic assistance, certain guiding principles 

are imperative to the attainment of optimum results. 

The long-term objectives of this program should be to assist in 

making Asia self-supporting at such levels as will help these coun- 

tries to effectively counter Communist activity. The short-term ob- 

jectives should be addressed to the stimulation of forces which will 

contribute to the realization of the long-term objectives. | 

IIT. Principles: 

| The programs and actions adopted for the attainment of the 
above objectives should be governed by the following principles: 

A. General Principles 

(1) The primary purpose of the program is to combat Commu- 
nism, and other considerations, where they arise, should be regard- 
ed as secondary. | | 

(2) Future United States economic assistance to Asia should be 
regarded as only one part of the development of an over-all world 
program to strengthen the forces of freedom against future Com- 
munist advances. This program consists of four basic elements— 

1 The source text bears a marginal notation which indicates that it was seen by 
Robertson. An attached note, dated Dec. 30, by Richard R. Selby of the Policy and 
Reports Staff indicates that the position paper was to be discussed on Jan. 3, 1956, 
at a meeting to be attended by Dulles, Hoover, Murphy, MacArthur, Merchant, Rob- 
ertson, Allen, Jernegan, Holland, Bowie, Waugh, Morton, Nolting, and Scott. 

The source text bears extensive handwritten emendations and revisions, which 

are not printed.
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economic, military, psychological, and counter-subversive, all of 
| which must be interrelated.  —. Os | | 

(3) Each Asian country in fact constitutes a separate and unique 
| economic, political and social problem, although for purposes of 

analysis they may be grouped into four categories: 

(a) Korea, Formosa and Indochina | 
(b) Japan | 

| - (c) Philippines | 
(d) Indonesia, Thailand, Malaya, Burma, Ceylon, India, Paki- | 

| stan, and Afghanistan. | | | 

| In view of the vast differences which exist between each of these 
| groups, the economic policy of the United States should be directed 

toward an individual treatment of each country or group of coun- | 
tries, on a bilateral basis in accordance with its circumstances, but 

| : subject to certain generalized principles which are set forth herein. 

(4) Individual countries should be assisted wherever possible | 
with a view to achieving a maximum long-range effect on the area 
as a whole. Short-range programs or specific projects should be | 
minimized where they appear to run counter to the ultimate objec- 
tives which are being sought. 

(5) Special consideration should be given to the problem of Japan 
and the role its industrial and financial resources enable it to play. ; 

fo (6) Efforts to retain the Asian countries as a part of the free | 
| world will be facilitated by the ability of their non-communist gov- 

ernments to sustain a hope on the part of their peoples that their | | 
economic and social condition will be progressively improved. In | 

| stimulating these hopes, it should be clearly demonstrated that the | 
: primary responsibility for success must fall on the effective efforts | 
: of each country individually, and that the United States cannot un- | 
_. dertake sole responsibility for the economic development of the 

region. It should be further recognized that such a program will re- 
quire considerable time, and that the building up of unattainable | 

| aspiration could do more harm than good. | | | 

/ B. Principles with respect to magnitude* : 

| (1) United States assistance should be applied to priority needs 
in the countries of critical importance within the area and not | 

| based on the concept of spreading a predetermined amount of | 
money over the region as a whole. 

(2) In the development of policies and programs the sustained 
| economic capabilities of the United States over a period of years 
| should be kept in mind. | 
| 

[, 

C. Principles with respect to Administration of Aid | 

(1) To the maximum extent feasible United States development 
aid should be made available on a repayment basis. OS 

| _ *See Table I attached for appropriations covering past three years. [Footnote in | 
| the source text. Table I is not printed.] oe oo | a TRS | 

| )
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(2) The United States should retain full control of the funds dis- 
bursed including the use to be made of repayments in local curren- 
cy. | 

(3) Every reasonable effort should be made to encourage and 
support, more vigorously and effectively, the application of private 
capital to the development needs of free Asian countries. 

IV. Courses of Action 

The following courses of action are designed to implement the 
principles and objectives set forth above: 

(1) The Consultative Committee under the Colombo Plan should 
be strengthened. This might be done through the establishment of 
a permanent secretariat whose function would be to develop means 
for the expansion of healthy intraregional cooperation, trade and 
development. The United States should contribute a reasonable 
amount to help defray the expenses of this organization if it should 
become appropriate to do so. 

(2) The United States should take steps to ensure that the initia- 
tive for such expansion of the Colombo Plan should come from the 
Asian countries which constitute the bulk of the membership in 
the organization. 

(3) The United States should not encourage and should not par- 
ticipate in the creation of any new multilateral banking or credit 
institution within this region at the present time. 

(4) The United States should lend its support to the increase of 
opportunities of countries in this area to trade with each other and 
with other free world countries: (a) by appropriate measures for 
membership in the GATT organization; (b) bilateral approaches to 
countries which maintain restrictions that hamper such trade; and 

~ (c) encouragement of removal of such serious restrictions as may 
exist in the use of sterling by these countries. 

(5) The United States markets for the products of these countries 
should be expanded and the existing restrictions reduced to the 

| extent it is found feasible. 
(6) Japan | 

(a) In order to obtain the maximum contribution from Japan 
and thus reduce the financial burden on the United States 
every effort should be made to increase the trading and finan- 
cial capabilities of that country with other free nations of Asia 
and by expanding her overseas markets. To this end the 
United States should consider the appropriate extension of 
public credit, the expansion of commercial credit for stimulat- 
ing exports, the improvement of conditions within Japan for 

| private capital, the use of technical assistance, the use of local 
currency proceeds of agricultural surpluses and the widening 
opportunities for the investment of Japanese capital. _ | 

(b) The United States should proceed to consummate the con- 
templated trade agreement with Japan. 

(c) The good offices of the United States should be employed 
to restore as rapidly as possible better relationships between 
Japan and the other countries with which she was at war—
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- Philippines, Indochina, Burma, Malayan States, Australia, _ | 
| New Zealand, and Indonesia. | | 

lo (7) The United States should extend the following types of aid | | 
| and should consider the interrelationship among these types: oe | 

(a) Outright grant aid for direct forces support, defense sup- 7 | 
port and budgetary purposes will have to be extended to those — | 

| countries which are maintaining armed forces in cooperation | 
with the United States beyond their economic capabilities. ) 

| -(b) Aid which is extended to such countries for developmen- | 
| tal purposes should be clearly distinguished from the military 

assistance referred to above, and such aid should be placed on | 
| a repayable basis including. repayment in local currencies. Itis _ 
| _ realized that in certain instances, such as Korea, this may not 
| be feasible. : 
| (c) Technical assistance programs should be continued aftera | 

-review of their effectiveness in each instance, and wherever ! 
possible they should be placed on a matching funds basis. | 

! | (d) With respect to those countries pursuing “neutralistic’ _ ! 
| policies the United States should review its developmental or _ ! 

technical assistance to such countries to the end that such aid | 
as may be extended shall support the objectives set forth 

i above. | | | | | 

(8) The United States must give consideration to the impact of 
the policies and programs adopted hereunder as they may affect | 

|. our relations with the other less developed areas of the world. Such ' 
| consideration shall encompass (1) full publicity as to the reasons | | 
| for our extension of aid to the free Asian countries, and (2) review 2 
| of United States economic policies towards the other less developed | 
| areas with a view to making these policies as consistent as possible | 
| throughout the world. | 

| (9) Magnitudet | | 
| United States overall assistance in the Asian area for the fiscal | 

| year 1956 shall be at substantially the same level as in the past 
| year. Such a program is within the financial and economic capabili- 
| ties of the United States and can be supported for a significant 
| period of time if the results prove that the objectives are being - | 
| achieved. oe | | 
| . 

| V. Precautions | 

| In undertaking discussions with respect to any new arrange- | 

| ments certain precautions should be observed. yy 

(1) The limited capacities of the United States to provide whole- 
sale aid to a region as vast as Asia and the limited capacity of the 

| Asian states to immediately use aid provided militate against any 
| massive United States aid program for Asia at the present time. 

_ (2) The United States should make clear that its financial contri- 
7 butions to Asian development should be in realistic and reasonable 
| amounts. | | | 

| —_—___—- | . : . | 

+ See Table I attached. [Footnote in the source text.] a / : 

| 

i | 

| |
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(3) The United States cannot and should not assume sole respon- 
sibility for the economic development of the region. _ 

(4) The United States should not promise continuing financial 
contributions in connection with any arrangements which might be 
made, although our continuing interest in the economic develop- 
ment of the area should be made clear. 

(5) Public pronouncements of the United States program should 
be consistent with anticipated results and should be carefully 
framed in order to avoid leading the free peoples of Asia to expect 
more than can be accomplished by a given program. 

670.901/12-3154: Circular telegram 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular Offices 3 

SECRET WASHINGTON, December 31, 1954—4:10 p.m. | 

340. For Chief of Mission. With reference to Colombo Powers 

communiqué 2 and Afro-Asian Conference, ? Secretary at press con- 

ference Dec 31 pointed out conference does not directly concern US 

which not Afro-Asian nation and of course not invited. Conference 

and question of who should attend is primarily concern of other 
countries rather than US. When asked whether there conflict be- 
tween attendance proposed meeting and membership Manila Pact, 

Secretary said purposes of conference not clear to him after read- 
ing communiqué and he could not yet express opinion. Supposed 

that would be question to be judged by Asian members Manila 
Pact. 

Department seriously concerned eventual implications and most 

interested to avoid damaging effects this conference. In formulat- 

ing US position Department aware of danger that Chinese Commu- 

nists would utilize conference as sounding board for propaganda — 

and might succeed in creating appearance of unity between Com- 

munist and non-Communist Asian and African states and appear- 

ance of division between Asian and African non-Communist states 

and West. Department also aware Chinese Communists will be 

carefully prepared and that Chou En Lai has formidable capacity 

1 Sent to Bangkok, Hanoi, Phnom Penh, Saigon, Vientiane, Manila, Tokyo, Kabul, 

Addis Ababa, Amman, Ankara, Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Damascus, Jidda, Tehran, 

Monrovia, Accra, Khartoum, and Salisbury. Repeted for information to Colombo, 
Djakarta, Karachi, New Delhi, Rangoon, Seoul, Taipei, Canberra, Wellington, 

London, Paris (separately to USRO), and Hong Kong. Drafted by Sebald and cleared 
in C, G, S/P, and NEA as well as in FE. 

2 Issued in Djakarta on Dec. 29 at the close of a 2-day meeting of the Prime Minis- 
ters of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan. Full text is printed in the 
New York Times, Dec. 30, 1954. 

3 In the communiqué cited in footnote 2 above, the signatories had outlined plans 
for a conference of Asian and African powers to be held in Indonesia in April 1955, 
and had announced that 25 additional countries would be invited.
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: for dominating conference and utilizing others for own ends. On | 
; other hand Department appreciates considerations set forth Delhi’s 

| 891+ to Dept and aware of dangers involved in US attempting | 
| exert pressure on friendly states decline invitation because of possi- | 

| bility these states being branded US puppets or failure succeed ) 
keeping them away. Such course of action would also invite diffi- 

culties in US relations Colombo Powers as Conference sponsors. | 
, In formulating US position it will be helpful have as soon as pos- — : 

sible your views (without explicitly questioning local government) 

as to (a) attitude of country to which you accredited towards at- 

: tendance (b) likelihood that country could be persuaded decline in- 

vitation (c) degree to which country could be expected cooperate in | 

combatting Communist efforts if it did attend and (d) would coun- 

try delegation provide competent leadership. 
In answering press inquiries as to US position regarding confer- 

ence you should for time being follow noncommittal line adopted 
by Secretary. If questioned by representative of government to 7 

| which you accredited you should say US is studying implications of 
proposed conference and would be greatly interested in views of 

| friendly countries. | | | 
| oe DULLES 

| * In this telegram, dated Dec. 30, the Embassy had outlined considerations which 
it believed would cause any boycott of the conference by powers friendly to the | 
United States to work against U:S. interests. (670.901/12-3054) : 

| , | 
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ANZUS Council—Continued Asia—Continued 
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